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. POINTERS -ON. USING THE-HANDBOOK

To learn about this Handbook, see How to Use the Handbook, page 3.
,

r

To locate an occupat ion. or Industry, see: t.
Tablyof Contents. Atge ix:
Dictionary of Occupational Titles Indoc. page 745.
Alphabetical' Index. page 756.

Job titles which connote :sex stereotypes have been changed.
A number of 'Job titles have been revised m this e-dition of the Handbciok. in order to
eliminatc.,..onnotarions of sex stereotyping. The new titles are consistent with changes
in the o....tipation41 ..lassif.is...ition system used by the L. Buraii of the Census. and
with considerably more numerous changes m the Dicno dry of Occtipational Titles.

For a general view of,...worIc and jobs in the United States, read the'chapter on
Tomorrow's lobs. peg 13. . - /, .. , -- ,- . . , .

,.
, 7/ : . i -', s

. .

Forecasts of the futdre are precariotist Keep in mind the explanation:on page 5 of
.what the employment outlook informatiLm in the Handbook really means_ Read the
section on AssUmptions and Methods Used in Preparing the trisployment projections. .4.page II.

The job picture is constantly changing. To find out how you,can I cep your informatiiin
up to dtite, see the section on Where to Go fa More Information, page 9.

You may need local information, too. The Handbook gis es fa.-ts ab;nit ea...h occupation
for the United States as a whole See page 9 for sources of jolt information in your
hometown.

Reprints from the HaatibtnA provide an inexpensive way to get occupational outlook
info4rrnation about Partkular fields. For instructions on how to order one or more of 155
reprints. see page 776. .. ,, , ,

.

'SUBSCRIBE TO TIM OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOKOUARTE'iLY, AN -..
ESSENTIAL' COMPANION TO YOUR HANDBOOK

1

it keeps you uplo date on fast-changing employment trends.

it reports proniptiy on new occupational, research results.

It analyzes legislative, educational, and training developments th.at affect career
planning .

.
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The difficulties youffgO ople experience when making the transition from school to work has.
been recognized by leaderSp government and education as a serious national problem. One way to
help ease this transition is-tkprovide yowl people with accurate and comprehensive career guidance
information. By acquirinkipecific knowledge of the various occupations in our economy, they can
become aware of the oppertunities and alternatives that are available to them, and can plan for careers
suited to their abilities anraspirations.

The Ocrupationardplook Handbook is a major source of vocational ,guidance information for
hundreds of occuration`f For each occupation, the Handbook describes what workers do on the job,
the training or edu ,-"atibil needed, and most importantly, some idea of the availability of jobs in the
years ah

Although its main purse is providing information to young people, the Handbook is also a useful .
resource for persons entering or reentering the work force at later stages in their lives. Our hope in the
Department of Labor is that this publication will continue to offer valuable assistance to all persons ,
seekinisatisfyinfkid productive employment.

t
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ln our constantly changing economy, information on future career opportunities and educational
requirements is necessary if young people are to be prepared for tomorrow's jobsarlor more than 30
years, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has Conducted h on occupations and in4ustries for the pur-
pose of providing thisinfonnation for use in vo a ieguid ance.

The major product of this 'research is the Occuiational Outlook handbook, which contains infor-
mation on job duties, educational iequirernents, employment outlook,. and earnings for mere than 850

I occupations and 30 industries. The handbook infilrination is based on data received from a variety of
sources, including business firms, trade associations, labor unions, professional societies, educational
institutions,,aii governmept aiiiities, a rr4es'ents the most current and comprehensive informa-
tion avail able. .

As part of the Bureau's continuing eff9rt to increase the usefulness of the Handbook, the new edi-
tion has been substantially revised. the format has been simplified, and a number df statements in-
clude information on the effect of fluctuations in the business cycle as well as long-run expectations.
The new Handbook uses the revised non-sexist kfb titles developed for the Dictionary of Occupational
Tides, and includes expanded information on high sthool conies that are useful inpreparingfor each
occupation Finally, this edition contains new, guides on using the handbook for both student's and
counselors.

a)

C

Julius Shiskin, Commissioner, Bjareau of Labor Stittistics
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'Letter of Endorsement

Work can be one of life's most rewarding experiences. A job ran offer pride in achievement and
an opportunity for personil growth, as well as the security of an adecpiate income. But finding work
that es satisfying seldom is easy. Career planning with the advice of trained counselors can help a great
deal.

To assist individuals with their educational arid vocational choices, counselors must have occupa-
tional information that is current, accurate, and comprehensive. The Occupational Outlook Handbook
is a pridiary source of the information needed for sound career planning. For more thin 850 occupa-
tions and 30 major industries, the Handbook describes what workers do on the job, the training and
education recluired, advaincement possibilities, employment outlook, and earnings and working concll-
tio5s Most statements list professional societies, trade associations, unions, and other organiza-
tions that can supply additional career informatiOn.
, Counselors all work settings will find the new edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook an
invaluable tool for helping clients plan a satisfying future in the working world.

Thelma Daley; President
Aniericar Personnel and

. Guidance Association

William B. Lewis ,
Associate Administrator'
U.S. Employment Service
U.S. Department of Labor

Thomas W. Carr
Director, Deferiss Education
U.S. Departrifed of Defense

.1

I .

Richard L. Roudebush
Administrator
Veterans Administration

T. H. Bell
-Commissioner of Education
Officeof Education
U.S. Department ofHealth,
Education. and-Welf4re

John A. Svahn, Acting
.1 AdniinisiratOr

Social and Rehabiliation Service
U.S. Departrnent,of Health,
Education, and, Welfare
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The Handbook was prepared in the Bureauof Labor Statistics; Division of Occupational Outlook,
under the supettfrisiiiii of/Russell B. Flanders and Neal H. Rosenthal. General direction was provided by
Dudley E. Young, Ase&ant Commissioner for Employment Structure and Trends.

The planning and coordination of the Handbook was done by Michael J. Pilot-Max L Carey, Con-
stance B. DiCesare, Daniel E. Hecker, and Anne Kalil supervised the researches preparation of in-
dividual Handbook sections.
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4

Coordination of the gathering'and editing-of photographs and preparation of tbeD.0.T. index was
done by Donald Dillon. Jean F. Whetzel prepared the Index to Occupations andindustriet. Olive B:
Clay proyided statistical assistance. .

. Word processing was handled-by Linda Kellner, Maria Kline, Sheila Spofford, and Beverly Wil-
liams. . ' -.

The statements dealing with agriculture were prepared in conjunction with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture with the assistance of Melvin Janssen, Economic Research Service and Carr911.Y.fless,
Dean. College of Agriculture, Kansas State University. 4
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Photograph .Credits
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The Bureau of Labor Statistics gratefully acknowledges the cooperation and assistance of
the many government and private sources that either contributed photographs or made their
facilities available to the U.B. Department of Labor photographers for this edition of the
Occupational Outlook Handbook.

Governm'ent Sources

Federal Department of Agriculture, Department of the
Air Force, Department of the Army, Departmept of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Department of Inter -
or; Department of Justice; Department of Labor; De-
partment of Transportation, ERDA, Forest Service,
General Services Administration, Government Printing
Office, Natimial Aeronautics and Space Adminptra-
non; National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration, NationalInstitutes of Health, Department
of the Navy; U S Postal Service, and Smithsonian In-
stitution.

State anV Local City of Cincinnati, Cit of Denver, Dis-
trict of Columbia; City cif Houston, OhioState Police;
and Prince Georges County (Maryland).

Private Sources .

Membership. Groups. Alumihum Association, American
Bankers, Association, American Chemical Society;
AmeriCan Chiropractors Association, Amencari Dental
Assistants Association, American Dentists Association;

..'American)lome Economic Association; American
Hotelind Motel Association; 'American Institute of
Architects; American Iron anct,Steel Institute; Amer-

. ican OptOmetric Association; American POdiatry. M-
,sociation, American Society of Planning Officials;
American Trucking Association; Associated General
Contractors of America; Association of America' Rail-
roads; Aviation Maintenance Foundation; Forging In-
dustries Association; Gypsum Drywall Contractors In-
teinational; InternationalkAlliance of Theatrical Stage
Employers and Moving Picture Machine Operatori of
the United States and Canada; International Brother-
hood of Electridal Workers; International Ladies' Gar-

:, ment .Worker's Union; international Taxicab Associa-
'tion; Marble Institute Of America; Mplor Vehicle
Manufacturer's Association; National Association'of

3
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Auto Dealers; National Pest Control Association; Na-
tional Committee on Household Development54 Na-
tional Education Association, Public Relations Society
of America, Inc., Society of Amencan Florists and Or-
namental' Horticulturists, and United Auto Workers.

,,s2
Industry and Business2A-rospace Corp., Air Reduction
Co , Inc., American Iblephone and Telegraph,. ARA
Services, Bausch and Lomb, Brunswick Corp., Canteen
Corp.., Chase Manhattan Bank, The C &OIB&O Rai!-
roads,. Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Co.;
Chrysler Corp., Clairol, Clark Equipment Corp., Con-
rad Hilton Hotels;'Consolidated Edison Company of
New York; Continental Trailways Co.; Delta Airlines;
Doggett Enterprises, Dow Chemical Corp., Drexel Fur-
niture Co., Eastman Kodak Co., Eli Corp.; Ford .
Motor Co., General Dynamics Corp.; General 'Electric

, "Corp.; General Foods Corp.; Georgia-Pacific Co.; Gil;
pin Wholesale Druggist co.; Girard Bank and Trust

TiCo.; Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.; GEIC'0; Grand
UnioirStbres; Grumman Aerospace Corp.; Gulf Oil
Corp , Harley-Davidson Motorcycles, Harshe-Rotman,
and Drucke. Inc ; Irving Cloud Publishing Go.; Inland
Steel Co ; Lbuisiana-Pacific Corp., Marine Midland;
Marriott; Merkle Press; -Mutual of Omaha; National
Cash Register Co; Neiman Marcus; Oster Corp.; Phil-
lips Petroleum Co.; PPG Indusiries; Price Waterhouse;
RCA; Santa Fe Railroad; Sage Locke Co.; Sears
Roebuck Co ; Snelling and Snelling; Southern Railroad
Systern; Stacy Adams; Steelcase; Sun OIL Co.; Texaco;
Texas Instruments; Thompson and Litton, Inc.; Unilux,
Inc.; Unkin Carbide; Weyerhauser CO.; Winchester
Weitern; and Woodward and Lothrop. '

- -

PublIcatibns. The Catholig Standard; Contractor
magazine, Farm and ginver Magazine; Jeweler'f Topics;
Jobber Toliics1 New York Daily News; Snips Magazine;
Washington Star Newspaper; and Women's Wear Doily.

Schools. Cape fear Technical Institutes; George
*Washington puiveriity, Johns Hopkins University; Na-

.

vii
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tional Radio AstrOnomy Observatory; University of
Delaware; and University of Maryland.
Other Children's Hospital of Chicago, Children's

-Hospital of the/District of Columbia; Fletcher Drake;

Holy Cross Hospital; Lutheran Theological ;Seminary;
Metropolitan Opera; Mobile General Hospital; a-
tional Ballet; United Nations, and WRC-TV.
(Washington, D.C.):

A

Note

A great many trade associations, professional societies, unions, and industrial organizations are
able to provide career information that is valuable' to counselors and job seekers. For the convenience of
Handbook users, some of these organizations are listed at the end of the statements on individual occupa-
tions and industries Although these references were assembled carefully, the BLS has neither authority nor
facilities for investigating the.cirganizations listed. Also, because the Bureau does not preview all the infor-
mation or publicationsithat.may be sent in response to a request, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of such
ihformition The listing ofan organization, therefore, does I constitute in any way an endorsement or recom-
mendation by the Bureau or the U.S. Department of Labor, e her of the organization and its activities or of the
information it way supply Each otganilation has sole respon ibility for whatever information itimay issue.

The occupational information contained in the Handbobk presents a general, composite descrip-
tion of jobs and industries and cannot be expected to reflect work situations in specific establishments or lo-
calities The Handbook, therefore, is not intertded and shout not "iced as a guide for determining wages;
hours, the right of a particular union to represent workers, appro to bargaining units, or formal job evalua-
tion systems.

0
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HOW TO U$E THE HANDBOOK'

How nasty kinds of jobs are there
More than 850 occupations. art

described in. the Handbook
Although this is a large number, the
total number of occupations in the
VS, 'economy may be counted in
the thousands_ 'lobs in the H
book generally are those whi
young people are most interested
learning about. Most occupatio
requiring long periods of educatio
Of training are discussed, as are
number of small but growing fief
of employment. Altogether, the, od,
cuilations in the Handbook account
for about 95 percent of all sakiwori-
ers; kola 90 percent of professional,
craft, and service workers., 80 percent
of ckrical' workers; 50 percent of all
operafiveg and smaller proportions of
managerial workers and laborers. The
main types of farm'ing occupations are
described in the Handbook. The long-
term job outlook fcir the Nation as a
bole is discussed, too.

and real estate; services; and
government. You may wish to talk
with your parents or your counselor
about current job prospects in your
own aret.. 1' ,

You may be interested in a cer-
tain fieldsales work or repair
work, for example. To find out what
kinds of jobs there are in that field.- -
consult the Handbook's Table of
Contents for the Appropriate career
"cluster." All of the occupational
briefs in the Handbook are arranged
in "clusters" of related jobs. There
are 13 clusters altogether. Industri-
al production, office, service, edu-
cation, sales, construction, trans-
portation, scientific and technical,

. mechanics and repair, health, social
science, social service, and art,
design, and communications occu-
pations. Most career clusters in the

.. "Handbook describe a variety of jobs
in a single field. Training and skill
requirements within a particular
Cluster often vary a great deal. If
you are' thinking about Bluture in

e health field, for example, you
11 find that a few jobs' in this field

reqlfire only a high schobl diploma;
Others, require a degree from a 2-
year community college or junior

-1.

Where should I look first?
Start with jobs you know

something about or are interested
in. If an 411hportant industry is

,located in yo&r` hometown, for ex-.
ample, you may find it useful to
read the Handbook industry state-
ment to find out about the many
different kinds of jobs in that Indus-
try and their differing training
requirements and earnings poten-
tial. There are 35 industry state-
ments in the Handbook, grouped ac-
aording to major divisions in the
economy: Agriculture, mining, and
petroleum; ponstruction; manufac-
turing; transportation, communica-.
tipns, and public utilities; wholesale
and retail trade; finance, insurance,

t
you'd like to learn 'more about
you can use the Handbook to find
out what the jobeiAlike, what educa-
tion and training is necessary, and
what the advancement possibilities,
earnings, and employment outlook .

are likely to be. Each section of the
-Handbook follows a standard for-
mat, making It easier ro compare.
different jobs with one another.

It is ImpOrtant to bear in mind
that the information in the Hand-
book is designed for._ career
guidance. purposes. In the effort to
present a meaningful overview of
each of several hundred jobs,
details are omitted, and some
distinctions are glossed ove.
Moreover, each statement, has its
own litnitafions, mostly because of
imperfect data sources and limits,
on length. -What follows is a
description/of the type of infornia-
tion presented in each' Handbook
statement, with a few Words of ex-
planation.

The numbers in parentheses
which appear just below the title of
most Handboo* statements are
D.O.T. cqde numbers. D.O.T. stands
or Dictionary of Occupationat fi-

, now in its third edition, a U.S.
college; still others require ; Department of Labor publication
bachelor's degree; and a few whiO "defines" each of about
require 4 years or more of formal 35,000 jobs according tog system,
training following college girldua otiCh uses code numbers to classify
don.

You may already have a specific
job in mind. To find out where it is
described, turn to the Index of Oc-
cupaikns and Industries at the back
of the book. -

What wilt I learn?
Once you have chosen a place to

beginan occupation or industry

16

each job in terms, of the type off
work performed, training required,
physical demands and working
conditions. Revision of the' D.O.T.
is underway, and the fourth edition
is scheduled to appear in 1976: It
will include, thousands, of new jobs.
which have emerged' Ira result of
technological and other changes in
the past r0 years. An index listing



Handbook occupations by D.O.T
number precedes the alphabetical
Index of industries and Occupa-
tions D 0 T numbers are used
primarily b'y public employment
service agencies for classifying ap-
plicants and job openings, and for
reporting and

are
operating pur-. poses They arr included in the

Handbook since career informatiOn-
centers and libraries frequently use
them for filing occupational infor

' motion.
The Nature of the Work section

describes the major duties of work-
ert in the occupation It tells what
workers do on the job And how they
do it Although each job description
is typical of the occupation, duties
are likely to vary by eniployer and

'size of employing anization. geo-
graphic location, and other factors.
In some occupations, in'diAdual
workers specialize ,in certain tasks
In others they perform the entire
range of work in the occupation. Of
course, jot? duties continually
change as', technology advances,
new industrial , processes 4 are
developed, andprodircts or services
change In priffiaring the Habook.

:every effort is made toicnclude the
most recent information available,
but because of the vapid rate of
change in some fieldg, this if not al-
ways possible.

The Places of Erloy rent sec-
tion ptovideg information on the
number of Workers in an occupa-

on and tells whether they are con-
ntrated in certain industries or

g ographic areas Whether an pc-
cu anon is large or small is impror-
tan to a jobseeker because large,
occ ations,' even those griming
slow! offer more openings than
small nes because of the many
worke who retire or die each year.

some occupations are concen-
trated in articular industries. Most
cooks 'and chefs, for example, are
employed in restaurants and hotels
While secretaries -are employed ip
almost every industry If an occupa-
tion is found primarily in certain in-
dustries, this section lists them.

OCCUPAITIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
iA few occupations' are concen- tiop and the speed with which you

trated in certain parts of the advance often are determined by
country. Actors and actresses, for the amount of training you have. ,

example, usually work in California In an effort to protect,the public,
and New York. This information is hi! States have certification or
included for the benefit of people licensing requirements for some oc-
who have strong preferences about cupations to assure that worker% are
where they live because they do properly qualified, Physicians...and
not wish to be separated from their nftrses, elementary and secondary
families and friends, for example. schoolteachers, barbers and
For most occupations, however, cosmetologists, electricians and
employment is widely scattered and. plumbers are examples of occupa-
generally follows the same pattern dons that-are licensed. If you are
as the distribution of the popula- considering occupations idiot
titn. ' ' require State licensing, be slue to

In addition, the propor4ion of check the requirements in the State
,wOmen employed is mentioned in a in which you plan to work.
number of Handbook statements. An important factor in career
informhtion on part -time employ.- choice is the extent to which a par-

.. ment is included because it is im- ticular job suits your personality.
portant to students, homemakers, Although it is often difficult for
retired person?, and others who people to assess themselves, your
may want to work part thne. Know- counselor, undoubtedly is familiar
ing which occupations offer good with tests that can help. Bach state-
opportunities for part-time work ' ment in the Handbook provides in-
can ben valuable lead. ormation which allows you to

The Training, Other Qiiallfica.- . match your own unique personal
tions, 'and Advancement section'. characteristicsyour .likes and
should be read carefully because it dislikeswith the characteristics of
often is necessary to start planning the job. For a particular job, you
toward yobr career goal early in may need the ability to:
'high school. It's a good idea to, look \make responsible decisions.

, closely at`the list of high sChool and motivate ot4IrSiht.,., . .

mind. Nearly all Hafidbook state- work in a highiy'competitive at-

ge; courses regarded as useful direct aadsupervtgejpthers.
pre ration for the career you have /work under close-supervision.

'bents lift such courses. mosphere. a

Workers can qualify for jobs in a enjoy working with ideas and
variety of ways, including college solving problems.
study leading to a/certificate or ai- enjoy working.wkth people.

s. sociate degree;ptograms offered by enjoy working with thingscgood
post-secondary vocational schools, coordination and .manual dexterity.
both public and private; home study' arp necessary. is.

Courses; government training pro- work independently--,initiative
grams; experiepce or training ob- and self-discIpline arepeceSsary. ,
tained . in the Armed Forces; ap- work as part of a team.
prentideship and other fcirrhal train- enjoy working with detail, either
ing offered- on-the-job or in the nurriWrs or technical `written,
classroom by employers; and high, material.
School courses. For each occupa- enjoy helping people.
tiOn, the Handbook identifies which use creative talents and ideas and
of these routes of entry igpreferred. enjoy .having an opportunity for
In many cases, alternative ways of self-expression.
attaining training are listed as well. derive satisfaction from seeing
It is worth remembering that the the physical results ofyour work.
level at which'you enter an occupa- Work in a confined area.

a .
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perform repetitio
1

Figuis I
enjoyysorking otitside, regardless

of the weather.
.

' The Eatployineat Outlook section Description.'

disdtisses prospective job, otiportu- ) '
Much faster than the average for all occupations 50.0 percent or greaternities..Knowmg whether or not the

job market is likely to be favorable Fatter than the average for all occupations 25.0 to 49.9 percent

is ciuite important in deciding stoweras fasIthaesawthe
averlgteafor all occupations 3 15.0 to 24.9 percent

erage
cccuPali4whether to pursue a specitio career. 4 Utile change is expected as

4.0 to 14.9 percent
. ,. , 3.9 to 3.9 percent

While your interests, your abilitiet, Expected to decline ' 4.0 percent or greater
and your career goals are extremely The. aye-rage increase projected for all occupations for the 1974-85 period rs'20.3
important, you also netd. to know percent. /

. ...
..."' -

something about -the availability of 1,.....--
occupations and industries is likely titudes and interests justify your'jobs in the fields that interest yo ...,

the econommost.; ..
y picks up. However, goal. Getting a job may be difficult

Tbe employment outlook section ' of occupations and industries if the field is so small that openings
.-are less'vinerable to changes in the are fay (actuaries and blacksmithsof most Handbook statements".ns with a sentence about an- . business cycle. Other factors, in- are examples) or so popular that it

z
trgi

fluence their well-being. These mat; attracts many more jobseekers thanuipated employment growth
through 1985. The occupation is ters are explored in a number of"' there are jobs (radio and television

kdboo statements.described as.likely to grow about as Handbook . broadcasting, journalism, the per-

--fast as the average for all occupa- For some occupations, it is possi- forming arts, end modeling).

tions faster than the average; or
'

ble to observe trends in the number Getting a job also can be difficult in
of people pursuing relevant types of occupations and industries in whichslower than the average Figure 1)., educatiorr or training and sub- employment is declining (merchant

usually are favorable 0 ern-

erchant
Job opPortuctities in a particular oc- sequently entering the profession. saildrs, photoengravers, typeset

ployment increases at least as rapidly When supply as well as demand in- ters), although this is mat always the

Projected 197445
ihange in employment

requiremeius

as the economy aa whole. Occupa- formation is available, the Hand- 'case.
tions in which employment' stays _book describes prospective job op; Remember, even Occupations

poftunities in terms of the an- which are small or 9verciowdedabout the same or declines' generally ticipated demand-supply relatioh- provide some jobs. Sokdo occupa-offer le,rs favorable -jab prospects ship. The prospective job situation tions in which employmentis grow-than growing occupations, because is termed:'excellerit" when demand ing very slowly or ever declining,the only openings ate those due to
tun` Lis likely, to greatly exceed supply; for there always isa need to replace

Some ndbook statements take
aKr: "keenly competitive" when supply workers who leave the occupation,N4

note of the ffect of fluctuations in is likely to exceed demand. Other _ If the occupation is large, the

the business cycle. This information
toms used in Handbookstatements number of job openings due, to

is valuable 'to people looking into , are shown iii-Figurelf. turnover can be quite substantial.

career possiblong -range ilities at a 'The information in this section Bookkeepers, telephone operators,.

time when the econotny is'in a should be used carefully, however.: and- machinists are examples of

recession. Young people
The prospect of relatively. few . large occupations which provide aInit.

derstandably wonder: What mwill'theopenings, or of strong competition, significant number otjob openings
in a fisiel that interests you should each year becarise of turnover. On

-economy be like when I enter the make You take' a second. took at the average,' openings ,resulting
labor market?' Will it be harder 'to
find a job 5 'or 10 years from now your career choice, But this infer- from replacement' needs are ex-,

than it is today? The Handbook' -mation albne should 'not prevent petted $o account for 70 percent of'
-

gives
'frotn pursuing a articular job openings.

gives information, wherever feasi- reer if you feel that your ap- In- other words, don't rule Out a
ble, on occupatjoy and industries ea.
whose levels of empl4ment fluctu-
ates 'in, reopens& to.' 'shifts in the Furs 11

-economic climate. It helps to bear Jals,opporibnities Prospective demand-supply relationship
in mind that employment in many
but not alloccupations and indus, Excellent c' 'Demand much greater than supply

Very good Dernand,greater than supply
tries is directly affected by an Good or favorable Rough balance between demand and supply
economic downturn. A sharp km- May face.competition Likelihood of Supply than demand
prevenient in the outicx:il: for$hese le-n competition . Supply greaterhan demand

1.

t
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potentially rewarding careetsimply/
because the prospective outlook in,
an occupation is not favorable. Do
discuss your abilities and aptitudes
with you' counselor. Checking
further is a good idea; too. Sug-
gestions .for additional information
on the job market are given in the

, following section Where to Go kir
More Information.

How reliable is the 'information
on the outlook for employment
over the next 10 years? No one can
predict future labor Market condi!
tons with' perfect accuracy:;- In
every occupation, and industry, the
number of jobseekers and the
number' of job oPenings .constantly
changes. A rise or fall in the de-
mand for a product service af-
fects the number of workep.needed
to produce it. New invetftions and
technolqtical innovations create
some jobs and eliminate others.
Changes in the size or age distribu-
tion of the population, work at-
titudes, training opportunities, or
retirement programs determine the'
number of workers available. As
these forces interact in :the labor
market, some' occupations ex-
perience a shortage, some a surplus;
some a balance between jobseekers
and openings. Methods used by
economists to develop inforination
on future occupational prospects
differ, and judgments which go into
any assessment of the future alio
differ. Therefore, it is important to
underitand 'what' underlies each
statement on outlook.

Por every occupation and indus-
try covered in the Handbook, an
estimate .of future employment
needs i% developed. These estimates
are consistent with a set of assump-
tions about the future of the eccifics.
my and the country. For more
detail, see tbksection..entitled, As-
sumptions 'acid Methods .U;ed In
Preparing the Employment Projec-
dons.

Finaily, you should remember
that job prospecti in your commu-
nity or State may not correspond to
the description of employment out-

look in the Handbook. For the par-
ticular job you are interested in, the
outlook in your area may be better,
oriovorse. The Handbook does' not
discuss the outlook In local areas
because the analysis is far too much
for a centralized staff to handle.
Such infolmation hai been
developed, however, by many
States and loCalities. The local Of-
fice of your State Employment Ser-
vice is the best place to ask 'bout
local-area emplOyment projections.
Be sure to check with yoitr parents
and dounselors, too..

The. Earnings section helps
answer litany of the questions that
yeu may' ask when choosing a
career. Will the income be high
errough to maintain the standard of
living I want and justify my training
costs? How much will my earnings
increase as I gain experience? Do
some areas of the country of some
industries offer 'better pay than
others for the same type of work?

mot people,' you probably
Mink of earnings as money. But
money is only one type of financial
reward for4work. Paid . vacations, ,
health insurance, uniforms, and
discounts on clothing or other
merchandise also are Part of the
total earnings`package.

About 9 out of 10 workers
receive money income in the form
of a wage `or salary. A wage usually
is an -hourly or daily rate of pay,
while a salary is a weekly, monthly,-
or yearly rate. Most craft workers,
operatives, and laborers are wage
earners; while most wprofessional,
techetal, and clbricalAserkers are
salary earners. .

Irr addition to -their regular pay,
-- wage arid' salary workers may

receive extra money for working
overtime, more -than their usual
number of hours, or on a night shift
or irregular schedule. In some ozcti-
panons, workers also may receive'

atips or be paid conimission based
on the amount of sales or .services
they provide to customers. Factory
workers are sometimes paid a piece
rate which is an extra payment for

each item they produce. Foi many
workers, these types of pay amount
to a -large part of their total
earnings.

The remaining 10 percent of all
workers are in b "ness for them-
selvei and earn self- employment in-
come instead of wages or salaries.
This group inchldes workers in a
wide "variety of occupations: Physi-
cians, shopk@epers, barbers,
writers, photographers, and farmers
are examples of workers who
frequently are self-employed.

Workers in some occupations
earn self-employment income in ad-
dition to their wages or salaries. For
example, electricians and carpert(
tern often- do small repair 'or''

- remodeling jobs during evenings or
sveekends, and college professors
frequently are paid for publishing

, articles based on independent
research.

Besides money income, most
wage and salary workers receive a
variety of fringe benefits as part of
their earnings on the job. Several

aie required by Federal and -State
law, including Social Security,
Worker's Compensation, and
Unemployment Insurance. These
benefits provide income to persons
who are not working because of old
ate, work-related injury or disabili-
ty,-or lack of suitable jobs.

Among the most common fringe
benefits are paid vacations,
holidays, and sick leave. In addi-
tion, many workers are covered by
life, health, and accident insurance;
participate in retirement plans; and
are entitled to supplemental unem-
ployment benefits. All of these.
benefits are providedin part or in
fullthrough their employers.
Some employers also offer stock
options and profit- sharing plans,
savings plans, and bonuses,

Workers in many occupations
receive part of their earnings in the
form of goods and services, or pay-
ments in kind. Sales workers in de-
partment stores, for example, often
receive discounts on merchandise.
Workers in other jobs may receive

4.
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free meals, housing. business ex-
pense.accounts, or free trinsporta-
tion on company-owned planes.

Which jobs pay the most? This is
a difficult question to answer
because good information is availa-
ble.for only one type of earnings
wages' and salariesand for Same
occupations even this is unavaila-
ble. Nevertheless, the Handbook
does include some comparisons of
earnings among occupations. Mosf
statements indicate whether
earnings in an occupation are
greater than or less than the
average earnings of workers who
are not supervisors and work in
private industry, but not in farming
This group represented more than
80 percent of all workers in 1974
and had the most reliable earnings
data currently available for com-
parison purposes!

Comparisons als11._ are ,made
among earnings for similar.occupa:
tions. For example, hourly earnings
of construction occupations can be
compared to determine whether
bricklayers earn more than carpen-
ters, or electricians more than
Pliunebers. . ".

Besides differences among occu-
pations, many levels of pay exist
within each occupation. Beginning
workers almost always earn less

. than those who have been on the
job for some time because pay rates
increase as workers gain experience
or do more responsible work.

Earnings in an occupation also

7

Table 2. Average annual *Arteries of chemists, with Ph.D. degrees, by 41* of work,
1974 I .

Yypi of work. Annual salLies

Management $27.000
Marketing and production 23.000 .

Research and development 21.500
Teaching 16.800
Other . 20.300

SOURCE: American Chemical Society.

vary by geographic locfttion. The
average weekly . earnings of
beginning computer programmers,
for example, vary considerably
from city to city. (See table 1.) The
highest earnings, of the 10 cities
listed, occurred in Detroit; Mich.
and the lowest iii Little Rock, Ark.
Although it is generally true that
earnings are higher in the North
Central and Northeast regrony than
in the West and South, there are
ceptions. You shOuld also re=
member that' those cities whiCh
offer the highest earn sings are often
those in which it is most expensive
to live. -

In addition, workers in the same
.occupation may have different
earnings depending on the industry
in yihich they work. For etampler,
senior accounting clerks in 1973-74
averaged $183 a ...week' in public
utilities, S163.50 a week in manu-
facturing, $156 a week in wholesale
trade, and $149.50 a week in serv-

'ices. but only 513730 jn retail ail c.
trade and $138.50 in finance, in-
surance, and real estate. .

Table 1. Average weekl earnings of b9
by selected city

-

Salaries also vary by the type of
work a person perfoims. The sala.
ries of Ph. D. chemists, for example,
vary considerably depending on ttie
specific nature of the job, as shown
in table 2. In 1974 chemists in
management jobs earned $4,000 a
year more than those in marketing
and production. Chemists in
research and development, how-
ever, earned $1,500 less than those
in marketing and production, but
$4,700 pore than chemistry profes-
sois. !-

Because of these variations- in
earnings, you should check with
your counselor or with em-
ployers if you are in
specific earnings infonni4on for
occupationsn your area.

The Working Conditions section
provides information that can affect
job satisfaction . because .

preferences for working conditions
vary . considerably among in-,
dividuals. Some people, for exam-
ple, prefer outdoor woek while
others prefer Working in an office.
Some people like the variety of shift
work, and others want the steadi-,
ness of' a 9 -to-5 job. Following is aInning computer programmers, 1973-74,

City 'Average weekly earningt

Detroit 5212.00
Atlanta r 202.50
Cleveland 198.00,
Newark 190.00
Seattle 184.00
Washington, D.0 ; 179.00
Omaha , 169.50
Milwaukee .

164.50
Chattanooga 147.00
Littk Rock 129..50

SOURcE: Bureau ofLabor Statistics.

list of several different types of
working conditions that apply to
some of the occupations in the
Handbook. .
Overtime wiirk."When overtime is .

required on a job, employees most
give up some of their free tithe and
need to be flexible in their pentOnal
lives. Overtime, hoWever, does 'pro-
vide the opportunity to increase
earning power.

4. Shift work. Evening or night work is
part of the regular work schedule. in
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'some jobs. Employees who work on
these shifts usually are working

Some
most other people are off.

Some persons prefer shift work,
however, because they can pursue

, 'certain daytime activities, such as
hunting, fishing, or gardening.

r.

Environment.' Work settings vary"
from clean, air-conditioned 'offices
to places that ate dirty, ireasy, d'r
poorly ventilated By knowing the
setting of jobs you find interesting,

.,

t
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y ob can avoid an environment that
ydu may and particularly un-
pleasant.

Outdoor work. Persons who work
outdoors are exposed to all types of
weather. This may be referred to
indoor work, howeve , by those
who consider outdoor work more
healthful.

Harzards. In some jabs' employees
are subject to possible burns, cuts,

falls, and other injuries and must be
careful to follow safety precautions. ' .

Physical 'demands. Some jobs
require standing, stooping, or heavy
lifting. You should be sure that you
have the physical strength and 1
stamina required before seeking
one of these jobs.
. Considering working conditions
when you make up.yourmind about
a career can help you choose a job,
that brings you satisfaction and' en-
joymenc.

.5
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WHERE TO GO FOR MORE INFORMATION

By now, you may have some
ideas about jobs that interest you

\ and that seem to suit you. If so, you
probably have located appropriate
Handbook statements and given
some thought to the information
they ontaineither on your own
or with the help of your counselor.
If you want more infognation on
the job itself, on placetin your own
locality to look for .this4ind of
work, or on schools which offei ap-
propriate trainingor, if instead,
you simply want to explore the file a

%little more you're ready to go
beyond the Handbook.

A great deal of career inforMa-
don is available in the form of
books, 'pamphlets, arid brochures,
magazine articles,, filmstrips, tapes,
and cassettes. Computer-assisted
occupational information systems
have been installed in some schools
and career information cenfers.

Most occupational reports in the
Handbook suggest organizations
you can write to for additional
career information. This is a good
way to begin., Then investigate
other sources of information, many,
of which you'll find close to home.
schools, librariest business
establishments, trade onions,Nem-
ployer associations, professional
societies, private employment agen-
cies,. and State EmployMent
Seriices. .

School libraries and guidance of-
figs usually have extensive collec

, ticks of career information. In addi-
tion, counselors and teachers
gene ally know of any special infor-i
m n assembled on job opportu-

es in your loCality. Teachers of
special subjects such as music,

give information about occupations locality. Public Employment Ser-
related to the subjects-they teach. vtee agencies in each State are of

Pub* librsiies have books, Ciliated' with the U.S. Employment
pamphlets, and magtzine articles, Service of the U.S. Department' of
with occupational information. The Labor, and provide their services
libralian can help you a great deal without charge. Operating throqgh
in directing you to the information a network of local offices, State
best suited to your needs. agencies help jobseekers find em-

Business establishments are often ployment and help employers find
willing to supply information about qualified workers.
the work they perform, the types of Whether you are looking for a
jobs they have available, and the job4right now, or exploring career
.qualifications needed. The names possibilities for the future, your
of local- firms 'can be found in the local EmploYMent Service office
classified section of your telephone can be a belp. Depending on your
directory or can be obtained from particular needs, you can obtain in-
your local chamber of commerce. If formation on jobs in_ your local
ttie firm is a large one, it's a good area, employment counseling,
idea to contact the director of.per- referral to training programs; and
sonnel. placement services, as follows:

Trade unions, employers' associa- Information on local job opportu-
tions, and professional societies nities can be 'obtained from the Job
frequently have local branches. Information Service, (JIS). These
Often; staff members can supply special units have been set up in
career information for the occupa- many local offiCes of th-e Emplciy-
tions or industries 'with which they inent Service. They permit job-
are concerned. seekers to select jobs from a com-

Private employment agencies can puterized listing of opportunities in
proyide a great deal of information the area. These listings, Which are
and assistance to jobseekers. '1;tiese updated daily, provide information

l'agencies, which ordinarily chaigaia from employers on specific
fee for their services, employ coun- openings. The JIS also furnishes
selors to assist clients with their general information on occupa-
career planning and placement. tional trends, industrial develop-
Because they are located in cities mend, job opportunities in State
and towns throughout the country, and Federal Government,, and.
privatt employment agencies can promotional (materials_ from as-,
be an excellent source of informa- sociations and unions. Information
tion about job opportunities in local on jobs in other parts of the country
areas: They are listed in local is availableas well.
telephone directories, and advertise Einployment counseling is availa-
in newspapers and magazines; ble from trained Employment Ser-

State Employment Seryice offices vice counselors to assist young peo-
are in a particularly good position pie starting their careeis, as well as
to provide information about jobs, experiented workers interested in

printing, and shorthand often can hiring standards, and wages in your chapging jobs. Counselors help
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people determine their actual and
potential abilities, interests, and
personal traits, to help them make
the best use of their capacities in
the light of available jobs. Most.
counselors in Employment Service
offices make use of USES aptitude
tests when appraising .an in-
dividual's aptitudes, interests, and
clerical and literary skills.

Referral to training programs is
another service. When individuals
seek work for which they are knot
qualified. the Employment Service
may suggest programs that provide
training in basic education or a
specific skill.

Placement services also are
available. Placing workers in jobs is
a primary objective of the public.
Employment Service, and reg-
istered ipplicants are directed to
employers who have vacancies to
fill. Requests are received from.em-
ployers for many different kinds of
workers. lAs a result, regiltered ap-
plicants have access to knowledge
of a yarietcrf vacancies, just as the
employer has access to many appli-
cants.-" .

I.
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Cei-tain groups of jobseekers are
given special consideratiOn by
public employment offices. These
include veterans legally entitled to
priority in all services, with
preferential treatment for disabled
veterans over others. In addition,
the Vietnam Era Veterans Read-
justment Assistance Act requires
that some specific 'form ,eof
assistance, designed to enhance=em-
ployment prospects, be given to
each veteran who applies to the
Employment Service: Each local of-
fice has a veterans' employment
representative assigned the respon-
sibility of seeing that these priority
services are provided by all local of-
fice staff.

The Employment Service also
maintains a year-round program of
services .for youth, including coun-
seling, job development, place-
ment, training, and referral to other

-.agencies, Special efforts include the
Summer Employment Program, in
which the Employment Service
tries to develop as many jobs as
possible for disadvantaged youth.

Another special- program provides
placement services to graduating
seniors, school dropouts and
potential dropouts who want to
work.

Other groups facing special dif-
ficulties in obtaining suitable em-
ployment are given special 'con-
sideration by the Employment Serv-
ice, too. This may include referral
for supportive services, such as
provision ofthild care to enable the
parent to work, or health examina-
tions or referral to training which -
will fielp develop the jobseeker's
employability. For individuals with
mental or physical disabilities,
assistance in .making realistic
choices and overcoming problems
related to getting and holding jobs

is available. For middle-aged and
older workers placement efforts
which take ink account their par-
ticular problems have been
developed. Similar, attention is
given to the unique employment
problems of minority group mem-
bets, and to the difficulties encoun-
tered by disadvantaged job seekers.

.b
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ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS USED IN PREPARING
. EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS

Althotugh the discussions of fu-
ture job prospects contained in the
Handbook are written In `qualitativ e
terms, the analyses upon which they
are based begin with quantitative
estimates of prOjected employment.
replacement openings, andin a
few casessupply.

These projections were de-
veloped using data on popula-
tion, industry and occupational em-
ployment, productivity, consumer
expenditures, technological inhov a-
-tion. and other factors exPecied to
affect employment growth. The
reau's other research programs pro-,
vided much of this data, but many
other agehcies ' of the Federal
Government were important con-
tributors, including the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training and
the U S Employment Service,
Manpower Administration, Depart-
ment of Labor, the Bureau of the
Census, Department of Commerce,
the Office of Edutation and the
Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, the Veterans Ad-
ministration; the Civil Service Com-
mission, the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the, Civil Aeronautics
Board, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission; the Department
of Transportation, and the National
Science Foundation.

In addition, experts in industry,
unions, professional societies, and
trade associations furnished data
and supplied information through
interviews. Many of these in-
dividuals also reviewed preliminaty
drafts of the statements. The infor-
mation pAsented in eacstate ent
thus reflects the knowledge d

. _

judgment not only of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics ,staff, but also of
leaders in the fields discussed,
although the Bureau, of course,
takes full responsibility.

After the information from these
sources was compiled, it was
analyzed in conjunction with the
Bureau's model of the economy in
1985. Like other models used in
economic forecasting, it encom-
passes the major facets of the
economy and represents a com-
prehensive view 4f its projected
structure. The burgaus model is
comprised of internally, consistent
projections . of gross national,
product (GNP) and its cam--
ponentsconsumer expenditures,
investment, government expendi-
tures, and net exports, industrial
outpirt and productivity, labor
force, average weekly hours of
work, and employment for detailed
industry groups and occupations.
The methods, used to develop the
employment projections in this edi-
tion of the Handbook are the same
as those used in other Bureau of
Labor Statistics studies of the
economy. A detailed description of
these, methods appears in The U.S..
Economy in 1985, BLS Bulletin.

80'9.
Assumptions. The Bureau's pro-

jections to 1985 are based, on the
follOWing genetal assumptions.

The institutional framework' of
the U.S.. economy will not chatige
radically.

Current social, technological,
scientific trends will Continue,

including values placed on work,
education, income, and leisure.

The economy will gradually

. 24
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recover from the high unemploy-
ment levels of the mid-1970's and
reach full employment (defined as
4 percent unemployment) in the
mid-1980'i..

No major event such as
widespread or long-lasting energy
shortages or war will significantly
alter the industrial structure of the
economy or alter the rate of
economic growth..

Trends in the occupational strut: -
ture of industnes will not be altered
radically- by changes in relative
wages, teclfhological changes, or
other factors.

Methods. Beginning with popula-
tion projectiOns by age, sex, and
race developed by the Bureau of
the Census, a projection of the total
labor force is derived using a-
pected .,labor force participation
rates for each cif these groups. In
developing the participation ,rates,
the Bureau takes into account a
variety of factors that affect a per-
son's decision to enter the labor
market, such as school attendance,
retirement practices, and family
responsibilities:

The labor force projection is then
translated into the level of GNP
that would be produced by a fully
employed labor force. Unemployed
persons are subtracted from the
labor force estimate and the result
is multiplie by a projection of out-
put per wor er. The estimates of fu-
ture output r worker are based on
analysis Of t nds in productivity
growth among industries and
changes in the average' weekly
hours of work.

Next, the projection of ZNP is di-
vided among its major components.

\

,
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Consumer expenditures, business
'investment, governmerit expendi-
turesFederal, State, and local
and net-exports Each of these com-
ponents is broken down by produc-
ing industry Thus, consumer ex-
penditures, for example, is divided
among industries producing goods
and services such as housing, food,
automobiles, medical care, and
education. .

Once estimates are developed for
these products and services, they
are translated into detailed prolec-
tions of industry output, not only
for the industries producing the
final product, but also for the inter-
mediate and basic industries which
prOvide the raw materiali, electric..
power, transportation, and other in-
puts required in the production
process. To facilitate this transla-
tion, the Department of Commerce
has developed input-oUtput tables
which indicate the amount-of out-
put produced by- each industry
steel, glass, plastics, etc.that is
required to produce a final product,
automobiles for example.

By using estimates of futUre out-
put per man-hour bas- edon studies
of-3productivity and technological
trends foi each industry, it is possi-
ble to derive industry employment

. projections from the output esti-
Mates.

These projections ate then com- '
pared with employment projections
derived using regression analysis.
This analysis develops equations
that relate employment by industry
to combinations of economic varia-
bles, such as population and in-7
come, that are considtred determi-
nants of long -run changes in em-

t; ployment. By- comparing' projec-
tions resulting' from ut- output
and regression analysis,'it is possi-
ble' to identify areas where one
method produces a projection in-
consistent with past trends or the;
Bureau's economic 'Model, and ad-

.
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just the projections accordingly.
Occupational

dons. Projections, of industry erg-
ployment are translated into occu-
pational employment pro' icons
using an industry upation

' matrix. ,This matrix, w 'ch is di-
vided into .200 'industry sectors and
400 occupation. sectors, describes
the current and expected occupa-
tional structure of each industry. By
applying the projected patterns of
occupational structure for each in-
dustry to the industry employment
projection and aggregating the
resulting estimates, employment
projections for each of the 400 oc-
cupations contained in the matrix
can be obtained.

In some cases employment is re-
lated directly to one of the com-
ponents of the Bureau's modelfor
example, the number of Cosmetolo-
gists.is related to consumer exPen-

tures for beauty,shop services. In
others, employment is related to an

'independent variable not explicitly
projected in the model, but -be-

tc1 be a primary determinant
-of employment in that occupation.
The pro tion of automobile-
mechanics, for example, is based on
the expo d sto k of motor vehi-
cles. Projections t, at arc developed
independently are compared with
those in the matrix anti revised, if
necessary, to assure consistency.

Replacement needsln Addition to
developing an estimate of pi4jected
employment for each occupation, a
projection is made of the number Of
workers who will be needed as
rePlaceirents. Separations con-,,
stitute a significant source of
openings. in most.,Occupations,
more workers are.rreeded to replace
those who retire, die, or leave the
occupation ,than are needed to fill
jobs created by growth: Con-
sequently, el.* declining occupa-
tionab offer employment-opertuni-
ties': . -

'I

To estimate. replacement open-
ings, the Bureau has developed

-tables of working life based on ac-
tuarial experience for deaths and on
decennial census data -on general

.patterns of labor force participation
by age and sex. Withdrawals from
each occupation are calculated
separately for men and women. by
age group and used to compute an
overall separation rate for the occu-
pation. These rates are used to esti-
mate average annual replacement
needs for. ach occupation over the
projection period.

The effects of interoccupational
transfers are not taken into account
when calculating replacement.
needs because little information is
as- yet available on this type of
separation.

Supply. Supply estimates used in
analysis of certain Handbook occu-
pations represent the numbers of
workers who &re likely to enter a
particular occupation if past trends
of entry to the occupation continue.
These estimates are developed- in-
dePendently of the demand esti-
mates. Thus, 'suppi an demand'
are not discussed in the usual
economic ense in hich wages
play a major role in eq atmg supply .

and demand-Statistics on college
enrollments and graduations by
field 'are the. chief sources of infor-
mation on' the potential supply of
personnel i professional, techni-
cal, and oth r occupations requir-
ing extensiv formal. education.
Data on pers ns completing ap-
prenticeship rograms provide .

some information on new entrants
-into skilled trades. The Bureau
recently issued\ Occupational
Supply! Concepts rid Sources of
Data for Manpower `Analysis (BLS
BulleTh 1816, 1974).,This bulletin
expl&es several aspects oreccupa-
*tioriallupply.
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Y,oung people face the difficult
task of choosing sound career plans
from among thousands of alterna-
tives. As the economy continues to
expand, creating many new kinds of
jobs, this planning becomes even
more difficult. This Handbook pro-
vides occupational information in-
tended to aid students, counselors,.
parents', and teachers in examining
the large number of options open to
tomorrow's worker. -

Many questions are !Moon..ant to
yOung persons as they attempt to
Match their abilities and interests
with the variety of occupational
choices. What fields look promising
for employment opportunities?
What education and training are
required to enter particular jobs'
How'do earnings in certain occupa-
tions compare with earnings in

' Others, requiring similar training?
What types of employers provide ,

which kinds of jobs? Does employ-
ment in a particular Job mean
steady, year-round work or is the
job seasonal or affected by minor
swings in economic activity?

/'Jew
The answers to these

change as our economy grows.
goods, services, and improved

' methods of production, as well as .

changes, in living standards, life
styles, and government policy con-
stantly alter the types of jobs that
become available. This, section C*
ploreshow changes in our industrial
and ec n ,rnic framework affect the,

outloo for employment in ,specific
ccupa ns. It also discusses the
imOircati s of these changes for
career e cation and vocational
training. \

No one dan forecast the future
with certainty. Nevertheless, by

using The wealtii`OT information
available, and economic
statistical analysis, the work futaul
can be, broadly sketched. Of course,,
some aspects of the future can be
predicted more accurately than
others. For example, the population
in 1985 can be estimated with a
high degree of accuracy because
changes in the rate of population
growth cciii. very_ slowly. On the
other hand, orecastingemploy-
ment in a specific occupation is
quite difficult. That demand for
scientists, for example, would
change 'quite 'rapidly if a major
researchandaeVelopment program
were initiated:

But before' projeCting the de-
mand for workers in the economy, a
number of basic assumptions must
be made about broad national pol-
icy and social, technological, and
business conditions. The employ-
ment outlook pictured in the Hand-,
book is drawn within the following
fundamental assumptions. .

The institutional framework of
the U.S1 economy will not change
radically. . ,

Current technological,
and scientific trends will continue,
including values placed on work,
tducati8n, income, andleisure.

The economy will dually
ler-dyer from the high wi ploy-
ment levels of the inic171910ta and
reach full eniployrnent,"(4 ,percent
iinemployinent) :in the mid-1982's.

No inajor., event such `as
widespread- or long-lasting energy,
shortages or war will significantly
alter the industrial structure of the
economy or alter the rate, of
economic growth.

Trend\ s in the occupational *true-

26, \,

lure of industries will riot be altered'
radically by changes. in relative.
wages, technological changesor
ether factors. ' *.

The Handbook's assessment of in-
ustrial and occupational -outlook
gins with a projection of the total

Labor force.ily,I 985, approximate-
I 109.7 million persons will be in

Tabor force, according to preijec.
tions:developed by the Bureau of La-
bor' Statistics in January 190. -About ,

2.1. million be members of the-
Armed Forces; the remainder makes
up the 'vilian fahor force-107.7 mil- -

lion.
increase

The gr
tries and
however, lfE
labor force.

represents an 18-percent-
er 1974. \, .

rh of individual indu3-,,
upations will differ,

m that",oT the total .
e following sections

discuss the. p\Vjected growth of in-
dustries and occUpations, and
describe the effet of this growth on
tomorrow's j96S. t

Industrial Proilla

To help drici.erstin\I the ation's
industrial dakiqtir.ln; in triet
may 'te' viewed ,as either.

service -produ
further grouped'

divisions accoiding ,,to
(Sc e chid -,

Most of the, islatistniNorketi are
in industries, that proauci.".1#icci,,
in activities such as education,
health Care, trade, repair, ,and Main-
tenance, government; irinsporta-
tion, .baiiking,f and insurance. The
production or goods. raising fOod
crops; buildirfg, extracting minerals,
and manufacturingrequires only,
about one:third of the county's
work force.. (See chart 2.) to

produc
They m

,nine majo
froduct

13
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general, job growth through the utilities;' aid finances insurance,
mid-1980's is *expected to continue
to be faster in the service-producing
industries,. than in the goods-
producing industries However,
among industry divisions within
both the goods-producing and ser-
vict-producing sectors. the trowth
pattern will continue to vary See
chart 3.)

Service-producing industries. ,In
1974. aboUt 53.7 million workers

...\were 'on .the payroll of service-
prociacing industriestrade,
gornment; seryi5es and miscel-
laneous; transportation and other

and real estateabout 19.8 million
more than the number employed in
1960. The major factors underlying
this rapid growth were (1) popula-
tion growth: (2) increasing ur-

' banization with its accompanying
need for more city services; and (3)
rising incomes and living standards
accompanying a demand for im-
proved, services. such as health,and
education These factors are ex-
pectedtoZontinue.to result in rapid
giciwth of service jndustties as a
group, add they are expected to em-
ploy' 71.5 milliod by 1985, an in-

creak of about 33 percent-04r the
104 level

Trade the Largest division within
the .sery kce -produdmg industries,
has expanded sharply since 1960
Wholesale and retail outlets have
multiplied in large ankl small cities
to satisfy the need of 'our. highly
ju-ban societik. Employment in trade
was about 17 million in 1974, about
49 percent above the 1960 level

Employment in 'trade is expected
to grow by about 22 percent
between 19'4 and 1985 Although
an ever increasing volume of
merchandkse will t4 distributed as a
result of increases in populauoc.
and consumer expenditures, the
rate of increase to manpower needs
wilt be slowed by.. laborsaving
technology such as the greater use
of electronic data processing equip-
ment and automated warehousing
equipment, and by growth, in the
number of self-service stores, and
vending machines.

'Government employment has
grown faster than any other indus-
try division, and increased iv about
70 percent, from 8.4,millioin to 14.5
million, between 1960 aM 1974.
Growth has been mostly at the State
and local levels, which together ex.
panded by 90 percent. Employment
growth has 'keen greatest in agen,,
cies providing-, education, health,
sanitation, welfare, and piktective
services Federal Government em-
ployment increased about 20 per-
cent between,1960 and 1974.

Government will continue to be a -
major source of new jobs through
the mid-1980;s Employment in
government will grow' taster than'
The average for other industries, cis-,
ing about 35 percent over the 1974 ,
total Most of the growth will &cur
in State and local agencies, while at
the Federal level, employment will
grow more' lowly than the average...

I Service miscellekeous indus-
t es have increased rapidly as a

stilt of he growing need for
health sery ce, maintenance and
repair. 'advertising, and domestic
help from 1960 to 1974, total em-

4
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ployment in this indistry division..
rose .by over 80 percent, fro5n 7 4
million to about 13_5 million_ -/

Service and miscellaneous indus-
tries will co to be.among -the
fastest-grow,dustries throligh
the mid-1080's. More 'than half"
again as many workers ore expected

, to beymployecityin this industry divi-
sion in 1985 as-sn 1974. Manpower
requirements in health services are

ted to grow rapidly due to
population growthand the increas-
ing, ability. of persons to , pay for
health1 4pre. Business ,service,s,
inClureptig accounting. data proc--4essing, and maintenance, also are
expected to .grow rapidly_

Transportation tznd public' utility
empl4mentin 1914, at 4.7 million,
was about 17 percent higher than in
1960. Different parts of this indus-
try, however, haye experienced dif-
fefent growth trqnds. For example,
employment increasedrapidly in air
transportation, tiut declined in the
railroad industry}

The number of jobs in transporta-
tion and public utilities as a whole is
expected to increase by 11 percent
to 1985, less thaa, the average for
other industries. "'Widely differing
employment trends will continue to
be expenenced among individual
industnes within the division_ A

'continued increase in employment
is expected in air transportation,

,and a decline is expected, to con-
tinue in railroad employment. A
slight decline. is expected in water
transportation.

Fince, insurance, and real
estate, the smallest of the service
producing industry, divisions, grew
by abouts5,6 percent from 1960, to
more-tran-4 1 millibn in 1974. Em
ployment has grown especially
rapidly in banks, in credit agencies,
and among security and commodity
brokers, dealers, exchanges, and
services.

Job growth in finance, insurance,
and real estate will outpace the
overall increases, in nonfarm em-
ployment through the mid- 1980's-
1985 employment will be about 35
percent higher than in 1974

15

went Overall, employment in
goods-producing .industries is ex
petted to increase more slowly than
the average fop, other industries_
Hpwever, widely different patterns
of employment changes have oc-
curred, and wilrcontinue among the
Industry divisions in the goods--
producing sector.

Agra-id/we. which until the late
1800's employed more than half of
all workers in the econorny, em-
ployed about 4 percent, or 3_5 mil-
lion workers, in 1974. Increases in
the average size of farms, rapid
ntechanization, and improved fertil--
izers, feeds, and pesticides' have
created large increases in output
even though employment hap...fallen
sharply.

The worldwide de."1.--i'm d for food
is incasing rapidly. Althouglifarm
emplOment in 1985 will be. below
the 1974 level, the rate of decline
will be slower than dunr)g the
1960's.

Mining employment, at about
672,000 workers in 1974, ..has
declined nearly 6 percent since
1960, pnmanly because of labor-
saving technological changes. The
overall trend LS expected to change,
and mining employMent in 1985
should be about .17 pewent higher
than in 1974. CoaJmining will be a
major source of new jolts as the cost
of other fuels continues to rise and
efficient ways are found to
minimize the environmental impact
of mining.

Contract construction employ-
ment, about 4 million in 1974, has
increased about 38 percent since
1960 as a result of the Nation's
growing need for homes,, apart-
ments, offices, stores, highways,
and other physical facilities.

Between 19744nd 1985, employ-
ment in contract construction is ex-
4ected to grow about as fast as the
average, for other industries rising
by 26 percent.

Manufacturing,
\
t e largest divi-

sion within the goods - producing
sector, had about 20 million wor-
kers in 1974, an increase of about

Goods-Producing Industries. Em-
ployment in the goods - producing
industrie;agriculture, manufac-
turing, construction, and mining:7
at more than 281 million in 1974

.has increased slowly in recent
years Significant gains in produt-
tivity resulting from automation
and other technological develop-
ments as well as the growing ski&
of the work force have permitgd
large increases in output without
Corresponding increases in employ.

,2
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19 percent ober 1960 'Stew

products for ndustria; and con
sumer markets and the rapid
growth of government expenditures
for defense and space programs
spearheaded growth during the
/960's.

Manufacturing employnAnt is
expected to increase more slowly
than the average for other indus-
tries through the mid-J 980's and to
reach about 22.2 million in 1985.
Employment in durable goods
manufacturing is projected to in-
crease at a slight* faster rate than
total manufacturing. and nondura-
ble goods, somewhat more slowly:
however. the rate of growth will
bar) among the individual manufac
wring industries

Ocupetionel Profile

As ind stries continue to grow,
changes- 11 take 'place in the Na-
tion's occu ational structure. Jobs

-will become ore complex and spe-
cialized ofre ng an even 4reater
number of upational choices to
persons pla g a career. By first
studying the outlook for broad oc-
cupational groups, the fatic can be
made more manageable. (See chart

-OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

i)mong the' broad occupational
groups.. white-collar jobs have
grown most rapidly. In 197.4, White-
collar workersprofessional, man-
agerial, cleriCal, ca-salesoittrium-
bered blue-collar workerscraftwork-
ers, operAtives. and laborers -by almost
12 million. (See chart 5.)
:Through the mid-1980's; we caji

expect a continuation of the rapid
growth of white - collar and service
occupations, a slower-than-average
growth of blue-collar occupations,
and -a further decline pf -farm
workers. The rapid gro.wtt . ex-

.

-060-upptioroligtkup--!; by -Sex,

r.
"rier0 orbdoi.*40-

e;tipe Labor .StatrAci ,

pected for white-collar and senride
workers reflects continuous ex-"'
pansion of the service - producing
industries, which employ a rela-
tively large proportion of these
workeis. The growing demand for
workers to- perform research and
development, to provide education
fid health services, and to process

the increasing amount of paper-
work throughout all types of enter-
prises,' also will be significant in
the growth of white-collar jobs.
The ifower-than-average growth
of blue-collar and farm workers
reflects the expanding use of labor-
saving equipment in our Nation's
industries and the etlatively slow
growth of the goteds-producing
industries that employ large pro-
portions of blue-collar workers.
(See chart 6.) .

The following. sections describe
in greater detail the changes- that
are expected to occur.am- tint the
broad occupational groups through
the mid- 1980's.

Professional and technical work-
ers. the third largest occupational
group in 1974, at 12.3 million, in-
clude such highly trained personnel

as teachers, dentists, accountants,
and clergy.

Professional occupations will
grow by about 30 percent between

vI
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1974 and 1985 second only to
clerical occupations in .terms of
growth rate. (See chart 7.1 Profes-
sional workers 3n this area will
be in great demand as the Nation
makes greater efforts in transporta-
tion, energy production, rebuilding
the cities, and enhancing the beauty
of the land. The quest for scientific
and technical knowledge is bound
to grow, raising the demand, ihr,
workers in scientific and technical
specialties. The late 1970's and
early 1980's will see a continuing
emphasis un the.sutaal sciences and
medical services

Managers and administrators
totaled about 8 9 million in 1974
As in the past, requiren3ents for
salaned managers are likely to con-
tinue to increase rapidly because of
the growing dependence of business
organizations and government
agencies on management spe-
cialists On the other hand, the
number of self-employed managers
is expected to continue to decline
as the trend toward larger busi-
nesses continues to restrict growth
of the total number of firms, and as

..s4ermarkets continue to replace
small groceries and general stores
Overall, the number of managers
will increase about as fast as the

...average for other o&upations.

Clerical worker4, numbering 15
million made up the largest group
of workers in 1974. They are' ex-
pected to be the fastest growing
group duling the 1974-85 period
increasing about one-third. In-
cluded in this category are.workers
who operate computers and office
machines, ktep records, take dicta7
tion, and type. Many new clerical
made. up the largest group of wor-
kers in 1974. any new clerical
positions are expected to open up
is'industries employing large num-
bers of clerical workers continue to

?hrough the Mk1-=.19
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expand The denia rid will be strong
for those qualified to handled Jobs
created by 'electronic data
processing operations

sales workers. accounting for
about 5 4 million workers in 1914,
are found primarily in retaikstores,
manufaCturing and wholesale firms,
insurance companies, real estate
agencies, as well as offering goods
door-to-door. Salesworkers are ex-
pected to increase about 16 per-
cent between 1974 and 1985.
Salesworker employment will grow
as popufation growth and business
expansion increase the demand for
a wide range of goodkiand sere ices

Craft- workers, numbering about
-11.5 million in 197,4, include a wide
variety of occultations such as car-,
penters, tool and diemakers, instru-
ment makers, all-round machinists,
electricians, and typesetters. Indus-
trial growth and increasing business
activity will.spur the growth of craft

occupations,...04ough the mid-
1)980's However, technological
developments will tend tolisnit the
expansion of this group Employ,
ment craft workers is ex cted to
increase about as fast e aver-
age for all occupation rising to
nearly 20 percent by 1 85. ,

Operatives made up the second
largest major occupational group in

)1ifeeket

:Craft.44 Id**
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1974, with about 13 9 millon work-
ers engaged in such activities as
assembling goods in factories driv-
ing trucks, buses,' and taxis and
operating machinery.

Employlnent of operatives is ex-
. pected to increase about 9 percein

by 1985, more slowly than the
average for other occupations.
Technological advances will reduce
employment fore some types of
semiskilled occupations. Increases
in production, as well as "he
trend toward motor truck transpor-
tation of freight, are expected to be
major factors contributing tot-the
overall employment increase.

Labofers (excluding those in
farming and mining), numbered
nearly 4 4 million workers in 1974.

-They move, lift, and carry materials
and tools in the Nation's work-

, places Employment of laborers is
expected to increase, only about 9
percent between 1974 and 1985 in
spite of the rises in fnanufacturing
and constiuction, where most are
employed. Increased demand is ex-
pected to be offset by rising produc-
tivity resulting from continued sub-
stifutiob of meehani71 equipment
for manual labor.

Sertice, workers, including men
and'women who maintain law and
order. assist professional nurses in
hospitals, give-haircuts an beauty
treatments, serve food,. and clean
and care for our homes; totaled
about I I 4 million in 1974. This

verse group is expected to In-
c 28 percent between 1974
and 985 Sortie of the main factors
that are expected to increase re-
quirements f r these occupations
are the rising demand for, hospital
and other ed)cal care, the greate
need for protective services
urbanizat/on continues and cit
become more crowded, and e
more frequent use of restau ts.
13eau0 salons, and other se ices
as iicome levels rise and in-
creasing number of housewv es

e fobs outside the ho The
mployment of private h usehold,

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK:

workers, however, will continue to
'fall despite a rise in demand for
their services. Fewer persons will
accept household employment, be-
cause of low wages and the
strenuous nature of the work. !.'et

Fri:7n workers including farm-
ers, farm managers,' laborers, and
supervisorsnumbered nearly 3.1
million in 1974. The demand for'
food products, both at .home and
for export, will continue to ,grow
rapidly. Farm employment, how-
ever, will decline through the mid-

.1980's as farm technology con-
tinues to improve.

older workers. Furthermore, an-Oc-
cupation, with many-workers, even
though.it may have little prospects
for growth, may . offer more
openings thiri a fast-growing, small
one. For example, among the major
-occupational groups, openings for
operatives resulting from gccoivth
and repliterients combined will be
greater than- for craftsmen,
although the rate of growth in the
employment of -craftsmen will )De
considerably more rapid than ttie
rate of growth for-operatives. _

Oa,

Job Openings

In considenng . careers, young
people should not eliminate an oc-
cupation just because. it will run be
among the fastest growing.
Although growth is an indicator of
future job outlook, it is not.the only
factor. More jobs will be created
Between 1974 and L985 from
deaths, retirements, and other labor
force sepakations than front em-
ployment growth. (See -chart 8.)
Replacement needs will be particu-
larly significant in occupations
which have a large proportion of

Outlook and Education

Numerous opportunities for em-
ployment will be available fop
skilled jobseekers during the years
abead. Employers are seeking peo-
ple who have-higher levels of edu-
cation because-mimy jobs are more
complex and require greater skill.

;Furthermore, employment growth
generally will be faster in those oc-
cupations requiring the most educa-
tion and training,. FOr example, em-
ployment in clerical and Profes-
sional and etedhilidal jobs will

grolio- groups.
ster than in all other occu-

pat
A high school education has

become' standard for American

41
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workers Thia'a high school gradu-
ate is in a better compeutive posi-
tion in the job market than a non.
graduate

Although training beyond high
school has been the standard for
some tune for many professional
occupations, other areas of work
also require more than a high
school diploma. -As new, automated
equipment is introduced on a wider
scale in offices, banks. insurance
companies, and government opera-
tions. skill requirements are rising
for clerical and 'other jobs. Em-
ployeo increasingly are denianding
better trained workers to operate_
complicated machinery Ih many
areas of salts work, developments
in machine design, use of new
materials, and the complexity of
equipment are making greater
technical knowledge a fequirement,
Because many occapations are
becoming increasing)) complex and
technical, specific; of.cupational
training such as that . obtained
through apprenticeship, junior and
community colleges, and post-high
school vocational ekipcation cour-
rs is becoming more and more im-
portant to young people preparing
for successful careers

Young persons who not get

A.

If

19

good prertaration for work will find
the going more difficult in the years
ahead. Employers will be more like-
ly to hire workers who have at least
a high school diploma. Further-
more, present experience shows
that the, less education and training
a worker h , the less chance he has
fore steady (See chart 9.)

In additio to its importance in
competing r jobs, education

"i-

A-rt

ftiesii;.-11;eut14014.(-Strwilfa.

A

I
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I*

makes a difference in lifetime in-
come. According to the most
recently available data, men who
had college degrees could exp-ott to
earn about $760,000 in their life
times, or nearly two and three quar-
ters times the $280,000 likely to be
earned by workers who had less_
than 8. years of schooling, nearly
twice the amount earned by work-
ers who had I to 3 years of high
school, and more than I 1/2 times
as much as high school graduates.
Clearly the completion of high
school pays a dividend_ A worker
who had only I to 3 years of high
school coultI expect to earn only
about $45,000 more than workers
who had an elementary school edu:
canon. but a high school graduate
could look forward to a $.135.000
lifetime income advantage over an
inctividual convicting elementary
school (See chars M.)

In summary, young people who
hive acquired skills and a gOod
basic education will have d better
chance for interesting work, good
wages, and steady employment.

/petting as much education and
training as one's abilities and cir-
cumstances permit should therefore
be a top priority for today's youth.

.,
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INDUSTRIAL .PR
RELATED

illiOns of people who work in.
in 'al production help to ensure
the continued growth of our econo-
my and its smooth operation These
skilled and semiskilled blue-collar
workers are involved in almost
;very production process.

Workers in this group are em-
ployed mostly. in factories. Machin-
ists and machine tool operators

. shape metal to precise sizes. Assem-
blers put together automobiles,
television sets, and hundreds of
other products. Inspectors examine
and test products to assure quality.

. Printing craft workers operate the
various types of machinery used to
print newspapers, books, and other
publications. Some faCtory workers
are not directly involved in the
production process, but support it
in some way.. Stationary engineers,
for examplb,,qperate boilers and
other equipment. Millwrights moire
and install heavy iirclustrial machin-
ery. Power truck, operators move
materials about the plant.

Industrial worker's also are em-
ployed outside of manufacturing in -

DUCTiON AND
CUPATIONS

ft
a variety o activities, Automobile
painters, r example, restore the
finish on old and damaged cars.,
Photographic laboratory worked
develop film and make prints and
slides.

Semiskilled workers, such as as-
sqnblers and power truck opera-
tors, ordinarily need, only brief on-
the -job training. Skilled workers,
such as stationary 'engineers and
machinists, require considerable
training to qualifj, for their jobs.
Many learn their trades on the job,
but training authorities generally

.recommend completion of a 3- .or
4-year apprenticeship program,. as
the besway to learn a skilled trade.

Most jobs in industrial produc-
tion do -not require ,a high school
diploma. However/ many., em-
ployers. prefer high school or voca-
tional school graduates who have
taken courses such as blueprint
reading and machine shop.

Growth rates for individual occu-
pations in industrial production will
differ greatly. Employment of.weld-

ers, for ,exarupte, is expected to
rise faster than the average for all
occupations in the Nation's work
force as A result of growth in the
metalworking industries And the
wider use of..welding. Employment
of assemblers is expected to grow
about. the stint as the average,
despite the continued automation
-Of_assembly processes. Employment
in same printing crafts, an the other
hand, is expected.t6 decline as a
result of more efficient printidg
methods. Even in most declining
occupations, however,' some job
openings are expected as ex-
perienced workers retire, die, or,
transfefto other fields.

This chapter includes statements
op 2I. industrial production and re-
latecioccapations. Many other wor-
kers who, are involved in_industrial
production are described elsewhere
in the Handbook bet:Cause of their-
close association with pailicular oc-
cupational groups. For example,
engineers are included in the
chapter on Scientific and Technical
Occupations..

4, 14!
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FOUNDRY, OCCUPATLONS.

Foundry workers produce metal
castings for numerous indszstrial
and hdusehold products Char range
from machine tools 'to bathtubs.
Casting is a method of forining
metal into intricate shapes Molte

'metal is poured into carefully
prepared molds and allowed to
solidify. ,

The patternmaer, the molder.
and the coremaker each play an im-
portant part in the process. The pat-
ternmaker makes a wood or metal
model of the casting. A molder
places it in a box and picks sand
'around the model to fOrm-a mold. If
the casting is to have a hollow sea
tion, a coremaker Makes a core of
.pack and hardened sand- that is
positioned -in the mold before the
molten metal is poured in.

In 1974, about 21,000 pattern-
makers, 60,000 molders, and
25,000 coremakers worked in the
foundry industry. About three -
fourths of them worked in shops
that make and sell castings. /The
remainder worked in plants that
make and use-castings in their final
products, such as plants operated
by manufacturers'of automobiles or
machinery.

A high school education
minimum requirement for. a

the
aP-

prentice in patternmaking and for
more skilled molding and coremak-
ing jobs. An eighth grade educa-
tion, however, May be enough for
entry into . many molding and .
core Making jobs. .

Emplorrient in these trades is ex-
pected to show little or no change
through the mid-1980's because of
automation and other- laborsaving
imnrovements in production
methods Nevertheless, the need to

t.

replace experienced wor
die, retire; or transfer to
cupations will provide sonfe job
openings. The number-1ff openings

Andy fluctuate from year to year
because foundry employment is
,sensitive to ups ancl.cdowns in,tbe
economy.

Patternmlikers, molders, and
corenitkers are discussed in detail
in the following statements. (For a
general description of many other
jobs involved in metal casting, see
the statement on Foundries else-
where in the Handbook)

4

. .

Sources of Additional
information

ers who

For details about training. oppor-
tunities for patternmake ers,
and corsmakers, contact loca
foundries, the local office oT the
State employment service, the
nearest ' office of the State ap:
prenticeship agency, or the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training,
U.S. Department of 'Labor. Infor-
mation also is available froM the
following organizations:
American'Fou rymen's . Golf and

Wolf s.. Des Plai 111.60016.

International Molder? and Allied Workers'
Union, 1225 E. McMillan St., Cincin-
nati, Ohio 45206.

Cast Metals Federation. Cast Metals Federa-
tion Building. 20611 Center Ridge Rd.,
Rocky River. Ohio 44116.

PATTERNMAKERS

'faqir* of the Work
.

Foundry patterninakers
highly gilled craft workers

v

'

are
who

make the iiiitternsiused in making
molds for metal castings. Most of
the workersjn the oCcUpation ire
metal], paticiitinakes (D.O.T. \-

Q)''*.smaller number are
.wobe?"F..., ..'.pigtentrnakers (D.O.T. t

661.2S I -dome patternmakers
work with both metal and-wood as
well as plaster land plistic*.

Pattemmakers work from
blueprints preparedAby engineers. ,s
They make a precise pattern for the
product, carefully checking each
dimension with instruments such as
micrometers and calipers. Precision
is important because any imperfec-
tions in the pattern will be
reproduced in the castings mad
from it.

Wood pattetrunakers select the
woodskick, lay out the pattern, and
saw4!64 ch piece. of wood to size.
They then shape-the .rough pieces.
into fmal-forat with various yood7
working machines, such as lathes
and sanders, as well as many small
handtoots. Finally, they assemble
the pattern.segments by hand, using
glue, screws, andnails.

Metal. patterrnakers prepare
patterns from} metal stock or from
roilgh castings made from a wood
pattern.-- To shape and finish the

.pitterns,they use many metalwork-
ing machines, including lathes, drill
presses; shapers, milling machines,
power hacksaws; and grinders.
They also use handtools.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Adis ncimant

Apprenticeship is the best means
of qualifying as an experienced pat-
terzimaker. Because of the high
degree of skilland the wide range of
knowledge needed for patternmak-
ing, it is difficult to learn the trade
on the job. In some instances,
skilled machinists have been able to.
transfer to metal patternmaking
with additional on-the-job training
or experience. Trade school cogrs-
es in patternmakingiprovide useful.
Oreparation for the prospective au-

!
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FOUNDRY OCCUPATIONS

Patternmaker checks dimensions of wooden pattern.

prentice, and may be credited
toward completion of the ap-
prenticeship.

The usual apprenticeship period
for patternmaking is 5 e..ars.,Each
year at leasi 144 hours of classroom
instruction usually are provided.
Apprenticeship program's for wood
and metal patte7naking are
separate. Employers generally
require apprentices to have a high
school education.

Apprentices begin by helping ex-
perienced patternmakers-in routine
duties. They make simple patte
under close supervision; as they
prOgxe.ss,. the work becomes ,in-
crease gly complex and the supervi-
sion ore general. Pattemin kers
etrA igher pay as th'eir skil in-
crease , and some become swot

att rnmaking, although of

;_25

the number fSf patterns that have to
be made.

Although employment is not ex-
- petted to grow significantly, some

job openings will arise because of
the need tp replace experienced
pattermakers who retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations. Most
of these openings will be for metal
pattertimakers. The number of
openings may fluctuate from year
MI year since the demand for
foundry products is sensitive to
changes in the economy.

Because patternmakers learn
either basic metalworking or wood-
working they are prepared for)obs
in related fields when patternmak-

.
ing employment is not available.
tistood patternmakers pan qualify
for woodworking jobs such as
cabinetmakers, and Retal pattern-
makers can transfer their skills to
metalworking jobs such as machin-
ists.

strenuous, requires considerable
stand ng and moving about. Manual
dexterity is 'especially important
because of the precise nature of the
work. The ability to visualize ob-
jects in three dimensions is also im-
portant.

Employment Outlook
4

Employment of foundry pattern-
makers is expected to show little or
no change through the mid-1980's
despite the anticipated increases in
foundry production..The increased
?se of metal patterns and other
techniCsal improvements in pattern-
making will prevent any significant
employment growth. Metal pat-
tern,s, unlike wooden ones, can be,
used again arid again, thus reducing

-

Esinings and Working
Conditions

...
Patternmakers .generally have

- higher earnings. than other produc-
tion workers in mandfacturing. In
Janitary 1975, average straight-time
houtly earnings of. wood pattern-
makers ranged froM S5.25 in gray
iron and mai eable iron foundries,
to S5\55 in nonferrous foundries,

the Nat'onal Foundry Association.
ataccor "ng t a wage survey made by

Metal patternmakers' earnings
genera* were higher. In com-
parison, II production workers in
manufac Ong averaged $4.65 an
hour.

Patternmakers work indoors in
well-lighted, well-ventilated areas.
The rooms in which they work are
generally separated from the areas
where_the_ casting takes- pace, so
tey are not exposed to the heat

noiseof the foundry floor. i

- For sources of additional itif or-l
ation, see the introductory sec-

tion of this chapter.

,
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MOLDERS
Nature of the Woric:

The molder prepares a mold
which contains a hallow space in
the shape of the item to be made.
The mold is made by packing and
ramming specially prepared sand
around a patterna model of the
object to be duplicatedin a box
called a flask. A flask is usually
made in two parts which can be
separated to remove the pattern
without damaging the mold cavity.
When molten metal is poured into
the cavity, it soldifies and forms the
casting.

Most of the workers in this occu-
pation are machine molders, the
rest, are hand molders. Machine
molders (D.O.T. 518.782) operate
machines that simplify and speed
the making of large quantities of

identi
ders
on the Imachi

. OCCWATIONAL OUTLOOK HJIIDBOOK
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Training; Other Clualificai dons,
.\ and Advanuernen

Completion of a 4-y ar ap-
prentice program, or equiv ent ex-
perience, is needed to be me a
skilled hand molder. Work with
this tr\itining also are prefe ed for
some kTds of machine mol ng but
in gene a shorter training period
is requir d in order to ome a
qualified achine molder. , Some
people learn molding skills', infor-
mallx on the job, but this way of
learning the trade takes longer and-
is less reliable than apprenticeship.

Ah eighth grade education
usually is the minimum requirement
for apprenticeship. Many em-
ployers, however, prefer; high
school school graduates. ,, '

Apprentices, under close sup:r.........
sion by skilled molders,' begin with
simple jobs, such as shoveling sand,
and gradually take on more difficult
and responsible work, such as
ramming molds, withdraviing pat-
terA, and setting cores. They also
learn to operate the various types of
molding machines. Beginning with
simple shapes and advancing to
more complex work, they make
complete molds as training
progresses. In addition, the ap-
prentice may work in other foundry
departments to develop all-round
knowledge of foundry methods and
practices, The apprentice usually,,
receives at least 144 hours of clasi-
room instruction each year in sub-
jects such as shop arithmetic,
metallurgy, and Shop drawing.

Hand molders who do highly
repetitive work' usually learn their
'lobs during a brief trainthg period.

ainees work with a molder to
m e a particufai kind Of mold.
Aft 2 toy 6 motirfs, the trainee
usua is capable of making a
simi ost machine mold-
ing job can e learned in 2 to 3
months on the job.

Physica standards for molding
jobs a high. Hand, molders
stand at their ork, move about a

----grin e ,an ftequentfy ust lift

al sand molds. Machine mOl-
mhl the flask and pattern

e table, fill The flask
with prepared sdand, and operate the
machine .with :levers and pedals.
Many of these workers set up and
adjust their own machines,

Hand molders, use primarily
manual' methods to construct the
sand molds. Power tools, such as
pneumatic rammers, and handtools,
such as trowgle--arod mallets,. are
used to smooth the sand. Molds for
small castings are usually made on
the workbench by bench ,molders
(D.O.T. 518.381), those for large
and bulky castings are made on the
foundry floor by floor molders
(D.O.T. 518.381). An ll-round
hand molder makes many different
types Of molds. A less-skilled
molder specializes in a few simple
types.

IggibAtom

pour Ilquilld metal Into moldMold

4
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he'vy Objects! +hey need good vi-
. sled and 'a high degree of manual

dexterity: Molders may advance to
a -alized molding job or 'even-
tually to a supervisory position. ,

Employment eutiook k

'Empl4men7oi molders is etx-
pected show little or no change
through the/mid-1980's. The trend
to more machine molding, such as\
the sand slingingprocess, and other
laborsaving innovations will limit
employment growth. Nevertheless,
the need to replace experienced
molders who\ retire, die, or transfer
to other occupatioes will provide
some job openings. The number of
openings, ho ever, may 'fluctuate
from year 4) Year because the ,de-

d for f6ipy-,p_roduersjs Sensi-
&el° changes in the economy.

Earnings and orking Conditions

In January 1 75, floor molders
averaged $4.75 hour and bench
inolderi average $4,55, according
to a wage survey made by the Na-
tiorigl Foundry ssociation. "Mol-
de who were pal on an incentive

is getierally ha higher earnings.
By cOmparisoh, pr uction workers
in all manufact ring industries
averaged $4.65 an our.

Working condi ores vary con-
siderably from e foundry .toe
another. Heat,alid umes have been
greatly reduced, in many plants by,
the installation aci proved ventila-
tion systems and' i conditioning.

For sources o ditional infor-
mation, see the (:luctory sec-,tion of this chapte

COREM KERS

Nature of: t a Work \
Coreinakers pre re the "core\s,\'

that are placed in olds to form the
hollow sections in metal castings.

The pouted metal solidifies are nd
the, core, so that when'the cor is
removed the desired cavity or c
tour remains.

A core may be made either b
band or machine. In both instances,
sand is packed into a block of wood
or metal in which a space of the
desired size and shape has been 41-
lowed out After the core is
removed from this box it is
hardened by baking or by another
drying method. When hand

\methods are used, the coremaker
Uses mallets and other handtools to.
pack sand into the core box. Small
cores-are made on the workbench
by bench coremakers (D.O.T.
511.381) and large ones are made
On the foundry floor by flos*
coremakers (D.O.T. 518.381).

Machine coremakers (D.O.T.
518.889) operate machines that
make sand cores by forcing sand
intq a core box. Some machine
coremaker, are required to set up
and adjust their machines and do
finishing operations on the cores.
Others are primarily machine ten-
ders. They are closely sutler.vised
anti their machines are adjusted for

them. (To see w the cpremaker's/
job is a basic p. in the casting
process, read e description) if
sand. casting giv in tbe statenlen t
on Foundries p where in te.,
Handbook.) 4

.

Training, ualificattpni;:s7-------
and Advi (mint _

'completion of a 43t ,
prentice training grogram or the
equivalent experienCe is needed ,
become a skilled hiid coremake
Apprenticeships alsoare some es
required for the more diffibult
machine coremakiril jobs. Ap-
prenticeship training in Coremaking
and molding often are combined.

Experienced coremakers teach
apprentices how to make cores ant
operate ovens. Classioom instruc-

'tion covering subjects such as_
ariflnptie, and .the properties
petals -generally supplemen on-

4the-job training. Corem earn
higher pay as their skit increases,
and some become

An eighih grade education
usually e minimum requirement
forte remakiing apprentices; some

27
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employers rewire graduation from
high school Some types of hand
coremaking require a high degree
9f manual dexterity.

-:

' Employment Otitiook f

Employment of coremakers is ex-
, Apecteil to show little or no change

ihniugh the mid-1980's. Growth in
this occupation will be limittd as
more cores are made by machine
instead of by hand Nevertheless.
some job openings will arise
because of the need to replace ex-
perienced coremakers who retire.,
die, or transfer to other occupa-

r.
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tions. The Umber 9f openings may
fluctuate' f rn year to year since
the deman for fouhdry products is
sensitive !to hanges in the econo-
my.

In Jantary
hourlyearnin
were $4,65,
54.35, and m
$4.05, accordi
made by, the N
sociation. Col/

end Working
ditions

1,94 'the aveta$e,
of floor coremakers

nch core mak7rs,
chine' corem5kers,

to a wage survey
tional Foundry As-

akers whci were
paid on an incentive basis generally

had Higher earnings.. By coin:
parison, production workers in all
lnanufactUring industries averaged
$4.65 an hour,

y/c4ing conditions vary con-
sielerabry"-from one foundry tti
another: He' and fumes have been
greatly reddeed.in many plants by't..
the instap4tion of improved ventila-4
tion systems and air-conditioning.
Although tile injury rate irf foun-I,
dries is higher than the average for .

manufacturing; coremaking is one
of the least rdous foundry jobs.

For so es of additional infor-
mation, see the introductory sec-
tion of this ch

O
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MACHINING

Nea y every prop ct made, by
Ameri ,industry ntains Metal
parts r is man actured .by
maChin s made of ih tal. its. In
19'74, ver 1.1 million ma inists,

achin tool operators, tool and
diemak rs, and setup,workers used
a wide variety of machine and
haddtools to shape these ,metal
parts.

A tnachine tool is a. stationary,
power-driven device that bringsV
together the cutting instriiinent\N
(tool) and the metal to be cut, hold-

. ingsern: Some of the most corn
in it machine tools are lathes and

athines that drill, bore, mill, and
grind. Metal can be-shaped also by
using chemicals, electricity, mag-

inetism, soundeqight, and . liquids
under controlled Ionditions.

All-round machinists can operate
most , types of machine tools,
whereas iritchine tool operators
generally work with one kind only.

ool anti diemakers make dks

it

Pieciiio measuring instruments,
/such as' micrometers, to measure
the'-ac racy of their work
thousan ti's or even millionths of
an inch. After Completing Machin-

CCUPAiTIONS ing operations, they may use hand ) '.

files and scrapersbefore assembling
-the finished parts with wrenches
.and screwdrivers.

D M CHINItTS Machinists who make and repair
metal parts invniaintenance depart-

.280..2 I, and .381) ments must have a 'broad, ,
knowledge of the ay machines

L

L-ROU
D.O,T. 60

Nature of the Work . -

All-round machinists, .who can
up and operate 'most types of

achine tools, use these tools to
ake metal parts. Because they
an and carry through all opera-
ons, they may swita from one

product toanother and give variety
'to their work. Their knowledge of
metals and machine tools enables
them to turn a block of metal into
an intricate part of precise specifi-
cations.. They select tools and
materials fdr each job and plan the
cutting and finishing operations
from a blueprint or written specifi-
cations. They make standard shop
computations relating to dimen-
sions of work and machining
specifications. They often use

i'"Ilt\""111----
( eta). fprms) for presses and *

-die aging machines,. devices to ,.

/Pi drills into metal,land special 7 ;', -.igauges to determine whether the
-!--3/ work meets specified tolerances. In, -. - ....

. strtiment ma rs use machine tools -Aikv
,t6 produce highly accurate insitui ,--, ment parts fr m metal and other

-....Lnaterials. .Set p workers adjust
tools for semis filled machine tool,,
operators to run. (Detailed discus-
ions of work performed, trailing,

d earnings of theie occupations'
a e presented in the chapters that

. ,flallow.) ,

0

. ..
Machinist adjusts hi9hsposd machine

tool., .
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work to adjust and test parts. In'
/

plantsthat produce large numbers
of metal products, highly skilled ,

machinists specialize in layoul work
and mark specifications on Metal .

for machine tool operators who do
the machining operations.

eV'

Places Of Employment

An estimated 335,000 machinists
were employed in 1974. Almost
every factory using substantial
amounts of machinery employed
all-round machidists to maintain its
mechanical equipment. Some all-
round machinists made large quan-
tities of identical parts in produc-
tion department of metalworking
factories; others made limited no),
bers of varied preducts. in machine.
shops. ost all-round machinists
waked j" the following industries:
machine including electrical;
transpertition equi ment; fabri-
cated 'metal ,prodiiits; and 'pri-
mary metals: Other industries em-
ploying. stibStantial ' numbers of
these workers 'Weie 'the
chemical, fo6d proceging, and tex-
tile industries: The FederaLGovern-
-ment also employed ,all -round
machinists in Nayy yards and other

-installations.
Although machinists work in all

parts of the country, jobs are most
plentiful in areas where many facto-
ries arelocated. Among the leading
areas cremPloyme9t ,are, Los
Angele , Chicago, NeW York,
Philadelphia, Boston, San Fran-
cisco, and Houston.

)
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A 4-year formal apprenticeship is
the best way to learn die machihist
trade, but some companies have
training programs for single-pur-
pose machines that require less
than 4 years. Many machinists,
however, learn on the job.

?arsons interested-win ,j1c:coming.
machinists should be mechanically
toclihed and -temperamentally
suited to do highly accurate work
that requires-cOncentratio,n as well
as physical effort. Prospective
machinists shbuld be able to work
independently. Although the work
is sometimes tedious and repeti-
tious, all-round machinists -fre-
quently have the satisfaction of
seeing the final results of their
work.

A high schc*3l or vocational
schoel educatibn. including mathe-
matics, physics, or machine shop
training, is desirable. Some compa-
nies require experienced machinists
to take additional courses.in mathe-
matics and electronics at company
expense so that they can service
and operate numerically controlled
machine tools. In addition, equip-
ment builders generally provide

'raining in the electncal. hydraulic,
and mechanical aspects of
machine-and-control systems.

Typical machinist apprentice
programs consist of approximately
8.000 hours of shop training and.,
about 570 hours of related class-.
room instruction. In shop tr4ming,
apprentices learn chipping; 'filing;
hand tapping, dowel fitting, rivet-
ing, and the operation of various
machine tools\ In -'the classroom,
they study , blueprint reading,
mechanical drawing, shop mathe-
matics, and shop practices.

a. iAll-pund machinists have ;nu-
merous epportunities for advance-
ment. Many advance to supervisory
jobs_ Some take additional training
and become tool and die or instru-
ment makers. Skilled Machinists
may open their own shops or ad-

a. 4
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vance into other technical .Jobs to
machine programming andpoling.

Empioyatent Outlook.

The number of all-round machin-.
ists is expected tolncrease I about
the same rate as the average fOr all
occupations through the mid-
1980's. Expansion cirifietalworking
activities will cause most of the in-

crease, In addition to openings
created by growth in this large oc--
cupation, many openings will arise
frorn the need to replace ex-
perienced machinists whcr retire,
-die. or transfer to other fields of
work.

As population and income rise,
.so will the demand for machined
goods, such as automobiles,
_household appliances, and industn
al products. However, technologi-
cal developments which increase
the productivity of machinists are
expected to keep employment from
rising as fast as the demand fot
machined goods

Chiefainong these technological
innovations is the expanding' use of
numerically confrplled machine
tools These machines, which trans-,
late numbers into a series of mo-
tions or processes, significantly
reduce the time required to peri,
form machining operations.

Much of the employment growth
will occur in maintenance shops, as
industries continue to use a greater
volume of complex machinery and
equipment Skilled maintenance
machinists are needed to prevent
costly breakdowns ins', highly
mechanized plants. In such plants, a
breakdown of one machine may
stop many other machines!

Earnings end Working
Conditions

The earnings of machinists com
pare favorably with those of other
skilled- workers. Machinists
averaged $5.56 an hour in 1973-74,
according to a survey of
metropolitan areas Average hourly

41

rates in 14 of the areas surveyed,
selected to show host wage, rates
differ in various parts of the
country, appear in the accompany-
ing tabulation.

Area
San Francesco - Oakland.
Detroit-, .
New York ..
Chicago....
Minneapolis-St. Paul _
Portland, Oreg
Buffalo -

Ldutsville.
Los Angeles- Long Beach
Houston
Cleveland
Denver
Boston. ...

S.0

. '
Hourly rate

$6.48
6..46

st 6.13
6.04
5 99
5.85
5-79
5.66
5.64
5.59
5.49
5.25
5.02
4.04

,

Machinists must fellow strict
safety regulations when working
around high-speed machine tools\
Short-sleeved shirts, safety glasses,
and .othes-istotective devices are
required to reduce accidents.,htost
shops are clean aria workplaces are
well - lighted.

Many machinists are members of
unions:including the International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers, the Interna-
tional Union, United Attomobile,
Aerospace, and-Agricultural Imple-
inent Workers of America, the In-
ternational Union of Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers, the
International Brotheth t,if Elec-
trical Workers, and United
Steelworkers of America.

Sourcesof Additional
Information °

The National Machine Tool
Builders Association, 1901 West-

, park Dr., McLean, Va. 22101
whose members build a large' per-
centage of all machine tools used
in this country will supply, on
request, information on deer
opportunities in the machine tool
industry.

The National Tool, Die. and
Pi ecision Machining Association,

1



MACHINING OCCUPATIONS

4930E1 Livingston Rd , Oxon Hill,
Md. 20022, offers information on
apprenticeship training, including

'ReCointnended Apprentice p
Stindards for Tool Arid Die Mak rs
certified by the U S Departmen f

A Bureau of Appreritic ip
d Training.
The Tool and Die Institute, 777

Busse Highway, Park Ridge, III
:60068a trade associationoffers
'information on apprenticeship

/ training in the Chicago area.
Many local offices ,of State cm-

' ployment services provide free ace
titade testing to persons interested
in becoming all-round machinists or
to61'and diernakers In addition, the
State employment service refers ap-
plicants for apprentice programs to
employers' In many communiti s,
applications for apprenticeship also
are received by labor-manageTent
apprenticeship committees. '

Apprenticeship inforination also-
may be obtained from the following
unions (which have local offices in
many cities): N

International Assoctatlbn of Mactuntsta,and
Aerospice Workers. 1300 Connecticut
Ave NW Washington. D.C. 20036.

international Union. United Autorisobile.
' Aerospace and Agricultural Implement

,Workers of America. Skilled Trades De-
partment. 8000 East Jefferson Ave..
Detroit, Mich. 48214'.

international. Union of Electrical Radio and
Machine Workers. 1126 16th St. NW..

- Washington. D.C. 20036

International Brotherhood of Electrical
Wiirkers, 1125 15th St. NW , Washing-
ton, D.C. 20005.

INSTRUMENT MAKERS
, (MECHANICAL)'

(D.O.T. 600.280)

, Nature of the Work

Ipstrument makers (also called
experimental machinists and
modelmakirs) work closely with
erg' eers and scientists in trarislht-
ing de s 'and ideas into experir

mental models, special laboratory
equipment, and custom instru-
ments. Experimental devices con-
structed by these craft workers are
used, for example, to regulZte beat.
measure distance, record
earthquakes, and controkindustrial
Processes. The parts and models
may range from simple gems to in.7
tiicate parts of navigation systems
for guided missiles. Iristrurnent
makers also modify existing instrur
ments for speciil purposes.

Instrument makers fabricate
metal parts using machine tools
such as lathes and milling machines,
and handtools such as files and
chisels. Because acc c. y is impor7
tant, they measure 11114/led parts

ith a wide variety of.':precision
measuring equipment, including
micrometers, vemi rslegiperf, and
dial indicators, as standard
optical measuring instrument.

31

Using considerable unagmaucin
and ingenuity; they- work from
roigh sketches, verbal instructions,
or ideas, as well as prom detailed
blueprints. Someu es speafica-
tionssmust not vary ore than 10
millionths of an inch. o meet these
standardsthey use 'al equip-
ment or precision, devices, that
other machining workers seldom
use, such as the electrow9theight
&lodge. They also wo r£CE. with a
variety of materials, including
plastics and rare. metals such as
titanium and rhodium,
/ instrument makers /may con-

Atruct, assemble, and then test all
parts of an instrument to small
shops. When working with electri-
cal and electronic components that
are to be incorporated into an in-
strument, however, they frequently
work with other instrument makers
or electronic specialists.

Instrument makers work closely with englnaar and sclantIsta.

42
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Pla'Ci of Employinent

Many of the approximately 5;500
instrument makers employed in
1974 worked for firms that manu-
facturer! instruments Others were
in research and ' development

'laboratories "hat make special
devices for scientific research The
Federal Gbverpment employed
many instrument makers
' The main centers\ of instrument

making are located in and around a
few large kities. particularly New
York, qv:ago, Los Angeles,
Boston, P iladelphia, W hington,
Detroit, Buffalo, and Clev and.

Training, Other OualificaVons,
and Advancement \

Some instrument' makers ad-
vance from the ranks of machin sts
or skilled machine tool operato .

These craft workers begin by doin
the simpler jobs under close super.
vision, Usually I to 2 years or more
of instrument shop experience are

..rieded to qualify as instrument
makers.

Other instrument makers learn
their trade through h-appienticeships
that ginerally last 4 years. A typical
4-year program includes 8,00Q
hours of sh
hours of re
tion. Shop trai

training and 576
classroom instruc-
ng emphasizes the

use of machine tools, handtools,
and measuring instruments, and the
working properties of various
materials. Classroom instruction
covers related techniest-rubjects
such as mathematics, physics,
blueprint reading, chemistry, metal-
lurgy, electronics, and fundamental
instrument s design. Apprentices
must learn enough shop,mathe-
matics to plan their_work-
formulas. A b-alc.- edge of
mechanical prim pies is needed in
solving gear and linkage problems.

For apprenticeship programs,
employers generally prefer high
school graduates who have taken
algebra geometry,, trigonometry,
science, and machine shopwork.
Further technical schooling in elec-

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

tnaty, physics, machine design,
and electronics is often desirable,
and . may make possible future
promotions tatechnician jobs.

Persons interested in becoming
instrument makers should be those
having a strong interest in mechani-
cal subjeCts and better-than average
ability to work with their hands.
They must have initiative and
resourcefulness because instruintnt
makers often work alone under

inimum supervision or gone.
SihFe instrument makers often face
new problems, they must be able to
cleyelop- original solutions.-

T4tquently, they mat visualize the
relationship between individAl
parts arScl the complete instrurnent,
and must underskand the pnncitiles"
of the instrumenv's operation.
Because of the nature of their jobs,
instrument makers hack° be very
conscientious and take considera-
ble pridin creative work.

As instrument makers' skills and
knowledge improve, they may ad-
yance to more' respOnsible posi-
t ns. For example, they may plan
a estimate time and rsaterial
re irements for the manufacture
of instruments or provide special-
ized support to professional person-
nel. Others may become super-
visors and -train less skilled instru-
ment makers.

Employment Outlook

lob opportunities are expected to
be relatively scarce in the years
ahead. Some workers will be
needed to replace experienced in-
strument makers who retire, die, of
find other jobs, but replacement
needs will be small because so few
people are employed in this field.
Employment growth will create a
small number of additional job
openings.

Employment of instrument
makers is expected to increase at a
slower rateethan the average for all
occupations tikitigh Orel mid-
1980's. Some additional workers
will be needed to make models of

4 5

new instruments for mass produc-
tion-and also to make custom or
special instruments, particularly in
the expanding field of industriaLau-
tomation. Also.. more versatile Ind
senifiiive precision instruments can
be expected to emerge frbm current
research and, development pro-
grams. Laborsaving _technological
innovations, tiiiweverq.:ill limit em-
ployment growth. Numerically con-
trolled machine toots, for exam
reduce the aiiisunt of Labor
required in machininioTerations.

Earnings and Workihg
Conditions

Earnings of instrument makers
compare favorably with those of

other highly skilled metalworkers.
In 1973-74, instrument makers
generally earned between $5 and
$7 an hour.

Instrument shops usually are
clean and well-lighted, with teih-
peratures strictly controlled. Instru-
ment assembly rooms are some-
times known as "white rooms," fOr
almost sterile conditions are main-,
tained.

Serious work accidents are not
common, but machine tools and fly-
ing particles may cat& finger,
hand, and eye injuries. Safety rules
generally require the wearing of
special glasses; aprons, tightly fitted
clothes, and short-sleeved shirts.

Many instrument makers are
union members. Among the _Unions

,representing them are the Interna-
tional Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers; the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers; the International Union,
United Automobile, Aerospace,
and Agricultural Implement Work-
ers of America.

Sources of Additional.
information

See list under this same heading
in the statement on all-round
machinists elsewhere in the Hand
book.
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MACHINE TOOL
OPERATORS

(D.O T. 602., 603., -604 , 605.,
and 606.)

'Nature of the Work

Many machine tool operators db
simple. repetitive jobs that can be
learned quickly on one or two types
of machine tools Other more
skilled workers do complex and
varied machining operatipns on
several different machine

Typically, semiskilled Aerators
place rough Metal stock in a
machine tool orr which the speeds

:ir
operation sequenceat been set. By using special,

already

easy-to-use' gauges they watch the
machine end make minor adjust-

` ments However, they depend on
skilled machining workers for
Major adjustments when their
machine is not working properly

Skilled machine tool operators
plan and set up the correct
sequence of machining operatipns
according to blueprints, layouts', or

ether instructions. They adjust
speed, feed, and'other controls, and
select the \proper cutting instru-
ments or wills for each operation.
Using micr4eters, gauges, and
other precision measuring instru-
merits, they click the completed
work with the tokrance limits given
in-the specifications. They also may
select cutting and luricating-olls to
cool metal and tools during machin-
ing operations.

Operat6rs use lathes, drill
presses, and automatic screw
machinel. They also use\ boring,
grinding, and milling m
Both skilled and semiskilled aera-
tors have job titles related t the
kind of machine they operate, s ch
as engine lathe operator, milli
machine- operator, and drill pre
operator -

g

Places of Employment

About 600.000 machine tool
operators were employed in 1974,

rr

()pirate, adjusts machine th t drills and reams.rtfie parts.

mainly in factories that pio'buce
'fabricated metal products, trans-
portation equipmept, and machin-
ery in large quantities Skilled
machine tool operators worked in
production departments, main-
tenance departments, and tool -
rooms.

Machine tool operatoi-s work in
every State and in almost every city
in the United States Howeve ey
are concentrated in major in, %Istrial
areas such as the Great.,Lakes Re-
gion About one-fourth of all
machine tool operators work in' the
Great Lakes cities of Detroit, Flint,
Chicago, Cleveland, and

e

Milwau-
ee Among the other areas that
ve large numbers of thesiwork-

are Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, and Indianapolis.

4 4'
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E.

Training, Other Qualifications,
andAdvancement

-
Most machine tool operators

learn their skills on the job. Begin-.
ners usually start by observing
skilled operators at work.. When
trainees first operate a machine,
they are supervised closely by-wore
experienced workers. Beginners

Aram how to,use measuring instru-
ments and to make elementary
computations needed in shopwork.
They gradually acquire experience
and .learn to operate a machine
tool, read blueprints, and planethe
sequence of machining work.

Individual ability and effort large;
ly determine the time required to
become a machine tool operator.
Most semiskilled operators learn

.
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their jobs in a few month;, but a
skilled operator often requires 1 to 2
years Some companies have formal
training programs for new em
ployees. .

Although no special' education is
required for semiskilled jobs; per
sons seeking such work can 'im-
prove their opportunities by
completing courses in mathematics
and blueprint reading In hirior
beginners, employers often look for
persons with mechanical aptitude.
and some 'experience working with
machinery..Physical stamina is im-
portant since much time will be
spent standing. Applicant; shoul&,,
be able to work independently

' vviithin a relatively small woriCarea.
. Although much of the "work is tedi-

ous, many machine tool operators
detive satisfaction from seeing the
results of their work.

Skilled Machine -tool operators
may beCome all-found machinists,
'tool and diem-akers, or advance to
jobs in machine programming and
maintenance.

OCCU PA TI Q N AL OUTLOOK F1A ?II:4300K

such as elec. uical do.charge and ul-
, uasunit mar-haling, and the use of
powdered metals that reduce the
machining necessary for a final
product.

Workers with thorough back-
grounds in machining operations,
mathematics, blueprint reading,
419.0 a good working knowledge of

-46e properties of 'metals will be
better able to adjust to the changing

.4job requirements that will result
8Yrcihr-thnological advances.

Earnings' and Working
Conditions

Machine tool operators are paid
accord! *td hourly or incentive
rates, or on of a combina-
tion-of-both Skilled opera-
tors averaged 55.6 hour. in
1971774, according to ey of
metropolitan afeas. By coMpa n,
nonsupervisory workers in priva
industry, except farming, averaged
54.05. Average hourly rates in114 of
th

long to unions, including the Inter-
national Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers, the Inter-
national Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace, and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America,
the International Union of Electri-
cal, Radio and Machine Workers,
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, and tie United
Steelworkers of America.

. . Sources of Additional
Information

. See the list under this same head-
ing' in the statement on All-round'
Machinists elsewhere in the Hand-

,book.

WORKERS
(MACHI TOOLS)

(130.T,. 600.

e areas surveye , selected to

Employment Outlook show how wage rates of machine. Setup 'wo
tool ope rs differ in various parts pine tool job

Job* opportunities for machine of the eosin appear in the ac- specs is employed 1
tool operators should be fairly plen- companying tab on machine s slia.t.d.o rn

' tiful -in, the years ahead. Because

of the

often called
ers, are skilled

!ants and
ing in ,

rate
large volume. eir main-Job to

this is a large _occupation, many repave machine tools -for use
openings,arise due to, the need to Detroit ), and to explain to
replace operators who retire, die, or - San Framiso-Oakiand d workers the operations

. transfer to other fields of work. Onus° ed and ways to check
Cincinnati
Los Angeles-1 ong Bead
Portland Dreg
Denver
Minneapolis-St Paul
Baltimore
Boston
Houston .

VVatArbury. Conn

Worcester. Mass
Tampa-St. Petersburg

machines, operating speeds, tool-
Most shops

places are
lean and work- ing, and operation sequence. They

Machine then select and install the proper
tool operators must use p 'dive ,cutting or other tools and adjust
glasses and may not wear loose:, guides, stops, and other controls.
fitting garments when working They may make trial runs and ad-
around high-speed machine tools. just the machine and tools until the

Most machine tool operators be- parts produced conform to specifi-

Area

Some openings also will result from
employment growth; although em- ,

ployment of machine tool operators
is expeCted to grow more slowly
than the average for all occupations.
through the mid- 1980's.

More machine tool operators will
be needed as metalworking indus-
tries expand their output. However,
the use of faster and more versatile
automatic machine tools and nu-
mencally controlled machine tools
will result in greater output per
worker and tend to limit employ-
ment growth. Other, factors that
may slow the growth if this occupa-
tion are the increasingly important
new processes in metal removal,

6.32 'teizO'Sk

5 96 to be pe
5 53 the accuracy the Work. Usually
5 35 setup workers are assigned a
5 24

5.19
5 17
5.09
4 -93

4.93
4:60
4.57
4.02

. number of machine tools that are of
one type: such as turret lathes.
However, they may set up several
different kinds. Working from
drawings, blueprints, written
specifications, or job layouts, they
determine die rate at which the
material is to be fed into the

4 5r
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cations The machine is then turned
over to a semiskilled operator

Places of Employment

Most of the estimated 50,000
setup workers in 1974 were em-
ployed in factories that manufac-
tured fabricated metal products.
transperrtatipa equipment, and
machinery These workers usually
were employed by large companies
that employed many semiskilled
machine tool operators They are
not, usually employed in main-
tenance shops or in Fria jobbing
shops

Setup workers are found in every
State However. employment is
ccincentrated in major industnal
areas such as Los Angeles. Philadel-
phia. New 'York, Chicago. Detroit,
and Cleveland.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Setup workers must qualify as all-
round machblilts. They must be
able to operate one or more kinds
of machine tools and select the
sequence of operations so that
*metal parts will be made according
to specifications. The ability to
communicate clearly is important
in explaining the machining opera-
tions to semiskilled workers. Setup
workers may advance within a shop
or transfer into other jobs, such as
parts programmer.

Employment Outlook

Erriployment of setup workers is
expected to increase more slowly
than the average for all occupations
through the rriid-1980's. Although
consumer and industrial demand'
for machined goods 'will grow,
partly offsetting this will be greater
productivity ,of setup- workers due
to the increasing use of numerically
controlled machined tools. Most
job opportunities will arise from the
need to replace experienced work-
ers who retire, die, or. transfer to
other occupations.

1
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Set-up worker prepares machine for operation.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The earning of setup workers
compare favorably with those of
other skilled machining workers In
1973-74. setup workers generally
earned between $5 and $6 an hour.

Good safety habits are important
since setup.workers are exposed to
high-speed machine tools that have
sharp cutting edges.

Many setqp workers are mem-
bers of unions, includirig the Inter-
national Association ,of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers, the Inter-
national Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace, and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America,
and the United Steelworkers of
America.
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Sources of Additional
information

See list under this same heading
in the statement on all-round
machinists elsewhere in the Hand-
book.

TOOL-AND-DIE MAKERS
(DOT 601 280, 281, and 381)

Nature of the Work

Tool-and-die makers are highly
skilled, creative workers whose
productstools, dies, and special

ow.

.4
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guiding and holds de vices are
used to mass-produ metal parts.
Tool ers produce igs and fix-
tures t vices that hol petal while
it is sha4d, stamped, 6r dnIlecli.
They also flake gauges and other
measuring devices for markufactur-
ing precision metal \ parts.
Diemakers construct metal \ forms
(dies) to shape metal in staipping
and forging operations. They also
make metal molds for diecasting
and for molding plastics. Tool-and-
che makers repair warn or damaged
dies, gauges, jigs, and fi slitures, and
design tools and dies

Compared with most Other
machining workers. tool-and-
die makers have a broader
knowledge of machining opera-
tions, mathematics, and blueprint
reading, and do precise handwork.
Tool-and-die makers use almost
every type of machine tool and
precision measuring instrument
They work and are familiar with the
..machining properties of metals and
alloys commonly used in manufac-
turing.,

Plactriof Employment

1 n.1974. about 170,000 tool-and-
die makers were employed. primar-
ily-in plants that produce manufac-
turing, construction, and farm
machinery. Others worked in au-
tomobile, aircraft, and other trans-
portation equipment industries;
small tool-and-die shops, and elec-
trical machinery and fabricated
metal industries.

Although tool-and-die makers
are situated throughout the country,
jobs are most plentiful in areas
where many large factories are
located. About one-fifth of all tool-
and-die makers work in the Detroit
and Flint, Chicago, and Los An-
geles areas, which are major manu-
facturing centers for automobiles,
machinery d aircraft, respective-
ly. Amo the other areas that have
large nu rs of these workers are
Cleveland, New York, Newark,
Dayton, an uffalo. -
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/Trilning, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Tool-and'-ike making skills can be
obtained &rough formal ap-

prenticeship or equivalent on-the
job training" Applicants should
have a good working knowledge of
mathematics and physics, as well as
considerable mechanical ability,
finger dexterity,"and an aptitude for
precise work_

in selecting apprentices, most
employers prefer persons with a
high school or -trade school educe
non Some employers test ap-
prentice applicants to determine
their mechanical aptitudes and
their abilities in mathematics

Most of the 4 'years of a tool and
die apprenticeship are spent in
practical shop training Apprentices
learn to operaie the drill press,

milling machine, lathe, grinder, and
other machine tools. The also
learn to use haatools in fitting and
assembling tools, gauges, and Zither
mechanical equipment, and study
heat treating and other metalwork
ing processes. Classroom training
consists of shop mathematics, shop
theory, mechanical drawing, tool
designing, and blueprint reading.
Several years of experience after
apprenticeship are' often necessary
to qualify for more difficult tool-
and-die work. Some companies
have separate apprenticeship pro-
grams for toolmaking and die -
making

Some machining workers be-
come tool-and-die makers without
completing formal apprenticeships.
After years of experience as skilled
machine tool operators or machin-
ists. plus additional classroom tram.

.
Tool and die maker must have a broad knowledge of machining operations:

4 7
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MACHINING OCCUPATIONS

\lng, they develop, into all-round
Workers who can skillfully perform

s tool-and-die making. ;
Tool-and-die makers may be-

' come tool designers or advance to
supervisory positions. Some open
their owp tool-and-die shops.

Employment OutioOk

Employment of tool-and-die
makers is expected to increase at

about the same rate as the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. Besides the job openings
from employment growth, many
openings will arise as experienced
tool-and-die makers retire, die, or
transfer to other-fields of work.

The long-range expansion in
metalworking industnes will result
in a continued need for tools and
digs The growth of this occupation
may be limited, however, by the use
of
and numerically ntrolled
machines that have
changed toolmaking processes. Nu-
merically controlled machining
operations require fewer of the spe-
cial tools and jigs and fixtures, and
could increase the output of each
tool-and-die maker.

I.

l
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As a group, tool- anti -die makers
ha.Ve a long working life, because
their extensive skills and knowledge
can be acquired only after many
years of experience. Tool-and-
die makers also haye. greater occu-
pational mobility than' other less
skilled workers, and can transfer to
other machining occupations.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Tool-and-die makers are among
the highest paid machining Work-
ers. Tool-and-die makers averaged
5.5 98 an hour in 1973:74, accord-
ing to a survey of metropolitan
areas. This was almost one and one-
half times as-much as the average
for all nonsuperasory workers in
private industry, except farming.
Average hourly rates in 14 of the,
areas surveyed, selected to show
how wage rates for tool-and-die
makers differ in various parts of
the country, appear in the accom-
panying tabulation.

As with other machining work-
ers, tool-and-die makers wear pro-
tective glasses when working
around metal cutting machines.
Tool-and-die shops are usually

-e

/
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' Area

San Francesco-Oakland
petron

'Chicago
Buff*
Cincinnati
BalumOre
Atlamta
Denver
New York
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Dallas .
Houston
Salt Lake City
Worcester .14ss
Chattanooga

...

./-,,,

Hourly rate
9.7.27

6.69
6.67
6.21

5 93
5.84
5.79
5.70.
5.56
5.56
528
5.26 '

' '4.81
451
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safer than similar operations in
production plants.

Many tool-and-die makers, are
members of unions, it eluding the
International Union, binited Au-
tomobile, Aerdspace, and Agricul-
tural Implement Workers of Anrer-
ica; and the United Steelworkers of
America.

Sources of Additional
infotmation

See list under this same heading
in the statement on All-round
Machinists elsewhere in the Hand- It
book.

lb



PRINTING OCCUPATIONS

In 1974, almost 400,000 printing
craft Workers were employed to
produce newspapers, magazines,
business forms, and hundreds of
other printed materials. Although
most worked for, publishers and
commercial printing shops, many
had jobs in insurance' companies,
paper mills, soverntnent agencies,
and many other organizations that
do their own printing. ,

Prititin_g craft workers usually
specialize in one area of printing
operations Type com'p'osition,
platemaking, presswork, or binding.
The most common way to learn the
skills needed-In most of these fields
is through apprenticeship, °which
generally lasts from 4 to 6 years.
Apprenticeship applicants usually
tnust be high school graduates who
are at least 18. years of age, but
requirements vary among em.
players Most printing craft workers
who are covered by union contracts
work fewer than 40 hours a week
Some contracts' specify a standard
workweek of less than 35 hours, but
most fall within a 35- to 37-1/2 -
hour range.

Through the mid-1980's, oppor-
tunities to enter printing crafts will
stem mainly from the need to
replace experienced workers who
retire, die, or leave the field for
other reasons. Employment growth
also will provide job openings in
some crafts, but laborsaving
technological developments will
restrict growth in others.

The statements that follow deal
with employment opportunities for
the major groups of printing work-
ers. Composing room occupations,
photoengravers. electrotypers and
stereotypers. printing press opera-
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tors and assistants, lithographic
occupations, and bookbinders.

BOOKBINDERS AND
RELATED WORKERS

Nature of the Work

Many printed items, such as
books and magazines, must be
folded, sewed, stapled, or bound
,after they leave the printing shops.
Much of this work is done by skilled
bookbinders (D.O.T. 977.-78 I ).

Edition-bindingmaking books
in quantity from big, flat printed
sheets of paperis the most com-
plicated kind of binding. Bookbind-
ers first fold the printed sheets into
one unit. or more, known as a
"sign'ature," so that the pages will
be in the right order. They then in-
sert any illustrations that have been
Printed separately, gather and as-
semble signatures in proper,order,
and sew them together. They shape
the book bdefies with presses and
dimming machines and reinforce
them with glued fabric strips.
Covers are glued or pasted onto the
book bodies, .and then the books

vundergo a variety of finishing,
operations, and frequently

jackets.wrapped in paper acke. Machnes
'are used extensive y. throughout the

proceis. .
Skilled bookbinders seldom per-

form all the different bindin§ tasks,
but many have had training in all of
them. In large shops, skilled book-
binders may be assigned to one or a
few operations, most often to the
operation of complicated machines,
such .as rounding and cutting
machines.
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In many binding shops mluch of
the work is done by bindery work-
ers who are trained in only one
operation or in a small number of
relatively simple tasks. For exam-
ple:bindery workers perform such
tasks as faitening l.sheets or signal.
tures together using a machine sts0
pier and feeding signatures into
various machines for stitching, fold-
ing, or gluing operations.

Places of Employment

About 35,000 bookbinders were
employed in 1974.. Many work in
shops that specialize in bookbind-
ing; others work in the bindery de'-
partments of book publishing firms,
commercial printing plants, and
large libraries. Some bookbinders
work for the Federal Government.

Although bookbinders work in all
parts of the country, employment is
concentrated in large printing cen-
ters such as NeviYork, Chicago,
Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C.

Training and Other
Qualifications

A 4- or 5-year apprenticeship,
which includes on,-the-job training-
as well as related classroom instnlc-
non, generally is required to qualify
as a skilled bookbinder. Ap-
prenticeship applicants usually
must have a high school education,
mechanical aptitude, and be at least
18 'years of age. During the ap-
prenticeship, trainees learn to as-,,
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semblsignatures to renovate old,
worn bikings; d to use various
binding machin , such as puncher
and folders

Most unskilled bindery hands
learn their tasks through informal
on-the-job training which may last
froth several months to 2 years A
ew learn through formal ap-

prenticeshipprenceship programs drat include
clas\room'instruction as well as on-
the-job training.

,Employment Outlook

Employment of 'bookbinders and
bindery workers is expected 'to in-

. crease.slower than the average for
all occupations through the mid-
1980's. Most jobzonings will arise
as experienced workers retire, die,
or change occupations.

Despite the anticipated growth in
the amount of bound printed
materials, employment growth will
be limited by the increasing
mechanization of bindery opera-
tions. For example, the use of in-
tegral folders which automatically
fold pages as they come of the
press-eliminates the need for bind-
ery workers to do the folding by
hand.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Wage rates for skilled bookbind-
ers tend to be below the average
for other printing crafts. A survey
of union wage rates in 69 large cit-
ies showed that the minimum wage
rates for bookbinders in publishing
firms and bookbinding shops
averaged about S6.63 an hour in
1974. This rate was about half
above the average for nonsuper-
visory workers in all private indus-
tries, except farming.

The wage rates for bindery work-
ers are considerably lower than
the rates for bookbinders, and are
among the lowest for printing, in-
dustry workers. A survey bf union
.v ages 'in 69. large chi e isbaws that
in '1974 the average' minimum

hourly rate for bindery workers was

Bookbinding shops tend to be
noisy when machinery is operating.
Bookbinders have some, variety in
their jobs, but the jobs of bindery
workers tend to be monotonous.

Most bindery workers are mem-
bers of The Graphic Arts Interna-
tional

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about, apprenticeship and
other training opportunities may be
obtained from local bdokbinding
shops, local offices of the Graphic
Arts Union, or the local office of
the State employment service.

For general information on book-
binding occupations, write to:
Amencan Newspaper Association. 11600

- Sunrise Valley Dr * Reston. Va. 20041

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 4615
Forbes Ave_, F4ttiburgh Pa. 15213

The Graphic Arts International Union, 1900
L St. NW , Washington, D.0 20036

Printing Industri4?s of America, Inc , 1730 N.
Lynn St, Arlington, Va. 22201.

COMPOSING ROOM .

OCCUPATIONS
(D.O.T. 650.582, 654.782, and

973.381)

Nature of the Work

The 'printing process begins in a
composing room when manuscript
copy is set in type, proofed, and
checked for errors. Machine and
handset type and other materials

`uch as pasteups and' photoen-
- itavings are assembled and

prepared for the pressroom.
Nand compositors (typesetters)

(D.O.T. 973,381) make up the old-
est composing-room (occkmation.
Today most type that is set by hand
is for work that .requires special
compositionusually larger size
type for advertising copyand for

V
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small jobs m which the setting of
type by machine would be impracti-
cal. .

To set type, the compositor reads
from the manuscript copy and sets
each line of type in a "composing.
stick" (a device that holds type in
place) letter by 'letter. and line by
line. When this stick is full, the
compositor slides the completed
lines onto a shallow metal tray
called a"galley."

Typesetting machine operators are
craft workers who operate semi-au-
tomatic machines which set .type
much more rapidly than hand
methods. Many of theta workers
specialize in operating linotype,
keyboard, casting, or photo-
typesetting machines.

Linotype (or intertype) machine
operators (D.O.T. 650.582); read-
ing from the copy clipped to the
machine's copy board, select letters
and other characters by operating a
-keyboard which has 90 keys. As
they prets the keys, the letters, in
forms of metal molds, are assem-
bled into lines of words. As they
complete each line, the operators
touch a lever and the machine auto-
matically casts the line of type into
a solid metal strip called a "slug."
The slugs are assembled into the
type forms from which either the
printing impressions or printing
plates are made. Nearly all
newspaper plants, large commercial
shops, and typographic composi-
tion firms use these machines to set
type. In small,plants, operators also
may maintain aiittrepair typesetting
machines.

Monotype keyboard operators
(D.O.T.. 650.582) , operate
keyboards which are similar to
typewriters, but which have about
four times as many keys. The
keyboard machine produces a per-
forated paper tape that later is fed.
into the casting machine by mono-
type Oster operators .(D.O.T.
654.782). The machine reads the
tape and automatically selects the
metal molds for each letter., Molten
metal is forced into molds to form
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'Ube:typo operators set type.

the type Caster operators insert the
tape, adjust and tend the machine
while it is operating, and .do minor
maintenance and repair work

5/1Phototypesetting machine op ro-
tors (D 0 T. 6513 582) operas igh
speed typesetting machines. In
phototypesetting, a photographic
process replaces the function of the
hot metal, and the final product is a
film Or photographic print of the
.type rather than a metal slug. In a
common kind of phototypesetting,
perforated paper title or a magnetic
tape is fed into a machine which
reads the tape and photographs the
individual characters indicated on
the tape

In a more advanced type of
phototypesetting, a cathode -ray
tube operator controls a machine
which generates characters from in-
formation stored in a computer and
displays them on a screen that is
similar to a TV, picture tube. The
characters, as they appear on the
face of the screen, are picked up by
the lens land exposed onto photo:
graphic film- or paper. These
machines can turn out several
thousand characters a second and
compose entire pages instead of a
line, at a time.

In addition to machine operation,
phototypesetters must be familiar
with the fundamentals of photog-

\
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raphy,, including darkroom
procedures, to develop the film.
They also make minor repairs on
the phototypesetting machine
Much of this equipment has, elec-
tronic controls and operators need
a basic knowledge of the principles
of electronics.

Typesetting machine operators
also use machines similar to
typewriters to set "coldtype" on
paper "Coldtype" composition
may be set directly on a paper or
metal sheet from which the plate is
to be made, of the cold twe Images
may be cut from paper and pasted
on layout sheets The process of as-
sembling and pasting this type on
layout sheets is called paste
makeup, and is somewhat similar to
hand composition. Coldtype com-
position frequently is used by
newspapers for display advertising,
and to set regular text copy.

Places of Employment

About 165,000 workers were em-
ployed in composing room occupa-
tions in 1974. About one-third
w.otk for newspaper plants. Many
others work for commercial print-
ing plants. book and magazine print
era. and Federal, State, and local
governments. Some work for banks,
insurance companies, advertising
agencies, manufacturers, and other
firms that do their ovai printing.

Composing room workers are
located in almost every community
throughout the country, but they
are concentrated in large cities.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Most compositors get their skills
through apprenticeship training.
Others learn while working as shop
helpers for several years, or through
a combination Of trade school and
helper experience.

Generally, apprenticeship 'covers
a 6-year period of progressively ad-
vanced training, supplemented by
classroom instruction or correspon-

dence courses. However, this
period may be shortened by as
much -as 2 to 2-1/2 years for ap-
prentices who -have had previous
experience or schooling or who
show the ability to learn the trade
more rapidly.

After basic training as a hand
compositor, the apprentice receives
intensive training in one specialized
field or more, such as in the opera-
tion of typesetting machines, in-
chiding phototypesetting and tele-
typesetting machines, as well as in
specialized work in hand composi-
tion and photocomposition.

AppliCants for apprenticeship
generally must be high school grad-
uates and in good' physical copdi-
tion. They usually are given ap-
titude tests. Important qualifica-
tions include training in mathe-
matics and English, especially
spelling. Printing and typing cours-
esin vocational or high schools are
good preparation for apprentice-
ship applicants, and a general
background in electronics and
photography is becoming increas-
ingly useful. Artistic ability is an
asset for a compositor , in layout
work. '

Tape-perforating machine opera-
tors must be expert typists. Many
technical institutes, junior colleges,
ant t colleges offer courses in pnnt-
ing technology, which provide a
valuable backgrbund for people
who are interested in becoming
compositors. They generally learn
to type in commercial courses in
highoschool or in business school.
These operators do'not need to be
trained as skilled compositors but
they must be familiar with printing
terms and measurements. The
training period for tape perforating
machine operators is about a year.

Employment Outlook

Employment in composing-room
occupations is expected to decline
through the midJ980s. Neverthe-
less, a few thousand job openings
are expected each year as ex-
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perienced workers retire, die, or
change occupations.

In spite of the anticip d expan-
sion in the volume of pri ting, em-

. ployment in corneosing r occu-
pations is expected to ecline
because of the trehd tq high -speed
phototypesetting and typesetting
cOinputers. These high speed
machines require fewer operators
than tOr traditional hot metal
method of typesetting.

For the jobs that do become
available, opportunities should 'be
best for persons who Itave,
completed post high school pro-
grams in printing technology, such
as =those offered by technical in-
stitutes and junior colleges. Many
employers prefer to hire applicants
who have completed 'these pro-
grams because the comprehensive

- training that they receive helps
them learn composing room trades
and adapt to new processes and
techniques more rapidly./

Although most job opportunities
'will continue to be in the printing
industry, a growing number will be
found in other industries, such as
paper and textile mills, -which are
doing their own typesetting instead
of arti tacting it to printing firms.

Earnings and Wo
. Conditions

Union compositors on the day
shirt in newspaper plants had an
estimated average minimum rate of
$6.86 an hour in 1974, according to
a survey of 69 large cities. This rate
was about one -ha)f inch than the
average for nonsupervisory workers
in all private industries, except
farMing. ,

Working conditions for composi-
tOrs vary from plant to plant. Some
heat and noise Are made by
typesetting machines. In general,
the new plants are well-lighted and
clean, and many are air-condi-
tioned. Hand compositors have to
stand for long periods and do some
heavy lifting. People with some
types of physical handicaps, such as

deafness, have been able to work in
the trade.

Sources of Additional
Information,

Details about apprenticeship and
other training opportunities may be
obtained from 'local employers,
such as newspapers and printing
shops, the local office of the Inter-
national Typographical Union, or
the local office of the State employ-
ment service.

For general information oh com-
posing room occupations, write to
Amencan Newspaper Petbrishers

uon, 1 1 fiP0 Sunrise Valley Dr . Reston.
Va 20041.

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation. 4615
Forbes Ave:, Pittsburgh. Pat15213.

international Typograghic Composition As
sociation. Inc.. 233 Wisconsin Ave
NW . Washington. D.C. 20007.

Printing Industries of America. Inc.. 1730 N.
Lynn St.. Arlington. Va: 22201.

ELECTEIOTYPERS AND
SAREOTYPERS

( Nature of the Work

Electrotypers (D.O.T. 974.381)
and stereotypers (D.O.T. 975.782)
make duplicate press plates of
metal, rubber, and plastic for letter-
press printing. These plates are
made from the metal type forms
prepared in the composing room.
Electrotypes are used mainly in
book and magazine work. Stereo-
types, which are less durable, are
used chiefly for newspapers. Ele -
trotyping and stereotyping ar
necessary because most volume
printing requires the use of
duplicate plates.- When a large edi-
tion of a magazine or newspaper is,
printed, several plates must be used'
to replace those which become too
worn to make clear impressions.
Furthermore, many big plants use
rotary presses which require curved
plates made by either electrotyping
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or stereotyping' from flat type
farms.
jglecuotypers make a wax or

plastic mold of the metal type form
which is'coated with chemical solu-
tions before being placed in an elec-
trolytic bath containing metal. This
leaves a,metallic shell on the coated ,
mold. The shell is spippe'd from the
mold, backed with metal or plastic,
and.catefully finished.-

The stereotyping process is sim-
pler, quicker, and less expensive
than electrotyping, but it does not
yield as durable or as fine a plate.
Stereotypers make molds or mats of
papermache instead of wax or
plastic. The mat is placed on the
type fdrm and covered with a cork
blanket and a sheet of fiberboard.
The covered form is run under
heavy steel rollers to impress the
type and photoengravings an the
mat. Thin the inat is placed in a
stereotype casting machine which,
casts a composition lead 'plate on
the mold. In many of the larger
plants, automatic machines cast
stereotype plates.

Some electrotypers and` stereo-
typers do only one phase of the
work; such as casting, molding, or
finishing. Others handle many
tasks.

Pisces of Empioym

About 4,000 electrotype and
stereotypers were employe in
1974 Many electrotypers w. k in
large plants that print book and
magazines. MipSt stereotypers work
for newspaper plants, but 'me
work in large commercial p nting
plants. Eilectrotypers and s ereo-
typers als9 are employed in rvice
shops which do this work for rint-

\ing firms.
Jobs in these trades can be ound

throughout the country:15u em-,
ploymentis concentrated in large
cities. %

Training and Other
Qualifications

Nearly all electrotype and
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stereotypers learn their trades
through 5- to 6-year apprentice-
ships, Electrotyping and stereotyp-
ingare separate crafts and relative-
ly few transfers take pla6 between

rtthe two The apprentic hip pro-
gram of each trade cove all phases

\ of the work and almost always in-
cludes. classes in related technical
subjects as well as training on the
job.

Apprenticeship applicants must
at lest 18 years of age and, in

ost inAtailces, must have a high
of education or its equivalent.

possible, this education should in-
ude courses in chemistry and
achine shop. Physical examina-
ns and aptitude tests usually are
en to prospective apprentices.

Employ ent Outlook

Job 6pport nities fqr electro-
ypers land stereotype are ex-

cted to be scarce t rough the
id-19409p. Despite the nticipated

increase in the volume f printing,
employment of electro ypers and
tereotypers is expected to decline

because' pf labor savin develop-
Ments. For- example, automatic
plate casting elm ates any steps
in platemaking, the us of plastic
printing plates o re wires, less
labor because sil plates are more
durable and redb e the demand fcir
duplicate plates. Furthermore, the
greater use o offset printili,g
reduces the ne for electrotype
and stereotype p tes, which are not
needed in offset srinting.
)

Earnings nd Working
Co Mons

,

In 1974, uni n minimum wage
rates in 69 la ge cities averaged
$6,22 an hour r electrotypers and
$6.69 an hour for stereotypers in
book and , c mmercial printing
shops. Both verages were con-
siderably high r than the avgrage
for rionsupery sort' workers in all
eiiv ate indust es, except farming.

uch of th work in these trades
re ires little, physical effort since

\
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operators, artists, arid letterers
strippers, platernakers, and press
operator's.

Camera operators (D.O.T
972.382) start the p,rocess of mak-
ing a lithographic 'plate by
photographing and developing
negatives of the copy. They
generally are classified,. as line
camera operators, halftone opera-
tors, or color; separation photog-
raphers. Negatives may need
retouching to lighten or darken cer-
tam parts. Lithographic artists
(D.O.T. 97/.281y make these cor-
rections.by sharpening or reshaping
Images on the negati;es. They do
the Work by hand, using chemicals,
dyes, and special tools. Like camera
operators, they are assigned to only
one plItise 'of the work, and may

." have job titles such dot etchers,
retouchers, or lettere

Strippers (D.O.T. 111111971.281) ar-
ra( and paste filni or prints of
type and artwork on the layout

from which pho graphic im-
pre 'ons are made f 'r the press-
plates. Platemak
972.781) cover the surface of the
plates with a coating of photosensi-
tive chetnicals,. or the plate may
come with the coating already ap-
plied. After exposing the sensitized
plate ,to the negative; they-chemi-
cally treat the plate to bring out the
photographic image.

Lithographic press operators

the preparation of duplicate print-
ing plates is highly mechanized.
However, some lifting of relatively
heavy press plates, occasionally is
required.
4.,e/ Nearly all electrotypers and
stereotypers are members of the In-
ternational 'Printing and Graphic
Communication's Union.

Sources of Additional
information

Details about apprenticeship and
other training opportunities may be
obtained from local eRployers,
such as newspapers and printing
shops, the local office of the Inter-
national Printing and Graphic Com-
munications Union, or the local of-
fice of the State employment ser-
vice.

For general information on elec-
trotypers and stereotypers, write to:
organizations:
American Newspaper Publishers Associa-

tion, 11600 Sun& Valley Dr . Reston,
Va. 20041.

Graplic..4trts Technical Foundation, 4615
Farbe'i s Ave , Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.

Interpatilmal Prmung-and Graphic Commu
rtidations Union. 1730 Rhode Island
A%ve NW., Washington, D.0 20036

Pnnil1..

n St., Arlington, Va. 22201. i

nilndustnes of America, 1730 N.

LITHOGRAPHIC
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Wdrk

Lithography, also called offset
printing, is one of the zoss rapidly
*wing methods of- printing. If is a
process of photographing the
matter to be printed,- making. a
printing plate from the photograph,
and pressing the inked plate against
a rubber plate which in turn presses
it onto the paper.

SeNieraloperations are invoked
in lithography, and each is per-
formed by a specialized group of
workers., The main group of litho-
graphic workers includes camera

55.

(D.O.T. 651.782) tend lithographic
(offset) -printing presSes. They in-
stall plates on the presses and adjust
the pressure and water and ink roll-
ers for correct operation. Basically,
the duties of ,these workers are
similar to those of letterpress and.
gravitrepress operators.

' Places of Employment

Nearly 85,000 skilled litho-
graphic workers were employed in
1974. Many work for covriercial
printing plants, newspars, and
book and magazine printers. Some
work, for the U.S. Government
Printing Office.
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Although lithographic workers
are located in all parts of the ,
country, most are employed in large
cities.

Training and Other
Qualifications

A 4- or 5-year apprenticeship
program usually is required in order
to become a well-rounded litho-
graphic craft worker. These pro-
grams may emphasize a specific
craft, such as platemaker or press
operator, although an attempt is
made to make the apprentice
familiar with all lithographic opera-
tions.

Usually, apprenticeship appli-
cants must be in good physical con-
dition, high school graduates, and
at least 18 years of age. Aptitude
tests usually are given to prospec-
tive apprentices to .determine if
they are suited for the work

Many technical institutes, iuniar
colleges and colleges offer -year
programs in printing tech ology,
which provide a valuable back-
ground for persons who re in-
terested in learning litho raphic
crafts. High school and vo tional
school training in printing, hotog-
raphy, mathematics, ch mistry,
physics, and art also are helpful.

. Employment Outlo k

Employment of skillet litho-
graphic workers is expected to in-
crease faster than the average for
all occupations through the mid-
1'980's. In addition to the job,
openings resulting from J employ-
ment ,growth, the need t.lk replace
workers 'who retire, die, or chinge
occupations will provide some
openings

Employ ment of lithographic
workers is expected to increase in

5'4

,
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response to the continued growth of
offset printing. Commercial print-
ing firrris and newspaper publishers
iricreatkingly are using offset presses
in plaZe of letterpresses. Employ-
ment growth also will be stimulated -
by the greater.use of photographs
and drawings in printed matter, and
by the more widespread use of
color in many printed products.

Erbployment opportunities
should be best for pple who have
completed post hi :sr school pro-
grams in printing technology, such
as those offered by technical in-
stitutes and junior colleges. Many
employers prefer to hire applicants
who have completed these pro-
grams, because the comprehensive,
training that they receive helps
them learn lithographic trades and 1:
adapt mor rapidly to new 1'

!processes an techniques.
t

. .. I

Earnings and Working
onditIons

J

A survey of union wages in 69
large cities hows that in 11974 the
average mi imum wages for litho-
graphic anti ts was about $7.90; for-
platemaker $7 59; and for press
operators 7 81 These rates were '

higher than the erage for all non-IIcv

supervisor wor ers in private in-
dustries, ex ept farming.

Lithogra hic workers are on'
their feet uch of the time, but the
work is not, strenuous.; They are
sometimes under pressure to meet
publication deadlines: .

Most lithographic workers are
members of the Graphic Arts Inter-
national Union. A laige number of .

offset press operators are members
of the Inflnational Printing and
Graphic Communt000ns' Union of
North America;

4

Soiyces of Additional
4,V-information

Details , on renticeship and
other training opportunities in
lithographiC occupations are availa-
ble

.

from local employers, such as
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' newspapers and printing shops,
loc al offices of the union previously
-mentioned, or the local office of the
State employment Service. For in-
formation on schools that offer
courses in prinitng technology,
Write to

Griphic Arts Technical Fuunstasun 4615
ForbesAve Pittsburgh. Pa 15213

For general information on litho-
,graptuf occupations, write
Amencan Newspapef RubltshaipWsoeti-

tvon, 11600 Sunrise Valley Dr Reston,
Vaa 20041

braphic Arts InernatiOnal Litton, 1900 L St
NY , Washington. D C .20036

International Panting and Graphic' Commu.
nicattons. 1.64on North Amenca. 1730
Rhode Island Ave NV, . Washington.
D.C 20036

National AssocAation of Pnnters and Lithog
raphers. 570 7th Ave . New York. N Y
10018

Prtnung Industries of Amenca. Inc , 1730 N
Lynn St , A rbngton. Va 22201

PHOTOENGRAVERS'
(D.O.T 971.211j and .382)

*WM

Nature of the Work

Photoengravers make metal pnnt
ing plates of /Actures and other

fcopy that cannot be set up in type
In letterpress photuengiav mg, ink is
rolled 'liver the printed surface
'which stands/higher than the rest of
the plate. When paper is pressed
against the raised surface, the print
or .image is picked up Similarly,:
gravure photoengravers make
gravure cylinders un which the

etched below the surface
of the cylinder In is placed in the
etc ed u; sunken ,areas, and w hen
pape is pressed against the surface
the -ink is lifted out and appears man,
the paper

In the making of a photuengrav
ing plate for the4etterpress proess,
Of entire job may be dune erther by
one worker pr by several, each
doing a particular operation, such
as camera work...printing, and
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etching: In large shops, however,
the work usually is divided among a
number of these specialists.

Photoengravers first photograph
the. material to be reproduced.
After developing the "negative, they
print the page CIO a metal plate4by
coating The plate with a solution
sensitive to light and then exposing
it tb the negative. Wheri the-plate is
placed in an acid bath, the-
nonimage areas ace etched ,avyay
and the image areas stand out. %

The number of photoengraving
operations performed depends on
the quality of the printing required.
Photoengravings for very high
quality books or per-iodical, for ex-
ample, re ire more careful finish-
ing thin 'those for newspapers.
Photoengrayers
p,ect and touch

cut a0a; metal
init,partof the

use haficitools to in-
up the plates. They
from the nonprint-
plate to prevent it
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from touching the inking
dunng, printing.

Gravure photoengraving is like
letterpres%, photoengrav,ing, except
that in gravure the image areas
rather than the background are
etched away.

A

rollers

Places of Employment

An estimated 17,000skilled
photoengravers were, employed in
1974. More than half work in com-
mercial shops thiat make photoen-
gravings for of printing firms.
Newspapers and photogravure
shops employ several thousand
photoengravers. Book and mag-
azine pnnters and, the Federal
Government also employ these
workers. Many photoengravers
have their own shops.

Although phoultkgravers are
located in all parts of the country,
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employment is concentrated in
large printing centers, such as New
York. Chicago. Philadelphia. and
Los Angeles.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Most photoengravers karn their
trade through a 5-year apprentice-
ship program which includes at
least 800 hours of classroom in-
struction. Apprenticeship appli-
cants must be, at least 18 years of
age and generally must have a high
school or vocational school educa-
tion or its equivalent, preferably
with courses in printing, chemistry,
and physics Many employers
require a physical examination for
prospective photoengravers Good
eyesight is particularly , important
because of the close work and color
discrimination involvd. Also, most
apprenticeship candidates have to
take an aptitude test to determine if
they have the potential to do the
work.

4f,

0 Eniployment Outlook .

Employment opportunities for
photoengravers are expected to be
scarce in the years ahead. Despite
the growing use of photographs and
Other illustrations in publications,
employment of,photoengravers will
deafine as many firms switch from
letterpress to offset printing,which
requires no photoengraving. Also,

" petv technological advances such as
/color scanners and color enlargers
plus the trend toward automated
idjatemaking should reduce the

for these workers. However, a
hundrdd job openings are ex-

.

ted each year as experienced
p otoengravers retire, die', or
c ange-occupationt.

'7 Earnings and Working
Conditions

Union photoengravers on the day
shift in newspaper plants had an
average minimum rate of S7 27, a q
hour in 1974, according to a survey

of 69.large cities. This average was
about two-thircls more than the
average for nonsupervisory skorkers
in all Private industries, except
farming.

'Photoengravers stand up much of
the time, but the work is not strenu-
ous. Work areas usually are air. -con-
ditioned and well-lighted. Most
photoengravers are members of the
Graphic Acts International Union.

Sources of Additional
'information

Details about appfehticeship and
other training opportunities may be
obtained from local' employers,
such as newspapers and printing
shops, the local office of the union
mentioned above, or the local
office of 'the State employment
service.

For general information' on
photoengravers, write to:
American Newspaper Publishers Associa-

tion: 11600 Sunrise Valley Dr., Reston,
Va. 20041

Ainerican Photoplatemakers Association,
166 W Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.
60604.

Graphic Arts Technical Foundation, 4615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa 15213.

Graphic Arts International Union; 1900 L St.
NW., Washington, D.0 20036

Printing lndustnes-of Anieria, hie., 1730 N
Lynn St., Arlington. Va. 22201.

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATORS AND

ASSISTANTS
(D.O.T. 651.782, .885. and .886)

1

Nature of the Work

Printing operations are per-
formed in a pressroom. Printing
press operators prepare type forms
and press plates for final printing.
and tend the presses.

The object of preparation work is
to insure pririting impressions that
are distinct and uniform. This
°position spay be performed by
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placing pieces of paper exactly the
right thickness underneath low
areas of the press plates to level
them. Press operators also* adjust
control margins and the flow of ink
to the Inking roller. In some shops,
they oil. and clean the presses and
make minor repairs. Press opera-
tors who work with large presses
have assistants and helpers.

Press operator's jobs may differ
titom one shop to 'another, mainly
because of differences in the kin*
and sizes of presses.'Press operators
in small commercial shops
generally operate relatively simple
manual presses. On the other hand,
a 'crew of several operators and less
skilled workers run giant presses
used by the large newspaper,
magazine, and book printers. These
presses are fed paper in big Soils
called

in
up to 50 inches=or

more in width. They print. the paper,
on both sides; cut, assemble, and
fold the pages; and count the
finished newspaper sections as they
come off the press.

Places of Employment

About 140,000 press operators
and assistants were employed in
1974 More than half,tork for com-
mercial printing shops and book
and magazine publishers. Many
other* have jobs in newspaper&
plantt Some press operators arid
assistartts work for banks, insurance
dbmpatiies; manufacturers, and
other organizations that do 'their
own printing, such as Federal,
State, and local goverm5nts. ,

Press operators and assistants can
find jobstthroughout the country,
but employment is concentrated in
large cities.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Most press operators learn their
trade through- apprenticeship. but
some wort.ers learn as helpers;or
press assistants. Others obtain their
skills through a combination of

4
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Press operators cleaning and oiling presser.

work experience and vocational or
technical school training

The length of apprenticeship and
th6 content of trammg depend large-
ly on the kind of press psed'in the
plant The apprenticeship penod in
commercial shops is 2 years for
press assistants, and 4 to 5 years far
press operators In addition to on
the-job instruction, the apprentice-
ship includes related classroom or
correspondence schodl.courses

A high .school or' vocational
-school education or its equivalent
generally is required for apprentice
ship Courses in printing provide a
good background Because of
technical developments in the
printing industry, courses - in

,chemistry and physics also are help-
ful Mechanic 1%aptittIde is impor-
tant in makin pre ust is

to visua i
IR,

color is essential for work on color
pre,ce Physical strength and en
du ance are needed for work on
some kinds of presses, where opera-
tors lift heavy plates and stand for
long periods.

Since there are generally long
waiting lists for apprenticeship pro-
grams, it is very difficult roe a high
school graduate to obtain an ap-
prenticeship right out of school.
Most people have to take a job as a
press assistant or an an uriskilled
laborer before being selected for an
apprenticeship. It is not uncommon
for a person to work 2 or 3 years be-
fore beginning apprenticeship train-
ing.

Employment' Outlook

Employment of pitss operators is

5i

expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Despite
the increased use of faster and more
efficient presses. more press opera-
tors will be needed because of the
growth in the amount of printed
Matenals:

In addition to the jobs from em-
ployment grOwth, a few thousand
openings will arise each year as ex-
perienced workers retire-44. or
change occupations Since More

',firms are using web-offset presses.
the outlook for web-press operators
will be particularly good

Although most job opportunities
will continue to be in the printing
indUstry, a growing number of
openings will be found in other in-
dustrjes, such as papermills, which
arecloing more of their own press -
wo of contracting it to
prinking firms.

'Earnings and Working
Conditions

A survey of union wages in 69
large cities, shows that in 1974 the
average minimum hourly rate for
,newspaper press operatorkm-
charge was 57.33, for newspaper
press operators. S6.741 for book
and job cylinder pres? operators,
56 73, and for book and job press
assistants and feeders, 56.63. These
rates were higliet than the average
for all nonsupervisory 'workers in
private industries, except..farming
Many. press operators. work night
shifts and receive extraPay.

Pressrooms arg noisy. and work-
ers in certain areas frequeritly
wear ear protectors. Press opera-
tors are subject to hazards when
working near machinery. At times,
they work under pressure to meet
deadlines..

Most pressroom workers are
covered by union agreements The
principal union in this field is the In-
ternational Printing and Graphic
Communications's Union
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. Sourcn of Additional
Information

Details about apprenticeship and
other training opportlinities may be
obtained from local employers,
such as newspaiSers and printing
shop's, the local office of the union
mentioned above. or the local

4

office of the State employ
service.

For general information ut
pres) operators and assistants. yen
to:

An:tern:2.n Newspaper Publishers Assoaa-
.- non, 11600 Sunrise Valley Dr . Reston.

Va. 7.0041

58
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Graphic Arts Technical Founilabon. 4.615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa. 15213.

international Printing and Graphic-Commit-
nicatxms Union. 1730 Rhode island
Ave. NW . Washington. D.C. 20036.

Printing Industries of America. Inc.. 1730 N.
Lynn St_ Arlington. Va. 22201.

10
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AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
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ASSEMBLERS

Nature of the Work,

Television sets automobiles, and
refrigerators are typical of the
tnanufactured products that un-
dergo many assembly operations.
Assemblers put together the parts
for these and thousands of _other
products.

Many assemblers work on items
that move automatically past their
work stationi on conveyors. In the
automobile industry one assembler
may start nuts on bolts, and the next
worker may tighten the nuts with
power -driven tools. These assem-
blers must complete their job within
the time it takes the part or product
to pass their work station. Others,
known as bench assemblers, put
together small parts to make subas-
semblies or small complete units. In
a rifle manufacturing plant a gun as-
sembler builds an entire rifle from a
colleCtion of parts and subassem-
blies, and tests the moving parts to
make sure they function correctly.
Some assemblers, known as floor
assemblers, put together large,
heavy machinery or equipment on
shop floors, often fastening parts
with bolts; screws, or rjvets.

Assemblers use many different
tools depending on the -prooluct and
the work they are doing. Pliers,
screwdrivers, soldering irons,
power drills, and wrenches are
among the common tools used.

Skilled assemblers work on the
more- complex parts of subassem-
blies with little or no supervision,
and-are responsible for the final as-
sembly of complicated jobs Some
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work with engineers 'and techni-
cians, assembling products that
these people have just designed.
These workers must know how to
read blueprints and other engineer-
ing specifications and use a variety
of tools and precision measuring in-
struments:

Places of Employment ,

About 1 ,140,000 assemblers
worked in manufacturing plants in
1974. Almost two-thirds were in
plants that made machinery and
motor vehicles. "More than half bf
all assemblers were employed iti/the
heavily industrialized States of
California, New York, Michigan, Il-
linois ,Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

.Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Inexperienced people can be
trained to do assembly work in a'
few days or weeks. New workers
may have their job duties explained
to therirbythe supervisor and then
be placed under the direction of ex-
perienced employees. When new
workers have 'developed sufficient
speed and 'skill, they are placed 'on
their own" and are responsible for
the work they do.

Employers seek applicants who
are physically fit and who can do
routine work at a fast pace. A high
sciwol diploma usually is not
required.

For some types of assembly jobs,
applicants may have to mat special
requirements. Some employers
look for applicants with mechanical
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aptitude and prefer those who have
taken vocational school courses
such as machine shop. Good
eyesight, with or without glasses,
may be required if the assemblers
work with small parts. In plants that
make electrical and electronic
products, which may contain many
different colored wires, applicants
often are tested for color blindness.

As assemblers become more ex-
perienced they may plogress to as-
sembly jobs that require more skill.
A few advance to skilled assembly
jobs. Experienced assemblers who
have learned many assembly opera-
tions and this understand the con-
struction of a product may become
product repairers. These workers
fix assembled articles which inspec-
tors have ruled defective. Assem-
blers may also advance to inspector
and a few are promoted to super-
visor. Some assemblers become
trainees in skilled trades jobs such
as machinist.

Employment Outlook

Employment' of assemblers is ex-
pected to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's, with
thousands of openings each year.
Many job openings will also -asult
as workers retire, die, or transfer to
other occupations.

Manufacturing plants will need
more assemblers to produce goods
for the Nations's growing economy.
Growth in population and personal
income will increase the demand
for consumer products such as au-
tomobiles and household ap-
pliances while business expansion
will increase the demand for indus-
trial machinery and equipment.

Most assemblers work in plants
that produce durable goods, such as
automobiles and aircraft, which are
particularly sensitive to changes in
business conditions and national
defense `!reeds. Therefore, even
though employment is expected to
grow, jobseekers may find opportu-
nities starce in some years.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Wage rates for assemblers ranged
froin about S2 to S6 an hour in
1974. according to information
from a limited num r of union
contracts. Most asse biers covered
by these contracts made between
S3 and S5 50 an hour Some assem-
blers are paid incentive or
piecework rates and are en-
couraged to work more rapidly by
the prospect of higher earnings.

The working conditions of assem-
blers differ, depending on the par-
ticular job performed Assemblers
of electronic equipment may put

.4

together small components at a
bench in a room that is clean. well
lighted, and fret frorn dust. Floor
assemblers of inabttKal machinery,
on the other hand, may install and
assemble heavy parts and be ex
posed to contact with oil and
grease. V4 orkers on assembly lines
may be under pressure to keep up
with the speed of the Imes Since
most assemblers only perform a few
steps in the assembly op on, as-
sembly jobs tend to more
monotonous than other blue-collar
jobs.

Many assemblers are members of
labor unions. These include the In-
ternational Association of Machin

Some assemblers do delicate work.
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ists and Aerospace Workers, the In-
ternational Union of Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers; the
International Union, United Au
tomobile, Aerospace and Agricul-
tural Implement Workers of Amer-
ica, and the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers.

Source- of Additional
Information

Additional information about
employment opportunities for as-
semblers may be available from
local offices of the State employ-
ment service,

AUTOMOBILE PAINTERS
(D.O.T. 845,181)

Nature of the Work

Automobile painters make old
and damaged motor vehicles "look
like new." These skilled workers
repaint vehicles lhat have lost the
luster of their original paint, and the
repaired portions of damaged vehi-
cles. (Producticin painters who
work for motor vehicle manufac-
turers are discussed elsewhere in
.the Handbook.)

To prepare an automobile for
painting, painters or their helpers
rough-sand it to remove original
paint and rust. Painters then use a
spray gun to apply primer coats to
the automobile surface. After the
primer dries, they sand the surface
until it is smooth. For roughsand-
ing, they usually use a pneumatic or
electric sander and a coarse grade
of sandpaper, final sanding may be
done by 'hand, using a fine grade of
sandpaper. Small nicks and
scratches that cannot be removed
by -sanding are filled with automo-
bile body putty. Masking tape and
paper are used to cover areas not to
be painted.

Before painting repaired portions
of an automobile, painters may mix
paints to match the color of the car.
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Auto painter prepares car for spray
painting,

Before applying paint, they adjust
the nozzle of the spray gun accord-
ing to the kind of lacquer or enamel
being used and, if necessary, adjust
the air pressure regulator to obtain
the correct pressure To sped dry-
ing, they may place the freshly
painted automobile under heat
lamps or in a special Infrared oven.
Painters or their helpers may polish
the newly painted surface

Places of Employment

About 25,000 persons worked as
automobile painters in 1974 Al-
most two-thirds worked in shopi
that specialize in automobile
repairs Most ethers worked for au
tomobile and truck dealers Some
painters worked for organizations
that maintained and repaired their
own fleets of motor vehicles. such
as trucking companies and buslines.

Painters are employed through-
out the county and are concen
trated in metropolitan areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most automobile painters begin
their careerspas helpers, and acquire
their skills informally by working
with experienced' painters Usually,
helpers remove automobile trim,
clean and sand surfaces to be
painted, and polish newly painted
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surfaces AS helpers gain
perience, tkts progress to more
complicate0a-sks, such cts using
spray guns 'apply primer coats
and paint sritaitareas To become a
fully qualified "painter, 3 to 4 years
of on-the-job training usually are
required.

A small number of automobile
painters learn through apprentice-
ship Apprenti,ceship programs,
which generally Taft 3 years, consist
of on-the-job ,training supple-
mented by classrocfminstruction.

Young persons considering this
work as a career should have good
health, keen eyesight, and a .good
color sense Courses in automobile-.
body repair offered by high schools,
and vocational schools prVvide
helpful experience. Completion of
high school is generally not a
requirement but may be an ad-
vantage, because to many em-
ployers high school graduation in=
dicates that a young person can
complete a job.

An experienced automobile
painter with supervisory ability may
advance to shop supervisor. Many
experienced painters with the
necessary funds open their own
shops

Employment Outlook

Employment of automobile paint-
ers is-expected to increase about as
fast as the average for all. occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's. In ad-,
dition 'to jobs created by growth,
several hundred openings are ex-
pected each year because of the
need to replace experienced paint-
ers who retire or die. Openings-also
will.occur as some painters transfer
to other occupations

Elniltfyment of automobile paint-
ers is expected to increase primari-
ly because more motor vehicles will
be damaged in traffic accidents as
the number of vehicles grows. Ac-
cident losses will grow, even though
better highways, lower speed limits,.
driver training courses, and im-
proved bumpers and other. safety
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featureson new vehiclestmay slow
the rate of growth.

Most persons who enter the oc-
cupation can expect steady work as
the automobile ,repair business is
not very vulnerable to changes it?
economic conditions.

Job opportunities will be betst in
metropolitan areas. Many shops in
small cities do not have enough
business to hire trat9ees. '

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Painters employed by automobile
dealers in 34 large aities had esti-,
mated average ,hourly, earnings of

ih 1,974, compared with
. 5'41.65, the average for all nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming. Skilled painters
usually earn betweeh two and three
times as much as inexperienced
helpers and trainees.

Many painters employed by au-
tomobile dealers and Independent
repair shops receive a commission
based on the labor, cost charged to
the customer. Under this method,
earnings depend largely, on the.
amount of work and how fast the
painter completes it. Employers
frequently guarantee their commis-
sioned painters a minimum weekly
salary.lfelpers and trainees usually
are paid an hourly rate unti they
become sufficiently skilled toork
on a commission basis. Painters em-
ployed by trucking companies,
buslines, and other organizations
that repair their own vehicles
tssually receive an hourly rate. Most
painters work 40 to 48 hours a
week.

Automobile painters are exposed
to fumes from paint and paintmix-
ing ingredients. However, in most
shops, the painting is done in spc:-
cml ventilated booths that protect
the painters. Masks covering the
nose and mouth are used, also.
Paii.lt.crs must be agile because thy
often bend and stoop while work-
ing. Many automobile painters be-
long to unions, including the Inter-
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;atonal Association of Machinists
e and Aerospace Workers, the Inter-

national Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace Workers, the Inter-
national Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America,
the Sheet Metal Workers' Interna-
tional Association, and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, 'Warehousemen and
Helpers of Amenca (Ind.) Most
painters who are union members
work for the larger automobile
dealers, trucking companies.' and
buslines

Sources of Additional
Information

For more details about work op-
,porjunities, contact local 'em-
ployers, such as automobile-body
repair shops and automobile
dealers. locals of the unions previ-
ously mentioned, or the local office
of the State employment service.
The State employment service als,o
may be a source of information
about apprenticeship and other
programs that provide training op

. portunities
For general iliformation about

the work of automobile painters.
write
Auto otibe Ser,..ee Industry issug..i.dtiun

2'30 NOrth Michigan Ave Chicago III
60601

Automotive Service Courrcils of America
Inc . 4001 Warren Blvd Hillude !II
60162

BLACKSMITHS
(D.O.T 356381 and 610 381)

Niture of the Work

ears ago the village blacksmith
wA as vital as the country doctoZ
No one else could repair a broken
Wagon wheel, shoe a horse, or forge
a tool to suit a- farmer's needs.
Power hammers and ready-made
horseshoes have made wort, easier,
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but the blacksmith's job has
remained basically the same.

To make or repair metal parts,
blacksmiths first heat the metal in a
forge to soften it. When the metal
begins to glow, they pick ij up with
tongs, place it on the anvil, and
shape it wsth presses-Sand power
hammers. Broken parts are rejoined
by -hammering them together. The
blacksmith uses handtools such as
hammers and chisels to finish the
part, often reheating it in the forge
to keep it soft and workable.

To-- harden a finished part,
blacksmiths heat it to a high tem-
perature in the forge and then
plunge it into a water or oil bath. To
temper the partmake it less brit-
tlethey heat the metal to a lower
temperature for some time, and
then allow it to cool at. room tem-
perature

Industrial occupations which are
similar to blacksmith include forge

6 -

and hammer Operator, weld?, and
boilermaker. (These occupations
are discussed elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Blacksmiths who specialize in
shoeing horses are called farriers.
After removing the old shoe with
nail snippers and pincers, farriers
examine the horse's hoof for bruises .

and clean, trim, and shape the hoof. '
When the hbof is ready they posi-
tion and nail a shoe cr the hoof and
trim the hl/of flush tOIlre new shoe.
Today most farriers use ready-made
horseshoes, but they may have to
make or adjust shoes for a proper
fit.

/\Places of Employment

Of the nearly 9,000 blacksmiths
employed in 1974, almost two-
thirds worked in factories, rail-
roads, and males. The remainder
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worked in small shops, and ,most
were self-employed. Blacksmiths
work in all parts of the countryin
rural communities as well as in
large industrial centers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

. ..
Many beginners enter the occu-

pation by working as helpers in
blacksmith shops or large industrial
Arms which employ blacksmiths.
Others enter through formal ap-
prenticeship programs and from re-
lated occupations such as forge
operator or hammer operator. Ap-
prenticeship prograrrts usually last 3
or 4 years. The programs ,teach
blueprint reading, proper use of
tools and equipment, heat-treat-
ment of metal, and forging
methods. Most apprentices are
found in large industrial firms
rather than in small repair shops.
Vocational school or high school
courses in metalworking, and
blueprint reading are helpful to
young people interested in becom-
ing blacksmiths.

Courses in horseshoeini are
available at several schools. The
Cornell University School of
Veterinary Medicine in Ithaca,
N.Y., offers a l6 -week (640-hour)
course, and shorter courses are of-
fered-by Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity at State College, the University
of Maine at Orono, and Oklahoma

1171rseshoeing School at Stillwater.
Blacksmiths must be in good

physical condition. Pounding metal
and handling heavy tools and parts
require cohsiderable strength and
stamina.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited, especially for black-
smiths who work in small re-
pair shops. However, blacksmiths
may advance to be supervisors or
inspectors in factories, or to open
their own repair shops. Blacksmiths
also may be able to transfer to re-
lated occupations such as forge,
hammer, and press operator

Employment Outlook

Employment of blacksmiths is ex-
pected to decline through the mid-
1980's Forge shops are using
machines to produce many of the
metal articles that were formerly
handmade by blacksmiths. In addi-
tion, welders are doing much of the
metal -repair work once done by
blacksmiths. Nevertheless, some
job openinii will occur as ex-
perienced blacksmiths retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

Employment of farriers may in-
crease slightly due to the growing
popularity of horses for recreation.
Since this is a small occupation,'
however, relatively few job
openings will become available.

Earnings. and Working
Conditions

In union "contracts covering a
number of blacksmiths in steel
plants, railroad shops, and in the
shipbuilding and petroleum indus-
tries, hourly pay ranged from $4 to
$7.50 in 1974.

Blacksmith shops tend to be hot
and noisy, 6ut conditions have im-
proved in recent years because of
large ventilatingfans and less vibra-
tion fromir new machines.
Blacksmiths' are subject to burns
from forges and heated metals and
cuts and bruises from handling
tools. Safety4 glasses, metal-tip
shoes, face shields, and other pro-
tective devices have helped to
'reduce injuries.

Many blacksmiths are members
of the International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders,
Blacksmiths, Forgers and HelperS.
Other unions representing
blacksmiths include the United
Steelworkers of America,' the In-
dustrial Union of Marine and Ship-
building Workers of America, and
the International Union of Jour-
neymenHorseshoers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For details about training oppor-
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tunities in this trade, contact local
blacksmith shops and local offices
of the State enfloyment service.

BLUE-COLLAR WORKER
SUPERVISORS

Nature of the Work

In any organization, someone has
to be boss. For the millions of
woriers ,Pho assemble television
sets, service automobiles, lay
bricks, unload ships, or perform any
of thousands of other activities, a
blue-collar worker supervikor is the
boss. These supervisors direct the
activities of other employees and
frequently are responsible for see-
ing that millions of dollars worth of
equipment and materials are used
efficiently. While blue-collar
worker supervisors are most com-
monly known as , foremen or .
forewomen, they also have many
other titles. In the textile industry
they are referred to as second
hands; on ships they are known as
boatswains; and in the construction
industry they are often called over-
seers, straw bosses, or gang leaders.

Although their titles differ
between industries, the job of all
blue-collar worker supervisors is
similar. They tell other employees
what jobs are to be--done.and_rna)rte
sure the jobs are done correctly.
For example, loading' supervisors at
truck terminals assign workers to
load trucks and check that the
material is loaded correctly. In
some cases, supervisors also do the
same work as other employees. This
is especially true in the construction
industry where, for example,
bpicklayer supervisors also lay
brick.

Because they are responsible for
the output of other workers, super-
visors make work schedules and
keep production and employee
records. They use considerable
judgment. in planning and must
allow for unforbseen problems such

.
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Blue-collar worker supervisor cheeks production records.

as +absent workers and machine
breakdowns Teaching employees
safe work habits and enforcing
safety rules and regulations ,. are

res onsibilitiesitother supervisory
They also may trai new em-
ployees.

In addition, to their other duties,
blue-collar worker supervisors tell
their subordinates about company
plans and policies, reward good
workers by making recommenda-
tions for wage increases, awards, or
promotions, and deal with poor
workers by issuing warnings or
recommending that they be fired or
laid off without pay for a day or
more In companies Where em-
ployees belong to labor unions, sur
pervisors may meet with union

representatives to discuss work
problems and grievances They
must know the provisions of labor-
management contracts and run
their operations according to these
agreements.

Placealof Employment

Abopt 1,460,006 blue-collar
worker supervisors were employed
in 1974. Although they work for al-
most all businesses and government
agencies, over half work in manu-
facturing, supervising the produc-
tion of cars, washing machines, or
any of thousands of other products.
Most of the rest work in the con-
struction industry and in wholesale
and retail trade. Because employ-

,

ment is distributed in Much the
same way as population, jobs are
located in all cities and towns

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

When choosing superyisors, em-
ployers generally look for ex-
perience, skill, and lead9rship
qualities. Employers place special
emphasis on the ability to motivate
employees, command respect, and
get along with people Completion
of high school is often the minimum
educational requirement, and I or 2
years of college or technical school
can be very helpful to workers who
want to become supervisors.

Most supervisors nse through the
ranksthat is, they are promoted
from jobs where they operated a
machine, or worked on an assembly
line, or al a construction craft. This
work experience gives them the ad-,
vantage of knowing how jobs
should be done and what problems
may arise.0 also provides thent
with insight Into management poli-
cies and . employees attitudes
towards these policies. Supervisors
are sometimes former union
representatives who are familiar
with grievance procedures and
union contracts. To supplement this

dork experience, larger companies
usually have training programs to
help supervisors make management
decisions. Smaller compani0 often
use Independent training organiza-
tions or written training matenals.

Although fewer than one-tenth of
all blue-collar worker supervisors
are college graduates, a growing
number of employers are hiring
trainees with a college or technical
school background. Tt4 practice is
most prevalent in industries with
highly technical production
procesies, such as the chemical, oil,
and electronics industries. Em-
ployers generally prefer
backgrounds in businegu..adminis-
tration, industrial relations, mathe-
matics, engineering, or sciencs. The
trainees under on-the-job train-
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ing,until they are able to accept su-
pervisory responsibilities

Supervisors with outstanding
ability, particularly those with col-
lege education,. may move up to
higher management positions In
manufacturing, for example, they
may advance to jobs iuch as depart-
ment head and plant manager,
Some supervisors, particularly in
the construction industry, use the
experience and skills they gain to go
into business for themselves

Employment Outlook'

Employment of blue-Collar
worker supervisors is expected to
ancreas; at about the same rate as
the average for all occupations
through' the niid-1980's. In addi-
tion, many job openings will arise Is.
experiencqd supervisors retire, die,
or transfer td other occupations.

1?1' Population growth and rising in-
comes' wilj stimulate demand for
goods such as !louses, air condi-
tioners, TV sets, and cars. As a
result, more blue-collar workers
will. be needed to produce and sell
these, items, and more supervisors
will be heeded to direct their activi-
ties. Although most of these super-
viso'rs will continue to work in
mantifacturing, a large part of the
increase in jobs will be due to the
expansion of nonmanufacturing in-
dustries, especially in the trade and
service sectors.

There is usually keen competi-,
tion for supervisory jobs. Com-
petent workers who possess leader-
ship ability and have a few years of
college are the most likely 'to be
selected.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974 average earnings of blue-
collar worker supervisors who
worked full time were S13,249,
compared with S 10,975 for workers
in all. occupations Supervisors
usually are salaried and are not paid
for overtime Their salaries
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generally are determined by the
wage rates of the highest paid wor-
kers they supervise. Some compa-
nies keep wages of supervisors
about 10 to 30 percent higher than
those of.their subordinates.

Since supervisors are responsible
for the work of other employees,
they generally work more than 40
hours a week and are expected to
be on the job Wore other workers
arrive and after they leave. They
sometimes do paperwork at home
and may find themselves worrying
about- job-related problems after
work.

Working conditions vary from in-
dustry to industry. In factories, su-
pervisors may get dirty around
machinery and materials and have
to put up with noisy factory opera-
tions.

Some supervisors who have
limited authority may feel isolated,
neither a member of the work force
nor an impoftant part of manage-
ment. On the other hand, super-
visors have more challenging and
prestigildus jobs than most blue-col-
lar workers.

Sources ,of Additional
InforMailon

A bibliography of career litera-
ture on management occupations is
available from:

American Management Assoc-lawn, '135
West 50th St , New York, N Y 10020.

BOILERMAKING
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

Boilers, vats, and other large ves-
sels that hold liquids and gases are
essential to many industries.
Boilers, for example, supply the
steam that drives the huge turbines
ig electric utility plants and ships.
Tanks and vats are used to process
and store chemicals, oil, and hun-
dreds of other products. Layout
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workers and fitters help make the
parts for these vessels, and boiler-
makers assemble them. `

Layout workers (D.O.T. 809.381
and .781) follow blueprints in
marking off lines on metal plates

.and tubes. These lines serve as
guides to other workers in the shop
who cut and shape the metal.
Layout workers use compasses,
scales, gauges, and other devices to
make measurements. Their mea-
surements must be precise because
errors may be difficult or impossi-
ble to correct once the metal is cut.

Before the boiler parts are assem-
bled, fitters (D.O.T. 819.781 )- see
that they fit together .properly.
These workers bolt or tackweld the
parts into place temporarily and
alter those that do not line up ac-
cording to blueprints. To make al-
terations, they use drills, grinders,
welding machines, crating torches,
and other tools.

Boilermakers (D.O.T. 805.281)
assemble and erect large boilers in
shops and`at the construction sites
where these vessels will be used.
They lift heavy metal parts into
place with rigging equipment such
as hoists and jacks, and weld or
rivet the parts together. After a"
boiler is completed, they test it for
leaks and other defects.

Boilermakers also do repair jobs.
After finding the cause of the trou-
ble, they may dismantle The boiler,
patch weak spots with metal stock,
replace defective sections with new
parts, or strengthen joints. Installa-
tion and repair woyk often must
meet State and local safety stand-
ards.

Places 0Einployment

Al3out 45,000 boilermakers,
layout workers, and fitters were em-
ployed in 1974. Of, these, severs)
thousand boilermakers worked in
the construction Industry, mainly to
assemble and erect boilers and
other pressure vessels. Boiler-
makers also were employed in the
maintenance and repair 'depart-
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ments of iron and steel plants.
petroleum refineries, railroads,
shipyards. and electric powerplants
Large numbers worked in Federal
Government installations, pri
cipally in Navy shipyards an
Federal powerplants. Layout wo
ers and fitters worked mainly
'plants that make fire-tube an
water-tube boilers, heat exchan
gers, heavy tanks, and simila
products.

Boilermaking workers are em-
ployed throughout the country, but
employment is concentrated in
highly industrialized areas, such as.
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Houston, San Fran-
cisco,and Los Angeles.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Many people, have become
boilermakers by working for several
years as helpers to experienced
boilermakers, but most training
authorities agree that a formal a
prenticeship is the best way to learn
this trade. Apprenticeship pro-
grams usually consist of 4 years of
on-the-job training, supplemented
by about 150 hours of classrobm in-
stit[ction each year in subjects such

blueprint reading, shop mathe-
atics, and welding.

t layout workers and fitters
are' hire as helpers and learn the,
craft by working with experienced
employees. It generally takes at
least 2 years to qualify as an ex-
perienced layout worker or fitter

When hiring apprentices or help-
ers, employers prefer high school
or vocational school graduates.
Courses in shop, mathematicis,
blueprint reading, welding, and
metalworking provide a useful
background for all boilermaking
jobs. Most firms require applicants
to pass a physical ekamination
because good health and the
capacity to do heavy, work are
necessary in these jobs Mechanical
aptitude and manual dexterity also
are importakut(ualifications

-Layout workers and fitters may
become boilermakers or advance to
shop superviisors. Boilermakers may
become supervisors for boiler in-
stallation contractors, a few may go
Into business for themselves.

Employment Outlook

Employment in boilermaking oc-
cupations is expected to increase
faster than the average for all occu-

`-pations through the mid-1980's In
addition to the job openings result-
ing from employment growth, many
openings will arise each year as ex-
perienced workers retire, die, or
transfer tO other fields of work,

The construction of many new
lectric powerplants, especially
uclear plants, will create a need
r additional boilers and will cause,

mployment of boilermakers,
I yout workers,-and fitters to in-
c ease.

Th expahsion of other iiidustries
ch use. boiler products,' suih- gas

chemical, petroleum, steer; and
sh building industries, will further
ins cease the .demand for these .
we kers.

any of the industries which)
pur hase boilers are sensitive to
eco omic conditions. Therefore,
duri
boil
wor

g economic downturns some For further information, regard-rmakers, fiiters,, and layout ingboilermaking apprenticeships orers may be laid off. other training opportunities, con-
tact , local offices of the unions
previously mentioned, local con-
struction companies and boiler
manufacturers, or the local office of
the State employment service.
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hourly rates ranging from about
S4.50 to S10. Generally, layout
workers earned more than, boiler-
makers, and boilermakers earned
more than fitters.

When assembling., boilers or mak-
ing repairs, bale makers .. often
work in cramped quarters 'or at
great heights. Some work also must
bedone in damp, poorly ventilated
places. Boilermaking . is more
hazardous than many other metal-
working occupations. Employers
and unions attempt to etimtnate in-.
juries by promoting safety training
and the use of protective equip-
ment, such as safety glasses and
metal helmets.

Most boilermaking workers be-
long to labor unions. The principal
union is the International Brother-
hood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship-
builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers and
Helpers. Some workers are mem-
bers of the /Industrial Union of
Marine and Shipbuilding Workers
of AmeriCa, he Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers , International
Unio and the Umte&Steehvorkers
of America.'"

Sources of-Additional
Information

arnings and Working
Corlditions

According to a national survey of
workers in the construction indus-
try, union wage rates for boiler-
makers averaged S8.60 an hour in
1974, compared with S8.I 6 for all
building trades.

Comparable wage data were not
available for boilermakers em-
ployed in industrial plants. How-
ever,. wage rates were available
from union contracts that cover
many boilermakers, layout workers,
and fitters employed fabricated
plate work and the petroleum and
shipbuilding industries in 1974.
Most of these contracts called for
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BOILER TENDERS
(D.O.T. 951.885)

Nature of the Work

Boiler tenders operate and main-
tain the steam boilers that power in-
dustrial machinery and heat facto-
ries, offices, and other buildings'
Qualified tenders may be responsi-
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Boiler tenders cheek meters and gages to determine'lf boilers
properly.

blefor inspecting boiler equipment.
lighting boilers, and maintaining
steam pressure .

in most plants. boiler tenders
operate mechanical devices that
control the flow of air, gas, oil, or
coal into fireboxes They read
tern and other instruments to dete
mine if boilers are functioning safe-
ly They sometimes make minor
repairs, and test and treat boiler
water with chemicals They also
may operate waste heat boilers
which burn trash and other solid
waste

Boiler tenders often are super-
vised by stationary engineers who
operate and maintain a variety of
equipment, including boilers, diesel
and steam engines, and refrigera-
tion and air-conditioning systems
( Additional information on sta-
tionary engineers appears else-
where in the Handbook
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are functlbning

Places of Employment

About one-half of. the 90,000
boiler .tenders employed in ,19-74
worked in factories Plants that
manufacture lumber, iron and steel,
paper, chemicals, and stone. clay.
and glass products are among the
leading employers of boiler tenders
Public utilities also employ many of
thic,se workers Many others were
em ioyed by hospitals. schools, and
Federal. State, and local govern-
ments

Although 'boiler tenders are em-
ployed in all partk of the country,
most work in the more heavily
populated areas where large manu-
facturing plants are located

41'

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Some large cities and ale% States
require boiler tenders to be

6 7

licensed An applicant can obtaip
the knowledge and experience to
pass the license examination by first
working as a helper in a boiler
room. Applicants for helper jobs
should be in,good physical condi-
tion and have mechanical aptitude
and manual dexterity. High school
courses in mathematics, motor
Mechanics. chemistry. and blue-
print reading are also -helpful to
persons interested in becoming
boiler tenders.

There are two types
tenders' licenses for loch and high
pressure boilers Low pressure ten-
ders operate boilers generally used.
for heating buildings High pressure
tenders ,operate the more powerful
boilers and auxiliary boiler equip-
ment used to,power machinery in
factories as well as heat large
buildings Both high and low pres-
sure tenders, however, may operate
equipment of .any pressure if a sta-
tionary enginee; is on duty.

Due to (segional differences in
licensing requirements, a boiler
tender who moves from one State
or city to another may have to pass
an examination for a new license.
However, the NationakInstitute for
Uniform Licensing of Power En-
gineers is currently assisting many
State licensing agencies in adopting
uniform licensing requirements that
would eliminate this problem- by
establishing reciprocity of licenses.

Boiler tenders may advance to
stationary engineers TO help them
advance, they sometimes supple-
ment their on-the-job training by
taking courses in chemistry,
physics. blueprint reading, electrici-
ty. and air-conditioning and
refrigeration. Boiler tenders also
may become maintenance
mechanics.

Employment Outlook

Employment of boiler tenders is
expected to decline through the
mid-1980's as more and more new
boilers are equipped with automatic
controls. Nevertheless, a few
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thousand openings will result each
year from the need to replace ex-
perienced tenders who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

Earnings, and irking
Conditions

Boiler, tenders had average
hourly earnings of 54.63. according
to a survey of metropolitan areas in
1973-74' This was The average for
all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.
The average for tenders in in-
dividual areas ranged from S3 in
Greenville. S C , to S6 31 in
Detroit, Mich.

Modern boiler rooms usually ate
clean and well lighted However,
boiler tenders occasionally may
have to work in awkward posjions
and be exposed to noise, neat,
grease, fumes, and smoke. They
also are subject to burns, falls, and.
injury from moving machinery De-
fective boilers and auxiliary equip-
ment may be dangerous to tenders
and other persons. Modern_ equip-
ment and 'safety procedures, how-
ever, have reduced accidents.

The principal unions organizing
boiler tenders are the International
Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers
and the International Union of
Operating Engineers.

Sources of Additional
Information

-Information about training or
work opportunities in this trade is
available from local offices of State
employment services, locals of the
International Brotherhood of Fire-
men and Oilers, and from State
and local licensing agencies.

Specific questions about the na-
lure of the occupation, trainircig,
and employment opportunities may
be referred to.
International Brotherhood of Firemen 'and

Oilers. 200 Maryland Ave NE..
Washington. D C 20002

International Union of Operating Engineers.
1125 17th St NW Vv.ishington. D C
20036

.
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ctropiater prepares to Immerse helicopt)er parts In nickel solution.

For information concerning
reciprocity of boiler tenders' licen-
ses among various cities and States,
contact.

National Institute for Uniform Licensing of
Power Engineers 176 West Adam Si.
Suite 191 I. Chicago, HI 60603

ELECTROPLATERS
(D.O.T. 500.380 and .781 through

.886)

. Nature of the Work

Electroplaters use plating solu-
tions and eleCtrico current

m(electrolysis) to coat metal and
plastic articles with chromium,
nickel, silver, or other metal to give
the articles a protective surface br
an attractive appearance Products
that are're electroplated incluple items
as widely different as autmobile
bumpers, silyeare,,, costume
jewelry, electronic components,
and jet engine parts. Electroplaters
also make items such as spray paint
masks, turbipe blades, and pen caps
through a process known as elec-
troforming.

Skill requirements and work per.
formed Vary' by type of shop. All-
round platers in small shops analyze
solutjons, do a great va i ty of plat-

.6o

ing, calculate the time and current
needed for various types of plating,
and perform other technical duties.
They also may order chemiealssand
other supplies far their work.
Platers in larger shops usually
carry out.mele specialized assign-
ments- that require less extensive
knowledge.

In preparing an article for elec-
troplating, platers may first cover
parts of it with lacquer, rubber, or,
tape to keep these parts from being
exposed to the plating solution.
They then either` scour the article or
dip it into a cleaning batkto remove
dirt and grease befOre putting it in
the solution. They may remove the
article from the solution from time
to time to make sure that work is
progressing satisfactorily.

Electroplaters must visually ,in-
spect their work for defects such as
minute pits and rodules. To deter-
mine this quality of the work, they
use micrometers, calipers, and elec-
tronic devices.

Places of Employment

In 1974 about 34,000 people
worked electroplaters. About
half of them worked in shops that
specialized in metal plating and
polishing fort manufacturing firms
and, for other customers. The
remaining platers worked in plants
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that manufactured plumbing fix
tures, cooking utensils, household
appliances, electronic components,
motor vehicles, and other metal
products Also the S government
employs platers in a number of mili-
tary and civilian installations for'.,
maintenance purposes

Electroplaters work In almost
every part of the country, although
most work in the Northenist and
Midwest near' the centers of the
metaiworkinginciustry. Large num-
bers of electroplaters work in Los
Angeles, .San Francisco, Chicago,
New Vprk, Detroit, Cleveland,
Provide, and Newark. N

4

Trainingoether Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most' eleeplaters learn the
trade- on the job by helpiuk ex-
penenced platers It usually takes at
least 3 years to become an all-round
plater Platers in large.shops kisually
are not required to have an all-
round knowledge of plating, and
can learn their jobs in much less
time.

A small *percentage of elec.
troplaters receive all-round training
by working 3 or 4e,years as an ap-
prentice Apprenticeship programs
combine oh-the-joblraining ails' re-
fated tlaslaroom instruction in the

.'properties of metals, chemistry. and
electricity as applied to plating, Ap-
prentiaesdd progressively. more dif-
ficult work as their skill and
knowledgi increase. By the third or
fourth year, they deteknSine clean-
ing methods, do platineonthout su-
pervision', make solutions.'examine
plating results, and direct helpers
Qualified platers may become 'su-
pervisors. Some electroplaters

. become sales representatives for
metal products wholesalers or
manufacturers.

AYewpeople take a 1- or2-year
elecirdplating course in a junior
college, technical institute, or voca-
tional MO school. In addition,
many branches of the American
Electroplaters society give basic
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Metal Polishers, .Buffers, Platerscourses in electroplating. Young
persons who wish to become elec-
troplaters will find high school or
vocational school courses in
chemistry. electncity, physics,
mathematics, and blueprint reading
helpful

- .Employment Outlook

Employment of electroplaters is
expected to grow about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980 s. In addi-
tion, many openings willresult from
the heed r to replace experienced
workers who retire, die, or transfer
to other occupations.

Expansion ofimetalworking in-
dustries andtthe electroplating of a
broadening group of metals and
plastics are expected to increase the
need for electroplaters However,
employment growth will be
somewhat restricted by mechaniza-
tion and the use of more efficient
plating methods

Earningi and Working
Conditions

wage rates for elec-
ranged from 52 50 to
1974. according to the

limited information available Dur-
ing apprenticeship or on-the-job
training, a worker's,wage rate starts
at about 60 to 70 percent of an ex-
perienced worker-s rate ar4
progresses to the full rate by the
end of the training period.

Plating work() involves some
hazards because acid, alkaline, and
poisonous solutions are used. Hu-
midity and odor also are problems
in electroplating. plants. Hbwever,
most plants have ventilation
systems and other safety devices
that have reduced occupational
hazards. Protective clothing and
boots provide additional protec-
tion. Generally, mechltiCal devices
are used for lifting, bt at times- the
worker must lift and carry objects
weighing up to 100pounds.

Some plalers are members of the

Hourly
troplaters
S5 25 in

0
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and Helpers International Union.
Other platers have been organized
by the International Union, United
Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of
America. and the International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers.

Sources of Addith?mal
Information.

For additional informa'tio
job opportunitiei and ,t

write to:

about
fining,

Amencan Eiectroplaters Society. Inc 56
Melmofe Gardens. East Orange. NJ
07017

National Association of Metal Finishers, 248
Lorraine Ave'. Upper Montclair. N
07043

FORGE SHOP
OCCUPATIONS

Forging is one of the-.oldest
methods of working and shaping
metals. The simplest way is the
hand forging done by a blacksmith.
Modern forge shops substitute

%heavy power equipment and dies
(tools that shape metal) for the
blacksmith's hammer and anvil.
Five employees operating a large
forging machine can turn but more
forgings in 1 hour than five
blacksmiths can make in a year.

Forged metal is exceptionally
strong and is usitd for many,
products that must withstand heavy
wear. Examples include automobile
crankshafts, gears, wrenches, and
many aerospace equipment parts
Most forgings are steel; but alu-
minum, copper, brass, bronze, and
other- metals are rorged also.
Forgings vary in weight from/
otinces.to Many tons.

Nature of the Work

Before metal cak be shaped,
must be heated in intrisely hot f r-
naces (forges). Then wo ers
manipulate the glowing metal

We
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between two metal dies that are at-
tached to power preSsei or ham-
mers IX ith. tremendous force, the
hammers or presses pound or
squeeze the metal into the desired
shape To finish the forging. other
workers remove rough edges and
excess metal and perform otli#
finishing .operations such as he,bh
treating and polishing

Two 'kinds of dies are used The
open die. which is flat and similar to
the blacksmith s hammer, is used
when only a limrted quantity of
forgings or large-size forgings are
needed The impression. or closed
die. which has a cavity shaped to
the form of the metal part. is used
to produce large quantities ..o?
identical forgings

Basic forge-shop .equiEment cSn-
sists of .v anous tyves of power ham-
mers. power presses. dies. and fur-
naces Forge shop workers'also use
tandtools. such as hammers and
tongs. and measuring devices. such
as rules, scales, and calipers

Descriptions of some niajor
forge shop production occupations

Hammersmiths (DOT 612 381)
direct the operation of open die
power hammers They interpret
blueprints. drawings, and sketches
so that the part being forged will
meet specifications They decide
the amount of hammer force and if
and when the metal needs addi-
tional heating Hammersmiths
determine how to* work the metal
under the hammer and which tools
are needed to prodizea-esired an-
gles and curves

Hammersmiths head crews of
four or more workers A hammer
driver or hammer runner regulates
the force of the forging blow. A
crane operator transfers the metal
from the furnace to the hammer
and manipulates it under the
hammer A heater'controls the fur-
nace that bnngs the metal to cor-
rect temperatures Qne or more
helpers assist the crew as needed

The dunes of hammer operators
(DOT 610 782). who operate im-

,

Hammer operator shapes metal parts
with large powertammer.

' .

pression die power hammers, are
similar to those of-hammersmiths at
open die power hammers.
Generally, the bigger the hammer
and the larger or more intricate the
Shape to be formed, the greater the

requagdof the operator .0i. ith
the assistance of helpers and
heaters, hammer operators set and
align dies 'in the hammers. They
control the force of the forging
blow, manipulate the metal under
the hammer, and determine if and
when the metal needs additional
heating.

Press operators (D.O.T 611.782
and .885) control huge presses
equipped with either impression or
open dies that press and squeeze
but metal rather than hammer or
pound it. They regulate machine
pressure and .move the hot metal
between the, dies. They also may
control the metal heating (*era

Some operators set up the
dies in.the pres'ses Their skills are
very similar to those of hammer-
smiths or hammer operators.

With the help of heaters and
several helpers. upsetters (D.0 T

7

$9

611 782) operate machines that
shape hot petal by applying
horizontal pressure The heads of
nails and bats, for example. are
made by upset forging

Heaters (DOT 619 782) con-
trol furnace temperatu ey
determine when the cor ct tem-
perature. has been &ache by ob-
serving the Metal's color and the

-furnace's temperature gauge., Using
tongs or mechanical equipment.
they transfer the hot metal from the
furnace to hammers or presses
Some heaters clean furnaces

Inspectors (DOT 612 2:81) ex-
amine forged pieces for accuracy.
size. and quality .They use gauges,
micrometers. and calipers to mea-
sure forgings Machines that test
strength and hardness and eleo-
tronic testing devices also maybe
used

sinkErs (D 0 T. 601 280)
make the impression dies for the
forging hammers and presses.
Workihg from a blueprint, drawing,
or template, these skilled workers
make a outline of the object to be
fo d on t*o 'matching steel

ocks. They f m -the' object's
e blocks by using milling

er 'machine toolsmachines and of
such as EDM (electrical dischafge
machinery) and ECM (elgctrical
chemical rechinery). Using
scrapers, grinders, and other hand-
tools, die sinkers smooth aQd finish
the die cavity Finally, a sample is
prepared from the finis cavity
and is checked against sp cifica-
tions.

Many forge-shop workers clean
and finish forgings. For example,
trimmers (D.O.T 617.885) remove
excess metal with, presses equipped
viith trimming dies. Grinders
ta,O.T. 705.884) remove rough
effges pith power abrasive wheels.
Sandblasters or shotblasters (D 0 T
503 887) operate sandblasting or
shotblasting equipment that cleans
and smoothes forgings. Picklers
(D O. 503.885) dip forgings in an
acid solution to remove surface
scale and reveal any surface de-
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504 782) heat and
-harek. ernper the metal.

tongs to

Places of Employment

In, 1974, about 65,000 c-
workers w ployed in

ps. About three-fourths of
these worked in shops that mike
and sell forgings. The remainder-
worked in plants that use forgings in
their final products, such as plants
operated by manufacturers of au-
tomobiles. farm equipment, and
handtoots

Although forge-shop workers are
found in all areas, they are concen-
trated near steel-producing centers
that provide the steel for forgings.
and near metalworking plants that
are the major users of forged
products. Large numbers of forge-
shop workers are employed in and
around the cities of Detroit.
Chicago. Cleveland, Los Angeles.
and.Pittsburgh.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most forge-shop workers learn
their skills on the job. They
generally join hammer or press
crews as helpers or heaters. As they
become experienced, they progress
to other jobs Advancement to
hammersmith, for example. re-
quires several years of on-the-job:
raining and experience.

Some forge shops offer ap-
prentice training programs for
skilled jobs such as diesinker, heat
treater, hammer operator, hammer-
smith. and press operator. Ap-
prenticeships usually last 4 years.
These programs provide classroom
training and practical experience in
metal properties. pourer hammer
and furnace operation, hand tool
use and blueprint reading

Training requirements for inspec
tors vary Only a few weeks of ,on-
the-job training are necessary for
those who make examinations
visually or ;with simple 'gauges.
Others who inspect forgings made
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to exact specifications may need
some bacl-Tground in blueprint read-
ing and mathematics, and -may be
given several months oftraining.

Employers usually require no
more than a grammar school educa -i'

\ion for helpers and heaters, but
high school graduates are pre-
ferred. Young people interested
in more skilled forge-shop, job
should complete high school and
take mathematics (especially ge-
ometry). drafting, and shopwork.

Although cranes are 'used to
move very large objects, forge-shop
workers must be strong enough to
lift and move heavy forgings and
dies. They need stamina and en-
durance to work in the heat and
noise of a forge shop.

Employment Outlook
Employment of forge-shop

production workers is expected to
increase more slowly tkan the
average for all occupatrons through
the mid-1980's. Some new jobs will
become available because of
growth. but most openings will arise
from the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire, die,
or transfer to other fields of work.

Employment will grow because
of expansion in industries that' use
forgings, particularly automobile
and energy- related industries. The
rapid expansion of nuclear power-
plant construction will cause a great
demand for forged piping and
fittings. Likewise, many forged
drilling bits and other forged
products will be needed for oil
drilling and coal mining operations.
Howevpr, employment/ will not
keep pace 'with forge shop produc-
tion, because improved forging
techniques and equipment will
result 1J1 greater output per worker.

Employment in some forge shops
is sensitive to chahges in economic
conditions. In shops that make au-
tomobile parts. for example. em-
ployment fluctuates with changes in

'the demand for new Cars, thus, jobs
in these shops may be plentiful in
some years. scarce in others.

71 .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average hourly earnings Of fillrge-
shop production workers are lc
than the average for all manuf tur-
fing production workers. In 974,
production workers in iron- and
steel-forging plants averaged S5.8I
an hymn, compared with 54.40 an
hour for production workers' in all
manufacturing industries.

Many forge shops have h
deflectors and ventilating .fans to
reduce heat and smoke. Improve-
ments in machinery And sh,gplarac'.-
tices have reduced some nla(ise and
vibration Forge-shop occupations
are more hazardous than vost
manufacturing occupations. .Thus,
labor and management cooperate
to encourage good work practices
-through safety training and the
required use of protective equip,
rent such as face shields, ear plugs,
safety glasses, metal-toe shoes, hel-
mets, and machine safety guards.

Most forge-shop ,workers are
union members Many are members
of the International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers., Iron Shipbuilders,
Blacksmiths. Forgers and Helpers.
Others are.members of the United
Steelivorkers of America, the Inter-
national Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace and Agridultural
Implement Workers of America,
the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Work-
as: and the International Die
Sinkers Conference (Ind.).

Sources of Additional
information

For information on employment
opportunities in forging, contact
local offices of the State employ-
ment service, personnel depart-
ments of forge shops. locals of the J
labor organiiations listed above, or.
The Forging Industily Association. 55 Public

Square. Cleveland. Ohio 44113

The Open -Die Forgu:ig institute. 120 g
Ogden Ave . Hinsdale. III 60521
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FURNITURE
UPHOLSTERERS

(D.O.T 780.381)

Nature of the Work

Furniture upholsterers recondi-
tion sofas, chairs, and other uphol-
stered furniture_ These craft work-
ers repair or replace fabncs.
springs. webbing. frames, and other'
parts that are worn or damaged
(Workers employed in the manu-
facture of upholstered furnituie are
not included in this statement j

To work at a convenient level,
upholsterers usually place the furni-
ture on which they are working on
padded wooden horses Using tack
pullers or chisels and mallets, they
pull out the tacks holding the old
fabric They may then remove the
padding and burlap to uncover the
springs Brpken or bent spnngs are
removed If the webbing that holds
the springs in place is worn, the
workers remove all the springs and
the webbing. Upholsterers then
repair the frame; as well, by reglu-
mg loose sections and refinish4ng
exposedwooden parts.

In reupholstering fyrniture, they
first tack stnps of webbing to the
frames. Next, they sew or staple
new springs to the webbing and tie
each spring to the adjoining ones,
securing the outside spnngs to the
frame. They use .burlap, filling, and
padding to cover the springs, and
sew the padding to the burlap.
Finally, after covering the padding
with muslin and new upholstery
fabric, they attach these materials
to the frame and make sure
everything is smooth and tight.
They complete the job by sewing or
tacking on fringe, buttons, or other
ornaments

Upholsterers use a variety of
handtools including tack and staple
removers, pliers, hammers, and
hand or power shears They also use
special tools such as webbing
stretchers and upholstery needles
They may also use sewing
machines

-="711111

4 Upholsterer covers frame snd springs with burlap.

Sometimes upholsterers pick up
and deliver furniture Those who
own and manage shops order sup-
plies and equipment, and keep busi-
ness records.

Places of Employment

About 34,000 people worked as
furniture upholsterers in 1974
Over half worked in small uphol-
stery shops, most of which had from
I to 10 emplOyees. Many uphol-
sterers also worked for furniture
stores A few worked for businesses
such as hotels, that maintain their
own furniture. Almost 1 out of
every 3 upholsterers is self-em-
ployeda much higher proportion
than in most other trades.

7 %

Geographically, upholste ers are
distributed in about the same pro-
portion as 'population, with the
highest concentration in metro-
politan areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The most common way tg enteT
this trade is to start as a helper in an
upholstery shop and .learn -on the
job. Nerly., hired helpers emove
old fabric: padding, and nngs,
and do other simple jobs. s they
gain experience, they doorno com-
plex 'tasks such as installing

fm.vebbing and springs, and sevting on
fabric and trimming. .A b inner t,.
needs about 3 year of on -lie -job
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training to become a skilled uphol-
sterer,

Inexperienced persons can learn
many skills of the trade by working
in furniture factories and doing dif-
ferent jobs related to furnitur,
upholstering They may get valua-
ble training, also. In vocational or
high school courses that include
chair caning furniture making, tex-.
tile fabrics and upholstery repair
However, additional training and
experience in a shop are usually
required before these workers can
qualify as skilled upholsterers A
few people learn the trade through
formal apprenticeship programs
that last from 3 to 4 years and in-
clude classroom instruction as well
as on-the-job training

Young persons interested in
becoming upholsterers should have
good manual dexterity, coordina-
tion, and be able to do occasional
heavy lifting An eye for detail,
good color sense, and a flair for
creative work are helpful.

Many upholsterers open their
own shops.

Employment Outlook

Employment of upholsterers is
expected to grow at a rate slOwer
than the average forall occuiations
through the mid-1980's Most job
openings will arise because of the
need to replace experienced work-
ers who retire. die. or transfer to
other occupations.

More upholstered furniture will
be used as population, personal in-
come, and business expenditures
grow. But the demand for uphol-
sterers will be limited because fur:
niture is being constructedaof fewer
upholstery materials, and because
more people are buying new furni-
tu're instead of hating old pieces
reupholstered

Earnings and Working
*Conditions

Based on limited information,
hourly wages for experienced furrii-

t;
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ture upholsterers ranged from
S3.75 to S6 in 1974. Many self-em-
ployed upholsterers., earned con-
siderably -more. Wages for inex-
perienced trainees ranged from S2
'to 53.60 an hour.

Upholsterers usually buy hand-
tools, but employers provide power
tools.

Upholsterers generally work
hours a week, although overtime is
common during,the weeks before
major holidays.

Many upholstery shops are spa-
cious, adequately lighted, and well
ventilated and heated. The
workshop's air may be dusty when
padding and stuffing are being cut,
but precut materials have reduced
this problem. Upholsterers stand
while they work and also do a con-
siderable amount of stooping and
bending.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more details'on work oppor-
tunities for upholsterers; contact
local employers or the local office
of the State employment service.

INSPECTORS
(MANUFACTURING)

Nature of the Work

i Mbst productsincluding the
things we eat, drink, wear, and ride
inare checked by inspectors
sometime during the manufacturing
process to make sure they are of the
desired quality. Inspectors also
check the quality-of the raw materi-
als and parts that make up finished
goods.

Inspectors use a variety of
methods to make certain that
products meet specifications. They
may merely look for flaws, imper-
fections, or defects, or they may use

...gOuges, micrometers, and other in-
strUments to examine parts and
materials They may read work or-

,
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ders or blueprints and do calcula-
tions using decimals or comnioirN,
fractions when measuring. They
sometimes use handt.off, such as
screvLdnvers, --rkrifying glasses,
and tweezers.

Skilled inspectors work under
general supervision, whereas semi-
skilled inspectors usually .work
under close supervision. Generally,
skilled inspectors have greater dis-
Crebbrf in accepting or rejecting
products, and are responsible for
inspecting the most Important parts
of Mass-produced goods. Skilled In-
spectors may also use a wider
variety of testing instruments,.

Many inspectors count the Items
rejected. When the number rises
above a certain 'level, they potify
their supervisors so that col-I-actions
can made en the production line:
So inspectors make 'minor
re rs and adjustments and grade
procik!!!.s for quality.

Places of Employment

About 790,000 inspectors were
employed in 1974. Two-thirds fa
worked in plants that produced 1r
durable goods such as machinery,
transportation equipments elec-
tronics equipment, and furniture.
Others worked in plants that
produced goods such as textiles, ap-
parel, and leather products.

Inspectors worked in every part
of the country, although they are
concentrated in` the industrialized
States. Almost two-thirds are found
in Ohio, New York, Michigan,- Il-
linois, Pennsylvania, California,
New Jersey, North Carolina, and
Indiana.

Trainirrg, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A
Inspectors generally are trained

on the job for a brief periodfrom
a few hOurs or days to several
monttis, depending upon the skill
requi?ed.

Employers look for applicants
who have good health and eyesight,
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Insp*ctot checks op*ratIon of wastiing machines.

can follow directions. and can con-
centrate on details Applicants
should be able to get along with
people, since inspectors work occa-
sionay as pprt team A few
larp companies giv reemploy:
ment tests to check su skills as
the ability to work with n bers
Some employers may hire ppli
cants whOdo not have a high hoof
chplopra'but who have qua ying
aptitudes or related erience
Other emplo prefer ex
perienced pruclut.nunworkers for
inspea.tion jobs

Some semiskilled inspectors
particularly in metalworking Indus
trieswho take courses, such as
blueprint reading and shop mathe-
matics. may advance to skilled in-
spectors or quality control techni-
cians After acquiring sufficient ex-

perience and knowledge, a few
become supervisors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of inspectors is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's, with thousands of
openings each year. Most of the in-
dustries that employ these woFke s
are expected to increase their out-
put and thus employment i
longrun. The grossin ex ty of
manufact roducts should also
result in a need for more inspectors.
Additional openings will result as
workers retire, die. or transf Nto
other occupations.

Inspectors seeking jobs in c mpa-
flies that produce durable s,

which are particularly sensit ve to

74

.
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changes in business conditions, may
find jobs scarce in some years, plen-
tiful in others.

Earning* and Working
Conditions

Wages for ', inspectors ranged
from S2.30 to S6.30 an hour in
1974, according to information
from a limited number of union
contracts: Most, inspectors covered
by these contracts earned between
S3 and S5.50 an hour.

Working conditions vary con-
siderably for inspectors. For exam-
ple, some have well lighted, air-con-
ditioned workplaces in an aircraft
or missile plant, others, who work
on the production floor of a

machinery or metal fabricating
plant, often are exposed to high
temperatures, oil, grease, and noise

Many inspectors\ are members of
labor unions, including the Interna-
tional Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Ag 'cultticat Imple-
ment Workers of merica, the In-
ternational A a ion of Machin-
ists and Aerospace orkers; the In-
ternational Union of Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers; and
the International B otherhood of
Electrical Workers,

Sources-of Additional
informati n

Information about'
opportunities in this field may be
available from local fries of the
State employment se ice.

The American Soci ty for Quali-
ty Control certifies q ality techni-
cians. For Informati about the
test required for certi cation, write .
to:
American Society for Quali y Control. 161

est Wisconsin Ave ilwaukee. Wis
53 Q3
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'PkLLWRIGHTS
(D.O.T. 638.281.)

Nature of the Work

Millwrights are workers
who move and install heavy indus-
trial machinery They must know
how to dismantle. reassemble. and
align complex equipnient To as-
semble machinery, millwrights fit
bearings, align gears and wheels, at-
tach motors, and connect belts
They often construct concrete
foundations and platforms and
fabricite metal framework' on,
which machinery is mounted Mill-
wnghts must be able to .read
liiuepnnts and work with wood,
steel, concrete, and other building
materials.

To move machinery, millwrights
e

t

use hoists, jacks, wood blocking,
and other ring d vices. To__
dismantle and assemble quipment,
they use wrenches and other hand-
tools and portable power tools.
They also use calipers, squares;
plumb bobs, and other devices to
align and level machinery.

Millwrights employed by con-
tract installpon and construction
companies do a variety of Installa-
tion work. Those employed in fac-
tories usually specialize in installing
the particular types of machinery
used by their employers. They also
may maintain plant equipment such
as conveyors and cranes

Many of the millwright's duties
are also performed by industrial
machinery repairers. (See state-
ment on Industrial Machinery
Repairers elsewhere in the hand-
book.)

".X.4".

_e-

a

MIliwrIghts work on heavy year assembly.

75.

Places of Employment

Most of the estimated 95,000
millwrights employed in 1974
Workecb for manufacturing compa-
nies; the majority were in transpor-
tation equipment,' metal, paper,
lumber, and chemical products in- .
dustries. Others' worked for con-
tractors In the construction indus-
try Machinery manufacturers em-
ployed a mall number to install
equipment in customers' plants.

Millwrights work in every State.
However, employment is concen-
trated in heavily industrialized
areas such as Detroit, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Buffalo, and 'Chicago-
Gary.

..--...,

Training, Other aualificatiohs,
and Advancement

Most millwrights start helper
to skilled workers and !Earn the
trade on the job. Othe learn
through formal appienticeship pro-
grams Apprenticeship programs,
generally last 4 years and include
training in dismantling, moving,
erecting, and repairing machinery.
Helpers also may work with
concrete and receive instruction in
related skills such as carpentry,_
welding, and sheet 'metal work.
Classroom instruction is given in
shop mathematics, blueprint read-
irr)3, hydraulics, electricity, and
safety. .,

Applicants for apprentice or
helper jobs must be at least 17 years
old. Many employers prefer to hire
high school or vocational school
graduates. Courses in science,
mathematics, mechanical driviing,
and machine shop practice are use-
ful Because millwrights often put
together 'and take apart com-
plicated machinery, mechanicAt ap-
titude is important:Strength and
ability also are important, because
the work requires considerable lift-
ing and climbing.

Employment Outlook

Employment of millwrights is ex-
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petted to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid 1980's. Employ-
ment 101 increase as new plants are
built,. as existing .plant layouts are
imetove.d,.and as increasingly tom
plex machinery is installed and
maintained Besides job openings
from 'employment growth, a feu
thousand openings will arise an-
nually as exptnen,cd millwrights
retire, die, or transfer to other oc
cupations

Earnings. and Working
Conditions

According to a 1973-74 survey of
metropolitan areas. -hourly wages
for millwrights averaged $5 76
more than one-third higher than the
average wage for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming Earnings for millwrights in
I I areas that represent various re-
gions of the country appear in the,
accompanying tabulation

Rult per hour
'Istria!

mt Ittrights
Co% dustries)

Akron S6 00
1 ouisville
os Angeles-1 ong Beach and

6 00

Anaheun-Santa Ana- (laden
(lane 92

St I Outs S 85

Houston 581
Trenton 5 76
Buffalo S 70

5.1inneapolis-St 5 65
Ness Orleans 16

Boston 4 63
New Haven 4 53

Millwrights .employed by con-
struction companies usually have
higher wage rates than those in
manufacturing. The average hourly
rates for millwrights under union
contracts in construction in 26 ci-
ties ranged, from S6.70 to $9.77 in
1974.

Millwrights employed by,e4cto-
ries ordinarily; work year round,
MillwrightA employed by construc-
tion companies and those compa-

AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

rises that manufacture and install
machinery may have periods of
unemployment. Frequently they
work away from home.

The work of millwrights snvylves
some hazards. For example, there
are dangers of being struck by
falling objects, or by machinery that
is being moved. There also is the
danger of falling from high work.-
places, In addition, millwrights are
subject to usual shop hazards such
as cuts and bruises. Accidents have
been reduced by the use of protec-
uve devices such as safety belts and
hats.

Most millwrights belong to labor
unions, among which are the Inter-
national Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers; United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners of America .(construction
millwrigh United Steelworkers
of America; nternational Union,
United Au obile, Aerospace and
Agricult I Implement Workers of
Ame?ica;'United Paperworkers,In-
ternational Union; and the Interna-
tional Union of Electrical, Radio
and Machine Wqrkers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For further information on_ap-
prenticeship programs, write to the
Apprenticeship Council of the State
Labor Department, local offices of
State employment service, local
firms employing millwrights and to.
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Joiners of America, 101 Constitution
Ave NW :Washington. D C. 20001.

MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTIONISTS

(D.O.T. 960.382)

Nature of the Work

Projectionists are key behind-
the-scenes workers in motion pic-
ture theaters. From a booth high in
the back of the theater, the projec-

7 6
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tIontst operates the movie projec-
tors and sound equipment.

To show a feature-length movie,
prntionists use two projectors,
sound equipment, a film rewinding
machine, and seven reels of film or
more. Before the movie begins,
they examine the film ar41 check
the equipment to see that it works
properly, and load the. projectors
with the first and second reels. Most
projectors burn. a carbon rod to
provide light for the screen. After
igniting and adjusting the rod, pro-
jectionists start theifirst.reel. If the
picture is out of focus or unsteady,
they adjust the projector lens.

A reel of film lasts 20 minutes or
more. When the reel is almost
complete, cue marks (small circles
in the upper right corner of the pic-
ture) signal that it is time to start
the second projector. After a
second series of cue marks appears,
the projectionist simultaneously
closes the shutter on the first pro-
jector and opens the second one.
This changeover happens so,
qtyckly that the audience does not
notice an interruptioh on the
screen. Next, the projectionist
removes the first reel and rewinds it
on the rewinding machine. The en-
tire process is repeated until all the
reels have been shown. When film
breaks, the projectionist must
rapidly rethread it so that the show
may continue.

Some net:, theaters have auto-
matic equipment that reduces the
projectionist's workload. Some
machines, for example, automati-
cally change reels.

Projectionists clean and lubricate
equipment, check for defective
parts and damaged film, an& make
minor repairs and adjustments. For
example, they may replace a badly
worn projector sprocket. Major
repairs are made by service techni-
cians who specialize in repairing
projection and sound equipment.

/Places of Employment .

An estimated 18,000 motion pic-
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tucg. projectionists were employed
full time in 1974 More than thrte-
fourihs worked for indoor theaters,
most of the remainder worked
for drive-ins Some projectionists
worked in large manufacturing
companies. tele'.isiort studios. and
in Federal, State, and local govern-
ments

Projectionists work in cities and
towns of all sizes throughout the
country In theaters located in small
towns, theater owners or members
of their families may do projec-
tionist work

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement,

Most theaters in urban areas are
unionized And young people w ho
want jobs as projectionists must
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complete a union apitrenticeship
ril'oyram. In nonunion theaters,
ydGnt people may start as ushers or
helpers and leaPn the trade by
working with an experienced prb-
jectionit.

Unions require app Cants, to be
18 and prefer high sc o61 Arad'u-

' ates The apprentices p training
usually lasts I to 2 yeaf epending
on the policy of the .1 cal union.
After training, the apprentice must
pass an exam for union member,
ship In some cases, a capablejp-
prentice may; be assigned to a full-
or part-itime job at an experienced
projectionist's pay before becornin$
a union member Ina few cities and
States, projectionists must 'be
licensed.

Apprentices learn the trade by
-working with projectionists. They

7 7

first learn simple tasks such it
threading and rewinding film, and
as they gain experience, progress to
more difficult assignments, such as
adjusting and repairing equipment.
An apprentice may work in several
theaters to become familiar with

.different types of equipment. .
Young people interested in

becoming projectionists should
have go&r eyesight, including nor-
mal color perception, and good
hearing They should be tempera-
mentally suited to working alone
and in close quarters. Manual
dexterity and mechanical aptitude
also are important personal qualifi-
cations Practical experience
gained from operating small movie
projectors at home, at school, or
in the Armed Forces also is help-
ful. Advancement opportunities
for projectionists are limited.
Some. however, become theater
managers.

In a few theaters, owners reduce
costs by training apprentices to be
both projectionists altd managers of
theaters.

Employment Outlook

Employment of motion picture
projectionists is expected to grow
more slowly than the average for all
occupations through the 'mid-
1980's. Most job openings will
occur as experienced workers

' retire, die, or transfer to other fields
of work. Applicants may face keen
competition for the jobs that
beqome available. Because earnings
of ;notion picture projectionists are
relatively high, applicants fre-
quently optnumber job openings.
The number of movie theaters is

expected to increase as a result, of
increases in and per-
sonal incoms. Because of laborsav -.
ing innovations in equipment and
theater design, however, employ-
ment of projectionists will not keep
pace with theater growth. While
oldet theaters required one projec-
tionist per shift, many new ones.are
built side by. side so that one projec-
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tionist, aided by automated projec-
tion machines and longer film reels,
can take care of more than one
theater,at a time.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average hourly earnings for pro-
jectionists in large mettopolitan
areas ranged from 54.75 td $11.73
in .1974, accordileo information
from several union contracts.
Generally, downtown theaters pay
higher hourly rates than suburban
or dive -in theaters. Projectionists
who work mord than one screen
usually receive extra pay.

Most projectionists work
evenings; generally 4. to 6 hours, 6
evenings a week. They may work
more than 6 hours on Saturday and
Sunday in theaters that feature
matinees. Some-projectionists work
at several- theaters. For example, a
weekly 'schedule may call for two
,evenings in each of three theaters.
Projectionists employed in drisie-
ins, particularly in northern States,
may be laid off for several months
during the winter.

Projection rooms usually have
adequate lighting and ventilation,
and many are,,qirconditioned. The
work is not stF6nuous and i5,41a-
tively hazard free, but there is
danger of elerttrical shock and
burns if propefety precautions
are not taken. Although projec-
tionists must stand a lot,-they can sit
kor short periods while the equip-
ment is operating. Most projec-
tionists work without direct-super-
vision and have infrequent contact
with other theater emploiTes.

I Sources of Additional ,
Information

Details about apprenticeship pro;
grams and employment opportuni-
ties may be obtained-from any local
of. the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees and
Moving Picture Machine Operators
of the United States and Canada.'
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AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

OPHTHALMIC
LABORATORY
TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 711.381 and 713.884)

Nature of the Work

Ophthalmic laboratoryctechni-
clans (also called ptical
mechanics.) make eyeglasses
prescribed by eye physicians
(ophthalmologists) and op-
tometrists.

The two types of ophthalmic
laboratory technicians are surfacer
(or lens grinder) and bench techni-
cian (or finisher) Starting with
standard size lens blanks, which
large optical firms mass-produce,
surfacers lay out the work and grind
and polish the lens surfaces. Sur-
facers use precision instruments to
measure the lenses and assure that
they fit the prescription In small
laboratories, one person may do
these operations and benchwork
too. In large, laboratories, work is
divided into separate operations
whir-hare performed mainly by
workers who operate power grind-
ing and polishing machines.

Bench technicians mark and cut
lenses and smooth their edges to fit

,frames. They then assemble the len-
' ses and frame ?arts into finished
glasses. Bench technicians use spe-
cial tools, such as lens cutters and
glass drills, as well as wall files,
pliers, and other handtools. They

'also use automatic edging machines
Ito shaped ens edges, and prtcision

Instruments to detect imperfec-
tions. In large laboratories, the du-
ties of bench technicians (aye di-
vided.into several operatiois which
are performed mainly by
semiskilled workers:

-

. Places of Employment

4ibout 22,000 persons worked as
ophthalmic laboratory technicians,
in 1974 Melt ophthalinic laborato-

technicians work in ophthalmic
laboratories. Some work for retail-
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Optical dispensaries or other stores
that sell prescription lenses. A few
work for eye physicians or op-
tometrists who dispense glasses
directly to patients.

Ophthalmic laboratory techni-
cians are found in every State.
However, employment is concen-
trated in large cities and in popu-N.
lous States.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most ophthalmic -laboratory
technicians learn their skills on the
job. At first, technician trainees do
simple jobs such as processing len-
ses through a grinding machine. As
they gain' experience, they progress:
to other operations.. such as lens
cutting and eyeglass assembly.
%Wien the trainees have acquired
expenence in all types of work,
which usually takes about 3 years,
they are considered all-round opti-
cal mechanics. Some technicians
specialize in one type of job, such as
surfacing or bench work. The train-
ing time required to become a spe-
cialist is less than that needed to
become an all-round technician.

High school graduates also can
prepare to become a technician
throtrgh 3- to 4-year formal ap-
prenticeship programs. Apprentices
with exceptional ability may
complete their training in a shorter
period Most training authorities
agree that technicians who learn as
apprentices have. more job-opportu-
nities and more opportunities for
advancement than these without
such training. In addition, a number
of vocational schools offered 9-
month full-time optical technician
nurses. Graduates from such
sabots often work for retail optical
stores to receive additional on-the-
job training. A small number of
technicians learn their trades in the
Armed Forces.

Employers prefer applicants fc;?
entry jobs as ophthalmic laboratory
technicians to be high school gradu-
ates who have had 'arurses in the
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basic sciences. A knowledge of
physics, algebra, geometry, and
mechanical drawing is particularly
valuable. The Interest and ability to
do precision work is essential.

Some Statit require licenses for
ophthalmic laboratory_ technicians
in retail optical shops. To obtain a'
license, the applicant generally
must meet certain minimum stand-
ards of education and training,
and must also pass either a written
or practical examination, or both.
For specific requirements, the
licensing boards of individual States
should be consulted

Ophthalmic laboratory techni-
cians can become supervisors and
managers. Many of them have
become dispensing opticians,
although the trend is to train
specifically for optician jobs. Work-
ers in both occupations, especially
those having all-round training in
both shop and dispensing work,
have oprrettunties to go into busi-
ness

Employment Outlook

Employment of ophthalmic
laboratory technicians is expected
to increase much faster than the
average for all occupations through
tht mid-1980's. Int addition to the
job openings from employment
growth, some openings will arise
from the need to replace ex-
pyienced workers who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

More technicians will be needed
du. to the rising demand for
eyeglasses Growth in the popula-
tion, rising literacy and educational
levels, and a large increase in the
numbeif older persons (a group
most like y to need glasses) will In-
crease the demand jor glasses. State
programs to provide eye care for
loWincorrct families, union health
insuraireeplaus, and medicare also
will stimulate ;demand Moreover,
the growing variety of frame styles
and colors may encourages in-
dividuals to buy more than one pair

`of glasses.

w
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Earnings and Working

Conditions.

Hourly wage rates for ophthalmic
ttchnidians ranged from 13.61 to
S6 14 in 1974, based on informa-
tion from a small number of union

, contracts.
Apprentices start at abouat 60

percent of the skilled worker's rate,
their wages are increased pericidi-,
cally so that upon completion of
the apprenticeship program they
receive the beginning rate for ex-
perienced workers

Most optbaimic laboratory tech-
nicians work a 5-day. 40-hour
week

Work surroundings of the
ophthalmic technician are pleasant,
well-lighted, and well-v,entilated,
but noisy because of the power-
grinding and polishi4 machines

Physically handicapped persons
who have full use of their eyes and
hand can peiform some of the more
specialized jobs in the larger firms.

Some ophthalmic laboAtory
technicians are member of unions.
The principal union in this field is
the'Inteniaticinal Union of Electri-
cal, Radio and Machine Workers
(AFL-C10).

Sources of Additional
Information

A list of schools offering courses
for people who wish to become
ophthalmic laboratory technicians
is available from.
National Academy of Opticianry. 514 Chest-

nut St , Big Rapids, Mich 49307

For general information about
the occupation, contact:. --
InternatiOnal Union of Electrical, Radio and

Machine Workers, 1126 16th St NW,,
Washington. D C 20036

Optical Wholesalers Association. 6935
Wisconsin Ave. NW , Washington, D C
20036

Opticians Association of Arnence. 1250
Connecticut Ave NW., Washington.
D C 20036
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i PHOTOGRAPHIC
LABORATORY

OCCUPATIONS
(D.O.T. 970.281, 976.381.,

.687 through .887)

Nature of the Work

Amateur snapshots, home mov-
ies, professional portraits, and
photographs to Illustrate publica-
tions require the skills of thousands
of photographic laboratory em-
ployees. Ths.se workers. develop
film, make pnnts and slides, and
perform related tasks, such as en-,
larging and retouching photd-
graphs. (This chapter does not
discuss employees of laboratories
who specialize in processing profes-
sional motion picture film.)

All-round darkroom. technicians
(D.O.T. 976.381) can perform .all
tasks necessary to develop and print
filth. The technician vanes the
developing process according to the
type of filmblack-and-white
negative, color negative, or color
positive. For example, a developing
process for black-and-white nega-
tive .film covers five steps:
developer., stop bath,- fixing bath,
washing;and drying. The first three
steps use chemical solutions and are
performed in darkness. After un-
winding a roll of film or in the case
of cut film, the technician placeA it
in the developer, a solution that
brings out the image on exposed
film. When the film has remained in
the develOper for a specified
period, the technician transfers it to
a stop bath to prevent overdevelop-
ment. Next, the film is placed in a
fixing bath that makes it insensitive .

to light to prevent further exposure.
Finally, the technician washes the
film with water to remove the fixing
solution and' places the filM in a
drying cabinet. In mail), photo-
graphic labs, technicians regulate
machines that' automatically per-
form the steps described above.

Processes for developing color
films are -more complex than those
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used for, black-and-white. Thus,
some labs employ color technicians
ID 0 Ti 976.3181 i highly skilled
workers who specialize in
processing color film

The darkroom technician makes
a photograph by transferring the
image from a negative to photo-
graphic paper Printing frequently
i5 performed on a projection

.printer, which consists of a fixture
for holding negatives and photo-
graphic paper, an electric lamp, and
la magnifying lens. The technician
places the negative between the
lamp and lens, and the paper below
the lens When the ,technician turns
on the lamp. lighi, passes through
the negative and lens and records a
magnified image of the negative on
the paper. During printing, the
technician may vary the contrast of
the image or remove unwanted
background by using paper patterns
to shade part`of the photographic
paper from the projected image
After removing the exPosed photo-
graphic paper from the printer, the
technician develops it in much the
same way as the negative. If the
customer desires, the technician
mounts the finished print in a frame
or on a paper or cardboard back.

in addition to working in the
laboratory, darkroom technicians
may set up lights and Lamerds or
otherwise assist experienced
photographers. Many technicians,
partiLularly those w ho work in por-
trait studios and aspire to become
professional photographers, divide
their time, _between taking and
processing pictures. In some labs,
helpers assist technicians. They
also may be assisted by workers
who speNialize in a particular
activity, such as de elopers
(D.O.T. 976.3811 Printers (D.O.TD.O.T.
976.381 ). and retouchers ( D.0 T.
970.281).

I n most large ,photo labs. dark-
room techniudns supervise semi,
skilled workers who do speudl-
ized assignments that require only a
limited knowledge oil developing

, and printing. Included are film
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numberers (D O.T. 976 887), who
sort film according to the type of
processing needed and number
each roll for identification, film
strfppers, who unwind rolls of film
and place theft in developing
machines, printer operators (D.O.T.
976.782), who operate machines
that expose rolls of photographic
paper to negatives, print developers,
machine (D.O.T. 976.885), who
operate machines that develop
these rolls of exposed photographic
paper, chemical . milers (D.O.T.

.976.884), who measure and com-
bine the various chemicals that
make up developing solutions, slide
mourners, who operate machines
that pit, insert, and seal slides in
Larboard mounts. and photo-
(het kers ang assemblers (D.07 .

976.687). who inspect the finished
slides and prints and package them
for customers.

r ..
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Places of Employment
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In 1974, about 50,000 persons
worked in photo lab occupations.
More than half of them were in,
semiskilled photofinishing occupa-
tions, the remainder were/ dark-
room technicians.

- Most semiskilled workers are em-
ployed by large photofinishing labs
that specialize in processing film for
amateur photographers. A large
proportion of darkroom technicians
work ih.pt2ti o labs operated by por-
trait and commercial studios and by
manufacturers, newspaper and
magazine publishers, advertising
agencies, and other organizations.
Darkroom technicians also work in
commercial labs that specialize in
Processing the wprk cf professional
photographers

Photo lab workers are situated in
all parts of the country, but employ-

1

c,.
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ment is concentrated in the more
populous areas such as New York,
Los Angeles, and Chicago.

TralnIrsg, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

I(Most dar room technicians learn
their skills th ough informal on -the-
job mining. Beginners start as help-
ers and gradually learn to develop
and print film by assisting ex-
perienced technicians. It generally
takes 3 to 4 years to become a fully
qualified darkroom technician.

_Some helpers become specialists in
a particular activity, such as print=
ing or developing. Generally, the
training time required in order to
become a specialist is less thanyt
-ieded to become an all,roun
darkroom technician.

When hiring darkroom techni-
. cian helpers, employers prefer ap-

plicants who are high school gradu-
ate's. Courses in chemistry And
mathematics are helpful to people
interested in this trade. Some high
schools and trade schools offer

courses in photography that include
training in film processing. The
Armed Forces also offer training
for darkroom technicians. Ex-
perience gained through processing
film as a hobby is helpful.

Two-year curricula leading to an
associate degree in photographic
technology are offered by a few col-
leges. Completion of college level
courses in this field is helpful to
people who are interested in super-( visory and managerial jobs in photo
labs.

Many darkroom technicians
eventually become professional
photographers. (See statement on
Photographers elsewhere in the
Handbook ) Others advance to su-
pervisory positions in laboratories

Training requirements for wor-
kers in semiskilled photolab occu-
pations range from a few weeks to
several months of on-the-job train-
ing. For example, film numberers
and 'slide mounters usually can
learn their jobs in less than a month,
but printer operators and chemical
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mixers may need several months or
longer. For many semiskilled, jobs;
manual dexterity, good, vision fir

-eluding normal 'color perception,
and good hand-eye coordination
are important qualifications. How-
ever, some laboratories employ
blind workers as film splicers and
film strippers, since these jobs are
performed in the dark to prevent
damage to exposed film. Increas-,
ingly, photo labs are seeking high
school graduates for semiskilled
jobs.

Employment Outlook

Employmen,t in photo lab occu-
ations is expected to increase

faster than the average for all occu-
pationspawns through the mid-1980's. In
addition to jobs from employment
growth, many openings will result
from the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire, die,
or transfer to other fields of work.

The need for semiskilled workers
is tied closely to the growth of
amateur photography. Film
purchases by amateur photog-
raphers are expected to incr
very rapidly as a result rising
population and persona incom
Improvements in still d movrje
cameras that mak them sier
load and operate a d con-
tribute to increases in the use of
film. However, due to the growing
popularity of self-processing instant
cameras and .the increased use of.
mechanized film processing equip-
ment in photo labs, employment
will not grow as fast as the amount
of film used. .

The need for all-round darkroom
technicians is expect d to increase
as a result of the owing demand
for photography in business and
government. A major factor con-
tributing to this demand will b the-
increasing variety of printed atter
that is illustrated with photog aphs.
The growing use of photography in
research and development activities
also will contribute to the demand
for darkroom technicians.

sw
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Earnings and Working
Condition",

Earnings of photo Mb workers
vary greatly and depend on factors
such as skiii level, experience, and
geographic location Beginning pay
for inexperienced darkroom techni-
cians' helpers ranged from 52.25 to
53 50 an hour in 1974, according to
the limited information available.
Most of the experienced all-round
darkroom technicians and color
technicians earned between $3.50
and 56 an hour.

Workers in semiskilled occupa-
tions earned from 52.50 to 54.50 an
hour Among these wokkers, printer
operators and chemical mixers
generally had the highest earnings

The majority of .photO lab -em-
ployees work a 40-hour week avid
get premium pay for overtime In
labs that specialize in processing
film, for, amateur ahotographers,
employees may work a considera-
ble amount of overtime during the
summer and for several weeks after
Christmas Many latis employ tem-
porary workers during these
seasonal peaks.

Photo lab jobs are not physically
strenuous In many semiskilled oc-
cupations, workers perform their
jobs' while sitting, but the work is
repetitious and the pace is rapid
Some workers (for example, printer;
perators and photocheckers and

assemblers) are subject to eye
fatigue. Photofinishing labs, are
generally clean, well-lighted.-and
air-conditioned.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about employ-
ment opportunities in photographic
laboratories and schools that offer-
degrees in photographic technolo-
gy, write to.

Photo Marketing Association, 603 Lansing
Ave , Jackson. Mich. 49202.

Professiotal Photographers of America, Inc ,

1090 Executive Way, Des Plaines, III.
60018.
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POWER 'TUCK
OPERATORS

(D 0 T 922 782 and 883)

Nature of the Work

In the 'past, manual workers
usually did the hard physical labor
of moving materials and products.
Today, many heavy materials are
moved by workers who operate
various types of power trucks. A
typical truck has a hydraulic lifting
mechanism and ,forks to carry a
load or other attachments to make
It more versatile For example, a
truck may have a clamp lift to move
cartons, bales, or paper rolls, a
scoop to lift coal, or A tow bas to
pull warehouse-trailers.

Operators must use care and skill

in driving truck's. For example,
when loading or 'removing materials
from sto.:k, which may be stacked
from floor to ceiling, they must be
able to judsledistance so that no
damage occurs. They also must
know the lifting capacity of the
truck and the kinds of jobs it can
do.

Operators may have to keep
records of materials moved and do
some manual loading and unload-
ing They also may be responsible
for keeping thdir trucks in good
working condition by cleaning, oil-
ing, checking the water in batteries,
and making simple adjustments. '

Places of Employment

About 350,000 persons worked
as power truck operators in 1974.

1::

Power,truck operatdrs can find jobs In many different Industrie

71,

About three-fourths of them
worked in manufacturing. indus-
tries. 'Large numbers -were em-
ployed in plants that madeautomo-
biles, machinery, fabricated metal
products, paper, building materials,
and iron and steel. Many power
truck operators also were employed
in warehouses,'depots, freight and
marine terminalq, a0d mines.

Power truck operators are em-
ployed in many different industries
in all parts of the country. Although
some are employed in small towns,
most work in heavily populated
areas where large factories are
located.

Training, r Qualifications,
and Adv ocement

Most workers can learn to
operate a power truck in a few days.
It takes several weeks, hiiwever, to
learn the layout and operation of a
plant and the most efficient way of
handling materials. 1..,/

Many companies ave formal
training pftgrams to teach new em-
ployees to operate power trucks,
make simple repairs, and handle
materials. They also learn plant
layout and operation and,Rfe driv-
ing rules. Because power trucks are
becoming more cotnplex and ex-
pensive, firms arexpected ttplace
greater emphasis on training .fro -1
grams to increase the skills of their/-
operators.

Employers seek apVicants who
have manual- dexterity, mechanical
ability, and above-average eyesight,
including good depth perception.
Large companies generally require
applicants to pass a physical ex-,/amination.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited. A few operators may
become supervisors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of truck
oprators is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all



occupations through\. the mid-
. ../.980's In addition to jobs resulting

from employment- growth, many
operators will be needed to replace
those who retire, die, or transfer to
other occupations.' - -

More goods will be manufactured
as population grows and our stan-

. dard of living rises, and more power
4.truck 'operators will be needed to
-move_ goods and the materials
used o produce them The need for
operators also will increase as more
firms use r truers in place of
hand labor ve materials

s.
. , Earnings and Working

Conditions.
According to a survey of

dmetropolitan areas in 1974, power
truck operator's in manufacturing
earned an average of 54 40 an hour,
slightly above the average for non-
supervisory workers in all pri4te

ustries except farming Earnings
of operators varied by region, as
shown b.glow

4reu

Lnite3 States

'Northeast
-south
'North Central
West

Hoar/. rule

S4 39

4 35

3 6R

4.75

Polger ?tuck operators are sub-
ject" to hazards such as collisions
and falling objects They may
operate their trucks outdoors where
they are elposed to all kinds of
weather SOme operators may han-
dle loose material that is dirty...or

0'4 dusty. Moving materials througlaut
ior plant,however, is likely.to be less

routine and boring thap many other,
production jobs

Atrend toward quieter and hiore
cOinfortable and better handling
trucks has resulted in better work,
ing conditions Also, the increasing
use of the, rePatiyely noiseless and
pollutant free battery;p6wered
truck is doing much to improve the
comfort of the operitor

.V
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Sources of4dditlonal
. Information

Info ;minion on work opportuni-
ties for pdwer truck operators may
be-available from the local office of
the State employment service

PRODUCTION PAINTERS

Nature of the Work

-Almost 'every metal or wood
product manufactured gets a coat-
ing of paint or other protection.

.The majority of painters in factories
use, spray guns .to apply, paint,
lacquer, varnisii,..and other finishes.
Others operate painting machinery
such as spraying machines, dipping
tanks, or tumbling barrels. The
Work'of production painters in fa-c-1
tories is different ftom that of
skilled painters in construction and
maintenance work. (See statements
on painters and automobile painters
elseWhere in the Handbook.)
et Most of' the work of production
painters'is repetitive Spray painters
may 'paint several hundred identical
Items a,....day as these roducts pass
by on conveyors. They may have to
clean items before ,painting them

on multicolorel ones.. they
ply m o keep colors'ng

verlapping. They folloO,
directions to mix paint and use
viscOsity, meters to .make surt the
paint is the right copsistency. Mix-
ing paint and figuring areas to be
painted require simple arithmetic
involving decimals and fractions.
Painters adjust spra,y gun nozzles
and other controls so that paint will
b e applied evenly. They also must
clean and maintain spray. guns and
other,equ' ipment.

Painting machine operators set
up the painting equipment at the
beginning o; their shift and are
responsible for keeping it running.
They make sure that the paint is
being applied corTectly anke
adjustments or minor the
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machinery, if necessary., They may
also operate related machines .such
as washing tanks, used to clean
Items pnor to painting, and baking
ovens which dry the painted arti-
cles. Thm.painters, especially, in-
experienced ones, may, load items
to be painted onto conveyors or,
into the machinery.

On production lines that use au-
tomatic fiaintmg machinery, spray
painters paint parts of an article
that the machine misses. For exam-
pie, somtdmodern applicators can-
not paint inside surfaces, such as
the interior of a bucket. Painters
use regular spray guns to paint
these areas.

Places of Emplo yment

About 125,000 production paint-
ers were employed in 1974. About

two-thirds of the total worked in
plants that made automobiles,
machinery, furniture and other
wood products, or manufactured
metal products such as cans, tin ,
ware, and handtools. Although
production painters are scattered
geographically, large numbers are
employed in industrialized States. A
fourth of all furniture painters were
employed in North Carolina and,
Pennsylvania, while one-third of all
automobile iii2ainters worked in
Michigandr er half of these, in
D.ey4itf"e er a quarter of the paint-
grs' emplbyea by companies mak-
ing machine;y and metal products
worked in Ohio apd Illinois..

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

-.
-New workers often start off load-

ing and unloading items from con--
veyor After they. become
familiar witfi the production
process and as openings.arise, they
may belt:aught painting skills. They
usually learn the work by watching
and helping experienced painters.
The length of trainkngtanes from a
few ,days to srvtral months. Some

odern painting processes, spch as

:gs
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those used lo apply powdered
'saints, demand a more skilled
painter and thus a ...47rrespundulgly
longer training penod. Xs painters
gain experience they can advance
to higher skill categunes, perform
ing more difficult work

Production painters should be
able to stand fur long peric.41 cif
time Although .they seldom have to
life heavy object, the production
line nature of the job demands con-
tinuous physical exertion High
school graduation is generally not.1
required fur entry level positions,
but a diploma ur its equi.dlent May
be needed tu advance t., higher skill
les els

Opportunities fur advancement
are limited, although a brriall
number of producticn painters
become supervisors

Employment Outlook

Employment of production paint-
ers is expected to_ grow at aboUt the
same Fate as the average for4I oc-
cupations through the mid-1P.80's
Many job openings will also result
as experieace$ workers retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

Most manufacturing industries
are expected to increase their out-
put in the years ahead. Demand for
consumer products, such as,,, au-
tomobiles and furniture, will in-
crease as populdtion and pedonal
income grow. osiness growth w
cr ate a- need, re industrial

nery and equipment. Painters
needed to apply. protective
or-awe s,patings to these
mployment of painters;

not expected to 'keep
manufactu output

creased uscortutmatic
ther laborsaving in.

raise output per

viill
and
ite
ho
p
becau
spraye
riovation
worker. '.

Earnings Working
Conditions

Hourly wage rates fur produc.tiofc
painters ranged from about $2 26

/p
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to 55 20 in 1974, based on informa-
tion from a limited number of union
connacts Most painters covered by
these contracts earned between 53
and 55 m. hour

Painikrs are exposed to fumes
from paint and fiaint-mixing in-
gredients. Some wear protective
clothing and masks which cover the
nose and mouth They may also be
exposed to noisy factory conditions.
When painting large objects, they
sometimes work in awkward and
cramped positions.

Among unions organizing
production painters are the Interna-
tional Union, United Automobile,,
Aeropaceand Agricultural Imple-
ment ViorAieis pf America; the
United Furniture Workers of Amer-
ica, and the UnitedSteelworkers of
America.

Sources of Additional
informatkin

More facts about job opportuni-
ties in this field may be available
from local.offices of the State em-
ployment service.

(D.OT. 950k782)

STATIONARY
ENTERS

Niture of the Work

Stationary engineers dperate afid
maintain boilers, diesel engines,
turbines, generators, pumps, and
compressors. The equipment lee

used to gen to power and to heat
and air-condiu factories and
other buildings. Stationary en-
gineers must o rate and maintain
the equipm according to State
and local laws, since the safety of
many people depends upon the,
proper functioning of the equip-.
ment.

Stationary 'engineers, or power
engineers as they are often Ailed,
detect and identify any trouble that
develops by watching and listening

Ek

to machinery, and by analyzing
readings of meters, gages, and other
instruments. They operate levers,
throttles, switches, valves, and

,tiottier devices to 'rally regu-
late the machinery, an rd
such information as fuel co

. bon and boiler temperatures and
pressure. Stationary engineers also
make minor repairs such as reseat-
mg salves and replacing gaskets,
pumps, and bealings.

In a large plant, the stationary en-
gineer may have charge of the
boiler room, and direct the work of
assistant stationary engineers, tur-
bine operators, boiler tenders, and
airconditioning and refrigeration
mechanics. In a small plant, the sta-
tionary engineer may operate and
maintain equipment by himself.

Places of EMployment

In 1974about 193,000 station-
ary engineers were employed in a
*wide variety of places, including
ptwer stations, factories, sewage
and water-treatment plants, office
and apartment buildings, hotels,
and hospitals. Federal, State, and
Iota] tvernments also employed*
large numbers of these workers.
Most plants whkipoperate on three'
shifts emplok fourth eight station-
ary engineers, but some haye more:
In many plants, only one engineer
works on each shift,

Because' stationary `Engineers
work in so many different kinds of
industries, they axe employed ip all
parts Of . the country. Although
some are employed. in small towns
and in rural areas, most work in the
more heavily pulated areas
where large industri a commer-
cial businesseS are,lcicated.

,

Other Qualifications,
4.. and Advandinint

Many Stationary engineers start
as helpers or craft workers in other...,
trades and acquire their skills
through informal othirb ex-
penence. However, most training

.
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Stationary engineers operate geneiators and turbines.

authoritiesueLorntriend Iorrri,i1 ap-
prenticeship prOgrams because -.of
the nnLreasrng complexity of the
ru4chine5-anei systems
/An seleLting !,;ipprent 'Les. most
joint" labor-management ap-
prenkeeShip,. Lommittees prefer
high- school *SF trade school gfadu-
ates.ivlio have received instruction
irl(cn4thematiLs, meLhank..al draw-

1 mg. pachine-shbp praoce. phys-
it and chemistry lechaniLai

iptitude. manual dexterity, and
good physical condition also are im-
peitrtunt qualifications

The apprenticeship usual N. lasts 4
!, ears In addition to o the -job
training, apprentices recei e class
room instruction in ractical
chemistry, elementary hysics.
hlutprint reading, applied e ectritc:"
ty....arid other technical subjects

Becoming. a stationary engineer
tiLlitiut going through a formal ap

ptenticeship program usually takes
man ''years of experien as an
assistan to-licensed stationary en-
gineers o a boiler tender T is
praLtial experience usually is sup-
plegientikl by tv,anical or other
sao.,1 truing or home study

Some States, the DistriLt
Columbia. and many large

Lines have licensing
requirements for stationary en-
gineers Although requirements for
a license differ from place to place,
the folliiv.ing are typical Appli-
cants must be at least 20 years of
age, they must reside for a specified
eriod in thi State or locality in

v.hiCh the examination is given, and
they must meet the experience
requirements for the class of license
requested and pass an examination
winch may he written, oral, or'both

Generally there are several
classes of stationary engineer licen-

,

8J

rimeic Each class specifies the steam
pressure' or horsepower of the
equipment the engineer can
operate The chief engineer license
permits the stationary engineer to
operate equipment of all types and
capacities An applicant for this
license May be required tNiave a
high school education and 4 years
A. approved apprenticeship or on-

0-job training ' The lower class
licenses limit the capacity of the
equipment the engineer- may
operate without the supervision of a
higher rated engineer

Because of regional differences
ii( licensing requirements. a sta-
tionary engineer who moves from
one State or city to another may
have to pass an examination for a
new license._ However. the National
Institute for t'niform Licensing of
Power Engineers is now assisting
many States in adgpting a stan
cfarchted licensing program that
would eliminate this problem by
establishing reciprocity of licenses.

'Stationary engineers advance to
more* responsible . jobs by being
placed in charge of larger, more
powerful, or more varied equip-
ment Generally, engineers advance
to these jobs as they Obtain higher
class licenses Advancement, how-
ever, is not automatic For example,
an engineer who has a first-class
license may work for some time as
an assistant to another first-class
engiber before a vacancy occurs.
Some stationary engineers even-
tually advance to jobs as plant en-
gineers and as building and plant
superintendent A few otain jobs
as examining engineers and techni!'
cal instructors

Employment Outlook

Employment of stationary 'en-
gineers is exppcted to show little
change through the mid-1980's
Nevertheless, several thousand job
openings will arise annually
because of the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire, die.
or transfer to other occupations
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Industrial growth will result in an
increased use of large boilers and
auxiliary equipment in factories.
powerplants, and other buildings
The need for additional stationary
engineers, however, will be- limited
by the trend to more powerful and
more ceistraliaed equipment For
example, a large boiler operated by
one stauanaty engineer I:an supply
heat And.refrigeratiod for several
buildings. instead of each building
having its own small boiler and en-
gineer

'Mr

,
Earnings and Wicing

Conditions

Stationary engineers had average

tional Union of. Operating En-
gineers and ,the International
Union. United Automobile, Aero-
space and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America.

Sources of Additional,
Information , _

Information abtut training or
wcirk opportunities is available
from lo5a1 offices of State employ-
ment service's. locals of the Interna-
tional Union of Operating En-
gineers, and from State employ-
ment services, locals of the Interna-
tional Union of Operating. En-
gineers. and frorri State and local
licensing agengies

Specific questions about the oc-
hourly earnings of S5 51 in 1973- cupation may be referred to.
74, according to a survey

International Union of Operating Engineersmetropolitan areas This was higher 1125 17th St NW , Washington. D C
than the average for all nonsuper- 20036
visory workers in private industry.
except farmihg. Averages for en-
gineers m.individual, cities ranged.
from $3.88 in Greenville, S.C. to For questions concerning
S5 55 in the San Francisco area
.-Stationery engineers generally
have steady 'year-round employ-
merit They usually work a 5-day,
40-hour week. In plants That
operate around the clock, they may
be assigned to any one of three
shiftsoften on a rotating basis
and to Sunday and holiday work.

Engine rooms. powerplants, or
boiler rooms usually are clean and
well-lighted. Even under the most
favorable conditions, however,
some stationary engineers are ex-
posed to high tempeiatures,- dust,
dirt, contact with oil and grease,
and fumes or smoke. They may
have to crawl inside boilers and
work in crouching or ,kneeling posi
tiong to inspect, clean or repair the
interiors

Because stationary engineers
often workaround boilers and elec-
trical and mechanical equipment,
they must be alert to avoid burns.
electric shock, and injury from
moving machinery

Among the unions to which these
workers belong are the Interna-

National Association of Power Engineers.
Inc 176 West Adam St . Chicago. 111
60603

licewileg requirements. contft
National Institute for Uniform Licensing of

Power Engineers. 176 West Adam, St
Chicago. III 60603

WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT

OPERATORS (Sewage-
Plant Operator)
(D.O.T. 955.782)

Nature of the Work

Clean water is essential for our
health and recreation and for the,
existence of fish and wildlife.
Wastewater treatment plant opera-
tors help keep America's water
clean by removing harmful
domestic and industnal waste.

Waste materials arfi carried by
Water through sewer pipes to treat-
ment plants Operators control,
equipment to remove...these materi-
als or render .them harmless. By

operating and maintain'
pipes, and valves that c
collection system to the
facility, operators move
water through the van
ment processes. I
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Operators read and in erpret me-
ters 'and gauges to mak sure plant
equipment is workin properly!
Other jobs include operating
chemical feeding devic to remove
pollutants 'from waste ter; taking
samples of the water f laboratory
analysis, and testing d adjusting
the level of chlorine rt the yvater.
Operators also make minor repairs .
on valves, pumps, and other equip-
ment They use gauges wrenches, .

pliers, and other common hanck-
tools, as well as special" tools. Occa- -
siOnally operators must work under
emergency conditions for exam-
ple, a heavy rainstorm may cause
abnoj-mal amounts of wastewater to
flow into sewer pipes and threaten
to exceed a plant's treatment.
capacity.

The duties of operators vary de-
pending on the type and size of
plant. For example, the treatment
process in an inclAtrial plant, such
as a food-processing company, may
be simple since the wastewater is.of
a known content. Treatment plants
which serve entire cities, on the
other hand, must be equipped to
tr:at a mixture of.waste products
that varies daily, thus making the
operator's job mare complicated. In
smaller plants, one operator may be

responsible for the entire system
making repairs, keeping plant *
records, handling complaints, and
doing the maintenanv- work for the
facility. In larger plants, the staff
may Include ch mists, laboratory
technicians, me antes, helpers, su-
pervisors, and uperintendent.

As a result .the passage of the
1972 Federa ater Pollution Con-
trol Act:w ter pollution standards.
will 1Le e increasingly stringent
in the ture, In order to meet these .
higher requirements, operators will
have to be able tb operate more so-
phisticated systems:
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Places of Employment

About 62.000 people worked full
time as wastewater treatment plant
operators in 1974, of whom about
35,000 worked in municipal plants.
25.000 in private industry, and
2.000 in Federal installations In ad-
dition, over 50.000 operators per-
formed operator dirties in addition
to other related duties.

Wastewater treatment plant
operators are employed throughout
the country Geographically, em-
ployment is distributed much like
the Nation's population. with most
jobsc...rfl larger towns and cities
Many operators in small towns are
employed part time

Training, Other Qualifications.
and Advancement

Trainees usually start as helpers
and learn their skills on tfie job
under the direction of an ex-
perienced operator They learn by
doing routine tasks such as record-
ing meter readings, taking samples
of wastewater and sludge; and
doing simple maintenance _anti'
replirwork on pumps, electric mo-
tors, and valves. They also are ex-
pected to perform housekeeping
tasks such as cleaning and main-
taining plant equipment and
property

Persons interested in entering the
field should have some mechanical
aptitudeand should be competent
in basic mathematics Employers
generally prefer trainees who `iiWe it is becoming _iiiicreasingly impor-

.

g high school dip---15-ma Or its , tant for operafois to receive some
equivalent, and in some- States this training in management techniques.
is a minimuonal require- A limited number of operators ritny
ment Some positions, particularly__ llectime technicians employed by
in larger cities and towns, .'re State water'pollution control ages-
covered by civil servidregulations, cies to monitor and provide techni-
and applicants may be required 115 cal assistance to plan throughout
pass written examination. testing the State. Some technical-voca-
elementary mathematic,s skills, mini' school or junior college train-
mechanical aptitude, and general mg is generally preferred for techni-

. intelligence Operators must. be cian jobs.
agile, since they have to ch fad- In 40 Statel, supervituand Ger-
ders and Move easily nd heay.y. tarn operators mus; pass ,an ex:
machinery -4 amination to certify hat 'they are
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Some 2-year programs leading, to
an associate degree in wastewater
technology are available, these pro-
vide a good general knowledge of
the water pollution control field as
well as basic preparation for
becoming an operator Since plants
are becoming more complex.
completion of such courses in-
creases an applicant's chances' for
employment and promotion

Most State water pollution con-
trol -agencies offer training courses
to improve the skills of treatment

capable of overseeing treatment
plant operations Voluntary certili-
cition programs are in effect in the
remaining States, with the excep-
tion of Alaska.

Under a typical program, there
are different classes of certification
for different sizes of treatment
plants. For example. to be certified
'a "Class I operator" capable of
operating a small plant with simple
equipment, an applicant should be
a high school graduate. demon-
strate general knowledge of treat-

plant operators Tlarese courses ment operations by passing a writ-
cover principles of sludge digestion, ten test, and complete 1 year of
odors and their control, chlorma- satisfactory employment at a treat-
tion, sedimentation, biological ox- ment plant. Requirements foi cer-
idation, and flow measurements. tification as a Class IV operator
Some operators take correspond -' Who supervises a large plant em-
ence courses on subjects related to
wastewater ,treatment, and some
employers will pay part of the.tui-
non for aiurses leading to a college
degree in science or engineering.

Operators may be promoted to
positions such as supervisor and su-
perintendent Superintendents of
large and complex plants are ex-
pected to have an engineering or
science degree. A ',high school
diploma and increasingly, responsi-
ble experience may be sufficient to
qualify as superintendent of a small
or medium-sized plant at present,
but educational requirements are
rising as more complex treatment
planti are built to meet new water
pollution control standards- Sirk.e
many new and 'existing plants are,
being organized on a regional basis,

ploying complex technology may
require a bachelors degree in'
science and engineering, 4 years oe
treatment plant experience. 2 years
of which were in a position of major
responsibility, and specific
knowledge of the entire field of
wastewater treatment as demon-
strated through a written test.

4
. 8 r-

Employment Outlook

Employment of wastewater treat-
ment plant operators is expected to
increase much faster than the.
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's, mainly as a result of

'the `construction of riew treatment
plants,_to process the increasing
amount, of domestic- and industrial
w,stewater. Also, 'more higily
trained operators will neede
'existing , plants expand and
Modernize their facilitie to pe
more effectively with w
non' In addition to new jobs fkom
employment grotth, many Ijob
openings will 1,4ccur as experienced
operators retire, die, or'fransfet to
other occupations.-

People who enter this field .
should have fairly st dy em loy-
merit in the years ahead. Eve dur-
ing economic downturns treatment
plants seldom lay off employe
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

It is estimated that the earnings of
operators ranged from about
56.500 to 520.000 a year in 1974,
based on information from several
surveys covering a number of cities
throughout the United States
Operators at the supervisory level
could earn even more Salaries for
trainees were roughly 80 percent of
operators' salaries in most cities

Because pollulion control is a
never-ending task, operators work
different shifts and in an emergency
may havork overtime Opera-
tors may 'beeAposed to unpleasant

,-
odors,rs, as well as noise from the
°Oration of electrical motors and
pumps However, odor is kept to a
minimum by the use of chlorine or
other chemicals.

Sources of Additional
Information

People interested in a career m
wastewater treatment should con-
tac r local or State water pollu-

ontrol agencies Additional
< nformation is available from.,

ei-Pollution Control Federation, 3900
tcftft9iq Ave . NW . Washington.

6 C.

En . tronme mai rotm. tion Agency ..Office.of
V ate rProgrims Operations. Manpower
Development Staff. 401 M St SW ,
Washington. D C 20460

WELDERS

W.0.f,,810. through 819.8871

Nature of the Work

"Welding consists of joining two
pieces of material, usually metal. by_
melting them together It is the

mose common method of, per:
manently connecting various metal
parts that go into the construction

and steel reinforcin iods in
bndges, buildings, and roads
frequently are joined by elding In
addi6on, a growing number of
plasuc parts are welded to make a
sanety of products

Welding processes differ by the
way heat is created and applied to
the parts being joined For example.
In arc welding, the most frequently
used process, heat is created as
electncity flows across an airspace
from the tip of the welding tool to
the metal In resistance welding. the
heat is created by electricity flow-
ing directly through the metal In
gas welding. the heat of burning
gases melts the metal As part of
most welding processes. special
filler matenals, called welding elec-
trodes or welding rods, usually are
melted in with the metal to give the
joint greater strength One 'the..,
heat is regnoved, the metal and filie-r
material harden and connect the
parts. It is the welder's job to heat'
the metal and filler material so that
they melt together properly and
harden into a Strong joint

Because welding processes diffef
and are used for a wide variety of

, purposes, the equipment welders
use and the skill levels of welders
vary Jobs vary fram thosirf.N.ghly

-

of automobiles. spacecraft, ships,
household appliances, and thou Vittors uswpecial masks and heavy
sand's of other products. Beams 9talri:to profimt

,
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skilled manual weld rs who can use
gas' and electric are welding equip-
ment in more than one position and
who can plan their work from
drawings or other specifications to
those of unskilled welding machine
tenders who simply press a button
to start a machine. Skilled welders
know the characteristics of steel.
bronze. aluminum, and other
metals and can weld joints held in
various positions. Vv elders who con-
struct ships and maintenance weld-
ers are aixamples of skilled welders.

Ship welders join the steel plates
and beams used to build .ships
Some joints to pe welded are on the
floor, some ale on the wall, and
some are overhead on the ceiling.
All must be carefully welded to In-
sure that the ship will not break
apart in rough seas.

Ship welders generally use -arc /
-
welding equipment because it welds
the steel plates faster and better
than gas equipment. After reading
instructions on construction plans
to learn which cods to use and ob-
taining a supply of rods from the
stilllage area, ship welders are ready ,
to hem ..w.ork. First, they insert a
rod in a holder attached to an elec-
tric cable from a gasoline-powered
generator or other source of elec-
tricity Another- electrical cable is
attached to the met:Abeing Welded
and controls are adjusted to provide
the right amount of electriciti!..
Next, welders "strike an arc" by
briefly -touching the -rod to the
metal to start the electricity flowing
and then pulling the rod back to
create a small space which the cur-
rent must jump. If the distance
between the--rod and the metal is
correct, electricity continues to
flow through thergd and across the
space, creating an electric arc, the
hjat from thf electric arc melts the
rod and, the metal. Welders move
the arc along the joint e'and as th
rod melts and becomes shorter,
move the 'rod closer to the Metal to
keep the tip at the proper distance.
When the ,rod becomes very. short}
welders replace it .
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Maintenance welders repair
tools, machines, and equipment
for example, a farmer's plow. In this
cased welders bring their equipment
to the job Gas welding generally is
preferred because the torch, hoses,
and tanks of gas ace portable

After examining the plow and
preparing the break for repair
usually by grindingmaintenance
welders select the proper welding
rod for the job. Next, they light the
torch and adjust valves on the tanks
if acetylene and oxygen to obtain
the right flame With the welding
rod in_o_co-hand and the torch in the
other, they heat the edges of the
crack in the plow and apply the
heat As the metal begins to melt,
the welders periodically melt the
end of the welding rod in the hot,
liquid metal while they carefully"
move the torch and foci along the
craCk to complete the repair. Weld,
ers must be careful to keep the
torch at the right distance from the
metal in order to apply the heat cor-
rectly and to add filler material, as
needed, to fill the crack.

Not Yall welders have the skills of
_shipbuilding or maintenance weld-
ers. For example, leSS skilled work-
ers use semiautomatic arc welding
equipment to speed up the job of
welding automobile frames
Semiautomatic equipment consists
of a weldiiirgun Which welders
mist position but which automati-
cally supplies the proper amount of
electricity and filler material to the
joint In this example, assembly
lines bring car frames to welders
and put them in place Welders
then position their 'Welding guns oh
the parts to be welded, push a but
ton on the t I, "strike art arc," and
guide th to completer one or
two joints before the assembly line
takes the frame to anotheowdrker,
Like ,skilled welders, these wej4ers
ate responsible for the strength of
the joint However, they need less
skill because all parts they weld are
identical and each welded from the
same position as the others

If thefactory i large, and many
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identical parts must be welded, the
company may save money by using
automatic welding machines. Such
machines are used, for example, in
making automobile mufflers and
washing machines. The workers
who operate these machines need
little knowledge of welding and are
frequently called welding machine
tenders to distinguish them from
more skilled, manual welders.
Welding machine tenders place the
parts to be joined in holders on the
machine To complete the weld.
tenders simply push a button. The
machine then clamps the part in
place and rotates it. as necessary, to
complete the Yielding cycle. The
welding machines, not the operator,
are responsible for the weld. After
the welding cycle is finished, tend-
ers remove the welded material
and load the machine again. , .

Closely related to welders are
cutters The workers use the heat
from burning gases or an electric
arc to cut and trim metal rather
then join it Some cutters operate
electrically or mechanically con-
trolled machines which autornati-

vcally follow the proper guideline

Pipcss of-Employment

About -645,009. welders and
flame ciAtters were employed in
1974, including a relatively small
number of flame and arc cutters.
Over one-half of all welders help
manufacture durable goods, for ex.
ample, boilers, bulldemers, trucks,
ships, and heavy machinery. About
one-fourth repair metal products,
while Most of the rest help con-
struct bridges, large buildings, and
pipelines.

Welders are dbricentrated in the
manufacturing centers of the Great
Lakes States. About one-third work
in Pennsylvania, Ohiq, Michigan,
Indiana, and Illinois. Because of the
widespread use of welding, the rest
are distributed much the same as
population, with large numbers
working rn New York, Texas, and
California. /

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Generally,' it takes several years
of training to become a skilled'
welder. Some of the less-skilled
jobs, however, can be learned in a
few months of, on-the-job trammg.
Welding machine tenders, for ex-
ample, can be taught to operate a
machine in a few hours and 1)ecome
completely qualified in a week.

Beginners often start in simple
production jobs where the type and
thickness of the metal, as well as the
position of the welding operation
rarely change. As the need arises,,
supervisors teach new employees
how to weld different types of
metal, and how to weld vertical and
overhead joints. Some large comps=
mes conduct programs to train per-
sons as welders. After completing
the course, individuals are offered
jobs. A few companies offer em.
ployees welder apprenticeship pro-
grams that last 4 years, including'
classroom and on-the-job training.

Persons planning careers as
.weldess or cutters need manual
dexterity, good eyesight, and good
eye-hand coordination. They
should be able to concentrate on
detailed work for long periods, and
should be free of any physical disa-
bilities that would prevent them
from bending, stooping, and work-
ing in awkward positions. Many em-
ployers prefer applicants who have
high school or ,vocational schtiO1
training in welding. Coursesin shop
mathematics, mechanical drawing,
blueprint readings and physics also
are helpful. ,;
. New developments are requiring

new skills of welders. This is par-
ticularly, true in fields ,such as
atomic energy manufac-
luring, Which, have high standards
for the reliability. of welds. Before
being assigned to work . on

'budges, or other jobs.
where the streikgth of the weld is'
highly critical, welders, may bed
required to pass an examination riji
their welding skills given by anerno-- .

1
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ployer or - government agency
Welders who pass such examina-
tions are generally, referred to as
"certified welders."

Promotion opportunities for
welders are good Welding machine
tenders may learn skilled welding
jobs; skilled welders may be

'promoted to welding inspectors.
technicians, or supervisors. Ex-
perienced workers who have ob-
tained college training on the prop-
erties of metal are in great demand
to develop new applications for
welding A small number of ex-
perienced welders open their own
.welding repair shops

Emptcrnent Outlook

Job opportunities for welders
should be very good in the years
ahead Employment in this field
with many jobs is expected to in-
crease faster than the average for
all occupations through the mid-
i 980's as a result of the generally
favorable long-run outlook for
metalworking industries and the
greater use of welding. In addition
tojob'openings created. by em*y:
ment growth, thousands should' be
available each year because of the

-peed to replace experienced weld-
ers who retire, die, or transfer to
'other occupations Job opportuni-
ties may vary, 'however, because
welder employMent in manufactur-
ing industries fluctuates with ups
and downs in the economy.

Increases in population and in-
,tome are expected to stimulate de-
mand for cars, buildings, heavy
machinery, appliances, and thou-

AND RELAVD OCCUPATIONS

sands of other products which
welders help make. Employment of
welders also is expected to increase
as welding 'replaces other methods
of joining metals. Welding generally
is cheaper than other methods of
joining metal parts, and is being
used more and more frequently in
the manufacturing and construction
industries.

Employment opportunities
should be especially good for
skilled welders in nuclear power-
plant, pipeline, and slip construc-
tion jobs Recent reports indicate
that a shortage of skilled welders
exists in these industries.

Earnings and Worjcing
ConclitIons

National wag4 data on welders
are not available. However, the
limited data vailable indicate weld-
ing machine tenders earned from
S3.0 to $5.10 in 1974. Weldersin
the construction industrzo2iSarned
$4.50 to S I 0 an hour,epending on
location.

Welders and cutters use protec-
tive clothing, safety shoes,,goggles,
helmets with protective lenses, and
other devices to prevent burns and
eye injuries. Although lighting and
'ventilation are Usually adequate,
they occasionally work in 'the
presence of poisonous gases and
fumes caused by . the melting of
some metals. They are often-in con-
tadf with rust, grease, and dirt on
metal surfaces. Welding machine
tenders are largely free from the
hazards associated with hand weld-
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generally offer adequate protectipn
to.these workers.

Many welders are union mem-
bers. However, because welding is
also done by other craft workers,
for example by-pipefitters, and has
only recently been receiving recog-
nition as a distinct craft, welders be-
long to .many different unions.
Among these are the International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers; the"/nterna-*
urinal Brotherhood "si Boiler-
makers, Iron SII*builders,
Blacksmiths, Forgers and' Helpers:
the International Union.. United
Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implemgrit Workers of
America; the UniteolAssociation of
Journeymen and Apprentices of the
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry
of the United States and Canada.
and the United Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers of America
(Ind ) Only one labor organiza-
tion the International Union.
United Welders (Ind.),

Sources of Additional
Information

:Por further information ofi train-
mg and work opportunities for weld-

-. ers. contact local employers or the
loyal office of the State employ-
ment serviceFor general informa-
4ion about welders, write to:
"'The American Welding Society. 2501 NW

7111 St.. Miami. Fla 33125

International Union. United Adtomobile.
Aerospace and Agncultural Implement
Workers of America. 8000 East Jeffer-
son Ave,. Dori:m.)1mb 48214.

ing. An eyeshield or goggles
0
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OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

Office workers perform a wide
range of tasks that are needed to
keep business and other organiza
tions running on a day to day basis
Clerical workers, such as secretar-
ies and typists, maintain files, type,
and operate office ma Nines
Professional and technicaTe_m-
ployees give legal athicef-pirepare
ands., analyze financial reports,
design computer systems, and ar-
range bank loans. foOpportunities in office work exist

*

.
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for people with widely different
educational 4ckgrounds. Some
jobs`Can be entered with only a high
school education, many others,
however, require at least college
degree. .

Many clerical employees ork
with things and often do detailed,
repetitive tasks, Most professional
office workers, on the other hand,
work with ideas, they apply their
skills to solving problems and devis-
ing ways to provide better services
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to those who depend on them.
Besides the technical skills required
to do their jobs, office workers need
judgment and the ability to commu-
nicate their Ideas to others.

This chapter of the Handbook
describes office work in Clerical
Occupations, Computer and Re-
lated Occupations, Banking Occu-
pawns, Insurance Occupations,
and Administrative and Related
Occupations.

a
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CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

About 15 million people worked
in clerical jobs in 1974. Matey keep
records and do other office paper-
work. Others handle communica-
tions operite office machines.,ship
and receive merchandise, and ring
sales on cash registers

Workers in clerical jObs have a
wide variety of skills and ex-
perience. They include highly
skilled title searchers in real estate
firms and executive secretaries in
business offices as well as rola ively

° unskilled 'messengers d file
clerks. Despitelhe divevty of jobs
and duties, much clench

is concentrated in justafer,i.
familiar jobs. Roughly liof every 5
clerical workers is a secretary or
stenographer. One in ten is a book-
keeper. The accompanying awl
shows employment in these and
other major clerical occupations
discussed in the Handbook.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Clerical workers need high
school diplomas for all but the most
routine jobs, and many employers
prefer applicants who have had
business, courses. Some companies
cooperate with local high schools
and business schools in office edu-
cation programs that enable stu-
dents to work part time, while at-
tending school. This experience is
helpful for beginners seeking jobs
after graduation. Many States and
localities sponsor programs to train
unemployed and low-skilled work-
ers for entry level clerical jobs.

Beginmnetlencal workers often
receive on-the-job training. They .
learq how their employers keep
records and become familiar with
the kinds of business forms used.

Some new ,workers learn to operate

sz.:, I
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adding and duplicating Machines
and 'other kinds of office equip-
ment. They, may attend classes to
learn how to operate tabulating
machines and other specialized
equipment. Secretaries, stenog-
raphers, an3 typists need special
skills that must be learned ih
schools or formal training pro-
grams.

Many clerifil jobs require read-
ing comprehension, a knowledge of
spelling and grammar, and
arithmetic skills Employers prefer
applicants for almost all clerical
jobs to have basic typing skills.
Some employers test applicants for
clerical aptitude

Advancement opportunities for,
clerical wailers are good, and
many employers provide courses so
that their employees can learn the
skills needed for more demanding
jobs As workers become more
highly skilled, they hare assigned
more difficult tasks. For example,
junior typists may be promoted to
more responsible Jobs as senior
typists as their typing speed and ac-
curacy improves 'ReCeptioniVts
who learn typing and office
procedures may becortie secretaries
or typists. Promotion to supervisor
or manager generally dcpensls on
leade%hip ability, *kirk experience,
and knowledgof the overall opera-

of the orgariizatioh

ri Employment Outtook

Employment of clerical workers
is expected_ to increase faster than
thelaverAmig all occupations 'esa

through -1980's. In addition
to the any new jobs created by
this gro , about a Million job,
opens 4year will occur as em- '
plo,y die, retire, or leave their
jobs.

Future,growth m the number of
clerical workers is

theresult prirtari from the intieasing
paperwork tiSat.w41. accompany the
expulsion of large and complex or-
ganizations, A great. dial of this
pap;rwork is hatidied by computer:
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The Impact of automation on office
equipment and piWedures is con-
siderable, but It is more important
in some jobs than in otbdrs In
general. long term employment
prospects are best in clerical occu-
pations which are not affected by
automation, in those which are
compatible with _computer applica
tions, and in jobs which have
developed as a result of new
technologies Job opportunities are
especially favorable for recep-
tionists, secretaries. typists, and
computer operators Demand for
these workers will be particularly
strong in banks, insurance compa
tiles, manufacturing firms, and
profeSsional service organizations.

As more firms use computers and
busineSs4nachines. routine clerical
jobs such as payroll, bank, and file
clerk may. be reduced or
eliminated. However, as work is
shifted from clerks to machines,
many jobs will be created for cleri-
cal workers kho are familiar with
computer operations, particularly
in large firms.

Persons .with clerical skills, par-
ticularly secretarial and typing
skills, should find extensive orpor-
ninnies for temporary or part-time
work as more employers use these
workersvAtiring peak business
periods.

to OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

*the Northeast, S165 in the West, In .many small firms, general
and S149 in southern cities bookkeepers (D.O.T. 210.388) are

Clerical employees work a 40- the only bookkeeping workers.
hour week in most cities. In some, They analyze and record all finan-
especially in the Northeast, the cial transactions, such as orders and
scheduled work week is 35 hours.

4

Earnings and Working
Conditions

. Clerks in routine jobs earned as
little as $95 a week, while many
highly _skilled workers were paid
$200 or mole, according to a 1974
survey. Salary variations within an
occupation are relatively common
and these usually rglett differences
in educational level, work ex-
perience, and level of responsibili-
ty.

Salaries in different parts of the
country also vary, earnings
geneoitilyre lowest ins-anthem elk
ies and highest in northeastern and
westein Urban areas For example,
secretaries averaged S166 a week in

cash sales. They also check money
Most clerical, workers in large cit- taken in against that paid out to be

ies receive 7 paid holidays or'more sure accounts "balance,- and cal-
. a year and 2 weeks' vacation after culate the firm's payroll. Although

working I year Longer vacations, most of this work is done by hand,
based on added years of service. occasionally bookkeepers use sun-
may range to 4 weeks or more pie office equipment such.as adding
Group life and health insurance machines. General bookkeepers
plans, sick benefits. and retirement also prepare and mall customers'
plans often are available bills and answer the telephone.

In large businesses, a number of
Sources of Additional bookkeepers and accounting clerks

information. work urlder the direction of a head
bookkeeper. Bookkeepers often
specialize in certain types oc work
such as preparing statements on

itscompany's income from sales of its
daily operating expenses. They
sometimes use complex bookkeep-
ing machines to perform these du-
ties. Accounting clerks (D. .T.
219.488), sometimes; known as
bookkeeping clerk perform
variety of routine duties. They
record details of business tirsac-,
tions, including deductions from
payrolls and bills paid and due.
They also .may type vouchers, In-
voices, and other financial records.

Many State employment service
offices can provide information
about earnings. hours, and employ-

,ment opportunities in clerical jobs
Information concerning training

for clerical occupations in your
State is available from:
State Super visor of Office Occupations Edu

cation, gate Department of Education,
State capital

A directory of private busineSs
schools located in cities throughout
the country may be obtained from
United Business Schools Association. 1730

M St , NW , Washington, DC 20036

4
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BOOKKEEPING
WORKERS

/ 210.368 through .588,
216.388, and 219.388 and .488 )

Nature of the Work

Every business 'needs systematic
and up-to-date records of accounts

'and busineis transactions. Book-
keeping workers maintain these
records in journals, ledgers, and on
other accounting forms. They also
prepare periodic financial state-
ments showing all money received
aid paid out. The duties of buuk-
keeping _workers vary with the size
of the business. )

95

Places of Employment

Bookkeeping workers numbered
almost 1.7 million persons in 1974.
About 90 percent were women.
Jobs' for bookkeeping workers are
found in all kinds of firms, with an
especially large number in
wholesale and retail trade. One of
every three bookkeepers works for
a retail store or wtiolesale'firm. In
addition, many work in factoneso,
banks, Insurance companies,
hospitals, and schools.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancethent
.

High school graduates who have
taken business arithmetic, book-
keeping. and, accounting meet the

I
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minimum requirements' for most
bookkeeping jobs Some em-
ployers, however, prefer applicants
who have completed business
courses at a junior college or
btfsiness school

Persons also may qualify for
bookkeeping jobs th.rough on-the-
jbb training In some areas, compa-
nies cooperate with business
schools and high schools in work-
study programs These programs
offer part-time experience that
helps students get jobs soon after
graduation

Bookkeeping workers need
above average aptikude for working
with numbers and a knack for con-
centrating on details They should
be able to type and operate various
office machines Because they de-

Capable vigrkers

pond on other ice workers for in-
formation, bookkeepers should bet
able to work as part of a team:

Newly hired. bookkeeping work-
ers begin by recording routine
transactions. They advance to more
responsible assignmentst, such as
preparing income statements and
operating complex' bookkeeping
machines. Some workers are
promoted to supervisory jobs!
Bookkeeprs who complete courses
in college accounting may become
accountants (The occupation of
accountant is discussed elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

Employment Outlook

Thousand-% of job openings for
bookkeepers are expected every
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year through 1985. Jobs will be nu-
merous even though bookkeeper
employment is expected to grow
slowly over the next 10 years or so,
for the occupation is large and tur-
nover is high. Most job openings for
bookkeepers will occur because of
the need to replace workers who
die, retire, or stop working for other
reasons.

Future 'employment growth in
this occupation will be slowed by
the increasing use of electronic data
processing and variou types of
bookkeeping machin&t:- Many
machines can process data more ac-

icurately. rapidly. and economically
than workers doing it by hand.
Nevertheless, need for bookkeep-
ing workers is expected to outpace
the impact of laborsaving office
machines over the next decade.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Beginning accounting _clerks in
private firms averaged 5551 a
month in 1974, according to a Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, survey of
clgifgaLoccupations. They had
higher salaries, on the average, than
beginning file., clerks or typist's, but
arned less thin beginning secreta-

ries or stenographers. Experienced
accounting clerks'` earn $697 a

.01 month, about the sam as the
average for all nonsupervis ry wor-
kers in private industry, -extept
farming.

In late 1974, starting "solo in

A--
the Federal Government range,
from $5,996 (GS-2) to $6,764 (GS-
3 ) for bookkeeping workers rigbt
ow of high school. Starting salaries
were higher for bookkeeping work-
ers with at least2 years' work ex-
perience or 2 years of college edu-
cation. These salaries ranged from

. ,$7,596 (GS-4) to $8,5Q0 -(GS-5)
per year. Average salaries in the
Federal Government in late 1974
for general accounting clerks were
512,800 per year.

advance' quickly to more 41111culT work using a briokkeeping Vvoiking conditions for boo -
machine. keepers.are similar to those of other

..
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°Tice- workers m t same firms.
(See introductory. lei; on to this
chjapter for more into non on
earnings and working co mons
and for sources of additional or-
mation. )

CASHIERS
(D.O.T 211.138_368_468_488,

and 299 468)

Nature of the Work

Supermarkets, movie theaters,
and restaurants are among the
many ' businesses that employ
cashiers to handle payments from
customers Most cashiers receive
money:. make change, fill out
charge forrits, and give receipts
(Since it is different from other
cashier jobs. ,the occupation of
batik cashier is discussed elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

In addition to these tes,
cashiers, depending on their em -'
ployers, may do other jog's and h
different jog titles. Those w
in theaters, for example, a
called box eice-- hters
sellers. They opera
dispensing, machines -land
t ephone inquiries. Rest
c biers, sometimes called c
checkers, Andle reservations
meals and special parties, type
menus, or sell items at the can
and cigarette counter. In supeimar-
kets and other self - service stores,
cashiers known as check-out clerks',
checkers, or grocery clerks wrap or
bag purchases and, dyring slack
periods, may restock shelves aid
_mark Prices. In many offices,
cashiers knoWn as agency or front
office cashiers, type, operate the
switchboard, do bookkeeping, and
'act as receptionists.

Cashiers operate several types of
machines. Many use cash registers
which piint the amount of the sale
on a paper tape However, a rapidly
growing number ot cashiers operate

.e
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computerized point-of-sale reg-
isters that automatically calculate
the necessary taxes and record in
entory numbers and other infor-
mation. Point -of -sale registers ire
replacing less versatile models

\many stores. Cashiers who work in
hotels and hospitals use machines
that record charges for telephone,
me al, and other services and
prepare itemagd bills. Cashiers also
operate adding and change-
dispensing machines.

Places of Employment

In 1974, about 1.1 million per-
sons, over 85. percent of them
women, worked as cashiers. More
cashiers work in supermarkets and
grocery stores than in any other,
kind of store. However, cashiers are
needed in businesses of all types
and sizes, and many find jobs in de-
partment stores, drugstores,
shoestores, hardware stores, furni-

cure stores. and in other kinds of
retail stores. Retaurants and
theaters also employ a large
number of cashiers. Most of the
businesses employing cashiers are
located in cities or suburban
shopping centers; however, many
are in small towns.

Opportunities for part-time work
are very good. Nearly half of all
cashiers work part time, one in four
is a student.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Employers, prefer beginning
cashiers with high school diplomas.
Courses in business arithmetic,
bookkeeping, typing, *Ind other
business subjects are good prepara-
tion for cashier jobs. Cashier train-
ing is Offered as part of many Public
school vocational programs.

Many employers offer on- the -job
training for cashiers. In a small firm,

u4. 95 .
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the beginning'cashier is trained on
the job by an experienced worker
In large firms, cashier training pro-
grams often include classroom in-
structidn in use of the point-of-sale
register and in other pliase3- of
cashiers' jobs.

For some cashier jobs, employers
seek persons who have special skills
or business experience, such as typ-*
Mg' or sel 'ng Many cashier
openings a filled by promoting
clerk-typists in office's, stock clerks
and baggers in supermarkets, and
other qualified workers already em
ployed by the firm

Persons who want to become
cashiers should be able to do repeti-
tious work accurately They need
finger dexterity, a high deuee of
eye-hand coordination, and "An ap-
titude for working with figures.
Betause they meet the public,
cashiers should be neat in ap-
pearance-and le to deal tactfully
and pleas th customers.

Prom a opportunities for
cashie ryr,to be limited. How-
ever, t e cashier's Job affords a
good opportunity to learn an ..em-
ployer's business and so may serve
as a steppingstone _le a more
responsible ' clerical Job or.
managerial position. Cashiers work-

ing in chainstores and other large
retaiNbusinesset, for example, may
advance to department or store
managers.

;.Employment Outlook

Job openings-for cashiers are ex-,
pected t9 be plentiful through.
1.985 Eniployment is expected to
grow about as fast as the average
for 11 occupations New jobs will
r tsfrom future business growth,
particularly in refail trade More
important .than growth as a source
of jobs for cashiers, hoWever, iS the
need to replace, worker Who die,
retire, or stop oworking' for other
reasons Because the occupation, is
large and turnover is high, many
cashier jobs will be available, over
the 10 years'

SI

Future employment of cashiers is
likely to be affected by the use of
computerized checkout systems,
which are beginning to replace cash
registers in some. supermarkets. An
optical or magnetic scanner trans-
mits the code -number of each
purchase to a computer which is
programmed to record the price of
the' item, add the tax, and print out
a receipt The computer also keeps
track of the store's/inventory and
places orders with the warehouse
when stock is needed With this
system, more of the work is handle
by machine, and supermarkets may
not need as many stock clerks and
cashiers Employment groWth is ex-
pected to slow with eventual
w:despregd adoption of automated
checkout systems, .

Earnings ark Working
Conditions

Beginning cashiers often earn the
minimum we required by law In
several States and in establishments
covered by the Federal law, the
minrmum.was SI 90 or 52 an hour
in 1974 Unionized cashiers, many
of them 'grocerysbeckers in super-
markets, had average earnings in
1974 whiCh ranged from 53.30 to
55 90,arz hour for experienced wor-
kers in metropolitan areas.

' Ciskiers often work during rush
periods such as holidays, weekends,
late afternoons, and. evenings.
Work at these times often is
required in theaters
and foodstores_ Many cashiers in
these places work part lime it on
split shifts. Full-time cashiersm su-
permarkets ,and otherelargeivtail
stores usually work a 5-day, 40:
hour week, however, they generally
work on Saturday and have another
day off during the week.

Most cashiers work indoors,
often in small booths or behind
counters- Jocated near store en-
trances In som ases, they are ex-

%posed io cold dr __;4the winter
and considerable heat uriTirthe
summer (See introductory section

0-
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of this chapter for sources of addi-
tional informatibn.)

COLLECTION WORKERS
(D.O.T. 240.368)

Jatt4111 of_the Work

Companies that lend money or
extend credit expect to be repaid.
However, customers who "buy
now" are not always ablejo pay
later." Collection 'worker?, often
called bill collectors, help maintain
a company's financial well-being by
keeping bad debts to a minimum.

A collector's primary job duty is
to convince people to make good
on unpaid bills. The collector
usually receives a bad debt file after
normal billing methods, such as
monthly statements and 'collection
forrti letters, have failed to elicit
payment. The file contains informa-
tion about the debtor, the nature
and amount of the unpaid bill, and
the last time payment was made.

The collector then contacts the
debtor, d'eter'mines Why the hill is'
unpaid, and tries to get the debtor
to pay, or make new arrangements
for payment. .

The-approach that collectors use
depends on the type of 'payment
problem they are handling. Some-
tOes customers feel that the bill is
incorrect, or that the merchandise
they bought is faulxy, or that ser-
vices they were billed for were Mal
properly performed. Collectors
normally recommend that the
debtors resolve these disagreements
by contacting the original sellers. In
large stores, problems are referred
td special "customer s ice" de: '
partments, set 'up to dear wt
disputeddccounts, If the 'problems
are not,gEtt d', the collectors Again
confaet the ustomers. to convince`"
them hstt ,( they. were properly
charged andsh uld pay the debts.

When customers bave met with....

financial emergencies or
mismanaged their money, collec-
tors may work oUt new payment

ye
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schedules If collectors find
customers frauduier.tly a.u)ding
payment of their bills, they may
recommeod that the files be turned
over to an attorney

Whets a debtor moves without
Leaving a forty ding address, the
collecwr may inquireat the post of-
fice, search telephone directories,
and call on the person's friends and
former neighbors In large, collec-
tion operations. this may be done
by collection workers known' as
"tracers

In small organizations bill colleo
fors May perform other functions
bevdes contacting delinquent
customers They' may advise
customers hav mg financial
problems. or contact customers to
determine if they are satisfied with
the way their accounts are being
handled Some collectors supervise

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

the repossession procedure for opportunities are best in heavily
businesses that reclatm goods when populated urban ,centers. Many
payment is not made firms having branch offices in rural

Although most collectors clo their areas locate their collection depart.
work by phone, some inake per- ments tit the business district of
sonal visits to the debtor. These
visits usually itre necessary when a
large amount jot' money is Involved
and the debtor-fias been unrespon-
sive to phone contact.

-c-
Places of Employment

About 60,000 personsover a
third of them womenwere collec-
tion workers in 1974 Although col-
lectors work/for a variety of busi-
nesses, most are employed by
banks, loan companies, and coffee!.
tion agencies Many others work for
retail and wholesale businesses

Jobs for collectors are found
throughout the United States, but

.97

nearby cities.

Training, Other Guairficationi,
and Advancement

C A high school education usually
sufficie,nt.for entry Into the col-

lection' field. Because a collector
handles delinquent accounts on a
person-io-person basis, high school
courses in psychology and speeciv:
may be useful Previous employ-
ment as a sales clerk can help the
collection worker learn how credit
transactions originate and how they
are handled at the point. _of sale.
Knowledge of a foreign language
may be an asset for persons seeking
collection jobs in areas with large
non-English-speaking populations

Most of a collector's training is
on the job The employer may pro-
vide training manuals thal explain
collection ,procedures, but more
often the new.employei gains col-
lection skills Informally. For exam-
ple, the new 'collector learns
telephone techniques by listening as
experienced workers make collec-
tion calls.

A collector's most important
asset is the ability to get along with
different people. He or she must be
alert, imaginative, and quick-witted
to handle the difficult situations
that are a part of collection work
While collectors should tfe sym-
pathetic to the bill-payers'
problems, they also must be persua-
sive to overcome some debtors'
reluctike to fulfill their financial
obligations. Because a collector
spends most of the day on the
telephone, a pleasa,nt speaking
voice and manner are important.

The collector's job generally of-
fers limited opportunities for ad-
vandement, competition for the few
supervisory positions is keen. The
collector with above-average abili-
ties, however, may become a col-
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lection manager or supervisor of a
staff of collectors So crIE colleition
workers progress to.oth& positions
in the credit field: such as bank loan
officer or' outside representative for
a collection agency Further educa-
tion. such as that available through
professional associations of collec-
tors or college courses, may be
helpful for advanced posaions rn
the credit and collection field

Employment Outlook

The applicant with a background
of high school business Courses who
can demonstrate effective
telephone skjIls should find jo6 op-
portunities available in the collec-
tion field In the past. Some job-
seekers have been reluctant to ac-
kept collection work More
recently however: the image of the
occupation has improved The rule
of the collector has expanded to in-
clude customer debt counseling,
and collection methods have been
modified in line with modern
management,cchniques and recent
consumer leFislation Despite this
improved iniAge, the number of
persons seektng collection jobs is
expected to fall short of the need
for additional workers Employers
will need large numbers of collec-
tors to fill vacancies created *by
deaths and retirements, and many
new positions will open up,as the
occupation grows. at a rate ffister
than the average fur other c rcer
areas

Employment op reunities
should be best in colle ion sagen
cies, where replaCement needs con
tinue to be high, and in retail trade
firms, where earnings Often are
somewhat lower than the average
The strongest competition for col-
lection positions will be in large
metropolitan hanks that generally
offer higher salaries and better up
purtunities for advancement than
other employers
.The demand for collection *or

kers v.111 be spurred by the expan
von of credit card services and the

fur-th growth of suburban retail
store Delinquent accounts. unfor-
tun ely. are an unavoidable aspect
of e credit system As businesses
ex nd attractive credit terms for .

th purchase of greater numbers of
and services by increasingly

ad segments of our society, the
n nber of delinque,nfsaccounts can
be expected to increase'
co ection Workers will be required
to service these accounts on a per-
son-to-person basis

Earnings and -Working
Conditions

Although earnings and payment
schedules for,eollectors vary among
employers, the limited information
available indicates that beginning
collectors earned over S 100 a week
in 1974 Managers of collectionde-
partrnents often earned S 1 5.000 a
year and more a

A survey by the American Col-
lectors Association showed thaw
telephone collectors working for'
collection agencies had an average
monthly income of 5626 in 1974.
This average income can vary sub-
stantially because collection agen-
cies generally use some form of sal-
ary plus commission plan as an in-
centive to their collectors

Commission schedules car) wide-
ly from agency .to-agency A collec-
tor may be paid a relatively high sal-
ary with a low commission percent-
age or receive a low salary and a-
high rate on the money he collects
for the agency In some agencies. a
quota is assigned to a collector or
group of collectors and a bonus
paid if the quota is reached. A few
collection workers earnings are
only from commissions. .

In addition to salary, collectors.
receive the benefits common to
other office occupations. ,such as
paid vacations and health in-

.surance. Those who occasionally
make uisus outside the office
usually are furnished a company car
or arc paid expenses for using their
own automobile

r0
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South's of Additional
Information

Information on jobs as collection
workers a$ well as other positions in
a credit collection office is available

.froni

..Arnencan Collectors A.ssocssuon 4040 W
'Oth St Minneapolis. Minn 55435

Allocated Credit Bureaus. 6'6' Southwest
Freeway Houston, Tex 77036

FILE CLERKS
C D.0 T 132 388, 205368.
206 388. 219.588. 920 887)

a

Nature of the Work

An orderly file system is often the
key to an efficient office. In .most/
offices, records are arranged so that
information can be located quickly.
This creates many job opportunities
for file clerks, who keep records ac-
curate, lip to date, end Properly
placed

File clerks classify, store. update,
and retrieve office information on
request To do this, they read in-
coming material and put it in order
for future use by means of some
system. such its by number, letter of
the alphabet. or subject ,matter.
When these records are requested.
file clerks locate them and turn
them over to the borrower. They
keep track of materials removed
from the files and make sure- that
those given out are returned.

Some clerks operate mechanized
files which rotate to bling the
neecfill records to them. Others
retrieve documents or spools of
microfilm and place them in an ,
electronic transmitter which dis-
plays the information on video ter-
minals locatkcl elsewhere in tfie.or-
ganization Records also must be
up-to-date ih order to be useful.
File clerks make sure that new in-
formation is added to existing files
shortly after it is received.

From time to time. file clerks
may destroy outdated file materials

c



qr transfer them to nact e storages
.They check files at fegular intervals
to insure that all items are correctly
placed Whenever data cannot be
located, the file clerk searches for
the mrssing records As an organiza-
tion's needs for information
change. file clerks modify old filing
systems or establish new ones

In small offices. file clerks often
type, sort mall, or op4rate duplicat-
ing machines Those who work with
automated filing systems may code
and microfilm all incoming docu-
ments'

Places of Employment

About .275,000 personsI5 per-
. cent pf them menworked as file

clerks in 1974 In addition, many
other clerical workers perfortm
some filing tasks in connection with
their work. Opportunities for part-
time work are abundant in this oc-
cupation, in 1974. approximately 1
of every 4 file clerks worked part
time ,

Although filing jobs are found in
almost every kind of organization,
over one-half of all file clerks work
in banks, insurance companies, fac-
tones, or government agencies '

c
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

mployers prefer high school-
graduates for beginning file. clerks
Most seek applicants who can type,
and many prefer those who have
some knowledge of office practices
as well High schools, colleges, and
private business schools teach these
and other skills that help a beginner
get-a yob Many States and localities
sponsor programs to train unem-
ployed and low skilled workers for
entry level clerical jobs such as file
clerk

Some an-the-job training usually
is necessary because each organiza
tion has its own filing system and of -\
Tice procedures In Organizations
that Have specialized filing
procedures, clerks learn their jobs
Ma few weeks Learning to operate
Mechanical filing systems usually
takes more time Where file clerks
have a variety, of related duties,
training may take up to 3 months

File clerks must read accurately
and rapidly, spell, well-, and like
detailed work They Should be neat,
able to work as part of a team, and.
not be easily bored by.ct repeated
tasks

File ,clerks can advance to more
difficult filing duties and to jobs su-
pervising other file clerks Those
who improve their skills may be-
promoted to office machine opera-
tors, receptionists, and typists

Employment Outlook

Employment of file clerks is ex-
..-pected to grow about as fast as the

average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's as business expan-
sion creates a need for more and
better recordkeeping. In additiorwa
large number. of file clerks will be
needed each year to replace those
who died retire, or transfer to outer
jobs.

The growing volume of paper
worIty and continued expansion of
those businesses that trathtionally
have employed many file clerks

- 9 9

should assure steady employment
growth However, this growth
should be slower than in OR's( years
assomputers are used mdre exten-
sively to arrange, store, and trans-
mit information. Jobseekers who
possess typing and other secretarial
skills and are famdiar with a wide
range of office machines should
have greater opportunities than less
expenenced applicants.

Temporary or part-time work
often is desirable for students and
persons with family responibilittes.
File clerks should find Tany such
o. pportunities as employers increas-
ingly turn to part -time and tempo-
rary workers dunng peak business
penods.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a 'recent survey,
beginning file clerks ih urban areas
averaged 5107 a week in 1974.
Those with sojhe experience
averaged SI18, those with a great
deal' of experience, S144. File
clerks earn almost three-fourths as
much as the average for nonsuper-
viory workers in private, industry,
except farming.

'In the Federal Government,
beginning file clerks without high,
school diplomas, started at about

week in lite 1974, and high
scho31 graddates began at-S115 a
week Experienced file plerks in the
Federal Government averaged
about 5152 a week in 19-74.

Working conditionsfor file clerks
usually are Similar to those for ()the*
office workers in the same or-
ganization Although they do not ,do
heavy lifting, they.often must stoop,
bend, and reach (See the statement
on Clencal Occupations for infer-
matron on fringe benefits and
sources of additional information )
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HOTEL FRONT OFFICE,
CLERKS

(DO T. 242 368)

Nature pt the Work

Hotels and motels employ front
office clerks to handle thorn reser-
vations. 'greet guests, issue keg,
aqd collect payments In small
hotels and in many motels, rront of-
fice clerks also may work as book-
keepers. cashiers, or telephone
operators Large hotels usually em-
ploy seseral front office clerks to
handle different jobs. such ' as
receising mail. providing Caforma-
tion. or issuing keys In -the largest
hotels. floor clerks distribute mail,
packages, and telegrams to guests.
About 54.000 personshalf of
them women worked as- front of-
fice clerks in 1974

Room or desk clerks assign room';
to guests and answer questions
about hotel services. checkout
time..or parking facilities In assign-

S

mg rooms, they must consider
guests' preferences while trying to
maximize hotel revenues These
clerks fill out guests' registration
forms and sometimes collect pay-
ments.

Reseiiation clerks record written
or telephoned requests for rooms,
type 1?ut registration forms, and
notify room clerks of guests' arrival
times

Rack decks keep, records of
room assignments to advise
housekeepers. telephone operators.
and maintenance workers that
rooms are occupied

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

En- foyers usually select high
sch601 graduates who have some
clerical aptitude when they are hir
ing front office clerks..A knowledge..
of bookkeeping is helpful for work
in a small hotel or on the night shift,
because clerks often have a wider
range of'duties under these circum-

)
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Front Oleo clerks check the occupancy and advance reservetiOn rack before
accepting telephoned reservations or assigning rooms to arrtvtng guests.
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stances Occ.asionally, employees in
other hotel occupations, such as
bellhops' or elevator operators, may
be transferred to front office jobs.'

Although education beyond high
school generally is.not required for
front office 'work, college training is
an asset for advancement to
managerial jobs. Neatness, acour-
teous and friendly Manner, and a
desire to help people are important
traits for front office clerks.
Knowledge of a foteign language
can be helpful for work in large
hotels or resorts that receive many
foreign guests

Newly hired workers usually
begin as mail, information, or key
clerks and receive their training on
the job The training period is
usually brief and includes an ex-
planation of the job's duties and in-
formation about the hotel, such as
room locations and services of-
fered. Once on the jop,"they receive
help and supervision from the
assistant manager or an ex-
perienced front office worker.

Most hotels promote front office
workers from within so that a key or
mail clerk may be promoted to
room clerk. then to assistant front
office manager, and later to front
office manager. Clerks may im-
prove their opportunities for
promotion by taking home 'study
courses in hotel management such
as those sponsored by the -Educa-
tional Institute of the American
Hotel and Motel Association. (Sep
the statement on Hotel Managers
and Assistants elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Employment Outlook

Employment of ,front office
clerks is expected to grow about as

' fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-I 980,'s as
new hotels sand motels are .built.
Most openings, however, will result
from the need to replace workers
who die, retire, or leave the-occupa-
tion Growth in the occupation will
be limited somewhat by the use of

OP
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computinzed reservation systems
in most hotel and motel chains

See the statement on the Hotel
Industry elsewhere lathe Handbook
foil, information on earnings and
working conditions. sources of ad-
d:tional information. and more in-
formation on employment outlook

OFFICE MACHINE
OPERATORS .

D O T '207 782. 884. and 865.
208 782. 213.782. 214 488:
215 388.2164 nd 234

Nature 6f the Work

TO speed the paperwork involved
in operating a business, most firms
employ office machine operators to
record information, determine bills
and inventones. and perform other
calculations This statement
decnbes some of the more common
machine operatingwbs

Billing machine operators (Q 0 T
214 488) prepare customer \ tate-
meats by typing information, such
as custorhers names. .purchases.
and amount of ,sales. on a billing
machine that . automatically com-
putes the balabces and required

, payments
Bookkeeping machine operators

(DOT 215 388) record a firm's
financial trarisactions on a book.-
keeping machine and calculate trial
balances, summary .reports, and
other necessary data

:tamp and calculating machine
operators (DOT 216488) use
mechanical adding machines and
electronic calculators to compute
payrolls and invoices and do other
statistical work Some calculators

can also be used to cornptite square
roots and percent disfribUtions.

Mail preparing andrrnall hat-kittng
machine operators' (D10 T 234 )
use machines to open incoming
mail and prepare bills and letters
for mailifig Same machines fold,
and insert enclosures. while others

address, seal. And stamp envelopes.
Addressing, lnachines print ad-
dresses on envelopes using stencils
or metal plates prepered by em-
bossing machine operators (DOT
208.782) using special typewriters

Duplicating machine operators
(DOT 207 782. 884, and 885)
operate equipment that tan
reproduce letter. bills, invoices
and other docurlients Included are
mimeograph, stencil, and copying
rn.achines These workers keep the
machines loaded with paper, see
that they are properly adjusted for
the number of copies toy be made,
and may collate pages of lengthy
documents by hand or M.14- time

Tabulating mat Nine operators
AD O.T. 213.782) operate _ma-

chines that sort and total large
quantities . of accounting and
statistical information and print the
results on special business forms

Information . about workers in
several other occupations the
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office machines can be found
elsewhere in the I i!endbook, in the
statements on computer and
peripheral equipment operators,
typists, and statistical clerks.

Places of Employment

In 1974. about 170,000 people
Three-fourths of them women
worked, as office) machine opera-
tors About one-third 'worked for
manufacturing companies, but
large numbers were employed by
banks, insurance companies,
government agencies, and
wholesale and retail stores Some
office machine operators are em-
ployed by seriice firms that prepare
monthly bills and mailing circulars
for businesses that do not have their
own office machinery

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Employers pram high school or-
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busuzcsk school graduates for jobs
as office machine operators Most
newly hired workers are expected
to be able to type and operate add-
ing machines and calculators. A
knowledge of business arithmetic is
helpful.

The amount of instruction and
on-the-job training 'beginners
receive depends on the types of
michmes they operate Although a
few days of training are usually suf-
ficient to tram duplicating machine
operators, several weeks may be
needed to train bookkeeping
machine operators Some office
machine operators are trained at
company expense in schools run by
equipment manufacturers.

Finger dexterity, good eye and
hand cooitination, and good vision
are important for most office
machine operator jobs Billing and
calculating machine operators
should knoW simple arithmetic so
they can detect obvious errors in
computations. Some mechanical
ability is 'advantageous, especially
fot duplicating and tabulating
machine operators.,

Most employers promote from
within and grit strong considera-
tion to seniority and job per-
formance as shown by supervisors'
ratings. /Promotion may be from a
routine machine job to a more com-
plex one, or to a related clerical job
Employers often provide any addl-

. tional training that may be
required. In firms having large cleri-
cal staffs, office machine operators
may advance to jobs where they
train beginners or to supervisory ,,
positions as section or
heads.

Employment Outlook

Eibplpyment of office machine
operators is expected to grow more
slowly than thd average for all occu-
pations through the mid- 1980's
Most openings will result from the
need to replace worker] who die,'
retire, or leave titig occupation

Despite expected growth in the

volume of billing, computing, and
duplicating work, the occupaubn
will expand slowly as computerized
recordkeeping and processing
systems spreati. In addition, ad-

.ilces in data transmission devices
will enable large employers to cen-
tralize recordkeeping, and to
reduce the requirements foopera-

-tors in trradch offices.,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

A 1974 Bureau of Labor
Statistics survey of earnings for
several office machine operator oc-
cupations in urban areas showed
that the lowest salaries were paid m
the South and the highest in the
North and West

For some occupations averages
are given 'separately for different
skill groups. Operators in Class A
were very experienced and per.
formed comparatively diffrdrlt
work Those in Classes B and C had
some or no experience, worked on
more routine assignments, and 'used
simpler equipment. The avekage
weekly salaries reported in ttrii
vey are shown in the accompqmAng
tabulation,..

,t

II eft:Re
fwerkill
Tal4rte.s.
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Billing machine operators 13 300
Bookkeeping machine operators

Class A 1 p? 50
Class B r 1 .00

Mbulating machine operators
At

117. -.
'lass A ol4Pbc'

Class B -10;00
Class C 10450

Billing and bpokkeepmg m line
operators earned slightly, less -than
the average for all nonsupervirg
workers in private industry, eitcept-
farming.

Because some types of °Mee
machines are very noisy, OpufatOrs
may work in special areas. apa"rt
from other company offioes,rI
other respects, their working condi-
tions are similar to those of oth'dr

C-
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office workers in the same firms.
(Set the stateme/ on Clerical Oc-
cupations for further informition
on working conditions and for
sources of additional information4

POSTAL CLERKS
(DOT 231 688. 232.138 and

.368) ,

Nature of -ths.Work-

Most people are familiar with the
scist office window clerk who sits
behind the counter selling stamps
OT accepting parcel post However,
the majority of postal clerks are dis-
tribution clerks who sort incoming
and outgoing mail in _workrooms
Only in a small post office does a
clerk do both kinds of work.

When mail arrives at the post of-
fice, machinesw operated by dis-
tribution clerks and 'mail handlers,
separate it into groups of letters,
parcel post, and magazines and
newspapers clerks feed letters into
stamp-canceling machines and can-
cel the rest by hand. The mail is
then taken to other sections of the
post office to be sorted by destina-
tion Clerks first separate the mail
into, primary destination categories:
mail for the local area, for each
nearby State, for groups of distant
States, and for some of-the largest
cities. This primary distribution is
followed by one or more secondary
distributions. For example, local
mail is combined with mail coming
in from other cities, and sorted ac-
cording, to street and number. In
post offices with electroriic mail-
sortisig machines, clerks read ZIP
Codes and simply push a key cor-
responding to the letter's destina-
tion, the letter drops into the proper
slot.

The clerks at post office windows
provide a variety of services in addi-
tion to se fling stamps and money or-,
ders. Thy weigh packlges to deter-
mine postage and check to see if
their condition is satisfactory for
mailing. Clerks Also registir and in-
sure' mail and answer questions
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about postage rates. mailing restric- 4,phys...d1 examination and may be applicants, the rest of the names
bons, and other postal matters Oc-
casionally they may help a

customer file a claim for a damaged
package In large post offices, a
window clerk mad pro'. de on') one
or two of ttvese services and may be
called a registry statnp. or monoy
order clerk

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Postal clerks must beta least I

and pass a four-part written ex-
amination The first part tests cleri-
cal accuracy by asking the appli-
cant to compare pairs of addresses
and indicate which are identical
The second part tests ability to
memorize mail distribution systems
The third measures reading ability,
including %o cabulary. and the
fourth . tests ability to do simple
arithmetic They must also pass a

asked to show that they can lift and remain on the list or future ap-
handle mad sacks

.

weighing up to 70
pounds Applicants who are to
work with an electronic sorting
machine must pass a special ex-
amination- which includes a

machine aptitude test
Applicants should- apply at the

post office where they wisi to work
because each post office keeps a
separate list of those who have
passed the examination Appli-
cants- names are listed in order of
their scores Five extra points ace
added to the score of an honorably
discharged veteran. and .10 extra
points to the score of a veteran
wounded in combat or disabled.
Disabled ,:eterans who have a com-
pensabl, service- connected disa-
bility of 10, percent or more are
placed at the top of the list. When a
vacancy occurs, the appointing of-
ficer chooses one the top three

*Ea
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ost postal claim sort incoming and outgoing mail.

1

ppintmeiits
New clerks are trained on the

::13, Most clerks begirt with simple
tasks to learn regional groupings of
States, cities, and ZIP codes. jo
help clerks learn these groups,
mahy post offices- offer classroom
instruction.

A good good coordina -(
hon. and the ability to read rapidly
and accurately are important. Dis-
tribution clerks work closely with
other clerks, frequently under the
-tension at-a-strain of meeting mail-
ing deadlines. Window clerks must
be tactful when dealing with the
public, especially when answering
questions or receiving complaints

Postal clerks are classified as'
casual, part-time flexible, part-time..
regular, or full time Casual workers
are hired to help handle the large
amounts of ntail during the Christ-
mas season. Part-time flexible em-
ployees do not have a regular work
schedule. but replace absent wor-
kers or help with extra work loads
as the need anses. Part-time regular
workers have a set work schedule
for example, 4 hours a day.

Most clerks begin as part-time
_flexible employees and become full-
time workers as vacancies occur:
As their seniority increases, they
may bid for preferred assignments
such as the day shift, a wind'ow job,
or a higher ,level nonsupervisory
position as expediter or window ser-
vice technician. A relatively small
number of clerks become super-
visors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of postal clerks
who numbered 268,000 in I974is
expected to change very little
through the mid - 1980's. 4lthough
the amount of mail may increase
along with population and business
growth. modernization of post of-
fices and installation of new equip-
ment will increase the amount of
mail each clerk cah handle MQSI
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job openings will result from the
need to replace clerks who retire,
die, or transfer to other occupa-
tions.

Earnings and Working
. Conditions

Most clerks are at the grade 5
level, in mid-1974 those working' a
part time flexible schedule began at
$4 77 and could reach S6 06 an
hour after 8 years By comparison,
nonsiTeilvisory workers in private
Industry. except farming, averaged
S4 22 an hour Clerks working full
time earned 59.588 a year and
could advance to S12.173 after 8
years All'clerks who work night
shifts receive 10 percent additidnal
pay.

Besides good pay, full-timpostal
emplqyees have more job security
than workers in most other indus-
tries.

Working conditions of clerks
differ according to the specific
work assignments and the amount
and kind of laborsaving machinery
in the post office. In small post of-
fices, clerks may carry heavy mail
sacks from one part of the building
to .anotier, and sort the :mail by
hand. in large post offites, chutes

__"="i

Clerk unloads mall from truck.

and conveyors move the mail and
much 'of the sorting is done by
machine. In either case, clerks are
on their feet most of the time,
reaching for sacks of mail and plac-
ing packages and bundles into sacks
Mille walking around the work-
roonto

Distpbution clerks may become
bored with the routine of sorting
mail unless they enjoy trying to im-
prove their speed and accuracy.
They also may have to work at
night, because most large post of-
fices process mail around the clock.

A window clerk, on the other
hand, has a greater variety of du-
ties, has frequent contact with the
public, generally has a less strenu-
ous job, and never has to work a
night shift.

For Inf&Mation on fringe
benefits, see statement on 'Postal
Service Occupations elsewhere in
the Handbook.)

Sour9rs of Additional
-Information

Local pogt offices and State em-
ployment service offices can supply
details about entrance examina-
tionS and employment opportuni-
ties for postal clerks

RECEPTIONIS-TS

(D.O.T. 235.862, 237.368)

Nature of the Work

AN organizations want to make a
good first impression on the public
This is an important part of the job
of the "receptionist, who generally is
the.first person a caller sees.

Receptionists .greet customers
and other visitors, determine their
needs-, and refer callers to the offi-
cial who can help them. Rice!):
tionists in hospitals, after obtaining
personal histories, direct patients to
the proper waiting rooms, m beauty
shops, they arrange .appointments
and show customers to the opera
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tor's booth, and in large plants, they
provide callers with identification
cards and arrange escorts to' take
them to the proper office.

Many receptionists keep business
records of callers, the times at
which they called, and the persons
to %%born they were referred. When
they' are not busy with callers,
receptionists may. type, file, or
operate a switchboard. Some recep-
tionists open and sort mail and col-
lect and distribute messages. Still
others prepare travel vouchers and
do simple bookkeeping.

Places of Employment

Nearll, 460,000 persons worked
as receptionists in 1974. Ninety-
seven percent of therh were women.
Part-time employment -is readily
available for reteptionists, ,and
about I in 3 works part time.

Although receptionists work in
almost every kind of organization,
over half work for doctors, lawyers,
or other prifessional people. Large
numbers also work in insurance
companies, banks, factories, and
firms providing business and per-
sonal services.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A high school diploma generally
is required for work as T rice!),
tionist. Courses in English, spelling,
typing, elementary bookkeeping,

1
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and business practices are helpful
to the beginner

Liking people and wanting to
help them are assets to the recep-
tionist A neat appearance. a
pleasant voice, and an even disposi
non also are impo,Ltaat Because
receptionists do not work 'under
close super.Aion. common sense
and a thorigh understanding of
how the business is organized help
them handle vanous situations that
arise

Promotion opportunities- for
receptionists are limited. especially
in small offices. In large work-
places, hoever. a receptionist who
has clerical skills may advance to a
better paying job as a secretary or
administrative assistant Many com-
panies have their own training pro-
grams so that the skills needed for
advancement can belearned on the
job College or business school
trainmg also can be helpful in ad-
vancing to better paying office jobs

Employment Outlook

Employment of receptionists is
expected to,grow faster than the
average for all occupations during
the next 10 years. Thousands of
openings will result each year as
businesses expand and as recep-
tionists who die, retire, or transfer
to other jobs are replaced. The
number of replacements will be
quite large because the occupation
is large and turnover is high

Within the fast-growing clerical
.field, receptionist employment is
expected to grow very siapidly. Only
-a 'few other clerical jobs are pro-
jected to grow faster through 1985
This is largely because sci, many
receptionists work for firms provid-
ing business. personal, and profes-
sional services a sector of the

.economy which is expected to show
very strong growth in the future tri
addition, more and more firms
recognize the importance of the
receptionist an promoting good
public relations Also, because the
receptionist's work is of a person-
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to-person nature, it is unlikely to be
affected by °fail automation. ,

Job opportunities should con-
tinue to be excellent for students,
persons with family responsibilities,
and others who db not wish.to work
full time.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Full -time switchboard/reception:
fists working in urban areas averaged
S I 13 a week in 1974. This was
slightly under the average earnings
for nonsupervisory workers in pri-
vate industrrexcept farming. Re-
ceptionists working in the western
United States had average weekly
earnings of SI 18 Those in southern
cities averaged S105 A week In the
Federal Government, beginning in-
formation receptionists earned
$ 115 a week in late 1974.

Receptionists usually work in
areas that are comfortably
furnished. 'Although most have
regular hours, receptionists in
hospitals and beauty shops may
work evenings and weekends. (See
the statement on Clerical Occupa-
tionS for sources of additional infor-
mation.)

SECRETARIES AND
STENOGRAPHERS

(D.O.T. 201.268 and 368;
202.388, and 209.138) ,)

Nature of the Work

The efficiency of any organiza-
tion depends upon secretaries and
stenographers who are at the center
of communications withiri their
firm. They transmit infor5mation
among their employer's staff and to
persons in many other organiza-
tions.

Secretaries (D.O.T. 201.368) re-
lieve their employers of routine du-
ties so that ;hey can work on more
important fnatters. Although most
secretaries type, take shorthand,
and deal with callers, the time spent
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on these duties varies in different
types of organization,s,

I
In offices where dictation, and

typing are handled in word
processing centers, administrative
secretaries handle all other
secretarial duties. (For more infor-
mation on these centers, see the
statement on Typists elsewhere in
the Handbook.) They often work in
clusters of three or four so that they
can readily help each other.
Because they are released from dic-
tation and typing, they can serve
several members of the professional
staff. Their duties range from filing,
routing mail, and answering
telephones to more responsible jobs
such as answering letters, doing
statistical research, and writing re-
ports.

Some secretaries are trained in
specific skills needed in certain
types of work. Medical secretaries
prepare case histories and medical
reportt; legal secreta'r'ies legal
research ,ed help prepare briefs;
and technNI secretaries assist en-
gineers or scientists in drafting re-
ports and research proposals.
Another specialized secretary is the
social secretary (D.O.T. 24268),
who arranges social functions, an-
swers personal correspondence,
and keeps the employer informed
about all social activities.

Stenographers (D.O.T. 202.388)
take dictation and then transcribe
their notes on a typewriter. They
may either take shorthand or ,use a
stenotype machine which prints
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symbols as certain keys are pressed.
General stenographers, including
most beginners, take routine dicta-
tion and du ut ce tasks' suchr61."
as typing, filing, answering
telephones, and operating office
machines_ Experienced and highly
skilled stenographers take difficult
dictation...And do more responsible
clerical work. They may sit in on
staff meetypgs and give a summary
report or a word for word record of
the proceedings. They also suRer-
4,ise other stenographers, typists,
and clerical workers. Technical
stenographers must know the terms
used in a particular profession
They include medical, legal, and
engineering or scientific stenog-
raphers. Some experienced stenog-
raphers take dictation in foreign
languages, others work as public
stenographers serving traveling
busirtess people and others.

Shorthand reporter3 are special-
ized, stenographers who record all
statements made in a proceeding
Nearly half of all shorthand report-
ers work as court reporters at-
tached to courts of law at different

, levels,,of government, They take.
down all statements made at legal
proceedings and present their
rewrd as the official transcript
Many other shorthand reporters
work as free-lance reporters who
record out-of-court testimony for
attorneys, Meetings aryl conven-
tions, and other private activities
Still others record the proceedings
in the Congress of the'. United
States, in State' legislatures, and in
both State and Federal agencies

Most shorthand reporters-- take
their notes on. a stenotype machine
and transcribe them on ° a
typewriter Sometimes the reporter
dictates notes on magnetic tapes
that a typist can transcribe later
Because the reporter's transcript is

.4, die official record of a proceeding,
accuracy is vitally important

Places of Employment

About 1.3 million -persons

nearly all of them womenworked
in jobs requiring secretarial or
stenographic skills in 1974, most
were secretaries. Despite impres-
sive employment gains in non-tradi-
tional occupations, more women
work as secretaries than in any
other job. Only about 100,000 per-
sons worked as stenographers in
1974,

Opportunities for part-time Work
are increasing in these and other
clerical occupations. In 1074, ap-
prOximately 1 of every 5 secretaries
and I in 6 stenographers -worked
pal t time.

Secretaries and stenographers
are employed throughout the
economy. About two-thirds of
them, however, work in banks, in-

..

surance companies, real estate
firms, government agencies, and
other establishments providing
services to the public. Most
specialized stenographers and sec-
retaries work for doctors, lawyers,
and other professional people.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement .

Generally, graduation from high
school is required for a job as a
secretary or stenographer. Many
employers prefer applicants having
additional secretarial training at a
college or private business school.
Courses vary from a few months' in-
struction in basic shorthand and
typing to longer 'programs teaching
specialized skills such as shorthand
reporting or legal or medical
secretarial work. Shorthand report-
ers generally must complete a 2-
year course in a shorthand report-
ing school.

An increasing number of private
firms and government agencies
have their own training facilities
where employees can upgrade their
skills and broaden their knowledge of
the organization. Also, many State and
local governments sponsor programs to
train unemployed and low-skilled
Workers for entry jobs as secretaries.

any courts of law require their
. .

LOG,
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court reporter to be a Cer.tikeci
Shorthand Reporter (CSR) Othe
hire reporters with the understand-
ing that they will be certified within
I year. The National Shorthand Re-
porters 'Association gives tests for
speed and accuracy to certify re-
porters.

Although there are many dif-
ferent shorthand methods, em-
ployers usually' have no
preferences. The most important
factor in hiring and promotion is
speed and accuracy. To qualify for
jobs in the Federal Serviceand for
employment in manyt private
firmsstenographers must be able
to take dictation at 110 words per
minute and type 40 to 50 words per
minute. Many shorthand reporting
jobs require more than 225 words
of dictation per minute, shorthand
reporters in the Federal Govern-
ment generally must take 175
Words a minute.

Secretaries and stenographers
should have good hearing, a
knowledge of spelling, punctuation,
grammar, /nd vocabulary is essen--
tial. The ability to concentrate amid

'distractions is ,-vital for shorthand
reporters. Employers look for per-
sons who are poised an alert, and
who have pleasant rsonalities.
Discretion, judgmen , and initiative
are important for the morp respon-
sible secretarial positions..

Many stenographers who im-
prove their skills advance to
secretarial jobs, others, who
acquire the necessary speed
through additional training, can
become shorthand reporters.
Secretaries can increase their skills
and broaden their knowledge of
their company's operations by tak-
ing courses offered by the company
or by local colleges and universities.
As secretaries gain knowledge and
experience, they can qualify for the
designation Certified. Professional
Secretary (C.P.S.) by passing a se-
ries of exams given by the National
Secretaries Association. This
designation is recognized by a
growing number of employers as
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die' mark of achievement in the
secretarial field Many executive
secretaries are promoted into
management positions where they
can use their %ast experience and
knowledge of their employer's
operations.

Employment Outlook

Employment of secretaries is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's asilhe continued ex-
pansion of business' and govern-
ment creates a growing volume of
paper work. Several hundred
thousand jobs will become available
each year due to gewth and the
need to replace those who die,
retire, or stop working for other
reasons.

Demand for secretaries will rise
mainly as those organizations which
require large secretarial staffs ex-
pand their, operations. New or ex-
pandtd government agencies, par-
ticularly at the State and local level,
insurance companies offering new
forms cif protectiori, and banks
providing financial counseling for
an increasingly affluent population
all underscore the need for well-
trained and versatile secretaries.
Although many new types of auto-
matic office equipmenhave been
introduced in recent years, no ad-
verse impact ion employment of
secretaries is expected. However,
job seekers who are familiar with a
wide,range of office machines and
procedures should have better
prospects than less experienced
workers.

Persons with secretarial skills
should find extensive opportunities
for temporary or part-time work as
employers increasingly. turn to
these workers during peak business
periods , This type of arrangement
should be especially attractive to
students and persons with family
responsibilities.

Employment of stenographers is
elltpected to continue the decline of
recent years The increased use of
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dictation machines has severely
rahiced the need for office stenog-
raphers, and fewer jobs will be
available an in the past. Prospects
for skilled shorthand reporters, in
contrast tothe overall outlook for
stenographers, appear ,to be very
good as State and Federal court
systems expand to handle the rising
number of.criminal court cases and
civil lawsuits. Opportunities will be
best for those who have earned cer-
tification by the National Short-
hand Reporters Association.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a recent survey,
general stenographers working in
urban areas averaged $586 a month
in 1974; experienced workers who
were highly skilled averaged $663.
Shorthand reporteri generally earn
higher salaries than other steno-
graphic workers. The National
Shorthand Reporters Association
estimates that well-trained begin-
ners receive from $800 to $1,000 a
month, depending on speed and re-
gional location.

According to the same survey,,
secretaries to supervisors 'in small
offices earned monthly salaries of
$638. Secretaries to officers in
small companies had average
monthly kalaries of $690; those

,working for middle management in
large companies averaged $735.
Secretaries havin'g greater responsi-
bilities, such as executive secreta-
ries .10 corporate officers, earned
average monthly salaries of $804.

Beginning clerk-stenographers in
the Federal Government earned
from $499 to $708 a month in late
1974 depending on education,
trai ing and experience. Earnings
of eginning shorthand reporters
ranted from $789 to $1,070 a
month depending on speed, educa-
tion, and experience. Starting sala-
ries for secretaries in the 'Federal
Government ranged from $708 to
$876 a month,-while the average for
all secretaries was $840 a month. In
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1974, earnings of stenographers
were slightly less ancj those of
secretaries somewhat more than
average earnings for all nonsuper-
.visory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Working conditions for secteta-
ries and stenographers generally are
similar to those of other Office workers
in the same organization. Shorthand
reporters, however, often. sit for long
periodi of time' while recording an
event. (See the statement on Clerical
Occupations for. more ,information on
earnings and working conditions.)

Sources of Additional
Information

For information on careers in
secretarial work, write:
National Secretaries Association

(International), 2440 Pershing Road,
Suite G 10, Kansas City, Missouri 64108

Additional information on
careers in secretarial 'work and a
directory of business schOols is
ayailable from:
Association of Independent Colleget and

Schools, 1730 M SE NW , Washington,
D.C. 20036.

For information about shorthand
reporting, contact:

. .
National Shorthand Reporters AssoCiatson, .

25 West Main St , Madison, Wis. 53703.

SHIPPING AND
RECEIVING CLERKS
(D.O.T. 209.688, 219.388,.

222.138 through .687, 223.387,
239.588, 910.368 and 920.887)

Niture ofre Work
Shipping and receiving clerks

keep track ,of goods transferred
between firms and their customers
and suppliers. In small companies,
one clerk may keep records of all
shipments sent out and received, in
larger companies, many clerks take
care of this recordkeeping.
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Shipping clerks are responsible
for all shipments leaving a business
place. Before goods are sent to a
customer, these clerks check to be
sure the order has been filled cor-
rectly. They obtain merchandise
from the stockroom and wrap it or
pack it in shipping containers.
Clerks also put addresses and other
identifyin information on
packages, look up and compute
either freight or postal rates, and
record the weight and cost of each
shipment. They may also be respon-
sible for preparing invoices and

_furnishing information about ship-
ments to other parts of the com-
pany, such as the accounting de-
partment. Once a shipment is
chec.Red and ready to go, shipping
clerks may move it to the shipping
dock and direct its loading on
trucks according to its destination.
Shipping and receiving clerks work-
sing in small firms may combJnethe
various duties of stock clerks in
their jobs. (For , more information
'about the additional duties of
shipping clerks in small firms, see
the statement on Stock Clerks
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

When shipments arrive, receiving
clerks perform tasks similar to,
shipping clerks. They determine
whether their employer's orders
have been.correctly filled, by veri-
fyiAg incoming shipments against
the original order and the accom-
panying bill of lading or invoice
They record the receipt and condi-
tion of incoming shipments. Clerks
also make adjustments, with' ship-
pers for lost and damaged merchan-
diste. Routing or moving shipments
to the proper department,
warehouse section, or stockroom,
and providing information that is
needed to compute inventories also
may be part of their job.

Places'of Employment

About 465,000 personsone-
quarter of them womenworked as.
shipping and receiving clerks in
1974. More than half worked in

factories; large numbers also'were
employed by wholesale houses or
retail stores. Although jobs for
shipping and receiving clerks are
found in all localities, most clerks
work in urban areas, where many
factories and wholesale houses are
located:

Training, Other Ouslificaticins,
and Advapcement

High schbol - graduates are
preferred for beginning jobs in
shipping and receiving depart-
ments. Business arithmetic, typing,
and other high school business sub-
jects are' helpful. The ability to
write legibly is important. Dependa-
bility and an interest in learning
about the firm's products and busy-
ness activities also are qualities
which employers seek. In addition,
shipping and , receiving clerks
should be able to work under close
supervision at repetitive tasks.

New employees usually are
trained on the job by an ex-
perienced worker. As part of their
training they often file, check ad-
dresses, Attach labels, and check
items included in shipments. As
clerks gain experience, they may be
assigned tasks requiring a good deal
of independent judgment, such as
handling problems of damaged
merchandise, or supervising other
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workers in shipping or receiving
, rooms.
'ft Work as a Shipping or receiving

clerk offers a good opportunity for
,ambitious young people to learCP

about their company's products and
business practices. Some clerks
may be promoted to head shipping
of receiving clerk or warehouse
manager. Others may enter related
fields such as industrial traffic
management or purchasing.
(Industrial Traffic Managers and
Purchasing Agents are discussed
,elsewhere in the Handbook.) -

Employment Outlook

Employment of shipping and
receiving clerks is expected to rise
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's as business expands and
there are more goods to be dis-
tributed. Several thousand jobs will
become available each year as em-
ployment grows and as workers
retire, die, or transfer to other oc-
cupations.

Although substantial growth is
expected in the volume of goods to
be moved, employment of shipping
and receiving clerks will increase
rather slowly because of changes in
technology which ,enable fewer
clerks to handle more goods. Grow-
ing numbers of firths are using com-
puters to keep track of shipping and
receiving records, and moving belts
to handle shipments Once lifted by
hand..

earnings and Working
I Conditions

Shipping and receiving clerks in
urban areas averaged $ 169 a week,
according to a 1974 survey. This is
about as much as the average
earnings for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming. Salaries varied substan-
tially, however, by type of em-
ployer. Shipping and receiving
clerks employed by manufacturing
firms averaged $166, those working
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foi wholesale, houses earned S I 75.
and those employed by public utdi
ties averaged 5198.

Wst shipping and recXving
cleM receive time and a half for
work over 49 hours. Night work
and overtime, including work on
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,
may be necessary when shipments
have been

are

delayed or when
rimateals are needed 'Immediately

on production lines Although
shipping and receiving clerks do

muchmuch their or in warehouses
or in and recearig rooms.
they may do some of icon outside
loading platforms Workplaces
often are large, unpartitioned areas
y.hith may be drafty, cold, and lit-
tered with picking materials

, Most clerks must stand for long
pefiods while they check mercha
dice Locating numbers and,
descriptions on -carton often
requires a great deal of bending,
stOoping, and stretching Also,
under the pressure of getting ship-

* ments moved on time, clerks some-
times may help load or unload
materials in the:warehouse (See
the statement on Clerical Occupa-
tions for additional information on
fringe benefits.)

Sources of Additional ".
Information

Infoimation about the work and
earnings of* shipping and receiving
clerks in whole-Sale establishments
is vailable from:
)4atignal Association of Wholesaler DistnbLi-

tors. I 72 K St NW, . Washington. D C
20006

STATISTICAL CLERKS
(D.O.T. 205.368, 206.588,

209.588, 219.388, .48$, .588,
222 687, 223'588, 913.368, and

953 168)

Naturg, of the Work

Administrators and managers. in
all types of organizations depend on

1.
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numerical records to help' make omputing and tabulatmg. Or.
decisions Statistical cle?ks prepare anizations frequently use nurnerj-
and insure the accuracy of ese cal records for reports and
retards ,lobs in this field can be ' research. Statistical clerks gather
grouped Into four ,categories. information frcurr records to present
recording, compiling and coding, in a chaa Or table for analysis. Ac-
computing and tabulating, .and tuary clerks (D.O.T. 219.388) assist
scheduling. - actuaries in insurance companies to

Recording. This work: involvek deter-I/uric the risk involved in
. collecting and venfying the accura- roAding insurance coverage. They

also prepare -charts and. tables for
studieg on general insurance prac-

wholesale and retail businesses tices. Policy checkers (D.O.T.
222.687) msure that 21'4.488) venfy insurance company

dmerchandi'se is ready for shipment, records Sraturical assistants
is properly ,labeled. and contains (D.0 T. 219.388), also known as
the .desired number of items. Car tabulating ,clerks, calculate and
checkers for railroads (D.O.T. corhpute numerical data for
209.588) record shipments as they government and business research
arrive at or laVee freight terminal. projects. Demurrage clerks (D.O.T.
They check rallrca car numbers 219.388), employgd by railroads,
and contents to verify specifications compute charges for thetise of rail-
on the invoice. Counters (D.O.T. toad tracks and calculate the
223.588), who may have a title ,might of shipments or distance
specifying their work or tile iteffis railr20 cars have traveled.
which they count, record the Scheduling. Many, business activi-
number of :matenals . received, ties involve the movement of peo-
transferred, or produced, andwork ple and things; and statistical clerks
in several industries. For example, do much of the required schedul-
lumber talhers. or lumber checkers ing. For example, assignment clerks
work in saw [dills, pit recorders col- (D.O.T. 913.36) work for . bus

lect production data m the steel in; companies and assign drivers to
diistry. meet riders' transportation. needs.

Compiling and coding. .1n or- Drivers are selected on the basis of-

ganizations of all types, information* experience, length of service, end

must be properly filed, verified, br nature of the assignment. Crew
analyzed by data processing equip- schedulers (D.O.T. 219.38.8) do
ment. Posting clerks (D.O.T.
219.518) do this work by making
entries in registers and journals.
They receive and sort records of
shipments, production, and finan-
cial transactions to provide c0111«
parry officials with current informa,
Lion on business activities. Record-
keepers (D.O.T. 206.588), also
known ,as classification clerks,
record data systematically for easy
location. Coding clerks . (D.O.T'.
219.388) code information for
transfer to computer cards. Person-
nel clerks (D.0 T. 205.368) gather
and file information on the em-
ployees of a business; their work
may include some typitig and
preparation of reports. .

cy of information. Shipping theckers
in manufacturing companies a
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similar work for airlines; they assign
pilots to scheduled flights and .log
the mileage each pilot -has flown.
Oa.s dispktchets (D.O.T. VS3.168)
determine the proper pressure in a
natural gasline to meet,customerp'
requirements. after Considering in-
formation such as the weather, time
Of day, and other factors that. affect
the Use-of gas. '

Places ofEmployment

So.

Over 325,000 persons worked as
statistical clerks in 1974. More than
two-thirds wefe women, but some
jobs were held predominantly by
men. For example, shipping
checkers, who may lifx and move
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heavy items. and assignment
who normally arc experienced hus-
drisers. usually arc men

Although ,tati,t4eal Jerk, arc
.c-mploed in nearly c.cry indu,tr).
over h.alf, worked in finance.
suranee. and real

in
-impanic,

manufacturing firms and Federal.
State. and it)eal go, rnment

Beeause husines,e, of almk,st
ev&y sire require numerical
records. statiNtleal elerkoi, work
throughout the t nited States Joh,
are concentrated. however. in
heavily populated eines that arc
eenti.rs of indu,try and goo_ rnme nt
actoNtJes

Training, Other Otlalifications,
and Advancenient

Most employer prefer stati,tieal
clerk, who are 'high ,ehool -gradu
ate, They also scei. appltiatit, who
have an aptitude for' w orking with

I

4

numhcrs and the ability to do
dctailcd work Clerks should be
tactful and. even tempered - Courses
in b4sine;s arithmetic. bookkeep-
ing. and typing arc good.prepara-
tion fur this work .

In Man!, companies. general
elcrks who have become familiar
with their employers record
systems and office procedures are
promoted to statistical clerk posi-
tions On- the -job training that
equips the employa to specialize in
numerical work may include the
use of calculators. tabulating
machines. and typewriters

Statistical clerks' who observe
..Ind record data must he familiar
with the items or information which
they observe 'For example. lumber
checkers must know the various
types and dualities of wood
proNets Statistical clerks in uom-
piling and coding Jobs must locate
and assemble information from
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records in an orderly manner In
preparing data for computers. cod-
ing clerks must be careful to avoid
errors

Most employers foHow a promo-
tion-from-within policy that allows
experienced workers to qualify for
more responsible jobs as they
-become available Qualified statisti-
cal clerks may perform more dif-
ficult assignments or advance to su-
pervisory positions Many compil-
ing and coding jobs and computing
and tabulating jobs can lead the ex-
ceptional employee with special-
ized training to a, career in com-
puter programming and related
work

Employment Outlook

Employment of statistical clerks
is expected to grow about as fast as
the average for other occupations
through the mid-I980's. In addition
to job opportunities arising from
this growth, many additional
openings will occur as clerks die,
retire, or leave the occupation for
other reasons

This occupatron includes a wide
range of jobs Some statistical
clerks perform routine duties and
there may be fewer such jobs in the
future as computers increasingly
are used to collect and process in-
formation Other jobs will not be
eliminated by the cOmputer
because they require personal con-
tact or involve preparing data for
computer use The demand for
these workers should outpace the
growth of the occupation as a

whole
Among thclattors that will con-

tribute Ki the demand for statistical
clerks is the expected increase in
business and governMent projects
requiring the ,collection and
processing of large amounts ofeu-,
mescal data In addition, adminis-
trators increasingly will rely on nu-
merical records to analyze and con-
trol all aspects of their organiza-
tion's work

.1
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Earnings an ;king
Condition

Limited information indicates
that beginning statistical clerks earn
about as much as workers in other

ti) level clerical jobs such as of-
fice clerks or file clerks. salaries for
these workers ranged intween S90
and S,100 a week in 1974 The en-

.trance salary for beginning statisti-
cal assistants employed by the
Federal Government was 5130 a
week in late 1974

Experienced workers doing
statistically related clerical v.ork.
including the operation of tabulat-
ing machines or calculators. earned
between $120 and 5150 a week in
1974 TO level clerks and super-
visors earned S 175 a week and
more Earnings usually are highest
in the manufacturing. transporta-
tion. and Imbues industries, and
lower in retail trade. finance. In-
surance and real estate. and service
industries

Nearly every employer of statisti-,
cal clerks offers some form of
health plan, life insurance
coverage, and retirement benefits
Most statistical clerks work in
clean, well-lighted and well-vehti-
lated offices

STOCK,CLERKS
(D.o T. 223 138. 368, 387, 388-

.588. .687;.910.3887 969.3871-

Nature of the Work

Most employers recognize the
importance of keeping well
balanced inventories to prevent
sales losses or slowdowns in
production

Stock clerks (DOT 223 387)
yilp protect against such losses by
'controlling the flow of goods
received, stored, and issued They
usually receive and unpack incom-
ing merchandise or material They
may check the Items against outgo

mg orders for quality and quantity
and sometimes make minor repairs
cif adjustments They also report
damaged' or spoiled goods and
process papers necessary for 'ob-
taining replacements or credit

Materials are stored in bins. on
the floor. or on shelves dccordlog to
the plan of the stockr6om Stock
clerks organize and mark Items with
identifying codes or prices so that
inventories can be located quickly
and easily They keep records of
items entering or leaving the
stockroom 'Sometimes they label,
pack. crate. or address goods for
delivery

Stock clerks working in small
firms may combine the varied du-
ties of shipping and receiving,
clerks (For more information thirds of the total worked in
about the additional duties of stack ries, wholesale firms, and retail
clerks in small firms, see the state- stores Many others were employed
ment on Shipping and Receiving by airlines,government agencies.
Clerks elsewhere in the Hantlbool ) hospitals. and othpr organizations
In large firms with specialized jobs. that keep large quantities of goods
mi.entory clerks (0 PT 223 388). on hand. Although jobs for stock )
take periodic counts of items on clerks are found in all parts of the
hand and make reports showing country. most work in, urban areas

stock balances Procurement clerks
(D 0 T 223 368) work 1,n factories
and prepare orders for the purchase
of new equipment

The duties of stock clerks also
depend on the items they,handle
For- example, stock clerks who
work- with foods and drugs must
maintain proper temperature, and
humidity conditions, those who
handle' large construction !terns
must do much Ivalking and climbing
to note the condition and quantity
of that stock

Places of Employment

Nearly 490,000 personsone-
fourth of them womenworked as
stock clerks in 197,4 About two-

facto-
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where factories. warehouses.. and
stores are concentrated.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although 'there are no specific
educational requirements for stock
clerks, employers prefer high
school graduates. Man) look for
reading and writing skills, a basic
15nowledge of mathematics, and
typing and filing abilities. Good
health. especially good e),esight, is
important, -,Generall), those who
ttazilltPe jewelry. liquor, or drugs
must be bonded

Stock clerks usually receive on-
the-job training New workers begin
with simple ,tasks such as counting
apd, ;narking stock. Basic responsi-
bilities, of the job usually
learned within several weeks., As
they Progress, stock clerks learn to
keep records of incoming and out-
going materials. take inventories,
and order supplies.

This is a job where many young
people start their careers. In a small
firm, the stock cleyk may advance
to a sales Position or become an
assistant buyer or purchasing agent
In large firms. stoca clerks can ad-
vance to more responsible stock

handling jobs such as invoice clerk,
stock control clerk, or procurement
clerk. A few may be promoted to
the stockroom superiqsors job, but
additional. education often is
required. alb

Employment Outlook

Employment of stock clerks is ex-
pected to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the. mid-1980's. Many
thousands of job openings will
occur each year as employment
grows and as workers die, retire, or
transfer to other occupations.

Growth ieemployme.nt pf stock
clerks probably will be slower than
in the past as computers are used
increasingly for inventory control.
Because entrance into this occupt-

t1

tion is relatively easy and many
young people seek this work. as a
first job, some competition for
openings is likely.

ngs and Working
Conditions

Experienced stock clerks earned
average weekly salaries of S166 in

. 1974, according to the limited data
available. This was slightly above
the average for nonsuplrvisory
workers in pnv5r* industry, except
farming.

In the Federal Government.
beginning stock clerks without ex-
perience were paid S115 a week in

,late 1974, those- with general work
experierwe received 5130 a week.
Expenenced stock clerks in the
Fedeial Government averaged
abdut S180 a week in*1974.

Stock clerks generally receive
time- and -a -half for work over 40
hours. Overtime may be required
when large shipments are delivered
a when inventory is taken.

Alt h stock clerks usually
work in r Lively clean, heated,
and well-hgh areas, some
stockrooms may be p and draf-
ty. Clerks handlmg, crated
goods may spend some time i old

is rage rooms. Stock clerks are o
eir feet much of the working day,

o n on a concrete floor. The job
also nvolves considerable bending,
lifting, and climbing. (See the state-
ment on Clerical Occupations for
additional information on waiting
conditions and fringe benefits.)

Sources of Additional
infotrnation

Information about the work and
earnings of stock clerks in
wholesale establishments availa-
ble from:

National Association of Wholesaler Distribu-
tors. 1725 K St. NW W. Washington. D C
20006
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TYPISTS
(110.11 203.138 through .588:
208388, and .209.382 through

'.688)

Nature. of the Work.

A rapid flow of written communi-
cation is essential to the rhodem of-
fice The typist helps to maintain
this flow by making neat, typed
copies of handwrittbn, printed, and
recorded words

Beginning ofjunior typists usually
type headings on form letters, copy
directly from handwritten -drafts:
and address envelopes Often, they
db other office tasks, including an-
swering telephones, filing, and
operating ()Mei machines such as
copiers and calculators

More experienced typists do
work that required a high degree of
accuracy and independent
judgment Senior typists work from
rough drafts which are difficult to
read or which contain technical
material They may plan and 'type
complicated ,statistical tables, com-
bine and rearrange materials from
different sources, or prepare master
copies to be reproducedon.copying
machines.

Clerk typists (DOT 209 388)
mbine typing with filing, sorting

answering telephones, and
eral offjce work Vari-

203 582) produce
as stencils, on

writers.
rotors

d

mai
other g
typists (D

Jnaster copies, s
machines similar to t

Transcribing machine
(D.O.T. 208.588) type lette
reports. as they listen tikdictati
recorded on magnetic tape Other
typists who hive special duties in-
clude policy , i writers (D.O.T.
203.588) in 'insurance companies,
waybill clerk.s (D 0 T. 209 58?) in
railroad offices, and mortgage clerks
(D.O.T. 203.58a) who work in

banks.
In some offices. many typists are

grouped in a specialized word
processing center 'that handles all
the transcription and typing for
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chance to learn o; rade skills so
that they can ads ance to more
responsible positions within the or-
ganization Many States and locali-
ties sponsor programs to train
'unemployed and low sktlied work
ers for entry jobs as typists

Many employers require appli-
cants far typing yobs .to take a,,,test
teat shows their speed and accura-
cy For most jobs. 40 to 50 words.
per minute is required All typists,
who transcribe recorded dictation
need sharp hearing and must be
especially good in spelling Success-
ful typists ore neat, accurate, and
are able to concentrate amid des.
tractions

As beginners increase their skills,
they often advance to higher level
typing jobs Some typists are
promoted to supers isor jobs in
word process,ing centers 0thers,
who master additional skills, can
move into secretarial iotis.

- Typists operating high-speed equipment

'

several depaatmen4 These work-
ers, usually «wespondence
sec retdries. operate various kinds of
high-speed typewriters equipped
with a programMed memory which
enables them to produce final Lop)
with a minimum of retyping

Places of Employment

About I rftillion persons worked
as, typists In 1974 Ninety-sevens
percent of therm were women
Despite recent gains in other fitIlds,
employment of women remains
highly concentrated in glerical
cupations and typist is igke of the
largest of these In addition to
the I million typists. many other
workers including secretaries.
newspaper reporters, writers. and
editorsuse typing skills in the per-
formance-of their jobs

Part time employment is readily
available for workers with cleric`al
skilk and nearly I typist out of 4
works part time

. Employment Outlook

Typists are employed throughout
the entire economy Over half of

-them work in factories, banks, in-
surance companies, real estate
firms, and government age ties
The largest single concentratAan of
typists is found in Federal. State,
and local government agencies
where the volume of paperwork to
be processed is extremely high.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

-h...ypists generally need high
school diplomas Good g'spelling,
punctuation. and grammar are es-
sential Ability' to operate office
equipment, such as copying and
adding machines. and also a
knowledge of office procedures, are
assets

An increasing numbei'of compa-
nies and government organiiatiim%
have their own typist training pro
grams These give employees a

,11

The number of typists is expected
to grow faster than the average fur
all occupations through the mid-
1980's as business expansion ,in-
creases the volume of paperwork
Many thousands of job opebings
will occur each year due to groWth
of the occupation and the need to'
replace those who die, retire, or
leave the labor force.

Continued growth of the econo-
my, particularly those industries
that generate vast quantitiesvof writ-
ten records and correspondence;
will assure very good prospects for
typists in tlr,years ahead. Demand
should be particularly strong .for
highly skilled workers a d those
who can handle other offic jobs as
well as typing Many employers will
prefer typists who are familiar with
new kinds of word processing
equipment Because an increasing
number of employers are using tem-
porary and part-time workers dur-
ing peak business periods, opportu-,
nines should continue to he excel-



CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

lent for typists who do not wish to
work full time

'- Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a recent survey,
, beginning typists averaged S122 a

week in 1974. Those with ex-
penence earned S141 a week,

t
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office employees._ aypists, like
other clerical worFers, sit for
periods of titne and often must con-
tend with high noise levels caused
by office machines located, nearby.
(See the statement on Clerical Oc-
cupations for more information on
working conditions and also for a
list of places to write for additional
information on clerical jobs )

slightly less than the average
earnings for nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.,,

In the Federal Government. the
starting salary for typists without
experience was S115 a week in late
1974, compared with S146 a week
for those with experience.

Working conditions for typist';
usually are similar to those of other

11,4
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COMPUTER AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Since 1951, when the first com-
puter was installed for commercial
use, 'computer syjolkins have
become an - increasingly important
part of everyday life. Today these
machines bill customers, pay ern-
ployees, record airline and hotel
reservations, and monitor factory
prodpaion processes. Scientific
and engineering research relies on
computer systems to solve complex
equations as well as to collect,
store, and sort vast amounts of data.

Workers in computer and related
occupatios4 design data processing
systems. write instructions and
translate' data into machine-reada-

- bk language, and operate compw
ters and peripheral equipment.

Most computer carers re,quire,
some type of specialized training.
Although not a pniversal require-
meet, a college degtee is increas-
ingly important for systems analysts
and programiners,-especially for
those who

research
in scientific and

technical research operations.
Computer operators usually need a
high school diploma, but special-.
ized training and experience are
more important than formal.educa-
tion Foi all computer occupations,
employers stress the importance of
learning on the job.

In addition to technical
knowledge and skills, computer
personnel must be able to concen-
trate on their work and should
enjoy working with details. Those
who operate equipment,
keyponchers,er console operators,
for example, must have manual
()extent) and some mechanical al)-
titude. Programmers and systems
analysts must be able to think logi
tally and enjoy solving problems.

This chapter describes three
computer occupations. Computer

104 41.11

Operating Personnel, erogram-
mers. and Systerris Analysts.

COMPUTER OPERATING
PERSONNEL.

. I
(D 0.T '213 138, 382, 582, 588,

and 885, and 223 387)

Nature of the Work

All data systems require special-
ized workers to enter data and in-
structions, operate the computer,
and retrieve the results. Thextata to
be processed and the instructions
for the computer are called
"input"; thet results are called'
"output."

In many systems, keypunch opera-
tors (D.O.T.; 213.582) prepare,
Input by punching patterns of holes
in cards to represent different let-
ters, numbers and special charac-
ters, using a machine similar to a
typewriter. in others, data typists
(D.O.T. 213.588) use special
machines that convert the informa-
tion they type,to holes in cards or
magnetic impulses on tapes or
disks. They also may type input
matenal directly on-line into a com-
puter.

SomeComputer Systems only use
input from magnepc4apes. Card-to-
tape converter operators (D.O.T.
213:382) ale needed to transfer
data from put!ched cards or paper
tapes to magnetic tapes. These
Workers wire plugboard5.to thnnect
circuits according to prepared dig
grams, load 'the, machines with
cards and tapei. and observe their
operation,foi any malfulkctions.

Once the input 'is coded,
prepared in a form the -computer
can read, It is ready to be

$
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processed. Console, operators
(D.O.T. 213.382) examine the prq:
grammer's instructions for
processing the input, make sure the
computer has been loaded with the
correct cards or magnetic tapes,
and then start the computer. While
it is running, they watch the
machine, paying sp,ecial attention
to the err lights that could signal a
malfunctiffli. If the computer stops
or one of the lights goes on, opera-
tors must locate the problem and
remove the faulty input materials

In some systems, machines
directly connected to the computer
translate output into the form
desired by the programmer. In
others, highspeed printers or con-
verters run by auxiliary equipment
operatorshigh-speed printer
operators (D.O.T. 213.382) and
converter operators (D.O.T.
213.382)perform this function.

Frequently, the cards, magnetic
tapes, and computer programs are
kept, for future use. Tape librarians
(D.O.T. 223.387) classify mid
catalog this material and maintain
files of program ,development
records and computer fferating in-
structions.

4 . Places of Employment

4\ About 500,000 persons worked
as console, auxiliary equipment,
and keypunch operators in 1974.
Women held more than 90 percent

,of the keypunchin jotswd nearly,.
45 percent of th console and aux-.
Mary eqUIpMell jobs.

Althougi workers in these occu-
patioili are employed in almost
every industry, most work in
government agencies, manufactur
ing firms, banks, and insurance
companies. Many computer and
peripheral equipment' operators,
however, work for wholesale and
retail trade establishments and data
processing service organizatiOns.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Jn firms that have jus4installed a
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causes-of failures
Keypunch and auxiliary equip-

ment. operators should be able to
*e 4 - work under close supervision as

part of a team They also must. like
working' with machines and not

Oltrilk A
become easily bored by repetitious
tasks Console operators must be
capable of independent judgment,
especially when working without
supervision on second and third

r

Tri

shifts
Although advancement opportu-

nities for keypunch and auxiliary,
equipment operators 1/4ara, !Muted,
promotion to a supersiso46 position
is possible after several years on the
job With additional training, often
including college study. a few ad-

, wince to jobs as console operators
Console operators also may be

promoted to supervisory Positions,
or to jobs that coitbine supervision
and console operation Through on-
the -job- experience and additional
training, some console operators
advance td jobs as programmers.

Employment Outlook

Changes in dita ppbcessing
technology will have differing ef-

Computer operators who work in scientific research installations may wear speciiii fects on computer operating occu-....
clothing to prevent dust and fingerprints from marring sensitive magnetic *es pations Employment of keypunch

sand equipment operators is expected to decline
. through the mid-I 980's because of

new computer system. tabulating some college training The Federal advances in other data entry
and bookks;eping machine opera- Gwsernment requires a high school techniques and equipment. By con-
tors may be transferred to jobs as diploma, unless applicarits have had tract. expanding usage of computer
keypunch or auxiliary equipment specialized trammg or enmrience hardware, especially terminals, will
operatovS. or console operators Many employers test applicants to cause the demand for console and
Most often,' however, employers determine their aptitu e for com- auxiliary equipment operators to
recruit workers. from the outside puter work. panic rly their ability rise very rapidlyfand employment is
Some organizations w train ty pists to reason logically Keypunch expected to grow, faster thanVhe
to operate keypunch machines. but operators and data typists are tested -average for all occupations
most seek workers who .already for their ability to work quickly and Earnings and WOrising
have this skill Many high schools. accurately Conditions
public arid private vocational Beginners usually are trained on
schools, private computer schools. the job The length of training Average weekly earnings of
and business schools' and v.( leges needed variesauxiliarY equip- beginning keypunch operators in
offer training in computer a erat- ment operators can learn their jobs ptisate industry ranged from $105
ing occupations in a few weeks. but console opera- to S120 in 1974. according to sur-

Employers in private industry tors requirc several months of train- vcys conducted in urban areas by
usually require applicants to have a ing because they must become suf- the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
high school education. and many ficien'tly familiar with the computer firms engaged in research on data
prefur console operators to have equipment to he able to trace' the processing occupations Lead

1

IP"
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operators earned from S140 to
S160 weekly

Average weekly earnings of
beginning console operators rapged
from S140 to S160.1 Experienced
workers earned from S180 to S205.
and lead operators earned from
S211) to 5-250 weekly

Salaries of beginning operating
personnel in the Federal Governs,
ment are comparable 'o those in
private industry Console Operators
earned slightly more and keypunch
operators slightly less than the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry. except
farming

Because electronic computers
must be operated at carefully cm-
trolled temperatures operators
work in,air-conditioned rooms One
disadvantage, however, is the high
noise level generated by some aux-
iliary equipment Some console and
auxiliary equipment operators work
evening or night shifts because
many organizations use their com-
puter 24 hours a day Tape librari-
ans usually work only day shifts

Sources of Add Mina!
Information

Further information:, on, data
processing careers is available
from:
Amentan Federation of - Information

Processing Somettes. 210 Summit t.Ave ..-Montvale,,N 1 07645

PROGRAMMERS
(MO T 020.188)

Nature of the Work

Computers can process masses of
information rapidly and accurately;
but only if they 'are given step -by-
step instructions to follow. Because
the machines cannot think for
themselves, computer programmers
must write detailed instructions
called programs that list.in a logical

OCCLPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK'

order the steps the machine must 'flight path of a space probe. Abusi-
folio++ tb solve a. problem ness applications programmer

When a new problem is to be developing instructions for billing
given to a 'computer. an ex - 'customers would first decide what
perienced programmer first care-
fully examines the problem and
determines the steps necessary to
reach a solution Programmers
whose work includes a considerable
amount of this preliminary analysis
are sometimes called, program

company records the computer
would need and then draw a flow
chart or diagram showing the steps
the computer must follow to obtain
old balances, add new charges, cal-
culate finance charges, and deduct
payments before , determining a,

analysts Once this part thelobas customer's l?ill Lsing the flow
finished. an applicat ons pro- chart, the programmer writes the
grammer writes detail d instruc- actual instructions the computer
tions for processing th data. using will follow
one of the languages developed The programmer then checks the
especially for computers operation of the program to surit

Programs vary with the type of the instructions are correct arid will
problem to be solved bqause the, produce the desired information,
mathematical calculations involved This check is called debugging.
in payroll accounting procedures. The programmer tries a sample pf
for example, are different from the data with the program and
those required to ,determine the reviews the. results to see if any er-

a

Programmers sometimes use it terminal to enter data and instructions directly into
the computer.

1.17

.7.
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COMPUTER AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Training, Other OualitIcaticins,
end Advancement

rocs are made If errors occur, the
program must be changed and-
rechecked until It produces the cor-
rect results.

Finally, an instruction sheet is
-prepared for the computer operator
who will run the program. (The
work of computer operators is

described in the statement on Com-
puter Operating Personnel.)

Although simple programs can be
written in a few days, programs
which use complex mathematical
formulas or many data files may
require more than, a year of work.
In, such cases. several programmers
often work together under an ex-
perienced programmer's supervi-
sion

Programmers usually specialize
in either business or scientific
operations because they require dif-
ferent types of educational
backgrounds. Some programmers
who have had training in systems
analysis specialize in writing in-
structions for an entire operating
system and are called systems pro-
grammers These workers write
programs that tell the computer
how to schedule the jobs it has been
given and when to switch from one
to another.**They also develop new
computer languages

ao

Places of Employment

In 1974, about 200,000 per-
sonsabout three-fourths of them
menworked as computer pro-
grammers. Most were employed by
manufacturing firms, banks and

`financial institutions, data
processing service organizations,
and government agencies.

Programmers usually work in
large firms that need and can afford
extensive computer systems. Sniall
firms generally require computers
only fo,1 payroll_ or billing purposes
and frequently pay data processing
service organizations to do this
work Systems programMers usually
work in research organizations and
computer manufacturing firms.

There are no universal training
requirements for progammers
because employers' needs vary
Some programmers are college
gradu4tes,others have taken spe-
cial courses in computer work to
supplement their experience in
fields such as accounting or inven-
tory control

Employers using computers for
scientific or ,engineering applica-
tions prefer college gradwtes with
degrees in the physical sciences,
mathelnatics, engineering, or com-
puter scle.nce. Graduate degrees are
required for some jobs. Very few
scientific organizations are in-
terested in applicants with no col-
lege training.

Although many employers who
use computers for business applica-
tions do not require college
degrees, they prefer applicants who
have had college courses in data
processing, accounting, and busi-
ness .administration. Occasionally,
workers who are ,experienced in
machine tabulation or payroll ac-
counting but have no college train-
ing are promoted to programming
jobs, however, they need additional
data processing courses to become
fully qualified programmers.

Computer programming is taught
at a growing number of technical
schools, colleges, and universities.
Instruction ranges from introducto-

home study courses to advanced
courses at the graduate level. High
schools in many parts of the
country also offer courses in com-
put& programming.

In hiring programmers, em-
ployers look for people who can
'think logically and are capable of
exacting analytical work. The job
also calls for patience, persistence,
and the ability to work with ex-
treme accuracy even under pres-
sure. Ingenuity and imagination are
particularly important when pro
grammes rruiSt find new ways to
solve a problem.
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Beginnipg prograpmers usually
spend their first. weeks on the job
attending training classes. After this
initial instruction, they work on
.simple assignments while complet-
ing further specialized training pro-
grams. Programmers enerally must
,spend at least a year working under
close supervision fore they can
dandle all aspecwbf their job. Once
skIlls have been acquired, however,
the prospects for further advance-
ment,,are good. In large organiza-
tions, they May 15e promoted to lead
programmers or systems analysts
and have supervisory responsibili-
ties.

Employment Outlook

Employment of programmers is
expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's as computer usage
expands, particularly in medical,
educational, and data processing
services. In addition to job openings
resulting from growth of the occu-
pation, several thousand openings
will arise each year from the need
to replace workers who leave the
occupation. Because many pro-
grammers are relatively young, few
openings will result from deiths or
retirements.

The demand for applications pro-
grammers will increase as many
processes once done by hand' are
aptoMated, but employment will
not grow as rapidly as in the past for
several reasons. Improved pro-
gramming languages that can be
used by other than dataprocessing
personnel will simplify or eliminate
some programming tasks. Also,
many programs for business opera-
tions have been standardized and
are sold to computer users by
computer manufacturers and
"software" companies that special-
ize in writing programs Job oppor-
tunities will be best for systems pro-
grammers rind applications pro-
grammers tvho have had -some
training in systems analysis.
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'Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average weekly earnings of
beginning programmers in private
industry ranged from $170 to $240
M 1974, according to surveys con-
ducted in urban areasR by the Bus
reau of Labor Statistics and firms
engaged, in research on data
processing occupations. Ex-
penenced workers earned from
$260 to 5335 weekly, and lead pro-
grammers earned from S293 to
S360. Earnings of applications pro-
grammei-s are generally at the lower
end of the scale, systems program-
mers at the higher end..

Salanes in the Federal Govern-
ment are comparable to those in
private industry. Programmers
working in the Nor* and West
earned somewhat morn than those
working in the South. "Those work-
ing for data processing services and
manufacturing -firms had higher
earnings than programmers ern-,
ployed in banks, advertiging, or
educational institutions. Overall,
programmers earned about twice as
much as the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private indus-
try, except farming.

Programmers work about 40
hours 'a week, but their hours are
not always from 9 to 5. Once or
twice a week a programme may re-
port early or work late to use the
computer when it is available. Oc-
casittnalfi, they work on weekends
or are telephoned t6 advise com-
puter operators "working a second
or third shift.

Sources of/Additional
information

Additional information about the
occupation of programmer is
available from:
Amencan Federation of InfOrrnation

Processing Societres. 210 Summit Ave..
Montvale. N J 07645

e4.*/
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SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
(D.O.T. 003.187, 012.168,

020.081 and 020.088)
,.

Nature of the Work

Many essential business functions
and scientific research projects -

'fiend oo systems analySts to Oran ef-
ficient methods of processing data
and handling the resultsAnalysts
begin an assignment by discussing
the data processing problem with
managers or in the area
concerned If a new inventory
system is desired, for example,
analysts must determine what new
data need to be collected, the
equipment needed for processing,
and the procedure to be followed in
using the information.

Analysts use various techniques,
such as cost accounting, sampling,
and mathematical model building

to analyze the problem and devise a
new system. Once a -system has
been developed, they prepare
charts and diagrams that describe
its operation in terms that managers
or customers-can understand.

If the system is accepted, analysts
prepare instructions for program-
mers and test the operation of the
system.

The: problems systems analysts
must solve range from monitoring
nuclear fissiOn in w powerpiant to
foretasting sales for an a¢pliance
manufacturing firm. Beatuse the,
work is so varied and complex,
most analysts specialize in either
business or, scientific and engineer-
ing applicatIons,

Some analysts improve systems
already in use by developing better
procedures or adapting the system
to handle additional t'pes of data.
Others do research, called ad-
vanced systems design, to devise
new methods of systems analysis.

4o.

SWIMS analyst chocks MOOR* of a sales forecasting program with data processing
manager.
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Places of Employment

About I 15,000 persons1=-1:0 per-
cent of them womenworked as

.systems analysts in .4,974. Most
worked in urban areas for manufac-
turing firms, wholesale and retail
businesses, and data processing ser-,
vice organizations. In 'addition,
large numbers wciked for banks:
insurance companies, and educa-
tional institutions.

Training," Other Oueltficationse.,
and Advancement

There is no7.Universally accepta-
ble way of preparing fora job as a
systems analytt because employers'
preferences depend on the work
being done. Employers usually want
analysts with backgrounds in ac-
counting, business, or economics
for work in finance, While persons
with backgrounds in the physical
sciences, mathematics, computer
science, or engineering are
preferred for work in scientifically
oriented organizations. Some ern--
ployers prefer applicants who have
a bachelor's degree and work ex-
perience in one of these fields.
Others stress a degree:
Applicants also may q alify on the
basis of professional experience as a
programmer or computer operator.

Most employers prefer people
who have had some experience in
computer programming. Beginning
analysts without this experience can
learn t use electronic data
processing quipment on the job, or
can take s ecial courses offered by
their employers, computer manu-
facturers, of colleges. In the
Federal Government and many in-
dustries, systems analysts begin
their careers as programmers and
are promoted to analyst trainees
after gaining some experience and

acquiring. additional training. Later
they are.' p.timiqted to 'systems

Systems aits must be able to
think logically : and should like
working with ideas. Althougtf most
systems analysts work independ-
ently, they sometimes. work in
teams on large projects:The ability
to concentrate and pay close atten-
tion to details afstp is important.

In large data processing depart-
ments, persons who begin as junior
systems analysts may be promoted
to senior or lead systems analysts
after several years of experience.

,. Systems analysts who show leader-
ship ability also can advance to jobs .
as managers of 'systems analysis or
data processing departments.

J

Employthintputlook

Employment of systems analysts
is expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid 1980's as computer use
expands, particularly in medical.
educational, and data processing
services In addition to opportuni-
ties that will result from growth,
some openings will occur as systems
analysts advance to managerial
positions or enter other occupa-
tic+, Because many of these work-
ers are relatively young, few posi-
tions will result from retirement or
death.

The demand for systems analysts
is expected to increase as users
become more familiar with com-
puter capabilities and Alpect
gieater efficiency and performance
from their data processing systems.
Advances in hardware and com-
puter programs will result in ex
panded computer applications in
manufacturing and small buti-

. 12
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Messes, and this, too, will contribute
to emplo ri-Cen,,,t growth, '

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average weekly earnings for
beginnink syste)ns; analysts in
private industred from S230
to S250 in t974, according to sur-
veyS conducted in urban areas by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
private firms engaged in research
on 'computer occupations. Ex..
perienced workers earned frofp
$300 to 'S335, and lead systems
analysts earned from S335 to $360
weekly. Earnings in the Federal
Government were compa/able to
those in private industry.

Systems analysts working in the
North and West earned somewhat
more than those in the South and
generally their earnings were
greater in data processing or manu:
facturing firms than in banks or
educational. institutions. Overall,
syitems analysts earn more than
twice as much as the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in private
industry, except farming.

Systems analysts usually work
about 40 hours a weekthe same
as other professional and office
workers. Unlike many computer
operators, systems analysts are not
assigned to evening or nightshifts.
Occasionally, however, evening or
Weekend work may be necessary to
complete emergency projects.

Sources of Additional
Information

Further inforination about the
occupation of systems analyst is

available from:'
Amencan Federation cX Infoimation

Processing Societies. 210 Summit Ave P,
Montvale, rl..1 07645
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BANKING OCCUPATIONS

Modern banks offer a variety of
services to meet the needs of their
customers They provide checking
and savings accounts, loins, trust
fund management, and financial
counseling.

Bank work is highly specialized,
and most employees gam ex
perience and skill through dn-tlie
job training Although banks
usually seek college graduates for
officer trainee jobs, opportunities
for high school graduates are plenti-
ful in, other bank- jobs: Opportuni-
ties "for. advancement are good
Bank employees can qualifyify for
.better positions by enrolling in pro
grams offered, by the American In-
stitutp of Banking, or by taking col-

, lege, courses\ in finance and busi-
ness.

Bank employees should enjoy
working with numbers and be able
to perform detailed work. Personal
qualifications such as honesty and
the ability to meet and pommu-
nicate with customers Are impor-
tant.

This section discusses three of-
ficeoccipattons unique to banking.
Clerks', Tellers, and Officers. ,

BANK CLERKS
(D.O.T 209.388~210.388,

215 388 217 388, 210.388 and
.488)

Nature of the Work

All complex organizations need
clerks to handle their paperwork.
Because of the specialized nature of
banking, some of the duties of bank
clerks differ from those of clerks in
other businesses (Secretaries:of-
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fice machine operators, recep-
tionistsand other clerical ,workers
whose jobs are much the same in
banks as in other businesses are
discussed elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

In a small bank, one clerk may do
5evtral jobs, such as sortinixhecks,
totaling debit and credit slips, and
preparing monthly statements for
depqsitors. In a large bank, how-
ever, each clerk usually specializes
and frequently has a special job
title, as well.

Bank clerks known as sorters
(D.O.T. 219.388) separate docu-
ments-I:checks, deposit slips, and
other items into different groups
and tabulate each batch" so they
may be charged to the proper
counts. Often the clerks use cancel-,
ing and adding machines in their
work Many banks also employ
proof machine operators (D.O.T.
217.388), who use equipment that
sorts items and then both adds and
records the amounts of money in-
volved.

Bookkeeping workers are the
largest single group of bank clerks
Bookkeeping., machine operators
(D.O.T. 215.388) may0use conven-
tional bookkeeping, machines or
electronic postilfg machines to,
record financial .translc.tions. In
banks, these workers are sometimes
known as account clerks, posting
machine operators, or recording
clerks. Bookkeepers' (D.O.T.
210.388) job titles sometimes relate
to the kinds of recordS they keep
for example, Christmas club book-
keeper, discount bookkeeper, In-
terest-accrual bookkeeper, trust
bookkeepet, and commodity loan
clerk. Thousands of bookkeeping
and accounting clerks (D.O.T.
219.488) also do routine typing,
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calcnlating, and posting. Included
in this grodp are reconcilement
clerks, who process statements
from other banks to aid the auditing
of accounts, and trust investment
clerks, who post the ,daily invest-
ment transactions of bank
customers..

Other clericarernployees whos
duties and job titles are unique to
banking include country collection
clerks (D.O.T. 219.388), who sort
thousands of pieces of mail daily
and determine which items must be
held at the main office and which
should be routed to branch banks
for collection. Also employed are
transit clerks (D.O.T. 217.388),
who sort,checks and drafts on other
banks, list and total the amounts in-
volved, and prepare documents to
be -mailed for collection; exchange
cleiks (D.O.T. 219.388), who serv-
ice foreign deposit accounts and
determine charges for cashing or
handling checks drawn,against such
accounts, interest c/erk.1 ,(D.O.T111,
219.388), who keep records on inr
terest-bearing items that are due to
or from the bank, and mortgage
clerks (D.O.T. 209.388), who type
legal papers dealing with real estate
upon which money has been
bowled, and maintain records relat-
ing to taxes and insurance on these .
properties.

Electronic data - processing has
created several new clerical occu-

:
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BANKING OCCUPATIONS r
nations unique to banking. These
include, the electrons. reader-sorter
operator who runs electropic check
sortmg equipment, the check in-
scriber or encoder who operates
machines that print information on
checks and other documents in
magnetic 'ink to prepare them for
machine reading; and the control
clerk who keeps track of the large
volume. of documents, flowing in
and out of the Computer
Other occupations include card-
tape converter operator, `coding
clerk, console operator, data typist,
data converting machine operator,
data examination clef*, high speed
pnnter operator, tape librarian,
teletype, operator, and verifier
operator.

Most of the 517,000 clerical em-
ployees working in banks in 1974
were women.

Training, Other OualLfications,
and Advancement

High school graduation is con-
sidered adequate preparation for
most beginning clerical jobs in
.banks. Courses in bookkeeping,
typing, business arithmetic, and of-
fice, machine Operation also are
desirable. Applicants may be given
brief tests to detefmine their ability
to work rapidly and accurately, and
to communicate effeCtively with
Others. They should be able to work
as part of a team and under close
supervision.

Beginners may be hired as file
clerks, keypunch operators, transit
clerks, clgrk-typists, or*%,related
work,. Some are trained-by the bank
to operate various offiCe machines.
A few startas messengers,

A clerk in a routirfe jol? may be
promoted to a clerical supervisory
position, to teller or credit analyst,
and eventually to senior supervisoi.
Advancement to a bank officer
position is a possibility for outstand-
ing clerks who have had coltege
trotining or have taken specialized
courses in banking.

Additional educatiouparticu-

lady the courses offered by the
Ainerican Institute of Banking
may help workers advance, (See
statement on the Banking Industry
for informauon on the Invitute's
educational program.)

Employment Outlook

Employment Of bank clerks is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
average for other occupations
through the mid-1 980's. In addition
to opportunities stemming, from
employment growth, many jobs will
open up from the need to replace
the large number of clerks- who
leave their jobs each year As a
result, banking should continue to
be a good source of employment
opportunities for clerical workers

Jobs for clerks: will arise as
established banks expand their ser-
vices and new banks and branches
open Nearly all banks use elec-
tronic equipment that lessens de-
mand for _mime workett, such as
check sorters and bookkeeping
machine operators Moreover, the
jobs of keypunch operators and
others who prepare data for'com-
outer input are being affected by
developments in computer
technology and increased use of
remote terminals

Most workers affected by a shift
in computer technology Will be
retrained and reassigned, either to
new jobs Crested by .the change in
equipment and methods, or to du -,
ties related to new banking services
Overall, the volume of work is ex-
pected to 'be so .great that the
number of clerks will continue to
grow.

Earnings

Clerical workers in financial in-
stitutions, including banks, usually
earned between $90 and $17Q a
week in 1974, according to a Bu-
reau Labor Statistics survey.

Ex erienced secretaries sand

tabu) ting- machine operators
received the highest weekly sala-
ries. $150 and $170. The earnings

of beginning file clerks grtd messen-
gers were generally. the lowest. $90
and $100 a week.

See the statementrn the J3anking
Industry for additional information .

BANK OFFICERS
(D.O.T. 186.1.18, .f38,'..168, and
.288; 161.118, 189.118 and .168)

Nature of the' Work

PraCtically-ei,ery bank has a pies -,
ident who directs operations; one
or more vice presidents who act as
general managers or who are in
charge of bank departments such as
trust or credit; and a comptroller or
cashier who, unlike cashiers in
stores and other businesses, is 'an
executive officer generally respon-
sible for alr.bank property. Large
banks also may have treasurers and
other senior officers, as`well as jun-
ior Officers, to supervise the vari-
ous sections within different depart-
ments. Banks employed almoSt
240,000 officers in 1974, women
were about one-fifth of the total.

Bank officers make decisions
within a framework of policy set by
the board of directors and existing
laws and regulations. They must
have a broad knowledge of business
activities to relate to the operations.
of their department. Fat ,example,
loan officers evaluate the credit and
collateral of individuals and busi-
nesses applying for a loan..
Similarly, 'trust officers must un-
derstand each account before they
invest funds to .support families,
send young people to college, or
pay retirement pensions. Besides
supervising financial services, of-
ficers advise indiViduals and busi-
nesses and Participate in communi-
ty projects.

Because banks offer many serv-
ices, a wide choice of careers is
available to workers who Specialize

Loan officers may handle install-
ment, commercial, real estate, or
agricultural loans To evaluate loan
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applications properly, officers need
to be familiar with economics,
production, 'distnbut0,a_merchan

' dising and commercial law Atso.
they need to know business opera
tlons and should be able to analyze
financial statements

Bank officers in the field of trust
management require knowledge of
financial planning and investment
fbt purpoies of investment research
and for estate and trust administra-
tion

Operations officer's plan, coor-
dinate, and control the Work flow,
update systems, and strive for ad

' ministrative efficiency Careers in
bank operations include electronic
data processing manager and other
positions involving internal and
customer services

A correspondent bank officer is
responsible (or relations with other
banks, a branch manager, for all
functions of a branch office, and an
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international officer, for advising
customers with financial dealings
abroad A working knowledge of a
foreign country's financial system,
trade 41atioris, and economic con-
d,itions is beneficial to those in-
terested in international banking.

Other career fields for bank of-
ficers are auditing, economics, per-
sonnel .admintstration, public rela-

research.dons, and operations

TrainIng, Other augliticatlons,
an Advancement

Bank officer positrons are filled
by management trainees or by
promoting outstanding bank clerks
or tellers. College graduation
usually is required for management
trainees. A business .idministration
major in finance or a liberal arts
curriculum including accounting,
economics, commercial law, politi-
cal science, and statistics serves as

.
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excellent preparation for affy_er
trainee positions. Valuable ex-
perience may- .be gained throe
summer employment programs.

Many batiks have well-organized
officer-training programs usually
ranging, from-64 months to I year.
Trainees may start as credit or in-
sestment a ts or may rotate -
among bank departments to get the
"feel" of banking, bank officials
then can determine the position for
which each employee is best suited.

Persons planning to become bank
officers should like to work inde-
pendently and analy4e detailed in-
formation They also need tact and,
good judgment in order to counsel
customers-.

Advancement to officer may
Come slow?), in small banks where
the number of positions is limited.
In large banks that have special
training programs, promotions may
come more quickly. For a senior of-
ficer position, however, an em-
ployee usually needs many years of
experience.

Although experience, ability, and
'leadership are emphasized for
promotion, advancement alto may
be accelerated by special study.
Coursed in every phase of banking
are offered by fhe American In-
stitute of Bariking, a long-
established, industry-sponsored
school (See the statement 9n the

. Banking Industry elsewhere In the
Handbwk for afore, information on
the Institute's program and other
training programs spdnsored by
universities ,and local bankers' as-
lociations.).

*, Employment Outlook

Through the mid - 1980's, employ-
ment of bank officers is expected to
increase faster than the average for
all occupations. The-increasing de-

. pendbnce on computers ,and an ex-
pAnsion in the services offered by
banks will require growing numbers
of officers . to provide sound
management and effective quality
control. Opportunities also Will
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arise as experienced officers leave
their jobs. College graduates who
meet the standards for management
trainees should find good opportu-
nities for entry' positions. However.
many senior officer positions 4111 bt
filled by prorhoung people already
experienced in banking. Competi-
tion for these promotions. particu-
larly in large banks. is likely to be

6 keen

Earnings

' Large ,banks, insurance compa-
nies, and other financial in"stitutions
paid executive trainees who were
college graduate's starting salaries
ranging from about S-30 to S930 a.
month in l974. acco'rchneto the
limited infUrmation d*a41.7ible

Salane's of senior bank officers
may be several times as 'great as
these starting salaries For officers,
as well as for other bank employees,
earnings are likely to be' lower in
small towns than in big cities.

e
See the statement on the Banking

Industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for additiopal information on bank-
mg occupations

AANK TELLERS

(DOT 2i 2 368)

Nature of the Work

Every bank, no matter how small,
had at least one *teller who receives
and pays ouf money and records
these transactions. In a very small
bank; one all-rourKteller may Iran-
dleall transactions, m larger banks
different kinds of transactions
usually are assigned tq different tel. -

lers For example, a--Christmas Club
teller accepts and records deposits
made to Christmas Club savings ac-
counts and a noutteller handles
certain transactii s for clients who
have m,ade lob s. Other wirers wilq
have serecial :ob titles include cord-
merciai (o paying and receing)

savings,- foreign exchange,
discount, and sec unties tellers .

Commercial tellers, the most
common, cash customers' cheeks
and handle deposits and
withdrawals from checking and
savings accounts. Before cashing a
..heck, the teller must verify the

identity of the person to whom pay-
ment is made, and must be certain
that the payee's account has milli;
cient funds to cover the payment)
When accepting a deposit, the teller
checks the accuracy of the deposit
slip and enters the total in a pass-
book or on a deposit receipt Tel-
lers may use machines for making
change and for totaling deposits.
Those who handle savings accounts
may use a window" costing
iachine to print a receipt, record .

the transaction in the customer's
paisbook, and simultaneously post
the transaction to the bank's ledger.

After banking .hours, tellers
count cash on hand, list .the cur-
rency:received tickets on a settle.
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ment sheet, and balance the day's
accounts. They also sort checks aiTd
deposit slips. Paying and receiving
tellers may supervise one or more
clerks.

About 270,000 tellers were em-
ployed in 1974 A large number
worked part time, about, out of 10
were women.

S

Tialning, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

In hiring tellers, banks' prefer
high school graduates ekpfrienceel
in clerical work. Matdrity, neatness,
tact, and courtesy are important
because customers deaLivith tellers
far more frequently than with other
bank.elvployees. Since tellers han-
dle lar sums of money and are
bonded,. they must meet the stand-
ards established by bonding com-
paniest Although tellers work inde-
pendently, their recordkeeping is

S./
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closely supervised They work with
detail and 'are confined to a small
work area.

New tellers usually observe ex-
penenced workers for a few days
before doing the work themselves.
Training may last from a few days
to 3 weeks or longer Beginners
usually start as commercial tellers,
in large banks which have. a
separate savings teller's "cage,"
they may start as savings tellers

After gaining experience. a teller
in a large bank may advance to
head teller, those who have had
some college or specialized training
offered by' the banking uidustry
may be promoted to officer (See
the statement on the Banking In-
dsustry for information about the
educational programs of the Amer-
ican Institute of Banking )

1.0

Employment Outlook

The number of bank tellers is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's as banks expand
their services. An increasing pro-
portion of tellers, however, will
work part-time during the noon
hour and evenings to accommodate
customers who transact business
during these peak periods.
Thousands of openings will occur
each year as a result of employment
growth and the need to replace tell-.
ers who retire. die. or stop working
for other reasons The relatively
high replacement needs in this oc-
cupation are expected to be an im-
portant source of job opportunities
Qualified applicants should find
good ernployment prospects

425

,

Although increased use of
mechanical and electronic equip-
ment may eliminate some routine
duties and speed other work, total
employment is not likely to be ad-
versely affected.

Earnings

All nonsupervisory workers in
bankingv including tellers, averaged
5121 a week in 1974, according to
a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey.
The range between the lowest and
highest salanes depends on ex-
perience, the worker's specific du-
ties, and location and size of the
bank
.;,,See thEttatement on the Banking
Industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for additional information on this
and other banking occupations.

ms
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INSURANCE OCCUPATIONS

Insurance protection is an in-
tegral part of the American way of

1 life. It frees policyholders and their
beneficiaries from worry add finan-
cial burdens that may result from
death, illness, _or other losses
beyond their control. Businesses
could not operate, nor could most
people buy homes or other major
items, without the assurance of pro-
tection from sudden disaster. _In-
surance workers adapt policies to
meet changing needs, decide which
applications can be accept and
estabhsh premium rates on the poli-
cies, and. Investigate and settle
claims.

A college degree is increasingly
Important for professional, techni-
cal, and managerial jobs in in-
surance, although some positions
are open to high,. school graduates
who have appropriate experience.
Insurance,workers in clerical posi-
tions need a high school diploma.
Regardless of their previous train-
ing, Insurance workers must con-

' tinually learn while on, he job.'
Many professional associations
sponsor courses in all phases of In-
surance work; employees are en-' couraged to participate to prepare
themselves for more responsible
jobs.

This section describes three In-
surance occupations. Actuaries,
Claim Representatives, and Un-
derwnters. (Statements on the In-
surance Industry and Insurance
Agents and Brokers are Included
elsewhere in the Handbook)

ACTUARIES
(DOT 020 188)

Nature of the Work

, insurance practices. Because of
their broad knowledge of in-
surance, actuaries may work on
problems arising in the company'
investment, group underwriting,
pension plannipg departments. ac-
tuaries in executive positions help
determine general company icy.
In that role,' they may be led
upon to explain complex to ical
matters' to company ex7butives,
government officials, and the
public: 'Wiley may testify before
public agencies on propos:NJ legis14-
non affecting the insurance busi-
ness, for example, or explain in-
tended changes in premium rates or
contract provisions.

Abtuanes who -work for the
Federal Government tisually deal
with a particular insurance or pen-
sion program, such as social securi-
ty or life insurance for veterans and
members of the Armed Forces. Ac-
tuaries in State government posi-
tions regulateinsurarice companies,
supervise the operations of State
retirement or pension systems, and
work on problems connected wit;
unemployment insurance work-
ers' compensation. Con ting ac-
tuaries set up pension welfare
plans and make peri is evalua-
tions of these plans for private com-
panies, unions, and governm rt
agencies.

Why do young persons pay more
for automobile insurance than older
persons' How much should an in-
surance policy cost' Answers to
these and similar questions are 'pro-
vided by actuaries who design in-
surance and pension plans that can
be maintained on a sound finantial
basis They assemble and analyze
statistics to calculate probabilities
of death, sickness, injury, disability,
unemployment, retirement, and
property loss from accident, theft,
fire, and other ,potential hazards,
Actuaries use this information to
determine the expected insured
loss For example, they may calcu-
late hciw many persons who are 21
years old today can be expected to
live to age 65the probability that
an insured person might die during
this period is a risk to the company.
They then calculate a price for as-
suming this 'tisk that will be profita-
ble to the company yet be competi-
tive with other insurance compa
nies. Finally, they must make sure
that the price charged for the in-
surance will enable the company to
pay all claims and expenses as they
occur. In the same manner, the ac-
tuary calculates premium rates and
policy contract provisions for each
type of insurance offerecli-Most ac-
tuaries specialize in either life and
health insurance or in property and
liability (casualty) insurance.

To perform then. duties effective-
ly, actuaries Must keep informed
about general economic and social
trends, and legislative, health, and
other developments that may affect

Places of Employment

Approximately 10,700 personi
worked as actuaries in 1974. Four
of every 10 actuaries worked in five
major citiesNew York, Hartford,
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston.

About two-thirds of all actuaries
worked for private insurance com-
panies. Almost 90 percent of them
worked for life insurance compa-
nies, the rest worked for property
and liability (casualty) companies.
The number of actuaries employed
by an insurance company depends
or the volume of its business and
the numbikr and-types of insurance
policies it offers. Large companies
may employ over 100 actuaries on

S.



their staffs or rely instead on rating
bureaus or consulting firms

Consulting firms and rating bu
reaps fassoi.lations that supply a,
tuanal data to member ,,impanies,
employed about one fifih of all a,
tuanes Other actuaries work for
private organizations administering
independent pension and ...Ware
Mans or for Federal and State
government agencits A few tesa
in colleges and universities

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advincement

The minimum requirement for
beginning jobs in large life or
casualty companies is a bachelor s
degree with a major in mathematics
or statisti,s Some companies will
hate applicants with a major in
economics or business administra-
tion who demonstrate a thorough
foundation in calculus, probability,
and statistics (20-25 hours) Other

k
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'desirable courses are Insurance Ian,
economics, and accounting.
Although only 17 colleges and
universities offer training specifi-
cally designed for actuanal careen,'
several hundred schools offer some
of the necessary courses

It usually takes from 5 to 10 years
after beginning an actuanal career
to complete the entire senes of ex-
aminations required for full profes-
sional status These examinations
cover general mathematics, special-

,ized actuarial mathematics, and all
phases of the insurance business
Those considenng an actuanal
career should take at least the
beginning examination covenng
general mathematics while still in
college Success inyassing the first
two examinations helps beginners
to evaluate their potential as actu-
aries. Those who pass these exami-
nations usually have better oppor-
tunities for employment and receive

Actuaries discussing a problem.
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a higher starting salary. Advanced
examinations, . usually taken by
those in junior actuarial positions,
require extensive home study and
expenence in insurance work.

The Society of Actuaries gives 10
actuarial examinations for the life
insurance and pension field, the
Casualty Actuarial Society also
gives 10 for the property and liabili-
ty field. Since the first parts of the
examination senes of either society
are the same, students may defer
the selection of their insurance spe-
cialty until they become 'more
familiar with the field Persons who
complete five- examinations -in the
life insurance series or six in the
casualty senes are awarded
"associate" membership in their
respective society Those who have
passed an entire series receive full
membership and the title "fellow

Beginning actuaries often rotate
among different jobs to learn vari-
ous actuarial operations and to
become' familiar with different
phases of insurance work. At first,
their work may be rather routine,
such as p.reparing calculations or
tabulations for actuarial tables o

'reports. As they gain experience
they may supervise actuarial clerks,
prepare correspondence and re-
polls, and do research.

Advancement to more responsiL
ble work as assistant, associate, and
chief actuary depends largely on
job performance and the number of
actuarial examinations passed.
Many actuaries, because of their.
broad knowledge of insurance and
related fields, are selected for ad-
ministrative positions in other com-
pany activities, particularly in un-
derwriting, accounting, or data
processing departments. Many ac-
tuaries advance to top executive
positions.

Employment Outlook .

Employment of actuaries is ex-
pected to 'rise faster than the
average for all occupations through
the raid-1980's. In addition to job
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openings resulting from this grovfth,
several hundred 'actuaries will be
needed each year to replace those
who retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations. Job opportunities, will
be best for new college graduates
who have passed at least one- ac-
tuarial examination while still in

school and have a strong mathe-
matical and statistical background.
However, because of the large
number of persons expected to
receive degrees in mathematics.
and the large number of students
taking actuarial examinations, com-
petition for beginning piss should
remain keen

Employment in this occupation is
influenced ,by the volume Of in-
surance sales, which will continue
to grow over the next decade Shifts
in the age distribution of the.popu-
lation over the next decade will
result in many more people with

...established careers and family
responsibilities 'Mit is the group
traditicinally responsible for the
bulk of private insurance sales

Increased iales, however, are
only one determinant of demand
Changei in existing insurance prac-

. tices are creating a need for More
"actuanal services. For example.
passage of a -no-fault- automobile
insurance plan would require com-
panies writing automobile in
surance to reevaluate their pricing
structures in light of no-fault
requirements. it is uncertain at this
time whether Federal no,fault
legislation" will be enacted; how-
ev,er, the grdwing number of State
enacting their own plans indicatei
continued ,strong demand for,actu-
aries to make these analyses. The
Pension Reform Act of 1974 is like-
ly to stimulate ertiploynient.of ac-
tuaries, particularly in consulting
firms. As more States pass conweti-.
tive rating laws, companies which
previously relied on rating bureaus
for actuarial data will expand_exist
ing actuarial departments or create
now ones.

Changes in the way .medical mal-
practice'insurance is handled also

may generate additional' demand
for actuaries.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974. actuaries had average
salaries over twice as high as-the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming. New college graduates en-
tering the life -Insurance field
without,having passed any actuarial
exams averaged S9,800 in 1974, ac-
carding-to a survey of U.S. compa-
nies by the Life Office Management
Association (LOMA). Applicants
who had successfully completed the
first exam received S10,400 'and
those who had passed two exams
averaged S11.100. Salaries for ac-
tuaries in casualty companies
generally are comparable to those
offered by life companies.

In the Federal Government, new
graduates with, the bachelor's
degree could start at 58,500 a year
in late 1974. Applicants with either
I year of graduate study or relevant
work experience were hired at
$10,500, and those with the
master's degree started at S12,800
a year, Actuaries in the Federal
Government averaged S22,800 a

. year in late 1974.
I3egmning actuaries can look for-

ward to a marked increase In

eirrungs.as they gain professional
experience arid, successfully ad-
vance in either society's examina-
tion program. Insurance companies
usually give merit increases averag-
ing from 5400 to 5800 to Oleir ac-
tuaries as they pass each successive
examinOcim leading to membership
in either society. Associates,
averaged $16,400 a year in 197.4,
salaries ,for actuaries who were
awarded full fellowship during that
year averaged $22,700. Fellows
with additional years of experience
earned substantially more,' and
many top actuarial executives were
paid over S35.000.

.
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Sources of Additional
Information

For facts about actuarial oppor-
tunities and qualifications, Contact:'

Casualty Actuarial Socsety. 200 East 42nci -
St.. New York.N.Y I

,society of Actuaries. WE South satle St..
Chscago.111 60604.

IM
REPRESENTATIVES
(D.O.T. 168.288. 191.268,

241.168, and 249.Z68)

Nature of the Work

Fast and fair settlement of all
claims is essential to any insurance
company if it is to meet its commit-
ments to policfiolders and also
protect its own financial well-being.
The people who investigate claims,
negotiate settlement with policy-
holders, and authorize payment are
known, as claim representatives
group, which includes claim ad-
justers anriilaim examiners.

When a property -liability-
(casualty ) insurance company
receives a claim, the claim adjuster
determines the amount of the loss
and whether the policy covers it.
Adjusters use reports, physical
evidence, and testimony of wit-
nesses in investigating 'a claim
When their company is liable, they
negotiate with the claimant and set-
tle the case. :'

Adjusters must make sure that
-settlements are,in line with the real
extent of the loss. They must pro-
tect their company from false, or in-
flated claims but, at the same time,
settle,. valid claims fairly and
promptly. Some adjusters are al-
lowed to issue cheeks on company
funds, most, however,'submit their
findings to claim examiners who
review them to insure that proper
procedures have been folj6wed and
Oen authorize paymeht.

Softie adjusters work with all
lines of insurance. Others specialize
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AdjusterdatorrnInas extent of auto body
damage.

In claims from property damage by
fire, manne loss, automobile
damage. workers compensation
loss. or bodily injury Several States
have "no-fault" automobile in-
surance plans that relieNe the ad-
juster from determining responsi-
bility for. a loss. Adjusters in these
States still must decide the amount
of loss, however A growing number
of casualty companies employ spe-
cial claims people to settle small
claims, usually minor automobile or
homeowner damage claims. These
claim workers, generally called
"inside adjusters" or "telephone
adjusters," contact, claimants by
telephone or mail and haye the pol-
icyholder send repair costs. medical
bills, and other statements to the
company MS_yi ornpanies central-
size this operation in a drive-ih
claims center where the cost...of
repair is .determined and a cheek is
issued orl the spot.

Xdjtigters work awa'y frotrn the of-
fice most of the time. Tlieypay be
called to the site _Or an accident or
to the location of a fire or burglary.

,Adjusters make their own schedules
f the activities needed to dispose

of a claim properly. They also keep
written or taped records of informa-
tion obtained from witnesses. and
other sources and prepare report
of their findings. ,
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In life insurance companies, the
counterpart of the claim adjuster is
the clown examiner. who in-
vestigates the details surrounding
questionable claims or those ex-
ceeding a speCified amount They
may check claim applications for
completeness and accuracy. inter-
view medical specialists. consult
policy files to %,enfy information on
a claim, or calculate benefit pay-
ments. Generally. examiners are
authorized to IrRestigate and ap-
prove payment on all claims up to a
certain limit, larger claims are
referred to a senior examiner

Examiners checking incorrect or
questionable claims may cor-
respond with investigating compa-
nies. field managers, agents, or the
family of the insured Claim ex-
aminers occasionally travel to ob-
tain information by personal inter-
view, or contact State insurance de-

k

partments and other insurance
companies In addition to venfying
claims anceapprov in; payment, ex-
aminers also maintain records of
settled claims and prepare reports
to be submitted to their company's
data processing department Some
experienced examiners sere on
committees, conduct sureys of
claim practices within their com-
pany. and help devise more effi-
cient ways to process claims They
sometimes testify in court on con-
tested claims

Places of Employment

About 125.000 persons worked
as claim representatixes in 1974.

The majority of claim adfusters
worked for insurance companies
that sell property and liability

r
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Claim examiner calculates benefit payment
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coverage Some were employed by
independent adjusting firms that
contract their services for a fee
These independents range from na
tional companies employing hun
dreds of adjusting specialists to
small 3 or '4 person operations k
relatively small number of adjusters
represent the insured rather than

"" the insurance company These
public adjusters usually are

retained by banks. financial or
ganizatiops. and _the!' business
firms t.' handle fire and other losses
to property They negotiaie claims
against insurance .,-rpanies and
deal kith adjusters for such compa
,nies

Most claim examiners worked for
life insurance companies in large ci-
ties such as tiev. York. Hartford.
Chicago San Franciscn and Dallas
where most home offices arere
located

Adjusters may travel to al most
any area of the United States since
claims must be settled locally Oc-
casionally, the adjuster may travel
to the scene of a disaster, such as a
hurricane or a not, to work_ with
local personnel Some cases result
in travel outside the e'nited States

,

Training, Othiyr Qualifications,
, and Advancement

Although a growing number of
insurance companies prefer claim
representatives to have a college
degree, many hire those without
college training, particularly.if they
have spedialized experience For
example, persons experienced in
automobile repair work may qualify
as auto adjusters. and those with
clerical work -experience might be

:hired as inside adjusters. .

No specific field of college study-
is recommended. Although courses
in insurance, economics, or other
business subjects are helpful, a

majoi in almost' any college field is
adequate preparation An adjuster

, who ha's a business or accounting
background might specialize in loss
from business interruption or

damaget, merchandise Those with
college training in engineering will
find their education helpful in ad-

..
justing industrial claims.

Most large insurance companies
provide Be lining claim adjusters
and ezamoe on-the-job training
and home s udy courses. Claim
represent8yes are encouraged to
take courses designed to enhance
their professional skills. For exam -

-the Insurance Institute of
Amenca offers a 6-semesterstudy
program leading to a diploma in m-
surance loss and claim adjusting
,upon successful completion of six
examinations Adjusters can
prepare for these examinations by
independent home study or through
company or public classes A
prolessional Certificate in In-
surInce Adjusting also is available
from the College of 'Insurance in
New York City.

The Life Office Management As-
sociation (11,0MA) in cooperation
with the International Claim As-
sociation offers a claims education
program for life . and health ex-
afnmers The program is part of the
LOMA institute Insurance Educa-
tion Program leading to the profes-
sional designation, FLMI (Fellow,
Life Management Institute) upon
successful completion of eight writ-
ten examinations.

About three-fourths of the States
require adjusters to be licensed.
Despite wide variation in State
licensing requirements, applicants
usually must comply with one or
more of the following. Pass a writ-
ten examination covering the fun-
damentals of adjusting, furnish
character references, be 20 or 21
years of age and a resident of the
State; offer proof that they have
completed an approvecLcourse in
insurance or loss adjusting, and file
a surety bond. '

Because they often work closely
with claimants, witnesses, and other
insurance professionals, representa-
tives must be able to adapt to many
different persons and situations.
They should be able to commu-

vV
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mate effectively and gain the
respect and cooperation of people

.from different B-ickgrounds. For ex-
ample, when adjusters' evaluations
of claims differ from those of the
persons who have suffered the losi,
they should be able to explain their
conclusions tactfully. Examiners
need to be familiar with medical
and legal terms and practices and
Federal and State insurance laws
and tegulations. Because they may
have to check, premium payments,
policy values, and other numerical
items in processing a claim, ex-
aminers should be-adept arnaking
mathematical calculations. Both
adjusters and examiners 'should
have a good, memory and 'enjoy
working with details.

Beginning adjusters and ex-
anipers work on tinall claims under
the supervision of an experionoed
worker. As they learn more about
claim investigation and settlement,
they are assigned claims that are
higher in loss value and more
ficult. Trainees are promoted as
they demonstrate competence In
handling assignments and progress
in the courses they take. Because of
the complexity of insurance regula-
tions and claims procedureswork.
ers who lack formal academic
training may advance more slowly
than those with 2 years or more of
college Employees who show
unusual competence in claims work '

or outstanding administrative skills
may be promoted to deTartment su-
pervisor in a field office7,5r to a
managerial position in the home of-
fice Qualified adjusters and ex-
aminers can transfer to other de-,
partments, such as.underwriting or
data processing.

Emplowmint Outlook

.Employrne&t of cral'm representa-
tives is expected to grow about as

-4fast as the average for II 'Occupa-
tions through the mid-198 as the
number oT insurance claims
tinues to increase. In addition to
jobs created by growth of the ticcu-
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pawn, many others-will result from
the need to replace workers who
die, retire. or transfer to othe jobs.

Several fai.tor4 point to a growing
volume of insurance and a resulting
need for claim adjusters Shifts in
population patterns over the next
decade will insure a steadily rising
number of workers entering their
most productive years. These work-
ers and their families are likely to
seek insurance protection as they
purchase homes, automobiles, and
other consumer durables Expand-
ing business will need protection far
new plants and equipment and for
insurance covering workers com-
pensation and product liability As
more people live and work in
densely populated areas, the in-
creased 'nsk of. automobile acci-
dent, fire, or thect should result in a
greater number of claims.

Growth of tits occupation may
be slower than in recent years as
no-fault automobile insurance plans
enable adjusters to handle more
cases The growing emphasis on
drive-in claim centers and claim
handling by telephone also should
reduce the demand for automobile
adjusters while it stimulates de-
mand for inside adjusters Indepen-
dent adjusters who specialize in au-
tomobile damage' claims should
Continue to suffer some loss ofhtli:
ness: Prospects are expected_to be
quite good for adjusters who sin:*
cialize in other types of claims or
those who can move into other lines
of adjusting.

Prospects are much less favora-
ble for claim examiners. Employ-
ment of examiners in casualty com-
panies should rise about as fast as
for adjusters; however.* much
slower growth is expected for life
Insurance examiners as. increased
use of computers enables them to
process more claims, especially
routine ones and those that arise.
under group policies. .

,Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to an American In-

surance Association-American Mu-
tual Insurance Alliance-National
Association of Independent In.
curers survey of property and lia-
bility companies. claim justers
averaged about $11,900 a year in
1974, inside adjusters earned
average salaries of about S8,300.
Most public adjusters are paid a
percentage of the amount of the
settlementgenerally 10 percent.
Adjusters are furnished a company
car or are reimbursed for use of
their Own vehicles for business pur-
poses. Salaries of claim adjUsters
are about one and one-half times
the average earnings for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private indu
try, except farming, salanes- of in-
side adjusters are lightly above this
average.

A survey of life insurance corn0a-
mes by the Life Office Management
Association revealed that claim ex-
aminers' earned average salaries of
511,200 a year in 1974. According
to the survey of property and liabili-
ty companies, casualty .claim ex-
aminers averaged $13,300. Claim
supervisors in casualty,Companies
and life companies averaged
between 514,000 and $15,000 and
many earned more than $20,000 a
year. Claim examiners earn nearly
twice as much as the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in private
industry, except farming.

Claim adjusting is not a desk job.
It requires that a person be physi-
cally fit because much of the day
ruey be spent in traveling from one
place to another, walking about
outdoors, and climbing stairs. Ad-
justers may have to work evenings
or weekends in order to interview
witnesses and claimants when they
are available. Since most sratra-
nies provide 24-hour claim' service
to their policyholders,_ some ad;,
justers always musttr..-cin call. (See
the statement on _Ole- histfrance In-
dustry for additional information on
working conditions and employee
benefits.)

CIairi examiners have desk jobs
that require no unusual physical ac-
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tivity. Although the average work-
week for examiners is 35 to 40
hours, they may work longer at
times of peak claim loads or when
quarterly and annual statements are
prepared, They also may need to
travel occasionally.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information about a
career as a claim examiner or ad-
juster is available from the home of-
fices of many life and property and
liability insurance companies

Information about licensing
requirements for claims adjusters
may be obtained from tie depart-
ment of insurance in eac State

Information about career oppor-
tunities in these occupations also
may be obtained from:
Insurance information Institute. 110 William

St . New York, N Y 10038

For information about public in-
surance adjusting. contact:
Natiunal Aksociation of Public Adjusters,

. 1613 Munsey Building, Baltimore, Md
21202

Career information on life in-
surance claim examining is availa-
ble firipm:

Institute of Life Insurance. 277 Park Ave.,
NeW York. N Y 10017

UNDERWR TERS
(13:0.T. 1 .188)

Nature of th. Work

Insurance companies assume mil-
lions of dollars in risks each yeat, by
transferring chance of loss from
their policyholders to...th eiselves.
Underwriters appraise and select
the risks their company will insure.
(The term underwriter sometimes is
used in referring to insurance
agents, see the statement on Iii -
surance Agents and Brokers else-
where in the Handbook for a dis-
cussion of that occupation.)
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Underwnters decide whether
their companies will accept nsks
after analyzing information in in-
surance applicauons, reports from
loss control consultants, medical re-
ports, and actuanal studies (reports
that descnbe the probabilify`tif in-
sured loss) Some rotitine applica-
tions that require very little inde-
pendent judgment are hanilled by
computers. Generally, however, un-
derwriters use considerable per-
sonal judgment in making deci-
sions. Because these decisions are
seldom reviewed at a higher level.
underwriters have great responsi-
bility Their companies may lose
business to competitors if they ap-
praise risks too conservatively or
have to pay many future claims if
their underwriting actions are too
liberal

When deciding that a policy is an
acceptable risk, an,underw liter may
outline the terms of the contract,
including the amount of the premi-
um. Underwriters frequently cor-
respond with. policyholders: agents,
and managers about policy cancel-
lations or requests for information
In addition, they sometimes accom-
pany salespeople on appointments
with prospective customers

Most , underwriters specialize in
one of three major categories of in-
surance. life, property and liability,
or health Life insurance un-
derwriters may further specialize in
one type of life insurance-Mmore.
such as group or individ al policies
The property and ability un-
derwriter specializes by type of risk
insured, such as fire, automobile,
marine, or Workers' compensation
Some underwriters, called commer-
cial account underwriters, handle
business insurance exclusively.
They often mu* evaluate a firm's
entire operation in appraising its in-

, surance application. .

A standard group insurance pol-
icy insures all persons in a specified
group through a single contract at
uniform premium rates, this type of
group policy geperally provides life
or health inswance protection. The

Underwriter analyzes information pre-
sented on policy application.

group underwriter analyzes the
overall cdmposition of the group to
be sure that total risk is not exces-
sive A different type of group pol-
icy finding increasing acceptance -is
the policy that provides the mem-
bers of a groupa labor union, for
examplewith an individual policy,
geared to their own circumstances.
These policies generally are in the
casualty field, covering automo-
biles, pleasure boats, and homes.
The casualty underwriter analyzes
the application of each group
member and makes individual ap-
praisals, Some group underwriters
attend meetings with union or em-
ployer representatives to discuss
the types of policies available to
their groups

Places of Employment

An estimated 20,000: persons
worked as insurance underwriters
in.4974.' Over three-fourths were
property and liability underwriters
working in regional or home offices
throughout the United States, must
life insurance underwriters are in
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home offices in a few large cities,
such as Hartford, New York,
Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles.

Training, Other Qualification!,
and Advancement

For beginning underwriting jobs,
most insurance companies seek col-
lege graduates who have degrees in
liberal arts ,or business administra-
tion, but a major in almost any field
provides a good general
background Some high school
graduates who begin as underwrit-
ing 6Ierks may be trained as un-
derwriters after they demonstrate
an aptitude for the work.

College gradu,ites usually start as
trainees or junior underwriters.
They study claim files to learn the
factors associated with certain
types of losses, and carry out their
work assignments under an ex-
perienced risk appraiser. Many sup-
plement on-the-job training with
courses and instruction at home of-
fice schools or local colleges and
universities. Many firms pay tuition
and the cost of books for those who
satisfactorily complete underwrit-
ing courses. Some companies offer
salary increases as an incentive. In-
dependent study programs are
available through the American In-
.

stitute of Property and Liability Un-
derwriters, the American College of
Life Underwriters, the Home Office
Life Underwriters Association, the
Institute of Home Office Un-
derwriters, and the Life Office
Management Association.

Underwriting can be a satisfying
career for persons who like working
with details and enjgy relating and
evaluating information. In addition
to analyzing problems, underwriters
must make prompt decisions and be
able to communicate their ideas to
others They must also be imagina-
tive and aggressive, espeCially when
they have to get additional informa*
lion from outside sources'

Experienced underwriters who
complete study courses may ad
vance to chief underwriter or un
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derwntul manager Some un-
derwritin managers are promoted
to senior managerial jobs after
several years

Employment Outlook

Employment of underwriters rs
expected to rise as fast as the
average for all ccupations,through
the mid-198 as insurance sale's
continue .Os expand. Each year
many jobs will become available as
the occupation grows and as those
who die, retire, or transfer to other
WZik are replaced.

Several factors underlie the ex-
pected growth in the volume of In-
surance and the resulting need for
underwriters Over the next decade,
a much larger portion of our popu-
lation will enter thpir most produc-
tive years. As this traditional mar-
ket for life insurance expands, the
volume of insurance sales also
should rise. This will occur as more
indi%iduals purchase life insurance
to protect their families' standard of
living,.finance their childrens' edu-
cation, or provide retirement in-
come. Property and liability in-
surance sales also should expand as
pitrchases of automobiles, pleasure
boats, and other consumer durables
increase. Both spending for new
home construction and the Amer-
ican public's growing security con-
sciousness should contribute to de-
mand for more extensive insurance
protection Expanding businesses

A
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will need protection for new plants
and equipment and insurance for
workers' compensation and
product liability. Heightened com-
petition among insurance compa-
nies and changes in regulatio af-
fecting investment profits also
expected to increase the insuran
industry's need for competent un-
derwriters.

re
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Earnings and Working

Conditions

Underwriters' in life insurance
averaged $12,500 a year in 1974,
according tca Life Office Manage-
ment Association (LOMA) survey.
Senior life underwriters (those with
5 years' experience) averaged
$14,300, while senior group un-
derwriters earned average salaries
of $14,800. Supervisors of un-
derwritOg in life insuranbe compa-
nies .averaged-$15,000 to $20,000.
In most cases, underwriters in
larger companies earned higher
salaries.

An American Insurance Associa-
tion-Ainerican Mutual Insurance
Alhance-National Assobation of
Independent Insurers survey of
companies that sell property and
liability insurance showed that ex-
perienced underwriters averaged
$14,300 a year in 1974. Earnings
varied substantially by underwriting
specialty, Senior commercial lines
underwriters averaged $13,100,
while personal lines underwriters
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,earned average salaries of $10,900.
Experienced underwriters earn
over 1 1,12 times the average
earnings of nonsupervisory workers
in private industry, except farming.
Underwriting supervisors in proper.
ty and liability companies averaged
$45,100 a year in 1974; many
earned over $17,500.

Most underwriters have desk jobs
that require no unusual physical ac-
Wity. Although the average week is
37 hours, underwriters sometimes
work overtime. Most insurance
companies have liberal vacation

. policies - and other employee
benefits. (See the statement on the
Insurance Industry for additional
information on working conditions
and employee benefits.).

Sources of Additional'
Information

General information about
career as an insurance underivriter
is available from the home offices
of many life insurance and property
and liability insurance companies.
Information about career opportu-
nities as an underwriter also may be
obtained prom:
Institute of Life Insurance. 277 Park Ave.,

New York, N.Y. 10017,

Insurance Inf9rmation Institute, 110 Wtlham
St , New York, N 'I 10038

American Mutual Insurance_Alliance, 20 N.
Wacker Dr , Chicago. 11V 60606



ADMINISTRATIVE' AND

RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Most administrative workers ate
professional office employees who
run, or help run, business and other
organizations. Some are managers,
who supervise, plan operations and
make company policy. Others pro-
vide assistance to management,
such as personnel workers who
recruit and hire staff members and
handle employee *roblems. The
success or failure of an organization
depends heavily on the way ad-
ministrative workers do their jobs.

Nearly all_ adminisucirve jobs
require a college degree, although
employers vary in the specific area
of study, they prefer, Some seek
business administration or liberal
arts graduates; others want ,a

background in technical area such
as engineering or science. .

Many administrative workers
solve problems and make decisions,
using numbers and technical data.
In addition, these workers must 6-e
tactful and able to get -aliing with
others. They must be able to handle
the uneven flow of work in offices.

This section describes several ad-
ministrative occupations including
City Managers, Accountants,
Credit Officials, and Personnel and
Labor Relations workers.

ACCOUNTANTS
(D 0 T 160,188)

Nature of the Work

Managers must haVe up-to'-date
financial information to make im-
portant, decisions. Accountants
prepare and analyze financial re-

A

ports that furnish this kind of infor-
mation.

Three major accounting fields
are public, management, and
government accounting. Public ac-
countants have their own busi-
nesses or work for accounting
firms. 'Management accountants,
also called in.dustnal or private ac-
countants, handle the financial
recoids of the company they work
for. Government accountants ex-
amine the records of government
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agencies and audit private busi-
nesses and individuals whose
dealings are subject to government
regulations.

Accountants often concentrate
on one particular phase of account-
ing. For example, many public ac-
countants specialize in auditing
(reviewing a client's financial
'records and reports'to judge their
reliability). Others 'specialize in tax
matters, such as preparing income
tax forms and advising their clients
of the advantages and disad-
vaqtages of certain business deci-
sions. Still others become spe-
cialists in management consultiqg
and give advice on a'variety of mat-
ters. They might develop or revise
an accounting system to serve the
needs of clients more effectively or
give advice about different types of
accouniing.equipment.

Management accountants pro\
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vide the financial information ex
ecutives need to make suilnd bum
ness decisions They may choose to
work in areas such as taxation,
budgeting, or investments. Internal
auditing is an area of specialization
within management 'accounting
which is rapidly growing in Im-
portance. Accountants who work as
internal auditors examine and eval-
uate their firm's financial systems
and management control
procedures to ensure efficient and
economical operation

Many accountants in the Federal
Government work as Internal
Revenue agents. investigators, an&Y,..
bank examiners; other government
accountants have regular account-
ing positions

Places of Employment

About 805,000 people wurked as
accountants in 1974, almost 20 per-

, cent were Certified Public Accoun-
tants (CPA's). About 4 percent of
CPA's and nearly 24 percent of all
accountants are women. Since the
early 1960;s, employment of
women accountants has increased,
more rapidly than that of men, and
there is every indication that
women will continue to play an in-
creasingly active role in the occupa-
tion

About 60 percent of all account
ants do management accounting
work, one-fifth of these work as in-
ternal auditors An additional 20
percent are engaged in public ac-
counting as proprietors, partners,
or employees of independent ac-
counting firms. Other accountants
work for Federal, State, and local
government agencies, and a small
number teach in colleges_and-
universities. Opportunities are plen-
tiful for part-time work in account-
ing, particularly in smaller firms.

Accountants are found in all
bUsiness, industrial. and .govern-
ment organizations. Most, however,
work in large urban areas -where
many public accounting firms and
central officts of large businesses

. .

are concentrated. For example,
over 20 percent of all accountants
are employed in just four major bit-
les. Chicago, Los Angeles, New
York, and Washington, D.C.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Training in accounting is availa-
ble at colleges and universities, ac-
counting and businesli schools, and
correspondence schools. Although
many graduates of business and
correspondence schools are suc-
cessful in small firms:most large
public accounting and business
firms require applicants to have at
least a bachelor's degree in ac-
counting or a closely related field.
Many employers prefer those with
the master's degree in accounting.
A strict accounting background
usually is not required for starting
jobs as internal auditors, however,
training in business management,
industrial relations, business law,
and mathematics is helpful. A grow-
ing number' of large employers
prefer applicants who are familiar
with computer technology for both
accounting and internal auditor
positions. For beginning accounting
positions, the Federal Government
requires 4 years of college,training
(including 24 semester hours in ac-
counting or related, subjects) or an
equivalent combination of educa-
tion and experience. For teaching
positions, most colleges and univer-
sities require: at (Past the master's
degree or the Certified Public Ac-
countancy Certificate..

Previous work experience in ac-
counting can help an applicant get a

Many colleges offer studentS an
opportunity to gain experie)ite
through internship program's, con-
ducted by public accounting or
bugnessli rms.

Anyone working as "certified
Rubric accountarfte:Must hold a cer-
tificate.issii0 by the State board of
accountancy. All states use the
CPA examination, administdred by
the AmericlRtitute of Certified
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Public Accountants, to establish
certification. Most successful can-
didates have college degrees, and
three-fOurths of the States require
CPA candidates to be college grad-
uates. Nearly all States require ap-
plicants to have at least 2 years of
public accounting experience for a
CPA certificate.

Requirements vary, but more
than half the States restrict the title'
"public accountant" to those who
are licensed or registered. Some
States require only a high school
diploma while others require 2
years of college or more. Informa-
tion on requirements may be ob-
tained directly from individual
State boards of accountancy or
from the National Society of Public
Accountants.

The recognized mark of com-
petence and experience in the field
of internal auditing is the designa-
lion, Certified Internal Auditor
(CIA) The Institute of InternalAu-
ditors, Inc. confers thisfiesignation
upon candidates who have

'completed 3 years' experienceili
internal auditing and who have
passed a 4-part. examination.
Beginning in 1978, a bachelor's
degree from an acuratted college
or university also will be reqliired.

Persons planning a career in ac-
counting should have an aptitude
for mathematics. Neatness and as

also are necessary,. Em-
ployers seek applicants, who can
handle responsibility and work with
httlesuperyision. . ,

To get to e toP in the profes-
.

sio , ac tants usually must con-
tin their Study of accounting even

,tho gh they already have college
degrees or professional certificates.
They may participate in seminars
sponsored by various professional
associations ore courses offered
by their employers. A growing
number of States require both
CPA's and licensed public accoun-
prits to complefe,a certain number
of hourst5t continuing education
courses before their licenses can be
renewed. An increasing number of
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accountants study computer opera
tion and pwgraroming to adapt ac-
countingerocedures to new data
processing- methods Although
capable. accountants should ad-
vance rapidly; those having in
adequate academic preparation
may be assigned routine jobs and
find promotion difficult

Junior public accountants usually*
start by assisting with auditing work
for, several clients They may ad
Vance to intermediate positions
with more responsibility in I or 2
years and to senior positions within
another fev. years In larger firms,
those who deal successfully with
top industry executives often
become supervisors, Managers, or
partners, or transfer to executive
positions in private firms Some
open their on public accounting
offices.

Beginning management account-
ants often start as ledger account-
ants, junior internal auditors, or as
trainees for technical accounting
positions They may advance to
jobs such as chief plant accountant,
chief cost accountant, budget

_direCtor, or manager o infe-rnal, au-'
dicing Some me controllers,
treasurers, financial vice-pre-
sidents, or corporation presidents
In the Federal Government, begin-,
ners are hired, as trainees and
usually are promoted in a year or
,so In college and university
teaching, those having minimum
training and experience may
receive the rank of instructor
without tenure, advancement and
pernianent faculty status depend
upOn further education and
teaching experience

Employment Outlook

Employment is expected to in-
crease about as fast as the average
for all occupations through the mid-
'1980's as businesses and govern-
ment agencies continue to expiod
in size and complexiti.b. addition
to jobs resulting from growth, many
thousands of openings will Jesuit

each year when workers die, ret.re,
or leave the occupation

.Demand fur skilled accountants
will rise as managers TEly more on
accounting information to make
business decisions. Fur example, of-
ficers of large corporations base
their decisions, concerning
proposals such as plant expansion,
mergers, or foreign investments un
information about the financial
condition of the firm, tax implic
lions of the proposed action,4and
other considerations. On a smaller
scale. owners of small businesses
are expected to rely more and more
on the expen4 of public account;
ants in planning their operations.
Government legislation to monitor
business activity also is expected to
add to the demand for accountants.
An example is the Pension Reform
Act of 1974, which establishes
minimum standards fur private pen-
sion plans. This and other legisla-
tion should create many new jobs
for , management accountants to
maintain new systems and public
accountants to audit them.

Because of the growing complex-
ity of business, college graduates
will be in greater demand than ap-
plicants who lack this -.training.
Many employers prefer uates
who have worked_ time in a
business or accounting firm while in
school. Those who have been
trained in a specific phase of ac-
counting should find ample oppor-
tunities.
' As data prqcessing systems con-
tinue to replace manual preparation
of accounting records and state-
ments, the need for some accoun-
tants to perform routine tasks, par-
ticularly in large firms, may be
reduced. However, many opportu
nities will arise for accountants
Without a college degree, mainly in
small businesses and public ac-
countingefirms.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries of beginning ac
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countants in private industry were
59,700 a year in 1974, according to
a survey in urban areas. Earnings of .

experienced accountants ranged
between S13,300 and S19,600, de-...
Pending on their level of responsi-
bility complexity of the ac-
counting system. In general, ex
penenced accountants earn about
twice as much as nonsupervisory
workers in private induS'try, except
farming. Chief, accountants who
direct the accoOnting program of a
company or one .of its establish-
ments earned between S17,600 and
S29.000, depending upon the scope
of their authority And size of prOfes-
sional staff.

According to the same survey,
beginning auditors averaged
510,400 ,a year, while experienced
auditors', earnings ranged between
S14,400 and $17,500.

Salaries generally are higher for
accountants who travel a great deal ,
or who hold a graduate degree or a
CPA certificate.'

In the Federal Civil Service, the
entrance salary for junior accoun-
tant's and auditors was about
S10,200 in late 1974. Candidates
who had superior academic records
received a starting salary of about
S11,200. Applicants with a master's
degree or 2 years' professional ex-
perience began at about 512,800.-
Accountants in the Federal
Government . averaged about
523,000 a year in 1974.

Accountants who specialize in in-
come tax preparation often work
long hours under heavy pressure
during the tax season, those em-
ployed by national accounting firms.-
may travel extensively to condfiCt
audits ant! perform other services
for their clients..- he majority,hoyinbt
ever, work in one office between 35.7ei
and 40'hours a week, under the
same general conditions as fellow
office workers.

Sobrces of Additional
s Information

Information , about CPA's and
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about aptitude tests in high schools,
eges, and public accounting

may be obtained from'
Amencan Insutute of Censfsex3 Pubbc Ac-

countants, 666 Frith Ave., New Ybrk,
N Y 10019

Further information on 'special-
ized fields of accounting is available
from:
National Assoccanoci of. ACcountants..919

,Tturd Ave New Yoi> Y 10022.
Naumal &Kitty of Public A.cuuntaks

Ill' Pennsylvania Ave NW Washmg
Kin 13 C 20006

Institute of Internal Aud tun 54.00 Diplomat
Circle. Orlando. Fla 32810

Ar.ERTISING.WORKERS
(110.T: 050.088; 132.088;

. 141 081 and 168; 162 158; and
164.068 thrOugh 168)

Nature of the Work

Almost every busmess does some
form of advertising to pursuade
people to buy its products or use its
services. A wide variety of workers
in many Indus-tries create and
produce advertisements, or make
arrangements for them to be broad-
cast on radio 'and television or
published in newspapers and
magazines The following occupa-

' tions are those most commonly as-
sociated with advertising.

Advertising managers direct the
advertising program of the
nases for which they work. They
determine the size of the ad is-

.._.ingb'udget, the typenf..
media to be used, and, the advertis-
ing agency, if any, that will be ern-
played Managers .10/ho decide to
employ an agency work closely with
the account executives assigned to
their firms They also may supervise
the preparation of pamplats,
brochures, or other materials
developed to promote the firm's
pr ucts or skrvices. Advertising
managers working, for newspapers,
radio stations, and other communi-
cations media have somewhat cid-

%

0

ferent.ciutici They are responsible
for selling advertising time or space,
and their work is similar to that of
sales managers in other businesses

Account eieettives-are employed
by advertising agencies to develop
advertising progretni for ,clients,
They study the client's sales, public
image, and advertising problems
and create a program that meets the
client's approval. in most agencies,
the actual artwork and slogans are
developed by, artists and copy-
writers, but in some small agencies,
account executives are responsible
for this aspect of the job. Account
executives may be supervised by ac-
count supervisors; usually, how-
ever, they report directly to agency
heads.

Research .directors and their
Assistants study Iticmarket for the
product or service being sold. They
review its possible uses, advantages
or disadvantages compared to those
of conipetitors, and ways of
reaching potential buyers. These
workers may survey buyibg habits
and motives of customers, or try out
sample advertisements to find the
selling theme or medium that best
sells the product .(See the state-
ment on Marketing Research Work-
ers for more information on this
occupation.)

Advertising copywriters develop
the slogans and text to be used in
thet.ads.- By studying_information
about the product and its potential
customers, they are able to write
copy aimed at the particular group

esrirf_4411.sy.%ers the ad v e rtis_erreics-te
act ey may specialiA

ing copy for certain groups, such as
business managers, teenagers, or
sports loeers, or for a class of
products, such a$ cars or compUter
equipinent. Copywriters usually
work closely with account execu-
tives In some agencies they may be
supervised by copy chiefs.

Artists and layout workers create
the visual impact of an advertise°
ment by selecting photographs,
drawing symbols or figures, and
selecting the size or type of print to

.-
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be used in a magazine or newspaper
act. When television .commercials
are planned, they usually Sketch
sample scenes for the client to con-
sider. (See the statements on Com-
mercial, Artists and Photographers
for.more information on this type of
work.) °- T

Met4ia directors (or space buyers
and time buyers) negotiate con
trectsjor advertising space or air
time. They determine, for example,
the-day and time when a television
commercial would reach the largest
group of prospective buyers, at the
least cost. To select the best meth-
um for the advertiser, they must
know the costs of using nrious
media and the characteristics of the
audience that would be reached by
specific publications or television

. stations.
Production managers, and their

assistants arrange to have the ad
printed-for publication or filmed for
television use. They must know
which firms or freelance workers
will beableto produce the best ad
for the least cOst
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Places of Employment

In 1974, about 170,000 people
worked in jobs requiring,considera-
ble knowledge of adyfrtising. More
than one-third were"employed in
advertising agencies, _largely con-
centrated in New York City. and
Chicago.i.

The rest worked or a variety of
firms and industries. Many advertis-
ing workers are employed directly
by organizations with products or
services to se,11, such as manufac-
turers and retail stores. Others work
for television or radio stations,
newspapers, and magazines and -sell
air time or space, to advertisers.
Some work for printers, art studios,
and package design firms that help
advertisers create their ads.

*Training, Other Ou
a vancement

Most 'employers prefer college
graduates who have liberal arts

../
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Layout worker designs a newspaper ad for a department store isle.

training or majors' in advertising,
marketing, journalism, or business
administration_ No particular edu-
cational background, hcwever, is
equated with success in advertising
Preparing of selling ads for school
publications or a summer job with a
marketing research sere ice can be
'helpful expenence

Some large organizations recruit
outsjanding college graduates for
training programs that cover all
aspects of advertising work Some
beginners start as research or
prodcralrin assistants or as space or
time buyers A few begin as junior
copywriters

Many advertising jobs require
imagination, creativity, and a flair
for language Persons interested in
becoming advertising managers, ac
count executives, media buyers,
and production managers must be
able to get along well with pepple
and be able to sell their ideas
Research directors and thch
assistant54hust have an understand

Y
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a
ing of,human behavior. Creativity is
especially important to artists,
layout workers, and account execu-
tives Advertising workers must be
able to accept criticism of their
work and be able to function as part
of a team.

Copywriters and account execu-
tives may advance to more respon-
sible work in their specialties, or to
managerial joN, if they demon-
strate ability in dealing'with clients.
Some who are especial)), capable
may become partners in an existing
agency. or establish their own

Employment Outlook

Employment of advertising work-
ers is expected to increase about
as fast as the average for all Occupa-
tiops through the mid-1980s, as the
growing number of consumer goods
and increasing competition in some
product or service markets cause
advertising expenditures to rice
Employment in these occupations is

13S
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strongly affected by general busi--,
ness conditions because firms ex-
pand or contract their -advertising
budgets according to their financial
success. Although opportunities
should be favorable -for highly
4ualified applicants, others seeking
entry jobs will face keen competi-
tion because` thany persons are at-
tracted to the field. Most openings
will result from the need to replace
workers who die, retire, or ,Ve the
ocrupation for other reasons

Ei,snings and Working
Conditions ``.

According to the limited infor-
mation available, annual salaries for
beginning advertising workers
bachelor's degrees ranged from
58,000 to 510,000 in 45174. The
higher starting salaries' generally
were paid by the largest firms or ad-
vertising agencies to outstanding
applicants.

Salaries of experienCed advertis-
ing workers employed by agencies
varied by size of firm and type of
job'For example, account execu-
tives averaged 518,000 to 525.000
a year and media directors,
520;000, according to limited infor-
mation Copywriters' salaries
ranged from 515,000 for beginners
to as much as 550,000 for those
having, print and telelasion ex-
perience.

People in advertising work under
great pressure. They are expected
to produce quality ads in as short a
time as possible. Sometimes they
must work long or irregular hours in
order to .meet deadlines or make
fast-minute :changes. Account ex-
ecutives, copywriters, and layout
workers may become frustrated by
a client's inability to define the type
of ad he or she wants for a product.

Advertising can be a satisfy,ing
career for persons who enjoy
variety, excitement, creative chal-
lenges, and competition. Unlike
workers in many other occupations,
advertising workers experience the
satisfaction of having their work in
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print, al television, of on radio.
even though they rernaai unknown
to the public at large

Sources of Additional
. Information

Information on advertising agen-
cies and the careers they offer is
available from-
kme r..an Assort anon ,1 Advent:an& 4,-.

oes 21:X) Park Ave New York N Y
10017

For a 1Zst of schools that -provide
training in advertising contact
kme nun kdve rtesang Federation

Connecticut Ave NW washtngton
D C 20036

BUYERS
(DOT 162 158 and 185 168)

Nature of the Work

Buyers determine which products
are on display in retail stores.
Although all buyers seek to satisfy
their stores' customers-and sell at a
profit, the kind and variety of goods
they purchase 'depend on the store
where they work. A buyer for a
small clothing store, for example,
may purchase its complete stock of
merchandise from sportswear to
for?rraketning clothes. Buyers who
work for larger retail businesses
often handle oils or a few related
lines of /oods, such as men's wear,
ladies' sportswear, or children's
toys. Some, known as foreign
buyers, purchase merchandise out-
side the United States,

In order to purchase the best
selection of goods for their stores,
buyers must be familiar with the
manufacturers and distributors who
handle the merchandise they need
They also must keep informed
about changes in existing products
and the development of new ones.
To learn abOut merchandise, buyers
attend fashion and trade shows and
visit manufacturers' showrooms..
They usually order goods during

buying trips, and also place orders
with wholesale and manufacturers'
salesworkers who call on them to
display their merchandise.

Buyers must be able to assess the
resale value of goods after a brief
inspection and make a purchase
decision quickly. They are aware of
their stores' profit margins and try
to select merchandise that will sell
quicidy at well above the onginal
cost. Since niost buyers work within
a limited budget, they must plan

. their purchases to keep needed
items always in stock but also allow
for unexpected purchases when a
''good buy" presents itself.

Because buyers purchase
merchVdise for their firms to resell
(unlike Nrchasing agents who buy
goods for direct use the firm
see the statement on Purchasing
Agents elsewhere in the Handbook),
they must know what motivates
customers to buy. Before ordering a
particular line of merchandise,
buyers 'study market research re-
ports and analyze past sales records
to determine what products are cur-
rently in demand. They also confer
with assistant buyers and sales
clerks whose daily contact with
customers furnishes information
about consumer likes and dislikes.
In addition, buyers read fashion and
trade magazines to keep abreast of
style and manufaciuring trends; fol-
low ads in newspapers and other
media to check retail competitors'
sales activities; and watch general
`economic conditions to anticipate
consumer buying patterns.

Merchandise managers (D.O.T.
185.168) plan and coordinate buy-
ing and selling activities for large
and medium-sized stores. They di-
vide the budget among buyers, de-
cide how much merchandise to
stock, and .assign each buyer to
purchase certain goods. Merchan-
dise managers may review buying
decisions to insure that needed
categories of goodi are in stock,
and help buy.eitgo set general pric-
ing guidelines.

Buyers and merchandise
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managers usually ha,ve very busy
schedules and deal withmmy...di
ferent people in the course of a day.
They worklrth manufacturers'
representatives,.dther store person-
nelothcluding store executives and
salesworkers, and mftcusios.

Assisting with sales promotions and
creating enthusiasm among sales
personnel are part of the buyer's
job, and he or she may be asked to
provide information such as dress
sizes and product descriptions to ,

the advertising department for a
sales promotion, or to meet with
floor salesworkers before a new line
of merchandise is introduced. Some
buyers direit assistants who handle
routme aspects of purchasing such
as verifying shipmenti; others 'su-

.-pervise department managers.
Some buyers represent large

stores or chains in cities where
many manufacturers are located.
The duties of these "market
representatives" vary by employer,
some purchase goods, while others
supply information and arrange for
store buyers to meet with manufac-
turers when they are in town.

Places of Employment

In 1974, almost 110,000 buyers
and merchandise managers worked.

4:,71

-'-

linen buyer In s large department More
discusses special order with 1 cus-

tomer. ,
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for retail firms half of them for
clothing and general department
stores.

About 2 out of every 5 people in
the occupation were women.

Although jobs for buyers are
found in all parts of the country.
most jobs are in major metropolitan
areas were retail stores are concen
traced. Market representatives
work for buying offices in major

-market areas such as New York.
Chicago, and Dallas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
And Advancement

A job which traditionally has at-
tracted career-minded people, buy-
ing offers good opportunIties to
begin a careej in merchandising

Most retail stores prefer college
or junior col graduates foc-Nuiy-
ing jobs C merchandising
or marketing may help in getting a
first job, but most employers accept
graduates in any field of study and
train them on the job. Promising
salesworkers sometimes are con-
sidered for promotion to jobs at the
management level, and begin as
assistant buyers.

Many stores have formal training
programs for all management or ex
ecutive trainees, including buyers
These programs usually last from 6

, to 8 months and combine classroom
instruction in merchandising and
purchasing with short rotations to
various jobs in the store. This train-
ing introduces the new worker to
store operationl and policies, and
provides the fundamentals of
merchandising and management as
well

The trainee's first job is likely to
be that of assistant buyer The du-
ties include supervising saleswork
ers, checking itiVoices on material
received, and keeping account of
stock on hand Assisxant buyers
gradually assume purchasing
responsibiljties, depending upon
their individual abilities and the size
of the department where they work.
Training as an assistant buyer

usually lasts about a year igter
about 5 years of working as a buyer,
those who show exceptional ability
may advance to merchandise
manager A few find further promo
tion to top executive jobs such as
general merchandise manager for a
retail store or chain The length of
time it takes to reach any of these
levels depends not just on the in-
dividual's ability but on the store's
need for management personnel.
The faster- growing the company,
the more opportunity there, is for a
worker to acquire responsibility.

Buyers should be good at
planning and decisionmaking and
have an Interest in merchandising
They need leadership ability 'and
cammunications skills to rvise
salesworkers and ass's
and to deal effectively vJjth
facturers' representatives, store
executives Because of di ace
and constant pressure of. enr work,
buyers need -Physical starruna and
emotional stability

Employment Outlook

, -
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merchandise and select goods that
will appeal to customers and make
a prcit for the retailer. The de-
mand for astute buyers and
merchandise managers will grow
even though chain stores and other..,-----.
large firms are centralizing tlizir
purchasing functions and turning to
the computes for routimeir buying,
and for compilmg and tabulating
data on-past sales.

Earnings and Working
Condit:Joni

Newly hired buyers, who were
college' graduates started at 58,300
to 59,000 a year in 1974. dome who
showed unusual promise started at
annual salaries of S 12,000 or more.

Earnings, which frequently in-
lude a bonus in addition to regular

ary, vary according to the sales
volume of the stcrie and the type of
merchandise purclitsed.-Buyers in
single-store cpmpames with yearly
sales of $5-15 million! earned 'about
$10,500 in 1974; merchandise
managers in these stores averaged
nearly S24,000.'

Employment of buyers is ex- Buyers for discount depariment
petted to grow faster than the stores and other mass merchandis-
average for all occupations through; mg s.are among the most highly
,the mid 1980's, as retail stores seek aid in the industry. Those walking
tc7. promote sales by offering their for mass merchandising firms with
Customers a broader selection of annual sales of S40-400 million
goods In addition to opportunities earned over 521,000 in 1974, while
created by this growth, many job merchandise managers earned
openings will arse each year from about 536,000. A 1972 survey con-
the need to replace workers who ducted by the Mass Retailing ln-
leave the occupation. Competition stitute shows that in firms with an-
for these jobs is expected to be nual sales of S4 million or more,
keen, for merchpdaing attracts average earnings for buyers ranged
large numbers of college graduates from about $16,000 to $24,000, cle-
every year. Prospects are likely to pending on the type of merchandise
be best for qualified applicants who purchased, most buyers earned
enjoy the competitive nature of between S19,000 and $21,000.
retailing, and work best in a de- Merchandise managers made con-
manding, fast-paced job., siderably more.

Employ nient of buyers will grow Buyers regulate their own hours,
as retailers put greater emphasis on and often work mire than 40 hours
the selection,. display, and promo- , a week because of sales, con-
tion of the goods they:have for sale. ferences, and travel. The amount of
This is likely to spur demand for traveling a buyer does varies with
buyers with the professionk,exper- the type of merchandise bought and
use to discover new sources of the location of suppliers, but most

1 4
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spend 4 or'5 days a month un the
road_ Merchandise managers also
travel frequently, averaging several.
trips a month in many cases. ;

Sources of Additional
Information

General information about a
career in retailing is available from:
Nabs,nal. Re tad Mer.hants Assoc .auon :Oa

West 31st St . New York . N Y 10001

Mass Ret&ihng Instrtate '"C Seventh A ve
New York, !.4 Y 10018

CITY MANAGERS .

(DOT 188 118)

Nature of the Work

Population growth and industrial
expansion place increasing pressure
on housing, transportation, and
other faeilities of cities. Problems
associated with growing modern
communities, such as air and water
pollution and _rising,' crime rates,
also demand attention. To cope ef-
fectively with these problems, many
communities hire a specialist in
management techniques the city
manager.

, A pity manager is responsible to
the community's elected officials
who appoint hint. Although duties
vary .by city size, city managers
generally administer and coon-
dinate the day-to-day operations of
the city. They are respon4sible- for
functions such as-tax collection and
disbursement, law enforcement,
and public works, hire department
heads and their staffs; and prepare
the annual budget to be approved
by elected officials. They also study
current problems, such as traffic
congestion, crime, or urban
renewal, and report their findings to
the elected council.

City managers must plan for fu-
- tore growth and development of cit-

ies and surrounding areas. To pro-
vide for an expansion of public serv-
ices, they frequently appear' at

/kW
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civic meetings to advc;c.ate certain
.programs of to inform citizens,of
current government operations.

City managers work closely with
lanning departments to coordinate
w and .-existing programs. In

sm ler cities that have no per-
man t planning staff, coordination
may be assumed entirety by the
manager.

Many cities emplpy assistant city
fnanagers, department head
sclstanti, and administrative

assistants to aid city managers.
Under the manager's direction,
they administer programs, prepare
reports; receive visitors, answer
correspondence, and generally help
to keep the. .city functioning
smoothly. Assistant city managers
organize and coordinate city pro-
grams, supervise city employees,
and act for the city manager in their
absence. They also may assume

responsibility for some\projects,
such as the developillierit. of a
preliminary annual budget. Depart-
ment head assistants generally are
responsible for one-activity, such as
personnel, finance, or law, but also
may assist in other areas. Adminis-
trative assistants, also called execu-
,tive assistants or assistants to the
city manager, usually do adminis-
trative and staff work in all depart-
ments under the city manager. for
instance, they may compile operat-
ing statistics, or review and analyze
work procedures.

Places of Employment.

About 2,900 city managers were-
employed in 1974. Although nearly
all of them were men, in recent
years a growing number of women
have entered the occupation In ad-
dition, several thousand persons

j.s.s4.

City manager and staff dlicuss urban renewal plans with community group.
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worked as administrative assistants,
departrpent head assistants, and
assistant city managers Most city
managers worked for cities and
counties having a council-manager
form of government, in which the
council appoints a manager who is
responsible for the day to-day
operation of the government as well
as for the hiring and firing of
assistants, department heads, and
other Staff Most of the remainder
worked in municipalities having
other forms of gOvernment, such as
mayor-council government in
which the mayor appoints the city
manager as his administrative
assistant or chief administrative of
fieer A few city managers algo

-worked for metropolitan or re
gional planning organizations, and
councils of governments

Although over three-quarters of
all city managers work for small cit-
ies haVing 25.000 or less inhabit-

, I ants, many larger cities also ern-
\ plpy a, city Manager Abobe half of

the cities having a population of
between 10,000 And 500,000 have

'\ city' managers City managers work
'n all States, but 'one-half are con-
entrated in the eastern pact Gybe
ration.

alning, Other ClualificatIons,4
and Advancement

A master's degree, generally in
publ or business administration, is
be,co ing increasingly important
for th seeking a career in city
manag meni Although some appli-
cants w th only a bachelor's degree
may fib employment, strong com-
petition r positions, even among
master's cipients, will make the
graduate gree a requirement for
most entry vel jobs In some cases,
employers y hire a person with
training in a field related to public
administratio such as engineering.
recreation, ial work, or political
science

In 1974, ove 150 colleges and
universities offer d graduate degree
programs in publi or municipal ad-

ministration Degree requirements
in some schools include successful
completion of an internship pro-
gram in a city manager's office.
During this internship penod,
which may Last from 6 months to e
year, the degree candidate observeg
local government oferations a.nd
does research under the diject su-

- pervisica of the city manager.
Most new graduates work as ad-

ministrative assistants to city
managers for several years and gain
experience m solving urban
problems. coordinating public sen
ices. and management techniqUes.
Others work in an area of govern-
ment operatie-g such as finance,
public works, or public planning.
They may acquire supervisory skills

-id additional experience by work-
ing assistant city manager or de-

ent head assistant in opera -
tioni. City managers often are first
employed in small cities, but during
their careers, they may work in
several cities of increasing size.

Young persons who plan a career
in city management should like to
work with detail and as part of a
team. They must have sound
judgment, self-confidence, and be
able to perform well under stress.
To handle emergency situations,
city managers must quickly isolate
problems, identify their causes, and
provide alternate solutions. City
managers should be tactful and able
to communicate with and work well
with people.

City managers also must be
dedicated to public service since
they often put in long, hard hours in
times-of crises

Employment Outlook

This small occupation is expected
to expand faster than the average
for all occupations to the mid-
1980's as problems of our growing
cities become more complex. Ex-
amples of more sophisticated ways
of dealing with these problems in-
clude computerized data collection
of police information, advances r

4,
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teon.6g, A traffic control, and
the application of systems analysts
to urban problems. The demand for
city managers also will increase as
cities . convert - to the council-
manager form of government, cur-
rently the fastest growilig form of
city government. Furthermore/ city
managers will be needed in places
having other forms of goterrirrrent
to help eletted officials 4..kipe with
day-to-day operations of govern-
ment

Persons who seek tteginning eity
management jobs as adrinnistre-
live assistants. department

man-
agers
assist tits. or assistant ,city man-
agers may face strong competi-
tion through the mid-1980's. espe-
cially if they do not have a graduate
degiee in public administration or
related management experience.
However. many of those unable to
find employment in this area should
find Jobs in other fields of public ad-
ministr4tion. Competition should
be keen among the growing number
of administrative assistants. depart-
ment head assistants, and assistant
city managers for the relatively few
city manager positions.

Eautlags and Working
Conditions

Salaries of city managers and.
their assistants vary according to
their education and experience as
well as Job responsibility and size of
city. Generally, city managers'
earnings are very high relative to
the average earnings for nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming. In 1914, annual
salaries of city managers ranged
from about S12',000 in cities of
5,000 to more than S40.1500 in cit-
ies of over 250,000, according to
the International City Management
Association. The average annual
salary for all city managers is al- ,
most 520:000. City managers in
cities not having council-manager
governments received slightly less.

Salaries of assistant city
managers and department head
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525,000 in large ones. They were
generally paid about three-fourths
cite salanes paid city managers. Ad-

N muustrative assistant salanes typi-
cally ranged from 58,500 to
$10,004.44nually.

City managers often work more
than 40 hours a week. Emergency
problems may require evening and

.weekend worlt and meetings with
individuals and citizen's groups
consume additional time. ,

Fringe benefits usually include
health and life insurance programs,
pension plans, sick leave, vacation
time, and often a car for official
business. Managers generally are
reimbursed for expenses incurred
while attending professional
meetings and seminars.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information. on a career in
city management. contact.
lnternauonal City Management Assoctatton.

1140 Connectitut Ave NW Washing-
ton. D C 20036

For further information ore the
council manager form of govern-
ment, contact:
NatiOnal Municipal League. 4/ E 68th St ,

New York. N Y 10021
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assistants ranged from about
1 0.000 in small clues to more than

COLLEGE STUDENT
PERSONNEL WORKERS

(D.O.T. 045.108, 090.118,
090.168, 129.108, and 166.168r

NatUre of the Work

A student's choice of a particular
institution of higher education for
fqrther study is influenced by many
factors. Availability of a specific
educational program, quality of the
school, and cost, as well as proximi-
ty to hom may all-play important
roles. ,

For ny students, an equally
importan factor is the institution's ,

I OCCUPAT,IOdAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

ability to pnavia-e. for their housing,
social, cultural., and recreational
needs. Development and adminis-
tration of these services, including
educational and similar programs,
provide a wide variety of jobs for
college student personnel workers.
The admitsions officer, registrai,
the dean of sindenu, and the career
planning and placement counselor
are probably the best known among
these. Some other types of workers
that may make to this broad occu-
pational field are student activities
and college union personnel, stu-
dent housing Officers, counselors in
the college counseling center,
financial aid officers, and -foreign
student advisers.

Titles ofstudent personnel work-
ers vary from institution to institu-
tion and frorri program to program
within a single school. Titles also
vary with the level of responsibility
within a certain', student personnel
program. The more common titles
include dean, director, officer, as-
sociate dean, assotant director, and
counselor.

The dean of students, or the vice
president for student affairs, heads
the student personnel program at a
school. Among his or her duties is
evaluating the changing needs of
the students_and helping the pre-
sident of the GOLlege develop in-
stitutional policies. The dean of stu-
dents generally coordinates a staff
of associate or assistant deans;
these are in charg of the specific
programs that deal directly with the
students.

At some schools, the admissions
office and the ,records office are
separate. Admission; counselor's in-
terview and evaluate prospective
students and proceYs their applica-
tions. They may travel extensively
to recruit high school junior col-
lege, and older -students and to
acquaint them with opportunities
available at their college. They
work, closely with faculty, adminis-
trators, financial aid personnel, and
public relations staff to determine
policies for recruiting and admitting
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students. Personnel in the office of-
the" iegUtrar maintain the academic
records .of students, and provide
current enrollment statistics for
communication both within the col-
lege and between the college and
the community

Student financial aid personnel
assist students in obtaining financial
support to pay for their education
Workers in this lield must keep well
informed about sources of financial'
aid, funding, and, abbut manage-
ment of all forms of financial aid
scholarships, grants, loans, student
employment, fellowships, teaching
and research assistantships They
work closely with administrators
and with the admissions, counsel-
ing, business, and academic office
staffs. -

Career planning and placem;nt
counselors, sometimes called col-
lege placement officers, assist stu-
dents .in making long-range career
selections and may also help stu-
dents get part-time and summer
jobs. On many, campuses, they ar-
range for prospective employers to .
visit the school to discuss their
firm's personnel needs and to inter-
view applicants. (For further infor-
mation on this field, see sttement
on College Career Planning and
Placement Counselors.)

The student personnel staff in
charge of student activities work
with members of proposed and
established student organizations,
especially with student governrfient.
They help the student groups to
plan, implement, and evaluate their
activities. Often, the student activi-
ties staff will assist in the orienta-
lion of new students.

College union staff members work
with students to provide intellec-
tual, cultural, and recreational pro-
grams Many college union staff
members are responsible for direct-
ing the operation of the physical
facilities and services of the build-
ing, such as food and recreational

rvices, building maintenance,
( _fiscal planning, conference facili-

ties, and employee supervision
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'Student lthuszng officers some-
times live in the dormitones and. in
general, help the students to live
together in harmony They may
serve as .counselors to individual
students with persona) problems.
Housing officers also may be in-
volved in managing the fiscal, food
service, and housekeeping opera-
tions of student residences.

Counselors help students with
personal, educational, and voca-
tional problems Students may
come to the counselors on their
own or be referred by a faculty
member, a reside,pce hall coun-
selor, or a fnend. Counseling needs
may arise from lack of self-con-
fidence or motivation on the part of
the student, failure in academic
work, desire_ to leave college or
tiansfer to another college, inability
to getliong with others. loneliness,
drug abuse, or marriage problems.
In addition, there is a growing trend
for counselors to try to reach more
students by establishing group sen-
sitivity sessions and telephone
"hotlines Counselors often ad
minister tests that indicate ap-
titudes and interests to students
having trouble understanding them-
selves Some also teach in the col-
lege or assist with admissions.
orientation. and trainin of res
idence hall staff (For fu thet.i

formation on this field. see state
nent on Psychologists.).

Foretgn student advisers ad-
mintiter and coordinate many of
the services which are crucial in in-
suring a successful academic and
social experience for students from
other countries They usually assist
with foreign student admissions,
orientation, financial aid, housing,
English as a foreign language.
academic and personal counseling,
student-community relationships,
placement. and alumni relations. In
addition they may be an adviser for
International associations and na-
tionality groups and for U S stu-
dents interested in study, educa-
tional travel, work, or service pro-
jects abroad.

Places of Employment

An estimated 50,000 college stu-
dent personnel workers, roughly
one-third of them women, were em-
ployed in 1974. Every college and
university, whether a 2-year or a 4-
year school, has a staff performing
student personnel functions. -They
are not always organized as a
unified program. Large colleges
and universities generally have spe-
cialized staffs for each personnel
function. However, in many small
colleges a few persons may carry
out the entire student personnel
program.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Because of the diversity in duties,
the education and backgrounds of
college student personnel workers
vary considerably. A bachelor's
degree is the minimum require-
ment, however, for some student
personnel programs it is necessary
to have a master's degree. and
othets in the field have doctoral
degrees.

In 1974, more than 100 colleges
and universities offered graduate
programs in student personnel
work. However, many employers

1,44
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prefer instead a graduate degree in
a specific academic field added to
some courses in student personnel
work. A master's degree in clinical
or counseling psittology is usually
required for work as a college coun-
selor. This degree also is helpful in
other student personnel fields such
as career planning and placement.
Business administration also ishelp-
ful, especially for those who Ash to
go into the admissions, records, col-
lege union, financial aid, or student
housing fields. Eamillanty with data
processing is an asset especially for
work in .admissions, records, or
financial aid. Social science and
recreation degrees also are useful,
as is work experience in business,
government, or 'educational .as-
sociations. The majority, however,
have degrees in education or the so-
cial sciences.

College student personnel work-
ers must be interested in, and able
to work with, people of all,
baCkgrounds and ages. They ,must
have the patience to cope with con-
flicting viewpoints of students,
faculty, and parents. People in this
field often deal with the unexpected
and the unusual; therefore emo-
tional stability and the ability to
function while under. pressure ate
necessities.

Entry level positions are usually
those of student activities advisers,
admissions-counselors, financial aid
counselors, residence hall directors,
and, assistants to deans. Persons
without graduate degrees may find
advancement opportunities limited.
A doctorate is usually necessary for
the top student personnel positions

Employment Outlook

The employment outlook of col-
lege student personnel workers is
likely to be somewhat competitive
through 1985. Employment is ex-
pected to remain relatively stable.
Tightening budgetsi, in both public
and private colleges and universi-
ties, is the chief factor underlying
this expected lack of growth in ern.-
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ployment. Student personnel posi-
tions least likely to be affected if
some reduction in number becomes
necessary are those most closely
tied to the academic functict of the
school ad rrussi financial ,

and records. Over the short run,
until colleges and universities
resolve their financial difficulties,
most openings each year will result
from the need to replace personnel
who transfer to other positions,
retire, or leave the field for other
reasons.

Dunng the 'early 1980's, how-
ever, employment of student per-
sonnel workers is expected to in-
crea,se as colleges provide more
services for students, especially the

,.growing number from low-Income

OCCUPATIONAL, OUTLOOK HANDBQOK

College student personnel work-
ers freqUently work more than a
40-hour week, often irregular hours
and overtime work are necessary_
Employment in these occupations is
usually on a 12 month basis. In
many, schools. they are ertsitled to
retirement, group mcdkal and life
insurance, and sabbatical and other
benefits. .

Sources of Additional
Information

A pamphlet, Careers in
Education, is available from.

The American Personnel and Guidance As
soctanon, 1,607 New Hampshire 'Ave
NW , Wastungton, D.0 20009

tions, executive level credit
managers are responsible for for.
mulating a credit policy. They must
establish financial standards to be
met by applicants and thereby
determine the imount of risk that
their company wal aci.ept when OT
fering_its products or services for
sale on credit. Manager% usually
cooperate with the sales depart-
ment in developing a credit policy
liberal enough to allow the corn-
pany's sales to increase and yet
strict enough to deny credit to

Higher customers whose ability to repay
their debts is questionable. Many
credit managers establish office
procedures and supervise workers
who gather information, analyze
facts, and perform general office

and minority families who often
require special counseling and
assistance. The increasing number
of college students, in junior and
comm-unity colleges, is -a factor
which also could contribute to
some. growth in the - student person-
nel occupations, especially iffinan-
cial problems should ease. Two-
year public colleges, for the 'Most
part, have less serious financial
problems because, unlike most 4-
year institutions, their enrollments
ale growing and their operating
costs are moderate.

Earnings and Working
Condftlims,

Median salancs of chief skudent
affairs officers ranged from S13,700
in small priyate colleges to $29,900
in large public universities in 1974,
according to a National Education
Association survey of public and
private colleges and universities.
Median salanes of deans of admis-
sions ranged from S12,700 td
$22,300, for registrprs, from $9,400
to $20,400. Directors of student
testing and counseling had median
salaries of S I I ,400.to $22,800. The
median sala'nes of the other student
personnel workers were somewhat
lower. New entrants to the field
received about $8,500 in 1974.

CREDITIAANAGERS.
(D.O,T. 168.168)

Nature of the Work

Both businesses and individuals
may require credit to meet their
daily needs for a vanety of goods
and services. In most forms of
credit granting, a credit manager
has final authonty over the decision
to accept or reject a credit applica-
tion.

In extending credit' to a business
(commercial' credit), the' credit
'Manager, or. an assistant, ,analyzes
detailed financial reports submitted
by the applicant, interviews a

representative of the company
about its management, and reviews
credit agency reports to determine
the firm's record in repaying debts.
The manager also checks at banks
where the compaliy has depositser
previously was granteecredit. In
extending credit to individuals
(consumer

duties in a credit department; they
include application clerks, collec-
tion workers, bookkeepers, and
secretaries.

In smaller companies that handle
a limited number of accounts,
credit managers may do much of
the work of granting credit them-
selves They may interview appli-
cants, analyze'. the information
gained in the interview, and make
the final lending decision They
frequently must contact customers
who are unable or refuse to pay
their debts-. They do this thrqugh
writing, telephoning, or personal
contact. If these attempts at collec-
tion fail, credit managers may refer
the adcount to a collection agency
or assign an attorney to take legal
action.

Places of Employment

About 66,000 persons, nearly a
third of them women, worked as
credit managers in 1,974 About
one-half were employed in whole-

credit), detailed finan- sale and retail trade, but many
cial reports usually are not availa- others, almost one third of the
ble. The credit manager must rely total, worked for manufacturing
more on personal interviews, credit firms and financial institutions
bureaus, and banks to provide in- Although goods and services are
formation about the erspri apply- sold on credit, and cash loans
ing for credit. granted, throughout the United

Particularly in lar e organiza- States, most credit managers work

14'5
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in urban arias where many finan-
cial and business estab cots are
located

Training, -aher-Oualtfications,
_

and Acteartoement.

A college degree is becoming in-
creasingly important for entr level
jobs in credit management Em-
ployers usually seek persons who
have majored in business adminis-
tration, economics, or accounting,
but may also hire graduates holding
liberal arts degrees. Some em-
ployers promote higt school gradu:
ates to credit manager positions if
they have expenence in credit col-
lection or processing credit infor-

- mation.
Newly hired workers normally

begin as managenient trainees and
work under the guidance of more
experienced personnel in the credit
department. Here they gain a

CCUPATIONS

thorough understanding Of the
company's -credit procedures and
policies. They may analyze previous
credit-transaction to learn /low to
recognize which applicants should
prove to be gpod customers.
Trainees also. learn to ,deal with
credit bureaus, banks, and other
businesses that can provide infor-
mation on the past credit dealings
of their customers.

Many formal %wiling programs
are available through the educa-
tional 6-ranches of the associations
that serve the cteclii.and finance

4ield. This training includes home
study, college and university pro-
grams, and special instruction to
improve beginners' skills and keep
experienced credit managers aware
of new developments in their field.

A person interested in a career as
a credit manager should be able to
analyze detailed infOrmation and
draw valid conclusions based on

Manager trainee reviews previous credit transaotions.
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this analysis. Because it is hecessuy
to maintain good customer relation-
ships, a plehsant personaty and the

_ ability to speak and write effective-
ly also are characteristics, of the
successfuLcredit manager.

The work performed by credit
managers allows them to become
familiar with almost every phase of
their company business. Highly
qualified and experienced
managers can advance to top-level
executive positions. However, in
small and medium-sized companies,
such opportunities are limited.

Employment Outlook

Credit management is an expand-
ing field. Through the mid-I980's
employment is expected to grow
faster than the average for all occu-
pations. In addition to opportunities
created by this growth, many jobs
will open each year from the need
to replace persons who leave the
occupation. Although there will be
employment opportunities through-
out the'country, prospects should
continue to be best for well-
qualified jobseekers in metropolitan

(,areas.
The volume of credit extended

rose very rapidly during the past
decade. In the years ahead, busi-.
nesse. s can be expected to require
increasing amounts of credit to
secure raw materials for production
and obtain finished goods for even-
tual resale. Consumers, whose per-
sonal incomes have risen, are ex-
pected to finance greater numbers
of high-priced items. In addition,
the use of ortdit for everyday
purchases is expected to grow as
demand increases for recreation
and household goods as well as a
wide range of consumer services.

Although the increasing use of
computers for storing and retriev-
ing information will allow in-
dividual credit managers to serve
more customers, this should not
slow the, growth of-the occupation.
As companies handle greater num-
bers of credit transactions, credit
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managers will spend more time
managing and supervising,the credit
handling ti-r6cess m their firms.
Moreover, many duties-of credit
managers, such as customer coun-
seling, and interviewing applicants.
demand thetact and good judgment
only personal contact can provide.

In addition, attractive credit
terms are a major tool for increas-

. mg the sales volume of almost any
business. As firms strive to max-
imize their sales in the face of com-
petition, there will be a greater de-
mand for skilled credit managers
who can establish credit policies
strict enough to minimize bad debt
losses.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, beginning credit man-
agers earned annual salaries that
ranged from about 57,500 to over
$10,000, depending on the type of
employer and the geographic loca-
tion of the job.

As credit managers gain ex-
perience and reach middle manage-
ment positions, their earnings
usually range from $10,000 to
$20,000 a year; with the largest em-
ployers, earnings may be as high as
$25,000 or more. Some individuals
in top-level positions earned sala-
ries well over $40,000 a year.

Credit managers normally work
the standard workweek "'of their
company-35-40 'hours, but some
work longer hours. In wholesale
and retail trade, for 'example, a
seasonal increase in credit sales can
produce a greater work volume. In
addition, some credit managers at-
tend conferences sponsored by in-
dustry and professional organiza-
tions where managers meet to
develop and discuss new teclinkflues
for the management of a credit de-
partment.

Sources of Additional
information

Information about training pro-
grams available in consumer credit

may be obtained from.

Society of Certified Consumer Credit Eseco-
*yes, 7405 Valves/sty Dr., St. Lim
/40.63130.

For mformation about training
programs available in commercial
credit, write:
Credit Research Foundation, 3000 Marcus

Ave.. Lake Success. N.Y. 11040.

HOTEL MANAGERS AND
ASSISTANTS

(D.O.T. 163.118 and 187.118,
.168)

Nature of the Work

hotel managers are responsible
for operating their establishments
profitably and satisfying guests.
They determine room rates and
credit policy, dirIct the operation
of the kitchen and dining rooms,
and manage the housekeeping, ac-
counting, and maintenance depart-
ments of the hotel. They also are
responsible for solving any

-problems that may arise.
Managers who work in small

hotels may do much of the front of-
fice clerical work, such al taking
room reservations and assigning
rooms. In some small hotels and
many motels, the manager is also
the owner and may be responsible
for all aspects of the business;

General managers of large hotels
usually have several assistants who
manage various parts of the "opera-
tion. Because the hotel restaurant
and cocktail lounge are important
to the success of the, entire
establishment, they almost always
are operated by managers with ex-
perience in the restaurant field.
Other areas that usually are han-
dled separately are advertising,
rental of banquet and meeting
facilities, personnel, and account-
ing;

Large hotel and motel chains
often centralize some lictivities,
such as purchasing and advertising,
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so that individual hotels in the chain
may not need managers for these
departineas. Managers who work
for chains may be assigned to or-
ganize a newly built tir purchased
hotel or to reorganize an existing
hotel of motel that is not operating
successfully.

About 120,000 hotel and motel
managers, one:third of . them
women, were employed in 1974.
More than a third' were self-em-
ployed.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although experience is generally
the most important consideration in
selecting managers, employers in--
creasingly emphasize college edu-
cation. Many believe that acquiring
a 4-year college degree in hotel and
restaurant administration is the best
educational preparation. The cours-
es in hotel work that are available
in a,few junior colleges and through
the American Hotel and Motel As-
sociation also are considered help-
ful.

A college program in hotel
management usually includes cours-
es in hotel administration, ac-
counting, economics, food service
management and catering, and
hotel maintenance engineering.
Students are,encouraged to work in
hotels ,or restaurants duridg
summer vacations because the ex-
perience gained and the contacts
made with employers may help
them to get better hotel jobs after
graduation.

Managers should, have initiative,
self-discipline, and the ability to orr
ganize work and direct the work of
others. They mutt be able to con-
centrate on details and solve
problems.

Some large hotels have special
on-the-job management trainee
programs in which trainees rotate
among various departments to
acquire a thorough knowledge of
the hotel's operation. Outstanding
employees who have not Wad col-
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and the particular carrier. To make
their decisions, managers conside
'factors such as freight classifipa
tions and regulations, t
schedules, size of shipments,
loss 'and damage- rates. (This state-.
ment doei not cover traffic
managers who sell transportation
services for railroads, airlines,
truclartf firms, and other freight
carriers.)

Activities of industrial traffic
managers range from checking
freight bills to deciding whether the
company should buy its own fleet of

4,-.4 trucks or contract for services.
A They route and trace shipments, ar-

range with carriers for transporta-
tion services, prepare bills of lading
and other shipping documents, and
handle claims for lost or damaged
goods. Traffic managers keep
records of shipments, freight rates,
commodity classifications, and ap-
plicable government regulations.
They also must stay informed about
changing transportation technolo-
gy, such as containerization (the
use of containers packed with many
individual items). Some traffic
managers (called physical distribu-
tion managers) are responsible for
packaging shipments and maintain-
ing warehouse facilities and trans-
portation equipment.

Traffic managers often Consult
with other company officials about
the firm's transportation needs, '
They may, for example, work with
production department personnel
to plan shipping schedules, or with
members of the purchasing depart-
ment to determine what quantities
of goods can be transported most
economically.

Since many,aspects of transporta-
tion are subject to Federal, State,
and local government regulations,
traffic managers must know about
these and any other legal matters
that .apply to their companies'
shipping operations. High level traf-
fic managers represent their com-
panies before ratemaking and regii-
latory bodies such as the Intersate
Commerce Ciimmission, Sate

070,50

Hotel manager personally greets an association representative who is considering
his hotel as a convention site.

lege training may receive financial
assistance to help them acquire a
degree.

Most hotels promote employees
with proven ability, usually front of-
fice clerks, to assistant manager and
eyentually to general manager.
Hotel chains may offer better op-
portunites for advancement than in-
dependent hotels, because em-
ployees can transfer to another
hotel in the chain or to the central
office if au opening occurs.

Employment Outlook

Employment of-hotel managers is
expected to grow abo,ut as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid- 1980's as addi-
tional hotels and motels are built
and chain and franchise operations
spread Many openings also will
occur as experienced managers die,
retire, or transfer to other jobs Ap-
plicants having college degrees* in
hotel administration will have an
advantage in seeking entry posi-
tions and later advancement

See the statement on the Hotel
Industry elsewhere in The Handbook
for information on earnings and
working conditions, sources of ad-

and more in-
format' n employment outlook.

INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC
MANAGERS

(D.O.T. 184.168)

Nature of the Work

Industrial firms want to receive
raw materials and deliver
customers' goods promptly, safely,
and with minimum cost. Arranging
the transportation of materials and
finished products is the job of an in-
dustrial traffic manager. Industrial
traffic managers analyze various
transportation possibilities and
choose the most efficient type fbr
their companies' needs:rail, air,
road,-water, pipeline, or some com-
bination. Then they select the route

14o
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commissions, and local traffic bu-
reaus.

Places of Employment
_.,,,,traffic management, others Seek

More than 20,000 persons were," ,traffic arts majors who have had
industrial traffic managers in 1974 courses in transportation' , manage-
Although most jobs are found in ment, economics, statistics, market-
manufacturing firms, some traffic tag, or commercial law.
managers work for large stores. A

Industrial traffic training isfew are self-employed consultants,

ts

available through colleges andor work for"firrns that handle trans available
traffic managementportation problems for clients.

schools, and seminars sponsored by
private. organizations. More than
100 colleges, universities, and ju-
nior colleges offer a degree in traf-
fic management.

Industrial traffic managers should
be able to analyze numerical and
technical data such as freight rates
and classifications to solve trans-
portation problems. The job also
requires the ability to work inde-
pendently and to present facts and ,
figures in a convincing manner.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK

manager must meet standards that
include at least 2 years of college.
Although some employers prefer
graduates who have a degree in

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

`ke
flthough high school graduates

with experience in traffic depart-
ments sometimes are hired as traffic
managers, a college education is in-
creasingly important in this field.
For some kinds of work, college
training is required. To argue cases
before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, for example, a traffic

_
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Newly hired traffic specialists
often complete shipping forms and
calculate freight charges. After
gaining experience, they do more
technical work such as analyzing
transportation statistics. A com-
petent worker may advance to a su-
pervisory job such as supervisor of
rates and

to
a few are

promoted to assistant leneral traf-
fic manager' and eventually to,
general- traffic manager. Industrial
traffic managers can sometimes
help their chances for advancement
by participating in comppy-spdn-
sored training programs or taking
advanced courses in traffic manage-
ment.

Employment Outlook

Industrial traffic management is a
relatively small occupation and is
expected to grow more slowly than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. A few
o ngs will become available
eiMICyear as new jobs are created,
and as traffic managers die, retire,
or leave the field for other reasons.
College graduates with a major in
traffic management or transporta-
tion can expect first consideration
for the available jobs.

Growth in the occupation will
stem from an increasing emphasis
on reducing the cost of receiving
raw materials and distributing
finished products. As the distance
between markets becomes greater
and rate schedules and regulations
governing transportation more
complex, manufacturers increas-
ingly will require traffic specialists
waft the expertise to obtain the
lowest, possible freight rates.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Industrial traffic 'managers' sala-
ries started at about $15,000 a year
in 1974, according to the limited in-,
formation available ithough
earnings of experienc traffic
managers vary, in gener ey are
much higher than the average for
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all nonsupervisory workers
private industry, except farming.
Some traffic executives earned
S40,000 a year or more.

.Although industrial traffic man-
agers usually have a standard
workwee4k, some of them have to
spend time outside regular working
hours prepanng reports, attending
meetings, and traveling to hearings
before State and Federal regulatory
agencies.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on education, and
technical training is available from
American Society of Traffic and Transporta

non Inc 547 West Jackson Blvd %

Chicago. III 60606

LAWYERS
(D.O.T 110.108, .118, and

119.168)

Nature of the Work

At some time in our life, each of
us may need a lawyer for advice
about our rights and responsibilities
when we buy property, make a will,
or settle an estate. In addition,
lawyers, also called attorneys,
negotiate the settlement of legal
problems out 'of court or, when
necessary, represent clients in court
or before government agencies.

Most lawyers. are engaged in
general practice and handle all
kinds of legal work for clients,
However, a significant number spe-
cialize in one branch of law, such
as corporation, cnminal, labor,
patent, real estate, tax, or interna-
tional law. Some attorneys devote
themselves entirely to trying cases
in the courts. Others never appear
in court but instead draw up wills,
trusts, contracts, mortgages, and
other legal documents; conduct

out-of-court negotiations; and do
investigative and other legal work
to pr,epare for trials. Some may act
as trustees by managing a person's
property and funds, or as executors
by seeing that the provisions of
their client's will are carried out.
Still others teach, do research or
write, or perform administrative
work. Government attorneys help
develop Federal and State laws and
programs; they prepare drafts of
proposed legislation, establish law
enforcement procedures, and argue
cases.

Many people who have legal
training do not work as lawyers but
use their knowledge of law in other
occupations. They may, for exam-
ple, be insurance adjusters, tax col-
lectors, probation officers, credit
Investigators, or claim examiners. A
legal background also is an asset to
those seeking or holding public of-
fice.

rti

Plaices of Employment

Over 340,000 persons Worked as
lawyers in 1974. Although the
majority were men, increasing.num-
bers of women are choosing careers
in law.'In 1974, for example, about
I of every 5 students in American
Bar Association (ABA) approveit
law schools was a woman.

Most lawyers are in private prac-
tice, either self-emptoyed (alone or
in partnerships) or working , for
4:other lawyers or law firms. In addi-
tion, about '22,000 lawyers worked
for the Federal Government,
chiefly in the Justice, Defense, and
Treasury Departmdnts, and the
Veterans ertiministration, .another
32,000 were employed by State,and
local governments. Others worked
for private companies or taught in
law .schools. Some salaried lawyers
also have independent pfactices,
others do legal work part time while
in another occupation.
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,Training, Other Qualifications,
and AdvanComont

In order to practice law in the
courts of any State. a person must.
be admitted , to its bar Applicants

for admission to t& bar must pass a
written *ekamination. however. a
few States drop this requirement for
graduates of their own schools.
Lawyers who ha-ve,been admitted lo

be
' admitted in anoter wi

the bar in one State usual)
kffig

an examination provided they meet
that State's standards of good moral
charatter and have a specified
period of legal experience Each
Federalcouit or"agency sets its own
qualifications for those practicing
before it .

To qualify for the bar examina-
tion in most States, an applicant
must have completed 3 years of col-
lege and have graduated from a law
school approved by the 'Amencan
Bar Association or the proper State
authorities A few States accept the
study of law wholly-in a law office
or in combination with study lip a
law sehool; only California accepts
the study of law by correspondence
as qualification for taking the bar
exam Several States YequirN....egis-
tration And approval of students-by
the State Baud of Examiners,
either before they enter law school,
or during the early years of legal
study. 1p a few States, candidates
must orj.Iplete clerkships before

, they are admitted to the bar.,
The required college and law

school work usually takes 7 years of
full-time study after high school-4
years of college fulluwed by 3,,years
in law school. ..Although a number

hoots accept students after
ff years of college, an increasing
number require applicants to have a
bachelor's degree. Tu meet the
needs of students who can attend

. only part time, a number of law
schools have night or part-time divi-'
sions which usdally reciture 4 years
oi study. In 1974, about one-fifth of
all law studepts in ABA-approved-
schools were encplled in evening
classes.
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Law schools seldom specify col-
lege subjects that must be included
in students' prelegal education.
However, English, history,
economics and other social
sciences, logic, and public speaking
are important for prospective
lawyers. Students interested in a
particular aspect of the law may
find it helpful to. take related cours-
4s; fiL example, engineering and.
'sciences Courses for the prospective
patent attorneys and accounting for
the. future tax lawyer. Acceptance
by mos w schools depends on the
applica ability to demonstrate
an apt' e for the study of law,
usually through the -Law School
Admissions Test." In 1974, 156 law
schools were approved by the
Ameriean Bar Association.
Otherschiefly night schools
were approlied by State authliffirCs
only.

The first year or year and a half
of law school generally are devoted
to fundamental courses such as
constitutional law, contracts, pia-
perty law, and judicial procedure.
In the third year, students may elect
specialized courses in fields such-as
tax, labor; or corporation law. Prac-
tical experience is often acquired
by participation in school-spon-
sored legal ,ard activities, in the
school's practice court where stu-
dents conduct trials under the su-
pervision of experienced lawyers,
and through writing on legal issues
for the echooPs law journal. Gradu-
ates receive the degree of juns doc-
tor' (J.D.) from most scihools as the
first professional degree. Advanced
study is often desirable for those
planning to specialize, do research,
or teach in law schools.

The practice of law involves a
great deal of responsibility,. Persons
planning careers in law should like
to work with people and ideas, and
be able to win the" confidence of
their clients.

Most beginning lawyers start in
salaried positions, although some
go into independent practice im-
mediately after passing the bar ex;
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.amination. Newly hired salaried at-
torneys usually act as research
assistants (law clerks) to ex-
perienced lawyers or judges. After
several years "of progressively
responsible Maned employment,
many lawyers go into practice for
themselves.. Some lawyers, after
years of practice, become judges.

4

EMploymont Outlook

A rapid increase in the number of
law school graduates has created
keen competition for the available
jobs. In the years ahead, tile
number of graduates is expected to
increase further and intensify this
competition.

Employers will be very selective
in hiring new lawyers. Graduates of
well-known law schools and those
who rank high in their classes
should find salaried positions with
law firms, on the legal staffs Of cor-
porations and government agen-
cies, and as law clerks for judges.
Graduates of less prominent
schools and those with lower
scholastic ratings will expenence
some difficulty in finding salaried
jobs. However, many will find op-
portunities in fields where legal
training is an asset but not normally
a revirement.

The employment of lawyers is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
average for other occupations
through the mid-1980's at in-
creased business activity and popu-
lation create a demand for attor-
neys to deal with a growingAumber
of legal questiOns. Supreme Court
decisions extending the right to
counsel for persons accused of
lesser crimes, fite growth of legal
action in the areas of consumer pro-
tection, the environment, and
safety, and an expected increase in
the use of legal services by middle
income groups through prepaid
legal service programs also shotild
provide employment opportunities.
Other jobsr will be created by the
need-to replace lawyers who retire
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or leave the occupation for other
reasons

Prospects for establishing a new
practice probably will continue to
be best in small towns and expand
ing suburban a-reas In such commu
nities competition is likely to be less
than in big cities and new lawyers
may find it easier to become kno4n
to potential clients. ,also, rent and
other business costs are somewhat
lower Salaried positions, on the
other hand, will be limited largely
to urban areas where the chief em
players of legal talent goernment
agencies, law firms. and big cor
porations are concentrated

Eamings.and Working
Conditions

. Lawyers entering practice in
1974 earned starting salaries rang-
ing from about S1Q.000 to S12,000
a year. Factors affecting the salaries
offered to new graduates Include.
Their academic records; types,
sizes, and locationi of their em-
ployers, and whether the new

O lawyer has any specialized educa -'
tional background that the em-
ployer requires. Lawyers with at
least a year's experience working in
manufacturing and business firms
earned about 516.000 a year. those
with a few years of expenence
earned over 520,000. annually. In
the, Federal Government. annual
starting salaries for attorneys were
S1,841 or S15,481 in Jate 1974,
depending upon their academic and
personal qualifications. Those with
a few years of experience earned
i,121 816 a year. On the average,

dila earni.; ers ea over three times as
.4 ch as nonsupervisory workers in
plvate industry, except farming.

. hBeginning lawyers engaged in
lgal aid work usually receive the
law est starting salaries: New

lawyers-starting theii on practices
'may earn little more than expenses
during the first few years and may
need to work part time in other oc
cupations.

...
Lawyers on salary receive in

creases as they assume greatei

responsibility. In 1974, those in
charge of legal staffs in erivate in-
dustry averaged more than 537.200
a year. Incomes of lawyers in
NI: ate practice usually grow as
their practices develop. Prifate
practitioners %rho are partners in
law firms generally earn more 'than
those who practice alone.

Lawyers often work long hours
and are under considerable pres-
sure when a case is being tried. In
addition, they must keep abreast of
the latest laws and court decisions
'However, since lawyers in private
practice can deterniiiie their own
hours and workload, many stay in
practice well past the usual retire-
ment age

Sources of Additional
Information

The specific requirements for ad:
mission 63 the bar in a particular
State may be obtained at the State
capital from the clerk of the

-Supreme Court or the secretary of
the Board of Bar Examiners.

Information on law as a career is
available from:
Information Service. The American Bar As-

soc:anon. 1155 East 60th St.. Chicago.
HI 60637

Information on financial aid and
law school accreditation is available
from.
Association of AmexiCan Law Schools. Suite

370. I Dupont Circle NW w ashington.
D C 20036

MARKETING RESEARCH
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 0.50.088)

Nature of the Work

Businesses requite a great deal of
information to make sound deci-
sions on how to market their
products. Marketing research work-
ers provide much of thi, informa-
tion by analyiing data on products
and sales, making surveys, and con-
ducting Interviews. They prepare
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sales forecasts and make recorn-,
mendations on product design and
advertising.

Most marketing research starts
with the collection of facts from
source such as company records,
published materials, and experts on
the subject under investigation. For
example, marketing research work-
ers making sales forecasts may
begin by studying the growth of
sales volume in several differlat
Lanes. This growth may there be
traced to increases in population,
size of the.company 's sales force, or
amount o( money spent on advertts-
mg. Other, marketing research
workers may study changes in the
quantity of company goods on
store stieTves or make door-to-door
surveys. to obtain information on
company products.

Marketing research workers are
often 'concerned with customers'
opinio'ns and tastes For example, to
help decide on the design and price
of a new line of television sets, mar-
keting research workers may survey
consumers to find out what styles
and price ranges are most popular.
This type of survey usually is super-
vised by marketing researchers who
specialize in consumer goods; that
is, merchandise sold to the geheral
public They may be *helped by
statisticians who select a group (or
sample) to be interviewed and
"motivational research" specialists
who phrase questions to produce
reliable information. Once the in-
vestigation is underway, the mar-
keting research worker May super-
vise the interviewers as well as
direct the office workers Who tabu-
late and analyze the information
collected.

Marketing surveys on products
used by business and industrial
firms may be conducted somewhat
differently from consumer goods
surveys. Marketing researchers
often conduct the interviews them-
selves to gather opinions of the
product. They also may speak to
company officials about new uses
for it. They must' therefore have
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-4,0marketing research are statistics.
English composition. speech.
psychology. and economics Some
marketing research positions
require skill in specialized areas.
such as engineering. or substantial
sales experience and a thorough
knowledge of the company 's
products Knowledge of data
processing is helpful because of the
growistg use of computets in sales
forecasting; distnbution and cost
analysis

Trainees usually start as research
assistants or junior analysts At first,
they may do considerable clerical
work, such .as copying data from
published sources, editing and cod-
ing questionnaires. add tabulating
survey returns. They also learn to
conduct interviews and wnte re-
ports on survey findings As they
gain experience, assistants and jun-
ior analysts may assume responsi-
bility for specific marketing
research projects. or,advance to su-
pervisory positions. An excep-
tionally ableoworker may become
marketing research director or vgce
president formarketing and sales.

Either alone or as part of d team,
marketing research workers must
be resourceful as they analyze
problems and apply various
techniques to their solution As ad-
visers to managementmthey should
be able to write cleat reports in-
forming company officials of their
findings

specialized knowledge of both Mar-
keting techniques and the industrial
uses of the product

Places of Employment

About 25.000 full-time market
ing, research workers were- em-
ployed in 1974 Most jobs for mar-
keting research workers are found
in' manufacturing companies. ad-
vertising agencies, and independent
research organizations Large num-
bers are employed by stores, radio
and television firms, and
newspapers, others work for univer-
sity research centers and govern-
ment agencies Marketing research
organizations range in sue from
one-person enterprises to firms with
a hundred employees or more

New York eity has the laciest
number of marketing research
workers 'vlany major advertising
agencies independent inarketing
organizations. and central Offices of

,large manufacturers are located
there The second largest concen-
tration is in ChiCago 'However,
marketing research workers are
employed in many other cities as
wellwherever there are central
offices of large manufacturing and
sales organizations.

Training, Other Oualificatjons,
and Advancement

Although a bachelor's degree is
required for marketing research
trainees. graduate trading is neces-
sary for many specialized positions
and for advancement to higher level
positions' Many graduates qualify
for jobs through previous ex-
perience in other types of research.
while employers may hire university
teachers of marketing or statistics
to head new marketing research de-
partments

College courses considered to be
valuable preparation for work in
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Employment OPtlook

- Opportunities should be best for
applicants with graduate.traming in
marketing research or statistics.
The growing complexity of mafket-
ing research technique,s also will ex-
pand opportunities in this field for
psychologists. economists and
other social scientists

Marketing research employment
rises as new products and seivices
are developed requiring informa-
tton to identify potential buyers.

. The demand for new products and
services will grow most quickly
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when business activity and personal
incomes are rapidly expanding. In
periods of slow economic growth.
however, the demand for marketing
services may be rednced and limit
the hiring of research workers.

Over the long run, our growing
population and the increased
variety of goods and services that
businesses and individuals will
require is expected to stimulate a
high level of marketing activity. As
a result, employment of marketing
research workers -is expected to
grow much faster-than the average
for other occupations through the
mid-1980's

The, competition among manu-
facturers of both consumer and in-
dustrial products will make it in-
creasingly important to appraise.

'marketing situations As techniques
improve and moett statistical data
accumu co any officials are
like to turn more often to market
ing research workers for informa-
tion-and advice

Earnings and Working
Conditioni

Starting salaries- for marketing
research trainees were about
S 10.000 a year in 1974, according
to the limited information available.
Persons with master's degrees in
business administration and related
fields usually started with somewhat.
higher salaries.

Experienced workers such as
senior analysts received salaries
over $16,000 a year. Earnings were
highest, however, for workers in
management ,positions of great
responsiblilty. ice presidents of
marketing research earned well
over $25,000 a year in 1974.

Marketing research workers
usually work in -modern, centrally
located offices. Some, especially
those employed by independent
research firms, do a considerable
amount of traveling in connection
with their works Also, they may
frequently work under pressure and
for long hours to meet deadlines.

Sources of-Additional
Information

Additional information on
careers in marketing research is
available from: .

Ansencan Marketing Assoctauon. 222 South
Ftzverude Plaza Chicago 111 60606

PERSONNEL AND LABOR
RELATIONS WORKERS
(D O.T. 166.088 through .268;

169.118)

Nat of the Work

Attracting t e best employees
available and matching them to the
jobs they can do best is important
for the success of any organization.
Today, most businesses are much
too large for close contact between
owners and their employees. In-
stead, personnel and labor relations
workers provide the link between
management and employees
assisting management to make ef-
fective use of employees' skills, and
helping employees to find satisfac-
tion in their jobs and working con-
ditions. Although some jobs require
only limited contact with people
outside the office, most jobs in this
field involve frequent contact with
other people. Dealing with people is
an essential part of the job.

Personnel workers and labor
relations workers concentrate on
different aspects of emplOyer-em-
ployee relations. Personnel workers
interview, select, and recommend
applicants to fill job openings. They
handle wage and salary administra-
tion, training and career develop-
ment, and employee benefits.
"Labor relations" usually means
union-management relations, and
people who specialize in this field
work for the most part iaunionized
establishments They help company
officials prepare for collective bar-
gaining sessions, partiCipate in con-
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tract negotiations with the union,
and handle labor relations matters
that come up everyday.

In a small company, personnel
work consists mostly of interview-
ing and hiring, and one person
usually can handle it all. By con-
trast, a large organization needs an
entire staff, which might include
recruiters, interviewers, counselors,
job analysts, wage and salary
analysts, education and training
specialists, and labor relations spe-
cialists, as well as technical and
,clencal workers. -

Personnel work often begins with
the personnel recruiter or employ-
rnent.interviewer (D.O.T. 166.268).
who works on a person-to-person
basis with present and prospective
employees Recruiters travel
around the country, often to college
campuses, in the search for promis-
ing job applicants. Interviewers talk
to applicants, and select and recorh-
mend those who appear qualified to
fill vacancies. They often ad-
minister testroo applicants and in-
terpret the results. Hiring and
placement specialists need to be
thoroughly familiar with the or-
ganization and its personnel poli-
cies, for they must be prepared to
discuss wages, working conditions,
and promotional opportunities with
prospective and newly hired em-
ployees They also need to keep in-
formed about equal emPtoyment
oppdrtunity and affirmative action
guidelines Equal employment op-
portunity is a complex and sensitive
area of personnel work which in
some large organizations is handled

fby speCial EEO counselors or coor-
dinator1 'The work of Employment
Counselors, which is sifni/ar in a
number of ways, is described in a
separate statement elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Job analysts (D.O.T. 166.068)
and salary and sage administrators
(DOT 169.118) do very exacting
work Job ap}1.y.sts collect and
analyze detailed information on
jobs, job qualifications, and worker
characteristics in order to prepare
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job descriptions, sometimes called
position classifications Job des. rip
dons tell applicants, interviewers,

'supervisors, and others basically
what the duties of a job are and
what training and skills it requires
Whenever a government agency or
large business firm introduces a
new job or evaluates existing ones,
it calls Upon the expert knowledge
of the job analyst Accurate infor
mation' about job duties also is
required when a firm evaluates its
pay system and considers changes
in wages and salaries Establishing
and maintaining pay systems is the
principal job of wage administra-
tors They devise ways of making
sure that pay rates within the firm
are fair and equitable. and conduct
surveys to see how their pay rates
compare with those elsewhere
Being sure that the firm's pay
system complies with laws and
regulations is another part of the
job, one which requires knowledge
of compensation structures and
laborlaw.

Training specialists supervise or
conduct training sessions, prepare
manuals and other materials for
these courses, and look Into new
methods of training. They also
counsel employees on training op-
portunities, which may Include on-
the-job, apprentice, supervisory, or
management training.

Employee-benefits supervisors
and other personnel specialists han-
dle the employer's benefits pro-
gram which often includes health
insurance, life insurance, disability,
and pension plans These workers

\ also coordinate a wide range of em-
ployee services, including cafeterias
and snack bars, health rooms,
recreational facilities, newsletters
and communications, an counsel-
ing for work-related personal
problems. Counseling employees
who are approaching retirement
age is a particularly important job
of these workers.

Occupational safety and. health
.programs are handled in various
ways. Quite often, in small compa-

.
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rues especially, accident prevention
d industrial safety are the r n

ity of the personnel de art-
or of the labor relations spe-
if the union has a safety

ntative Increasingly, how-
ever. there is a separate safety de-
partment under the direction of a
safety and health professional,
generally a safety engineer or indus-
trial hygienist (The work of Occu-
pational Safety and Health Workers
is discussed elsewhere in the Hand-
book )

Labor relations specialists
(DOT 169 118) advise manage-
ment on all aspects of itinton-
management relations When the
contract is up for negotiation, they
provide -background information
and technical support, a job that
requires extensive knowledge of
economics, labor law, and collet-

,
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tine bargaining trends. Actual
negotiation of the agreement ts con-
ducted at the top level, with the
director of labor relations or other
top-ranking official serving as the
employer's representative, but
members of the company's labor
relations staff play an Important
role throughout the negotiations.

Much of the everyday work of
the labor relations staff concerns in-
terpretation and administration of
the contract, the gnevance
procedures in particular. Members
of the labor relations staff would
work with the union on seniority
rights u7der the layoff proceddre
set forth in the, contract, for exam-
ple. Later in the day, they might
meet with the union steward about
a worker's grievance. Doing the job
well means staying abreast of cur-
rent developments in labor law, in-

-17111111rIr'r.

Job analyst ravkiws new job dascrIptions with!' company official
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eluding arbi uon decisions, and
maintaining uing liaison with
union officials.

Personnel workers in government
agencies generally do the same kind
of work as those in large business
firms. There are some differences,
however Public personnel workers
deal with employees whose jobs are
governed by civil -service -regula-
tions Civil service jobs are strictly
classified as to duties training and
pay This requires a great deal of
emphasis on job analysis and wage
and salary classification, many peo-
ple in public personnel work spend
their time classifying and evaluating
jobs_ or devising, administerrng. and
sconng competitive examinations
given to job applicants

Knowledge of rules and regula-
tions pertaining to affirmative ac-
tion and equal opportunity pro-
grams is important in public person-
nel work In 1972, the U S Civil
Service Commission established a
specialization for Federal personnel
workers concerned with promoting
equal opportunity in hiring. train-
ing. and advancement Similar at-
tention to equal employment op-
portunity, accompanied by a need
for qualified staff, is evident in State
and local government agencies

Labor relations is an increasingly
Important specialty in public per-
sonnel administration Labor rela-
tions in this field have changed con-
siderably in recent years, as union
strength among government wor-
kers has grown This has created a
need for more and better trained
workers to handle negotiations,
grievances. and arbitration cases on
behalf of Federal, State, and local
goyernment agencies

Places of Employment

In 1974, over 320,000 people
were personnel and labor relations
workers Three out of four worked
in private industry, for manufac-
turers, banks, insurance companies,
airlines, railroads, department

storeZ'and other business concerns.
Some worked for private employ.
ment agencies, including executive
job-search agencies, :'office tern-
poranes- agencies, and others.

A large number; of personnel and
labor relations workers, over
80,000 in 1974, worked for Federal,.
State, and local government agen-
cies Most of these were in person.-
nel administration, and handled
recruitment, interviewing, testing,
job classification, training, and
other personnel matters for the Na-
tion's 14 5 million public em-
ployees. Some were on the staff of
the U.S Employment Service and,
State employment agencies Still
others worked for agencies which
oversee compliance with labor
laws. Some, for example, were
wage-hour compliance officers,
their work is described in another
part of the Ha/Jr/book, in the state-
ment on Health and Regulatory In-
spectors (Government). Other
public employees in this field car-
ned out research in economics,
labor law, personnel practiCes, and
related subjects, acid sought new
ways of ensuring that workers'
rights under the law are understood
and protected.

In comparison with pri,ple indus-
try, labor unions do not employ a
large number of professionally
trained labor relations workers. An
elected union official generally han-
dles labor relations matters at the
company level. At national and in-
ternational union headquarters,
however, the research and educa-
tion staff usually includes specialists
with degrees rn industrial and labor
relations, ecbnorilics, or law.

A few personnel and labor rela-
tions workers are in business for
themselves as management con-
sultants or labor-management rela-
tions experts. In addition, some
people in the field teach college or
university courses in personnel ad-
ministration, industrial relations,
and related subjects

Most jobs for personnel and labor
relations workers are located in the
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highly industrialized sections of the
country

Training, OthereCitialifications,
and Advancement

Many employers seek to fill
beginning positions in personnel
and labor relations with college
graduates who have the potential to
move into management jobs. Some
employers look for graduates who,.
have majored in personnel admtnis- -
tram or industrial anc1.14bor rela-
tions, while others prefer college
graduates with a general business
background. Still other employers
feel that a well-rounded liberal arts
education, is the -best preparation
for personnel work. A college
major in personnel administration,
political science, or public adminis-
tration can be an asset in looking
for a jdb with a government agency.

At least 200 colleges and univer-
sities have programs leading to a
degree in the field of personnel and
labor relations. (While perionnel
administratioicis widely taught, the

,number of progr4ms which focus
.pnmarily on labor relations is quite
small} In addition, many schools
offer course work in closely related
fields An interdisciplinary
background is appropriate for work
in this area, and a combination of
courses m the social sciences,
behavioral sciences, business, and
economics is useful.

Prospective personnel workers
might include courses in personnel
management, business administra-
tion, public administration,
psychology, sociology, political
science, economics, and statistics.
Courses in labor law, collective bar-.
gaining, labor economics, labor his-
tory, and industrial psychology pro-
vide valuable backgound for the
prospective labor relations worker.

Graduate study in industrial rela-
tions, economics, business, or law
provides sound preparation for
walk in labor relations. While the
law degree seldom is required for
jobs at the entry level, most of the
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people with responsibility for con
tract negotiations are lawyers, and
the industrial relations plus law
degree combination is becoming
highly desirable

A college education ts Important,
but It is not the only way to enter
personnel work Som51 people enter
the field at the cler4al level, and

,advance to professiOnal positions
on the basis of experience. They
often find it helpful to take college
courses part time, however.

New personnel Wor172rs usually
enter formal or on-the-job training
programs to learn how to classify
jobs, interview applicants, or ad-
mintster employee benefits After
the training period, new workers
are assigned to specific areas in the
company's employee relations de-
partment. After gaining experience,
they usually can advance within
their own company or transfer to
another employer. At this point,
some people move from personnel
tq labor relations work.

Some people eqter the labor rela-
tions field direetty, as trainees
They are usually graduates of
master's degree programs in indus-
trial relations, or may have a law
degree Quite a few people, how-
ever, begin in personnel work, gain
experience in that area, and sub-
sequently move into a labor rela-
tions job

Workers in the middle ranks of a
large organization often transfer to
a top job in a smaller one Em-
ployees with exceptional ability
may be promoted to executive posi-
tions, such as director of personnel
or director of labor relations.

Personnel and labor relations
workers should speak and write ef-
fectively and be able to work with
people of all levels of education and
experience TIT/FUso must be able
to see both the employee's and the
employer's points of view In addi-
tion, they should be able to work as
part of a team They need super-
visory abilities and must be able to

'accept responsibility. Integrity and
fairmindedness are important quali
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ties for people in personnel and
labor relation.s work. A persuasive,
congenial persbnality can be a great
asset..

.

Ernplolii*nt Outlook

The number of personnel arid
labor relations -workers ts expected
to grow faster than the average
for all occupations through 1985, as
employers? Incrapingly aware of
the benefits to' be denved from
good labor-management relations,
'continue to support sound, capably
staffed employee relations pro-
grams In addruon tO new jobs
created by growth of the occupa-
tion, many openings will, become
available each year because Of the
need to replace workers who die,
retire, or leave their jobs for other
reasons.

Recent legislation setting stand-
ards for employment practices in
the areas of occupational safety and
health, equal employment opportu-
nity, and pensions has stimulated
demand for personnel 'and labor
relations workers. Continued
growth is foreseen, as employers
throughout the country review ex-,
isting programs in each of these
areas and, in' many cases, establish
entirely new ones. This has created
job opportunities for people with
appropriate expertise. The effort to
end discriminatory employment
practices, for example, has led to
scrutiny of the testing, selection,
placement, and promotion
procedures in many companies and
government agencies. The findings
are causing a number of employers
to modify these procedures, and to
take steps to raise the level of
professionalism in their personnel
departments.

Subitantial employment growth
is 85're"eseen in the area of public per-
sonnel administration. Opportuni-
ties prolmbly will be best in State
and locar government, areas which
are expected to experience strong
employment growth over the next
decade. By contrast, Fedefal em-
ployment will grow slowly.
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Moreover, as union strength among
public ,employees continues to
groW, State and local agencies will
need many more workers qualified
to deal with labor relations. Enact-
ment of coll5tctive bargaining
legislatjon for State and local
government employees could
greatly stimulate demand for tabor
relations workers kncrwlegeable
about public sector negotiations.

Although the numbers of jobs in
both personnel and labor relations
is projected to increase over the
next decade, competition for these
jobs also is increasing. Particularly
keen competition is anticipated for
jobs in labor relations..A atriall field,
labor relations , traditiOnally has
teertclifficult to break into, and op-
fAfttinities 'are best for applicants
with a master's degree or a strong
undergraduate major in industrial
relations, economics, or business. A
law degree is an asset.

Earnings and Working .

Conditions

Begmni jo analysts in pnvate
Indust starte at.59,800 a year in
1974, according to a Bureau of
Labor Statistics survey. Ex-
penenced job analysts earned
$17,300 a year, about twice the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
f rming. Directors of personnel
e ne, between $15,600 and
$2 9300 a year, top labor rerations
executives in large corporations
earned considerably more.

Beginning job analysts empbyed
by State'governments had starting
balaries ranging from $8,000 to
$10,000 in 1974, according Us a
survey of public service pay con-
ducted by the International Person-
nel Management Association. In
the Federal Government, flew grad-
uates with a bachelor's degrce
generally started at $8,500 a year /h
late 1974. Those with a master's
degree started at about $10,500 a
year, or in some cases, at $12,800 a
year. ,

Average salaries of Federal ern-
,
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ployees in several chfferent`areas of
personnel work ranged from about
$19,000 to S22,500 in late 1974, as
follows:

Staffing specialists
Position classifiers
Personnel management

specialists
Employee development

specialists
Salary and wage administrators

519.100
20300

21.500.

21.500
22.500

Federal employees in the field of
labor relations had generally con
parable salaries. Labor-manage-
ment and employee relations spe-
cialists and labor-management rela-
tions officers averaged S21,500 a
year in late 1974 Federal media-
tors' salaries were higher. about
$30,000 a year, on the average

Employees in personnel offices
generally work 35 to 40 hours a
week. As a rule, they are paid for
holidays and vacations, and share in
retirement plans, life and health in-
surance plans, and other benefits
available to all professional workers.
in their organizations.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 165.068)

Nature of the Work

How successfully an'organization
presents itself-may affect its public
acceptanCe and influence. Public
relations workers, help organiza-
tions build and Maintain positive
public images. Public relations is
more than telling the employer's
"story," however. Understanding
the attitudes and concerns of
customers, employees, and various
other "publics"and communicat-
ing this information to manage-
ment-L-is an important part of the
job.

Public relations departments -are
found in many different organiza-

Sources of Additional
Information

For general information on
careers in persorinel and labor rela-
tions work, write to:
Amencari Society for Persongfl Adminnua-

non, 19 Church St . B2rea. Ohio 44017

Information about careers in
public personnel administration is
available from:
International Personnel Management As-

sociation: 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago,
60637.

A brochure describing a career in
labor-management relations as a
fiel iner is available from:
Director of Persbnnel. National Labor Rela-

tions Board. 1717 Pennsylvania Ave,
NW , Washington. D C., 20570

3
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tions, and workers must taildr their
programs to an ems%yer's particu-''
lar needs. A public relations
director for a college or university,
for example, may devote most of his
or her energies to attracting addi-
tional students, while one in a large
corporation may handle the em-
ployer's relations with stockhold-
ers, government agencies; and
community groups.

Public relations workers put
together infopnation that keeps the
public awyf of their employer's ac-
tivities and accomplishments. After.
preparing ,the information, 'they
contact people in the media who
might be interested in publicizing
their material. Many television
commercials or special reports,
newspaper items, and magazine ar-
ticles start at public relations work-
ers' desks. Sometimes the subject

4

L.

Public relations worker reviews copy for new stockholders- report with company

\ .
officials.

1f5
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Is a company and its policies
towards its employees or its role I n

the community Often the subject is
a public issue, such as health. nutri
Lion, energy, or the environment

PuOlic relations workers also ar-
range and conduct programs in
which company representatives will
have direct contact with the public
Such work includes setting up
speaking engagements for company
officials and venting speeches for
them These workers often serve as
an employer's representative during
community projects and occa
sionally show films at school assem
blies. plan conventions. or manage
fund-raising campaigns..

Public relations staffs in very
large firms may number 200 or
more, but inmost firms the staff is
much smaller The direcior of
public relations may Aevelop
overall plans and policies with a top
management executive having the
authority to make final decisions. In
addition, large public relations de-
partments employ writers, research
workers, and othEr specialists who
prepare material for the different
media or write reports sent to
stockholders.

Workers' who handle publicity for
an individual or direct public rela-
tions for a university or small busi-
ness may handle all aspects of the
job. They, make contacts'with peo-
ple outside the organization, do the
necessary planning and research,
and prepare material for publica-
tion These workers may combine
public relations ddties with adver-
tising or sales promotion work;
some are top-level officials and
others have lower level positions.
The most skilled public relations
work of making overall plans and

,maintaining contacts usually is
t done by the department director

and highly experienced staff mem-
bers.

Places of Employment

More than 100,000' persons
about 30 percent of them women
were public relations workers in

4
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19'4 Manufacturiog firms, public
utilities and transportation -compa-
nis. insurance companies. and
trate and professional associations
employ the majonty of public rela-
tions workers However, a sizeable
number work for government agen-
cies, or for schools, colleges, muse-
ums, and many other kinds of edu-
cational, religious, and welfare or-
ganizations The rapidly expanding
health field also offers opportuni-
ties for public relations work, in
hospitals, pharmaceutical compa-
nies, and medical associations, for
example A number of public rela-
tions workers are employed by con-
sulting firms, which furnish public
relations services to clients Tor a
fee.

Public relations workers are con-
centrated in large cities where press,
services and other communications
facilities, are readily available, and
where many businesses and trade
associations have their headquar-
ters. More than half of the esti-
mated 1,700 public relations con-
sulting firms in the United States
are in New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago,-and Washington, D.C.

Training, Other OualifIcatidns,
and Advancement

A college education combined
'with journalism experience is an ex-
cellent preparation for public rela-
tions work. Although most begin-
ners have a college degree in jour-
nalism, English, or public relations,
some employers prefer a
background in a field related to the
firm's business science or en-
gineering, for example. Some firms
want college graduates with at least
I year's experience working for the
news media.

In 1974, over 80 colleges and
more than 30 graduate schools of-
fered degree programs or special
curriculums in public relations. In
addition, nearly 200 colleges of-
fered at least one course in this
field.

Courses in journalism, buimess
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administration, psychology, and
public speaking help in preparing
for a public relations career. Ex-
tracurncular activities such as wnt-
ing for a sch4 publication provide
valuable ex pence. Part-time or
summer Jobs in public relations pro-
vide training that can help in com-
peting for entry poiltions.

Creativity, initiative, and the
di:1day to express thoughts clearly
and/ simply are important to the
public relations worker. Fresh ideas
are so vital in public relations that
some experts spend all their time
developing new ideas, leaving the
job of carrying out programs to
others.

People who choose public rela-
tions work as a career need an out-
going personality, self-confidence,
and an understanding of human
psychology. They should have the
enthusiasm necessary to motivate
people. Public jelations workers
need a highly developed sense of
competitiveness and the ability to
function as part of steam.
. Some companiesparticularly

those with large public relations
staffshave formal training pro-
grams for new workers. In other
firms, new employees learn by
working under the guidance of ex-
perienced staff members. Beginners
often maintain files of material
about company activities, scan
newspapers and magaziKaibiap-
propriate articles to clip, and as-
semble information for speeches
and pamphlets. After gaining ex-
perience, they work on more dif-
ficult assignments, such as writing
press releases, speeches, and arti-
cles for publication.

,

Promon to supervisory jobs
may come as workers show they
can handle more demanding and
creative assignments. Some ex,
perienced public relations workers
start their own consulting firms.

Employment Outlook

Employment of public relations
workers is expected to increase
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about as fasi as the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition, to new jobs
created by this growth, openings
will occur every year because of the
need to replace workers who leave
the field.

Demand for public relations *or
kers may be affected by economic
conditions, slackening as employers
delay expansion ur impose staff cuts
dunng business slowdowns Over
the long run. however. public rela-
tions spending is 'expected to in-
crease substantially Corporations.
associations, and other large or-
ganizations are likely to expand
their public relations efforts to gain
public support and approval

Competition for beginning jobs is
keen, for public relations work has
an aura of glamour. and excitement
which attracts large numbers of job-
wekers. Prospects for a carer in
public relations are best for enthu-
siastic people with sound academic
preparation and some media ex-
perien'ce. '

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for college grad-
uates beginning in public relations
work ranged from $7,500 to $9,000
a year in 1974, according to the
limited data available.

The salaries of experienced work-
ers generally are highest in large
organizations with extensive public
relations programs. Directors of
public relations for medium-sized
firms earned 515,000 to 530.000 a
year, those at large companies had
salaries in the 520,000 to 550,000
range. Salaries for some officials,
such as vice-presidents in charge of
public relations, can range from
525,000 to 575,000 a year or more.

The median salary for directors
of public relations was about
S23,000 in 1974. Public relations
consulting firms often pay higher
salaries than organizations with
their own public relations depart-
ments. In social welfare agencies,

nonprofit organizations, hospitals.
and universities, salanes generally
are lower.

Although the workweek for
public relations staffs usually is 35
to 40 hours, overtime may be
necessary to prepare or deliver
speeches, attend meetings and com-
munity activities, or travel out of
town Occasionally, the , nature of
their regular assignments or special
events requires public relations
workers to be on call around the
clock.

Sources of Additional
Information

For career information and a list
of schools offering degrees and
courses in the field, write
Career Information. Public Relations Society

of Amenca, Inc 845 Third Ave , New
York. N Y 10022

Salary data and other statistics
are available from

PR Reporter, Mencen, N.H 03770

PURCHASING AGENTS
(D.O.T. 162.158, 180.118,

191.11S, and 252.358)

Nature of the Work

If materials, supplies, or .equip-
ment are not on hand when needed,
an organization's work may be in-
terrupted of halted. Maintaining an
adequate supply of items a firm
needs to operate is the purchasing
agent's job.

Purchasing agents, also called in-
dustrial buyers, and their assistants
obtain goods and services of the
required quality at the lowest perssi-
ble cost, and see that adequate sup-
plies are kept on hand.. Agents who
work for manufacturing firms buy
machinery, raw materials, and
product components,. those work-
ing f9r government agencies may
pU'rchase office supplies. furniture,
and business machines. Informma-
non, on retail buyers, who purchase
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merchandise for resale in its
onginal form, is presented in the
statement on Buyers elsewhere in
the Handbook.

Purchasing agents buy when
stocks on hand reach 0. predeter-
mined reorder point, or when a de-
partment in the organization
requisitions Items It needs. Because
agents often can purchase from
many sources, their main job 'is
selecting the seller who offers the
best value.

Purchasing agents use a van' ety.of
means to select among suppliers.
They compare listings in catalogs
and trade journals and telephone
suppliers to get information. They
also meet with salespersons to ex-
amine samples, watch demonstra-
tions of equipment, and discuss
Items to be purchased. Sometimes
agents invite suppliers to bid on
large orders; then they select the
lowest bidder a'thong those who
meet requirements for quality of
goods and delivery date.

In some cases, however, purchas-
ing agents must deal directly wifka
manufacturer to obtain specially
designed itefirs made exclusively for
their company. These agents must
have a high degree of technical ex-
pertise to insure that all product
specifications are met.

It is important that purchasing
agents develop good business rela-

-7tions with their suppliers. This can
result in savings on purchases,
favorable terms of payment, and
quick delivery on rush ciders or
materials in short supply They also
work closely with personnel in vari-
ous departments of their own or-
ganization For example, they may
discuss product design with com-
pany engineers or shipment
problems with workers in the
shipping and receiving or traffic de-
partments.

Once an order has been placed
with a supplier, the pur,chasing
agent makes periodic checks to in-
sure that it will be delivered o
time. This is necesiart_to ent
work flow interruptions du to lack
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Purqasing agent discusses an order with a sales representative.

of materials After an 'order has
been received and inspected.,the
purchasing agent authorizes pay- Nearly 190,000 persons-18 per-
ment tc cent of'them womenworked ashhe shipper

purchasing agents in 1974 Over
half worked in manufacturing in-
dustries Large numbers also were
employed by government agencies,
construction companies, hospitals,
and schools Since the early 1960's,
employment of women purchasing
agents has increased much faster
than that of men Particularly im-
pressive employment gains, have
been made by women with college
degrees, and every indication points
toward continuing job opportuni-
ties for women

About half of all purchasing
agents work in organizations that
have fewer than five emPloyees in
the purchasing department Many

Races of Employment

Because of its importance,
purchasing usually is designated as
a separate riesponsibility within a.
firm In a large firm, the purchasing
manager directs tht' work of a staff
which includes purchasing agents,
purchasing. assistants, and clerical
workers In such a firm, purchasing
agents usually are responsible foi
buying one or more specific items
for example, steel, lumber, cotton.
or petroleum products In smaller
firms, agents generally are assigned
certain categories of goods. such as
all raw materials or all office sup-

and busin'essplies, furniture.
machines
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buSiness firms and go% ernment
agencies. however, have much
larger purchasing departments,
some employ as many as 100 spe-
cialized buyers or more

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most large employers seek col-
lege graduates for entry positions as
assistant purchasing agents A
grow mg number of large comparues
look for applicants who have done
graduate work in purchasing
management or 'related fields
Although companies that manufac-
ture complex machinery 'or chemi-
cals may prefer a background in en-.
gineering or science, other compa-

,Axues hire business administration or
liberal arts majors for trainee jobs
Courses in accounting, economics,
and purchasing are helpful
Familiarity with the computer and
its uses also is desirable Some small
firms prefer experience with the
company, and select purchasing
workers from among their on per-
sonnel, whether or not they have a
tollege education. For advance-
ment to management positions,
towever, a college degree is
oecoming increasingly important.,

Regardless of previous training,
beginning purchasing assistants
must spend considerable time
learning about their company's .
operations and purchasing
procedures They may be assigned
to the stOrekeeper's section to learn"C
about purchasing forms, inventory
records, and storage facilities. Next
they may work with experienced
buyers to learn about types of goods
purchased, pnce's, and suppliers.

Following the initial training
period, assistant purchasing agents
are given responsibility for purchas-
ing standard catalog items. As they
gain experience and demonstrate
good judgment in performing vari-
ous purchasing tasks, they may be
promoted to purchasing agtnt
Purchasing agents with proven
ability can move into a job as
manager of a purchasing depart-
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ment, some advance to executive
positions as corporate director of
purchasing and material manage-
ment.

The purchasing agent must be
able to analyze numbers and techni-
cal data in order to make buying
decisions and take responsibility for
spending large amounts of company
money The job requires the ability
to work independently and a godd
memory for details. In addition, a
purchasing agent must be tactful in
dealing with salespersons and able
to motivate others.

Employment Outlook

Employment of purchasing
agents is expected to Increase much
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's.
Several thousand jobs will be open
every yearale to growth of the oc-
cupation and the need to replace
those who die, retire, or transfer to
other work.

Growth in demand for industrial
machinery, including engines and
turbines, electronic computer
equipment, and communications

. equipment, will increase employ-
ment opportunities. For example,
purchasing agents will be needed to
develop reliable new sources of
supply for materials which are in
short supply. In addition, the grow-
ing specialization of manufacturing
proceSses will spur demand for
purchasing agents with a technical
background and those who have
completed gradate level courses in
purchasing management.

Many opportunities also should
occur in firms providing personal,
business, and professional services.
Strong growth is expected for this
sector of the economy, and a grow-
ing number of employers are recog-

the importance of profe-
si,jdnal purchasers in relatively small
firms.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

College graduates hired as as-

sistant purchasing agents in large
firms earned about 58,500 a year in
1974, according to the limited data
available.

Experienced agents purchasing
standard lams averaged about
510,000 a year; buyers purchasing
complex or technical goods
averaged between S12,100 and
S14,700. Those responsible for the
purchase of highly complex and
specialized items earned about
517,400 in 1974. Managers of
purchasing departments earned
stibstantialry more and many top
purchasing executives earned over
S50,000 a year. Salaries generally
are lower in small companies. in
1974, earnings of purchasing agents
were about one and one-half times,
as much as the average for all non-
supervisory workers in private in-

.dustry, except farming.
In the Federal Government,

beginning purchasing agents who
had college degrees earned S8,500
or S10,500 in late 1974, depending
on scholastic achievement and rele-
vant -wbrk experience. The average
salary for all purchasing agents in
te Federal Service was S18,600.

'Salary levels vary widely among
State governments; however,
average earnings range from S9,000
to S11,700 for purchasers of stand-
ard Items, S 11,900 to SIv5,600 for
senior buyers purchasing highly
complex items, and ,S18,000 to
S21,900 for State purchasing
directors.

Sources of Additional
Information

Further information
career in purchasing is
from. .

about a
available

National Association of Purchasing Manage-
ment. 11 Park Place. New York. N Y
10007

National Institute of Cosvmental Purchas-
ing. 1001 Connecticut Ave NW ,

Washirstqn.D C 20036
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URBAN PLANNERS
(DOT 199 168)

Nature of the Work'

Urban planneri, often called
community or regiohal planners,
develop programs to provide for fu-
ture growth and r/italization of
urban, suburban and rural commu-
nities They help local officials
make decisions to solve social,
economic and environmental
problems.

Planners examine community
facilities such as health clinics and
schools to be sure these facilities
can meet the demands placed upon
them. They also keep abreast of the
legal issues involved in community
development or redevelopment and
any changes in housing and building
codes. Because suburban growth
has increased the need for better
ways of traveling to the urban
center, the planner's job often in-
cludes designing new transportation
and parking facilities.

Urban planners prepare for situa-
tions or needs that are likely to
develop as a result of population
growth or social and economic
change. They estimate, for exam-
ple, the community's long-range
needs for housing, transportation,
and business and industrial sites.
Working within a framework set by
the community government, they
analyze and propose alternative
ways to achieve more efficient and
attractive urban areas.

Before preparing plans for long-
range community -development,
urban planners prepare detailed
studies that show the current use of
land for residential, business, and
community purposes. These reports
present information such_as the ar-
rangeinent of streets;Eighways:,and
water and sewer lines, and the loca-.
tion of schools, libraries, and
playgrounds. They also provide in-
formation on the types of industries
in the community, characteristics of
the population, and employment
and economic trends. With this in- ;
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formation, urban planners propose
ways of using undeveloped land and
design the layout of recommended
buildings and other facilities such as
subways. They also prepare materi-
als that show how their programs
can be carried out and the approxi-
mate costs.

Urban planners often confer with
private land developers, civic
leaders, and officials of public agen-
cies that do specialized planning.
They may prepare materials for
community relations programs,
speak at civic meetings, and appear
before legislative committees to ex-
plain and defend their proposals.

In small organizations, urban
planners must be able to do several
kinds of work. In large organiza-
tions, planners usually specialize in
areas such as physical design, com-
munity relations, or the reconstruc-
tion of run-down business districts.

rr
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Places of Employment

About 13,000 personsabout 10
percent of them womenwere
urban planners in 1974 Most work
for city, county, or regional
planning agencies A growing
number are employed by States or
by the Federal Government in
agencies dealing with', housing,
transportation, or environmental
protection.

Many planners do consulting
work, either part time in addition to
a regular job, or full time working
for a firm that provides services to
private developers or, government
agencies. Urban planners also work
for large land developers or
research organizations and teach in
colleges and universities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Employers often seek workers

41, "
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who have advanced training in
urban planning. Two years of grad-
uate study in city planning, or the
equivalent in work experience,, are
required for most entry jobs in
Federal, State, and local govern-
ment agencies. Although the
master's degree in planning is the
usual requirement at the /entry
level, some 'people who have a
bachelor's degree in city planning,
architecture, landscape architec-
ture, or engineering may qualify for
beginning positions.

In 1974, over 60 colleges and
universities gave a master's degree
in urban planning. Although stu-
dents holding a bachelor's degree in
architecture or engineering may
earn a master's degree after 1 year,
most graduate programs in urban
planning require 2 or 3 years to
complete. Graduate students spend
considerable time in workshops or
laboratory courses learning to
analyze apd solve urban planning
problems. Students often are
required to Itiork in a planning of-
fice part time or during the summer
while they are earning the graduate
degree.

Candidates for jobs in Federal,
State, and local government agen-
cies usually must pass civil service
examinations to become eligible for
appointment.

Planners must be able to think in
terms of spatial relationships and to
visualize the effects of their plans
and designs. They should be flexible
in their approaches to problems and
be able to cooperate with others
and reconcile different viewpoints
to achieve constructive policy
recommendations.

After A few years' experience,
urban planners may advance to as-
signments requiring a high degree
of independent judgment, such as
outlining proposed studies,'design-
ing the physical layout of a large
development', or recommending
policy, program, and budget op-
tions. Some are promoted to jobs as
planning directors,, and spend
great deal of time meeting withtoffi-
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oats in other organizations, speak-
ing to civic groups, and supervising
other professionals. Further ad-
vancement is more difficult at this
level and often occurs through a
transfer to a large city, where the
problems are more complex and the
responsibilities greater.

Employment Outlook

Employment of urban planners Is
expected to grow faster than the
average for other occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to opportunities created by future
growth of this relatively small occu-
pation, some _01 will open up
because of the need to replace plan-,
ners who leave their jobs.

The number of persons enrolled
in graduate planning programs has
risen rapidly in recent years. If this
trend continues, the number of.ap-
plicants may begin to 'outstrip
available openings-, leading, to in-
creased competition for jobs in this

Rowever, well qualified appli-
cants should continue to find good
employment prospects.

Future growth of the occupation
will depend on the availability of
money for the development of new

ti

commun,ies and the restoration of
older urban areas. ,F,u4dmg for
these projects can be affected by
shortages of mortgage money and
higher costs for land, building
materials, and heeessary communi-
ty services such as education
police and fire protection. Furth r,
government programs to aid e
development of comm ity
planning are subject to fre ent
review. Future levels of F eral
spending will greatly influen the
growth of urban planning pro cts.

Over the longrun, howeve , the
Nation's need for good ality
housing, transportation sy ms,
health care, and other social Ser-
vice expected to spur the de-
man or additional urban planners.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for urban pl
ners were about S11,000 a year
1974. Planners with" a- master's
degree were hired by the Federal
Government at412,841 a year in
late 1974. In some cases, persons
having less than 2 years of graduate
work could enter Federal service as
interns at yearly salaries of either
$8,500 or S10,520.
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The salaries of directors of
planning depend largely orf the size
of the city where they work. In
1974, for example, the median
earnings of planning directors in the
Nation's largest cities were well
over 530,000 a year. In smaller
towns, earnings may be less than
half as large. Consultants earn fees
that vary according to their repnta-
tion and previous experience.

Most planners have sick leave
and vacation benefits and are
covered by retirement and health
plans. Although most city planners
have a scheduled workweek of 40
hours, they sometimes work in jhe
evenings and on weekends to attend
meetings with citizens' groups.

Sources of Additional
Information

Facts about, careers in planning
and a list of schools offering tiain-
ing are available from.
American Institute of Planners, 1776 Mas-

sachusetts Ave. NW., Washington, b.c.
20016.

American Sc.4ety of Planning Officials,
3 r3 East 60th St., Chicago, III.60637.
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SERVICE OCCUF'ATIO

Workers in .service occupations
perforrii a wide -variety of tasks
ranging frdm policing streets and
figiting fires 'to serving food and
cleaning buildings In 1974 nearly
1,1 4 million people were employed
ins ice jobs The major groups of

otcupations are discussed
--below:

FoodAservice occupations The
largest graup of service workers.
more than 3/5 million persons in
1974. prepared and served food in
restaurants. schools, hospitals. and
factory cafeterias. Workers in this
group jncluded cooks and chefs.
waiters and waitresses, bartenders.
and. kitchen workers.

Cleaning and related occupations.
W,orkersin these occupations clean
and rniintain buildings such as
apartment houses, schools', and of-
fices. Over-2.1 million persons were
employed in these jobs In 1974. The
group included jarators, building
custodians, and pest controllers.

Health service occupations. More ployees, worked chiefly for private
than 1 6 million persons were em- companies to protect their property
ployed as health service workers in an d enforce company rules and
jobs such as practical nurse goo' regulations. Firefighters worked

mainly for city governments. The,
remaining protective service work-
ers were sheriffs and bailiffs,
crossing guards and bridge tenders,:
and marshals and constables.

Private household service occupa-
tions. Most of the 1.2 million
private hdusehold workers em-
played in 1974 were domestic
workers ---08to cleaned their ern-
polyer 's home, piepared meals, and
cared for children. Some worked as
launderers, .caretakers, and mom-

, panions.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

hospital attendant. Most of these
workers were employed in
hospitaIs, but some worked in doc-
tors' or dentists' offices.

Personal service occupations.
Workers in this group range from
barbers and Cosmetologists to ski
instructors and theater ushers.
About 1.6.million persons were em-
ployed In personal service jobs.

Protective and related service oc-
cupations More than 1.2 million
people, or about one-tenth. of all
service workers, were employed CO
safeguard lives and property, in
1974, The majority were police Of-.
ficers, guards, or firefighters. Most
police officers and detectives were
government employees, but some
worked for hotels, stores, and other
businesses. Guards, another large
group of protectiW service em-

1.54
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Trairttng, and skill' requirements
differ greatly among the various
service occupations.. FBI special
agents, for example, must hie a
college degree Barbers and
cosmetologists need specialized vo-
cational training, Still other occu-
pationshousehold worker, Wild-
ing custodian, and }Patel bellhop.
for example have no specific edu-
cational requirements for entry,
although a high school diploma is
always an advantage.

For many service occupations,
personality traits and special abili-
ties may be as important as forpal
'schooling Thus. physical strength
and Endurance are a necessity for
work as a porter. lifeguard. or win-
dow cleaner. and a pleasing manner
and appearance are especially im-
portant for a waiter or waitress.
elevator operator, or usher Other
service workers, such as store and
hotel detectives and travel guides,

e v



SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

need good judgment and should be
skillful in dealing with people.

Some service workers eventually
go into business for themselves as
caterers or restaurant operators, far
example, or proprietors of barber
or beauty shops. Advancement
from service occupations
require little training or skill
difficult for people without a good
basic, educatiorr. and some
knowledge of the business in which
they work. .

Employment Outlook

Employment in the service occu
patrons is expected to grow at about
the same rate as the average for all
occupations through the Mid-
1980's. The number of private
household workers, hoivever, '41as
declined since the mid-1960's and

be

r t

this trend is expected to continue
despite a strori demand for these
workers. If private household work

Ars are excluded from the. total,
service workeri show a fa.ster than
average rate of growth.

Most of the future employment
increase is expected to be among
the health 'care and protective
service occdpations. Population
growth and the relative aging of the

.population. will cause the demand
for all health care occupations to
increase. The need for ,police of-
ficers, firefighters, and guards also
will increase as population grows
and urbanization continues.

Other occupations expected to
grow faster than the average are
cosmetologists, cooks' and chefs,
and waiters and waitresses, Rising
incomes, increasing leisure time,

-
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and the growing number of women
who combine family responsibilities
and a job are likely to cause the de.
mand for these workers to rise

The following sections of the
Handbook contain detailed informa-
tion On most of The Service occupa-
tions mentioned here Others are
described in the industry sttittments
on government; transportation,
conimunications, and public utili-
ties, wholesale and retail trade, and
service and miscellaneous indus-
tries. The health service occupa-
tions are included in .the section on
health care occupations, -and state-
ments on Meatcutters, Pest Pon-
trollers, and Funeral Directors can
be found elsewhere in the Hand
book.

cc'



. CLEANING AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Every public building and apart-
ment house needs to b4 kept clean
and in good condition for the com-
fort kricl safety of the people who
work or live there. Much of this
work is done by persons in Cleaning
and related occupations. These
workers may clean floors and win-
dows in hospitals, change linens in
hotels, repair broken faucets in
apartments, or exterminate insects
and rodents in office buildings

Workers ,in these occupations
usuallylearn their skills on the job,
but other training is . sometimes
available Building custodians may

. attend training programs offered by
unions and government agencies;
hotel housekeepers may take cour-
ses in housekeiping procedures and
interior design offered by their em-
ployer.

Besides a knowledge of their job.,
. these workers must be courteous,
tactful, and neat if their job requires
contact with the public. Some per-
form monotonous and tiring tasks,
such as scrubbing and waxing
floors, and must be able to stand tife

4/12 boredom of the job.
This seition describes three

cleaning and related occupations:
Building Custodians, Pest Control-
lers, and Hotel Housekeepers and
Assistants. .

BUILDING CUSTODIANS

(DOT 187 168, 381 137 and
887; 382.884, 891.138)

Nature of the Work

Building custodians, sometimes
called Janitors or cleaners, keep of-
fice buildings, hospitals, stores, and
apartment houses clean and in-good
condition. They see that he4ting
.and ventilating equipment work
properly, clean floors and windows,
and do, other necessary main-
tenance tasks. On a typical day, a
custodian may wet- or dry-mop
floors, vacuum carpets, dust furm-
ture, make minor repairs, and ex-
terminate insects and rodents. (See
the statement on Pest Controllers
elseWhere in the Handbook for more
information on this occUpation.)

Custodian's use many different
tools and cleaning materials. For
one job they may need a mop and
bucket; for another an electric
polishing machine and a special
cleaning solution. Chemical
cleaners and power equipment have
made many tasks easier and less
time-consuming, but custodians
must know how fA use them
properly to avoid ha floors
and fixtures.

Some custodians. supervise a
grou'p of custodial workers and are
responsible for maintaining a sec-
tion of a building or an entire build-
ing. They assign tasks to each
worker, give "instructions, and see
that jobs, ;tic% as floor waxing or
window washing, are done well.

Places of Employment

In 1974, more than 1.9 Million
people-75 percent of.them men-
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worked as building custodians.
One-third worked part time.

Most custodians worked in office
buildings and factories, but sehobls,
apartment houses, and hospitals
also employed many. Some worked
for firms supplying building main-
tenance services on a_ contract
basis. ,

Although custodial jobs can be
found in all cities and towns, most
are lOcated in highly populated
areas. where there are many office
buildings, stores,' and apartment
houses.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

No special education is reqtlfed
for most custodial jobs:but the
beginner thou! know simple
arithmetic and be a follow in-
structions. High school shop
courses are helpful because minor
plumbing or carpentry work may be
a part of the' job.

Most building custodians learn
their skills on the job. Usually,
beginners do routine .cleaning- and
are given mbre complicatqd duties
as they gain experience.

In some cities, unions and
go;enlinent agencies have
developed piogtsuns tq teach
custodial skills. Students learn how
to clean buildings thoroughly and
efficiently, and how to operate and
maintain machines, such as wet and
dry vacuums, buffers, and polishers
that they will use on the job. In-
struction in minor electrical,
plumbing, and other repairs is also
given. As part of their training, stir-
dents learn to plan their work, to
deal with people who live or Work
in the buildings they clean, and to
work without supervision. A few
training programs offer remedial
courses in reading, writing, and
arithmetick

Building custodians usually find
work by answering newspaper ad-
vertisements, applying directly to a
company where they would like to
work. or applying to a building
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evening work can expect to find
many opportunities.

maintenance service. They also get
jobs through State employment of-
fices. Custodial jobs in the govern-
ment are obtained by applying to
the civil service personnel
headquarters.

Advancement opportunities for
custodial workers are tisually
limited because the custodian is the
only maintenance worker in many
buildings. Where there is a large
maintenance staff, however,
custodians can be promoted to su-
pervisory jobs. Having a high school
diploma improves the chances for
advancement. Some custodians go
Into business for themselves, main-
taining buildings for clients for a
fee.

Employment Outlook

,Employment opportunities in this
occupation are expected to be good
through the mid- 1980's. The need
to replace workers who die, retire,
or leave the occupation will create
thousands of jobs each year. Con-
struction of new office buildings,
hospitals and apartment houses will
increase the demand for main-
tenance services causing employ-'
ment of custodians to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupa-
tions.

Persons seeking part-lime or

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of building 'custodians
vary by industry and area of the
country, workers m large cities of
the-North Central region earn the
highest wages. According to a Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics survey of
urban areas, custodians working in
private industry had the following
average hourly earnings in 1973-74.

Indusrri
Manufacturing
Public:uulities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade.
Finarke
Services

Average
hourly

earnings

S374
4.02
3 35
2 73
3.22
2 57

Custodial workers generally earn
about three-fourths as much as the
average earnings for all nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Custodians working in the
Federal Government are paid at the
same rates offered by private ,indus-
tries in the local area.

Most building service workers
receive paid holidays and vacations,
and health insurance.

Because-most office buildings are
'cleaned 'during the evening while
they are empty, custodians often
work evening hours.. In buildings
requiring 24-hour maintenance,
custodians may work a night shift.

Although custodians usually
work inside heated, well - lighted
buildings. they sometimes work
outdoors sweeping walkways, mow
ing lawns, or shoveling snow. Work-
ing with machine; can be noisy and
some tasks, such as cleaning
bathrooms and trash rooms, can be
dirty. Custodial workers often
suffer minor cuts, bruises, and
burns caused by the Machines, hand
tools, and chemicals they use.

r
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Building custodians spend most
of their time on their feet, some-
times lifting or/pushing heavy furni-
ture or equipaie- nt. Many tasks,
such as dusting ofsweeping, require
constant bending, stooping,'" and
stretching.

Sources of Additional
information

Informati,pn about custodial jobs
and training opportunities may be
obtained 'from the local nffice
your State employment service..

For general information on job
opportunities and wage rates in
local areas, contact:
Service Employees International Union, 900

17th St NW.. Washington, D.C. 20000,

HOTEL HOUSEKEEPERS
AND ASSISTANTS

(D.O.T. 321.138)

Nature of the Work

A hotel's or motel's' reputation
depends on how-Well it serves its
guests. Although some offer./d-
economical accommodations and
others stress luxurious surroundings
and attentive service, all are con-
cerned with their guests' comfort.
Hotel housekeepers are responsible
for keeping hotels and motelstian
and attjactive andproviding guests
with the necessary furnishings and
supplies. It is their job to hire, train,
schedule and' supervise cleaners,
linen and laundry workers, and
repairers. They also keep employee
records and order supplies More
than 18,000 persons, most of them
women, worked a3 hotel hot: Re-
keepers in 1974.

Housekeepers who work in small
or middle-sized establishments may
not only supervise Ithe,, cleaning
staff, but perform some of these du-
ties themselves. In large or luxury
hotels, their jobs are primarily Ai-,
ministrative and they are frequently'
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calltd execute or head 'house
keepers """

Besides supervising a staff that
may number in the hundreds. 'ex-

..e.c.unve housekeepers prepare the
budget for tljeir departments_ sub-
mit reports lo the general manager
on the condition-of rooms, needed
repairs and suggested improve-
ments, and purchase supplies and
furnishings Executive housekeep-'
ers are assisted by floor house-
keepers_, who supervise the clean-
ing and maintenance of one or
several floors in the hotel, and
assistant executive housekeepers,
who lielp with the administrative
wcipt

Some large hotel and motel
chains assign executive house-
keepers to special jobs. such
as reorganizing housekeeping
procedures Irian established hotel
or setting up the housekeeping de-
partmendn anew motel

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Althodgh there are no specific
educational ,requirements for
housekeepers. most employers
prefer applicants who have at least
a high schbol diploma. Expenence
or training in hotel housekeeping
also is helpful in-getting a job.

Several colleges and universities
offer instruction, hotel adminis-
tration that includes courses in
housekeeping and some of these
courses are offered in summer or
eyorrning classes. Many schools have
developed Programs under the
guidance and approval of the Na-
tional Executive Housekeepers As-
sociation In-addition, the Amer-
ican Hotel and Motel Association
offers courses foj either classroom
or individual h5me study. Most
helpful are courses on housekeep-
ing, personnel manage ent; budget

Executlie housekeepers usually use the telephone to place orders with suppliers
or to Inform the general manager of needed repairs or Improvements in hotel

guest rooms.

prepara.tion, intenor decoration,
and the purchase, use, and care of.
different types of equipment and
fabrics.

Executive housekeepers should
be good at planning and organizing
work and must be able to get along
well with people, especially those,
they supervise. Housekeepers also
should like to work independently
and be able to keep records and
analyze numbers.

Although assistant housekeepers
may be promoted to executive
housekeepers after several years Of
experience, opportunities are
limited because only one executive
housekeeper job is available in any
hotel or motel.

Employment Outlook'

Employtneht of hotel house-
keepers is expected tovgrow about
as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's as additional hotels and
motels are built. Most openings,
however, will result from the need
to replace workers who die, retire,
or leave the occupation.

Because established hotels
usually fill vacancies by promoting
assistant housekeepers to executive
hoUsekeepers, beginners will find
their best job opportunities in newly
built motels or hotels.. Competition
is likely to be keen.

' See the statement on the Hotel
'Industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for information on earnings and
working conditions, sources of ad-
ditional information, and more in-
formation on the employment out-
look.

PEST CONTROLLERS
(D.O.T.-389.7fid and 389.884)

Nature of the Work

Rats, mice, and common
household insects, such as flies and
roaches, contaminate food and
spread sickne'is; termites can eat
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away houses. Protection of our
__health and property from these

pests is the job of professional pest
controllers who an ...:assified either
as pest control route workers or
termite tpecialists. Although these
fields of work are separate, many
controllers do both

Pest control route workers ,,err
...e restaurants, hotels, food stores,
homes and other ..ustc.impors who
ha.e problems with rats, mice, and
common household insects. Since
these pests can be dif.ult to stamp
o' any ..ustomers have contracts
fur r ular service. Route workers
sir ing such commercial accounts
may .sit a dozen or more locations
in ; day. and return to most of them
1 week to a month later. Service to
homes may require only one to four
visits a year Route workers usually
work alone. ,

Termite specialists, on the other
.hand, may spend I day or more
servicing a single building. Addi-
tional visits are seldom necessary.

)because a treatment usually keeps
termites away for many years. Ter-
mite spbcialists frequently work in
pans or are assisted by helpers

Pest controllers load their trucks
or cars with chemical.pesucides and
other supplies and receive written
instructions of services to be per-
formed Most customers are billed,
but sometimes they pay the pest
controller who keeps work records,
including pesticides used and
amount of ji nt at each loca-
tion.

To choose the safest d most ef-
fective pesticide for each b, route
workers must know the ha 'ts and
hiding places of different nsects
and rodents, what attrac them,
and how they get 1 uilding,s.
Route work pray liquid--
usually premixedpesticides be-
hind cabinets, under sinks, and in
cracks and crevices. Dusting bulbs
are used in some areas.
i'raps or poisonous baits are

placed near areas where rats or
mice nest. Route workers must be
careful not to apply poisons around

areas whece food is exposed or
where there would be a danger to
children or pets. Most of their work

fairly routine, but occasionally
they handle an unusual job, such as
removing bird nests from an attic.

Route workers tell customers
how to correct conditions that at-
tract pests. For example, they may
recommend replacing damaged
garbage containers, sealing open
food containers, and repairing
cracks in walls.

Subterranean termites, the most
common wood attacking insects,
live in underground colonies and
build mud "commuter tubes- to
reach the house above To destroy a
colony, termite specialists put a

poisonous chemical barrier
between the colony and the wooden
parts of the house. One way is to
treat the soil around the foundation
of the house using special tools at-
tached to a pressure pump. To
block all averaues of entry, however,
it is sometimes necessary to get at
the soil underneath masonry sur-
faces, such as basement floors and
brick steps. Termite specialists drill.
holes through these surfaces, and
pour or pump the chemical into the
holes. They seal these holes with a'
cement like putty and replace any
floor covenngs, such as tiles, which
had to be removed. Because
termites will not CMSs treated areas,
those in the ground must find food

Controllers know tho jsablta and hiding placii of dIffiront Insects.
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or starve and those trapped in the
house die for lack of moisture

Termite specialists sometimes
have to alter buildings tp prevent
pests from returning For example,
they may raise foundations, install
concrete flash walls, or insulate
wood-to-earth contacts with
concrete.

Helpers assist termite specialists
by digging around and underneath
houses, helping set up and operate
equipment, and mixing cement, and
doing general cleanup work

Some highly experienced spe-
cialists inspect houses for termites,
estimate costs, and explain the
proposed work to customers In
most exterminating firms, however,
the manager, supervisor, or pest
control salesworkers do-these jobs

Places of Employment

More than half of the estimated
2,7,000 pest't controllers employed in
1974 were route workers; the rest
were termite specialists and com-
bination route v4orkers-termite spe-
cialists.

Most pest controllers work for or
own firms that specialize in this
service. A small number work for
Federal, State, and local govern-
ments.

Jobs in this field can be found
throughout the country Employ-
ment, however, is concentrated in
major metropolitan areas and large
towns.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Beginning pest controllers are
trained by supervisors and ex-,
perienced workers Many large
firms also provide several weeks of
training, ,includes classes on
the characteristics of termites or
Other pests, the safe and effective
use of pesticides,. customer rela-
tioris, and the preparation of work
records To aid beginners, many
employers provide trahrirrz
manuals Beginners gain practical
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experience by helping pest control
route workers or termite specialists
on the job. Most can complete
training for routine work in one of
these occupations -after 2 to 3
months.

About 30 States currently require
pest controllers to be licensed. In
most States, the license is only for
registration, but a few require appli-
cants to pass a written examination.
Beginning in October 1976, the En-
vironmental Protection Agency will
require that pest controllers be cer-
tified All States will be required by
law to give written or other tests to
determine that pest controllers are
able to use pesticides competently
and safely.

Employers prefer trainees who
are high school graduates, have safe
driving records, and are in good
health Many firms require their
employees to be bonded; applicants
for these jobs must have a record of
honesty and respect for the law.
Because route workers frequently
deal with customers, employers
look for applicarits who are cour-
teous, tactful, and well-groomed.
Termite specialists need manual
dexterity and mechanical ability.
Some firms give aptitude tests to
determine an applicant's suitability
for the work.

High school courses in chemistry
and business arithmetic provide a
helpful background for pest con-
trollers. Students interested in
becoming route workers also may
benefit fromkourses in sales. Those
interested in becoming termite spe-
cialists can gain valuable ex-
rrience by taking courses related
to building construction such as
carpentry.

Experienced workers with ability
can advance to higher paying posi-
tions, such as service, manager or
pest-control salesworkers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of pest controllers is
expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to the
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jobs resulting from employment
growth, the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire or die
or transfer to other occupations
also will create many job openings.

Because pests reproduce rapidly
and tend to develop resistance to
pesticides, their control is a never
ending problem. Population growth
and further congestion of
metropolitan areas will add to the
need for more pest controllers. The
deterioration of older buildings also
is increasing the need for these
workers, since buildings become
more prone to infestation as they
age.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The starting Fay for Inex-
perienced trainees ranged from
$2.50 to S3 an hour in 1974, based
on the limited informatio availa-
ble. Earnings of experie ed pest
controllers ranged from S3 o $4.50
an hour. .

Some routerwzkers are paid an
hourly rate or weekly salary. Others
receive a commission based upon
charges to customers. Nearly all
termite specialists are paid an
hourly rate or weekly salary. -"-

On tIltriaverage, pest controllers '
work to 44 hours a week. During
spring and summer, however, hours
may be longer because pests are
more prevalent. Most work is done
during the day. Route workers,
however, occasionally work nights
because many , restaurants and
stores do not want them to work
while customers are present.

Pest controllers work- both in-
doors and outdoors in all kinds of
weather. They frequently lift and
carry equipment and materials, but
most items weigh less than 50
pounds. Route workers also do a
great deal of walking. Termite spe-
cialists occasionally must crawl
under buildings and work in dirty,
cramped spaces. Workers in these
occupations are subject to some
hazards. Although most pesticides
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are not harmful to humans, some
can cause injury if they are inhaled
or left on the skin Such injuries,
however, are avoided if safety
precautions are followed. Because
they spend a lot of time driving,
route workers have a relatively high
exposure to traffic hazards. Termite
specialists risk injury from power
tools and sharp or rough materials
in buildings.

,

Pest controllers are on their own
to a"great extent. They do not work
under strict supervision and, within
limits, may decide how they will
handle a job.

Sourcas of, Additional
Information

Further information about op-

i 72,
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portunities m this field is available
from local exterminating compa-
nies and the local office of the State
employment service. General infor-
mation about the work can le ob-
tained from:
National Pest Control Association. jnc..

8150. Leesburg Pike. Vienna. Va.
22180
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FOOD SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Food service workers make up
one of the largest and fastest grow-
ing occupational groups in the Na-
tion's labor force There are more
than three times as many persons
employed in food service as there
are in the production and refining
of oil, automobile manufacturing,
and.steel 'manufacturing combined.
In 1974 more than 3 1/2 million
persons were employed in food
service, mostly in restaurants,
hotels, factory and school cafe-,
terias, and catering firms. Job
opportunities can be found almost
everywhere, because even very
small communities have roadside
diners and school cafeterias.

There are no specific educational
requirements for most food service
work and skills usually can be
learned on the job. Many restau-
rants hire inexperienced persons for
jobs as dining room attendants,
dishwashers, food counter workers,
waiters and waitresses, and bar-
tenders. Experience is sometimes
needed, however, to get one of
these jobs in a large restaurant or
catering firm. Persons who want to
become cooks usually must have
some prior experience in a food
service occupation, such as kitchen
helper or assistant cook. Ex-
perienced workers may advance to
food service manager, maitre
d'hotel, head cook, or chef.

Vocational schools, both public
and private, offer courses in cook-
ing, catering, and bartending. Em-
ployment of food service workers is
expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. The demand for
these workers will increase as new
restaurants, cafeterias, and bars
open in response to population

e*
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growth and increased spending for
food and beverages outside the
home Higher average incomes and
more leisure time will allow people
to eat out more often. Also, as an
increasing number of wives work,
families are finding dining out a
welcome convenience. Detailed
discussions of the work, training,
outlook, and earnings of dining
room attendants and dishwashers,
food counter workers, waiters and

waitresses; cooks and chefs, and
bartenders are presented in the
statements that follow.

BARTENDERS
(D.O.T. 312.878)9

Nature of the Work

Cocktails range from the ordina-
ry to the exotic and bartenders
make these concoctions by combin-
ing different kinds of liquor with
other ingredients such as soft
drinks, soda water, bitters, fruit ju-
ices, and cream. There are dozens
of combinations, and each one can
be made in several ways. Because
some people have preferences for
certain cocktail recipes, bartenders
are often asked to mix drinks to suit
a customer's taste. Besides
cocktails, bartenders also serve
wine, draft or bottled beer, and a
wide variety of_-_. nonalcoholic -
beverages.

Most bartenders take orders,
serve dri0s, and collect payment
from Customers. Others simply
make drinks for waiters and.
waitresses to serve.

Bartenders usually are responsi-
ble for ordering and maintaining anC
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inventory of liquor, mixes, and
other bar supplies. They also ar-
range bottles and glasses to fora
display, wash glassware, and clean
the bar. /

Bartenders in large restaurants or
hotels usually have bartender hel-
pers (D.O.T. 312.887) to assist
them with their duties. Helpeis
keep the bar supplied with.liquor,
mixes, and ice, stock refrigerators
with wine and beer; and replace
empty beer kegs with fuH ones.
They also keep the bar area clean
and remove empty bottles. and
trash.

Places of Employment

Most of the 233,000 bartenders
employed in 1974 worked in restau-
rants and bars, but many also had
jobs in -hotels and private clubs.
Roughly one-fifth were self-em-
ployed.

Several thous3Qd people tend bar
part time, many orwhom have full-
time jobs in other occupations br
attend college. Part-timb workers
often serve at banquets and private
parties; usually they let these jobs
through union clearinghouses.

A growing proportion of bartend-
ers are women. About one-third
were women in 1974, compared to
only one-tenth in 1960.

Most bartenders" wbrk in the
url3an population centers of New
Yorkr California, and other large
States, but many are employed in
small communities also. Vacation
resorts offer seasonal employment,
and some bartenders alternate
between summer and winter resorts
rather than remain in one area the
entire year. -.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most bartenders learn their trade
on the job. Although preparing
drinks at home can be good prac-
tice, it does not qualify a person to
be a bartender. Besides knowing a

, .
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Most bartenders learn

vanety of cocktail recipes, bartend-
ers must know how to stock a bar-
properly, and be familiar with State
and.local laws concerning the sale
of alcoholic beverages

Young persons who wish to
become bartenders can get good
experience by working as bartender
helpers. dining room attendants,
waiters, or waitresses By, watching
the bartender at work, they can
learn how to mix drinks anti do
other bartending tasks

Some private schools offer short
cqurses in bartending that include
intruction on State and local laws
and regulations. cocktail recipes,
attire and conduct. and stocking a
bar Some of these schools help
their graduates find jobs

Bartender should have pleasant
personalities because they deal with
the public They need physical

their trade on the job.

stamina, since they stand while they
work and' also may have to lift
heavy kegs and cases

Generally, bartenders must be at
least 21 years of age, 4Ithough some
employers prefer those who are 25
or older. Some Statesteqinre bar-
tenders to have health certificates
assuring that they are free from
contagious diseases. In some In-
stances, they must tie bonded.

Small restaurants, neighborhood
bars, and resorts usual) offer a
beginner the best, entry Opportuni-
ties. After gaining experience, a
bartender may wish to work in a
lar6 restaurant or cocktail lounge
where pay is higher and promotion,
opportunities are greater. Promo-
tion may be to head bartender, wine
skeward, or beverage manager,
Some bartynders open their owe
business.

b 17,

Employnumf Outlook

Employment of bartenders is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for alfoccupations through
the mid-1980's In addition to the
job openings caused by employ-
ment growth, several thousand will
arise annually from the need to
replace expenenced bartenders
who retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations.

The demand for bartenders will
Increase as new restaurants, hotels,
and bars open in response to popu-
lation growth and as We amount
spent for food and beverages out-
side the home increases Higher
average incomes and more leisure
time will allow people to go out for
dinner or cocktails more often, and
to take more vacations Also, as
more wives work, families are find-
ing dining out a welcome con-

nce .
Job opportunities for bartenders

should be especially favorable in
States.that have recently liberalized
'their drinking laws. In the early, '
1970's 25 States eithe'r lowered the
drinking age or legalized the sale of
liquor by the drink, or both, and
some other States may follow; suit.

Earnings and Working .

Conditions ,
Hourly earnings of bartenders

ranged from 5190 to 55-40 in
1974, according to limited data
from union contracts in the restau-
rant industry Besides wages, bar-
tenders often receive tips that in-
crease their earnings.

Bartenders usually. receive free
'meals at work and may be furnished
bar jackets or complete uniforms

Many bartenders work more than
40 hours a seek, and night and
weekend work and split shifts are

`common For many bartenders,
hOwever, the opportunity to social-
ize with customers and the possibili-
ty of someday managing or owning
a bar or restaurant more than offget
these disadvantages. For others, the
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opportunity to get part-time work is
important.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about job opportuni-
ties may be obtained from the Hotel
and Restaurant Employees and Bar-
tenders International Union, which
is the principal union organizing
bartenders, and from the State em-
ployment service.

For general information on job
opportunities in bartending, write
to:

National Institute for the Food Service In
dustry 120 S Riverude Plaza Chicago
III 60606

COOKS AND EFS
313.131 thfugh .887;

314.381 through .878; and
315.131 through .381)

Nature of the Work

A reputation for serving fine food
is an asset to any restaurant,

hether it prides itself on "home
cooking" or exotic foreign cuisine.
Cooks and chefs are largely respon-
sible for the reputation a restaurant
acquires Many chefs have earned
fame for both themselves and the
restaurants and hotels where they
work because of their skill in creat-
ing new dishes and improving
familiar ones.

A cook's work depends partly on
the size of the restaurant. Many
small restaurants offer a limited
number of short order dishes that
are relatively simple to prepare,
plus pies and other baked goods
bought from bakeries One cook
usually prepares all of the food with
the aid of a shot order cook and
one or two kitchen helpers.

Large eating places usually have
moreNitaned, menus and prepare
more of the fbod they serve
Kitchen staffs often include several
cooks, sometimes called assistant
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cooks, and many kitchen helpers.
Each C04, usually has a special as-
signment and often a special, job
titlepastry, fry, or sauce cook, for
example. Head cooks o r ibektipor-
sdinate the work,of the kitchen staff,
and often direct certain kinds of,
food prepiration. They decide the
size of servings, sometimes plan
menus, and buy food supplies.

Places of Employment

About 955.000 cooks and chefs
were employed in 1974. Most
worked in restaurants, but many
worked in schools, colleges, and
hospitals., Government agencies,
factories, private clubs, and many
other kinds of organizations also
employed cooks and chefs.

am.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most 'cooks acquire their skills on
the job'vetiile.employed as kitchen
helpers although it ' is becoming
commoh for cooks to have high
school or post high school training
in food preparation. Less
frequently, they are trained as ap-
prentices under trade union con-
tracts. or in the training progrants,
some large hotels and restaurants
have for new employees. Inex-
perienced workers usually can
qualify as assistant or fry cooks 1

after several months of on-the-job
training, but acquiring all-round
skills as head cook or chef in a fine
restaurant often takes several,years.
High school or vocational school
courses in business arithmetic and

A restaurant's reputation depends largely on the skills of Its cooks.

15
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business administration are helpful
in becoming a cook or chef

Persons who have had courses in
restaurant cooking will have an ad-
vantage when looking for jobs in
large restaurants and hotels where
hiring standards are often high.
Many vocational programs in both
public and private high schools
offer this kind of training to ,stu-
dents. Other courses, ranging from
a few months to 2 years or more,
and open in some cases only to high
school graduates, are given under
the guidance of restaurant associa-
tions, hotel management groups,
trade unions, and technical schools
and colleges. The Armed Forces
are also a good source of training
and experience in food service
work.

Although curricula may vary, stu-
dents usually spend most of their
time learning to prepare food
through actual practice in well-
equipped kitchens. Students.arn
to bake, broil, and otherwise
prepare food, and to use and care
for kitchen equipment. They also
may be taught to select and store
food, use leftovers, determine the
size of portions, plan menus, and
buy food supplies in quantity. Stu-
dents also learn hotel and restau-
rant sanitation and public health
rules for handling food.

Many school districts provide on-
the-job training and sometimes
summer workshops for cafeteria
workers who wish to become cooks.
School cooks are selected from em-
ployees who have participated.

Persons who want to become
cooks or chefs should like to work
with people in a team relationship

,and be able to work under pressure
during busy periods Cleanliness
and a keen sense of taste arid smell
also are important qualifications;
Most States require health cer-
tificates indicating that cooks and
chefs are free from contagious dis-
eases.

Many cooks acquire higher pay-
. ing positions and new cooking skills.

by moving from restaurant to

restaurant. Others advance to su-
pervisory jobs. SorN eventually go
into business as caterers or restau-
rant owners, others thay become in-
structors in vocational programs in
high schools, junior and community
colleges, and other institutions.

Employment Outlook

Employment of cooks and chefs
is expected to increase fakter tan
the average for all occupations
through the mid- 1980's In addition
to employment growth, thousands
of job openings will arise annually
from the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

The demand for cooks and chefs
will increase as population .grows
and people spend more money on
eating out Higher personal in-
comes and more leisure time will
allow people to go out for dinner
more often and to take more vaca-
tions. Also, as an increasing number
of wives work, more families are
finding dining out a welcome con-
venience.

Small restaurants and other eat-
ing places having simple food
preparation will provide the
greatest number of starting jobs for
cooks However, beginners who
have had training in restaurant
cooking may find jobs available in-
hotels and restaurants where foods
are prepared more elaborately.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, hourly pay rates ranged
from S3 to S5.90 for chefs, from
$2.60 to $4.90 for cooks of various
types, and from $2.30 to $2.90 for
assistant cooks, according to
limited data from union contracts in
several large metropolitan areas.

Wages of cook and chefs vary
depending on the part of the
country and the type of establish-
meit in which they work. Wages
generally are higher in the West and
in large, well-known restaurants
and hotels. Cooks and chefs in
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famous res4erants earn much more
than the mum rates and several
chefs with national reputations earn
more than $40,000 a year. Hours In
restaurants may include late even-
ing, holiday, and weekend work,
and "range from 40 to 48 hours a
week. Cooks employed in public
and private schools work regular
school hours during the school year
only, usually for 9 months.

Many kitchens are air-condi-
tioned and have convenient work
areas and modern equipment.
Others, particularly in older or
smaller eating places, are often not
as well equipped and working con-
ditions may be less desirable. In all
kitchens, however, cooks must
stand most of the time, lift heavy
pots and kettles,-and work near hot
ovens and ranges.

The principal union organ zing
cooks and chefs is the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bar-
tenders International Union.

SOurcts of Additional
Information

Information about,j4ab opportuni-
ties may be obtained from local em-
ployers, locals of the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bar-
tenders International _Union, and
local offices of the State employ-
ment service.

General information abput
restaurant cooks and chefs is availa-
ble from:
American Culinary Federation, P.O. Box

Hyde Park, N.Y. 12538. I
Educational Director, National Institute for

the Fooclseriice Industry, 120 South
Riverside Plaza, Chicago, III 60606

The Educational Institute, American Hotel
and Motel Association, 1407 S Har-
rison Rd , Michigan State University,
Stephen S. Nisbet Bldg.. East Lansing,
Mich. 48823.

The Council on Hotel, Restaurant and In-
stitutional Education. 1522 K St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20005

American Culinary Federation, 1407 S. Har-
rison Rd.. Room 310. Michigan State
University, Stephen S Nisbet Bldt.
East Lansing, Mich 48823

k
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DINING ROOM
ATTENDANTS AND

DISHWASHERS
(D.O.T. 311.878 and 318.887)

Nature of the Work

Clean and attractive table
settings a( as important to a
restaurant' reputation as the quali-
ty of food it serves An egg-stained
fork, soiled tablecloth, or empty
salt shaker _can make a customer
unhappy Dining room attendants
and dishwashers pro% ide the quick
hands and sharp eyes needed to
prevent such problems

Attendants do many jobs that
otherwise watyrs would ht to do
They clear.`aild reset tab) , tarry
dirty dishes from the dining area to

e kitchen and retun with trap
ood, and clean up spilled food and

brokeg dishes By taking care of
these details, attendants give
Waiters more time to serve
customers.

In some restaurants, attendants
also help by serving water and
bread and butter to customers.
When business is light, they do odd
jobs like refilling salt and pepppy
.shakers and cleaning coffee urns.

Dishwashers pick up where the
attendants leave off with the dirty
dishes. They operate special
machines that clean silverware and
dishes quickly and efficiently. Oc-
casionally, they mpy have to make
minor adjustments to keep
machines operating properly. Dish-
washers scr(ib large pots and pans
by hand. In addition, they clean
refrigerators and other kitchen
equipment, sweep and mop floors,
and carry out trash.

Places dEmployment

About 210,000 dishwashers and
130,000 attendants were employed
in 1974. Many worked only part
time.

Most attendants and dishwashers
work in restaurants, bars, and
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Many dishwashers are students who
work part-time.

hotels. Dishwashers also work in
schools and hospitals.

Training, Other Qualification*,
and Advancement

Little formal education is needed
to qualify for jobs as dining room
attendants and dishwashers. Many,
employers will hi applicants who
do not speak E lish. S. e men-
tally retarded be
trained as dishw

Attendants and st
have, good health . p s al
stamina because they .tand most of
the time an. t a fast pace
during b sy`Teriods. State laws
often require them to obtain health
certificates to show that they are
free of contagious diseases. Attend-
ants must have a neat appearance'
and the ability to get along with
people.

Although little education is
needed to do these jobs, the ability
to read, write, and do simple
arithmetic is required for promo-
tion Typical lines of advancement

perso
ers:
TstWash e rs m

11177'

are from attendant to waiter, and
from dish%tasher to cook's helper or
short-order cook. Advancement
opportunities generally are best irk
large restaurants.

Employment Outlook

Job oghings for dining room at-
tendants and dishwashers are ex-
pected to be plentiful in the years
ahead. Most openings will result
from the need to replace workers
who find jobs in other occupations,
retire, or -die. Turnover is particu-
larly high among part-time workers.
About one-half of the attendants
and dishwashers are students, most
of whom work part time while at-
tending school and then find other
jobs after graduation.

Additional openings will result
from employment growth. Employ-
ment is expected to increase about
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's as
population growth and higher in-
come create mow business for
restaurants.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Dining room attendants and dish-
washers, have relatively low
earnings. Limited daft from um ,n
contracts that cover restaurants and
bars in several large cities indicate
that hourly rates for these workers
ranged from $1.30 to= in" 1974.
These amounts wete_____low the
average earnings of most other non-

, supervisory workers in private in-,
dustry, except farming.

Attendants may repeive a per-
centage of waiters' tips'in addition
to wages. Tips often average
between 10 and 20 percent of
patrons' checks.

The majority of employers pro-,
vide free meals at work and furnish
uniforms. Paid vacations are cus- L
tomary, and various types of health
insurance and pension plans may be
offered.

Most attendants and'dIshwashers,
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work less than 30 hours a week.
Some are on duty only a feW hours a
day during either the lunch or
dinner period. Others work both
periods but may Jake a feu, hmirs
off in the middle of the day.
Weekend and holiday work often. is
required.

Job hazards include the possibili-
ty of falls, cuts, and burns, butinju-
ries seldom are serious.

Sburces of Additional
Information

Information about job opportuni-
ties may be obtained from local em-
ployers, locals of the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bar-
tenders International Union. and
local offices of the State employ-
ment service. Names of local
unions can be obtained from the
Hotel and Restaurant 'Employees
and Bartenders International
Union, 120 East 4th St., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45202.

For general information gout
dining room attendants and dish-
washers, write to:

National Restaurant Association. One IBM
Nazi, Suite 2600, Chicago. III 6061 1

FOOD COUNTER
WORKERS

(DO.T 311 878 and 31478)

Nature of the Work

Counter workers serve customers
in eating places that specialize in
fast service and inexpensive food,
such as hamburger and fried
chicken carryouts, drugstore soda
fountains, and school and public
cafeterias. About 350,000 persons
had food counter jobs in 1974, most
of whom worked part time.

flpical duties of counter workers
Include taking. customers' ordersu
serving food and beverages,' making
out checks, and taking payments.
At drugstore fountains and in
diners; they also may cook, make
sandwiches and cold dnnks, and

t

tiimAtoint

Food counter worker takes order.

prepare sundaes and other ice
cream dishes. In hamburger carry-
outs, where food is prepared in an
assembly-line manner, counter
workers may take turns waiting
on customers, making) rench fries,
toasting buns, and doing other jobs.

Counter workers in cafeterias fill
plates for customers 'slid keep the
serving line supplied with desserts,
salads, and other dishes. Unlike
other counter workers, they usually
do not take payments and make
Change:

Counter workers also do odd
jobs, such as cleaning kitchen
equipment, 'sweeping and mopping
floors, and carrying out trash.

Training, Other Ourf)ifkations,
and Advancement

In the counter jobs that require
7

17 G

1
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totaling billi and making change,
employers prefer to hire persons
who are good in arithmetic and
have attended high school,
althougha diploma usually is not
necessary. There usually are no
specific educational requirements
for counter jobs in cafeterias:

Because counter workers deal
With the public, a pleasant per-
sonality and neat appearance are
important..Good health and physi-
cal stamina also are needed because
they stand most of the time and
work at a fast pace during busy
periods. StAe laws often require
counter workers to obtain health
certificates to show that they are
free of contagious disease.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited, especially in small eat-
ing places. Some counter workers
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move into higher paying jobs and workers usually Deceive free meals
(earn new skills by transferring to a at woti., and may 1::e furnished with
larger restaurant Advancement uniforms.
can be to cashier, cook, waiter or Most'cOunter workers work less
waitress, or to counter or fountain than 30 flours a week_ Some are on
supervisor . . duty only a few hours a day for

Many large companies, such as either the lunch or dinner period.
the nationwide hamburger carryout Many others work both periods, but
chains, ojierate formal management may take a few hours off In the mid
training programs Counter workers dle of the day Flexible schedules
'who. show leadership a4ility may often allow students to..fit their
qualify for these programs working hours around their classes

Weekend and holiday work often is
required,'

Job hazards include _the possibili-
ty of falls, cuts, and burns, but inju
nes Adorn are senous.

SourCes of Additional
information

Em ment Outlook

Job opegs for food counter
"workers,are expected .to be plentiful
in the,years ahead. Most opening;
will result. from .turnoverreplact-
ment of workers who find jobs in
other, occupations; retire, or die.
Many counter workers are high
school and college students who

Information about job opportuni-
ties may be obtained from local em

-worms part time while attending
estaurant Employees and Bar-

tions after graduation. Because

foyers, locals of the Hotel and
school and find jobs in other octu- .-

tenders ,International Union, and
...,;.

oa

of the high . turnover, jobs for local offices' of the State employ-/-
counter_workers are relatively easy Names f local

to find. C,
, unions are available from the1 ,

Additional job openings will ,t*Hol,01 and. Restaurant t EMployees

re-stilt from employment growth. and Bartenders InternatiOnal
Employment is expected to in- yiliori, 420 East 4th St., Cin-

.
crease about as fast as the average cinnati4Ohiii 45202c

:for all occupations through th mid- For..:general infoimation about
1980's as population growth food counter workers, write to:
higher income create more business
for eating places.,

Earnings and Working .

Conditionsr 7
Hourly \rates for food counter

workers ranged from $1.90 to
S2.60 in 1274, based oh limited
data from .union contractsthat
covered eating places in several
large cities.. These amounts were
well below the average earnings-for
most other riOnsupervisory workers
in private industry, except farming.
However, 'softie counter workers,
such as those in 'drugstores Ad
diners, receive tips which call be
greater than Hourly wages; Tips
usually average between 10 and 20
percent of patrons: checks. Cougtes

V

Njuonal Restaurant AssrlatIon, One IBM
Plats, e_260 Cliicago, Ill '&0611.

MEATCUTTERS
(D.O.T. 316.781, 316.884)

Nature of the Work

Meatcutters prePare meat, fish,
and poultry in supermarkets or
wholesale food outlets. Their pri-
mary duty is to divide 'Animal car-
casses into steaks, roastt, chops;
and other serving-sized portions.
They also . may prepare meat
products- such as sausage and
corned beef. Cutters who work in
ietaiLfoodstotes may set up counter
displays and wait orrcustorn41p.

1.M,

In preparing a beef carcass, meat-
cutters divide it into lialves with a
band saw, and then into quarters by
cutting each half between the ribs
with a knife and sawing through the
backbomA saw or knife is used to
divide- the quarters into pnmil cuts
such as Tbone steaks or rib roasts.
Meatcutters divide the primal cut
into pieces small .enough for an
average serving.

Meatcutters use a butcher knife
or slicer to divide boneless cuts and
a band saw or cleaver to'divide
pieces that contain bones. Any
bone chips left on the meat are
scraped off with a knife or brushed
off by a madhlne. Cutters grind
trimmings into hamburger.

Places, of Employment.

About 200:000 persons worked
as meatcutters in 1974. They had
jobs in almost every city and town
in the Nation. Most meatcutters

. worked in retail foodstores. A few
worked in wholesale stores, restau-
rants, hotels, hospitals, and °the?'
institutions,

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Meatcutters acquire their skills
on the job either informally or
through uprenticeship programs.
Generallyrfrainees begin by doing
odd jobs, 'such as removing bone
chips from retail. cuts. Under the
guidance pf skilled meatcutters,
they learn abqut the various cuts
and grades of meats and the proper
use oftoolsand equipment. After
demonstrating skill with tools, they
learn to divide primal cuts into in-

-dividual portions and to divide
quarters into primal cuts. Trainees
may learn to cut and prepare fish
and poultrf, roll and tie roasts,
prepale sausage, and" cure and corn
meatr\Later, they may learn mar-
keting operations such as inventory
control, meat buying and grading,
and recordkeeping.,i,

Meatcutt?I's%viho learn the trade
through, apprenticeship, ?enerally

.

A.
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complete 2 to 3 ?fears of stfpentses,
on-the-Ab'traming which may be
supplemented by some classroom
work At the end of. the training
period, apprentices are given a

meatcutting test which is observed
by their employer A union member
is also present in union shops Ap-
prentices who pass the -test qualify
as meatcutters Those who can
tike the test again at a later time In
many areas. apprentices may
become meatcutters to less than the
osual training time if they can pass
the test

'Employers prefer applicants who
have a high school diploma and the
potential to deelop.into meat de-
partment managers High school or
vocational school courses' in busi-
ness arithmetic' are helpful in
weighing and pricing meats. and in
making change

Manuals dexterity, good depth
perception, color discrimination,
and good eye-ls.ind `coordination
are important inktaing_ meat.
pleaspersonality., a eat ap-
pear ce, and the ability to coda

. municate clearly also are .important
qualifications when cutters Watt on
customers. Better than._ average
strength is necessary since cutters
work standing up and often lift
heavy (pads In sorr- rornmunities,
a health certificate may be required
for employment.

Meat cutters may progress to su-
pervisory jobs, such as meat depart-
ment anagers in supermarkets. A
fea be me meat buyers for
wholesale : and supermarket
chains

meat
cutters open their

own meat mirkets or retail food-
st oses

Most cutler slices beef Into Mall cuts.

-4

ip.

it
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EMployment Outlook

Little change in the number of
meatcutters rs expected through
the mid-1 s. Nevertheless,
thousands of en bs will be
available as experien kers
retire, die, or transfer to Otlwr
cupations.

,Central cutting, the practice of
haring one location at which meat
for! several stores is cut and
wrapped, will limit the demand for
meatcutters Central cutting, which

'permits meatcutters to specialize in
both a type of meat and a type of
cut, increases efficiency This spe-
cialization also reduces the amount
of training and skill necessary to
become a cutter

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to union contracts in
six. large cities, hourly earnings of
most meatcutters ranged from
about $4.70 to 56.80 in 1974.

Beginning apprentices usually
receive between 60 and 70 percent
of the. experienced cutter's wage
and general /k4, receive increas
every 6 to 8 mdhths.

Cutters work in ooldrooms
designed to prevent meat from
spoiling. They rpust be careful when

*V especiallyworking with sh
those that are powere

Most cutters,, re membe of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
Butcher Workmen of North Amer-
ica.

:,Information about' work opportu-
nities can be obtained from local
employers or local offices of the
State employment service. For ift-
formation .on training and other
aspects of the trade, contact: -

Sourtes.ot Addifilanal
Information



American Meat Institute 59 East an Buren
St Chicago 60605

Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher
Workmen of NotA America 2800
North Sheridan Rd . Chicago. III

6065/

WAITERS ANIL
- WAITRESSES

(DOT 311138 thr *igh 878)

Nature of the Work

Waiters and waitresses take
customers' orders. serve food and
beverages. make out checks. and
sometimes take payments In
diners. coffee shops. and other
small restaurants they provide fast.
efficient service 4n other restaIi-
rants. waiters and waitresses serve
food at ?more leisurely pace and
offer more personal service to their
customers. For example. they may
suggest wines and explain the
preparation of items on the menu

Waiters and waitresses may have
duties other than waiting on tables
They set up and clear tables and
carry dirty dishes to the kitchen In
very small restaurants they may
combine waning. on tables with

unteit'service. prepenng sand-
wicties, pr cashiering. In large

e- -resiaurants and 14 places where
'meat serv?ce to formal, waiters and
ftwaitresses are relieved of most ad-

' A*
44tromil duties. Dining room attend-

pften.set up tables, fill water
glasses, and &other routine tasks,

s Places of Employment

A ut 1 80,000 waiters and
waitr were employed in 1974.
More than half worked part time

.,(lets than 35 hours a week ). Most
worked in restaurants, some

..worked in hotels, colleges, and fac-
tories that have restaurant face rites
Jobs are located throrghout the
country but are most plentifi;l' in
large cities and tourist areas 41ca-
..tiOn resorts offer seasonal employ-

4 -Ment and some waiters and

w
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can be to cashier or supervisory
jobs, such as maitre d'hotel, head-
waiter. or hostess. Some superviso-
ry workers advance to jobs as
restaurant managers

Employment Otitiook

Job openings are expected to be
plentiful in the years ahead,. mainly
due to the need to replace the
waiters and waitresses who find
other jobs or who retire. die, or stop
working' for other reasons. Turn-
over is particularly high among
part-time work.e. About one-
fourth of the waiters and waitresses
are students, most of whom work
part-time while attending school
and then find other jobs after
graduation In addition to the job
openings from turnover, many will
result from emplo 'men rowth

EmployrIe of w 'ten and
waitresses is elected to grow
about as fast as the average for
all occupations through the mid,
1980's as population ,growth and
higher incomes create more busi-
ness for restaurants Higher in-
comps and more 'leisure time will
permit people to eat out more often.
Also; as an increasing number of
wives work, more and more fami-
lies may find dining out a welcome
convenience.

Beginners will find their best op-
portunities for employment in the
thousands of informal restaurants.
"Chose who seek jobs -in swank
restaurants may find keen competi-
tionfor ;he jobs that become availa-
ble.

About fourth of wafters and waft-
risses afro students, most of whtm
work p -time. ...

waitresses alternate between
summer and winter resorts instead
of remaining in oni area the entire
year

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

!Goat employers prefer to hire ap-
plicants w hi) have had at least 2 or,3
years of high school Although most
waiters and waitresses pick up their
skills con%the job. some publ's and
private schools and restaurant' as-
sociations offsr special training

A neat appearance, an gven
dispottion, and stamina are IWO r-
tant qualifications. WaiterMand
waitresses also should be good at
arithmetic and, in a few restaurants.
knowledge of a foreign language is
helpful. State laws often require
waiters and waitresses to obtain%
health certificates showing that
they are free of coniagious diseases.

in most small eating places op-
portunities

t
for promotion are

limited After gaining experience,
however. a waiter or waitress may
transfer to a larger restaurant where
earnings and prospects fot advance-
ment mai be better Advancement

4.8.1 .

Earnings and Wctrking
Conditions

Hourly rates for waiter's ,and
waitresses (excluding tips) ranged
from 51.20 to -S3 -In' 074, at
cordirg to limited data from union
contracts that covered eating and
drinking plases in several large
cities For many waiters and
waitresses. however, tips are
greater than hourly wages Tips
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generally average between 10 and
20 percent of guests' checks Most
waiters and waitresses receive
meals at work and many are
furnished with uniforms

Some waiters and waitresses
work split shiftsthat i they work
for several hours during the middle
of the day, take a fear hours off in,

'the afternoon, and then return to
their jobs for the evening hours.
They esti may work on holidays
and` week-ends. The wide range in
dining hours creates a good oppor-
tunity' for part -time work Waiters
and waitresses stand most of the

4 ,

time and often have to carry heavy
trays of food Daring, dining hours
they may have to rush to serve
several tables at once. The work is
relatively safe, but they must be
c.treful to avoid slips or falls, and
burns.

The principal union organizing
waiters and v., sses is the Hotel
and Restaurant Efriployees and Bar-
tenders International Union.

I

Sources of Asidttione
Information

Information about job oppOrtuni-
.
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des may be obtained,from local em-
ployers, toe* of the union preci-.
tilisly mentioned, and local offices
of the State employment service.
General. information on waiter and
waitress jobs is available from.
National Insuuste for the Food Service In-

. dustry. 120 South Riverside Plaza,
Clucato. UL 60606 -

Council on Hotel. Restaurant. and` Inststu-
txmal Education. 1522 k St NW .
Wastngton. D C 20005

a



PERSONAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Personal service workers perform
difficult or time-consuming task
for people. such as cleaning and
pressing clothes, carrying baggage,
or arranging funerals. Some of
these tasks require special skills
that must be learned through for-
n_-9,1, training, others require skills
that can be learned on the job For
some personal service jobs, workers,/
must obtain State licenses after
completing a training program or
apprenticeship.

Persons entering these occupa-
tions should be neat, tactful and
able to get along well with people

"because success on the job depends
on the impression personal service
workers .make pn their customers.
Physical itimina is necessary for
those jobs that involve liftirrg heavy
objects or, standing for long periods
of time e-

-15ersonal service workers may
receive salaries, commissions or
both. In many cases they also
rteeiJe tips that add substantially to
their income. Employers often
furnish uniforrns for jobs that
require them.-/Some workers, like
barbers- cosmetologi,sts, must

.-provide,Their own tools.
This section describei foul- per,

sonal service occupations: liarbers,
Cosmetologists, Funeral 'Directors
and Embalmers,, and Bellhops and
Bell Captains.

-"

BARBERS
(D.O.T. 330.371).'

mature of the Work

Although most men" go to a
bather for just a haiicut, other ,ser-
172
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vices such as hairstyling and color.
ing are becoming increasingly
popular Barbers trained in these
areas are called "hairstylists" and
work in styling salons, unisex
salons, and some barbershops. They

.etrr and style teak to suit each
customer and may color or
straighten hair and fit hair pieces.
All barbers offer hair and scalp
treatments, shaves, facial massages,
and shampoos.

A small but growing number of
barbers cut and style omen's hair.
They usually work in unisex salons

, and 'May haw. male and female
customers. Most States require a
cosmetologist's license as well as a
barber's license, however, to per-
manent wave or .color women's
hair.

As part of their responsibilities,
barbers keep their, scissors, combs
and other instruments sterilized and
in good condition. They dean their
work areas And may sweep the shop
as rhos' e who own or. manage
a shop lvcadgitional
ties such as rdering supplies, pay-
ing bills, keeping records, and hir-
ing employees.

Races of4mployment

Most of the 130,000 barbers' in
1974. worked in barbershops. Some
worked in unisex salons, and a few
worked for government agencies,
hotels or department stores.
'thap half Oill barbers opera
their bwn businesses.

About 95 percent 0 barbers
are men.

All 'cities and towns have bar-
bershops; but employmera is con-
centrated n the 1pculous cit-
ies and States. 11 lists usually
work in large cities where the

greatest demand for their services
exists.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

ll States require barbers to be
licensed. The qualifications neces-
sary to get a license vary from one
State to another, 'however.
Generally a person must be a gradu- .
ate of a State-approved barber
school, have completed the eighth
grade, pass a physical examination,
and be at least 16 (in some States
18) years old.

Nearly all States reqr4 a
beginner to take an examination for
an apprentice license, and serve I

or 2 years as an apprentice before
taking the examination required for
a license as a registered barber. In
the examinations, he applicant
usually is required to pass a written
test and demonstrate an Orlity to
perform the basic serviccs.Tees for ,

these examinations range from $5
to $75. A few States do not Charge a
fee for the apprentice examination.

Because most States do not.
recognize training, apprenticeship
work, or licenses obtained in.
another State, pe4sons who wish to
become barbers should review the
laws of the State in which they want
to work before entering a barber
school.

Barber training is offered in many
public and private schools and a
few vocational schools. Courses
usually. list 6 to 12 months.

18'3
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Trainees buy their own tools which
cost about $200. They study the
basic serviceshaircutting, shav
ing, facial massaging, and hair and
scalp treatmentsand, under su-
pervision, practice on fellow stu
dents and on customers in school
"clinics." Besides, attending lec-
tures on barber services and the use
and care of instruments, students
take courses in sanitation and hy-
giene, and learn how to recognize
certain skin conditions Instruction
also is given in selling and general
business practices Advanced cour-
ses are available in some localities
for barbers who wish to update
their skills or'spetialize in hairstyl-
ing, coloring, and the sale, and
service of hairpieces.

Dealing, with customers requires
patience ancka better than average
disposition Good health and
stamina also are important because
barbers stand a great deal and work
with both hands at shoulder level
a position that can be tiring.

Beginners may get their first jobs
thrdugh the barber school they at-
tended, or through the local
barber's union or employer's as-
sociation. , # .

Some experienced barbers ad-
vance becoming managers of
large shop or by opening their own
shops.. A few may teach at barber
schools. Baibers who go into busi-
ness tor ttrem,selv es Inikst_liai:sAlte---
capital to buy or rent a' hop and
install equielnent...New equipment
for a one ;chair , shop cost from
S1.500. to. $'2,800 in 1974. Some .-

shopovtners buy used equipment
and fixtures at reduced nces, how-
ever...

thousand job openings will result
each year from the need to replace
workers who retire, die, or transfer
to other occupations. Replacement
needs are relatively high because
barbers are somewhat older, on the
average, than workers in other oc-
cupations.

The shift in consumer prefer-
ences from regular haircuts tc
more personalized and intensive
services has greatly affected the oc-
cupation. Barbers who specialize, in
hairstyling have been more success-
ful than those who offer conven-
tional services. This trend is ex-
pected to continue, and employ-
ment will probably decline in the
short run.

In the long run, however, em-
ployment prospects should improve
as population growth and the in-
creasing popularity of hairstyling
cause the demand for barbering
services to rise. Employment op-
portunities should be better for
hairstylists than for regular barbers.

.Earnings and Working
Conditions

Barbers receive income from
commission's or wages and tips.
Most barbers who are not
shopowners normally receive 65 to
75 percent of the money they take

.in, a few are.paid Straightsht salaries.
Weekly earnings of experienced

barbers. (including tips) generally
ranged between $175 and $225 in
1974, according to limited informa-
tion available. Hairstylists usually
earned $275 to 5350 a week,
because the services& they provide
are more personalized and, there-
fore more, expensive.' Some .
hairstylists and a few barbers who
operated their own shops, earned
more than $400 a w.eeir.. Beginning
barbers usually earn about $155 to
$175 a vek, hairstylias S,175 to
$225 a wet.

Earnings depend_ on the size-Ind
location of the shop, customers'
tipping habits, cOmpetition from
other barbershops, and the banter's

Employment Qutlook
.

The employment ecline of the
last decade is expo d to level off
by, the mid-I980' as population
growth and'the inc easing populaii-
y of hairstyling o set the effect .of

the fashion for longer hair.
Although little change is- expected

, ih alb level of employment, several

- ,
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ability to attract and hold regular
customers.

Most full-time 'barbers work
more than 40 hours a week and a
workweek of over 50 hours is not
uncommon. Although Saturdays
and lunch hours are generally very
busy, a barber may have some time
off during slack periods. To assure
an even workload, some barbers
ask customers to make appoint..
ments. Under some union con-
tracts, barbers receive 1- or 2-week
paid vacations, insurance, and
medial benefits.

The principal union which or-
ganizes barbersboth employees
and shopornersis the Jour-
neymen Barbers, Hairdressers,
Cosmetologists and Proprietors' In-,
ternational Union of Amerma. The
principal professional association
which represents and organizes
shopowners, managers and em-
ployees

---
is the Associated Master

Barbers and d Beauticians of Amer-
ica.

Sources of Additional
Informition

Information on State lidensing
requirements and approved barber
schools is available from the State
Board of Barber examiners or other
State authority at each State
capital.

For general information on train-.
ing- facilities and State licensing
laws, contact:

National Association- of Barber Schools, Inc.
361 24th St , Ogden, Utah 84401

Additional information on this
occupation is available from.
Associated Master Barber! and Beauticians

of America, 219 Greenwich Road, P.O.
Box i 7782, Charlotte, N.C. 2821 1

National Barber Career Center, 383-9 White
. Plains Road, Bronx, N Y 10467

, .

InfOrmation on barber ,schools is
available from.
National Association of Trade and Technical

Schools, 2021 J.. St. NW., Room 440,
Washington, D C 20036.

/.
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BELLHOPS AND BELL
CAPTAINS

(Db T 324 138 and 878)

Nature of the Work ,

Bellhops carry baggage for hotel
and motel guests and escort them to
theii rooms on arrival. When show-
ing new guests to their rooms, bell-
hops make sure everything 'is in
order and may offer information
-about valet services. dining room
hours, or other hotel services. Bell-
hops also run errands for guests and
may relieve elevator operators or
switchboard operators,

Large and medium-sized hotels
employ bell captains to supervise
bellhops on the staff They plan
work assignments, record the hours
each bellhop is on duty, and train
new employees Bell captains take
care of any unusual requests guests
play make and handle any cop-
plaints regarding their department
Sometimes they help arri,.-ing'or de-
parting guests if a bellhop is
unavailable In 197,4, More than
1-',000 persons, most of them men,
worked as bellhops and bell cap-
tains.

A few hotels have large service
departments and employ superin-
tendents of service to supervise bell
captains and bellhops, .elevator
operators, doorkeepers, and
washroom attendants.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

No specific educational require-
ments exist for bellhops, although
high school graduation improves
the chalices for promotion to a job
as desk clerk or reservation clerk.
Many, hotels fill bellhop jobs by
promoting elevator operators.

Because bellhops have frequent
contact with guests, they must be
meat, tactful, and courteous. A
knowledge of the local area is an as-
set because guests often ask about
local tounst attractions, restau-
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Industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for information on earnings and
working conditions, sources of ad-
ditional information, and more In-
formation on employment outlook.

rants, transportation serv-
ices. Bel ops also must be able to
stand fo long periods, carry heavy
baggage, and work Independently.

Bellhops can advance to bell cap-
tain and then to superintendent of
service, but opportunities are
limited. Because there is only one
bell captain position in each hotel,
many *years may pass before an
opening occurs, Opportunities for
advancement tp superintendent of
service are even fewer.

Employment Outlook

Employment of bellhops is ex-
pected to-,grow More slowly than
ttfe "aVitage-for --a11 occupations
through the mid- 1980's.. Most
openings, however, will result from
the need to replace workers who
die, retire, or leave the occupation.

Although !many 'motels now offer
services similar to those of a hotel
and employ bellhops, the growing
popularity of economy mdtta.that
offer only basic services is expected
to limit employment growth New
workers w' I have better opportu
ties int otels and small ti els
because e large luxury otels
prefer to ire exptrienc workers
Opportun ties -also wi e available
in resort areas ere hotels and
motels a e open only part of the
year. .

See t e statement on the Hotel

COSMETOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 332.271 and .381;
331.878 and 339.371)

Nature of the Work

Hair has been a center of atten-
tion since women and men first
began to care about their ap-.
pearance. Throughout history a
great deal of effort has gone into
acquiring a fashionable hairstyle or
a perfectly trimmed beard.
Although styles change from year
to year, the cosmetologist's task
remains the same, to help people
look attractive.

Cosmetologists, who also are
called beauty operators, 'hairdres-
sers, or beauticians, shampoo, cbt
and style hair, and advise customers
on how to care for their hair.
Freguently they straighten or per-
manent wave a cu comer's hair. to
keep the style in ape. Cosmetolo-
gists may also 'ghten or darken.the,
color of th hair to better suit the
cuilomets skin color. Cosmetolo-
gits* !Sy give, manicures and scalp
and facial treatments, provide
m eup .analysis for women, and
cl, an and style wigs and hairpiece

ost cosmetologists make ap-
pointments and keep records of
hair color formulas and permanent
wave* used by their regular
customers. They also keep their
wok:area clean and sanitize their
hairdressing implements. Those
who oper.ate their own salons
have managerial duties which in: ;

dude hiring and supervising works
ers,,keeptng records, and ordering;
"supplies. . . :':

Places of, Employment - ;

Most of the 5,00,000 cosmets;)14-.

r_t7

4 '
..1
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gists employed in 1974 worked in mow
beauty salons Some worked in
unisex shops. barber shops, or de-
partment stores. and a few were
employed by hbspitals and hotels
More than a third operated their
own businesses

Over 90 percent of all cosmetolo-
gists are women, and the proportion
of men in the occupation has
declined slightly in recent years

All cities and towiTssittive beauty-
salons, but employment is concen-
trated in the most populous cities
and States Those cosmetologists
who set fashion trends with their
hairstyles usually work in New
York City, Los Angeles. and other
centers of fashion and the perform-
ing arts

4
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Training,-Other Qualifications,
. and Advancement

Although all States require
cosmetologists to be licensed, the
qualifications necessary to obtain a
iicensg vary Generally, a person
must have graduated from a State-
approved cosmetology school, have
completed at least the 10th Rade,
pass a physical examination, and be
at least 16 years old In some States
completion of an apprenticeship

t training, program can substitute for
graduation from a cosmetology
school, but very few cosmetologists
learn their skills in this way.

Cosmetololy instruction is of-
fered in both public and private vo-
cational schools, in either daytime
or- evening classes. A .daytime
course usually takes 6 months to I

year to comp te, an even-rig course
takes longer Many public school
programs in Jude the academic.
subjects needed for a high school
diploma and last 2 to years, An
apprenticeship program usually
lasts I or 2 years.

Both public and private progranis
include classroom study, demn-
stratiohs, and practical work. Most
schools provide students with the
necessary hairdressing implements,
such as scissur razors. and hair

Dining a make-up analysis, cosmetologists show customers how to care for their
skin and enhance their appearance by using make-up.

rollers, and include their cost in the
tuition fee. Sometimes students
must purchase thou own. A good
set of implements costs about
565 00 Beginning students work on
manikins or on each other. Once
they have gained some experience,
students practice on customers in
school "clinics."

After graduating from a
cosmetology course, students take
the State licensing examination.
The examination consists of a writ-
ten test and a practical test in which
applicants demonstrate their ability

. to provide the required services. in
some States an oral examination is
included and the applicant is asked
to explain the procedures he or she
is following while taking the practi-
cal test In some States a separate.
examination is given for persons

18J

who wanonly a manicurist's
license Most States have
reciprcitity agreements that allow a
cosmetologist licensed in one State
to work in another, without re-ex-
amination.

Persons why want to become
cosmetologists must have finger
dexterity, a sense of form and anis-.
try, and the physical stamina to
stand for long periods of time. They
should enjoy dealing with the public.
and be willing and able to.- follow
customers' instructions. Because
hairstyles are constantly changing,
'Cosmetologists must keep abreast of
the latest fashions and beauty
techniques. Business skills are MI-
poqant for those, who plan to
operate theii own salons

Practically all, schools help their
students find jobs. During theirfirst
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gists are given relatively simple
months on the Job, new ....o

tasks, such as giving manicures or
shampoos, or are assigned to work
on customers who are not regular
patrons. Once they have demon-,
grated their skill, they are assigned
to regular customers and perform
the more complicated tasks of sty!
ing, coloring, and permanent was
ing hair .

Advancement usually is in the
form of higher earnings as
i.osmetologists gain expenence and
build a steady clientele, but many
manage large salons or open their'
own after stveral years of ex-
perience. Some teach in c.25metolo-
gy schools or use their Moviledge
and skill to demonstrate cosmeti
in department stores. A few work
inspectors for S e cosmetolo y
boards.

Employment Outlook

EmplOyment vf cosmetologists is
excted to grow'about as fast as the
avefage for all occupations throUgh
the raid- 980's as population sin-
creases a0 the number of working
women rises. The trend to hairstyl._
ing for men also creates a demand

4
Some cckunirtologists,work talr menu-
tacturopr of- hair -curs products and---
demons gate hair-cutting and styling
techniques at trade shows and canyon-

.tions.
.

OCCUPATION

for these workers use mang
men go to unisex shops or beduty
salons for styling services. In addi-
tion to openings due to growth in
the occupation, thousands . of
cosmetologists will be veded each
year to replace those .y10 die,
retire, or leave the occupation.

Employment in this occupation is
not strongly affected by downturns
in the business cycle, and job op-
portunities are expected to be good
for both- newcomers and ex-
peanenced Cosmetologists. Many
openings should be available for
persons seeking part-time work.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Cosmetologists receive Income
from commissions or wages and
from tips. Those who are not shop
owners receive a percentage of the
money they take in, usually 50 per-
cent; a few are paid straight sala-
ries.

Weekly earnings of experienced
cosmetologists (including tips)

--generally ranged between $250 and
$300 in 1974, according to limited
information available. After, 10
years of experience,, they cart earn
more than $400 a week. Beginners
usually earned S75 to $100 a week.

Those cosmetologists who cut
and style men's hair often, earn
more than those who work on
women's hair because the services
they provide are more expensive.
The few cosmetologists who set
hairstyle trends earn $1,000 a week
or more.

Earnings also depend on the slit
and location of - the salon,
cusUmer.s, tipping habits, competi-
tion from other beauty salons, and
the individual cosmetologist's abili-
ty to attract_ and hold regular
customers.

.Many fuli-time_ cosmetologists
work more than 40 hours a week,
including evenings and Saturdays'
when beauty -Ialons4 are Isusieet,
More than -one-third of -all
cosmetologists work pdrt time,
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usually ducat these busy hours_
A few large salons and depart-

ment stores offer group life and
health insurance and other benefit
!ans. Nearly all employers prytte

annual paid vacations of at feast
week after a year's service.

The prirrtipal union which or-
ganizes cosmetologists both em-
ployees and salon ownersis the

..Journeymen Barbers, Hairdressers,
Cosmetologists, and Proprietor's
International Union of America.
The principal trade association
which represents and organizes
salon owners 'and managers is the
AssocSted Master Barbers and
Beauticians of America. Other or-
ganizations include the National
Iairdressers and Cosmetologists
Association, Inc., the National As-
sociation of Cosmetology Schools,
Inc., which represents , school
owners and teachers; and she Na-
tional Beauty Culturists' League,
representing black cosmetologists,
teachers, managers, and salon
owners.

Sources of,Additional
Information

A list of approved training
schools, and licensing ? equirements
can be obtained from State boards
of Cosmetology. Additional infor-
mation about- careers in cosmetolo-
gy and State licensing requirements
is available from:

National Beauty Career Center, 3839 White
Plains Rd., Bronx, N.Y. 194457.

National Hairdrelsers and Cosmetologists
iation, 3510 Olive St., St. Louis;

r9Mt3103.
For general krifOrination about

the occupation, contact:
Journeymen Barbers, Hairdressers,

Cosmetologists, and 'Proprietors Inter-
national Union of America, 7050 West
Washington Si, Indianapofh, Ind.
46241.

National Association-. of Cosmetology
Schools, 599 South' Livingston Ave.,

' Livingston, NJ. 07039.
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND EMBALMERS

(D.O.T. 187.168 and 338381)

Nature of the Work

Few occupations require the tact,
chgcretion, and compassion called
for in the work bf funeral directors
and embalmers. The family and
friends of the deceased may be
under considerabte emotional stre.
and bewildered by the many details
of the occasion. The funeral director
(D.O.T. 187.168) helps them to
make the personal and business ar-
rangements necessary for the serv-
ice and burial. The embalmer
(D.O.T. 338.381) prepares the
body for viewing and burial. In
many instances, one person per-
forms both- functions.

The director's duties begin when
a call is r'eceived ,from e family
requesting services. After arranging
for the deceased to be removed to
the funeral home, the director ob-
tains the information needed for the
death certificate, such as date and
place of birth and cause 0( death.
The director makes an appointment
with the family to discuss the details
of the funeral. These include: time
and place of service; clergy and or-
ganist, selection of casket and
clothing, and provisions for burial
or cremation. Directors also make
arrangements with the cemetery,
place obituary notices in
newspapers, and take cfire of other
details as necessary
be familiar with the d bu-
rial customs a variolis religtor
faiths and fraternal organizationsc,

Embalming Is a sanitary And
preservative measure, and under
certain ircumstances, such as
de ed burials, is required by law.

necessary, restore disfigured fea-
tures. Finally, they dress the body
and place it in the casket selected
by the family.

On the day of the funeral,
directors provide cars for the family
and pallbearers, receive and usher
guests to their seats, and organize
the' funeral processiorL After the
service they may help the family file
claims for social security, in-

surance, and other benefits.
Directors may serve a family for
several months following the fu-
neral until such matters are satisfac-
torily completed.

. Places of Employment

About 45,000 persons were
licensed as funeral directors and
embalmers in 1974. A substantial
number of the directors were fu-
neral home owners.

Most of the 23,000 funeral
homes in 1974 had I to 3 directors
and embalmers, including the
owner. Many large homes, how-
ever, h34 20 or more. Besides the
embalmers employed by funeral
homes, several hundred worked for
morgues and hospitals.

Training, Other Qualifications, .
and Advancement

A license is needed to practice,
embalming. State licensing stand-,
ards vary but generally an em-
balmer must be.21 years old, have a
high sc diploma or its

ent, graduate from a mor-
to' tuary science school, serve an

prenticeship, and pass a State board
examination. One-half of the States
require a year or more of college in
addition to training in- mortuary
science.

All but `six States also require fu-
neral directors to be licensed.
Qualifications are similar to those
for embalmers; but directors may
have special apprenticeship training
and board examinations. Most peo-
ple entering the field obtain both
licenses. Information on licensing
requirements is available from the

mbahners, perhaps with the help
of apprentices, first wash the body
.yiltp_germicittal soap. The embalm-
iii,mg6press itaelf replaces the blood

a preservative fluid. Embal-
mers apply cosmetics to give the
body a natural appearance and, if
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State office of occupational
licensing.

High school students can start
preparing-for a career in this field
by taking .tourses in biology,
chemistry, and speech. Students
may find a part-lime or summer job
in a funeral home. Although these
jobs consist mostly of maintenance
and clean-up tasks, such as washing
and polishing hearses, they can be
helpful in...gaining familiarity with
the operallbn of funeral homes.

In 1974, 28 schools had mortuary
science programs accredited by the
American Board of Funeral Service
Education. About one-half were
private vocational schools that offer
1-year programs emphasizing basic
subjects. such as anatomy and
physiology, -as well as practical
skills, such as embalming
techniques and restorative an-irr...N.1
small number of -colleges and v
universities offer 2-year and 4-year
programs in funeral service. These
progrthns included liberal arts and
management courses as well as

mortuary science. All programs of-
fered courses In psychology, ac-
counting, and funeral law.

Apprentices work under the
guidance of experienced embal-
mers and directors. An apprentice-
ship usually lasts 1 or 2 years and
may be served befor ter, or dur-
ing the time ow attehds mortuary
school, depending on State regula-
tions.

Sitte board examinations consist
pf %Wi{ten and oral tests And actual
demonstrations of skills.' After
passing the examination, ap-
prentices receive a license to prac-
tice. Ilkvisitnt to work in another
State y have to pals its ex-

tionoralthough many States
haw mutual agreement* which
mak this unnecessary.

Important personal traits for fu-
neral directors are composure, tact,
and the . to communicate
easily with the public. Thet-aiso
should have the desire and ability/to
comfort people in their time ofe&r-
row.

s
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Advancement opportunities. are
best in large funeral homes wher%
dire ...tors and embalmers may earn

'romotion to hjgher paying pos
nnel manager or

general manager. Some workers
eventually acquire enough money
and expenence to establish their
own businesses.

tons such as pc

.

Employment OutiO1(

Little ...hange in the employment
of funeral directors and embalmers
is expected,through the mid-1980's.
In recent years. the number of mor-
tuary school graduates has approxi-
Mately equaled the numbef of jobs
available due to retirements.
deaths, and transfers to other occu-
pations. Barnng any significant
growth in enrollments, future grad-
uates should find employment op--portunities available.

Demand for funeral services will
rise as the population grows and
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deaths increase. Most funeral
homes, however, will be able to
meet the demand without expand-
ing their employment. The average
funeral home conducts only one or
two funerals each week and is capa-
ble of handling several more
without hiring additional e.m-,
ployees.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, funeral directors and
embalmers generally earned from
S200 to $300 a week. Managers
generally earned between 510,000
and S 15.000 a year, and many
owners earned more t
Apprentices earned betwee
and 54 an hour.

520,000.
'52.25

In large funeral homes, em
ployees usually have a regular work
schedule. Typically they put it 8
hours a day, 5 or 6 days a week.
Overtime, however, occasionally
may be necessary. Some employees

go
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work shifts, for example, nights I

week, and days the next
OccasionallS, embalmers may

come into contact with contagious
diseases but the possibility of their
becoming ill is remote, even les..\
likely than for a doctor or nurse

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about job opportuni-
ties' in this field is available from
local funeral homes and fr9m
National Funeral Directors Association of

the Liuted States. Inc . 135 W Wells
St , Milwaukee, Wise 53203

hatiOnal Selected Morticians. 1616 Central
St , Evanston, 111 60201'

For a list of accredited schools of
mortuary science and information
about scholarship opportunities,
contact.
The Amencan Board of Funeral Service

Educauon. Inc . 201 Columbia St.. Fair.
morn. W Va 26554 .

A
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PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD
SERVICE. OCCUPATIONS

About 1.4 million workers were
employed in private households in
1974. The majority were domestic
workers who performed household
tasks such as cooking, cleaning, or
caring for childreri, but workers in
other occupations also are em-
ployed by private households.
Gardeners keep the 'grounds of
Ia'rge estates looking attractive by
planting' shrubs i and flowers and
cutting the lawnl Chauffeurs drive
their employers' cars and keep the
vehicles clean and in.goed running
condition. Some households em-
ploy private nurses and secretaries.
' Most private household workers
work for several different em-
ployers at once, spending a day or
two a week with each bne. Others
work for only one employer, and in
some cases live in their employer's
house.

The following statement
discusses some of the most impor.
tant domestic tions f d 'occupa our in
private households, Including
general housekeeper, companion,
and child monitor. For information
on the services that nurses and
secretaries may perform in private
households, see the statements on
these occupations elsewhere in the
Handbook.

PRIVAT HOUSEHOLD
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 099.228, 301.887,
303.138 and .878, 304.887,

305.281, 306.878, 307.878, and
309.138 through .999)

Nature of the Work

Thousands ,` of people employ

priate household workers to .telp
care for children, clern and main-
tain the house 'land yard, cook
meals, or serve the family. Some
household workers specialize in one
of these jobs, but the duties of most
workers change from day to day.
Frequently, workers who specialize
live in their employer's house.

Most private household workers
are employed as general house;
workers or mother's helpers. These
workers clean the house and may
also be responsible for mFal.prepa-
ration, laundry, or caring for chil-
dren. When hired. by the day or
hour. they are called dto, workers.

Heavy household tasks and yard
maintenance are usually performed
by caretakers They may wash win-
dows, paint fences and mow the
lawn-.

In some households meals are
prepared by cooks. Some cooks do
everything from planing menus
and buying food to ?ening meals
and cleaning the kitchen. Others
follow the instructions of a famaya
member. Cooks may be assisted by
a cook's helper, who is less skilled
than a cook and performs simple
tasks, such as peeling vegetables

--and cleaning the kitchen.
A few households employ laun-

derers to wash, iron, and fold the
laundry.

Some private hcrusehold workers
specialize' in performing personal
services for members of the family.
Lady's and gentleman's attendants
serve their employers by keeping
their clothes pressed and hung.
making their beds, helping' them
dress, and run mg errands. Com-
panions do sinr work, but they
also act as a friend or aide to the

convalescent, elderly, or han4i-
capped person who employs them.
them.

An area many private household
workers specialize in is child care.
Child monitors bathe children,

'prepare their meals, launder their
clothes, and supervise their play.
Those-who care for very young chil-
dren are responsible for sterilizing
bottles, preparing formulas, and
changing diapers. A Child mentor,
or ttitor,usually- has charge of
school-age children and supervises,
their recreation, diet, and health, as
well as their education. These
workers also are responsible for
disciplining the children and" ar-
ranging their activities. Sometimes
they teach art, music, or languages.

A household with a Ikrge staff of
workers may employ a home
housekeeper or a butler to supervise
the staff and the operation of the
household. These workers usually
are responsible for hiring and firing
the other household employees. In
addition to these duties, butlers
receive and announce guests,
answer telephones, serve food and
drinks, and may act as gentleinan's
attendants. Housekeepers order

...I-
C'

Cooks empieyed in private 'househokis
maybe responsible for Mewling menus
and buying food, as well as preparing

and ilervkig meals.

I79
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food and cleaning supplies and
keep a record of expe1ditures.

1
Places of Employment

More than 12 million persons
about 98 percent of them women
were employed as private
household workers in 1974 Nearly
all worked in their employers'
homes. but a few specialized work-
ers, such as laundresses and child
monitors, worked at their own
homes

Most private household workers
are employed part time, working
half-days or only 2 or 3 days a
week Those who live in their em-
ployers house work longer hours
Household jobs can be found
throughout the country, but most
are located in urban areas and in
the South.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

For most household jobs, formal
education is Muth less Important
than, experience and an ability to
cook, clean, or care for a yard. Em-
ployers prefer 'iorkers who know
how to operate vacuurn cleaners,
floor waxers, and lawn mowe but
most young people can le these
skills while helping with he house
and yard work at ho e. Some,
household workers acquir skill
spending a year 4orki.
mother's helper under the

,lion of either an expe
household worker or their
ployer.

Home economics courses in gh
schools, vocational schools, and
junior college offer training in child
development Ind meal preparation,
that can be very useful to persons
interested in becomiing cooks or
child care workers. 'Training pro;
grams sponsored by Federal agen-
cies, State employment service of-
fices, and local welfare departments
also teach many of, the skills needed
for household work.

For a person wishing a job as a
child mentor or a companion, edu--
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rational and cultural background is""lhose who die, retire, or leave the
more important than work ex- occupation. The demand for
perience. Generally a companion's household workers has exceeded
background, interests, and age
should be similar to his or her em-
ployer's, and practical nursing ex-
perience is useful if the employer is
an invalid. Being able,to read well
or carry on an interesting conversa-
tion also is helpful. A well-rounded
education, including art and music,
and teaching skills are important to
a child mentor, especially one who
is responsible for younger children.

Private household workers must
have physical stamina because they
are on their feet most of the time
and sometimes must do some heavy
lifting. The desire to do,a job care-
fully and thoroughly is important.
Household workers should be able
both to get along well with people
and to work independently. Some
workers, particularly cooks and in-
fant's nurses, need a health cer-
tificate showing that they are free of
contagious diseases. Many em-
ployers arrange and pay for the
necessary physical examination

Advancement other than an in-
crease in wages generally is not
possibre in private household work
Few households require live-in
workers and even fewer require so
many that a butler or home
housekeeper is 'needed as a supeir-
visor. Workers can transfer to
etter paying mid more highly
killed household jobs, such as

cook, lady's or gentleman's attend-
ant, or child -monitor; but job
openings in these occupations are
limited. Private household workers
who are trained and experienced in
child care, ,however, may obtain
jobs in child or day care facilities.
Cooks may obtain jobs in cafeterias
or restaurants.

Employment Outlook

Although the number of private
household workers is expected to
decline through the mid- 1980's,
thousands of openings will result
each year from the need to replace

19i.

supply for some time, as more
women, especially those with young
children, enter the labor force. Low
wages, the tedious nature of some
household tasks, and the lack
of advancement opportunities
_discourage many persons from en-
tenng the occupation, however,
and some prospective employers
are turning to child-care centers
and commercial cleaning services
for help.

Opportunities
workers, particularly general
housekeepers and child monitors,
will be good through the mid-
1980's. 'Many openings will be
available for part-time work.

for domestic

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, full-time female private
household workers averaged S2,-
243 a year, less than half the aver-
age for all nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry: except
farming. Earnings data are
unavailable for men in the occupa-
tion because they represent such a
small proportion of total einploy-
ment. The provisions of Federal
and State minimum wage laws were
extended to private household
workers in May 1974.

Wages vary according to the
w rk performed, employer's ,in-
com , and the custom of the lqal
area. Earnings are highest in latge
cities, especially in the' North.
workers who "live in" generally
earn more than those who must
travel to their jobs, but the latter
often receive transportationinoney
and a free meal.

Most private household workers
receive instructions from their 'em- ,

ployers, but are Tree to work on
their pwn. Frequently, they have a
key to the hodse or apartment
Hobsehold work is roften tedious,
especially for day workers who
generally are given the less desira-
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ble tasks, such as cleaning
bathrooms or titchen cupboards.
Long or irregular working hours
can isolate workeri who "live in" facts about employment oppor-
from their families and friends, and tunities and training programs in
if they are the sole employees in the private household work are availa-
hOuseholcls, they are likely' to be ble from. local offices of State em-
alone most of the time. /ployment services.

,
.g

vcSourcas of Additional
Information

I
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Information on laws Affecting
household workers and guidelines
for work is available from:.
National Committee on Household Employ-

ment, 7705 Georgia Ave., NW. Suite
208, Washington. D C 20012

10.
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PROTECTIVE AND RELATED

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

The growth of our Nation's popu-
lation and economy has put an in-
creasing emphases on protective
services Each city, suburban area,
and national port of entry requires
piotective and related service wor-
ker; to check cnme, minimize loss
of life and property, and enforce
regulations that protect the health
and safety of our 'citizens at home
and on the job.

Careers in protective and related
service occupations require varied
combinations of education and ex-
penence. Workers such as FBI spe-
cial agents and some Federal
Government inspectors must have
at least a bachelor's degree, while
guards may have less than a ,bigh
school education. Most occupa-
tions in thi; group, however,
require a high school diploma. In
many cases. a college (three is an
asset for advancement to higher
level positions.

In addition to educational
requirements, most workers in pro-
tective and related services must
undergo formal training programs
and get on-the-job experience be->
fore they are fully qualified. Train-
ing programsilast from several days
to a few months and emphasize
specific job-related skills.

Personal qualifications such as
honesty, and an understanding of
human nature are important. Per-
sons seeking careers in iirotedive
and related service occupations
should sincerely desire to serve the
community and be able to exercise
proper judgment under a variety of.
conditions

This section describes the work
of several occupations in protective
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and rein ,-,0 services. FBI Special
.Agenti, Firefighters, Police Of-
ficers, State -Police Officers,
Guards, Occupational Safety and
Health Workers, and HFalth, Regu-
latory, and Construction Inspec-
tors

1

FBI SPECIAL AGENTS
(D.O.T. 375.168)

Nature of the Work

Federal Bureau ,of Investigation
(FBI) Special Agents invesuliate
violations of Federal laws such as
bank robbenes, kidnappings, frauds
against the Government, thefts of
Government property, espionage,
and sabotage. The FBI, which is
part of the U.S. Department of
Justice, has jurisdiction dyer mazy);
different Federal nivestigative mat-
tem. Special Agents, therefore, may
be assigned to any, type oK case,
although those with specialized
training usually work on cases re-
lated to their baCkground. Agents
with an accounting background, for
example, may investigate bank em-
bezzlements or fraudulent bank-
ruptcies.

Because the FBI is a fact- gather.
ing agency, its Special Agents func-
tion strictly as investigators, collect-
ing evidence in cases in which the
United States is or may be an in-
terested party. (The FBI does not
give personal protection to in-
dividuals or do police work' to in
sure that the law is obeyed. Such
matters are handled by local. and
State law enforcement agencies.) In
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. their casework, Special Agents may
interview people, observe the ac-
tivities of susfiects, and participate
in raids. Because the FBI's work is

- highly confidential, Special. Agents
J may not disclose any of the infor-

mation gathered in the course of
their official duti1es to unauthorized
persons,- including members of their
families. At tithes, ,agents have to
testify in 'court about cases which
therinvestigate.

Although ,they work alone on
most assignments, agents commu-
nicate with their superviSor% by
radio or telephone as the circum-
stances dictate. In performina,
potentially dangerous duties, such
as arrests and raids, two or more
agents are assigned to work
together.

Places of Employment

About 8,600 persons were Spe-
cial Agents in 1974. The FBI has
been accepting applications from
women since 1972, and 30 women
now work as Special Agents,

Most agents were assigned to the
FBI's 59 field offices located
throughout the Nation and in Puer-
to Rico They worked in cities
where field office headquarters are
located or in resident agencies
(suboffices) established under field
office supervision to provide
prompt and efficient handlinof in-
vestigative matters arising
throughout the field office.territory.
Some agents are assigned to the Bu-
reau headquarters in Washington,
D C , which supervises all FBI acs
tivities.

TralnInsp, Mir Qualifications,
tilid Advancement

To be considered for appoint-
ment as an FBI Special Agent, an
applicant usually must be a gradu-
ate of a State-accredited law school
or a college graduate with a major
in accounting. The law school train-
ing must have been preceded by at
least 2 years of undergraduate col-
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A

FBI spEcial agent photographs a weapon.

lege o...lrk gruduate4
must hu%e at least 1 year of cx-

accounting. auditing. or
a combination of both

From time to time. as the n ed
arises, the FBI accept; applic ins
from persons who hake -year
college degree with a hyqcal
s,ienk.t. major or flue in a
foreign language. and Asks from
persons who ,ha.e 3..years of profes-
sional. k.xek.uti.e. ..JmpLex in-
estigati.7. ur otht.r spt.....ial;zedCA-
perience

Applik.arits f4,1 the position of FBI
Special .Agent must ht.. 1Pf

the t. sited States. at leu.st 23 and
riot more than 35 years old, and
willing to Nerve anywheie in the

nt.d States or Puerto RILO (hey
must ht. Capable of strenuous phyi-
k.al k.x.crtion. and ha.e exk.t.11ent

hearing and vision. normal color
perception. and noghysical defects
which would prevent their using
fireardis or participating in dan-
gerous assignments: All applicants
must pass a rigid physical examina-
tion, as.well as written and oral ex-
aminations testing their knowledge
of law or accounting and their ap-
titude for meeting the public and
conducting 'investigations. All of
the tests except the physical ex-
aminations_are given by the FBI at
its facilities Background and
Character investigations are made
of all applicants Appointments are
made on a probationary basis and
become permanent after I year of
satisfactory service:

Each newly appointed Special
Agent iS given Sbout 14 weeks of
training at the FBI Academy at the

19±
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LA Marine Corps Base in Quan-
tico, Va -before assignment to a .

field office During this period,
agents recetie -Intensive training in
defensive tactics and the use of
fitearms NIn addition, they are
thoroughlyk schooled in Federal
criminal law and procedures, FBI
rtilesi and regulations, fingerprint-
ing and investigative work After
assignment to a field office, the new
agent usually works closely with an
experienced agent for about 2

weeks before handling any assign- e.

ments independently
All administrative and superviso-

ry jobs are filled from within the
ranks by serecting those FBI Special
Agents who have demonstrated the
ability to assume more responsibili-
ty

Employment Outlook

- The jurisdiction of the FBI has
armtpanded greatly over the years.

Although it is impossible to forecast
Special Agent personnel require-
ments, employment may be ex-
pected to increase with growing-PEI
responsibilities.

The FBI provides a career service
and its rate of turnover is tradi:
tionally low. Nevertheless, the FBI
is always interested in applications
from qualified persons who would
like to be considered for the posi-
tion of Special Agent.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The elurance salary for FBI Spe-
cial Agents was $13,379 in late
1974. Special Agents are not ap-
pointed under Federal:Civil Servic
regulations, but, like other Federal
employees, they receive periodic,
within-grade salary raises if their
work performance is satisfactory,

ithey can advance in .grade as they
gain experience.

SpeciakAgents are subject to call
24 hours a day and must be availa-
ble far 'assignment at all times.
Their duties call for saute travel, for-
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tilty are assigned wherever they are
needed in the Crnted States or
Puerto Rico They frequently work
iohger than the ....stoma) 40 hour
week and, under specified condi
tions, receive overtime pay up to
about 53.350 a year They are
granted paid vacations, sick leave;
and annuities op retirement

Sources of Adtional
Information

The Federal Bureau of Investigatton. L.: S

Department of _Justice Waspington
D,C 20535

. FIREFIGHTERS 1T,

(DOT 373 118 through .$84)

Nature of the Work

Every year fires destroy
thousands of Jives and property
worth millions of dollars.
Firefighters help'protect the public
against this danger This statement
gives. information only about paid
professional firefighters, It does not
cover the many thousands of volun-
teer firefighters in local communi-
ties across the country

During 'duty hours, firefighters
must be prepared to rush to a fire
and handle' any emergency that
arises. Because firefighting is dan-
gerous and complicated, It requires
organization and teamwork. At
every fire, fire,fig,hters perform
specific duties 'assigned by their
commanding officer. they may con-
nect hose lines to hydrants, operate
a pressure Pump, or position lad-
ders. Because their duties May
change seyeral times while the com-
pany is in action they must be
skilled in many different -prtfighting
a ctivities. In addition, they help
people to safety and administer first
aid. i '

.qiite departrneas also are respon-
sible for fire prevention. Many de-
partments provide specially trained
personnel to inspect public
buildings for conditions that might

' cause a fire They may check the
number and working condition of
for escapes and fire doors, the
storage of flammabli materials, and
other possible hazards. In addition,
firefighters educate the public
about fire prevention and safety
measures They frequently speak
this subject before school,,.a?.sem-
blies and civic groups, and, in some
communities, they inspect private
homes for fire hazards
. Between alarms, firefighters
spend much time impioving their
skills and doing maintenance work
They also have practice drills, clean
and . lubricate equipment, and
stretch;hoses to dry

.
.

Places of Employment

Nearly 220,00Q persons, includ-
ing a small number of women,

11

aticailit
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worked as firefighters in 19 4. Nine
out of ten worked in 19pal fire
departments. Some very pe _cites

,
have several th firefighters
on the p while many small
toov have fewer than 25. Some

efighters work in fire depart-
ments on State and Federal installa-
tions and others work in large .
manufacturing plants.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancerfient,

Applicants for niunicipal
firefighting jobs must pass a written
intelligence test, a medical ex-
amination. and tests of strength,

)pecified by local civil service regu-
hysical stamina, and agility, as

regu-
lations. These examinations are
open to men anc1 women who are at
least 18 years of agt\ meet certain

-.MMIMIIMINIINe...
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height and weight requirements,
and have a high school education
Those who receive the highest.
scores on the examinations have the
best Chances for appointment
Extra credit usually is given for
military service and experience
gained as a volunteer firefikhter or
through training in the Armed
Forces also tnay Improve an appli-
cant's chances for appointment

As a rule, beginners in large fire
departments arc trained for several
weeks at the city's fire school
Through classroom instrucpon and
practice drills, the recrui study
firefighting techniques, fire preven-
tion, local building codes, and first
aid, also, they learn how to use

rs,. chemical extinguishers, lad-e
ers, and other equipment. After

completing ihis uaanIng, they are
assigned to local fire companies.

ExpeneAced firefighters often
continue study to Improve their job
performance and prepare for pro-
motinnal. examinations Fire de-
partments frequently conduct train-
ing programs, and many colleges
and universities offer courses such
as fire engineering and fire science
that arehelpful to firefighters.

Among the personal qualities
firefighters need are mental alert -'
ness: courage, mechanical aptitude,
endurance, and a sense of public
service Initiativs and . good
judreent are extremely important
because firefighters often must
make quick decisions in emergency
situations Because members of a
crew eat, sleep, and work closely
together under conditions of stress
and danger, they 'should -be de-
pendable and abir welleititget along we
with others in a group Leadership
qualifies are assets for officers who
must establish and main 'n a high
degree of discipline an flidency
as well as direct the'activines of the
firefighters in their companies'.%--

Opportunities for promotion are
good in most fire departinents As
firefighters gain experience, they
may advance to higher ratings
After 3 to 5 years of service they

may become eligible for promotion
to the grade of lieutenant_ The line
of further promotion usually is to
caPtailt, then battalion chief,
assistant chief, deputy chief, and
finally to chief Chances for ad-
vancement generally depend upon
each candidate's position on the
promoti9n list, as determined by
the score. on a written examination,
his or her supervisor's rating, and
seniority

Ernploymint Outlook

Employment of firefighters is ex-
pected to-increase about as as
the average for all oc nations
through the mid-1980's to meet the
growing need for fire protection.'
Several thousand jobs will
available each year due to
and the need to replace tho ho
die, retire, or leave the o pation.

Employment should rise 'as new
fire departments are formed and as
others enlarge their fire prevention.
sections. Much of the expected in-
crease will occur in small
nities as volunteer fire
are replaced by professi
partments. Additional
also may be required more and
more cities shorten the workweek
for firefighters and other municipal
employees.
, Thp number of fiefighters in a
comm unity ultimately depends
upon the availability of funds from
the Municipal goveinment for sala-
ries and equipment. Fire protection
is an essenti4sei?,/ice sand citizens
are likely to exert !considerable
pressure on city dfficiids to expand
fire protection coverage. However,
local governme
their budgets.
some financi
firefighter, em
will remain
decline while
ployment is li

stantially to
expanding

The num
qualify for

gr
ome

r COMMu-
comp4nies
nal fire de-
firefighters

Must live within
is means that in

y troubled cities,
loYerrAnt probably
current levels or

in other cities, em-
ely to increase sub-
eet the needs Of an

r of young people whO
refighter jobs in largt
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-cities usually ts greater than the
number of job openings, even
though the written examination and
physical reqturements eliminate
many applicants. Therefore, com-
petition among candidates in urban
areas is apt to remain keen. Oppor-
tunities should die much better in
smaller communities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, average entrance sala-
ries for beginning full-time

Iirefighters ranged from 59,200 to
S11,000 a year, depending on city
size and region of the country.
Average maximum salaries also ,

varied S 10,100 in towns with a
population less than 25,000,
51 1,900 in cities of 50,000 to
160,000 persons, and Sli,800 in
those over 500,000 in population.
Earnings fOr firefighters are lowest
in the South and highest in the
West, and .generally are higher in
suburban districts than in large
cities. Average earnings of all
firefighters are about one and one-
half times as much, as the average of
all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming..

Fire chiefs in cities of 100,000 or
more averaged 525,800 a year in
1974. Those who headed fire de-
partments in cities with populations
of more than I million earned
539,000.
*Practically all fire departments

furnish allowances to pay for pro-
tective clothing (helmets, boots,
and rubber coats) and many also
provide dress uniforms.

In some cities; firefighters are on
duty for 24 hours, then off for 24
hours, and receive an extra day off
at intervals. In ether .cities, they
work a day shift of 10 hours or ft
nightshift of 14;, shifts are rotated
at frequent InteNals. The average
workweek for firefighters is 52
hours, but duty hours usually- in-
clude some time when they are free
to read,,study, Or pursue other per-
sonal interests. In addition to
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scheduled hours, firefighters often
must work extra hours when they
are bringing a fire under control.
Wheal overtime is worked, most fire
departments give compensatory
time off or extra pay.
( The job of a firefighter involves
risk of death or injury from sudden
cave-ins of floors or toppling walls
and danger from exposure to flames
and smoke. Firefighters '.also may
come in contact with poisonous,'
flammable, and explosive gases and
chemicals. In addition, they
frequently work in bad weather,

Firefighters generally are
covered by liberalion plans,
that often provide 'retirement at half
pay at age 50 after 25 years of sere
ice oral any age if disabled in the.
line of duty. Firefighters also
receive paid vacations. Provisions
for sick leave usually are liberal
Health and surgical benefit plans
are offered in many .fire depart-
ments and compensation is pro-
vided for firefightersiatjured in the
line of duty. Most fire departments
provide paid holidaysranging. to
11 or more a year or compensato-
ry time off for working on holidays.

About 8 out of 1,0 firefighters are
members of the. Internatioiial As-'
sociation of Fir'efig,liters (AFL
,C10).

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on obtaining a job as
a firefighter is available frotn- local
civil service commission offices' or
fire departments.

Information about a career as a
firefigIfter. or specific job duties
may be obtained from:
International knoaation of Firs fighters,

1750 New York Ave NW , Washington,
D C. 20006.

International Auoczatio dr fire Chief:.
1725 K St NW.. Washington. D.C.
10006.

Additional information on the
salaries and hdtirs of work of
firefighters in various cities is
published annually by the Interna-
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bona] City Management Associa
Lion in its M.aucipal Yearbook,
which is available in many libraries..

GUARDS
(D.O.T. 372.8158)

Nature of the Work

Guards patrol and inspect pro-
perty to protect it against fire, theft,
vandalism, and illegal entry The
specific duties of these workers.
however, vary by size, type, and lo-
cation of employer

In office ' buildings, banks.
hospitals, and, department stores,
guards krotect records, merchan
dise, money, and equipment In de-
partment stores they Often work
with undercover detectives watch-
ing for theft by customers or store
employees

At ports and railroads, guards
protect merch.Inchse in shipment as
well as property and eqUipment
They insure that nothing is stolen
while being loaded or unloaded,
and watch for fires, prowlers, and
trouble among work crews. Rime-,
times they direct traffic.

Guards who work in public
buildings, such as museums or art
galleries, pr9tect paintings or ex-
hibits from fire, theft, or damage.
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They also answer 'routine questions
from visitors and sometimes guide
traffic.

In large factories, aircraft plants, °

and defense installations where,
valuable informatibn must be pro-
tected, some guards check the cre-
dentials of persons and vehicles en-
tering and leaving the premises,
University, park, or recreation
guards perforInmsimilar duties and
also may issue parking permits and
direct traffic.

At social affairs, sports events,
conventions, and other public
gathenngs, guards maintain order,
give. information, and watch for
suspicious persons.

In a large organization, i security
officer often is in charge of the
guard force, in a small organization
a single worker may be responsible
for secunty. Patrolling 4sually is
done on foot, but if the property is
large, guards, "may make their
rounds by car or motor scooter

As they make their rounds,
guards check all ctoors and win-
dows, see that. no Unauthorized per-
sops remain after working hoprs,
and Insure that fire extinguishers,
alarms, spnnkler systems, furnaces,
and vanous electrical and plumbing
systems are working properly They
sometimes set thermostats or turn
on machines for janitorial workers.

Guards usually are uniformed
and often carry a nightstick or gun.
They also may cacry a flashlight,
whistle, two -waif radio, and a watch
clocka device that indicates the
time at which they reach 4arious
checkpoints.

Places of Employment

In 1974, atmost 475,000 .per-
sonsover 9 percent of them
menworked as guards. Most work
in office buildings, defense installa-
tions and other government
buildings, stores, hotels, banks, and
schools, Large numbers also work
in manttiaaturing industries.

Although guard jobs are found
throughout the country, most are

I
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located in highly industrialized
areas

Training, Other Qualifications,
arid Advancement

Most employers prefer guards
who are high school graduates Ap-
plicants with less than a high school
education usually are tested for
their reading and writing abilities
and their competence in following
written and opal instructions Em-
ployers also seek people who have
had expenence in the military po-
lice or in State and local police de-
partments

Candidates for guard jobs in the
Federal Governmenk must be
veterans, bale some experience as
guards, and pass a .wntten examina-
tion For most Federal guaid posi-

t tions. applicants must qualify in the
use of firearms .A driver's permit is
required for some jobs.

Many employers give newly hired
guards instriFtion before they start
the job and also provide several
weeks of on-the-job training.
Guards may be taught the use of
firearms, the administration of first
aid, how to handle vanous emer-
gencies, and ways to spot and deal
with securyy problems

Applicants are expected to ha,e
good character references, no po-
lice record. good healthespecially
in hearing and vision arid good
personal habits such as neatness
and dependability They should be
mentally alert, emotionally stable.
and physically fit to cope with
emergencies Some employers
requifc guards to meet beIght and
weight specifications or to be within
a certain age rang

Although guards in small corriPa
vies , receive periodic, salary in
crease's, advancement is likely to be
hthited However, most large or-
ganizations 'Use a military type of
ranking that offers advancement in
position and salary Guards with
some college education, ;nay ad
vance to jobs that involve adminis-
trative duties or the prevention of
espionage and sabotage

Employment Outlook

Employment of guards is ex-
pected to grow more slowly' than
the average fore all occupations
through the mid-I980's kfost
openings will arise as guards retire,
die, or leave their jobs for other
reasons Replacement needs in this
occupation are relatively high
because guards are somewhat
older, on the average, than workers
in most occupations Opportunities
Will be most plentiful for persoin
seeking work on night shifts

An increase in crime and vandal-
ism will heighten the need for
seeunty in and around plants,
stores. and recreation areas Addi-
tional guards will be-needed to pro-
vide better security, but an in-
creased use' of remote cameras,
alarm systems, and other electronic
surveillance equipment is expected.
to limit employmentgrowth.

Earnings and Working
ConditiOns

Guards averaged 52.71 an hour
in 1974, according to a Bureau Of
Labor Statistics survey: of urban
areas. Those working in the North
oarned more than the average while
guards employed .irr* the South
earned somewhat less Guards earn
about four-fifths as much as the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in Kivate industry, except
farming.

Depending on their experience,
newly hired guards in the Federal
Government earned between $130
and 1'46 a week. Top supervisory
guards in the Federal Government
may be paid up to $247 A week.
These workers usually receive over-
time pay as well as a wage clif
ferential for the second and third
shifts. Guards generally hale paid
vacations, sick.leave, and insurance
and pension plans.

About two-thirds of all guards
work at night, the usual shift lasts 8
hours. Some employers have three
shifts where guards rotate to divide
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ay time, weekend/ and holiday
work equally Guards usually eat da
the job instead of taking a regular
lunch break.

Guards often work alone, so that
no one is nearby to help if an ac-
cident or injtlry occurs. Some large
firms therefore use a reporting
service that-enables guards to be in
constant contact with a central sta-
tion outside the plant. If they fail to
transmit an expected signal, the
central station investigates.

Sources of Additional
Information

Further information about work
'opportunities for guards is available
from local employers and the
nearest State employment service
office.

POLICE OFFICERS
(D.O.T. 375.118 through .868

and 377.868)

Nature of the Work

The, security of our Nation's cit-
ies and towns greatly depends on
the work of local police officers
whose jobs range from controlling
traffic to preventing and investigat-
ing crimes. Whether on or off duty,
thete officers are expected to exer-
cise their authority whenever
necessary..

Police officers who work in a
small community have many duties.
In the course of a day's work, they
may direct traffic at the scene of a
fire,' investigate a hoidebreaking,
and give first aid to an accident vic-
tim. In a large police department,
by contrast, officers usually are as-
signed to a specific type of duty.
Most officers are detailed either to
patrol or traffic duty, smaller num-
bers are assigned tO special work
such as accident prevention or
operation of communications
systems. Others work as detectives
(plain-clothes officers) assigned to
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cnminal investigation, btl;', Others.
as experts tri chemical and miau-
scopic, analysis, firearms identifii.a-
tion, and handwriting and finger
pent identification. In very large
clues. a few officers may,work with
special units such as mounted and
motorcycle police, harbor patrols,
helicopter patrols, canine corps,

imobile rescue teams, and youth aid
services

Most newly recruited police f-
ficers begin on patrol duty Recruits
may be assigned to such vaned
areas as congested business distncts
or outlying residential areas They
may cover their beats alone or with
other officers, and they may nde in
a police vehicle Or walk on "foot"
patrol In any case. they become
thoroughly familiar with conditions
throughdut their area and, while on
patrol, remain alert, for anything
unusual They note suspicious cir
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cumstances, such as open windows
or lights in vacant buildings, as well
as hazards ito public afety siich a
burned-out street bghts or fallen
trees. Officers also watch for sitilen
automobiles and enforce vaffic
regulations At regular iq,ervals,
they report to police hiadlquarters
through call boxes, by radio, or by
walkie-talkie They prepare reports
about their activities and may be
called on to testify in court when
cases result in legal action

Places of Employment

About 480,000 fall time officers
worked for local' police depart-
ments in 19:4_ Although most were
men, an increasing number of
women are employed in police
work.

Some cities have very large po-
lice forces. For example, New York

1.99

has over 30,000 police officers and
Chicago over 13,000. Hundreds of
small communities employ fewer
than 25 each -- Women police of-
ficers work mainly in large cities

Training, Other Qualifications,
and idvancernant

. Local civil service regulations
govern the appointment of police
officers in practically all large clues
and in many small ones. Candidates
must be U.-- citizens, usually at
least 21 years of age, and must meet
certain height and weight stand-
ards. Eligibility for appointment
depends on performance in com-
petitive examinations as well as on
education and experience. The
physical examinations often include
tests of strength'and agility.

Because personal charactenstics
such as honesty., good judgment,
and a sense of responsibility are
especially important in police work,
candidates are interviewed by a
senior officer at police headquar-
ters, and their character traits and
background are investigated. In
some pillice departments, can -
didatets also may be interviewed by
a psychiatrist or a pyschologist, or
be given a personality 'test.
Although police officers work inde-
pendently, they must perform their
duties in line with laws and depart-
mental rules. They should enjoy
working ,with people;, and should
want to serve the public.

In large police departments,
where'most jobs are found, appli-
cants usually, must have a high
school, education. A few cities
require some college training and
some hire law enforcement students
as police interns. A few police de-
partments accept applicants who
have less than a high school Auca-
don as recruits,its. particularly if they
have worked in a field related to
law enforcement.

More and more, police depart-
ments are encouraging applicants
to take post-high school training in
sociology and psychology As a
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result, more than 500 junior col-
leges, colleges, and universities now
offer programs in law enforcement
Other courses helpful in preparing
for a police career include English.
American history, civics arid
government, business law, and
physics Physical education and
sports are especially helpful in
developing the stamina and agility
needed for police work

Young persons who have
completed high school can enter
police work in some large cities as
police cadets. or trainees.whilestill
in their teens. As paid civilian em-
ployees of the police department,
they attend classes to learn police
skills and do clerical work They
may be appointed to the regular.
force at age'21 if they have all the
necessary qualifications.

Before their first assignments, of-.
ficers usually go through a period of
training. In smog communities,
recruits learn by working for a short
time with experienced officers.
Training provided in large' city po-
lice departments is more formal and
may last several weeks or a few
months. Tlis training includes
classroom thstruction in constitu-
tional law and civil rights, in State
lows and local ordinances;and in
accident investigation, patrol, and
traffic control. Recruits learn how
to use a gun, defend themselves
from attack, administer first aid,
and deal with emergencies.

Police officers usually become
eligible for promotion after a
specified lAng93 of service. In a
large dectrnent, prOmotion may
allow an officer to specialize in one,
type of police work suchas labora-
tory work, traffic control, commu-
nications, or work with juveniles.
Promotions to the.rank of sergeant,
lieutenant, and captain usually are
made according to a candidates
position on a promotion he, as
determined by scores on a written .

examination and on-the-job per-
'formance.

Many types of training help po- .
lice officers improve their per-

forrnanceon the job and prepare
for advancement Through training
given at police deparpnent acade
num and colleges, officers keep
abreast of crowd-control
techniques, civil defense, legal
develcIpments that affect their
work, ancradvances in law enforce-
ment .equipment Many police de-
partments encourage officers to
work toward college degrees, and
some pay all or part of the tuition

Employment Outlook

Police work is attractive to many
The job frequently is challenging
and involves much responsibility
Furthermore, layoffs are rare In

periods of relatively high, unem-
ployment, the Amber of persons
seeking police employment maybe
greater than the ,number of
openings. However, the written ex-
aminations and strict physical
requifements `always eliminate
many applicants. The outlook
should be good for persons having
some college training in law en-
forcement. Opportunities should
also be available for women and
minority applicants as many depart-
ments recruit these workers to
make police departments more
representative of the populations
they serve.

Law enforcement is compla and
requires an approach tailored to the
particular problems of each city.
The police department of a city
with a large' mobile population is'
likely to emphasize ,traffic control,
preventive patrol, and cooperation,
with police agencies in the sur-
rouncling areas. In smaller cities, or
those with well established commu-
nities and fewer employment and
recreation centers, police work may
be less specialized. In either case,
however, the usual way of increas-
ing police protection is to provide
more officers for duty.

Ti number of officers.omploy,ed
will depend on 'the amount or
money made availlble by local
governments. Because of the essen-
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teal nature of police work, it is likely
that funding for law enforcement
will have high priority and that the
employment of city police officers
will rise faster than the average for
other occupations through the mid.
1980's.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, entry level salaries for
police officers varied widely ftom
city to city In some smaller com-
munities, officers earned less than
5600 a month. while solrne majorcit-
ies offered over 51,000 a month to
new employees Most officers
receive regular salary increases dur-
ing the first few years of emplo§-
ment until they reach a set max-
imum for their rank 'Maximum
earnings ranged from about S800.to
over S1,200 a month in 1974

Promotion to a higher rank
brings a higher basic salary Serge-
ants, for example, started at a salary
as high as S 1,300 a month in 1974
and in the largest cities, lieutenants
began at over S1,400 a month In
general, police officers are. paid
about one and one-half times as
much as nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming'

Police departments usually pro-
vide officers with special al-
lowances for uniforms and furnish
revolvers, night sticksr, handcuffs,
and other required eqdipment

The scheduled workweek for po-
lice officers usually is 40 hours
Because police protection must be
provided around the clock, in all
but the smalle4communities some
officers are on duty over weekends,
on holidays,,and at night Police of-
ficers are subject to call any time
their services are needed and may
work overtime in emergencies In
some departments, overtime is paid
at straight time or time and one-
half, in others, officers may be
given an equal am, ount of time off
on another day of the week.

Police officers genekilly are
covered by liberal pension plans,
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enabling many to retire at half pay
by the time they reat_h age 55 In
addition, paid vauatiuns, souk leave,
and health and 1ife ,nsuran.e plans
frequently are provided.

Police officers may have to work
outdoors for long periods id all
kinds of weather The injury rate is
higher than .1n many occupations
and reflects the risks officers take in
pursuing speeding motorists, cap
tunng lawbreakers, and dealing
with public disorder

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about entrance
requirements may be obtained from
local civil service commissions or
police departments

Additional information describ-
ing careers as police officers is

available from:

International Association of Chiefs of Police,
I Firstficid Rd . Gaithersburg. Md

20760

Fraternal Order of Police, National
Headquarters, 3094 Bertha St
Mich 48504

STATE POLICE OFFICERS
(D.O.T. 375.118, .138, .168,

.228, .268, and .3 )

Nature of the Work

The laws and regulations that
govern the use cf our Natiop's road-
ways are designed to insure the
safety of all citizens State police of-
ficers (sometimes called State
troopers) patrol our highways a'nd
enforce these law s

State police (Akers issue traffic
tickets to moton..ts who violate the
law, At the scene of an accident,
they direct traffit , give first aid, call
for emergency equipment including
'ambulances, and write reports'to be
iftied)0 determining the cause of the
act ci ent
tip addition, State police officers

Oovide services to motorists'on the
highways For example, they radio
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bureau chiefs responsible for train-
ing or investigation and those who
command police operations in an
assigned area, have administrative
duties.

for road service for drivers m
mechanical trouble, direct tourists
to their destination, or give infor-
mation about lodging, restaurants,
and tourist attractions.

State police officers also, provide
traffic assistance and control during
road repairs, fires, and other emer-
gencies, as well as for special occur-
rences such as parades and spans
events. They sometimes check the
weight of commercial vehicles, con-
duct driver examinations, and give
information on highway safety to
the public.

In addition to highway responsi-
bilities, State police may investigate
cnmes, particularly in areas that do
not have a police force. They some-
times help city or county police
catch lawbreakers and control civil
disturbances. State highway patrols,
however, normally are restricted to
vehicle and traffic matters.

Some police officers work with
special State police units such as
the mounted police, canine corps,
and marine patrols. Others instruct
trainees in State police schools,
pilot police aircraft, or specialize in
fingerprint classification or chemi-
cal and microscopic analysis of
criminal evidence.

State police officers also write re-
ports and maintain police records.
Sorge officers, including division or-
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Places of Employment

About 45,500 State police of-
ficers were employed n 1974.
Although almost all were men; posi-
tions for women are expected to in-
crease in the future.

The size of State police forces va-
ries considerably. The largest force
(in California) has over 5,000 of-
ficers, the smallest (in North
Dakota) has fewer than 100. Oine
State (Hawaii) does not maintain a
police force.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

State civil service regulations
govern the .appointment of State
police officers. All candidates must
be citizens of the United States.
Other entry requirements vary, but
most States require that applicants
have a high school education or an
,equivalent combination of educa-
tion and experience and be at least
21 years old.

Officers must pass a competitive
examination and meet physical and
personal qualifications. Physical
requirements include standards of
height, weight, and eyesight, Tests
of strength and agility often are
required'. Because honesty and a
sense of responsibility are impor--
cant in police work, an applicant's
character and background are in-
vestigated.

Although\tate police officers
work independently, they. Trim per-
form their duties in line with de-
partment rules. They should want
to serve the public and be willing to
work outdoors in all types of
weather.

In ,all States, recruits enter a for-
;nal training program for several
months. They receive classroom in-
struction in State laws and jurisdic-
tions, and they study procedures for

4
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accident investigatuin, patrol, and
traffic control.. Recruits learn to use
guns, defend the from at-
tack, handle an intomobile at high
speeds, and give first aid., After
gainin&experience, some. officers
take advanced training in police
science, administration, law en-
forcement, or Criminology. Classes
are held at junior colleges, colleges
and universities or special police
institutions such\ as the National
Academy of the Federal Bpreau of
Investigation.

High school and college -courses'
in English, government, psycholo-
gy, sociology, American history,
and physics help in preparing for a
police career. 'Physical education
and sports are useful for
stamina and agility. Co letion of
a driver education course nd train-
ing received in milita police
schools also are assets.

Police, officer recruits e a
probationary period ranging f m 6
months to 3 years. After a spec ied
length of time, officers beco
eligible for promotion. Most Stat
have merit promotion ,systems tha

, require officers' to pass a competi-
tive examination to qualify for the
next highest rank. Although the or-
ganization of police fdrces varies by
State, the typical avenue of ad-
vancement, is from priOate to cor-
poral, to sergeant, to first sergeant,
to lieutenant, and then to captain.
Police officers who show adminis-
trative ability may be promoted to
higher level jobs such as commis-
sioner or director.
In some States, high school gract-
uates may enter State police work
as Cadets. These paid civilian em-
ployees of the police organization
attend classes to learn Various
aspects, of police work and are 'as-
signed nonenforcement duties.
Gsdets who qualify may be ap-
pointed to the State police force at
age 21.

Employrrient Outlook'

State police employment is ex-
. -
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pected to grow much faster than the
average for other occupations.
Although most jobs will result from
this growth, some openings will be
created as officers retire, die, or
leave the occupation for other
reasons. As job openings are filled
from the ranks, of available appli-
cants, the increased i4erest bf
women in ptlice work will result in
greater employment of women,for
patrol duties.

Although some State police will
be needed in criminal investigation
and other nonhighway functions,
the greatest demand will be for of-
ficers to work in highway patrol.
This is the result of a growing, more
mobile population. In ever increas:
ing numbers, Americans are using
the 'motor vehicle as a source of
recreation. Motorcycles, campers,
and other recreational vehicles will
continue to add to the Nation's traf-
fic flout and require additional of-
ficers to insure the safety of
highway users.

Because law enforcement work is
becoming more complex,, spe-
cialists will be needed in crime
laboratories and electronic data
procesiing centers to develop ad-
ministrative and criminal informa-
tion systems. However, in many de-
partments, these jobs will be filled
by civilian employees rather than
uniformed officers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, beginning salaries for
State police officers ran&e'd from al-
most z$600 to about $1,000 3
month. The most common entry
rates ranged from $600 to $700-a
month. Although, .starting salaries

tare normally higher in the West and
lower in the South, State police of-
ficers on the average earn about 1
112 times as much as nonsuperviso-
ry workers in private industry, ex-
deOfarming.
' State Palice generally 'receive

regular. increases, based on ex-
perience and performance, until a
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specified maximum is reached In
1974, maximum rates ranged from
about $750 to over $1,200 a month;
maximum rates were most com-
monly between $900 and $1,000 a
month. Earnings increase with
promotions to -higher ranks. The
most, common maximum salaries
for State police sergeants in 1974
were between $1,000 and $1,200.
Lieutenants earned' more, often
between $1,200 and $1,300 a

month. _

State police agencies usually pro-
vide officers with uniforms,
firearms, and .other necessary
equipment, or give special al-
lowances for their purchase

In many, States, the scheduled
workweek for police officers is 40
hours. Although the workweek is
longer in some States, hours over
40 are being reduced Since police
protection must be I provided
around the clock, some officers are
on dutyC- ove!, weekends; on
holidays, and at. night. Police of-
ficers also are subject to emergency
calls at any time.

State. police usually are covered
by liberal pension plans. Paid vaca-
tions, sick leave, and medical and
life insurance plans freq tly are
provided. s

The work of State police officers
is sometimes 'dangerous. They al-
ways run -the risk of an automobile
accident while pursuing speeding
motorists or fleeing criminals. Of-
ficers also face the risk of injury
while apprehending criminals or
controlling disorders.

p

Sources of Additional
Information

Inforthation about specific en-
trance requirements may be ob-
tained from State civil service com-
missions or State police headquar-
ters, usually located in each State
capital.
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CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTORS

(GOVERNMENT)
(D.O.T. 168.168)

Nature.of th Work -*

Federal, Statel, and local govern-
ment constructicip Inspectors insure
that recognized standards of safe
construction and quality'workman-
ship are observed in public and
private construction. They inspect
the construction, alteration, or
-repair of highways, stteets,...sewer
and water systems, c19ms, bridges,
builditigs, and other fstructures to
insure compliance with building
codes and ordinances, zoning regu-
lations, and contract specifications.

Construction inspectors visit
worksites to inspect recently
completed construction. On large
projects, Visits generally are
required after each new stage of
construction is completed. Mem'-
bers'of large inspection staffs may

, be assigned to a single complex
project. Inspectors prepare written
reports and often keep a daily log of
their work-. Inspections arerprimari-
ly visual in nature, although
blueprints, tape measures, standard
electrical metering devices, and
other,,,types of testing equipment
frequently are died.

Construction inspectors notify
the construction contractor, su-
perintendent, of supervisor when
they discover &fail of a project
that is not in compliance with the
approptiate codes, ordinances, or
contract specifications. If the defi-
ciency is not corrected within a
reasonable period of tine, they
have authority to isstie a "stop-
work" order.

Many inspectors also investigate
reported incidentie of
"bootlegging," construction Or al-
teration that is being carried on
without proper permits. Persons
found in violation of permit laws
are directed to obtain permits and
submit to inspection.
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Construction inspectors must
keep abreast of new building code
developments, since they advise
representatives of the construction
industry and the general public on
matters of code interpretation, con-
struction practices, and new techni-
cal developments. Senior inspectors
usually coordina)te the inspection of
large projects and handle the most
complex inspection assignments

In addition to their field inspec-
tion duties, supervisory construc-
tion inspectors assign and coor-
dinate the work of other inipectors)
and review reports submitted to
them They may review plans and
specifications of proposed con-
struction for compliance with
codes, interpret codes and or-
dinances, and prepare construction,
progress reports. Supervisory build-
ing inspectors are often asked to
assist in drawing up or revising local
building codes and ordinances.

Construction inspectors general-
ly specialize in one particular
type of construction work. Broadly
categorized, these are building,
electrical, mechanical, and public
works.

Building ilspktors inspect the
structural quality of buildings. Be-
fore construction, they determine
whether tic plans for the building
or other structure comply with local
zoning regulations-and are suited to
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the engineering and environmental
demands of the building site. They
visi the worksite before the foun-

a, at n is poured to inspect the posi-
t' g and depth of the footings.
They inspect the foundation after it
has been completed. The size and
'type of structure and the rate of
completion determine the frequen-
cy and tiumber of other visits -they
must make. Upon completion of the
project, they conduct a final com-
prehensive inspection. Some build-
ing inspectors may specialize, for
example, in structural steel or rein-
forced concrete.

Electrical inspectors inspect the
installation of electrical systems
and equipment to insure that Lhey
work properly and are in com-
pliance with electrical' codes and
standards. They visit worksites to
inspect new and existing wiring,
lighting, sound and security
systems, and generating equipment.
They also may inspect the installa-
tion of the electrical wiring for
heating and air-conditioning
systems, kitchen appliances, and
other components.

Mechanical inspectors examine
plumbing systems including septic
tanks, plumbing fixtures and traps,
and water, sewer, and vent lines;
They also inspect the installation of
the mechanical components of
kitchen appliances, heating and air-
conditioning equipment, gasoline
and butane tanks, gas piping, and
gas-fired appliances. Some special-
ize in inspecting boilers, mechani-
cal components, or plumbing.

Public works inspectors insure
that Federal, State, and local
government construction of water
and sewer systets, highways,
streets, bridges, and dams conforms
to detailed contract specifications.
They inspect excavation and fill
operations, the placement of forms
for concrete, concrete mixing 4nd
pouring, and asphalt paving. They
also record the amount of work per-
formed, and materials used so that
contract payment calculations can
be made. Public works inspectors
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may specialize in inspection of
highways, reinforced concrete, or
ditches.

Places of Employment

About 22,000 persons, nearly all
of them menc.worked as govern-
ment construction inspectors in
1974. More than three-fourths
worked for municipal or county
building departments. Public works
construction inspectors were em-
ployed primarily at the Federal and
State level.

The employment of local govern-
ment construction inspectors is
concentratt,c1 in Cities and in subur-
ban areas cMdergoing rapid growth.
These' govemmerits employ large
inspection staffs, including most of
the inspectors who specialize in
Structural steel, reinforced
concrete, and boiler inspection.
' About half the construction in

spectors emplOyed by the Federal
Government work for the Depart-
ment of Defense, primarily for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Trainikg, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

To become a construction in-
spector, several years of experience
as a, construction contractor, super-
visor, or craft worker are generally
required. Federal, State, and most
local' goVernments also require an
applicant to have a 'high school
diploma. High school preparation
should include courses in-drafting,
mathematics, and English.

Workers who want to become in-
sctctors should have a thorough
knowledge of construction materi-
als and practices in either a general
area like structural or heavy con;
struction, or in a specialized area
such as electrical or plumbing
systenn, reinforced concrete, or
structural steel. Many employers
prefer inspectors to be graduates of
an apprenticeship program, to have
studied at least 2 years toward an
engineering or architectural degree,
or to have a degree from a commu-.

nity or junior college, with courses
in construction technology,
blueprint reading, technical mathe-
matics, English, and building in-
spection.

,Construction inspectors must be
in good physical condition in order
to walk and climb about construc-
tion sites. They also must ave a
motor vehicle operator's license. In
addition, Federal, State, and many
local governments usually require
that construction inspectors pass a
civil service examination.

Construction inspectors re eive
most of their training on the job.
During the first couple of weeks,
working with an experienced in-
spector tbey learn about inspec ion
techniques, codes, ordinances, nd
regulations, contract specificati s,
and tecordkeeping and reporti
duties. They begin by. inspectinspectiit
less complex types of construct*
such as residential buildings. The
difficulty, of their assignments i

gradually increased/ until they ar
able to handle complex assign
menu. An engineering degree is
frequently needed in order to ad-
vance to superyisory,inspector.

The Federal Government and
most State and large city govern-
ments conduct formal training pro-
grams for their construction inspec-
tors to broaden their knowledge 'of
construction materials, practices,
and inspection techniques and to
acquaint them with new materials
and practices. Inspectors who work,'
for small -agenfrcies which do not
conduct training programs
frequently can broaden their
knowledge of construction and up-
grade their skills by attending State-
conducted training programs or by
taking college or correspondence
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complexity of construction
technology and the trend toward
the, establishment of minimum
professional ,standards for inspec-_, -
tors by State governments, job op-
portunities should be best for those '

l"who have some college education
or knowledge of a specialized type
of construction.,

In addition to growth needs, job
openings for construction inspec,-*
tors will occur each year to replace
those who die, retire, or tran'sfer to
other occupations.

The number of new positions for
construction inspectors will be
largely affected by the level of
new housing and commercial
building activity. Because con-
struction activity is sensitive
to ups and downs in the economy,
the number ofjob openings may
fluctuate from year to year.

The demand for construction in-
spectors also should increase as
they are given more "responsibility
for ifisuring quality workmanship
and safe construction of
prefabricated building materials'

Land other components that are
mass-produced in factories and as-
sembled on the construction site.

Eargings andrWorking
Conditions

Starting salaries 'of construction
inspectors working in cities and
towns averaged about $10,500 a
year in 1974, according to a survey
conducted by the Public Personnel
Association. Top salaries for senior
inspectors averaged $13,000. Sala-
ries fof supervisory inspectors were
higher in large cities. Among geo-
graphic regions, the western region
of the United States tended to have

courses. the highest salaries, cities in the
southern region the lowest.

In the Federal Government, con-
struction inspector's started at
$8,500 or $10,520 a year in late
1974, depending on the amount
and

n
\ of their earlier work ex-

peri'ence. Journeyman construction
insOctors were paid salaries rang-

Employment Outlook

Employment of government con-
struction inspectors is. expected to
grow faster than the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's. Because of the increasing

204
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ing from S12,841 to S I'1497, and
more :experiencid workers. were
paid salazies ranging from S15.481
to over 520.000

Construction inspectors often
spend a large portion of their time
ttaveling betvAen worksites.
Usually, an automobile is furnished
for their use or their expenses are
reimburse.d if they use their own
Since they spend most of their time
outdoors or in partially enclosed
structure's, they are exposed to all
types of inclement weather

Unlike theseasonal and intermit'
tent nature of employment in many
of the occupations associatedvvith
the construction industry, inspec
tion work .tends to. be steady and
year-round.

Scums* of Additional
information

Peisocs seeking additional infor-
mation on a career as a State or
local' government construction in-
spector should cbntact 'their State
or local employment service, or;
International conference of Building Offi-

ciah, 1360 South Workman Mill Rd
Whittier. Calif. 90601.

Persons interested in a career as a
construction inspector with thy
Federal Government can getinfor- ,
mation from:
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regulatory inspectois help insure
observance of the laws and vegeta-
tions that govern these responsibili-
ties. For dithussion of a third, see,
the statement on Construction In-
spectors (Government) eliewhere,
in the Handbook.

The duties, titles, and responsi-
bilities of Federal, State, and local
health and regulatory inspectors
vary widely. Some types of inspec-
tors work only fer the Federal
Government while others also are
employed by State and local
governments Many other worker4.
employed as accountants, aigncul-
tural cooperative extension service
workers, and other agncultuial
piofessionals also have inspection
duties.

Health Inspectors. Health inspec-
tors work with engineers, chemists,
microbiologists, and health workers
to insure compliance with public
health and safety regulations
goveining food, tugs, and various
other consumer products. They also
administer regulations that govern
the quarantine of persons and
products entering.the United States
from foreign coi ntries. The major
types of health inspectors are: food
and drug, meat and poultry, agricul-
tural quarantine inspectors, and
sanitarian. In addition, some in-
spectors' Work in a field which is
closely related to food inspection
agricultural commodity grading..

Most foOd and drug inspectors
specialize in one area of inspection
such' as food, -feeds and pesticides,
weights and measures, or drugs and
cosmetics. Some, especially those
who work for the Federal Govern-
ment, may be proficient in several
of these areas. Working individually
or in teams under the direction of a
senior orisupervisdry inspector they
travel throughout a geographical
area to check periodically firms

'that produce, handle, store, and
market food, drugs, and cosmetics.
They look for evidence pf inaccu-
rate product labeling, decomposi-
tion, -chemical or bacteriological

InteragrCy Board of the U S Civil Service
Examiners for WashMgton, D C . 1900
E St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20415.

.

HEALTH AND
REGIALATORY
INSPECTORS

(GOVERNMENT)
-(D.O.T. 368.168, and .287)

.Nature Of the Work

Proticting the public from health
and safety hazards, prohibiting un-
fair trade and .employment prac-
tices, and raisingtrevenue are in-
cluded in the wide range of respon-
sib'ili'ties of govergmept. Health and
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contamination, and other factors
that could result m a product
becoming harmful to consumer
health. They assemble evidence of
violations, using portable scales,
cameras, uliraviolet lights, con-
tainer sampling devices, thermome-
ters, chemical testing kits, and-
other types ctf equipment.

" Product samples collected as part
Jerr examinations are sent to
atones" for analysts.,. After

cqmpletmg their inspectionArispec-
tort discuss their observations with
the management of the plant and
point out any cress whet cor-
rective measures are needed. -They
prepare. written .reports of their
findings, arid, when necessary, com-
pile evidence that may be used in
court if legal actions most be taken
to effect compliance v411 thealaw:
. Federal and State laws. empower

meat and poultry inspectors to in-
spedt Meat, poultry,, and their
bypn4aets to insure that they are
wholesome and safe for public con-
sumption. Working as part of a con-
stant onsite team under the general
supervision of a veterinarian, they
inspect meat and poultry slaughter-
ing, processing, aild packaging'
operations. They also check to see
that products are labeled correctly
and drat proper sanitation is main:,
tained in slaughtering+ and
processing operations.

Agricultural quarantine inspectors
protect American agricultural
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ppducts from the introduction and
spread of foreign plant pests and
anunal &states. To safeguard the
health of 'crops, forests, and
gaidens, they inspect ships, aircraft,

.railroad cars, and motor vehicles
entering the United States for the

`presence
of restricted or prohibited

plant or animal materials.
Saturanans, working pnmanly

for State and local governments,
perform a variety of inspection du-

* ties to.help insure that the food peo-
ple eat, the water they drink, and
the air they breathe meet govern-
ment standards. They chock the
cleanliness and ,safety offood and
beverages produced in dairies and
processing plants, or served in
restaurants, hospitals, and other in
stitutions. They often examine the
ha/idling, processing, and serving of
foo4for compliance withsanitation
rules and regulations.

Saartanans concerned wik:aste
control oversee the treatment and
disposal of sewage, refuse,,and gar-

. bage. Tuley examine places where
pollution is a danger, perform tests

detect pollutants, and collect air
or water samples foP analysis.
Samtanaris determine the nature:
and cause of the pollution, then
initiate action to stop it,

In large local and State health or
agriculture departments, sanitan-
ans may specialize' in areas of work
such as milk and dairy products
food sanitation, waste control, au
pollution, institutional sanitation,
and occupational health. In rural
areasyand small clues, they may be
responsible for a wide range °Len-
virtsnmental health activities. 41..

Agricultural commodity grader4
apply quality standards to various
commodities to insure that retailers
and cogsumers receive good and re-

. liable pr&lucts. They generally spe-
cialize in an area auFh as egg
products, processed or Yresh fruits
and, vegetables, grain, or dairy
products. They inspect r.amples of a
particular product to determine its
quality and grade, and issue official
griding certificates. "Graders also

CE OCCUPATIONS

may inspect the plant and equip-
ment to insure that adequate &mita,
udn standards are maintained.

Regulatory Inspectors. Regulatory
inspectors insure compliance welt
various laws and regulations that
protect the public elfare. Impor-
t= types of regulatory inspectors
are. immigration, customs, aviation
safety, mine, .wage -hour com-
pliance, alcohol, tobacco, and
firearms, and occupational safety
inspectors.

Immigration inspectors interview
and examine people seeking admis-
sion, readmission, or the privileges
of passing through or residing in the
United States, They inspect the
passports of those seeking to enter
the United States determine
whether they are leg igible to
enter and to verify their ci nship,
status, and identity. Immigration in-

.spectors also prepare reports, main-
tain records, and process applica-
tions and petitions by aliens for
pnvitsges such as immigrating to or
living temporarily in the United
States.'

Customs inspectdrs enforce the
laws governing U.S. imports_and ex
ports. Stationed at airports,
seaports, and border crossing
points, they .cOunt, weigh, gauge,
measure, and sample commercial
cargoes entering and leaving.the
United States to, determine the
amount of tax that must be paid.
They also inspect baggage and arti-
cles worn or carried by the passen-
gers and crew of ships, aircraft, and
motor vehicles to insure that all
merchandise being brought through
ports of entry is declared and the
proper taxes paid.

Aation safety officers insure that:.
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) regulations that govern the
qUality and safety of aircraft equip- .

ment and personnel are maintained.
Aviation safety officers may inspect
aircraft manufacturing, main-
tenanac, or oper2tions procedures
They usually specialize in inspect-
ing either Commercial or general
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aviation aircraft. They are responsi-
ble for the inspection of aircraft
manufacturing and of major
repairs. They also certify aircraft
pilots and schools, pilot.examiners,
flight instructors, and instructional,
materials..

Mine inspectors work to enhance
the health and safety of miners and
to promote good mining practices
To insure compliance with safety
laws and regulations, mine inspec-
tors visit mines and related facilities
to obtain information on health and
safety conditions

Mine inspectors .discuss their
mfindings with the management of

the mine, prepare written reports
that incorporate their findings and
decisions, and issue notices of
findings that describe violations and
hazards that must be corrected
They also investigate and prepare
reports on mine accidents and
direct rescue and firefighting opera-
tions when fires or explosions
occur.

Wage-hour compliance officers in-
spect the employer's time, payroll,
and personnel records to insure
compliance with the provisions of
various Federal laws on minimum
wages, overtime, pay, employment
of minors, and equal employment
opportunity They often interview
emiloyees to verify the employer's
records and to.cheek for any com-
plaints.

Alcohol, tobacco, and firearms in-
spectors insure that the industries
whiCh manufacture these products
comply with the provisions of
reyenue laws and other regulations
on operating procedures, unfair
competition, and trade practices.
They spend most of they time in-
spe9ing distilleries, wineries, and
breweries, cigar and cigarette
manufacturing plants, wholesale
liquot dealers and importer,
firearms and explosives manufaciA
turers, dealers, and users, and other
regulated facilities. They periodi-
cally audit these establishments to
determine that applopriate taxes
are correctly determined and paid.
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Places of EmpialliVnt

Over 110,000 people, 5 percent
of them women, worked as health
and regulatory inspectors in 1974
The largest single employer of food
andwdrug inspectors is the U S
Food and Drug Administration, but
the majonty work for State govern-
ments Meat and poultry inspectors
and commodity graders who work
in processing plants are employed
mainly by the U S Department of
Agriculture Agncultural quaran-
tmeinspectors work either for the
C S Public Health Service or the
U.S Department of Agriculture
Sanitanans work pnmanly for State
and local governments .

Regulatory inspectors work for
various agencies within,the Federal
Government, mainly in regional
and distritt offices distnbuted
throuchout the United States. For
exanijae, aviation safety officers
work for the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration, wage-hour com-
pliance officers, for the Department
of Labor; mine inspectors, the De-
partment of the Intenor, and al
cohol, tobacco, and firearms in-
spectors, the Treasury Department.
Immigration, customs, and agncul-
tural quarantine inspectors work at
U.S airports, seaports, border
crossing point, and at foreign air-
ports and seaports.- They are em-.
ployed by the Justice and Treasury
Departments.

Training, Advancemeet,,and
Other Qualification,

Because inspectors perform such
a wide range of duties, qualifica
tions for employment in these posi
tions vary greatly. The Federal
Government requires a passing
score on the Professional and Ad
ministrative Career Examination
(PACE) for several inspector occu-
pations, including immigration;
custo s; wage and hour com-
plianc alcohol, tobacco, and
fires occupational safety, and
consumer safety (food and drug)

0
. ,

To take this examination, a
bachelor's' degree or 3 years of
responsible work experience, or a
combination of the two, are
required in some cases., agencies
will give Preference to an applicant
whose course work or work ex-
penence is related to the fielciloT
employmeht.

Other Federal' inspectors must
pass\an examination based on spe-
cials -W knowledge, in taddition to
having work experience iii related
fields These include commodity in-
spectors such as those in meat,
poultry, livestock, and egg
products

Air. safetyegpectors must have
considerable expenence in aviation
maintenanee, and an FAA Air
Frame and Power Plant certificate.
In addition, various pilot cer-
tificates ancl- considerable flight ex-

7periencare required, with the type
dependent on the inspection duties
Many air safety inspectors receive
both their flight training and
Mechanical training in. the Armed
Forces No written examination is
feqalred.

Applicant for mine safety in-
spector positions generally must
have specialized work experience in
mine management of supervision,
or possess a skill such as electrical
engineering (for mine electrical in-
spectors) In some cases, a general
aptitude test may be required. Ad-
vancement to a supervisory position
is cdmpetitive.

Some Civil Service registers in-
cluding those for agricultural
quarantine inspectors and fruit and
vegetable graders, fate applicants
solely on their experience and edu-
cation and require no written ex-
amination.

Qualifications for inspectors at
thiState and local level are usually
similar to those for Federal em-
ployees. However, this may vary
among government employers, par-.
ticularly al the local level.

All inspectors are trained in the
laws and inspection procedures re-
lated to their specific field through
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a combinatiorref classroom and on-
the-job training. In general, people
who want to become health and
regulatory inspectors should be
able to accept responsibility and
like detailed work. They should be ''
neat and personable and able to ex-
pfess themselves well orally and in
writing:

All Federal ,Government inspec-
tors are promoted 012 a Crvil Service
"career ladder." means that,
assuming satisfacty work per-
formance, workers will advance au-
tomatically, usually at 1-year inter-
vals, to a specified maximum level.
Above this level (uivally superviso-
rY positions), advancement is com-
petitive, based on needs of the
Iency and individual merii ,

Employment Ogtic:ohe''

regu-
latory

of health and regu-
latory inspectors .as a group is ex-
pected to increase faster thin the
average, for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. The growth in em-
ployment of health inspectors is ex-
pected to be more rapid than that of
regulatory inspectors. In addition to
job opportunities stemming from
'growth. many inspectors wil) be
needed each year to replace those
who die; retire, or transfer to other
occupations.

Increased food consumption
caused by population growth and
greater public concern over poten-
tial health hazards, should create
additional jobs for food and drug,
meat and poultry, and other com-
modity 'inspedtors and graders.
Public concerns for improved quali-
ty and safety of consumer products
also should resiilt in new legislation
in these areas; requiring additional
inspectors to insure compliance.
Aviation industry growth, in-

creased international travel, and in-
creases in the volume of U.S. im-
ports and exports shquld continue
to create new openings for aviation
safety officers, quarantine and im- )

migration inspectors, and customs
inspectors. Increasing coal mining
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activity and concern Over mine
safety should create additional
mine inspector jobs. Continued
public pressure for equal employ
ment rights should cause a growing
need for wage-hotr compliance of-

* ficers

Earnings and Working
Conditions.

With the exception of mine in-
spectors and aviation safety of-
ficers. the Federal Government
paid health acid regulatory inspec-

` ttors 'and, graders starting salanes of
58.500 or SI0,520 a year in late
1974. depending on the'type of
position and the qualifications of
the applicant Aviation safety of-
ficers and mining inspectors usually
received starting salaries of
S 12,841

Salaries of exper4nced meat and
poultry inspectors, egg product in.
speclots. agncultural quarantine In-
spectors. akohol. tobacco, and
firearms inspectors, and customs
and immigration inspectors were al-
most S 13,000 a year in late .1974.
Experienced food and drug inspect
toys (consumet safety officersi.
agricultural quarantine inspectors,
and wage-hour compliance officers
usually received salaries' of about
S13.500 from the Federal Govern-
ment in late 1974. Mine inspector
and aviation safecty,officers earned
between 518.500 and 522.060.
Nonsupervisoryr ivutarians had
average Starting salaries of almost
S10,060, in late 1974, according to
a survey by the International Per-
sonnel Management AssOciation in
selected C.S. cities and counties.
Those working for State govern-
ments earned about 51.000 less.

Most health and regulatory In-
spectors liver an- active. life, meeting
many people And working in a
variety of environments.. Many
travel frequently and are usually
furnished with ari automobile or
reimbursed far travel expenses,

At times inspectors must vi;ork
under unfavorable working condi

bons For example, meat and
poultry. and alcohol. tobacco, and
firearms inspectors frequently
come in contact with strong. un
pleasant odoEs. mine inspectors
often spend a great deal of time in
Mines where they are exposed to
the same hazards as miners. Many
inspectors work long and often ir-
regular hours

Sources of'AdditIonal
Information

Forfacts about InASeetor careers
in the Federal Government. con-
tact
Interagency Board of U 5 Civil Service Ex-

arnrners for Washington. D C . 1900 E
,St 2rw . Wkshutgton. D C 20415

More detailed information on
qualifications, for Federal jobs is
available from local Civil Service
Commission offices or from in-
dividual Federal agencies. .

Information about career oppor-
tunities as inspectors in State and
local governments is availale from
State civil service commissions.
usually located in each State
capital, or from local government
offices.

UPATIONAL SAFETY
A HEALTH WORKERS

(D.O''T. 010.084; 012.081 and
.188; 079.188; 168.168, .268, and

.284; 379.387,; 821.387; and
909.128)

Nature of the Work

People in the ,occupabonal safety,
and health field have the challeng--
mg job of insuring a safe. and
healthful environment for. workers
and safe products for consumers.
Safety and, health workers in a
number of different occupations
strive ;o control occupational ac-
cidents and diseases,' property
losses, and injuries from unsafe
products. This statement discusses

-both professional and paraprofes-
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sional occupations in private indus-
try, for a disWssion of related occu-
pations in government, see the
statement on HeaWiand Regulato-
ry Inspectors elsewhere 'in the
'Handbook

The largest number of safety
workers are safety engineers.
Although all of them are con
terned with preventing acci-
dents, their specific tasks de-
pend on where they work. For
example. the safety' engineer

'working in a large manufacturing
plant (DOT 012 081) may
develop a comprehensive safety,
program covering several thousand
employees This usually entails
detailed analysis of each job in the
plant to identify potential hazards
so that preventive measures can be
taken When accidents do occur,

.safety engineers in manufacturing
plants investigate to determine the
cause. If poor design.' improper
maintenance, or mechanical failure
is involved, they use their technical
skills to correct the situation and
prevent its recurrence. When
human error is the cause of an ac

.cident. safety engineers may
establish training courses for plant-,
workers and supervisors or re-
emphasize existing ones.

'Safety engineers who work for
;rucking ,companies (D.O.T.
909.128) study schedules, routes,
loads, and speeds to determine their
influence on trucking accidents.
They also inspect heay rigs, such
as trucks and trailers, to suggest
(vays,of safer operation. In the min-
ing industry, safety engineers
(D.01'. 010.081) may inspect un-
derground _or openpit areas to in-
sure compliance with State and
Federal laws, design protective
equipment and safety devices for
mine machinery, or lead rescue ac-
tivities during emergencies.

Many safety engineers are
directly concerned with the safety
of their company's prodflet. They
work closely with design engineers
to develop models which meet all
safety standards and they,monitor
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the manufacturing process to insure
the safety of the finished product.

Safeguarding 'life and property
against loss from fire, explosion,
and related hazards is the job of the
ire' protection engineer (D.O.T.
012 188). Those who specialise in
research investigate problems such
as fires in high-nse buildingi or the
manufacture, handling, and storage
of flammable matenals. Fire pro-
It-ction engineers in the field use
these research findings to identify
hazards and devise ways to correct
them For example, new findings
concerning flashpoints (the temp
perature at which different maten-
als v.111 ignite) are valuable to the
engineer designing storage facilities
in a chemical plant

Like safety engine6s, fire protec-
. non engineers may have different

lob duties depending on where they
Work. One who works for a fire
equipment manufacturing company'
may design new fire protection
devices, -while engineers in consult-
ing firms work with architects' and
others to insure that fire safety is

built into ne!.vstructvres. In con-
trast, fire protection engineers
working for insurance ruing bu-
feaus (organizations that calculate
basic costs of insurance coverage in
particular areas) inspect pnvate,
Commercial. and industrial proper-
ties to evaluate the adequacy of fire
protection for the entire area. Many
lire protedtion engineers have spe-
cial expertise iifone area or more of
fire protection, such as sprinkler or
fire detection systems.

Losses in the workplace cannZit
be 'reduced without measures to
eliminate hazards to .workers'
health. Designing and maintaining a
healthful work environment is the
job of the industrial hygienist
(D.O.T. 079.188). These health
professionals are concerned with
how noise, dust. vapors, and othei
hazard common to the industrial
setting affect workers' health. After
a problem is detected, perhaps by
analyzing employee medical
records, the industrial hygienist at
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the jobsite may take, air samples,
monitor noise' levels, or measure
radioactivity levels in the areas
under investigation

Other industrial hygienists work
in pnvate laboratones or in thoge
maintained by large insurance com
panics or industrial firms. Labora
tory hygienists analyze air samples,
do research on the reliability of
health equipment such as respira
tors. or investigate the effects of ex
po,urc to them,cals or radiation
Some hygienists specialize in
problenis of air and water pollution
For example. ,these health prOfes-
sionals may work with government
officials. environmental groups. or
ganized labor, and plant manage
ment to develop a system to screen
harmful substances before they
enter and pollute river

Loss control and octi.ipational
health consultants

20c

168.168, in property - lability in-
surance companies perform many
services for their clients. These
range from correcting a single
hazard in a small business to devis-
ing a program to eliminate or
reduce all losses ansing out of a
large firm s Operation. V, hen deal-
ing v,ith a new account, the con-
sultant makes a thorough inspec-
tion of the plant and then confers
with management to formulate a

'program that meets the company's
nsieds The consultant may, for ex-
ample. help serupplant health pro-
grams and medical services. assist
plant personnel to insure that a new
facility meets all safety require-
ments. or train plant safety people.
Safety and health consultants also
help their company's underwnters
determine whether a risk is ac-
ceptable and the amount of premi-
um to charge.

Industrial hygienist taking an air &amnia.

4N,
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Places of Employment

An estimated 25 000 persoAs
were engaged in occupational
safety and health work in 19'4
About one-quarter of these carried
the professignal designation. Cer
tified Safety Professional. Certified
Industrial Hygienist or Member,
Society of Fire Protection En-
gineers Niany others who are not
certified performed professional
level work, while a relatively 'small
number were employed in the occu-
pational safety and health field as
technicians and iqspectors Proper-
ty and liabiltty insurance companies
employ many occupational safety
and health workers to provide en-
gineering, consulting, and inspec
Lion servic'e's to their clients Others
woli.ed for a variety of irrdustnal,
manufactunng. and commercial
concerns

These workers are needed wber-
ever large numbers of people are

'concentrated and industrial
development occurs InsUrance
consultants generally have their'
headquarters in a region's major
city and travel to and from the sites
they visit "

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Entry level safety and health
professional' generally need at least
a 'bacbelor's degree in engineering
or a science. A more specialized
degree, such as one in safety
management. ,Industrial safety. or
fire protection engineering, often is
helpful in getting a good job. !Any
employers prefer applicants with a
graduate degree in areas such as in-'
dustrial hygiene, safety engineering,
or ockupational safety and health
engine ring, or those with 'prior in-
dustrial work expenenCe Sortie era-
ployers-will hire graduates of 2-year
college curriculums as technicians,
particularly if they have work ex-
perience related to the job

Continuing education is necessa
,ry to stay abreast of changing
technologies, new ideas, and

emer
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ng trends. Many insurance
com ames offer training seminars
and icorrespondence courses, for
the' staffs The Occupational
Safe y and Health Administration
(OS A r conducts courses for
safety and health workers on topics
sucli as -occupational injury in-
vestigation and radiological health
h rds The recognized marks of
ac evement in the field are the
de gnations Certified Safety
Pr fessional. Certified Industrial
H ienist. and Member. Society of
Five Protection Engineers Certifi-
cation is conferred by the Board of
C miffed Safety Professionals, the

encan Board of Industrial Hy
g ene, or the Society of Fire Protec-

on Engineers after the candidate
ompletes the required experience
nd passes an examination.

ipIn addition to technical com-
etence, safety and health workers

must be able to,communicate well
and motivate others, They should
b abl2 to adapt quickly to chiTerent
situations; being equally at ease
with a representative of a local.
union, a supervisor in the welding
shop, or "a, corporate executive.
Because physical activity is.basic to
the job, good physical condition is
necessary

WorkerrsJwith pidven ability will
find much room for advancement
In the insurance business, safety
and ,health workers can be
promoted to gepartinent manager
in a small bralich office, move up to
larger branch offices, and finally
take an executive position in the
home Office In industrial firms;
they can advance to 'plant safety
and health manager or corporate

-manager -- over several plants
Although extensive experience is.required, technicians can advance
to professional safety and health
positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment of safety and health
workers is expectO to increase
faster than the average for all occu-

.2

pawns through the mid-1980's as
growing concern for occupational
safety andphealth and consumer
safety continues to generate pro-
grams and jobs. Many openings will
arise also to replace workers who
die, retire, orJeave their jobs for
other reasons.

Much of the employment growth
is expected to occur in Industrial
and manufacturing firms. Many
firms now without a safety and
health program are expected to
establish one, and others will up-
grade and expand existing programs
in response to government require-
ments, union interest, and rising in-
surance costs The number of safety
and, health workers in casualty in-
surance companies also will in-
crease as more small employers
request the services of their In-
surer's engineering or loss control
department Prospects should be
best for graduates of occupational
safety or health curnculums

Earnings and Working
Condifons

Safanes of safety and health
workers vary widely accord-
ing to education. experiende.
and specialty. In manufacturing
firms. persons with a bachelor's
degree generally started at about
510,000 a 'year in 1974. accord- .
ing to the limited data available.
Those with a graduatie degree
salaries, and technicians somewhat
lower ones. Safety and health
workers with several , Years'
expeneiice averaged 515.000
to 520.000, aand corporate' man-
agers well over 520.000 a .year.
Insurance Companies started
their loss consultant trainees
at about $9,000: senior con-
sultants earned 511,000 to $16,-
000: and department managers
were paid over 520.000 in 1974,

The amount of travel required
depends upon job specialty and
geographic location. For example.
the plant safety engineer may travel
only to TeTrunars and conferences,

s
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while the insurance consultant may
spend about half the tune traveling
between worksites. Usually., a car is
furnished or safety professionals are
reimbursed for the expenses of
using their own vehicles.

Sources of Additional
Information ,

For general information about
professional safety careers, write to:
American Society of Safety Enpneen, 850

Butte Hrghway, Park Ridge,111 60068

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Also available from the Society is
a booklet which lists colleges and
universities offenng degree pro-
gramstin the occupational safety
and health field.

Information concerning a career
in industrial hygiene is available
frorn:

Amencan Industrial Hygiene Aesoclation,
665 Miller Rd.. Akron. Ohio 44313

Career information concerning
fire protection engineering may be
obtainecl from:

a

..".0"j 1.
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Society of Fire Protection E.nprietn, 60 Bat-
terymarch St Boston, Mass. 02110

Career information on insurance
loss control consulting is available
from The home offices of many.
property liability insurance com-
panies.

Gi
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OTHER SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

MAIL CARRIERS
(D.O.T. 233.138 and 233.388)

. Nature of the Wort(

Most mail carriers travel planned
routes delivering and collecting
mail. Carriers start work at the post
office early m the morning) where
they spend a few hours arranging
their mail for delivery, readdressing
letters to be forwarded, and taking
pare of other details.

A carrier typically covers the
route on foot, toting a heavy load of
mail in a satchel or pushing it in a
cart. In outlying suburban areas
where hou,ses are far apart, a car or
small truck is sometimes needed to

'deliver mail, Residential 'carriers
cover their routes only once a day,
but carriers assigned a business dis-,
trict may make two triRs or more.
Deliveries are made house-to-house
except in large buildings, such as
apartments, which have all the
mailboxes on the first floor.

Besides making deliveries, car-,
riers collect postage-due and c.o.d.
fees and obtain signed receipts for
registered and sometimes for in-
sured mail. y a customer is not
home the carrier leaves a notice
that tells where special mail is being
held. Carriers also pidk up letters to
be mailed.

After completing their routes
carriers return to the post office
with mail gathered from street col-
lection boxes and homes. They may
separate letters and parcels so that
stamps can be canceled easily, and
they turn in the receipts and money
collected duringthe day.

Many carriers have more special-
ized duties than those described
above Some deliver only parcel

post Others collect mail from street
boxes and office mail chutes. Rural
carriers provide a wide variety of
postal services. In addition to
delivering and picking up mail, they
sell ititnps and money orders and
accept parcels and letters to be re.
gistered or insured.

All carriers answer customers'
questions about ;Saga) regulations
and service and provide change-of.
address cards and other postal
forms when requested. .

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Mail carriers must be at.least 18
and pass a four-part written ex-
amination. The first part tests cleri-
cal accuracy by asking the -appli-
cant to compare pairs of addresses
and indicate which are identical.

-

.

The second part' tests ability toN
memorize mail-distribution systems. )
The third,measures reading ability,
including vocabulary, and the ,

fourth tests ability to do simple
arithmetic.

Applicants Must have a driver's
license and pass a road test if the
job involvesdriving. They also must
pass a physical examination and
may be asked to show that they can
lift and handle mail sacks weighing
Up to 70 pounds. Applicants who
have had health conditions that
might interfere with work must
have a special review to determine
Their eligibility,

Applicants should apply at the
post office where they wish to work
because each post office keeps a
separate list of those who have
passed the examination. Appli-
cants' names are listed in order of
their scores. Five extra points are
added to the score of an honorably
discharged veteran, and 10 extra
points to the score of a veteran
wbunded in combat or disabled.
Disabled veterans who have a com-
iiensable, service-connected dim.-
bility of 10 percent or more,*
placedat the top of the list. Wften a
vacancy occurs, the appointifig,a-
ficer" chooses one of the top three
applicants; the rest of the riames
remain on the list to be considered
for futureopenings,

Mail carriers ,are 4assified as
casual; part-time flexib/70,1)art-time
regular, of full time. Casual workers
are hired to help handle the Christ-
mas mail. Part-time flexible em-
ployees do not have a regular work
schedule but replace absent work-,
ers and help with extra work as the
need arises Part -time regulars have
a set work schedule for exam*,

-41$4 hours a diy.
, New carriers are trained on the

job. They may ,begin as part-time
flexible city carriers and biome
regular or full-time carriers in order
of seniority as vacancies occur. Ad-
vancement possibilities are limited,

Oen*" can work at their own Mos es but camera can look forward to ob-
long M OW/I:OW thole routes on *AC taming preferred routes as city car-

./
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riers or to obtaining jobs as rural
carriers or carnet technicians as
their seniority increases. A relative
ly small number of carnets become
supervisors.

Employment Outlook

Employment of mail carriers
who numbered 267,000 in 197,4is
expected to change very little
through the mid-1980's. Although
the amount of mail may increase
along with growth in population'
and business activity, more efficient
delivery of mail should limit the
need for additional carriers Mbst,
job openings will result from the
need to replace experienced car-
ders who Fe tire, die, Or transfer to
other occupations Openings wi)l be
concentrated in metropolitanoreas

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In mid-1974. part-time flexible
a carriers began at 34.77 an hour,

with periodic increases up to'S6.06
an hour after 8 years of service.
Hourly wages of part -time regular
workers were $4.61 an 'hour, svith
periodic increases .,up to 35.85 an
hour after 8 years of service: By
comports° .nonsupervisory work-
ers in pn e industry, except
farming, averag 34.22 an hour.

Full-time city carriers are paid on
an annual basis, beginning at
$9,588 and increasing to a max-
imum of 312,173 after 8 years

Rural carriers are paid a fixed an-
nual salary pips an amount varying
with the number of Miles on their
routes. They also receive an al-

aowance of 15 1/2 cents a. mile for
the use of their automobiles. For
example, as of mid -1974, the salary
of a carrier with a 61-mile route
(the average length) would begin at
$9,730 a year and increase to
312,315 after 8 years. The automo-
bile allowance wcwild provide an
extra 39.46 each workday. Sub-
stitute rural carriers receive, the

same pay ,as the regular catners
whose routes they .ate ,covenng.

A full-tie city earner works an
$-hout day 5 days a week. City car
gets who work more than 8 hours a
day or 40 hours a week are paid one
-and one-half times their regular rate
of pay for the extra hours. City car-
riers Who work' either full or part
time receive 10 percent additional
pay for work between 6 p.m. and 6
a.m. Rural earners work either a 5-
or 6-day week.

Most carriers begin work early in
the morning, in some cases as early
as 6 a.m. if they have routes in the
business distnct. Carriers spend
most of their time outdoors all
kinds of weather, walking' from
house to house with their heavy
mailbags. Even those who drive
must walk when making deliveries,
and must lift heavy sadks of parcel
post when loading their vehicles.

The job, however, has its ad-
vantages. Carriers who begin work
early in the morning are through by
early afternoon They are .also free
to work at their own pace as long as
they cover their routes within a cer-
tain period of time Moreover, full -
time postal employees hive more

.job security than workers 'in most
other industries.

(For information, on fringe
benefits, see the statement` on
'Postal Service to&upations el-
sewhere in the Handbook )('

Sources of Additional.
information

Local post offices and State em-
ployment service offices can supply
details about entrance examina-
tions and employment opportuni-
ties for mail carriers.

TELEPHONE OPERATORS

Nature of the Work

Although millions of telephone
numbers are dialed each. day
without assistance, practically I.

1

everyone sometimes makes a call
that requires help from the opera-
tor. Often the operator is asked to
reverse long distance charges,
locate an individual, or indicate the
-cost of the call. Frequently the
customer needs a correct number.
The operator also may be neededto
contact the police in an emergency;
assist a blind person who is unable .

to dial, or arrange a conference call
for business executives ;n different
locations.

These and many other services
are provided. by two . grovps of
operatorsthose at switchboards in
telephone company central offices
and those at private branch
exchange (PBX) switchboards..
Usually operators place calls by ,in-
serting and rembving plugs that
make switchboard connections and
by listening and speaking into their
headsets. Some switchboards air
operated by pushbuttons or dials.

Telephone company operators
may be assigned to handle either
long distance calls or give directory
assistance. Long distance operators
_obtain the information needed to
complete the call, make the neces-
sary. connections, and record the
details for billing. Directory
assistance 'operators (D.O.T.
235.862) look up and provide
telephone , numbers. Service
assistants train and'help new opera-1

:tors to complete difficult galls. PBX
operators (D.O.T. 233.862) run
switchboards for business offices
and other establishments. They
connect interOffice or house calls,
answer and relay outside calls,
assist company employees in mak-
ing outgoirig calls, supply informa-
tion to callers, and record charges:
In many ,small establishments, PBX
operators work at switchboards that
serve only, a .limited number of
telephOnes. These operators may
do other office work such as typing
or sorting mail and Many also act as
receptionists or information clerks.
(The work of receptionists is
described elsewhere in the Hand-
frook.)

2.*`
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Some telephone operator switclboards
operate by push buttons.

Places of Employment

About 390.000 telephone opera-
tors were employed in 1974; about
one-fialf worked -as operators in
telephone companies and the rest
as PBX operators in other types of
businesses A large number of PBX

'Operators had jobs in manufactur-
ing plants. hospitals. schools, and
department stores One-fourth of
all operators worked part time

Telephone company and PBX
operators tend to be concentrated
in heavily populated areas Nearly
one-fifth work in the New York,
Cklicago, and Los Angeles
metropolitan areas

Training, Other Qualifications,
, and Advancement

Persons planning to become
telephone operators should like to
serve the' public, be pleasant and
courteous, and be able to sit in a
confined area for long periods. ,A
clear and pleasing wore and good
hearing also, are important. High
school courses in speech, office

practices*, and business math pro-
vide a helpful background. Most
telephone companies and many
firge business firms require appli-
cants to pass physk.al xaminations.

New operators receive on the job
training tq become familiar with the
equipment, records, and work.
Operators first learn the procedures
used to handle calls. Then they put
through practice calls. After this in-
struction and practicewhich
usually lasts from 1 to 3 weeks.
they are assigned to regular,opera-
tor jobs and receive further instruc-
tion from supervisors.

PBX operators who handle rou-
tine calls may have a somewhat
shorter training peliod than
telephone company operators. In
larie businesses, an instructor.from
the local telephone company may
train new employees.

Experienced telephone' company
operators may be promoted to cler-
ical, craft, or, supervisory jobs.
Similar 'opTibnimities exist for PBX
operators in large firms; in many

-small businesses, however, opportu-
nities for advancement are limited.

Employment Outlook.

Employment of telephone and
PBX operaitors, as a group is ex-
pected to show little or no change
thrqugh the mid-1980's. Neverthe-
less, thousands of full-time and
part-time workers will be hired
each year.. Some will be needed to
replape ixperienced operators who
die, retire, or stop working for other
reasons. Many other openings wilt
result ' from the need to replace
operators who advaqce to other oc-
cupations.

Employment of telephone com-
pany operators is expected to
decline slightly As more companies
start charging customers for
directory assistance and informa-
tion calls, more people will dial
numbers directly and use telephone
directories to locate unknown num
bers, thus reducing the need for
operators.

14
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Employment of PBX operators is
not expect-W, to change significantly
even thoughore small businesses
will require PBX services. Employ-
ment growth will be limited as many
large businesses convert to Central
Exchange (CENTREX)_. With
CtNTREX, incoming and otftgoing
calls can be dialed..direcdy without
an operator's assistance.

Eejnings and Worldng
Conditions

. Telephone company operators in
training averaged 53.40 an hour in
early 1974, experienced operators
S4.20, service assistants 55.20, and
managers 57.12. Contracts between
unions and telephonie companies
generally provide for periodic pay
increases and extra pay for work on
evenings, Sundays, and holidays.

Most telephone company and
PBX operators work between 35
and 40 hours a week. Often, their
scheduled hours are the same as
those of other clerical workers in
the business community. In
telephone companies, however, and
in hotels, hospitals, and other
places where telephone service is
on a 24-hour basis, operators
usually work on shifts and on
holidays and weekends. Some
operators work split shiftsthat is,
they are on duty during,the peak
calling periods in the late morning
and early evening, and have time
off between these two periods.

Operators ustially work in well= I
lighted and pleasant surroundings..
Lounges often are provided for
relaxation during breaks in their
scheduled hours: Insurance, pen-
sion programs, holidays, vacations,
and other fringe benefits are much
the same as those for other types of
clerical employees. For information
about fringe benefits for telephone
company operators, see the state-
ment on the .UTephone Industry
elsewhere in the Maid/wok.

Many operators employed by
telephone companies Ore members
of the Communications Workers of
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Arrierica, the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, and the
Alliance of Independent Telephone
Unions.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more details about employ-

7
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ment opportunities, contact the
telephone company in your com-
munity or local offices of the unions
that represent telephone workers.
For general information_ on
telephone operator jobs. write to:

Alliance of Independent Telephone Unioes,
P 0 Box 5462, Hamden, Conn. 16518.

:.+

United States Independent Telephone As-
socuason, lE01 K St. NW., Suite 1201,
Washington, D C-20006

Communications WoHcers of AsnericiT925
K St NW., Washington, D.C. 20906.

International Brotherhood of -Electrical
Workers, 1200 15th St. NW., Washhic
ton, D.C. 20005.

.
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EDUCATION AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
N,

More grid more people are going
to school for a greater portion of
their lives than ever before, as in-
creasingly complex and specialized
skills and knowledge are called for

116

in our growing economy. In addi-
tion, people of all ages are seeking
to use their leisure time for personal
growth and deyelopment. Teachers
-and librarians play vital roles in the

4

q
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educational process, their occupa-
tions are discussed in the following
sections.

205



TEACHING OCCUPATIONS

Teaching is the largest of the
professions; over 2.7 million full-
time teachers were employed in
1973-74 in the Nation's elementary
and secondary schools and colleges
and universities In addition,
thousands taught part time, among
them were many scientists, physi-
cians, accountants, members of
other professions, and graduate stu-
dents Similarly, large numbers of
craft workers instructed part time
in vocational schools. Many other
people taught in preschool and
adult education and recreation pro-
grams.

The number of teachers required
in the future will depend on the
number of students enrolled and
the number of pasons who leave
the profession. New teachers also
will be needed to allow the average
size of classes to be lowered.

Detailed information on teaching
occupations and the outlook for
teachers through the mid-1980'sois
presented in the following state-
ments.

KINDERGARTEN AND
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

TEACHERS
(D.O.T. 092.228)

/ I

Nature of the Work

Kindergarten and elementary
school teachers introduce children
to numbers, language, science and
Wail studies, and develop stu-
dents' capabilities in these subject
areas. Their primary job is to pro-
vide a good learning environment
and to plan and present programs of
instruction using materials and
206
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methods designed to suit the stu-
dents' needs.

Mbst elementary school teachers
instruct a.suigle,group of 25 to 30
children in several subjects. In some
schools two teachers orrnore "team
teach- and are jointly responsible
for a group of students or for a par-
ticular subject. A recent survey in-
dicates that about 1 public elemen-
tary school teacher in 6,0 a member
°fate ac h ng team 1;

An increasing number of elemen-
tary school teachers specialize in
one or two subjects and teach these
subjects' to several classes; 1

teacher in every 5 teaches on this
departmenttdized basis. Some teach
special subjects such as music, art,
or physical education, while others--
teach basic subjects such as
English,, mathematics, or social
studies.

Besides the actual student in-
struction, teachers participate in

ing numbers of teachers are freed
from routine duties and can give
more individual attention to stu-
dents.

Races of Erriployment

About ,1.3 million people-85
percent of them womenworked
as elementary school teachers in
1974. An increasing number of
men, concentrated heavily in the
upper grades, teach at the elemen-
tary level.

Most teachers work in public ele-
mentary schools that have six
grades; however, some teach in
middle schools schools that piiver
the 3 or 4 years betvieen th lower
elementary grades and 4 of
high school. Only about 12 rcent
of elementary school ers work
in nonpublic schools.

More than one-third o public
elementary teachers cti in urban
areas; about one ifth' in cities of
250,000 or more; one-eighth in
rural areas; and the remainder, in

II towns or suburban areas..

many activities outside the class-
room. They generally must attend
regularly . scheduled faculty
meetings and may serve on faculty
committees. They must prepare les-
sons and evaluate .stude5t per-
formance. _Mpg also work with stet'
dents 0e-require special help and
confer with parents and other
school staff. To stay up-to -date on
educational materials and - Teaching
techniques, they participate in
workshops and other inservice ac-
tivities.

New forms of instructional media
give teachers more opportunities to
work with students. Also, about 4
out of every 10 public elementary
school teachers have aides who
generally do secretarial work and
help supervise lunch and
playground activities. Thus, grow-

217
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raining, Other' Qualifications,
and Advancement

Ail 50 States and the District of
Columbia require public elementa-
ry teachers to be certified by
the department of education in the
State in which they °work. Some
States also require certification of
teachers in private dand parochial
schools.

To qualify for certification, a
teacher must study 4 years at an in-
stitution with an approved teacher
education program. Besides a
bachelor's degree which provides
the. necessary liberal arts
backgromnd, States require that
protpective teachertbave student-
teaching and education courses.

In 1974, 13 States required
teachers to get supplementary post-
graduate educationusually a
master's degree or a fifth yeas of
studywithin a certain period after
their initial certification. Some
States required U.S. citizenship;
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some . an oath of ,allegianZe, and
several a health certificate,

Local school systems sometimes
have additional requirements fpr
employment. Students should write
to the local superintendent of
schools and to the State department'
of education for information on
specific requirements in the area in
which they want to teach.

In additiOn to educational and
certification requirements, a

teachershould be dependable, have
good judgment, and should have
the desire and ability to work with
children Enthustasm for teaching
and the competence to handle
classroom situations also are impor-
tant. .

Opportunities for advancement
in elementary teaching come prin-
cipally with experience Teacher's
May advancewithin a school system
of transfer to another which recog-
nizes experience and has a higher
salary scale. Some teachers may ad-

vance to supervisory, administra-
tive, Dr specialized positions. Ad-
vancement for most teachers con-
sists of higher pay rather than more
responsibility or a higher position,
however.

tmployment Outlook

Kindergarten apd elementary
school teachers are expected to
face competition for jobs through
the rind-1980's. If patter4 of entry
and reentry to the profession con-
tinue in line with past trends, the
number of persons .qualified to
teach in elementary,schools will ex-
ceed the number of openings.

The
are

sources of teacher
supply are recent college graduates
qualified to teach at \he elementary
level and teach,ers seeking reentry
to the profession. Reentrants,
although more experienced, will
face increasing competition from
new graduates who command lower

.-21
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salaries and have more recent train-
ing.
. Pupil emiollment is the basic fac-
tor underlying the need for
teachers. Because of fewer births in
the 1960's, lementary enrollments
have been o the decline since they
peaked at newly 32 million in 1967. ,

The National Center of Education
Statistics projects that by 1979 -the
downward enrollment trend will
halt at a level of 27 million, and en-
"rollments again will advance to
nearly 29 million by 1985. ,

However, a decline in the pro -
jected number qf children born
over the next decade could lessen
the demand for,t1whers While the
trend has not' been _
established, since '1970 Warne
have continued o have fewer chit -'
dren, and according to a recent st4r-,
vey, they expect o continue hawing
smaller families t an were common

.10 years ago. /
Teachers will be needed to fill

riew positions Created gjlarger en-
rollments, to replace, those who are
not now certified; t9.-rdeet the ex-
pected pressure fo an improved
pupil-teacher ratio; d* to fill posi-
tions vacated by teachers- who
retire, die, or)eave the profession
for other reasoK,

While the outlook based on past
trendspoints to a competitive ern-

., ployment situation through the
, mid-1980's, several factors could

influence.the demand for`teachers.
Increased/emphasis on early child-
hood education, on special pro-
grams for' disadvantaged children,
and on individual instruction may
result in larger enrollments, smaller'
student-teacher ratios, and con-
sequently an increased need for
teachers However, pOssible budget
rekraints for educational services
might limit expansion.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to the 'National' Edu-
cation Association, public elemen-
tary school teachers in 1974-75
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averaged 511,234 a year Average
earnings in 19'4 were over one and
one third times. as rriui_a__s the
average earnings for all nonsuper
visor) workers in private industry,
except farming. In the five highest
paying States (Alaska, New York.
Hawan California, and Illinois),
teachers' salaries averaged more
than S12,600, in the 10 States hav-
ing the lowest 'salaries (Mississippi.
Arkansas, Vermont, South Dakota,
Kentucky. Oklahoma,. North
Dakota, South Carolina, West Vir-
ginia`, and Ncbraska), They
averaged less than S9,200

Public schools systems enrolling
6,000 or more pupils paid teachers'
with a bachelor's degree average
starting salaries of S1,720 a year in
1973-74, those with a master's
degree earned a starting average of
S8,586

Public elementary , school
teachers worked an average of
about 36-1/2 hours a week-in 1974.
Additional time spent preparing les-
sons, grading papers, making re-
ports, attending meetings, and su-
pervising extra - curricular activnies
increased the total number of hours
to about 46.

The elementary school teacher
usually works' 9 months and
averages 181 days in the classrodm
and 4 workdays on nonteaching ac
tivities In addition, many teach

,summer sessions, and others take
courses for professional growth or,
work at other jobs during' the
.summer months

Employment. in teaching is
steady, and business conditions
usually do-pGit affect the market for
teachers. In 1974, 38 States and the
Distrit of Columbia had tenure
laws that insured the jobs of
teachers who had successfully
taught To; a certain number of

t. years.
Collective bargaining agreements

'cover an increasingly large number
of teacherS In 1974, 31 States had
enacted laws which required collet
tive bargaining in the teacher con-
tract negotiation process, Most
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public school systems that, enroll
1,000 students or more bargain
with teacher organizations over
wages, hours: and the terms and
conditions df employment.

'Sources of Additional
Information

Information on schools and cer-
tification requirements is available
from local school syStems'and State
departments of education

Information on the Teacher
Corps; internships, graduate fellow-
ships, and other ihforrnation on
teaching may beobtared faun.

S Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, National Center for Education
Statistics, Washington. D C 20202

Other sources of general infor-
mation are:

Amencan Federation of Teachers. 1012
,14th St NW , Wasfrungton, D C 20005

National Education Associauoh. 1201 16th
St NW Washington, D C 26036

SECONDARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS

(D.O.T. 091.228)

Niiture of the Work

Secondary school teachePs help
prepare their students for future
roles as citizens and jobholdefs.
They introduce students to subjects
ranging from world history and ele-
mentary algebra to anthropology
and computer mathematics. -

Secondary school teachers
usually specialize in a particular
field. English, mathematics, social
studies, and science are the subjects
most commonly to ht. Other spe-
cialties include healTh and physical
education, business education,
home economics, fdreign lan-
guages, and music. Increasingly,
teachers are developing courses
which deal With particular areas
within the broad subjects so stu-
'dents may acquire in-depth as well
as general knowledge of a field.

Secondary school teachers
usually cqiiduct classes in their sfre-*.
cialty for five groups of students a
day. The ayeragei daily pupil load
for.public shoo! teachers is 136 stu-
dents,

Teachers design their classroom
presentation to meet the demand:
of balanced curricylum and to suit
the individual sftident's needs.
Secondary school, teachers instruct
students at a single grade level or
from different grades. They must
consider instructional Methods and
materials that best meet the stu-
dent's needs, as well as the "subject
matter.

Secondary school teachers also
supervise study halls and
homerooips, prepare lessons, grade
papels, evaluate students, and at-
terir meetings with parents and
school personnel. Often they work
with student groups outside Of class.
Teachers also participate in activi-
ties, such as workshops and college
classes, to keep up-to-date on their
subject 'specialty ,and on current
trends in education.

Increasingly, in recent years,
teachers have been able to devete
more time towards improved in-
struction due to the increased
availability, of teacher aides who
perform secretarial work, grade
papers, and do other routine tasks.
Developments in 'educational
technology also have prdvid4d
teachers with instructional media

and other new rruterials and
techniques to improve student
learning.

'Placa. of Employment

More than 1 million' teachers
worked in secondary schools m
1974. Of these, about one-half were
women.

According to a recent survey,
slightly more than one-half of all
publip secondary teaikeers work in
senior high schools, about one-third
teach at the junior high level. About
one-tenth teach in junior-senior
high schools, and a very small

a
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TEACHING OCCEtA TIONS

nurfther are elemental) secondary
combination teachers

. Of those in Public schools. about
1 teacher in 5 works In a city with a
population of 250.Q00 or snore 1
in 8 in a city of less than 250.000
Over one-half teach in small -town
or suburban sch6ols, and about 1 ih.
7 in a rural location Only about 1.
teacher in 14 works in a nonpublic
school

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

XII 50 States and the District of
Columbia require the certification
of public secondary school
teachers Many States also require
certification of secondary teachers-
In private and parochial schools.

In every State. the minimum edu-
cational reqinrement for tertifica-
tion . is a bachelor's degree
Moreover. 14 States have specified
that a secondary school teacher
must -kget additional education,
usually a fifth year of study, or a
master's degree, within a certain
p- eriod after beginning employment

In 1974., the4District of Columbia
was the only jurisdiction requiring a
master's degree for initial certifica-
tion as a senior high school teacher
However, according to a recent na-
tional survey,:2 out of every 5
public seceVry school teachers
had a mar or higher degree

The educational qualifications

fort secondary school teachers vary
by 5tate and by school system Ap-
proved colleges and universities in
every State offer programs which,
Include the education courses and
student-teaching that States
require They also offer the
academic courses which qualify
teachers in subject specialties
taught at the secondary level.

States and local jurisclictiens.
often have general teacher require-
ments. such as the recommendation
of the college, a certificate of
health, and citizenship Prospective
teachers may get complete'informa-
tion on such educational and
general requirements from each
State department of education and
from the superintendent of schools
in each community

Personal qualifications which a

secondary teacher must have In-
clude a desire to work with young

«people. an interest in a special sub-
ject, and the ability to Motivate stu-
dents and to relate knowledge to
them.

For secondary teachers, educa-
tion and experience provide the pri-
mary bases fdr,advancement Ad-
vancement to supervisory and ad-
ministrative positions usually
requires at least 1 year of profes-
sional education beyond the
bachelor's degree and several years
of successful classroom teaching
Some experienced teachers withspecial

preparation may work as
special school service personnel,
such as school psychologists, read-
ing specialists, or guidance coun-
selors Often these jobs require spe-
cial certification as well as special
education.

Employment Outkiok

The supply of secondary school
teachers through the mid-1980's
will greatly exceed anticipated
requirements if pat trends4of entry
into the profession continue As a
result,, prospective teachers are
likely to face keen competition for
jobs.
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The pnme sources of teacher
supply are recent college graduates «
qualified to teach secondary school..
and teachers seeking to reenter the 40t
profession Although, reentrant
have experience in their favor,
many schools may -prefer -to hire
new graduates who command lower
salaries and whose trammels more
recent.

Pupil enrollment is the bash fac-

fir underlying the demand for
teachers. The National Center for
Education Statistics' projections in- ow
clicate that enrollments in seconda-
ry schools will begin to decline in
the mid-197a's after continuous
growth through the 1960?s anchnto
the early 1970's. This decline men-
rollments is expected to reduce the
demand for teachers. Asaresult,
over the 1974-85 period, nearly all
teaching pOsitions will stem from
the need to replace teachers who
die, retire: or leave the profession
for other reasons. As a result, an in-
creasing proportion of prospective
teachers will have to consider aher-
natives to secondary school
teaching. However, pressures for an
improved pupil-teacher ratio and
replacement oft noncertified
teachers could create additional
openings.

Although the overall outlook for
secondary teachers indicates a
highly competitive market, employ-
ment conditions may be more
favorable in certain fields. Accord-
ing to - a recent survey, teacher
supply was least.adequate in mathe-
matics, natural and physical
sciences, industrial arts, special
education, and some vocational -
technical subjects.

.01

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to the National Edu-
cation Association, public seconda-
ry .school teachers in 1974-75
ageraged $11,826. This is one and
4neshalf times the average for non-
supervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.. In the five
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highest paying State% New York.
California, Alaska, Illinois, and
Michigan). teachers' 'AA nes
averaged more than S13,000, can the
five States having the lowest sale.
ries (Arkansas. Kentucky. Missis-
sippi, South Dakota, and
Oklahoma). they averaged under
59,300 a year

Beginning teachers with a

bachelor's degree in school systems
with enrollments of 6,000 or more.
earned average salaries of $7,720 in
the school year 1973-74. New
teachers with a master's degree
started at 58.586 a year Beginning
teachers could expect regu,lar salary
increases as they gained experience
and additional education.

A recent survey of public school
teachers indicated ,that the average
required school week for those in
secondary schools was 37 hours.
However, when all teaching duties,
including meetings, lesson prepara-
tion, and other necessary tasks are
taken into consideration, the total
number of hours spent working
each week was slightly more than
48.

In some schools, teachers receive
supplementary pay for certain
school-related activities spch as
coaching students in sports and
working with students in extracur:
ricular activities, in Music, dra-
matics, or school publications.
About one-fourth of the publiC
secondary teachers receive pay for
extra duties, such as superhsingex-
tracurncular activities, and one-
third supplement their incomes
with earnings froln *additiOnal
school work., .

One-sixth of public school
teachers also work in their school
systems during the summer. More
than one-fourth hold summer jobs
outside the school system In all,
about three-fifths of public secon-
dary school teachers have extra
earnings from summer work, add,
tional school year work, or a com
bination of the two

During the school }eat, teachers
work an average of 181 days. They
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average 26 teaching periods and 5
unassigned periods a week LaWs in
38 States and the District of Colum
bi ensure the employment of those
who have achieved tenure status.
Lavks requinng collective bargain-
ing of wages, his, and the terms
and conditions of employment
cover increasing numbers of
teachers

Sources of Additional
Information

1

Information on schools and cer-
tification requirements is available
from local school systems and State
departments of education

Information on the TeaCher
Corps, internships, graduate fellow-
ships, and other information on
teaching may be obtained from:,
t2 S Department of Health, Education and

Wtlfare. National Center for Education
Statistics. Washington. D C. 20202

Other sources of general infor-
mation are:
Amencan Federation 'of Teachers. 1012

14th St. NW Washington. D C 20005

National Educauort Associauon. 1201 16th
St NW Washengton. D C 20036

COLLEGE AND
UNIVERSITY TEACHERS
(D 0 T 090 168, through 999)

Nature of the Work.

About 30 percent of all persons
in the United States between ,the
ages Of )8 and 21 attended college
in 1974. To meet the demand of
students for higher education, col-
leges and universities hire teachyrs
to provide instruction in many
fields. The most cvmon subjetts
include social sciences, teacher
education, the physical sciences,
health profAsions, fine an_d applied
arts, English, the biological
sciences, mathematics, foreign lan-
guages, and business and com-
merce.
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Shghtly more than one-half of all
coltege and university teacher; in-
struct undergradtiates, another one-
third teach both graduates and un-
Aergraduates, and about one-tenth
work only with graduate students.

Most teachers lecture and con-
duct classroom discussions to
present subject matter effectively.
Many work-with students in labora-
tories. Some teachers provide- in-
dividual instruction or supervise in-
dependent study. Nearly one-third
of the faculty in universities have
teaching assistants. Some college
and university teachers use closed-
circuit television. In 2-year colleges
especiall, instruction is frequently
machirm-aided.

To be effective, college teachers
must keep up with developments in
their field by reading current
material, participating in 'profes-
sional activities, and conducting
research. Some publish books and
articles. The importance of
research and publication varies
from one institutional level to
another: In universities, about 78
percent of the faculty have
published professional articles com-
pared to 25 percent of 2-year col-
lege faculty. Also, in certain fields
such asengineering and the physi-
cal sciences, the demand for
research is strong.

In addition to time spent on
preparation, . instruction, and
evaluation,' college and .university
teachers participate in faculty ac-
tivities; work with -studentorganiza-
tions and individual students out-

, side of classes; work with the col-
lege administration; and in other
ways serve the institution 'and the
community Some are 'department
heads and have supervisorytutres

Places of Employment

In 1974, about 622,0(k) teachers
worked in more than 2,600. colleges
and universities. About one-fourth
of all college and university
teachers are women. An estimated
399,000nearly two-thirdswere
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full-time senior staff Of the
remainder. about 112.000 were
part time senior staff, and nearly
16.000 were full-time junior in-
structors. the rest generally 'worked
as part-time assistant instructors,
teaching fellows. teaching
assistants, or laboratory assistants

Of full-time faculty. about 'one-
third teach in universities, nearly
one-half work in 4-year colleges.
and about oneiseventh teach in 2-
year colleges About two-thirds of
the faculty in ,universities and 4-
year colleges teach in public institu
tions, nearly nine-tenths of the
faculty in 2-year institutions work
in public junior and community col-
leges

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

/-

academic ranks instructors,
,assistant professors. associate
professors, and full professors
About 75 percent of all faculty are
assistant. associate, or full profes-
sors, with the three ranks equally
distributed Ten percent are in-
structors

To get an India] appointment. in-
structors generally must have a
master's degree For advancement
to higher ranks. they need further
academic training plus experience
Assistant professors usually need a
year of graduate study beyond the
master's degree and at least a year
or two of experience as an instruc-
tor Appointments as associate
professors frequently demand the
doctoral degree and an additional 3
years or more of college teaching
experience For a full professorship.
the doctorate and extensive

Most college and university teaching experience are essential
faculty are classified in four-'..In addition to advanced study
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and college-level teaching ex-
_ perience. outstanding academic.

administrative. and professional
contnbiltions influence adaance-
ment. Research, publication, and

n.worLexpenence in a subject area
Rmay hasten advancement

The ranks of college and univer-
sity teachers and their educational
backgrounds differ by institutional
level In universities, more than 50
percent of the faculty h-ae doctoral
degrees ,co?npared with about 10
percent in 2-year colleges Cor-
respondingly. more than 50 percent
of the faculty in universities are
either professors or associate
professors. while in 2-year colleges,
only i teacher in 4 is within these
upper ranks Conversely. in com-
munity and junior'colleges. where
the master's is the highest degree
held nearly three-fourths of the
faculty. Instructors constitute a

relatively large facultysegment

, Employment Outlook ,

College and- university teaching..
candidates are expected to ace
keen competition through t .mid -
1980's The demand for col ge and
university teachers isciexpected to
fall However, the prtnc pal source
of teacher supplymast r's and Ph
D degree recipients s expected
to continue to grow. Consequently,
a smaller proportion of each year's
degree recipients will be needed for
college teaching An increasing
pr'oportion of prospective college
teachers. therefore, will have to
seek nonacademic job. Govern-
ment and private industry should
provide some positions. but some
persons holding graduate degrees
may find it necessary to enter occu-
pations that have not traditionally'
required-advanced- study

The basic factor underlying the
demand foj teachers is college en- ,

rollment During the 196o's and
early 1970's. teacher employment
expanded due to growth in both the
number of college-age persons and
the proportion of 18- to 21-year-
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olds enrolled in college The
number of college age persons

decline after 1978, and bj the early
1980's, enrollment will taper off
and begin to fall As a result, the
total number of college teachers
needed over the 1974.85 period
will decline, as compared with an
80-percent increase over the previ-
ous 11-year period.

The type and level of the institu-
tion and the extent to which it
wishes to upgrade its faculty also
will influence the demand for
teachers Although enrollments in
the 1970 s are expected to stabilrze
in 4-year colleges and universities,
many institutions, including junior
and community colleges, may hire
additional Ph. D. s to upgrade their
faculties. Master's degree holders
also will continue to find jobs in 2-
year colleges. Public institutions are
expected to continue to attract an
increasing proportion of total col-
lege enrollment. Thus, opportunr-
ties in public colleges will be
gre,.ater than in private institutions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974-75, full-time college and
university faculty on 9-10 month
ccintracts averaged S16,704, or
twice the average earnings for all
nonsupervisory workers iri_private
industry, except farming. Salaries
varied, however, by teacher rink
and by institutional level Average
salaries were:

a

Instructors S 12.825

Assistant professors 13.104

Associate professors 15.920

Professors 20.653

VI In general, larger institutions paid
higher salaries Salaries of teachers
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in 4-year ccileges tended to be
higher than those in Z year colleges,
university teachers averaged the
most.

Colletge and university teachers'
salanes also vary by geographic re
von. Accovrding to a recent survey
of 4-year colleges and universities,
schools in the Mideast, New Eng-
land, and Pacific regions paid the
highest full-time faculty salaries.

Since about 2 out of 3 college
teachers have 9 to 10-gionth con-
tracts, many have additional
summer earnings froin research,
writing for publication, or other
employment. Royalties and fees for
speaking engagements may provide
additional earnings. Some teachers
also undertake additional teaching
or research projects or work as con-
sultants.

College and university teachers
also may enjoy certain benefits, in-
cluding*tuition waivers for depen-
dents, housing allowances, travel al-
lowances, and leaves of absence.
Colleges typically grant' a
semester's leave after 6 or 7 years
of-employment.

About 85 percent of all college
and-university teacheri work in in-
stitutions which have -tenure
systems. Of the full-time teachers
employed in these institutions, over
one-half are tenured. Under' a
tenure system, a teacher usually
receives- I -year contracts during a
probationary period'ranging from 3

.to 7 years; some universities award
2- or 3-year contracts. After the
probationary period, institutions
consider teachers for tenure (the
assurance of continuing, employ-
ment with freedom from dismissal
without cause).

The working hours and environ-
ment of college teachers generally
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are favorable. Classrooms, office
and laboratories usually

ar well-equipped and teachers
have access to library facilities and
clerical assistance. ,

College teachers dually have
flexible teaching schedules Ac-
cording to a recent survey, the un-
dergraduate faculty in 4-year col-
leges and universities normally
teach 12 hours a week and seldom
more than 14 or 15 hours Graduate
faculty have a teaching load of
about 10 hours a week In addition
to time spent in the classroom, col-
lege and university teachers devbte
much time to preparation and other
duties. Overall, full time faculty
spend about 40 hours a week on
school-related activities For facul-
ty in junior and community.. 'col-
leges, the normal teaching load is
slightly heavier, but the total
number of hours on the job are
fewer

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on college teaching
as a career is available from:
U.S 'Department of 'Health, Education and

Welfare. National Center for Education
Statistics, Washington, DC 20202

Amencan Council on Education. 1 Dupont
Cite* NW Washington. DC 20036.

kmeriam Federation of Teachers, 10124
14th St NW.. Washington, D.C. 20065.

Professional societies in the vari-
ous subject fields will generally pro-
vide information. on teaching
requirements and employment op-
portunities in their particUlar fields.
Names and addresses of societies
are given in the statements on
specific professions elsewhere in
the Handbook.



LIBRARY OCCUPATIONS

People in all walks of life are in
the midst of an information explo-
sion Worlds and Ideas are being ex
plored that Just a few years ago
were beyond imagination, and in
formation is growing at a "rapid
pace The main storehouses of in-
formation are the Nation's libraries

Librarians and library techni-
cians and assistants serve library
users of all ages and lifestyles They
provide the public with access to
books, periodicals, and other
printed materials, as well as less
conventional forms of information
such as microfilms, slides, and coin
puter tapes The following state-
ments describe their work in more
detail

LIBRARIANS
(D.o.T. 100.118 tbrough .388)

Nature of,th Work

Making information available to
people is the Job of librarians They
select and organize' collections of
books, pamphlets, manuscripts,
periodicals, clippings, and reports,
and assist readers in their use In
many libraries, "they also provide
phohograph ,records, maps, slides,
pictures, tapes, film& paintings,
braille and talking books,
microfilms, and computer tapes.

User services and technical
services are the two principal
kinds of library wort Librarians
in user services for example,
reference and children's librar-
ians work directly with the
public. Lib s in technical
services for ex ple, catalogers
and acquisitions ans deal

less frequently with the pitblic,
they order, classify, catalog, and
in other ways prepare the materials
for use.

The size of the library determines
to a large extent the scope of a
librarian's. job. In small libraries, the
job may include both user and
technical' services. The librarian
may select and organize materials,
publicize services, do research, and
give reference help to groups and
individuals. In large libraries,
librarians usually specialize in
either 'user or technical services.
They may specialize further in cer-
tain areas, such as science, busi-
ness, the arts, or medicine. Their
work may involve reviewing and ab-
stracting published materials and
preparing bibliographies in (heir
specialty.

Librarians generally are classified
according to the type onibrary in
which they work: publid 'libraries,
school media centers, college and
university libraries, and special
libraries.

Public librarians serve all kinds of
peoplechildren, students,
research workers, teachers, and

_others_ Increasingly, publielibrari-
. ans areproviding special materials
and services to culturally and edu-
cationally deprived pertons, and to
persons who because, of physical
handicaps cannot use Conventional
print.

The professional staff of ,a1-lArge
,public library, system may include,
the chief .librarian, an assistant
chief, and several division heads
who plan and coordinate the work
of the entire library system. The
system also may include libranins
who supervise branch libraries and,
specialists in certain areas of library
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work. The duties of some of these
specialists are briefly described in
the following paragraphs.

Acquisition librarians purchase
books and other materials and
maintain a well-balanced library
that meetsothe needs and interests
of the 'public. Catalogers classify
these materials by subject and
otherwise describe them to help
users find what they are looking for.
Reference librarians answer specific
questions and suggest sources of in-
formation that may be useful.

Some librarians work . with
specific groups of readers. Chil-
dretes 'librarians serve the 'special
needs of yoUng people by, finding
books they will e,pjoy arid showing
them how to use the library. They
may plan and conduct special pro-
grams such as story hours or film
programs. Their work in serving
children -often , includes working
with school and community or-
ganizations. Adult services librarians
suggest materials suited to the
needs..and interests of adults. They
may cooperate in planning and con-
ducting education programs, such
as community dpvelopmentpublic
affairs, creative arts:problems of
the /aging, and .home and family.
Young adult senices libtarlans help

4unior and senior high school stu--
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dentstrgEteci-and use books and
other materials. They may prganize
programs of interest to young
adults. such as book or film discus-
sions or concerts of recorded popu-
lar and classical music. They also
may coordinate the library's work
with school programs. Esiension or
outreach librarians working in book-
mobiles offer library services to
people not adequately served by a
public library such as those in inner
city neighborhoods, migrant camps,
rural communities, and institutions,
including hospitals and homes for
the aged.

School hbrarians instruct students
in the use.of the school library and
help them choose from the media
center's collection of print and non-
print materials. items that are re-
lated to their interests and to class-
room subjects. Working with
teachers arid supervisors, school
librarians familiarize students with
the library's resources. They
prepare lists of materials on certain
subjects and help seject materials
for school programs. They also
select, order, and organize the
library's materials. In some schools,
they may work with teachers to
develop units of study and indepen-
dent study programs, or they may
participate in team teaching. Very
large high schools may employ
several school librarians, each
resporisible for a particular function
of the library pr gram or for a spe-

. cial subject arer
Cf4ege and university librarians

serve students, faculty members,
and research workers in institutions
of higher education, They may pro-
vide Ieneral reference service Or
may work in a particular subject
field, such as law, Medicine,
economics, or music. Those work-
jng on university research projects
operate documentation centers that
use-..computers and other modern
devices to record, store, and
retrieve specialized information.
College and university librarians
May teach classes in the use of the
library, . government agencies. Some librari-

Special hbrarians work in libraries
maintained by government agencies
and by coiitrhercial and industrial
firms, such as pharmaceutical corn
parties, banks, a4.ertis.ng agencies,
and research Laboratories. They
provide materials and services
covering subjects of special interest
to the organization. They build and
arrange the organization's informa-
tion resources to suit the needs of
the library users_ Special librarians
assist users and may conduct litera
ture searches, compile bibliogra
pities, and in other ways provide in-
formation on a particular subject.

Others called information science
specialists, like special librarians,
work in technical libraries or infor-
mation centers of commercial and
industrial firms, government agen-
cies, and research centers.
Although they perform many duties
of special librarians, they Must pos-
sess a more extensive technical and
scientific background and a
knowledge of new techniques for
handling. information Information
science specialists abstract com-
plicated information into con-
densed, readable form, and in-
terpret and analyze data for a highly
specialized clientele Among other
duties, they develop classification
systems, prepare coding and pro-
gramming techniques for compu-
terized information storage and
retrieval systems, design informa-
tion networks, and develop
microfilm technology.

Information on library technis
cians and assistants is found in a
separate "statement in the Hand-
book.

Places of Employment

df the estimated 125,000 profes-
sional librarians employed in 1974,
school librarians accounted for.
nearly one-half, public libraries and
colleges and universities each em-
ployed about One-fifth. An esti
mated one-seventh-worked in spe-
cial libraries, inclgding libraries in

40.
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ans worked in correctional institu
norm, hospitals, and State institu
tions, while a small number,served
as consultants, and State and
Federal Government administrators
and faculty in schools of library
science. The Federal Government
employed about 3,200 professional
librarians.

More than 85 percent of all
librarians are women In college
and university libraries, however:
men make up about 35 percent of
the total professional staff Men,
also are relaiiely numerous in law
libraries and in special libraries
concerned with science and
technology

Most librarians work in cities and
townsionose attachid to bookino:
bile Units serve widely. scattered
population groups.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A professional librarian ordinari-
ly must complete a 1-year master's
degree program in library science.
A Ph. D. degree is an advantage to
"those who plan a teaching career in
library schools or who aspire -to a
top administrative post, particularly
in a college or university library or
in a large library system. For those
who., are interested in the special
libraries field, a master's degree or
doctorate in theesubject of the libra-
ry's specialization is highly desira-
ble

In 1974, 53 library schools inthe
United States were accredited by
the American Library Association
and offered a master's degree in
library science (M.L.S.). In addi-
tion, many o her colleges offer
graduate prog ms or courses
within 4-year undergraduate pro-
grams.

Most graduate schools of library
science require graduation from an
accredited.4-year college or univer-
sity, a good undergraduate record,
and a reading knowledge of at least
one foreign language. Some schools
also require introductory fl'n- fa
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dergraduate courses in library
science Most prefer a liberal arts
background vrith a major in an area
such as the social sciences, the- arts,
or literature Some schools require
entrance examinations.

Special librarians and informa-
tion science specialists must have
extensive knowledge of their sub-
ject matter as well as training in
library science In libraries devoted

, to scientific information, librarians
should be proficient in one foreign
language or more They also mast
be well informed about compu-
terized methods for storing and
retrieving technical information

Most States require that public
school librarians be certifi-edand
trained both as teachers and librari-
ans The specific education and ex-
perience necessary for certification
vary according to State and the
school district: The local superin-
tendent of schools and the State de-
partment of education can provide
information about specific require-
ments in an area.

In the Federal Government,
beginning positions require comple-
tion of a 4- year - college coarse and a
master's degree in library 'science,
or' demonstration of the equivalent
in'experience and education by a
passing grade on an examination

Many students attend library
schools under cooperative work-
study programs that combine the
academic program with practical
work experience in, a library
Scholarships for training in library
/science are available under pertain
State and Federal programs and-
from library schools, as well as from
a number of the large libraries and

library associations Loans,
assistantships, and financial aid also
are available.

Librarians should be intellec-.
tually curious and able to express
themsebes verbally, and should
have the desire and ability to help
others use library materials

Experienced librarians may ad-
vance to administrative positions or
to specialized work. Promotion to

r

these positions, howerer, is limited
prima'Fily to those who have
completed graduate training in a
library school, or to those who have
tpecialized training.

Employment Outlook

The employment outlook for
librarians is expected to be
somewhat competitive through the
mid-1980 s. Although employment
in the field is expected to grew over
the period, the supply of persons
qualified for librarianship is likely
to 'expand As an increasing number
of new griduates and labor force
reentrants seek jobs as librarians.

The -icipated increase in de-
mand---for librarians in the late
1970's- and earlyt 1980's will not be
nearly as, great as it was in the
1960's. Then, school enrollments
were rising rapidly and Federal ex-
penditurs supported a variety of
library progranis.

Fewer births during the 1960's
will result iii a slight, decline in ele-
mentary and secondary school en-
rollments through the remainder of
the 1970's and early 1980's. The ef-
fect of birth rates in the 1960's will
begin to be manifested in colleges
and universities in the early 1980's,
when total degree-credit enroll-
ment is expected to level off. oIn
both the schools .and the colleges
and universities, as-a result, the de-
mand for librarians will increase at
a slower pace than in the past.

On the other hand, requirements
for public librarians are expected to
increase through 1985. The growth
of a better educated population will
necessitate an increased number of
librarians to serve the public. The
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In add,thon to operyngs from
growth. replacements will be
needed each year for librarians who
retire, die, transfer to other types of
work, or leaave the labor force.

Employment opportunities will
vary not only by type of library but
also by the libranans educational
qualifichtionS and area of spe-
cialization. Although the Overall'
employment outlook is competi-
tive, persons who are willing to seek
positions in other geographical
areas and in different types of libra-
ries will have better opportunities.
New graduates having more re t
training may have an e yrnent
advantage over reentrats, delayed
entrants, or transfers to the profes-
sion. Their lower beginning salaries,
compared to more experienced
workers, May also be an employ-
ment advantage.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of librarians vary by type
of library' ,,the individual's qualifica-
tions, and the size and geographical
location of the library.

Starting salaries of graduates of
library school master's degree Tir,..""/.
grams accredited by the American
Library,. Association averaged
$9,423 a year in 1974, ranging from,
$8,956 in public librants to $9,864
in special libraries. The average an-
nual salary for special librarians was
S13,900 in 1974. For librarians in
college and university libraries,
average salaries ranged' from 7

$8,700 a year for those with limited 7

experience working in private 4- 7

year 9111eges to' over S13,000 for 7

university librarians with more ex- -I/
educationally disadvantaged, hand- , tensi-fe expenence. Salaries for 7

icapped, and various minority 'library administrators ranged
groups also will need qualifi somewhat Department
librarians to provide special - heads in college libraries earned
ices. Also, the expanding use of , between S10,000 and S14,000, a,
computers to store and retrieve in- 'year. In .general, librarians earned
formation will contribute to the in- about one and one-half times as
creased demand for information much as the 'average for all nonsu-
specialists and libiary automation pervisory ,workers in pnvate indys-

. specialists in all-types of libraries. try, except farming. -,.. .

2,2O%
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In the Federal Government, the
entrance salary for librarians with a
master's degree in library science
was 512,841 'a year uplate 1974
The average salary For all librarians
in the Federal Government was
SI 7,0 1 3.

The typical workweek for libran-
ans Is 5 days, ranging from 35 to 40
hours. The work schedule of public
and college libranans may Include
some weekend and evening work.
School-librarians generally have the
same workday schedule as class-
room teachers A 40-hour week
during normal business hours is
common for government and other
special librarians.

The usual paid v ion after a
year's service is 4 weeks. Vaca-
tions may be Tiger in school libra-
nss,.and 5,04new hat shorter in Those
operated by bowies& and industry.
Many libranans are covered by sick
leave, life, health, and accident in-
surance; and pension plans.

Sources of Additional '-

Information

Additional information, particu-
larly on accredited programs and
scholarships or _loans, may be ob-
tained from:
American Library Associanon. 50 East

Huron St , Chicago. Ill. 60611
For information on requirements

for special librarians, write to:
Special Libraries Association, 235 Park

Ave . South. New York. N 10003

Information on '=Federal
assistance for library training under
the Higher Education Act of 1965
is available from:,

r

Office of Libranes and Lcarning Resources,
Office of F.ducanon, U S Department
of Health. Education, and Welfare,
Washington. D C 20202

Those interested in a career in
Federal libraries should write to.
Secretariat, Federal Library Committee,

Room t 310. Library of Congress,
Washington. D.0 20540

Material on information science
specialists may be obtained from
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users to explain and discuss availa-
ble services. They are supervised by
a librarian and ha;re duties in either
technical services or user services.

In technical services, library
assistants prepare the library's
materials and equipment for
readers use. For example, they may
keep current files of special materi-
als, such as newspaper clippings
and pictures. They may operate and
maintain audiovisual and data
processing equipment, including
slide projectors and tape recorders,
as well as readers that magnify, pro-
ject on a screen, and sometimes
pnnt out information on Microfilm
and microfiche cards. .Library
assistants also may perform many of
the routine tasks involved in
purchasing and processing library
matenals. The details of cataloging
new books and other additions to
the library's collection are often an
important part of their job.

Ameman Society for Information Science.
IMO Connecucin Ave NW Washing
ton. D C 20036

Individual State library agencies
can furnish information on scholar-
ships available through their of-
fices, on requirements for certifica-
tion, and general information about
career prospects in their regions
State boards of education can
furnish information on certification
requirements end job opportunities
for school librarians

LIBRARY TECHNICIANS
AND ASSISTANTS*

(D.O.T: 249.368)

Nature of the Work

Library technicians and assistants
support and assist professional
librarians in providing information
Maik work directly with the library

ni

..." /

Ubrary assistant checidn film for damage on Inspecting mabhine.

"\. . ,
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In user's services, library
assistants furnish information on
library services, Tacilities, and rules,
and answer questions that involve
simple factfinding in standard
reference sources. They also assist
readers in the use of catalogs and
indexes to locate books and other
materials Library assistants may
check out, reserve, and receive
materials that users borrow. In ad-
dition, their duties include sorting
and shelving, inspection and repair
of books and other publications, is-
suing and checking library cards, is-
suing notices for overdue books,
and related clerical work.

hi- many libraries, more highly
trained personnel known as library
technicians perform duties similar
to those of assistants, but which
require more technical knowledge.
However, library technicians do not
usually sort or shelve books or han-
dle clerical or related tasks. Some,
in addition to their regular duties,
may supervise the .work of others
who perform the more routine work
of the library. _

Places of Employment

An estimated 135,000 people
fourfifths of them women
worked as library technicians and
assistants in 1974. Most worked in
large public libraries or in college
and university libraries. Smaller
numbers worked in school libraries

A3 and in medical, law, scientific,
'technical, and other special libra-
ries.

In 1974, the Federal Government
employed about 3,200 library
technicians. These people worked
chiefly in the Department- of
Defense and the: Library o( Con-
gress, although spine worked in
small Federal libraries throughout
the country. '

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advance,mnt

Library technicians and assistants

.may receive training for their work
either on the job or in a formal post-
high school propim. Depending on
the library, o -the-job programs
generally require from I to 3 years
to complete.

Junior or community colleges
and technical institutes offer 2-year
formal educational programs which
lead to an associate of arts degree in
library technology. Many people
working in libraries take courses
part-time to get their degree.

Junior and community college
programs generally include 1 year
of liberal arts courses and a year of
library-related study on purposes
and organization of libraries, and
on procedures and processes in-
volved in operating a library. Stu-
dents learn to order and process,
catalog, and circulate library
materials. Some receive training in
data processing as it applies to
libraries. Many learn to use and
maintain audiovisual materials and
equipment.

In 1974, 59 institutions offered
library technical assistant training.
These institutionsmostly 2-year
collegesare in 23 States. Some
programs teach skills for a particu-
lar type. of library. Therefore, a
prospective student should select a
program with a knowledge of the
curriculum, instructional facilities,
faculty qualifications, and the kinds
of jobs that graduates have found.
Also, while programs may lead to
an associate degree, credits earned
in a library technology program
may not apply toward a profes-
sional degree in library science.

A high school diploma or its
equivalent is the standard requir-
ment for both academic and on -the-
job training programs. Many pro-
grams also require typing.

Library technicians and assistants
should enjoy detail and have
manual dexterity, verbal ability to
explain procedures to library users,
and numerical ability to handle cir-
culation statistics. Jobs may require
much standing, stooping, bending,
and reaching.

. .
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Employment Outlook

The number of library techni-
cians and assistants is expected to
grow faster than the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's More positions are likely to
be available in large public and col-
lege and university libraries, par-
ticularly for persons who graduate
from academic programs.

Factors influencing the demand
for library technicians and
assistants are population and school
and college enrollment growth and
expansion of library service. Libra-
ry technicians and assistants in-
creasingly are performing some of
the routine tasks formerly done 'by
the professional staff.

In addition to openings created
by growth, many library technicians
and assistants will be needed an-
nually to replace those who die,
retire, or transfer to other fields.

Earnings and Working
Conditions .

Salaries for library technicians
.and assistants vary widely depend-
ing on the size of the library or
library system in which they work
as well as the geographical location
and size of the community. How-
ever, in general, they averaged
about the same as all nonsuperviso-
ry workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming. .

In the Federal Government, sala-
ries of library technicians generally
ranged from $6,764 to 310,520 sk
year in 1974. A few earned S12,841
a year, or more.

Lib-rary technicians in govern-
ment and special libraries usually

'work a regulir '40-hour week, but
persons in public libraries and col-
lege' and university libraries may
have. schedules that include.
weekend and evening hours. In
schools, library assistants work-dur-
ing regular school hours.

Most libraries provide fringe
benefits such as group insurance
and retirement pay. Additional
benefits offered by private busi-.
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nesses often include educational
assistance programs. Library
technicians employed by the
Federal Government receive the
same benefits as other 'Federal
workers.

.
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Sources of Additional
Information

, For information on institutions
offering programs for the training
of library technicians, write:

,

Council of Library Techn Assistants, De-
partment of Library ce. University
ofMississippi, University.

Aniencan Library Association, Office of
Library Personnel Resources., 50 East
Huron St.. Clucago,1.11. 60611.
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r SALES OCCUPATIONS
Saleswork offers career opportu-

nities for people who 'have
completed high school as well as for
college graduates, for those who
want to 'fravel and those who do
not, and-for salaried workers as well
as for men and women who wish to
run their own businesses

Workers in these jobs may sell for
manufacturers, service firms,
wholesalers, or retailers In 1974,
over 5 4 million people were in
sales occupations, almost 30 per-
cent worked part time The accom-
panying chart shows employment in
the major sales occupations
discussed in this sectiorr-Other
statements in this section covet au-
tomotive salesworke4s, automobile
parts counter workers, automobile
service advisors, gasoline service at-
tendants, models, and route drivers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Traiping requirements for
saleswork are as varied es the work'

itself. Salesworkers who . sell
standardized merchandise such as
magazines, candy, cigarettes, and
cosmetics usually are trained on the
job by experienced salesclerks, in
some large stores, they may attend
brief training courses. The
salesWorker who sells complex
products or services, such as elec-
tronic equipment or liability in-
suraararrieeds more education and
training than most retail salesclerks.
For some positions, salesworkers
must ke college graduates with
majors in a field such,as engineer-
ing. Others get the necessary
technical kno.vledge from universi-
ty or manufacturers' courses. Still
others learn through years of on-
the-job, experience, often supple-
mented by Koine study. Thus, a.real
estate agent may take university ex-
tension courses; a department store
beauty counselor may participate in
an industry-sponsored training pro-
gram; or a jewelry salesworker may
learn through years of observation
and study on the job.

2

Even in the most routine kinds of
selling, a high school diploma is an
asset to a beginner. Courses in busi-
ness, as well as specialized .courses
in distributive education, are par-
ticularly good preparation.

Salesworkers must understand
the needs and viewpoints of their
customers and be poised and at
ease with strangers. Other Impor-
tant attributes for selling are ener-
gy, self-confidence, imagination,
self-discipline: and the ability to
communicate. Arithmetic skills are
an asset. In almost all saleswork ex-
cept retail trade, salesworkers need
initiative to locate prospective
custcdners and to plan work

.schedules.,

Employment Outlook

Employment' in sales occupations
is expected to rise about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to jobs resulting from growth,
thousands of openirigs will occur
each year as workers .die, retire, or
leave the occupation for other
reasons..

As employment rises, the propor-
tion of part-time workersalready
highis likely, to increase. Many
part-time jobs will be in suburban
shopping centers which have retail
stores open several nights a week.

Further information about em-
ployment prospects for saleswork-
ers is given in statements that
follow. 4
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AUTOMOBILE PARTS
COUNTER WORKERS

(D.O.T. 289.358)

,Nature of the Work

Automobile parts counter work-
ers sell replacement parts and ac-
ceSsories for automobiles, trucks,
and other motor vehicles. Most of
them work in wholesale stores and
automobile dealerships. They sell
over the counter and take
telephone orders for items such as
piston rings, head gaskets, shock
absorbers, rearview mirrors, and
seat covers.

Parts counter workers for
wholesalers sell parts for many
makes of automobiles and trucks to
independent repair shops, service
stations, self-employed mechanics,
and "do-it-yourselfers." Counter
workers for dealers usually sell
patts only for the makes of automo-
biles and trucks sold by the dealers.
They may spend most of their time
supplying parts to the dealer's
mechanics.

Parts counter workers identify
and locate in the stockroom items
the cuttomer, needsoften only
Qom general descriptions. By
knowing =parts catalogs 'and the
layout of the stockroom they
quickly can' find any of several

'thousand items. If a customer needs.
a part that is not stocked, counter
workers mayrsuggest one that is in-
terchangeable. place a special
order, or refer the customer
elsewhere.

Counter workers determine the
prices of parts from lists, fill out
sales' receipts, and accept pay-
ments. When necessary they
package items sold

In addition to selling, counter
workers keep catalogs and price

' lisis up to date, replenish stock, un-
pack and distribute incoming ship-
ments, record sales, and take inven-
tories Large firtps employ stock/
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and receiving clerks to do some of
the work.

Counter workers use microme-
ters, calipers, fan belt measures,
and other devices to measure parts
for interchangeability.. They also
may use coil condenser testers.
spark plug testers, and other equip-
ment to find defective parts. In
some firms, particul2rly small
wholesale stores, they 'Moak parts,'
by using equipment such as brake
riveting machines and brake drum
lathes.

Places of Employment

About 75,000 persons were enc.-
ployed as autdmobile parts counter
workers in 1974. Most worked for
automobile dealers and parts
wholesalers. Dealers typically em-
ployed one to four countercworkers;
many wholesalers "employed more
than four Other employers include
truck dealers, 'retail automobile
parts stores, and warehouse. dis-

-tributors of -automotive parts.
Trucking companies and buslines
employ counter workers to main-
tain stockrooms and ,dispense parts
to mechanics who repair their
fleets. "

Parts counter workers are
located throughout the country in
dealerships and automobile parts
wholesale stores. Those who work'
for warehouse-distributors, trucking
ompanies, and buslines are em7
loyed mainly in large cities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advaniement

Most.parts counter workers learn
the trade on, the job., Beginners
usually are hired as, alts deliverers
or ,trainees. 14, some large firms,
beginners start as stock ar receiving
clerks. Trainees gradually jeam the
different types , the use of
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catalogs and price lists, and the
layout of the stockroom. Although
trainees may wait on custorhers
after' a few months' experience,
generally about 2 years are required
for a counter worker to become
fully qualified.

Automobile parts counter wore
kers should know the different
types and functions of motor vehi-
cle parts and be able to work with
numbers. Employers generally
prefer high school graduates for
entry jobs. Courses in automobile
mechanics, commercial arithmetic,
merchandising, selling, and book-
keeping are helpful to young per-
sons interested in becoming parts
counter workers. Practical ex-
perience from working in a gasoline
service station or automobile repair
shop, or workingpn cars as a hobby
also is helpful. '

Persons 'considering careers as
automobile parts counter workers
should be neat, friendly, end tactful
since they deal with the public in....
many cases. A good memory and
the ability to write legibly and con-
centrate on details also are desira-
ble.

Counter workers who have. su-
pervisory and business management
ability may become parts depart-
ment managers or store managers.
Others may become outside sales
representatives for' parts
Wholesalers and distributors: These
tleople call on automobile repair
shops, Service stations, trucking
co4anies, and .other businesses
that buy pins and accessories In
large qUantit. s. Some counter
workers open th *r own automobile
parts stores. /

Employment Outlook

Employment of automobile parts
counter workers is expected to in-
crease faster than the average for
all occupations., Employment will
rise because more parts will be
needed to repair the Nation's grow-
ing number of motor vehicles.

Igo
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4

Counter worker discusses parts order with auto mechanic.

In addition to jobs from employ-
ment growth, more than a thousand
openings are expected annually to
replace experienced workers who
retire. die, or transfer to other oc-
cupations The number of openings
is not expected to fluctuate signifi-
cantly from year to ,year because
the demand for automobile parts,
unlike some products, is not very
sensitive to changing economic
Conditions

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Automobile parts, counter work-
er's are paid a weekly or monthly,
salary, or an hourly wage rate. In
addition, they may reeezedammis'L
Lions on sales, Counter workers em-
ployed by automobile dealers in 34
large cities had, estimated average

ry
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feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers
of America (Ind.).

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about employment op-
portunities may be obtained from
localiautomobije dealers and parts
wholesalers, locals of the unions
previously mentioned, or the local
office of the State employment ser-
vice s

For generl informa tion about
the occupation, write to
Automotive Service Industry Association.

230 N Michigan Ave Chicago. III
60601

National Automotive Parts Association,
10400 West' Higgins Rd Rosemont. III
60018

earnings of $4.60 an hour in late
1974, slightly higher than the
average for all nongupervisory
workers in private industry. except
farming.

Parts counter workers typically
work 40 to 48 houis a week. Many
work half a day on Saturday.

Stockrooms usually are clean and
well lighted. The work is not physi-

cally strenuous. bin counter work-
er spend much time standing or

alking. The have to work rapidly
when `w on customers and an-
swering telephone calls at the same
time

Many parts counter workers be-
long to unions such as. the Interna-
tional Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers, the Sheet
Metal Workers' International As-
sociation, and the International
Brotherhoodof Teamsters, Chauf-
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AUTOMOBILE
SALESWORKERS

(D.O.T. 280.358)

Nature of the Work

Automobile salesworkers are im-
portant links between dealers and
car buyers. Many sell only new or
used cars. Others, particularly those
employed in small dsealerships, sell
new and used cars, as well as trucks.
(This statement does not discuss
truck salesspecialists.)

II

Automobile salesworker41 spend
Much time waiting on customers in
the showroom or used-car lot. They
find out the kind , of car the
custpmer wants by askingsluestions
and encouraging comments about
cars orr,display Fnr example, one

.
custortier may be interested
primarily in economy, but another
may be more impressed with stylingl
and performance. The salesworkersi
emphasize the points that satisfy the.
customers' desires . and stimulate
their willingness to buy. To illus-
trate features such as performance,
ride, and handling, the salesworker --
invites the customer to test:drive
the car.
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'
into frequent contact with
Salesworkers may
prospects by phone or mail.

Auto salestiorksr discuss*, new cat
futures with customer.

Because cars are a major
purchase, customers must be con-
vinced that they are making a wise
deciSion. Successful salesworkers
tan overcome the customer's
hesitancy to buy, and get the order.
Since cloying the sale frequently is
difficult for beginners, experienced
salesworkers --.or sales mahagers
often lend assistance. Shlesworkers
may quote.pnces and trade-in al-
Irances, but these figures usually
remlire the approval of the
manager. Salesworkers register cars
and may get license plates and ar-
range financing and insurance for
customers.-

Salesworkers approve delivery,
and they answer customers'
questions, on subjects such as the
car's controls and the maintenance
warranty. Following delivery, they
may contact customers to express A high school diploma usually is
appreciation for their business an the minimum educational require-
to inquire about their satisfactign ment for beginners. Courses in
with the car. Froifi time to time, public speaking, c45mmercial
they also may send literature to arithmetic, English, merchandising,
customers in order to !Auld repeat selling, business law, and psycholo-
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peo
contact

Places of Employment .

About 130,000 pecrOns wprk,
as automobile salesworkers in
1974 New-car dealers employed
about four-fifths of the total, and
used-car dealers employed the
remainder., *Although many ,used-
car dealers employ only one
salesworker, a few new-car dealers
employ more than 50.

Automobile salesworkers are em-
ployed throughout the country; but
most are concentrated in heavily
populated areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
. and Advancement

Most beginners are trained on the
lob by sales managers and ex-
perienced salesworkers Many large
dealers also provide several days of
classroom training on how to obtain
customer leads, make sales presen-
tations, and close sales. Automobile
manufacturers may furnish training
manuals and other educational
material. .Experienced and
beginning salesworkers receive
continuing guidance and training
from their managers, both on the
job and at periodic sales meetings.
They iii ..nay attend training pro-
grams offered by automobile manu-
facturers.

business. .-or gy also provide a good background
Salesworkers develop and follow, for this type of work. Previous sales

leads on prospective customers.Tor experience or'other work requiring
example, they obtain names of contact with the public is helpful.
-prospects fro?n automobile registra. Many persons in automobile sales,
non records and dealer sales. serv- for example, previously were in fur-
ice, and finance records. They also niture, appliance, or door-to-dOor
can get leads from .gas station sales. However, automobile sales
operators, parking lot attendants, managers. frequently will hireinex
arid others whose work. brings them perienced applicants who have
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satisfactory personal and educa-
tional qualifications.

Although age requirements fo'r
beginners vary, many employers
prefer applicants who are at least in
their mid- or late twenties. As a.
rule, however, 21 is the minimum
age for beginners. Age require-
ments mar be waived for a mature
applicant.

Autbmobile salesworkers must
- be tactful, well-groomed, and able

to express themselves well. Initia-
tive and aggressiveness also are im-
portant since the number of cars
sold usually depends on the number
of prospeCtive customers con-
tacted. Because automobile
salesworkers casionally work for

.days without In a sale, they
need self-confidence and deter-
mination to get thtough these slow
periods.

Successful employees who have
managerial ability may advance to
assistant" sales manager, sales
manager, or general- manages.
Some managers, and _general
managers open their own dealer-
ship or become partners in dealer-
ships.

Employment.Outiooll

Employment of automobile
salesworkers is expected to grow
faster than thG average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's as
the demand for automobiles, in-
creases In addition to jolA resulting
from employment growth,
thousands of openings will occur as
salesworkers retire; die, or transfer
to other occupations

Over the long run, rising popula-
tion and personal incomes will lead
to increased car sales, and employ-
ment of salesworkers will grow
However, employment will fluctu-
ate from year to year because car
sales, arc affected by changing
economic conditions and consumer
preferences Therefore, opportuni-
ties for beginners will be plentiful i,n
some years, scarce in others
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Most saiesworkers are paid a
commission based on the selling
pnce of-a-Car or the profit received*
by the dealer. Additional commis-
sions may be paid when cars are
financed and insured through the
dealer, Althpugh salesworkers are
employed year-round, their sales,
and therefore their commissions.
vary from rhonth to month Many
dealers pay a modest weekly, or
monthly salary so that commis-
sioned', salesworkers will have a
steady income. Others advance
them money against future commis-
sions. A few dealers pay a straight

Dealers may guarantee
beginners a modest income for a
few weeks or months. Thereafter,
they are paid, on the same basis as
the expenenced staff.

Salesworkers employed by new -
car dealers, had estimated average
week!), earnings of about S260 in
1974. Earnings varied, depending
on individual , ability and ex.
perience, geographic location, and
doslership size. For example,
salesworkers who worked for
dealers that sold between 100 and
149 net' vehicles annually aVeraged_
abourS197 a week,'while those em-
ployed by dealers that solid 1,000
cars or more *averaged about $300
per week.

Earnings may fluctuate *signifi-
cantly from year to year due to
changes in the demand for cars. In
lean years, workers with pobr sales
records may be laid off or may quit
to find better paying jobs in other
fields. Many, howeve'r, return when
the demand for cars improves. ,

any dealers furnish their sales
staffs with demonstrator cars free of
charge. Others sell or lease demon-
strators , at a discount, often at
dealer's cost; Salesworkers, also
receive/ discOunts on cars bought
for perional use.

Because most. customers find
shopping after, work convenient,
salesworkery frequently work

evenings_ some areas, They may
work Sunday and take a day off
durin the week Man dealers as-
sign salesworkers "floortizne"
hours they spend in the showroom.
greeting customers. For example, a
salesworker may be , in the
showroom from 9 a.m. to .3 Rp.
one week, from 3 p.m...to 9 p.m. the
next week, and all day on Satur-
days. When not assigned to the
showroom, they may spend a few
lours each day delivering cars to
customers and looking for new
customers

Sources of Additional
Information

Details on employment opportu-
nities may be obtained from local
automobile dealers of thaal of-
fice of the State employ serv-
ice. For general information abodt
the work, write to.
National Automobile Dealers Association,

2000 K St. NW.. Washington, Ere.,
20006

AUTOMOBILE SERVICE
ADVISORS

626.281)

Nature of the Work

Many automobile dealers and
some large independent garages
employ service advisors to wait on
customers who bring their cars for,
maintenance and repairs. The serv-
ice advisor, sometimes called serv-
ice salesworker or service writer,
conferi with customers to deters
mine their service needs and ar-
ranges for mechanic to perform
the work.
, For a routine checkup, service
advisors merely write the
customer's requests on a repair
order. However, when the customer
complains of major trouble, the ad-
visor., asks nature
trouble.and may test drive the car."
For example, if the customer says
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the car is difficult to start, the ad-
visor may try to find out if this hap-
pens when the engine is cold or
after it warms up. The advisor then
writes a brief description of these
symptoms on the repair order to
help the mechanic locate the trou-
ble Service advisors also include
the name of the customer and make
of the car on the repair o a
factory warranty cove rs,
the ergine and numbers, Ile-
age; and date of purchase are
recorded

custome uest, service ad-
visors ex t repaIrs are
needecrt proximate cost, and
liowlong th$ work will take. Since
this cannot always be done until
mechanics have inspected The"cars,
service advisors may phone the
customers later, give theth this in-
formation, and thank them for per-
mission to do the work. They may
advise on the necessity of having
work done, by pointing out-that it
wilt assure improved performance,
safer operation, and prevent more
serious trouble. In addition to advis-
ing customers on service needs,
they may sell accessories such as
air-Conditioners Or radios.

Service advisors give repair or-
.. ders to the shop dispatcher who

then figures cost of repairs and as
signs work to mechanics. ,In some
shops, advisors compute repair
costs If mechanics have questions
about a repair older; they contact
the advisor who wrote it. After the
mechanid has finished the work, the
service advisor may test drive the
car to be,surethe problem has been
corrected. '

When the customer returns for
the car, the service advisor answers
questions regarding the repairs and

-settles complaints about their cost
or quality. If the car is to be
returned to the shop because the
customer is dissatisfied or the cost'
of repairs is to be adjusted, the ad-
visor usually -must get permission
from the service manager. In some
dealerships, the most experienced
service advisors substitute for serv-
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worker trainee. Some firms, how-
ever, prefer to hire fully ex-

.

penenced mechanics
Because sernce advisors dead

directly v_nth customers, employers
look for %pplicants who are neat,
courteotis, even-tempered. atten-
tive listeners, and good conversa-
tionalists. High school and voca-
tional school courses in automobile
mechanics, commercial arithmetic,
sales, public speaking, and English
are helpful

Service advisors with supervisory
ability may advance to shop.super-
visors or to service managers Some

open their dwn automobile relpair
shops

anvi

Service advisor prepares repair order for truck.

ice managers when they are absent.

Places of Employment

More than 20.000 persons
worked as automobile service ad-
visors in 1974 Most worked for
large automobile dealers that em-
ployed from one to fobr advisors,
but some worked for large indepen-
dent automobile repair shops

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Service advisors are trained on
the job under the guidance of ex-

.penenced service:advisors and the
service manager In many shops,
trainees begin by helping,the serv-
ice department dispatcher. They
learn to route repair orders through

IIINIOMA: .77

the shop, to compute costs, and to
determine the time required for dif-
ferent repairs. The beginner usually
can become a qualified servicead-
visor in 1 to 2 years, but learning to
estimate the cost of automobile
body repairs may take a longer,
time. In addition to on-the-job
training, some advisors attend for-
mal training programs conducted
by automobile manufacturers.

For service advisor trainees, em-
ployers 'prefer high school gradu-
ates over 21 years of age with work
experience in automobile repair or
related activities. Employers
usually promote .persons from
within their own organizations. For
example, a per-son may,apply for a
job as-service adviser Yitainee after
gilstung experience in the firm as a
mechanic trainee or parts counter
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Employment Outlook

EMployment in this small occu-
pation is expected to increase abOut
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's.
There will be more automobiles on
the road, and they will be more
comply. This will result, in a need
for more service advisors. In addi-
tion to the job openings resulting
from employment growth, a few
hundred openings will arise each
year to replace experienced service
advisors who retire, die, or transfer
to other occupations. The number
of openings is not expected to fluc-
tuate significantly from year to year
because the demand for automobile
repairs is not very sensitive to
changing economic conditions.

Job openings for service advisors
will be concentrated in large .au-
tomobile dealerships, most of which
are located in metropolitan areas.
In small towns, many dealers do not
have enough repair business to hire
service advisors; shop supervisors
do the work instead.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Service advisors employed by 'au-
tomobile dealers in 34 large titles
had estimated average earning! of
S5 95 an hour in late 1974, rilore
than one-third higher than i-the
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average for all supervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

Many service advisors are paid a
salary plus commission. others are
paid a straight commission. Com-
missions usually are base%I on both
the cost of repairs and trie price of
accessories sold.

Most service advisor; wick 46. to
48 hours a week. They are busiest
in the early morning when_nlost
customers bring their cars for
repairs, and in late afternoon when
they return. During these peak
hours advisors may be rushed to
wait on customers' Occasionally,
they have to deal with disgruntled

' customers
Service advisors stand much of

the time and may be outdoors in all
kinds of weather, but their work is
not physically strenuous.

Unions that organize service ad-
visors include the International As-
sociation of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers; the Sheet
Metal Workers' International As-
sociation; and the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
fep, Warehousemen and Helpers of
AEerica (Ind.).

Sources of Additional
Information

Details on employment opportu-
nities may be obtained from local
automobile dealers or repair shops;
locals of the unions previously men-
tioned; or the local office of the
State employment service.

For general information about
the work of automobile service ad-
visors, write to:
Automotive Service Indiziiry Association,

230 N hfichiput Ave . Chicago,
60601..

Automotive Service Councils of America,
Inc.. 4001 Warren Blvd., Hillside, III.
60162.
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GASOLINE SERVICE
STATION ATTENDANTS

- (D.O.T. 915.867)
Nature of the Work

Gasoline service station/attend-
ants help keep the Natidn's 125
million motor vehicles-running and
in good operating condition.

Service station attendants pump
gasoline, clean windshields, and
offer the additional services of
checking'water level, oil level, and
tire air pressure. They also may
check the tires, fan belt, and other
partsfor-escessive wear.

Attendants have other responsi-
Imbues besides servicing cars. They
sell and install parts and ac
such as tires, batteries, fan Iti,
and windshield wiper blades. When
a customer pays the bill, ittendants
either make change or prepare a'
chargé slip. They may !do minor
maintArance and repair work, such
as changing oil, rotating tires, fixing
flats, or replacing mufflers. Some
attendants, called rnechanic-attend-
ants, perform more difficult repairs.
repairs.

Attendants also may keep the
service areas, building, and
restrooms clean and neat. In some
statibns, they help the station
manager take inventory, set up dis-
plays, and keep business records; ..

If a service station provides emer-
gen'cy road, service, attendants oc-
casionally may drive a tow truck to
a disabled car to "boost" the at-
tery, change a flat tire, or perfbrm
other minor repairs. If more exten-
sive repairs are needed, they tow
the car back to the station.

Attendants may use simple hand-
tools such as screwdrivers, pliers,
and wrenches, and power tools such
as pneumatic wrenches. Mechanic-
attendants frequently Use * more
complex equipment, such as motor
analyzers and wheel alignment

..machines.

places of Employment

Over 450,000 people worked as
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gasoline service station attendants
, in 1974. About one-third of these

were pallitime employees. In addi-
tion to attendants, more than
225,000 gasoline service station
managers and owners did similar
work.

Service station attendants :work
in every section of the country, in
the largest cities, in the smallest
towns, and in outlying areas.

Training, Other Qualifications
and Advangement

Applicants for jobs as gasoline
service station attendants should
have a driver's license; a general
understanding of how an ,automo-
bile -works, and some sales ability.
They should be friendly people,
able to speak well, and presenting a
generally neat appearance. They
also need \self-confience. Appli-
cants should knsir vimpie
arithmetic so they can make change
quickly and accurately- and help
keep business records. They also
should be familiar with local roads,
highways, and poirlts of interest in
order to give directions to
customers and to locate cars whose
owners have called for road service.

Although completion of high
school is not generally a require-
ment forgetting an ,entry job, it is
an advantage because it indicates to
many employers that ayoung per-
son can "finish a job." A high
school education iisUallyis required
for service station management
training programs conducted by, oil
companies.

Service station attendants receive
most of their. training on the job,
althoUgh there are some formal
training programs. Trainees do rela-,
lively simple work it first, such as
cleaning the station, pumping gas,
and cleaning windshields.
Geadually, they progress tO more
advanced wail: such as doing sim
ple maintenance work, installing
accessories on cars, and helping to
keep the station records. It Usually
takes from several months to a year
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to become a fully qualified attend
ant.

Formal training programs for
gasoline service station work are of-
fered in many high schools around
the country. In this curriculum, stu-
dents in their last 2 years of high
school take business education
courses and work part -time 'in a
gasoline service station, where they
receive instruction in all phases of
service station work

Some attendants are enrolled in
formal training program for serv-
ice station managers. which are
conducir41 by most major oil com-
panies These programs usually last
from 2 to 8 weeks and emphasize
subjects such as simple automobile
mainienance, salesmanship. and
business management. ,

Several avenues of advancement
are open to service station attend-
ants. 'Additional training qualifies"
attendants to become automobile
mechanics, those having business
management capabilities may ad-
vance to station manager,. Many ex-
perienced station managers and au-
tomobile mechanics go into bizi-
ness for themselves by leasing a sta-
tion from an oil compahy or buyin
their own station. Oil companies
hire some service station managers
as sales representatives or district
managers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of gasoline service
station attendants should continue
to grow over the neit few years.
However, the extent of longrun em-
ployment growth of gasoline service
station attendants is difficult to esti-
mate. The trend toward' cars with
better gas mileage capabilities
could eventually reduce total
gasoline consumption, which might
severely limit growth in this occu-
pation over the long run. Self-
service gas stations also may limit
growth. However, in this occupa-
tion of many persons; thousands of
job openings are expected each
year to replace workers who;setire,

I,
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darcdie, or other occupa- policies that protect in : uah and
tions. businesses against future losses and

financial pressures. They may help
Earnings and Working plan financial protection to meet

Coxed Mons the special ne of a customer's
famil about insurance pro-

Earnings 'of-gasoline service sta- tection for an automobile, home,
tion attendants vary considerably business, or other property; or help
Hourly earnings for many- attend- a policyholder obtain settlement of
ants ranged from S2 to S3 in 1974. an insurance claim.
according to the limitod informs- Agents and brokers usually hell
tion available. Attendants em- one or more of the three basic types'
ployed in large metropoktan areas
generally had higher earnings than

of insurance: life, property-liability

fork
in small towns

Ork 40
(casualty), and health. Life in-

Full-time attendants
surance agents, sometimes called

hours a week or more Work life underwriters, offer policies that

schedules may include evenings, Pay, survivors when a policyholder

weekends, and holidays. dies Depending on the pol-

Attendants work outdoors in all icyholder's individual circum-
skinds of weather. They do con- stances, a life policy can be
designed to provide 'retirementsiderable lifting and- stooping and ti

spend much time on . their feet. come, funds for the education of
children, or other benefits. CasualtyPossible injuries include cuts from -'

sharp tools and burnsrn
attendants,

s from hot en- agents sell policies that protect in
dividual policyholders from finan-ges. For many attendan, how-

ever, the opportunity to Jjeal with cial losses as a result of automobile

peoples and the possibility of some-
accidents, fire or theft, or other

day managing their own service sta-
losses. They also sell industrial or

tions more than offset these disad-. commercial lines, such as workers'
compensatiorproduct liability, or

vantages. For others, the opportune-
ri

medical malpractice insurance.
ty to get part-time employment is
important. , ' Health insurance policies offer pro-

Some college/students have been
tectiph against the costs of hospital

able to work their way through, 'and medical care or loss of income

school as service station attendants:
due to illness or injury, and most

Some workers also supplement
life agents and casualty agents offer

their income from regular jobs by ithis type of insurance to their

time as attendants.working part
customers. Many' agents also offer
securites; such as mutual fund

Sources of Additional shares or variable annuities.

Information An insurance agent may be either
an insurance company employee Or

For more details about work op- an independent business person
portunities, contact local gasoline authoriied to represent one or
service stations or theJocal office of more insurance companies Brokers
the State employment service. are not under exclusive contract

with any single company, instead,
,oltn they place policies directly with the

company that best meets a client's
needs. Otherwise, agents and
brokers do much the 'same kind of
work.

They spend most of their time

Nature of the Work discussing insurance policies with
prospective and existing customers.

Insurance agents and brokers sell Some time must be spent in of-

transfer, to

INSURANCE AGENTS*
'IAND BROKERS

(D.O.T. 250.258)
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ficework to prepare reports, main-
tain records, plan insurance pro-
grams that are tailored to prospects'
needs, and draw up lists of prospec-
tive customers. Specialists in group
policies may help an employer's ac-
countants set up a system of payroll
deductions for employees covered
by the policy.

Places of Employment

As many as 4S0,000 agents and
brokers sold insurance full time in
1974. In addition, thousands of
others worked part time. About half
of- the agents and brokers special-
ized in life insurance; the rest, in
some type of property/liability in-
surance. A growing number of
agents offer both life and property,
liability policlei to their customers

Agents and brokers are employed
in cities and towns.throughont the
copntry, but most work near large

.4-

population centers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although many employers prefer
college graduates for jobs selling in-
surance, most will hire high school
graduates with work experience.
College training may help the agent
&rasp the fundamentals and-
procedures of insurance selling
more quickly. Courses in account-
ing, economics, finance, business
law, and insurance subjects are

All agents and most brokers must
be licensed in the State where they
plan to, sell insurance. Ip most
States, licenses are, issued only to
applicants who pass written ex-

, aminations covering insurance fun-
damentals and the State insurance
laws Agents who plan to sell mu-
tual fund shares and other securities
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also must be licensed by the State.:
----blew agents usu'5' receive training

at insurance company home offices
or at the agencies where they will
work. Beginners sometim,,es attend
company-sponsoted classes to
prepare for examinations. Others,
study on their own and accompany

it.r-experienced salesworkers when
they call on pros'pective clients.

Agentssid brokers can broaden
'their kricKleclge of the insurance
business by taking courses at col-
leges and universities and attending
institutes, conferences, and,
seminars sponsored by insurance
organizations The Life Un-
derwriter Training Council
(LUTC) awards a diploma in life In-
surance marketing to agents who
successfully complete the Council's
2-year life program. They also offer
courses in health Insurance and
equity products As agents or
brokers ggin experience and
knoviledge, they can qualify for the
Chartered Life Underwriter,(CLU)
designation by passing a series of
examinations given by the Amer-
ican College of Life Underwriters.
In much the same way, a property-

agent can qualify for the
Chartered Property Casualty Un-
derwriter (CPC12' designation by
passing a series of examinations
given by the American Institute for
Property and Liability Un-
derwriters, Inc. The CLU and
CPCU designations are recognized
marks of achievement in their
respective fields.

Agents and brokers should be
enthusiastic, self-confident, and
able to communicate effectively.-
Because agents usually, work
without supervision, they need in.
itiative to locate new prospects. For
this reason, many' employers seek
people who have been successful in
other jobs.

Insurance agents who show
unusual sales ability and leadership
may become a sales manager in a
district office or assume a
managerial job in a home office. A
few agents may advance to top posi-
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tions,aseagency superintendents or.
company vice-presidents. Many
who have built up a good clientele'
prefer to remain in saleswork.

%Some, particularly in the property-
liability field, eventually establish
their own`itqd.ezendept agencies or
brokerage firms.-

Employment Outlook

Employment of Insurance agents
and brokers is dxpected to grow
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through ., the mid-
1980's as the t Olume of Insurance
sales continues to expand. Many
'additional jobs will open as agents
and brokers die, retire, or leave
their jobs to seek othtr work Due
to the competitive nature of in-
surance selling: beginners often
leave their jobs because they have
been unable to establish a suffi-
ciently large clientele. Therefore,
opportunities should be quite
favorable for ambitious people who
enjoy saleswork..

Future demand for agents *and
brokers depends on the volume of
insurance sales. Volume should in-
crease sapidly over the next decade
as a larger proportion of the popu-
lation enters the period of peak
earnings and family responsibilities.
Life Insurance sales should grow as
more families select policies
designed to .provide educational.
funds for their children and retire-
ment Income. Rising Incomes also
should stimulate tilE sale of equity
products such as rAtual funds, vari-
able annuities, and other invest-
ments. Sales of property-liability in-
surance should rise as more con-
sumer purchases ,are Insured and as
commercial coverages. such as
product liability and workers' com-
pensation, are expanded.

However, employment of agents
and brokers will not keep pace with
the rising level of insurance sales
because more licies will be sold
to groups by mail. Also, agents
should be a e to handle more busi-
ness as coin tern relieve them of
time-consumi clerical tvks.
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Earnings amt Working
Conditions

Beginners in . this occupation
often are guarinieed moderate
salaries or advances on commis-
sions while they ate learning the
business and building a clientele.
Thereafter, most agents are paid a
commission. The size of the com-
mission depends on' the type and
amount of insurance sold, and
whether the transadtion is a new
policy .or a renewal After a few
years. an agent's commissions on
new policies and renewals may
range from 510,000 to 520.000 an-
nually. A number of established and
highly successful agents and
brokers earn more than "S30.000 a
year.

Agenti and brokers generally pay
their own automobile and traveling
expenses In addidon. those who
own and operate independent busi-
neises must pay office rent. clerical
salaries, and other operating expel-
seS out of their earnings

Although insurance agsirts
usually are- free to arrange their
own hours of work, they often
schedule appointments during
evenings and weekends for the con-
venience of clients- Same agents
work more than -the customary 40
hours a week. (See the statement
on the Insurance Industry for more
information about work in life and
property-liability companies )

Sources of Additional
informed-cm

General occupational informa-
tion about insurance agents and
brokers is available from the home
office of many life4nd property-lia-
bility insurance companies Infor-
matiob on State licensing require.
ments may be obtained from the de-
partment of insurance at any State

'capital.
Information about a career as.a

life insurance agent also is available
from:
Institute of Life Insurance, 227 Park Ave.,

New York.N Y 10017
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Lee Insurance Marketing and Restadth At.
sociauon. 170 Sigourney St.. Hart-
(ord. Conn. 06105.

The National Associaton of Life Under-
writers. J922 F St.. NW.. Washington.
D.C. 20006.

For career information on pro-
perty/liability agents, contact:
Insurance Information Institute, 110 William

St.. New York. N Y. 10038

National Association of 1W:trance Agents.
Inc.. 85. John 'St_ New York. N.Y.
10038

MANUFACTURERS'
SALESWORKERS

(D O.T. 260. through 298.458)
Nature of the Work

Practically all manufacturers
whether they make computers or ,

can openersemploy salesworkers.
Manufacturers' salesworkers sell
mainly to other businessesfacto-
ries, railroads, banks, wholesalers,

, and retailers. They also sell to
hospitals. schools. libraries, and
other institutions.

Most manufacturers' saleswork-
ers sell nontechnical products.
They must be well informed about,
their firms' products and also a4out
the special requirements of their
customers. When salesworkers visit
firms in their territory, they use an
approach adapted to the particular
line of merchandise. A,salesworker
who handles crackers or cookies,
for example, emphasizes the
wholesomeness, attractive packag-
ing, and variety of these produtS.
Sometimes salesworkers promote
their products by displays in hotels
and conferences with wholesalers
and other customers.

Salesworkers who deal in highly
technical products, such as elec-
tronic equipment, often are called
sales engineers or industrial
salesworkers. In addition to having
a thorough knowledge of their
firms' products, they must be able
to help prospective buyers with
technical problems. For example,
they. may try to determine the
proper materials and equipment for
a firm's manufacturing process.
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Manufacturers' Orrieertorter takes order for camera equipment from photo buyer k
a deportment store.

They then present this information
to company officials and try to
negotiate a sale Often. sal-es en-
gineers work with the research -and-
development departments of their
own companies to devise ways to
adapt products to a customer's spe-
cialized needs. Saleswerkers who
handle technical products some-
times train their customers' em-
ployees in the operation and main
tenance of new equipment. anc
make frequent return visits to be
certain that it is giving the desirec
service.

Although manufacturers
salesworkers 'spend most of their
time visiting prospective customers.
they also do paperwork including
reports on sales prospects or
customers: credit ratings. in addi-
tion. they must plan their work
schedules. draw up lists of
prospects. make appointments.
handle some correspondence. and
study literature relating to their
products

Places of Employment

Almost '380.000 people-10 per

:cent of them womenwere Manu-
facturers' salesworkers in 1974.
About 21,000 were sales engineers.
Some work out of home offices,
often located at manufactunng
plants. The majonty, however.
work out of branch offices. usually
in big cities near prospective
customers.

More salesworkers are employed
by companies that produce food
products than by any other indus-
try. Large numbers also work in the
pnnting and publishing, chemicals,
fabricated metal prOducts. and
electncal and other machinery in-
dustries. Most sales engineers work
for companies that produce heavy
machinery, transportation equip-
ment, fabricated metal products,
and professional and scientific in-.
struments.

-

Training,pther Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although high ichool graduates
can be successful manufacturers'
salesworkerS, college graduates are
preferred as trainees.

Manufacturers of nontechnical
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products often hire coil e gradu-
ates who havtl a degree n liberal
arts or business admin tion.
Some positions, however, require
speciakzed training. Drug Sales-
workers ..usually need ning
at a college cif pharmacy. an-
ufacturers of electrical e uip-
ment. heavy machinery. d
some _types of chemicals pre er
to hire collegeltrained enginee
or chemists. (Information o
chemists: engineers, and othe
with the technical training suitable
for work as manufacturers' sale-
workers is given eleswhere in
the Handbook.)

Beginning salestorkers take spe-
cialized trainirig before they start
on the job. Some companies, espe-
cially those that manufaciure,com-
plex technical produdts, hav for-
mal training prograMs that last 2
years or longer. In some of these
programs, trainees ,rotate among
jobs in several departments of the'
planyand office to learn all phases
drproduction, installation, and dis-
tribution of the prOduct. Other
trainees take formal class instruc-
tion at the plant, followed by on-
the-job training in a branch office
under the supervision of field sales4.
managers.

A pleasant personality and ap-
pearance, and

well
ability to meet

and get along Well with many types
of people are important. Because.
salesworkers may have to` walk or
stand for long periods or carry
product samples:, some physical
stamina is necessary. As in most
selling jobs, arithmetic skills are an
asset., --, 4)

Sales representatives who have
good sales records and leadership
ability may advance to sales super-
visors, branch managers, or district
managers Those with managerial
ability eventually may advance to
sales manager or other executive,
positions, many top executive jobs
in industry are filled ,1;y people who
started as salesworkers.

Because of frequent contact with 4. '1
business people in other firms,

f



salesworkers often transfer to pier
jobs. Some go into biisiness kiet
themselves as manufacturers'
agents selling similar products of
several manufacturers: Other ex-
perienced salesworkers find oppor-
tunities in advertising and market-
ing research.

Employment Out loOk

Persons with sales ability should
find the best opportunities for jobs
as manufacturers salesworkers over
the next IQ years ,Although
thousands of sales openings will
arise each year because of employ-
ment growth arid the need .to
replace experienced workers who
leavp their jobs, manufacturers are
expected to be selective in hiring
They will look for ambitious people
who are well trained and-tempera-
mentally suited for the job.

Employment growth in this 'field
is expected to Tx slower alb the
average for -all occupations, chiefly
because of the- trend toward
wholesale distribution. Some
growth will occur, however,
because of the rising demand for,
technical products and the resulting
netd for trained salesworkers. In
addition, industrial firms chain
stores, and institutions that
purchase large quantities of goods
at oneLlime frequently buy directly,
from the manufacturer The need
for salesworkers will increase as
manufacturers emphasize sales ac-
tivities 'to compete for the growing
number of these valuable accounts.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to the limited infor-
mation available, salaries for
beginning salesworkers *averaged
about 59,000 a year in 1974, exclu-
sive of commissions and bonuses.
The highest starting salaries
generally were paid by manufac-
turers of electrical and electronic
equipment, construction materials,
hardware and tools, and scientific
and precision instruments
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Some manufacturing concerns cupanon of manufacturers'
pay experienced- salesworkers a salesworker, write.
straight commission, based on their Sala and Marioltint Exec-awes !menu
dollar amount of sales, others pay a tioltal $tudent Educancin Division. 380

Lepon Ave New York. N Yfixed 'Mary. The majority., however, xirr

use a combination of Mary anMd
10017.

commission, salary and bonus, or
salary, commission, and bonus.
Commissions vary according to the
salesworkers' efforts and ability, the
commission rate, location of their
sales territory, and the type of
Product sold. Bonus payments may
depend on individual performance,
on performance of all salesworkers
in the group or district, or on the
company's sales...Some firms- pay
annual bonuses; others offer
bonuses as incentive paymenti on a
quarterly or monthly basis. In
general, the earnings of manufac-
turers' salesworkers are higher than
the average for all nopsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

Some manufacturers: saleswork-
ers have large territories, and do
considerable traveling. Others
usually work in the neighborhood
of their "home base.", Whes:on
business trips, salesworicati are
reimbursed for expenses such as
transportation and hotels. Some
companies provide a car or pay a
mileage, allowance to salesworkers
who use their own bars.

Manufacturers' salesworkers call
at the time most convenient' to
customers and spay have to travel at
night or on weekends. Frequently,
they spend evenings writing reports.
However, some plan their schedules
for time off when they want it. Most
salesworkers who are not paid a
straight commission receive 2 to 4
weeks' paid vacation, depending on
thpir length of service. They usually
share in company benefits, includ-
ing life insurance, pensions, and
hospital, surgical, and medical
benefits.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more information on the oc-
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MODkLS
292.868 and 961.868)

Nature of the Work

Selling a product is always easier
if an attractive man or woman is
shown using it. In magazine adver-
tisements and television commer-
cials models can be seen posing
with a wide variety of productsin-
cluding cars, soft drinks, and per-
fume. Most models, however, are
used to show the latest in fashion
designs and cosmetics.

Models
nor

specialize in
either live or photographic work.
Fashion models generally work be-
fore an audience, modeling the
creations (5r well-known designers
at fashion shows. .While the ant
nouncer describes what they are
wearing, they walk -past customers
and photographers and point out
special features of the design. On
some jobs they may stop to tell in-
dividual customers a garment's
price and style number.

'Fashion models who work for
clothing designers, manufacturers,
and distributors are called
showroom or wholesale models.
When new spring or fall designs are
being shown to prospective buyers,
these models are extremely busy.
During slack times, however, they
may have some general office du-
ties, such as typing or filing.

Some informal models work in
department stores and custom
salons where the pace is more lei-
surely than in showroonfs. Others
demonstrate new products and
services at manufacturers' exhibits

.and trade shows.
Photographic models usually are

hired to pose for a particular assign-
ment. Although most model clothes
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and cosmetics, they often pose with
other merchandise as well. In addi-
tion to fashion and photographic
work, same models pose for artists
or sculptors, or work in films or
television.

Places of Employment

'About 9,000 models were em-
ployed in 1974, most of them
women. Clothing manufacturers,
designers, and employ
the largest- number, of models. In
New York City's garment district,
hundreds of firms each employ one
or two permanent models to show
their latest fashion designs to
prospective, retail buyers. Many
models work on a free-lance basis,
however, and either obtain assign-
ments through a modeling agency
or, in some cases, seek clients them-
selves. Advertising agencies, retail
stores, magazines, and photog-
raphers almost always employ
freelance models for their fashion
articles or advertisements.

Modeling Jobs are available in
nearly all urban areas, but most jobs
are in New York City because it is
the center of the fashion Industry.
Chicigo and Los Angeles are two
other cities with many lobs for
models..

Training, Othec Qualifications,
and Advancement

The most" important, asset for
model is a distinctive and attractive
physical appearacke. Advertisers
and clothing designers hire models
who have the right "look" for their
product and a face or style that will
bejemembered. To develop an -in-
dividual style, many models attend
a modeling school where they learn
to style their hair, walk and stand
gracefully, pose in front of a
camera, and apply makeup 'Model-
ing agencies also provjde this train-
ing, but normally accept only the
most promising beginners

Female models must be at least 5
feet 7 inches tall and weigh no more
than 120 pounds. Male models
must be 6 feet tall and wear a size
40 suit.'Size requirements are quite
rigid because manuf,cturers' and
designers' samples 4standard and
models must fit the clothes without
alteration.

Photographic models usually are
thinner than fashion models
bedatise the camera adds at least 10
pounds to aperson's appearance. In
addition, they must have fine, regu-
lar features and good teeth and
hands.

There are no educational
requirements for models; some
have completed high school and
others have had college training.
Courses in drama, dancing, art, and
fashion design are useful because
they can develop poise arid a sense
of style.

Models should enjoy working
with people and must be able to
withstand the pressures of competi-
tion, tight schedules,, and quick
changes. Physical stamina is impor-
tant because models are on their
feet most, of the time and must
sometimes assume rather awkward
positions when posing for photog-
raphers.

Many beginners get their first job
through the modeling schoof 'they
attended. All agencies find jobs for
their models. Usually, they require
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their models to obtain a portfolio of
photographs of themselVes in vari-
ous styles and poses which the
agency can show to prospective
clients. Some department stoics
hold auditions that give inex-
perienced models a Chance to
model at a fashion show and per-
haps obtain other jobs if they do
well.

In addition, many sales jobs in de-
partment stores provide useful ex-
penence in selecting and coordinat-
ing fashions, experimenting with
makeup, and occasional modeling.
Sometimes a model can gain ex-
perience by working in fashion
shows given by local community or-
ganizations.

Modeling can be a stepping stone
to other jobs in the fashion field,
such as staff editor of a fashion
magazine, consultant for acosmetic
firm, or fashion coordinator for a
department store. Some models
take courses in art and design and
may become fashion iilustrators or
designers. A few models who work
in television commercials become
actors or actresses.

Employment Outlook

Although employment of models
is expected to increase faster than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's, competi-
tion for the available jobs will be
keen. The glamour of modeling at-
tracts many more persons than are
needed in the occupation.

Rising advertising expenditures
and sales of clothing and accesso-
cies will cause the denand for both
photographic and fashion models to
increase. Most job openings., how-
ever, will result from the need to
replace models who have left the
occupation. Many models have to
retire when they lose their youthful
appearance because most em-
ployers prefer younger models.
Others leave the occupation
because their particular "look"
goes out of style or becomes as-
sociated with an outdated product.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

A model's earnings deptidi on
the number and length of assign-
ments he or she receives. Although
a few top models earn as much as
business executives, most earn far
less. According to the limited infor-
mation available, fashion models
working full-time for manufacturers
or wholesalers earned from $125 to
5200 a week in 1974. Modelsjwork-
ing for New York City retail stores
were paid from $110 to S200 a
week, and those working outside of
New York from 580 to S 140.

Free-lance models are paid a fee
for their work. If they are registered
with an agency, they pay a commis-
sion for the services it provides. In
1974, free-lance models workingtin
fashion shows earned an average
fee of S50 an hour. Those in New
York earned as much as S75 an
hour. These rates are misleading,
however, because many models,
especially beginners, work only a
few hours each week and spend a
great deal of their time auditioning
for prospective clients. Although
photographic modeling often pays
well, models usually must provide
their own accessories, such as wigs
and hairpieces, and pay for their
transportation Occasionally, a
model must buy a complete outfit in
order to get a particular job.

. Models appearing in television
commtrcials earn at least $126 for
a job as an extra, and about S165
for one as a principal chaacter,
they also receive additional income
each time the commercial is rerun
Television models must be mem-
bers of the American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists or the
Screen Actors Guild, Inc.

Models sometimes must 'work
under uncomfortable 1 conditions,
posing in a swimsuit in the middle
of winter, for example. The, work
can also affect their personal lives
because models must always look
fresh and well-rested for theamera
and may have to limit evenings out
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with friends -f-lii addition, a female
model must spend part of each
night on beauty care, and some-
tittles has to prepare her*clothing
and accessories for the next dax's
assignme nts.

Sources of Additional
Information

Employers of models such as
magazines and newspapers may be
able to recommend reputabje)
modeling agencies or schools.

A list of approved modeling
schools is available from individual
State departments of education.
Write the directors of particular
modeling schools for catalogs
descriing their programs, entrance
requiriments, and tuition costs.

REAL ESTATE
° SALESWORKERS AND

,BROKERS
(D.O.T. 250.358)

. Nature of the Work

Real estate salesworkers and
brokers represent property owners
in selling or renting their properties.
They also are called real .estate
agents or, if they are 'members of
the National Aisociation of Real-
tors, "realtors" or "realtor as-
sociates."

Brokers are independent business
people who not only sell real estate,
but also rent and manage proper-
ties, make appraisals, and develop
new building projects. In closing
sales, brOkers usually arrange 'for
loans to finance the purchases, fcir
title searches, and for meetings
between buyers and sellers, when
details of the transaction are agreed
upon and the new owners take pos-
session. Brokers also must manage
their own offices, advertise the pro-
perties they list, and handle other
business operations. Some combine
other types of work such as selling
insurance or practicing law with
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their real estate business.
Salesworkers or agents work for

brokers. They show and sell real
estate, handle rental properties, and
obtain "listings' (owner agree-
ments to 'place. properties for sale
with the firm). Because obtaining
listings, is an important job duty,
salesworkeri may spend much time
on the telephbne exploring leads
gathered fit= 'advertisements and
personal contacts. They also answer
inquiries about properties over the
telephone.

A worker who sells real estate or
handles rental proptrties -often
must leave, the Office to call on
prospects and drive them to inspect
properties for sale: When a number
of houses are for sale in a new
development, the agent may
operate from a model home.

Most real estate salesworkers and
brokers sell residential property. A
few, usually in large firms, special-
ize .,in *commercial, industrial; or
other types of real estate. Each spe-
cialty requires knowledge of that
particular type of property. Selling
or leasing business property, for ex-
ample, requires an understanding of
leasing practices, business trends,
and location needs. Agents who sell
or lease industrial properties must
know about transportation, utilities,
and labor supply,. To sell residential
properties, the agent must know the
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location of schools, churches,
shopping facilitie, and publiC
transportation FamiliArity with tax
rates and insurance coverages also
is important.

Places of Employment

0 Nearly 400,000 persons sold real
estate, full time in 1974; many
others sold on a part-time basis.
The number of people licensed to
sell totaled about 1.4 inillion in
19'4, according to the National As-
sociation of Real Estate License
Law Officials.

Most real estate salesworkers
work for small establishments,
some, particularly in ,prban areas,
work for iarge.firms with several of.
fices 'A few sales agents are em-,
played by builders to sell new
homes in a particular development.
Real estate is sold in all areas, but
employment is concentrated in
large urban areas and in smaller but
rapidly growing communities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Real estate salesworkers and
brokers must be licensed in every
State irfirtn the District of Colum-
bia All States require prospective
agents to pass written tests. The ex-
aminationmore comprehensive
for brokers, than for salesworkers
includes questions on basic real
estate transactions and on laws af-
fecting the sale of property. A
majority of States require can-
didates for a broker's license to
have a specified amount, of ex-
perience in selling real estate or the
equivalent in related experience or
education (generally Ito 3 years).
State licenses usually can be
renewed annually without reex-
amination.

Employers prefer applicants with
at least a high school education. As
rtal estate transactions `have
become more complex, many of the
large firms Wave turned to college
graduates to fill sales positions.

Most agents have some college
training and the number of college
graduates has risen substantially in
recent years However, many em-
ployers -consider personality trait:
as important as academic training.
They look for applicants who pos-
seSs such positive characteristics as
a pleasant personality, honesty, and
a neat. appearance. Maturity, tact,
and enthusiasm for the job are
required in order to motivate
prospective customers in this
keenly competitive field. Agent:
also should have a good memory fah
names and faces and business
details such as taxes, zoning regula-
tions, and local land-ust laws.

Young men and women in
terested in beginning jobs as rea
estate salesworkers often apply in
their own communities, where their
knowledge of local neighborhoods
is an advantage. The beginner
usually learns the practical aspects
of the job under the direction of an
experiencedagent. -

Many firms offer formal training
programs for both beginnrs and
experienced salesworkers. About
360 universities, colleges, and jun-
ior colleges &er courses in real
estate. At sorrie;va student can earn
an associate's or bachelor's degree
with a major in real estate, several
offer advanced degrees. Many local
real estate boards that are members
of the National Association of Real-
tors sponsor courses covering the
fundamentals and legal aspects of
the field. Advanced courses in ap-
praisal, mortgage financing, and
property development and manage-
ment also are available through
various National Association af-
filiates.

Trained and experienced
.salesworkers can advance in many

large firms to sales or general
manager. Licensed brokers may
open their own offices. Training
and experience in estimating pro-
perty value can lead to work as a
real estate appraiser, and people
familiar with operating and main-
taining rental properties may spe-
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cialize in property management.
Mote who gain general experience
in real estate, and a thorough
knowledge of business conditions
and property values in their
ties,may enter mortgage financing
of real estate counseling.

Employment Outlook

Employment pf real estate
salesworkers and brokers is ex-
pected to rise about as fast as the
average for all occupations in order

satisfy a growing demand for
housing and other properties. In ad-
dition to opportunities that result
from phis growth, several thousand
openings will occur each year as

. employees die, retire, or leave for
other reasons. Replacement needs
are high, because a relatively large
number of people retire from the
real estate business every year.
Moreover, many beginners transfer
to other work after a short time
selling real estate.

The favorable outlook for em-
ployment in this field will stem
primarily from increased demand
for home -purchases and rental"
units. Shifts in the age distribution
of the population over the next
decade will result in a larger
number of young adults with
careers and family responsibilities.
This is the group that traditionally
makes the bulk of home purchases.
As their incomes rise, these families
also can be expected to purchase
larger hothes and vacation proper-
ties. During periods of declining
economic activity and tight credit,
the volume of sales and the result-.
ing demand for salesworkers
usually declines. During these
periods, the number of persons
seeking sales positions may out-
number Openings. Over the long
run, howeJer,, the outlook for
salespeople is favorable.
4 Many job _opportunities should

occur for both college graduates
and mature walkers transferring
from other kinds of saleswork.
field is likely to remain highly coin-
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petitire and prospects will be best
for well-trained, ambitious people
who enjoy selling. The proportion
of part-time real estate saleswork-
ers may decline, however, as State
licensing requirements- change and
agents need more specialized
knowledge to handle real estate
transactions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Commissions on sales are the
maiapsource of earningsvery few
real estate agents work for a salary.
The the of commission vanes ac-
cording to the type of property and
its value, the percentage paid on the
sale of farm and commercial pro-

, 'pertiei or unimproved land usually
is higher than that paid for selling a
home.

Commissions may be divided
among severat salespersons in a real
estate firm. The person who obtains
the listing often receives , a part
when the property is sold; the
broker who makes the sale either
gets the Test of the commission, or
else shireslt with the agent. who
handles the transaction. Althbugh
an agent's share varies greatly from
one firm to another, often it is
about half of the total amount
received by thefirm.

Earnings of full-time real estate
agents generally range between
S12,000 and S20,000 a year, ac-
cording to the limited data availa-
ble. Beginners' usually earn less.
Many experienced real estate
salesworkers earnS30,000 or more
a yeiri. Full-time agents and brokers
earn nearly three times as much as
average earnings for all nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Income usually increases as an
agent gains experience, but in-
dividual ability, economic condi-
tions, and the type and location of
the property also affect earnings.
Salesworkers who are active in
community organizations and local
real estate boards can broaden their
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contacts and increase their
earnings. A beginner's earnings
often are irregular because a few
weeks or even months ?nay go by
without a sale. Although some
brokers allow a salesworker a draw-
ing account against future earnings,
this practice is not usual with new
-employees. The beginner, there-
fore, should have enough money to
live on until commissions increase.

Brokers provide office space, but
salesworkers generally furnish their
own automobiles Agents and
brokers often work in the evenings
and during weekends to suit the
convenience of customers Some
firms, especially the large ones,
fqrnish group life, health, and ac-
cident insurance

Sources of Additional
Information

Details on licensing requirements
for real estate -salesworkers and
brokers are available from most
local real estate organiptions or
from the real estate commission or
board located in each Stare capital.
Many States can furnish nianuals
helpful to. applicants who are
preparing,tOr the required written.
examinations.

For mot information about op-
portunitie in real estate work, as
well as a ist of colleges and univer-
sities offering courses in this field,
contact:
National Association of Realtors, 155 E Su-

perior St., Chicago, Ill. 60W1.

RETAIL TRADE
SALESWORKERS

(D.O.T. 260. through-290.877)

Nature of the Work

The success of any retail business
depends largely on its salesworkers.
Courteous and.. efficient service
from behind the counter or on the
sales floor does much to satisfy
customers and buil;fa store's repu-
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tation. Even though contact with
customers is a part of all sales jobs,
the duties, skills, and responsibili-
ties of salesworkers are as different
as the kinds of merchandise they
sell.

In selling items such as furniture,
electrical' appliances, or clothing,
the salesworkei'epriinary jab is to
create an interest in the merchan-
dise. The salesworker' may answer
questions about the construction of
an article, demonstrate its use, and
show various models and colors. In
same stores, special knowledge or
skills may be. needed to sell the
merchandise. In a pet shop, for ex-

'ample, the salesworker should
know about the care and feeding of
animals. People who sell stand-
ardized articles, such as many
items in hardware and drugstores,
often do little more than take pay-
Kents and wrap customers'
purchases. (In supermarkets and
some gstores, cashiers wrap or
bag p hases, -receive payments,
and make change. See statement el-
sewhere in the Handbook on
Cashiers.) ,

In addition to selling, most retail
salesworkers make out sales or
charge slips, receive cash payments,
and give change and receipts. They
also handle returns and 'exchanges
of merchandise and keep their work
areas neat. Irf small stores; they may
help order merchandise, stock
shelves or racks, mark price tags,
take 'inventory, and .prepare dis-
plays. (Route drivers, -who sell -
bread, milk, and other products
directly to customers On a regular
route, are discussed under Sales
Occupations elsewhere in the
'Handbook.)

Places of Employment

In 1974, about 2.8 million
salesworkers three -fifths of them
womenwere .employed in retail
businesses. They worked in stores
ranging from the small d or
grocery store that emplo one
part-time salesclerk to the giant de-
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partment store that has hundreds of
salesworkers. They worked also for
door-ID-door sales companies and
mail -order houses. The largest em-
ployers of retail trade salesworkers
are department stores and those
selling general merchandise, ap-
parel and accessories, and food.

Although sales jobs are found in
almost every community, most
salesworkers are employed in large
cities and nearby suburban areas.

Training, 'Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Employers prefer high school
graduates for sales, jobs. Subjects
such as commercial arithmetic and

,merchandising provide a good
background for many selling posi-
tions. Some high schools have dis-
tributive education programs ,that
offer courses in principles of retail
selling; many give students a chance
to gain practical experience work-
ing part time in local stores. Such
part-time selling experience may be
helpful in getting a full-time job

Persons interested in sales jobs
should apply to the personnel of-

feces of large retail stores, where
they are likely to be interviewed
and, in some cases, given an ap-
titude test. Employers prefer those
who enjoy working-with people and
have the tact to deal with different
personalities. Among other desira-
ble characteristics are an interest in
saleswork, a pleasant personality, a
neat appearance, and the ability to
communicate clearly. Also,
prospective salesworkers should be
healthy since' they must stand for
long periods.

In many small stores, an ex-
perienced employee or the proprie-
tor Instructs newly hired sales per-
sonnel in making out sales slips and
.operating the cash register. In
larger stores, training programs are
likely to be more formal, and to In-
clude specialized training in selling
certain products.

Retail selling remains one of the
few fields in which able employees
may advance to executive jobs re-
gardless of educational
background. Although large retail
businesses generally hire college
graduates as management trainees,
this is not the only way to move into
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jobs at the management level. Some
salesworkers are promoted to jobs
as buyers, department managers, or
store managers Others, particularly
in large stores, may advance to ad-
ministrative work in areas such as
personnef ar advertising Opportu-
nities fdt advalicement are limited
in small stores where one person,
often the owner, does most
managerial work Retail selling ex-
perience may be an asset in qualify-
ing for saleswork with wholesaleri
or manufacturers.

Employment Outlook

`Retail trade selling will continue
to be an excellent source of job op-
portunities for high school gradu-
ates In addition to full-time jobs,
there will be many opportunities for
part-time workers, as well as for
temporary workers during peak
selling periods such as the ChriSt-
rpas season Prospects are expected
to be good because retail selling is a
large occupation and turnover iS
high, Most openings will occur as
experienced full- and part-time
salesworkers leave their jobs
,,,Employment of salesworkers in
retail trade is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's, asthe'volume of sales rises
and stores continue to remain open
longer. However, sales employment
will increase more slowly than the
volume of sales as self=serviceal-
ready the rule in most foodstores
is extended to drug, variety, and
other kinds of stores. At the same
time, rising income levels may in-
crease the,demand for "big ticket
items," such as television sets, that
require the salesworken to spend a
good deal of time with each
customer. r

E 4 rhings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, sale workers starting in
routine jobs where they did little
more _than "wait on" customers
generally earned 51.90 or $2 an
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hour, the Federal minimum Wage.
In stores where selling is more im-
portant, starting salaries were
sometimes higher Sa Janes usually
are lower in rural than in urban
areas

Experienced salesworkers, in-
cluding those whbse pay scales are
deterrnmed by union 'contracts,
often earn S3 to $6 an hour or
more Many are paid a straight sa-.
lacy In addition to.. their to
Some salesworkers receove co
sumsthat is, a percentage of the
sales they make Stip others are
paid a straight commission alone
Those paid only by commission
may find their earnings greatly af-
fected by ups, and downs in the
economy -Earnings are likely to be
highest in jobs that require special
skill in dealing with cuStomers,,or
technical knowledge of the
merchandise sold. Amon& the
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more.
Pirt-time sales-workers generally

work during the store's peak hours
of" businessdaytime rush hours,
eAzenings, and weekends

SalesWorkers in retail trade
usually work in clean, well-lighted
places and many stores are air -con-
ditioned Some jobs, however,
require work outside the store A
kitchen squipment salesworker.
may.'visit9fOspective customers at

"Their homes, for example, to help
them plan renovations; and a used-
car saleswo r may spend much
time at an o riot

higheSt paid are people who sell au-
tomobiles, major appliances, and
furniture On the average, retail
track salesworkers earn apote_as
mute as nbrisupervisory workers In a
pri'v&te industry, except farming.

Salesworkers in ma nK\ retail 3

stores may -buy merchandiset a
discount, often from 10 to 25 pe!t7
cent below:regular prices. This
pnvilegesomentnes.is extended to

employees family. Sbme stores,
e4pecially the large ones, pay, all or
part of the isost of such employee

iinefits as life.insurance, health in-
surance, and a pension.
, Many full-time,salesworkers have

a 5-day. 40-hour week, although in
some stores the standard workweek
is longer, Because Saturday is la

day in retailing employees
usually- work that day and have
another weekday off. Longer than

- normal hours may 'be scheduled be-
. fore Chnstmas and donng otfier

i3eak 'periods, and employees who
work overtime receive additional
pay or.ap equal amount of time off
during slack penods. Some,, espe-

' ciallylhose employed by stores in
suburban shopping centers, regu-
larly work one evening a week or

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about careers in
retail saleshs available from.

The Nauona.1 Retail Merchants Association.
100W 31st St rNew York. N Y 10001

Additional informauon on
careers in retailing may be obtained
from the personnel offices of local
stores, from State merchants' as-
sociations, or from local unions of
the Retail Clerks International As-
sociation.

general way what most route
drivers do.

On a typical day, laundry and
drycleantng route dnvers begin by
picking up cleaneckfarnfents at the
processing plant. They deliver the
clean garments to customers*
homes and pick up any dirty
clothing. Dnvers mark the dirty
clothes so that they can be returned
to the owner. Sometimes, they
make notes ,of the type of stains to
be removed or of special processes
to be used, such as waterproofing.,
After delivenng the clean garments,
dnvers present each customer with

. an itemized bill and collect the
amount of money due,

Although all route drivers' must
be able, to get along well with peo-
ple, it is Particularly, important for
the dfycleaning and laundry route
drivers. Their reactions to com-
plaints and requests f6r special
services may be the difference
between getting more business or
losing customers. Periodically, they
stop at homes along their routes to
try to sell their company's services.

Wholesale bake% route drivers
. deliver bread.and other baked
goods to grocery stores, Before
starting on the route they check to
see whether the ptoper variety and
quantity of products have been
loaded,e44,t each of the 1) to 50
grocery'stores alking. theft rotate,
they carry the orders of bread and
other baked goods into the store
and arrange them on the display
racks Together with the store
owner or manager, bakery route
dri-vers check the merchandise
delivered and prepare a bill.-Trey
also credit the store for the value of
the stale items left over from the
previous delivery.

Bakery route drivers prepare a
list of"products they plan to deliver
the next day. These lists are esti-
mates of the amount and variety of
baked goods that will beiold by the
grocery stores. From time to time,
they visit grocers along the route
who are not customers and try to
get orders from them.

ROJJTE DRIVERS

(D.O.T. 292358)

Nature of the Work

Route drivers use light trucks on -4
assigned routes to sell and deliver
goods or provide services. They are
sometimes known as ' driver-
salesworkers or route-salesworkers.
They must, through their selling
ability, increase sales to existing
customers ancrobtam, new business
by , finding additional customers
within their terrilones.

Route drivers' duties .vary ac-
cording to the industd in which
hey are employed, the type of

route they have (retail or
whplesale), and the company em-
ploying them. Some specific exam -

ples,-however, may describe in a

t
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Vending machine route. drivers
make certain the machines on ilea
routes are stocked with merchan
disc and in good working order At
each location, they check the dents
remaining in machines and remove
the money deposited in the cash
boxes. Dnvers also check vending
machines to see that merchandise
and change are dispensed properly,
and make minor adjustments to
machines that are broken. In addl.-
uon, they clean machines and
replace stock Route dnvers keep
records of the merchandise placed
in each machine and the money
removed They may try to find new
locations for vending machines by
visiting stores, factories, and other
businesses along their routes.

. Places of Employment

About 190,000 route drivers
worked for a wide variety of busi-
nesses in 1974 Since most are cm-
ploye,d by companies that distribute
food products or provide personal
services, they work in small towns

- Is well as in large cities The
greatest 'concentration of employ-
ment is in dairies, bakeries, foot1
and beverage distribution firms,
and drycleaning plantS in .large
cities.

Traittg Other Qualifications,
aria Advancement

Route dnvers must be good
drillers, and must have sales ability.
To get people it) buy, they must
have a thorough knowledge of the
produ4 r service they sell and a
persua4 personality. Other im-
por`kant;sales qualifitations` are a
pleasant voice, ability to speak well,
and a teat appearance. They also
need slf-confidence, initiative, and
tact , "

Route drp:ers must be able to
worlev, ithout direct supervision, do
simple arithmetic, and wnte legibly.
In most States, a route driver is
required to have a chauffeur)
license, which is a commercial driv-
ing permit. Information on this

license can be obtained from State
motor vehicle departments.

Most employers prefer their
route drivers to be high school
graduates Route dnvers who han-
dle a great deal of money may have
to be bonded.

Most companies give their new
employees on-the-job training
which vanes in length and
thoroughness, and many large com-
panies have classes in sales
techniques.

School-and- wprk programs in
retail and wholesale merchandising
are helpful to a person interested in
entenng this occupation. High
school courses in sales techniques,
public speaking, dnver training,
bookkeeping, and business. .

arithmetic are helpful. Valuable ex-
perience may be obtained as a sales
clerk in a store- or in some other
type of selling job.

Some people enter this occupa-
tion as route driver helpers (D.O.T.
292.887). Helpers receive on-the-
job training from dnvers. When
openings occur, they may be
promoted to dnvers. Helpers, how-
ever, are not likely to be employed
in the dairy or vending machine
dustries.

Route dnvers may be promoted
to route or sales supervisor, but
these jobs are relatively scarce. Ad-
vancement usually is limited to
moving from a retail to a wholesale
route, where earnings generally are
higher. However, softie drivers ob-
tain better-paying sales jobs as a
result of their experience in route
selling.

Employment Outlook

The total number of route drivers
is expected to change little through
the mid-1980-s. However, some
openings for new workers will arise
as experienced route drivers
transfer to other fields of work,
retire, o,r die Applicants with sales
experience and good driving

.records have the best chance of
being hired. ,
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Although total employment is ex-
pected to remain about the same,'
employment, trends will, differ for
vanous types of routes. For exam
pie, employfnent of laundry and
drytleaning _route dnvers u ex:
petted to decline as more people
take their clothes to neighborhood
stores for quicker, chpaper service,
or use clothes made from matenal
which can be washed easier at
home.

On the other hand, employment
of vending machine route dnvers is
expected to grow due to the greater
use of autornettic food service in
factones, schools, hospitals, and
other locations where machines are,
the only practical way of providing
food and beverages.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Most route drivers receive a

minimum salary plus a percent of
the sales they make. Thus, earnings
are determined largely by their
selling ability and Initiative. Ac-
cording to hated information
available in 1974, route drivers in
the dairy and baking industries
were guaranteed weekly wages of
$90 to $125 plus commissions on
sales. Many of these workers
earned more' than $200 a week.
Wholesale route drivers who make
deliveries to stores usually earn
more than 'those who make delive
ries to homes.

The numbei of hours worked by
route drivers varies. Some work
only about 30 hours a week; others
may vlork 60 hours or more de-
pending upoh whether they have
well-established routes or art trying
to build up new ones, and how am-
bitious they are. The number of
hours worked may be limited by a
union contract, although many con-
tracts specify merely the earliest
hour that work may begin and the
latest quitting time. The hours also
may vary with, the season. During
the spnng-cleaning season, for ex-
ample, drycleaning route drivers
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may work about 60 hours a week,
but in winter they may work less
than 30 hours..

Many companies require route
drivers to wear uniforms Some em
ployers pay for the uniforms and for
keeping therp.clean. Route drivers
do not work under close supervi-
sion Within certain broad limits,
they decide how rapidly. they will
work and where and wherrthey will
have a lunch or rest period. On the
other hand, route drivers have to
make deliveries in bad weather and
do a great deal of lifting, carrying,
and walking They also may have to
work unusual hours For example.
drivers who have retail milk routes

,generally start to work very early in
the morning

Many route drivers, particularly
those who deliver bakery and dairy
products, are members of the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Teamsters.
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and
Helpers of America (Ind.) Some
belong to ,the,,anions which
represent the plAtworkers of their
employers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For details on route driver em-
ployment opportunities, contact
local employers, such as bakeries
and vending machine companies. or
the local office of the State employ?
mentservice

...
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SECURITIES
SALESWORKERS

(D.O.T. 251.258)

- -- Nature of the Work
_ -

When investors buy or sell
,,, stocks, Veids, or shares in mutual

funds, they call on securities
salesworkers to put the 'market
machinery" Into operation. Both
the individual *Ho invests a few
hundred dollars and the large in-
stitution with millions to invest

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

need such services. Often these
workers are called registered
representatives, ,account execu-
lir es.o r customers' brokers.

In initiating buy or sell transac-
tions, securities salesworkert relay
orders through their firms' offices
to the floor of a secunpes
-exchange. When the trade takes
place in the over- the - counter mar-
ket Instead, they send the order to
the firm's trading deparupent. In
either case, the salesworker
promptly notifies the customer of
the completed transaction and the
final price ,

' In addition, they provide many
related services for their customers
They may explain to new Investors
the meaning of stock market terms
and trading practices; offer the
client complete financial counsel-
ing, devise an individual financial
portfolio including securities, life
insurance, and other Investments

. for the customer, and advise on the
purchase or sale of a particular
sectinty Some indiytduals may
prefer long-tertn investments
designed for either capital groWth
or income over the years; others
might want to make short-term In-
vestments which seem -likely to rise
in 'price a quickly. Securities
salesworkers furnish Information
about the advantages and disad-
vantages of each type of investment
based on each person's objectives.
They also supply the latest stock
and bond quotations on any securi-
ty in which the investor is in-
terested, as well as information on
the activities and financial positions
of the corporations these securities
represent.

Securities salesworkers may
serve all types bf customers or they
may specialize in one type only,
such as institutional investors. They
also may specialize in handling only
certain kinds of securities suchbas
mutual funds Some handle the sale
of "new Issues," such as corpora
tion securities issued for plant ex
passion funds. .

Beginning securities salesworkers
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spend much of their tune searching
for customers. Once they have
established a 'clientele, however,
they put more effort into servicing
existing accounts and less into seek-
ing new ones.

Races of Employment

About 100,000 personsabout
10 percent of them womensold
securities full &tie in 1974. It is esti-
mated that an additional 100,000
persons sold securities less than full
time These Include partners and
branch office Managers in securities
firms, insurance agents and brokers
offering securities to their
ctistomers, and part-time mutual
fund representatives.

Securities salesworkers are em-
ployed by brokerage firms, invest-
ment bankers, and mutual funds in
all_parts of the country Many -of
these firms are very small. Most
salesworkers, however, 'work for a
small number of large firms with
main offices in tiag cities (especially
in Nevi York) or the approximately,
6,000 branch offices in other areas.

Training, Other aitailfications,
and Advancement

Because a securities salesworker
must be , well inforn1d about
economic conditions and trends, a
college eduwn is increasingly
important, especially in the larger
securities. firms. This is not true,
however, for part-time4Ork selling
mutual funds. Although-employers
seldom.require specialized training,
courses in business administration,
economics, and finance are helpful.

Almost all States require persots
who sell securities to be licensed.
State licinsing requirem'ents may
Include passing an examination and
furnishing a personal bond. In addi-
tion, salesworkers usually must
register as representatives or their
firms according to regulations of
theecunties exchanges where they
do business or the National As-
sociation of Securities Dealers, Inc..

.

/
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(NASD) Before beginners can
qualify as registered representa-
tives, they ,must pass the Securities
and Exchange Commission s
(SEC's) General Securities Ex-
aminatit?n, or examinations
prepared by the exchanges or the
NASD These tests measure the
prospective representative s
knowledge of the sei_unties busi-
ness Character investigations also
are required Before securities
salesworkers can sell insurani_e,
they must be licensed by the State
in which they live

Most emptoyers provide training
to help salesworkers meet the
requirements for registration In
member firms of all major
exchanges the training period is at
least

I

4 months Trainees in large
firms may receive classroom in-
struction in security analysis and ef-
fective speaking, take courses of-
fered by schools of business and
other institutions and,associations.
and undergo a period of on-the-job
trailing In small firms. and in mu-

tual funds and insurance compa-
nies, training programs may be brief
and informal Beginners read as-
signed materials and watch other
salesworkers transact business

Many employers consider per-
sonality traits as important as
academic training Employers seek

positions as branch office
managers, who supervise the work
of other salesworkers while execut-
ing "buy" and "sell" orders for
their own customers A few
representatives may become part-
ners in their firms or do administra-
tive work

Employment Outlook

The number of securities
salesv.orkers is expected to grow
faster than the average for ell occu-
pations through the mid-1980's as
investment in securs continues
to increase In adon to jobs
resulting from growth. several
thousand salesworkers will be
needed annually to replace those
who die, retire, or transfer to other
jobs Replacement needs are rela-
tively large, due to the competitive
'nature of the occupation Many
saleSv.orkers leave their jobs each
year because they are unable to
establish a successful clientele

Employment of securities
salesworkers is expected to expand
as economic growth and rising per-
sonal incomes increase the funds
available for Pnvestment The for-
mation of investment clubs, which
enable small investors to make
minimum monthly payments
toward the purchase of securities,

applicants who are well groomed, also will ,contribute to the demand
able to motivate people, and ambi-o' for securities salesworkers Growth
nous Because. maturity - and the in the number of institutional in-
ability to work independently also vestors will be particularly strong as
are important, many emexployers more people purchase insurance,
prefer to hire those who have participate in pension plans, con-
achieved success in other jobs. Stu- tribute to the endowment fuhds of
cessful sales or managerial! coU.eges and other nonprofit institu-

tions, and deposit their savings M
banks In addition, more workers
will be needed to-sell securities is-
sued by new and expanding cor-
porations and by State and local
governments financing public im-
provements:

The demand for securities
salesworkers fluctuates as the
economy expands and contracts
Thus, in an economic downturn,
the number of persons seeking jobs

perience is very helpful to an apple -.
cant.

The principal form of advance-
ment for securities salesworkers is
an increase in the number and the
size of the accounts they handle
Although beginners usually service
the accounts of individual investors,
eventually they may handle very
large ac.ounts such as those of
banks and pension funds Some ex-
perienced salesworkers advance to

2 .)
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may exceed the number of
openingssometimes by a greit
deal Over the long-run, however,
job opportunities for securities
salesworkers are expected to be
favorable During severe slumps in

, market activity. job prospects and
income stability will be greater for
salesworkers who are qualified to
provide their clients with complete
financial services than those who
rely strictly on commissions from
stock transactions

Mature individuals with success-
ful work experience should find
many job opportunities Demand
will be strongest for well rounded
persons who are willing to learn all
aspects of the securities business
Those seeking part time work will
be limited to selling shares in mu
tual funds

Earnings and.Working
Conditions

Trainees usually are paid' a salary
until they meet licensing and`regis-
trasion-- requirements. After regis-
tration, a few firms continue to pay
a salary until the new representa-
tive's commissions increase to a
stated amount. The salaries paid
(hiring training usually range from
$800 to $1,000 a month; those
working for large securities firms
may receive higher salaries.

After candidates are licensed and
registered, their earnings depend on
commissions from the sale or
Purchase of stocks and bonds, life
insurance, or other securities for
customers. Commission earnings
are likely to be high when there is
much buying and selling, and lower
wh a slump in market ac-
tivity. Most s._ps-oVide sales-
workers with a steady indite by
paying a "draw against` "com-
mission" that is, a minimum
salary based on the commissions
which then can be expected to
earn A few firms pay salesworkers
only salary and bonuses, that
usually are determined by the
volume of company business.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Earnings of full-time, ex-
po ced securities salesworkers
ave d about 521,000 a year in
1974, cording to the limited data
ay. lab . Many earned more than
S30, year. Full -time securities
salesworkers earn about three times
as much as average earnings for
nonsupervisory workers in private
industry, except farming.

Secunuet salesworkers usually
work in offices where there is much
activity. In large offices,for exam-
ple, rows of salesworkers sit at
desks in front _pf "quote boards"
which continually flash information
on the pnces oCsecurities transac-
tions. Although established
salesworkers usually work the same
hours as others in the business Com-
munity, beginners who are seeking
customers may work longer. Some
salesworkers accommodate.
customers by meeting with them in
the evenings or on weekends.

Sources of Additional
Information

Further information concerning a
career as a securities, salesworker
may be obtained from the person-
nel departments of individual secu-
rities firms.

WHOLESALE TRADE
SALESWORKERS

(D.O.T. 260. through 289.45)

Neuf* of the Work

Salesworkers in wholesale trade
play an important role in movilig
goods from the factory to the con-
sumer. Each salesworker may
represent a wholesaler that dis-
tributes hundreds of similar
products. A wholesale drug com-
pany, for example, may stock its
warehouse with many brands of
drugs, soap, and cosmetics to
supply stores that sell directly to the

.consumer. Likewise, a wholesale
building materials distributor sells
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hardware and construction materi-
als to builders who would otherwise
have to deal with many manufac-
turers.

At regular intervals, salesworkers
visit buyers for retail, indu.stnal,

d commercial firms,, as well as
buyers for institutions such as
schools and hospitals. They show
samples, pictures, or catalogs that
list the items which their company
stocks. Salesworkers seldom urge
customers to purchase any particu-
lar product, since they handle a
large number of items. Instead, they
offer proMpt, dependable service so
buyers will become regular.
customers.

Wholesale salesworkers perform
many important services, such as
checking the store's stock and or-
dering items that will be needed be-
fore the next visit. Some wholesale
salesworkers help store personnel
improve and update systems for or-
dering and inventory. In addition,
they often advise retailers about ad-
vertising, pricing, and arranging
window and counter displays. A
saksworker who handles special-
ized products, such as air-condi-
tioning equipment, may give techni-
cal assistance on installation and
maintenance.

Salesworkers do some record-
keeping and attend to other details.
They must forward orders to their
wholesale houses, prepare reports 'IC;
and expense accounts, plan work
schedules, draw up lists of
prospects, make appointments, and
study literature relating to their
produCts. Some collect money for
their companies.

Places of Employment

Abdue770,000 personswere em-
ployed as wholesale salesworkers in
1,74. Wholesale houses usually are

located in cities, but salesworkers
may be assigned territories in any
part of OK country. Their temtory
may covekia small section of a city
having many retail stores and indus-
tnal users, in less populated regions
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Wholesale salesworker examines retail store's carpet select Ion before writing
Kew order.

it may cover half a State or more .

Firms selling machinery and
building materials to industrial and
business users are leading em-
ployers of wholesale salesworkers
Other large employers are compa-
nies that sell food products _
W holesalers dealing in drugs. dry
goods and apparel. motor vehicle
equipMent. and electncal ap-
pliances ernpluy many salesworkers
as well

Training, Other Qualification's,
and Advancement

In hiring trainees for sales work.
most wholesalers seek people who
are neat. .outgoing. self-confident.
enthusiastic about the job. and un-
derstanding of human nature As in

%v.

. f
most selling Jobs, skills in arithmetic
and a good memory are assets High
school graduation , is usually
required. although many companies, .
prefe.r applicants who have special-
ized training beyond high school
An engineenng degree may be
required to sell scientific and
technical products.

Newly hired salesworkers who
are college graduates usually par-
ticipate in formal training programs
that combine classroom instruction
and short rotations 1n vanous non-
selling jobs By working a few
weeks - in the wholesaler's
warehouse, a new employee may
gain first-hand experience in writ-
ing orders, pricing, and locating
stock Through cooperative pro-

2 a.:,
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grams, some college 'students com-
bine academic study and on- the -lob
experience. ,Graduates with this
background often begin outside
saleswork without further training.

High school graduates may begin
a career with a wholesale firm in a
nonselling job or be hired as a sales
trainee In either case, beginners
usually work in several kinds of
nonselling jobs before being as-
signed to sales They may start in
the stockroom or shipping depart-
ment to become familiar with the

' thousands of items the wholesaler
carries Later thel may learn the
prices of articles' and discount fates
for goods sold in quantities Next.
they are likely to work on "inside"
sales, and write telephone orders
Later. as they accompany an ex-
perienced salesworkez on calls.
trainees come to know some of the
firm's customers. The time spent in
these initial jobs vane& among com-
panies. but usually it take 2 years or
longer to prepare trainees for out-
side selling .

Expenenced salesworkers who
have leadership qualities and sales
ability may advance to supervisor,
sales manager. or other executive
positions

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
salesworkers in wholesale trade are
expected to be good in addition to
new positions created by growth.
many openings will stem from turn
over. which IS fairly high r1 Otis oc-
cupation A person's success in
selling greatly depends on his or her
ability to locate iiewaacustomers and
persuade them to buy. A number of
new salesworkers find they Are not
suited to the competitive nature of
selling and leave the occupation

The number of wholesale
salesworkers is expected to grow
about as fast as the average fo{all
occupations through the mid-
1980's Businesses. and institutions
will require a wide variety of
products for their own use and for
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eventual resale. Although many
large purchasers and others who
require highly specialized products
will buy directly from manufac-
turers, the majority of transactions
will involve the wholesale distribu-
tor.

As chain stores and °tiler large
firms centralize purchasrhg activi-
ties, the value of the sales made to
individual customers becomes
larger and competition for sales
correspondingly greater.
Wholesalers can be expected to
meet this competition by emphasit-
ing customer services and increas-
ing the size of their sales forces.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

'According to limited informa-
tion, most beginning salesworkers
earned around $9,000 a year in
1974. Experienced salesworkers
earned considerably more. Since
commissions often make up a large
proportion of the salesworker's in-

-
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come, earnings vary widely in this
occupation. In -*era], wholesale
salesworkers' 1t_4inings are much
higher than thoseijanonsupervisory
workers in private;Mdustry, except
farming.

Most employers.pay a c.alary plus
a percentage commission on sales;
others pay a straight. commission.
Although most wholesale sales-
workers have stea4ly, year-round
work. sales find commissions) vary
because demand `-'for some
productsfor example,. air-condi-
tioningis greater during certain
seasons. To provide salesworkers
with -a steady-mcome, many compa-
nies pay experienced personnel ,a
"draw" against annual commis-
sions. Most compabies furnish cars
or allowances for cars and reimbur-
sements for certain xpenses on the
road. \ .

Salesworkers often have long, ir-
regijlar work hours. though they
call on customers du 'rig business
hours, they may travel\ at night or
on weekends to meet their sched-
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Howtver, most saleswork-
ers seldom are away from home
for more than a few days at a time.
They may spend evenings writing
reports and orders, may carry heavy
catalogs and sample cases, and be
on their feet for long periods.

Depending on length of servic,
most salesworkers have a 2- to 4-
week paid, vacation. Many are
cqvered by company benefits, in-
cluding health and life insurance
and retirement pensions.,

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on jobs in -wholesale
selling may be obtained directly
fiord loc,ar .wbolesale houses or
fronVissociations of wholesalers in
many of the larger cities. If no local
association is available, write to:
National Association of Wholesaler-Dis-

uibutors, 1725 K St. NW.. Washington,
D.C. 20006.

Sales and Marketing Executives Interna-
tional. Student Education Dwinon, 380
Lexington Ave.. New You, N.Y. 1001
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.

Construction craft worker
represent the largest group of
skilled workers in the Nation's
labor force Altogether, there were
3.4 million employed in 1974
about 3 out of every 10 skilled wor-
kers. .

The more than 2 dozen skilled
construction trades v ary greatly in
sire Several major tradescar
penter, painter, operating engineer,
Plumber, and electricianeach had
more than a 200,000 workers; car-
penters alone numbered more than
I million, 'about one-third of all
construction craft workers. In con-
trast, only a few thousand each
were employed in trades such as
marble setter, terrazzo worker, and
stonemason.

What are the Construction
"Nos? .

Workers in the construction
trades build, repair, and modernize
hoines and all kinds of buildings.
They also work on a variety of other
structures, including highways, air-
ports, and missile launching pads.

Construction work may be di-.
vided into three categories: struc-
tural, finishing, and mechanical, In
general, each trade falls in one of
these categories: Structural work:
Carpenter, operating engineer
(construction machinery operator),
bricklayer, structural-iron worker,
ornamental-iron worker, cement-
mason, reinforcing-iron worker,
rigger and machine mover,
stonemason, and boilermaker.
Finishing work: Lather, plasterer,
marble setter, terrazzo worker,
painter, paperhanger, glazier,
roofer, floor covering installer, and

.

Mb

asbestos worker. Mechanical work.
ptpefitter, construction,

ele can, sheet-metal worker,
elevator constructor , and mill
wright.

Most construction trades are
described individually later in this
chapter. Boilermakers and mill-
wrights are descnbett elsewhere in
the Handbook. These descriptions
are nth:essarily brief, and do not
apply fully to workers in all localt-
'ties.

Ara), they are not statements or

.ow..."".
II

recommendations concerning the
work jurisdiction of these trades
and are inappropriate for use irk ju-
nsdictional ne?otiations or the set-
tlement of jurisdictional questions.

Places of employment

Most jobs are with contractors in
the construction industry. There
are, several hundred thousand con-
tractors, and thast are small
generally employing fewer than- 10
people. Some large contractors,

Construction Is a major seems of employment for MOW vomiters.
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The formal apprenticeship agree-
ment generally calls for 3 to 4 years
of on-the-job training and 144
hours or more ofitelated classroom
Instruction each year. On the job,
most instruction is given by a par-
ticular craft worker to whom the
apprentice is assigned.

Classroom instruction vanes
among the construction trades, but
usually includes courses such as his,-
tory of the trade, characteristics of
materials, shop .mathematics, and
basic principles of engineering

In most communities, the ap-
prenticeship programs are super-
vised by joint apprenticeship com-
mittees composed of local ern-
ployers and local union representa-
tives. The \cQmmittee determines
the need for apprentices in the ,

community and establishes
minimum standards of education,
experience, and training. Whenever
an employer cannot provide all-
round instruction or relatively con-
tinuous employment, the commit-
tee transfers the apprentice to
another employer. Where spe-
cialization by contractors is exten-
sivefor instance, in electrical
workcustomarily the committee
rotates apprentices among several
contractors at intervals of about 6
months.

In areas where these committees
have not been established, the ap-
prenticeship agreement is solely
between the apprentice and the em-
ployer or employer group. Many
people have received valuable
training under these programs but
they have some disadvantages. No
committee is available to supervise
the training offered and settle dif-
ferences over the terms and condi-
tions of training. ,What the ap-
prentice learns depends largely on
the employer's business prospects
and policies. If the employer lacks
continuous work or does only a
restricted type of work, the ap-
prentice cannot develop all-round
skills

In 'many localities, craft work-
ers -ificist commonly electricians
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howev employ thousands Large
number of construction trade
Workers are employed in other in-
ductees .uch as mining and manu
factunng airily to do maintenance
and repai work Chemical manu-
facturers, or example, need plum-
bers and p1. fitters to maintain the
complex p networks in their
processing plants Government
agencies employ construction trade
workers to maintain highways,
buildings, and nitation systems.

Many const uction tradeworkers
are self-emplo d and contract with
homeowners d businesses for
small jobs Self- mployment is most
common in pa ,:rhanging, painting,
and floor coveri g work, but it also
is found in other t ades.

Employment in the construction
trades is distribut d geographically
in much the same way as the Na-
tion's population hus, the highest
concentration gene ally is in indus-
trialized and hig ly popUlated
areas.

Training, Other Q alifications,
and Xdvanc ment

Moss training auth.rities recom-
mend formal apprentice training as
the best way to acq ire the all-
round skills in the onstruction
trades Apprenticesh p is a

prescribed period of on-the-job
training, supplemented by related
classroom instruction which is
designed to familiarize apprentices
with the materials, tools, and princi-
ples of their trade. Formal ap-
prenticeship agreements are reg-
istered with a State apprenticeship
agency or thi-C.S. Department of
Labor's Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training.

Although apprenticeship is the
best way to train, many people
acquire construction skills infor-
mally by working as laborers and
helpers and observing experienced
craft workers. Some acquire skills
by attending vocational or trade
schools or by taking correspond-
ence school courses

, Apprentices generally must be at
least 18 years old, and in good
physical condition. A high school or
vocational school education, or its
equivalent, including courses in
mathematics and mechanical draw-
ing, is desirable, Courses in con-
struction trades,--siich as carpentry
and electricity, also are recom-
mended. Often-, applicants are
given tests to determine their ap-
titudes. For some trades, manual
dexterity, mechanical aptitude,.an0
an eye for proper alignment of
materials are important.
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and plumbersare required to
have a license to work at their
trade. To qualify for these licenses,
they muss pass an examination to
demonstrate a broad knowledge of
the job andsof State and local regu-
lations.

Construction trades craft work-
ers may .advance in a number of
ways Many become supervisors. In
most-localities, small jabs are run
by "worVing supervisorsv who work
at the trade along with members of
their crews. On larger jobs. the su-
pervisors do only supervisory work
Craft tvorkers also can become esti-
mators for contrat.tors In these
jobs, they estimate material
requirements and labor costs to
'enable the contractor to bid on a
particular project. Some craft
workers athance to jobs as super-
intendents on large p rojects.
Others become I nstruk.tors in trade
and vocational st.hools or sales
representatives for Building supply
companies. A large number of
craft workers have become con-
traaors in the homebuilding field.

Starting a small contract con-
struction business, is easier than
starting a small business in many
other industries. Only moderate
financial investment usually is
needed, and conducting a fairly
substantial business from the one's
home is possible. However, the con-
tract construction field is very com-
petitive, and the rate of business
failure AS high arnong small contrac-
tors.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the construction
trades is expected to increase faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to employment growth, many job
openingi will result each year from
the need . to replace experienced
workers who transfer to other fields
of work, retire, or die.

However, since construction ac-
tivity is sensitive to changes in the
Nation's economy, the number 8f

openings may fluctuate sharply
from year to year.

Over the long run, construction
activity is expected to grow sub-
stantially. The anticipated increases
in population and households, and
the relatively low level of housing
construction in the mid-1970's, are
expected to create strong pressure
for new housing. Among other fac-
tors that will stimulate co ction
activity` are a rise in) spending
new industrial plants and equip -
ment1and higher levels of personal
and corporate income Also, there
will be a growing demand for altera-
tion and modernization work on ex-
isting structures, as well as for
maintenance and repair work on
highway systems, dams, bridges,
and similar projects.

The increase in employment is
not expected. to be as great as the
expansion in construction activity
Continued technological develop-
ments in, construction methods,
tools and equipment, and materials
will raise output per worker One
important development is the grow-
ing use of prefabricated units at the
job Site For example, preassembled
outside walls and partitions can be
lifted into place in one operation
An outgrowth of prefabrication is
"module building" in which units,
including complete rooms, are as-
sembled at a factory

The rates of employment growth
will differ among the various con-
struction trades Employment
growth is expected to be fastest for
asbestos and insulation-workers and
for operating engineers. Trades that
will have the slowest growth rates
are lathers and plasterers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly wage rates for construc-
tion trade workers are relatively
high However, because construc-
tion work is seasonal and time also
may be lost because of occasional
unemployment between jobs, an-
ntial earnings are not as high as the
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hourly rates of pay would indicate .

The accompanying tabulatior
shows union hourly averages foi
selected construction trades in
large cities surveyed in 1974.

Plumbers
Elecincians
Bncklayers
Plasterers
Carpenters
Painters

Hourh rate
S9 00
8.96
897
8 1.2

841
8 07

Hourly wage rates for ap-
prentices generally start at 50 per-
cent of the rate paid to expenenced
craft workers. These rates increase
at 6-month to 1-year intervals unti;
the full rate is achieved upon the
completion of training.

Construction work frequently
requires prolonged standing, bend-
ing, stooping, and working in
cramped quarters. 'Exposure ,,,to
weather is common as much of the
work is done outdoors or in par-
tially enclosed structures. Many
people prefer construction work
because it permitS them to be out-
doors.

Construction jobs generally are
more dangerous than, other jobs,
but the nsk of injury is lessened'
considerably when safe work prac-
tices are followed.

The construction trades offer
especially good opportunities for
young people who are not planning
to go to college, but who are willing
to spend several years in learning a
skilled occupation. Construction
workers can find job opportunities
in all parts of the country. Their
hourly wage rates genera* are
much higher tpan those of most
other manual workers. As previ-=,
ously noted, construction trade
workers with business ability have
greater opportunities to open their
own businesses tan, workers in
most other skilled occupations.

A large proportion of construc-
tion workers are members of trade
unions affiliated with the Building
and Construction Trades Depart-
ment of the AFL-CIO.
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Sources of Additional
Information

fnformation about opportunities
for apprenticeship or other training
can be- obtained from local con-
struction firms and employer as-
sociations, the local office of the
State employment service or State
apprenticeship agency, or the local
office of the Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training, U.S. Department
Of Labor. Many apprenticeship pro-
grams are supervised by local
union-management committees.. In
these instances, an apprentice. ap-
plicant may apply directly to the
coordinator of the committee.

For additional information on
jobs in the construction trades, con-
tact.
Amencan #ederauon of Labor and Congress

of Industrial Orgapuons. Budding and
Construction Trades Department. 815

. 16th St. NW Washington. D.0 20006.

Associated General Contractors of Amenca.
Inc., (957 E Si NW , Washington. D.0
20006.

National Association of Home. Builders.
1625 L St NW Washmgton, D.C.
20036

For the names of labor organiza-
tions and trade associations con-
cerned with specific trades, see the
discussions of individual building
trades which follow.

' ASBESTOS AND
INSULATION WORKERS

(D.O.T. 863.381, .781, and .884)

Nature of the Work

Asbestos and= insulation workers
cover pipes, boilers, furnaces, and
related equipment with asbestos
and other insulating materials.
These materials retain heat or cold,
absorb sound, and can act as a
vapor barrier. Insulated walls and
ceilings in, a home, for example,
reduce fuel costs by preventing loss
of heat during the cold months

Insulating materials are installed
by pasting, wiring, taping, stud-

welding, spraying plastering.
When covering pework, asbestos
workers cut ei r block or formed
insulation to e required size and
shape, and n wrap it around the
pipe. They secure the insulating
material by using wire bands, or by
covering it further with tar paper,
cloth, or canvas, sewed or stapled
into place Care is required to cover
joints completely.

When covering flat surfaces,
asbestos workers spptweld or screw
wire fasteners to the surface and in-
stall the insulating material They
coat joints with an asbestos cement
and wrap them with tape for a tight
seal. They sometimes spray or
plaster insulating material to a.wir
mesh placed on the surface to be
covered. The wire mesh provides a
surface for adhesion as well as
structural strength for the insula-
tion A final coat is applied and
finished for a smooth appearance

Agbestos and insulation workers
use common handtoolstrowels,
brushes, scissors, sewing equip-
ment, and stud-welding guns.
Powersaws, as well as handtools,
are used to cut and fit insulating
materials.

Places of Employment

About 30,000 asbestos and insu-
lation workers were employed in
1974. Most worked for insulation
contractors. Others were employed
to alter and maintain insulated
pipework in chemical factories,
petroleum refineries, atomic energy
installations, and similar plants
which have extensive steam instal-
lations for power, heating, and
cooling. Some large firms which
have cold-storage facilities also em-
ploy these workers for maintenance
and repair.'

Training, Other Qualifications,-
and Advancement

Almost all asbestos and Insula-
tion workers learn their trade
through either Informal on-the-job
training or a formal 4-year
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"improverstup".program. A trainee
in an informal on-the-job program
is assigned to an experienced insu-
lation worker for instruction and
supervision. A trainee begins with
simple tasks, such a supplying insu-
lation material to experienced
workers or holding the material
while they fasten it in place.
In about 6 to 8 months, assign-
ments become more complex,
and within a year a trainee usual=
ly learns to measure, cut, fit,
and install various :types of
insulation. With experience, the
trainee receives Less supervision
and more responsibility.

Trainees who receive informal in-
struction usually learn to specialize
in only three or four types of instal-
lation. In contrast, trainees in 4-
year "improvership" programs
receive in-depth instruction in al-
most all phases of insulation work.
These programs consist of on-the-
job training, as well as classroom in-
struction, and trainees must pass
practical and written tests to
demonstrate a knowledge of the
trade.

For entry. jobs, employers prefer.,
high school graduates who are in
good physical condition and
licensed to drive. High school'
courses in blueprint reading, shop
math, and general construction
provide a helpful background.

Applicants seeking 4-year
"improvership" positions must
have a high school diploma or its
equivalent, and be at least 18 years
old.

Skilled asbestos and insulation
workers may advance to supervisor,
shop superintendent, or insulation
contract estimator, or may open an
insulation contractihg business.

Employment Outlook

Employment of asbestos and in-
sulation workets is expected to
grow much faster than .the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition to jobs from em-
ployment growth, several hundred
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openings will arise annually from
the need to replace workers who
transfer to other occupations,
retire, or die.

More workers will be needed to
install energy-saving insulation in
new homes and businesses. Insula-
tion for boilers and pipes in new
factories and power plants also will
stimulate employment growth.
Moreover, old buildings that need
extra insulation to save fuel will add
to employntent requirements.

Employment opportunities will
be best in metropolitan areas where
most insulation contractors are
located. In small towns much of the
insulation work is done by persons
in other trades, such as carpenters
and bricklayers, rather than by
asbestos and insulation workers

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Union asbestos and insulation
v/orkers ip metropolitan areas had
estimated average wages of 59.35 in
1974, slightly higher than the
average for all union building trades
workers Apprentice wage rates
start about half the rate paid to ex-
perienced workers' and increase
periodically.

Asbestos and insulation workers
spend most of the workday on their
feet, either standing, bending,
stooping, or squatting. Sometimes
they work from ladders or in tight
spaces when covering pipes and
ducts Removing Did insulation be-
fore installing new materials is often
dusty and dirty and working with
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asbestos sometimes presents a
health hazard.

A large proportion of the workers
in this trade are members of the In-
ternational Association of Heat and
Frost Insulators an& Asbestos
Workers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about asbestos
and insulation workers' improver-
ship programs or other work oppor-
tunities in this trade, contact a local
asbestos contractor; a ,local of the
union mentioned above; or the
nearest office of the State employ-
ment 'service or State apprentice-
ship agency.

BRICKLAYERS AND
STONEMASONS

(D.O.T. 861.381, .781, and .884)

Nature of the Work

Bricklayers build walls, parti:
tions, fireplaces, and other struc-
tures with brick, cinder block, and
other masonry materials. They also
install, firebrick linings in industrial
furnaces.

Stonemasons build the stone ex-
(.teriors of structures. They work

with o types of stonesnatural
cut, su as marble, granite, and
limestone, and artifical stone made
from cement, marble chips, or
other masonry materials. Because
stone is expensive, stonemasons
work mostly on high-cost buildings,
such as offices, hotels, and
churches. -

In putting up a wall, bricklayers
first build the corners at each end of
the wall, using plumblines and a
mason's level. A line is then
stretched from corner tO,corner as a
guide for each course kir layer of
brick. Bricklayers spread a bed of
mortar (cement mixture) with a,

trowel, place the brick on the mor-
'far bed, and then tap it into place.
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When necessary, they cut bricks to
fit around windows, doors, and
other openings. Mortar joints are
finished with jointing tools.to leave
a heat and uniform appearance.
Bricklayers also weld metal sup-
ports for brick*

Bricklayers use handtools
primarily, including trowe
brickhammers, Levels, chisels, a

srules Powersaw are often used for
cutting and fitting bricks and other
masonry materials

Bricklayers are assisted by hod
carriers, or helpers, who supply
them with ,bricks and other materi-
als, mix mortar, and set up and
move scaffolding (Detailed occu-
pational descriptions for Construc-
tion Laborers and Hod Carriers ap-
pear elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Stonemasons often work from a
set of drawings in which each stone
has been numbered for identifica-
tion Helpers locate and bring the

pieces needed tO the masons. A der-
rick operator using a hoist lifts large
pieces into place. Masons set the
stone in' mortar and move it into
position 'with a mallet, hammer, or
crowbar They align stones with a
plumbline and finish the joints with
a pointing trowel. When necessary,

1..---)P with metal ties or anchors.
ey weld or fasten the stone to sup-

n ports
To cut vanous shapes and sizes>,..-

masons find the gram of each piece
of stone and use a special hammer
to strike it along a predetermined
lin'e yaluablp pieces often are cut
with an abrasive saw.

Stonem-asons also do veneer
work, in which cut stone is applied
in various patterns In one special-
ized branch of the trade knovin as
alberene stone setting, masons set
acid-resistant soapstone linings for
vats, tanks, and floors.

The principal handtools ofi the
stonemasons are trowels, heavy
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hammers, V%ooden or hard rubber
mallets, and chisels. For rapid
cutting, pneumatic tools are used
They use special power Wok to
smooth the surface of large stones.
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Places of Employment

About 165,000 bricklayers and
stonemasons were employed in
1974, most of whom were
bricklayers Workers in these crafts
were employed pnmarily by special
trade, building, or general contrac-
tors A relatively small number of
bricklayers work for government
agencies or business that do their
own construction and alteration
work.

Workers in both trades are em-
ployed throughout the country, but
are concentrated in metropolitan
areas In cities that are too small to
have a demand for full-time
stonemason's', some bricklayers do
stonework as 4deline.

About I out of 7 bricklayers and
stonemasons is self-employeda
proportion higher than that in most
building crafts. Many of the self,.
employed specialize in contracting
on small jobs such as patios, walks,
and fireplaces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most traming-Tuthonties recom-
mend the completion of an ap-
prenticeship program as the best
way to become a bricklayer or a
stonemason. Many workers, how-
ever, pick up their skills Informally
by working as a helper or a hod car-
rier and by observing and learning
from experienced workers.

6.11iiicklayer or stonemason ap-
prenticeship program requires 3
years of on-the-job tramg, in addi-
tion to 144 hours of classroom in-
struction each year. Although these
programs have some similarities,
they provide different kinds of
training.

On the job, bricklayer ap-
prentices begin by learning to
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spread mortar and lay brick in sim-
ple patterns. Within a year, they
learn to weld andin timeto
operate equipment such as a
masonry saw Stonemason ap-
prentices, on the other hand, begin
by learning to recognize various
types of stones, set and align them,
and finish the joints With ex-
perience., they also learn to weld
and eventually to cut stone. Class-
room instruction in either program
includes blueprint reading, layout
work, and sketching.

Applicants for bricklayer or
stonemason apprenticeships must
be at least 17 years old and in good
physical condition A high school or
vocational school education is
preferable, as are courses in mathe-
matics, mechanical drawing, and
shop.

Experienced bricklayers or
stonemasons can advance to super-
visory positions, or become estima-
tors. They also can open contract-
ing businesses of their own.

, Employment Outlook

EmployMent of bricklayers is ex -'
pected to increase about as fast as
the average for all. occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to the job openings that result from
employment growth, many
openings will arise as experienced
bricklayers retire, die, or transfer to
other occupations.

As - population and business
growth create a need for new
homes, factories, offices, and other
structures, the demand for
bricklayers will grow Stimulating
this growth will be the increasing
use of briclt-or decorative work on
building fronts and in, lobbies and
foyers The use of brick, particu-
larly for interior load-bearing walls,
is growing and will add to overall
employment needs.

Over thelong run, job openings
for bricklayers are expected to be
plentiful; howeyer, the number of
openings may fluctuate from year
to year because employment in this

, trade is sensitive to ups and downs
in construction activity. For any
given year, opportunities usually
are best during Oe spring and
summer when consfruction activity
picks up.

Employment of stonemasons is
not expected to change significantly
through the mid- 1980's. Stone has
lost popularity as a building materi-
al because it has become much
more expensive than other materi-
als such as brick and concrete..
Nevertheless, a relatively small
number of jobs will become availa-
ble due to the need to replace
stonemasons who retire, die, or
transf her occupations.

Eart}ings and Working
Conditions

Bricklayers averaged S8.97 an
hput and stonemasons S8.85 an
hour.cording to a 1974 survey of
union Swage rates in metropolitan
areas. In comparison, the average
for all building trades4was $8.16 an
hour.

Although hourly rates for these
workers are relatively high, time
lost because of poor weather and
occasional unemployment between
jobs makes annual earningst less
than the hourly rates would impjy.

Wages for apprentices in either
trade usually start at 50,percent of
the rate paid to experienced work-
ers and increase periodically ac-
cording to a set scale. ,

The work of bricklayers and
stonemasons is sometimes strenu-
ous because it involves moderately
heavy lifting and prolonged stand-
ing and stooping. Most of he work
is performed oit ordCrs.

A large proportion of bricklayers
and stonemasons are members of
the Bricklayers, Masons and
Plasterers' International Union of
America. ,

Sourcs,of Additional
Information

For details about apprenticeships
or other work opportunities in these
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trades, contact local bricklaying or
stonemasonry contractors, a local
of the union listed above, a local
joint union-management ap;
prenticeship committee, or the
nearest office of the State employ-
ment service or State apprentice-
ship agency.

For general information about
the work of either bricklayers or
stonemasons, contact.
Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers' lama.
, Dorval Union of America, 815 15th St.

NW., Washington, D.C., 20005. r
Information ,abopt the work of

bncklayers also may",be obtained
from:
Assomited General contractoruff America,

Inc., 1957 E St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.'

Brick-institute of America, 1750 Old
Meadow Rd., McLean, Va. 22101.

CARPENTERS
(D.O.T. 860.2)1 through'.781)

Haim of the Work

Carpenters, the largestgroup of
building trades workers, are em:
ployed in almost every type of con-
struction activity. They erect the
wood framework in buildings and
install windows, doors, paneling,
cabinets, and other items. They also
build stairs, lay harcifyood floors,
and install other flooring materials
such as asphalt tile.

Carpenters install heavy timbers
used to build docks, railroad tres-
tles, and similar structures. They
build the forms needed to pour
concrete decks, columns, piers, and
retaining walls used in construction
of bridges, buildings, and other
structures. They erect scaffolding
and temporary buildings at the con-
struction site.

Because of the variety of work in
the trade, some Carpenters special-
ize in a p'artic'ular type of carpentry.
Foe' example, some build forms to
receive concrete, others install mill-
work and finish hardware
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' (trimnhing), lay and finish hard-
wood floors, or* build stair Spe-
cialization is more common in large
cities, m small communities, ear-
pgriters often,perform A wider range.
of tasks In tural areas, carpenters.
may dgansulaiing, painting, or roof-
ing Carpenters generally stay in a
particular field of construction,
such. as home, bridge, or,olughavay
construction, or in indu\stnal main-
tenance .

Carpenters use nails, bolts, wood
screws-, or glue to fasten...lumber,

,o plywoqd and other materials. They
' use handtoo)s such as hammers,

saws, and chisels, and power tools
such -as electric saws, drills, and
poik der-actuated fastening devices.

Places. of Employment

About 1 flf,(1 OW carpenters
were employed in 1974 Most car-

8
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penters work for contractors and
homebuilders who construct new
buildings and other structures. A
stibstantial number, howiver;alter,
remodel, or repair buildings. Some
carpenters alternate between wage
employment for contractors and
self-employment on small jobs.
Others work for government agen-
c.iesutility compa,pies or manufac-
turing plints A large number of
carpenters maintain and repair
facilities within factories, hotels, of-
fice buildings, and other' large
establishments Still others are em-
ployed in ,shipbuilding, in mining;
and in the production of marly
kinds of display materials such as
signs and billboards.

Carpenters work throughout the
country and, because pf th(r ver-
satility, are much Less concentrated
geographically thanany other con-
struction ocpupation:

2 "o

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most training authorities recom-
mend the completion of an ap-
prenticeship program as the best
way to learn carpentry. A large
number of workers in this trade,
however, have acquired their skills
informally (for example, by work-
ing as carpentersNelpers).

The apprenticeship program
usioaly consists of 4 years of on-the-
Tab training, in ,addition to a
minimum of 144 hours of .related
classroom instruction each yey. On
the job, apprentices learn elementa-
ry structural design and become
familiar with the don3mon systems
of frame and eonqete form con-
struction. They also learn to use the

.tools, machines, equipment, and
materials of e trade. In addition,

they learn the many carpentry
techniques, such as laying out,
framing, and finishing.

Apprentices 'receive classroom
instruction in drafting and bhfeprint
reading, mathematics, for layout
work, and the use of woodworking
machines. Both in the classroom
and on the job they learn the rela-
nollIthip between carpentry and the
other building trades, because the
work of the carpenter is basic to the
construction process.

Persons interested in carpentry
should obtain the all-round training
given in apprenticeship programs.
Citpenters with such training will
be in much greater demand and will.
hive better opportunities for ad-
vancement than those who can do
only the relatively simple, routine
types of carpentry.

Apprenticeship applicants
ynerally must be at least 17 years
old. A high, school or vocational
school educations desirable, as are'
courses in carpentry, shop,
mechanical drawing, and general
mathematics. Good physical condi-
tion, a good sense of balance, and
lack of fear of working on high
structures are Important assets. Ap-
plicants should also have manual
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dexterity and the ability to solve-
arithmetic problems quickly and
accurately. In addition, they should
be able to work closely witkothers.

Carpenters may advance to car-
penter supervisors or to gener41
construction supervisors. Carpen-
ters usually have greater opportunk
ties than most other construction
worked to become general con-
strucoorr supervisors since they are
involved with the entire construc-
tion process. Some carpenters are
able to become,contractors and em-
ploy others. About I out of 5 car-
penters is self-employed, a higher

4 proportion than the average for all
e building trades.

Employment dutiook

Job opportunities for carpenters,
should be plentiful over the long
run Because of the large number of
people employed in this field,
replacement needs are high

-Besides.the job openings that result
from the needv.replace carpenters
who retire, die, or transfer to other ,

occupations, many openings will be.
created by employment growth.

Employment of carpenters is ex-
pected to grow about as fast as the
average for all occupations through
the niid-.1980's. Population and
business growth will lead to a de-
mand for more houses and other
structures, thus increasing the de-
mand for carpenters. More carpen-
ters tilso will be needed for altera-
tion and maintenance work. How.
ever, because construction activity -
is sensitive to ups and downs in the
economy, the number of job
openings may fluctuate greatly
from year to year.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a 'survey of
metropolitan areas; union wage
rates for carpenters averaged S8,41
an h in 1974, compared with
$8.16 for u n workers in all build-
ing trades. Annual/ earnings, how-
ever, may not .be as high as the

hourly rates would ildicate,
because carpenters 'se some work
tune due to poor weather and occa-
sional unemployment between jobs.
..,1Hourly wage rates for ap-

prentices usually start at abotit 50
percent of the rate paid to ex-
perienced carpenters and increase
by about 5 percent at 6-month in
tervals.

As in other building trades, the
carpenter's work is active and
sometimes strenuous, but excep-
tional physical strength is not
required. However, prolonged
standing, as well as chrribmg and
squatting, often are nectssar'y Car-
penters risk injury from slips or
falls, from contact with sharp or
rough materials, and from the use
of sharp tools and power eLjuip-
ment. Many people like carpentry
because they can work outdoors.

A large proportion of carpenters
are members of the United Brother-
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America.

Sources of Additional
InformatiOn

For information about carpentry
apprenticeships or other work op-
portunities in this trade, contact
local carpentrrontractors, a local
of the union mentioned above, a
local joint union-management ap-
prenticeship committee, or the
nearest office of the State employ-
ment service of State apprentice-
ship agency.

For general information on ap-
prenticeship in this trade, contact:
Associated General Contractors of America,

Inc 1957 E St NW.. Washington. D.0
20006
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surfaces on many types of construc-
tion projects. The projects range
from finishing of small jobs, such as
patios and floors, to work on huge
dams and miles of concrete
highways. Finishing concrete can
provide work of widely varing
kinds, for example, cement masons
may col& concrete surfaces, ,ex-
pose aggregate in walls and side-
walks, or fabricate concrete beams,
columns, and panels. ..

On, small projects, a mason,
accicted by one or two helpers, may
do all of the masonry work, on large
projects, a crew of several masons
and many helpers may be, em-
ployed.

In preparing the site for pouring
the concrete mixture, the cement
mason makes sure that the forms
for molding the concrete are set for
the desired pitch and depth and are
properly aligned. The mason directs
the pouring of the concrete and su-
.pervises laborers who use shovels or
special rakes to place and spread
the concrete. The mason then levels
the surface further using a
"straightedge" (a wood or
lightweight metai%d long enough
to extend 'across the freshly poured
concrete.) The concrete is now
ready for intermediate and final

Z .finishing.
The cement

CEMENT MASONS
(CEMENT AND

CONCRETE FINISHERS)
(D.O..T.'844.884 and 852.884)

Nature of the Work

Cement masons finish concrete

26

mason iges special.
tools, such as a float, whip, or
darby, to fill minor depressions and
remove high spots. Final finishing is
usually delayed until the concrete
has hardened sufficiently to support
the weight of a mason on
kneeboards. While the concrete is
still workable, the mason uses hand-
toolsa wood-or magnesium float
and a finishing trowelto bring the
concrete to the proper consistency
and obtain the desired finish.
COL-tete finishing may be done
also with power-bperated trowels;
however, edges, corners, and other
hard-to-finish places.' must be
troweled by hand.

On concrete wo 'rk .which is ex-
posed (for example, columns,
ceilings, and wall panels), cement



Cement masons prepare concrete floor.

masons correct surface defects and
air pockets after the forma are.
stripped This involves preparing
the surface with a hammer and
chisel and rubbing brick to remove
high spots A rich cement mixture is
rubbed into the concrete surface
using a sponge rubber float or piece
of burlap to fill imperfections and
voids. The end result is a uniformly
srgth appearance

gime cement masons specialize
in laying a mastic colt (a fine
asphalt mixture) over' concrete.
particularly 'in buildings where
sourtd-insulatzd or acid-resistant

, floors are specified Heavy hand-
tools are used to smooth the mastic

Cement masons must know their
materials and be familiar with vari-
ous chemidal additives which speeji
or slow the setting time Because of
the effects of heat, cold, and wind
on the curing of cefnent, masons
must be able to recognize by sight
and touch what is occurring in the
cement mixture so that they cin
prevent structural defects
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Places of Employment
About 90,000 cement masons

wore employed in 1974 Cement
masons work for general contrac-
tors who construct entire projects.
such as highways or large buildings.
and for contractors who do only
concrete work. Some masons install
composition resilient floors for spe-
cialty floor contractors. A small
numbet of masons are employed by
municipal public works --depart;

'ments, public utilities, and manu-
facturing firms that do their own
construction work.

One out of 10 cement masons is
self- employed, about the same pro-
portion as in other building trades.
Most spedialize in small jobs, such
as driveways, sidewalks, and patios.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Cement masons learn their trade
either thioughon-the- training
as helpers or through -year or 3-
year apprenticeship pro ramt

On-the-job training programs
provide informal instruction from
experienced workers Helpers learn
to handle the tools, equipnient,
machines. and materials of the
trade-They begin with simple tasks.
such as spreading and using a
straitedge on freshly poured
concrete. As theAdvance, assign-
ments become more complex, and
usually within a year. helpers are
doing finishing work.

Two-year and 3-yearapprentice:.
ship programs prov ide on-the-w
job training 1 addition to 144 hours
of classroom instruction'each year
In the classroom, apprentices learn
applied mathematics, blue-print
reading, and safety. Three-year ap-
prenuccs receive special instruction
in layout work and estimating..

When hiring helpers and ap-
prenuc licensed to drive. High
school courses in shop mathematics
and blueprint reading or mechani-
cal drawing provide a helpful
background.

Experienced cement masons may
advance to supervisors or-contract
estimators, of may open concrete
contracting businesses.

Employment Outlook

Employment of cement-masons is
expected to grow faster than 'the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. As population and
business grow. more masons will be
needed to help build apartments,
offices, factories; and other struc-
tures. The greater use of concrete
as a building material also will,add
to the demand for these. workers.
Prestressed concrete columns, for
example, are being used increas-
ingly in place 'of steel columns for
large buildings. Besides the job
openings created by employment
growth, many openings will arise as
experienced 'masons retire, die, or
transfer to other fields of work.

While the employment outlook is
expected to be favorable over the
long run, the number of

yearopenings may fluctuate from year

r
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to year because consulicuon activi
ty is sensitive to up and downs in
the economy.

AO

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Union _cement masons in
metropolitan areas had estimated
average wages of $8.05 an hour in
1974, about the same as the
average for all union building trades
workers. Union masons generally, ha.e higher wage rates thari non-
union masons. Apprentices usualjv
start at 50 percent of the rate paid
to experiencedcement masons

Annual earnings for cement
masons may not be as high as
hourly rates would indicate because
some worktime is lost due to bad
weather and occasional unemploy-
meht between .robs.

Cement masons usually receive
premium pay for hours worked in
excess of the regularly scheduled
workday or workweek. They often
work overtime, because once

. concrete has been poured the job
must be completed.

Masonwork is active and strenu-
ous. Since most cement finishing is
done on floors or at ground level
the mason has to stoop, bend, or
kneel. Becausemost jobs are out-
doors, worktime is lost due to rain
and freezing weather. In some
4ses,, however, concrete can be
poUred year round by using heated,
temporary shelters made of sheet
plastic.

A laige proportion of cement
masons are union members. They
belong either to - the Operative
Plasterers' and Cement Masons' In-
ternational Association of the
United States and Canada, or to the:
Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers'
Infernational'Union of America.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about ap-
prenticeships and work opportuni-
ties, contact local cement finishing
contractors; locals of.unions previ-

ously mentioned, a "local joint
union-management apprenticeship
committee, or the nearest office of
the State employment service or ap-
prenticeship agency.

For general information about
cement masons, contact:
-
Associated General Contractors or America,

Inc...1957 E St. NW.. Washington. D.C.
. 20006

Bricklayers. Moons and Plasterers' Interns-
t30f111 Union of Amenca, 815 15th St.
NW Washington, D C 20005

Operauve Plasterers and Cement Masons
Internauonal Assomaucns of the United
States and Canada, 1125 17th St NW

'Washington. D C 20036

CONSTRUCTION
LABORERS

-(D.O.T. 801.887, 809.887,
842.887, 844.887, 850.887,
851:887, 852.887, 853.887,
859.884 and .887, 860.887,
861.887, 862.884 and .887,

865.887, 8t6.887, 869.887, and
.892.883)

Nature of thi_Work
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mixed onsite or hauled in by truck,
laborers pour and spread the
concrete and spade or vibrate it toci
prevent air pockets. 'In highway
paving, laborers clean the right-of-
way, grade and help prepare the
site, and set the forms into which
wet concrete is poured. They cover
new pavement with straw, burlap,
or other materials to keep it from
drying too rapidly.

Some construction laborers have
job titles that indicate the kinds of
work they do. Bricklayers' tenders
and plasterers' tenders, both com-
monly known as hod carriers, help
bricklayers and plasterers by mixing
and supplying materials, setting up
and moving portable scaffolding,
and providmg the many other ser-
vices needed. Hod carriers must be

,familiar with the work of
bricklayers and plasterers and have
knowledge of the materials and
tools they use. Some hod_ carriers
also help cement masons. Carpen-
ters' helpers assist carpenters by
supplying . materials, such as
lumber, plywood, and nails, and by

Construction laborers work on all
types of construction projects
houses, highways, dams, airports,
missile sites._ They are usually -the
first workers to arrive on a con-
struction ptojectassisting in site
preparationand the last to leave.
They erect and dismantle scaffold-
ing, set braces to support the sides
of excavations, and clean up rubble
and debris. Laborers also help un-
load materials, machinery, and
equipment, and deliver these goods
to other construction workers, such
as carpenters and masons.

On alteration and modernization
jobs, laborers tear out the existing
work. They perfoim most of the
work done by wrecking and salvage
crews during the demolition of
buildings.

When concrete is mixed at the
worksite, laborers unload and han-
dle materials and fill mixers with in-
gredients. Whether the concrete is

284
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'Construction work Is pONeally
strenuous.
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doing simple carpentry tasks, such
as cutting forms to size and nailing
them together.

Construction laborers are com-
monly classified as unskilled wor-

m kers, but this term can be mislead-
ing, Many jobs require training and
experience, as well as a broad
knowledge of constriicuon
methods, materials, and operations.

_Rock blasting, rock drifting, and
tunnel construction are examples of
work m which -know-how- is irh-
portant Laborers who work with
explosives drill holes in rock, han-
dle explosives, and set charges.
They must know the effects of cid'
ferent explosive charges -.Linder
varying rock conditions to prevent
injury and property damage.
Laborers do almost all the work in
the boring and mining of a tunnel,
including operations which would
be handled by workers in other
trades if the job were located above
ground.

Places of Employment

About 875,000 construction
laborers were employed in 1974.
Most of them worked for construc-
tion contractors, for State and city
public works and highway depart-
ments, and for public utility compa-
nies.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Little formal training is needed to
get a job as a construction, laborer.
Generally, applicants must be at
least 18 years old and in good physi-
Cal condition. Beginners' first jabs
are usually of the simplest type,
such as unfoadifig trucks and
digging ditches As they gain ex
perienCe. job assignments become
more complex
. Many tasks assigned to laborefs

require particular skills which hive
become too complex to learn
through' onthe-job training alone
As a result, contractors and unions
have established formal training
programs in many, parts of the

11
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country These programs, which
may last from 4 to8 weeks, include
basic construction concepts and
safety practices, as well as,machin-
ery operation.

After several years of experience
and traming, many laborers ad-
vance to craft yobs, such as car-
penter, bricklayet, or cement
mason.

Employment Outlook

Despite Increases in construction
activity, employment of construc-
tion laborers is expected to grow at
a slower rate than the average for
all occupations through the mid-
1980's. Employment growth will be
limited .by the greater use of labor-
saving equipment, such as
trenching machines- for 'digging
ditches and forklifts for lifting and
moving materials. Nevertheless,
thousands of job openings will
become availablemainly due to
the need to replace laborers who
transfer to other occupations,
retire, or die. However, job
openings may be plentiful in some
years and scarce in others because
the construction industry is sensi-
tive to changing economic condi-
tions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions ..

Union hourly wage rates for con-
struction laborers averaged S6.31
an hour in '1974; compared with
S8 16 an hour for all union building

'trade workers, according tb a sur-
vey'of metropolitan areas.

Minim! earnings for coostruction
laborers may not be as high as
hourly rates would indicate because
sc..tme ,worktime may be lost due. to
bad weather and occasional unem-
ployment between jobs.

Construction Work is physically
strenuous, since it requires frequent
bending, stooping, and heavy lift-
ing Much of the work is performed
outdoIrs. Many cistfuction
laborers are members \of the

o
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Laborers' International Union of
North America.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about work op-
portunities, contact local building
or construction contractors, a local
of the Laborers' International
Union of North America. or the
local office of the State employ-
ment service.

For general information about
the work of construction laborers,

-contact:
Laborers International 1.,mon of North

Amenca, 905 16th St NW Wastung-
too. D C 20006

DRYWALL INSTALLERS
AND FINISHERS

(D.O.T. 840.887 and 842.884)

Nature of the Work

Developed after World War II as
a substitute for wet plaster, drywall
consists of a thin wall of plaster
sandwiched between two pieces of
heavy paper. It is used today for
walls and ceilings in building most
new homes because it saves both
time and money compared to tradi-
tional methods using plaster.

Tvico new occupations have
eme ged in response to the

espread use of this construction
material. drywall installers and
drywall finishers. Installers attach
drywall panels to the framework in-
side houses and other buildings.
Finishers do touchup work to get
the panels in shape for painting.

Drywall panels are manufactured
in standard sizesfor example, 4
feet by 12 feet. Thus, installers must
measure and cut Some pieces. to fit
in small spaces, such as above and
below windows. 'They also saw
hples in the'panels fOr electric out-
lets, air-conditioning units, and
plumbing. After making these al-
terations, installers apply glue to
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the wooden framework, press the
panels atainst it, and nail them
down An linstaller usually is
assisted by a helper because large
panels are too heavy and cumber-
some for one person to handle.

Some installers specialize in
hanging drywall panels on metal
framework in offices, schools, and
other large buildings. Following
plans that indicate the location of
rooms and hallways, they saw metal
rods and channels to sue' bolt them
together to make 11-00r-to-ceiling
frames, and attach the drywall
panels to the frames with screws.
The workers also erect suspended
ceilings They hang metal bands
from wires that are embedded in
the concrete ceiling The Installers
run the bands horizontally across
the room, crisscrossing them to
form rectangular spaces for the
ceiling panels.

After the drywall has been in-
stalled, finishers use a paste -like
compound and tape to cover the
edges where the panels meet. Nail
heads also are covered with this
compound. Finishers sand these
patched areas to make them as
smooth as the rest of the wall sur-
face. They also repair nicks and
cracks caused by the installation of
air-conchuorung vents and other fix-
tures. Some finishers specialize in
sanding, taping, or repair work.

Places of Employment,
About 60,000 perso worked as

drywall installers and in
1974. Most worked-for con tors
that specialize in drywall co c-
tion; others worked for con
that do all kinds of co

Installers and finishe em-
ployed through° country, but
are concentrated in urban areas. In
many small towns, carpenters in-
stall drywall and painters finish it.

Training, Other OuaNflcatlons,
and Advancement

Persons who become drywall in-
stallers or finishers usually start as

helpers and learn most of their skills
__cm the job Some employers, in

co-operation with unions, offer spe-
cial programs which supplement
on- the -job training with a few hours
of classroom instruction each week
The finisher program lasts 1 In
years and the installer program, 2
years.

Employers prefer high school
graduates who are in good physical
condition, but applicants with less
education frequently are hired.
High school or trade school courses
in carpentry provide a helpful
background for drywall work. In-
stallers must be good at simple
arithmetic.

After qualifying as an installer or
finisher, a person who has leader-
ship ability may become a super-
visor within a few years. Some wor-
kers start their own drywall con-
tracting businesses.

Employment Outlook

Employment of drywall workers
is expected to grow faster than.the
average for all occupations thiough
the mid-1980's due to increases in
construction activity. Besides the
workers hired to fill demand, many
will be hired to replace those who
retire, die, or take jobs in other oc-
cupations, Bstause construction
activity fluctuates, however, the
number of new workers needed
may vary greatly from year to year

1J2 0
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Most pb openings will be in
metropolitan areas. Building con-
tractors in small cities may not have
enough business to hire full -time
drywall workers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to limited informa-
tion, drywall installers earned from
S5.50 to S7 an hour in 1974, and
finishers earned from S6 to S8 By
comparison, all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming, average S4 02 an hour ,

Many contractors pay installers
and finishers according to the
amount of work they complett for
example, 5 cents for each square
foot of panel installed.

A 40-hour week is standard for
installers and finishers, but they
sometimes work longer. Those who
are paid hourly rates receive premi-
um pay for overtime. Unlike many
construction workers, installers and
finishers work indoors and do not
lose time and pay when the weather
is bad.

As in other construction trades,
drywall work is sometimes strenu-
ous. Installers and finishers spend
most of the day on their feet, either
standing, bending, stooping, or
squatting. Installers have to lift and
maneuver heavy panels Hazards in-
clude the possibility of falls from
ladders and injuries from power
tools.

So& installers are members of
the United Brotherhood of Carpen-
ters and Joiners of America, and
some finishers are members of the
International Brotherhood of Paint,
ers and Allied Trades.

Sources of Additional
infprmation

For details about job qualifica-
tions and training programs, write
to: -

Gypsum Drywal Contractors" Internatiotia1,
2010 Massachusetts Ave. NW., Suite
600, Washington, D C 20036
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ELECTRICIANS
(CONSTRUCTION)

(D.O.T. 821.381, 824.281, and
829.281 and'.381)

Nature of the Work

Heat, light, power, airAdition-
ing, and refrigeration components
all operate through electrical
systems that. are assembled, in-
stalled, and wired by construction

9: electricians. These workers also in-
stall electrical ..machinery, etc-
tronic equipment, controls, and
signal and communications
systems. (Maintenance electricians,
who usually maintain the electnca.
systems Installed by construction
electricians, are disLussed else-
where in the Handbook.) Con-
struction electricians follow
b %epnpts and specifications for
most installations. To install wiring
in! factories and offices, they may
pend and fit conduit (pipe o>t tub-
ing) inside partitions,' walls, or
other concealgiareas They then
pull insulated wires or cables
through the conduit to complete
the circuit between outlets and
switches In lighter construction,
such as housing, plastic-covered
wire is usually used rather than con-
duit. In any case, electricians con-
nect the wiring to circuit breakers,
transformers, or other components.
Wires are joined by soldering or
mechanical means. When the wir-
ing is finished, they test the circuits
for proper connections and ground-

,.ing.
Electricians, for safety reasons,

must follow National Electrical
Code regulations and, in addition,
must fulfill requirements of State,
county, and municipal electrical
codes.

Electricians generally turtiish
eir 'own tools, including

screwdrivers, pliers, knives, and
hacksaws. Employers furnish heavi-
er tools, such as pipe threaders,
conduit benders, and racist test me-
ters and power tools.

Places of Employment

Most of the 245,000 construction
electricians employed in 1974
worked for electrical contractors.
Many others were self-employed

-contractors. A small number of
electricians worked for government
agencies or businesses that do their
own electrical work. Construction
electricians are employed
throughout the country, but are
concentrated in industrialized ago
urban areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most training authorities recom-
mend the completion of a 4-year
apprenticeship program as the best
way to I the electrical trade.
Howev me people learn the
trade , in ally by working for
many years as electricians' helpers.
Many helpers gain additional
knowledge through trade school o,r
correspondence courses, of
through special training in the
Armed Forces.

Apprenticeship programs are
sponsored through and supervised
by local union-management com-
mittees. These programs provide
144 hours of classroom instruction
each year in addition to com-
prehensive on-the-job training. In
the classroom, apprentices learn
blueprint reading, electrical theory,"
electronics, mathematics, and
safety and first-aid practices. On
the job, under the supervision of ex-
perienced electricians, apprentices
must demonstrate mastery of elec-
trical principles. At first, ap-
prentices drill holes, set anchors,
and set up conduit. In time and with
experience, they measure, bend,
and install conduit, 'as well as in-
stall, connect, and test wiring. They
also learn to set up and, draw dia-
grams for entire electrical systems.

To qualify for an apprenticeship,
an applicant must be at least 18
years old and usually must be a high

,chool or vocational school grac4u-
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ate with I year f algebra. Courses
in electricity, el nits, mechani-
cal drawing, scie ce, and shop pro-
vide a good bac round. Although
physial strength is not essential,
manual dexterity, -city, and good
health are impo t. Good color
vision is necessary \because electri-
cal wires frequently are identified
by color.

To obtain a li nse, which is
necessary for emplo ent in most
cities, an electrician must pass an
examination which requires a
thorough knowledge of the craft
and of State and local 'building
codes. _

Experienced construction electri-
cians can advance to supervisors,
superintendents, or contract espi:Th
mators for contractors on construc-
tion jobs Many electricians start
their own contracting businesses. In
most large urban areas, a contraer---'
for must have a master electrician's
license.

Employment Outlook

Employment of construction
electricians is expected to increase
faster than the average for all occu-
pationsihrough the mid-1980's. As
population and business grow, more
electricians will be needed to install
electrical fixtures and wiring in nee'
homes, offices, and other buildings.
In addition to jobs created by em-
ployment growth, 'many openings
will arise as experienced electri-
cians retire, die, or transfer'to other
occupations.

While employment in this field is
expected to grow over the long run,
it may fluctuate from year to year
due to ups and downs in construc-
tion activity. When construction
jobs are not available, however,
electricians may be able to transfer
to other types of electrical work.
For example, they may find jobs as
maintenance electricians in facto:-
ries, or jobs as electricians in ship-
building or aircraft ___/.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According to a survey of
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Electrician installs wiring.

metropolitan areas. union wage
rates for electricians averaged
58 96 an hour in 19'4. compared
with 58 16 for all .union building
trades workers Because the
seasonal nature of construction
work affects electricians less than
workers in most building trades,
their annual earnings also tend to
be higher

Apprentice wage rates start at
from 40 to 50 percent of the rate
paid t,o experienced electricians
and increase periodically

Construction electricians are not
required to have great physical
strength. but they frequently must
'stand for long periods and .work in
cramped quarters Because much of
their work is indoors, electricians
are less exposed to unfavorable
weather than are most uther sun
struction workers They risk electri

cal shock, falls from ladders and
sv.affolds, and blows from falling
objects However, safety practices'
have helped to reduce the injury
rate

A large proportion of construc-
tion electricians are members of the
International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers

Sources of Additional
Information

For details about et etrician ap-
prenticeships or other Work oppor-
tunities in this trade, contact local
electrical contractors, a local union
of the Internationtil Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, a local union-
management apprenticeship com-
mittee, or the nearest office of the
State employment service. or State
apprenticeship agency Some local

2 b'
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employment service offices screen
applicants and give aptitude tests

For general information about
the work of electncians, contact.
international Brotherhood of Electrical.

Workers. 1125 15th St NW Washing-
ton. D C 20005

Nauonal ElectncaJ Contractors Association.
1'30 Rhode Island Ave Nw . Washing
ton. D C 20036

National Joint Apprenticeship and "Framing
Committee for the Electrical Industry
1730 Rhode Island Ave N W . Washing-
ton. D C 20036

ELEVATOR
CONSTRUCTORS

(D 0 T. 825 381 and 829.281)

Nature of the Work

Elevator constructors, also called
elevator mechanics, assemble and
install elevators, escalators, and

milar equipment. In new
buildings, they install equipment
duritidg construction. In older
buildings, they replace earlier in-
stallations with new equipment.
Once the equipment is in service,
they maintain and repair it. Installa-
tion or repair work is usually per-
formed by small crews consist+agf
skilled ,elevator constructors an
their helpers.

In elevator construction, the
crew first installs the guide rails of
the car in the elevator shaft Next,
they install the hoisting machines,
the car frame and platform, con
trols, and other elevator parts. The
crew than cables the cat frame to a
counterweight, installs the cab body
and roof, and wires the electrical
control system. Finally, the enpre
assembly is carefully adjusted and
tested Similar procedures are fol-
lowed to install other equipment,
such as escalators. Alteration work
is similar to new installation
because all elevator equipment ex-
cept the old rail, car frame, plat-
form, and counterweight Ts

generally replaced. Elevator
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materials and tools, bolting rails to
walls, and assembling cab parts.
Eventually, tasks become 'more
complex end require greater
knowledge and skill. For example,
electrical, wiring requires a
knowledge of local and national
electrical codes, and of electrical
theory Later on, trainees learn to
test elevators and adjust them for
maximum performance. In the
classroom, trainees learn electrical
and electronic theory, mathe-
matics, applications of physics, and
safety techniques.

Generally, training advancement
dependS upon the trainee's ability
and level of experience. The
average trainee usually qualifies as
a helper after 6 months of ex-
perience and usually becomes a
fully qualified elevator constructor
within 4 years. Some States and ci-
ties require elevatOr constructors to
pass a licensing examination.

Applicants for trainee positions
must be at least 18 years old and
have a high school or vocational
school education; courses in elec-
tricity, mathematics, and physics
can provide a useful background.
Applicants also must pass an ap-
titude test before training begins.
Good physical-condition and a high
degree of mechanical aptitkie are
important.

Some cons.tructoVs advance to
jobs as supervisors or elevator in-
spectors A, relatively small number
go into the elevator contracting
business..

will Increase

mechanics inspect elevator and
escalator installations periodically
and, when necessary, adjust cables
and lubricate or replace parts.

Alteration work on elevators is
important because of the rapid rate
of innovation and improvement in
elevator engineering

To install and repair modern
elevators, most of which are electri-
cally controlled, elevator construc-
tors must have a working
knowledge of electricity, elec-
tronics, and hydraulics They also
must be able to repair electric mo-
tors, as well as control and signal
systems.. Because of the variety of
their work, they,use.many different
handtools, power tools, and testing
meters and gauges

Places of Employment

Most of ,the estimated 19,000
elevator constructors in 1974 were

demand for elevator constructors.

employed by elevator manufac-
turers to do installation, moderniza-
tion, and repair work. Some are em-
ployed instead by small, local con-
tractors who specialize in elevator
maintenance and repair. Still others
work for government agencies' or
business establishments that do
their own elevator maintenance and
repair. Elevator constructors are
employed as elevStor inspectors,
also, for muiiiititial or other goverp-
ment licensing and regulatory agen-
cies '

Tr ining, Qther Qualifications,
and vancement

Alums all elevator constructors
learn their skills primarily through

1.on-the-job tray g supplemented
by classroom s ruction On the

.f6b; trainees are assigned initially to
experienced elevator mechanics.
Beginning -tasks include carrying

2 6

Employment Outlook

Employment in this small occu-
pation is expected to increase faster
Oh the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Growth in
the number of high-rise apartment
and commercial buildings will
create job openings in elevator con-
struction, as will the need to replace
experienced workers svho retire,
die, or stop working for other
reasons. The total number of job
openings will be limited, ho'ever,
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because of the relatively small size
of the occupation.

Earnings and Working
Condttlons

Both the hourly wage rates and
the annual earnings of elevator con-
structors are among the highest in
the skilled building trades. These
workers lose less--worktime because
of seasonal factors than do most
other building trades workers.

Union elevator constructors in
metropolitan areas had estimated
average ;wages of 49 an hour in
1974, slightly higher than the
average for all union building trades
workers. Hourly wage rates for,
trainees start at about 50 percent of
the rate paid to experienced eleva-
tor mechanics and increase periodi-
cally.

Elevator construction involVes
lifting and carrying heavy equip-
ment and parts, but this is usually
done by herPters. Most of the work
takes place indoors and at great
heights. Workers are sometimes ex-
posed to dangers, such as falls and
electrical shock.

Most elevator constructors are
members of the International Union
of Elevator Constructors.

Sources of Additional
information

For further details about work
opportuniti as a helper in this
trade, contact eleyator manufac-
turers, eletatoyconstructiqn or
maintenance fiopt, or a local of the
union nitittied above In addi-
tion, the local office of the State
employment service may have in
formation about opportunities in
this trade

For general information about
the work of elevator constructors,
contact: ,

International 1...noon of Elevator. Cortstru,c
tors, 11 S 12th St , Philadelphia, Pa
19107.

FLOOR COVERING
INSTALLERS

i(D.O.T. 299.381 and 864.781)

Nature of the Work

Floor coveting installers (also
called floor covering mechanics ) in-
stall and replace resilient. tile,
linoleum and vinyl sheets, and car-
peting. These workers, install
coverings over floors made of
wood, concrete, or other materials.
They generally specialiie in either
carpet or resilient floor installation,
although some do both types.

Before putting down resilient
covering, such as asOalt tile, instal-
lers first inspect the floor to be sure
that it is firm, dry, smooth, and free
of dust or dirt Some floors have to
be prepared for covering. For ex-
ample, installers may sand a rough
or painted floor and fill cracks and
indentations An extremely uneven
floor may be resurfaced with wood
or other materials.

On newly pouredconcrete floors
or floors laid over earthwork, instal-
lers test for moisture content:If the
moisture is too great, they may sug-
gest postponing installation of floor
covering or recommend a covering
technique suited to the floor's con-
dition.

Resilient-flooring installers meas-
ure and mark off the floor accord:
ing to a plan. The plarf may be
Achitectural drawings that specify
every detail of the covering design,
or a simple, verbal descliption .by
the customer; When the plan is
completedinstalleYeoften assisted
by apprentices or helpers, cut, fit,
and glue the flooring into place. It
must be carefully flt, particularly at
dqor openings, along irregular wall
su?faces, and around fixtures, such
as columns or pipes. Installers must
take Special care also in cutting out
and setting in decorative designs.
After the flooring is in place, they
run a roller fiver it to insure grim/.
adhesion.

Carperinstallers, like the instal-1
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lers of resilient coverings, first in-
spect the floor to determine its con-
dition. Then they plan the layout
after allowing for expected traffic
patterns so that best appearance
and long wear will be, obtained. To
hold the carpet after it is installed,
workers Wten 'tacklers strips with
adhesive, nails, or tacks along the
borders. Padding is cut and placed'
along the framework of the strip,
and the carpet is placed approxi-
mately-in position. If the carpet has
not been prectit and seamed, instal-
lers will do this work before
stretching it into place Edges are
trimmed for a secure and smooth
fit.

Places of Employment

An estimated 85,000 floor cover-
ing installers were employed in
1974. Aboift three-fourths worked
primarily with carpeting, and the
remainder with resilient flooring.

Most installers worked for floor-
ing contractors. Many others
worked for retailers of floor cover-
ing and home alteration and repair
contractors. About 1 out of 4 floor
covering installers was self -em-
ployed, a higher proportion than%
the average for all bulldog trades.

Installers are employesd
throughout the Nation, but most
are concentrated in urban areas

-that have high levels of construc-
tion activity.

Training; Other GualtfIcations,
and Advancement ,

The vast majority of floor cover-
ing installed learn their trades in-
formally on the jcib by working as
helpers to experienced installers
Must Qthers learn through form ,

.a 'entice ip programs, which in-
c de on-the- b training, as well as
related classroom Instruction.

lifformal , training programs
usually are sponsored by individual)
contrackors and generally take
about I 1/2 years. Helpers begin
with simple assignments. Helpets



Floor covering Installer lays resilient tile.

on esilient flooring jobs carry
m erials and tools, prepare floors
or the tile, and help with its instal-

lation Carpeting helpers install
tackless stripping and padding, and
help stretch newly installed carpet
With experience, helpers in either
trade, take on more difficult assign-

, mAhtS, such as measuring, cutting,
and fitting the materials to be in-
stalled

Some contractor-sponsored pro-
grams Aid apprenticeship programs
prtNide comprehensive teaming
that covers both carpet and resilient
flooring work 4

Applicants for helper or ap-
prentice jobs should be at leist 16
years old, mechanically inclined,
and licensed to drive A high school
education is preferred, though not
necessary tqc ourses in general
mathematics and shop may provide
a helpful background

Floor covering installers may ad
vance to supervisors or installation
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carpeting a necessity Carpeting
and resilient flooring also will con-
tinue to be used extensively in
renovation work. Moreover, ver-
satile materials and colorful pat-
term will contribute to the growing
demand for floor coverings

Most job opportunities will be for
carpet installers and workers who
can install both carpeting and
resilient flooring Fewer opportuni-
ties will arise for workers who can
install only resilient flooring
because this is a relatively small
field.

managers for large floor laying
firms Some installers become
salespersons or estimators. Instal-
lers also may go into business for
themselves

Employment Outlook A.._

Employment of floor co'Vering In-
stallers is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1940's In addition to job openings
resulting from employment growth,
many openings will arise as ex-
perienced installers transfer to
other fields of work, retire, or die.

Employment of floor covering in-
stallers is expected to increase
mainly because of the expected ex-
pansion in construction an he
more widespread use of resilie
floor tovenngs and carpeting., In
many new buildings, plywood will
continue to replace hardwood
flooring, thus making wall-to-wall

211'

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Information from a limited
number of firms indicates that ex-
perienced .floor covering installers
earned between S5 65 and S7 90
per hour in 1974 Starting wage
rates for apprentices and "other
trainees usually are about half of.'
the experienced worker's rate.

Most installers are paid by the
hour. In some shops, part of the pay
may be m bonuses. In others, instal-
lers receive a monthly salary or are
paid according to the amount of
work they do.

Installers generally work regular
daytime hours. Particular circum-
stances, however, such as installing

^a floor in a store or office, ;nay
require work during evenings or
weekends.

Unlike many construction wor-
kers, floor covering installers
usually do not lose time due to
weather conditions. During the
winter, mosrwork is done in heated

_ buildings. The jobs are not
hazardous, burinstallers may get in-
juries from lifting heavy materials
or from worlyng in a kneeling posi-
tion for long periods. Most injuries
can be avoided if proper work
focedures are followed.

any floor covering Installers be-
long unions including the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners of America, and the Inter-
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national Brotherhood of Painters
and Allied Trades.

Sources of Additional
s Information-

For details about apprenticeship&
or work opportunities, contact local
flooring contractors or retailers; lo-
cals of the. unions previously Men-
tioned; or the nearest ofte of the
State apprenticeship agency or the
State employment service.

For general information about
the work of floor covering instaJ-
lers. contact:
Carpet and Rug Institute. P 0 Box 2048.

Dalton. Ga 30720

,Resilient Tile Institute. 101 Park Ave . New
York. N Y 10017 -=

GLAZIERS
(D O.T. 865.781)

Nature.of the Work

Construction glaziers install plate
glass, ordinary window glass, and
special items such as leaded glass
psanels. To install windows, glaziers
either cut the glass to size or use
precut pieces. They apply putty to
the window frames, press the glass
into place, and secure it with wire
clips or triangular metal points..
They then place another strip of
putty outside the window to keep
out moisture.

Glaziers also install many kinds
of structural glass, including shower
door& and bathtub enclosUres, mir-
rors of all types, and automatic
glass doors To install structural
glass on walls and partitions,
glaziers pres:s glass into putty-like
cement which has been, applied to
the supporting backing. They may
use a cutter to trim glass which has
not been precut

Glaziers use handtools, such as
glasscuttecs and putty knives, and
power tools, such as cutters and
grinders.

, Places of Employment

About 9,000 persons worked as
construction glaziers in 1974. Most
worked for glazing contractors en-
gaged in new construction, alttra-
bop, and repair. Others worked for
government agencies or businesses
that do their dwn construction
work.

About 27,000 glaziers worked
outside the construction industry.
Many were employed in factories to
install glass in windows, doors, and
mirror frames. Others installed
glass or mirrors in furniture 'or
replaced automobile iwindshields
and windows.

Glaziers work throUghout the
country, but jobs are cdncentrated
in metropolitan areas. Glaziers lac-
casimally may travel to work for a
day or two in small outlying towns
where few people, if any, are
equipped and qualified to install
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glass in commercial buildings such
as stores.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The majority of construction
glaziers learn the trade thzpugh a 4-
year apprenticeship program.
Others learn the trade infonndlly on
the job by assisting experienced
workers.

Apprenticeship programs consist
of on-the-job training, as well as
144 hours of classroom instruction
each year. Some apprenticeship
programs also requica...t a com-
prehensive home study coase.

On the job, apprentices learn to
use the tools and equipment of the
trade, handle, measure, cut, and in-
stall glass, cut and fit moldings, and
install and balance glass doors. in
the classroom, .theyk are taught
mathematics, blueprint reading,
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general construction techniques, rate paid to experienced glaziers
safety practices, and first-aid. and increase periodically.

An applicant for a glazier's op- Qiaziers may be injured by glass
prer.ceship must be at least 18 edges or cutting tools, falls from
years old, in gobd physical condi- scaffolds, or from lifting glass. To
tion, and have a hie_ school reduce injuries, employers and
diploma or its equivalenrses unions emphasize safety training.
in general mathematics, blueprint Many glaziers employed in con
reading or mechanical drawing, struction are members of the Inter-
general construction, and shOp pro- national Brotherhood of Painters
vide a helpful bickground. and Allied Trades.

Glaziers who havi leadership
ability may advance to supervisory
jobs. Some glaziers become con-
tractors.

Employment Outlook

Sources of Additional
Information

For more information about gla-
zier apprentideihips or work oppor-
tunities, contact local glazing or

Employment of construction genefal contractors; a local of the
glaziirs is expected to increase International Brotherhood of Paint-
faster than the average for all occu- ers and Allied Trades; a local joint
pations through the mid-1980's...--qPn-management apprenticeship
Besides the jobs resulting from em- agency; or the nearest office of the
ployment growth, many openings State employment service or State
wip arise as experienced glaziers apprenticeship agency.
transfer to *other occupations, For general information about
retire, or die. The number of the work of glaziers, contact: Inter-
openings may fluctuate from year national Brotherhood of Painters
to year, however, because employ- and Allied Trades, 1925 1( St. NW.,
ment in this trade is sensitive to Washington, D.C. 20006.
changes in construction activity.

Over the long run, population
and business growth will create a
rising demand for new residential
and commercial buildings, such as
apartments, offices, and stores.
Since glass will continue to be
popular in building design, the de- Nature of th
mand for glaziers alscrwill grow.
Moreover, the need to replace
damaged glass will stimulate em-
ploymentgrowth.r Employmbnt opportunities
should be greatest in metropolitan
areas, where most glazing contrac-
tors are located.

LATHERS
(D.O.T. 842.781)

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Union construction glaziers in
, metropolitan areas had estimated

average wages of $8.05 an hour in
1974, about the same as the
average for all union building trades
workers. Apprentice wage rates
usually start at 50 percent of the

Lathers install sup
plaster, stucco, or conc
als. These supports usua
either metal lath (stria of ex-
panded metal or a metal re mesh)
or gypsum lath boards. Plaster,
mixed Pproperly, easily sticks to
either type of lath.

When installing 'metal lath, the
lathers first build a light metal)
framework (furring), which 'is
fastened to the structural
framework of the building. On
many ceilings or walls, however, the
lath is attached directly to the wood
framework or partitions. In either
method, the lath is secured to the
framework by 'nainng, clipping,

th .t hole
ateri-

wire-tying, or machine stapling. %s
'Pie lath is being installed, lathers
cut openings for electrical outlets
and piping. Gypsum lath boards are
installed in much the same way.
The method or installation varies
slightly in other types of lath work.
For example, when cornices or
other ornamental plaster shapes are
specified, the lather builds the
framework that approximates the
desired shape or form. Metal lath is
then attached to the framework,

Lathers install wire mesh rein-
forcement in all inside angles and
corners to prevent structural
cracking. On outside or exposed
corners, a metal reinforcement
called a corner bead is attached for
protection and strength.

When stucco (a mixture of port-
land cement and sand) is to be ap-
plied over wood framework,' lathers
install two layers of wire mesh,
separated by a layer of felt, to act as
a base.

The tools of the trade include
drills; hammers, hacksaws, shears,
wirecutters, hatchets, stapling
machines, and powder- or power-
actuated fastening deviCes.

Places of Employment

Most latherswho numbered
about 25,000 in 1974work for
lathing and plastering contractors
on new residential, commercial, or
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Lather wIre-tles instal lath.
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industrial construction They also
'work on modernization and altera-
tion jobs. A relatively small number
Of lathers are-employed outside the
construction industry, for example,
some make the lath backing for
plaster display materials or scenery.
Some are self-employed:

Training, Other Qualifications,.
and Advancement

Most training authorities recom-
mend apprenticeship as the best
way to learn lathing. However,
many lathers, particularly in small
communities, have acquired skills

-Informally, by working as helpers,
observing or being -taught by ex-
perienced lathers.

Depending on the local, ap-;
prenticeship programs last 2, 3, or 4.
years All programs include on-the-
job training; some also include
classroom instruction On the job,
apprentices learn to use the tools
and materials of the trade. Initi ,

they work on simple tasks, sue as
nailing wood lath to wall partitions.
With experience, they advance to
more complex jobs, such as in-
stalling wire mesh on curved
ceilings. Classroom instruction in-
cludes applied mathematics
blueprint reading, sketching, esti-
mating, welding, and safety. -

Generally, applicants for ap-
prentice 'or helper must be at least
16 years old and iriltiXod physical
condition. Apprenticeship
cants are usually required to havea
high school or vocational school
edtication, or the equivalent. Cour-
ses in general mathematics and
mechanical drawing can provide a
helpful background. Aptitude tests
often are given ;io,edeterminie

-0; manual dexterity aid mechanical
/ability.

Some experienced lathers may
become supervisors Others may be
able to'start their own lath contract-
ing business.

Employment Outloo\
4

Little or no cha in lather em-
- ployment is y cted through the

t

1

mid-1980's. A relatively small
number, bf job openings, however,
are expected due to the need to
replace experienced lathers who
will retire, die, or transit; to other
occupation./

The use of. drywall matenals in
place of plaster has reduced the de-
mand for lathers in recent years
Nevertheless, lathers are still
needed for renovating older
buildings that have plaster walls.
Plaster also is used in some of the
more expensive new boildings and
on curved surfaces where drywall
materials cannot be used.

Earnings and Worsting
Conditions -

Union lathers in metropolitan
areas had estimated average union
wag s of ss.p_ an hour in '1974,
sligh y higher than the average for
all u n building-frade workers.
Hourly wage rites- for apprentices
usually sta/r1 at Yo percent of the
rate paid to experienced lathers and
increase periddically.

Although lathers' work is not
strenuous, it does require standing;
squatting, or working overhead for
long periods. Workers can be in-
jured._ by fails from scaffolds or by
cuts. from various workiiig materials
or tools.

A large proportion of lathers are
members of The Wood, Wire and
Metal Lathers Internatiodal Union.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about lathers'
apprenticeships or other work op-
portunities in the trade, contact a
1061 lathing or plastering contrac-
tor; a local of The Wood, Wire and
Metal Lathers International Union;

.a local joint labor-management.ap-
prenticeship committee, or, the
nearest office of the State employ-
ment -service or apprenticeship
agency-

For general information about
the work of lathers, contact:
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Internaucbsal Association of Wall and Ced-
ing Contractors, 1775 Church St.
NW.,,Washington, D.C. 20036.

National Lathing Induurris Joint Ap-
prenticeship Program, t1516th St NW ,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

The Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers Interna-
tional Union, 815. 16th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

MARBLE SETTERS, .

TILESETTERS, AND
TERRAZZO WORKERS

(D.O.T. 861.381 and .781)

Nature of the Work

Marble betters install marble, ter-
razzo panels, and structural glass in
large buildings and other structures.
Tilesetters attach tile to walls,
floors, and ceilings. Terrazzo work-
ers apply an ornamental- concrete
used mainly for floors in gs
such as stores, offices,
hospitals.

Marble -is often used as at facing
for concrete walls, columns, and
floors. To set marble panels in a
wall, marble setters drill holes in the
edges of the marble and fasten
anchors in the holes. They then
apply a plaster mixture to the wall,
set the marble, and anchor it in
place. A special cement mixture is
packed into the joints between the
pieces and then finished with a
trowel. Marble setters' helpers mix
plaster and cement, carry marble
slabs, and clean the completed
work.

Tilesetters apply a 'cement-like
coating to the wall, floor, or other
surface that is to be covered with
tile. In some cases, the coating is
applied to the back of the tile.
Tilesetters put each tile into place
and tap it so that it will stick secure-
ly to the wall or floor. To fit the tile
in corners or around pipes, they use
chisels and other tools to shape
each piece to proper size. Tileset-
ters usually are assisted by helpers
who carry materials, mix cement,
and cleanup after the job is
finished.
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Marble setter uses chisel to shape piece of marble.
.

'Terrazzo is a tinted ornamental
concrete with marble chips, and is
Used primal-at, for flodrs Terrazzo
workers lay a base of cement mor- ter;
tar and then-leyel it with a long rod .about 40,000 in 1974'are em-
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mend thj. corneetton of )1 3-year
apprenueeship program as the best
way to_rearn each of these trades A
substantial proportion of tilesetters,
teriazzb workers, and marble set-
ters, howeveL.a.equire then- skills
Informally by working as helpers
and being taught by experienced
Workers

The apprenticeship programs in
each of these trades generally con-
sist of on-the-job traintng and re-
lated classroom instruction in sub-
ject's such as blueprint readinC
layout work, and basic mathe
matics

When hiring apprentices or help-
ers. employers usually' prefer high
school or vocationaltool gradu-
ates who have . ha courses in
general mattiematics, mechanical
drawing, and shop Good physical
coficlition, manual dexterity, and a
good sense of color harmony also
are Important assests

Skilled tile, terrazzo, or marble
semis may become supervisors r
start, their own contracting bu
nesses.

Places of Employmrt
Ar.

ble se , tilesetters,
kers7who nurhbered'

and

or straightedge Metal strips are cloyed fnainly, in nonresidential

placed in the mortar base wherever construction projects, such as

.4....21e
colorrustojac.

a joint or change of schools, hospitals, and public and
between panels Terre7zo. commercial buildings A significant

,...workers mix the ttp layer Of cernentv. proportion of tilesettersabout I

rL;44nd marble chips', pour It onto the out of 5are self-empl9yed Self-

fie base, and,then -roll and leziel it employment is less prevalent
After the mixture -has hardened for among marble and terrazzo work;
a few days, the -terrazzo floor -ii---ers
ground 'and polished with a gnnding Workers in these crafts are em-
machine ployed tliroughou t the country but

.are foundTerrazzo workers are asmsted by 4-lated urban
largely in the more poptl-
areas.helperswho carry cement, sand. ,

and other maierialc and mix and f
pour .base and terrazzo mixtureg Training, Other Qualifications,

, Helpers also gpnd, polish, and
and Advancement

dean floors. ggMost training recauthorities
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Employment Outlook

Employment of marble setters,
terrazzo workers, and tilesetters is
expected to increase more slowly
than the averagely all occupations
through,,the Althbugh
populatiiin and business growth will
cause an increase in construction
activity, growth in these crafts will
be limitbd by. the increasing use of
competing materials, such as car-
peting, paving brick, and plastic
coated wallboard, which usually are
Installed by workers in other trades. 4.
Mbst job, opportunities will result
from the need to replace marble
setters, terrazzo workers, and
tilesetters who retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations.

&-r1

Earnings and Working
Conditions

4

According to F9 r4 estimates of
uni wars in metropolitan areas,
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hourly rates Tod marble sellers
averaged 58.45. for terrazzo work-
ers, S8.20: and for tilesetters,
$8.05. Hourly wage rates for ap-
preatices start at about 50 to 60
percept of the rate paid to ex-
perienced workers and increase
periodically.

Marble setters and terrazzo wor-
kers work both indoors and owe -
doors depending on the type of in-
stallation. Tilesetters work mostly
indoors.

The principal unions organizing
these workers are the ancklayers.
Masons and Plasterers' Interna-
tional Union of America, and the
International Association of Mar-
ble, Slate erfia Stone Polishers, Rub-
bers and Sawyers, Tile and Marble
Setters' Helpers and Marble Mosaic
and Terrazzo Workers' Helpers.

' Sourdes of Additional
Information

Foy details about apprenticeship
or other work oppoctunities in these
trades. contact local tile, to
and marble setting Contractors; (lo-
cals of the unions previously men-

. tioned; or the nearest office of the
State employment service or State
apprenticeship agency.

For general information about
the work of marble settei, tileset-
ters, and terrazzo workers, contact:

4
8 klayers. Masons and Plasterers' Interna-

ional Union _of . 515 15th yt.
NW., Washington .C. 20005.

.International
an21---Stone Polishers.
`Sa

of Marble, Slate
bbers and

Tile and Marble Setters' Hel-
Marble Mciaic and. Terrazzo
Helpers, 831. 15th Si NW..

D.0 20M5.
and Mosaic Association,

St_ Alesandi Va.

Tile 'Con ton of America.
Inc.. 112 St. Alczandria,
Va.22314.,

National
- Inc
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¢PERATING ENGINEERS
(CONSTRUCTION

MACHINERY ,
OPERATORS)

(D.0 -X 850.782 through .887,
851.883, 852.883, 853.782 and .

859.782 and 859.883)

Nature of the Work

Operating engineers are at the
controls of bulldozers, cranes,
french excavators. paving
machines. and many other types of
construction machinery. Some of
these workers know how to operate,
several, kinds, of machines, others
only have Chilskills to operate a
few.

Some, machines. ate relatively
simple to operate, while others such
as eartimoving machines and
cranes Are complex and require
coordination of man y controls. The
operation of large cranes requires a
high degree of skill because opera-
tors must manipulate a number of
pedals and levers to rotate the
crane and .raise and lower its boom
and loadline,Theylso manipulate
different kinds of,,equipment that
can be attached to crane booms,
such as buckets for lifting dirt_and
wrecking balls for demolishing old
buildings.' If not - controlled
piopeply, cranes can damage prop-
etc and endanger othe workers
t the construction site, so opera-

tors must judge distances accurate::
ly and handle controls precisely.
Earthmoving machines require
much less skill. The operator sets

'n the spindle, starts
- ps its boring at

the proper d
the machine, an
the correct depth.

Operating e

lubricate their
neers may

chines and make
minor repairs and adjustments.
Major repairs, however, usually are
made ' by heavy-equipment
mechanics.

Places of Employment

2
, ,

_ix .

An es 275,00ff operating
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engineers Were employed as 'ex.
cavating, grading, and road machin-
ery operators in 1974. In addition;
about 125,000. worked as bulldozer
operators. Man operating en-
gineers were emplo other
construction machinery, in
cranes, derricks, hoists, air-corn-

. pressors, trench-pipe layers, and
dredges.

Moit operating engineers work
for corltractors in highway, dam,
airport, and other large-scale con-
struction projects. Others Work for
unlo companies, manufacturers,
and other business firms that do
their own construction work, as
well as State and local highway and
public works departments. Less
than onetenih of all operating en-
gineers are self-employed, a smaller
proportion than in most building
trades.

Some operating euginters are
employed in factories and mines tb
control cranes, hoists, and other
power-driven machinery;

Operating engineers are em-
ployed in' iery section of the
country, both in large cities and in
small towns. Some work on
highways and dams being guilt in
remote locations.

Training, -Other Qualifications,
and Xdvanceifrent -

Although many a/felting .en-
gineers haieeltarnea`their skills on
the job without formal instruction,
most training autlprities recom-
mend completion of a 3-yeas formal
apprenticeship as the best way, to

'become a 'CP operating engineer._
Since apprentices tekrttto.operate a
variety of machines--41tey ,have
better job opportunJes. Less' ex-.
tensive training.is avalilrableVough
the Armed Forces'or througl, spe-
cial heavy-equirient training
schoits. . .

-

The apprenticeship program con-
sists of at least 3 years of on-the-job
training, as wejl as 144 hours a year
of related classroom instruction.

Under the supervision of ex"-
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on highw-eys and materials move-
ment in factories and Mines

Besides the job openings created
by employment growth. many
openings will arise as experienced
operating engineers retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations. Jobs
should be easiest to find during
spring and summer since construc-
tion picks up as the weather
beAmes warmer However.
beca& construction activity is sen-
sitive to ups and downs to the
economy the number of job
openings may fluctuate from year
to year

Operating engineers must judge distance accurately and handle controls precisely.

penenced operating :e-ngineers. ap-
prentices Ark oilers or-as help-
ers Initial td4s include cleaning.

-greasing, repairing....and starting
machines Within, a year. an-

' pr'entices are usually gi.. en the op-
portunity -to perform simple
rrachint opeutions. such as light
lifts wi a thine' In time. the
receivess supervision and more

..respcosibiltty In the classroom. ap-
prentices receive instruction in en-
gine operation and repair. cable
splici.4. hydraulics. welding, and
safety and firsreald

_Operating engineers who have
leadership ability may become su-
per. isors. but opportunities are
few Some o rating engineers start
their on e ating and grading
business

Employment Outlook

Job opportunities for operating
engineers should be fairly plentiful
over the longrun Employment in
this occupation is expected to grow
much faster than the average for all
occupations through the mid-

Fur .apprentice jobs. employers 1980's Population and business

prefer ti.; hire high school or vOca- growth will lead to the construction
,tional school graduates who are at,-.0.1. more factories, mass transit
least years old Courses in driver systems. office buildings, power-
education and automobile . . plants. and other -structures,
mechaniCs provide d helpful thereby increasing the demand for
haLkgrvund E.-kpenenLe in °per-,
citing tractors and other farm ma-
chlkiery. also iv helpful

operating engineers More operat-
ing.engineers also will be needed in
other areas, such as maintenance

2 "i

(Earnings and Workfing
Conditions

Wage rates for operating en-
gineers vary according to the
machine operated According to
19-4 estimates of union wages in
metropolitan areas, hourly rates for
crane operators averagad S8 40, for
bulldozer operators, $8 25, and for
air-compressor operators, $7 35
Annual earnings, however. may not
be as high as the hourly wage rates
would indicate becaute some work-
time may be lost due to bad weather
and occasional unemployment
between jobs Houily wage rates for
apprentiCes start at-zi t 70 per-
cent of the full r e id to ex-.
perienced workers, Increase
periodically

Operating .engineers work out-
doors, consequently, they usually
work steadily during the warmer
months.' and experience slow
periods during the colder months
Time also may hs lost due to rain or
snow The operation of some
machines. particularly bulldozers
and some types of.scrapers, is physi-
cally tiring because the constant
movement of the machine shakes or
jolts the operator.

Many operating engineers. are
members ofihe International Union
of Operating Engineers.

Sources of itddltional
Information

For further informatiOn about ap-
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prenticeships or work opportunities
in this occupation, contact a local
of the International Union of
Operating Engineers, a local joint
apprenticeship committee, or the
nearest office of the State ap-
prenticeship agency In addition,
the local office of the State employ-
ment service-may provide informa
tion about apprenticeship and other
programs that provide training op-
portunities

For general information about
the work of operating engineers,
contact
Associated General Contract n pne ric&

i AC 195 E St NW Washington D C
20006

International Union of Operating Engmeers
1125 17th St NW -- Washington, D C
20036

. PAINTERS AND
PAPERHANGERS

(D.O.T. 840.381, 781 and .844,
and 841.7814

Nature of the Work

Painting and paperhanging are
separate, skilled trades, although
many people do both types of work.
Painters apply paint, varnish, and
other finishes to building surfaces
to decorate or protect them. Paper-
hangers cover walls and ceilings of
rooms with decorative wallpaper,
fabric, vinyl, or similar materials.

One of the primary duties of
painters is to prepare the surface to
be painted. They remove loose
paint by scraping, or by heating
with a blowtorch and then scraping.
They also remove dust and grease,
fill nail holes and cracks, sandpaper
rough spots, and brush off dust.
When painting new surfaces, they
usually cover them with a prime
sealer or coat to make a suitable
surface or base for the finish coat.

Painters must be skilled in han-
dling brushes and other painting
tools so that they can apply paint
thoroughly, uniformly, and rapidly
to any type of surface. They must

be able to mix paints and match
colors, using a knowledge of paint
composition and .color Harmony.
They also mot know the charac-
teristics of common types of paints
and finish'es from the standpoints of
durability, suitability, and ease of
handling and application.

Painters often use rollers or spray
guns instead of brushes Rollers are
used on even surfaces such as walls
an ceilings Spray guns are used on
surfaces that are difficult to paint
with a brush, such as cinder block
and metal fencing,. Both rollers and
spray guns permit faster painting

Painters also erect scaffolding.
Including "swing stages" (scaffolds
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suspended by ropes or cables at-
tached to roof hooks) and -bosun
chairs,- which they use when work-
ing on tall buildings and similar
structures.
_The first step in paperhanging is

to prepare the surface to be
covered- Paperhangers apply
sizing,- a prepared material that

makes the surface to be prepared
less porous and assures better
sticking of the paper In doing
redecorating work, they may have
to remove old paper by -soaking
orif there are many layersby

,,.../Ste.unirtg. Frequently, it is neces-
sary for paperhangers to do minor
plaster patching.

276
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Paperhangers measure the area
tote covered and cut a length from
the roll of wallpaper, after carefully
positi,oning.the patterns w match at
the ceiling and baseboard. They
then apply paste to the strip of
paper, place it on the wall, and
smooth it by hand or with a brush.
They cut and fit edges at the ceiling

, end baie, and smooth seams
between strips with a roller or other
special tool. They inspect the paper
for air bubbk1 and other imperfec
lions in the work Air bubbles are
removed by smoothing the paper
strip toward the outer edges When
working with wall covenngs other
than paper, such as fabric or vinyl,
paperhangers;, follow the same
general procedure.

Places of Employment

About 450,000 painters and
20,000 paperhangers were em-
ployed in 4974. Many worked for
contractors engaged in new con-
struction, repair, alteration, or
modernization work Hotels, office
buildings, shipyards, manufacturing
firms, schools, and other organiza-
tions that own oemanage extensive
propeW holdings also employed
maintenance painters

A high proportion of workert in
these trades were in business for
themselves About one-fourth of
the painters and more than half of

,. the ,paperhangerS were self -em-
ployed In comparison. .0 only one-
tenth of all building trades workers
were self-employed

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Agivancepient

Most training authorities recom
. mend the completion of a formal

apprenticeship as the best way to
become a painter or paperhanger.
Many .people, 'however, learn the
trades' informally, working as het-

- pers tom experienwl painters and
'paperhangers.

The apprenticeship for paters
and paperhangers generally consists.

'OCCLPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

of 3 years of on the job training, in
addition to 144 hours of related
classroom instruction each yeas.
Apprentices receive- instruction in
subjects such as color harmony,
paint chemistry, cost estimating,
paint mixing and matching, and
safety. They also learn the relation-
ship between painting lid paper
hanging and the work perform- ed. by
the other building trades. May ap-
prenticeships combine painting and
paperhanging.

Applicants for apprentice or
helper jobs generally must be at
least 16 years old and in good physi
cal condition. A high school or vo-
cational school education is
preferred, although not essential.
Courses in chemistry and general
shop are useful. Applicants should
..have manual -dexterity and a
discerning color sense. They cannot
be allprgic to fumes, from paint °I
other materials ui6d in these trades.

Painters and paperhangers may
`advance to jobs as cost estimators
for painting and decorating con-
tractors. Some may become su-
perintendents on large contract
painting jobs, or they may establish
their own painting and decorating
businesses.

Employment Outlook

Employment of painters is ex-
pected to grow more slowly than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Replace-
meat needs will create more job
openings than growth. Many new
workers will be hired to replace ex-
perienced painters who retire, die,
or leave their jobs for other reasons
The number of job openings, how-
ever, may C-ary greatly from yeir to
year; because the demand for paint
ers is sensitive to_ changes in
economic conditions, particularly
flactuations in construction amyl
t)./ '

4

Over the long run, population
and business grpwth w'll cre a
_rising demand for newses and
buildings and more workers yell be

r. 2 7 ro.

needed to paint these structures.
Additional workers also will be
hired to repaint existing structures,
even though improved methods of
applying punt, which make It easier
for homeowners to do their own
repainting, may limit employment
growth.

Employment of paperhangers is
expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. The de.
mand for these workers should be
stimulated by the rising populanty
of wallpaper and more durable wall
coverings such as vinyl. Since this is
a relatively small trade, hoy.ever,
job openings for paperhangers will
be far less numerous than those for
painters.

Earnings and ykiikIng
Conditions

46.
Based on a survey of

metropolitan areas, union hourly
rates for painters and paperhangers
averaged about 58.10in 1974. In
comparison, the average rate for
experienced union workers in all
union building trades was 58.16 an
hour. The annual incomis for some

'painters, particularly those on. out-
side jobs, may not be as high as
hourly rates would/indicate because
some worktime is lost due to bad
weather and occational unemploy-
ment between jobs.

Hourly wage rates for ap-
prentices usually start at 50 percent
of, the rate paid to,expenenced wor-
kers and increase periodically until
the full rate of pay is reached at the
completion of apprenticeship. Pair
tern and paperhangers must stand

r long periods Their jobs also
gl,rre a considerable amount of

mg. and bending. A painter
st . have strong arms because

uch of the work is done wait arms .
ised overhead. Painters and

aperhangers risk Injury from slips
or falls off ladders and sCaffokK
However, the injury rate for em-
plujee>...4 painting, paperhanging.
and detffrating contractors in the).
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...instruction industry has been sig
nificantly lower than the a.erage
for co ct construction as a
who)

large proportion of painters
and paperhangers are members of
the International Brotherhood of
Painters and Allied Trades. A few
are members of other unions

Sources of Additional_
Information

For details about painting and
paperhanging apprenticeships or
other work opportunities in these
trades, contact local painting and
decorating contractors-, a local of
the International Brotherhood of ,

_painters and Allied Trades; a local
union-management - ap-

preniiceiliip- committee, or the
nearest office of the State ap-
prenticeship agency or State em-
ployment service

For general infonriation about
the work of painters and paperhan-
gers, contact
International Brotherhood of Painters and

Albed Trades'. 125 K St NW
Washington, DC 20006

Painting and Decorating Contractors As
sociation of Arrienca 2625 West Peter
scri Ave Chicago. III 11.5-^

, "'PLASTERERS
(DOT 842 381 and 781).

- .

Nattire.of the Work

Plastered finish interior. walls
- and ceilings with, irlastef coatings

that form fire-resistant and relative-
ly soundproof surfaces, they apply
durable cement plasters or stucco
to exterior surfaces. Plastereri also
cast ornamental designs in plaster.

In interior work, these workers
usually apply three distinct coats of
plasterscratCh, brown,;and fin/SIC
They apply an initial or 'scratch coat
directly to either metal or gypsum
lath (backing to which plaster
readily adheres) and then scratch

- .

thiscaat with a special raking tool
before it hardens The raking helps .
the next coat stick. When the
plaster has set sufficiently, the
brown coat or second later of
plaster is applied Plasterers
straighten and float this second
layer with vanous plastenng tools
to prepare the surfaces for final
finishing. The finish coat; usually a
white lime mixture, is a thin-cover-
ing that plasterers ``must apply
quickly and finish smoothly with
trowel, brush, and water. Often, in-j
stead of a smooth coat, they make a
variety of decorative textures, such
as swirl, supple (dots.), and sand
finishes, by floating '-skip trowel -
in r

For extenor cement plaster or
stucco work, plasterers apply an ini-
tial or scratch coat to wire lath in
the same way as they plaster inten-
or surfaces. The finish coat is
usually a mixture of white cement
and hand or another finish matenal.
Marble or gravel chips, for exam-
ple, may be imbedded into the soft
plaster to form a textured surface.

Plasterers sometimes do complex
decorative and ornamental work.
For example, they may mold in-
tricate designs far the walls and
ceilings of public buildings.
Plasterers who do this work must
follow blueprints and other specifi-
cations furnished by architects.

'Plasterers use many special tools.
They hold the plaster mixture on a
hawk (a light metal plate with a
handle) and apply the wet mixture
with a trowel.' Smoothing and
finishing are done with
straightedges, bevelerlies, rods,
floats; and other handtools They
also may use spray machines to
apply plaster on both base. _and
finish coats.
-ApPreiitiaes work directly with

experienced plasterers to acquire
their skill,' ntorers or helpers mix
and cairy rigs for plastererik
they setup scaffolding

Places ofErroprriprieht
,Plasterers who numbered about
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26,000 in 1974worked mostly on
new construction. Many also did al-
teration. work, particularly where
special architectural and lighting ef-
fects were part of the building
tiiiotternizattert-7 Serif plasterers
repaired older buildinks.

About 1 out of every 5 plasterers
was self-employed.

TralnInz Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most training authonfies recom-
mend completion of An apprentice.
ship as the best way to learn plaster-
ing However, many beginners have
learned the trade by working as, hel-
pers or labordrs, observing and
being taught by. experienced
plasterers. .

Apprenticeship programs
generally consist of.3 or 4 years of
on-the-job training_ ineaddition to at
least 144 hours of annual classroom
instruction in drafting, blueprint
reading, and -mathematics fOr
layoup.vork. ,

Applicants for apprentice or
helper jobs generally must be at
least 17 years old, in good physical
condition, and have manual
dexterity. Applicants who have a
high school or vocational school
edti ation are preferred. Couries in
g neral mathematics, mechanical
drawing; and shop provide a useful
background. -

Plasterers may advance to super-
visor, superinte dent, or estimator
for plastering ontractors, or may
become self -em .loYed. -

Employment Outlook

Little change is expected in the
employment of plasterers through
the mid- 1980's. Nevertheless, a
relatively small number of job
openings will result from the need
to replace expenenced workers
who retire, die, or transfer to other
Occupations. '

The use of drywall ma-ten* in
Place of plaster has reduced the de. '-
mand for plasterers in reknt-years.
Ne verthetess, ',taste re rs.ife_

`:
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needed for renovating older
buildings that have plaster walls.
Plaster is also used in some of the
more expensve new buildings and
on curved surfaces where,cfrywall
materials cannot be used. (

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Based on a survey of
metropolfezg are.s, union wage
rates for Oa' stererl averaged ;8.32
an hour in 1974, compared with
S8..16 for union workers in all build-
ing trades. Apprentice wage , rates
staFt.4t bout t.!1 74te-it* .to

criga-qg Mrs Atfci.irKsexpen
,pert

PlastPtitug requires considerable
standing, stooping, and lifting.
Plasterers work outdoors when ap-
plying stucco but most jobs are in-
doors.

a
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A large proportxin of plasterers
are members of unions. They are
represented by either the Operative
Plasterers' and Cement Masons' In-
ternational Association of the
United States and Cagtda, or the
Bricklayers, Masons and Plasterers'
International Union of America.

Sources of Additional
information

"`..--Kr information about ap-
prenticeships or other work oppor-
tunities, contact local plastering
cirrac the -Uhietti

cprevuaiciLy
union-management ippitTiticeship
committee;"or the nearest office of
the State apprenticeship agency or
the State employment service.

For general information about
The work of plasterers, contact:

Plagterocs finish tolling.

2 P,J

BrvAlayen Masons and Plasterers' Interns
tional Union of America, i t 5 1 5th St.
NW, Washington, D.0 20005

International Amociarico of Wall and Ca-
inn Contramon, 1775 Cbgueb St. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

leierestioall Council for Lathing and
Plastering. 221 North LsSatie St,
Chicago,111. 60601.

Operative Plasterers' and Cement Masons'
International Association of the United
States and Canada, 1125 17th St NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

PLUMBERS AND
PIPEFITTERS
(D.O.T. 862.381)

Nature of.the Wort

Plumbers and pipefitters install
pipe systems that carry water,
steam, air, or other liquids or gases.
They also alter and repair existing
pipe systems and install plumbing
fixtures, appliances, and heating
and refrigeration units.

Although plumbing and
pipelining are sometimes con-
sidered a single, trade, workers can
specialize. in either craft. Plumbers
install water, gas, and waste
disposal systems in homes, schools,
factoriei, and other buildings.
Plumbers initially "rough in"
(install) the pipe system as the
building progresses; during the final
construction stages they install the
heating and air-conditioning units
and connect radiators, water
heaters, and plumbing fixtures Such
as bathtubs and sinks. Pipefitters in-
stall both high- and low-pressure
pipes that carry hot water, steam,
and other liquids and gases. For ex-
ample, pipefitters install the com-
plex pipe systems in oil refineries
and chemical processing plants.

Some _plumbers and pipefitters
specialize in gas, steam, or sprinkler
fitting. Gasfitters install and main-__
taut the finless and extensions that
connect gasline mains with the lines
leading to homes. Steamfitters as-
semble and install steam or hot

- ,

t
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water systems for commercial and
industrial uses Sprinkler fitters in
stall and maintain the piping for fire
extinguishing systems.

Plumbers and pipefitters use
wrenches, reamers, drills, braces
andv, bits, hammers, chisels, saws,
and other handtools. Power
machines' often are used to cut,
belitt- and thread pipes Hand-
operated hydraulic pipe benders
also are used In addition, plumbers
and pipefitters use gas or acetylene
torches and'welchng, soldering, and
brazing equipment

. ---,places of Employment

Most plumbers and pipefitters
who numbered about 375,000 in
I974 work for plumbing and
pipefittrng contractors engaged in
new construction activity, and work
mainly at the conliviction site. A
substantial proportioq of plumbers
are self-employed ,6r work for
plumbing contractors doing repair,
alteration, or modernization work.
Some plumbers install and maintain

systerps for gov'ernment agen-
cies 'and public utilities, and some
work on the construction of ships
and aircraft. Others do main-
tenance work in industrial and com-
mercial buildings. Pipefitters, in
particular, are employed as eriain-
tenance personnel in the petrole-
um, chemical, and fold- processing
industries when manufacturing
operations include the processing
of liquids and gases through pipe.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most training authorities recom-
mend a formal apprenticeship for
plumbers or for pipefitters as the
best way to learn all aspects of these
trades A large number of
however, have learned these des
by working for several years as hel-
pers to experienced plumbers and
pipefitters, and observing and
receiving instruction from them

Most apprentice%hip programs
for plumbers and pipefitters are
sponsored through union-manage-
mept agreements and usually con-
sist of 5 years of on-the-job training,
in addition to at least 144 hours of
related classroom instruction an-
nually On the job, apprentices
learn to use the tools, machines,
equipment, and Materials of the
trade Classroom instruction covers
subjects such as drafting and
blueprint reading, mathematics ap-
plicable to layout work, applied
physics and chemistry, and local
building codes and regulations.

Applicants for apprentice or
helper jobs are generally required
to be at least 16 years old and in
good physical condition. A high
school of vocational school educa-

oion is generally recommended.
. Courses in chemistry, general.

mathematics, mechanical drawing,
physics, and shop are helpful: Ap-
plicants may be given tests to deter -

mine, whether they have the
mechanical aptitude required in

Plumbing is on: of the highosi payky4 these trades. to obtain a plumber's
bultdIng.trades. or pipefitter's license, which some

V
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communities require, an apprentice
must pass a-special examinaUorr to
demonstrate knowledge of the
trade and of the local building
codes.

Some plumbers and pipefitters
may become supervisors for plumb-
ing and pipefitung. contractors.
Many go into business for them-
selves. As they expand, heir activi-
ties, they may employ other wor-
kers and become contractors, In
Most localities, contractor's are
required to obtain a master
plumber's license.

Employment Outlook

Employment of plumbers and
pipefitters is expected to grow

...fastai than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's.
Thousands of job openings are ex-
pected because of employment
growth and the need to replace
plumbers and pipefitters who re,tire,
die, or stop working for other
reasons.

Employment is expected to grow
mainly as a result of the.anncipated
increase in construction activity.
Furthermore,' plumbing will
become more important in many
types of construction. For example,
many homes will have air-condi-
tioning and appliances such as

'washing machines and kitchen
waste-disposal equipment. Chemi-
cal and petroleum refineries and.
coal gasification and nuclear
powerplants, which use extensive
pipework in their processingNactivi-
ties, are expected to expand, thus
creating additionaljobs for plum-
bers and pipefitters. Maintenance,
repair, and modernization2f.exist-
ing plumbing or piping systems also
will create employment opportuni-
ties.

Growth in these trades is ex-
pected to be fairly steady in the,
years ahead. Employment of plum-
bers and pipefitters is less sensitive
to upi and downs in construction
activity than are most other build-
ing trades.



Eardings and Working
Conditions

Accordin to a survey of
metropolitan areas, union wage
rates for plumbers and for pipefit-
ters averaged 59 an hour in 1974,
compared with 58.16 an hour for
union workers in-411 building trades
Annual .earnings of workers in these
fields are among the highest in the
building trades because plumbing
and pipefitting are affected less by
bad ;weather and fluctuations in
construction activity than are most
other building trades

Apprentice wage rates start at
fro '40 to 50 percent of the rles
paid to experienced workers and in-
crease periodically.

Plumbing and pipefitting work is
active and sometimes strenuous.
These workers frequently must
stand for long periods and occa-
sionally work in cramped or un-
comfortable positions They risk
the danger of falls from ladders,
cuts from sharp tools, and burns
from hot pipes The injury rate for
employees of Ojnbing, heating,
and air conditioning contractors in
the construction industry has been
about the same as the average for
contract construction as a whole:
but higher than the average for
manufacturing. .

Many plumbers and pipefitters
are members of the United Associa-
tion of Journeymen and Ap-
prentices of the Plumbing and Pipe
Fitting Industry of the United States
and Canada,

Sourcii of Additional
Inforvtl on

Fdr informalitn about ap-
prenticeships or wolk opportunities
in these--tcalles, contact local
plumbing, heating, and air-condi-
tioning Contractors; local of Ai&
union mentioned; a local joint''
union- management apprenticeship
committee; or the nearest offs of
the State ethployment servi or
State appi.enticeship agency.

OCCUPATIONAL OU

For general inforriration -about
the work of plumbers, pipefitters,
and sprinkler fitters, contact;
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Other types of composition roof-
ing, such as roll roofing and asphalt
shingles, are overlapped and

National Assoctation of PlumbingHeaung- fastened. to the roof with nails, or
Cooling Contractors. 1016 20th st asphalt cefnent. If necessary,
NW Washington. D C 20036 material is cut to fit corners, pipes,

National Automatic Sprinkler and Fire Con- and chimneys. Wherever two roof
trot Assoc aeon, 277 Park Ave New surfaces intersect, roofers cement
York. N Y 10007

Lnited Assocumon or Journeymen and Ap-
prentices of the Plumbing and Pipe
Fitting Industry of the United States and
Canada, 901 Massachusetts Ave NW
Washington. D C 20001

in

ROOFERS

(D 0 T. 804 281, 843 844, and
866.381)

Nature of the Work

oofers apply composition roof-
and other materials, such as

metal and tile, to the roofs of
buildings. They also waterproof and
dampproof walls and other building
surfaces. --

To apply composition roofing,
roofers first place strips of asphalt
or tarred felt over the entire sur-

or nail flashing (strips of felt or
metal) over the joints to make tiled
watertight.

Roofers also use metal, tile, and
Date. They.build metal roofs by sol-

dering together metal sheets -and
nailing them over the wood
sheathing. To install tile and slate
roofs, they place a covering of felt
over the wood sheathing, punch
holes in the slate or tile, and nail it-
to the sheathing. Each row of slate
Or the overlaps the preceding row.
Finally, roofers cover exposed nail-
heads with cement to prevent n,ist
and water leakage. They use liand--
tools such as hammers, roofing
knives, mops, and calking guns.

Roofers also waterproof and
dampproof masonry arid concrete
want and floors. To prepare sur-
faces for waterproofing, they
remove rough spots with a Hammer

face. They then apply a coating of and chisel or rubbing brick before
tar, asphalt, or other tarlike materi- 'applying a coat of liquid water -
al. This process is repeated until at .roofing compound .with a brush.
least three layers of felt are in place. also may paint or spray sur-
Finally, they apply asphalt or
gravel-and-tar surfacing to protect
the roofing materials from weather.

faces with a waterproOfing material
or nail waterproofing fabric to sur-
faces. When dampproofing, they
usually spray a coating ,of tar or
asphalt 6n interior or exterior sur-

..
faces.

Places of 'EmplOyment

.,Aliout 90,000 roofers were em
ployed in 1974. Most iroriedo for,
ro9firig contractorson construction
or re-pair jobs. Some worked for
businesses aril government agen-
cies that 4o theieow.n constructions
and repair work.? A few roofers
were self-employed.

a.
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ifs
Training, Other Qualifications,

and Advancement

Most training authorities recom,
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mend completion of a 3-year ap-
prenticeship program as the best
way to learn this trade. The pro-
gram generally consists of a

minimum. of 1,400 hours of on-the-
job training annually, in addition to
144 hours of classroom instruction
inc -subjects such as blu,Sprint read-
ing, mathematics, iced safety. The
majority of workers, however,
acquire roofing skills informally
working as roofers' helpers rather
than through apprenticeship pro-
grams.

For those interested in becoming
roofers, a high school education or
its equivalent is helpful, as are cour-
ses in mechancial drawing and basic
mathematics. Good physical condi-
tion and a good sense of balance
also are important assets. Appli-
cants f1:3, apprenticeship programs
usually must be at least 18 years
old.

Roofers may a dvance
visor

to super-
or to superintendent for a*

roofing contractor. Also, they may
enter business for themselves and
hire other roofers.

'Employment Outlook
_

Employnrair of 'roofers is ex-
peeted to- increase faster -than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's More roofers will
be needed due to the longrun in-
crease in construction activity New
construction and repairs4on existing
roofs will provide most of the work
opportunities Dampproofing and
waterproofing, however, will pro-
vide an increasing ,proportion of
roofers' worJc. Besides the job
openings resulting -from employ-
ment growth, some openings will
arise from the need to replace ex-
Perienced roofers who retire, die,
o,r stop working for other reasons.
Because construe on activity fluc-
tuates, however, job openings may
be plentiful in sortie years, scarce in
others. Jobs should be easieft to

mao find during spring- and Summer
since roofing work picks up as the-
weather becomes wanner.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Union roofers in metropolitan
areas had estimated average wages
of 58 10 an hour in 1974, about the
same as the average for all union
builaing trades workers Since roof;
ing'work is somewhat seasoRal
time may be lost due to bad weather
and occasional unemployment
between jobs, annual earnings may
not be as high as hourly rates of pay
would indicate.

Apprentices usually start at 65
percent of the skilled roofer's pay
rate and receive increases periodi-
cally.

Roofers' work; is sometimes
strenuous It involves a lot of stand-
ing, as well as climbing, bending,
and squatting Rdofers risk injuries
from slips or falls from scaffolds or
roofs, and may have to be outdoors
in all types of weather, particularly
when making repairs The work
may be especially hot during the
warmer months

Many roofers are members of the
United Slate, Tile and Composition
Roofers, Damp and Waterproof
Workers Association.

Sources of Additiagal
Information

For information about roofing
'apprenticeships or work opportuni-
ties in this trade, contact localikof-
ing contractors, a local of the union
previously mentioned, a local joint
union-management apprenticeship
Committee, or the nearest office pf
the State employment service or
State apptenticeship agency. .

For information about the work
of roofers, contact: .

NatIonabRooting Contractors Association,
!SI& N. Harlem Ave., Oak Park, III.
60302.

SHEET-METAL WORKERS
(D.O.T. 804.281 and .884)

Nature- of the Work:

'Sheet-metal Workers on ..con-
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structiOn jobs fabricate and install
ducts for ventilating, air-condition-

.ing, and heating systems. They also
fabricate and install many other
sheet- metal products, such as roof-
ing, siding, and neon signs. These
workers generally are more skilled
than the assembly-line factory
workers who also make sheet-
metal products but can perform
only a few operations.

In heating and air-conditioning
duct work, sheet-metal workers
plan the job, to determine the size
and type of metal needed before
cutting it with hand snips, power-
driven shears, and other tools. They
shape the metal with machines,
hammers, and anvils, then weld,
bolt,. rivet, solder,, or cement the
seams and joints. Some ducts are
readymade and require, little fabri-
cation at the worksite. To install
ducts, components are fitted
together, hangers and - braces are in-
stalled for support, and joints are
connected and soldered or welded.
Some sheet -metal workers special-
ize in either shopviork or onsite in-
stallation; others do both.

ces of;Employment.

- Sheet-metal workers in the con-
struction industry who numbered
about 65,000 in 1974are em-
pfoyed mainly by contractors who
specialize in heating, refrigeration,
and "air- conditioning . equipment,
and by general contractors engaged
in residential, industrial, and
mercial building. Additional sheet-
metal rkers are employed by
goverr gencies or 13u/ finesses
that do their own construction rind
alterau u work' Very few are self-
employe

Besid those its construction
jobs, thousands of skilled sheet-
metal workers are employed in the
railroad, aircraft, -and ihipbuilding
industries. Many others work in`
small shops that Manufacture spa
cialty produc , such as custom,
kitchen equip ent for hotels and
restaurants.' irms that make
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blowers, exhausts, electrical equip-
ment, food products machinery,
and turbines also /eriliploy sheet-
metal workers. ,

Sheet-metal, workers are eth-
ployed throughout the country. but
jobs are concentrated in metro-
politan areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancarnant

.... Most training authorities recom-
mend the completion of an ap-
prenticeship program as the best
way to learn the-sheet -metal trade
Many sheet-metal workers, hoyt,-
ever, have acquired these skills by
working as helpers, observing and
being taught by experienced work-
ers.

The apihenticeship program
usually consists of 4 years of on-the-,
job training, in addition to related
classroom instruction. On the job,
apprentices learn to use the tools,

s.
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machines, equipment, and match-
als of the trade. Classroom instruc-
tion covers subjects such as draft-
ing, blueprint reading, mathe-
matics, and safety and first-aid. In
addition, apprentices learn the rela-
tionship between sheet-metal ..work
and other building trades.

Applicants. for jobs as ap-
prentices or helpers should be in
good physical condition and have
mechanical aptitude. Apprentices
must have a high school or voca-
tional school education. Courses in
mathematics, mechanical drawing,
and shop provide a helpful
background for learning-the trade.

Sheet-metal workers in construc-
tion may advance to supervisory
jobs r may go into the contracting
busi ess. .

Employment Outlook

Employment of sheet-metal
workers in construction is ex-

joiiiStfLQ
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petted to increase about as fast
as the average for all occupations
through the mid 1980's. In ad-
dition to jobs from employment
growth, many openings will
arise as experienced workers
retire, die, or leave work for other
reasons.

As population and business grow,
more sheet-metal workers will be
needed to' install air-conditioning
and heating duct work and other
sheet-metal products in .` new
houses, stores, offices, and other
buildings. The demand for air-con-
ditioning systems in older buildings
also will speed employment growth.

Athough employment is expected
to incTease,over the long run, job
openings may fluctuate from year
to year due 'to ups and downs -in
construction activity. When con-
struction activity is depressed, jobs
for sheet-metal workers may be
available in other industries.

Earnings and Woricing
Conditions

Union sheet-metal workers in
metropolitan areas had estimated
average wages of $8.95 an'hour in
1974; - slightly higher than the
average for all union building trades
workers. Sheet-metal apprentices
generally start at 45 percent of the
rate paid to experieficed workers
and receive periodic pay raises.

Many sheet-metal workers spend
considerable time at the construc-
tion site-, working either indoors or
outdoors. Others work primarily in
shops doing fabricating and layout
work.

When installing gutters and
skylighti, they work high above
ground. When installing ventilation
and air-conditioning systems, they
may work in awkward and cramped
positions. Sheet-metal workers risk
cuts and burns from materials and
tools. The injury rate for workers in
this trade is higher than the average
for all construction workers.

A large proportion of sheet -metal
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workers are members of the Sheet
Metal Workers' International As-
sociation.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more information about ap-
prenticeships or other work oppor-
tunities, contact local sheet-metal
contractors or heating. refrigera-
tion, or air-conditioning contrac-
tors; a local of the union mentioned
above; a local joint union- manage-
ment apprenticeship committee; or
the nearest Office of the State em-
ployment service or apprenticeship
agency.

For general inforiation about
sheet-metal workers, cbntact:
Sheet Metal and Air CondiuoningContrac-

tors' National Association, Inc , 1611 N
Kent St.. Arlington, Va. 22209

Sheetpetal Workers' International Associa-
tion, 1000 ConnecticV Ave NW ,
Washington. D.0 20036 ik

STRUCTURAL,
ORNAMENTAL,ANO

' REINFORCING
IRONWORKERS;

RliGGERS;A:lotrACHINE
M

(D.O.T. 801.281, .381, .781, .884;
809.381, .781, .884; and 869.883)

Nature of the Work

Ironworkers erect steel ,frame-
work and other, metal .parts in
buildings, bridges, and other struc-
tures.-They also rig heavy construc-
tion machinery (prepare it for mov-
ing) and deliver the machinery to
new sites. In addition, ironworkers
make alterations, such as installing
steel stairs or adding window guards
to buildings, and do repair work,
such as replacing metal bridge
parts.

Ironworkers comprise four re-
lated tradesstructUra irdnwdr-,
kers, riggers and inacyjp4-0overs,
ornamental ironworkersase fein.

4

forcing ironworkers. Many iron-
workers are skilled in two of these
trades or more.

Structural ironworkers (D.O.T.
809.381) erect the steel framework
of bridges, buildings, and other
structures such as storage tanks.
They alsc; install floor decking and
the doors and frames te bank
vaults. In erecting steel framework,
they push, pull, or pry steel beams
and girders into proper position.
Next, they temporarily connect all
steel members with ,boltsl use
plumb bobs and levels to align the
structure, and then weld or bolt the
pieces. In a large building, iron- -
workers generally specialize in a
particular operation. such as
welding or bolting.

Riggers and machine movers
(D 0 T. 869.883) set up and rig the
hoisting equipment used to erect
and I dismantle structural ,steel
frames. These skilled workers also
move heavy construction machin-
ery and equipment. They study the
size, shape, and weight of the object
to be moved, choose lines and ca-
bles to support thsr load, and select
points of attachment that will pro-
vide a safe and secure hold on the
load. Next, they attach the lifting
device to both the hoisting equip-
ment and the item to be moved, and
direct the load into position by giv-
ing hand signals and other
directions to the hoisting machine
operator. In many instances, special
rigging equipment must be built on
the job to move unusually shaped
materials and machines. This work
requires a knowledge of hoisting
equipment and lifting deyaces.

Ornamental ironworkers {-D.O.T.
809.381) install metal stairways,
catwalks, floor gratings, ladders,
and window frames. They/also in-
stall lampposts, fences, and decora-
tive irdnwork. In addition, they
woik with prefabricated aluminum,
brass, and bronze Rails: Examples
ate recently develop/40 ornamental
building facades which are bolted
or welt4 to a building.

Reiee gibing ironworkers (D.O.T.

i

,
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801.884) set steel rods or bars in
concrete forms to reinforce the
doncrete. They place the steel bars
on suitable supports in the concrete
form and tie the bars together at in-
tersections so that each bar receives
its intended structural load. The
bars are placed in the form accord-
ing to blueprints, specifications, or
verbal instruction. Workers use
steel pliers and other tying tools to
wire the rods securely in place.
Some concrete is reinforced with a
coarse mesh made of welded wire.
When using mesh, they measure the
surface to be covered, cut and bend
the mesh to the desired shape, and
place it over the area to bq rein-
forted. While a concrete, \ crew
pours the slab, ironworkers use'
hooked rods to position the wire
mesh in the freshly poured mixture.

Places of Employment

About 85,000 structural and or-
namental ironworkers were em-
ployedin 1974. Thatisancis of adai-^
Ilonal orkei were employed as
riggers, chine movers, and rein-
forcing iron rkers.

Most of these workers are em-
ployed by general contractors on
large building projects, steel
erection contractors, or ornamental
ircril contractors. Many are em-
ployed by large steel companies or

'their subsidiaries engaged in the
construction of bridges, dams, and
large buildings. Some work for
government agencies, public/utili-
ties, or large industrial firms that do
their own construction work. Very
few are self-employedlp

Ironworkers work in all parts of
the country, but they are concen-
trated in metropolitan areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancerdent

Molt training authorities recomm
mend the completion of 'an app
prenticeship as the best way to
learn these trades. The apprentice-
ship program for ironrwsukers
usually consists of 3 years of on-the-
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occupations is expected to increase
over the long run. The growing use
of structural steel in buildings will
create a need for more structural
ir6nworkers. Work opportunities
for ornamental ironworkers will
result fronilhe growing popularity
of ornamental panels for large
buildings, antrof metal frames to
hold large glass installations. More
riggers and machine movers will be
needed to haiadle the increasing
amount of heavy construction
machinery. The growing demand
for prestressed concrete will create
additional job opportunities for
reinforcing ironworkers.

Job openings for ironwqrkers are
usually more abundant during the
early spring' when fhe weather
warms up and the level oftconstruc-,
non activity increases.

-Reinforcing Iron worker des metal rods In place.

job training and a minimum of 144
hours 'a year of classroom in'struc-
tion in -subjects such as drafting,
blitiprint reading, and mathematics,
applicable to layout work.

Applicants fri apprenticeship
generally must be at least 18 years
old and have a he school or voca-
tional school r c4ation, courses in,
general matheniatics and rn9Qhani-
cal drawing prds ide a helpful
background 1

Since materials used in ironwork-'
ing trades are heavy and bulky,
aboveverage physical strength is

"necessary Agility and a good sense
of balance* also are required in
order to work at great heights and
on narrow footings

Experienced ironworkers can ad-
vance to supervisory positions A

/

small number go into'the ironwork-
ing business.

Employment Outlook

Employment of ironworkers is

expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. Growth in con-
struction activity will increase the
demand for these workers. Besides
jobs resulting from employment
growth, many openings will result
from the need to replace ex-
perienced ironworkers who transfer
to' other fields of work, retire, or

'die. The number of *job openings
may fluctuate from year to year,
however, because construction ac-
tility is sensitive to changes in the
economy.

Employment in all iron.Vorking

2d

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Union structural and reinforcing
ironworkers in metropolitan areas
had estimated average wages of
S8.65 an hogr in 1974, slightly
higher than the average for all
union building trades workers. An:
nuaa earnings for these workers,
how6fer, may not be as high as
hourly wages would indicate
because some worktime is lost due
to bad weather and occasional
unem 1pyment between jobs.

'11/4
Hourl wage rates for apace

prerrtices start at 60 percent of the
rate paid to experienced workers
and Increase periodically.

Although man/ ironworkers risk
injury from fairs, safety devices
such as nets, safety belts, and scaf-
folding have helped prevent ac-,
cidents.

Ironwork. can Involve considera-
ble travel because demand may be
,insufficient to keep local crews con-
tinually employed.

Many workers in these trades are
members of the International As-
sociation of Bridge, Structural and
Ornamental Iron Workers.
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Sources of Additional
Information

For more information on ap-
prenticeships or other work opporc,._
tunities, contact loCat generalkon-

I

c

1

tractor, a local of the union men
tioned above; a local joint union
management apprenticeship com-
mittee, or the nearest office of the
Statp employment service or ap-
prebticeso4ip agency.
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For gefie)ral information about
ironworkers, contact:
Associated General Contractors of America,

Inc., 1957 E St. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.
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OCGLIP AVIONS IN TRANSPORTATION. ACTIVITIES

Transportation offers a wide
range of career opportunities Jobs
in air, rail, highway, and water
transportation vary from those that
require little education to those
technical positions thgt require at
least a college degree

Although this field includes a
variety of jobs, most workers drive
trucks and buses, fly for airlines,
operate trains and ships, or keep
this equipment in good working
condition Some examples of these
workers are locomotive engineers,
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airplanerpilots, and truckdrivers,
and track maintenance workers,
airplane mechanics, and truck
mechanics. Employees who provide
services for customers, such as
flight attend4nts and reservation
agents, account for most of the
remaining transportation jobs., .

As our economy expands and
population grows, demand for
freight and passenger service will
rise, and more transportation work-
ers will be needed. Employment
trends, however, will vary tot type

A..
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of businesa. ,Employment in most
air and highway transportation jobs
will increase, while employment in,
the merchant marine and many jobs
on railroads will decline. Even ill_
most declining occupations, how- .
ever, new wOrkerkyill be hired to
replace those who retire, die, or
transfer to other fields.

The transportation occupations
mentioned in this introduction, ai
well as many more, are described in
detail in the following sections.

t

s



AIR TRANSPORTATIO

More than 450;006 vioikerr
helped operate the Nation's fleet or
civilian aircraft in 1,974. Some, like
pilots, flew on them as crew mem-
bers, while mechanics made sure alt
equipment, operated properly,
Others took passenger reservations
and sold tickets, Still others, like air

is controllers, helped direct the
ptanes.

Air transportation offers excel-
lent opportunities for perSons with
vAried types of skills and training.
Working conditions are generally
good and the pay ts fairly high.
Many employees travel and meet
interesting people.

Through the mid-1980's, employ-
ment in air transportation occupa-
tions as a whole is expected to grow
as the number of planes increases.
In addition 1p those emtployed
because of this growth,, many new
employees will:be hired to replace
those who retire, die, or stop work-
ing for other reasons.

.

The individual state ents that
follow covet airplane ots, flight
attendants, airplane hanics, air
traffic controllers, reservation,
ticket, and passenge gents.

AIR TRAFFIC'
CONTROLLERS

(D.O.T. 1937b58-)-

Nature of the Wofic

Air traffic controllers are the
guardians of the airways. They
coordinate flights to prevent ac-
cidents and minimize delays in
takeoffs and landings. Some regu-
late airport traffic, others regulate
flights between airports

OCCUPATIONS

large cities. A few were assigned to
04(ntrol towers and centers outside
the United States.

Training, Mar Qualifications,
and Advancement

Air c controller trained are
-selected through the competitive

lain traffic. controllers work
in a wer near the runway to keep
track of planes that are on the
ground and in the air nearby. They
radio pilots to give them permission
to taxi, take off, or land. Toassure
safe conditions, they must consider
many factors including weather,
and the number, size, and speed of
the planes in the area. They also
must keep track ...sf positions of
planes both on the, ground and in
the air to control several aircraft
simultaneously.

After a plane takes off, airport

FedFral Civil Service System. Ap-
plicants must be less than 31 years
of c1 and tnust pass a written test that
mutes their ability to learn and
perform the controller's duties In
addition, applicants must have 3
years of progressively responsible
work experience that demonstrates
potential for learning and perform-
ing air traffic _control work, or 4
years of college, or a combination
of both Applicants must be in ex-
cellent health, have vision correcta-
ble ,to 20/20, and must be able to
speak clearly and pir-cil.ely,

traffic contrdllers notify enroute Successful applicants receive a
controllers to take charge. Route combination of on-the-job and for-.
controllers communicate with ml training to learn the fundamen-
pilots by radio and use radar and ""ns of the airway system, Federal
other electronic equipment to help aviation regulations, cpntroller
keep planes on course. They? also equipment, and aircraft per-

vtarn pilots about nearby planes aid formance characteristics. All
other possible hazards. Eacn en- receive intensive training in simula-
route controller is assigned a cu.- tors at the FAA Academy in
tam amount GI' airspace. One, for Oklahoma City_ It usually takes 2 to
example, might be responsible for 3 years to become a fully qualified
all planes that are 30 Ili 100 miles controller. Each year, controllers
north of the airport and flying Must pass a physical examination
between 6,000 and 18,000 feet. As each year, they must pass a job per-
the flight progresses, the controller. forniance examination twice each
responsible for the aircraft notifies year-
the controller Who next will be - Controllers can transfer to jobs at
responsible. Through this coordina:; -different locations and advance to
tion, one enroute controller after the job of chief controller. Some
another takes charge until the plane advanc to mt e respOnsible

destination mageffient jobs in air traffic con -
and

safely arrived at its tination an
and airport, traffic controllers are trol and a few to top administrative

jobs in the FAA.again in charge.

?limas of Employment

About 22,000 persons worked as
air traffic controllers for the
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) in 1974. Almost all worked
at major airports and air route traf-
fic control centers located near

I I, 2;i

Outlook

Employment of air traffic con-
trollers is expected: to. increase at
about the same rate as the average
for all Occupations through the mid-

_1980's. In addition to openings
resulting from growth, many others
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,Afr traffic controllers use radar to follow planes in flight.

Will arise as explienced controllers
retire. die, or transfer to (*ler gobs
Competition for jobs should be
keen because the number of
qualified applicants is expected to
be much greater than the number of
cipenings

As the number of aircraft in-
creases.' the .skyways wilt become
more congested, Tek prevent colli-
sions. the FAA has created spaces.
near certain airports and above cer-
tain altitude;, which require all
pilot~ to receive direCtions from air
traffic controllVrs If. as expected.
the number and size of these spaces
are expanded. more controllers:will
he needed despite the gre.itr use of
new. aubomated controlequipment

College graduates who have
civilian or milit4ry experience as
controllers. pilaff;. or navigators:
'will have-the best employment op-
portunines

Earnings and Working
Conditions.%

In 1974 controller trainees
earned $7,700 or 59,500 a year, the
average earnings for all tlontrollers
was 521.800 a year. or over twice
the average for all nonsupervisory.
ivorke sin) private industry, except

assigned to night.shrfts on a rotating
basis

Air traffic controllers work under
great stress They must, keew-tck
of several planes at the sane time
and make certain all pilots receive
correct instructions

Many controllers long to the
Professional Air Tra Controllers
Organization

sources of Additional
Information

A pamphlet providing general in-
formation about controllers and in-
structions for submitting ppplica-
lions is available from any U.S
Civil Service Comniission Job In-

, formation Center Look under U S
overnment, Civil Service Com-
ission. in your telephone book to

obtain a local Job Information
Center telephone number and call
for a copy of Announcement 418 If
there is no hsting in your telephone
book, dial the toll -free number 800-
555- 1212 and request the toll-free
number of the U S Civil Servi'ce ,
Commission Job Information
Center for your location.

AIRRLANE ;MECHANICS
(p O.T. 621 281) .

Nature of the Work 4.

Todhiy most travelers hardly
think twice about flying thousands
of feet above the ground:The con-
fidence traveler4 have ikairplanes

farmi g Depending on length Q is a tribute to the mechanics who
service. they receive 13 to 26 days mauftain them. Airplane mechanics
of paid vacation and 13 days of paid perform preventiye maintenance,
sick leave'eadh year. life insuranCe,* make repairs, and Complete inspec-
health benefits, and a more liberal nons required by the Federal Axial
retirement program than other non Administration (FAA).
Federal employees . In order to keep planes in tops

Controllers work a basic 40-hout operating condition, many
week. however. they may work ad- mechanics speolaiize in-preventive \
ditional hou'rs for which the maihnimance Using a schedule
receive overtime pdy or equal time whiCh,,is based on the number of
off Because control towers and flight hours, calendar days, or a
centers must be operated 24 hours combination of these factors; the
a day. 7 days a week. controlktrs are planes are inspected and necessary
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maintenance is performer?'
Mechanics may take engines apart,
measure the parts for wear with.
delicate instruments, check for in-
visible cracks with X-ray and mag-
netic inspection , equipment, and
replact parts as needed. They also
may repair sheet-metal surfaces.
measure the strength of control ca-

Most airline mechanics wrork

near large clues at the airlines- main
bases. Employees of the Federal
Government work at large military
bases, while mechanics foresmall
repair, shops work at airports In
every part of the country.

Training, Other Qualifications,
bles, or chock for rust and dracks in and Advancement
parts of tutelages and wing. AfteCrr,_

Mechanics who work on civilian.complain trispections or making
aircraft usually must be licensed by
the FAA as '.airframe mechanics," ,
"powerplant mechanics," or-
"aircraft inspectors Airfrme
mechanics are qualified to work on
the fuselage, wings, landing gear,
and other structural parts' of the
plane. while powerplant mechanics.
are qualified only for work on the
engine. Combination airframe-and-
powerplant mechanics can work on

r=epairs, echamcs test the equip-
ment to ke sure the repairs were
made pro rly

Some mechanics specialize in
repainng broken equipment. After
obtaining a descrjption(of the
problem from the pilot. mechanics
locate and correct the faulty equip-
ment. For example. a pilot may be
ready to take a tnp, but when
checking the airplane before
takeoff, may learn 'that the gas
gauge does not work After being
told about the problem, mechanics
may check the electncal connec-
tions, replace the .gauge, or use
electncal test equipment to make
sure no' wires are broken They
work as fast as safety permits so
that the plane can be put back into
service quickly. '

Mechanics may work on one type
of plane or may specialize in work-
ing on one part ofibe plane, such as
engines or electrical ,systems. At
small airports, mechanics usually
make all kinds of inspeitions and
repairs.

laces of Employment

About 100:000 airplane
mechanics were empk3yedt in 1974,
not including aboilft 30,000 em-
ployed in aircraft manufacturing
firms to-assernble airplanes Over
one -half worked for airlines and
about one-third worked for, the
Federal Government The rest wee
general aviatiort Mechanics, most of
whop' 'worked for small' repair
sh* and cbmparues that operate r

their own planes to transport execu-
tives'
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any part of the plane, arid those
with an inspector's license can cer
tify work completed by other
mechanics

At least 18 months of work ex-,
penence are required for an FAA
arrfraine or powerplant license and,
for a combined license, at least 30
months of experience working with
both engines and airframes are
required. To obtain an inspector's
license, a mechanic must have held
an airframe- and powerplant license
for at least 3 years. Applicants for
all licenses also must pass wntten
and oral tests and give practical
demonstrations of their ability to do
the work authorized by the license

Most mechanics learn their job in
the Armed. Forces or in pnvate
trade schools certified by the FAA
Courses in these trade schools 'last
about 2 years and provide training

As the number of airplanes Increase& more qualified mechanics must be 'train:4.
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with the toots and equipment
mechanic, will use on the job, at-
tendance at such schools may be
used as a substitute for work ex-
perience when applying for an FAA
license However, these schools do
not tuarantee stu'ents jobs or FAA
licenses.

( A few mechanics gain experience
through formal apprenticeship pro-
grams or on-the-job training. Some
larger airlines train apprentices in
carefully planned- 3- or 4-year pro-
grams which Include both class-
room Instruction and work ex-i

penence People who we're-aircraft
mechanics in the Armed Forces
usually have earned credit towards
the requirements cif nuceship
Small shops us .do-not have ap-.
prenticeship programs, and new
employees learn their skills by
working with and observing ex-
perienced mechanics, For ap-
prentice or trainee jobs, employers
prefer high school graduates who
are in good physical condition
Courses in ,mathematics, physics,
and chemistry and experience in
automotive repair or other
mechanical work .re helpful.

Airpraff mechanics must be able
to do detailed work and have the
strength to lift heavy parts and
tools. Agility is important for the
reaching and 'climbing that are
necessary to the job. Aircraft
mechanics must be willing to work
in high places, such as on the top of
wings and fuselages on large jet
planes.

'As aircraft mechanics gain ex-
perience, they can advance to more
responsible jobs Opportunities are
best for those who have an air-
frame-and-powerplant license, as

well as an aircraft inipector's
license. The avenue of advance-
ment is usually mechanic to head
mechanic (or crew- thief),`Io in-,.
spectOr, to head inspector, to shop
supervisor. In airline companies, a
few may advance to executive posi-
tions. With additional business
training, some may open their own
repair shops.
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Employment Outlook

The number of aircraft
mechanics is_ expected to increase
about as fast as the average Tor all
occupations tough the mid-
1980*.s. In addition to jobs resulting
from growth, many job openings
will result from the need to replace
mechanics who transfer to other
fields of work; reure,'or die. How-
ever. job opportunities,m general
aviation, airline companies, the
Federal Government will differ.

Job opportunities in general avia-
tion are expected to be good The
number of aircraft lised by compa-
nies for executive transportation is
expected to grow rapidly, thus in-
creasing the demand for mechanics.
Since wages in small companies are
frequently low, additional jobs will
become available as experienced
mechanics leave .for getter paying
jobs with airlines or large priVate
companies. Although employers in
general aviation prefer applicants
with an airframe- and- powerplant
license from the FAA, some trainee
jobs are available.

In Contrast with general aviatiog,
competition fof airline jobs will be
keen because the high wages attract
more qualified applicants than
there are jobs available.

A growing population and rising
incomes are expected to increase
the demand for airline transporta-
tion and, as airlines add more
planes to meet this demand, more
mechanics will needed. Hdw-
ever, because airlines are expected
to meet the .Incieased demand by,
replacing many of their smaller
piano with jumbo jets, no signifi-
cant increase in the number of
planes, and thus in the employment
of mechanics is expected until the
late 1970's.

Little change irc the number' of
mechanics employed by the Federal
Government'is expected. However,
opportunities will fluctuate with
changes in defense spending.
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Earnings and Workings
CondltIons ,

In 1974- *line mechanics
earned from S5 52 to S8 74 an
hour Annual earnings averaged
516,602, about twice the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming As
an additional benefit, airline
mechanics and their immediate
families receive reduced fare trans-
portation wiLlictheir own and most
other airlines.,

Mechanics usually work in han-
gars or in other indoor areas. How-
ever, when repairs must be made
quickly, they may work outdoors.
Mechanics sometimes must stand
or lie in awkward positions when
making repairs. Work arms are
noisy when engines 'are being
tested.

Mechanics employed by most
major airlines are covered by union
agreements. The principil unions in
this field are the International As-
sociation of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers and the Trans-
port Workers Union of America.
Sonfe mechanics are represented by
the International BrOtherhood of
Teamsters, ' Chauffeurs,
Warehousemen and Helpers of
America.

Sources of Additional
information

For general information about
airplane mechanics, write to the
'Aviation.Maintenance Foundation,
P.O. Box,739, BasiR,122/yo. 82410.

InforTation abodt jobs in ,a par-
ticular airline may be obtained by
writing to the personnel manager of
the company. For addresses of air-
line companies, write to the Air
Transport Association of America,
1709 New York Ave. NW.,
Washington, [IC. 20006.

For inforthation on jobs in a par-
ticular area, contact employers at
loc'al airports or local offices of the
State employment service.

e
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AIR TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS

AIRPLANE PILOTS
(D.O.T. 196.168, .228, .268, and

283)

Nature of the Work

Pilots are skilled, highly trained
professionals who have been care-
fully selected for their ability to fly
safety They 'transport passengers
and cargo, and perform other tasks
such as crop dusting and inspecting
power lines. The pilot in command
(called captain by the airlines) is in
charge of the plane and supervises
any other crew members. On larger
planes, a copilot assists the pilot in
air-to-ground corrinfunications,. in
monitoring flight and engine instru-
ments, and On operating the plane's
controls. Most large airliners have a
third pilot serving as flight engineer.
The flight engineer makes sure the
many mechanical and electrical

devices aboard the plane worl,
properly.

Pilots must do a great deal of
planning before a flight. They
confer with' a weather forecaster
and choose a route, speed, and al-
titude that will give a safe, smooth
flight. The pilot in command then
coordinates;he route with air traf-
fic control personnel.

Before takeoff, pilots check the
engines, controls, instruments, and
other components to make sure
everything is working properly. If
any faulty equipment is located, a
mechanic is called to make the
repairs. During the flight, they radio
to ground control stations to report
their plane's altitude, air speed,
weather conditions, or other fligfit
details. Pilots steer the plahe to
each point on the flight plan and
change altitude and speed as neces-
sary. In addition, piloti frequently

aeon take -oft pilots make sure all equipment Is working propriy.

204
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look at instruments, to check the
amount of fuel andkondition of the
engines.

If visibility during the flight is
poor, pilots must rely completely on
instruments. For example, they use
the altimeter to fly safely above any
mountains or other obstacles. A
special navigation radio gives pilots
information which, with the help of
special maps, tells them exactly
where the plane is During landings
in .bad weather, airline pilots may
use sophisticated landing equip-
ment which provides direaibns to a
point just above the runway After
landing and parking the plane, they
go to the airline office and
complete flight records required by
the company or the Federal Avia-
tion Administration (FAA).'

Some - specially trained airline
pilots are "evaluators" or "check
pilots " They fly with each captain
at least. twice a year to make sure
FAA and companyeregulatiOns are
obeyed. Other pilots are instructors
and spend much of their time giving
flying lessons.

Although pilots employed by
businesses usually fly smaller planes
than airline pilots, their diities are
much, alike.-These pilots, however,
may perform minor maintenance
and repair work on their plahes. ,

Places of Employment
About 79,000 civilian pilots

worked full-time in 1974. About
one-half worked for airline compa-
nies, most of the remainder trained
student pilots or worked for large
corporations that use -their own air-
planes to transport company execu-
tives. Others performed a variety of
services for many, different em-
ployers throughout the country
such as flying air taxis or crop dust
ing planes, inspecting pipelines, or
conducting sightseeing trips.
Federal, State, and local govern-
ments also employed pilots.

Most pilots work at major air.
ports close to cities. Over one-third
of allpilots work near Los Angeles,
San Francisco, New York, Dallas-

t
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Fort Worth, Chicago, Miami, and
Atlanta.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All pilots who are paiji to trans-
port passengers or cargo must have
at least a commercial airplane
pilot's license from the FAA. To
qualify for a commercial pilot's
license, apphcants. musty e at least
18 years old and have at least 2.50
hours of flight elpenence. They
also must pass a strict physical ex-
amination to make sure, they have
20120 vision with or without
glasses, good hearing, andio physi-
cal handicaps that prevent quick
reactions. Applicants" then must
pasA a written test covering subjects
such as the principles of safe flight,
navigatuin techniques, and FAA
regulations. As the final step in
getting a commercial license, appli-
cants must demonstrate their flying
ability to examiners.

In addition, to a commercial
license, pilots who fly in bad
weather must be licensed 'by the
FAA to fly by instruments. Pilots
may quilify for this license after
practicing flying by insirupents for
as least 40 hours, passmg a written
examination on instrument flying
procedures and FAA regulations,
and demonstraing their ability to
fly by instruments to an examiner.

Licensing requirements for air-
line captains are different from
those for other pilots. Captains
must have an airline transport
pilot's license as well as an instru-
gain license from the FAA:Appli-
cants must be at least 23 years old
and have a minimum of 1,500 hours
of flying experience during, the
previoq 8 years, including night
aria instrument flying.

All licenses remain in effect as
long as the pilot can, pass the
required physical examinations and
the periodic tests of flying skills
required by government regula-
tions. The airline transport license,
however, is not issued to pilots

OF
4

when they reach age 60.
Flying can be learned in military

or civilian 'flying schools. Either
kind of training satisfies the flight
experience requirements for
licensing, but those trained in the
armed services may have the added
opportunity to gain ecperience. on
large aircraft similar to airliners. -

Pilots hired by airlines must be
high school graduates; however,
most airlines require 2 years of col
lege and prefer to hire college grad-
uates Airline companies use
psychological tests to determine an
applicant's ability to make quick
decisions and accurate judgments
under piessure

New airline pilot usually start as
flight engineers In7the past, flight
engineers were not required to be
pilots However; since the inuoduc-
tion'of jet aircraft, union contracts
require all new engineeis to be
qualified pilots.

Pilots working as flight engineers
must obtain a flight engineer's
license from the FAA After several
weeks'of instruction in simulators
and classrooms, they must pass
FAA written and flight examina-
tions to qualify for the license
Although airlines favor applicants
who already have a flight engineer's
license and a commercial pilot's
license, they may train those who
have only the commercial license

Companies other than airlines
generally require less total flying
experience than airlines. However,
a commercial pilot's license is
usually required and companies
prefer applicants with experience in
the type of plane they will be flying.
New employees generally start as
copilots if the planes are less com-
plex. than airliners And do not
require Bight engineers.

AdvanCement foi'. all new pilots is
generally, limited to other flying
jobs. In the airlines, advancement
opportunities usually depend on
seniority provisions' established by
union contracts. After 5 to '10
years, flight engineers advance on
the basis of seniority, to co-pilot

29,
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and, after 10 to 20 years, to captain
In other than airline jobs; copilots
may advance to pilot and, in large
companies, to chief pilot who is in
charge of aircraft Scheduling, main-

. tenance, and flight procedures.

Employment 'Outlook

Employmeht of pilots is expected
.to increase faster than the average
for all occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition to the jobs from
employment growth, openings will
result as es-peienced pilots retire,
die, or change occupations. How-
ever, competition for job openings
should be keen because the number
of qualified pilots seeking jobs is ex-
pected to exceed the number of
openings.

More than half the jobs will occur
outside the whiles. Companies are
expected to increase the number of
planes they operate and the number
of pilots they employ to transport
executives and cargo to places
without scheduled airlipe service.
Additional jobs will result front the'
need for more flight instructors to
train new pilots and to insure that
qualified pilots meet FAA profi-
ciency standards.

The expected growth in airline
passenger and cargo traffic will
create a need for more airliners and
more pilots to fly them. However,
for the next few years airlines will
be able to transport more people by
buying bigger planes rather than
more planes. Because the number
of planes is not expected to increase
immediately, oppoitunities should
be limited until the late 1970's
when airlines' begin increasing the
number of planes in operation.

Recent college graduates who
have experience flying large, mul-
tiengine aircraft and who possess a
commercial pilot's license did a
flight engineer's license can expect
first consideration for jobs with the
major airlines. Other companies
generally have fewer formal educa-
tion and experience requirements
than airlines. However, these com-
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Frames prefer applicants with flying,
experience in the type of plane they
will be flying on the job.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earningi of pilots and copilots
are among the highest in the Na-

' non. In 1974, the average salary for
all writhe pilots was S38,200 a",year.
Starting salaries for flight engineers
ranged from 58,000 to '510,000 a
year, while some senior captains on
the largest aircraft, earned more
than $70,000. Based on limited in-
formation, earnings of pilots. in
other than airline companies
ranged from S10,000 for copilots
on small planesto S40,000 for chief
pilots of companies with large jets.

Earnings depend on factors such
as the type, size, .and speed of the

nplanes, and the number of hours
and miles howl. Extra pay is given
for night and international flights.
As an additional benefit, pilots and
their immediate faniilies usually are
entitled to a limited amount of
reduced fare transportation on their
own and other airlines.

Airlines operate flights at all
hours of the day and night, so work
schedules ire often irregular.
Under FAA rules airline ots Cane p -

not fly more than 85 hours a month. pilots contact:

Most actually fly only about 70 Air Line Ptiou Association, International,

hours a month, and, as a result, ihey 1625 Massachusetts Ave. NW.,
...

have many work-free days. How-
Waihington. DC. 20036.

Fpr information about job oppOr-
ever, airline pilots may be away tunities in companies other. thanfrom their home bases about one- aitlines, consult the classified sec-third of the tithe or more. When lion 'of aviation trade magazines
they are away from home, the com- and apply fo companies whichpany prarides hotel accommoda-

ailbwbons and ,i, ance for expen- operate aircraft at local airports.

sea
To obtain information about jobs

. with the Federal Aviation Adminis-__Although pilots employed out -v. uatiOn, telephone the Federal Job
side the airlines are prohibited by Informatiop Center listed in your
FAA regulations from flying more local Phone book under Unitedthan ,100 hours a month, their States Government, Civil Service
schedules are irregular and some fly
30 hours while others may fly 90 Commission. If no centeris listed,

. hours per month. These pilots dial the toll-free number 800-555-

frequently are responsible for Blain-
1212 and request the toll-free

taming records or scheduling
number of the center that serves

Flight
flights, and do not have u yourmuch 4.

free time as airline pilots. They also
may work irregular hours. Instruc-
tors for example, may give lessons
on weekends or at night. However,
with the exception of pilots who
transport executives, ihost do not
remain away from home overnight.

Although flying does not involve
much physical effort, the pilot often
is subject to mental stress and must
be constantly alert and pripared to
make decisions quickly

Most airline pilots are members
of the Air Line Pilots.Association,
International Those emplciyed by
one major airline are members of
the Allied Pilots Association

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about job opportum-
ties in a particular airline and the
qualifications required may be ob-
tamed by writing to the personnel
manager of the company. Ad-
dresses of companies are available
in the booklet The People of the Air-
hnes. For a copy, write to.
Public Ftelabons Department, Air Transport

Anocutuon of America, 1709 New
York Ave. NVI., Washington, D C
20006.

For information about the duties,
as well as die physical and educa-
tional requirements for airline
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FLIGHT ATTEMX4NTS ,.

(D.O.T. 352.878)

Nature of the Work

Flight attendants (also called
stewardesses and stewards) are
aboard almost all commercial pas-
senger planes to help make the pas-
sengers' flight safe, comfortable,
and enjoyable. Like other members
of the flight crew, they are responsi-
ble to the captain.

Before each flight, attendants see
that the passenger cabin is in order,
that supplies and emergency equip-
ment are aboard, and that food and
beverages are in the gglley. As pas-
sengers come aboard, attendants
greet them, check their tickets, and
assist them by .hanging up coats and
stowing small pieces of luggage

Before the plane takes off, atten-
dants use the public address system
to instruct passengers in the use of
emergency equipment and check to

. see that, all passengers have their
seat belts fastened: In the air, they
answer questions about the flight,
distribute magazines and pillows,
and help care for small children, el-
derly,apd handicapped persons.-Chi
many flights, they serve cocktails
and precooked meals.

296 ,

attendant'. preparing In -flight

meals forpauerigm.
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Places of Employment

A hout 41,000 flight attendants
worked for the airlines in 19'4
Though the vast majority are
women. the proportion of men is in
c..reasing Ivlost attendants are sta
honed ,n major "ties at the airlines
main bases, nearly three-fifths work
near Chicag, Dallas. Los Angeles
Miami. New York, and San Fran
is1/4.,.., Airliners generally carry I to
10 flight attendants depending on
the size of the plane and the proper
non *.)-f economy to first-class pas-
sengers Large alr..raft tike the Boe
ing '4' may have as many as 16
flight attendants

Training, Other Qualification*,
and Advancement'

The airlines place great stress oil
-the hiring of poised. tactful. and_
resourceful people Asa rule.
cants must be at least 19 years old
and from 5 feet 2 inches to 6 feet
tall, with weight in proportion to
height They must be in excellent
health and have good vision; they
also must speak clearly

Applicants must be high school
graduates Those having 2 year of
college, nurses' training, or ex-
perience in dealing with the public
are-preferred Flight attendants for
international airlines generally most
be able to speak an appropriate
foreign language fluently

Most large airlines give newly
hired flight attendants about 5

weeks of training in their own
schools., Transportation to. the
training centers and an allowance
while in training may be provided.
Training includes classes in flight
regulations and duties, company
operations and policies, emergency
procedures and first aid. Adchtronal
courses In- passport and customs
regulations are given trainees for
the international routes. Towards
the end of their training, students
go on practice flights. The few air-
lines that do not operate schools
generally send new employees to
the school of another airline.
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Some attendants are graduates of
private schools that train people for
airline jobs. Before, enrolling in a
private school, prospective students
should check with the airline of
their choice to make sure the
si..hool's training is acceptable.

After completing their training,
flight attendants report for work.at
one of .their airline's main bases.
.hew flight attendants usually fill in
on .extra flights or replace attend-
ants who are sick or on vacation
Because assignments are based on
seniority, experienced attendants
usually get their choice of flights.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited. However, some atten-
dants may advance to customer
service director: instructor, or
recruiting representative.

.. Employment Outlook
Employment of flight attendants

is expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to
growth, openings will occur
because of the need to replace ex-
perienced attendants who retire,
die, or transfer to other occupa-
tions. However, job opportunities
may vary because air travel is sensi-
tive to ups and downs in the econo-
my. Applicants can expect keen
competition for any available jobs
because the number of applicants is
expected to exceed the number of
openings. Applicants with 2'years,
of college and work or other ex-
perience in dealing with the public
have the best chance of being hire&

Increases in population and in-
come are expected to increase the
number of airline passengers. To
deal with this growth, airlines
usually enlarge their capacity by in-
creasing the number and size of
planes irr!operation. Since thb FAA
safety rules require one attendant
for every 50 seats, more ,flight at-
tendants will be needed.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

An examination of union con-
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tracts covering several large
domestic and international airlines
indicates that monthly earnings of
beginning flight attendants ranged
from $655 to $749 in 1974, the
average for all was $869. As an ad-
ditional benefit, flight attendants
and their immediate families are en-
titled to a limited amount of
reduced fare transportation on their
own and most other airlines.4

Since airlines operate around the
clock 365 days a year, attendants
may work at, night, on holidays, and
on weekends. They usually fly no
more than 80 hours a month but
they may devote up to 35 hours a
month to duties. As a result
of variations in scheduling and
limitations on flying time, some at-
tendants may have I'S days or more
off each month. Of course, some
time off may occur between flights
while away from home. Attendants
may be away from their home bases
about one-third of the time or
more. When they are away from

'home, the airlines provide hotel ac-
commodations and an allowance
for expenses.

Flight attendants have the oppor-
tunity to meet interesting' people
and see new places. However, the
work can be strenuous and trying.
Attendants stand during much of
the flight and must remain pleasant
and efficient regardless of how tired
they may be.

Most flight attendants. are mem-
bers of either the Transport Wor-
kers Union of America or the As-
sociation of Flight Attendants.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about job opportuni-
ties in a particular airline and the
qualifications required may be ob-
tained by writing to the personnel
manager of the comparix. Ad-
dresses of companies are ivailable
from:
Air Transport Association of America, 1709

New York Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006.



AIR TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS -

RESERVATION, TICKET,
AND PASSENGER

AGgNTS .

(D.O.T. 912.368 and 919.368)

Nature opreVork
In any company, the attitude and

service of employees who deal with
the public often make the dif-
ference between satisitied or
dissatified customers. In airline
companies, tins important personal
contact with the public is provided
by reservation, ticket, and pas-
senger agents. These employees
u.serve seats, sell tickets, and help
passengers board the planes.

Reservation agents give
customers information on flight
schedules and fares over the
telephone. After finding out where
the customers want to go, when,

and from which airport they want to
leave, agents check to find out if
.seats on a plane are available. Com-
puters are used to keep track of
flight space information'so that
agents at all reservation ofqces.can
quickly find out if,a pline has seats
available.

Ticket agents work in downtown
offices or at airports. In addition to
answering questions about
schedules and making reservations,
these agents fill out the ticket forms
with information such as the flight
number, passenger's name, and
destination. At airports and at a few
downtown offices they also tag pas-
sengers' luggage for shipment on
the plane.

Passenger agents work only at
airports and spend much Of their
time helping ticket agents give in-
formation, prepare tickets, and
check baggage. However, they have

Agent uses computer tentlins to make isservatton.
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the added responsibility of helping
passengers board the plane. These
agents may use the public address
system to tell passengers when and
where to get on the plane. Before
permitting passengers to get oge)
planes, agents collect tickets an

, assign seats. Passenger agents also
keep records of passengers on each
plane and assist customers with
problems such as lost or damaged
baggage:

Places of Employment

About 56,000 reservation, ticket,
and passenger agents were em-
ployed in 19_74. Most worked in
downtown ticket and reservation
offices and at airports in or near
large cities where most airline pas-
senger and cargo business
originates. Some are employed in
smaller communities served by air-
lines.

Training, Other QualificatiOns,
and Advancement

Because reservation, ticket, and
passenger agents must deal directly
With the publit, airlines have strict
hiring standards with respect to ap-
pearance, personality, and educa-
tion. A gpod speaking voic is es-
sential bbcause these ployees

, frequently use the t lephone or
public address systems. High school
graduation generally is re4uired,
and some college' training is

preferred.
New employees begin as reserva-

tion, or ticket agents. They usually
receive about a week of classroom
instruction (o learn how to get in-
formation from, the book of flight
schedules and from the computer.
They also learn how to handle
customers, courteously. After
completing the classroom instruc-
ion, new employees receive on-

the-job training from experienced
workers. About 3 weeks are needed
before an employee is qualified to
handle the job without close super-
vision. ,7
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Advancement opportupities. are
limited. Reservation, and ticket
agents may become passenger
agents, passenger agents may ad-
vance to supervisory positions. A
few may eventually become city
and district managers for airline
ticket offices.

EmploymenttOutiook

Employment Vof reservation,
ticket, and passenger agents is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
a4erage-for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to jobs
that result from growth, many
openings will arise as experienced
workers retire, die, iar transfer to
other jobs. Opportunities for em-
ployment may fluctuate from year
to year, however, since the number
of airline patsengers varies with ups
and downs in the economy. Appli-
cants may find considerable corn-
petition for any openings because a
large number of people are at-
tracted $o airline jobs.

More agents will be needed
because of the anticipated increase
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in airline passengers. Although air-
lines are installing machines to
process reservations, keep records,
and perform other routine tasks,
machines cannot replace the per-
sonal contact that is an important
pact of a reservation, ticket; or pas-
sengeragent's.job.

Earnings and
Conditions

Beginning salaries for reserva-
tion, ticket, and passenger \agents
were about $700 a month in 1974,
based on the limited information
available. The average for all agents
was $920 a month, about one -third
more than the average for all non -
supervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming. As an added
benefit agents and their immediale
families are entitled to a limited
amount of reduced fare air trans-
portation with their qwn and many
other airlines. -

Agents generally work 40 hours a
week. However, airlines operate
flights at all hours of the day and
night and work schedules are ir-

111
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regular. Some agents work nights
and weekends.

Many agents belong to labor
unions. Four unions° cover most of
the organized agents. the Air Line
Employees Association Interna-
tional, the Transport Workers
Union df Arlierica;-the Brotherhood
of Railway and Steamship Clerks,
Freight Handlers, Express and Sta-
tion Employees; and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters,
ChaffeUrs, Warehousemen and
Helpers df Americ'a (Ind.).,

Sources of Additional
Information

For a pamphlet describing the
duties of reservations ticket, and
passenger agents, write to:
el Line Employees Association, 6600 S.

Central Ave., Chicago, III. 60638.

Information about jobs in a liar-
ticular airline may be obtained by
writing to the personnel manager of
the company. Addresses of compa-
nies are available from:

rr

Mr Transport Association of AmericaA 709
New York Ave. NW., Washington, D.C.
20006. '



MERCHANT MARINE OCCUPATIONS

The American merchant marine
is a vital link in the Nation's trans-
portation system. It transports
America's exports and, in turn,
brings imports from the rest of the
world. In time of military conflict, it
carries troops, arms, and supplies to
combat areas. Seafaring employ-
ment offers a variety of interesting
and rewarding careers as well as
travel and adventure.

About 2:1,500 officers and sailors
worklit aboard U.S. oceangoing
vessels in late 1974. The .work
aboard ships is divided among the
deck, enghie, and steward depart:.
ments. The deck department is
responsible for navigation, main-
tenance of the hull and deck equip-
ment, and the supervision of load-
ing, unloading, and storing of cargo..
Personnel in the engine department
operate and maintain the 'machin-
eiy that propels the vessel. The
steward's department feeds the

o
crew and maintains living and
recreation areas.

Due to higher labor and ship-
building costs the U.S. merchant
fleet finds it difficult to compete in
the world shipping market. To in-
sure that our country has a fleet
operating in regular or essential
trade routes, the Government sub-
sidizes many ships and in 1970
passed a law to subsidize the con-
struction of 30 new ships annually
over a 10 year period. The number
of ships built, however, is expected
to be only slightly more than the
number of older ones taken out of
service. Therefore, the size of the
U.S. merchant fleet probably will
not grow significantly.

Little or no change in the em-
ployment of officers is expected

ithrough the mid- 1980's. Employ-
ment of sailors, on the other hand,

is expected to decline because new
ships are equipped with laborsaving
innovations Such as automated en-
ginerooms.

MERCHANT MARINE
OFFICERS

Nature of the Work

In command of every ocean-
going vessel is the captain (D.O.
197.168) . or master who is the
shipowner's sole representative.
The captain has complete authority
and responsibility for the ship's
operation, including discipline and
order, and the safety of the crew,
passengers, cargo, and vessel.

While in port, the captain may
serve aa': the

with
agent in

conferring With custom officials,
and in some cases, act as paymaster
for the ship. Although not techni-
cally members of a specific depart-
ment, captairA generally are as-
sociated with the deck department,_
from whose ranks they have 'keen
proinoted.

The chief mote
197.133): also known as the first ,

mate or chief OffiCer, is the cap:
tain's key assistant in assigning du-

' ties to the deck crew and maintain-
ing order and discipline. The chief
mate also plans and supervises the
loading and unloading of cargo, and
assists the captain in taking the ship, -
in and out of port. On some ships,
the chief mate also may be in
charge of first-aid treatment.

By tradition, the second mate
(D.O.T. 197.133) is the navigation
officer. The second mate sees that
the ship is provided with the neces-
sary navigation charts and that
navigating equipment is maintained
properly.

Third mates (D.O.T. 197.133),
e most junior-rated deck officers,

responsible for the care and the
aintenance of the navigating

bridge and the chartroom. They act
as the signal officer and are in
charge of all signaling equipment.
They also assist in the supervision
of cargo loading and unloading.
The third mate frequently inspects
lifesaving equipment to be sure it is
ready for use in fire:shipwreck, or
otheremergencies:-

Deck Department. Deck officers Or
"mates," as they are traditionally
called, direct the navigation of the
ship and the maintenance of the
deck and hull. They maintain the
authorizePspeed and course; plot
the vessel's position at frequent in-
tervals; post lookouts; record infor-
mation in the "log" of the voyage;
and immediately notify the captain
of any unusual occurrences. Deck
officers must be familiar with
modern navigational devices, such
as sonar and radio directional fin-
ders, to operate ships safely and ef-
ficiently.

Engine Depinent. Marine en-
c.tgineers operat and maintain all en-

gines, and machinery aboard ship.
The chief engineer (D.O.T.
197.130) supervises the engine de-
partment, and is responsible for the
efficient operation of engines and
other mechanical equipment. The
chief engineer oversees the opera-
tion of the main -powerplant and
auxiliary equipment while the ves-
sel is underway and keeps records
of equipment performance and fuel
consumption.

The first assistant engineer
(D.O.T. 197.130) supervises en-
gineroom -personnel and directs
operations such as starting,
stopping, and controlling the speed
of the main engines. The first
assistant engineer also oversees and
inspects the lubrication of engines,
pumps, generators, and other
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tepraln plots vessel's course.
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also as pharmacists' mates This inf,
struction is designed to improve the

. medical care aboard freighters and
tankers and facilitate S Public
Health Service clearance when a
ship amves'in port. All passenger
ships must carry licensed doctors
and nurse.

Machinery and, withiliFard of the 193 282), who also maintains radio
chief engineer, directs a/I types Afequipment A passenger ship car-
repairs

The sec
(D Ts 197
boiler and

assistant
30) has charge

rated equ
such as the water-feed system
pumps The sec d assistant en-

\ . ries three to six radio officers, the
gineer average cargo vessel employs one.

f the These officers send and receive
ent messages by voice or Morse code.

d They periodically receive and
record time signals, weather re-
ports, position reports, arid other
information Radio officers also
may maintain depth recording
equipment and electronic naviga-
tion equipment. .

Some freighters and all passenger
vessels, carry pursers (D.O.T.

)697
168). The purser or staff .of-

icer does the extensive paperwork
that is required before a ship enters
dr leaves a port They prepare
payrolls and assist passengers sas
required In recent years, the Staff
Officers Association has established

gmeer also mak
steam Vressure and
ternperiatures are mai
supervises the cleaning of boilers.

The thud \assistant engineer
(DOT 197 430) ,supervisei the
operation and maintenance of the
lubrication system and a variety of
other engineroom equipment ,

Some third assistant engineers are
responsible for the electrical and
refrigetation systems aboard ships

Other officers A ship keeps con-
tact with the shore and Other vessels
through its radii*, officer (D 0 T a program to tram pursers to Act

sure proper
I and water
tamed and
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Placv. of Employment

Nearly 7,500 officers were em-
Pki aboard U.S. oceangoing ves-

hse in late 1.974.'Deck officers and
ineenng offiters accounted fqr

rriote than four-fifths of the total,
and radio officers made up most of
the remainder. . e

About one-thirds of the officers
were aboard freighters and Most of
thf remainder were aboard tankers
Only a small percentage were on
passenger vessels.

.*

yalnInd, Other OuallfIcelons,
and Advancement

Applicants for an-officer's license
in the-deck or engineering depart-
'menu 'of oceangoing vessels must
meet certain legal requirements.
Captains, chief and second mates,
and chief and first assistant en-
gineers must be at least 21 years
old. The rmnimum /age for third
mates.third assistant engineers, and

'radio operators is 19. In addition,
applicants must present proof of,,
U.S. citizenship and obtain* a U.S.
Public Health Service certificate at-

.
testing to their vision, color percep-
tion, and general physical condi-
tion.

Besides legal , and medical
requirem ts, candidates must also
have at ast 3 years of appropriate
sea ex nence pr be a grachiate of
an a roved training program.
Deck officer candidates must pass.
Coast .Guard examinations that
require extensive knowledge , of
navigation, cargo handling, and
deck department operattons.
Marine engineering officer can-
didates must demonstrate in1depth
knowledge of propulsion systems,
electricity, 4 plumbing and steam
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fitting, metal shaping and assembly,
and ship stnicture. To advance to
higher ratings, officers must pass
progressively more difficult ex-
ammations.

For a Coast Guard license as a
radio officen-ipplicants must have
a 'first or second-class radiotele-
graph operator's license issued by
the Federal Communications Com-
mission. For a license to serve as
the sole radio operator aboard a
cargo vessel, the Coast Guard also
requires 6 months of 'radio ex-
penence at sea.

Unlike most professions, no edu-
cation requirements hve` been
established for officers. A sailor
with 3 years' experience in the deck

0 or engine department may apply for
either a third mates license or for a
third assistant engineer's license.
However, because of the complex
machinery, and navigational and
electronic equipment on itiodern

-ships, formal training usually is

- 'needed to pass the Coast Guard's
examination for these licenses.

The fastest and surest way to
come a .viell-triined officer is

through an established trfiningpro-
gram Such progfams are available
at the 'U.S. Merchant Marine
Aeademy at Kings Point, N Y , and
at five State merchant marine

.academies California Maritime
Academy, Vallejo, Calif , Maine
Maritime , Academy, Castine,
Maine, Massachusetts Maritime
A4demy, Hyannis, Mass , Texas
Maritime Ncademy. -Galveston,
Tex , and New York Maritime Col
lege/ Fort Schuyler. New York,
N.Y About 550 students grOuate
each year from these schools, about
one half are trained as deck officerS
and one half as marine engineers
Admission to the Federal academy
is through nomination by a member
of Congress, whereas entrance to
the other acadernieA is made
through written application directly
to the school. -

Most of the academies offer 4
year programs in nautical science
or marine engineering, which in

r

dude courses such as navigation,
mathematics, electronics, propul-
sion systems, electrical engineering,
languages, history, and shipping'
mtnagement, as well as practical
experience at sea. After Coast
Guard examinations are passed,
licenses are istued4for either third
mate or third assistant engineer. In
addition, graduates may receive
commissions as ensigns in the U.S.
Naval Reserve.

Because of their thorough
grounding in theorN_ and its practi-
cal application, academy graduates
are in the best position to move up
to master and chief engineer
ratings. Their well-rounded educa-
tion also helps qualify them for
shoreside, jobs such as'marine su-
perintendent, operating manager,
or shipping executive

Graduates of the U.g. erchani
Manne Academy have an obliga-
tion to serve a minifriumpf.3 years
as officers in the merchant marine
or in a uniform, of the United
States.

A number of trade unions in the
maritime industry provide;officer
training. These unions include the

International OrganizaticIn of
Masters, Mates and Pildts; the
Seafarers International Union of
North America, the Brotherhood of
irtanne Officers, and the National
Marine Engineers' Beneficial As-
sociation. Most union prograng are
designed to -upgrade experienced
.sailors tq officer ratings, although
some programs accept inex-
perienced young persons. ,For _ex-
ample, the National Marine En;
gineers Beneficial Association
(MEBA) operates the Calhoon
MEBA Engineering School in Bal-
timore, Md., which offers high
school graduates a., 3-year ap-,
prenticeship training program in
preparation for a third assistant en-.
gineer's license. The program con-
sists of both classroom instruction
and sea experience and provides
free room, board, medical care, and
text books in addition to a monthly
grant. Trainees must agree to serve

0
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at least 3 years' in the V S
Merchant Marine after the `3-year
training period

The U S Merchant Marine
Academy now selects about 10 per-
dent of the approximatefy 300 per-
sons who enter the academy each
year to' be trained as

omnicompetent" officers They
are taught both navigational and
technical skills so they can work in
either the deck or engine depart-
ment.

AdvanceMent for deck and en-
gine officers is along well -defined
lines and depends primarily upon
specified sea experience, passing a
Coast Guard examination, and
leadership ability Deck officers
start as third mates After 1 year's
service they are eligible to take a
second mate examination A
second mate may 'apply for/ a cap-
"tain's license after 1 year of service
Officers in the engine departinent
start as third assistant engineers
After 1 year of service, they may
apply for a second assistant's
license and finally a chief engineer's
license.

Employment Outlook

Little change in the employment
of ships' officers is anticipated
through the mid-1980's because the
number of ships in our merchant
fleet is not expected to increase sig.
nificantly. (See introduction on
merchant marine occupations.)
Nevertheless, Many job, openings
will arise due to the need to replace
experienced officers who retire,
die, or take shoreside employment.
Replacement needs, are relatively
high because ships' officers are
somewhat oldei, on the average,
than worktrs in other occupations
and the liberal pension plans of-
fered by the merchant marine in-
dustry encourage early retirement,,,

Employment opportunities will
be best for graduates of maritime
academies, particularly the U S
Merchant Marine Academy Grad-
uates who cannot find jobs on
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merchant ships may find jobs in re
lated fields For example. 'trained
officers are needed on, oceano

ographic research sessels, on vessels
that carry supplies tq offshore rid
drilling rigs, and on dredges
°prorated by the Army Corps of En-
gineers

Earnings and Wor tin
Conditions

Earnings of officers dependupon
their rank and the type of ship
Wages are highest .on large ships
The accompanying tabulation
shows monthly base wages for of-
liters aboard an average freighter
in 1974. Additional payments for
overtime or. for assuming extra,
responsibilities generally average
about 50 percent of base pay. For
example, a second mate with a
monthly base. pa; of S1,1,59 may
regularly earn about SI,739 each
month"-

Captain
Chief engineer
First assistant engineer

Base pus f

S 3.009

2.734
1 635

First mate 1.635
.

Radio officer 1 225
Second assistant engineer 1.159
Second mate 1 159
Third assistant engineer 1.041
Third mate 1.041
Purser 1 872

' East Coast wages in September. 1974
aboard a 12.000-11.000 power ton single
screw ship

Officers and their dependents
enjoy substantial pension and wel-
fare benefit. Vacations range from
90 to 180 days a year. Officers with
20 years of service have the option
of 2 monthly pension of $325 or 37
1/2 percent of their monthly rate of
pay. Those who haVe 25 years of
service are eligible for 5425 a
month or 50 percent of their
monthly rate Officers forced to.
retire, prematurely due to a per-
marrett disability receive partial
pensicins Comprehensive medical
care And hospitalization are pro-.
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irted for officers and then families Informauon about job' openings,
through union'programs. qualifications' for einployment,

The workweek aboard ship is wage scale:i, and other particulars's
considerably different frOrii the available from local maritime of-
wo'rkZeek on shore. At sea, most ficers- unions. If no Antime union
officers are required m stand, is ,listed in the local telepbond
watch. Watchstanders work 7 days . directory,contadt.
a week Generally, they work two 4-
hour watches (shifts) during .every
24-hour period and have 8 houd off

triernatsonal Organstatkodof Masters, Mates
and Pilots, 39 Broadway, New York,

,N N1 10006

betweeri each w'a.tch. Some officers , riaboriai my:me -Et:pleas Beneficial. As- -7.
are day workers. They work 8 hours sec:slim 17 Unary PI% New York,
a day, Monday through. Friday. N Y 1604

Both wAtchstanders and daywork-
ers are paid overtime for work
over 40 hours a week. When the
ship is in port, the basic workwee
is 40 hours forfora 1 crewrnembers.

The dutips aboard ship are
hazardous compared to other in-
"clusiries At sea, there is always the
possibility of injuries from falls or
the danger of fire, collision, or sink:
ing.

A number of labor organizations
represent merchant marine officers.
The two largest are the Interna-
tional Organization of Masters,
'Mates and Pilots, representing deck
offiiers, and the National Marine
Engineer's' Beneficial Association,
representing engineering officers.
The Brotherhood of Marine Of-
ficers represents deck and engine
officers on some ships. The Staff
Officers Association and the
Marine Staff Officers Asiociation
represents pursers aboard certain
freighters. Radio officers are
repiesented by, the American Radio
Asiociation and the Radio' Officers
Union In addition, a number of in-
dependent unions organize officers
on tankers Officers' unions may
require initiation fees as high as
S1,000.

Sources of Additional
Information

For general information about
merchant marine officers, jobs,
write to:
Oftiolsof Mantnrie Manpower, Manume Ad-

triftsiranon, US. Department of Coin.
trieroe, Washington, D G 20235
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MfRCHANT MARINE
SAILORS

Nature of the Work

Sailors make up most of a
Merchaqt ship's crew and dg most
of the manual labor. Employment is
along craft lines with varying skill.
levels. Each worker is assigned tos
one of the-following departments:

- deck, engine, or steward's.

Deck DepartMent . Ordinary seamen
(D.O.T. 911.887), the entry rating
in the deck /department, sprub
decks, coil and splice ropes, paint,
clean personnel quarters, and do
other general maintenance work.
They also may relieve able seamen
whO steer the ship and act as
lookouts. Most freighters and sart-
kers customarily employ three ordi-
nary seamen. However, on many
new aUtpmated ships, the job of or-
dinary seaman has been eliminated. .

Able seamen (D.O.T. 911.884)
make up about one-fifth of all .
sailors. They must have a thorough'.
knowledge of all parts of the ship
and be able to handle all gear and
deck equipment. They act as quar-
termasteis to steer the ship.
UsuAlly, they each take 2-holir
turns at the wheel, and as lookotts
report sightings to deck officers.
Freight'ers and tankers usually carry
six able seamen.

Able seamen also are responsible
for rigging, repairing, and stowing
cargo-handling and other gear.
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They must be able to tie common
knots and handle moonng lints
when the ship is docking or depart-,
mg In addition to their mpre skilled
tasks, they do general deck main-
tenance work, similar to that 'done
by ordinary seamen .

Because of rthe ever-present
danger of fire at s . able seamen
must be familiar h fire preven-
tion and control methods. They
participate in periodic boat dnlls
and are trained in all operations
connected with launching lifeboats
and liferafts.

The tioutpvoin(D 0 T 911 131).
or bowl,. is the highest ranking able
seaman As boss of the deck crew,
the boatswain relays the deck of-
ficers- orders and sees that these or-
ders are carried out. The boatswain
assists the chief mate in assigning
work to crewmembers and 'directs
general maintenance operations
such as cleaning decks and polish

mg metalwork, When the ship
docks or anchors, the boatswain su-
per.i.es the deck crew in handling
the lines used for Toonng.

st cargo vessels carry one to
thre deck utility hands (D.O,T.
911. 4), who maintain the deck
depart ent under the supervision
of the boatswain They determine
the condition of bilges
(compartments in the bottom of, the
hull) and do general maintenance
work.

Some vessels carry a ship's car-
penter (D,O.T.. 860.281) who,
secpres cargo hatches and ports,
and,braces (shores) cargo. The car-.
penter also may operate winches
that hoist and drop the anchor and
seal the hawsepipes (steel pipes
through which anchor chains pass)
when anchor and chains are not in
use Because of rpechanization,
newer ships are sailing, with fewer
carpenters and deck untity hands
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Engine Department. The engineer-
ing staff consists variety of oc-
cupational Nspe ialties requiting
Varying degrees- of skill from the
entry rating of wippr to specialized
skilled jobs such as rgfngdator en-
gineer 'Wipers (D.0 T 699 887)
keep the enginecoom and machin-
ery clean Most cargo vessels carry
two or three wipers. Oilers (D 0 T
911.884) lubricate mechanical
equipment They niake regular
rounds of ship. machinery to check
oil pressures and flow` Pliers also
may help overhaul and iepair
machinery Firers-wateritnclegs
(D.0 T. 951.885) check and regu-
late the amount of water in the
boilers, inspect gauges, and regu-
late 'fuel flow to keep steam pies-
sure constant They also check the
operation of evap6rators and con-
densers and test water for salt con-
trol, deal oil burriing equipment.
and clean strainers used to filter dirt
from oil.

The ship's electrician (D O.T.
825.281) repairs and maintains
electrical equipment,' such as

generators and motors. Electricians
also test wiring for short circuits
and remove arid replace fuses and
defective lights Some vessels have
two electricians .

Certain types of ships require
workers who have special skills,
such as refrigeration engineers
(D.O.T. 950.782) who maintain
proper temperatures in refrigerator
compartments for perishable car-
goes such as meat and vegetatzles,
Staffing requirements have been
reduced significantly in the en-
gineering department aboard auto-
mated ships For example, conven-
tional Vessels generally carry a crew
of twelve sailors in the engineering
department, whereas new ships
only carry four' three deck engine
mechanics and one wipV1 'Deck ep-
gine mechanics replace oilers. firer-
waterterAErs, and electricians on
conventional vessels g

Steward's Uepartment iThe 'Chief
steward (D.O.T. 350 138) super.
vises the preparation and serving.of
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meals and the upkeep of living
quarters aboard ship Theft. hief ,fok
(D.O.T. 315 131) and assistant
cooks prepare meals The chief
cook also supervises the other gal-
ley (ship'slitchen) workers and is
respinsible for keeping the galley
clean and orderly Vida) hands
(DOT 318 88') and .mess atten-
dants (DOT 3,50 8"8) .complete
the crew in the steward's depart-
rhent These beginning jobs require
little sill Utility hands carry food
supplies from the stureroonr and
iceboxes. prepare vegetables. wash
cooking utensils. and scour galley
equipment Messattendants set ta-
bles.lerve meals. clean tables. wash
dishes. and care for living quarters

Due to the greater use of
prepackaged foods and smaller
crew sizes, many new ships have
reduced the number.of workers in
the steward's `department For ex-
ample. the chief cook ands chief
steward are replaced by a combina-
tion chief steward/cook

Places-of Employment.
About 20,006 sailors were em-

ployed aboard.U,S. oceangoing ves-
sels.in late 1974.-Nearly two-thirds
were aboard freighters, and most of
the remainder were aboard tankers.
Only a small percentage were on
passenger ships.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although not required, previous
sea experience in the Coast Guard
or Navy is a good background for
entenii,g the merchant manne. Ap?
plicants must have health cer-
tificates. In addition, they must ob-
tain a merchant mariner's docu-
ment from the U.S. Coast Guard.
The document, however, does riot
guarantee a job. It merely qualifies
a person to be considered for a job.
when the supply of regular workers
has been exhausted To get a job, a
person miss be present at the hiring
hall when the opening becomes
available in good shipping times.
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to third cook, to cook-baker. to
chief cook, and finally to chief
steward.

Most training programs m the in-
dustry are designed 0> help ex-
perienced workers upgrade their
ratmgs. However, the Seafarers' In-
ternational Union of North Amer-
ica operates the Harry Lundeberg
School for seamanship at Pine),
Point. Md. that accepts a limited
number of young people who have
no sea experience and trains them
in general seamanship skills. Up-
grading courses for sailors are of-
fered by the Seafarers' Union. the
National Maritime Union of Amer-
ica. and a number of other or-
ganizations.

Employment Outlook

Employment of merchant sailors
is expected to decline through the
mid- 1980's. Some job openings,
however, will arise each year due to
the need to replace experienced
sailors who retire; die, or quit the
sea for other reasons. Competition
for these positions is expected to be
keen because the numberof people
seeking jobs as sailors Probably will
exceed the number of openings.
Most openings will be filled by ex-

sailors who are unem-.

an opening may come within a
week, in less prosperous times, it
may take much longer.

Hiring halls are located in the
chief ports of the country. They are
operated by unions for commercial
vessels and by the Navy's Military
Sealift Command (MSC) for
government-operated ships. In most
ports along the Atlantic and G411
Coasts and Great Lakes, the Na-
tional Maritime Union and the
Seafarers' International Union
operate hiring halls. The Sailors'
Lnr6n of the Pacific operates hiring
halls in ,many ports, of the Vv est
Coast MSC employment offices
are located at Brooklyn. N.Y., New
Orleans, La., and Oakland, Calif.

Jobseekers are given shipping
cards wheh they register at the Fur-

'mg hail. The shipping companies
send. job orders to the hiring hall,
and sailors who hive been unem-
ployed the longest get first
preference on any jobs for which
they are qualified. Applicants must
13e present at the hall when jobs are
announced. Applicants may lose
their places if they are not preseril
or have turned down three job of.
fern.

A sailor advances in the deck
engine departments by servi
designated period in a rating,
by successfully completing a
Guard examination that sts
ability_ to use and mai in e
ment. For example, after servi
minimum .of 1 year:. an ordi
seaTan may apply to the C
Guard far limited endorsemen
all able seaman. For full endo
ment, apPlicanfs Must beat least
years of age and Bass an exam'
don to test them knowledge
seamanship and ability to carry
all the duties required of ab
seamen. Able seamen who have s
pervisory ability may advance tde.
boatswain after years of ierViCf

, ..Advancement to high posruons
in the steward's ;depart, it.by
recommendation of

d

a perienced
ployed.

The number of ships in, our
merchant fleef is not expected to
crease significantly in the y
ahead. (See introduction on
merchant marine occupations.)
Older vessels. will be replaced by
larger ships equipped with features
that reduce labor requirements.
New ships, for.example, have aito-
mated enginerooms which can be
operated with smaller crews.

steward to the captain. A
tendant or utility hand can
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

reynnembers of Amen
hart ships enjoy excellent pa
fringe benefits.% Earnings de=
on job assignments and type

off .ssel. Basic monthly pay for a
crosKsection of ratings Rn a typical
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freighter in 1974 is shown-in the acia
companying tabulatiorr.

Base pal I
Electnaan. S 946

Chief stey.2rd. 804

Carpenter 739

Cook/B.11er 696
Deck utility hand 683

Able seaman 612

Firer-watertender 612

Oiler 612

Wiper 568

Ordinary' seaman 478
Mess attendant/utility hand .474

' East Coast wages in September. 1974
aboard a 12.000-17.000 power ton single
screw ship

Monthlywages are supplemented,
by premium pay for overtime and ,
othe5f factors. On the average,
premium earnings are equal to
aboilt 50 percent of base wages. For
example, an oiler with a monthly
base pay of $612 regularly earns
about 5918 each month.

Liberal employer-financed fringe
benefits are provided. Vdcations
range from 90 to' 180 days a year.
Sailors may retire.on pensions after
20 Years of &service. Sailors and their
dependents arti!?overed by com-
prehensive medical cart and Et.

h.

.

hospitalization programs.'
The workweek aboard ship is

considerably aifferen ts from the
workweek on shore. At sea, most
sailors are required to stand watch.
Watchstanders work 7 days a week.
Generally, they work two '4-hour
watches' (shifts) during every 24-
'hour period and have 8 'hours'off
between each watch. Some sailors
are day workers. They work 8 hours
a day, Monday through Friday.
Bath watchstanders and daywork-
ers are paid overtime for work
over 40 hours a week. When die
ship is in port, the basic
is 40 hours for all crewmembers.

The duties aboard ship fare
hazardous compared to oche il in-
dustries_ At sea, there is alway# the
possibility of injuries from fails or
the danger of fire. collision, 0/ sink-
ing.

A person working in the en-
gineroom must be able to withstand
high temperatures A deck worker
must adapt to both bitter cold and
the lot sun.. .

Accommodations for ,sailors
aboard U.S. vessels' art generally
good, but not luxurious Meals ar'e
served, in a rhessroom, which often
doubles 8 a recreation room where

(

co
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the crew canoreacl, write letters,
play cards, and socialize..
Crewrnerribers generally share
quarters aboard older ships and
lave little privacy, but most new
Alps have singje berth rodms.

Sailoil are' represented by a
- number of labor organizations; the

two largest are the National
Maritime Union of America and 'the
Seafarers' intemational Union of
North America.

Sources of Additional
information

For general inform atioin about
merchant marine sailors' jobs, write
to:

Office of Maritime Manpow Maritime Ad-
muustration, of Com-
merce, Washington, .C. 20235.

. Information abo job openings,
qualifications for employment,
wage scales, and other particulars is
available from local maritime
unions.. If no maritime union is

'listed in the local telephone directo-
ry, contact:
National Mantrne Union of America, 36

Seventh Ave., New York. N.Y. 10011

Seafarers International Uruon of North
America. 675 Fourth Ave.. Bfooklyn,
N.Y. 11232.

es.
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RAILROMb OCCUPATIONS .
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People, food, and industrial
material; all move along the
200,000 miles of.raiilroad tines that
crisscross the Nation. In .1974, the
railroads provided jobs for about
560,000 people Railroad jobs are
found in all States except Hawaii,
and in communities of all sizes.
Large numbers of railroad workers
are employed at terminal point.
where the railroads, maintain con-
trol offices, freight yards. and main-
tenance and repair shops. Chicago,
the hub of she Nation's railroad
system, has more railroad corkers
than any ogler area. Many workers
also are of Rloyed in or near New
York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,
Minneapolis, Pittburgh, and
Detroit.

RairrOad workers can be divided
into four main growls. Operating
employees, station and office work-
ers, eouipMent maintenance work-
ers. and property -maintenance
workers.

Operating employees make up al-
most one-third of all.radroad work-
ers. This group includes locomo-
tive engineers, conductors, and
brake operators. ,Whether on the,
road or at terminals and railroad
yards, they work together as tram,
crews. Some other employees in
this group are h'ostlers, who prepare

, locomotives for the traincreQ, and
switchtenders, who throw track
switches within railroad yards.

One-fourth of all railroad work-
Zr are station and office_ en)-

ployees, who ---,direct tram move-
ments and handle dhe railroads'
business affairs. Professiontds4slich
as managers, accountants,--statish-
sians; and systerhs analysts do ads
cainistra e .an pd lanning work,
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while clerks handle business
transactions, ies records, and
prepare staulda". Agents :manage
the business affairs of the railroad
station. Telegraphers and
telephoners pass on instructions"to
traincrews and hilp agents with
.klericarwork.

More than ono-fifth ,of all rail-
road emplOyees are equipment
rttrunfenant workrs, who service
and repair locomotives and cars.
This group includes car repairers,
machinists, electrical workers,
sheet - metal' workers,,boilermakers,
and blacksmiths.

Property maintenance workers,
who make up about one,sixth of all
railrobd employees, build and
repair tracks,. tunnels, signal equip-
ment, and otterailroad property'
TrackworkerS repair tracks and
roadbeds. Bridge and building
worke coitstrupt and repair
bridges. tuniteS: and other struc-
tures along- the right4f:way.
Signal workers install and Mvice
the railroads' vast network of
signals, including highway crossing
protection devices.

Discussions of the work, training:
outlook, and earnings for most
major occupations in railroads are
presented in.the statements that fol-
low. Information on employment
alio is available in the'statement on
Occupations in the Railroad Indus-
try elsewhere ip .the Handbook.
Details about specific jobs may be
obtained fri5lb local railroad offices.
General infocmation on the indus-
try is available from.
Asaoaation of Amencan Rantoul*, Amer,

scan Rallroads4Blulding. 1920 1..$1
NW , Wasaavon,D C 20036

.
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BRAKE OPERATORS
(D.O.T. 910.364 and .884)

Nature of the Work

Brake operators work on pas-
senger and freight trains and in rail-
road yards.

All Passenger and most freight
train crews Include two road brake
operatorsone in tht locomotive
with the .engmeer and another in
the caboose with the conductor. A
few small freight trains need only
one. Before departure, road brake
operators inspect the train to make
sure fiat all couplers and airhoses
are toned, that handbrakes on all

cars are released. and that the
airbrakes are functioning correctly.
While underway they regularly look
for smoke, sparks, and other signs
of sticking brakes, overheated axle

. bearings, and other faulty equip-
ment. They may make minor
repairs to airhoses and couplers. In .

case of ifitexpected stops, Wake
operators set out signals to protect
both ends of the train.

Road brake operators throw
switches to route freight trains onto
industrial tracks, uncoupling cars
that are to be delivered and
coupling those that are tribe Moved
out On-passenger trains, they regu-
late car lighting ,and temperature,
and help the conductor 'collect
tickets and assist passengers.

Yard brake operators (also
known as yard couplers or helpers)
help assemble and disassemble
trains .in railroad yards, according
to instructions froni yard cdnduc-
tors. They use lanterns, paddles, or
two-way, radios to signal engineers
where to move cars. After un-
coupling a recently delivered car, -
they throw track switches to route it
to certain tracks if it is to be un-
loaded, or to an outgoing train if its.
final destination is further down the
line They may ride the cars operat-
ing The handbrake tq regulate its
speed.
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2 -
Brake operator signals to erviitirer.

Training, Othr Qualifications,
and Advancomont 7

Beginning brake operators make
several trips with an experienced
operator and conductor to become
familiar with the job Their names
are then put on the "extra board"
and they are given assignments to
substitute for workers who are ab-
sent for vacations, illness, or other
reasons. Usually they work a year
or so before they learn the job
thoroughly, and several more years
before they gain enough seniority to
get a regular assignment.

Employers prefer applicants who
are high school graduates or the
equivalent. "Good eyesight and
hearing are essential. Mechanical
aptitude is helpful. Physical stamina
is necessary to climb ladders, board
moving trains; throw switches, and
operate handbrakes. Most em-
ployers require that applicants 'pass
physical examinations.

With .sufficient seniority, brake
operators may become conductors.
These jobs are always filled by
promoting experienced brake
operators who have qualified by
passing written and oral tests on
signals, brake systems, timetables,.
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operating rules, and other subjects.
Some corfipanies require that these
tests be. passed within the first few
years of the brake operator's-em-
ployment. Since promotions on al-
most all railroads are controlled by
seniority rules, brake operators
usually wait at least 10 years before
becoming conductors. Advance-
ment is limited by the number of
conductor jobs, and there are many
more brake operators, than conduc-
tors. Some brake operators in
freight service move to passenger
service, usually' considered more
desirable because it is less strenu-
ous.

Ernployrnalt ,Outlook

Employment of brake opera-
tors who numbered nearly 75,000

1974is expected to decline
through the mid-1980's Some op-
portunities' for new workers, how-
ever, will develop as experienced
brake operators retire, die,. advance
-to jobs as conductors, or transfer to
other work.

Even though total employment of
' brake operators is expected to
decrease, the number of those in
road service will increase since
more trains will be needed to haul
the additional4 freight volume
created by growth in populatidn
and industry. Employment gains
will be moderated, however, by
technologiCal innovations which
make it possible to move freight
more rapidly. For example, central
traffic control systems enable a
dispatcher at a central location, to
control all signals and track
switches- over a vast section of
track. Trains operating on track
under this system spend less time at
sidings waiting for others to pass
Changes in the size of train crews
eliminating one brake- operator
where there are now two2may
further reduce employment growth.

The number of yard brake opera-
tors is expected to decrease,
primarily due to the installation of ,
automatic classification systems in
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more yards. Iii an automatic bias-
sdication yard, cars are braked and
routed by electronic controls
Fewer brake operators are needed
in these 'Yards, mainly to connect
airhoses, uncouple cars, and
retrieve misrouted ones Yard en-IL
ployment also will be affected as
railroads use larger, better designed
freight cars which take as much
time to route as older ones, but
carry more freight.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, brake operators had
average monthly earnings of S,1,084 ,

in yard servite, $1,365 in freight
service, and S1,390 in passenger
service-These earnings were about
twice as much as the average for all
nonsupervisory workers in private
industry, except farming.

Yard braise operators usually
work a 40-hour week and receive
premium pay for .overtime. Road
brake operators are under a dual
system of pay and are paid accord-
ing to miles traveled hours'hour
worked, whichever is sreater.,

Brake operators often work
nights, weekends, and ho1jda-ys.

Since freight and passenger,bra)ce
operators often work on trains that
operate between 'terminals that ar
hundreds of miles apart, they .may
spend several nighfs a week away
from home.. Brake operators as-
signed to extra board work have
less steady work, more irregular
hours, and lower earnings than
those with regular assignments.
They may be asked to report to
work on short notice and at odd
'hours. Yard and freight service
brake operators face -greater ac
cident risks than most. other rail-
road workers.

Most brake operators are mem-
bers of the United Transportation
Union.

*f
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'CONDUCTORS
(DOT 198 168)

Naturlf of the. Work

Conductors are in charge of
traincrews and are responsible for
the safe and punctual delivery of
cargo and passengers Before a
train leaves the terminal, the con-
ductor receives instructions on the
train's route, timetable, and cargo
from the dispatcher. and' discusses
these with the engineer. On some
trains conductors can receive addi-
tional instructions by radio while
underway. On freight trains, the
conductor keeps records of each
car's contents and destination, and
sees that cars a e added . arid
removed at the pr per points along
the route passenger train,
conductors collect, tickets and
fares, and .answer passengers'
questions concerning timetables
and train rules. At stops they signal
engineers when to lea/e.
- During runs, conductors regu-

larly receive information from
brake operators on the condition of
the cars. If a problem occurs, con-
ductors arrange either for repairs
.,while underway or for removal of
the defective car at the nearest sta-
tion or siding. They Inform
dispatchers of this development

A conductor vulvas Instructions by
o 'radio w011o underway.

,
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will result in an increase in employ-
ment ,,ef road service /conductors,
since more trains will be needed to
haul the additional freight volume
However, employment growth will
be moderated by technological in-
no'ations which make it possible to
m'ltve freight more rapidly. For ex-
ample, central traffic control
systems enable a dispatcher. at a
-central location .ta control. all
signals and track switches over a
vast section of track. Trains operat-
ing' under this system spend less
time on side tracks waiting for
others to pass.

Employment of yard conductors,
on the other hand, is not expected
to change. Conuqued moderniza-
tion of yards, especially the ddi-
non . of automatic classification
systems, will ithprove yard efficien-
cy. Yard emplgymeAt also will be
affected:as railroads use larger,
better designed freight cars. which
take as much time to route as older
ones, but carry more freight.

using radio or wayside telephones.
Yard conductors supervise the

crews that assemble and dassem-
ble trains. They also oversee crews
that move cars within railroad yards
to facilitate loading and unloading
cargo. In yards that have automatic
classification systems, they may use
electrical controls to operate the
track switches that route cars to the
correct track.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Jobs as conduCtors are always
filled from the ranks of experienced
brake operators who have passed
tests covering signals, timetables,

.operating rules, and related sub-
jects Until permanent positions
become available, new conductors
are put on the "extra board", where
they'substitute fpr experienced con-
ductors who are absent because of
illness, vacations, or ether reasons.
Seniority is almost al Ways the main
factor in determinipg promotion
from brake operator to conductor
and from the extra board to a per-
manent position.

Most railroads maintain separate
seniority lists for road service and
yard service conductors and con-'
ductOrs usually remain kri one type
of service for their entire careers.
On some roads, hbwcver, conduc;
tors' start in the yards; then move
freight service, and finally to pas-
senger service. Styne .conductors
advance to managerial' positions
such as trammaster or yardmaster.

Employment Outlook

Employment of conductgrs
who numbered about 39,50D AM
197-4is expected to grow slowei
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Most job
openings will result from the need
to replace conductprs who are
promoted, or who retire qr die.

The transportation requirements
of the country will increase as
groi.th in population and industry
creates a demand for more con-
sumer and industrial products. This
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, condqctars had average
monthly earnings of $1,205 in yard
service, $1,395 in passenger road

', service, and 11,595 in freight road
service Theee earnings were more
than double the average for all non-
supervisory' workers in private in-
dustry, except farming.

- Yard Conductors usually work ,a
'40-hour week and receive premiuni
pay for overtime Road conductors
are under a dual system of pay and
are paid according' to miles traveled
or hours worked, whichever is
greater.

Conductors often work nights,
it weekends, and holidays. Since road

service conductors often work on
trains that operate between stations
that are hundreds 'of miles apart
th'ey may spend several nights a
week away from home. Conductors
on the extra board frequently work
irregular hours totaling less than 40
a week and, therefore, earn less
than those who have regular
schedules.
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Many conductors are members of
the United Transportation Union

LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEERS

(D.o.T. 910.383)

Nature of the Work

Engineers operate locomotives in
passenger, freight, and yard ser-
i/ices< Road service engineers trans-
port cargo and passengers between
stations, while yard engineers move
cars within yards to assemble or dis-
assemble trains. Most engineers run
diesel locomotives, a few run etec-
trics.

Engineers operate the throttle to
start and accelerate the train and
use airbrakes to slow and stop it.

4,.

They also Operate other controls.
such as light ,switches, and watch
gauges and meters that measure
fuel, eleetnaty, and air pressure.
They'watch for signals that indicate
track obstructions yid speed limits..

Before and after each run, 'en-
gineers check locomotives -for
mechanical problems. Minor ad-
justmenu are made on the spot, but
major defects are reported to the
engine shop supervisor.

Engineers are among the most
skilled employees on the railroad
They must have a thorough
knowledge of the signal 'systems,
yards, and terminals along their
route and tie constantly aware of
the con,dition and makeup of the
train. Trains react differently to ac-

r
celeration, braking, and curves, de-
pending on the number of cars, the

7

ly

Engineers are among the most skilled railroad employees.

i
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ratio of empty to loaded cars, or the
amount of slack in the train.
Mistidgment by the engineer of
'these or many other factors can
lead to whiplash injuries to passen-
gers and crew members, damaged
cargo, broken couplers, or even
derailment.

4

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Openings in engineer jobs are
'usually filled by training and
promoting engineer heipers atcord-
ing to seniority rules A few rail-
roads train brake operators and in-
experienced workers for engineer
jobs.

Helpers ride in locomotives with
engineers and assist them by in-
specting locomotives, watching for
signals and track obstructions, and
monitoring gauges. New helpers
receiVe on-the-job .training lasting
up to 6 weeks during which time
they learn their duties and railyd d
rules and regulations. They are
assigned as engineer helpers
regular jobs. Railroads pre.*
applicants for helper positions fi
a high school education aticilsy
least 21 years old. Applicargst:
have good hearing, eyesig
color vision. Good eye-fian
dination, manual dexter',
mechanical aptitude !,-5r
required.

Helpers are placed in "hing
programs for engiuee(' in I
year following their. !tiring
date. These prograrne, w list uP
to 6 months, includeleli and,

on-the-job trainingiln 'Motive
operation. Helpers alt!, 4lifying
tests covering lod trail! Of equip-
ment, airbrake sYs ms,,,fufl econo-
my, train handliht teitifiihugs and
operating rules And fegulations
They then , bebome ,'eligible for
promotion to engineer:4 '"

As engineiis .4-re needed,
qualified helpers ,whq.have the Ion-
geit seniority at ',lied on the en-
gineers' "extra, : atda Extra board
engineers who i" tipt, have regular

i i'
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assignments substitute for regular
engineers who are absent because
of vacation, illness, or other'
reasons. Extra board engineers
frequently wan a number of years
before accumulating enough
semonty to get a regular assign-
ment. Seniority rules also may
determine the engineers' type of
service; for instance, from' a first
regular assignment in yard service,
they may move to road service.

Engineers take' periodic physical
examinations to determine fitness
to operate locomotives, They must
have keen eyesight; and hearing.
Those who fail to meet the physical
standards are restricted to yard ser-
vice or transferred to other jobs
with lower physical standards

Employment Outlook

Employment of locOmotive en-
gineerswho numbered about
37,000 in 1974 is expected to in-
crease more slowly than the
average for all occupations through
the raid-1980's. Most job openings,
however, will arise from the need to
replace engineers Who retire'or.die.

The Nation's transportation
requirements will increase as
growth in population and industry
creates ,a demand for more con-
sumer and industrial products. This
will result in an increase in employ-
ment of road service engineers,
since more trains will be needed to
haul the additional freight volume.
However, this employment growth
Will be moderated by technological
innovations which make it possible
to move freight more rapidly. For
example, central traffic control
systems enajle a dispatcher at a
central location to control all
signals and track switches over a
vast section of track. Trains operat-
ing under this system spend less
time at sidings wing for others to
pass.

Employment of yard engineers,
on the other hand, issnot expected
to change. Continued moderniza-
tion of yards, especW,y,,the add-
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jion of automatic classification
systems which electronically route
cars to the proper track, will im-
prove yard efficiency. Yard em-
ployment will also be affected as
railroads use larger, better designed
freight cars which take as much
time to route as older ones, but
carry more freight.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The earnings of engineers depend
on the size of the locomotiiie-siKI
type of service. In 1974, monthly
earnings of engineers averaged
S1,415 in yard service, S1,6n in

apsenger service, and $1,821 in
freight service. Engineers earned
two to three times as much as the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

Yard engineers work 5 days or
more a week, depending on the rail-
road They receive premium pay for
working more than 8 hours in any
day Road service engineers- are
under a dual system of pay and are
paid by miles traveled or hours
worked, whichever is greater. On

'many railroads, their earnings are
limited by he maximum number of
miles they can cover per month.
Those who reach the limit are
replaced by extra board engineers.for the rest of the month.

Extra board engineers may work
irregular hours since they may be
called any time. They are likely to
have less work and, therefore,
lower earnings than engineers on
regular assignments.

Ehgineers often work nights,
weekends, and holidays at regular
pay. Those in road service may
deliver cargo or passengers to a
distant station Ant day, and not
return until the next. Thus, they
may spend several days a week
away from home.

Moat engineers are memberi of
the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers; some are members of
the United Transportation Union. ,
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SHOP TRADES

Nature of the Work
Shopworkers are the skilled ern-

ployees who build, maintain, and
repair railroad cars, locomotives,
and other equipment In 1974,
there were over 75,000 workers in
the six principal shop tradesabout
41,500 car repairers, 17,500
machinists, 11,500 electrical wor-
kers, 5,000 sheet-metal workers,
1,600 boilermakers, and 1,100
blacksmiths.

Car repairers (D.O.T. 622.381)
build, maintain, and inspect freight
and passenger cars, tank cars, and
some sections of locomotives.
Repairers visually examine cars and
locomotives, and periodically
remove and inspect parts such as
wheels, brake assemblies, and
couplert, looking for defects that
might 1641 to accidents or delays.
They .make minor repairs on the
spot, while mote complicated jobs
may be done on repair tracks by
other car repairers. Some pf these
employees work in special yards
rebuilding old or badly damaged
cars. Car repairers use both poiver
tools and handtools.

Machinists (D.O.T. 600.280) use
metal cutting and forming tools to
do the heavy work involved in serv-
icing and overhauling locomotives
and related equipment. Electrical

Most car repairers work outside.
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workers (D.O.T. 721.381) install
and maintain the wiring and electri-
cal equipment in locomotives, cars,
and railroad buildings. Some lay
and maintain power fines. Sheet-
metal workers (D.O.T. 804.281)
repair sheet-metal parts on locomo-
tives and other equipment. Boiler-
makers (D.O.T. 805.281). service
and repair the pipes and tubes in
locomotive engines as well as

equipment made of steel plates
such as stationary boilers and tanks.
Blacksmiths (D.0 T 610.381 )

'repair metal parts and tools. Other
craft workers Include molders and.
oilers. (More information about
most of these shop trades can be
founat elsewhere in the /4andbook.)

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although apprenticeship training
is the most common way to enter
shop trades, some helpers and
laborers are upgraded to these jobs.
Apprenticeships last 3 to 4 years,
depending bn how much previous

A work experience 'the apprentice
has.

Most apprentices are between 1.8
'and 21 years of age, although some
Ve older at the start of their train-
ing. On some roads, apprentice ap-
plicants must pass mathematical
and mechanical aptitude tests.

Applicants who have had shop
training in high schools or voca-
tional schools are preferred by most
railroads. Automobile repair cours-
es are helpful for car repairers
while machining is useful for
machinists. Courses in electricity
and _physics will help applicants
who-want jobs as electrical workers

Some workers in the shop trades
advance to positions as supervisors
in shops, engine houses, and power--
plants.

Employment Outlook

Employment of shop trades work-
ers is expected to decline through
the mid-1981') s as shop efficien..y
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contihUeS10 increase and as older.
railroad'cars are replaced with new
ones thAt are more durable and
more easily maintained_ Job
openings, however, will develop for
new apprentices or helpers as ex-
perienced_ workers retire, die, or
transfer to other fields of work

1:110`e.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, hourly earnings
averaged 55.81 for electrical work-
ers, 55.78 for boileirnakers. 55.76
for machinists, $5.72 for
blacksmiths, $5.71 for car
repairers, and $5.56 for sheet-metal
workers. Most shopworkers have a
40-hour workweek and receive

'premium pay for overtime. Shop-
work is active and strenuous, in-
volving stooping, climbing,.and lift-
ing Much of the work, especially
that of car repairers, is done out,
doors.

Most shopworkers are union
members. Among theunions in this
field are: Brotherhood of Railway
Carmen of the United States and
Canada; International Association
of Machinists_ and Aerospace
Workers; International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers:
Sheet Metal. Workers' Inter;
national Association: International
Brotherhood of Boilermakers,
Iron Shipbuilders, Blacksmiths,
Forges and Helpers: and the
International Brotherhood of
Firemen and Oilers. These unions
usually negotiate labor-manage-
ment agreements through the
Railway Employees' Department
of the AFL-CIO.

SIGNAL DEPARTMENT
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 822.281 and .884)

Nature of the Work

Railrold signal workers install,
repair, and maintain the train con-
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trol, communication, and signaling
systems that direct gain movement
and'assure safety The work usually
consists of either general main-
tenance of the signal systems or in-

s. stallation and major tepair
Sliml installers work in crews,

usually consisting of five or more
workers. They install new equip-
ment and make major repairs Most
of their work is construction and in-
cludes., digging holes and ditches,
hoisting poles, and mixing and
pouring concrete to make founda-
tions. They also assemble the con-
trol and communications devices,
make the electrical . connections,
and perform the extensive testing
that is required to assure thdt new
signal systems work properly.

Individual signal maintainers are
assigned a section of track and are
responsible for keeping gate
crossings, signals, and other control
devices in good operating condi-
tion. They periodical! inspect and
repair or replace wi ights, and
switches. Signal main ainers and
skilled installers must have a
thorough knowledge of electricity
and electronics.

Training, Other Sualifications,
and Aiivancement .

New employees are assigned as

helpers to installation crews. After
about 60 to 90 days, of training,
helpers are eligible to advance to
assistants. After another 2 to 4
years, which may include some,
classroom instruction., qualified
assistants may be promoted to
signal installer or maintainer.
Assistants usually advance to-signal
Installer, tfiough, since openings in
the_ more desirable maintenance
positions usually are filled by senior
signal Installers. These promotions
and assignments are made on the
basis of seniority, provided ability is
sufficient.

When firing helpers, railroads
prefer a plicants who are high
school or vocational school gradu-
ates. Cots in blueprint reading,
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electricity, and electronics provide
a helpful background. .

Both signal installers and main-
tainers may be promoted to signal
inspector, technician, gang super-
visor, and higher supervisory post-
lions. A few eventually become
signal engineers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of signal depart-
ment workerswho numbered
about 11,500 in 1974 is not ex-
pected to' change significantly
through the mid-1980's. Neverthe-
less, some job openings for new
workers will arise as experienced
workers retire, die, or transfer to
other fields.

Signal workers will contihe to
be needed to repair the existing
stock of equipment as well as install
and maintain the new Signal and
train control systems that are
planned for the future. Employ-
ment is not expected to grow, now-

0.
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ever, since man)* 'new signal
systems, which have fewer moving
parts, require less maintenance.
Also, the more efficient use of track
will allow railroads to continue to
eliminate some sections of track,
reducing the need for maintenance
work.

Earnings and. Working
Conditions

In 1974, signal installers and
maintainers averageTS5.86 an
hour, about on -third more th'art_
the average for ":411 nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming Assistants averaged S4 95
an hour and helpers $4.79 an hour.
Most signal workers have a 40-hour
week and receive premium pay for
overtime.

Signal maintainers must make
'repairs regardless of weather condi-
tions or time of day. Installers and
maintainers .often climb poles and
work near voltage wires.

Since they work over large sec-
tions of track, installers usually live
away from home during the work-
week, frequtntly in camp cars pro-
vided by the company. Maintainers
usually live at home and service
signals over a limited stretch of
track.`,,

Most signal installers and main-
tainers are members of the Brother-
hood of Railroad Signalmen.

STATION AGENTS
(D.0.1. 211.468. and 910.68)

Nature aphis Work

Station agent's are the customers'
contact with the railroad. Most
agents work in small freight sta-
tions. They take orders from
customers and arrange for railroad
cars to transport their products. .
When goods are delivered they
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notify the recipient, prepare the
bill, and upon payment, authorize
release-of the goods. They also may
pass on train orders and other
messages to traincrews. At larger
stations, many of these tasks may be
done by clerks, telegraphers, and
others who are under the agent's su-
pervision.

At passenger stations, agents su-
pervise and coordinate the activi-
ties of workers who sell tickets and
check baggage. At major freight
and passenger stations the agent's
duties are primarily administranye
and supervisory.

Some agents, sometimes called
mobile agents, service several small
stations that get little business.
They travel from station to station,
opening each only long enough to
transact the business at hand.

Training, Other OualifIcatlons,
ahif Advancement

Station agents rise from the ranks
of other railro*ad occupations. With
sufficient seniority and ability,
telephoners, telegraphers, touter
operators, and clerks may be
promoted to agents in small stations
and may advance to larger stations
as they. gain additional seniority.
Agents also may be' promoted to
managerial positions such at station
muter or Ituditor.

Employment OutioCk

Employment of station agents
who numbered about 7,600 in
1974 is expected to decline
through the mid-I 980's as more
customer orders and billing are
handled by large, centrally located
stations, and as an increasing
number, of smaller stations are ser-
viced by mobile agents. Neverthe-
less,: a limited number of jobs will
arise to replace experienced agents
who retire, die, or stop working for
other reasons.

v..
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

The earnings of station agents
vary In 1974, agents who also
served as telegraphers. and
telephoners averaged S5 50 an
hour, about one-fourth more than
the average for nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming. Agents in small stations
who were not , telegraphers
averaged 55 96 an hour Agents in
major stations averaged S7 0 an
hour. A 40 -houi workweek is
standard, and time and one -half is
paid for overtime.

Station agents, except for scient,
supervisory agents, are members of
the Brotherhood of Railway, Air-

line and Steamship Clerks, Freight
HandlersExpress and Station Em-
ployees.

TELEGRAPHERS,
TELEPHONERS, AND
TOWER OPERATORS

(D.O.T. 236.588 and 910.782)

Nature of the Work

Thlegraphers, telephoners, and
tower operrs control movement
of trains act ording to in ;tructions
given by train dispatchers. Tower
operators work in towers located in
yards OP next to major judctions.
They route train 'traffic by manipu-
lating levers and other controls to
activate signaleand throw switches
on the track below.

Telegraphers and telephoners
receive orders on train movement
and cargosuch as routing, instruc-
tions, cars that must be picked up,
or the condition of the track
aheadand pass this information
on to train crews, verbal)), or in
wntien instructions. They work at

.stations and may assist station
*gents in taking orders and billing
customers.

,,_
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Glass enclosed emirs provide, tower operators with a clear view of the track below.

Training, Other Qualifications,.
and Advancement

New telegraphers, telephoners,
and tower operators get on-the-job
training that covers operating rules,
train orders, and station operations
On most roads, trainees must pass
examinations on train operating
rules and demonstrate ability to use
the equipment before they can
qualify. Newly qualified workers
usually are assigned, to the "extia
board" to work as substitutes for
telegraphers, telephoners, and
tower operators who are absent due
to vacations, illness, or ,other
reasons. After gaining enough
seniority, they generally can'bid for
regular assignments.

Most railroads. prefer applicants
who are high school graduates or
the equivalent_Good hearing and
eyesight, including normal color vi-
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sion, are required. Applicants
should be responsible, alert, and
capable of organizing thoughts and
actions in emergency or pressure
situations.

Some telegraphers, telephoners,
and tower operators may advance
to positions such as station agent or
train dispatcher.

Employment Outlook

Employment of telegraphers,
telephoners, and tower operators
who numbered about 11,000 in
1974is expected to decline
through the mid-1980's. Neverthe-
leps, a small number Of new workers
will be hired to'replace experienced
workerg who retire, die or change
occupations.

Employment in these fields will
continue to decline as technological,
developments increase worker"
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productivity through the wider use
9f mechanized yard operations,
centralized traffic co ol, and
other automatic tignall an con.
trol systeits

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974. hourly earnings for
telegraphers, telephoners, and
tower operators averaged S5 36,
about one-fourth more than the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in pnvate industry. ex-
cept farming.

A 40-hour week is standard, and
time and one-half is paid it over-
time Under Federal law, railroad
telegraphers generally cannot work'
more than 9 hours in any one day,
except in emergencies.

Most telegraphers, telephoners,
and tower operators are members
of the Brotherhood of Railway, Air-
line and Steamship Clerks, Freight
Handlers, Express and Station Em-
Qloyees.,

TRACK WORKERS
(D.O.T. 182.168, 859.8V3,

49.887, 910.782, and 919.887)

Nature of the Wprk

Track Workers construct, service,
and repair railroad tracks and road-
ways Most track workers work as
members of large, heavily
mechanized traveling crews which
do, scheduled preventive main-
tenance anal major repair work over
a large section of track. Many of
these workers operate heavy
machinery, such as bulldozers,
cranes, and machines which lay rail,.
replace ties, or clean ballast. Others
use power tools to drive and puil
spikes, cut rails, tighten bolts, and
perform many other. fiinctio'ns.
Handtools, such as picks and
shovels, are used less frequently.

Section crews are smaller and
less mechanized than the traveling

as.
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Track worker helps leliwelded,rall.
.

ones and dd less extensive 'repairs.
They are assigned a smaller (section
of track to keep in condition
between the major overhauls'of the
traveling crews. Section workers
regularly inspect the track and
roadway, and repair or ref:Ude mal-
functioning switches, weak ties,
cracked rails, washouts, and other
defects.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advantement

Most ,track workers learn *their
skills thro4igh on-the-job training
that las.ts about 2 years. Machine-
operating jobs are assigned to
qualified workers by seniority.

Railroads' prefer applicants who
can read, wnte, and do heavy work.

3 1 -
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Applicants.may be required to pass
physical examinations.
.Some track workers who hive

the necessary seniority and other
qualifications may athvance to gang
or section supervisor., then to posi
tiqns such as.track supervisor.

Employment Outlook

EntHoyment of 'track 'workers
who- numbered about 57,000 in
1974is not expected to change
through the mid-i 980's. Neverthe-
less, aidditiosnal track workers will
be needed each year to replace
those who retire, ,die, pp. transfer to
other occupations, Mosl job
oenings will be in traveling crews.

Railrgads are expected tat up-
grade much of the right-of-way dur-

". ,
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trig the next -decade. The extent of
this upgrading will determine em-
ployment needs. Employment may
increase in the short run if funds for
track renovation become available
through governMent action How
ever. over Ithe long run, intre.asect
productivity-dt track workersas
machines'd4 more of the work
wills moderate employment needs.

mployment v.111 also" be affected as
railroads continue to .close some.
*ctions of track which are un-

-1 profitable or are made unnecessaty
as the installation of improved train
control systems enables railroads to
use less track

-a.,
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Earnings and Woriapg
Conditions

In 1974, track workers averaged
$4.96 an hour, slightly more than
the average for all nonsupervisory
workers to pnvate industry....eacept
farming. Equipment operators and
helpers averaged $5.38 and ctew
supervisors averaged $5.8I an
hour. A 40-hour workweek is stan
dard, and premium rates are paid
for overtime.

Track, workers on traveling crews
may have to commute long
distances to reach the worksite.
Many, however, live in camp cars

4
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or trailers provided by the railroads.
Workers on section crews some-
times have to perform emergencc;
repairs at night during bad weather
conditions. Track workers have
strenuous and active jobs. Much of
the time they use moderately heavy
tools and work m bent and stooped
positions.

Most tiack workers arse members
of the Brothethood of Maintenance
of Way Employees.

4.
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Nearly 2.8 million truck, bus, and
taxi drivers moved passengers and
goods over highways and city
streets in 1974. Some dnvers are
behind the wheel practically all
their, working ume. Others spend
part of the time loading and unload-
ing goodt. making pickups and
deliveries, and collecting money.
Sull others, like route drivers, are
combination driver-salesworkers.
(Route dnvers are discussed in the
chapter on Sales Occupations el-
sewhere in the Handbook.) The in-
dividual statements that follow
cover long-distance and local
truckdnvers, Intercity and local
busdrivers, parking attendants, and
taxi drivers. They do not cover
school busdrivers, chauffeurs, am-
bulance drivers, or employees
whose driving is' ncidental to their
regular duties.

Through the mid- 1980's employ-
ment of . long-distance and local
truckdnvers is expected to expand

as more and more freight is moved
by trucks. Employment in other
driving occupations is not expected
to change much, but many new em-
ployees will be hired to replace
those who retire, die, or stop work-
ing for other reasAs

Driving jobs offer excellent op-
portunities for persons who are not
planning tolattend college. The pay
for most drivers is relatively high,
and working conditions are fairly
good. Many persdns also will enjoy
the freedom. from close supervision
and the frequent contacts with peo-
ple which are characteristic of most
driving jobs.

INTERCITY BUSDRIVERS
(D.O.T. 913.363 and 913.463)

Nature of the Work

In many smaller towns and cities,
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buses provide the only public trans-
portation to other communities. In
large cities, they are an alternative
to railroad and airline transporta-
tion and in many cases, provide
more frequent service.

When busdrivers report .,tope
terminal, they are assigned buses
and pick up tickets,. change, report
blanks, and other items needed for
their trips They inspect their buses
carefully to make sure the brakes,
steering mechanism, windshield
wipers, lights, and mirrors work
properly They also check the fuel,
oil, water, and tires, and make cer-
tain that the buses are carrying
safety equipment, such as fire extin-
guishers, first -aid kits, and emer-
gency reflectors.

Drivers move the buses to load,
ing 'platforms where they take on
p 'agers They-Collect 'fares

ets usuallyas passengers
ard the buses and may use (fie

buses' public address system to an-
nounce the destination, route, time
of arrival and other information
concerning the trips.

Although drivers must always be
alert in Preventing accidents, they
must be especially careful in fast
moving highulay traffic. They must
operate the bus at safe speeds, and
must cope with adlerse road condi-
tions. Flefore arrit ing at major ter-
minaLs, sit announce the stop and
the sched led departure ume At
some small stations. drivers stop
only if they see passengers waiting
or if they have been toldlo pick up
or deliver freight Dnvers alscl regu-
late lighting, heating,
tioning equipment for passen-
gers' "comfort In an emergency,
they are required to change flat
u

Upon afnving at their final
destinations, dnvers may unload or
supervise the unloading of baggage
and freight They prepare report,
for their employers on mileage,
time, and fares, as required by the
U S Department of Transportation
They also report any repairs the
busesneed before being used again.
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At umes, dnvers operate- char
tired buses. In these cases, they
pick up a group of people, take
them to the group s destination, and
remain with them until they are
ready to return. These trips
frequently require dnvers,to remain
away from home one night or more.

Places of Employment

Over 21,000 intercity busdrivers
were employed by about 950 bus
companies in 1974 Some work out
bf terminals in the many small com-
munities served by bUses, Inn most
work out of major terminals in large
cities

Veining, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Intercity busdnvers must meet
qualifications established by' the
U S Department of Transport;lion.
Dnvers must be at least 21 years old
and be able to read, write and speak
English well enough- to commu-
nicate with passengers and to
complete reports. ,They also roust
have good heanrtg, at least 2d/40
vision int each eye, with or without
glasses, and normal use of their
arms and legs. In (addition, they
must take comprehensive --vvntten
examinations which test their
knowledge of Department of Trans-
portation and State motor vehicle
regulations, as well as a driving test
in the type of bus they will operate,

Many intercity' bus companies
have considerably ,higher require-
ments. Most prefer apphca,nts who
are at least 25 years of age, many
prefer applicants who have bus or

"truckdnving experience. One large
company jequires applicants w
have 20/20 vision with or without
glasSes.

Since they represent their com-
panies in dealing with passengers.
busdrivers must be courteous and
tactful. Even temperaments and
emotional_ stability are important
qualifications, because ,drrattig
buses in heavy, fa7.st-muvrng traffic

and dealing with passengers may
cause mental strain

Most intercity bias companies
,onduLt training programs for,ne
dnvers These programs. which
usual!) last from 2 to 6 weeks.
dude both classroom and dn mg
instruction In the classroom,
trainees learn about rules of the
company and the S. Department
of Transportation, about State and
municipal dnving regulations, and
about safe drmng practices They
also learn how to determine ticket
prices and how to keep records In
addition, new employees learn to
deal courteously with passengers.

After completing classroom
work. trainees nde with regular
drivers to observe safe dnving prac-
Mee and other aspects of the job

. They also make tnal runs, without
passengers, to improve their driving
skills. 'After dompleting the train:
ing, which includes Thal driving and
written 'examinations, new drivilys
begin a "break in" period. During
this period, they work under strict
supervision and mike -regularly
scheduled trips with passngers.

New drivers start out on the
"extra board," which is -a list of
drivers who are giVen temporary as-
signments. While on this list, they
may substitute for regular drivers
who are ill or on vacation, or they
may, drive chartered buses Extra
drivers may have to wait several
years before they have enough
seniority to get a regular assign-
ment.

Opportunities, for promotion
generally are limited, partiCularly in
small companies For most drivers,
advancement consists of receiving
better driving assignments with
higher earnings. Experienced
drivers may be promoted to jobs as
dispats,bers, supervisors, or ter-
minal managers.

Oft

Employment Outlook

Little or no change in the number
of intercity busdriiers is expected
through the mid-1980's. Several
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hundred job. open ins., however,
will become available each year\
because of the need to replace ex
penenced drivers who retire or die
Additional openings will arise as

\ some dnvers transfer to other occ. u-
tions. Since many qualified per

so are attracted to this relatively
high ing job, 'applicants can ex-
pect st, competition for _the
openings th arise. Applicants in
excellent physibal condition who
have good driving records and sales
expenence, or other expenence
working with people, stand the best
chance of hired.

Because of competition froln air-
lines and private automobiles inter.
city bus travel is not expected to
grow significantly. However, should
government energy policies make
gasoline for automobiles very ex-
pensive, or difficult to obtain. rnany
persons may ride buses rather than
dnve their own cars, thus increasing
the demand for interEity-busdrivers.

, Earnings and Working
Conditions

Dnvirs employed by_large-inter-
city bus companies had estimated'.
annual average earnings of 14,100
in 1974, about two -th' more
than the average for al bnsuper-
visory workers in va industry,
except farming. Th wages of inter-
city busdrivers typically are corn-.
puted on a mileage basis, but short
runs may be on an hourly rate. Most
regular drivers are guaranteed a
minimum number of miles or houfs
per pay period. For work onv other
than regular assignments they
receive additional pay, customarily
at. premium rates.

Since intercity buses operate at
all hours of the-day and every day of
the year, drivers may work nights
and weekends. Extra drivers may be
on call at all hours and may be
required to report for work on very
short notice. Driving schedules may
range from 6 to 10 hours a day and
from 3-1/2 to 6. days a week. How-
ever, U.S. Department of Transpor-
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Lawn regulations spec if) that in
city dnvers shall not drive more
than 10 hours without having at
least, 8 hours off, and shall not dnve
at 311 after being.on duty for 1

hours.
Dnving an intercity bui usually is

not physically difficult, but it tir
ing and requires, steady nerves The
busdnver is given a great deal of in
dependence in his job and is solely
responsible for the safety of the pas
sengers and bus Many dnvers like
working without direct supervision
and take pnde in assuming 'these
responsibilities Some also enjoy
the opportunity to, travel and to
meet the public

Most intercity busdnvers belong
to the Amalgamated Transit Union
The Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, and the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers
of Amenca (Ind ) also have or-

. iganued these workers in some
areas of the counrry.

Sources of Additonal
Information

For further infOrmatjon on job
opportunities in this/field, contact
intercity bus companies ur the local
office of the State employ ment
service:.

LOCAL TRANSIT
BUSDRIVERS

(D.O.T. 913.363 and 913.463)

Nature of the Work

Local transit busdnvers transport
millions of Americans to and from
places of work and various other
destinations every day. These
dnvers follow definite time
schedules and routes over city and
suburban streets to.get passengers
to their destinations on time.

The workday for local busdrivers
begins when they report to the ter-
minal or garage. There, they

OCCUPATIONAL OL

Mora local bus driven will be naticlad to rallava traffic congettIon.

receive assignments, transfer and
refund forms and obtain the buses
they drive-. Drivers inspect the in-
side and outside of the buses and
check the tires, brakes, windshield
wipers, and lights before starting
their runs. Those who work for
small bus companies also may
check the water, oil, and fuel. *

On most runs, drivers pick up and
discharge, passengers at locations
marked with a bus stop sign. As pas-
sengers board the bus, driiers make
sure the correct cash fare, token, or
ticket js placed in the fare box.
They also collect or issue transfers.
Dnvers often answer questions
about schedules,, routes, and
transfe'r points, and sometimes call
out the name of the street at each
bus stop.

At the end of the day, badrivers
tarn in tnp sheets which usually in-
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elude a record of fares received,
trips made, and 4.ny significant
delays in schedule. In cast of an ac-
cident, drivers must obtain the
names, addresses; and phone num-
bers Of persons on the bus and
make a detailed report.

At times, drivers operatez cha.r-
tered buses. In these cases, they
pick up .a group of people, take
them to,the group's destination, and
remain with them until they are
ready to return

Places of Employment

About 71,000 local busdrivers
were employed in 1974 About
four-fifths worked for, publicly
owned transit system's. Most of the
remainder worked for privqtely
owned transit lines, a small number
worked for sightseeing companies
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Most busdnvers work in large
lies.

Training, Other Quittfleatkirm,
and Advancement

Applicants for busdriver posi-
tions should be at least 21 years old,
of average height and weight, and
-have good eyesight with or
without glasses. Applicants must be
in good health azici must pass the
written and physical examinations
given by most employers. Because
drivers often work under the pres-
sure of congested traffic conditions
and deal with many different per-
sonalities, emotional stability is im
portant, Although educational
reqUirements are not high, many
employers prefer applicants who
have a }ugh school education or its
equivalent

A motor vehicle operator's
license, and generally 1 or 2 years
of driving experience on some type
of large vehicle are basic require-
ments. A good driving record is es-
senual because the busdnver rs

responsible for passenger safety.
Most States require busdrivers to
have a chauffeur's license.

Most local transit companies
conduct training courses which may
last several weeks and include both
classroom and "behind-the-wheel"
driving instruction. In the class-
room, trainees learn company rules,
safety regulations, and safe driving
practices. They also learn hay., to
keep records and how to deal tact-
fully and courteously with passen-
gers. Actual driving instruction
consists of supervised trips both
with and without passengers. t the
end of the course, trainees may
have to- pass a written examination
and a driving examination.

New drivers are &ten placed on
an "extra" list-to substitute' for'
regular drivers who are ill or on va-
cation and to make extra trips clue-
ing morning and evening rush
hours. "Extra list" drivers also may
drive charter or sightseeing runs,

and other extra runs such as special
buses for -taking passengers to
sporting events. They remain on the
extra list until they have enough
seniority to get a regular run, which
may take several morrlhs or more
than a year.

Opportunities for promotions
generally are limited, although ex-
perienced drivers. may advance to
jobs such as instructor, supervisor
or dispatcher Promotion in
publicly 'owned bus systems is
usually by examination

Employment Outlook

Employment of focal busdrivers
Ys expected to increase more slowly
than the average for all occupations
through the raid-1980's. Howezfer.
many job openings will re-cgolt from
the need to replace drirs who
transfer to other occupations,
retire, or die. Since the pay is rela-
tively good and few training or ex-
perience requirements exist, appli-
cants. can, expect stiff competition
from many other qualified persons
fOr available jobs. Applicants with
good driving records and ex-
perience in driving large vehicles
have the best chance of being hired.

The increased use of privately
owned automobiles hucities and the
population shift to the suburbs
where most people drive their own
cars has caused a decline in bus pas-

,

sengers and driver employment.
However, in urban areas the au-
tomobile is now recognizid as the
main source of air pollution and
trafficcongestion. To reduce the
number of cars used by commuters,
many .cities are trying to_ improve
local bus service. Sore cities now
have commuter buses with reserved
seats. EiPreSs lanes reserved for
buses on city streets, more con-
venient routes, and more comforta-
ble buses reflect the impact of
Federal, State and local govern-
ment interest in providing better
,bus service. Improvedbus service
will require more drivers.
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Earnings aid Working
conditions

According to a survey of union
contracts in 65 large cities, local
,busdrivers averaged $5.55 an hour
in 1974, about cipe-fourth more
than the average far all nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farnung. Hourly wages were
highest in the larger cities. Wage
scales for beginning drivers were
generally 10 to 20 cents an hour
less.

The workweeA for regular drivers
cons of any 5 oonsecu-

tive days; Saturdays an Sundays
are counted as regular workdays.
Some driVers have to work evenings
and after midnight. To accom-
modate the demands of commuter
travel, many local. busdrivers have
to work:split shifts." For example,
a dnver may work from 6 a.m. to 10
a.m., go home and then return to
work from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Drivels
may receive extra pay for split
shifts.

Driving a bus is not physically
strenuous, but busdrivers may
suffer nervous strain from maneu-
vering a 11-ge vehicle through
heavy traffic while dealing with pas-
sengers. However, local busdrivers
enjoy steady
meat, and w out close su-
pervision.

Most loc busdrivers are mem-
bers of the Amalgahiated Transit
Union Drivers in New York City
and several other large cities belong
to the Transport Workers Union of
America The Brotherhood of Rail-
road Trainmen and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Teanisters,
-Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and
Helpers of AMerica (Ind) also Have
organized some local busdrivers

Sources of Additional
. rnformation

For further informatioti on em-
ployinent opportunities, contact a
local bus company or he local
office of the Stite employment
seyvice.

year-round employ.
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LOCAL TRUCKDRIVERS
4( D.O.T. 900,883, 902.883.

903.883, 906 883, and 909 883)

Nit Uri of the Workr
Although ,goods from near and

far may ,begin their trip to
customers by trucks, trains, ships,
or planes, final deliveries almost al-
ways are -rkiacie by truck. Locil
truckdrivers move goods- from ter -
minals and warehouses to factories,
stores, and homes in the area. They
are skilled drivers who can
maneuver trucks inte.Lgttt parking

, through narrow d
up to lo platforms.

When I ckdrivers arrive at
the terminal or warehouse, they .

receive assignments to make delive-
ries, pickups, or both. They also get
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delivery forms anji check the condi-
tion of their, trucks. BeTore the
drivers arrive for work, material
handlers generally have loaded the
trucks and arranged the items in
order of delivery to minimize han-
dling of merchandise.

At the customer's place of busi-
ness, drivers generally load and un
load the merchandise. If there are
heavy loads such as ma,..hinery, , or if
there are many deliveries to make
during the day, drivers may have
helpers. Drivers of moving vans
usually have crews of helpers to
assist in loading and unloading
household or office furniture.aDnvers get customers sign
receipts for .the goods, and may
receive money Ver the Material
delivered. At the end of the day,
they turn in receipts, money, and
records of the delivries made.

--...._in

.

Th y also %port whatever repairs
the trucks need before being used
again.

Some of the:14 workers drive spe-
cial types of trucks, such as dump
or oil trucks, which require the
operation of mechinical levers,
pedals, or oilier equipment. If they
haul large or heavy items, they
operate mechanical hoists to load
and unload the material from the
trucks.
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About 1.5 million poophs had fobs as local truck drIvaes In 1974.
^ .
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Places of Employment

About I 6 million, people worked
as local ruckdrivers in 1974,
mostly in and around large cities
However, they work in all commu-
nities.

Most local drivers work for busi-
nesses which delver their own
products and goodssuch as de-
partment stores, foodstores, and
lumber yards. Many others are em-
ployed by trucking companies;'
some work for Federal, State, and
Local government agencies.

A, . large number of local
truckdrivers are owner-operators.
Drivers who own one or two trucks
account for a sizable proportion of
the local for-hire trucking industry.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Qualifications for local
truCkddvers vary considerably, de-
pending upon the type of truck and
the nature oft the employer's busi-
ness. .

. In most States, however, appli-
cants must have a chauffeur's
license, which is a commercial driv-
ing permit. Information on how to

this license can be obtained
fro Sta*Motor Vehicle. Depart-
ments, Khoo sledge of traffic laws is
necessaryf, and some previous ex-
perience lin driving a truck is help-
ful. A person may obtain such ex-
p'erience by :working; as a
truckdriver's helper. Employers
also give consideration to driving
experience gained in the Armed

TIPFces.
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Applicants raay have to pass a
general physical examination, a

written examination on driving
regulations, and a driving test They
should have good hearing and a
least 20140 viston, with or Without
glasses, be able loilft heavy objects.
and be in good lealth Since drivers
often deal directly with the public.
the ability to get along welt with
people also is important. Many em
ployers will not hire applicants who
have bad driving records

Training giv n to new drivers is
often inform and may consist
only of riding nth and observing an
experienced nver Additional
training may' given if they are to
drive a special ype oftruck. Some
companies giv I to 2 days of class-
room instruc on which covers
general duties, the efficient opera-
tion, and loading of a truck, com-
pany policies, and the preparation
of delivery forms and company
records.

Although m t new emplOyees
are.assigned i ediately to regular
driving jobs, me start as extra

1drivers and no the work of regular
drivers whO ar ill or on vacation.
They receive a regular assignment
when an opening occurs.

Local truckdriyers may advance
to supervisor, dispatcher, manager,
or to traffic 4ork for example,
planning delive
ever, relatively
available For tI

truckdriver ma
heavy or specie
by transferring
truckdriving
who have bu
become owner -i
have enough m
truck

Employm

Although e
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through the mid
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ry schedules. How-
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ie most part, a local
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iness can
erators when they

ney to purchase a

nt Outlook

ployment is ex-
more slowly than
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i1980's, opporturn-
ment as a local
ally are favorable.
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In addition to the job openings from
growth, thousands of openings will
result from the need to replace ex-
penenced dnvers who_tY-Anfr-r to
other occupations, retire,. or die.
Job openings may vary from year to
year, however,,since the number of
drivers needed fluctuates with
general business conditions. Appli-
cams with good driving records
hays the best chance of being hired.

The rise in total business activity
anticipated in the years ahead will
increase the amount of freight to be
distributed. Since tracks carry vir-
tually all local freight, employment
of drivers will grow, but not as fast
is the increase in freight. In many
cases, trucks are not fully loaded
when they make deliveries; thus,
more goods-can be handled without
increasing the number of trucks or
drivers. -

Earnings and Working
Conditions

On the average, union wage
scales were S6.39 an hour for local
truckdrivers and 35.84 an hour for
Welpers in 1974 according to a sur-
vein 68Jarge cities. This is about
°ie and One-half times as much as
the average for all nonArpervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

As a rule, local truckdrivers are
paid by the hour and receive extra
pay for working overtime,, usually
after 40 hours. Some drivers are
guaranteed minimum daily or
weekly earnings. Local truckdnvers
frequently work 48 hours or more a
week. Night or early mAming work

.is sometimes necessarY, particularly
for drivers handling -ffilodstuffs for
chain -grocery stores, produce mar-
kets, or bakeries. Most drivers
deliver over regular routes,
although some may be assigned dif-
ferent routes each day.'

Truckdriving has become less
physically demanding because of
power steering; more comfortable
seating, improved ventiliation and
cab design, but when drivers make
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man deliveries during a day, their
work can be exhausting. Morever,
driving in heavy traffic can cause
nervous strain. Local truckdrivers,
however, do have certain work ad-
vantages. Employment is steady
and, unlike long-distance drivers,.
they usually work during the day
and return home in the evening.

. 'Many local truckdrivers are
members of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chad.
fours, Warehousemen and Helpers
of America (Inc).) Some local
truckdnvers einyloyed by compa-
nies outside the. trucking industry
are members of unions that
represent the plantworkers of their
employers.

Sources of Additional
,information

Information on bareer opportun i:
ties in the trucking industry may be
obtained from:
American Trucking Associations, Inc., 1616

St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

For details on truck 'driver em-
ployment opportunities, contact
local trucking companies or the
local office of the State employ-
ment service.

LONG-DISTANCE
TRUCKDRIVERS

(D.O.T. 903.883, 904.883,
905.883, and 909.883)

At all hours of the fay and night
big trucks travel along turnpikes
and highways currying a wide
variety of goods between terminals
that are hundreds, or even
thousands of miles apart. Behind
the wheel are the top professional
drivers. They drive the largest and
most expensive equipment and
receive the highest wages of all
drivers."

In most cases, dispatchers tell
long distance drivers when to report
for work and where to take the
truck. Although many drivers work
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dunng the day, night travel is com-
mon and frequently preferred

`.because the roads are less crowded
and trips take less time. Trucks al-
ready have been lqaded and serv-
iced with fuel and oil when the
drivers report for work.

Before moving rrom the terminal,
drivers Inspect the trucks to make
sthey will operate safely. For
e ple, they make sure the
brakes windshield wipers, . and
lights work properly and that a fire
extinguisher, flares, and other
safety equipment have been loaded.
Mirrors are adjusted so that both
sides of the truck are visible from
the driver's seat. Dnvers also make
sure the cargo has been loaded
properly and will not shift after the
tnp haS begun. If some equipment
does not, operate properly, or is
missing, or if the cargo is not loaded
properly, drivers report. the
problein to the dispatcher for cor-
rection.

Once they start the truck moving,
drivers must be alert to prevent ac-
cidents. They must be careful when
going through narrow spaces to
allow enough room for. the long
trailers. Since truck seats are higher
than seats in most can, dnvers can
see far down the road. They seek
traffic lanes that allow trucks to
lave at a steady speed, and when
going downhill they may Increase

speed slightly to gain momentum
for a hill ahead.

After traveling for several hours,
drivers may stop to eat, refuel, and
relax. When dnvers have reached
their destination and have parked at
the unloading platform, they
complete reports about the trip and
the condition of the truck. Both are
required by the U.S Department of
Transportation. When drivers have
an accident, a detailed report is
required.

Drivers are generally off duty be-
fore they pick up another truck to
drive back to their home city, or in
some cases, to another city.

Long-distance truckdrivers spend
most of their working time behind
the wheel, although some also han-
dle freight For example, drivers of
long-distance moving vans may
load and unload furniture.

Places of Employment

An estimated 540,000 long-
distance .drivers were employed in
1974 Most live hear large cities
and manufacturing centers which
have many truck terminals Drivers
who specialize in transporting
agricultural products or minerals
may live in rural areas.

A large proportion of long-
distance truckdrivers work for
trucking companies "that serve the
teneral public Miny others work
for companies such as furniture
manufacturers, which own and
operate trucks to deliver their
products. A significant number of
drivers are owner-operators

TialnIng, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The U.S. Department of Trans-
portation establishes minimum
qualifications for long-distance
truckdrivers engaged' in interstate
commerce. A driver must be at
least 21 years old and pass a physi-
cal examination which, the em-
ployer usually pays for. Good hear-
ing 20/40 vision with or without
glasses, normal use of gnus and legs
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(unless a waiver is obtained), and .
normal blood pressure are the main
physical requirements

To be hired, driver must have a
good driving record and must pass a
road test to show they can operate a
vehicle of the type and size they will
drive in regular service. In addition,
they must take a written examina-,
non on the Motor Carrier S3fety
RegulauOns of the L'.S. Department
of Transporatation. In most States,
truckdrivers also must have a
chauffeur's .license from the State
Motor Vehicle Depaient.

Many fleet operatOrs have higher
hinng standards than those
described. Many firms specify
height and weight limitations, other
companies employ only applicants
who "have had several year ex-
perience drivihg trucks bog
distances.

Driver training courses are a
common method pf preparing for
truckdriving jobs. Most training
authorities and employers recom-
mend high school driver-training
courses. In addition, a high school
c4rse in automotive mechanics
helps drivers make minor roadside
repairs.

A small number of private techni-
cal-vocational schools offer
truckdriving courses. Students
learn to inspect the trucks and
freight, to drive large vehicles in
crowded areas and in highway traf-
fic, and to comply with Federal,
State, and local regulations.
Completion of a course,,however,
does not assure a job, interested
persons should check with local
trucking companies to make, sure
the school's training is acceptable.

All employers are interested in
obtaining good, safe, reliable
drivers. Some Only select applicants
with safe driving .records,, others
hire on the basis of personal inter-
views. New drivers usually are given
ir brief explanation of company pol-
icy and the preparation of various
forms used on the job. They then
make one or more training trips
under the supervision of an instruc-
tor, or an eiperienced driver,
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Drivers for large trucking compa
rues frequently start on the extra
board," bidding for regular runs on
the basis of seniority as vacancies
occur. (The extra board is a last of
drivers, assigned in rotation, who
substitute for regular drivers or who
make extra trips when necessary.)
Drivers for smaller companies are
more likely to begin with assigned
regular routes.

Opportunities for promotion in
this occupation are limited. A few
drivers may advance to jobs as
safety supervisor, driver supervisor,
and dispatcher. However, such jobs
are often unattractive to long-
distance truckdrivers, since the
starting pay is usually less .than the
pay for driving jobs. Although most
drivers can .only expect to advance
to driving runs that provide in---
creased eawings or preferred
schedules%nd working conditions,
those with business ability and

-_e_riough money to-buy a, truck may
ecoin-e owner-operators.

Employrr4rtt Outlook

mplo ent of long-distance
truckdrivers 1 cted to increase
more slowly than average, for all
Occupations, through the mid-
19)80's. In addition to jobs from em-
ployment growth,. thousands of
openings will be created in this
large occupation as experienced

vers retire, die, or transfer to
oth fields of work. Job 'opportuni-
ties Friay-Aary from year to year,
however, bes'ft- u the amount of
freight moved by ks flucua$es
with ups and downs in t er.Qnp-
my. Since. driver earnings are high
and nolorrpal traiging is required,
applicants ctee"xpect to face strong
competition for available jpbs. Ap-
plicants with previous driving ex-
perience usually are the first hired.

The general, economic growth of
the Nation-is expected to increase
the amouht of freight carried long
distances by truck, thus increasing
the derband for drivers. However,

the demali'd for drivers is expetted
to increase more slowly than the
growth in freight. Larger trucks, in-
creased use railr9ad cars to

antrsport I ed --(ruckspiggy-
back serviceand reduced govern.
ment regulations should increase
the amount of freight each driver
moves annually.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Based on limited information,
drivers employed by large trucking
companies had annual average
earnings of about 518,300 in 1974,
about double the average of all non-
supervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming. Pay rates
are fairly uniform because this field
is highly unionized, and union con-
tracts are generally master agree-
ments covering all employers within
a multi-State region.

The earnings of an individual
driver are affected 'by- _mileage
driven, number of hours worked,
type of truck, and the weight of

so`areaffected by
the nature of e cargo; premium
rates are paid for flammable or
otherwise hazardous commodities

Some companies outside Abe.-
trucking industry, such as bakeries
and dairies, may pay drivers on the
same basis as other employees -.a
monthly, weekly, or daily wage.
Generally, 'such a wage is for a
specified number of hours, and, if
drivers work additional hours, they
receive extra pay.

Trucking companies engaged in
interstate commerce are subject to
the U.S. Department of Transporta:
tion rules governing hours of work
and ether matters. These regula-
tions limit the hours drivers may
work and assure a reasonable
amount of time for rest. For exam-
ple, a drivevannot be on.duty for
more than 60 -0-ours in any 7-day
period, and anribiArive more than
10 hours witl;put .being off duty at
least 8 hours:..Aag drivers, par-

the
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ticularly on very long runs, work
fairly close to the maximum hours
permitted A workweek of at least
50 hours is very common

Long-distance truckdrivers often
must spend time away from home
in such instances, the company pro-
vides lodging either in a company
dormitory or a hotel or motel. Some
companies use two drivers on very
long runs. One drives..while the
other sleeps in a berth behind the
cab. Although .earnings on
"sleeper" runs are the highest in the
field, the work is very tiring and
requires being away from families
and friends for days and even weeks
at a time.

The physical strain of long-
distance driving has been reduced.'
by more comfortable seating, im-
proved ventilation and cab design,
better highways, and more stringent
safety regulations. However, the
noise and vibration of the truck and
the nervous strain of sustained driv-
ing are tiring.

Most long-distance drivers are
members of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauf-
feurs, Warehousemen and Helpers
of Amenca (Ind.). Some driven
outside the trucking Industry be-
long to the unions that represent
plant employees of the companies
for which they Work.

. Sources of Additions!.
InfOrmation

Information on career opportuni-
ties in the trucking industry may be
obtained from:
American Trucking Associations, Inc., 1616

P St. NW., Washington, D.0 20036

Additional details on truckdriver
employment, opportunities may be
obtained from local trucking COM-
p,anies oLlocai offices of the State
employment service.
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PARKING ATTENDANTS.
(ROT 915 878).

Nature of the Work

Parking attendants park
customers' cars and collect pay-
ment for the time th are left on
the lot or in the g ge. Attendants
meet incomin cars and record
their time of-arrival on numbered
claim checks. One part of the check
is placed on the car's' windshield
and the other is giveh to the driver
to reclaim his car.

Some parking attendants ask
customers- \when they expect to
return's° they. can put the car in
either the front or the back of the

.lot. This information is especially
important for an attendant working
on a lot where cars are parked
bumper to bumper rather than in
easily accessible rows.

Attendants usually drive the cars
to and from vacant spaces, but at
some facilities they tell driver(
where to park. Attendants working
in multilevel garages may be as-
signed to only o e level, but the
usual pest is for attendants to
work all levels and use a moving
manlift belt for transportation
between floors. -

Some parking lots require
customers to pay when entering the
lot and usually charge a flat fee for
the day or evening. Others charge
by the hour and attendants must
deterinine the correct amount owed
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by each customer. In large
establishments, a cashier, rattier
than an attendant, may collect pay-
ments.

Slack periods are common at
most parking facilities and atten-
dants may be required to perform
routine maintenance jobs or wash
and wax cars when they are -not
busy.

Places of Employment

About 40,000 parking atten-
dantsnearly all of them men
were employed in 1974. Parking at-
tendants work in facilities ranging
from small outdoor lots to large
parking garages. Most lots and
garages are commercial establish-
ments and in urban areas they often
are part Of citywide chains.
Although some restaurants, hotels,
airports, and stores maintain their
own lots, the usual practice is to
rent parking space for their
customerS. in commercial garages.
Some cities own and operate their
own lots'in downtown areas.

More than a third of all parking
attendants work part time, usually
during busy morning and evening
hours. Many part-time attendants
are students.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although there are no specific
educational'requirements for park-
ing attendants, employers prefer
high school graduates. Parking at-
tendapts must have a valid driver's
license, be able to drive all typeS of
cars, and have good eyesight and
peripheralcvision. The ability to
keep records of claim tickets, com-,
pute parkipg charges, and make
change also is important. .

Attendants should be in good
physical condition because the
work involves long periods of stand-
ing. and can* tiring When many
cars must be mOveds in a hurry.
Parking attendaits should be neat,
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tactful, and courteous when dealing
with the public.

Many employers offer on-the-job
training programs that review
proper driving techniques and ex-
plain company policy on record-
keeping procedures and damage
claims. These courses usually in-
clude tips on how to maintain good
customer relations.

Parking attendants have limited
opportunities for advancement,
although ,they may become
managers, or supervisors of parking
facilities.

Employment Outlook

Employment of parking atten-
dants is expected to grow more
slowly than the average for all occu-
pations through the, mid-1980's as
the trend to self-parking systems
continues Parking lot owners
prefer the self-park method
because it is less 'costly and because
most customers prefer to park their
own cars rather than wait for a busy
attendant Employment growth also
1.9111" be limited by the recent slow-
down in the construction of parking
facilities.

Although employment growth is
expected to be slow, the need to
replace workers who die, retire, or
transfer to other occupations will
create some job openings each
year. Part-time and evening work
will be available. Most job opportu-
nities will IX in large, commercial
parking lots in urban areas.

EarnIngsand Working
Conditions

Although all parking 'attendants
are not covered by minimum wage
provisions, in 1974 most had hourly
earnings near the $1.90, minimum
required by State find Federal laws.
According to the limited data
available, attendants who are union
members earn between $2.10 and
$3.25 an hour in urban areas, but
most attendants are not union
members. Nearly all attendants
receive 'tips in addition, to wages
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that add substantially to their in-
come. t.

Many parking attendants receive
fringe benefits such as life, health,
and disability insurance, paid vaca-
tions, a Christmas bonus, and profit
sharing. Some companies furnisi
uniforms. Attendants often work
long hours,bowever. A 10-hour day
and work at nights, on weekends,
and on holidays are not unusual. In
addition, many attendants spend
much time outdoors in all kinds of
weather and constantly breathe au
tomobile exhaust fUrnes In some
places. attendants are responsible
for any damage they do to
customers' cars.

The principal union organizing
parking attendants is the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and
Helpers of America.

Sources of Additio-nal
infdrmation

For, general ihformon about
the parking indugtky, write:

National Parking Assoctatton. 1101 17th St.
NW .Washington.D C 20036

TAXICAB DRIVERS_
6(D.O.T.913.3 3).

Naturoof the Work'

In practically all communities,
taxicabs are an essential part of the
public transportation system Since
they operate without fixed routes or
schedules. they offer individualized
transportation service not other-
wise available.

Many taxicab companies have
cabs with two-way radios so
dispatchers can tell drivers where to
pick up passengers who call for
sere ice Another method to get pas-
sengers is for drivers fo wait at cab-
stands for telephone calls from the
dispatching office. Drivers in large
cities may drive around busy arias
arid watch for potential customers

or may wait at hotels, bus terminals,
and other places where business
will be good. Smart drivers keep in-

on where crowds are likely
to,gather For example, driv.ers may
go to stations when irams are.
scheduled to arrive so that they are
on hand to pick up passengers,
getting off the train.

Occasionally, drivers may assist
passengers in and out of the cab and
may handle their luggage. In some
communities, drivers regularly
transport crippled children to and
from school Cab drivers also may
provide sightseeing tours for out-of-
town visitors and may pick up and
deliver packages.

Drivers have to keep records of
such basic facts as the date, time,
and place passengers were picked
up and their destination, time of ar-
rival, and fare In small companies,
drivers often are responsible for
cleaning the cab.

Places of Employment
In 1974, about 92,000 taxicab

drivers worked full time in the tax-
icab, Industry. Although taxicab
drivers a?e employed in all but the
smallest cities, employment is con-
centrated in large cities. About one-
fifth- of all full-time taxi drivers
work in NewYork City.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

TO become a taxi driver, appli-
cants are usually required to have a
State-issued chauffeur's license and
a special taxicab operator's license
issued by the local police, safety de-
partment, or Public Utilities Com-
mission. Although taxicab operator
licensing requirements vary con-
siderably among cities, applicahts
generally must be in good health,
have a good driving record, and not
have been convicted of a serious
crime.

Most large communities.require
an applicant for a taxi driver's

.
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Taxi driver gets instructions to pick up
passengers from a dispatcher.

license to pass a written examina-
uon on taxicab and traffic regula-
tions. The examination may include
questions on street locations, in-
surance regulations, accident re-
ports, lOst articles, and zoning or
meter rules,. In some cities, the cab,
company will teach applicants tax-
icab regulations and the location of
streets an4 important buildings. In
ogaer cities, applicants must
repare themselves' for the ex-

amination.
Although there are no minimum

education requirements, many
companies prefer applicants to
have a least an eighth-grade educa-
tion. Applicants also must be able
to write legibly to complete
required forms.and must be able to
deal tactfully and courteously with
all types of people. Because of
tomobile Insurance regulations, a
large number of taxicab companies
only hire applicants who are at feast
21, and in some cases, 25 years of
age.

Opportunities for advancement
are lirmibd by the small number of
supervisory positions. Promotion to
the job of dispatcher is often the
only possibility. Some drivers, how-
ever, have become road super-
visors, garage superintendents, or
claims agents. A few develop ad-
ministrative skills and advance to ,

nfanagenal positions .in the com-
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pany. To increase their income,
many drivers buy and operate their
own cabs.

Ernploymsnt Outlook

Opportunities for employment
should be good through the mid-
1980's. Although little change in
the total employment of full-time
taxicab drivers is expected, theigh
turnover of employed drivers
should create many jobs. ,

Many taxicab drivers are tempo-
rary employees. Some are working
to earn money until they finish
school or until they find the job
they want, others work to earn
money for a special purpose, such
as a vacation. After a period of
weeks or months, whenever these
drivers have obtained other jobs or
paid _their bills, they quit. As a

P
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result, there usually are matey tax-
icab driving jobs available.

Earnings and Working.
Conditions

Most taxi drivers are paid a per-
centageusually betiveen 40 and
50 percentof the total fare.
Drivers also frequently receive tips,
ranging from 10 to 20 percent of
the fare. In 1974, a private survey
reported that drivers averaged
$3.25 an hour, including tips. Solite
taxi drivers covered 134 union-em -
ployer contracts have guaranteed
minimums up to $85 a week.

Many drivers rent their cabs from
the company by the day" for a set
fee. Any receipts 'above the cab
reAtal and other operating expenses*
are kept by the drivers.

Many full-time drivers start work

4

r

between 6 a.m. and 8 a.m. to be
available for passengers going: to
work and quit after the evening
rush of passengers returning home.
During the day they may rest for
several hours. Other drivers work
nights, starting between 3 p.m: and
5 and some work on Satur-
days, Sundays, and holidays.
Drivers do not receive overtime
pay. .

Sourest of Additional
Infoimation'

For further information on job
opportunities in this field, contact
local cab companies or the local
office of the Slate employment
service.

r
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.SCIENTIFIC -AND TECHNICAL .00CUPATIONS

Progress in every cet o Amer-
ican life depends some degree on
our scientific d techniclal work
foite An in 'ased standad of liv-*
ing, great efense capabilities, ex-
plorazio of outer jpace,....and, ad-
vance nt in atofnic energy,
health, d communications _ are
jus e of the-Asults of the wotk

ne by scientists, engineers, and
technicians.

About 2.5 million people or
nearly 'one-quarter of all profes-
sional workers were engineers,
scientists, or other scientific' and
technical workers in 1974. (See
chart 16.) Employinent in these
occupations increasd much more
rapidly than did total employ-
ment over the past 25 years, the
number of scientists and engineers,
for example, almost tripled, while
the total number of workers in the
United States grew by less than half.
The growth of our scientific and'
technical work force resulted from

many factors, including overall
economic growth, increased
research and development (R&D)
expenditures, growth of college and
university faculties, the race to put
a man on the moon, and the
development of sophisticated
defense systems. Many technologi-
cal innovations, such as the
widespread use of computers, also
contributed to this growth.

Engineers -

Engineers play a prominent role
in bringing scientific progress into
our everyday lives. They convert
raw materials and sources of power
into useful products by .applying
basic scientific principles Most en-
gineers work in private industry
primarily industries manufacturing
machinery, electrical equipment,
and aircraft, and firms providing
engineering and architectural serv-
ices.

3 2

Engineers usually specialize in
one of several branches. Electncal
and mechanical engineering are the
largest branches. Many, engineers
further specialize within an industry
such as motor vehicles.

Engineers design, develop, and
test equipment, work in the produc-
tion departments of manufacturing
firms, and sell technical products
and provide technical assistance to
customqrs. Some are in supervisory
and mAnagement jobs in which
knowledge of engineerihg is
required..

Scientists

Scientists seek knowledge of na-
ture and the physical world through,
observation, study, and experimen-
tation. The largest group of natural
scientists study the laws of the
physical world, this group includes,
chemists, physicists, and environ-
mental scientists. More than half of
all physical scientists are chemists.
Most work in private industry;
about one-third are in chemical
manufacturing. A quarter of all
physical scientists are physicists.
Most work in colleges and universi-
ties, teaching and doing research,
and in private industiymostly in
companies manufacturing aero-
space and defense-related pro-
ducts.

Environmental scientists study
the earth, its °teals, and its at
mosphere. Their work results jn an
Increased understanding of our
planet and has Important implica-
tions in controlling pollution,
discovering and developing natural
resources,- and weather prediction.
This group includes geologists,
geophysicists, meteorologists, and
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oceanographers. The largest occu-
ISauon is geologists. Most geologists
w. roleum extraction pdus-

.and. in colleges and universi-
es, teaching and doing research.
Life scientists study life processes'

and !pang organisms, from the lar-
gest animals to- the smallest
microbes. The_majonty teach or do
research in colleges and universi-
ties. Biological scientists,are the lar-
gest group of life sciensitsis. Medical
scientists has been the fastest grow-
mg group over the past two
decadei.

gsome mathematicians devote all
their time to theoretical research,
while others apply mathematical
pnnciples to practical problems.
-Both mathematicians and statisti-
ccans' work to quantify.lolutions to
problems in science, management,
and engineering.

Statisticians collect, analyze. and
interpret the numerical results of
surveys; 'quality control tests, or'
economic and business research

'programs. In doing so, they assist
managers and administrators in
making decisions.

°that Sclintffic and Technical
Parsonnal

More than 900,000 workers in
other scientific and technical occu-
nations assist scientists and en.
gineers. These persons work as en-
gineering and science technicians,
broadcast technicians, drafters, and
surveyors.

Engineering and science techni-
cian jobs are more practical avid
limited in. scope than those of-en-
gmeets and scientists. The more
highly skilled jobs, however,
reqUire the ability to; analyze and
solve eniineenni and science
problems and to prepare reports on
tests and experiments.
%. Technicians in research and
developmeht set up complex

. laboratory equipment and help
design scientific instrument?: In
production, they help test and in-
spect products and act as a-liaison
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between engineering and produc..
tion departments. Others sell
technical products, install complex
equipment, and provide technical
services to customers.

Broadcast technicians ensure'the
technical quality of radio and
television broadcastrby operating
and maintaining sound recorders,
television cameras, video tape
recorders, and other electronic
equipment.

Drafters prepare detailed.
drawings which show dimensions,
material requirements, and other
specifications for engineers,
architects, and designers.

Surveyors Measure. construction
sites, establish official land bounda-
ries, assist in setting land valuations,
and collect information for maps
and charts.

Training

A bachelor's degree is usually
needed to enter scientific and en-
gineering jobs. However, increasing
emphasis is being placed on ad-
vanced degrees in -some fields, espe-
cially in mathematics, physics, and
the life sciences. ForSome occupa:
tons, such as astronomers, a doc-
torate is required for full profes-
sional status. A bachelor's degree is
sufficient for entry into most en
gineenng jobs, however, and some
senior engineenng technicians with
less ttran,,,,p, bachelor's degree are
pmmotedlo engineering jobs.

Undergraduate training for
scientist' and engineers includes
Courses in their major field and in
related science awas, including
mathematics. Courses. in statistics
and computer programming are
becoming mote important Stu-
dents are usually required to take
courses in

t
English and a foreign lan-

guage, as well. .

In graduate school, students
usually take several coutses,in their
major area of study. Requirements
for the master's or doctor's degree
vary by institution, but usually in-
clude a-thesis based on independent
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research Students who want to spe-
cialize in a particular area of study
should select their schools' care-
fully For example, those who plan
to become biomedical engineers
and biochemists And work in
medicine should study at a universi-
ty affiliated with a hospital Those
who wane to be agricultural
scientistscan get the most practical
training at State Universities that
hive' agricultural experiment sta-
tions.

Technicians acquire training in
many ways. Some complete on-the-
job training programs, take formal
courses part time while working, or
obtain training in the Armed
Forces Many employers, however,
seek graduates of specialized train-
ing programs One- to four-year
training programs are offered in
post-secondary' schoolstechnical
institutes, junior and community
colleges, area vocational technical
schools, and colleges and universi-
ties. "

- Outlook

Opportunities in scientific and
technical occupations are expected
to expand through the id-1980's,
based on the assumption that addi-
tional numbers of engineers,
scientists, and technicians will be
needed to carry out research and
development (R&D) work In the
past, growtlt ill these occupations
has been related to inereased R&D
expenditures, especially by the
Federal Government. R&D expen-
ditures of government and industry
are, expected to continue to in
crease through the ''mid-1980's,
although more slowly than during
the 1960's. If actual R&D levels

r and patterns differ significantly
from those assumed, the outlook in
many occupations would be al-
tered. .

Scientists, engineers, and other
scientific and technical workers will
be needed .to develop new
technologies and better products

, In addition, many technically

' it*
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trained people will be required to
4 solve urgent problems such as air,

water, and noise pollution, to
develop new sources of energy, and
to combat disease

0

/
44

The following sections of the
Handbook provide detailed infor-
mation for 4 conservation occupa-
tions, 12 engineering specialties. 13
scientific occupations including ,

o
3

1.

.11
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life, physical, environmental, and
mathematical scientists, and 4 re-
lated scientific and technical occu-
pations.

4



CONSERVATION OCCUPATIONS

Forests, rangelands, wildlife, soil,
and vtater are, important natural
resources. Come ("V ationtsts protect
develop, and manage these
resources to assure that future
needs will be met.

A young person interested in a
career in conservation must have
specialized training or expenence.
Foresters, range managers, and soil
conservationists generally need
bachelor's degrees in their fields.
Technical school or on the job
training is usually required for posi-
tions as forestry technicians. In ad-
dition to technical knowledge and
skills, conservationists must have a
sincere interest in the environment
and the desire to protect it They
should enjoy dealing with- others
and like public service, since they
often work with people in the com-
munity. Flexibility is also impor-
tant, since a conservationist may
work in a remote camping area one

;week, speak. to a community group
the next, and fight a forest or brush
fire the next.

This section describes four
conservation occupations fores-
ter, forestry technician, range man-
ager, and soil conservationist.

FORESTERS
(D.O.T: 040.081)

Nature of Work

Forests are a vital resource. They
can be used repeatedly without

)

being destroyedif properly,
managed. The ccindition of our en-

Tyijonnient has become a major na-
tional concern, and foresters play
an important role in protecting that
environment by ensuring that our
forests are properly used. They
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manage, develcip, and protect these
lands and their resourcestimber,
water, wildlife, forage, and recrea-
tional areas.

Foresters also do research, pro-
vide forestry information to forest
owners and to the general public
(called extension work), and teach
at colleges and universities.

Foresters often specialize in one
area of work, such is timber
management, outdoor recreation,
or forest economics. Some of these
areas are recognized as distinct
professions.

Places of Employment

About 24,000' personsmost of
them menworked as foresters in
1974. Over one-third worked in
private industry, mainly for pulp

"and paper, lumber, logging, and
.milling companies. About one-
fourth worked for the Federal
Government, primarily in the
Forest Service of the Department of
Agriculture. The remainder worked
for State and local governments,
colleges and universities, or con-
sulting firms or were self-employed,
either as consultants or forest
owners.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's' degree with a major
in forestry is the minimum educa-
tional requirement for those desir-
ing professional careers in forestry.
An advanced degree is usually
required for teaching and research
positions.

Education in forestry leading to a
bachelor's or higher degree was of-
fered in 1974 by 51 colleges and
universities, of ,which 40 were ac-
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credited by the Society of Amer-
icans Foresters. Curriculums stress
the fiberal arts and communications
skills as/well as technical forestry
subjects. Most programs also in-
dude courses in forest economics
and business gdn3inistration to sup-
plement the student's scientific and
technical knowledge. Many col-
leges require students to spend one
summer in a field camp operated by
the college. All schools encourage
summer jobs that give firsthand ex-
penence in forest or conservation
work.
. Forestry 'graduates often work
under the supervision of ex-
penenced foresters before advanc-
ing to mole responsible positions in
forest management or research.

In addition to meeting the intel-
lectual demands of forestry work,
foresters must have enthusiar for
outdoor work and be physically
hardy-

Employment Outlook

As in the past, employment
requirements for foresters are ex-
pected to grow about as fast as the
average for all occupations thfough
the mid-1980's. In recent years,
however, the number of degrees in
forestry has exceeded occupational
requirements, creating.competition
for jobs. If the number of degrees
granted each year remains -at
present levels, competition is ex-
pected to persist throughout the
period. Opportunities will be better
for those who can offer an em-
ployer either an advanced degree or
several years' experience.

The country will need more
foresters in the future to ensure an
increasing output of forest
products, Employment also may in-
crease as we become more aware of
the need to copsCrve and replenish

urces, and to im-
nvironmental quality of

our forest
prove the
our fo

Private owners of timberland
may well employ more foresters as
they recognize the need forand
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Forester instructs forest crew, in core sampling procedure.

the higher profitability of im-
proved forestry and logging prac-
tices The forest products industry
will require additional foresters to
apply new techniques for using the
entire fofest crop, to develop
methods of growing superior trees
in a shorter period of time, and to

'do research in the fields of plant
genetics and fertilliation:

Employment of foresters will
probably continue to grow faster in
private industry than in the Federal
Government where budget limita-
tions may restrain growth. State
goNernment agencies will probably
hire more foresters through
Federal-State cooperative -pro-
grams fOr fire control, protection
against insects and disease, recrea-
tion, and technical assistance to
owners of forest lands

The expected rapid increase in
the employment of forest 'techni-
cians will reduce the amount of

time spent by professional foresters
in performing routine tasks, but the
forester will have to devote more
and more time to supervisory work
and to the general management of
the forest

Earnings and Working
COnditIons

Foresters starting in private in-
dusfry in 1974 earned about S9,500
per year, while the median annual
salary in priN ate industry was over
S 1 6,000.

Graduates entering the Federal
Government as "foresters in 1974

,with just a bachelor's degree started
at S8-,500a year. However, because
of keen competition, most foresters
hired by the Federal Government
either held a master's degree or had
some experience. And generally
started at S10,500 a year. Ph. D.'s
generally started at S12,841 or

33.4
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S15,4.81 a year. The median annual
salary in 1974 for federally em-
ploye(' foresters exceeded 518,000

in ',Deal govemment, foresters
.generally began at about 59,200 a
year, while their median annual sa-
lary was S13,750. State govern:
,ments paid about S8,600 annually
to start, and State median,.sataries
were 513,200 per years College
professors generally 7itarted at
about $9,300 annualty, while they
median salary was over Si8.000 per
year. Marry fac Wry, forsters supple-
ment their regular 341-saes with in-
come from lecturtnz, consalung
and writing

The _ forester.especially ttr
beginning Jobs--tifsperids considera-
ble orns outdoors in all kinds .0!
weather, sometimes, in remote
areas. Foresters may also work
extra hours on emergency duty, as
in firefighting.or search and rescue
missions.:

Sources Of %Wit:lona!
informatIon.

General information about' the
forestry profesion, lists of reading
materials, and lists ofichools offer -
ing eduCatibn in forestry are availa-
ble from.
Society of Atnencan Foresters, 1010 16th St

NW . Washington, o C 20036'

National Forest Products Asincation, 1619
Massachusetts Ave NW Washington,

C 20036

General career Information rs
also available from:
American Forest Ihsutute, 1619 Mas-

sachusetts Ave NW . Washington, D.C.
20036.

A mencan Forestry Association, 1319.18th
St NW , Washington. D.C. 20036.

For information on forestry
careers in the Forest Service, con-
tact:

S Department of Agnculture, Forest
Service. Washington, D.C. 20250
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FORESTRY TECHNICIANS
(D.O.T. 441.13.7 through

441.8E7)

Nature of the Work

Forestry technicians, sometimes
called forestry aides in entry level
positions, assist professional
foresters in the care and manage-
ment of forest lands and their
resources. (See' statement on
Foresters earlier in this chapter.).

Forestry technicians help esti-
mate present and potential timber
production in a certain area and
measure lags to determine how
much !Umber tltej wi11 eld. Ifonew
roads, a3e needed to "inake the

' timbiraccessible for iiifting, aides
may work as part af'road building
orsurveying crests..

, 'Technicians inspect trees for-dis-
eases and other-problems, and keep
repords of their findingt, 0Q-simple

- watershed improvement -projects,
they install, maintain, and; ttrillect
records from rain gauges; stream-
flow recorders, and instruments
that measure sod moisture

Forestry technicians also help to
prevent and control fires They 'give
fire prevention mforrnition to peo-
ple using, the forest and lead
firefighting crews if a fire occurs.
After fires are extinguished, they
take inventory ot burned areas and
supervise the planting of new trees
and shrubs to restore the forest.

Some technicians supervise
timber sales and roadbuilding trews
or determine recreation -area use
Others work on research projects
which make use of their practical
skills and experience. Technicians
also explain forest regulations and
policies to those using the foreit
and enforce these rules.

Places of Employment

AbOut 10,500 persons worked
year round as forestry technicians
in 1974. About the same number
found temporary employment
primarily with Federal and State
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Governmentsduring the ,summer
or in the spring and fall fire seasons..

Nearly half the year-round total
worked in private industry, mainly
for logging, Lumber and paper com-
panies. Reforestation projects of

fining, oil and railroad compa-
n - as well as employment in tree
nurseriesaccounted for the
remainder of the industrial total.

-The Federal Government employed
about 3,500 year-roundmrimarily in
the Forest Service of the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, While
another. 2,200 worked for State
governments.

Training, Other Quailficatfons,
and Advancement

Young . persons qualify , for
begnnung jobs as forestry aides or
technicians by, completing a ,spe-
ctalized eosuse of study in a 1-. or 2-
year post, secondary school, or

through work experience. Those
who qualify through work ex-

, perience often begin. as forestry
aides. After sufficient experience
on firefighting crews, in tree nurs-
eries and in recreation work, an aide
may qualify for a technician posi-
tion. Because of keen job.cornpeti-
tion at the present time, opportuni-
ties for employment are better for
those with post-secondary school
training:1n 1974, about 80 teclutl-
cal institutes, junior or conithunity
colleges, a,nd universities offered
forest technician training, of which
53 are recognized by the Society of
American Foresters.

Specialized courses include land
surveying, tree identifications, and
aerial photograph interpretation.
To gain experience, students often
spend time working in a forest or
camp operated by the school.

Enthusiasm for outdoor work,
physical stamina, and the ability to.

Forest technicians check plans for a roadibuilding prefect.
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carry out tasks without direct su-
pervision are essential for success in
this field The technician should be
able to work with survey crews.
users of the forest lands, forest
owners, and professional foresters

Well-trained technicians need to
uriderstarid the basic principles of
mathematics, and science They
'must expresi their ideas clearly
when talking to others and liplaen
making written reports

Forest technicianf generally
begin work as traitress or in rela-
tively routine positions under the
direct supervision of an ex-
perienced technician, scientist, or
professional forester. As they gain
experience, they are given more
responsibility, and often move into
supervisory positions.

Employment Outlook

Growth in employment of
forestry technicians is expected to
be faster than the average for all oc-
cupations through the mid- 1980's.

. Private industry is expected fo pro-
vide a higher proportion of these
jobs than in the past. However,
bCcaute.so many young people seek
to enter the forestry occopationsi
even those with .specialized post-
hig4 school training may face com-
petition for existing jobs.

Environmental concern, a rising
demand for forest products and in-
creased use of technology in the
forest industry are expected to
stimulate demand for more techni-
cians each year. Trained techni-
cians will be required to operate
specialized and efficient laborsav-
ing machines and to help apply:"So-
phisticated scientific methods to
forest management. Technicians
will also increasingly perform many
of the more routine jobs done by
foresters.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Annual earnings of forestry aides
and technicians range from about
$5,000 to almost $16,000, those

having high earnings usually have
had miry years of experience. In
the Federal Government, beginning
forestry technicians earned $7,596
or $8,500,,a year in 1974 depending
on educate and experience.
Beginning salaries in private mdus-
tryaveraged around $8,400 a year.

Forestry technicians spend con:
siderable tune outdoors in all kinds
of weather, sometimes in remote
areas. In emergencies, such as
fighting fires and controlling floods,
forestry technicians work many
extra hours. Climatic conditions
often limit year-round field work,
and firefighting jobs are limited to
the fire season.,

'Sources of Additional
information .

Information about a career in the
fede Government as a forestry
techni ian is available from:
US. of Agxicutture. Forest

Service, Washington. D.C. 20250.

For a list of schools recognized
by the Society of American
Foresters' offering training in the
field write to:
Society of American Foresters. 1010 16th St.

NW.. Washington. D.C. 20036: -

RANGE MANAGERS
(D.O.T. 040.081)

Nature of Work

Rangelands cover' more than 1

billion acres of- the United States,
mostly in the Western States and
Alaska They contain many natural
resources: grass and shrubs for
animal grazing, habitats for
livestock and wildlife, vast
watersheds, facilities for water
sports and other kinds of recrea-
tion, valuable minerals and energy
resources, and areas for scientific
study of the environment. These
resources can yield their full poten-
tial only if properly managed.

Range managers, sometimes
called range conservationists, range
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scientisis, or range ecologists,
manage, improve, and protet
mange resources. They determine
the number and kind of animals to:
be grazed, the grazing system to be
used, and the best season for graz-
ing in order to yield a high product
non of livestock. At the...same tune
they must conserve sod and vegeta-

. non for other uses such, as wildlife
grazing, outdoor recreation, and
timber production. - Range
managers restore or irnprove range-
lands through techniques such as
controlled burning, reseeding, and
the biological, chemical, or

. mechanical control of undesirable
plants. For example, rangelands
with natural 'sagebrush vegetation
may be plowed op and reseeded,
with a more productive grass. They
also determine and carry out range
conservation and development
needs such as providing for animal
watering facilities, erosion control,
.and fire prevention.

Because of the multiple use of
rangelander range managers often
work in such closely related fields
as wildlife and watershed. manage-
ment, forest management, and
recreation. Some also work on the
ecological restoration of areas for-
merly devoted to mineral extrac-
tion. Some range managers teach,
conduct research in range manage-
ment and improvement, and give
technical assistance to holders of
privately owned grazing lands.

Places of Employment

About 2,500 persons worked as
range managers in 1974. Additional
numbers were involved in jobs
closely allied to range. management.
The majority worked for Federal,
State, and local government agen-
cies. In the Federal Government,
most worked in_the Forest Service
and the Soil Conservation Service

'of the Department of Agriculture.
and the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment of the Department qfthe In-
terior. Range managers it State
governments are employed in game
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and fish departments, State land
agencies, and extension services.

An increasing number of range
managers are working with coal and
oil companies to help restore .an
ecological balance to mined out
areas. Some range managers are
employed by pnvate ranches, while
others-4521k as appraisers for banks
and real ete firms.

A few range managers teach and
do research at colleges and univer-
sities. Others work overseas with
United States. and United Nations
agencies and with foreign govern-
ments.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree w)th a major
in range management orange con-
servation is the usual minimum edu-

.
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cational requirement for range
man .Ag.st In the Federal Govern-
ment, a-degree)n a closely related
field, such as agronomy or forestry,
including courses in range manage-
ment and range conservation, may
also be accepted- Graduate degrees
are generally required for teaching
and research, and may be helpful
for advancement in other jobs.

In 1974, 34 colleges and universi-
ties belonged to the Range Science
Education Council About half
these schools offered full programs
leading to degrees in range manage-
ment or range science. The rest
generally offered supplementary
range science courses.

A degree in range management
requires a basic knowledge of biolo-
gy, chetn.istry, physics, mathe-
matics, and'eommunication skills.
Specialized courses combine plant,

Rang, manager reviews grazing permit with rancher.
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animal, and soil sciences with,prin-
ciples of ecology and resource
management. Desirable electives
include economics, computer '
science: forestry, wildlife, and
recreation.

Federal Government agencies,
primarily the Forest Service, the
Soil Conservation Service, and the
Bureau of Land Management, hire
some college juniors and seniors for'
summer jobs in range management
This expehence may help them
qualify for jobs when they graduate

Besides having a love for the out-
doors, range managers should be.
able to write and speak effectively
and work with others.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
range managers are expected to be
good through the mid-1980's. In-
creasing pressures for an abundant
supply of meat and other rangeland
animal products should stimulate
demand for range managers Sine*
the amount of rangeland is
generally fixed, range managers will
be needed to increase the output of
rangelands while protecting their
ecological balance.

As oil and coal-exploration ac-
celerates, and.with the exploitation
of oil shale fields, private industry
will probably require many more
range specialists to rehabilitate
ecologically disturbed areas.

The use of rangelands for other
purposes such as wildlife protection
and recreation could create addi-
tional needs for range managers.
Federal hiring, however, depends
heavily upon legislation designed to
protect, control, and manage range
resources.

VI*

Earnings and *Inking
Conditions

In the Federal Goventmen,t,
range managers with the bachelor's
degree start at either $8,500 Or
$10,520, depending on their col-
lege grades. Those having 1 or 2
years of graduate work begin at
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510.5205 or 'S12.84 . persons with
Ph D degrees s at either
S I 5.48 1 or S I 8.463 a year

Starting salaries' for range
managers who w rk- for State
governments are a ut the same as
those paid by the F deral Gov'ern
'Tient and private co rations. Ac-
cording to limited d ta, those who
work on private ches earn
somewhat lower salaries than per:
sons who work, for government
agencies In colleges and universi-
ties, Ph. D 's general! , start around
S14,000 a year. Range managers in
educational institutions sometimes
supplement their regular salaries
with income from part-time con-
sulting and lecturing and from writ-
ing books and articles.

Range managers may.spend con-
siderable time away from home
working outdoors in remote parts of
the range

Sources of Additional
1.Information

Information about a career as a
range manager as well as a list of
schools offering-ttinng is avallable .

from:.
Society rot Range Management. 2120 S

Birch St .Denver.Colo 80222

For information about career op-
portunities in the Federal govern-
ment, contact:
Bureau of Land Management. Denver Serv-

ice Center. Federal Center Building
50 Denver, Col 80255

Forest Service U S Department of Agncul
ture. 421 N Kent St . Arlington. Va
20415.

Soil Conservation Service.41 S Department
or Agriculture. Washington. D C
20250..

SOIL .

CONSERVATIONISTS
(D.O.T. 040.081)

Nature of th Work

Soil conservationists provide far
mers, ranchers, and others with

technical assistance in -the conser-
vation of soil and water. Farmers
and other land managers use this
technical assistance in adjusting
land use, protecting land against
soil 'deterioration, rebuilding
eroded` and depleted soils, and sta
bilizing runoff and sediment-
producing areas. They also help jm-
prove cover on lands devoted to
raising crops, and maintaining
forest, pasture, and range land and
the wildlife these lands support.
They help plan water handling, con-
serving water for farm and ranch
use, reducing damage from flood
water and sediment, and draining or
irrigating farms or ranches as
needed.

The types of technical services
provided by soil conservationists
are many. They prepare maps
which present iriventories of soil,
water, vegetation, and other details
essential in conservation planning
and application. They develop in-
formation concerning proper
methods of land utilization depend-,
ing on the planned use of the land,
for areas varying frsom field or par-
tial farm or ranch through groups of
farms or ranches to entire
watersheds. They help estimate
relative costs and expected returns
of various alternatives of land use
and treatment.

After the landowner or operator
decides which conservation pro-
gram to use, the conservationist
recd\di the relevant facts as part of
a plan. This, together with the maps
and other supplemental informa-
tion, constitutes a plan of action for
conservation farmidg or ranching.
The soil conservationist then gives'
the land manager technical
guidance in applying and- maintain-
ing these conservation practices.

, Whets Employs&

An estimated 8,500 soil conser-
vationists were employed in 1974,
mostly by the Federal Government
in the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture's Soil Conservation Service
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and the Department of the !men-
or's Bureau of Indian Affaus."Some
are employed by, colleges. and State
and local goverrunents, and others
by banks and public utilities.

Training and Advancomant

A bachelor of science degree
with a major in soil conservation or
one of the closely related agricul-
tural or natural resource sciences,
such as agronomy, forestry, wildlife
biology, regional planning, agricul-
tural education, or agricultural en-
gineering Study must include 30-
semester hours or the equivalent in
natural resources or SgricultUral
fields, including the equivalent of 3-
sem ester b o urs

Employmant :Outlook

Employment opportunities, for
well-trained soil conservvtionists
are good. Opportunities in the
profession will ' expand because
public utilitytompanies, banki, and
other organizations are becoming
interested in conservation and are
adding conservationists to their
staffs. Some new openings will
occur in college teaching at the un-
dergraduate level. In'addition, some
openings will result because of the
normal turnover in personnel.

Earnings

Soil conservationists having a
bachelor's degree and employed by
the Federal Government received
$8,500 a year in late 19'74. Ad-
vancement to S10,520 could be ex-
petted after 1 year of satisfactOry
service. Further advancement de-
pends upon the individual's ability
to accept gre4er responsibility.
Earnings of we Federal
soil conservationists with several
years' experience range from
S 15,481 to s75,58 1 a year.

Sources of Additional
Information

Additional infocthation on em-
ployment as a soil conservationist
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may be obtained from the U.S. Civil Office of Personnel, U.S. Depart- Department's Soil Conservation
Service Commission, Washington, ment of Agriculture, Washington, Service.
D.C. 20415, Employment Division, D.C. 20250; or. any office of the
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ENGINEERS

The work of engineers affects oui
lives in thousands of different ways.
Their past accomplishments have

*enabled us to drive safer automo-
biles, reach the moon, and eveli
prolong life through special
machinery. Future accomplish-
ments could help us obtain energy
selfsufficiency, develop more pol-
lutiorkfree pwerplants and aid
medical 'sciences fight against dis-
ease.

In 1974, more than 1 I thillion
persons were employed as en-
gineers, the second largest profes-
sional occupation exceeded only by
teachers AboutTpercent of all en-
gineers were women The number
of women engineers is expected to
increase in the future, since enroll-
ments of women in engineering pro-
gratns have increased sharply over
the past several years.

Most engineers specialize in one
of the more than 25 specialties
recognized by professional socie-
ties Within the major branches are
over 85 subdivisions Structural, en-
vironmental, hydraulic, and
highway engineering, for example,
are subdivisions of civil engineer-
ing Engineers may also specialize
in the engineering problems of one
industry, such as motor vehicles, or
in a particular field of technology,
such as propulsion or guidance
systems Since knowledge of basic
engineering piinciples is required
for all areas of engineering, it is
possible for engineers to shift from

,/o'ne branch or field of specialization
to another, especially during the
early stages of their careers This
section, which contains an overall
discussion of engineering, is fol-
lowed by separate statements on 12
branches of the profession
aerospace, agricultural, biomedical,

ceramic, chemical, civil, electrical,
industrial, mechanical, metallurgi-
cal, mining, and petroleum en-
gineering.

Natur of the Work

Engineers develop electric
power, water supply, and waste
disposal systems-, to meet the
problems of nrban living. They
design machines and artificial or-
gans which save countless numbers
of lives. They design industrial"
machinery and equipment used to
manufacture goods, and heating,
air-conditioning, and ventilation
equipment for more comfortable
living. Engineers also develop
scientific equipment to probe outer
space and the ocean depths, and
design, plan, and supervise the con-
struction of buildings, highways,
and rapid transjt systems. They
design and develop consumer
products such as automobiles,
television sets, and refrigerators,
and systems for control and auto-
mation of manufacturing, business,
and management processes.

Engineers must consider many
factors in developing a new
product. For example, in develop-
ing new devices to reduce automo-
bile ekkaust emissions, engineers
must determine the general nature
of the device, calculate and test all
components, and fit them together
in an integrated plan. They must
then evaluate the overall effective-
ness of the new device, as well as its
cost and reliability. These factors
are applicable to most products, in-
cluding those as different as artifi-
cial hearts, electronic computers,
or industrial machinery.

In addition to design and
development, engineers, work in
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testing, production, or operation;
and maintenance. StilLothers are in
administrative and management
jobs where an engineering
background is necessary, or in sales
where they discuss the technical
aspects of a product and assist in
planning its installation or use. (See
statement on Manufacturers'
Salesworkers elsewhere in the
Handbook.) Engineers with coq-
iide rabic experience sometimes
wok as consultants of teach in the
engineering schools of colleges and
universities.

Engineers within each of the
branches may apply their special-
ized knowledge to many fields.
Electrical engineers, for example,
work in medicine, computers, mis-
sile guidance, or electric power dis-
tribution. Because engineering
problems are usually complex, the
work in some fields cuts across the
traditional branches. Using a team
approach to solve prOblerns, en-
gineers in one± field often work
closely with specialists in other
scientific, engineering, and buginess
occupations.

Places of Employment

More than half of all engineers
work in manufacturing industries
mostly in the electrical equipment,
aircraft and parts, machinery,
chemicals, scientific instruments,
primary metals, fabricated metal
products, and motor vehicle indus-
tries. Over 330,000 were employed
in nonmanufacturing industries in
1974, primarily, in construction,
public utilities, engineering and
architectural services, and business
and management consulting ser-
vices.

Federal, State, and local govern-
ments employed more than
150,000 engineers. Over half
worked for the Federal Govern-
ment, mainly in the Departments of
Defense, Interior, Agriculture,
Transportation, and in the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Most engineers in State and
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local government agencies worked
in highway and public works de-
partments.

Colleges and universities em-
ployed about 43,000 engineers in
research and teaching jobs, and
small number worked jos-nonprofit
research.crrganiz.a6ons.

Engineers are employed in every
State, in small and large cities and
in rural areas. However, about two-
thirds of all engineers in private in
dustry are employed in 10 States,
and of these almost one-third are in
California, New York, and Pennsyl-
vania. Some branches Of engineer.
ing are coircentrated in particular
industries, as discussed in the state-
ments later in this chapter.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancsmant

A bachelor's degree in engineer-
ing is the generally accepted educa-
tional requirement for beginning
engineering jobs. College graduates
trained in one of the natural
sciences or mathematics also may
qualify for some beginning jobs. Ex-
perienced technicians with some
engineering education are some-
times able to advance to engineer-
ing jobs.

Graduate training is being
emphasized for an increasing
number of jobs, it is essential for
most beginning teaching and
research positions, and desirable
for advancement. Some specialties,
such as nuclear ,engineering, are
taught mainly at the graduate level.

About 280 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's, degree in en-
gineering. Although programs in
the larger branches of engineering
are offered in most, of these institu-
tions, some small specialties are
taught in only a very few. There-
fore, students desiring specialized
training should investigate curricu-
lums before selecting a college. Ad-
missions requirements for un-
dergraduate engineering schools
usually Include high school courses
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in advanced mathematics and the
physical sciences.

In a typical 4-year curriculum,
the first 2 years are spent studying
basic. sciencesmathematics,
pkysiw hemistry, introductory en-
gineinngand the humanities, so-
cialAcjences, and English. The last
2 years are devoted, for the most,.

specialized engineering
Some programs offer a

general engineenng cumculum,
permitting the student to choose a
specialty in graduate school or
acquire It on the job.

Some engineering curriculums
require more than 4 years to
complete. A number of colleges
and universities. now offer 5-year
master's degree programs. In addi-
tion, several engineering schools
have formal arrangements with
liberal arts colleges whereby a stu-
dent spends 3 years in liberal arts
and 2 years in engineering and
receives a bachelor's degree from
each:

Some schools have 5- or even 6-
year cooperative plans where stu-
dents coordinate classroom study
and practical work experience. in
addition to gaining useful ex-
perience, students can finance part
of their education. Because of the
need to keep up with rapid ad-
vances in technology, engineers
often continue their education
throughout their careers ifi pro -

grams. sponsored by employers, or
in colleges and universities after
working hours.

All 50 States and the District of
Columbia require licensing for en-
gineers whose work may affect life,
health, or property, or who offer
their services to the public. In 1974,
about 350,000 engineers were re-
gistered. Generally, registration
requirements include a degree from
an accredited engineering school, 4
years of relevant work experience,
and the passing of a State examina-
tion.

Engineering graduates usually
begin work uncle!' the supervision of
experienced engineers. Many, coin-

'

part, to
courses.
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panies have special programs to
acquaint new engineers with special
industrial practices and to deter-
mine

--
t.he specialties for which they

arc best suited Experienced en-
gineers may advance to positions of
greater responsibility; those with
proven ability often become ad-
ministrators and increasingly larger
numbers are being promoted to top
executive jobs Some engineers ob-
tain graduate iegrees in business
administration to improve their ad-
vancement,opportunitits, while still
others obtain law degrees and
become patent attorneys

Engineers should be able to work
as part of a team and have creativi-
ty, an analytical mind, and a capaci-
ty for detail, They shouldbe able to
express thefr ideas welkorally and in
writing.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
engineers are expected to be good
through the mid-1980's Opportuni-
ties' for recent graduates of en-
gineering schools are expected to
be very good since the number of
new graduates is expected to fall
short of the number needed to fill
the thousands of openings created
by employment growth, and the
need to replace those who die,
retire, or transfer to other occupa-
tions. Because of the expected
shortage, many openings will .be
filled by upgraded technicians and
college graduates from related
fields.

Employment requirements for
engineers are expected to grow
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the ,mid- 1980's
Much of this growth will stem from
Industrial expansion to meet the de-
mand for more goods and services
More engineers will be needed in
the design and construction of fac-
tories, electric powerplants, office
buildings, and transportation
systems, as well as in the develop-
ment and manufacture of more ad-
vanced computers, scientific instru-

_
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ments, industrial machinery, chemi-
cal products, and motor vehicles.'

'Many engineers, will be required
in energy-related activities develop-
ing new sources of energy as well as
designing energy-saviAig systems for
automobiles, homes, and other
buildings. Engineers also will be
needed to solve environmental pol-
lution problems.

Defense spending will also affect
o the outlook fore engineers; since a

large,number work in defense-re-
laled activities. The long-range out-
look for engineers 'given here is
based on the assumption that
defense spending will increase from
its 1974 level by the mid-1980's,
but will still be somewhat lower
than the peak levels of the 1960's.
If, however, defense activity differs
substantially from gie level as-
sumed, :tie demand for engineers
will differ from that now expected.

Since so many factors affect
overall employment requirements,
opportunities for engineers fluctu-
ate penodically. In the short run,
the available engineering jobs can
either exceed or fall short of the
number of persons looking for jobs,
but over the long run, engineers can
look forward to good job opportu-
nities.

(The outlook for various
branches is discussed in the
sepatate-staternents later in this sec-
tion.)

Earnings and Working-
Conditions

New engineering graduates with
a bachelor's degree and no ex-
perience were offered average
starting salaries of SI 1.940ia year in
private industry in 1974, according
to the College Placement Council.
Master's degree graduates with no
experience averaged almost
S13,700 a year; Ph. D. graduates
averaged about S18,000 Starting
offers for "those with the bachelor's
degree vary by branch as shown in
'the accompanying table.

Jr o enittneerl. b. branth.
1973 -74

. - Aterave starttnr
Branch salaries

Aeronautical ertgineenng
cciolsernical enpneenne.

Civil entaneenng_ .
Eleutn..41 enioneenng
Industnal engrneenng
Mechanical entaneenng_
Metallurgical engineenng.

S11.500
12.500
11.600

11.800

11.700
12.000

I .000

In the t'ederal Government in
late 1974, engineers with a
bachelor's degree and no 'ex-
perience could start at S8,500 or
S10,520 a year, depending on their
college records Those with a
master's degree could start at
S10,520 or S12,841 Those having
a Ph D. degree could begin at
SI5,481 or $18,463, The average
salary for experienced engineers in
the Federal Government varied by
engineering branch, ranging from
S20,300 for agricultural engineers
to S26,900 for nuclear engineers

In colleges and universities, in
1974, engineers started at about
S10,550 a year as instructors, or
$13,050 a year as assistant profes-
sors for a 9- or 10- month academic
year (See statement on/ College
and Uniyersity Teachers elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

Engineers ia,n expect an increase
in earnings arty gain experience.
According to an Engineering Man-
power Commission Survey, the
average salary for engineers with 21
to 23 years of experience was
S22,900 in 1974. Some in top-level
executive positions had much
higher earnings.

Many engineers work under quiet
conditions in, modern offices and
research laboratories. Others, how-
ever, spend time in more active
work in, a factory or Tine, at a
construction site, or some other
outdoor location.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information on engineer-
ing careersincluding student
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selection and guidance, profes-
sional training, and salariesis
available from:
Engineers' Council for Professional

Crevelopment, 345 E. 47th St., New
York, N.Y. 10017.

Engineenrik Manpower Commission, En-
gineers Joint Council,. 345 E 47th St-.
New York. 10017

Nancinal Society of Professional Envneers,
3029 K St. NW., Washingeon, D.C.
20006.

Information on registration of en-
gineers may be obtained from:
National Council of Engineering Examiners,

P.O. Box 752, Clemson, S.C. 29613.

For information about graduate
study, contact:
Amencan Society for Engineering Educa-

tion. One Dupont Circle, Stine 400.
Washington. D.C. 20036.

Societies representing ,the in-
dividual branches of the engineer-
ing profession are listed later in this
chapter. Each can provide informa-
tion about careers in the particular
branch. Many other engineering or-
ganizations are listed in the follow-
ing publications available 'in most
libraries or from the publisher.
Directory of Engineenng Societies,

published by Engineers Joint Council,
345 E. 47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

Scientific and Technical Societies of the
United States and Canada, published by
the National Academy of Sciences, Na-
tional Research Council.

Some engineers are members of
labor unions. Information on en-
gineering unions is available from: ,
International Federation of Professional, and

Technical Engineers, 1126 1,6th St.
NW.. Washington, D.C. 20036.

AEROSPACE- ENGINEERS
{D.O.T. 002.081)

Nature of the Work

Aerosepce engineers play a vital
_role in America's defense and space
activities. They work on all types of
lircraft and spacecraft including
missiles, rockets, and military and
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commercial planes., They develop
aerospace products from initial
planning and design to final as-
sembly and testing.

Aerospace engineers generally
specialize in an area of work like
structural design, navigational
guidance and control, instrumenta-
tion and communication, or
production methods. They also may
specialize in one type of aerospace
product such as passenger planes,
launch' vehicles. satellites, manned
space capsules, or landing inod,ules.

Places of Employment

"About 52,000 aerospace en-
priers were employed in 1974,
mainly in the aircraft and parts in-
dustry. Some worked for Federal
Government agencies, primarily the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Department
of Defense. A few worked for com-
mercial airlines, consulting firms,
and colleges and universities.

Employment Outlook

Employment of aerospace en-
gineers is expected to rise above

.recent levels by the mid- 1980's.
Employment of aerospace en-
gineers is largely determined by the.
level of Federal expenditures on
defense and space programs: in the
past, rapid ,changes in spending
levels have usually been 'accom-
panied by sharp employment fluc-
tuations. Expenditures for the space
program are expected to increase
only slightly from 1974 to the mid-
1980's, while defe se spending will
probably increas moderately.
Although neither d ense nor space
expenditures are ex cted to reach
their peak levels of the 1960's,
many additional workers will be
required tofill openings created'by
growth of the aerospace industry
and by deaths, retirements, and
transfers. (See introductory section
of this chapter for discussion of
training requirements and earnings.

See alsostatement on Aircraft, Mit-
site, and Spacecraft Manufacturing
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Sources of Additional
Information

American Institute of Aeronautics and As-
tronautics. Inc . '1290 Avenue of the
Americas, New York. N Y 10019

AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERS .

(D.O.T. 013.p81)

Nature of the Work

Agricultural engineers develop
machinery, equipment, and
methods to improve efficiency in
the production, processing, and dis-
tributiop of food and other agricul-
tural products. They design farm
machinery, equipment, and struc-
tures, and develop methods for.,
utilizing electrical energy on farms
and in food and feed progLssing
plants. Agricultural engineers also
are concerned with the conserva-
tion and management of soil and
water resources. They work in
research and development, produc-
tion, sales, or management.

;1
'P aces of Employment

M t of the 12,000 agricultural
engineers employed in 1974,
worked for manufacturers of farm
and household equipment, electric
utility companies, and distributors
of farm equipment and supplies.
Some worked for engineering con-
sultants who supply servicds to far-
mers and farm-related industries,
others were independent con-

.
sultants.

The Federal Government em
ploys about 606 agricultural en
gineers in the Soil Conservation
Service and Agricultural Research
Service of the Department of
Agriculture. Some are employed by
colleges and universities, and a few
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are employed by State and local
governments.

Employment Outlook

Employment of agricultural en-
gineers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
through themid-1980's. Increasing
demand for agricultural products,
modernization of farm operations,
increasing emphasis on conserva-
tion of resources, and the use of
agricultural products and wastes as,
industrial raw materials should pro-
Vide opportunities forcitional
engineers. (See introdu ory part of
this section for information on
training requirements and earnings.
See also statement on Agriculture
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

'Sources of Additional
Information

American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
2950 Niles 12.d., St. Joseph. Mich.
49085.

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERS

Nature of the Work

Biomedical engineers use 'en-
gineering printiples to solve medi-
cal and health-related problems.
Many do research, along with life
scientists, chemists, and members
of the medical profession, on the
engineering aspects of the biologi-
cal systems of man itnd 'animals.
Some design and develoP medical
irestruments and devices including
artificial hearts and kidneys, lasers
for surgery, and pacemakers that
regulate the heartbeat. Other'
biomedical engineers adapt compu-
ters to medical science, and design
and build systems to modernize
laboratory, hospital, and clinical
procedures. Most engineers in this
(kid require a sound background in
one of the major engineering,
disciplines (Mechanical, electrical
or chemical) in addition,to special-
ized biomedical training.
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Places of Employment .

There were 3.000 biomedical en-
gineers in 1974 Most teach and do
research in colleges and universi-
ties Some work for the Federal
Government, primarily in the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, or in State agencies
An increasing - number work in
private industry developing new
devices, techniques, and systems
for improving health care. Some
work in sales positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment of .biomedical en-,
gineers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's, but the ac-
tual number of openings is not like-

*, to be very large. Those who have
master's and Ph. D. degrees will be
in strong demand to teach and to fill
jobs resulting from increased ex -'
penditures for medical research. In-
creased research funds could also
create new positions in instrumen-
tation and systems for the delivery
of health services. (See introducto-
ry part of this chapter for informa-
tion on training requirements and
earnings:')

Sources of Additional
Information

Alliance for Engineering in Medicine and
Biology, 3900 Wisconsin Ave NW.,
Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20016.

Biomedical Engineenng Society, P O. Box
2399, Culver City, Calif. 90230

Foundation for Medical Technology, Mt
Sinai Medical Center, 100 St., 5th Ave ,
New York, N.Y. 10029

CERAMIC ENGINEERS
(D.o.T. 0D6.081)

Nature of the Work

Ceramic engineers develop
methods for processing ceramic
materials into useful products.
Although to some, the word ceram-

ics means pottery, Ceramics ac-
tually include a wide range of
products with thousands of uses.
Ceramics include all non-metallic,
inorganic materials which require
the use of high temperature in their
processing. Thus, ceramic en-
gineers work on diverse products
such as glassware, heat-resisting
,rnatenals for missile nose cones,
electronic components and materi-
als used in medical devices, and
nuclear reactors. They also design
and supervise the construction of
plants and equipment to manufac-
ture these products.

Ceramic engineers generally spe-
cialize in one or more products--,-
for example, products of refracto-
ries (fire-and heat-resistant mateti,
als such as firebrick); whitewares
(porcelain and china dinnerware or
high voltage electrical insulators);
structural materials (such as brick
tile, and terra cotta);, electronic
ceramics (ferrites for Memo*
systems _and microwave devices);
protective and refractory coatings
for metals; glass; abrasives; cements
technology; or fuel elements for
atomic energy.

Places of Employment

About 12,000 ceramic engineers
were employed in 1974, mostly in
the stone, clay, and glass industries.
Others work in industries- that
produce or use ceramic pioducts
such as the iron and steel, electrical
equipment, aerospace, and Chemi-
cals industries. Some are in colleges
and universities, independent
research organizations, and the
Federal Government.

Employment Outlook

Employment of ceramic en-
gineers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's.

- Programs related to nublear ener-
gy, electronics, defense, and medi-
cal science will provide job oppor-
tunitiesfor ceramic engineers. Ad-
ditional ceramic engineers will be
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reqUired to improve and adapt
traditional ceramic products: such
as whitewares and abrasives, to now
uses. The development of filters
and catalytic surfaces to redute
pollution, and the development of
ceramic materials for energy con-
version and conservation should
create additiOnal openings for
ceramic engineers. (See introducto-
ry partgafthis. section for informa-
tion dh training requirements and
earnings.)

Sources of Additional
Information

American Ceramic Society, 65 Ceramic Dr.,
Columbus, Ohio 43214.

."/

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
(D.o.T. 008'.081)

Nature of the Work

Chemical engineers are involved
in many, phases of the production of
chemicals and chemical products.
They design equipment andchemi-
cal plants as well as determine
methods of manufacturing the
product. Often, they design and
operate pilot plants to test their
work and develop chemical
processes such as those for remov-
ing chemical contaminants from
waste materials. Because the duties
of chemical engineers cut across
many fields, these professionals
must have a working knowledge of
chemistry, physics,nd mechanical
and electrical engineering.

This branch of engineering is so
diversified and complex that chemi-
cal engineers frequently specialize
hi a particular operation such as ox-
idation or polymerization. Others
specialize in a particular area such
as environmental control or in the
production of a specific produCt
like plastid or rubber.

Places of EMployment

Most of the 50,000 chemical en-
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ry

I

Chimicai enginr checks production instructions on cnernical pint

gineeps working`in 1974 were in
manidactunng industries. phmarily

1 those producing chemicals, petrole-
um, and related products. Some
worked in government agencies or
taught and did research in colleges
and universities A small number
worked for independeat research
institutes and engineering consult-
ing firms, or as independent con.
gattiF%engineers

.
Employment of chemical en-

gineers is expected to grow fa§ter
than the average for all' ccupations
through the mid-1980's. A major
facoor underlying tins growth is in-
dust!) expansionthe chemicals
industry in particular.

Employment Outlook

The growing complexity and au-
tomation of chemical processes will
require additional chemical en-
gineers to design, build, and main-
tain the necessary plants and eqq
ment. Chemical engineers also will
be needed in solving problems_of
environmental protectio9, synthetic
food processing, and in the design
and development of nuclear rear-
tors, in addition, development of
new chemicals used in the manufac-
ture of consumer goods, such as
plastics and man-made fibers,
probably will ", create additional
openings. (See introductory part of
this section for information 6n
training requirements and earnings.

,See also the statement On Chemists
ans1 the Industrial Chemical Indus-
try elsewhere in the Handbook.)
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Sources of Additional
Information

Amencan Insutute of Chemical Engmeers,
345 East 47th St, New York, N Y
10017 -e.0.- - .

'CIVIL ENGINEERS
4 ( D.O.T. 005 .08 I)

Nature of the Work

Civil engineering is one of the ol-
dest branches of the profession
Civil engineers design and supervise
the construction of roads, harbors,
airports, tunnels, ,bridges, water
supply and sewage systems, and
buildings. Major specialties within
civil engineering are structural,
hydraulic, environmental (sanitary),
transportation (including highways
and railways), geotechnical and soil
mechanibs.

Many civil engineers are in super:
visory or administrative positions ,

ranging from site supervisor of a
construction project or city en-'
gincer to -top-level executive.
Others teach in colleges and univer-
sities or work as consultants.

Places of Employment

14. tally 170,000 civil ,engineers
were employed ,In 1974. Most work
for Federal, State, and local govern-
ment agencies pr in the construc-
tion industry. Many work for Con-
sulting engineering and architec%
tural firms or,a1 independent con-
sulting engineerl. Others work for
public utilities, railroads, educa-
tional institutions, and manufactur-
ing industries.

Civil engineerekeork in all parts
of the country, usually in or near
major industrial and commercial
centers. They often work at con-
struction sites, sometimes in remote
areas or in foreign tountnes. In
some jobs, they must often move
from place to place to work on dif-
ferent projects.
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Civil engineers design a vanety of projects such as roads. bridges. and air

EmplAyment Outlook

Employment of civil engineers is
expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980%. Job opportunities
will result fr.= the growing needs

,,f,Or---housing, industrial buildings,
...

,./ eli7ct epower gating plants,
s 1

.ario ransportation'sysiems created
,bg, n increasing population and an
exefanding economy. Work related
toiTolving problems of environmen-
tal pollution and energy self-suffi-
ciency will also require additional
civil engineers. Increasing develop-
rlient of offshore drilling facilities
Will create additional openings for
civil engineers in this specialized
al-ea.
. Many s..ivil engineers/ also will,be,

needed each year'to replace those
who retire or die: (See introductory
part of this section for information
on training requirements and

. \earnings.)

. Sources of Additional
Information

Amencan Society of Civit Engineers, 345 E
, 47th St New York. fi Y 10017

ELECTReAL ENGINEERS
(D.O.T. 003.0812.151, and .187)

Nature of the Work

Electrical engineers design,
develop,- and supervise the manu.
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facture of electrical and electronic
equipment. These include electric
motors and generators; communi-
cations equipment; electronic
equipment such as heart
pacemaksrs, pollution measuring
instrume4tation, radar, computers,
lasers, and missile guidance
systems; and electrical appliances
of all kinds. They also design and
operate facilities for generating and
distributing electric power.

Electrital engineers generally
specialize in a major area of .work
such as electronics, computers,
electrical equipment manufactur-
ing, communications, . or power.
Others specialize in subdivisions of
these broad areas like microwaves
or missile guidance and tracking
systems. Many are engaged in
research, development, and design
activities. Some are in administra-
tive and management jobs, others
work in'manufacturing operations,
in technical sales, or in college
teaching.

Places of Employment

Electrical engineering is the larg-
est branch of the profession. Near-
ly 290,000 electrical engineers
were employed in 1974, mainly by
manufacturers of electrical and
electronic equipment, aircraft and
parts, business machines, and
professional and scientific equip-
ment. Many work for telephone,
telegraph, and -electric light and
power companies. Large numbers
are employed by government agert-
cies and by colleges and universi-
ties, Others work for construction
firms, for engineering consultants,
or as inde,pendent consulting en-
gineers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of electrical en-
gineers is expected to increase
faster than the average for all occu-
pations thrOugh the mid-1980's. In-
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creased demand for prOducti such
as computers, communications and
electric power generating equip-
ment, and military electronics is ex-
pected to be the major factor con-
Inbutidg to 'this growth. The de-
mand for electrical and electronic
consumer goods, along with"i-n-
creased research and development
in nuclear power generation, should
create additional jobs for electncal
engineers. Many electrical en-
gineers also will be needed to
replace personnel who retire, die,
or transfer to other fields of work

The tong range vutiook for eic
trial engineers is based on the as-
sumption that defense spending in
the mid-1980 s will increase from
the 1974 level, but will still be
somewhat lower than the peak level
of the late 1960's. If defense activi-
ty should differ substantially from
the projected level, the demand for
electrical engineers will differ from
that now expected.

(See introductory part of this sec-
tion for information on _training
requirements and earnings See also
statement on Electronics Manufac,-
turing elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Sources of Additional
Information

Institute of Electrical and Eledtronic En
timers. 345 East 47th St New York.
NY 10017

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
(D.O.T. 012.081, .168, and .188)

Nature of thiVork

Industrial engineers determine,
the most effective ways for an
organization to use the basic
factors of productionpersonnel,
machines, and materials. They are
more concerned with people_and
methods of business organization,
than are engineers in other special.
ties who geneially are 'concerned

.1
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more with partictilar prodficts or
processes, such as metals, or power
and mechanics. .

Industrial engineers design
systems for, data processing ,and
apply operations research
techniques to organtzatiOnal,
production, and related problems.
They also develop management
control systems to aid in financial
planning and cost analysis, design
production. planning and control
systems to coordinate activities and

.control product quality, and design
or imp ve systems for the physicalo
(lamb uon of goods and services.
Other Ctivittes include plant loca
Lop veys. where they must con
seder rtes o raw materials,
transportatrei , and taxes, and the
development of wage and salary ad
ministration concepts and job

r

Industrial engineer reviews film
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evaluation programs.
Places of Employment

About 180,000 industrial en-
gineers were employed in 1974,
more than 'two-thirds worked in
manufacturing industries Because
their skills can' be used in almost
any type of company, they are more
widely distributed among industries
than are those in other branches of
engineering. For example, some
work for insurance companies,
bankk, construction and mining
firms, and public utilities. Hospitals,
retail organizations, and other large
business firms employ industrial en-
gineers to improve operating effi-
ciency. Still others work for govern-
ment agencies and colleges and
universities. A few are independent
consulting engineers.

of production process to chock for problems.
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Employment Outlook

Employment of industrial en-
gineers is expected to grow faster
xhan the average for all occupations
through. the mid-1980's The in-
creasing complexity of industnal
operations and the expansion of au-
tomated processes, along with in-
dustry growth. are factors con-
tributing to employment growth In-
creased recognition of the im-
portance of scientific management
and safety engineering in reducing
costs and increasing productivity.
and the need to" solve problems of
env ironmental pollution, should
create additional opportunities

Additional numbers of industrial
engineers will be required each year
to replace those who retire. die, of
transfer to other occupations (See
introductory part of this section for
information on thoing require-
ments and arnings .

Sources of Additional
Information

American Institute of Industrial Engineers.
Inc. 25 T,echnolog) Park. Atlanta, Nor- L
cross. Ga 30071

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

(DOT 00'.081. J51. la. and
18')

Nature of the Work

Mechanical engineers are con-
cerned withythe production, trans-
mission, and use of power. They
design anddevebp machines that
produce power, such as internal
combustion engines, steam and gas
turbines,. jet and rocket engines,
and nuclear reactors. They also
design ancrdevelOp a great variety
of machines that use pol.Ver
cefrigeration and air-conditioning
equipment, elevators, machine
tools, printing presses, steercolling
mills, and many others.

Many, specialized areas Pf work

Mechanical engineers test a mockup of equipment

have developed within this 'field
and. since mechanical engineers are
employed in nearly all industries,
theirwork varies with the industr
and , the, function performed.
Among these specialties are motor
vehicles, marine equipment, steam-
power, heating, ventilating and air-
conditioning, instrumentation, and
machines for specialized industries,
such as petroleum, rubber and
plastics, and construction.

Large numbers of mechanical en-
gineers do research, test, and design
work. Many are administrators or
managers, while others work in
maintenance, technical sales, and
production operations. Some teach
in colleges and universities or work_.,
as consultants.

Places of Employment

About 185,000 mechanical en
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gineers were employed in 1974. Al-
most three-fourths were employed
in manufacturingmainly in the
primary and fabricated metals,
machinery, transportation equip-
ment, and electrical equipment in-
dustries. Others work for govern-
ment agencies, educational- institu-
tions, and consulting engineering
firms.

Employment Outlook.

Employment of mechanical en-
gineers is expected to increase
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's.
The growing demand for industrial
machitiery and machine tools and
the increasing complexity ofindus-
trral machinery and processes will
be major factors supporting in-
creased employment opportunities.
Growing demand for nuclear
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power, as well as the need to solve
environmental pollution problems.
will also contribute to employment
growth.

Large numbers off' mechanical en-
gineers also will be required each
year to replace those who retire.
die, or transfer to other occupa-,
tions. (See introductory part of this
section for information on training
requirements and earnings See also
statement on Occupations in the
Atomic Energy Field elsewhere in
the Handbook )

Sources of Additional
Information

The Amencan Society of Mechanical En-
gineers. 345 E 47th St . New York. ,
NY 10017

MET4LLURGICAL
ENGINEERS

(D.o.T. 011
Nature of the Work

Metallurgical engineers, increas-
ingly referred to as materials en-'
gineers. develop 'methods to

.,process and convert metals into
useful products. These engineers
generally work in one of the three
main branches of metallurgyex-
tractive or chemical. physical. and
mechanical. Extractive metallur-
gists are concerned with extracting
metals from ores, and refining and
alloying them to obtain useful
metal Physical metallurgists deal
with the nature, structure, and
physical properties of metals and
their alit*. and with methods of
converting refined metals into final
products. Mechanical mciallurgists
develop methods to workiand shape
metals such as casting, forging,
rolling, and drawing Scientists
working in this field are known as
metallurgists. or materials scientists,
but the distinction between
scientists and engineers is small

Metallurgical engineers use scientific equipment to study the structural make-up
of materials.

,

Places of Employment

The metalworking industries
'primarily the ikon and steel and,
nonferrous metals industriesem-
ployed over one-half of the esti-
mated 17,000 metallurical and
materials engineers in 1974 Metal-
lurgical engineers also work in in-
dustries that manufacture machin-
ery. electrical equipment, and air-
craft and parts, and in the mining
industrj Some work for govern-
ment geticies and colleges and
universities.

Employment outlook

Employment of metallurgical and
materials engineer' is expected to
grow about as fast as the average for
all occupations through the mid'
1980's. An increasing number of

31r;

these engineers will be needed by
the metalworking indUstries to
develop new metals and alloys as
well as to adapt current ones to new
needs. For example, communica-

_tions equipment, computers, and
spacecraft. require lightweight
metals of high purity. Metallurgical
engineers also will be needed to
solve problems associated with the
efficient use of nuclear energy. Ai
the supply 'of high-grade ores-
diminishes, more metallurgical en-
gineers will be required to develop
new ways of recycling solid waste
materials in addition to pros Int
low-grade ores-now regarded as
profitable to mine. (See introducto-
ry part of this section for informa-
tion on training requirements and
earnings, Also see statement on the
Iron ankfteel Industry elsewhere in
the Handbook.)
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Sources of Additional
Information

The Metallurpcal Socsety of the Amencan
Institute of Mtning. Metallurpcal. and
Petroleum Engineers. 345 E 47th St.
New York.. N Y 10017

Amencan Society for Metals. Metals Park.
Ohio 44073

MINING ENGINEERS
(D 03 010 081 and 187)

Nature of the Work

Mining engineers find. extract,
and prepare minerals for manufac-
turing industries to use They design
the layouts of mines, supervise the
construction of mme shafts and tun-
nels in underground operations,
and devise methods for transporting
minerals to processing plants- Min-
ing engineers are responsible for
the efficient operation of mines and
mine safety, Including ventilation,
water supply, power, communica-
tions, and equipment maintenance
Some mining engineers work with
geologists and metallurgical en-
gineers to locate and appraise new
ore deposits Others develop new
mining equipment and devise im-
proved methods to process ex-
tracted minerats. Mining engineers
frequently specialize in the extrac-
tion of specific metal ores, coal, and
other nonmetallic meinerals.

With increased emphasis on pro -
tecting the environment, many min-
ing engineers have been working to
solye problems related- to mined-
land reclamation and water and air
pollution

Pieces of Employment

About 5,000 mining engineers
were employed in 1974 Most work
in the mining industry. Some work
for fivns that, produce equipment
for the mining industry, while
others work in colleges and univer-
sities, in government agencies, or as
independent consultants

111nIag engineers discuss proper root control methods with miners.

Mining engineers are usualin-
ployecj.at the location of mineral
deposits, often near small commu-
nities. However, those in research,
teaching, management, consulting,
or sales, are often located in large
metrop6fitan areas.

Employment Outlook

Employment of mining engineers
is expected to Increase through the
mid-1980's. Efforts to attain energy
self-sufficiency should spur the de-
mand for coal, and therefore for
mining engineers in the coal Indus-
try. The increase, in demand for
coal will depend, to a great extent,
on the availability and. price of
other domestic energy sources such
as petroleum, natural gas, and
nuclear energy More technologi-
cally advanced mining systems and
further enforcement of mine health
and safety regulations will also in-
crease the need for mining,. lik9

3 1&.

gineers. In addition, exploration for
all other minerals is also increasing.
Easily mined deposits are being
depleted, creating a need for en-
gineers to devise more efficient
methods for mining low-grade ores.
Employment opportunities also will
arise as new alloys and new uses for
metals increase the demand for less
widely used ores. Recovery of
metals from the sea and the
development of recently discovered
oil shale deposits could present
major challenges to the mining en-
gineer. (See introductory part of
this section for information on
training requirements and earnings.
See also statement on Mining ejse-
where in, the Handbook.)

Sources of Additional
Information

The Society of Mining Engineers of the
American Institute of Mining. MetaIlur
gical, and Petroleum Engineers, 345 E
47th St , New York N Y 10017
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PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
(D.O.T. oro.o8i)

Nature of the Work%

a Petroleuip engineers are mainly
involved inilirilfing for and produc-
ing oil and gas_ They work to
achieve the maxim4n profitable
recovery of oil and; gas from a
petroleum reservoir by determining
and developing the best and most
efficient drilling methods.

Since only a small proportion of
the oil and gas in a reservoir will
flow out under natural forces,
petroleum engineers develop-- and
use various artificial recovery
methods such as flooding the oil
field with-water to force the oil to
the surface Even when using the
best recovery methods, about half

' the oil is still left in the ground
Petroleum engineers' research and
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development efforts to increase the
proportion of oil recovered in each
reservoir cazt., make a significant
contributipkip increasing available
energy resourCes.

Places Employment
,

Over 12,000 petroleum engineers
were employed in 1974, mostly in
the petroleum industry and closely
allied fields. Their employers in-
clude not only the major oil compa-
nies, but also ihe thousands of
smaller independent oil exploration
and production companies. They
also work for companies that
pioduce drilling equipment and
supplies Some petroleum engineers
work in banks and other financial
institutions, which need their
knowledge of the economic value
of oil and gas properties. A small
number work for engineering con-
sulting firms or as independent con-

. Petrolaum **Omer axaminas a crosi ssetlon plofpf a patroleum resirvoir.
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suiting engineers, and for Federal
and State governments.

Tie petroleum engineer's work is
concentrated in places, where oil
and gas is found. Almost three-
fourths of all petroleum engineers
are employed in the oil producing
States of Texas, Oklahoma, Loui-
siana, and California. There are
many American petroleum en-
gineers working overseas in oil
producing countries.

Employment Out look

The employment of petroleum
engineers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Economic
expansion will require increasing
supplies of petroleum and natural

gas, even with energy conservation
measures. With efforts to attain
energy self-sufficiency, and high.
petroleum prices, increasingly so-
phisticated and expensive tecovery
methods will be used. Also, new
sources of pil such as 'oil shale and
new 'offshore -oil sources may be
developed. All of these factors will
contribute to increasing demand for
petroleum engineers. (See in-
troduetory'part of this section for
information on training require-
ments and earnings.)

a Sources of Additional.
Information

Society of Petroleum Engineers of AIME,
6200 Worth Central Expressway, Dallas.
Tex. 75206.

:y



ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS

Environmental scientists help us
understand our physical .environ-
ment. They play an Important role
in solving environmental pollution
problems. These scientists, some-
times known as earth scientists, are
concerned with the history, com-
position, and characteristics of the
earth's surface, intenor, anc.at-
mosphere. Some do basic research
to increase scientific knowledge,
while. others do applied research
and use knowledge gained from
basic research to help 'solve practi-
cal probtems. Geologists, for exam-
ple;explore for new sources of oil, j
other fuels, and ores. Most
meteorologists fofecast the
weather. Many environmental
scientists teach in colleges and
universities.

This chapter discusses four en-
vironmental science occupations
geologists, geophyscists, meteor-
ologists, and oceanographers.

"'.

GEOLOGISTS
(D.o.T. 024.081) ,

Nature_of the Work

Gebipgists study the structure,
composition, and history of the
earth's crust in order to locate natu-
ral resources, give warnings of natu-
ral disasters, and insure that
bqildings are Constructed on firm
foundations By examining surface
rocks and drilling to recover rock
cores, they determine the distribu-

4i, thickness, and slope of the
ic.s beneath the earth's surface

They also identify rocks and
minerals, conduct geological sur-

veys, draw maps, take, measure-
ments, and record data.

Geologist} use many tools and in-
struments such as hammers, chisels,
levels, transits (mounted telescopes
used to measure angles), gravity
meters, cameras, compasses, and
seismographs (Instruments that
record the intensity and duration of
earthquakes and earth tremors).
They may evaluate information
from photographs taken from air-
craft and satellites and use compu-
ters to record and analyze data.

Geologists may also Work in
laboratories where they examine
the chemical and physical proper-
ties of specimens under controlled
temperature and pressure. They
may study fossil remains of animal-
and. vegetable life or experiment
with the flow of water and oil
through rocks. Laboratory equip-
ment used by geologists includes
complex instruments such as the X-
ray diffractometer, which deter-
mines the structure of minerals, and
the petrographic microscope for
close study of rock formations.

Besides locating resources and
working in laboratories, geologists
are also called on to advise con-
struction companies and gbvern-
mental agencies on the suitability of
certain locations for constructing
buildings, dams, or highways. Some
geologists administer and manage
research and exploration programs.
Others teach and work on research
projects in colleges and universities.

Geologists usually specialize in
one or a combination of thfee
general areasearth materials,
earth processes, and earth history.

Economic geologists locate earth
materials such as minerals and.solid
fuels. Petroleum geologists search
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for and recover ofl'and natural gas.
Some petroleum geologists work
near drilling sites and others corre-
late petroleum related geologic in-
formation for entire regions. En-
gineering geologists determine suita-
ble sites for the construction of
roads, airfields, tunnels, dams, and
other structures. They decide,, for
example, whether underground
rocks will bear the weight of a
building or whether a proposed
structure may be in an eearthquake
prone-area Mineralogists analyze
and classify minerals and precious
stones according to composition
and structure Geochemists study
the chemical composition and
changes in minerals and rocks to
understand the distribution and
migration of'elements in the earth's
crust.

Geologists concerned with earth
processes study landforms and their
rock masses, sedimentary deposits
(matter deposited by water .or
wind) and eruptive forces such as
volcanoes Volcanologists stildy ac-
tive and inactive volcanoes, and
lava flows and other eruptive activi-
ty Geomorphotogists examine land-
forms and those forces, such as ero-
sion and glaciation, which cause
them to change.

Other geologists are primarily
concerned with earth history.
Pakontologists study plant and
animal fossils to trace the evolution
and development of past
Geochronologists determine the age
of rocks and landforms by the
radioactive decay of their elements.
Stratigraphers study the distribution
and arrangement of sedimentary
rock layers by examining their fossil
and Mineral content.

Many geologists specialize in new
fields that require knowledge of
another scienee as well. Astrogeolo-
gists study geological conditions on
other planets. Geological oceanog-
raphers study the sedimentary and
other rock on the ocean floor and
continental shelf. (See statements
on Oceanographers and Mining
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

339
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Places of Employment

More than 23,000 people worked
as geologists in 1974, approximate-
ly 10 percent of them women. Al-
most three-fifths of all geologists
work in private industry. Most in-
dustiial geologists work for petrole-
um companies. Geologists also
work for mining and quarryg
companies (See statement on the
Mining ancl Petroleum Industry
elsewhere in the Handbook.) Some
are employed by construction
firms Others are independent con-
sultants to industry and govern-
ment

The Federal Government em-
ploys over 1,600 'geologists. Two-

( thirds work for the Department of
the Interior in the U S Geological
Survey, the Bureau of Mines, and
the Bureau of Reclamation State
agencies also employ geologists,
some working on surveys in
cooperation with the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey.

Colleges and universities employ
almost 7,500 geologists Some work
for nonprdfit research institutions
and museums.

Employment of geologists is con-
centrated in those States with large
oil and mineral deposits. Almost
two-thirds work in five States:
Texas, California, Louisiana,
Colorado, and Oklahoma. Some are
employed by American firma over-
seas for varying periods of time

Training, Qualifications, and
Advancement

A bachelor's degree in geology or
a related field is adequate for entry
into many geology jobs. An ad-
vanced degree is helpful for ad-
vancement in most types of work,
and is essential for college teaching
and some research positions.

About 300 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree in

;geology ,Undergraduate students
devote about 'one-fourth of 'their
time to geology courses, inclirding
historical geology, structural geolo-

Geologists sometimes work In remote places such as this offshore oil rig.

gy, mineralogy, petrology, and in-
vertebrate paleontology. Students
spend about one-third of their time
taking mathematics, related
sciencessuch as physics and
chemistryand engineering; they
spend the remainder on general
academic subjects.

More than 160 universities award
advanced degrees in geology. Grad-
uate students take advanced cours-
es in geology and spetialize in one
branch of the science.

Student planning careers in ex-
ploration geology should like the
outdoors, and must have physical
stamina.

Geologists usually begin their
careers in field exploration or as

35i

research assistants in laboratories.
With experience, they can be
promoted to project leader, pro-
gram manager, or other manage-
ment and research positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities in
geology are expected to be good for
those with a bachelor's degree in
geology or in a related science with
courses in geology; they are ex-
pected to be very good for those
with advanced degrees in geology
or a related science. The employ-
ment of geologists is expected to
grow faster than the average for all
occupations through the did-
1980's, creating several hundred
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new openings each year. In addl.
non, a thousand or so openings will
be created each year by geologists
whb retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations.

Consumer and industrial demand
for petroleum and minerals will
continue to rise and efforts to attain
energy self-sufficiency will mean
that increased supply will come
from domestic rather than foreign
sources. Geologists will be required
to locate and recover new deposits
to fill this Increased demand. Addi-
tional geologists will be needed to
discover new resources and their
potential uses. For example, geolo-
gists will help determine the feasi-
bility of using geothermal energy
(steam from the earth's interior) to
generate electricity. Geologists are
needed to devise techniques for ex-
plibring deeper within the earth's
crust and to develop more efficient

methods of mining resources. They
also are needed to develop
adequate water supplies and waste
disposal methods, and to do site
evaluation for construction activi-
ties.

Demand for geologists in Federal
agencies will continue to grow, par-
ticularly in the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey. Growth in college and universi-'
ty employment will be at a slower
rate than in the past, however.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Geologists have relatively high
salaries, with average earnings over
twice those of nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

Starting salaries for new gradu-
ates in private Industry averaged
$10,500 a year in 1974 for those
having a bachelor's degree,
S12,200 for those having a master's
degree, and $16,000 for those hav-
ing a doctorate, according to the
American Geological Institute.

In the Federal Government in
late 1974, geologists having a

bachelor's degree could begin at

$8,500 or S10,520 a year, depend-
ing on their college records. Those
having a master's degree could start
at S10,520 or S12,841 a year, those
having the Ph. D. degree at S15,481
or $18,463. In late 1974, the
average 212ry for geologists em-
ployed in the Federal Government
was almost $24,000 a year.

Conditions of work vary. Ex-
ploration geologists often work
overseas. Geologists travel to
remote sites by helicopter andieep,
and cover large areas by foot, often
working in teams. Geologists in
mining sometimes work tin
derground. When not working out-
doors, they are in comfortable,
well-lighted, well-ventilated offices
and laboratories.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information on career
oppbrtunities, training, and
earnings for geologists is available
from:
American Geological Institute. 5205

Leesburg Pike, Falls Church. Va.
22041.

For information on Federal
Government careers, contact:

Interagency Board of S Civil Service Ex
ammers for Washington. D C 1900 E
St. NW Washington, D.C. 20415.

GEOPHYSICISTS
(D.O.T. 024.081)

Nature of the Work

Geophysicists study the.composi-
tion and physical aspects of the
earth and its electric, magnetic, and
gravitational fields. Geophysicists
use highly complex instruments
such as the magnetometer which
measures variations in the earth's
magnetic field, and the gravimeter
which measures minute variations
in gravitational attraction. They
often use satellites to conduct tests
in outer space and computers to
collect and analyze data.

, .
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Geophysicists usually specialize
in 1 of 3 general phases of the
sciencesolid earth, fluid earth,
and upper atmosphere. Some may
also study other planets.

Solid earth geophysicists search
for oil and mineral deposits, map
the earth's surface, and study
earthquakes. Exploration geophys-
icists use seismic prospecting tech-
niques to locate oil and mineral

,deposits. They send sound waves
into the earth and record the
echoes bouncing off the rock layers
below to determine if conditions
are favorable for the accumulation
of oil.

Seismologists study the earth's in-
terior and earth vibrations caused
by earthquakes and manmade ex-
plosions. They explore .for oil and
minerals, study underground detec-
tion of nuclear explosions, and pro-
vide information for use in con-
structing bridges; dams, and
buildings. Fbr example, in con-
striitting a dam, seismologists
determine where bedrock (solid
rock beneath the soil) is closest to
the surface so the best dam site can
be selected. They use explosives to
create sound waves which reflect
off bedrock; the time it takes for the
shock wave to return to the surface
indicates the depth of bedrock.

Geodesists study the size, shape,
and gravitational field of the earth
and other planets. Their principal
task is mapping the earth's surface.
With the aid of satellites, geodesists
determine the positions, elevations,
and distances between points on the
earth, and measure the intensity
and direction of gravitational at-
traction.

Hydrologists are concerned with
the fluid earth They may study the
distribution, circulation, and physi-
cal properties of -underground and `1,

surface waters, including glaciers,
snow, end permafrost. They may
also study rainfall and its rate of in-
filtration into soil. Some are con-
cerned with water supplies, irriga-
tion, flood control, and soil erosion.
(See statement on Oceanographers,
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fascias santall-1.

"Geophysicist prepares a portable seismograph for field operation.

e'61sometimes classified as geophysical
scientists, elsewhere in the Hand-
book )

Geophysicists study the at-
mosphere investigate the earth's
magnetic and electric fields, and
compare its outer atmosphere with
those of other planets Geomagnett-
clans study the earth's magnetic
field Paleornagnettctans learn about
past magnetic fields from rocks or
lava flows Planetologists study the
composition and atmosphere of the
moon, planets, and other bodies in
the solar system. They gather data
from geophysical instruments
placed on interplanetary space-
probes or from equipment used by
astronauts during the Apollo mis-
sions Aleteorologuts are sometimes
classified as geoRhysicar scientists.
(See statement on Meteorologists

'elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Places of Employment

About 8,200 people worked as
geophysicists in 1974. Most work in
pnvate industry, chiefly for petrole-
um and natural gas companies..(See
statement on the 'Mining and
Petroleum industry elsewhere in
the Handbook.) Others are in min-
ing companies, exploration and.
consulting firms, and research in-
stitutes. A few are independent
consultants and some do geophysi-
cal prospecting on a fee or contract
basis.

Geophysicists are employed in
many southwestern and western
States, including those on the Gulf
Coast, where large oil and natural
gas fields are located. Some
geophysicists are employed by
American firms overseas for vary-
ing periods of time
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Almost 2,000 geophysicists,
geodesists, and hydrologists worked
for Federal Government agencies in
1974, mainly the U.S. Geological
Survey, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric 'Administration
(NOAA), the Army Map Service,
and the Naval Oceanographic Of-
fice Other geophysicists work for
colleges and universities, State
governments, and nonprofit
research institutions.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advance rent

A bachelor's degree in
geophysics or a geophysidal special -
ty is sufficient for most beginning
jobs in geophysics. A bachelor's
degree in a related field of science
or engineenng also is adequate
preparation, provided the person
has courses in geophysics, physics,
geology, mathematics, chemistry,
and engineering.

Geophysicists doing research or
supervising exploration activities
should have graduate training in
geophysics or a related science
Those planning to teach in colleges
or do basic research should acquire
a Ph. D. degree.

About 50 colleges and universi-
ties award the bachelor's degree in
geophysics. Other programs offer-
ing training for beginning
geophysicists include geophysical
technology, geophysical engineer-
ing, engineering geology, petroleum
geology, and geodesy.

More than- 60 universities grant
the master's and Ph. D. degree in
geophysics. Candidates with a
bachelor's degree which includes
courses in .geology,. mathematics,
physics, engineering, or a combina-
tion of these subjects can be ad-
m itted.

Geophysicists generally work as
part of a team. They should be per-
sons

.
with curious and analytical

minds and be able to communicate ,

effectively.
Most new geophysicists begin

their careers,doing field mapping or

O
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exploration. Some assist senior
_geophysicists in research laborato-
ries. With expenence, geophysicists
can advance to such jobs as project
leader or program manager, or
other management and
jobs.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities are
expected to be excellent for gradu-
ates with a degree in. geophysics, as
well as for those with a degree in a
related field and courses in this spe-
cialty. Combined openings, from
both occupational growth and
replacement needs, are not ex-
pected to be numerous in any one
year. Nevertheless, new entrants to
the field will fall short of require-
ments if present trends in the
number obtaining suitable degrees
continue.

Employment of geophysicists is
expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. Petroleum and
mining companies will need
geophysicists for exploration activi-
ties, expected to increase over the
next decade. As the need for fuel
and., ' minerals grows, more
geophysicists will be needed, using
sophisticated electronic techniques,
to find the less accessible fuel and
mineral deposits.

In addition, geophysicists with
advanced training will be needed to
do research on radioactivity and
cosmic and solar radiation and to
investigate the use of geothermal
power (steam from the earth's in-
tenor) as a source of energy to
generate electricity.

Federal Government agencies
are expected to hire more
geophysicists for new or expanding
programs. Jobs for geophysicists in
the Federal Government are heavi-
ly deRakdent on funds for research
and development in the earth'
sciences, which are expected to in-
crease through the mid-1980's. The
Government is expected to support
energy research into both

established and alternative sources.
The GOvernrnent also may fund
research to loCate more natural
resources as well as to prevent en-
vironinental damage through better

.

land use.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Geophysicists have relatively
high salaries, with average earnings
more than twice those of nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming.

Starting salaries in 1974 for
geophysics graduates aleraged
$10,500 a year in private industry
for those having a bachelor's
degree, $12,200 for those having a
master's degree and $16,000 for
those having a doctorate, according
to the American Geological In-
stitute.

In the Federal Government in
late 1974, geophysipists having a
bachelor's degree could begin at
'$8,500 or $10,520 a year, depend-
ing on their college records.
Geophysicists having a master's
degree could start at $10,520 or
$12,841 a year; those haying a Ph.
D. degree, at t15,481or $18,463. In
late 1974, the average salary for
geophysicists employed by the
Federal Government was -almost
$24,000 a yeti'.

Many geophysicists work out-
doors and must be willing to travel
for extended periods of time. Some
of them work at researchstations in
remote areas, or aboard ships and
aircraft equipped with sophisticated
geophysical equipment. When not
in the field, geophysicists work in
modern, well-equipped, well-
lighted laboratories and offices.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information on career
opportunities, training, and
earnings for geophysicists is availa-
ble from:
American Geophysical Union, 1909 K St.

NW., Washington, D.C. 20006
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Society of Exploration Geophysicists, P 0
Box 3098, Tulsa. Okla. 74101

For information on Federal
Government careers, contact'
Interagency Board of U.S. Cunl Service Ex.

aininers for Washington, D.C., 1900 E
St, NW., Washington, D.C. 20415.

METEOROLISTS_
(D.O.T. 025.088)

Niture of the Work

Meteorology is the study of the
atmosphere, which is the air that
surrounds the earth. Meteorologists
describe and try to understand the
atmosphere's physical composition,
motions,..and processes, and deter-
Mine the way these elements affect
the rest of our physical 'environ-
ment. This knowledge is applied in
undetstanding and forecasting the
weather and climate to help solve
many practical problems in agricul-v
ture, transportation, communica-
tions, health, and national defense.

Meteorologists who specialize in
forecasting the weather, known
professionally as synoptic
meteorologists, are the largest group
of specialists. They study current
weather information, such as air
pressure, temperature, humidity,
and wind velocity, in order to make
short- and long-range predictions.
Their data dome from weather
saialiites. and observers in many
parts of* world. Although some
forec,asters still prepare and analyze
weather maps, most data now are
plotted and analyzed by computers.

Meteorology however, involves
many activities other than weather
forecasting. Some meteorologists
are engaged in basic and applied
research:. For example, physical
meteorologists study the chemical
and electrical properties of the at-
mosphere. They do research on the
effect of the atmosphere on trans-
mission of light, sound, and radio
waves, as well as study factors af-
fecting formation of clouds, rain,
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snow, and other weather
phenomena Other meteorologists,
known' as climatologists, study cli-
matic trends and analyze past.
records-on wind, rainfall, sunshine,
and temperature to determine the
general pattern of weather that
makes up an area's climate. These
studies are useful in planning heat-
ing and cooling systems, designing
buildings, and aiding in effective
land utilization.

Other meteorologists apply their
knowledge in the study of the rela-
tionship between weather and
specific human activities, biological.
processes, and agricultural and in-
dustrial operations. For example,
they may make weather forecasts
for individual companies, or may
work on problems such as smoke
control and air pollution abate-
ment.

About one-third of all civilian
meteorologists work primarily in
weather forecasting, and another
one-third work in research and
development. Almost one-fifth of
all civilian meteorologists are in ad-
ministrative or management posi-
tions.

Some meteorologists teach or do
researchfrequently combining
both activitiesin colleges and
universities. fn colleges without
separate departments of meteorolo-
gy, they may teach geography,
nr(hematics, physics, chemistry, or

geology, as well as. meteorology.

Pleas of Employment

About 5,600 persons-L.10
bent of them womenwork as
meteorologitts in 1974. In addition
to these civilian meteorologists,
about 2,000 officers and 7,000 en-
listed members of the Armed
Fbrces did forecasting and other
Meteorological work.

The larikest employer of civil-*

ians was t Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administra
(110AA), where over 1,800
meteorologists worked at stations in
all parts of the United States and in

QCCUPATIONAL OUTLO HANDBOOK

fifth live in just two tatesCifor-
nia and Marylan Almost one-
tenth of all meteorologists work in
the Washington; D C. area.

a ,small number of foreign areas.
Tlie Department of Defense em-
ployed over 200 civilian meteorolo-

:gists.
Almost 2,000 meteorologists

worked for private industry. Com-
mercial airlines employed several
hundred to forecast weather along
flight routes and to brief pilots on
atmospheric conditions. Others
worked for private weather consult-
ing firms, for companies that design
and manufacture meteorological in-
struments, and for firms in
aerospace, insurance, engineering,
utilities, radio and television, and
other industries.

Colleges and universities em-
ployed over 1,100 meteorologists in
research and 'teaching. A few
worked for State and local govern-
ments and for nonprofit organiza-
tions.

Although meteorologists work in
all pirts of the country, neatly one-

Training, r Qualifications,
and A vancement
.4

A bachelp s degree with aimajor
in meteorology is the usual
minimum requirement for
beginnin jobs in weather forecast-
ing. Ho ever, a bachelor's degree
in a rel ed science or engineering,
along with some courses in
mete ology, is acceptable for
some jobs. For example, the
Fed ral Government's minimum
req irement for beginning jobs is a
ba helor's degree with at least 20
se ester hours of study in

eteorology and additional training
physics and mathematics, includ-

ng calculus. However, an advanced

35-5
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degree is increasingly necessary for
advancement.

For research and college teach-
ing and for many top-level positions,
in' other meteorological activities,
an advanced degree is essential,
preferably in meteorology. How-

. ever, people with graduate degr s
in other scienCes also may qualify
i they have advanced courses in
meteorology, physics, mathemat-
ics, and chemistry.

In 1974, 44 colleges and universi-
ties offered a bachelor's degree in
meteorology, 59 schools offered ad-
vanced 'degrees in atmospheric
science. Many other institutions of-
fered some courses in meteorology.

The. Armed Services give and
support meteorological training,
both undergraduate education for
enlisted personnel and advanced
study for officers.

NOAA has a program under
which some of its meteorologists
may attend college for advanced or
specialized training. College .stu-
dents can obtain summer jobs with
this agency or enroll in its coopera-
tive education program in which
they work at NOAA part of the year
and attend school part of the year.
In addition to helping students
finance their education, this pro-
gram gives them valuable ex-
perience for finding-a-job when they
graduate.

Meteorologists in the Federal
Government usually start in 2-year
training positions at weather sta-
tions. They observe weather condi-
tions, receive training in forecast-
ing, and release weather informa-
tion to the public, agriculture, In-
dustry, 'airlines, and other users.
They may advance to assistant
forecaster and forecaster.

Airline meteorologists have
somewhat limited opportunities
advancement. However, after con-
siderable work experience, they
Thaydvance to.flight dispatcher or
to various supervisory or admifis-
trative jobs. A few very well

. qualified meteorologists with a

background in science, engineer.
ing, and business administration.
may establish their own weather
consulting services.

Employment Outlook

Job opportunities for meteorolo-
gists should be fayorable through
the mid-1980's. Although the
number of openings created by
growth in the occupation and
replacement needs is not expected
to be large in any one year, the
number, of persons obtaining
degrees in meteorology also is
small. If trends in the number of
degrees granted continue, entrants
to the field will about equal require-
ments. .

Employment in the field, as a
whole, expected to increase'
about fast as the average for all
occupa 'ons. Employment of
meteorologists in industry and in
weather consulting firms is ex-
pected to grow as private industry
realizes the importance of meteor-
ology to understanding- and 'pre-
venting air pollution. Many compa-
nies are also recognizing the value
of having their own weather fore-
casting and meteorological serv-
ices which can be tailored to fit
their' needs. There alio should be
some openings in radio and televi-
sion as,.stations increasingly rely on
their own meteorologists to prepare
and deliver their weather reports.

i Stateand local government em-
ployment of meteorologists should
also grow, and colleges and univer-
sities will offer some job opportuni-
ties, especially for those with ad-
vanced degrees. The employment
of civilian meteorologisti by the
Federal Government is not ex-
pected to gr' w significantly,
although there will be openings
created by replacement needs.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Meteorologists 'have, relatively
high earnings; 'their salaries are
ahout twice the average for' non1u-

p
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pervisory w rs in private indus-
try, except ing.

In early 1974, meteorologists in
the Federal Government with
bachelor's degree and no ex-
perience received starting salaries
of $8,500 or $10,520 a year, de-

-- pending on their college grades.
Those with a master's degree cQuld
start ,at $ 10,520 or S12,841, and
those with the Ph. D. degree at
$15,481 or S18,463.

Airline meteorologists had aver-
age starting salaries of about
$14,400 a year in 1974, and ex-
perienced airline meteorologists
could receive up to $21,600 a year
(See Statement on Occupations in
Ctvtl Aviation elsewhere in the
handbook.)

Jobs in weather stations, which
are 'operated around We clock 7
days a week, often involve
nighlwork and rotating shifts. Most
stations are at airports or in or near
cities; some are in isolated and
remote areas. Meteorologists in
smaller weather stations generally
work alone; in larger ones, they
work as part of a team.

, Soprcei of Additional
Irdornilition

General information on career
opportunities and schools offering ,
education in meteorology is availa-
ble from:
American Meteorological Society, 45

Beacon St., Boston, Mau. 02108.

American Geophysica:jr tion,q 1909 K St.
`tNW., Washin C. 20006.

For facts about job opportunities
with the NOKA National Weather
Service and its student cooperative
educationprogram, contact:
Personnel Division AD 41, National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration, 6010
Executive Blvd., Rockville, Md. 20852.

Details about Air Force
meteorological training programs
are available from any Air Force
recruiting office_or from:
Air Weather Service, Infonnation Office,

Scott Air Force*Base, Ill. 62225.
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OCEANOGRAPHERS

(D.O.T. 024.081 and 041.081)

Nature of the Work

Oceans cover, more than two-
thirds of the earth's' surface and
Provide people with valuable foods,
fossil filets, and minerals:.They also
Influence the weather, serve as a
"highway" for transportatiOn, and
offer many kinds of recreation.
Oceanographtrs .use the principles
andathniques of snatural science.
ma atics, and engineering to

, study oceans their movements.
ph ysicaLgroperties.- and plant-and
animal life' Their research not only
extends basic scientific knowledge,
but 'also helps develop practical
methods fgr forecasting .weather.
developing fisheries mining ocean
resources, and improving.national
defense

Some, oceanographers mike tests
and observationsAnd conduct ex-
periments from ships or stationary
platforms in the sea. They may
study and cidlect data on ocean
tides, currents, and other
phenomena .Some study undersea
m nu* .

ranges and valleys,
ihteraction with ;he at:

ra s e, and layers of sediment
on, n neath the ocean floor

grappers also work in"
Ala s on %land where, for ex,

am le, ey measure, dissect, and
pho ograp `fish They also study
exo is se sPecitts trid plankton

.
(fl tipg crolcopic plants and
aril als) M ch of their work en-. .
tails 'identify, , cataloging, and
anal zing differept kinds of sea life
and inerals At other laboratories,
oce nographers pi& maps or use
eom uters to test theories about the
Oce n For example, they tray study
and test the theory of continental
drif , which states that tiffT;t1l5'n-
iine is were once joined together,
hav drifted apart, and continue, to
drif apart causing the sea floor to
spr ad To present the results of

their* studies, oceanographers
prepare charts, tabulations, and re-
ports, and write papers for scientific
journals.

Oceanographers explore and
study the ocean with aircraft, sur-
face ships, and various types of un-
derwater craft. They use specialized
instruments to meastire and record
the' findings of their exploiations
and -studies. Special cameras

- equipped with strong lights are used
to photograph manne life and
ocean floor. Sounding devices are
used to measure, map, and locate
ocean materials.

Most oceanographers specialize
in on branch of the science.
Biological oceanographers (marine
biologists} study plant and animal,
life in the ocean. They search for
ways to extract drugs from marine
plants dr animals, Investigate life
processes of marine =ma's, and
determine the effects of radioactivi-
ty and pollution on marine life.
Physical oceanographers (physicists
and geophysicists) study the physi-
cal,properties of the ocean. Their
research on the relationships
between the sea and the , at-
mosphere may lead to more accu-
rate prediction of the weather.
Geological oceanographers (marine
geologists) study the ocean's moun-

. tam ranges, rocks, and sediments.
Locating regions where minerals,
oil, and gas Might be found under
the ocean floor is an application of
their work. Chemical oceanog-
raphers investigate the chemical
composition bf ocean water and
sediments as well as chemical reac-
tions in the sea. Oceanographic en-
gineers and electronic .specalists
design and build ihstruments for
oceanographic research and opera-
tions. They also lay cables and su-
pervise underwater construction.

Most oceanographers work . in
States that border on the ocean,
although there are som oceanog-
raphers employed in alinosf every
State. Four out of ten oceanog-
raphers work in just,three States

`California, Maryland, and Virginia.

.
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Places of Employment

About 2,500 personsabout 5
percent of them womenworked
as oceanographers in 1974. About
one-half worked in colleges and
universities, and more than one-
fourth for the Federal Government.
Federal agencies employing sub-
stantial numbers of oceanographers
include the Nrivy and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminisr

tion (NOAA). Slime oceanog-
raphers work in private industry; a
few work for fishery laboratories of
State and local governments.

Training, Other Qualifications, .

'and Advancement .

The minimum requirement for
beginning professional jobs ,..111
oceanography is a bachelor's
degree witty a major in oceanog-
raphy, biology, earth. or physical
sciences, mathematics, or engineer-
ing. Professional jobs in research,
teaching, and high-level jositions in
mdst other types of work require
graduate training in oceanography
or a basic science. .

Only 35 colleges and universities
leffered undergraduate degrees in
oceanography or manne sciences in
1974. However, since oceanog-
raphy is an interdisciplinary
science, undergraduate trainingin a
basic science and a strong interest
in oceanography may be adequate

,.,preparation for some beginning,
jobs and would be a good
background for graduate training ip
oceanography.

Important college courses for
graduate study in oceanography
include mathematics, physics,,
chemistry, geophysics, geology,
meteorology, and. biolOgy. In
general, students should speci
In the .particular science th
closeit to their area of oceano-
graphic interest. For example, stu-
dents interested in chemical
oceanography could" obtain a
degree in chemistry.

In .1974, about 65 colleges of-
fered advanced degrees in oceanog-.
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Oceanographers collect samples-15 sea fife.

raphy and manne sciences In grad-
uate schools. students take ad-
vanced courses An oceanography
and in a basic science

Graduate students usually work
pan of the time aboard shici!where
they do oceanographic research
and beLome familiar with the
sea and with techniques used to
obtain oceanographic information.
Universities having oceanographic
research facilities along our coasts
offer summer courses for both'grad-
uates and undergraduate. students,
which are especially beneficial for
students front inland universities.
Oceanographers should have the
curiosity needed to du new research
and -the patience to collect data and
conduct experiments

Beginning oceanographers with

r

the bachelor's degree usually start
as research or laboratory assistants,
or in jobs involving routine data
collection, computation, or analy-
sis Most begmning oceanograilhers
receive on-the-job training The ex-
tent of the training varies with the
background and needs of the in-
dividual.

Experienced oceanographers
often direct surveys and resear(ch
programs or advance to administra,
tive or'supervisory jobs in esearch
laboratories

Employment Outlook

Persons seeking jobs in oceanog
raphy may face competition
through the mid-1980's Those with
a Ph D degree should have more

3
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favorable employment opportunit
ties than others, while those with
less education may find opportune -'
ties limited to routine analytical
work as research assistants or
technicians

Employment of oceanographers
is expeoted to grow about as fast as
the average for all occupations
This growth v.111 result from in-
creased awareness of the need for
Ocean research. for..understailding
and controlling pollbtion. for
recovering natural resources, and
for national 'defense However.
growth in employment may not be
rapid enough to create enough
openings for all those expeoted to
seek- entry into this relatively small,
field Since the Federal Govern-
ment finances most oceanographic
research, a large increase in Federal
spending in oceanography,' could
improve employment prospects

Earnings and Working
Conditions

`Oceanograwhers
rn

Ite relatively
high earnings. Their av age sala-'
ries . were more than twice the
average received by nonsupervisory
workers in private industry. except
farming

In late 1974, oceanographers in
the Federal Government with the
bachelor's degree received starting
salaries of $8,500 or S 10,520 a
year, depending on their college
grades. Those with the ,'-,.aster'
degree could start at 510,520 or
512,841, and those*wit0 the Ph. D.
degree at S15,481 or Sr8,463. That
average salary fox experienced
oceanographers in the Federal
Government m late .1974 was about
$21,800 a year.

Beginning oceanographers in
educational institutions generally

'receive the same salaries as other
faculty members. (See statement on
College and University Teachers
elsewhere in the Handbook.) In ad-
dition to regular salaries. many ex-

. perienced oceanographers earn
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extra income from consulting. lec-
turing. anted

Oceanographers engaged in
research that requires sea voyages
are frequently away from home for
leeks or months at a time. Some-
times they five and work in

-cramped quarters. People who like
the sea and oceanographic research
often find these voyages satisfying
and do not consider the time spent
at sea a disadvantage/of their work.

c't
Sources of Additional

information

For information about careers in

I.
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oceanoy,raphy, oontact:
Moe of Sea Grants National Oceanic and

Atmorpberk Administration, Rockville,
Md. 20152,

Drr Geary W. Saunders, Sell:nary. Amer-
ican Society c Liranology and
Oceanovaphy.P 0. Box 833. Gaithers-
burg. Md. 20760.

Federal Government career in--
formation is available from any re-
gional office of /he U.S. Civil .

Service Commission or from:
U.S. Civil Service Cocaina:on. Weatintoe

Area Office, 1900 E St. NW.. Washing-
ter, D.C. 20415.

The booklet, Training and
Careers in Marine Science, is

*O.

1 J

35(,).

hie for a :Ina charge from:
Unemotional Oceanographic Fooniation, 10

Rickenbacker Causeway, Vaticia Key.
Wand. Fla. 33149.

Some information on odeaRo-
graphic specialties is available from
professional societies listed else-
where in the Handboa. (See state-
ments on Geologists, Geophysi-
cists, Life Scientists, Meteorolo-
gists, and Chelists.)



LIFE SCIENCE OCCUPATIONS

Life scientists study living organ
isms and their life processes_ They
are concerned with the origin and
preservation of life, from the larger
animal to the smallest living cell.
The number and variety of Plants
and animals is 90 large, and their
processes so varied and complex,.
that life scientists usually work in
one of the three broad areas
agriculture, biology, or medicine

Life scientists teach, perform
basic research to expand
knowledge of living things, and
apply knowledge gained from
research to the solution of practical
problems. New drugs, special varie-
ties of plants, and a 'cleaner en-
vironment result from the work of
life scientists.

This chapter discusses life
scientists as a group. It also contains
separate statements on biochemists
and soil scientists.

. ;

'BIOCHEMISTS
(D.O.T. 041.081)

Nature of the Work

. Biochemists study the chemical
behavior and chemical nature of
living things. Since life is based on
complex chemical combinations
and reactions, the work of
biochemists is vital for an un-
derstanding of the basic functions
of living things such as\reproduc-
tion and growth. As pall of their

,study of the chemistry )cif living
things, biochemists may also in-
vestigate the effects of substances
such as food, hormones, or drugs on
various organisms.

The methods and techniques of

biochemtstry are applied in. areas`
such as medicine and agriculture
For instance, biochemists develop
diagnostic procedures or fund cures
for diseases or identify the nutrients
necessary to maintain good health.

More than 3 out of 4 biochemists
work in basic and applied research
activities. The distinction between
basic and applied research is often
one of degree and biochemists may
do both types. Most, however, are
in basic research. The few doing
strictly applied research use the
results of basic research for practi-
cal uses. For example, _ the
knowledge of how an organism
forms a Hormone is used to develop
a process for synthesizing the hor-
mone and producing it on a mass
scale.

Laboratory research involves
weighing, filtering, distilling, dry-
ing, and culturing (growing micro-
organisms). Some experiments also
require sophisticated tasks such as
designing and constructing labora-
tory apparatus or performing. tests
using radioactive tracers.
Biochemists use a variety of instru-
ments, including electron
microscopes, and may devise new
instruments and techniques as
needed. They usually report the
results of their research in scientific
lour Is or before scientific groups.

me biochemists combine
research with teaching in colleges

d universities. A few work in in-
dustrial production and testing ac-
tivities.

Places of Employment

About 12,400 biochemists were
employed in the United States in
1974. Although the exact number
of women working in the profession
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is not known, nearly one-fourth of
those receiving advanced degiees in
biochemistri in. recent years have
Seen women.

More than half of all biochemists
are employed in colleges and
universities, and most of these do
basic and applied research and
development in university-operated
laboratories and hospitils. Almost
one-quarter °tall biochemists work
in private industry, primarily in
comparues manufacturing drugs, in-
secticides, and cosmetics. 'Non-
profit research institutes and foun-
dations .employ some biochemists
and some also work for Federal,
State, and local government agen-
cies. Most government biochemists
do research for Federal agencies
concerned with health and agrieul-
tural problems. There are a few
self-employed biochemists who are,
consultants to ustry and govern-
ment.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The minimum educational
requirement for many beginning
yobs as a professional _biochemist,
especially in research or teaching,
an advanced degree. A eh. LK
degree is a virtual necessity for per-
sons who hope to make significant I
contributions to biochemical
research and for advanc.ement to
many management and administra-
tive jobs. A bachelor's degree with
a major in biochemistry or chemis,
try, or with a major in biology and a
minor in chemistry, may qualify
some persons for entry jobs as
research assistants or technicians.

More than 50 schools award the
bachelor's degree in biochemistry,
and nearly all colleges and univ=i-
ties offer a major in. -biology or
chemistry: Regardless of their col-
lege major, future biochemists
should take undergraduate courses
in Chemistry, biolod, biochemistry,
mathematics, and physics

About 200 colleges and univesi-
ties offer graduate degrees In

349
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biochemistry Graduate students
generally are required to have a
bachelor's degree in' biochemistry,
biology, or chemistry Many gradu
ate schools offer programs that
emphasize some fields or specialties
of biochemistry over others
because of the influence of the type
of research being done at the
school Therefore, students wishing
to specialize should select their
schools carefully. Graduatt training
requires actual research in addition
to advanced science courses. For
the doctoral degree, the student
specializes in one field of
biochemistry by doing intensive
research and writing a thesis.

Young people planning careers
as biochemists should be able to

rk independently ail as part of a
team. Precision, keen powers of obi
servation, and mechanical aptitude
also are important Biochemists
should have analytical abilities and
curitous minds, as well as the pa-
tience and perseverance needed to
complete the hundreds of experi-' ments that may be necessary to
solve one problem.

Graduates with advanced degrees
may begin their careers as teachers
or researchers in colleges or univer-
sities. In private industry, most
begin in research jobs and with ex-
perience may advande to positions
in whic0 they plan and supervise
research.

New graduates with a bachelor's
degree usually start work as
research assistants or technicians.
These job, in private industry often
involve testing and analysis. In the
drug industry, for example,
research assistants analyze the in-
gredients of a product to verify and
maintain its purity or quality.

EmploymenfOutiook

Job opportunities for bioch4sts
with advanced degrees should \be
favorable through the mid-1980's.

The employment of biochemists is
expected to grow taster than the
average for all occupations during

1'
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this period, creating, hundreds of
job openings each year. There also
will be many openings each year
resulting from biochemists who
retire, die, or transfer to other oc-
cupations.' The outlook for
biochemists is based on the assump-
tion that research and development
expenditures in biochemistry and
related sciences. primarily by the
Federal Goverrunent. will increase
through the mid-1980's, although at
a slower rate than during the
1960's. If actual research and
development expenditures differ
significantly from those assumed,
the outlook for, biochemists would
be altered.

The anqcipated growth in this
field should result from the effort to
find cures for cancer, heah disease,
and other diseases, and from public

concern with environmental pro-
tection. Biochemists will also be
needed in the drug and other indus-
tries and in hospitals and health
centers. There will also be some
teaching opportunities in colleges
and universities, but the recent
slowdown in the growth in college
enrollraents may mean fewer
teaching opportunities than in the
past.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

BiochernistS have relatively high
salaries; average earnings were
about twice the average for all non-
supervisory workers in private in-
dustry, except farming, According
to a 1974 survey by the American
Chemical Society, salaries for:ex-
perienced 'biochemists averaged

30%

Blochemlit builds a model of a complex molecule.
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$15,000 for those with a bachelor's
degree, $15,100 for those with a
master's degree, and 521,500 for
thbse with a Ph. D.

Starting salaries paid to
biochemists employed by colleges
and universities are comparable to
those for other faculty members.
Biochemists in educational institu-
tions often S1iPplement their in-
comes by engaging in outside
research or consulting work.

Sources of Additional
Informs

For general information on
careers in biochemistry, contact
Amencan Society of Bic4ogical Chernazt,

9650 Rockville Pike. Bethesda. ?Ad
20014

LIFE SCIENTISTS
(D 0.T 040.081,041.081,

041.168.
041.181,041/81),

Nature of the Work

Life--scientists study all aspects of
living organisms, emphasizing the
relationship of animals and plants
to their environments.

Almost one-half of all life
scientists are in research and
development. Many work in labora-
tories conducting basic research
aimed at adding to our knowledge
of living organisms. Knowledge
gamed from th arch is applied
.ininedicine. in vement of
crop yields, and to the ttennent
of the natural environmen When
working in ilaboratones, life'
scientists must be familiar with
research techniques and c plex

4aboratory equipment s as elec-
troo......inicrosco nowledge of
computers also ss useful in conduct.
ing some expenments. Not all
research, however, is performed in
laboratories. For example, a
botanist who explores the volcanic
Alaskan valleys to see what plants
grow there also is doing research.

7".-- ,

_.

Life scientist sxaminsi animal tissui.

Teaching in a college or universi-
ty is the major area of work for
more than .ene- fourth of all life
scientists, many of whom also do in-
dependent research. Almost one-
fifth are in some type of manage-
ment and administrative work that
ralfges from planning and ad-
ministering. programs for testing.
foods and drugs to directing activi-
ties at zoos or botanical gardens -
Some life scientists work as con-
sultants to business firms or to
government in their areas of spe-
cialization. Others write for techni-
cal publications or test and inspect
foods, drugs, and other product&
Some work in technical sales and
services jobs for industrial compa-
nies where, for example, they
demonstrate the proper use of new
chemicals or technical product.

Scientists working in many areas

3
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of the life sciences often call them-
sel§es biologists. However, the
majority are classified by the type
of organism they study, or by the
specific activity performed

Life scientists dealing primarily
with plants are botanists Some
study all aspects of plant life, while
others work in specific areas such
as identifying and classifying plants
or studying the structure of plants
and plant cells.Some botanists con-
centrate on the cause and cure of
plant diseases.

Some life scientists are con-
cerned with the mass development
of plants. Agronomists improve the
quality and yield of crops by
developing new growth methods or
by controlling disease, pests, and
weeds. They also analyze soils to
detertnine ways of increasing acre-
age yields and decreasing soil ero-
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sion Horticiltunsis work . with
orchard and garden plants such as
fruit and nut trees, vegetables, and
flowers_ They seek to improve plant
culture methods for the purposes of
beautification of communities,
homes, parks, and other areas as
well as for increasing crop quality
and yields.

Zoologists concentrate on animal
lifeits origin, bekav tor, and life
processes. Some clonduct expen
mental studies with live animals and
others examine dissected animals in
:aboratones. Zoologists are usually
identified by the animal group stu
died' ornithologists tbir , en-
tomol is (insects), an main-

ts (mammals).
Animal husbandry specialists do

research on the breeding, feeding,
and diseases of domestic farm
animals. Vetennartans study dis-
eases and ,abnormal functioning in
animals. (See- statement . on
Veterinarians elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Life scientists who investigate the
growth and characteristics of
microscopic organisms such as bac-

a, viruses, and molds are called
microbiologists. They isolate organ-
isms and groly them for close ex-
amination under a microscope.
Medical microbulloguts are con-
cerned with problems such as the
relationship between bacteria and
disease or the effect of antibiotics
on bacteria. Other microbiologists
may specialize in soil bacteriology
(effect of micro-organisms on soil
fertility), virology (viruses), or im-
munology (mechanisms that fight
infections).

Anatomists study the structure of
organisms, from cell structure to
the formation of tissues and organs
Many specialize in human anatomy.
Research methods may entail dis-
sections or thp use of electron
microscopes.

Some life scientists apply their
specialized knowledge across a
number of areas, and may be clas-
sified by the functions performed.
Ecologists, for ciample. study the

mutual relationship atnong
isms and their environments. They
are interested in the effects of en-
vironmental influences such as rain
fall, temperature, and 'altitude on
organisms. For example, ecologists
extract samples of plankton
(microscopic plants and animals)
from bodies of water to determine
the effects of pollution, and meas-
ure the radioactive content of fish.

Embryologists study the develop-
ment of an organism from a fertil-
ized egg through the hatching
process or gestation period. They
investigate the causes of healthy
and abnormal development in or-
ganisms.

Nutritionists examine the bodily
processes through which food is
utilized and transformed into ener-
gy

)
They learn how vitamins,

minerals, proteins, ancl other
nutrients build and repair tissues

Pharmacologists conduct tests on
animals such as rats, guinea pigs,
and monkeys to determine the ef-
fects of drugs, gases-, Poisons, dusts,
and other substances on the func-
tioning of tissues and organs They
may develop new or improved
drugs and medicines

Pathologists specialize in the ef-
fects of diseases, parasitits, and in-
sects on human cells, tissues, and
organs Others may investigate
genetic variations caused by drugs

Biochemists and biological
oceanographers, who are also life
scientists, are included in separate
statements elsewhere in the Hand.
book.

Places of Employment

An, estimated 190,000 persons
worked as life scientists in 1974. Al-
most 50,000 were agricultural
scientists, about 75,000 were
biological scientists, and almost
65,000 were medical scientists.
About one-fifth of all biological and
agricultural scientists were women.

Colleges and universities employ
nearly three-fifths of all life
scientists, in both teaching and
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research jobs. Medical schools and
hospitals also employ large num-
bers of medical mvestigators. Siza-
ble numbers of agronomists, hor-
ticultunsts, animal husbandry spe-
cialists, entomologists, and other
agriculture-related specialists work
for State agricultural colleges and
agricultural experiment stations.

About 25,000 life scientists
worked for the Federal Govern-
ment in 1974. Of these, almost half
worked for the Department of
Agriculture, with large numbers
also in the Department of the Inten-
or, and in the National Institutes of
Health. State and local govern-
ments combined employed 21,000
life scientists.

Approximately 25,000 life
scientists work in private industry,
mostly in the pharmaceutical, in-
dustrial chemical, and rood
processing industries. More than
4,000 work for nonprofit rose h
organizations and found and
a few are self-employed.

Life scientists are fairly evenly
`distributed across the United
States, but there are employment
concentrations in some
metropolitan areasfor example,
nearly 6 percent of all agricultural
and biological scientists work in the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area. Life science teachers are con-
centrated in communities with large
universities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Young people seeking a career in
the life sciences should plan to ob-
tain an advanced degree. The Ph.
D. degree generally is required for
college teaching and for indepen-
dent research. It is also necessary
for many jobs administering
research programs. A master's
degree is sufficient for sonic jobs in
applied research and college
teaching. A professional health
degree is necessary for some jobs in
medical research (See section on
Health Occupatio,as elsewhere in
the Handbook.)
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The bachelor's degree is
adequate preparation for some
beginning jobs, but promotions
often are limited for`those who hold
no higher degree New graduates
with a bachelor's degree can start
their careers in testing and inspect
ing jobs, or become technical sales
and service representatives. They
also may become advanced techni-
cians, particularly in medical
research or, with courses in educa-
tion, a high school biology teacher
(See statement on Secondary
School Teachers elsewhere in the
Handbook )

Most colleges and universities
offer life science curriculums. How-
ever, courses differ from one col-
lege to another_ For example,
liberal arts colleges may emphasize
the biological sciences; while many
State universities and land grant
colleges offer -good programs in
agricultural science.

Young people seeking careers in
the life sciences should obtain the
broadest possible undergraduate
background in biolOgy and other
sciences. Courses taken should in-
clude biology, chemistry, physics,
and mathematics.

Many colleges and universities
confer advanced degrees in the life
sciences. Requirements for ad-
vanced degrees usually include field
work and laboratory research as
well as cli.ssroom studies and
preparation of a thesis.

Young people planning careers
as life *ientists should be able to
work independently-or as part of a
team and must be able to commu-
nicate well. Physical stamina is
necessary for those interested in
research in remote places.

Life scientists who have ad.,
vanced degrees usually begin in
research or teaching jobs. With ex-
perience, they. may advance to jobs
such as supervisors of research pro-
grams.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for

life scientists are expected to be
good for those with advanced
degrees through the mid-1980's,
but those with lesser degrees may
expenence competition for availa-
ble jobs. However, a degree in life
science is also useful for entry to
occupations related to life science
such as research,assistant, laborato-
ry technologist, and the health care
occupations. Employment rn the
life sciences is expected to Increase
faster than the average for all occu-
pations over this period, creating
many new jobs. In addition, some
openings will occur as life scientists
retire, die, or transfer to other oc-
cupations.

The growth in employment in the
life sciences will be influenced by

' the increased interest in preserving
the natural environment and by a
continuing interest in medical
research Employment opportuni-

ilk'
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ties in industry and government
should increase_ because of a need
for research and development in
environmentally related areas and
to administer new laws and stand-
ards for environmental protection.
Greater interest in the environment
on the part of college, junior col-
lege, and high school students could
result rn some increased opportuni.
ties for life science teachers in these
schools. While employment in col-
leges and universities is expected to
Increase, it will grow at a slower
rate than in the past, primarily
because of the anticipated slower
overall rate of growth in college and
university enrollments.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Life scientists receive relatively
high salaries, their average earnings

I-

Ufa scientist measures the sensitivity of an Instrument designed to detect the
presence of Ille In the upper atmosphere.
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are more than twice those of nonsu-
pervisory workers in private indus-
try, except farming.

Beginning salary offers in private
industry in 1974 averaged $9,420 a
year for bachelor's degree
recipients' in agricultural science
and $8,640 a year for bachelor's
degree recipients in biological
science.

In the Federal Governrnent in
late 1974,' life scientists having a
bachelor's degree could begin at
$8,500 or $10,520 a year, depend-
ing on their college records. Life
scientists having the master's
degree could start at $10,520 or
$12,841, depending on their
academic records or previous work
experience. Those having the Ph.
D. degree could begin at $15,481 or
$18,463. Agricultural and biologi-
cal scientists in the Federal Govern-
ment averaged $20,300 a year.

Earnings of all biological
scientists averaged about $18,500 a
year in 1974. Life scientists who
have 'the M.D. degree generally
earn more than other life scientists
but less than physicians in private
practice.

Most life scientists work in well-
lighted, well-ventilated, and clean
laboratories. Some jobs, however,

_require working outdoors under ex-
treme weather conditions, doing
strenuous physical work.

sources of Additional
information

General information on careers
in the life sciences is available from.

American Institute of Biological Sciences,
1401 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Va.
22209.

American Society for Horticultural Science, .
National Center for American Horticul-
ture, Mt. Vernon, Va. 22121.

American Physiological Society, Education
Office, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda,
Md. 20014.

Dr. .1. Frank McCormick, Directgr, Gradu-
ate Program m Ecology, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 37916.

Special information on . Federal
I

Government careers
from:
US. Civil Service Commission, Washington

Area Office, 1900 E St. NW., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20415.
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is available

SOIL SCIENTISTS
(D.O.T. 040.081)

Nature of the Work

Soil scientists study the physical,
chemical,' and biological charac-
teristics and behavior of soils. They
investigate soils both in the.. field
and in the laboratory and classify
them according to a national system
of soil classification. From their
research, scientists can classify soil
to respond to management
questions concerning its capability
to produce crops, grasses, and
trees, and its suitability for the
erection of foundations for
buildings and other structures. Soil
scientists prepare maps, usually
based on aerial photographs, on
which they plot the individual kinds
of soil and other landscape features ,
'significant to soil type and manage7_,
ment in relation to land ownership
lines, field boundaries, roads, and
other conspicuous fealbres.

Soil scientists also conduct
research to determine the physical
and chemical properties of soils to
understand their behavior and
origin. They predict the yields of
cultivated crops, grasses, and trees,
under alternative combinations of
management practices.

Soil science offers opportunities
for those who wish to specialize in
soil classification and mapping, soil

/geography, soil chemistry, soil
iphysics, soil microbiology, and soil
management. Training and -tex-

ri)ce in _soil science also will
prepare persons for positions as
farm managers, land appraisers,
and many other professional posi-
tions.
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Races of Employment

An estimated 3,500 soil scientists
were employed in 1974. Most soil
scientists are employed by agencies
of the Federal Government, State
experiment stations, and colleges of
agriculture. However, many are
employed in a wide range of other
public and private institutions, in-
cluding fertilizer companies,
private research laboratories, in-
surance companies, banks and
other lending agencies, real estate
firms, land appraisal boards, State
conservation departments, and
farm management agencies. A few'
are independent consultants, and
others work for ,consulting firms.
An increasing number are em-
ployed in ftheign countries as
research leaders, consultants, and
agricultural managers.

Training and Advancement

Training in a college or university
of recognized standing is important
in obtaining employment as a soil
scientist. For Federal employment,
the minimum qualificatislin-for en-
trance is a bachelor's degree ith a
major in soil science or in a closely
related field of study, and with 30-
semester.. hours of course work in
the biological, physical, and earth
sciences, including a minimum of
15 semester hours in soils. In the
case of research, those having
graduate.. ingespecially those
with the octoratecan be ex-
pected to advance into a responsi-
ble and high paying position. Soil
scientists who are qualified for
work with both field and laboratory
data have a special advantage.

Many colleges and universities
offer fellowships and assistantships
for graduate training, or employ
graduate students for part-time
teachingor research.

Employment Outlook

The demand is increasing for soil
scientists to help complete the
scientific classification and evalua-
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tion of the soil resources in the
United States One of the major
program objectives of the Soil Con-
servation Service of the U S De-
partment of Agriculture is to
complete the soil survey of all rural
lands in the United States. This pro-
gram includes soil classification and
soil interpretation for use by
agriculturists, engineers, and land-
use planners

Also, demand- is increasing for
both basic and applied research to
increase the efficiency of soil use.

Earnings

The incomes of soil scientists de-
pend upon their.education. profes-

f

/
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sional experience, and individual
abilities. The entrance salary in the
Federal service for graduates hav-
ing a B.S. degree was 58,500 in late
1974. They may expect advance-
ment to S10,520 after 1 year of
satisfactory performance. Fuither
promotion depends upon the in-
dividual's ability to do high quality
work and to accept responsibility.
Earnings of well-qualified Federal
soil scient:sts with several years of
experience range from $15,91 to
S25,581 a year.

Sourcts of Additional
Information ,

Additional information may be

io

f
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obtained from the C.S. Civil Serv-
ice Commission, Washington, D.C.
20415, Office of Personnel, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20250, any office of
the Department's Soil Conserva-
tion Service, any-college of agricul-
ture, or the American Society of
Agronomy, 677 S. Segoe Rd.,
Madison, Wis. 53711.

See also statements on Chemists
and Life Scientists. VI

1
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Mathematics is both a science
and a tool essential for many kinds
of work. As a tool, mathematics is
necessary for understanding and ex-
pressing ideas in science, engineer-
ing, and, increasingly, in human af-
fairs. The application of mathemati-
cal techniques in these fields has in-
creased greatly because of the
widespread use of computers,
which enable mathematicians to do
complex problems rapidly and effi-
ciently. As a result, employment
opportunities for persons trained in
mathematics have expanded rapidly
in recent years.

Young people considering
careers in mathematics should be
able to concentrate for long periods
of time.. They should enjoy working
independently with ideas and solv-
ing problems, and must be able io

present their findings in written re-
ports.

This section describes two
.occupations--mathematician and
statistician. A statement on ac-
tuanes. a closely related mathema-
tics ok.k.upation. is discussed in the
section on Insurance Occupations.
Entrance into any of these fields re-
quires college training in mathema-
tics. For many types of work.
graduate education is necessary.

Marry other workers in the natu-
ral and social sciences and in data
processing use mathematics exten-
sively, although they are not pri-
manly mathematicians. These oc-
cupations are discussed elsewhere
in the Handbook, as are jobs for
high school mathematics teachers,
cpvered in the statement on Sec-
ondary School Teachers.

Alt

Mathansaticlan considers technical problarn as xp4alnod by onginw.
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MATHEMATICIANS
(D.O.T. 020.088)

Nature of the Work

Mathematicians today are en-
gaged in a wide variety of activities,
ranging from, the creation- Of new

' theories to the translation of scien-
tific and.managerial problems into
mathematical terms.

There are twc broad classes of
mathematical work: pure (theoreti-
cal) mathematics; and applied
mathematics, which includes solv-
ing numerical problems Theoretical
mathematicians advance mathemat-
ical science by developing new
principles and new relationships be-
tween existing principles of
mathematics They seek to increase
basic knOwledge without necessar-
ily considering its practical use
Yet, this pure and abstract know-
ledge bas been instrumental in pro-
ducing many scientific and engineer-
ing achievements. For example, in
1854 Bernard Riemann invented
a seemingly impractical non;
Euclidian geometry that was to be-
come part of the theory of relativity
developed by Albert Einstein mike
than a half-cdntury later.

Mathematicians in applied wo
use mathematics to develop they
ries, techniques, and approaches tc
solve prOblems in natural science
social science, management, an
engineering. Their work rang
from analysis of the reliability
space vehicle systems to studies
the effects of new drugs on disease.

Much work in applied mathe-
matics, however, is carried on by
persons other than mathematicians.
In fact, the number of workers who
depend to a greater or lesser extent
upon mathematical expertise is
many times greater than the
number actually designated as
mathematicians.

Places of Employment
.7

About 40,000 persons worked as
mathematicians in 1974, about one-
fifth of them women.
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Roughly three-fourths of all
mathematicians worked in colleges
and universities. Most were
teachers,, some worked mainly in
research and development with few
or no teaching duties

Most other mathematicians
. worked in private industry and

government In the private sector,
major employers were the
aerospace, communications,
machinery, and electrical equip-
ment industries The Department of
Defense employed most of the
mathematicians working in the
Federal Government

Mathematicians work in all
States, but are concentrated in
those with large industrial areas and
large college and university enroll-
ments. Nearly half of the total are
employed in seven StatesCalifor-
nia, New York, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Maryland,
and New Jersey. Of the total, one-
fourth live in three metropolitan
areasNew York City; Washing-
ton, D C ; and Los Angeles-Long
Beach, California.

!Earning, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

An advanced degree is the basic
requirement for beginning teaching
jobs, as well as for most research
positions. in most colleges and
universities, the Ph. D. degree is
necessary for full faculty smuts.

Advanced degrees are also
required for an increasing number
of jobs in industry and government,
in research, and in many areas of
applied mathematics. However, the
bachelor's degree is adequate
preparation for many positions in
private industry and the Federal

'Government.
Some new graduates having a

bachelor's degree assist senior
matheniancians by performing
computations and solving less ad-
vanced problems in applied
research. Others work as research
or teaching assistants in colleges
and universities while studying for

4

an advanced degree.
The bachelor's degree in mathe-

matics is offered by most col-
leges and universities. Mathematics
courses usually required for a de-
gree are analytical geometry, cal-
culus, differential equationi, prob-
ability and statistics, mathematical
analysis, and modern algebra A
prospective college mathematics
student should take as many math-
ematics courses as possible while
still enrolled in high school.

More than 400 colleges and
universities have programs leading
to the Master's degree in mathe-
matics about 150-also offer the Ph.
D. In graduate school, students
build upon the basic knowledge
acquired in earlier studies. They
usually concentrate on a specific
field, of mathematics, such as al-
gebra, mathematical analysis, or
statistics, by conducting research
and taking advanced courses.

For work in applied mathematics,
training in the field in which the
mathematics will be used is very im-
portant. Fields in which applied
mathematics is used extensively in-
clude physics, engineering, and
operations research; of increasing
importance are business and indus-
trial management, economics,
statistics, chemistry and life
sciences; and the behavioral
sciences. Training in numerical
analysis and programming is espe-
cially desirable for mathemiticians
working with computers.

Mathematicians need good
reasoning ability', persistence, and
the ability to apply basic principles
to new types of problems, They
must be able to communicate well
with others since they often must
listen to a non-mathematician
describe a problem in general
terms, and check and recheck to
make 'sure they understand the
mathematical solution that is

needed.

Employment Outlook

Although employment of mathe-
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maticians is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all ,
occupation through the mid-
1980's, thiscate of growth is slower
than occurred in the past. Even if
the number of degrees granted in
mathematics each year remains at
its present level, the number of peo-
ple seeking employment is expected
to exceed job openings. As a result,
persons seeking employment as
mathematicians are expected to
face keen competition throughout
the period.

Theoretical mathematicians are
expected to have the most difficulty
in finding employment. They have
traditiOnally worked in colleges and
universities, where 'employment
gr is now expected to be

ofwe..St.

Holders of advanced degrees in
applied mathematics should have
the least difficulty in Rijn.,
satisfactory employment. P ate
Industry and governmental agencies
will need applied mathematicians
for work in operations research, nu-
merical analysis, computer systems
programming, applied mathemati-
cal physics, market research and
commercial surveys, .and as con-
sultants in industrial laboratories.
Work in applied mathematics
requires both a high degree of
mathematical competence and a
knowledge of the field of applica-
tion.

College graduates with degrees in
mathematicshould be able to find
jobs in other fields, because the
education necessary' for a degree in-
mathematics is also 4- good
background for other jobs that rely
heavily on the application of mathe-
matical theories and methods.
Mathematics majors are likely to
find openings in statistics, actuarial
work, computer programming, ,
systems analysis, economics, en-
gineering, and physical and life
sciences. Employment opportuni-
ties in these fields will probably be
best for those who combine a major
in mathematics with a minor in one
of these subjects.
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New graduates wilt also find
openings as high school wathe-
matics teachers after completing
professional education courses and
other requirements for a State
teaching certificate. (See statement
IF Secondary School Teachers else-
where in the Handbook.)

. Earnings and Working
Conditions

.. In 1974, mathematicians earned
average salanes over .twice as high
as the average for nonsupervisory
workers in pnvate industry, except
farming. Starting salanes for mathe-
maticians with a bachelor's degree

-averaged about $10,300 a year.
Those with a master's degree could
start at about $12,500 annually.
Salaries for new graduates having
the Ph. D., most of whom had some
experience, averaged over SI 6,0ea.Pc

In the Federal Government in
1974, rhathemauclans having the

' bachelor's . degree and no ex-
penence could start at either
$8,500 or $10,520 a year, depend-
ing on their college records. Those
with the master's degree could start
at $12,841 or $15,481, and persons
having the Ph. D. degree could
begin at either $15,481 or $18,463.
The average salary for all mathe-
maticians in the Federal Govern-
ment was about 421,500 in 1974.

Salaries paid to college and
university teachers vary greatly de-
pending both on therquality and lo-
cation of the school and the ability
and experience of the individual.
According to the American Mathe-
matical Society, college and univer-
sity teachers generally earned from
as low as $8,000 a year
(instructors) to as high as $25,000 a
year (professors)in 1974 Some
were paid over $30,000 annually.

Mathematicians on college and
university staffs often supplement
their regular salaries with income
from summer teaching, special
research projects, consulting, and
writing.

Sources of Additional
Information

Several brochures are mailable
that give facts about the field of
mathematic", including career op-
portunities, professional training,
and colleges and universities with
degree programs.

Seeking Employment in the
Mathematical Sciences -is available
for 25 cents from:
American Mathematical Society. P 0 Box

6248, Providence, RI 02940

Professional Opportunities in
Mathematics (50 cents) and Guide
Book to Departments in the Mathe
matioal Sciences (75 cents) are pro-
vided by.
Mathematical Associauon of America. 1225

Connecticut Ave Washington.
D C 20036

For specific information on
careers in applied mathematics,
ontact:

Society for Industrial and Applied Mathe-
matics. 33 S 17th St Philadelphia, Pa
19103

For Federal Government career
information, contact any regional
office of the U S Civil Service
Commission or:
Interagency Board of L S Civil Service Ex

aminers. 1900 E St NW Washington,
D C. 20415

STATIS
(D.O.T.

Nature of

1CIANS

20.1

Statistics are number t h 1p
describe the charact stics he
world and its inhab' ts. Statisti-
cians devi , .1 out and analyze
surveys and experiments, and in-
terpret their numerical results. In
doing so, they apply their
knowledge of statistical methods to
a particular subject area, such as
economics, human behavior, natu-
ral science, or engineering. They
may use statistical techniques to
predict population growth or
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economic conditions, develop
quality control tests for manufac-
tured products, or help business
managers and government officials
make decisions and evaluate the
results of new programs.

Often statisticians are able to ob
tain accurate information about a
group of people or things by survey-
ing% samp, rather than the whole.
group. For'example, television rat-
ing serviceo ask only a few thousand
families, rather than all viewers,
what programs they watch. Statisti-
cians decide where to get the data,
determine the type and size of the
sample group, and develop the sur-
vey questionnaire or reporting
form. They also prepare irtstruc-
tions for workers who will tabulate
the returns. Statisticians who design
experiments prepare mathematical
models to test a particular theory.
Those in analytical work interpret
collected data and summarize their
findings in tables, charts, and writ-
ten reports. .Some statistician's,
called mathematical statisticians,
use mathematical theory to design
and improve statistical methods.

BecadSe.the field of statistics has
such a wide application, it is some-
times difficult to distinguish statisti-
cians from specialists in other fields
who use statistics. For example, a
statistician working with data on
economic conditions may have the
title of economist.

Plebes of Employment

Approximately 24,000 persons
about one-third of them women
worked as statisticians in 1974.
About 2 out of 3 statisticians -wore
in private industry, primarily in
manufacturing, public utilities,
finance-, and insurance companies.
Roughly one-eighth worked for the
"Federal Government, primarily in
the Departments of Commerce,
Agriculture, Defense, and Health,
Education, and Welfare. Others
worked to -State and local govern-
ment and colleges and universities.

Although ,statisticians work in all
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Statistician assembles data for market
research project

parts of the country, most Ste in
metropolitan areas, and about one-
fourth lived in three areasNew
York City; Washington, D.C.; and
Los Angeles-Long-Beach, Ciifoi-
nia.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree with a major
in statistics or mathematics is the
minimum educational requirement
for many beginning jobs in
statistics. For other beginning
statistical jobs, howAder, a
bachelor's degree with a major in
an applied field such as economics
or natural science and a minor in
statistics is preferable. A graduate

r degree in mathematics or statistics
is essential for college and universi-
ty teaching and helpful for promo-
tion to top administrative and con-
sulting jobs.

About 120 colleges and universi-
ties offered statistics as a concen-
tration fór a bachelor's degree in
1974 Schools offer either a degree
in mathematics or a sufficient
number of courses in statistics to
qualify graduates for beginning

positions. Required subjects tor,
statistics majors include mathe
matics through differential and in-
tegral calculus, statistical methods,
and probability Theory. Courses in
computer uses and techniques are
useful for many jobs. For quality
control positions, training in en-
gineering or a physical or biological
science and in the application of
statistical methods to manufactur
ing pr6cesses is desirable. For many
market research, business analysis,
and forecasting jobs, courses in
economics and business administra-
tion are helpful.

Over 100 colleges and universi-
ties offered graduate degrees in
statistics in 1.974, and many other
schools offered one or two graduate
level statistics courses. The usual
requirement for entering a graduate
program is a bachelor's degree with
a good background in mathematics.

Beginning statisticians who have
only the bachelor's degree often
spend much of their time perform-
ing routine, work under the supervi-
sion of an experienced statistician.
Through experience, they _may ad-
vance.to positions of greater techni-
cal and supervisory responsibility:

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
persons who combine training in
statistics with knowledge of a fief.,
of application are expected to
favorable through the mid-1980's.
Besides the faster. than average
growth expected in this field, addi-
tional statisticians will be needed to
replace those who retire, or
transfer to other Occupations.

Private industry will require in-
creasing numbers of statisticians for
quality control in manufacturing.
Statisticians with a knowledge of
engineering' and the physical
sciences will find jobs working with
scientists and engineers in research
and development. Business flips
will rely morc heavily than in the

past on statisticians to forecast
sales, analyze business conditions,
modernize accounting procedures,
and help solve management
problems.

Government agencies will need
statisticians for existing and new
programs in fields such as social
security, health, education, and
_economics. Colleges and universi-
ties will employ others to teach a
growing number of students, as the
broader use of statistical methods
makes such courses increasingly
Important to persons majoring in
fields other than mathematics and
statistics.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, the average salary of
statisticians exceeded $21,000 a
year, much higher than the average
for all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.
New college graduates averaged
about $10,000 a year, according to
the limited information available.
Those with the master's degree
could start at about $12,500 a year,
while Ph. D. recipients could start
at around $16:000.

In the Federal Government in
1974, statisticians who had the
bachelor's degree aid no ex-
perience could start at either
8,500 or $10,520 a year, depend-

ing on their college grades.
Beginning statisticians with the
master's degree could start at
$12,841 or $15,481. Those with the
Ph. D. could begin at $15,481 or
$18,463, .

Statisticians emloyed by col-
leges and universities generally
receive salaries comparable to
those paid other faculty members.
(See statement on College and
University Teachers.) In addition to
their regular salaries, statisticians in
educational institutions sometimes
earn extra income from outside
research. projects, consulting, and
writing. )

4
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Sources of Additional
Information

For info:illation about career.opl
portunities in-statistics, contact
American Stanancal Auccuttion, 806 15th

.

.10
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St NW., Washington. D.0 20005.

Facts on Federal. Government
jobs arc available from:
Intra;agency Board of U.S. Civil.Service Ex-

armor Washington. D.0 , 1900 E
St. NW., Washington, D.0 20414 For

3 7 i
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information on a career as a ins
carstatistician. contact:

Institute of Mathematical Statistics. 1367
Laurel St.. San Carlos. Calif. 94.070.

a
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PHYSICAL SCIETISTS

Physical scientists deal with the
basic principles of science. Many.
do basic research to Increase-Triads
knowledge of the properties of
matter and energy. Others do basic
and applied research, and develop
new products and processes. For
example, chemists in applied
research use their knowledge of the
triteracoons of various chemicals to
improthe quality .of products.
Besides research and development,
many physical scientists, particu-
larly chemists and food scientists,
work in production and sales-re-
lated activities in industry.

This section describes four physi-
cal science oc.cnpationschemists,
physicists, astronomers, and food
scientists. Engineers, life scientists,
and environmental scientis also
require a background in th physi-
cal sciences; these occupy ns are
described in separate sections else-
whete in the Handbook.

ASTRONOMERS
(D.O.T.021.088)/

Work

-.Asttonome answers to
q ons about the fundamental
na of the universe, such as its
on nd histowand the evolution
of lar system. Astronomers2
so s called astrophysiasts

nciples ofvekeics and
its to study and deter-

-vior of rtratter aftd
t galaxies. Ope ap-

e informatiort they
gain is to pr ve or disprove theories
of the nature' matter and energy
sucttas Einstein's theory of relativi-
ty.

u

,mathe
mine
'energy 1.
Plication

To make observations of . the
universe, astronomers use large'
telescope-s, radlotelescopes, and
other instruments which can detect
electromagnetic radiation from
distant sources. Astrondmers of
today, spend little time visually ob-
Serving stars through telescopes
because photographic and elec-
tronic light detecting equipment is
more effective with dim or distant
stars aild..Jalaxies. By using spec-
troscopes analyze light from stars
astronomers can determine their
chemical 'composition. . As-
troripmers also use radiotelescopes
and other electronic means to ob-
serve radio waves, X-rays, and
cosmic rays. Electronic computers
ate used to analyze, data and to
solve complex mathematical eqtta-
tions that astronomers develop to

' repreieni various theories. Compu-
ters also are useful for processing
astronomical data calculate or-
tits of asteroitas or comets, guide
spacecraft, and Tork out tables for
navigational handbooks.

Astronomers usually specialize in
one of the many branches of the
science such as 4tntments and
techniqvi, the -Tin, the solar
system, and the evolution and in-
teriors of stars.

,

Astronomers who work on obser-,
vational programs begin their stu-
dies by deciding what stars or other
objects to rve and the methods
and instrume to use. They may
deed to desi optical measuring
demices to a to the telescope to
make !the uired measurements.
After completing their, observa-
tions, they analyze the results,
presentthern in'precise numerical
form, and explain them on the basis
of some theory. Astromomers
usually spend relatively little'time in

actual observation and relatively
more time in analyzing the large
quantities of data that observatory
facilities collecC

Some astronomers concentrate
on theoreti blems and seldom
visit observato formulate
diaries or mathemati is to
explain observations made
by other astronomers. These ail
tronomers develop mathematical
equations using the laws of physics
to t.ompute, for-example, theoreti-
cal models of how stars change as
their nuclear energy sources

,become exhausted
Almost all astronomers do

research or teach, those in colleges
and universities often do both In
schools that do not have separate
,departments of astronoMy or only
small enrollments in the subject,
they often teach courses in mathe-
matics or physics as well as astrono-
my Some astronomers administer
research programs, develop and
design astronomical instruments,
and do consulting work

Mimes of Employmsnt

Astronomy is the smallest physi-
cal science; only 2,000 persons,4
roughly 7 percent of then-women,
worked- as astronomers in 1974.
Most-astrononlys work in' colleges
and universities. Some work in ob-
servatorift operaterIobyuniversities,
nonprofit organizations, 'Of the
Federal Govern/Rent. ,

The F7deral overnment em-
ployed almost 600 astronomers iri
1974. Most worded for the Natiotial'
Aeroriauticsand Spaci.Administra-
non: 0 worked for the Depart-
ment of I3etlnse, mainly at the U.S.
Naval Observa and the U.S.
Naval Research La ratory. A few
astronomers wor*ed lb:Orris in.the
aerospace field, oviiin museums and

.planetariums.

kralning, 04r Qualifications,
and Advancsfnent -

The usual requirement for a )66.
in astronomy is a Ph. D. tegree. Per:,

361

.
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Astronomer records data collected by a radio telescope.

sons wah less edtkatuan.may quali-
fy for. some jobs, however, kigh-

411.4. level positions in teaching and
resarch...and adlanZement ik most
areas are opefi only-to those with
the doctorate.

Marty students whb undertake
grate study,in astronomy. have a
13,.a.Mlor's.degree in astronomy. In

' I 9-I4,.about 50 colleges and univer-
sities had programs leading to the
bachelor's degree in astronomy.
However, most students with a

bachelor's degree in physics, or in
mathematics with a physics minor,
can usually qualify for graduate
'programs in astronomy. Students
planning to become astrono6Eir
uaually study physics, mathematics,
and chtmistry Courses in statistics,
computer scienceopbcs, and elec

..trbnicsi also are useful In 'schools

4 ..,

astronomy departments, stu-
also take introductory cours-

in astronomy and astrophysics,
d in astronomical techniques and

i truments.
About 55 universities offer the

Oh. D. degree in astronomy. These
programs include advanced courses
in astronomy, physics, and mathe-
matics. Some schools require that
graduate students spend several
months working at an observatory.
In most institutions, the work pro-
gram leading to the doctorate is
flexible and allows students to take
courses in their own particular area
of interest,

Persons planning careers in as-
tronomy should have imagination
and an inquisitive mind. Per-
severance and the ability to concen-
trate on detail and to worklndepen-

3 '?

denily also are important,
New graduates with a bachelor's

or master's degree in astronomy
usually begin as assistants in ob-
servatones. planetanums.iarge de-
partments of astronomy in colleges
and itinversibes, Government agen-
cyes, or industry. Some work .as
research assistants_ while studying
toward advanced degrees New
graduates with the doctorate can
qualify for teaching and research
,obs in colleges.and universities and
for research jobs in Government
and industry..

Employment Oatlook7-

Persons seeking positions as as-
tronomers will face keen competi-
tion for the few available openings
expected through the mid-1980's.
Employment of astronomers is ex-
pected to grow slowly, if at all,'
because the funds available for
basic research in astronomy, which'
come mainly fro% the Federal
Government, are not expected to
increase enough to create many
new positions. Most openings will
occur as replacements for those
who die or retire. Since astronomy
is such a small profession, there will
be few openings needed for
replacements There will be a large
number of pe,Ople competing to fill
these openings cause the number
of degrees granted in astronomy
probably will continue to exceed
available openings.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Astronorfiers have relatively high
salaries, with average, earnings
much higher than the average for
nonsupervisOry workers in pnvate
industry, except farming.

In the Federal ment in
late 1974, astronom=ding the
Ph. D. degree could begin at
S15,481 or.$18,463, depending on
their college record. Those having
the bachelor's degree could start at
$8,500 or S10,520, with the
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master's degree at 510,520 or
512,841 The average annual salary
for astronomers and space scientists
in the Federal Goveriunent was
about S2',600 in late 19'4 As-
tronomers teaching to colleges and
universities received salaries
equivalent to those of other faculty
members (See statement on Col
lege and University Tea.hers else
where in the Handbook) -

Most astronomers spend most of
their time working in offices or
classrooms, although astronomers
who make observations may need
to travel to the observing facility
and may occasionally work at night

Sources of Additional
Information

For information on careers in as-
tronomy and on schools offering
training in the field, contact:

Amencan kstrononm..11 Socaely. :1; Fitz
Randolph Rd Princeton N J 084410

CHEMISTS
(DIOT. 022.081, 168, 181,

and.281)

Nature of the Work

The clothes we wear, the foods
we eat, the houses in wbich we
livein fact most things that help
make our lives better, from medical
care to a cleaner environment
result, in part, from the work done
by chemists.

Chemists search for and.puf into
practical use new knowledge about
substances They develop new com-
pounds, such as rocket fuel, im-
prove foods, and create clothing
that is chemically treated ,against
flammability, soil, and wrinkles.

Over one-half of all chemist/
work in research and development
In basic research, chemists in-
vestigate the properties and com-
position of matter and the laws that
govern the combinapon of ele-
ments. Basic research often has

ti

practical uses. For example,
synthetic rubber and plastics have
resulted from. research on small
molecules uniting to form larger
ones (polymerization). In research
and development, new products are
created or improved. The process
of developing a product begins.with
descriptions of needed Items. If
similar products exist, chemists test
samples to determine their in-
gredients, If no such product exists,
expenmentauon with various sub-
stances yields a product with the
required specifications,

Nearly onefifth of all chemists
work in production and inspection.
In production, chemists prepare in-
structions (batch sheets) Tor plant
workers which specify the kind and
amount of ingredie
the exact mixin

to use and
e for each stage

in the process /At each step, sam-
ples are tested for quality control to
meet industry and government
standards. Records and reports
show results of tests

Others work as marketing or
sales representatives to obtain
technical knowledge oft products
sold. A number of chemilts teach in
colleges and universities. Some
chemists are consultants to private
industry and government agenda.

Chemists often specialize in one

17711E3

7,"46411,..,

Chemists study model of ethylene dint-
'tramIns.
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of the subfields of chemistry.
Analytical chemists determine the
structure, composition,. and nature
of substances, and develop new
techniques. An outstanding exam-
ple was the analysis of moon rocks
by an international team of analyti-
cal chemists. Organic cherriist.ir'
onginally studied the chemistry of
living things, but this area has been
broadened to include alt carbon
compounds. When combmed with
other elements, carbon forms an in-.
credible vanety of substances.
Many modern commercial
products, including plastics and
other synthetics, have resulted from
this work. Inorganic chemists study 4

compounds other . than carbon. -
They may develop, for example,
materials to use in solid state elec.,
tronic comportnts: Physical
chemists study energy transfotmas
lions to find new and better energy
sources. Increasingly, howeltr,
chemists consider themselves Mem-
bers of new specialties. which in-
clude twettie preceding fieldior
more. Biochemists, often Con-
sidered as either chemists or life
scientists, are discussed elsewhere
in the Handbook. Some Chemists
specialize in the chemistry of"foods.
(See statement on Food Scientists
'elsewhere in the Handbeiok.)

Places of Employment

Nearly 135,000 persons work
as chemists In 1974, about 10 per-
cent were women. Npgrly three:
fourths of all chemiits work in
private industry, alsitoit one-half
are in the chemicals rnanuftctunng
industry. Most others work for
companies-, rriAufacturing food,
scientific InstroMents, petroleum,
paper, and ctrical equipment.

Colleges and universities em-
ployed 25 chemists. Smaller
numbers worked for nonprofit
reset organizations, and State
and governments, primarily in
hWth and agriculture, Federal
agencies, chiefly the Departments
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of Defense. Health, Education, and
Welfare. Agnculture, and Interior

Chemists are erilplOyed in all
parts of the country. but they are
concentrated in large industrial
areas 'Nearly one fifth of all
chemists were located in four
metropolitan areasNew York.
Chicago. Philadelphia. and
Newark About half of the total
worked in six StatesNew York,
New Jersey. California. Penrisyl
aria. Ohio. and Illinois.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancernont

A bachelor s degree with a major
in chemistry or a related discipline
is sufficient for many beginning jobs
as a chemist. However. graduate
training is required for many
research and college teaching posi-
tions. Beginning chemists should
have a broad background in
chemistry, with good laboratory
skills.

Over 1,100 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree in
chemistry. In addition to required

_courses in analytical:inorganic., or-
ganic, and physical chemistry, un-
dergraduates usually study mathe-
malia and physics.

More than 350 Colleges and
universities award advanced
degrees in chemistry In graduate
school, .stydents 'generally special-
ize in a particular subfield of
chemistry Requirements for the
master's and doctor's degree
usual(); include a thesis based on in-
dependent research.

Students' planning careers as

chemists should enjoy studying
science and mathematics, and
should like working with their
hands building scientific apparatus
and pea-arming experiments. Per-
sevprance and the ability to concen-
trate on detail and work Indepen-
de tly are es,sential Other deiirable-

ts include an 'inquisitive mind,
an 'imagination. Chemists also
sh Id have good eyesight and eye-
h coordination

OCCIPATIONAL OITLOOK HANDBOOK

G uates with the bachelor's
degree g rally begin their careers
in government or industry by
analyzing or testing products. work
mg in technical Ales or sebi4e, or
assisting senior chemists in research
and development laboratories.
Many employers have special train
ing and orientation programs which
are concerned with the special
knowledge needed for the em-
ployer's type of worn. Candidates
for an advaVced degree often teach
or do research in colleges and
antversmes .whije working toward

adanced degrees. .
geginning chemists with the

master's degree .can usually go into
applied research m governnient or
private industry. They.,Lato may
qualify for teaching positions in 2-
year colleges, and some universi-
ties.

The Ph. .D generally is required
for basic researcg.' for teasing in
colleges- and universities, and for
advancement to many administra-
tive positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities in
chemistry are expected to be good

for graduates at all degree levels
through the mid-1980's. The em-
ployment of chemists is expected to
grow faster than the average for all
occupations during this period,
thousands of rrevv jobs will be
created each year. In addition,
several thousand openings will
result each year as chemists retire,
die. or transfer to other occupa-
tions.

The outlook for chemists is based
on the assumption that research
and <level() t expenditures of
government and dustry will in-
crease throuth the-- med-1980's.

.althougljot a-slOwer rate than dur-
60's If actual R&D e.c

eels differ significantly
ed. the outlook
be altered

ree-fourths of

ulg the 1
Pend
frdrtfiose
for chemists woti

Approkintately
total employment is pected to be
in private ind/rfstry to develop new
products In addition. "rn Otrial
companies and governmen eli-
des will need chemists to help
problems related to ener
shortages, -pollution control, .sand
health care Some also will wor in,
Federal, State, and local critie
laboratories.

Growth in college and university
4

chemist regu
1,

pressurEof used In in experiment
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employment is expected ternuc' h
slower than in the past, conipeution
for teaching positions will be keeri
(See statement on College and
University Teachers efshere in
the Haitdbook)

*kw graduates also wilt find
openings in high school teaching
after completing 'professional edu-
cation courses and other require
meats for - a State teaching cer-
tificate. However, they usually are
then regarded as teachers -rather
than chemists (See statement on
Secondary School Teachers else-
where in the Handbook.)

Earnings .and Woridng
Conditions

Chem Oh averaged more than
twice as much as nonsupervisory
workers i -private industry, except
farming. According to the Amer-

, icar) Chemical Society, exPetieeced
chemists having a bachelor's degree
averaged 517,500 a year in 1974,
for those with a master's degree,
S 18,400f ai for those with a Ph.
D., 521,700.

Private industry paid chemists
with the bachelor's degree starting
salaries ,averagipg S10,200 a year in
19'4, those with the :master's
degree, SI2,000, and those with the
Ph. D.:TT:5400..

In colleges and universities, the
median salary of those with the
master's degree was S 13,300 and of
those with the 'Ph...D.7 SI7,200. In
additio.n, many experienced
chemists in educational institu ris
supplement their' regular laries
with income- -dour consulting, lec-
turing, end .

Depending. on college records,
the annual starting salary in the
Federal Government in late 1974
for an inexperienced chemist with a
bachelor's degree was either 58,500
or S10,520 Those who had 2 years
of graduate study could begin at
S.12,841 a year. Chemins having
'the Ph D degree could start at
S15,841 or 'S18,463."The average
salary for all chemists in the Federal

Yn

Government in late 1974 was
521,500 a year.

Chemists usually work in
modern, well-equipped, and well-
ighted laboratories, offices, or
classrooms Hazards involve han-
dling potentially explosive or highly
caustic chemicals. However, when
safety regulations are followed,
health hazards are negligible.

Source's of Additional
Information

General information on career
opportunities and earnings for
chemists is available from:
American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St

NW ,Washington,15.0 20036

Manufacturing Chemists Association, Inc .
1825 Connecticut Ave NW r Washing-
ton, D C. 20009.

For specific information op
Federal Government careers, con-
taco
Interagency BOard of LT S CivirVrvicekx

amincrs for Washington. D C . 1900 E
St NW , Washington. D.0 20415

For additional sources of infor-
mation, .see statements on
Biochemists,- Chemical Engineers,
and Industrial Chemical Industry.
Information on chemical techni-
cians may be found in the statement
on Engipecnng and Science

,

FQOD SCIENTISTS
(D.O.T. 022.(581,.049.08 I , and

0441.081)

Nature of the Work

In the past, -consumers processed
most food in the bofne, but today;
industry processes almost all foods.
A keyworker involved _ In the
developriierit and processing of the
large variety of foods available
today is:the food scientist or food
technologa.

F96a scientists intiestigate
chemical, physical, and biological
nature of food and apply this

365i
knowledge to processing, preserv-
ing, 'packaging, distributing, and
storing an adequate, nutritious,
wholesome, and economical food
supp . About three-fifths of all
scie ix) food processing work in
research and deyelopment. Others
work in quality assurance laborato-
ries or in production or processing
areas of food plants. Some teach or
do basic research in colleges and'
universities.

.

Food, scientists in basic research
study the structure and composition
of food and the changes it un-
dergoes in storage and processing.
For example, they may develop new
sources of proteins, study the ef-
fects of processing on microorgan-
isms, or search for factors that af-
fect the flavor, texture, or ap-
pearance of foods. Food scientists

, who work in applied research and
development create new foods and_
develop new proceitsing methods.
They also seek to improve existing
foods by making them,siore nutri-
tious and -enhancing ,their flavOr,
color, and texture. -

Focal scientists insure that each
product will retain its charac-
teristics d nutritive value during
storage. ey also conduct chemi-
cal and m robiological tests to see
that pro ucts meet industry and
government standards, and they
may determine the nutritive c
tents of products in order to com
with Federal nutritional label.
requirements.

In quality control laboratories,
foOd scientists cheek raw in-
gredients for freshness, maturity, or
suitability for processing. They may
use machines that test for ten- -
derness by findeng the amount of
Force necessary to. puncture the
item. Periodically, tbey inspect
processing line operations to insure
conformance with government and -,
industry standards. For example, .,
scientists test canne goods for
sugar, starch, proteinfa vitamin,
and mineral content. In;frozerkfood -4-

plants, they make sure that, after
Processing, various enzymes are ins.,

, .
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;i44 - new toodinod4ct.: ' . -

active so that the food will not spoil
during sto ge Other food
scientists are in lved in developing
and knproving packaging and
fanning methods.

Food scientists in Froductfon
prepare production 'specifications,
scheciule processing operations,
maintain proper temperature and
humidity in storage, areas, and su-
pervise sanitation operations, in-
cluding the efficient and economi-

c cal disposal of wastes To increase
efficiency, they advise management
on the purchase of equipment and
recommend new sources of materi-
als.

Some food scientists apply their
,knowledge in areas such as market,
research, advertising, and technical
sales Others teach in colleges and
universities

Placs of Employmnt

About 7,200 personsmore than
10 percent of them women
worked as food scientists in 1974.
Feud sci ttsts_. ork in all sectors
of the food industry -and-iiLevery
State. The types of products on
which they work may depend on
the locality. for exampIe,An Maine
and Idaho they work with potato
processing, in the Midwest, with

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK
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cereal products wand meatpacking,
and in Florida and.Califorma, with
orange juice cOncentrateS..

Some fodd scientists do research
for Federal agencies such as the
Food and Drug Administration and
the Departments of Agriculture and
Defense, others work in State regu-
latory agencies. A few work for
private consulting firms and inter-
national organizations such as the
United Nations. Some teach or do
research in colleges and unqersi-
ties. (See statelnent on College and
University Teachers elsewhefe in
the Handbook.) 0 a

.0i4lifttations,
_

A-bachelor's degree with a major
in food science, or in one of the
physical or life sciences such as
chemistry and biology, is the usual
minimum requirement for
beginning jobs in food science. An
advanced degree is necessary for
many jobs, particplarly research
and college teaching, and for some
management level jobs in industry

About 60 colleges and universi-
ties offered programs leading to the
bachelor's degree in food science in
1974, the Institute of Food
Technologists approved over 40 of
these. Undergraduate students
majoring in food science usually
take -Courses-in. physics, chemistry,
mathem ics, biology, the social
sciences d humanities, and busi-
ness p.d mistration, as well as a
variety of food science courses.
Food science courses cover areas
such as preservation, processing,
sanitation, and marketing of foods.

Most of the colleges anctveiversi-
ties that provide undergraduate
food, science programs also offer
advanced degrees. Gradupte- stu-
dents usually specialize in a particu-
lar area of food science. Require-
ments tOr the Master's or doctor's
degree_ vary by institution, but
usually include laboratory work and
a thesis.

Young petple planning careers

.3 7

as food scientists should have
analytical minds and like detaiti,
and technical work. Food scientists
must be able to express their ideas
clearly to others.

Food scientists with a bachelor's
degree might start work as quality
assurance chemists or as assistant
production managers. After gaining
experience, they can advance to
more responsible management jobs
A food scientist might also begin as
a junior food chemist in a research
and development laboratory of a
food company, and be promoted to
section head or another research
management position.

People who have master's
degrees may begin as senior food
chemists jn a research and develop-
ment laboratory. Those who have
the Ph. D. degree. 'usually begin
their careers doing basic research
or teaching_

Employmnt Outlook

Employment of food scientistsis
expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the t'a's. In addition to

gs resulting from this growth,
some jobs will open each year
because of the need to replace
those who die, retire, or transfer to
other fields.

Employment is expected to grow
as the food industry responds to the
challenge of providing wholesome
and economical foods that cart'
meet changing, , consu r

preferences and food standards. In
addition, both private households
and food service institutions that
supply outlets such as airlines and
restaurants will demand a greater
quantity of quality convenience
foods.

Food scientists with advanced
degrees are expected to have more-,
favorable opportunities than these,
with only the bachelor's degri'
AISQ, those with degrees in IOW
science May have better opportutit-:
ties than those with degrees in:re:

. .

., .

' ,
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fated fields such as chemistry or
biology.

An increasing number of food
scientists are expected to find jobs
in research and product develop-
ment. In recent years, expenditures
for research and development in
the food industry have increased
moderately and probably will con-
tinue to rise. Through research,
new foods are being produced from
modifications of wheat; corn, rice,
and soybeans For example, food
scientists are working to improve
"meat" products made from
vegetable proteins There will be an
increased need for food scientists in
quality control and production
because ,of the. complexity of
products and processes and the ap-
plication of higher processing stand-
ards and new government regula-
tions.

EirnIngs and Working
Conditions

Institute of Food Technologists. Suite 2120,
221 North LaSalle St., Chicago, III

- 60601

PHYSICISTS

(D:O.T 023.081 and.088)

Nature of the Work

The flight of astronauts through
space, the probing of ocean depths,
or even the safety of the family car
depend on research by physicists.
Through systematic observation
and experimentation, physicists
descnbe in mathematical terms the
structure of the universe and in-
teraction of matte? and energy.
Physicists develop theones that
descnbe the . fundame forces
and laws of nature. erermining
such basic laws governing
phenomena such as gravity, elec-

. tromagnetism, and nuclear interac-
relatively tion leads to .discoveries and in-

high earnings in 1974; much higher novations. For instance, the
development of irradiation therapythan the average fort"a.11 nons,iaper-

visory workers in pnvate Industry, equipment whin destroys harmful
except farming. Food scientists with growths in humans without damag-
the bachelor's degree had average ing other tissues resulted from what

starting salaries of about S 10,000 a physicists know about nuclear
year in 1974. Those with a master's radiation. Physicists have con:
degree started at about S12,000, tributed to scientific progress in
and those with the Ph. D. degree at recent years in areas such as

about S15,200. nuclear energy, electronics, com-
In the Federal Government in munications, aerospace, and inedi-

.late 1.974, food scientists with a cal instrumentation.
Two-thirds of all physicists workbachelor's,degree could start at

$8,500 or S10,520 a year, depend- in research and development. Some

mg on their college grades. Those do basic research to'increase scien-
with a master's degree could start at tific knowledge. For example, they

3 1.0,520 or S 12,84 I , anchltOse with investigate the fundamentals of
the Ph de ree could be in at nuclear structure and the forces
515,48 r 518,463. The average between nucleons (nuclear dynam-

salary r experienced food P
tp y

develop' for their basic research canscientists n the Federal Govern-
be applied to other areas Formerit was about S22,500 a year in

example, lasers (devices which am-late 1974. / plify light and emit electromagnetic

,Sources of Additional waves in a narrow, intense fight-
beam) are utilized in surfery;Information .

, microwave devices are use for
.For information on careers in ovens, and measurement

food science, contact. techniques and merits

Food scientists had

eP
degree g .

ics). The equipment that, h sicisti

44
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developed by -physicists-can drtect
and measure the kind and number
of cells in blood or the amount of
mercury or lead in foods.

Some engineering-oriented
physicists do applied research and
help develop new products. For in-
stance, their knowledge of solid-
state phyiics led to the develop-
ment of transistors and microcir-
cuits used in electronic equipment
that ranges from haring aids to
missile guidance sytterns.

Many physicists teach tn'colleges
and universities. A -saran number
work in inspection, quality control,
and other production-related jobs
in industry. Some do consulting
work.

Most physicists specialize in one
or more branches of the 'science.
elementary-particle physics,

,nuclear physics; atomic, eiectrdn,
and molecul* physics; physics of

4condensed matter; optics,
acoustics,'and plasma physics; and
the physics of fluids. Some special-
ize in a subdivision of one of these
branches For example, within
solid-state physics subdivisions in-
clude ceramics, crystallography,
and semiconductors However,
since all physics specialties rest on
the same fundamental princkples, a
physicist's work usually overlaps
many specialties.

Growing numbers of physicists
are specializing in fields combining
physics and a related sciencesuch
as astrophysics, biophysics, chemi-
cal physics, and gedphySics.
Furthermore, the practical applica-
tions of physicists' work have in-
creasingly merged with engineer-
ing.

Places of Employment

About 48,000 people worked as
"physicistslis 1974, about 4 percent
were women. PAvate industry em-
ployed over 19,000, almost' two-
fifths of these were in companies
manufacturing

acidequipment, ad ordnance products.
Commercial laboratories and inde-
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Physicists develop equipment used in cancer research
4 .

pende t research organizations StatesCalifornia, New York, and
ploy ore than one-fourth of the Massachusetts.
physicists in'private industry.. 0.

Nearly '21,000 physiFists taught
or did research in colleges and
universities; some did both. About
6,200 physicists were in the Federal Graduate training-in physics or a
Government in 1974, mostly in the closely related fielis almoseessen-
Departments of Defense and ,Com.- teal fot, most entry level jobs in
merce. About 1,300 physipsts physics and for advancement in all
worked innonprofit organizations. s,2types of work. The doctorate .is

Although physicists are. em- usually requirea for , full faculty
ploye_I parts of the country, status at colleges and universities
their impliyment is greatest, in and ftr industrial or plivernment
areas that pave heavy industrial jobs administering research atid
concentrations and large college development programs.
and university enrollments-. Nearly -Those having master's degrees
one-fourth of all physicists work in qualify for, many research, jobs in
four metropolitan areasWashing- -private industry and in the Federal
ton, D.C., Boston. Mass., New_ Government. Sbme work in col-
York, N.Y., and Los-Angeles-Long ,tleges and universities, instructing
Beach, Calif , and more than one- anti assisting in research while
third are concentrated. tp three studying for their Ph. D.
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Those having bachelor's degrees

t jobs in private in-
qualify forAie applied research
and developmN
dustry and in the Federal Govern-
ment. Some are employed as
research assistants in colleges and
universities while studying for ad-
vanced degrees. Many with a
bachelor's degree in physics apply
their physics training in jobs in
other scientific fields and in en-
gineering. (See statements on En-
gineers. Geciphysicists. Program-
mers. and Systems Analysts else-
where in the Handbook.)

About 900 colleges and universi-
ties offer a bachelor's degree in
physics. In addition, many en-
gineering schools offer a physics
major as part of the general curricu-
lUm. The undergraduate program in
physics provides a broad
background in the science and
serves as a base for latespecializa-
tion either in graduate school or on
the job. Some typical physics cours-
es art mechanics. :electricity and
magnetism, optics, thermodynam-
ics, and atomic and molecular
physics. Student.s\also take courses
in chemistry and mathematics.

Almost 300 colleges and univer-
sities offer advanced degrees in
physics In graduate school, the stu-
dent, with faculty guidance. usually

Corks im a specific field. The gradu-
ate . dent, especially the can-
didate fof the 1313; D. degree, spends
a large portion of his time in
research.

Students'planning a career in

physics should have an inquisitive
mind, mathematical ability, and
imagination They should be able to
work on their own, 5jnce phyiicists,
particularly in basic research, often
receive only limited supervision

Young physicists often begin
their careers doing routine labora-
tory tasks. After some experience,
they are assigned more complex
tasks and may advance to wort as
project leaders or reseAch
directors Some work in top
management jobs Physicists who
develop new products frequently

Training, Other Qualifications,.
and Advancement

4



PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS

form their own companies or join
new firms to exploit their own
ideas.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities in
physics are expected to be good
through the mid-1980's. The em-
ployment of physicists is expected
to grow faster than the average for
all occupations over this period,
creating more than a thousand new
openings each year. In addition,
some opening will result as
physicists retire; die, or transfer to
other occupations.

Some of the past growth in em-
ployment of physicists resulted
from increases in Federal research
and development (R&D) expendi-
tures. Through the mid- 1980's,
government R&D expenditures are
expected to increase, although at a
slower rate than during the 1960's.
On this basis, more physicists will
continue to be required. However,
if actual R&D expenditure levels
and patterns were to differ signifi-
cantly from those assumed, the out-
look for physicists would be altered.

Some physicists with advanced
degrees will be needed to teach in

colleges and universities, but com-
petitiorrfor these jobs is expected to
be keen.

New graduates also will find op-
portunities u high school
teachers after` completing
required educational courses and
obtaining a State teaching cer-
tificate. However, they are usually
regarded u teacher! rather than u
physicists. (See suilement on
Secondary Schobi Teachers else-
where in the Handbook)

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Physicists have relatively high
salaries, with average earnings
'more than twice those of noesuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming. Starting salaries for
physicists who had a bachelor's
degree averaged about $10,700 a
year in manufacturing induitries in
1974; a master's degree, $12,800;
anda Ph. D.,$17,800.

Depending on their college
records, physicists with a bachelor's
degree could start in the Federal
Government in late 1974 at either,,
$8,500 or $ 1C1,520 a year.
Beginning physicists having a
master's degree could start at'

r
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$10,520 or $12,841, and those hay-
Mg the Ph. D. degree could begin at
$15,4211 or $18,463. Average,
earning; for all physicists in the
Federal Government in 19.74 were
$24,700 a year.

Starting salaries on college and
university faculties for physicists
having a master's degree averaged
$9,600 in 1973, and for those lav-
ing the Ph. D., $12,000. (See state-
ment on College and University
Teachers elsewhere in the Hand-
book.) Many faculty physicists sup-
plement their regular incomes by
working u consultants and taking
on special research projects.

Sources of Additional
Informatiopj

General information on career
opportunities in physics is available
from:
American institute of Physics, 335 East 45th 6

St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

. For ,information on Federal
Government careers, contact:
Interagency Board of U.S. Civil Service Ex-

aminers for Washington, D.C., 1900 E
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20415.

(
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OTHEISSCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
OCCUPATIONS

BROADCAST
TECHNICIANS

(DOT 194 168, 281, 282, and
782; 957 282; and 963 168

through 887)

Nature of the Work

Broadcast technicians operate
and maintain the electronic equip-
ment used to7;ecord and transmit
radio and television programs. They
work with microphones,. sound
recorders, light and sound, effects,
television cameras video tape
recorders, and other equipment

In the control room, broadcast
technicians operate equipment that
regulates the quality of sounds and
pictures being recorded or broad-
cast. They also operate controls
that switch broadcasts from one
camera or studio to another, from
flip to live programming, or from

:network to local prografits. By
'means of hand signals and, in televi-
sion, by use of telephone headsets,
they give, technical directions to
personnel in the \studio.

When eyents-outsride tlie studios
are to be brbadcast, technicians
may go to the ;site and set up, test,
and operate the equipment. After .
the broadcast, they disniantle the
equipment and return it to the sta-
tion. ,

As a rule, broadCast technicians
in small stations perform a variety
of duties. In- large stations and in
networks, on the' other hand,
technicians are more specialized,
although specific job assignments
'Ili), Change from day to day. Trans-
muter iechructans monitor and log.
outgoing signals and ars responsible
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for transmitter operation. Main-
tenance technicians set up, main-
tain, and repair electronic broad-
casting equipment. Audio control
technicians regulate sound pickup,
transmission, and switching and
video control technicians regulate
the quality, brightness, and contrast
of television pictures. The lighting
of television programs is directed
by lighting technicians. For pro-
grams originating outside the stu-
dio, field technicians set up and
operate broadcasting equipment.
Recording teChniciani operas nd
Maintain sound recording eq p-
ment; Audeerecording-T tans
operate and maintain video tape
recording equipment. Sometimes
the term "engineer" is substituted
for "technician."

, Placea of Employment

About 22,000 broadcast techni-
ciant Were employed in radio and

fly

Broadcast techn ician, glves technical
assistance to studio personnel.

33
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television stations in 1974. Most
radio stations employ fewer than 4
technicians, although a few large
ones have more than 10. Nearly all
television stations employ at least
10 brOadcast technicians, and those
in large metropolitan areas average
about 30. In addition to the techni-
cians, some supervisory personnel,
with job titles such as chief engineer
or director of engineering, work in
technical departments.

Although broadcast technicians
are employed in every State, most
are located in large metropolitan
areas. The highest paying and most
specialized jobs are concentrated in
New York, Los Angeles, and
Washington, D.C.the originating
centers for most of the network
programs.

Tralnqua, Other Ouallficationf,
and Advancement

A person interested in becoming
a broadcast technician should plan
to get a Radiotelephone First Class
Operator License from the Federal
CommUnications Commission
(FCC). Federal law ,requires that
anybne who operates broadcast
transmitters in television and radio
stations must hold such a license.
The FCC also issues a Third-Class
Operator License which is all that is
needed to operate a radio broadcast
transmitter. Some stations require
all, their broadcast technicians, in-
-eluding those who do not operate
transmitters, to have one of these
licenses. In addition, the chief en-
gineer of each broadcasting station
must have an FCC Radiotelephone
First Class Operator License. Ap-
plicants for these licenses must pass
a series of written examinations.
These cover construction and
operation of transmission and
receiving equipment; charac-
teristics of electromagnetic waves;
and regulations and practices, both
Federal Government and interna-
tional, which govern broadcasting,

Amohg high school courses, al-
gebra, trigonometry, physics, elec-
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tronics, and other sciences' provide
valuable background for persons
anticipating careers in this occupa-
tion. Building and operating an
amateur radio station also is good
training. Taking an electronics
course in a technical school is still

another good way to acquire the
knowledge for becoming a broad-
cast technician Some persons gain
work experience as temporary em-
ployees while filling in for regular
bro\adcast technicians who are on
vacation.

Many schoOls give courses espe-
cially d signed to prepare the stu-
dentf6r the FCC's first-class license

Technical school or college
training is an advantage for those
who hope to advance to supervisory
positions or to the more specialized
jobs in large stations and in the net-
works.

Persons with FCC first-class
licenses who get entry jobs are in-
structed and advised by the chief
engineer or by other experienced
technicians concerning the work
procedures of the station In small
stations, they may start by operat-
ing the transmitter and handling
other technical duties, after a briilf
instruction period. As they acquire
more experience and skill they are
assigned to more responsible jobs
Those who demonstrate above- -
average ability may move into top-
level technical positions, such as su-
pervisory technician or chief en-
gineer A college degree in en-
gineering is becoming increasingly
important for advancement to su-
pervisory and executive positions

Employment Outlook

The number of broadcast techni-
cians is expecjed to increase about
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's. Most
job openings will result from the
need to replace experienced techni-
cians who retire, die, or transfer to .

other occupations.
Some new job opportunities for

technicians will be provrded as new

OCCUPATIONS

radio and television stations go on
the air. Demand for broadcast
technicians also will increase as
cable _television stations broadcast
more of their own programs., How-
ever, laborsaving technical ad-
vances, .such as automatic pro-
gramming, automatic operation
logging, and remote control of
transmitters will limit the demand
for technicians.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of beginning technicians
in commerical radio and television
ranged from about 1135 to SI85 a
week in 1974 and those of ex-
perienced technicians from about
S 170 to $350, according to the
limited infortnation available. As a
rule, technicians' wages are highest
in large cities and in large stations.'
Technicians employed by television
stations usually are paid more than
those who work for- radio stations
because television work is generally
more complex. Technicians em-
ployed by educational broadcasting
stations generally earn less than,
those who work for commercial sta-
tions.-

Most technicians in large stations
work a 40-hour week with overtime
pay for additional hours; Some
broadcast technicians in the larger
cities work a 37,-hour week. In small
stations, many technicians work 4
to 12 hours of overtime each week.
Evening, night, and weekend work
frequently is necessary since many
stations are on the air as many as 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. Net-
work technicians may occasionally
have to work continuously for many
hours and under great pressure in
order to meet broadcast deadlines

Technicians generally work in-
doors in-pleisant suitoundings. The
work is interesting, and the duties
are varied. When remote pickups
are made, lioweter, technicians
may work out of dobrs at some
distance from the studios, under
less favorable conditions
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Sources of Additional
Information

For information about radio-
telephone operator's examinations,
and guides to study for them, write
to:
Federal Communications Commission.

Washington. D C 20036.

For information on careers for
broadcast technicians, write to:
National Association of Broadcasters, 1771

N St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Corporauon for Public Broadcasting, 888
16th St. NW Washington. D.C. 20006.

DRAFTERS
(D.O.T. 00 h281, 042.281,
003.281, 005.281, 0117.281,
010.281, 014.281, and 017.)

Nature of the Work

When, making a space capsule,
television set, building, or bridge,
workers follow drawings that show
the exact dimensions and specifica-
tions of tke entire object and each ,

of its parts. Workers who thaw
these plans are drafters.

Drafters prepare detailed
drawings based on rough sketches,
specifications, and calulations
made by engineers, architects, and
designers. They also calctqate the

0 strength, quality, quantity, and cost
of materials. Final drawings contain
a detailed view of the object as well
as specifications for materials to be
used, procedures followed, and

.,?other information to carry out the
job.

In preparing drawings, drafters
use compasses, 4viders, protrac-
tors, triangles, an T1 machines that
combine the functions of several
devices. They also use engineering
handbooks, tables, and slide rules
to help solve technical problems.

Drafters are classified according
to the work they do or their level of
responsibility. Senior drafters trans-
late an engineer's or. architect's
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Drafter prepares final specification* for highway project

preliminary plans into design
-layouts" (scale drawings of the ob-
ject to be built) Drtailers draw
each part shown on the layout, and
give dimensions. materials, and
other information to make the
detailed drawing clear and
complete. checkers carefully ex-
amine drawings for errors in com-
puting or recording dimensions and.
specifications. Under the .supervi-
sion of drafters, tracers make minor

14correctiens and trace drawings for
reproduction on paper or plastic
film.

Drafters may specialize in a par-
ticular field % of work, such as
mechanical, klectrical, electronic,
aeronautical, structural, or
architectural drafting.

Places of Employment

About 313,000 persons-8 per-
cent of them womenworked as
drafters-'n 1974 More than 9 out of

10 drafters worked in private indus-
try, with engineering and architec-
tural firms employing almost 30
percent of all drafters. Other major
employers included the fabricated
metals, electrical equipment, and
construction industries:

About 20,000 drafters worked
for Federal, State, and local govern-
ments in 1974. Most drafters in the
Federal Government worked for
the Defense Department; those in
State and local governments were
mainly in highway and public works
departments: Another several
thousand drafters worked for col-
leges and universities and nonprofit
ofganizations.

Training, Other Clualificationi,
and Advancement

Persons interested in becoming
drafters can acquire the necessary
training in technical institutes, jun-
ior and community colleges. ex

3 -3

tension divisions of universitiesrand
vocational and technical high
schools. It is also possible to qualify
through on-the-job training pro-
grams combined with part-time
schooling or 3- to 4-year ap-
prenticeship programs.

Training fur a career in drafting,
whether in a high school or post-
high school program, should in-
clude courses in mathematics,
physical sciences, mechanical
drawing, and drafting. Shop prac-
tices and shop skills also are helpful
since many higher level drafting
jobs require knowledge of manufac-
turing or construction methods.
Many technical schools offer cours-
es in structural design, strength of
materials, and metal technology.

Those planning careers in draft-
ing should be able to do detailed
work requiring a high degree of ac-
curacy; have good eyesight and-eye-
hand coordination because most of
their work is done a the drawing
board; be able to function as part of
a team since they work directly with
engineers, architects, and skilled
workers; and be able to do freehand
drawings of three-dimensional ob-
jects. Artistic ability is helpful in
some specialized fields.

High school ,graduates usually
start out as tracers. Those having
post-high school technical training
usually qualify. as junior drafters.
After gaining experience, they may
advance to checkers, detailers,
senior drafters, or supervisors.
Some may become independent
designers. Courses in engineering

\\and mathematics sometimes enable
dra ers to transfer to engineering
gkosit ns.

Employment Outlook

Employment of drafters is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations. This
growth, along with the need to
replace those who retire, die,, or
move into other fields of work,
should provide favorable jog oppor-
turtities through ttie mid-1980's
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Holders of an awytate (2-year)
degree in drafting will have the best
prospects. Many large employers
already require post-secondary
technical education, though well-
qualified high school graduates who
have studied drafting will find op-
portunities in some types of jobs.

Employment of drafters. is ex-
pected to rise rapidly as a result of
the increasingly complex design
problems of modern products and
processeg. In addition, more draft
ers be needed as supporting
personnel for engineering and
scientific occupations. Pho-

.toreproduction of drawings and ex,
panding use of electronic drafting
equipment and computers, how-
ever, will reduce the need for less
skilled drafters.

Earnings

In private industry, tilminning
,drafters earned' between $560 and
$740 a month in 1974, more ex-
perienced drafters earned from
S700 to 5900 a month: Senior draft-
ers averaged roughly S 1.000 a
month, about one and one-half
time:: much as the average
earn-ea of nonsupervisory workers
in prate industry, except farming.

The Federal Governmeill paid
drafters having an associate degree
starting salaries of $7,596 a year in
late 1974. Those with 'Tess educa-
tion and experience generally
started It $6,764. The average
Federal Government salary for all
drafters was S10,400 a year.

Sources of Additional
,, information

General informant:in on careers
for drafters is available Trom:
American Institute for Designond Drafting,

3119 Price Rd., Bartlesville; Okla.
74003.

International Federation of Professional and
Technical Bngineers, 1126 16th St.
NC Washington. CCC 20036

See Sources of Additional Infor-
mation in the statement (in En-

gineenng and Science Technicians
elsewhere in the Handbook.

ENGINEERING AND
SCIENCE TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 002. through 029.)

Nature of the Work

Knowledge of science, mathe-
matics, industrial machinery, and
processes enables engmeinng and
science technicians to work in all
phases of prpduction, from
research and design to manufactur
ing, sales, and customer service.
Although their jobs are more
limited in scope and more practi-
cally oriented than thole of en-
gineers or scientists, technicians
often do work that engineers or
scientists might othetwise have to
do. Technicians frequently use
complex electronic and mechanicar
instruments, experimental laborato-
ry equipment, and drafting instru-
ments. AlmoR all technicians
described in this statement must be
able to use engineering handbooks
and computing devices such as slide
rules and calculating machines.
,In research and development

(R&D), one of the largest. areas of
employment, technicians set up,
calibrate, and operate coMplex in-
struments, an'a'lyze data, and con-
duct tests. They also assist en-
gineers and scientists in developing
experimental equipment and
m4els by making drawings and
sketches; and under an engineer's
direction they frequently do routine'
design work.

In production, technicians
usually follow the plans and general
.directions ' of erigineei and
scientists, but often without close
supervision. They mays.prepare
specifiCations for materials, devise'
tests, to insure, product quality, or
study ways to improve the efficien-
cy of an operation. They often su-
pervise prbduction workers to
make sure they follow prescribed
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plans and procedures. As a product
is built, technicians check to lee
that specifications are followed, ,

keep engineers' and scientists in-
formed .as to /progress, and in-

. vestigate pr6duction problems, 3
As sales workers or field

representatives for manufacturers,
technicians give advice on installa-
tion and maintenance problems of
complex machinery'', and may-write
specifications and technical
manuals. (See statement on Techni-
cal Writers elsewhere in the Hand-
book. I

Technicians may work in the en-
gineering field, in physical science,
or in life science, Within theie
'general fields, job Ides May
.describe the level (biological aid or
biological technician), duties
(quality control technician or time
study analyst), or area of woik
(mechanical, electrical, or chemi-
cal).

As an engineering technician,
one might work in any of the fol-
lowing areas:
Aeronautical Technology. Tech-
nicians in this area work with en-
gineers add scientists to design
and pEpduce aircraft, rockets,
guided missilei, and spacecraft.
Many aid engineers in preparing
design-slaYouts and models of
structures, control systems, or
equipment installations- by col-
lecting information, making com-
putations, and performing libora-
tor); tests. For example, under
the direction of an engineer, a-
technician might,estimate weight
factors, centers of gravity, and
other items affecting load capacity
of an airplane or missile. Other
technicians prepare or check
drawings for technical accuracy,
practicability, and economy;

Aeronautical technicians
frequently work as manufacturers'
field service representatives, serv-
ing As the linic between their com-
yanyAnd the military services, com-
mercial airlines, and other
customers Technicians also
prepare chnical information fat

"up

oh.
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instruction manuals, bufletins.

catalogs, and other literature (See
statements on Aerospace En-
gineers, Airplane Mechanics, and
Occupatioi# in Aircraft, Missile
'and Spacecraft Manufacturing else-
where in the Handbook )

Air-Conditioning. Heating, and
Refrigeration Technology. Air
conditioning. heating,' and refnger-,
ation technicians design-. manu
facture, sell, and service equipment
to regulate intenor temperatures.
Technicians in this field often
specialize in one area. such as
refnger'ation. and sometimes in
a particular type of activity. such
as research and development '

When working for firms that
iLa.nufacture temperature con-

equipment, technicians
generally-work in research and en-
gineering departments, where they
assist engineers and' scientists in the
design and testing of new equip-
ment or production' methods. For
example, a technician may con-
struct an experimental model test
its durabilit d operating chara'c-
teristi echniciUns also work as
field lesworkers for equipment
manufactu dealers, and must
be able to supply eng eering firms
and other contractors that design
and install systems with information
on installation, maintenance,
operating costs, and the per-
formance specifications of the
equipment. Other technicians work
for contractors, where they help
design and prepare -Installation in-
structions for air - conditioning,
heating, or refrigeration systems.
Still others work in customer serv-
ice. and are responsible for super-
vising the installation and main-
tenance of. equipment. (See state-
ment on Refrigeration and Air-
Conditioning Mechanics elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

Civil Engineering . Technology.
Technicians in thisarea assist
civil engineers in planning'. design-

' ing, and constructing highways.
bridges, dams, and other structures.

4..
,

During tie planning stage, they
elp estimate costs. prepare specifi-

cations for materials, or participate
in surVey mg, drafting, or designing.
Once construction begins, they
assist the contractor or super-
intendent in scheduling construc-
tion activities. or -inspecting the
Work to assure conformance to
blueprints arird specifications (See
statements on Civil Engineers,
Di-afters, 'and Surveyors else-
where in the Handbook)
Electronics Technology Techni-
cians in thii.field develop, manufac-
ture, and service) a wide range of
electronic equipment and Systems.
They may work with radio, 'radar,
sonar, television, and other commu-
nication equipment, industrial and
medical measuring or control
devices, navigational equipment,
electronic computers, and many
other types of electronic ,equip-
ment Because the field is so 'broad,

111
.111.
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technicians ofterf specialize in one
area such as automatic control
devias or electronic amplifiers.
Furtherrnor, technological ad-
vancement is constantly opening up
new areas of work. For example,
the development of printed circuits
stimulated the grdwth of miniatu-
rized electronic system's.

Wherf working in design, produc-
tion, or customer service, elec-
tronic technicians use sophisticated
measuring and 'diagnostic devices to
analyze and test equipment. In
many cases, they must understand
the requirements of the field in
which the electronic device is being
Used In designing equipment for
space exploration,- for example,
they must consider the, need for
minimum weight and volume and
maximum resistance to shock, ex-
treme temperature, and pressure.
Some electronics technicians also
work in technical sales, while others

100

Physics technician adjusts spark chamber during research experiment..

3B
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work in the radio and ktelevisiOn
broadcasting industry, (Se state-
ments on Broadcast Technicians
and Occupations in Radio and
Television Broadcasting elsewhere
it, the Handbook )

Indi.strw: Produthun T ethnotoxi.
Technicians *n pis 'area. usually r

industrial or production
teihruulans, assist isndustnal engi-
neers on problems involving the
effseni se of personnel. materials.
and machines to produce goods.
and services They prepare layouts
of mahinery, and equipment. plan
th flow of work. make statistical
sl dies. and zialyze production
costs. Industrial technicians also
conduct time and motion studies
(analyze the time -and move-
ments a worker needs to accom-
plish a task) to improve the effi-
ciency of an operation.

Many industrial technicians
acquire work experience which
enables them to qualify for other
jobs For example, those specializ-
ing In machinely and production
methods may rOve into industrial
safety. Others, in job analysis, may
set job standards and interview,

4 test, hire, and train- personnel. Still
others may move into production
supervision. (See state nts on
Personnel Workers and ndustnar
Engineers elsewhere i the Hand-
book,)

Mechanical Technoldky. Mechani-
cal technology is a broad term
which covers a large number
of specialized fields including au-
tomotive technology, diesel
technology, tool design, mIchine
design, and production techn'ology.

Technicians assist engineers in
design and development work by
making freehand sketches and
rough layouts of proposed machin-
ery and other equipment and parts.
This work requires knowledge of
mechanical principles involving
tolerance, stress, strain, friction,
and -vibration factors. Technicians
also analyze .the costs and practical
value of-designs.

In
men
perfo
cien
m

Th

Thei

NS .Te

ing and testing expen-
machines and equipment for
ace, durability, and effi-

, technicians record data,
computations, plot graphs,

results, and write reports.
sometimes recommend design
es 'to improve .performance.
job often requires skill in the

use f instruipents, test equipment
and gauges, as well as in the
preparation and interpretation of
drawings. S.

When a product 4 ready for
production, technifans help
prepare layouts and drawings of the
assembly process and of parts to be
manufactured. They frequently
help estimate labor costs, equip-
ment life, .and plant space. Spine
mechanical technicians test.and in-
spect machines and equipment in
Manufacturing departments or
work with engineers to eliminate
production problems. Others are
technical salesworkers

Tool designer's are among the
better known specialists ' in
mechanical -engineering techncilb,-
gy ToOl designers design'tobls and
devices for mass production, and
frequently redelign existing tools to
improve their efficiency They
prepare sketches of the designs for
cutting tools, jigs, dies, special fix-
tures, and other attachments used
in machine operations. They also
make or supervise others in making
detailed drawings bf tools and fix-
tures.

Machine drafting, with some
designing, is another major area
often grouped under mechanical
technology and is described in the
staterfient on Drafters. (Also see
statements on Mechanical . En-
gineers, Automobile MechaniCs,
Manufacturers' Salesworkers, and
Diesel Mechanics elsewhere in the
frandb6ok.)

instrumentation Te.chno7ogy. -Au-
tomated manufacturing and indus-
trial processes, oceanographic
and space exploration, weather
forecasting,- satellite communi-
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cation s,ystems, environmental
protection, and medical research
have helped*. to make Instrumenta-
tion technology a fastgrowink
tIpld for.oechructans. They help
develop \and design: complex
nieasuring and control devices such
as those in a spacecraft that sense
and measure changes in heat or
pretssure, automatically 'record
data, and make necessary adjust-
ments These technicians have ex-
tensive knowledge of physical i
sciences as well as electrical-elec-
tronic and mechanical engineering.
(See statement on Instrument
Workers (elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Several areas of opportimity exist
in the physical sciences:

Chemical technicians work with,
chemists and chernicaf engineers
to develop, sell, and utilize cherth-
cal 4nd related products and equip-

adult.
Most chemical technicians do

research and development, /testing,
or other laboratory work. They
often set up and conduct tests on
processes, and products being
developed or Improved. For exam-
ple, a technician may examine steel
fpr carbon, phosphorous, and sulfur
content or test a lubricating ail by
subjecting it to changing tempera-
tures., The technician measures
reactions, analyzes the results of ex-
periments, and records data which
will be the basis for decisions arid
future research.

Chemical technicians in produc-
tion gentgally put info
operation those products . or
processes developed in research
laboratories. They assist in making
the final design, installing equip-
ment, and training and supervising
operators on th'e production line.
Technicians in quality control test
materials, production .processes,
and final products to insure that
they ritest the manufacturer's
specifications and quality stand-
ards. Nany also work as technical
sales personnel, selling chemicals or .
chemical products.

S.
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Many chemical technicians use
.computers and instruments, such as
a dilatometer iwhich measures the
expansion of a substance). Because
the field of chemistry is so broad,
chemical technicians frequently
specialize iii a particular industry
luch as food processing or phar
maceuticals (See stateynents on

'Chemists, Chemical Engineers, and
Occupations in the industrial
Chemical-Industry elsewhere in the
Handbook )

Meteorological trchnicialu nup-,
port meteorologists en the study of
atmospheric. conditions. Techni-
cians calibrate iAtruments, ob-
serve, record, and report
meteorological occurrences and
assist in research projects and the
development of scienufic instru-
ments.

Geological {echnican.s assist
geologists in evaluating earth
processes. Currently much research
is being conducted in seismology,
petroleum and mineral exploration,
and ecology. These technicians in-
stall -seismographic , instruments,
record measurements from these
instruments, assist in field evalua-
tion of earthquake damage and sur-
face displacement, or assist geolo-
gtsts in earthquake prediction
research. In petroleum and mineral
exploration, they help conduct tests
and record sound wave data to
determine the likelihood of success-
ful drilling, or use radiation detec-
tiol instruments and collect core
samples to help geologists evaluate
the economic possibilities o( mining
a given resource.

Hydrologic tvhnicians gather
data to help professional hydrolo-
gists predict nver stages and water
quality levels. They monitor Instru-
irients which measure water, flow,
water table levels, or water quality,
they analyze these ,data and report
their findings to the hydrologist.
(See statement on Environmental
Scientists, elsewhere in the Hand-
book)

Technician positions in the life
sciences are generally Included in
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two categone-s. techni animals to certain physical :sad
tarty.- work with agnoultural chemical stimuli. They also- study

scientists in the arias of food and conduct research to help biolo-
prixlucuon and processtng. Plant gists develop cures which may be
technicians conduct tests and ex- applied to human diseases.
penments to improve the yield and Bo.c.hemrcal techn tans assist

. quality of crops, or to mcrease re- biochemists m the ch mical analy
ststance to disease, insects, or oilier sts of biological su cei (blood,

hazards. Technicians in soil scenic other body fluids,. oods, drugs)
analyse the chemical and physical.. Most of their work involves con
properties of vanous soils to help ducting experiments and reporting
determine the best uses for, these their results to a biochernitt_,As a
soils. Animal husbandry technicians biological technician, one might
concern themselves mainly with the also work primarily with insects,
breeding and nutrition of animals. studying insect"control, developing
In addition; several thousand new insecticides, or determining

ow to use insects to control other
cts or undesirable plants (See

temenys 'on Life Scientists else

technicips work in the food indus-
try as food, processmg technicians. I

They work in quality control or in s
food science research, helpuig food where in the Handbook)
scientists develop better and more Technicians also specialize in
efficient ways of processing food fields such as metallurgical (metal),
material for human consumption. electrical, and optical technology
(See statement on Food .Scientists In the atomic energy field, techni-
'elsewhere in the Handbook.) cians work with scientists and en

Biological technicians wori, -gitieers on problems of radiation
. primarily In laboratories where the safety, inspection, and decor

perform tests and t experiments tamination (See statemeht on Oc-
under contrblled conditions. cupations in the Atm* Energy
MicrObiological technicians study Field_eisewhere in the' Handbook )
microscopic organisms and may be Nev ireas of work incltide e'nviron-
involved in immunology or mental Protection; where techni
parasitology research. Laboratory 5fans study. the problems of air and
animal technicials study and report water pollution, as well as the field
on the reaction of laboratory of industrial safety. 4,

11.

Plafri of Elnploymprtt

Ovei 550,000 persons worked as
engi ering and science technicians
In 1 4.. Almost 390,000 worked in

neenng fields, about 125,000 in
phyiical science occupations,

d about 5D,000 in the life
/sciences. About 13 percent of all
engineering and science technicians o

were women. The proportion of
women technicians, by field, was 30
percent in life science, 15 percent
in physical science, and 5 percent in
engineering;

'More than 375,000 (about 2 out .

of 3) technicians worked in private.

t
industry. In the manufacturing sec-

Agricultural t ritclan extracts grain tor, the largest employers were the
tam for tab test electrical equipment, chemicals,
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machinery , and aerospace mdus
tries In nonmanufactunng. large
numbers worked ,in whole:sale and
retail trade. communications, and
in engineenng and architectural

firms
In 1974, the Federal Qovsernment

employed about 87,000 techni-.,
clans. chiefly as engineenng aide
knd tech loans, equipment spe-
cialists, b logical technicians, car-
tographic chrucians trnaprnaking).
meteorological technicians. and
physical science technicians The
largest number worked for the De-
partment of Defense. m t of the
others worked for the Decrtments
of Transportauo Agnculture. In-
terior and mere

State vernment agencies em.
ploye nearly 50,000 engineenngnng
and ce technicians, and local
govern is about 11,000 The
remains irked for colleges and
universities an nonprofit organita
Ports._

1

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancemlant

Persons can qualify for techni-
cian jobs through many combina
luins a work experience .and edu-
cation because employers tradi-
tionally have been flexible in- their
hiring standards. However, most
employers prefer applicants who
have-had some specialized techni-
cal training. Specialized training is
available at technical institutes,
junior and community colleges.
area voational-t8chrucal schools.
extensioodivisions of colleges and
kruyersities, and vocational- techni-
cal high schools. Engineenng and
science students who have not
completed the bachelor's degree
and others vitro have degrees in
science and mathematics also are
able to qualify for technician posi
tions.

Persons can also qualify for
technician jobs by less formal
methods. Workers may learn
through on-the-job training pro-

OCCUPATIONS

grams or courses in post-secondary
or correspondence schools. Some
qualify on the basis of experience
gained in the Armed Forces How;
ever, PoSt-secondary training is in-
creasingly necessary for advance-
ment to more responsible jobs

Some of the types of post-secon-
dary aid other schools which pro:
vide technical training are
discussed in the following para-'
graphs

Technitul institutes Technical
institutes offer training to qualify
students for a, job immediately
after graduation with a minimum
of on-the-job training. In .general,
students receive intensive technical
training but lesl.theory and general
education than in engineering
school.; or liberal arts colleges.

. A few technical institutes and
community colleges offer400pera-
tive programs, students spend part
of the time in school and part in
paid, employment related, to their
studies.

Some technical institutes operate
/as regular or extension divisidns of
colleges and 'tiniversities. Other in-.
stitutions are operated by States
and municipalities, or by private or-
ganizations.

Junior and Community .6olleges.
Curriculums in junior and com-
munity, colleges which prepare
students for technician occupations
are similar to those in the freshman
andsophornore years of 4-year col-
leges. After icompleting the 2-year
program, graduates can transfer to
4-year colleges or qualify for some
technician jobs. Most large commu-
nity colleges offer 2-year technical
programs, and many employers
prefer graduates having more spe-
cialized training.

Area VoA animal-Technic al Schools.
The_se post- k...undar; public institu-
tions serve students from surround-
ing areas and train them for jobs in
the Iota! area. Most of these schools

ire n high schbOl degree or its
alent for admission.

33-3
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Other Trutning. Some large co' r- .

porations conduct training programs.
and operate private schools to
meet their n s for technically
trained Pe nnel in specific
jobs; such ning rarely includes
general st Training for some
techmcian upations.fqr instance
tool designers and electronic tech-
nicians. is available through for-
mal 2- to 4-year apprenticeship
programs. The apprentice gets
on-the-job training under the close
supervision of an experienced
technician and related technical
knowledge in classes. usually
after working hours

The Armed Forces have trained
marq #chruclans, especially in

.electronics. However, military jobs
requirements a e generally dif-

"ferent from in the civilian
economy. Tin , military technician
gal mg may not be adequate for
civilian technician work, and addi-
tional training may be necessary for'
employment.

Technician training also is availa-
ble from many pnvate technical
ad -correspondence schools that
often specialize in a ,single field
such as electronics. Some of these
schools are owned and operated.by
large corporations that have the'
resources to provide very up-to-
date training in a technical field.

Those interested in a career as a
,,,,,technician should have an aptitude
for mathematics and science, and
,anjoy technical work. *An ability to
do detailed work with a high degree
of accuracy is necessary; Tor design
work, creative talent also is de..iica-
ble. Since technicians are part of a
scientific team, they sometintes
must work under the close supervi-
sion of engineers and scientists as
well as with other technicians and
skilled workers.

- Engineenng and science techni-
cians usually begin work as trainees
in routine positions under the direct
supervision of an expenenced
technician, scientist, or engineer.
As they gain expenence, they
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receive more responsibility 'and
early out a particular asignment
under only general supervision.
Technilnans may e ntually move;
into supervisory norm. Those
who have the and obtain ad-
ditional ed n are sometimes
upgraded wpm science or
engineering positions.

Employmorrt Outlook

Employment opportimiti'es for
engineering and science technicians
are expected to be favorable
through the mid-1980's Opportuni-
ties will be best for graduates of
post-secondary schocL-technician
training programs. Besides the
openings resulting from faster than
average growth expected in this
field, additional technicians will be
needed to replace thoso who die,
retire, or leave the occupation.

Industrial expansion and the in-
creasing complexity of modern
technology underlie the anticipated
increase in demand for tpchnicians.,
Many will be'needed to work with
the growing number of engineers
and scientists in develOping,
producing, and distributing new
and technically advanced products
Automation of industrial processes
and growth of new work areas such
as environmental protection and
urban development will add to the
demand for technical personnel.

The anticipated. growth of
research and development (R&D)
expenditures in industry .and
government should increase de-'
mand for technicians. However,
this growth is expected to be slower
than in the pact.

Because space and defense pro-
grams are major factors in' the, em-
ployment of technical personnel,
expenditures in these areas affect
the demand for technicans. The
Outlook for technicians is based on
the assumption that defense spend-
ing will increase' from the 1974 level
by the mid-1980's; but will still be
slightly lower than the levels of the
late 1950's. If defense spending
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should differ substantially from this
level, the demand for technicians
would be affected accordingly.

Earnings

In general, technicians' earnings
depend on their education and
technical specialty, as well as their
ability and work experience, and
the industry in which they work.

'In private industry in 1974,
average starting salaries for 2-year
graduates ranged from about
$8,200 to $9,800' a year. while non-

-graduateg earned average starting
salaries from just over $6,000 to
about S8,500. Starting salaries for
bachelox's degree recipients
averaged over 910,000 a year. Ac-
cording to a 1974 Bureau of Labor
Statistics survey, experienced en-
gineering technicians in private in-.
dustry earned average salaries of
about $13,500 a year

Starting salaries for all techni-
clans in the Feral Government
were fairly uniform in late 1974. A
high school graduate with no., ex-
perience could expect $5,996 an-
nually to start. With an associate
degree, the starting salary was
$7,596, and if a bachelor's degree
were held, the annual salary might
be $8,500 or $10,520 (depending
on the type of job vacancy and the
applicant's edilcation and other
qualifications). At higher ex-
perience levels, however, dif- ,

ferences in earnings are significant.
The average annuajsalary for all
.engineering tectmici7wis employed
by the Federal Government in late
1974 was $16,000, ,for physical
science fechnisjans, S15,000, and
for life science technicians, about
$11,000.

Sources of Additional
Infoimation

For'information on careers for
engineering and science technicians
and engineering and technology
programs, contact.
Engineers Council for Professional Develop-

ment. 345 Eau 47th(St... New York.
N Y 10017

Information on schools offering
technician programs is available
from:
National Assocutionof Trade and Technical

Schools. Accrediting Commission.. 2021
. L St. NW.. Washinguin. D.C. 20036.

U.S Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20202

State departments of education
also have information about ap-
proved technical institutes., junior
colleges, and other educational in,
sututions within the Stake offering
post-high school tranurig for
specific technical occupations.
Other sources include:
Arnencan Association of Community and

Junior Colleges. Suite 410. 1 bupont
Circle. Washington, p.C. 20036.

National Home Study Council, 1601 18th St.
- NW ...Washington. D.C. 20009;

SURVEYORS
018.188.)

Nature of the WO*

Before engineers can plan high-
j*ays or other construction proj-

ects, they need complete and accu-
rate information about boundaries,
land features, and other physical
characteristics of the construction
site. Surveyors measure construc-

.. non sites, help establish official
land boundaries, assist la setting
land valuations, and collect infor-
mation for maps and c

Surveyors often wo as party
chiefs, that is, they are in charge of
a field party, that deternl(nes the
precise measurements and loca-
tions of elevations, points, lines,
and contours on the earth's su ace,
end distances betsteen points. ur-
veyors are directly responsible or
the field party's activity and the a
curacy of its work. They plan th2
field work, select, survey reference
points, and determine the 'precise
location of natural and man-made
features of the survey region. Thpy \
record the information disclosed 'by
the survey, verify the accuracy of
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the survey data, and prepare
sketches, maps, and reports

A typical field party is made up of
the party chief and three to six
'assistants and helpers Instrument
workers (D.0 T. 018.188) adjust
and operate surveying instruments
such as the theodolite (used to,
measure altitude) Chain vi.orkers
( D 0 T 018.687) use a steel tape
or surveyor's chain to measure
distances between surveying points
Generally chain workers operate in
pairs or(e holding the tape at the
last established point, and the other
marking an advanced measuring
point Chain workers* also may
mark measured points with painted
stakes' Rod.00rkers .(D 0 T
018 587) use a level rod, range
pole or other equipment to assist
instrument workers in determining
elevations, distances, and
directions They hold and move the
range pole according to hand or
verbal signals/of the instrument
worker to help establish the exact
point of measurement Rod workers
also may clear brush from the sur-
vey line

Surveyors often specialize in a
particular type of survey Besides
doing highway surveys, many per-

, form land surveys and locate boun-
dariei of a particular tract of land
They then prepare maps and legal
descriptions for deeds, leases, and
other documents. Surveyors doing
topographic surveys determine
elevations, depressions, and 'con-
tours of an area, and indicate thelo-
cation of distinguishing surface fea .

tures such as farms, buildings,
forests, roads, and rivers.

Several closely related occupa-
tions are geodesy and phcitogram-
metry. Geodesists measure im-
mense areas of land; sea, or space
by taking into,acscp-unt the earth's
curvature ,and its geophysical
characteristics (See statement on
Geophysielirts ,, elsewhere itn the
Handbook.). Photogramrrfttriits
measure and interpret natural or
man -made features of an area They
make topographic and thematic

,

kr"

Surveyor chocks topography at con-
struction site.

maps by applying analytical
processes, and mathematical
techniques to photographs obtained
from aerial; space, and ground sur-
veys. Control surveys on the ground
are made to determine the accuracy
of maps derived from photogram-
mane techniques..

Places of Employment

About 55,000 people worked as
surveyors in 1974, less than 5 per;
;cent were women. Federal, Stater
and local government agencies em-
ploy about one-third of all sur-
veyors Among the Federal Govern-
ment agencies employing these
Workers are the U.S. Geological
Survey, the Bureau of Land
Management, the Army Corps of
Engineers, and the Forest Service.
Most surveyors in State and local
government agencies work for
highway departments and urban
planning and redevelopment agen-
cies.

A large number of surveyors
work for construction companies
and for engineering and architec:
tura! 'consulting firms. A sizable

3 G.
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number either word` for or own(
firms that conduct surveys for a fee.
Significant numbers of suryeyofs
also work for crude petroleum and
natural gas companies, and for
public utilities._

Training; Otter Qualifications,
and.Advancemerit

A combination of post-secondary
school courses in surveying and ex-
tensive on-the-job training is. the
most common method of entering
surveying work. Junior colleges,
technical institutes, and vocational
schools offer I-, 2-, and 3-year pro-
grams in surveying. A few 4-year
colleges offer bachelor's degrees
specifically in surveying, while
many offer several courses in the
field. Most surveying programs
admit only high school graduates,
preferably those who have studied
algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
Calculus, drafting, and mechanical
drawing. With some post-secondary
school courses in surveying, begin-
nen. can' generally start as instru-
ment workers. After gaining ex-
perience, tfiey usually advance to

. party thief, ana may later seek to
become a registered surveyor. In
many instances, promotions to
higher level positions are bised on
written examinations as well as Ex-
perience.

High school graduates with no
formal training in surveying usually
start as rod workers. After several
years of onithe-job expenence.and
some formal training in surveying, it
is possible ..to advance to chain
worker, instrument worker, and
finally to party chief. ;

For those interested in a profes-
sional career in photogrammetry, a
bachelor's degree\ n engineering or

,the physical sciences is usually
needed.

All 50 State: require licensing or
registration of 'land 'surveyors
responsible for locating . and
describing land boundaries. Regis-
dation requirements are generally
quite strict, be use once re-
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gistfred. surveyors can be held
legally responsible for their work
In some States. applicants for licen
ses need to know other types of sur
veying in addition to land survey-
ing Requirements vary 'among the
States but in general they include a
combination of 4 .to 8 years' ex-

, .perience in surveying and passing
an examination Most States reduce

= the experience needed take
licensing examination if the apPli
cant has taken post secondary
courses in surveying

In 19'4, about 20,000 land sur-
veyors were registered In addition,
about 13,000 engineers Acre re-
'gistered to do land surveying,
primarily as part of ttreir civil en,
gineering duties; however, these
workers are considered engineers-
rather than surveyors. (See state-
ment on Civil Engineers elsew re
in the Handbook.1 _

Qualifications for success as a
surveyor include ability to visualize
objects, distances,, sizes, and other
abstract forms and to make mathe-
matical calculations quickly and ac-

curately.. Leadership qualities also
are important as surveyors must su-
pervise the work of others.

Members of a survey party must
be strong and healthy in order to
work outdoors and carry equipment
over difficult terrain. They also
need good eyesight, coordination;
and hearing in order to commu-
nicate over great distances by hail' d
signals or voice calls.

Employment Outlook
V
Employment opportunities for

surveyo6 are expected to be

favorable through the mid-1980's,
especially for those with postsecon-
dary school training. *Employment
of ,surveyors is expected to grow
much faster than the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition to the openings
resulting .from growth, many will
result from the need to replace
those who die, retire, or transfer to
other fields of work.

The rapid development of urban
areas and increased land values
should create jobs for surveyors to
locate boundaries for property
records. Others will be needed to
lay out streets, shopping centers,
schools, and recreation areas. Con-
struction and imprbvement of the
Nation's roads and highways also
will require many new surveyors.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In the Federal Government in
late 1974, high school graduates
with little or no training or ex-
perience started as rod workers or
chain workers with an annual salary
of $5,996 Those with I year of re-
lated post-secondary training
earned $6,764. Those with an as-
sociate degree which included
courses in surveying generally
started as instrument workers with
an annual salary of $7,596 The
majority of surveyors who worked
as party chiefs in the Federal
Government earned between
$9,500 and $13,000 per year and
some sutveyots in high-level posi-
tions earned more than S 15,000 per
year.

TP
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Although salaries in private m-
dustry vary by geographic area,
limited data indicate thit salaries
are generally Comparable to those
in Federal service and are above the
average earnings of nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming.

Surveyors usually work an 8-
hour, 5-day week. However, they
sometimes work longer hours dur-
ing the summer months when
weather conditions are most suita-
ble for guru trig. The work of sur-
veyors is active and sometimes
strenuous. They often stand for
long periods and walk long
distances or climb mountains with
heavy packs of instruments and
equipment. Because most work is
out-of-doors, surveyors are exposed
to all types of Weather. Some duties,
such as planning surveys, preparing
reports and computations, and
drawing maps, usually are done in
an office.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about training and
carter opportunities in surveying is
available from:
American Congress on Surveying and

Mapping. Woodward Building, 733 15th
SL NW., Washington, D.C. 20005.

General infonntion on careers
in photogrammetry is available
from:
Amencan Society of Photogranimetry, ISO

North Virginia Ave., Falls Church, Va.
22046.
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MECHANICtS AND REPAIRERS

Mechanics and repairersthe
workers'who keep our automobiles,
airplanes, household appliances,
and other machinery operating
properly make up one of the
fastest growing groups of skilled
workers in the Nation's labor force
This occupational field offers man3.
career opportunities, to people whc
are mechanically inclined and are
willing to invest a few years ,in
learning a,trade.

Nearly 3 million.people worked
as mechanics and repairers in 1974.
More than One-third were automo-
tive mechanics, suc'h as automobile
mechanics, truck or bus mechanics,
and automobile body repairers.
Some other large occupations
each employing more than 100,000
workerswere appliance repairers,
industrial machinery repairers,. air-
plane mechanics, and television and

radio service technicians. Employ-
ment in some occupations, includ-
ing those of vending machine
mechanic, electric sign repairer,
and locksmith, was relatively small

In addition to the nearly 3 million
mechanics and repairers employed
in 1974, over 700,000 people
worked in three related occupa
lions. maintenance electrician,
telephone craftQworker, and watch
repairer. Altogether these 3 7 mil-
lion maintenance and repair work-
ers represented about I out ()fever)
3 skilled workers.

Over one-fourth of the
mechanics and lepairers worked in
mantrfacturingindustries, and the
majority of these were in plants that
produce durable goods such as
steel, automobiles, and aircraft.
About one-fifth of the mechanics
and repairers worked in retail

r? ,),e 4- )
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trademainly in firms that sell and
service automobiles, household ap-
pliances, farm implements, and
other mechanical equipment.
Another one-fifth worked in shops
that service such equipment. Most
of the remaining mechanics and
repairers worked for transporta-
tion, construction, and public utili-
ties industries, and all levels of
goverment.

Mechanics and repairers work in
every section of the country. Most
employment opportunities, how-

,ever, are in the populous and indus-
trialized 'States.

Training, Other Oualificatiohe,
and Advancement.

Many mechanics and repairers
learn their skills 'on the job or
through apprenticeship 'training.
Some acquire basic training or in-
crease their skills in vocational and
technical schools Others take cor-
respondence courses .Training and
experience in the Armed Forces
also May help people prepare for
occupations such as airplane
mechanic and television and radio
service technic*.

Most emplors consider a 3- to
4-year apprenticeship, supple-
mented, each year by at least 144
hours of related classroom instruc-
tion, as the best way to learn skilled
maintenance and repair work. For.
mal apprenticeship agreements are
registered with a State apprentice-
ship agency orthe U.S. Department
of Labor's Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training.

Employers look for applicants
who have mechanical aptitude and
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like to work with their hands Many
employers prefer people whose
hobbies or interests include au-
tomobile repair, model building, or
radiO and television repair A high
school education often k required,
and employers generally prefer ap-
plicants who have had courses in
mathematics, chemistry, physics,
bFueprint reading, and Machine
shop

Physical requirements for work
in this field Lary greadj For exam
pie, telephone lineworkers should
be strong and agile, tc climb poles,
lift heavy equipment, and work in
awkward positions. On the other
hand, instrument and watch
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repairers need patience, finger
dexterity, and good vision.

Many mairtenance and repair
workers advance to supervisory
jobs, others to sales or technician
jobs. Many open their own busi-
nesses.

Emplaymt Outlook

Employment in maintenance and
repair occupations as a whole is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to jobs
created by employment growth,
openings will arise as experienced
workers retire, die, or transfer to
other fields.

3 9 `j)

Many factors are expec to
contribute to the growing n for
mechanics p.nd repairers, incl g
increased dejnand for household,
appliances, autdmobile4, and other
items, and repair of complex
machinery in industry.

This chapter includes staiiments
on. many maintenance and repair
occupations. Other maintenance
and repair workers are discussed in
other sections of the Handbook. For
,example, airplane mechanics are
discussed with Air Transportation
Occupations and millwrights with
Industrial Production and Related
Occupations.
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TELEPHONE CRAFT OCCUPATIONS

About 1-out of every 3 employees
In the telephone industry is a craft
worker who installs, repairs, and
mains ins phones, cables, and re-
lated equipment. This chapter
discusses the four groups of
telephone craft occupations. cen-
tral office ,craft ,occupations, central
office equipment installers, line in-
stallers and cable splicers, and
telephone installers and repairers.

j

CENTRAL OFFICE CRAFT
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

Telephone companies employed
about 110,000' craft workers in
1974 to maintain and repair the
complex equipment- in their central
offices. Most worked: u frame
wirers, repairers, and trouble loca-
tors.

Frame wirers (D.O.T. 822.884)
connect and disconnect wires that
run from telephone lines and cables
to equipment in central cifices.

*
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From wiror mikes connection for now
toloofvont
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Connections are made by solde,ring
wires to terminal lugs. They make
these changes when new phones are
installed, existing ones are
removed, or numbers are changed.
Central office repairers (D.O.T.
822.281) maintain . the switching
equipment that automatically con-
nects lines when customers dial
numbers. Trouble locators (D.O.T.
822.381) work at special
switchboards to find and analyze
trouble spots reported on
customers' lines. They also work
with other employees; such as cen-
tral office repairers and cable
splicers, who help find the cause of
trouble and make repairs.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement,

Telephone companies give class-
room _instruction and on-the-job
training to new central office craft
employees. Often classrooms are
supplied with equipment, similar to

,that which the trainee will be using
on the job. Trainee jobs generally
are filled by employees already with
the company, such as telephone
operators, and occasionally by
workers hired from outside
Usually, trainees are assigned, to
the starting job Of frame wirer,
and take basic courses in telephone
cOmmunications. They gain practi-
cal experience by observing and
helping experienCed frame wirers
under the direction of supervisors.
With additional training and ex-
perince, a frame wirer can ad-
Vande to central office repairer or
trouble. locator. At least 5 years
usually are necessary for an in-
experiefiled worker to advance
to the top pay rate in either of
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these two jobs.
Since electrical wires are usually

color coded, persons who are con-
sidering careers in central office
crafts should have good eyesight
no color blindness. They also
should be able to work closely with
others because teamwork often #
essential in solving complex m
tenance problems. A basic
knowledge of electricity and elec-
tronics and telephone training in
the armed services are helpful.

Telephone companies give cen-
tral office craft employees con-
tinued training throughout their
careers to keep them abreast of the
latest developments. As new types
of equipment and tools and new
maintenance methods are in-
troduced, employees are sent to
schools for courses of varying dura-
tion.

.Central office craft workers who
have managerial ability can ad-
vance to supervisory positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment in cent office
craft occupations is ex ted to in-
crease about as fast as the average
for all occupations through thermid-
1980's. Many new central offices
will be built to meet increased de-
mand for telephone services. As
population grows and becomes
more mobile, a greater demand for
telephone installations and
removals will result in employment
growth for frame wirers, trouble
locators, and central office
repairers. Additional employment
growth for trouble locators and
central office repairers will result
from the use of increasingly com-
plex equipment which requires
more maintenance

In addition to employment
growth. many rob openings will
arise to replace experienced work-
ers who retire. die,.or transfer to
other occupatigns,Retirements and
deaths alone pay result- in several
thousand openings each year.
Although most job openings are
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filled by the advancement of opera-
tors and other workers already em-
ployed by telephone companies,
some trainee positions as frame
wirers should be available for new
employees Most job openings will
be in metropolitaILareas.

Earnings and Working
Conditions .

In 1974, average hourly rates
were $6.29 for trouble locators and
$6 for central office irepairers. By
comparison. nonsuperVisory work-
ers in all private industries; except
farming averaged $4.22 an hour.

Earnings increase considerably
with length of service. According to
a 1974 union contract in one of the
higher pay scale cities, frame wirers
start at $4.09 an hour and can work
up to a maximum of $5.81 an hour
after 4 years. Central office
repairers and trouble locators can
earn a maximum of $7 an hour after
5 years.

Employees in central offices
work in clean and well-lighted stir-

/ roundings. Since the telephone in-
dustry gives continuous service to
its customers, central officeS
operate 24 hours a day; 7 days a
week. Some central office craft
workers ,. therefore, have !.vOrk
schedules for which they receive
extra pay. Central office craft work-
ers are covered by the same provi-
sions governing cArtime pay, vaca-
tions, holidays, and other benefits
that apply to telephone workers
generally.°

See the statement on the
telephone industry elsewhere in the
Handbook for sources of additional
,information and for general infor-
mation on fringe benefits.

CENTRAL OFFICE
EQUIPMENT INSTALLERS

Nature of the Work

Central office equipment instal-
lers set up complex switching and
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dialing equipment in centrakoffices
of telephone companies. They as-
semble, wire, adjust, and test this
equipment to meet manufacturer's
standards for efficiency and de-
pendability. They may install equip-
ment in a new central office, add
equipment in an expanding office,
or replace outmoded equipment.

About 30,000 installers were em-
ployed in 1974. Most work for
manufacturers of central office
equipment. Others work directly
for telephone companies or for
private contractors who specialize
in large-scale installations.

Many central office equipment
installers are assigned to areas that
include several States, and they
therefore must travel, frequently.'
When installing a switchboard in a
small community, an installer may
work with only one or two other in-
stallers; On large jobs, however,
such as a long-distance toll center
in a big city, hundreds of installers
are required.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Individualskonsidering careers as
central office equipment installers
should have good' eyesightno
color blindness. They should be
able to work with others, for team-
work is often essential to solving a
complex problem.

New employees receive on-the-
job training and classroom instruc-
tion. They attend classes the first
few weeks to learn basic installation
methods before starting on-the-job
trainin After several years of ex-
perienc , they may qualify as
skilled installers. Training, how-
ever, continues even after they
become skilled. Additional couisses
are given from time to time to im-
prove their skills and to teach new
techniques in installing telephone
equipment.

Installers who have -managerial
ability can advance to supervisory
positions. _

lti

Central office equipment installers wire
a new distribution frame and SwItchlbg
equipment

Employment Outlook

Employment of central office
equipment installers is expected to
increase as fast as the average for
all occupations through the mid-
1980's. In addition to the job
openings that will result from em-
ployment growth, a few hundred
openings will arise ,each year to
replace experienced installers who
transfer to other work, retiree, or
die.

Employment will increase
because of the need to install equip-
ment in thousands of new telephone
central offices and to replace- ob-
solete equipment. Employment
may, however, fluctuate from year
to year because investment in cen-
tral office equipment is subject to
changes in business conditions and
availability of funds. Thus, when
the businesi outloolois depieued,
there is less likelihood that new
central offices will be built or that
existing Offices will be enlarged or
have more modern equipment in-
stalled. When "business is prospel--
ing, installations and modifications.
of central offices may occur at an
above-average pace.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

According t
4V

o a major union con-
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tract in 1974, starting rates for inex-
perienced installers ranged from
$3.35 to $3.75 an hour. The con-
tract provided for periodic in-
creases, and employees could reach
rates of $6.18 to $6.41 an hour
after 5 years of experience. Travel
and expense allowances also were
provided

The Cq^nmunications Workers of
America represents most central of-
fice equipment installers, including
those with the Bell System. The In-
ternational Brotherhood of electri-
cal Worleers represents some instal-
lers employed by various telephone
companies, bKmanufacturers sup-
plying the indekendent segment of
the telephone industry, and'by large
installation contractors.

See statement on file telephone
industry elsewhere in the Handbook
for Sources of additional infornia-
tion and for general information on
fringe benefits.

LINE INSTALLEF4I4ND
CABLE SPLICERS

Nature of the Work

a

The vast network of wires and ca-
bles that connect telephone central
offices to .each other and to

customers' telephones and

switchboards is constructed and
maintained by line installers. and
,cable splicers and their helpers.
Telephone_ companies employed
about 55,000 of these workers in
1974. 33000 cable splicers, 15,000
line installers, and 7,000 helpers,
laborers, and other workers.

To onstruct new telephone
lines,_ line installers (D.O.T.
8212.3811 place wires and cables
that lead from the central office to
customer,' premises. They use

power-driven equipment to dig
holes and set. in telephone poles
which support cables. Line instal-
lers climb the poles to attach the ca-

..* tiles, usually leaving the ends free
for cable 'splicers to connect later.
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Inities where telephone lines are
below the streets, installers place ,-
cables'in underground conduits. On
construction jobs, installers work in
crews of two persons or more. A su-
pervisor directs.the work of several
crews.

When wiresor cables break or a
pole is knocked down, line instal-
lers are often called upon.to 'make
emergency repairs. These repairs
are most common in parts of the
country that have hurricanes, tor-
nadoes, and heavy snowfalls. The
line crew supervisor keeps in close
contact with the central office,
which directs4 the Crew to problem
locations on the lines. Some instal-
lers periodically inspect sections of
lines in rural areas and make minor
repairs.

After line installers place cables
on poles or underground, cable
splicers (D.O.T. 829.381) generally
complete the line connections.
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Splicers_work on poles, aerial lad-
ders and platforms, in manholes, or
in basements of large buildings.
They connect individual wires
within the cable and rearrange
wires when lines have to be
changed. At each splice, they either
wrap insulation around the 'wires
and seal the joint with a lead sleeve
or cover the splice with some other
type of closure. Usually, they fill the
cable sheathipg with compressed
air to keep out moisture.

SpliCers install terminal boxes or
new cables. Often these boxes are
placed in basements of apartment
buildings. Later, a telephone in-
staller will connect 4.customers'
telephones to the terminal box.

Splicers also maintain and repair
cables. The preventive main-
tenance work that they do is ,ex-
tremely important, because a single
defect in a cable may cause a seri-
ous interruption in service. Many
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trouble spots are located through
air prJssure or electric tests

.4

Training, Other Qualifications,
, and Advancement

Telephone companies hire inex-
perienced Workers to tram for jobs
ass Wile installers or cable splicers
Knowledge of the basic principles
of electricity and telephone training
in the armed services are helpful.
Physical examinations usually are
given to -ifrospective employees,
since some lin,e and cable work. is
strenuous, requiring workers to
climb poles and lift lines and equip-
ment The ability to distinguish

--051or , also is important because
wires usually are coded by color

Telephone companies have train-
ingprograms for line installers and
cable splicers that include class:
room instruction as well as on-the-
job training Classrooms are
equipped with aqual telephone ap-
paratus, such as pores,' cable 'sup-
porting clartips,9and other.fiktures '
to simulate working conditions as
closely as possible Trainees learn
to climb poles and are taught safe
working practices to avoid falls and
contact with power wires. After e
short period of classroom training, -
some trainees are assigned to a
crew ID work with experienced line
installers and cable splicers under
the supervision of a line supervisor.

Line installers and cable splicers
comb.* to receive training
.throughlut their careers, to qualify
for more difficplt assignments and
to, keep up -krith technological
changes. Those having the necessa-
ry qualifications find many, addi-
tional advancement opportunities
in the .telephone industry. For ex-
ample. a line installer may be trans-
ferred to telephont installer and
later to'telephone repairer or other
higher rated jobs.'

Emplorte2t(Outiook

..Employment of cable splicers is
expected to show litle or no change

.1
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through the
Technological developments such
as the telephone splicing van which
uses'the truck engine to beat and
ventilate manholes and dri,; power
'tools and equipment will improve
the efficiency of splicers, thus limit,
ing the need for additional workers.
Nevertheless, many job openings
will arise due to the need tor'eplace
experienced splicers who retire,
die, or transfer to other occupa-
tions.

Littleer no change is expected in
the number 'of line instalfe*rs
because the increasing use of
mechanical improvements, such as
plows that can dig a trench, lay
cable, and cover it in a single opera-
tion, have elimlivated' much of the
heavier physical work of the line
crews and have caused reductions
in crew size. Also, satellites are ex-
pected to cart., a increasing
volume of telephone t 'raffic, thus
slightly reducing the emphasis on
cable installatiqn. Some job
'openings will occur, however, as ex-
perienced line installers retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

Due to the many miles of cable
which must be installed and main-
tained in rural areas, job openings
for line installers and cabk splicers
may be easier to find in small cities
thin in metropolitan areas.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, wage rates of cable
spliters averaged $5.85 an hour and
line installers averaged $5.02. By
comparison. nonsupervi;ory work-
ers in all private industries, except
farming, averaged $41.22 an hour.

Pay rates for cable splicers dnd
line installers depend to a con-
siderable extent upon length of serv-
ice and geographic location. For
example, according to a 197,4 union
contract, new workers in line con-
struction jobs in one of the higher.
pay scale cities began at. $4.11 an
hour Line installers could reach a
maximum of $6.91 after 5 years of
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service. The maximum hourly rate
for cable splicers was S7. Line in-
stallers and cable splicers are
covered by the same contract provi-
sions governing overtime pay, vaca-
tions, holidtws, and other benefits
that apply to telephone workers
generally.

Line installers and cable splicers
Work outdoors. They must do con-
s' cable chmbing,,and. often work

stooped and cramped positions.
. Safety standards, developed' over

the years by telephone companies
with the dooperapon of labor
unions, have greatly reduced the
hazards of these occupations:When
severe weather damages telephone
Bites, line installers 'and -cable
splicers may be called upon to work
long and irregular hours to restdre
service. Because of the phyecal de-
mands of the.work: some line instal-
lers and cable splicers, by the time
they reac their mid-Miles, transfer
to o r jobs such aslelephone in-
stallers and repairers or central of-
fice craft occupations..

See the statement on the
telephone industry elsewhere in the
Handbook, for sourceis of additional
information ind fort general infor-
mation on fringe benefits.

TELEPHONE AND PDX`
INSTALLERS AND

REPAIRERS

Nature of the Work

Telephone installers . an,i
repairers are the largest grup of
telephone craft workers; about
115;000 were employed 'in 1974.

a,a:hey install and service telephones
- and switchboard systems such as
PBX and CENTREX 'on ,the
customers' property and make
repairs on the equipment .when
trouble develops. These.workers
generally travel to customers'
homes and offices in trucks
equipped with telephone tools and
supplies. When customers glove or

if
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request new types of service, they
relocate telephones or make
changes on existing equipment For
example. they may install a
switchboard in an office. or chge
a two-party line to a single-party
line in a residence. Installers also
may fill a customer's request to add
an extension in anothe4 room, or to
replace an old telephone with a new
model. Although some installers
and repairers do a variety of work,
most specialize in one or two jobs
described below

Telephone installers (D 0 T
822 381) install and ttmove
telephones in homes and business
places They connect telephones to
outside service wires and some:

4, times must climb poles to make.
these connections. Occasionally.
especially in apartment buildings,
the service wires or terminals are in
the basement of the
whichahe installation or rer&val
being done. Telephone installers

'"are sometimes called station instal-
lers.

PBX installers (D.O.T. 822.381)
rform the same duties as

telephone installers, but they.spe-
cialize in more complex telephone
system installations. They connect

-

,rsef

Employment of telephone Installerswill
increase due to the growing demand

tor telephones.

I.

wires from terminals to
switchboards and make tests to
check their installations. Some PBX
installers also set up equipment for
radio and television broadcasts,
mobile radiotelephones, and data
processing equipment.

Telephone repafrers (D,O.T.
822.281), with the assistance of
trouble locators in the central of-
fice, locate trouble on customers'
equipment and make repairs to
restore service.

PBX repairers (D.b.T. 822.281 ),
with the assistance of trouble loca-
tors, locate trouble on customers'
PBX. CENTREX, or other complex
telephone systems and make the
necessary repairs: They also main-
tain associated equipment such as
batteries, relays, and wer plants.
Some PBX repairers main and
repair equipment for. radio and
television braodcasts, mobile
#tadiotelephones, and data
processing equipment.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Telephone companies give new
service workers classroom instruc-
tion and on-the-job training. They
train inexperienced people as well
as their. own employees, such as

/telephone operators, for telephone
installation and repair jobs.
cants need good eyesightno color
blindness. Tests are given to help
determine the applicant's aptitude
for the work. Companies train ex-
perienced' employees. such as

telephone installers and repairers
and cable splicers, for PBX installa-
tion and repair work.

Classroom training usually is
designed to simulate actual working.
conditions. For example, telephone
installer trainees are instructed in
classrooms equipped with
telephone poles, lines and cables,
terminal, boxes. and other equip-
ment. They practice installing
telephones :and 2onnecting wires
just as they would in the field After
a few weeks in the classroom,
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trainees are assigned to the field for
on-the-job training by experienced
workers, often supervisors.

Telephone service workers con-
tinue to tec..eive training throughout
their careers, to qualify for more
responsible assignments and to
keep up with technical changes.
Those who have managerial ability
can advance to supervisoi) jobs

Employment Otttiook

Employment of telephone instal-
lers and repairers is expected to in-
crease slower than the average for
all occupations throbgh the mid-
1980's Most job openings will
result from employment growth:
but many openings will arise to
replace workers who retire. rlie. or
transfer to other occupations
These openings are usually filled by
workers from other telephone jobs,
such as operators, service represen-
tatives, line installers, or cable
splicers, but some should be availa- ,
ble to new employed.

Employment will increase due to
the growing demand for telephones
and PBX and CENTREX systems.
Employment of installers will 'in-
crease most rapidly in cities where
the population' is growing rapidly,
thus creating a large demand for
telephone installations. Also, cities
that have a large influx or outflow
of people, such as those witkmilita-
ry bases nearby, will have a relative-
ly large demand for telephone in-
stallations and removals. .

Earnings and Working.
Conditions

In 1974, the average houkly rate
for PBX repairers was $6.13 and
the average for telephone and PBX
installer's was $5.75. In comparison,
nonsupervisory workers in all
private industries, except farming
had average earnings of $4.22 an
hour.

Earnings increase considerably
with length of service. According to
a 1974 union contract in one of the
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vacations, holidays, and other
benefits chit apply to telephone
workers generally.

Telephone installers and
repairers work indoors and out-
doors in all kinds of weather. They
may work extra hours when break-
downs occur in lines or equipmeia.

higher pay scale cities, 'telephone
installers and repairers have a start
ing rate of S4 11 an hour, with
periodic pay increases until a max-
imum of S6 91 an hour'is reached
after 5 --years. Installers and
repaiftrs are covered by the same
provisions governing overtime pay.

_z

9
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. (See the statement on the
telephone industry elsewhere m the,
Handbook for sources of 'additional
information and for general infor-
mation on fringe benefits.)
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OTHER MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS

MR-CONDITIONING,
REFRIGERATION, AND
HEATING MECHANICS
JD.O.T. 637.281 and 381,

862.281
and 381,and 869.281)

' Nature of the Work

Air-conditioning, refrigeration,
and heating mechanics work on the
equipment which cools and heats
homes, offices, schools, and other
buildingi. Major occupations in
these fields are air-conditioning and
refrigeration mechanic, furnace in-
staller, oil burner mechanic, and
gas burner mechanic Many work-
ers are skilled in more than -one of
these trades.

.t Air-conditioning and refrigeration
mechanics (D.O.T. 637.28 I and
381) install and repair equiphient

ranging in size from small windo.w
units to large central air-condition-
ing or refrigeration systems When '
installing new equipment: they put
the motors, compressors, evapora-
tors, and other components in
place, followingr blueprints and
design;specifications They connect
duct work, refrimpit lines, and
other piping and tfien connect -the
equipment to an electrical power
source After completing the instal-.
lation, they charge the,system with
refrigerant and check it for proper
operation.

When 'air-conditioning and
refrigeration equipment breaks
down, mechanics diagnose the
cause and make ,repairs. When
looking for defects they inspect
components such as relaYs and
thermostats.

Furnace installers (DO T.
862.38 I and 869.281), also called

electrical wiring and controls,.and
check the unit for proper operation.

Oil burner mechanics (D.O.T.
862.281) keep ,9d- fueled heating
systems in good operating condi-
tion. During the fall and winter,
they service and ,adypt oil burners.
Mechanics determine the reason a
burner is not operating properly by
checking the thermostat, burner
nozzles, controls, and other parts.
Mechanics carry replacement parts

'in 'their 'trucks to make repairs in
the customlr's home or place of
business. However, if major repairs
are necessary, they usually corn-
PleIt the repairs in the shop. Dur-
ing the summer, mechahics service
heating units, replace oil and
air filters, and vacuum-clean vents,
ducti, and Other parts of the heating
4stem that accumulate soot and
ash.
heating equipment installers, follow
blueprints or other specifications to
install oil, gas, and electric heating
units. After setting the heating unit
in ,p e, they install fuel supply
lines air ducts, pumps, and other
com nents. They then connect

Gas urner mechanics (D.O.T.
637.281), also called gas appliance
servicers, have duties similar ito
those of oil burner mechanics. They
diagnose malfunctions in gas-fueled
heating systems And make necessa-
ry repairs and adjustments They
also repair cooking stoves, clothes,
dryers, and hot water heaters. Dur
ing' the summer, mechanics, em-
ployed by as utility companies may
inspect and repair gas Meters.

Air-conditioning, refrigeration,
and heating mechanics use a variety
of trls, including hammers,
wrenches, metal snips, electric
drills, pipe cutters and benders, and
acetylene torches. They also use

k,
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voltmeters, electronic 'circuit
testers, and other testing devices.

Cooling and heating systems
sometimes Re installed or repaired
by other craft wor12'ers. For exam-
ple, on a large air-'conditioning in-
stallation job, especially where wor-
kers are covered by union con-
tracts, duct work"might be done by
sheet-metal workers; electrical
work by electricians; and installa-
tion of piping, condenseis, and
other components by pipefitters
Appliance servicers Often install
and repair window air-conditioners
AdditiOna4 information abouythese
occupations appears elsewhere in
the Handbook.

Places of Employment

Approximately 2,00,000 persons
had jobs as air-conditioning,
refrigeration, mid heating
mechanics in 1,974Cooling and
heating dealers and contractors em:
ploy most air-conditioning and
refrigeration mechanics and fur-
nace Installers. Fuel oil dealers-ego-
ploy most oil two-burner
mechanics, and gas utility compa-
nies, most gas burner mechanics.

Air-conditioning and refrigera-
non mechanics and furnace instal-
lers.work in all parts of the country.
Generally, the geographic distribu-
tion of these workers is similar to,
that of our.population. Oil burner
mechanics are concentrated in
States where oil Is a major heating
fuel. More than half work in Mas-
sachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, and
Michigan. Similarly, gas burner
mechanics are concentrated in
States where gas is a major heating
fuel. Almost half worketi in Texas,
California, Ohio, Michigan, and Il-
linois. .

Training, Other Oualificationsi
.. and Advancement

Most air-conditioning, refrigera-
tion, and heatjng mechanics start as
helpers and acquire their skills by
working for several years with ex-
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Air corldttloiing mechanic usesA vottmeto to laces equipment breakdoiwn.
.

penenced mechanics' Beginners
perform simple tasks. such as insu-
laling refrigerant lines or cleaning,
tOrnaces. As helpers gain ex-
perience, they are i,14.';n progres-
sively more complicated tasks, such
as installing pumps and burners and
checking circuits

When hiring 'helpers, employers
plefer high school graduates with
mechanical aptitude who have had
courses in mathematics, physics,
electronics, and blueprint reading.
Good physical condition also is
necessary because helpers some-
times have to lilt and move'heavy
equipment

Many high schools and voca-
tional schools offer basic mechanic
courses in cooperation with locd1
employers and organizations such
as the Air-conditioning and
Refrigeration Inpitute and the Na-
tional Oil 'Fuel Institute These
courses'may last from 2 to 3 years
and .consist of on-the-job training
and classroom instruction

Employment Outlook

E ploy ment of air- conditioning.
refr eration, and heating
met amts rs expected to increase
faste than the average for all oc...u-
patio s through the mid-1980 s. In
addi en to the job openings from
empl ment growth, many
openi will occuf as experienced
media ics transfe4 to other fields of
work, r tire,or die.

Most peninis will be for air-
conditio ng and refrigeration me-
chanics. n increase in household
formation d nsing personal incomes
should resu t in a very rapid increase in
the number of air-conditioned homes.
Air-condin g in schools, factones,
and other dings also is.expected to
increase. In non, more refrigeration
equipment will needed in. he froduc-
don. storage, marketing of food and
other perishable

Employment f furnace installers
and gas burner .mechanics is ex-
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petted to follow the growth trends
in the construction of homes and
businesses. Employment of oil
burner mechanics should also grow
as customers have their heating
systems serviced More frequently in
order to conserve oil.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

.

Hourly rates for skilled air-condi-
tioAing, refrigeration, and heating

. mechanics ranged from about
$4.50 to S9 in 1974, according to
the limited information available.
Skilled mechanics generally earned
from two to three times as much as
inexperienced helpers. Mechanics
who worked on both air-condition-
ing and heating equipment
frequently had higher rates of pay
han those who Worked op only one

of ecnnyinent.,
ost-rnechanias work a 40-hour

week. , However, during seasonal
peaks they often work overtime or
irregular hours. Air-conditioning
and refrigeration mechanics are
busiest during spring and summer,
and heating mechanics are busiest
during fall and winter. Most em-
ployers try to provide a full work-
week the year round, but they may
temporarily reduce hours or lay off
some mechanics when seasonal
peaks end. However, employment'
in most shops that service both air -
donditioning and heating equip-
ment is fairly stable throughout, the
year.

Mechanici sometimes are
required to work at great heights '.,
when installing new equipment.
They also may work in awkward or
cramped positions. Hazards in this
trade include electrical shock,
torch burns, and muscle drains and
other injuries from handling heavy
equipment. -, i

Sources of Additional
information

For more information about em-
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ployrnent and training opportuni-
ties, contact the local office of the
State employment service ur firms
that employ
refrigeration.

air -conditioning,
and heating

mechanics.
For pamphlets on career oppor-

tunities and training, write to.
Air-Conclitioning,and Refrigeration Iniutute.

1815 N Fort Myer Dr . Arlington. 1 a
22209

The Institute prefers hot to
recele individual requests for larie
quantities of pamphlets .

For infoirnation about training in
oil heating systems. w rite to.
Petroleuin Marketing Education Founda

tion, P Q Box i 18'. Columbia. S C
29.2

Fur career - information about gas
burner mechanics, write Iv.
Amencan Gas Association. Inc , 1515 Wil-

son Blvd. Arlington. S a 22209

APPLIANCE REPAIRERS
(fip..T. 637.281, 723.381.

72.844, and 827.231),
o ,

Nature of the Work

Appliance Apairerefix all kinds
-4--11Qusehold appliartces such as
toasters, irons, refrigerators, and
ranges. They often specialize it
servicing ithe'r electric or gas ap
pliances, and they may specialize in "
particular items such as ctothes

"washers and dryers or refrigerators
and freezers'. They also may install
appliances, but installations often
are done by other. workers.

To determine-why an appliance is
not 'operating properly, appliance
repairers may operate it to detect
unusual noises. overheating, or ex-
cess vibration. Repairers also locik
for common sources of trouble such
as faulty, electrical konnections To
check electric and g systemsothey
use special tools and testing
devices, including ammeiers, volt-
meters. and pressure gauges A

nowledie of electronics is neceir
sary for many repair jobs.

After locating th trouble, the
repairer makes e necessary
repairs or replaceme ts. To remove
old parti and ins I new ones,
fepairers use comm n hihdtools.
including .screwdriveri and pliers.
and special tools, designed for par-
ticular appliahats.

Most refrigerators and other
largeappliances are repaired in

customers' homes. If major repairs
are necessary, however, the ap-
pliance may have to be taken to a
repair shop. Repairers answer
customers' questions and com-
plaints about appliances and
frequently advise customers about
the care and use of the appliance.
For example, they may show the
owners the proper loading of auto-
matic washing machines or how to
arrange dishes in dishwashers.

.%
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Appliance repairers nay give
customer estimates on the cost of
repairs. They may also keep records
of partis used and hours worked on
each job.

Places of Employment

, About 135.000 people worked as
appliance repairers and installers in
1074. A large propcation pf these
were repairers Most repairers work

independent appliance stores and
repair shops Others worked for
service centers operated by ap-
pliance manufacturers. whole-
salers. and gas and electric utility

----?.ompanies.
,Appliance repairers are em-

ployed in almost every community.
but are concentrated in the more

.44,yi paal.JA.

0.11.

Applianco.tepalrers fix washirig m'actilne gear assembly.

, 402
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highly populated States and
metropolitan areas

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most appliance repairers start as
helpers and acquire their skills
through bn-thejob training. In
some companies they spend a few
months helping to install appliances
in homes In other companies, they
begin learning basic skills by work.
ing in the shop rebuilding used parts
such as washing machine transmis-
sions. Trainees gradually learn how
motors, ,gears, and . other parts
work. They progress from siMple
repair jobs, such as replacing a
switch, to more -diffieult jobs such
as adjusting Washer controls. Thoth
trainees and experienced repairers
receive supplemental classr000m
instruction which is given periodi-
cally by appliance manufacturers
and local distributors. Up to 3 years,

\of on-the-job training may be
needed to become fully qualified in
repairing some of the more com-
plex appliances.

Experienced repairers continue
to attend training classes periodi-
cally, and study service manuals to
beCome . familiar 'with- new ap-

. ,pkianceS 4nd the proper ways -to
repair them.

Persons who want to become ap-
pliance repairers should take high
school or vocational school courses
in electricity, electronics, chemis-
try, shop math, and blueprint read-
ing. Some employers cooperate
with local schools by allowing stu-
dents to work part time in appliance
repair shops while attending school.
Formal training in appliance repair
and related subjects is available,
from slime vocational° schools, .

technical schools, and community
colleges.

. Appliance repairers who work .in
, !arse shops dr service ceniers may

be.promoted to supervisor, assistant
service manager, or service
manager Preference is 'given to
those who show ability to get along

a
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with co-workers and customers. Ex-
perienced repairers who have suffi-
cient funp May open their own ap-
pliance srores or repair shops Some
repairers become instructors who
teach other repairers to service new
models of appliances. Some
become technical writers, who
prepare service manuals. A: few
may, advance to managerial posi-
tions such as regioital service
managers or parts managers for ap-
pliance manufacturers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of appliance
repairers is expected to grow about
as fast as the average tor all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's. In ad-
dition to the jobs created by grbwth
of this occupation, thOlisands of
.openings will arise each year to
replace experienced repairers who
retire, die or transfer to other occu-
pations.

The demand fqr appliances is ex-
pected to increase very rapidly.as
result of increases in population
and income. Demind also will be
stimulated by the intrdduction of
new. appliances -and by improve-
ments that make existing appliances
more attralive or more con-
venient..,

People who enter the occupation
should have steady wdrk because
the appliance repair busineis is not
very sensitive to changes in
economic conditions.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly earnings of appliance
repairers ranged from $3.50 to

'S9 in l'974, based on the limited
data available. Starting rates for in-
'experienced trainees ranged from
S2 to S3.25 an hour. The wide
Variations in wagAs reflect dif-
ferences in skill level, type of em-
ployer, geographical location, and
type of equipment serviced,

Appliance repair shops are
generally quiet, well lighted, and
adequately vehtilated. Working

- 40 t)

conditions outside the shOp vary
considerably. For . example,
repairers sometimes work in narrow
spaces and uncomfortable positions
amidst. dirt and dust. Those who
repair appliances in homes may
spend several hours a day driving.

Appliance repair work generally
is, safe, although accidents are
possible while handling electrical
parts or lifting and moving large ap-
pliances. Inexperienced workers
are shown how to use tools safely
and how to avoid electric shock.

Appliance repairers usually work
with little or no direct supervision.
This feature of the job appeals to
many peOple.

Sources of Additional
Inforthation

For further information about
j9bs in the appliance service field,
contact local appliance repair
shops, appliance dealers and utility
companies, or the local office of the
State employment service.

Information about training pro-
grams or work opportunities also is
available from:
Association of Home Appliance Manufac-

turers, 2014. Wacker Dr.. Chicago. III.
60606.

AUTOMOBILE BODY
REPAIRERS

807.381)
-1

Nature,iel the Work

Automobile ,body repairers fix
damaged motor vehicles by
straightening bent frames, remov-
ing dents,. welding torn metal, and
replacing parts that are beyond
repair. Usually, they can repair all
types of vehicles, but most repairers
work, mainly on automobiles and
small trucks. Some specialize in
large trucks, buses, or truck trailers.
. Before making repairs, body
repairers generally receive insituc-
dons from their supeivisors, who

r
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determine which parts are to be
restored or replaced and estimate
how much time the job should take.

Automobile body repairers use
special machines to align damaged
frames and body sections. They
chain or clamp the machine to the
damaged metal and apply hydraulic .
pressure to straighten it. They also
may use special devices to align
vehicles that have unit-bodies in
stead of frames. Some repairers
specialize in straightening frames
and unit-bodies. Body repairers,
remove badly damaged sections or
body panels with a pneumatic
metalcutting gun or acetylene
torch, and weld in new sections.
They push large dents out with a
hydraulic jack oc hand prying bar,
or knock them out with a hand tool way. as population.
or pneumatic. hammer. They
smooth small dents and creases by
holding 'a small anvil against one
side of the damaged area while
hammering the opposite side. Very : Most-automobile -body repairers
small pits and dimples are removed learn the trade on the job. Young
with pick harhmers and punches persons usually start as helpers and

Body repairers use plastic or pick. up -skills from experienced
solder to fill small dents that cannot workers. Helpers begin by assisting
be worked out of the metal The body repairers in tasks such as
hardened filler is filed or ground to removing damaged parts and in-
a smooth finish. stalling repaired parts. They

After being restored to its gradually learn to remove small
original shape, the surface is sanded dents and make other minor

some shops, they may be assisted by
helpers. .

e

Places of Employment

About 145,000 persons worked
as automobile body repairers in
1974 Most worked for shops that
specialized in body repairs and
painting, and for automobile anti
truck dealers Other employers in
cludeducirganizations that maintain
their own motor vehicles, such as
trucking companies and buslines.
Motor vehicle manufacturers em-
ployed a small njimber of these
workers.

Automobile body repairers work
in every section of the country jobs
are distributed in about the same

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

for paitting, In most 'shops, au-
tomobile painters do the painting.
(These workers are discussed
elsewhere in the handbook.) Some
smaller shops employ workers who
are combination body repairers and

'painters.
Body repair work his variety

each,. damaged vehicle presents *a
different problem. Therefore, in ad-
ditioh to having a broad knowledge
of automobile construction and
repair techniques, repairers must
develop appropriate methods for
each job. Most of these skilled pito-
ple find their work challenging and
take pride in being able to restore

.
automobiles.

Body repairers usually work by
themselves with only general
directions from supervisors. In

repairs, and progress to more dif-*.
ficult tasks. Generally, 3 to 4 years
Of on-the:lob training are needed to
become a fully qualified body
repairer. Most training authorities
recommend a 3- or 4-year. formal
apprenticeship program as the best
way.tolearn the trade, but relatile-
ly few cif these programs are availa:
ble. Apprenticeship includes both
on-the4ob,,and classroom instruc-
tion.

Young persons who went to learn
this trade should be in good physi-
cal condition and have good eye-
hand coordination. Courses in.au,
tomobile body repair offered by
high schools, vocational schools,
And private trade schools provide
helpfdl experience, as do courses in
automobile mechanics. Although

4 0 4
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completion of high schbol generally
is not a requirement, many em-
ployers believe graduation indicates .

that a young person can "finish a
job:"

Automobile body repairers must
buy handtools, but employers
usually furnish power toots.
Trainees are expected to accumu-,
late tools as they gam experience_
Many workers have a few hundred
dollars invested in tools.

An expenenced automobile body
repairer with supervisory ability
may advance to shop supervisor.
Many open their own shops. About

.1 of .everi 8 automobile boAy
repairers is self-employed.

Employment Outlook

Employment of automobile body
repairers is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the "mid-
1980's.

Employment is expec,ted to in-
crease , as a result of the rising
number of motor vehicles.dartiVged
in traffic. Accidents are expected:to
increase as the number of motor
vehicles grows, evens though better
highways, driver training courses,
lower speed limits, and improved
bumpers and safety features on new,
vehicles may :haw the rate of in-

' crease.
,

In addition to the job bpenings
from employment growth, more

, than a thousand openings are ex-
pected each year from the need to
replace experienced repairers who
retire or die. Also job openings will
occur as some workers transfer to
other occupations.

Most young persons who enter
the Occupation may expect steady
work since, the automobile repair
business is not much affected by
changes in economic conditions.

Earnings and Working
ObNIKO ns

Body repairers employed by au-
tomobile dealers in 34 large cities
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..
Auto body rapairsr sands finish.

had estimated average hourly
earnings of $7.50 in 1974, about
one and three-fourths times the
average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming. Skilled body repair-
ers 'usually earn between twciand
three times as much as inexperi-
enced helpers and trainees.

Many body repairers employed
by automobile dealers and repair
shops are paid .4 commission,
usually about half of the labor cost
charged to the customer. Under this
method, earnings depend on the
amount of work assigned to the
repairer and how fast it is
completed. Employers frequently
guarantee their commissioned
workers a mimmum weekly salary.
Ht1Pers and trainee& .usually
receive an hourly rate until they

`are skilled enough to work on
commission. Body rep hers em-
ployed by trucking companies,
buslines, and other organizations
that Maintain their own vehicles
usually are 'paid by . the hour.
Most body repairers work 40 to
48 hours a week. ,

Automobile body; shops are noisy
because of the banging of hammers
against metal arid the whir of power

1.
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tools. Most shojis are 'well-venti-
lated, but often they are dusty and
have the odor of paint. Body
repairIrs often work in awkward or
cramped positions, and most of
their work is strenuous and dirty.

. Hazards include cuts from sharp
metal edges, burns froiS torches
and heated metal, and injuries from
power tools.

Many automobile body repairers
are members of unions, including
the International Association of
Mitchinists and Aerospace Work-
crs; the International Union,
United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of
America; the Sheet Metal Workers'
International Association; and the
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, ,'Chauffeurs,
Warehousemen .and Helpers of
America (Ind.). Most body
repairers who are union members
work fdr large automobile dealers,
trucking companies, and buslines.

Sources of Additional
S. Information,

More details, about wok oppor-
tunities may be obtained from local
employers, such as 'automobile
body pair shops and at4ombbile
dealers; locals of the unions previ-
pusly mentioned; or the loco! office
of the kate emplojyinent service.. -

The State emplokmentiervice also
may be a source of information
about apprenticeship and other
programs that provide training op-

' portunities.
'For. general information about

the work of automobile body'repair
workers, write to: -

Automotive Service Industry Association.
230 North Michigan Ave Chicago. III
60601.

Automotive Service Councils pf America,
Inc., 4001 Warren Blvd.; Hillside, III.
60162.
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AUTOMOBILE
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 620.131 through .381,
.782, and .885; 721.281 and

825.281),

Nature of the Work

Automobile mechanics perform
preventive maintenance, diagnose,
breakdowns, and make repairs on
automobiles. (Although truck
mechanics, bus mechanics, and au-
tomobile body repairers are
times called "automobile
mechanics," they are discussed'
separately in the Handbook.)

Preventive maintenance is the
periodic examination, and adjust-
ment, repair,' or replacement of
parts befbre they go bad. This
responsibility of the mechanic is
vital to safe and troublefree driving.
In preventive maintenance,
mechanics may follow a checklist to
be sure they examine'all important
parts. The list may include .distribu-
tor points, spark plugs, carburetor,
wheel balancing, and other poten-
tially troublesome parts.

When mechanical or electrical
troubles occur, mechanics first get
a description of the symptoms from
the owner. If the cause of the-trou-
ple is hard to find, The mechanic
may use testing equipment, such as
-motor analyzers, spark plug testers,
or compression gauges. The ability
to make a quick and accurate diag-
nosis is one of the mechanic's most
valuable skills. It requires analytical
ability as well at a thorough
knowledge of automobiles. Many
mechanics consider. diagnosing
"hard to find" troubles one of their,.
Most challenging /and satisfying du:
ties.

After locating the problem,
mechanics make adjustments and
repairs, such as grinding valves or
cleaning the carburetor. By
worn parts are replaced.

1.`is
Automobile mechanics use many

kinds of tools ranging from saple
haridtools (screwdrivers, wrenches,
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_pliers), to complicated equipment,
such as wheel alignment machines
and headlight aimers, they also use
testing equipment. Mechanics also
consult repair manuals and parts
catalogs, since various makes of au-
tomobiles require different parts
anqadjustments.

Most automobile mechanics per-
form a variety of repairs; others
specialize. For example, automatic
transmission specialists work on
gear trains, couplings, hydrau0.
pumps, and other parts of auto-
matic transmissions. These arc
complex mechanisms, their repair
requires considerable expenencre
and training, including a knowledge
of hydraulics. Tune-up mechanics
adjust the ignition timing and
valves, and adjust pr replace spark
plugs, distributor points, and other
parts_to insure efficient engine per-
formance. They often use scientific
test equipment to locate malfunc-
tions in fuel and ignition systems.
Automobile air-conditioning spe-

. cialists install air-conditioners and
service components such as com-
pressors aid condensers. From-end
mechanics align and balance
wheels and repair steering
mechanisms and suspension
systems. They frequently use spe-
cial alignment equipment and
wheel-balancing machines. Brake
mechanics adjust brakes, replace

.brake linings, repair hydraulic
cylinders, and make other repairs
on brake systems. Those employed

repair shops that specialiii in
brake service also may replace
shock absorbers, springs, and muf-
flers. In some shops, combination
front-end.and brake mechanics are
employed. Akt omobile-radicttor
mechanics clean radiators ith
caustic solutions, locate and !der

,leaks, and install new r diator
res. They also may repait heaters

and air- conditioners, a d solder
leaks in.gasoline tanks, utomobile-
glass mechanics re ace broken
windshield and wi dow glass and
repair wiridow .perating mecha-
nisms. They tall preformed glass

to replace cuned wIndows, and
they 4.ise window patterns and glass
cutting tools to cut replacement
glass from flat sheets. In some cases
they may, .repair minor damage.
such as pits, rather than replace the
window.

Places of Employment

Over 700,400. persons worked as
automobile mechanics in.1974.
Most worked for automobile
dealers, automobile repair shops,
and gasoline -service stations.
Wers were employed by Federal,
State, and local governments, taxi-
cab and automobile leasing compa-
nies, and other organizations- that

. repair their own automobiles. Some
mechanics also -were employed by
automobile manufacturers to make
final adjustments and repairs at the
end of the assembly line. A small
number of mechanics worked for
department stores that have au-
tomobile service facilities.

Most automobile mechanics
work in shops that employ from one
to five mechanics, but some of the
largest shops employ more than
100. Generally, automobile dealer
shops are lrger than independent
Shops.

Automobils_rnechanics work in
every section of the country. Geo-
graphically, employment is dis-
tribilted about the same as popula-
tion.,,, l

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most automobile mechanics
learn the trade on the job. Young
persons usually start as helpers,
lubricatiOn workers, or gasoline sta-
tion attendants, and gradually
acquire skills by working with ex-
perienced mechanics. Although a
beginner can make simple repairs
after a few months' experience, 3 to
4 years are required to become an
all-round mechanic. An additional
year orltwo is necessary to learn a
difficult specialty, such as auto-

4016
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matic transmission repair In con-
trast, radiator mechanics, glass
mechanics, ands brake, specialists,
who do not need an all-round
knowledge of automobile repair,
m4 learn their jobs in about 2
years.

Most training authorities recom- .

mend a .3- or 4-year formal ap-
prenticeship program. These prop
grams include both on-the-job
training and classroom instruction
in nearly all phases of automobile
repair.

For entry jobs, employers look
for young persons with mechanical
aptitude and a knowledgeof au-
tomobiles Generally, a driver's'
license is required Practical ex-
perience in automobile repair
gained from the Armed Forces or
working on cars as a hobby is valua-
ble-Completion of high school is an

- advantage in obtaining an entry job,
becaUse to most employers it in-

pat".'dicates a young person can
finish job and has potential for ad-
vancement. Courses in automobile
repair offered by many high
schdols, vocational schools, and
private trade schools are helpful
Courses in science and mathe-
matics help a person better un-
derstand how an automobile
operates.

Most mechanics must buy their
handtools. Beginners are expected
to accumulate tools as they gain ex-
perience. Many experienced
mechanics have several hundred .
collars invested in tools. Employers
furnish pckver fools, engine
analyzers, and other test equip-
ment.

Employers sometimes send ex-
perienced mechanics to factory
training centers to "learn to repair
new-car models or to receive spe-
cial training in subjects such as au-
tomatic transmission or air-condi-
tioning" repair. Manufacturers also
send representatives to local shops
to conduct short training sessions.
A relatively small number of young
high school graduates are selected
by automobile dealers to attend W-

.-
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tory-sponsored mechanic training
programs.

Experienced 14chanics who
have leadership ability may ad-
vance to shop supervisor or 'service
manager Mechanics who like to
work with customers may become
service advisors. 'Many mechanics
open their own repair shops or
gasoline service stations. About one
out of seven automobile mechanics
is self-employed.

Employment Outiodk

Job opportunities for automobile
mechanics will be plentiful in the
years ahead. Because this is one of
the largest blue-collar occupations,

.replacement needs are high. Thus,
in addition to openings that will be
created by employment growth,
thousands of job openings will arise
each year due to the need to
replace experienced mechanics
who retire,.die, or change jobs.
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Employment of automobile.
mechanics is expected to increase
at about the same rate- as the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. The number .of
mechanics is expected to increase
because expansion of the driving
age population and consumer
purchasing power will increase the
number of automobiles. Employ-
ment also is expected to grow
because a greater number of au-
tomobiles will bb equipped With
,_Ilution control dgvices, aircondi-

'tatng, and other features that4n-
crease maintenance requirements

'Most young persons who enter
the occupation may expect steady
work, as the automobile repair busi-
ness is not very vulnerable to
changes in economic conditions

Earnings and Working
Conditions

-;killed automobile mechanics
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employed by automobile dealers in
34 cities had estimated average
hourly earnings of S7.02 in 1974,
about two-thirds more than the
average for all nonsupervisory wor-
kers in private industry, except
farming. Skilled mechanics usually
earn between two and three _times

, as much as inexperienced ,helpers
and trainees.

Many experienced mechanics
employed by automobile 'dealers
and independent repair shop ,are
paid a' commission, usually about
half the labor cost charged to the
customer. Under this methOd,
weekly earnings depend on the
amount of work assigned and
completed by the mechanic. Em-
ployers frequently guarantee com-
missioned mechanics a minimum
weekly salary. Helpers and trainees
usually are paid an hourly rate until
they are sufficiently skilled to work
on commission. Some mechanics
receive an hourly rate.

Most mechanics work between
40 and 48 hours a week, but many
work evert-longer hours during busy
periods. Mechanics paid by the
hour frequently receive overtime
rites for hours crier 40 a week.

Generally, a mechanic works in-
doors. Modern _automobile repair
shops are well ventilated, lighted,
and heated but older shops may
not these advantages.

echanics frequently work with
dirty and greasy parts, and in awk-
ward positions. Sometimes they
must lift heavy objects. Minor cuts
and bruises are common, but.seri-
ous accidents usually are avoided
by observing safety practices.

Some mechanics are members of
labor unions. Among the unions or-
ganizing these workers are the In-
ternational Association of Machin-
ists and Aerospace Workers; the In-
ternational Union, United Automo-
bile, Aerospace and Agricultural
Implement Workers or, America;
the Sheet Metal Workers' Interna-
tional Association; and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and ,
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Helpers of America (Ind )

Sources of Additional
Ind ration

For more dls about work op-
portunities, tact local employers
such as au mobile dealers and
repair shops locals of the unions
previously entioned, or the local
office of e State employment
service. e State employment
service al o may have information
about a prenticeship and' other
programs that provide training
opportunities.

For general information about
the work of automobile' mechanics,
write to:
Automotive Service Industry Association.

230 North Michigan Ave . Chicago, III
60601.

Automotive Service Councils of Amenca,
Inc.. 4001 Warren Blvd , Hillude, ,111
60162.

National Automobile Dealers Association.
2000 K St. NW , Washington. D.0
20006.

BOAT-MOTOR
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 623.281 and 625.281

Nature of the Work

Boat motors have many things in
commmon with automobile motors,
including unannounced break-
downs. A reliable motor is particu-
larly essential in boating. Break-
downs far from shore can leave a
boater stranded for hoursa frus-
trating and potentially dangerous
predicament if the weather turns
bad.

To minimize the possibility of
breakdowns, motor marrufactgrers
recommend 'periodic inspections of
engines by qualified mechanics to
have motors examined and repaired
and worn or defective parts
replaced. Also, at periodic intervals
the mechanic may replace 'Own

la points, adjust ak es, and clean the

carburetor. After Completing tfifese
tasks, the mcitAL will be run to
check for ogles : needed adjust-
ments. Routine maintenance jobs
normally make up most of the
.mechanic's workload.

When breakdowns occur.
mechanics diagnose thp'cause and

e the necessary repairs A
quick an ac osis one
of the mechanic's most va ua
skillsrequires. problem-solving
ability as well as thorough
knowledge of the motor's opera-
tion. Some jobs require only the
replacement of a single item, such
as a fuel pump, and may be
completed in less than an hour. In
contrast, tearing down and reas-
sembling a motor to replace worn
valves, bearings, or piston rings may
take a day or more.

Mechanics may specialize in
either outboard or inboard motors,
although many repair both. Most
small boats have portable gasoline
fueled outboard motors. Larger
craft such as cabiri:truisers and'
commercial fishing "boa& are
powered by inboard motors that are
located inside the boat and are
similar to automobile engines.
Some. inboards burn 4esel fuel
rather than gasoline.

In large shops, mechanics usually
work only on motors and other
running gear. In small shops they
also may patch and paint hulls, and
repair steering mechanisms, lights,
and other boat equipment, Such as
refrigerators, two-way radios, and
depth finders. .In addition, they may
repair motorcycles, mini-bikes,
snowmobiles, lawnmowers, and
other machines which have small
gasoline engines that are similar to
outboard motors.

Mechanics ,use common hand-.
tools such as screwdrivers and
wrenches, power and machine tools
including dnlls and grinders, and
hoists to lift motors and boats.
Motor analyzers, compression
gauges, and othee testing devices
help mechanics locate faulty parts.
Mechanics refer to service manuals
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for assistance in assembling and
repairing motors.

Places of Employment

. Most of the 11,000 "full-time
boat-motor mechanics employed in
1974 worked in the shops of boat
dealers and marinas. The next larg-
est area of employment was in

ufacturing plants where
mechanics are employed to make
final adjustments and repairs at the
end of assembly lines. A small
number of mechanics worked for
boat rental firms. Marinas operated
by Federal. State. and loca/overn-
ments also employed mechanics.

Dealer and marina shops typi-
cally employ one to three
mechanics; few employ more than
10. Sonie small dealers and marinas

Lido not employ mechanics, owners
do the repair work or send it to
larger shops,

Boat-motor mechanics work in
every State, but employment is con-
cbntrated along coastal areas in
New York, Florida, Texas, Califor-
nia, Louisiana, Washington, and
New Jersey, and near the mu-
merous lakes , and rivers in
Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, and Missou-
ri. Mechanics who specialize. in Out-
board. motors work in all areas.
Those who specialile in inboard
motors generally work near oceans,
bays, and large lakeS.
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Traininti, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Boat motor rnechakek learn the
trade on the job. At trainees
clean boats and motors and do
other odd jo Then,. under the
guidance f e,(erienced
mechanics, tr ees learn to do
other routine me anical tasks such
as replacing ignition points and
spark plugs. As trainees gain ex-
perience, they progress to more dif-
ficult tasks such as diagnosing the
cause of breakdowns and overhaul.
ing motors. Generally, an _inex-
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Boat motor mechanic chocks service manual for assistance.
o

penenced beginner needs 2 to 3
years on the job to become skilled
in repairing both outboard and in-
board gasoline motors A capable
mechanic can learn to repair diesels
in an additional year or two

Employers sometimes send
.C.' trainees and mechanics to facto-

rysponsored courses for 1 to 2
weeks Trainees learn the funda-
mentals of motor repair isAtichanics
upgrade their skills and learn to
repair new models

In the past few years, several
schools around the country have
begun to offer fcirmal training cour-
ses in marine engine repair and
maintenance

When hiring trainees, employers
look for young persons who have
mechanical aptitude, are in good .
physical condition, and have an in
terest in boating High school grad-
uates are preferred, but many em-
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faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's. In
addition to the need to fill new posi-
tions, a few hundred openings will
arise each year as experienced
mechanics retire, die, or transfer to
other occupations.

Employment is expected to in-
crease due to the growth in the
number of boats. As population
grows and people have more time
for recreation, boating like other
leisure activities, will probably ex-
pand 'Growth in the number of
mini-bikes and snowmobiles also
will add to the demand- for
mechanics.

Employment opportunities will
be particularly favorable for
mechanics who have a knowledge
of electricity and electronics. Elec-
trical appliances are becoming
more common on boats and many
new boats have twoway radios and
depth finders.

ployers will hire applicants with less
education. High school courses in
small engine repair, automobile
mechanics, and machine shop are
helpful, as are science and mathe-
matics. Before 'graduating, a person
may be 0121e to get a summer Job as
a mechanic trainee.

Mechanics usually are required
to Juniish their. own handtools
which cost several hundred dollars.
Employers provide power tools and
test equipment.

Mechanics with leadership ability
can advance 'to supervigory posi-
tions such as shop supervisor or ser-
vice manager. Mechanics who have
the necessary capital ?nay open
their own dealerships or marinas.

Employment Outlook

Employment of ,boat -motor
mechanics is expected to grow

4Oi

.>.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, hourly earnings or'-_
perienced mechanics -ranged from
about $5 to S8.50, based on infor-
mation obtained from a limited
number of boat - dealers and
marinas. Experienced mechanics
generally earned twoa to three times
as much as trainees.

Most Mechanics are paid an
hourly rate or weekly salary. Others
are paid a percentageusually 50
percentof the. labof charge for
each repair job. If mechanics are
paid on a percentage basis, their
weekly earnings depend on the
amount of work they are assigned
and on the length of time they take
to complete it.

Boating activity increases sharply
4s the weather grows warmer. Con-
sequently,' many mechanics work
More than 40 hours a week in
spring and summer. During winter,
.however,cthey may work less than
40 hours a week; a relatively small
number are laid off. .In Northern
States, some of the winter slack is

V

,
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taken up by repair work on.snow -
mobiles.

The work is not hazardous, but
mechanics sometimes suffer cuts,
bruises, and other Minor injuries
Shop working conditions vary from
clean and spacibus to dingy, an4
cramped All shops are noisy when
engines are being tested Mechanics
occasionally must work in awkward
positions to adjust or replace parts
For many mechanics, however,
these disadvantages are more than
compensated for by the variety of
assignments and the satisfaction
which comes from solving

Illboblems Moreover, mechanics
may enjoy working near water
recreation areas

tources of Additional
Information

For details about training or work
opportunities, contact local boat
dealers and marinas or local State
employment offices.

BOWLING- PIN - MACHINE
MECHANICS

(DOT 63981 and 829 281)

Nature of the Work

Bowling-pin-machine (orb auto-
matic pinsetting irchine)
mechanics repair and maintain the
tens of thousan,ds of pinsetting
machines in use today- These com-
plex machines automatically return
the ball to the bowler, clear fallen
pins, and reset pins.

Mechanics must have a.thdrough
'knowledge of the mechanisfn
pinsetting machines to keep them
running properly. This knowledge is
especially important when
machines malfunction, because
mechanics must quickly find the'
caqse of the trouble and make
repairs or adjustments so that
bowlers will not be inconvenienced
andarinoyed.

Much of the time mechanics
work to prevent breakdowns and

delays. They regularly inspect pin-
setting machines and clean,
lubficate, and adjust them. When
derlys do occur, mechanics repair
or replace parts, such as. broken
chains, worn shock absorbers, and
faulty electrical parts. Mechanics
refer to troubleshooting manuals
and diagrams 'of electrical circuits'
to guide their work.

Mechanics use many different
types of tools, such as wrenches,
screwdrivers, hammers, portable
hoists, and lubricating guns. They
use ohmeters, voltmeters, and other
devices to test electrical circuits,
relays, transformers, and motors
Often mechanics will buy their own
handtools but employers usually
supply special tQOIS.

One, or more assistant mechanics,
or trainees ar trained by
inechan' ics, to lo to and correct
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ployers prefer to hire applicants
who are high school graduates;
although many have not completed
high school. Courses in electricity,
blueprint reading, shop math, and
machine repair are useful..

A few mechanic trainees are sent
to schools operated by bowling
machine manufacturers. To attend
a factory school, candidates must
take written tests to determine their
mechanical aptitude. Usually, they
must, be at least 16 years old.
Tnvnees wages and expenses are
paid by employers during the train-
ing period, which usually lasts 4
weeks. Trainees study the structure
and operation of machines made by
the firm operating the school, and
learn to locate typical sources of
trouble. They learn to perform'
preventive maintenance, to read
wiring diagrams, and to Use the

r tools of the trade. After attending
factory schools, trainees usually
need several months of on -the job
experience to qualify as mechanics.

Trainees who do not attend fac-
tory schools receive instruction in
machine operation an& main-
tenance by watching experienced
mechanics at work, Usually, 1 to 2
years of on-the-job training and ex-
pelience are needed to acquire
mechanics' skills.

People Planning careers as,
bowling-pin-machine mechanics
should have good eyesight
(including normal color vision),
eye-hand coordination, and average

in 1974. Almost all worked in 'physical strength. They also should
have mechanicalabilityand like tobowling centers. A small 4humber
work with their hand. 'Bec'ausewere employed by manufacturers of
spe is usually required in repair-pinsetunge machines to install and ed

service the machines. pinsetting- machines, ability to
violk under pressure also is impor-
tant.

A qualified mechanic trainee em-
ployed in a bowling center may be
promoted to assistant mechanic and
then to head mechanic. Some
mechanics become managers or,
owners of bowling establishments
Those who work for manufacturers
may advane to service manager or
instructor inN training school.

proble .s in pinsetting
machines y demonstrating how the
machines operate and by disassem-
bling components and explaining
their functiops. Trainees alsO learn
how to break minor pin-jams
recondition pins.

Mechanics do some clerical
work. They wider replacement
parts and keep inventory of parts in
stock. They also may keep records
of machine malfunctions and esti-
mate maintenance costs.

and,

Places of Employment

About 5,000 bowling-pm-
machine mechanics wer.eemployed

Bowling-pin-machine mechanics
`are employed in 'every _State, but
employment is concentrated in
heavily populated areas, where
there are many bowling centers.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Pinsetting machine mechanics
usually start out as trainees. Em-

4iG
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Mechanic wling pin machlniet

Employment Outlook

Employment of bowling-pui-
machine mechanics is expected to
grow slower than the average for all
occupations through the mid-.
1980's. Most job openings will arise
because of the need to replace ex-
perienced mechanics who retire.
die, or transfer to other- fields of
work However, because this occu-
pation is veil" small. only a limited
number of openings will become
available

The demarid for bowling facilities
is likely to, grow as population and
incomes rise Employment of

vinechanics. however, will be'Iirhited
by improvements in 'pinsetting

'tnechines Older machines are
being replaced by improved models
that need less maintenance, thus,
rriechanics are able to service a
greater number of machines
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Earningi and Working
Contittions

Hourly- earnings in 1974 ranged '
from $3.for mechanic trameesup to
S5 50 for head mechanics, accord-
ing to' the !Milted inforniatioh
available.

Mechanics work in a long,rela-
tively narrow corndor at the end of
bowling lanes where the autoniatic
machines are located. The work
area has space fora workbench and
is usually well lighted and well ven-
tilated, but quite noisy when the
lanes are operating When Making
repairs and adjustments, mechanics
frequently have to climb and
balance. Their bodies' on the
framework of the pinsetting
machines, and to stoop, kneel,
crouch, and crawl around the
machines Those who install and
service machines for manufacturers
must travel

411-

Mechanics usually do not have to
wear any, special safety devices,
such as goggles

have safety guards, but'
workers are subject to common
shop hazards, such as electrical
shock, cuts, falls, and bruises. They
often wear coveralls for protection
from grease and dirt.

Mechanics and\ ti4riees em-
plcryed, in large metropolitan areas
generally are members of unions,
usually' the Service Employees In-
ternational Union br the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and
Helpers of America (Ind )v

\ Sources of Additlpnal
Information

People who want further infor-
mation about training or work op-
portunities in this trade should con-
tact bowling centers in their area,
the local bowling proprietors' as-
sociation, or locals of the unions
previously mentioned, The local of-
fice of the State employment ser-
vice is another source of informa-
tion about employment and trainicig
opportunities

. BUSINESS MACHINE
REPAIRERS'

(D.O.T. 633.281.)

Nature. of theWork

Business machine repairers main-
tain and repair the machines that
are used to speed,the paperwork in
business and government These in-
clude typewriters, adding' and cal-
culating machines, cash registers,
dictating machines, postage meters,
and duplicating and copying equip-
ment. (Technicians who work on
computers are discussed in a
separte statement.elsirhere in the
Handbook.)

Business machine yepairers often
work in offices where the machines
are ustd. They may maintain equip-

.%;
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ment by regular, frequent visits to
inspect, dean, and oil the
machines, or to niake minor repairs
or adjustments Wherk machines
break down, they diagnose and cor
rect the,cause of the trouble. Often,
repairers locate the problem and
make repairs on the spot For major
repairs, however. they, usually take
machines to the shop Some
repairers service, a variety of
machines, but jpost specialize in

fbne or a fev, types For example.
specialists usually service duplica
tors, copiers. postage- meters. and
mailing equipment.

'Repairers use common hand-
tools. such as screwdrivers and
pliers. and test equipment, such as
guages and meters In large shops,
they use drill presses, lathes. 4

' other power equipment.
Business machine servicing offers;

consider'able variety in work assign
ments People who have analytical
ability find considerable satisfac-
tion in IOCating and correcting the
cause of trouble in a malftinctionIng
machine

Some repaireis may also do sales
work Most commonly. they sell
preventive maintenance . contracts
for regular machine servicing
Some alSo sell supplies, such as spe-

,cial paper, ink. rillbons.-and sten:
cils 1 ,-i-

:de

Places of Employment

About 65,900 people worked as
business machine repairefi.ln 1974.
About three-fourths of business
machine repairers worked mainly,'
on typewriters, calculators and ad-
ding 'machines, and . copiers and
duplicators. Most of the rest ser-
viced accounting bookkeeping
machines, cash registers. and
postage and mailing equipment A
small number repaired dictating
machines.

Most repairers worke r busi-
ness machine , manu cturers,
dealers, and repair shbps. The
gmainder worked for Federal,
State and local governments, and

large organizations that bad
machines to justify full -time
repairers.

In a Inanufacturer:s branch of-
fice, repairers usually work exclu-
sively on the manufacturer's
products. They specialize in one or
two machines or service the full line
of equipment. In a small city, spe-
cialization is impractical so most
repairers service and sell all kinds
of equipment.,

Business machine repairers work
throughout the country. Even rela;
lively small communities. usually
have at least one or two repair
shops. Most repairers, however.
work in largecities

Training,' Other Qualifications,
u

land Advancement

Applicants for entry jobs as busi-
ness machine repairers usually need
2t least a high school education.
Some companies accept young peo-
ple who have not completed high
schobl. Employers like to employ
veterans who have had electronics
training in the /limed Forces. Ap-
plicants who are interested in work-
ing on electronic eqUipment must
have I year or more of training or
experience in electronics.,

Applicants fot entry jobs may
have to pass ,tests that measure
mechanical aptitude, knowledge of
electricity or electronics, manual
dexterity, and general intelligence.
Good eyesight, including color vi-
sion, is needed.

Employers seek applicants who
have a pleasant, cooperative
manner. Because most machine
servicing is done in customers'
offices, the ability to work without
interrupting the office routine is
very important. A neat appearance
and ability to converse effectively
also are desirable,

Sortie employers require that
business machine repaireis be
bonded. Applicants for these jobs
must be honest and trustworthy
since they are e,xposed to. large
sums of money and other valuables
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in banks and offices. Repairers also
may collect money from customers
for services and supplies.

Beginners generally acquire skills
through en-the-job training, work
experience, and instruction in
manufacturers sctiools. Some vo-
cational and private correspon-
dence schools conduct courses in
business machine inamtenance.

nusintzss machine repairers who
wa(rk in a manufacturer's branahof-
flee learn.ta repair only the com-
pany's line of machines. Trainees
usually attend company schools
from a ' few weeks to several
months; dependsng on the. type of
machine they will service. They
then receive from 1 to 3 years of
praCtical experience and on-tliejob
training before they become hilly
qualified repairers. Occasionally,
they may return to factory schools
for special instruction in new busi-
ness machin'e developments. Busi-
ness machine repairers are en-
couraged to broaden their technical
knowledge during nonworking
hours. Many companies pay the re-
pairer's tuition for work-related
courses in college and techniCal
schools.

Business machine repaireis may
move into sales positions for grvter
earnings. Repairers who show ex-
ceptional abilities also may advance
to service manager or sOpervisor.
Ekperienced repairers sometimes
open their qwn repair) shops; those
who work in manufacturers' branch
offices sometimes become indepen-
dent dealers or buy sales franchises
from the company.

Employment Outlook

Employment -of business machine
repairers is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to. jobs from employment growth,
many openings will arise .,as ex-
pellinceil repairers retire, die, or
clrgrigg occupations.

Employment opportunities for
qualified beginners are good. Busi-
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rutin*** machlris repair Is cleaner and lighter than the work In most mechanical
trades. 4-

ness and government will buy more
machines to handle the growing
volume of paperwork and more
people will be trained to maintain
and repair these machines/ In
recent years, . many technical
changes have occurred in business
machines. For example, electronic
calculating machines have replaced
mechanical models. Because of the
greater use of such equipinent, op-
portunities will be particularly
favorable for repairers who have

.training in electronics, within
several years training in electronics
may e%en become prerequisite for
business machine repair jobs.

Business machine repairers work
year-round and have steadier em-
ployment than many other skilled
workers. Office machines must be

maintained; even when ..business
slackens, since records must be
kept, correspondence camed qn,
and statistical reports prepared.

Earnings 'and Working
Conditions

Information from a limited
number of employers in 1974 in-
dicated that experienced repairers
generally earned from S165 to 5300
a week. Earnings usually were
highest for those whgrepaired elec-
tronic business machines and com-
plex duplicating and copying equip-
ment..

New trainees earn from S120 to
S200 a week. As they become more
skilled their pay increases. People
who have previous electronics
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training in the Armed Forces or
civilian technicaLschools generally
receive somewhat higher beginning
wages,

In addition to salaries, repairers
in some companies receive co
sions for selling supplies or service
contracts.

Servicing business machines is
cleaner and lighter than the work in
most other mechanical trades.
Repairers generally wear business
clothes and do most of their work in
the customer's office. Injunes are
uncommon. Some positions involve
considerable traveling within the
area 'served by the employer
Repairers who use their own cars
for company business are reim-
bursed' on a mileage basis. Em-
ployers usually pay for all tools.

Sotirces of Additional
Information

For more details about job op-
portunitres, contact local firms that
sell and service business machines
and the loe..al office of the State em-
ployment service.

k

COMPUTER SERVICE
TECHNICIANS
(D.O.T. 828.28.11

Nature of th. Work

Computer systems play a vital.
role in today's way of life. They
help us make telephone calls,
receive paychecks on time, and
reserve tickets for travel, hotels,
and entertainment. In business and
industry, computer systems per-
form a wide variety of complicated
tasksfrom keeping business
records to controlling manufactur-
ing processes.
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A computer system is the coin
bination of a computer and coin
puter- related machines, such as
magnetic tape readers and high
speed printers Keeping this in-
tricate set ,of machines in good
working order is the job of a highly
qualified computer service techni-
cian.

At regular intervals, technicians
(ofjen called field engineers or
customer engineers) service
machines or systems to. keep them
operating efficiently.. They routine-
ly adjust, oil, and clean mechanical
and electromechanical parts They
also check electronic equipment for
loose connections and defective
components or circuits -

Despite this regular care, how-
ever, computer equipment some
times breaks down. Technicians
must then find the cause of the
failure and make repairs. For exam-
ple, they may replace a faulty cir-
cuit board, resolder A broken con-
nection, or repair a mechanical
part. They must complete the job as
quickly as possible, because work-
ing time lost during a computer
breakdown may cost a customer
several hundred or even thousands
of dollars an hour.

Computer technicians often help
install new equipment. They lay ca-
bles, hook up electrical connections
between machines, thoroughly test
the new equipment, and correct any
problems before-the customer uses
the machine.

Some technicians specialize in
maintaining a particular computer
model or system, or in doing a cer-
tain type of repair For example,
some technicians are experts in cor-
recting problems Caused by errors
in the computer's internal pro-
grarruning Specialists usually have
advanced training and several years
of experience, ,

To diagnose electronic failures,
technicians must use several kinds
of test equipment, including volt-
meters, ohmmeters, and oscil-
loscopes They also run special
computer programs that help pin-

point some kinds of malfunctions.
Technicians also use a variety of
handthols such as needle -nosed
pliers, wirestnppers, and soldering
equipment The employer supplies
tools and test equipment, but
technicians may be responsible for
keeping them in good condition and
working order.

Besides knowing how to use spe-
cialized tools , a> jest equipment,
computer technicians must be
familiar with technical and repair
manuals for each piece of equir,
ment. They also must keep up with
the technical information and
revised maintenance procedures is-
sued . periodically by computer
Manufacturers.

Technicians keep a record of
preventive maintenance and repairs.
on each machine they service. In
addition, they fill out time and ex -'
pence reports, keep parts invento-
ries, and order parts. -

Although technicians spend most
of their time working on machines,
they work with people also. They
listen to customers' complaints,
answer questions, and sometime.
offer technical Advice on ways to
keep equipment in good condition.
Experienced technicians help train
new technicians and sometimes
have supervisory duties.

Places of Employment

In ,1974, about '50,000 persons
were employed astcomputer service
technicians. Most worked in service
departments-of computer manufac-
turing firms. A small number
worked for companies that sell
computer maintenance services and
for the Federal Government and
other organizations that have large
computer installations.

Computer technicians work in all
parts of the country, usually in
urban areas where most computer
equipment is located. Some. technic
cians work full time at a single in-
stallation, such as a large computer
center operated by a bank or in-
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surante company. Others travel
from place to place to maintain
several different systems or to drake
emergency repairs. A tecluiician
with special training or experience
may travel hundreds of miles from
the' home office to handle difficult
repair jobs. Technicians who work
for a nationwide-organization must
sometimes transfer to another city
or State.

Training, Other auallficatforts,
and Advancement

Most employers require appli-
cants for technician trainee jobs to
have 1 to 2 years' post-high school
training in basic electronics or elec-
trical engineering. This training
may be from a public or private
technical institute, a college, or a
junior college. Basic electronics
training offered by the Armed
Forces-is excellent preparation for
technician trainees: -x -

A high-school student interested
in becoming a computer service
technician should take courses in
mathematics and physics. gh
tchool courses in electro and
computer progranun g are
helpful. Young people also gain
yaluable experience ugh hob-
bies which involve electronics, such
as operatinkham radios or building.
stereo equipment

Besides technical training, appli- /
cants for trainee jobs must have
good closksjvision and normal color
perception to work with small parts
and color-coded wiring. Normj.
hearing is needed since some break-
downs 'are diagnosed by sound.
Because technicians usually handle
jobs alone, they must have the in-
itiative to work without close super-
vision. Also important are a
pleasant personality and neat ap-
pearance, since the work involves
fr uent contact with customers.
Ap licants must pass a physical ex-
am ation and, in some cases, get a
secu *ty clearance.

Tr 'flees usually attend company
train g centers for 3 to 6 months to
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chances are improved if the techni-
cian has a bachelor's degree in elec-
trical engindenng Many techni-
cians get their degrees at company
expense Engineers interested in
professional 9r&e rs in computer
service work- often start out as
technicians

Most computer equipnient
operates on the same basic princi-
ples, but machines built by different
companies may be unique in design
and construction For, this reason,
technicians may find it difficult to
transfer from one company to
another, they may need some
retraining if they do Technicians
who tranfer may lose seniority and
need some retraining

Training and' expenence in com-
puter maintenance may also qualify
a technician for jobs in pro-

. gramming, systems analysis,
management, and equipment sales.
(See statements on Programmers,
Systems Analysts, and Offide
Machine and Computer Manufac-
turing elseWhere in the Handbook )

=11=14.=-17-7"----11111.,_

Technician uses test equipment to diagnose computer malfunction.

learn elementary computer theory,
computer math, and circuitrs',
theory and to further their study of
electronics Classroom work ac
comp4nied by practical training 4r1
operating computer equipment,
doing basic maintenance, and using
test equipment?

In addition to formal instruction,
trainees must complete 6 months to

-2 years of on-the-job training At
first the. y- work closely with ex-
perienced technicians, learning to
maintain card readers, printers, and
other machines that are relati%.ely
simple, but that ha.e the basic
mechanical and electronic features
of a large computer system As
trainees gain experience they work
on more complex equipment

Because manufacturers con-
tinually redesign equipment and
develop new uses for computers,

experienced technicians frequently
must attend training sessions to
keep up with these changes and to
broaden their technical skills. Many
technicians take athanced training
to specialize in a pakticular com-
puter system or type of repair. In-
struction also may include pro-
gramming, systems analysis, and
other subjects that =prose the
technician's general kitowledge of
the comptiter field.

Experienced technicians with ad-
vanced training may become spe-
cialists who help technicians make
difficult repairs and work with en-
gineers in designing equipment and
d6,eloping maintenaride
procedures. Those with leadership
ability may become supervisori or
service managers.

Employment Outlook

Employment of computertechni-
clans is expected to grow much
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's. As
the Nation's economy expands,
more computer equipment will be
used and more technicians will be
needed to: install and maintain it.
Business, government, and other
organizations will buy or lease addi-
tional equipment to manage vast
amounts of information, control
manufacturing process' es, and aid in
scientific research. The develop-
ment of new uses for computers in
fields such as medicine and traffic
control also will spur demand

Although most job openings will
result from rising demand for these
workers' setvices, many also wiI1
occur as experienced technicians
advance to more responsible jobs or
move into other occupations

Although ads ancement depende-Secause most technicians are
mainly on ability and experience, young, relatively few openings will
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stem fromcieliths and retirements
Most openings will' be in
metropolitan areas.

Downturns in the economy will
tend to have a less negative effect
on job openings for computer sere
ice technicians than for most oc
cupations because even when busi-
ness is declining firms will continue
to use computers for accounting
and other data processing

Earnings and Working
Conditiont

,Starting salaries for computer
service. technician trainees ranged
from aboueS130 to 3200 a week in
1974, according to the limited in-
formation available Salanes for ex-
perienced technicians ranged from
about S180 to $325 a week.

The normal workweek is 40
' hours, but technicians often work

overtime and on weekends to make
emergency repairs. Many techni-
cians work rotating shiftsdays

:one week, nights the next. Em-
ployers pay for travel, including
reimbursement for job-related uses
of the technician's car and work-re-
lated education expenses.

Although some bending and lift-
ing is 'necessary, the computer
technician's job is not strenuous.
Work hazards are limited mainly to
burns and electrical shock, and can
be avoided if .safety practices are
followed.

Sources of-Additional
Information

General information on careers
in computer maintenance is availa-
ble from: 1

American Federation - of Informatiott
Processing Societies, -Inc , 210 Summit
Ave., Montvale, NJ. 07645. "

Institute of Electrical and Electronic En-
gineers. 345 East 47th Si, New `folic.
N.Y. 10017

The personnel and service de-
partments of computer manufac.
tureri and the local office of1the
State Employment service may have

details on training and job oportuni-
ties.

The State department of educa-
tion at each Slate's capital can
furnish information about approved
technical institutes, junior colleges,
and other institutions offering -post-
high school training in basic elec-
tronics Information about these
schools also is available from
American ASSOCtabOrt of Junior Colleges.

Suite 410. 1 Dupont Circle. Washing-
ton. D C 20036

DIESEL MECHANICS
(D.O.T. 625.281)

Nature of the Work

Diesel, mechanics repair and
maintain diesel engines that power

);
ti
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transportation equipment, such as
heavy trucks, buses, boats, and
locomotives, and construction
equipment, such as bulldozers and
cranes. They also service diesel
farm tractors and a variety of other
dielel-powered equipment, ,such as
compressors and pumps used in dal
well drilling and in irrigation.

Before making repairs, diesel
mechanics inspecsaind test engine
components to determine why an
engine is not operating properly.
After locating the trouble, they
repair or replace defective parts
and make adjustments. Preventive
maintenanceavoiding trouble be-
fore it startsis another major
responsibility. For example, they
may periodically inspect, test, and
adjust'engine components.

Many mechanics make all types
of diesel engine repairs. Others spe-

ri

Dios* machanies repair and maintain a vartaty of dlimml-powatiod aquirmant.

416
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cialize, for example. in rebuilding
engines or in repairing fuel injec-
tion systems, turbochargers,
cylinder headi, or starting systems
Some also repair large natural gas
engines used to power generators
and other industrial equipment

Diesel mechaniCs' job titles often
indicate the type of equipment they" repair For example, those who
repair diesel engines in trucks may
be called diesel truck mechanics
Those who work .on construction
equipment. such as bulldozers and
earthmovers, are usually called
heavy diesel-equipment mechanics
In addition to maintaining and
repairing engines, the mechanics
listed above may work on 'other
parts of diesel-poWered equipment,
such as brakes and transmissions.
(See statement on . Truck
Mechanics and Bus Mechanics
elsewhere in the Handboot)

Diesel mechanics use pliers,
wrenches, ,'Screwdrivers, and other
common zrrandwols aso.vell as_spe-
cial tools, such as Valve refacers and
piston pin-fitting machines In addi-
tion, they may Use complex testing
equipment, such as a dynamometer
to measure engine power, and spe-
cial fuel injection testing equip-
ment Mechanics also may use
machine tools to make replacement
parts They use powered hoists and
other .equipment for lifting and
moving heavy parts

.__I---L--
Places of Ernployinent

About 95,000 persons worked as
,diesel mechanics in 1974. Many
work ki distributors and dealers
that sell diesel engines, farm: and
construction equipment,' and
trucks. Others work for buslines,
construction firms, and government
agencies such as State highway de-
aithents. Some mechanic; work

for diesel engine manufacturers and
independent repair shops that spe-
cialize in diesels.

esel mechani6 work in all
pans of the country: Jobs are con-
centrated in metropolitan areas

;.-

Training, ,OthIr Qualifications,
and Advanceinent

Diesel mechanics learn their
skills in several different ways.
Many begin by repairing gasoline-
pdwered automobiles, trucks, and
buses. They usually start as helpers
to experienced gasoline engine
mechanics, becoming skilled in 3 or
4 years. When employed by firms
that use or repair diesel equipment,
they receite several months of addl-

' tional training in servicing this
equipment. While learning to fix
engines, many find it helpful to take
courses in diesel equipment main-
tenance offered by vocational,
trade, and correspondence schools.

A few mechanics .1 their
trade through formal app entice-
ship progranis. These programs,
which generally last 4 years, give
trainees a combination of class-
room training and practical ex-
perience. Apprentices rec. ewe
classroom mstructIon in bluepnnt
reading, hydraulics, welding, an4
other subjects. ,

Still another method of entry is
fhYotigh full-time attendance at
trade or technical schools that offer
comprehensive training in diesel
engi e maintenance and repair.
Th programs generally last from
several months to 2 years and pro-

de classroom instruction and
ften practical experience. Gradu-
tes, however, usually need addi-

tional on-the-job _training before
they become skilled mechanics.

Experienced mechanics em-
ployed by companies that , sell
diesel-powered equipment are
somernes sent to special training
classwconducted by engines nianu-

tuiers. In these classes,
-mechanics learn tar, maintain and
rePair. thevlatest engines, using the
most modern equipment.

Employer!. prefer' trainees .and
apprenticeshipapplicants who,have
a high school-or votrational school
education and mechanical ability.,
Shop courses In blueprint reading,
automobile repair. and machite
shop work are helpful, as are tours-
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es in science and mathematics.
Persons interred in becoming
diesel mechanics should be in good
physical condition because the
work often requires lifting heavy
parts.

Many diesel mechanics have to
buy their own handtools. Beginners
are expected to accumulate tools as
they gain experience. Experienced
mechanics usually have several

ndred dollars invested in their
too

Mechanics who work for or- t,

ganizations that operate or repair
large numbers of diesel engines,
such as buslines or diesel equip-
ment distributors, may advance to a
supervisory position, such as shop
supervisor or service manager.

Employment Outlook

Employment of di;sel mechanics
is expected to increase faster than
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. In addition
to the jobs arising from employ-
ment growth, many openings will
result from the need to replace ex-
perienced mechanics who transfer
to other occupations, retire, or die.

Increased" . employment of
mechanics expected mainly
because most industries that use
diesel engines are expected to ex-
pand their activities in the years
ahead. In addition, diesel engines
will continue to replacesgasoline en-
gines in trucks, buses, and other
equipment because diesels use less
fuel and produce less pollution.
, Most new job openingi in this

field ',will be filled by mechanics
who- have experience in repairing
gasoline engines. Companies that
replace gasoline engine equipment
with diesel-powered equipment '
usually retain their experienced
mechanics. /Persons who have
school training in diesel repair, but
no practical experience, may be
able to find jobs only as trainees

Earnings and Working
. Conditions

According to a 1973-74 wage
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survey covering metropolitan areas,
mechanics employed by trucking
companies buslines, and other
firms that maintain their on 1ehi-
cies earned an average hourly wage
of 55 65 more than one-third
above the average for all nonsuper-
vjsory workers in private industry.
-except farming. Earnings in a sam-
ple of survey areas ranged from
$3 68 in Austin, Tex . to S7 05 in

, San Francisco
Diesel mechanics usually work

40 to 48 hours a week Many. work
at night or on weekends. particu-
larly if they work on buses. engines
used in powerplants. or other diesel
equipment used in serving the
public. Some are subject to call for
emergencies at any time
Mechanics generally receive a
higher rate of pay when they work
overtime. evenings, or weekends

Most larger repair shops are
pleasant places in which to work,
but some small shops have poor
lighting. heating. and ventilation.
Diesel mechanics sometimes make
repairs outdoors where breakdowns
occur. If proger safety precautions
are not taken, there is danger of In-
jury when repairing heavy parts
supported on jacks or hoists. In
melt jobs, mechanics handle greasy
tools and engine, pins. When mak-
ing repairs, they sometimes must
stand or he in awkward positions
for extendedpenods.

Many diesel mechanics belong to
labor unions, such as the Interna-
tional Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers;4he Amal-
gamated Transit Union; the Sheet
Metal Workers' International As-
sociation; the International Union,
United Automobile, Aerospace,
and Agricultural Implement Wor-
kers of America; and the interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical'
Workers.

Sources of Additidnal
information .

Information about work opportu-
nities in this trade may be /vailable

from the local office of the state
employment servicel,t5ther sources
of information are firms that use or
service diesel powered. equipment,
such as truck and buslines, truck
dealeri, and construction and farm
equipment dealers. Additional in-
formation on careers is available
from.
international Assoctauon of Machinists and

Aerospace Workers. 1300 Conomucut
Ave NW . Washington. D C 20636

ELECTRIC-SIGN
REPAIRERS

(DOT 824281)

Nature of the Work

407

and electrig drills. They also use
ammeters, volt-ohm meters, and
other testing devices to locate mal-
functioning parts. When replacing
burned out parts such as a lamp or a
flasher in illuminated plastic signs,
repairers may refer to winng dia-
grams and charts. Their trucks are
equipped with ladders and boom
cranes.

Repairers usually must fill out re-
ports by noting the date, place, and
nature of service calls. They also
may estimate the cost of service
calls and sell maintenance contracts

- to sign owners.

Places of Employment

About 9,000 persons worked as
electric sign. repairers in 1974,

.....424-tnarily in small shops that manu-
facture, install, and service electric
signs. Softie also worked for inde-
pendent sign repair shops.

Electric sign repairers work in
every ,State. However, employment
is concentrated in large cities and in
populous States. .

Training, Other Qualifications,'
Ond Advancement

Electric sign repairers fix neon
and illyminated plastic signs that
advertise business and products.
Some also assemble and iristall
signs. .

Repaire-aido most of their work
at sign locations. They replace de-
fective, wiring and burned out
lamps, and patch cracks in plastic
signs. They also tighten or weld
parts that have been loosened by
high winds and repaint beams,
columns, and other framework.
Repairers may repaint portions of
neon tubing to make it more reada-
ble. Major repairs of faulty com-
ponents, such as motors, are made
in sign shops.

Repairers also do preventive
maintenance and periodic inspect
Lion of signs to locate and correct
defects before breakdowns occur.
They check signs and remove such
things as birds' nests and accumu-
lated water. Also, motors, gears,
btarings, and other parts of revolv-
ing signs may be checked, adjusted,
and lubricated. Repairers some-
times suggest ways to increase the
attractiveness and visibility of signs,
such as changing the color of tub-
ing, or raising the height of a sign.

Repairers use handtools and
power tools, such as screwdrivers'

4.1

Most electric sign repairers are
hired .as trainees and learn their
trade informally on the job. They
rotate Through the various phases,of
signrhaking to obtain a general
knowledge of taskssuch as
cutting and assembling metal and
plastic signs; mounting neon tubing;
wiring signs; and installing electri,
cal parts, At least 4 years on the job
are required to become a fully
qualified repairer.

Some people learn the trade
through sign repairer or electrician
apprenticeship programs 'which
generally last 4 years and include
on-the-job training and classroom
instruction in fields such as electri-
cal the9ry and blueprint reading.
Apprenticeship applicants
generally must be at least 18 years
old with a high school diploma and
have mechanical aptitude and an
interest in electricity.
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also will continue to require Main-
tenance In addition to jobs from
erhployment growth, some
openings will arise as experienced
workers retire, die or transfer to
other occupations.

Employers prefer to hire high
school or vocational school gradu
ates, although many repairers have
less' education. Courses in mathe-
matics, science, electrcinics, and
blueprint reading are helpful to
young people who are interested in
learning this\rade.

Repairers Reed good color vision
because elect'n,c wires are
frequently identified by color. They
also need manual dexterity to han-
dle tools and physical strength to
lift transformers, and other heavy
equipment.

All eloctric sign repairers must be
familiar with the National Electric
Codes; some also' must know local
electric codes. Many cities require
repairers to be licensed. Licenses
can be obtained by passing' an ex-

- ---lamination in electrical theory and
its application. Repairers generally
purchase their own handtools

which may cost up to 5100, but em-
ployers usually furnish pfwer tools

Highly skilled repairers may
become supervisors. Because of
!heir expepence in servicing t,igns
and dealing with custorhers,
repairers sometimes become sign
sales representatives.
repairers with sufficient funds can
open their own sign manufacturing
or repair shops.

Employment Outlook

Employment df electric sign
repairers is expected tb increase
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the. mid-1980'g. A
rapid increase in the number of
signs in use will spur demand for
these workers. More signs will be
needed as new businesses open and
old ,ones expand and modernize
their facilities. Signs already in use

4 'y

Earnings and Working
'Conditions

The earnings of electric sign
repairers compare favorably with
those of other skilled workers It is
estimated that the hourly wage
rates of experienced repairers
ranged from S2 90 to 59.10 in
1974, based on a survey of union
wages and fringe benefits covering
93 cities Apprentice rates usually
start at about half the skilled
repairer's hourly rate and increase
every 6 months.

Most electric sign repairers work
an 8-hour day, 5 days a weAd
receive premium!, pay for overtime.
They also may receive extra'pay for
working at heights in excess of 30
feet.

Because most- signs are out-of,
doors, repairers are exposed to all
kinds of weather. They make emer-
gency repairs At night, on
weekends, and on holidays. Some
patrol areas at night for improperly
operating signs. Hazards include
.electrical shock, burns, and falls
from high'places. Safety belts, train-
ing programs emphasizing safety,
and baskets on boom trucks for
easy access to signs have reduced
the frequency of accidents. Many
electric sign repairers belong to
unions, such as the 4iternational..
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
the Sheet Metal Workers Interna-
tional Association and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Painters and
Allied Trades.

Sources of Additional
Inforination

For further information on work
opportunities, contact local sign
manufacturing shops, the local of-
fice of the State employment'serv-
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ice, or locals of the Unions preyi
ously mentioned:

General information on job op-
portunities, wages, and the nature
of the work is available from
National Electric Sign Assoaation, 2625

Butterfield Rd., Oak Brook, 60521.

FARM EQUIPMENT
MECHANICS .

(DOT 624 281 and 381)

Nature of the Work

Farm equipment mechanics serv-
ice most of the equipment used to
plant, cultivate, and harvest food.
These craft workers maintain all
types of farm machinery, including
tractors, combines, hay balers, corn
pickers, crop dryers, elevators, and
conveyors. In addition, they may as-
semble new implements and
machinery for farm equipment
dealers or wholesalers. Sometimes,
they repair dented and torn sheet
metal on farm equipment.

Mechanics spend much of thei9
time repairing and adjusting ..mal-
functioning diesel and gas-powered
tractors which have been brought
to the shop. During planting or har-
vesting seasons, however, the
mechanic may travel to the farm to
make emergency repairs so that
,crops can be harvested before they
spoil,

Mechanics also peform preven-
tive maintenance. Periodically, they
test and clean parts and tune en-
gines: In large shops, mechanics
may specialize in certain types of
work, such as engine overhaul or
clutch and transmission repair.
They also may specialize in repair-
ing certain types of equipment such
as hay balers., Some pechanici also
repair plumbing,. etectrical, irriga-
tion, and other equipment bn farms.

Mechanics use many , simple
handtools, including wrenches,
pliers, hammers, and ,micrometers.
They also may use more 'complex'

testing equipment, such as, a
dynamometer to` measure engine

q(performance, a compression
tester to find worn piston rings or
leaking cylinder valv ek. They may
use welding equipment or power
tools to repair broken parts.,.

Places of Employment

Most of the estimated 60,000
farm equipmept mechanics in 1974
worked in ,service departments of
farm equipment dealers. Other
mechaiUcs worked m independent
repair shops, in shops on large
farms, and in service departments
of farm equipment wholesalers and
manufacturers: Most farm equip-
ment repair shops employ fewer
than five mechanics, although a few
dealerships employ more than 10.
A small proportion of farm equip-
ment mechanics are self-employed.

I
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Farm equipment mechanics work
in all parts of the country. Most,
however, are employed in areas
where agricultural activity is heavi-
est. Employment is concentrated in
small cities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most farm equipment mechanics
are hired as helpers and learn the
trade on the job by assisting
qualified mechanics. The length of
trammg varies with the helper's ap-
titude and prior experience.' At
least 3 years of on-the-job training
usually are necessary in order to
become a qualified mechanic.

More and more mechanics who
enter the trade have had vocational
training in rural high schools, in
junior and technical colleges, or in
the Armed Forces. With the

42
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Mechanic discusses JObvith suporvlsor.
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development of more complex farm
unplements, tei.hnical training in
electronics will become more un-
pOrtant .

A few farm equipment mechanics
learn the trade by com leting an
apprenticeship pro? . which lasts
from 3 to 4 years - includes On-
the-job as well as cl.. oom training
in all phases of farm equipment
"maintenance. Applicants for these
programs usually are chosen from
shop helpers.

Some farm equipment mechanics
and trainees receive refresher train-
ing in short-term programs con-
ducted by farm equipment manu-
facturers. These programs usually
last several days A company
representative explains the design
and function of equipment and
teaches main
new models o

Employers

nance and repair on
farm equipment.
refer applicants who

have a farm background and an ap-
titude for mechanical work. Em-
ployers also prefer high school
graduates, but some will hire appli-
cants who have less education: In
general, employers stress previous -
experience or training in diesel and
gasoline engines, blueprint reading,
shop mathematics, hydraulics, and
weldingsubjects that may be
learned in many high schools and
vocational schools.

Persons cohsidiering careers in
this field shoulcyhave the strength
and manual dextrity to handle
tools and equipment. They should
also be able to work independently
with minimurnsupervision.

Farm equipment mechanics may
advance to shop supervisor or
manager of a farm equipment
dealership. Some mechinics open
their own repair shps..

Employment Outlook

Employment of farm equipment
mechanics is expected to increase
about as fast as the average for all
occupations through the rnid-
19$0's. Idaddition to jobs from em-

ployment growth, several hundred

job opportunities will arise each
year as experienced inechanics
retire, die, or transfer to other oc-
cupations. Opportunities will be
best for applicants who have lived
or worked on farms and know how
to operate farm machinery and
make minor repairs.

The development of more techni-
cally advanced farm equipment,
which requires \ greater main-
tenance, will increase the demand
for mechanics. Moreover, as the
equipment becomes more complex,
farmers will be less able to make
their on repairs and will' rave to
rely more on skilled mechanics.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Average hourly wages of farm
equipment mechanics ranged from
$3 to $6 in 1974, based on the
limited information available

Farm equipment mechanics
usually work a 44-hour week, which
includes 4 hours on Saturday. Dur-
ing planting and harvesting seasons,
hbwever, they often work 6 to 7
days a week, 10 to 12 houri daily.
In winter rhonths, they may work
fewer than 40 hours a week.

Mechanics often travel many
miles to repair equipment in the
field, and are exposed to all kinds of
weather. They come in contact with
grease, gasoline, rust, and dirt, and
there is danger of injury when they
repair heavy parts supported on
jacks or by hoists: Engine burns and
cuts from sharp edges of machinery
also are possible. Farm' equipment
mechanics, however, have the op-
portunity to live and work in rural
areas.

The few farm equipment
mechanics who belong to labor
unions are membersof the Interna-
tional AssoCiation of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers.

Sources of Additional
Information

may be obtain& from local farm
equipment dealers and local offices
of the State employment service
For general information about the
occupation, write to.
Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute,

.410 N Michigan Ave., Oucago, ILL
60611.

Nal:lona' Farm and Power Equipment
Dealers Association, 2340 Hampton
Ave , St Louis, Mo 63139

INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY
REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 626. Through 631.)

Nature of the Work

Industrial machinery repairdrs
often called maintenance
mechanics maintain and repair
machinery and other mechanical
equipment, used in factories. When
breakdowns occur, repairers must
quickly find the causes of trouble
and make repairs because delays
can interrupt e!e factory's produc-
tion.

kepairers spend much time doing
preventive maintenance. By regu-
larly inspecting the equipment, oil-
ing and greasing machines, and
cleaning parts, they prevent trouble
which could cause breakdowns
later. They also may keep main-
tenan,ce,,records of the equipment
serviced.

The types of machinery serviced
by repairers depend Ain the indus-
try. For example, inothe apparel in-
dustry, they may repair belts, adjust
treadles, or replace motor beatings
in industrial sewing machines., In
printing plants, repairers. maintain
the presses.

Repairers oftenfollow blueprints,
lubrication charts, and engineering
specifications, in maintaining and
fixing equipment. They als% may
use catalogs to order replacements
for broken or defective parts. When
parts are not readily, available, or"'

be uicklw en a mac hine must
4

Details about work opportunities returned to production, repairers

4 2 ,
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Industrial mittitinery repairers nvatl agility.

may sketch a part that can ..,be
fabricated by the Plant's machine.
shop.

Industrial machinery repairers
use wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers,
and other haridtools: as well as
portable power tools. They also
may use welding equipment fo
mend'broken metal parts.

Many of the industrial machinery
repairer's duties are -also performed
by millwrights. (Se5 statement on
Millwrjghts elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Places of Employment

Industrial machinery repairers
work in almost Avery industry that
uses lafge amounts of machinery

'Many of the 500,090 repairers em
ployed in 1974 worked in the fol
lowing manufacturing industries

food products; primary metals,
machinery, chemicals, fabricated
metal produdts, transportation
equipment, paper, and rubber.

Because industnal machinery
repairers work in a wide variety of
plants, they are employed in every
section of the country. However,
employment is concentrated in
heavily industnalized areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most workers who come indus-
trial machine epairers start as
ilelpersan ick up the skills of the
trade informally, through several
years of experience. Others le2rn
thg trade through formal ap-
prenticeship programe Appr ice-
ship' training usual.l.c"-lasts 4 year%

42`:,
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andI,,consists of both on- the. -job
training and related classroom (or
correspondence shoot) instruction
in subjects such as shop mathe-
matics, blueprint reading, and weld-
ing Upgrade examinations may be
administered periodically to deter-
mine the repairer's ability to main-
tain more advanced machinery.

Mechanical aptitude and manual
dexterity are important qualifica-
tions for workers in this trade.
Good physical condition and agility
also are necessary because,
repairers sometimes have to lift
heavy objects or do considerable
climbing to reach equipment
located high above the floor:

High school courses in mechani.
cal drawing, mathematics, and
blueprint reading are' recom-
mended for those interested in en-
tering thig trade.

.
!mployment Outlook

Employment of industrial
machinery repairers is expected to
increase much faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to jobs
frdm employment growth, many
openings will result from the need
to replace experienced repairers
who retire, die, or.traniertd-othei
occupations.

More repairers will be needed to.
take care of the growing amount of
machinery used in manufacturing,
coal mining, oil exploration, and
other industries. hi addition, as
machinery becomes more Complex,
repair work and preventive main-
tenance will become-more essen-
tial .

Earningsfin4/oricing
Cnditions

According to a 1973-74 survey of
metropolita7 areas, hourly wages
for Indust al machinery.-repairerm
averaged 5.24 }nearly one-third
higher t an the aperage for all non-

. su er sory workers in priVate in-.
dus , except fanning. Average

t
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hourly earnings of industrial
machinery repairers in 13 areas thin
represent various regions of the
country are shown in the following
tabulation:,

Metropolitan area

Detroit
San Francisco-Oakland
Chicago
Seattle-Everett
Phoeilx .

New York
Houston
Baltimore
Minneapolis-St Paul .

Pittsburgh
South Bend .

Boston
Miami

Hourh rate
S 6.42

614
'5 62
5 57
5 53

local offices of the State employ-
ment service or the following or.
ganizations.
International Union, Umted. Automobile,

Aerospace, and Agricultural implement
Workers of America, 8000 East idler-
son Ave.. Detroit, Mich. 48214.

International Union of Electrical, Radio, and
Machine Workers, 1126-115th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

541 INSTRUMENT
5 36 REPAIRERS

35

5 32 71P.131., 710.281,
5 26 729.281, 823.281, and 828.281)
5 26
5.00
4.39

Industrial machinery repairers
are not usually affected tsrseasonal
changes in production. During slack

1 periods when some plantworkers
are laid off. repairers are often
retained to 'dd major overhaul jobs

In emergencies, industrial
machinery repairers may be called
to the plant during off -duty hours.
In some factories, they may work
nights and weekends.

Repairers may work in stoopecj
or tramped positions or from the
t8ps of ladders, and are-subject to
common Shop injuries such as cuts
and bruises. Goggles, metal-tip
shoes, safety helmets, and oiher
protective devices help prevent in-
juries.

Labor unions to which most in-
dustrial machinery repairers belong
include the United Steelworkers of
America; the International Union,
United-Automobile, Aerospace and

__..Agricultural Implement Workers of
America; the International Associa-
tion of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers; and the International,.
Union- of E ctrical, ancl,

Machine W kers. \
Sources of Additional

Inforipation

InfOrMation aboyt employment
Ind apprenticeship opportunities in
this field may. be available from

Naturi of the Work

Instrument repairers, of.1 called
instninfent technicians, service in-
struments that are used to measure,
record, analyze, and control
product output and proc%sses in
nearly all areas of research and in-
dustry. Most repairers service a
variety of instruments, others spe-
.cialiie in electronic, hydraulic, or
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pneumatic instruments. Some
repagors install and test new instru-
ments and advise operators on how
to use and care for them; others
may determine the extent and cost
of needed repairs;

Instrument repairers perform
preventive maintenance by correct-
,ing weakened or defective parts
that might break down and ciuse
production losses. They also clean,'
lubricate, and adjust instruments. .

When an instrument- controlled
system is not working correctly,'
repairers determine whether the
trouble is caused by tfie instrument
or by other.equipment. They may
take apart faulty instruments and
examine and terms -the parts for de-
fects. They. trse ' testing equipment,
such as pressure and vacuum
gauges, speed counters, voltmeers,
potentiometers, ammeters, and
oscilloscopes. `Readings shown on
test equipment are compared with
readings that would be shown if the
instruments were operating
properly.

instrument ripalrer adjusts vacuum control.
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Repairers work either at the site
of troublesor in. repair shops They
may perform Major overhauls,
replace worn or damaged parts, or
make minor repairs, such as resol-
dering loose connections They use
handtools such as screwdrivers and
wrenches and bench tools such as
jewelers' lathes: pin vises. and ul-
trasonic cleaners for small metal
parts In some companies, they
operate drill presses, polishers, and
other machine" tools to make new
parts or to change standard parts to

1-fit particular instrtiments When an
instrument must bt-- set precisely,
they may use jewelers' loupes,
micrometers, or microscopes

' Repairers 'frequently use informa-
tion from instruction books, main-/ tenance manuals, electrical -did-

' 1 grams, and blueprints.

Places of Employment

About 110,000 persons worked
as instrument repairers in 1974.
Most of them worked for gas and
electric utilities, petroleum and
chemical plants, and manufacturers
of instruments and industrial,con-

11 trols. arge numbers of_instiument
firers also workedfor airlines

and manufacturers of pulp and
paper, metals, rubber, aircraft and
missiles an
thousand w
cies, mainl
and Army '

automobiles. A few
ked for Federal agen-
the Air Force, Navy,

Othei Qualifications,
nd Advancement

. least 4 years of on-the-job
trai ing and study are usually
zeiluired in order to bedome an in-.
strtiment repairer. However, train-.
irig time dependi upon individual
ability previous experience and
training, and complexity of the in-
struments serviced.

Instrument repairers gmerally
are selected from production em-
ployees or hired as trainees. They
may learn their trade informally on
the job or through formal ap-

prenticeship. Apprenti5hip pr
grams generally last ears and, in
addition /to work perience,
include cou in instrumen

ay
on

theory ,mathematics, blueprint,
reading, physics,. electrbniet:* and
cirmistry. These courses may be
taken, by c spondence or at local
scho9la.

Some people train for instrument
repair work in technical institutes
and junior colleges. Programs of-
fered by these schoiols usually last 2
years and emphasize basic en-
gineering courses, science, and
mathematics. Instruments are
becoming more complex, and
technical school training is becom-
ing a more essential requirement
for instrument repair work. This
kind of training will provide a better
base for advancement opportuni-
ties. Increasingly, these repairers
may be performing duties formerly
done by engineers.

Armed For s technical schools
also offer trai ng in instrument
servicing. Skills cqt4red in. this
way may help a pe son qualify for
a civilian job as an instrument
repairer.

Several instrument man, inac-
turers offer specialized training -to-
experienced repairers employed by,
their customers. This training may
last from I week to 9 months, de-
pending upon the number and com-
plexity of the instruments. Courses
are given in -theory, maintenance,
and operation of the instruments
produced by these manufacturers.
Instalment repairers also keep up
with new developments in their
field by reading trail
and manufacturers '. service
manuals.

Trainees of apprentices generally
ust be high school graduates.
urses in algebra, trigonometry,

ph ices, chemistry, electronics,
,machine shop, and blueprint read-
ing are contideresj, particularly use-
ful. Some employers give tests to
applicants to determine their
mechanical aptitude. Good eye-
hand coordination' and finger
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dexterity ire need to handle
delicate . The ility to work
with°, close supervjsion also is int-
rrtant. Buildpg and maintajmng
"ham" radio station or a stereo is
good experience for an individual
planning to become an instrument
repairei, particularly fot electronic
instrumentation.

Instrument repairers havmg
leadership ability may become su-
pervisors in maintenance and repair
departments. Some may advance to
positions as service representatives
for instrument manufacturers. A
few instrument repairers become
engineering assistants or engineers.

e nt pos-
sibilities

good knowledge of
greatly increases advanc
0:mimes because of the growing use
of electronic circuitry in instru-
ments.

/
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Employment Outlook

Employment pf instrument
repairers is expect d to increase
faster than the averag for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's. In
addition to job openings by
employment growth, a ew

?thousand openings will result an-
nually from the need to replace ex-
perienced repairers who retire, die,
or.transfer to other occupations.

Additional instrument repairers
will be needed because the use of
more technically sophisticated in-
struments for measurement, analy-
sis, and control is expected to in-
crease. Industrial instruments for ,

process control in a nuniber of in-
dustries including steel, food: and
rubber are expected to increase
substantially. In addition, more in-
struments will be needed for
research laboratories, aircraft and
Missiles, automotive repair shops,
and optical applications.

Opportunities for instrument
repairers are expected to be par-
ticularly favorable in the petrole-
um? chemicals, and medical sup- .

plies industries, due to increased
emphasis in the areas o energy
conservation and explore \n, air



and
d

water pollution monitoring.
diagnosis

Earnings and Working
Conditions .

Data from several union con-
. tracts in the paper and petroleum
industries indicated that many in-
strument . repairers received
between 54.24 and 55.94 Wour in
1974. Those specializing la he
repair of electronic instrpnents and
systems often receive higher wages.
Instrument repairers- employed by
Federal agencies receive rates com-
parable to those in private industry.

Most instrument repairers work a
40-hour, 5-day week. Those em-
ployed . in plans that -operate
around the clock May work on any
of three shifts or rotate among
shifts. /Repairers also may be called
to work with emergency crews
nights, Sundays, and /holidays.

Work settings- for instrument
repairers vary from factory floors
amid noise, heat, and /fumes to

- quiet, clean well-lighted shops. In
some mdustnes, such as chemicals,
petroleum,and steel, repairers may
have to work outdoors. Those em-
ployed by instrument Manufae-
turers may travel frequently.'

Many instrument repaire be-
long to unions, including the nter-
national Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers; Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical

rkeri; United Paperworkers In-,
nal Union; International. tern

Chen= Workers Union; Interns -,
tional Union of- Electrical, Radii"
and Machine Workers; Interns -
tional. Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace, and Agricultural Imple-
ment Workers of America; Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers In-
ternational Union; United Steel=
workers of America; and Utility
Workers Union of America.

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

of information about trattking and
employment opportunities, for per.
sons who wish to enter this occupa-
tion. Additional Worm:lion is
available from:
Instrumerst Society of Amer :en, 400 StanVI

) St., Pittsburgh, Pa- 15222.

Scents& Apparatus Makers Asaociatxm,
1140 Conneiticut Ave. NW., Washing-
ton, D.0 20036.

'Inquiries con ruing positions
with the 'federal Gov inment
should be made at the regi,o of-
fices of the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission.

JE4ELERS
.

(D.O.T. 700.281 and .381j

Nature of the Work

Jewelers make rings, necklaces,
and other ornaments out of gold,
silver, diamonds, and' other pre-
cious metals and gems. The
jeweler's work is very delicate and
must be done with care and preci-
sion to safeguard expensive materi-
als.

Jewelers follow either their-sie
designs or those created by
designers. They outline-the design
on metal such as gold or silver, and
then cut, fit, and shape each part.'
After preparatory polishing, they
solder parts together to. form the
finished piece. Designi are carved
in the metal and rubies, opals, or
tither stones are mounted. In their
work jewelers use fiJcs, saws, ham-
mers, punches, and a variety of
other small handtopls. When doing
very precise work, they use a mag-
nifying glass or eye "loupe."

Generally, jewelers specialize in a
.particular kind of jewelry, or in a
'particular operation, such as
modelmaking, designing, engrav-
ing, polishing, or stone setting.
Some specialize in repair work such
as enlarging and reducing rings,

'resetting "stones, and soldering
broken parts.

Sources of Additional
Information.

The local office of' the State em-
ployment service may be a source

Costume jewelry and some kinds
of precious jewelry are' mass,
produced by factory workers using
assembly\ line methods. The metal
usually Lemelted and cast in a mold
or shaped with a die. Skilled '
jewelers ate needed, However, to
perform finishing operations, such
as engraving and stone setting.

Manyjevielers own jewelry stores
or shopS Mat make and repair
jewelry. In addition to working on
jewelry, these small businesi people
hire employees, order and sell
merchandise, and 'handle other
managerial duties.

Places of Employment .

About 18,000 people had jobs. as
jewelers in 1974, one-third of
whoM were self-employed and,
owned retail jewelry stores and
repair shops. The remainder
worked in jewelry stores, tepair'
shops, and factories. Jewelry stores
and repair ; shops are located'
throughopt the country, but ",are
concentrated in metropolitan aril'''.
More than half of the preciohs
jewelry produon is found in New
York City and about three-fourths
of the costume jewelry factories are
in Rhode island and southeastern
Ma. sachusetts.

Training,0 or Qualifications,
And Advancement

Jewelers' skills Can be .learned
through informal on-the-job train-
ingthe molt common wayor
through formal apprenticeshiNpro-
grams. Beginners usually can quali-
fy as jewelry repairers after about a
year on the job. the
particular skill to be learn , ap-
prenticeship programs for je elry
makers_ usually take from 3 to 4
years. For example, 3 years are
required to become a colored-stone
settervitin114 years to qualify as a
diamond setter. Apprenticeship
programs include on-the-job train-
ing as well' as classroom instruction'
in design, quality of precious

../
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The jeweler's work is very delicate.

stones, chemistry of metals, and re-
lated subjects.

Jewelry factories offer the best
opportunities for a young per?on to
acquire all-round skills. Repair
shops also offer training opportuni-
ties, but their small sizemany em-
ploy only one or two persons
limits the number of trainees .

A high school education is desira-
ble for young people entering the
trade. Courses in chemistry,
mechanical drawing, and art are
particularly useful A growing
number of jewelers,are graduates of

.technical schools which offer in-
struction for one-half to 3 years in
watch and jewelry repair, and
jewelry design and construction

The precise and delicate nature
of jewelry work requires finger and
hand dexterity, good eye -hart
coordination, pAtience,, and- con-

'centration. ,

In manufacturing, jewelry work-
ers can advance to supervisors; in
stores, they may become managers:
Some jewelers open their_ own
jewelry stores or repair shops.

A substantial financial intest-
Inent is required in order to open a
jewelry store, and the field is highly
competitive. Jewelers who plan to
open their own stores should have
experience in selling jewelry. Those
who can repaii watches have an ad-
vantage, since watch repairs 'ac-
count for much of the business in
small stores.

Employment Outlook

Employment of jewelers is ex-
pected to show little or no change
through the mid-1980's. Though

deinand for jewelry will in-
crease as population grows, and as
rising incomes enable people to
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spend more on luxuries, improved
production methods will enable
jewelry factories to meet the in-
creased deman4ivithout hiring ad-

ditional employees. However,
several hundred, job openings will
occur each year as experienced
workers retire. die, or transfer to
other occupations.

For the jobs that do becePhe
available, most employees lyelr
will give first consideration to appli-
cants who hive compleied techni-
cal school courses in jewelry design,
.constructiongand repair.

Earnings and Working
Condttlons

According to limited information
available, weekly earnings of ex-
perienced jewelers ranged from
about S5 to S7 an hour in 1974.
Those in business for themselves
usually earned much more.

Most jewelers in stores and repair
shops work 40 to 48 hours a week.

a
week.

in factories work 35 hours a

Skilled jewelers usually work in
well-lighted and well-ventilated sur-
roundingi The work is sometimes
recommended for the physically
handicapped since the employee is
seated and exerts little energy

Sgurces of Additional
Information

For information on job opportu-
nities in jewelry manufacturing,
contact:
Manuficturing Jewekrs and Silversmiths of

Amenca, Inc.. 340 Howard Building,
155 Westminster St.. Providence. R.I.

'02903.

For information on opportunities
in jewelry stores and a listing of
jewelry technical schools, contact:
Retail Jewelers of Amenca, 10 Rooney Cir-

cle, West Orange, N.J. 0702.
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LOCKSMFTHS

(DOT /09 281)
4.

Nature ol theAyork

Locksmithing is an ancien
tradeso old, in fact, that
archeologists have found evidence
of key ;operated wooden locks
made for Egyptian royalty as early
as 2000 43 C For many centuries,
the locksmith's talents were availa-
ble to only a relatively few who
could afford the locks of the
sometimes elaborate. Ifnone too
foolproof In 1861. the pin tumbler
lock was invented and a mass
production method developed that
made these locks nearly as common
as doors themselves The locksmith
came into demand as never before

Today's locksmiths spend much
of their time helping people who
have locked themselves out of their
cas, homes. aid businesses. If the
key has been left inside the car or
house, for example. they may
simply pick the lock. If, on- the
other hand, the keys are lost, new
ones must be made. To do this, the
locksmith will. first try to ,obtain
identifying key code numbers so
that he can cut duplicates of the
original key. Code numbers for a
car's keys. for example, may be ob-
tained by consulting the dealer who
sold the car, or by chccking the
owner's bill of sale. Keys also can

be duplicated by impression. In this
case, the locksmith places a blank
key in the lock and, by. following
marks left on the blank, files
notches in it until it works.

Combination locks offer a special
challenge. Locksmiths sometimes
open them by touch, that is, by
rotating the ,dial and feeling the
vibrations -when the wheels come
Into place. If all else fails, a hole
may be drilled through the loci; to
open it. Finally, locksmiths repair
damaged locks by replacing tum-
blers, springs, and other parts.
/An important part of the

locksmith's job is to recommend

h
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keycutting- machines. To guide
Ahern in their work, they refer to
manuals that describe the construe-.
tion of various locks.

Locksmith minks door lock.

security measures to customers For
example, they may advise a firm to
rekey its locks periodically. To
rekey, locksmiths change the
locking mechanism to fit new key
codes, thus making the old keys
useless. Rekeying a master system is
one of the most complicated and
time-consuming jobs handled by a
locksmith. In a master system, some
keys must open all doors, others
open various combinations (for ex-
ample, all doors on one floor), still
others are individual keys for each
door.

Some locksmiths install and
repair electronic burglar alai'ms and
surveillance systems which signal
police or firefighters when break-
ins or fires occur. A basic
knowledge of electricity and elec-
tronics is needed to install and
repair theie systems. Much of the
work is done by specialists called
protective-signal repairers, rather
than by locksmiths.

Locksmiths use screwdrivers,
pliers, tweezers, and elOitric drills
in their tuork, as well as special
tools such as lockpicks. They make
original and duplicate keys on
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Pied*, of Employment
-

Most of the Estimated 9,006
locksmiths m 1974 worked for

,l&cksmith shops. Many operated
their own businesses. Locksmith
shops typically employ 6ne to three
locksmiths, few employ more than
five. Some locksmiths worked in
hardware and department stores
that offered the public locksmith
services, other worked in govern-
ment agencies and large industrial
plants. A small number worked for
safe and lock manufacturers.

Although most jobs will be found
in big cities, locksmiths work in vir-
tually every part bf the country.
Locksmithing in small towns, how-
ever, Is usually a part-time job,
often combined with other work,
such as lixing lawnmowers, guns;
and bicycles.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The skills of this trade are
learned primarily through onthe-
job training under experienced
locksmiths. First, beginners may
learn fa 'duplicate keys and make
keys from codes. Later, they learn
to open,- repair, and install locks,
and finally, to work on safes.
Generally, a beginner needs about 4

-litars of On-the-job training to
qualify as a locksmith. Additional
training is needed to service elec-
tronic security systems.

Employers look for young people
who hive mechanical aptitude,
good hand-eye coordination, and
manual dexterity., A neat ap-
pearance ancl, a friendly, tactful
manner also ',are. important, since
the locksmith has frequent contacts
with the public. Employers usually
will not hire applicants who have
been convicted of crimes.

Although high school graduates
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are preferred, many employers will
hire applicants with less education.
High school courses in machine
shop, .mechalnical drawing, elec-
tronics, and mathematicsare kelp-

Completion of s correspon-
dence school course in
locksinithing increases the chances
of getting a trainee job.

Some cities require locksmiths to
be licensed. To obtain a license, the
applicant generally must be finger-
printed and pay a' fee. However,
specific requirements vary ,from
city to city. Information on
licensing may be obtained from
local governments..

TO keep tip with' new develop-
ments in their field, locksmiths read
monthly technical journals or, at-
tend training classes at the annual
convention of Associated
Locksmiths of America.

Locksmiths can advance to shop
supervisorspositions found, how-
ever, only in the larger shops. Ex-
perienced locksmiths also can, go
into business for themselves With
relatively little capital. Many do
business from their homes.

Employrnept Outlook

EmplOyment in this relatively
small occupation is expected to
grow faster than the average for all
occupations through the mid-
1980:s. In addition to the need to
fill new positions, a few hundred
openings will arise each year as ex-
perienced locksmiths retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations.

Employment of locksmiths is dx-
pected to increase as a result of
population growth and, a more
security-conscious public. Also,
many businesses feel that conven-
tional locks and other security
devices are not adequate and are
having more complex equipment
installed. Opportunities will be par-
ticularly favorable for locksmiths
who know how to install and service
electronic security systems. Use of
such systems has expanded greatly
in recent years, and still greater

growth is expected in the futurp.
Opportunities also will be favorable
for locksmiths who are willing to
work at night to handle emergen-
cies.

Earnings and Worlyhg
Conditions

Experienced locksmiths earned
from $4 to $6.50 an hour in early
1974, according to the lOiux1 in-
formation available; man self-em-
ployed locksmiths earned even
more Trainees "usually started at
about -$2 an hour, with periodic
raises during training.

Most locksmiths receive an
hourly rate or weekly salary,
although some work on a commis-
sion basis, receiving a percentage of
the money they collect; their
earnings depend on the ainount of
work available and how quickly
they complete it.,

Locksmiths generally work year
round. Most work 40 to 48 hours a
week; even longer hours are com-
mon among the selfemployed. The
locksmith may be called at night to
handle emergencies, though in
many shops the responsibility to be
"on call" is rotated among the staff.

'Locksmiths do considerable driv-
ing &Om job to job. At times, they
must work outside, in bad weather
and occasionally work in awkward
positions for long periods. How-
ever, locksmithing is cleaner work
than that of most mechanical trades
and is comparatively free from the
danger of injury.

gourcejof Additional
information

Details about training and work
opportunities may be available
from local locksniith shops and
local offices of the State employ-
ment service. General information
about the occupation is available
from:

Associated Locksmith, of America, Inc.,
3003 Live Oak St., Dallas, Tex. 75204.
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MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIANS

(D.O.T. 825.281 and 829.281)

Nature of the Work

Maintenance electricians k
lighting systems, transforsiers,
generators, and other electrical
equipment in good working order.
They also may install new electrical
equipment.

Duties vary greatly, depending on
where the electrician is employed.
Electricians who work in large fac-
tories may repair particular items
such as motors and welding
machines. Those in office buildings
and small plants usually fix all kinds
of electrical equipment. Regardless
of location, electricians spend
muchof their time doing preventive
maintenanceperiodic inspection
of equipment to locate and correct
defects before breakdowns occur.
When trouble occurs, they mtist
fmd the cause and make repairs
quickly to prevent costly produc-
tion losses. In emergencies, they ad-
vise management whether con-
tinued operation of equipment
would be hazardous, necessitating a
shutdown. .

Maintenance electricians make
repairs by replacing items such as
fuses, circuit breakers, or *itches.
When instaltg new or replacing
existing wirfin, they splice wires
and cut and bend conduits (pipes)
through which' the wires are run.

Maintenance electricians' some-
times work from blueprints, wiring
diagrams, or other sPecifications..
They use meters and other testing
devices to locate faulty equipment.
To make repairs they 'use pliers,
screwdrivers, wirecutters, drilli,
and other tools.

Places of Employment

An estimated 280,000 main-
tenance electricians were employed
in 1974. More than half of them
worked in manufacturing indus-
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tries, large numbers worked in
plants that make automobiles,
machinery, chemicals, aluminum,
and iron and steel. Many main-
tenance electricians also were em-
ployed by public utilities, mines,
railroads, and. by Federal, State,.
and local governments.

Maintenance electricians are em-
ployed in every State. Large num-
bers work in heavily industrialized
States such as California, New
York, Pennsylvania. Illinois, and
Ohio

Training, Other Qualifications,
. and Advancement

Most maintenance electricians
learn tlkir trade on the job or
through formal apprenticeship pro-
grams A. relatively small iidmber
learn the trade in the Armed
Forces Training authorities
generally agree,.that apprenticeship
gives trainees more thorough
knowledge of the trade and im-
proved job opportunities dunng
their working life Because the
training is comprehensive, people
who complete apprenticeship pro-
grams qualify either as maintenance
or construction electricians

Apprenticeship usually ilasts 4

years, and consists' of on- the -job
training and related classroim in-
struction in Subjects such as mathe

,matics, electrical' and electronic
theory, and blueprint reading
Training-may include motor repair
wire splicing, installation and repair
of electronic controls and circuits,
and welding and bcazing

Although apprenticeship is the
preferred method of training, many
people learnt the trade informally on
the job'by serving as helpers to
skilled maintenance electricians
Helpers begin by doing simple jobs
such as replacing circuit breakers
and switches and, with experience,
advance to more complicated jobs
such as splicing and -Connecting
wires. They 'eventually get enough
experience to qualify as electri-
cians This method of learning the
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trade, however, may take more
than 4 years.

Persons interested in .becoming
maintenance ,electricians can ob-
tain a good background by taking
high school or vocational school
courses in electricity, electronics,
algebra, mechanicalodrawing, shop,
and science. To qualify for an ap-,
prenticeship program, an applicant
must be at least 18 years old and
usually must be a high school or vo-
cational school gradu.ale with 1

year of algebra.
Although physical stiength is not

essential, manual dexterity, agility,
and good health are important..
Good color vision is necessary
because electrical wires frequently
are identified by color.
'Betause the electrician's craft i;

subject to constant technological
change, many experienced electri-
cians continue to learn new skills.
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For example, some maintenance
electricians who entered the //rade
years ago must now learn basic
electronics.

All maintenance electricians
should be familiar with the National
Electric Code and local building
codes. Many cities and counties
.require maintenance electricians to
be licensed. Electricians can get a
license by passing an examination
that tests their knowledge of electri-
cal theory and its application.

Some maintenance electricians
become supervisors Occasionally,
they advance to jObs such as plant
electrical supenntendent or plant
maintenance superintendent.

. Employment Outlook ,

Employment of maintenance
electricians is expected to increase
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faster thah the average for all
occupatioris through the mid-
1980's This growth will stem fratn
increased use of electrical and tlec
tronic equipment by industry In ad-
dition to the jobs froth employment
growth. a few thousand openings
will arise each year to replace ex
perienced electricians who retire,
die, or transfer to other occupa-
tions.

Growth in the number of job
openings is expected to be fairly
steady in the yeah ahead since the
demand for maintenance electri-
cians is nut very sensitive to ups and
downs in the economy At times
when construction activity is
depressed, however. beginners may
face competition for job openings
because some unemployed con
struction electricians apply for
these openings.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of maintenance electri-
cians compare favorably-with those,
of other skilled workers. In early
1974, based on a savey of
meteopolitan, areas, maintenance
electricians, averaged $5.64 an
hour, ranging. from $3.74 in
Manchester, N.H. to $6.21 in
Chicago. In about four-fifths of the

/ cities surveyed. -hourly averages for
these workers ranged from $4.50 to
$6.

Apprentices start at about 60
percent of the skilled electrician's
hourly pay rate and receive in,-
creases every 6 months.

During a single, day, an, electri-
cian may repair equipment both in
a clean, airconditioned office and
on the factory floor, surrounded by
the noise, oil, and grease of machin-
ery Electricians often climb lad-
ders or work on scaffolds in awk-
ward or cramped positions.

Because tnaintenance lectri-
clans work near high-voltag indus-
trial equipment, they must alert
and accurate Errors in wiring in-.

stnllations could endanger both the
electrician and other employees.
Safety principles, which are a part
of all electrician training programs,
have reduced the' frequency of ac-
cidents. Electricians are taught to
use protective equipment and
clothing,, to respect the destructive
potential of electricity, and to fight
small electrical fires.

Among unions organizing main-
tenance electricians are the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, the International Union
of Electrical, Radii and Machine,
Workers, the International Associa-.
tion of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers, the International Union.
United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of
America (Ind ), and the United
Steelwtrkers of America.,

iourcas of Additonal
Information

Information about apprentice-
ships or other work opportunities in
the trade is available from local
firms that employ maintenance
electricians, and from local- union-
management apprenticeship com-
mittees In addition, the local office .
of the State employment service
may provide information about
training opportunities. Some Sn,

'employment service offices screen
applicants and give aptitude tests

MOTORCYCLE
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 620.281 and ,384)

Nature, of the, Work

Almost 5 miller' Americans own
motorcycles and motor scooters.
Although many cycling enthusiasts
repair their own vehicles, most rely
on skilled mechanics.

Motorcycles, like automobiles,
need periodic servicing to operate
at peak efficiency. Spark plugs, ig-

4 _
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nitioa points, brakes, and many
other parts frequently require ad-.
justment or replacement. This rou-
une servicing represents the major
part of the mechanic's work-. . ,

The mark of a skilled/nechanic is
the ability to diaghose mechanic-01
and electrical probleMs and to
make necessary 'repairs .itr a
minimum, of time. In diagnosing
problemt4 the mechanic first ob-
tains a description of the symptoms
from the motorcycle owner, and
then runs the engine or test -rides ,

the, machine, The mechanic may
halve to fuse special testing equip-
merit Ihd _disassemble some ,com-

.pOnents for further examination,
After 5inpointing the problem, the
mechanic makes needed adjust-
ments or replacements. Some jdbs
require only the replacement of a
single item, such as a carburetor or
generator, and may be completed in
less than an hour. In contrast, an
overhaul stay require several hours,
as the mechanic must disassemble
and reassemble the engine to
replace worn valves, pistons,
bearings, and other internal parts.

Mechanics use common band-
tools such as wrenches, pliers, find
screwdrivers, as well as special tools
for getting at "hard to remove
parts" ,such as flywheels and
bearings. They also use compres-
sion gauges, timing lights, and other
kinds of testing devices. Hoists are
used to lift heavy motorcycles.

Most mechanics specialize in
servicing only a'few of the more
than 30 brands of motorcycles and
motor scooters. In large, shops,
some mechanics specialize in over-
hauling and rebuilding engines and
transmissions,' but most are ex-
pected to perform all *rids 'of
repairs. Mechanics may occa-
sionally repair minibikes, go-carts,
snowmobiles, outboard motors,
lawnmdwers, and other equipment
powered by small gasoline engines.

of Employment

About 11,000 persons had full-
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time jobs, at.. motor-cycle mechanics
in 1974, and a few thousand more
had part. time jobs. Most mechanics
work for motorcycle dealers.
Otlich work for city governments
to maintain police motorcycles- A
small number of mechanics-work
for firms that specialize in modify-
ing or "customizing" motorcyles.
Most shops employ fewer than five
mechanics.

Motorcycle mechahics work in
every State and major city. About
half 'work in 9 States. California,
Michigan, Texas, Ohio, Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois, Ronda, Minnesgta,
and Indiana.'

Mechanics who specialize in
repairing motorcycjes-work mainly
in metropolitan areas. In smaller
cities, motorcycles frequently are
repaired by owners or managers pf
motorcycle dealerships or by
mechanics who repair all kinds of
equipment 'powered bye smaji
gasoline engines.ci

Training, Other Qualifications, ,
. and Advancement

Motorcycle mechanics usually
learn their -trade on the job, pickirig
up skills from experienced workers
Initially, trainees learn to uncrate,
assemble, and road-test new motor-
cycles Next, they learn' routine
maintenance jobs such as adjusting
brakes, spark plugs, and ignition
points. As trainees gain expenence,
they progress to more difficult tasks
such as repairing electOtal systems
and overhauling e E,tnes arts} trans-
missions. Generally, - ears of
training on the job are necessary
before trainees become fully
qualified mechanics

Trainees usually accumulate
handtools as they gain experience
Many mechanics have several hun-
drecrdollars invested in tools

Employers
-

sometimes send
andand e0erienced

trainees to specia raining courses
conducted by m torcycle manufac-
turers and impo ers These cour
ses, which may t 1 e 2 weeks, are

ed.
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MotorcyCle mechsjo repalrs carburetor.

designed to upgrade the worker's
skills and provide information on
repairing new models.

When hiring trainees, -employers
look particularly for cycling enthu-
siasts who have gained practical ex-
perience by repairing their on mo-
torcycles However, many em-
ployers will hire trainees ,with no
riding experience if they have
mechanical aptitude and; show an
interest in learning the work.
Trainees must be able' to obtain a
motorcycle driver's license.

Most employers prefet high
school graduates, but will accept
applicanti with less education.
Courses in small engine repairof-
fered by some high schooli and vo-
cational schoolsgenerally are
helpful, as are courses in automo-
bile mechanics, science,,andrnathe-
matics Many motorcycle dealers
employ students to help assemble
new motorcycles and perform
minor repairs.
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Public schools in some large ct-
ttes offer .4:)st secondary and adult
education in snialr engine and mo-
torcycle repair. Some technical
schools have training programs for
motorcycle mechanics. Many ju-
mor and community colleges offer
courses in motorcycle repair.

Skills learned through repairing
motorcycles can be transferred to
other fields of mechanical work.
For example, since all internal com-
bustion engines are similar, a mo-
torcycle mechanic can become an
automobile or diesel mechanic after
some additional training. However,
such a transfer would not necessari-
ly mean higher earnings.

Motorcycle Mechanics have
limited advancement possibilities.
Those with supervisory ability may
advance to service manager and,
eventually, to general manager in
large dealerships. Those who have
the necessary capital may become
dealers.

r
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Emptoyment Outlook

Employment in this' relatively
small occupation ,is expected to
grow much faster than the average
for-all occupations through the mid-
1980's. Many additional openings
will arise from the need to replace
experienced mechanics who retire,
die, or transfer to other fields of
work.

Underlying the anticipated
growth in the number of motorcyle
mechanics is the continued growth
in the number of motorcycles In-
creases in the young adult popula-
tion and in personal Income levels
will create a demand for more mo-
torcycles, and additional mechanics
wile be 'needed to Maintain these
machines. Also, growth in the num-
bers of minibikes and snowm9biles
will stimulate the demand for
mechanics.

Opportunities for employment
will be best in larger dealerships,
most of which are located. In the
suburbs of metrop itan areas.
Many motorcyc
cities do not have
to hire full-time
time or summer jobs may be availa-

'ble.

rapidly the mechanic completes it.
Frequently, trainees are paid -on a
piecework basis when uncrating
and assembling' new .motorcycles.
At other times, they are paid an
hourly rate or weekly salary.

Motorcycling increases sharply
as the weather grows warmer As a
result, most mechanics work more
.than 40 hours a week during the
summer. Many temporary workers
hired to-help handle the increased
work load work only part time, and
are laid off in the fall. However, a
large proportion of these are either
students or workers with other jobs.

Motorcycle shops generally are
well-lighted and ventilated, but are
noisy when engines are being
.tested. The work is not tiazardous,
although mechanics'are subject to
cuts, bruises, and other minor inju-
ries. Since motorcycles are relative-
ly lightweight and have easily ac-
cessible parts, mechanics rarely do
heavy lifting or work. in awkward
positions.

A small percentage of motorcy-

enough business
Balers in small e mechanics are members of the

International Association oftrainees, but part- Machinists and Aerospace Work-
ers.

Source of Additional
InformationEarnings and Working

Conditions

Earnings of motorcycle me
chanics and trainees vary widely
and depend on level of skill, geo-
graphic location. and ..employer.
Limited information' indicates that
experienced mechanics employed
by motorcycle dealers earned be-
tween 53 and 510 an hour in late
1974. Generally experienced me-
chanics earn 2 to 3 times' as much
as trainees.

Some mechanics receive an
hourly rate or a weekly_ salary;
Others receive a percentage
usually about 50 percentof the
labor cost charged to the customer
If a mechanic is paid on apercent-
age basis, income depends on the
amount of work assigned and how

r

F9r further information regard-
ing ehployment opportunities and
training, contact local motorcycle
dealers or the local office of the
State employment sevice.

PIANO AND ORGAN
TUNERS AND
REPAIRERS .

730.281, .381, and
829.381).

Nature of the Work

Tgefe are four different kinds of
piano and organ tuners and
repairers. piano tuners, piano
technicians, pipe organ technicians,

A r
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and, electronic organ technicians.
According to their'skills, they tune,
repair, or rebuild pianos and Or-
gans. They usually begin their trade
by lgaraIng how to time these
keyboard instruments.

Piano tuners (D.O.T. 730.381)
adjust piano strings so that they will
be in proper pitch and sound musi-
cally correct. There are approxi-
mately 220 strings in the standard
88-key piano. After muting the
strings on either side, the tuner uses
a tuning hammer (also called a tun-
ing lever or wrench) to tighten or
loosen the string being tested until
its frequency matches that of a
standard tuning fork. The other
strings are tuned in relation to the
starting string.

Sometimes the tuner has to make
minor repairs, such.as reklacing
worn or broken strings. However,
major repairs are' made by piano

'technicians.
In addition to knowing how to

tune a piano, piano technicians
(D.O.T. 730.281) can detect and
correct other problems that may af-
fect its sound. Technicians talk with
the customer to get an idea of what
is wrong and then-go to Work to find
out why. Once.they find what the
problem is, they make the needed
repairs or adjustments. .For exam-
ple, they may have to realign ham-
mers that do-not strike the strings
just right or replace moth-eaten felt
on the hammers. To *dismantle and
repair pianos, technicians use com-
mon handtools as well as special
ones such as regulating tools,
repinning tools, and key leveling
devices.

Although organt and pianos look
somewhat alike, they function dif-
ferently, and few technicians work

-on both instruments. Moreover,
organ technicians specialize in
either electronic or pipergans.

Pipe-organ technicians (D.O.T.
730.381) install, tunepand repair
organs that mike music by forcing
air through one of tw6 kinds of
pipesflue pipes or reed pipes. The
tone in a flue pipe, tike that in a
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whistle, is *rp.ide by air forced
through an openifig. The reed pipe
=kit its tone_by, vibrating a brass
reed in the air current.

,Like piano tuners, organ techni-
cians use their ears and tuning forks
to put an organ in good voice. To
tune a flue pipe, the technician
moves a metal slide whiCh increases
or decreases the pipe's "speaking
length.' A reed pipe is tuned by ad-
justing the length of the reed. A day
or more nay be needed to finish
one bf these jobs, because most or-
gans have hundreds of pipes. Some
workers specialize only in tuning,
and do not have the all-round skills
of a technician.

Most pipe organs are very large
and complex, and are assembled on
site in places like churches and au-
ditoriums. Technicians install air
chests, blowers, airducts, organ
pipes, and othercomponents. They
follow the designer's blueprints agd
use a variety of hand and power
tools to assemble components.
Technicians may work in teams or-.
be assisted .by helpers. A job may
take several weeks or even months,
depending on the size of the organ.

Technicians may also maintain
organs on a regular basis, returning
every 3 or 4 months to. tune them
and make other routine adjust-
ments.

Electronic organ technicians
(D.O.T. 829.38,1) have Very dif-
ferent duties from those of pipe
organ technicians. They use special
electronic test equipment to tune
and to check tone and amplifica-
dons. Some electronic organs do
not require tuning. Those that do
are fairly simple to..tune. However,
these organs may break down due
to loose connections, faulty
transistors, dirty contacts, and
other problems. When routine
checks do not find the problem,
technicians use- meters and elec-
tronic devices to check suspected
circuits. For example, they check
voltages until an unusual or irregu-
lar measure shows up the part of the
circuitry causing trouble. When
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they find the problem, they 'make organ dealers. Most of the rest
the necessary repairs or adJust- worked for piano and organ manu-
ments, using soldering iro*. wire facturers,
cutters, and other handtools. Piano and organ tuners and
Technicians often 'use wiring dia- repairers ate employed mostly in
grams and sertice manuals that big cities and in states that have
show connections- within organs, large populations. In towns. too
provide adjustment information, stun to offer enough work for a
and describe causes of trou8k. full-time job in this field, piano and
Because of the large differences pipe organ work may be done part
amongtrs: brands of electronic time by local music teachers and
organs, many technicians service professional musicians. Similarly,
only a particular brand. eleCtronic organ work may be done

by television and radio repairers.
Places of Employment

Training, Other Qualifications,
About 8,000 persons worked as

full-time piano and organ tuners
and repairers in 1974, most worked Piano and organ tuners and
on pianos. About two-thirds of the repairers generally learn on the job.
total worked in independent repair Dealers and repair shops hire begin-
shops, many were the sole opera- ners to do general clian-up work,
tors of small shops. Another one- help move and install inst6ments,
fifth were employed by piano and and do other routine tasks. Helpers

and Advancement

t.

#.
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Plano.b.inom need manual dextortty and good honing.
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gradually learn to tune and ,to make
.simple repairs, and then take on
more difficult jObs as they gain ex-
perience Genetally, 3 to 4 years of
on-the-job training are needed to
qualify as a piano, pipe organ, or

4, electronic organ technician,
although workers who have formal
education in these fields can qualify
in less time. Piano tuning alone
usually can be learned on the job in
less than 2 years.

Piano and organ manufacturers
train inexperience4 workers to as-
semble instrumeits. However,
because assembly is done in many
steps, workers learn little about the
instrument as a whole, and need ad-
ditional .training in tuning and
repair work before they can qualify
as technicians.

People interested in a career in
piano or organ servicing should
have good hearing, mechanical ap-
titude, and manual dextenty.
Because service work frequently is
done in the customer's home, I. neat
appearance and a pleasant,
cooperative manner also are impor-
tant. Although some very capable
piano technicians are blind, organ
technicians need normal eyesight.
Ability to'play the instrument helps,
but is not essential as a qualifica-
tion.

In terms of education, employers
prefer high school graduates. Miusic
courses help develop the student's
ear for tonal quality. Courses in
woodworking are useful also
because many of the moving parts
in pianos and pipe organs are made
of wood. For jobs as electronic
organ technician trainees, appli-
cants usually need formal training
in electronics available from techni-
cal schools, junior and community
colleges, and some technical,voca-
tional high schools. Training in
electronics also is available in the
Armed Forces.

Courses in piano technology,
which may take up to 2 years, are .

offered by a small number of
technical schools. Some have spe-
cial courses for the blind. Home
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study (correspondence school)
courses in piano and organ,
technology also are available.

Piano and organ tuners and
repairers keep up with new
developments in their-fields-try-nu
dying trade magazines and manu-
facturers' service manuals. Most
flectronic,orpn manufacturers and
the_Piano Technician's Guild con-
duct brier courses pencxhcally to
provide information on technical

. changes in their instruments.
, Tuners and repairers who work
for large dealers or repair shops can
advance to supervisory positions.
Most people in this field move up,
however, by going into business for
themselves. Relatively little capital
is required beyond an initial invest-
ment,in tools. Basic piano or pipe
organ tools cost only a few hundred
dollars. By contrast, tools and test
equipment for electronic organs
may cost a thousand dollars or
more. Typically, self-employed tu-
ners and repairers operate out of
their own homes and use either a
car or a small truck for service calls.

Employment Outlook

Little change in the employment
of piano tuners, piano technicians,
and pipe organ technicians is ex-
pected through the mid- 1980's.
Growth ir, the number of pianos
and organs will be limited by com-
petition from other forms of enter-
tainment and recreation. Neverthe-
less, some jobs will open each year
as experienced workers retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.
Nearly all openings will be for piano
tuners and technicians.

A moderate increase in jobs for
electronic organ technicians is ex-
pected. The electronic; organ, a
comparatively new instrument,
continues to grow in popularity.
However, this is a very span occu-
pation and the number of" job
openings will be far fewer than
those for piano tuners and techni-
cians.

Opportunities for beginners will

4 3.;

be best instano and organ dealer-
ships and large repair shops. Many
repair shops are too small to afford
a full-time helper, although they
may hire one helper part time. .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Experienced workers earned
from $3 to $8 an hour in 1974,.cie-
pending on their level of skill and
where they worked, accordiiig to
limited information Beginning
rates for helpers ranged from $2/5
to $2.65 an hour.

Many self-employed tuners and
repairers earned more than
SI 0,000 a year, and earnings in ex-
cess of S15,000 a year were not un-
common Earnings of the self-em-
ployed depend on the size or the
community, their ability to attract
and keep customers, their operating
expenses, and competition from
other tuners and repairers.

Service business increases with
cold weather because at that time
people <spend more time indoors
playing the piano or organ. Con-
sequently, during fall and winter,
many tuners and repairers work
more than 40 hours a week. As
business falls off during spring and
summer, shops may take up the
slack by reconditioning or rebuild-
ing old instruments. Self-employed
tuners and repairers frequently
work evenings and weekends to suit
their customers.

The work is relatively safe,
althoulr tuners and' repairers may
suffer small cuts and bruises when
making repairs. Electrical shock is a
minor hazard for electronic organ
'technicians but it has rarely caused
serious injury. Work is performed
in shops and hoMes and public
buildings such as churches and
schools where wor)cing conditions
usually are pleasant.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about job opportunities
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may be available korn local pig=
and organ dealers and repair shops.
For general information about
piano technicians and a 1,14:t of
schools offering courses in, piano

.
technology, write to-
Kano Techrucians Gullet Inc.. P.O Box

1813. Seattle. Wash. 98 I I I

SHOE REPAIRERS
(D.O.T. 365.381)

Nature of the Work

Shde repairers spend most of
their time replacing worn soles and

. They remove worn soles and
and rough the bottom

ding wheels.
old sti
of the shoes
They select new soles o em
from pieces of leather, they then ce-
ment, nail, or sew the soles to the

f
.
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shoes. Finally, they trim .the soles.
To relied shoes, repairers pry off
old beefs, select replacement heels
or cut. them to 'shape, and cement
and nail them into place. After the
heels and soles have been replaced,
repairers stain and buff them to
match the color of the shoes. Be-
fore completing the job, they may
replan insoles; restitch loose
seams, and polish the shoes, Highly
skilled repairers may design, make,
or repair orthopedic shoes accord:
ing to doctors' prescriptions. repairers.

, Repairers also may mend handbags,
luggage, tents, arid other items
made of leather, rubber, or canvas.
They also replace zippers, dye
shoes and handbags and fit boots to
conform to the leg.

In large shops, repair work often
is divided into a number of special.
iced tasks. For example, some
repairers only remove and

heels and soles, others only restitch
torn seams.

Shoe repairers use power
operated sole-stitchers and heel-
nailing machines, and manually
operated sewing machines. Among
the handtools they use are ham-
mers, awls, and nippers. .

Self-employed shoe repairers
have managerial respon.iibaities in
addition to their regular. duties.
They estimate repair costs, keep
records, and supervise other

replace
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Places of Employment

About 30,000 shoe repairers
were employed in 1974. About one-
half of them own shoe repair shops,
.many of which are small, one per-
son operations. Most of the remait-
ing repairers worked in large shoe
shops. Some repairers worked in

--department stores, variety stores,
shoe stores, and drycleaning shops.

All cities and towns and many
very small communities have shoe
repair shops. Employment, how-
ever, is Concentrated in large cities.

Training, Other Oualificatkins,
and Advancement

Most shoe repairers are hired as"
helpers and trained on the job.
Helpers begin by assisting ex-
perienced repairers with simple
tasks, such as staining, brushing,
and shining shoes; then they pro-
gress to more difficult tasks, such
as replacing heels, as they gain
experience. .Helpers wfiro have

,aptitude and initiative usually
become fully skilled aftef2 years of
on-the-job training.

Some repairers, learn their trade
at vocational 'schools. A small
number enter the occupation
through apprenticeship training
programs.

Advancement opportunities are
good. Many shoe repairers open
their own shops. Some repairers
become managers or supervisors in
large shops.
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Employment Outlook

The demand for shoe repairers is
not expected to change significantly
through the mid-1980's. As in-
comes rise, many people will buy
new shoes rather than have old ones
fixed. C9shioned-soled shoes and
other ., ,6aival foot-wear which
usually are not practical to repair
may alsoJimit the demand for these
workers.

Nevertheless, hundreds of job
openings are expected each year
because of the need to repla6e ex-
perienced shoe repairers who
retire, die, or leave the field for
other reasons. Replacement needs
are relatively high because shoe
repairers are, on the average, older
than workers in other occupatiorls.

Beginners will find most opportu-
nities in metropolitan areas. Jobs
may be scarce in small communities
because many of the shoe shops are
operated solely by owners and do
not need employees.

Since about one-half of all shoe
repairers are self-employed and a
large proportion of them are ap-
proaching retirement, opportunities
should be very good for ex-
periengarrepairers who wish to
open their own shops.

In recent years, employment of
shoe repairers has declined, largely
because the number of young peo-
ple entering the trade have not been
great enough to replace the ex-
perienced repairers who have
retired or stopped working for
other reasons. Factors contributing
to this are the unglamorous nature
of the work and the relatively low
starting pay for trainees. Also,
young_ job seekers probably over-
look some merits of the trade: Few
trades offer better opportunities for
self-employment; earnings of self-
employed shoe repairers compare
favorably with those of workers in
many other skilled occupations;
and the work is steady because the
shoe repair business is not very sen-
sitive to changes in economic con-
ditions. recorders, intercoms, and ptiblic

V

Earnings and Working
Conditions

. Information from a limited
number of employers indicate that
many shoe repairers earned
between 52.90 and S4 an hour in
1974. Inexperienced trainees
generally earned between S2
and $2.50 an hour. Some highly
skilled repairers, including
managers of shoe repair shops,
earned more than $300 a week.

Shoe replirers generally work 8
hours a day, 5 days a week. The
workweek for the self - employed is
often longer, sometinies 10 hours a
day, 6 days a week. Although shoe
repaii shops are busiest during the
spring and fall, work is steady with
no seasonal layoffs.

Working conditions generally are
good in large repair shops, but small
shops may be crowded and noisy
and have poor light or ventilgion.
Strong odors from leather goods,
dyes, and stains may be presfrkt.

The work is not strenuous, but it
does require stamina, because
repairers much of thetime.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about work opportu-
nities may be available from the
local office of the State employ-
ment service, as well as shoe shops
in the community.

TELEVISION AND RADIO
SERVICE TECHNIC&NS

(D.O.T. 720.281)

Nature of the Work

Television and radio service
,technicians repair a large and grow-
ing number of electronic products,
of which teleVision sets and radios
are by far the most numerous. They
also repair stereo components, tape
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address systeins. Some service
technicians specialize in repairipg
one kind of equipmeptfor exam-
pie, television sets or car radids.

gquipment may operate un-
satisfactorily or break down,
completely because of faulty tubes
or transistors, poor connections, or
other problems. Service technicians
check and evaluate each possible
cause of trouble; they begin by
checking for the most common.
causetube or module failure. In
other routine checks, they look for
loose or broken connections and
for parts that are charred, or
burned. . t

When routine checks do not
locate the trouble, technicians use
test equipment, such as voltmeters,
oscilloscopes, and signal genera-
tors, to check suspected circuits.
For example; they may measure
voltages or wave forms in_ a televi-
sion set until an unusual or irregular
measurement indicates the faulty
part. Once the cause of trouble is
found, they replace faulty parts and
make adjustments, such as focusing
and converging the picture or cor-
recting the color balance.

Technicians who make customer
service calls, carry tubes, modules,
and other parts that can be easily
replaced in the customer's home..
Radios, portable televisions, and
other small equipment usually are
repaired in service shops. Large
television sets also are repaired in
shops when the trouble must be
located with complex test equip-
ment.

Service technicians use
screwdrivers, pliers; wire `4titters,
soldering irons, and other hand-
tools. They refer to wiring diagrams
and service manuals that show con-
nections and prdvide information
on how to locate problem and
make repairs.

Places of Employment

About 135,000 people worked as
radio and television service techni-
cians in -1974. About, one-third of

AIL
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TvIsIon mechanics use instruments fo' locate>fautty circuits.

hem were f employed, a much
I er prupor n than in most
ski ed trades

T .- thirds of sery ice techni-
cians, ither self-employed or work-
ing for hers, worked in shops and
stores th sell and service televi-
sion sets, \adios, and other elec-
tronic Rroclacts Most of the rest
were employed by manufacturers of
such products

Television aril radio service
technicians work almost every
city. Geographicall, employinent
is distributed in much the same way
as the Nation's population

Training,' Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Training and experience in elec-
tronics are required in order to
become a skilled television and

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK _HANDBOOK

An important part of the service
technician's training is provided by
many manufacturers, employers,
and trade associations. They con-
duct training programs to keep serv-
ice technicians abreast of the
latest servicing methods for new
models or products. Technicians
also keep up with technical
developments by studying manufac-
turers' instruction manuals "Card
technical magazines and by attend-
ing training seminars.

Television and radio service
technicians must know how elec-
tronic components and circuits
work. Other essential qualifications
include the ability to manipulate
small parts and tools, good eye-
hand coordination, normal hearing,
good eyesight and color vision, and
an ability to work with people.

Service technicians who work in
large replic, may be promoted
to super-Mr or service manager.
Technicians who have sufficient
funds may open their own sales and
repair shops. Some technicians ob-
tain jobs as electronic "trouble
shooters" or technicians in manu-
factiiring industries or government-
agencies. A small number of highly
qualified technicians who are em-
ployed by manufacturers can ad-
vance to higber paying occupations,
such 'as technical writer, sales en-
gineer, design engineer, or service
training instructor.

People interested in advancing to
positions such as electronic techni-
cian can improve their opportuni-
ties by taking trade school, cor-
respondence, or technical institute
courses in automatic controls, elec-
tronic engineering, television en-
gineering, and mathematics. Those
planning to go into business for
themselves should take some busi-
ness administration courses, par-
ticularly accounting.
-A groWing number of Sttes

require radio and television tech4
clans to be licensed. To obtaiglra
license, applicants must pass, an ex-
amination designed to lest their
knowledge of electronic circuits

radio service echnician. Technical,
vocational, r high school training
in ' electronics, mathernatics,
blueprint reading, and physics may
provide a good background for en-
tering the field. The military- service
offers training and work experience
that is very useful to civilian elec.,
tronics work. Correspondence
school courses also are helpful.

Up to 2 years of technical train-
, ing in electronics plus 2 to 4 years
of on- the -job experience usually are
required to become a-fully qualified
service technician People who
have no previous technical training
may be., hired as helpers or ap-
prentices if they show aptitude for
the i..Ork or, like the amateur
"ham" radio operator, have a
hobby in electronies. An ap-
prenticeship program lasts about 4
years and may include hOme study
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and components and their skill in
the use of testing equipment

Employment Outlook

Employment of television and
radio service technicians is ex-
pected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. In addition to
openings from employment growth,
many openings will result each year
from the need to replace ex-
perienced technicians who retire,
die, or change occupations.

Employment of service techni-
cians is expected to increase in
resense to the growing number of
rad, television sets, phono-,
graphs, tape recorders, and other
hcrne entertainment products in
use. Rising population and personal
incomes will contribute to this
growth. Over 95 percent of all
households have at least one televi-
sion set, and the number of
households with two sets or more is
expected to increase significantly,
mainly because of the growing de-
mand for color and portable sets.
Greater use of electronic products
for purposes other th a:n entertain-
ment also is expected; for example,
closed-circuit television, .6/6-way
radios, calculators, and various
medical electronic devices. ClOsed-
circuit television is being used in-
creasingly to monitor production
processes in manufacturing plants
and to bring educational programs
into classrooms.

People who enter the occupation
should have steady work because
the television and radio repair busi-
ness is not very sensitive to changes
in economic conditions:

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of television and radio
service technicians ranged from S3
to $7 an hour in 1974, based on the
limited information available. The
wide variations in wage rates reflect
differences in skill level, type of em-
ployer, and geographic location.

Television and radio service
technicians employed local serv-
ice shops or dealer service depart-
ments usually work 40 to 48 hours a
week.

Service on television, radio, and
other home entertainment products
is performed in shops and homes,
where wprking conditions are
usually pleasant. Some physical
strain is involved in lifting and car-
rying equipment. Hazards include
electrical shock and the risk of
falling from roofs while installing or
repairing antennas.

Some service technicians are
members of labor unions. Most of
them belong to the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more information about jobs
in this field, contact local shops and
stores that service television sets
and radios and other electronic
equipment. Technical and voca-
tional-schools that offer courses in
television and radio repair or elec-

% ironies may provide information
about training. In addition, the local
office of the State employment ser-
vice may have information about
programs that proVide training op-
portunities.

Information' about the work of
television and radio service techni-
cians is available from locals of the
International Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers and.from:
National Alliance of Television and Elec-

tronic Service Associations, 5908 S.
Troy St., Chicago, III. 60629.

Electronics Industries Association, 2001 Eye
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

TRUCK MECHANICS AND
BUS 'MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 620.281)

Nature of the Work

Mechanics are needed to keep

4 3 c--;
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the Nation's commercial vehicles in
good operating condition. Truck
mechanics maintain and repair
heavy trucks used for mining, coh-
struction, and intercity travel; and
small 'trucks used for local hauling.
Bus meohanics service both local
and transcontinental buses.
Although many truck and bus parts
are similar to automobile parts,
complex transmissions, air-brakes,
many components are quite dif-
ferent from those used in automo-

'biles.
Mechanics employed by or-

ganizations that maintain their own
vehicles may spend much time
doing pieventive maintenance to
assure safe vehicle operation,
prevent wear and damage to parts,
and reduce costly breakdowns.
During a maintenance check,
mechanics may inspect brake
systerfis, steering mechanisms,
wheel bearings, and other parts,
and make needed repairs and ad-
justments.

In large shops, mechanics may
specialize in one or two kinds of
repair. For example, some
mechanics specialize in major en-
gine or transmission work. If an en-
gine is to be rebuilt the mechanic
disassembles it, examines parts
such as valves or pistonsfor wear,
and replaces or repairs defective
parts. Many mechanics specialize in
diesel engines. Diesel and gasoline.
engines have different ffiel and igni-
tion systems. A mechanic who has
worked only orf gasoline engines
needs special training to'qualify as a
dies1 mechanic. (See statement on
diesel mechanics elsewhere in the
HandbooJc.)

Truck., and bus mechanics use
common hap4tools such as
screwdrivers and-pliers; power and,
machine. tools such as pneumatic
wrenches and drills; and welding
and flame cutting equippent. They
also use testing equipment, such as
dynamometers to locate malfunc-.
tions, and jacks and hoists to lift
and move large parts.

When doing heav?, work, such as
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removing engines and transmis-
sions, two mechanics may work as a
tearn, or a mechanic' may be
misted by an apprentice or helper.
Mechanics generally work under a
shop supervisor or service manager.

Pieces of Employment

A large proportion of the esti-
mated 135,000 truck mechanics
employed ip 1974 worked for firms
that Awned fleets of trucks Fl
owners include trucking o5m
apd businessEs.that haul their own
products such as dairies, and bake
ries Other employers include truck
dealers, truck manufacturers, trtick
repair shops, firms that rent or lease
trucks, and Federal, State, and local
governments.

Most of the estimated 20,000 bus
mechanics employed in 1974
worked for local transit companies
and intercity buslines. Bus manu-
facturers employed a relatively
small number of mechanics.

Truck and bus mechanics are em-
ployed_ in every section of the,,
Country, but, ost of therm work in-
large towns , and cities where
trucking companies, buslines, and
other fleet owners have large repair
Shops.

; Training, Other QuitlificatIons,
and Advancement

Most truck, for bus mechanics.
their skillion the job. Begin-

usually do taskt such as cleary
ing, ,,fueling, and lubrication. They
may also drive vehicles in and out
of the shop As beginners gain ex-
perience and as vacancies become

. av ila they usually are
iomote echanics' helpers. In

some shops, young personsespe-
cially those having prior automobile
repair- experiencebegin as
mechanics' helpers.

Most helpers can make ,minor
repairs after a few months ex-
perience, and advance to increas-
Agly difficult jobs as they prove
their ability. Generally, 3 to 4 years

'1
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of chi-the-job experience is necessa-
ry to qualify as an all-round truck or
bus mechanic. Additional training
may be necessary for mechanics
who wish to specialize in diesel en-
gines.

Most training authorities recornt
mend a formal 4 -year apprentice-
ship as the best way to learn the
trades. Typical apprenticeship pro-
grams for truck and bus mechanics
.consist. ofariproximately 8,000
kciurs of shop training and at least.
576 1-.;ours of slassroorn instruction.
Frequently,
training'in
engine repair.

For en

programs include
I and gasoline

jobs, employers
generally look for applicants who
have mechanical aptitude, are at
least 18 years of age, and in good
physical condition. Completion of
high school is an advantage in

getting an entry mechanic job,
because most employers believe it
indicates that a young person can
finish a job and has advancement
potential.

.When the mechanic's duties in-
clude ciriving.truckS or buses on
public roads, applicants may, have
to get a State chauffeur's license. If
the employer is engaged, in in-
terstate transportation, applicants
also may haSe to meet qualifica-
tions for drivers established by the
U.S. Department of Transportation.

=applicants-must be at least 21
Of age, able bodied, and have

good hearing, and 20/40 eyesight
%Pith or without glasses. They must
read and speak English 'and have a
good driving record, including '1
year's driving eiperience.

Young persons interested in
becoming truck or bus mechanics

.4

7;
-0,7, -

<11111jWirti.
74.4 .7

Bus raw:hank repairs suspension systornI
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can gain valuable experience by
taking high school or vocational
school courses in automobile and
diesel repair Science *end mathe-
matics are helpful since they better
one's understanding of how trucks
and buses operate Practical ex-_

Flerience in automobile repair from
working in a gasoline service. sta-
tion, training in the Armed Forces,
and working on automobiles as a
hobby also is valuable

Most mechanics must buy their
own handtools Experienced
mechanics often have several hun-
dred dollars invested in tools.

Employers sometimes send ex-
perienced mechanics to specta1
training classes conducted by truck,
biz, diesel engine, and parts manu-
facturers In these classes,
mechanics learn to repair the Latest
equipment or receive special train-

s ing in subjects such as diagnosing
engine malfunctions. 'Mechanics
also ma, read service and repair
manuals to keep abreast of -en-
gineering changes

Experienced mechanics who
pave leadership ability may ad-
ance Jo shop "supersisors or service
managers. Truck mechanics who
have sales ability sometimes
become truck sales representatives..
Some mechanics open their own
gasoline service stations or repair
shops.

4

Employment Outlook

Employment of truck mechanics
is expected to increase faster than
the assetle for all occupations
thrialigih the-rnid-1980'sjak a result
of sign *4ant increases in die trans-
po ti of freight by trucks More
,trucks II be needed for both local
and i rcity hauling due to in
crease industrial activity, con-
tinued decentralization of industry,
and the continued growth of the
suburbs. In addition to the jobs
creatied by employment grdwth,
many openings will arise tareplace
truck mechanics who retire, die, or
trans@ to other occupations

Bus mechanic employment is ex-
pected to increase slower than the
average for all occupations through
the niid-1980's because of off-
setting factors affecting the demand
for bus service- More buses will be
needed for local travel due to in-
creased emphasis on mass transit
systems. Intercity bus travel, on the
other hand, is expected to remain
about the same Most job openings
will result from the need to replace
bus mechanics who retire, die, or
transfer to other occupations. '

Earnings and Working
. Conditions

According to a survey of
metropolitan areas in 1973-74,
mechanics employed by trucking
companies, buslines, and other
firms that maintain their own
cies had,average hourly earnings of,
55.65. By comparison, nonsuper-
visory workers in private industry,
except farming, averaged 54.05.

Beginning apprentices usually
earn one-half the rate of skilled
worker's and get increases about
every 6 months .until a rate of 90
percent is reached.

Most mechanics work between
40 and 48 hours per week. Because
many truck and bus firms provide
service around the clopk;
mechanics who work:for thesZ firms
may work evenings., ;night shifts,
and weekends. When they do, they
usually receive a higher rate of pay.

Truck mechanics and bus
mechanics are subject to the usual'
shop hazards such as cuts and
bruises. Mechanics handle greasy
and dirty parts and may haysse to
stand or lie in awkward Or cramped
positions when repairing vehicles.
Work areas usually 'are well lighted,
heated, and ventilated, and many
employers provide locker rooms
and shover facilities. Although
most work is done indoors,
mechanics occasionally have to
work or, makeemergency repairs on
the road.

,Many truck and bus mechanics

4i0
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are members cif labor unions, m-
cluding the International Associa.
non of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers, the Amalgamated Transit
Union, the International Union,
United Autcrmobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural-Implement Workers of
America, the Transport Workers
Union of America, the Sheet Metal
,Workers' International Association,
and the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters, Chauffers,
Warehousemen and Helpers of
irmenca (Ind.): \

Sources of Additional
Information

More details about work oppor-
tunities for truck Qs bus mechanics
may be obtained. from local em-
ployers such as trucking companies,
truck dealers, or bus lines, locals of
unions preciously mentioned, or the
local office of the State employ-
ment service. The State employ-
ment service also may have infor-
mation about the apprenticeship
and other programs that provide
training opportunities.

For general information about
the work of truck mechanics and
apprenticeship training, write to.
Amencan Trucking Assoc:awns, Inc., 1616

P St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

VENDING MACHINE
MECHANICS

(D.O.T. 639.381)

,Nature of the Work

Vending Machines have become
a familiar scene sn everyday life. In
places of recreation, work, and edu-
cation, vending machines provide
everything from a piece of candy to
a full-course meal.

Vending machine mechanics
keep these machines in good work-
ing order. They also may assemble
and install machines, and in some
cases, stock them with, merchan-

4
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dice Some mechanici work only in
repair shops and some work only in
the field, but many do both Those
who work in the field are assigned a
service truck to -travel between lo-
cations.

In preparing' machines for instal-
lation, mechanics follow instruc-
tions supplied by the manufacturer
After the machine is put together
and tested, the mechanic fills it with
products or ingredients and gives it
a test run When working on com-
plicated machines; such as
beverage or food dispensers.
mechanics check to see that the
machines give proper quantities of
ingredients and that refrigerating
and heating units work properly
On gravity-operated machines,
mechanics check springs, plungers,

, OCCUPATIONAL QUT,LOOK HANDBOOK

and merchandise delivery systems.
They also 'test coin and change-
making mechanisms. When in-
stalling machines on location,.
mechanics make the necessary
water and electrical connedtionss:
and recheck the machines for
proper operation.

PreYcntive maintenance avoid-
ing trouble before it startsis
another major part of the job. For
example, mechanics periodically
clean electrical contact points,
lubricate mechanical parts, and ad-
just machines to perform .properly.
When a machine breaks down,
mechanics must determine the
cause of the trouble They first in-
spect the machine for obvious
problems, such as loose electrical
wires, malfunctions of the coin

mechanism, and leaks. If the
problem cannot be readily located,
they may refer to troubLeshooting
manuals and wiring diagrams and
use testing devices such as elixir'-
cal circuit testers to find defective

`Farts. Mechanics then repair or
replace the faulty parts, either on
location or in the employer's
service shop.

Mechanics use pipe cutters, sol-
dering irons, wrenches, screw-
drivers, hammers, and other hand-
tools. In the shop, they also may
use power tools, such as grinding
wheels. saws, and drills.

Mechanics who install and repair
food vending machines must know
State public health and sanitation
standards as well as those
established under local' plumbing
codes. They also must know and
follow safety procedures. especially
when lifting heavy objects and
working with electricity and gas.

Mechanics must do some, clerical
work, such as filing reports, prepar-
ing repair cost estimates, and order-
ing parts. Those employed by small
operating companies frequently
service as well as repair machines.
These combination .mechanic-
routeworkers" stock 'machines,
collect money, fill coin and cur-
rency changers,' and keep daily
records of merchandise distrituted
(Additional information about
vending machine route driliers is in-
cluded in the statement on Route k

Drivers elSewhere in the Hand-
book.)

1
Vending machine mechanic uses test equipment to locate problim.
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Placing of Erriployment

In 1974, aboqt14,000 mechanics
maintained and repaired more than
5 million vending machines. Most
mechanics Work for. vending service
companies eta install machines
and provide services, such as clean-
ing, stocking, and repairing. Other
mechanics 'work for beverage com-
panies that have coin-operated
machines Some also work for com-
panies that own and operate juke
boxes, pin-ball machines, and
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laundry and drycleaning machines.
Although mechanics are employed
throughout the country, most are
located in industrial and commer-
cial centers where there are a large
number of vending machines.

Vending machine manufacturers
employ some highly skilled
mechanics, often called technical
representatives, to explain techni-
cal innovations and ways to repair
new machines to other mechanics.
Instruction takes place either in
manufacturers' service divisions in
major cities or in operators" repair
shops.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancementf.

Persons usually enter this trade as
generg shop helpers pr vending
machine rou v e shop help

.ers or ro e drivers show promise
as mechanics, they may become
trainees Some workers are hired
directly as mechanic trainees.

Trainees learn the trade on the
jobobserving, working with, and
receiving instruction from ex-
perienced mechanics. Sometimes,
they attend manufacturer-spon-
sored training sessions, which
emphasize the repair of new and
complex machines. Employers
usually pay wages and expenses
daring these sessions which may
last from a rev% days to several
weeks.

.-

Because vending machines are
becoming more c lex, some em-
ployers encourage bo 'sees
and experienced mechanics ke
evening courses in subjects rela
to machine operation and repai
for example, basic electri and
refrigeration. Employers pay for at
least part of the tuition and book.
expenses for these courses.

The length of on-the-job training
varies with the individual's capabili-
ties and previbus education.
Although it usually takes from 1 to
2 years for trainees to become
skilled, they often can handle sim-
ple reparr jobs after 6 months.

Mechanics are generally 'in train-
ing" throughout their working lives,
since they must learn to install and
repair new and improved vending
equipment. .

Many beginners are high school
graduates, but employers generally
di; not require a diploma. High
sch6o1 or vocational school courses
in electricity, refrigeration, and
machine repair help beginners to
qualify for entry jobs. These cours-
es also may help beginners to skip
the lowest rung of the job ladder
general shop helper.

Employers' require applicants to
demonstrate mechanical ability,

ligNoeither thro their work ex-
perience or by ring well on
mechanical aptitude tests. Since
mechanics are exposed to
thousands of dollars in merchandise
and cash, employers will hire only
applicants who have a record of
honesty and respect for the law.
The ability to deal tactfully with
people also is important. A com-
mercial driver's license and a good
driving record are essential for most
vending machine repair jobs.

Skilled mechanics may by
promoted to senior mechanic or, in
large companies, to shop super-
visor. Advancement to service
manager, who schedules repair
work, is possible for mechanics hav-
ing administrative ability.
Mechanics having initiative and
adequate financial backing may
become independent operators.

Employment Outlook

Employment of vending machine
:mechanics is expected to grow
more slowly than the average for all
occupations through the mid-
.1980's. Most job openings will arise
as a result of the need to replace ex-
perienced mechanics whoa retire,
die, or traffeEr to other occupa:
tions. Because this is a small octu"-
patios, however, the number of
openings will be relatively small.

Vending machine business wile
increase as population grows and as

5
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more industrial plants, hospitals,
stores and other establishments
move to suburban areas where
restaurants are not altays close by.
Growth in the numiTer of vending
machines will create more jobs for
mechanics.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Wage rates for vending machine
mechanics ranged from S4 15 to
S5.76 an hour in 1974, based on in-
formation from a small number of
union contracts.

Most vending machine
mechanics work 8 hours a day, 5
days a week, and receive premium
pay for over-time.. Since vending
machines can be operated around
the clock, mechanics frequently
work at night and, on weekends and
holidays Some union contracts
stipulate higher pay for nightwork
Ind for emergent) repair jobs on
weekends and holidays.

Vending machine repair shops
are generally quiet, well-lighted,
and have adequate workspace.
However, when servicing machines
on location, mechanics may work in
cramped quarters, such as
passageways, where pedestrian traf-
fc is heavy. Repair work is relative-
ly safe, although mechanics are sub-
ject to shop hazards such as electri-
cal shocks and cuts from sharp tools
and metal objects:

Many vending machine
mechanics employed:by lirge com-
panies are members of the Interna-
tional Brotheihood of Teamsters,
Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and
Helpers of Amaric,a.

Sources of Additional
Information

Further information an job op-
portunities can be obtained from
local vending machine operators
and- local offices of .the State em-
ployment service. Forteneral infor-.
mation on vending machine
mechanics, write to the National
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*National Automatic Merchznchstng Asseaa-
Doe. 7 S Dearborn Si. Chx:ago. 111
60603

WATCH REPAIRERS

(D.O.T. 715.281)

Nature of the Work

Watch repairers (also called
watchmakers) clean, repair, and
adjust watches, clocks, and other
timepieces When a watch is not
working properly, repairers use
tweezers. screwdrivers. and other
tools to remove the watch from its
case and disassemble the move-
ment With the aid of a special mag
reifying glass' called a loupe, they
carefully examine each part of.the
mechanism.

Repairers may replace the main-
spring and other parts of the wind-
ing mechanism, adjust improperly
fitted wheels, and replace broken
hands or a cracked watch crystal.
They glean and oil parts before
reassembling the watch and testing
it for accuracy.

In addition to handtools, watch
repairers use timing and cleaning
machines. They use electrical me-
ters when repairing electronic
watches to make sure that circuits
work ,properly.

Watch repairers often own jewel-
ry stores, andmay do minor jewelry
repair and seU watches, jewelry, sil-
verware, and other items. They also
may hire and supervise salesclerks,
other watch, repairers, and jewelers;
arrange window displays; purchase
goo* to be sold; and perform other
managerial duties.

Places of yment

About 17,000 ns worked as
watch repaire 1974 One-thiid
were self ployed Most of the
remainde worked for jewelry
stores rs worked for/repair
shops or for factories that made
watches, clocks, or other precision
timing instruments

tI
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Watch repairer uses eye bop* to exam-
ine watch movement.

Although jewelry stores and
repair shops are found in many
small towns, most are in large -com-
mercial centers. Only a small
amount of watch manufacturing is
done in this country, mostly in Con-
necticut and New York.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most people learn the trade in
watch repair schools, others learn
on the job or through formal ap-
prenticeship.

There generally are no specific
educational requirements for en-
trance into any of the approximate-
ly 40 watch repair schools although
most students are high school grad-
uates. Courses usually last from 18
months to 24 months for full-time
students., Students learn to take
apart and reassemble various kinds
of watch and clock movements,
diagnose problems, make and ad-
just individual parts, and use and
care for tools and machines. Some
schools offer courses on,repairing
unusual types of timepieces, such as
chronographs and timers. Most
schools require students to furnish
their own handtools.

The following States require
watch repairers to obtain a license.

415

Florida, -Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
North Carolina, North Dakota,
Oregon, and Wisconsin. To obtain a
license, repairers must pass an-ex-
amination designed to test their
skill with tools and their knowledge
of watch construction and repair.

Watch repairers in all States,
however, can demonstrate their
degree of competence by passing
certification examinations given by
the American Watchmakers In-
stitute. Su 1 examinees
receive the titie of either Certified
Watchmaker or Certified Master
Watchmaker, depending on their
proficiency. Annual voluntary ex-
aminations covering new phases of
watchmaking also are offered, and
those who pass are given a plaque
of recognition. -

A person planning a career as a
watch repairer must be willing to sit
for long periods and work with a
minimum of sppervision. The
precise and delicate nature of the
work requires patience and concen-
tration. Good visual depth percep-
tion and eye-hand coordination
helps in working with tiny parts.

Beginners who have sufficient
funds may open their own watch
repair shops, but the usual practice
is to work for an experienced watch
repairer before starting one's own
business. Watch repairers may also
open their own jewelry stores,,how-
ever, these stores require a much
greater financial investment than
do repair shops.

Employment Outlook

Employment of watch repairers is
expected to grow at a slower rate
than the average for all occupations
through the mid- 1980's. Although
more watches will be sold as popu-
lation and inc scaes rise, many will
be pin-lever types which cost little
mor than repair. Con-
sequently ern yment is not ex-
pected to keep pace with growth in
the number of watches. Most job
openings Will result from the need
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to replace experienced repairers
who retire, die, or transfer to other
occupations.

In recent years, replacement
needs have been greater than the
number of graduates from watch
repair schools. If this gap continues,
graduates should find jobs readily

- available. Opportunities are ex-
pected to be particularly good for
graduates who have had courses in
repaifing electronic watches
because these watches are growing
in popularity

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of watch repairers in
entry jobs generally ranged from
about $125 to $165 for a 40-hour
week in 1974, based on the limited
information available. Experienced

watch repairers working in retail
stores, repair shops, and watch fac-
tories received from $200 to $250
for a 40-hour week. In addition,
those in retail stores may receive
pommiisions based on sales of
tvatches, and other items in the
store. .Watch repairers who own
their own businesses usually earn
considerably more than those work-
ing for a salary.

Watch repairers sometimes work
longer than the standard 40-hour
week. Those who are self- employed
or located in small communities
often work a 48-hour week or
longer. The work involves little
physical exertion, however, and
generally is performed in comforta-
ble surroundings. This light
benchwork frequently is recom-
mended to certain handicapped
workers.

.
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Some watch repairers are mem-
bers of the laternafional Jewelry
Workers Union or the American
Watch Workers Union (hid.).

Sources of Additional
information

For information about training
courses and watch repairing as a
career contact:
Ainencan Watclunakers Lrestttute., P.O. Sax

11011, Cincineati, Ohio 45211

For information about job oppor-
tunities in retail stores contact
Rawl Jetvekrs of Amen= Enc.. 10 Rooney

Circle, We Orange, NJ. 07052.

Further information about work
opportunities or training in this
trade also is available from local of
fices of the State emplorneutli
service. ,
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.14EALTH OCCUPATION

When people are sick or injured,
having health services readily
available becomes very important

to. them. The availability of these
services depends, not only on the
number of people employed in
health occupations, but also on
their geographic distribution. Num-
bers employed have grown very
rapidly in recent years. How to im-
prove their distribution remains a
problem which is being attacked on
the national, State, and local levels.

About 3.9 million people worked
in health-related occupatiOns in
1974. Besides doctors, nurses,
dentists, and therapists, these in-
clude the behind-the-scenes
technologists, technicians, adminis-
trators, and assistants.

Registered nurses, physicians,
pharmacists, and dentists constitute
the largest professional health oc-
cupations. In 1974 employment in
these occupations ranged from
105,000 for dentists to 855,000 for
registered nurses. Professional
health occupations also include
other . medical practitioners-7
osteopathic physicians, chiroprac-
tors, optometrists, podiatrists, acid
veterinarians. Therapists (physical
therapists, occupational therapists,.
and speech pathologists and au-
diologists) and administrators
(health services administrators and
medical record administrators) also
are professional health workers, as
are dietitians.

Other health service workers in-
clude technicians of Various types,
such as medical telhnologist, medi-
cal X-ray technician, dental hy-
g1t-nist, and dental lab4ratory
technician. Large numbers-1.5
millionworked as practical nurses
and auxiliary workers, including
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nursing aides, orcieritexr, hospital at-
tendants, and psychiatric assistants.

Hospitals employ about half of all
workers in the health :field. Others
work in clinics, laboratories, phar-
macies, nursing homes, public
health agencies, mental health cen-
ters, private offices, and patients'
homes. Health workers are concen -,
trated in the more heavily popu-
lated and prosperous areas of the
Nation.

Training

The educational alid other
requireinents for work in the health
field are as diverse as the health oc-
cupations themselves. For example,
professional health workerkphysi-
clans, dentists, pharmacists, and
others must complete a number
of years .of preprofessional and
professional college education and
pass a State litensifig examination.
On the other hand, '
service occupations can be eh red,
with little speciartied ing.
Many cominunity and junior col-
leges'offer courses to prepare stu-'
dents for various health occupa-
tionse4a most of the occupations for
which on-the-job traini has been
the usual means of pre -1" . em-
ployers now prefer persons ho
have bompleted one of these fo
programs.

reEarnings

Earnings of health wqrkers range
from the highest paid pation
physiciansto that of hospital at-
tendants, whose earnings are three-

. fourths of the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private indus-
try, except farming. Earnings for
the other health occupations that
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can be entered with up to 2 years of
formal training are about the same
as the average. People in health oc-
cupations that require graduation
from college earn from one-and-a-
quarter times to twice these iverage
earnings. Among the ocaupations
for which average yearly earnings
are reported inthe Handbook, the
top 15 include 8 of the professional
health -occupations, including all 6
medical practitioners.

Outlook

Overall employment in the health
field is expected to grow much
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's,
although the rates of growth will
differ considerably among in-
dividual health occupations.
Among the factors that are ex-
pected to contribute to an iperease
in the demand for health care are
papule-on growth and tk$e
increasing health consciousness.
Expansion of coverage under
prepayment programs that make it
easier for persons to pay for
hospitalization and medical care
also will contribute to growth in this
field. Other openings will be
created each year by the increasing
expenditures by Federal, State, and
local governments for health care
an services. .

addition to jobs created by em-
plo ent growth, many new wor- ,
ken ill be needed each year to
reply e those who retire, dj, or
leave the field for other treasons-

Recent expansion of trainingpro-
grams in most Of the oceupitions
will add to the 'supply of trained
health service personnel. The em-
ployTent outlook in the various oc-
cupations rattles from excellent td '
competitive, depending on tie
balance between supply of workers
and expected openings. See the in-
dividual statements for the outlook
for each occupation.
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DENTAL OCCUPATIONS

Proper dental care is an integral
part of overall health care. This sec-
tion focuses on the dental profes-

,, sion and the three key dental occu-
pations.

Dentists examine and treat pa-
tients for oral diseases and abno-r-.
malities, such as decayed and im-
pacted teeth. To an increasing ex-
tent, however, modem dentistry is
eniphasizing education in the
proper dare of teeth and gums to
prevent future dental prob 4jr s be
fore they occur.

Dental hygienists are the
-dental auxiliary workers requir
by each State to be lipensed. They
scale, clean, and polish teeth, ex-
pose X-rays, and instruct patients in
proper oral hygiene.

Dental sssistants prepare pa:
tients for treatment and assist
dentists while they are working with
patients. Theyt.worsk primarily in
private offices.

Dental laboratory technicians'
prepare various dental and
orthodontal appliances from
models and specifications received
from dentists. This work requires
patience, minute attention to detail,
and a high degree of manual
dexterity.

DENTISTS

(D.O.T,,072.108)

Nature of the Work

Dentists examine teeth and other
tissues of the mouth to diagnose dis-
eases or abnormalities. They take
X-tays, fill cavities, straighten
teeth, and treargiim diseases.

Dentists extract teeth and substitute
artificial dentures designed for the
individual patient. They also per-
form corrective surgery of the gums,
and sdpporting bones. In addition,
they may clean teeth.

Dentists spend most of their time
with patients, but may devote some
time to laboratory work such as
making dentures and inlays. Most
dentists, howeverparticularly in
large citiessend their laboratory
work to commercial firms. Some
entists also ieza,p1oy dentkl hy-

gienists to clean patients. teeth and
provide instruction for patient self-
care. (See statement on Dental Hy-
gienists.) They also may employ
other assistants who perform office
work, assist in "chairside" duties,
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and provide therapeutic services
under the supervision of the dentist.

Most dentists are general practi-
tioners who provide many -types of
dental care; about 10 percent are
specialists. The largest group of
specialists are orthodontists, who
straighten teeth. The next [artist
group, or.41 surgeons, operate on
the mouth and jaws. Thrtemainder
specialize in pedodontics (dentistry
for children),,periodontics (treating
the gums), prosthodontics (making
artificial teeth or dentures); en-
dodontics (root canal therapy);
public health dentistry, and oral
pathology (diseases of the mouth).

About 4 percent of all dentists .

teach in dental schools, do
research, or administer dental
health programs on a full-tiTe
basis. Many dentists in private prac-
tice do this work on a park -time
basis.

Places of Employment

Over 105,000 dentists were at
work in the United States in 1974

435
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9 of every 10 we in private prac-
tice About 6,500 served as coal
missioned officers- in the Armed
Forces, and 'about 1,100 had other
types of Federal Government posi-
tionschiefly in the hospitals -and
clinics of We. Veterans Administra-
tion and the Public Health Service.
Women dentists represent only
abobt 2 percent of the profession,
but their number is increasing.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancarnant

A license to practice dentistry is
required in all States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. o qualify for a
license, a candidate must be,a grad-
uate ()Van approved dental school
and pass a State board examination.
In 1974, 49 States and the District
of Columbia recognized the ex-
amination given by the National
Board of Dental Examiners as a
substitute for the written part of the
State board examinations.
Delaware also requires new gradu,
ates to serve 1 year of hospital in-
ternship, in addition to passing the
written examination. Most State
licenses permit dentists to engage in
both general and specialized prac-
tice. In 13 States, however, a dentist
cannot be licenied as a "specialist"
without 2 or 3 years of graduate
education and passing a special
State examination. Few States per-
mit dentists licensed in other States
to practice in their jurisdictions
without'further examination.

Dental colleges require from 2 to
4 years of predental education.
However, of =dents entering
dental schoo 4, 76 percent
had a baccalaureate or master's
degree. Predental education must

- include courses in.(/' iences and
humanities.

Competition is keen for admis-
sion to dental schools. In selecting
students, schools give considerable
weight ,to college grades and
amount of college education. In ad-
dition, all dental schools participate
in a nationwide admission testing
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program, and scores earned on
these tests are considered along
with information gathered about
the applicant through recommen-
dations and interviews. Many State-
supported dental schcxils also give
preference to residents of their par-
ticular States. -

Dental school training generally
lasts 4 academic years although
some institutions condense this into
3 calendar years. Studies begin with
an emphasis on classroom instruc-
tion and laboratory work in basic
sciences such as anatomy,
microbiology, biochemistry, and
physiology. Courses in clinical
sciences and preclinical technique
also are provided at this time. The
last 2 years are spent chiefly in a
dental clinic, treating patients.

The degree Of Doctor of Dental
Surgery (D.D.S.) is awarded by
most dental colleges. An equivalent
degree, Doctor of Dental Medicine
(D.M.D.), is conferred by 18
schools.

Dentists who want to do
research, teach, or become spe-,
cialists must spend an, additional 2
to 4 years in advanced dental train-
ing in programs operated by dental
schools, hospitals, and other institu-
tions of higher education.

Dental education is very costly
-because of the length of time
required to earn-the dental degree.
However, Federal funds provide a
limited number of loans for dental
students, and scholarships are a-
vailable for qualifying students who
agree to a minimum of 2 years*
Federal service:

The profession of dentistry
requires both manual skills and a
high level of intelligence. Dentists
should have good visual memory,
excellent judgment of space and

delicacy, of touch, and a high
degree of manual dexterity, as welt
as scientific ability. Good business
sense, self-discipline, and the ability
to instill confidence are helpful for
success in' private practice. 4figh
school students who, want to
become dentists are advised to take
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courses in biology, chemistry,
health, and mathematics.

Most dental grad zs open their
own offices or pure established
practices. Some start in practice
with established dentists, to gain ex-
perience and to save the money
required to equip an office;others
may enter residency or internship
training programs in approved
hospitals. Dentists who enter the
Armed Forces are commissioned as
captains in the Army and Air Force
and as lieUtenants in the Navy.
Graduates of recognized dental
schools are eligible for Federal Civil
Service, positions and for commis-
sions (equivalent to lieutenants in
the Navy) in the U.S. Public Health
Service.

Employrnant Outlook

Employment opportunities for
dentists are expected to be excel-
lent through the mid-1980's. Dental
school enrollments have grown in-
recent years because of federally
assisted construction of additional
training facilities. 'However, unless
schools expand beyond present
levels, the number of new entrants
to the field is expected to fall short
of the number needed to fill`
openings created by growth of the
occupation and by those who die or
retire from the profession.

Employment of dentists is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations due to
population growth, increased
awareness that regular dental care
helps prevent and control dental
diseases, and the expansion of
prepayment arrangements which
make it easier for people to afford
dental services. In addition, dental
public health programs will need
qualified administrators and dental
colleges will need additional faculty
members. Many dentists will con-
tinue to serve in the Armed Forces.

Fluoridation of community water
supplies and improved dental hy-
giene may prevent some tooth and
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gum disorders, and preserve teeth
that might otherwise be extracted
However, since the preserved teeth
will need care in the future, these
measures may increase rather than
decrease the demand, for dental
care. New techniques, equipment,
and drugs, as well as the expanded
use of dental hygienists, assistants,
and laboratory technicians should
enable individual dentists to care
for more patients. Howevel, these
developments are not expected to
offset the need for more dentists.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

During the first year or two of
practice, dentists often earn little
more than. the minimum needed to
covet expenses, but their earnings
usually rise rapidly as their practice
develops. Specialists generally earn
considerably more than general
practitioners. the average income
of dentists in 1974 was about
Sp,000 a year, according to the
limited information available. In the
Federal Government, new gradu-
ates of dental schools could expect
to start at 515,481 a year in late
1974.

Location is one of the major fac-
tors affecting the income of dentists
who open their own offic,es. For ex-
ample, in high-Income urban areas,
dental services are in great demand,
however, a practice can be
developed most quickly in small
towns, where new dentists easily
become known and where, they may
face less competition from
established piactitioners. Although
the income from practice in small
towns may rise rapidly at first,,over
the long run the level of earnings,

'like the cost of living, may be lower
than it is in larger communities.

Most dental offices are open 5
days a week and some dentists have
evening, houis. Dentists .usually
work between 40 and 45 hours A
week, although many spend more
than 50 hours a week in the office.
Dentists often work fewer hours as
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they grow older, and a considerable
number continue in part-time prac
tice well beyond the usual retire-
ment age.

Sources of Additional
Information

Persons who wish to practice in a
given State should obtain the
requirements for licensure from the
board of dental examiners of that

'State Lists of State boards and of
accredited dental schools, as well as
information on dentistry as a

career, is available from:

American Dental Assoc:anon. Council on
Dental Education. 211 East Chicago,
Ave . Chicago. III 60611

American Association of Dental Schools,
1625 Massachusetts Ave NW ,

.Washington. D C. 20036.

Students should contact the
director of student financial aid at
the school they attend to get infor-
mation about Federal loans and
scholarships.

DENTAL ASSISTANTS
' (D.O.T. 079:178)

,Nature of the Work

Dental assistants work with
dentists as they examine and treat
patients. The assistant makes the
patients comfortable in the dental,
chair, prepares them for treatment,
and obtains their dental records.
The assistant hands the dentist the
proper instruments and materials
and keeps the patient's mouth dear
by using suction or other devices.
Dental assistants prepaie materials
for making impressions and restora-
tions and expose X-rays and
process dental X-ray film as
directed by the dentist. They also
provide oral health instruction and
prepare instruments for steriliza-
tion.

Dental assistants perform a

variety of duties that do not'cequire
the dentist's professional
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knowledge and skill. Some
assistants make casts of the teeth
and mouth from Impressions taken
by the dentist. These casts are used
by-dentists and technicians to make
dentures. Some assistants apply
medicine to the teeth and oral tis-
sue, remove excess cement used in
the filling process from surfaces of
the teeth, and place rubbei dams on
the teeth to isolate them for in-
dividual treatment. Some dental
assistants manage the office and ar-
range and confirm appointments,
receive patients, keep treatment
records, send bills, receive pay-
ments, and order dental supplies
and materials.

The work of the dental assistant
should not be confused 5vith that of
the dental hygienist who scales and
cleans the teeth. (See statement on
Dental Hygienists elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Places of.Employment

Nearly 120,000 persons, practi-
cally all of,them women, worked as
dentil assistants in 1974; about I

out of 10 worked part time.
Most dental assistants work in

private dental offices, either for in-
dividual dentists or for groups of
dentists. Many of the remainder
work in dental schools, hospital
dental departments,-State and local
public health departments, or
private clinics. The Federal
Government employs dental
assistants, chiefly in the Public
Health Service, the. Veterans Ad-
ministration, and the Armed
Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most dental assistants learn their
skills on the job. An increasing
number, however, are trained in
formal post-high school programs.
About 260 such prograrns were ac-
credited by the Council on Dental
Education of the American Dental
Association (ADA) in 1974. Some
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Dental assistants prepare materials for making impressions.

were supported by funds authorized
under Federal legislation

Most post-high school courses in
dental assisting are given in Junior
and community colleges or in voca-
tional or 'technical schools. More
than three-fourths of these pro-
grams last I year and lead to a cer-
tificate or diploma Graduates of 2-
year programs offered in junior and
community colleges earn an as-
sociate degree upon completion of
specialized training and liberal arts
courses The minimum requirement
for any of these programs is a high
school diploma or its equivalent
Some schools also require typing or
a science or business course
Although some private schools
offer 4- to &month courses in
dental assisting, these are not ac-

credited by the dental profession.
High school students interested

in careers as dental assistants are
'advised to take courses in biology,
chemistry, health, typing, and office
practice.

Approved dental assisting cur-
ricultims include classroom and
laboratory instruction in skills and
related theory and usually a general
occupational orientation. Trainees
get practical experience in affiliated
dental schools, local clinics, or
selected dental offices.

A correspondence course ac-
credited by the American Dental
Association is available for em-
ployed dental assistants who are
learning on the job or who other-
wise are unable to participate in
regular dental assisting programs on
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a full-time basis. The correspon-
dence program is equivalent to I

academic year of study, but
generally requires about 2 years to
complete.

Graduates of accredited dental
assistant programs who successfully
complete an examination ad-
ministered by the Certifying Board
of the American Dental Assistants
Association may become Certified
Dental Assistants. 'Certification is
acknowledgement of an assistant's

'qualifications but is not generally
required for employment.

After working I or 2 years, dental.
assistants sometimes seek to add to
their skills by becoming dental hy-
gienists. Prospective dental
assistants who foresee this possibili-
ty should plan carefully since credit
earned in a dental assistant program
usually is not applicable toward
requirements for a dental hygiene
certificate.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
dental assistants are expected to be
excellent through the mid-1980's,
especially for graduates of
academic programs in dental assist-
ing. Part-time opportunities also
will be very.favorable.

Employment of dental assistants
is expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations, largely
because recent graduates of dental
schools have been taught to use
assistants in their practice. In addi-
tion, the increase in the demand for
dental services which stems. from
population growth, a growing
awareness of the importance of
regular dental care, and the increas-
ing ability of people to pay for care
will contribute to the demand for
dental assistants. For example, in-
creased participation in dental
prepayment plans and public pro-
grams such as Medicaid bring
dental services within the reach of
many who could not afford them
otherwise
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In addition to job o nings
created by growth in the de d
for dental assistants, thousan of
assistants also will be required each
year to replace those who leave the
field.

Oth(i Material on opportunities
for dental Rscictants is available
from:
Division of Dental Health, Public Health Ser-

vice, U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation. and Welfare, Washington, Q.C.
20201 .

Earntrigs and Working .
Conditions

Salary depends largely on the
assistant's education and ex-
perience, the duties and responsi-
bilities attached to the' particular
job, and geographic location. Most
dental assistants earned annual
salaries between $5,200 and $7,800
in 1974, according to the limited
data available.

In the Federal Government, ex-
perience and the amount and type
of education determine entrance
salaries In late 1974, a high school
graduate who had 6 months of
general experience started at
$6,764 a year; graduates of an
ADA-approved I-year training pro-
gram who had an additional year of
general experience could expect to
start at 57,596 a year.

Although the 40-hour workweek
prevails for dental assistance
schedule is likely to include work
on Saturday A 2- or 3-week paid
vacation is common. Some dentists
provide' sick leave and other
benefits. Dental' assistants who
work for the Federal Government
receive the same employee benefits
as other Federal workers.

Dental assistants work in a well-
lighted, clean environment. They
must be careful in handling X-ray
and other equipment.

Sources of Additional
Information

,

Information about career oppor-
tunities, scholarships, accredited
dental assistant programs, including
the correspondence program, and
requirements for certification is

available from.
American Denial Assistants Association,

. 211 E Chicago Ave., Chicago, III.
606H

DENTAL HYGIENISTS
(D.O.T. 0/8.368) ,

Nature of the Work

Dental hygienists are oral health
blinicians and edqcators who aid
the public in developing and main-
taining good oral health. As mem-
bers of the dental health team,
dental hygienists may perform
preventive and therapeutic services
under the supervisin of the dentist.
Specific tesponsibilities of the hy-
gienist vary, depending on the law
of the State where the hygienist is
employed, but may include. remov-
ing Deposits and stains from pa-
tients' teeth, providing instructions
for patient self-care, and dietetic
and nutritional counseling; and the
application of. medicine for the
prevention of tooth decay. They
take medical and dental histories,
expose 4nd develop dental X-ray
films, make model impressions for
study, and prepare other diagnostic
aids for use by the dentist. Pain con-
trol and restorative procedures also
are handled often by dental hy-
gienists.

Dental hygienists who work in
school systems examine children's
teeth, assist dentists in determining
the dental treatment needed, and
report their findings to parents.
They also clean teeth and give in-
struction on correct mount care
Some help to develop classroom or
assembly programs on oral health
Dental hygienists employed by
health agencies work in dental
clinics. A few assist in research pro-
jects. ThOse having advanced train-
ing may teach in schools of dental
hygiene.
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Races of Employment

Nearly 23,000 persons, most' of
them women, worked as dental hy-
gienists in 1974. Many work part
time. Most work in prkvate dental
offices. Public heAt.W agencies,
school' systems, industrial plants,
clinics, hospitals, dental hygiene
schools, and the Federal Govern- ,

ment are other sources of employ- '"-

ment for dental hygienists. Some
who are graduates of bachelor's
degree programs are commissioned .

officers in the Armed Forces.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Dental hygienists must be
licensed, To get a license, a can-
didate must be a graduate of an ac-
credited dental hygiene school, ex-
cept in Alabama, and pass both a
written and clinical examination. In
1974, candidates in 49 States and
the District of Columbia could
complete part of the State licensing
requirements by passing a written
examination given by the National
Board of Dental Examiners.
. In order to practice in a different
State, a licensed dental hygienist
must pass the State's examination.
However, at least 19 States grant
licenses, without further examina-
tion, to dental hygienists already
licensedjn certain other States.

In 1975, 163 schools of dental
hygiene in the United States were
accredited by the American Dental
Asgociation. Most programs grant a
certificate or an associate degree;
others lead to a bachelor's degree,
Some institutions offer both types
of programs. Twelve schools offer
master's degree programs.

Completion of an associate
degree program is sufficient for
dental hygienists who want to prac-
tice in a private dental office. In
order to do research, teach, and
work in public or school health pro-
grams, a 'baccalaureate degree
usually is required.

The minimum requirement for
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admission to a school of dental hy-
giene rs graduation from high
school Several schools which offer
the bachelor's degree admit stu-
dents to the dental hygiene program
only after they have completed 2
years of college Many' schools also
require that applicants take an ap-
titude test given by the American
Dental Hygienists Association.

The curriculum in a dental hy-
giene program consists of courses in
the basic sciences, dental sciences,
and liberal arts These schools offer
laboratory work, clinical ex-
perience, and classroom instruction
in subjects such as anatomy,
cherrlistry, histology, penodontolo-

, pharmacology, and nutrition
People who want to become

dental hygienists should be those
who enjoy working with others. The
ability to put patients at ease in an
uncomfortable situation is helpful.
Personal neatness and cleanliness,
'manual dexterity, and good health
also are important qualities Among
the courses recommended for high
school students interested in
careers in this occupation are biolo-
gy, health, chemistry, and speech.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
dental hygienists arg, expected to be
very good through the mid-1980's.
Despite an anticipated rise in the
number of graduates from schools
of dental hygiene, the demand is ex-
pected to be greater than the
number available for employment if
current trends in enrollments cOn-
tinue. There also should be very
good' opportunities for those desir-
ing part-time employment, and for
those willing to work in rural areas

Employment of dental hygienists
is expected to grow much faster
than the average for all occupa-
tions, because of an expanding
population and the growing aware-
ness of the importance of regular
dental care Increased participation
in dental prepayment plans and
more group practice among dentists

,
1
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Dental hygienists teach the techniques of mouth cars.

vIrtrresult in new jobs for dental hy-
gienists Dental care programs for
children also may lead to more em-
ployment opportunities in this field.

Earnings and Working
Condition s

Earnings of dental hygienists are,
affected by the type of employer,
education and experience of the in-,
dividual hygienist, and the geo-
graphic location. Dental hygienists
who work in private dental offices
usually are salaried employees,
although some are paid a commis-
sion for work performed, or a com-
bination of salary and commission.
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Dental hygienists working full
time earned average salaries of
about 510,400 a year in 1974, ac-
cording to the limited data availa-
ble. This salary was slightly above
the average for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
fanning. In late 1974, the Federal
Government paid dental hygienists
with no experience starting salaries
of $7,596 a year.

.

Dental hygienists employed full
time in private offices usually
worked between 35 and-40 hours a
week. They may work on Saturdays
or during evening hours. Some hy-
gienists work for two dentists or
more.
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Dental hygienists usually work in
clean, well-lighted offices. Impor-
tant health protections for persons
in this occupation are regular medi-
cal checkups and strict adherence
to established procedures for using
X-ray equipment and for disinfec-
tion.

Dental hygienists who work for
school systems, health agencies,
and the Federal or State govern-
ments have the same flours, vaca-
tion, sick leave, retirement, and
health insurance benefits as other
workers in these organizations.

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about accredited
programs and the educational
requirements needed to enter this
occupation, contact.
Office of Education, American Dental Hy-

"gienisu Association. 211 E. Chicago
Ave.. Chicago,111. 60614.

Other material on opportunities
for dental hygienists is available
from:
Division of Denustry, Public Health Service,

U.S. Department bf Health, Education,
and Welfare, 9000 Rockville Pike,
Betheida, Md. 20014.

The State Board of Dental Ex-
aminers in each State, or the Na-
tional Board of Dental Examiners,
211 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.
60611, can supply information on
licensing requirements.

DENTAL LABORATORY
. TECHNICIANS

(D.O.T. 712.381)

Nature of the Work

Dental technicians make
dentures (artificial teeth), fabricate
metal or porcelain crowns and in-
lays to restore teeth, construct
bridges of metal and porcelain, to
replace missing teeth, and make
other dental orthodontic ap-

pliances. All work is done following
written instructions submitted by
the dentist, using models and im-
pressions made by the dentists of
patients' teeth or-mouths.

Trainees in beginning jobs
usually mix and pour plaster into

.casts and molds and perfo other
simple tasks. As they ex-
penence, they do more di icult
laboratory work. Some d tai
technicians do all kinds of labo
ry work. Others age specialists o
make crowns and bridges, arrangO\
artificial teeth on dental appliances,
proce lastic materiars, work with
dental miss (porcelain), or
make c tings of gold or metal al-
loys. To perform their wdrk, techni-
cians use small hand instruments as
well as special electnc lathes and
dnI1S, high-heat furnaces, and other
kinds of specialized laboratory
equipment.

5
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Places of Employment

About 32,000 persons worked as
dental technicians in 1974; an esti-
mated one-fifth were women Most
work in commercial laboratories,
either as employees or as owners of
tie business. Commercial laborato-
ries, which handle orders from
dentists, usually employ fewer 'than
10 technicians. HoWever, a few
large laboratories employ over 200
technicians.

Almost 5,000 dental technicians
work in dentists' officel. tlhers
work for hospitals that -Tiers
dental services and for the, Federal
Government, chiefly in 'Veterans,
Administration hospitals and clinics
and in the Armed Forces. Establish-
ments that manufacture dental
materials and equipment also em-
ploy dental technicians as technical
or sales represent.iives.
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Dental laboratories are located
mainly in large cities and populous
States.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement'

no minimum fornial
education is needed to enter` this
occupatioh, a high school diploma
is an asset Most dental' techniciafis
learn their craft on the job This
training usiigally- lasts 4 or 5 years,
depending on the trainee's previous

'experience, ability to master the
techniques, 41 the number of.spe-
cialized arearilto be learned A few
public yocatiOnal high schbols offer

courses in denAjaboratory work
that may be taken in conjunction
with on-the-job training.

In 1974', 2-year yducation pro-
grams accredited by the -American'
Dental Associatio'n r(oere offered in
38 schools High school graduation
or equivalent education is required*

enter these programs. The first
gar' of training includes formal
classroom instruction in dental law
and 'ethicS, cheinistry, 'ceramics,

. ,rnetAllurgy,, and other, related sub-
jects. During the second year, the
student gets supetvisect: practical
experience in the school or dental
fabbratory. Aftej completion of the ,
2-year ttainilig program, the trainee
generally needs.about 3 mere ears
erpractical experience to develop
the skills deeded in order to .be.
recognized as a well qualified
dental technician.

Dental technicians may be,c'd'me
Certified Dental technicians after
paging written and practical- ex-
aminations given by the National
Boaxd for Certification, . a trust
es tablished. by the National -As-
sociation of Dental Laboratories.
Certifiaaticin is becoming increas-
ingly important as evidence of a
technician's, competence. Well-
qualified technicians can 'advance
to managers and supervisors.

Among the personal qualifica-
tions that employers 168k for in
selectink trainees are a high degree

a,.
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of manual dexterity, good color
perception, patience. and a liking
for detailed work. High school stu-
dents interested in careers in this
occupation are advised to take
courses in art, crafts, metal _shop,
blueprint reading. and sciences.

.

Employment Outlook

Job opportunities for well-
qualified dental technicians are ex-.
pected to be excellent through the
mid- 1980's. Some experienced
'technicians should be able to
--establish laboratories of their own.
A technician whose work has
become known, to several -dentists
in a community will have the best
prospects of building 'a successful
business.

Employment of dental techni-
cians is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
due to expansion of dental prepay-
ment plans and the increasing
number of older , people who
require dentures. In addition, the
number of dentists is not expected
to keep pace. with the demand for
their services; to devote more time
to treatment of patients, dentists
will send more and more of their
laboratory. work lo commercial
firms,. or hire dental technicians to
work directly for them.

In additibn to job opportunities
create by 'growth, many okenings
for dental technicians will occur
each year because of the need to
replace technicians who transfer to
other f elds-of work, refire, or die.-

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Dental technician trainee's who
worked in commercial laboratories
earned an average of approximately
54,700 a year in 1974. Technicians
with 5 years' experience or more in
commercial laboratories generagy
earned between $10,500 aid
514,300 a year, depending on their
skill and experience. 'This, was
higher than the average earnings for
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all nonsupervisory . workers in
private industry, ,except farming.
Technicians who specialized in
ceramics received the highest sala-
ries. Large dental laboratories em-
ploy supervisors or managers who
usually earn more than technicians.
In general, earnings of self-em-
ployed technicians are higher than
those of salaried workers.

In the Federal Goveiliment, grad-
uates o ADA-approVed programs
vnt experience were paid start-
ing salaries of 57,596 a year in date
1974, Experienced dental' techni-
cians employed in the Federal
Government generally earned
between 510,520 and 515,132 an-
nually.nually.

Salaried technicians usually work
40 hours a week but self-employed
technicians frequently work longer
hours. Many technicians in com-
mercial laboratories receive paid
holidays and vacations and some
also receiv,e paid, sick leave,
bonuses, and other fringe benefits.
Technicians employed by the
Federal 'Government have the same
benefits as 'other Federal -em-
ployees.

Sourcesiit Additional
information

For information about training
and a list of approved schools con-
tact:

Amerion&Dental Association, Council on
Dental Education, 211 E Chicago Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60611 '

Information on scholarships is
available' from dental technology
schools or from:

The American Fund for Dental Education,
211 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, HI.
60611.

For information on career oppor-
tunities commercial. laboratories
and requirements for 'certification,
contact:
National Amomatton of Denial Laboratones,

3801 Mt. Vernon Ave., Alexandrii, Va.
22305.

.s-
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MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

Medicl Practitioners work to
prevent. cure, and alleviate disease.
This group includes almost four
times as many physicians as all
other practitioners combined.

Physicians, osteopaths, and

10

cl0ropractors all treat diseases that
ece the entire body, chiroprac-

tors and osteopaths emphasize
manipulation of muscles and bones,
especially the spine Optometrists
care for the eyes, and pochattists
care for, foot diseases and deformi-
ties. Veterinarians treat animals.

All of these occupations are
closely regulated. States require
that medical practitioners be
licensed and pass a State board
exxiii. Only physicians, osteopaths,
podiatrists, and veterinarians can
use drugs and surgery in their treat-
ment.

Among ,the six medical practi-
tioner occupations, requirements
for a license vary from 6 to 9 years_
of postsecondary education. After
graddation from college, cteopaths
must complete a 4-year program
and physicians generally 3- or 4-
year programs, Most States require
a 1-year internship or residency for
both phyiicians and osteopaths.
Physicians who specialize must
spend more years in residency and
pass a specialty board examination
Most schools of chiropractic
require that students complete 2
years of college preceding their 4-
year program. Optometrists,
podiatrists, and veterinarians all
must complete a minimum of 2
years of college before beginning
the 4-year program. .

The proportion of women among
the medICZ-professions vanes. All
occupations have fewer than 10

percent. However, this number

represents a growth.over the past
few years, and student enrollments
indicate that this percentage will in-
crease at an accelerated rate in the
future.

All medical practitioners must
have the ability and perseverance to
complete . the years of study
required. Medical practitioners
shykild be emotionally stable, able
to make decisions in emergencies,
aid have a strong desire to help the
sick and injured. Sincerity and the
ability to relate to arid gain the con-
fidence of patients also are impor-
tant qualities for medical practi-
tioners.

CHIROPRACTORS
(D.O.T. 079.108')

Nature of Wie Work

Chiropractic is a system of treat-
ment based on the principle that a
person's health is determined large-
ly by the nervous system, and that
interference with this system im-
"airs normal functions and lowers
resistance to disease. Chiropractors
treat patients primarily by manual
manipulation of-parts of the body,
especially the spinal column.

Because of the emphasis on the
spine and its position, most
chiropractors use X-rays extensive-
ly to aid in locating the source of
patients' difficulties. In addition to
manipulation, some chiropractors
use such supplementary measures
as water, light, and heat, therapy,
and prescribe diet, exercise, and
rest. Most State laws restrict the
type of supplementary treatment

-4' ,±
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chiropractic.
Chiropractic as a system for healing
does not include the use of drugs or
surgery.

Places of Employment

About '18,000 persons, 6 percent
of them- wometfia practiced
chiropractic in 1974.. Most
chiropractors -ate in private prac-
tice. Some are salaried assistants of
established, practitioners or work
for chiropractic clinics and indUstri-
al firms. Others teach or conduct
research at chiropractic colleges.
More than two-fifths of all
chiropractors are located in
California, Michigan, Missouri,
New York, Pennsylvania, and
Texas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All 50 States and the District of
Columbia regulate the practice of
chiroglidtic and grant licenses to
chiropractors who 'meet certain
educational requirements and put
a State board examination.
Although the type of practice per-
mitted anclge educational require-
ments for a license vary con-
siderably. from one State to another,

443
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most States require successful
cbmpletion of a 4-year chiropractic
course following 2 years of
preprofessional college work In ad-
dition, several States require that
chiropractors pass a basic science
examination Chiropractors

'licensed in one State may obtain a
license in most other States by
reciprocity.

In 1974. there were 12 chiroprac-
tic colleges. All require 2 years of
college before entrance, and sonic
require that specific courses be
taken during these 2 years, Most
chiropractic colleges emphasize
courses in manipulation and spinal
adjustments. Others offer a broader
curriculum, including subjects such
as .physiotherapy and nutrition. In
most chiropractic colleges, the first
2 years of the curriculum are
devoted chiefly to classroom and
laboratory work in subjects such as
anatomy, physiology, and
biochemistry: DUring the last 2
years. students obtain practical ex-
perience in college clinics. The
degree of Doctor of Chiropractic
(D.C.) is awarded to students
completing 4 years of chiropractic
training.

Chiropractic requires considera-
ble hand dexterity but not unusual
strength or endurance. Persons
desiring to become chiropractors
should be able to work indepen-,
derny and handle respopsibility.
Thelnility to work with detail is im-
portant. Sympathy and understand-
ing are among personal qualities
considered desirdble in dealing ef-
fectively with patients.

Most newly licensed chiroprac-
tors either set up a new practice or
purchase an established one. Some
start as salaried chiropractors 'to
acquire experience and funds
needed to establish their own prac-
tice. A moderate financial invest-
ment is usually necessary ro' open
and equip an office.

Employment Outlook

The number of chiropractors
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expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations to the
mid-1980's as pliblic,acceptance of
chiropractic healing continues to
grow In addition to openings that
will result from increasing demand,
an even greater number of
chiropractors will be needed to
replace those who die, retire, or
leave the occupation for other
reasons.

The supply of chiropractors,
however, also has begun to expand
rapidly. Enrollments in chiropractic
colleges are growing dramatically,
in apparent response to the broader
public acceptance of the profes-
sion. As more students graduate
and the number of active practi-
tioners swells, new 'chiropractors
may fiful it increasingly difficult to
establish a practice in those areas
where other practitioners already
are located. The best opportunities
for new chiropractors may be in
areas with comparatively few
established practitioners.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Iii chiropractic, as in other types
of independent practice, earnings
are relatively low in the beginning,
but rise after the first few years. In-
comes of chiropractors vary widely.
Earnings for beginning chiroprac-
tors were between S12,000 and
$15,000 a year in 1974.. Ex-
perienced chiropractors earned an
average of about S28,000, accord-
ing to limited data available,
although many earn considerably
more.

.,8ources of Additional
Information

The State board of licensing in
the capital of each State can supply

C.information on State licensing
requirements.

General information on
chiropractic as a career and a list of
schools of chiropractic are availa-

is ble from:
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American Cluropraeoc Asaocration. 2200
Grand Ave., Des Moines. Iowa 50312.

InternatiOna1Cturopractors Association, 74110
Brady Si, Davenport, Iowa 521108.

For information on requirements
for admission to a specific
chiropractic college, contact the
admissions office of that school.

0 FtOM ETR I STS

(D.O.T. 079.108)

. Nature of the Waik

About I out of every 2 persons in
the United States needs eye care.
Optometrists provide most of this
care. They examine people's eyes
for vision problems, disease, and
other abnormal conditions, and test
for proper depth and color percep-
tion and the ability to focus and
coordinate the eyes. When necessa-
ry, they prescribe lenses and treat-
ment. Where evidence of disease is
present, the optometrist refers the
patient to the appropriate medical
practitioner. Most optometrists
supply the prescribed eyeglassis
and fit and adjust contact lenses
Optometrists also prescribe co?-
rectiite eye exercises or other treat-
ment not requiring drugs or sur-
gery.

Although most optometrists are
in general practice, some specialize
in work with the aged or with chil-
dren. Others work only with per-
sons having partial sight who can be
helped with microscopic or tele-
scopic lenses. Still others are con-
cerned with the visual safety of in-
dustrial workers. A few op-
tometrists teach or do research.

Optometrists should not be con-
fused with either ophthalmologists,
sometimes referred to as oculists, or
with dispensing opticians. Ophthal-
mologists are physicians who spe-
cialize in medical eye care, eye dis-
eases and injuries, perform eye'sur-
gery, and prescribe drugs or other
eye treatment, as well as lenses.
Dispensing opticians fit and adjust
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eyeglasses according to prescnp
Lions written by ophthalmologists or
optometrists, they do not examine
eyes or prescnbe treatment (See
statement on Dispehsing Opt'
clans.)

Places of Employment.

In 1974, there were about 1);000
practicing optometrists Although
women currently make up only 3
percent of-the profession, the pro-
portion of women enrolled in op-,
tometry schools has been increasing
in recent years

Most optometrists are in solo
practice Others are in partnerships
or group practice with other op-
tometrists or doctors as pan of a
professional health care team

Some optOmetrists work in spe-
cialized hospitals and eye clinics or
teach in schools of optometry
Others work for the Veterans Ad-
ministration, public and private'
health agencies, and 'industrial
health insurance companies. About-
500 optometrists serve as commis-
sioned officers in the Armed

.-

Forces. Optometrists also may at
as consultants to engineers spe
cializing in safety or lighting, educa-
tori in remedial reading,.or serve as
members of health advisory com-
mittees to Federal, State, and local
governments.

According to a recent survey,
about 2 optometrists out of 5 prac-
tice m towns of under 25,000 in-
habitants.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All States and the District of
Columbia require ttiat optometrists
be licensed Applicants for a license
must have a Doctor of Optometry
degree from an accredited op-
tometric school and pass a State
board examination. In some States,
applicants are permitted to sub-
stitute the National Board of Op-
tometry examination, given in the
third and fourth year of optometric
school, for part or all of Ihe written
State examination. Several States
allow applicants to be licensell

;t7
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without lengthy examination if they
have a laense in another State.

The Doctor of Optometry degree
requires a minimum of 6 years of
college consisting of a 4year
professional degree program
preceded by at least 2 years of
preoptometric study at an ac-
credited university, college, or ju-
nior college. In 1974,-there were 12
schools and colleges of optometry
approved by the Council on Op-
tome,trae--Eclucation of the Amer-
ican Optometric Association.
Requirements for admission to
these schools usually include cour-
ses in English, mathematics,
physics, chemistry, and biology, or
zoology. Some schools also require
courses in psychology, social stu-
dies, literature, philosophy, and
foreign languages.

Since most optometrists are self-
employed, business ability, self-
discipline, and the ability to deal
with patients tactfully are necessary
for success.

Many beginning optometrists
enter into associate practice with an
optom nst or other health proles-

al. Others either purchase an
established practice or set up a new
practice. Sonie take salaried posi-
tions to obtain experience and the
necessary funds to enter their own
practice.

Optometrists wishing to advance
in a specialized field may study for a
Master's or Doctor of Philosophy
degree in physiological optics, lieu-
rophysiology, public health ad-
ministration, health information
and communication, or health edu-
cation. Optometrists who enter the
Armed Forces as career officers
have the opportunity to work
toward advanced degrees and to.do
vision research. requirementS

Emgloymeni Outlook

Employment opportunities for
optometrists are expected to be
favorable through the mid-1980's.
The number of new graduates from

..1
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schools of optometry is expected to
be adequate to fill the positions
made available., by employment
growth and the. need to replace op-
tometrists who die and retire.

Employment of optometrists is
expected to grow about as fast as
the average fOr all occupations An
increase in the total population,
especially in the groups most likely
to need glassesolder people and

-white-collar workers is the main
factor contributing to the expected
growth in the occupation Greater
recognition of the importance of
good vision for efficiency at school
and work, and the possibility that
more persons will have health in-
surance to cover optometric ser-
vices, also should increase. the de-
mand for optometric services.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, net earnings of new op-
tometry graduates averaged about
S13,500, while experienced op-
tometrists averaged about 530,000
annually. Optometrists working for
the Federal Government earned an
average of 517,500 a year in late
1974. Incomes vary greatly, de-
pending upon location, specializa-
tion, and other factors. Op-
tometrists entering solo practice
begin at approximately the same in-
come level as those entering as-
sociateship or group practice. How-
ever, after several years, op-
tometrists in associateship or part-
nership practice may earn substan-
tially more than their solo practi-
tioner counterparts.

independent practitioners can set
their own work schedule. So
work over 40 hours a week, includ-
ing Saturday. Since the work is not
physically strenuous, optoffie r
often can continue to practice after
the norral retirement age.

. Soincss of Additional
Information

Information on optometry as a
career and a listlof scholarships and

f
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loan funds offered by various State
associations, societies, and institu-
tions are available from:

Amencan Optomeinc Association, 7000
Chippewa Si., Si. Lows, Mo 63119

Federal Health Professions Loans
are available for optometric stu-
dents who meet pertain financial
needs requirements. *For informa-
tion on this financial aid and on
required preeptometry courses,
contact individual optometry
schools. The Board of Optometry in
the capital of each State can supply
a list of optometry schools ap-
proved by that State, as well as
licensing requirements.

OSTEOPATHIC
PHYSICIANS 'J
(D.O.T. 071.108)

Nature of the Work

Osteopathic physicians diagnose
and treat diseases or maladies of the
human body. They are particularly
concerned about problems involv-
ing the muscles or bones. One of
the basic treatments or therapieS
used by osteopathic physicians cen-
ters on manipulating these systems
with the hands Osteopathic physi-
cians also use surgery, drugs, and all
other accepted methods of medical
care.

Most osteopathic ,physicians are
"family docto who engage in
general p ce These physicians
usual e patients in their offices,

e house calls, and treat patients
in osteopathic and some city and
county hospitals Some doctors of
osteopathy teach, do research, or
write and edit scientific books and
journals.

In recent years, specialization has
Increased. In 1974, about 25 er-
cent were practicing specialties in-
cluding internal medicine, neurolo-
gy and ptychiatry, ophthalmology,
pediatrics, anesthesiology, physical
medicine and rehabilitatiOn, derma-

tology, obstetncs and gynecology,
pathology, proctology, radiology,
and surgery.

Places of Employment

About 14,500 osteopathic phisi-
cians were practicing in the United
States in 1974, nearly 9 percent
were women. Nearly all osteopathic
physicians were in private practice.
Less than 5 percent had full-time
salaried positions in osteopathic
hospitals and colleges, private_ in-
dustry, or government agencies.

Osteopathic physicians are
located chiefly in those States that
have osteopathic hospital facilities.
In 1974, almost half of all
osteopathic physicians were in l
Michigan, Pennsylvania, New Jer-
sey, Ohio, and Missouri. Twenty-
.three States and the District of
Columbia each had fewer than 50
osteopathic physicians. More than
half of all general practitioners are
located in towns and cities -having
fewer than 50,000 people, spe-
cialists, however, practice mainly in
large cities

Training and Other
Qualifications

A license to practice . as an
osteopathic physician is required in
all States. To obtain a license, a
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candidate must be a graduate of an
approved school of osteopathy and
pass a State board examination In
13 States and the District of Cblum-
bia, candidates must pass an ex-
amination in the basic sciences be.
fore they are eligible to take the
professional examination, 35 States
and the District of Columbia also
require a period of internship in an
approved hospital after graduation
from an osteopathic school The
National Board of Osteopathic' Ex
aminers also gives an examination
which is accepted by some States as
a substitute for state examination
All States except Alaska and
California grant licenses without
further examination Co properly
qualified osteopathic physicians al-
ready licensed by another State

Although 3 years of
preosteopathic college work is the
minimum entrance requirement for
schools of osteopathy, almost all
osteopathic students have a
bachelor's degree Preosteopathic
education must include courses in
chemistry, physics, biology, and En-
glish Osteopathic colleges require
successful completion of 3 to 4
years of professional study for the
degree of Doctor of Osteopathy
(D.O.). During the first half of
professional training, emphasis is
placed on basic sciences such as
anatomy, physiology, pathology,
and on'the principles of osteopathy,
the remainder of the study is
devoted largely to wor with pa-
tients iti hospitals and clini

After graduation, nearly al oc-
tors of osteopathic medicine se a
I 2-month internship at 1 of the
osteopathic hospitals that th
American Osteopathic Assoc' n
has approved for inte aining
Those who wish to come spe-
cialists must have 2 to 5 years of ad-
ditional training, followed by 2
years of supervised practice in the
specialty.

The osteopathic physician's
training is vefy costly because of
the length of time it takes to earn
the D.O. degree. However, Federal

r

r

funds provide a limited number of
loans for students, and scholarships
are available to those who qualify
and agree to a minimum of 2 years'
Federal service.

The seven schools of osteopathy
admit students on the basis of
grades received,in college, scores
on the required Medical College
Admissions Test, and the amount of
preosteopathic college work
completed. The applicant's desire
to serve as an osteopathic physician
rather than as a doctor trained in
other fields of medicine is a very
important qualification. The col-
leges also give considerable weight
to a favorable recommendation by

c physician familiar
applican 's background

y qualified doctors of
athic medicine_ usually

ish their on practtce,
a growing number are en-

group practice. A few work
tants to experienced physi-
r become associated with

an ost
wttivt

Ne
oste
esta
altho
term

as ass
cians
osteopathic hospitals. In view of the
variaticin in State laws, persons who
wish to bec e osteopathic physi-
cianscians shoul study carefully the
professional and legal requireme
of the State in which t to
practice. The availability of
osteopathic. hospitals and clinical
facilities also should be considered.

Persons who wish to become
osteopathic physicians must have a
strong desire to practice
osteopathic principles of healing.
They must be willing to study a
great deal throughout their career
to keep up with the, latest advances
in osteopathic medicine. They
should have a.keen'sense of touch,
emotional stability, and self-con-
fidence A pleasant personality,
friendliness, patience and the abili-
ty to deal with people also are im-
portant.

Employment Outlook

Opportunities for osteopathic"
ph) ns are expected to be very
8 tiyough 1980. With the

45;
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planned expansion of schools of
osteopathic medicine, by 1985 the
number of osteopathic physicians
available is expected to be in rough
balance with the openings created
by growth in the occupation and by
those who die or retire from the
profession. Greatest demand
probably will continue to be in
States where osteopathic medicine
is a widely accepted method of
treatment. such as Pennsylvania
and a number of Midwestern States.
Generally. prospects for beginmng
a successful practice are likely to be
best in rural areas, small towns, and
city suburbs, where, young doctors
of osteopathy may establish their
professional reputations more easi-
ly than in the centers of large cities.

The osteopathic profession is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's because of the ex-
tension of prepayment programs for
hospitAzation and medical care in-
cluding Medicare and Medicaid,
population growth, and the
establishment of additional
osteopathic hospital facilities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

, p
In osteopathic medicine, as in

many of the other health profes-
sions, incomes usually rise rhar-
kedly after the first few years of
practice. Earnings of individual
practitioners are determined mainly
by ability, experience, geographic
location, and the income level of
the community served. In 1974, the
average income of gentfrarpracti-
uoners after business expenses was
about 531,000, according to the
limited data available, This income
is very high in comparison with
other professions. Specialists

usually had higher incomes than
general practitioners.

Many osteqpathic physicians
work more than 50 or 60sbours a
week. Those in general practice
work longer and more irregular
hours than specialists.

.
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Sources of Additional
Information

People who wish to practice in a
given State should find out about
the requirements for licensure
directly from the board or ex-
aminers of that State Information
on Federal scholarships and loans is
available from the Director of Stu-
dent Financial Aid at the individual
schools of osteopathy For a list of
State boards, as well as general in-
formition on osteopathy as a
carper, contact

American Osteopathic Assoctatton. Office of
°steep:Phis Education. 212 East Ohio
St . Chicago. III 60611

Amencan Association of Colleges of
Osteopathic Mechctne. 4720 Mont-
gomery Lane. Washington.. D C 20014

PHYSICIANS
(DOT. 070 101.and 108?

J. Nature of the Work

People in the United States visit a
physician on the average of about 5
times a year either for treatment of
an Illness or injury of else for a rou-
tine checkup. Physicians diagnose
diseases and treat people who are
suffering from *Injury or disease.
They also try to prevent .illness by
advising panentit on self-care re-
lated to diet and exercise Physi-
cians generally examine and' treat
patients in their own offices and in
hospitals, but they also may visit pa-

. tients at home.
A decreasing percentage of the

physicians who provide patient care
(about one-fifth in 1974) are
general praCtitioners, the others
specialize in one of the 52 fields for
which there is grapuate training
The largest specialties are internal
medicine, general surgery, ob-
stetrics and gynecology, psychiatry;
pediatrics, radiology, anesthesuilo-
gy, ophthalmology, pathology. and
orthopedic surgery.

Some physicians combine the
practice of medicine with research
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or teaching in medical schools
Others hold full-time research or
teaching positions or perform ad-
ministrative work in hospitals,
professional associations, and other
organizations A few are, primanly
engaged in writing and editing
medical books and magazines

Places of Employment

About 335,000 phy,.sicians were
professionally active in the United
States in 1974, about 7 percent of
them were women. The recent in-
crease in female enrollment in
medical schools. points to a larger
number of women doctors in the fu-
ture.

About 9 out pf 10 physicians pro-
vided patient care services. Nearly
200,000 of these had office prac-
tices, more than 91,000 others
worked as residents or full-time
staff in hospitals. The remaining
physiciansabout 29,000- taught
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or' performed administrative or
reseach duties:,

In 1975, 19,000 graduates of
foreign medical schools served as
hospital aesidents in this country.
To be appOinted to approved re-
sidencies in U.S. hospitals, these
graduates, except iq special in-
stances, must obtain a certificate
after passing .an examination given
by the icational Commission for
Forefgn Medical Graduates.

The Northeastern States'have the
highest ratio of physicians to popu-
lation and the Southern States the
lowest. General practitioners are
mach more 'widely spread geo-
graphically thin specialists, who
tend to be concentrated in large ci-
ties,

Training and Other
Oualifications

All Altates and the District of
Columbia require a license to prac-

-lice medicine. .To qyalify for a
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license, a candidate must bt a grad-
uate of an approved medical
school, pass a licensing examina-
tion, and in 34 States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia serve a 1 -year
hoipital residency Eleven States
require candidates to pass a special
examination in the basic sciences to
become eligible for the licensing ex-
amination

Licensing examinatiohs are given
by State boards The National
Board of Medical Examiners also.
gives an examination which is ac
cepted by 48 States and the District
of Columbia as a substitute for
State examinations Although
physicians licensed in one State
usually can get a license to practice
in another without further examina-
tion, some States limit this
reciprocity

In 1974, there were 114 ap-
proved schools in the United States
in which students could begin thq
study of medicine Of these, 103
awarded the degree of Doctor of
Medicine (M D ), one school of.
fered a 2-year program in the basic
medical sciences to students who
could then transfer to regular medi-
cal schools for the last semesters of
study.

Most medical schools require ap-
plicants to have completed at least

-3 years of college education; some
require 4 years. A few medical
schools allow selected students who
have exceptional, qualifications to
begin theiir professional study after
2 years of college. Most students
who enter medical schools hale a
bachelor's degree.

Courses necessary for premedical-
study include undergraduate work
in English, physics, biology, and in- .
organic and organic chemistry. Stu-
dents should take courses in the hu-
manities, mathematics, and the so-
ckal sciences to. acquire a broad
general education. Other factors
considered by medical schools in
admitting students i lude their
college records and t it scores on
the Medical Colleg Admission
jest, which is taken y almost all

applicants Consideration also is
given to the applicant's char-dcter,
personality, and leadership quali-
ties, as shown by personal inter-
views, letters of recommendation,
and extracurricular activities in col-
lege. Many State - supported medi-
cal schools give preference to re-
sidents of their particular States and
sometimes, those of nearby States.

The traditional 4-year course of
study leading to the M.D. degree is
offered by 50 medical schooll. In
the remaining schools, students
with demonstrated ability may be
allowed to pursue a shortened cur-
riculum' Most of these last 3 years,
but .a few schools offer the M.D.
degree within § years of high school
graduation.

The first semesters of medical
school training are spent primarily
in laborato 'es and classrooms,
learning basi edical sciences
such as anal , biochemistry,
physiology, pharamacology,
microbiology, and pathology. Dur-
ing the last semesters, students
spend most of their time in hospitals
and clinics under the supervision of
experienced physicians. They learn
to take case histories, perform ex-
aminations, and recognize diseases.

Many new physicians acquire
training beyond the 1,-year hospital
residency. Those who plan to 13e--%`-
general practitioners often spend an
additional year or two as hospital
residents. To become c ifred spe-
cialists, physicians must pass spe-
cialty board exam' ons. To
qualify for these examinations, they
must spend from 2 to 4 yearsde-
pending on the specialtyAn ad.
vanced hospital training as re-
sidents, followed by 2 years or more
of practice in the specialty. Some
doctors who want to teach or do
research take graduate work lead-
ing to the master's or Ph. D. degree
in a field such as biochemistry or
microbiology.

Medical training is very costly
because of the long time required to
earn the medical degree. However,
many private scholarships and loans
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are available for medical education.
In addition, Federal funds provide

hmited number of loans for stu-
dents. and scholarships are availa-
ble to those who qualify and apee
to a minimum of 2 years' Fedtral
service.

Persons who wish to become
physicians must have a strong
desire to serve the sick and injured..
They must be willing to study a
great deal to-keep up with the latest
advances medical science. Sin-
cerity and a pleasant personality are
assets that help physicians gain the
confidence of patients. Prospective
physicians should be emotionally
stable and able to make decisions in
emergencies.

The majority of newly qualified
physicians open their own offices or
join associate or group practices.
Those who have completed 1 year
of graduate medical education (a 1-
year residency) and enter active
military duty initially serve ascap-
tains in the Army or Air Force or as
lieutenants in the Navy. Graduates
of medical schools are eligible for
commissions as senior assiktnt sur-
geons (equivalent to lieuirielts in
the Navy) in the U.S. Pub c riealth
Service, as well-as for Federal Civil-
Service professional medical posi-
tions.
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. Employment Outlook

The employment outlook for
physicians is expected to be very
good through the mid-1980's. How-
ever, anticipated increases in the
numbers of graduates of existing
and developing U.S. medical
schools, combined with foreign
medical graduate entrants point to
a greatly improved supply situation.
This maY result id an increasing
movement of physicians into rural
and other areas which have ex-
perienced shortage conditions in
the past. Also, some specialties will
have sufficient numbers of practi-
tioners by 1980 or 1985 so that new
graduates will be encouraged to
specialize in one of the primary
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care areas such as family practice,
pediatrics, or internal medicine.

Foreign medical graduates are a
large part of the new supply of
physicians each year. In 1974, 2

gc new physicians out of 5 were
'foreign medical graduates.

Even though the number of medi-
cal schools has increased in the East
few years, the competition for fifst-
year places in medical school is in-
tense. In 1974, there were about
40,000 applicants for 14,000 posi-
tions.

Growth in population will create
much of the need for more physi-
cians, and a larger percentage of
the population will be in the age
group over 65, which uses in-
Creased physicians' services. Also,
the effective demand for physi-
cians' care will increase because, of
greater ability to ,pay, resulting from
extension of prepayment programs
for hospitalization and medical ,
care, including Medicare and
Medicaid, and continued Federal
Government provision of medical
care for members of the Armed
Forces, their families, and veterans.
More physicians will he needed, in
addition, for medical research,
teaching,in medical schools, and
the continuing growth in the fields
of public health, rehabilitation, in-
dustrial medicine, and mental
health. .

Recent concern over the distribu-
tion of physicians between special-
ties and general practice has
resulted in creation of Federal
funds for promotion of programs in
family medicine The new specialty
of family practice has grown very'-
rapidly since 1971, in keeping with
the need for more M.D.'s who treat
a variety of the more common ill-
nesses.

To some extent, the rise in the
derryand for physicians' services will
be oTtierhy-developments that will
enable physicians to care for more
patients. For example, increasing
numbers of medical tech'hicians are
assisting physicians, new drugs and
new medical techniques, are shor-,
tening illnesses; and growing num-
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to equip a modern office. During
the first year or two of independent
practice, physicians probably earn
little more than the minimum
needed to pay expenses. As a rule,
however, their earnings rise rapidly
as their practice develops.

Physicians have the highest
average annual earnings of any, oc-
cupational group. The net income
of physicians who provided patient
care services averaged about
$49,500 in 1974, according to the

' limited information available.
Earnings of physicians depend on
factors such as the region of the
country in which they practice; the
patients' income levels; and the
physician's skill, personality,. and
professional reputation, as well as
the .length of experience. Self-em-
ployed physicians usually earn
more than those in salaried posi-
tiers, and specialists usually earn
considerably more than general
practitioners. Many physicians have
long working days and irregular
hours. Most specialists work fewer
hours each week than general prac=
titioners. As doctors grow older,
they may accept fewer new patients
and tend to work shorter houri.
However,. many continue in prac-
tice well beyond 70 years of age.

hers of physicians are using their
time more effectively by engaging
in 'group practice or treating pa-
tients in physicians' offices or
hospitals, rather than making house
calls.

The extent to which the develop-
ing 'health occupations, such as
those of physicians' assistants and
nurse practitioners, will enable
each physician to treat more pa-
tients is as yet unknown. it is possi-
ble that these new health personnel
will decrease the physicians' work
significantly. In addition, legislation
was passed in 1972 authorizing the
Veterans Administration to assist
States in the establishment of up to
eight new medical schools. As of
early 1975, plans were under way
for two of these schools to enroll
their first students in 1976. Either a
large increase in the number of
physicians or the ability of each
practitioner to treat more patienti
could force more physicians to
establish' their practice in sections
of the country which have few doc-
tors,and to Choose general practice
or family medicine instead of one of.
the other specialties.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, medical school gradu-
ates serving as residents earned
average annual-salaries of $11,249
in hospitals affiliated with medical
schools, and $12,015 in nonaf-
filiated hospitals, according to the
American Medical Association.
Many hospitals also provided full or
partial room, board, and other
maintenance allowances to their
residents.

G duates employed by the
Fed al Government in late 1974
earn d an annual starting salary of
abou S15,500 if they had
complet a, 1-year post-medical
school residency, and about
$1§,500 if they had completed 2
years of residency.

Newly qualified physicians who
establish their own practice must
make a sizable financial investment
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Sources of Additional
information

Persons who wish to practice in a
given State should find out about
the requirements for licensure
directly from the board of medical
examiners of that State. Informa-
tion on Federal scholarships and
loans is available from the director
of student fmancial aid at the in-
dividual medical schools. For a list
of approved medical schools, as

.well as general information on
premedical education, financial aid,
and medicine as a career, contact.
Council on Medical Education, American

Medical Association, 535 N. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Ill. 60610.

-Association of American Medical Colleges,
Suite 200, One Dupont Circle, NW.,
WashingtoN, D.C. 20036,
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PODIATRISTS
(D.O.T. 079.10

Nature of the Work

Podiatrists diagnose and treat
foot diseases and deformities. They
.perform surgery, fit corrective
devices, and prescribe drugs, physi-
cal therapy, and proper shoes. To
help in diagnoses, they take X-rays
and perform or'prescribe blood and
oaier pathological tests. Among the
conditions podiatrists treat are
corns,/ bunions, calluses, ingrown
toenails, skin and nail diseases,
deformed toes, and arch disabili-
ties. They refer patients to medical
doctors whenever the feet show
symptoms of medical disorders af-

fecting other parts of the body
such as arthnus, diabetes, or heart
disease.

Some podiatrists specialize in
foot surgery, orthopedics (bone,
muscle, and Joint disorders),
podopediatrics (children's foot ail-
ments), or podogenatncs (foot
problems of the elderly). However,
most provide all types of foot care.

Places of Employment

About 7,500 persons_ practiced
podiatry in 1974, 6 percent of them
women. Most podiatrists practice in
large cities. Those who had full-

time salaried positions worked
niainly in hospitals, podiatric col-
leges, or for other podiatrists. The
Veterans Administration and public
health. departments employ
podiatrists on either a full- or part-
time basis Others serve as commis-
sioned officers in the Armed
Forces.

Training, Other OuelifIcations,
and` Advancement

All States and the District of
Columbia require a license for the
practice of podiatry. To qualify for
a license, an applicant must gradu-
ate from an accredited program in a
college of podiatric medicine and
pass a State board examination.
Three StatesMichigan, New Jer-
sey, and Ride Islandalso require
applicants to serve a 1-year intern-
ship in a, hospital or clinic after
graduation. Three-fourths of the
States grant licenses without further
examination to podiatrists licensed
by another State.

Applicants to the six colleges of
podiatric medicine must have
completed at least 2 years of col-
lege including courses in English,
chemistry, biology or zoology,
physics, and mathematics. About
90 percent of all applicants have a
bachelor's degree.

The first 2 years ,in podiatry
school Include classroom instruc-
tion and laboratory work in basic
sciences such as anatomy, bac-
teriology, chemistry, pathology,
physiology, and pharmacblogy.
During the final 2 years, students
obtain clinical experience. The
degree of Doctor, of Podiatric
Medicihe (D.P.M.) is awarded
upon graduation. Additional educa-
tion and experience are generally
necessary to practice in, a specialty.
A limited number of Federal loans
are available for needy students to
pursue f41-time study leading to a
degree irr podiatry.

Young people planning a career
in podiatry should have scientific
aptitude and manual dexterity, and
like detailed work. A good business
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sense, congeniality, and a sense of
responsibility are additional assets
in the profession.

Most newly licensed podiatrists
set up their awn practices. Some
purchase established practices, or
obtain salaried positions to gain the
experience and money needed to
begin their own.

Employment Outlook

Opportunities for graduates to
establish new practices, as well as to
enter salaried positions, should be
favorable through the 1970's

Through the mid-198(rs_employ-
ment of podiatrists is expected to
grow about es fast as the average
for all occupations as a result of
greater demand for health services
by an expanding population, par-
ticularly the growing number of
older people This age group, the
one needing the most foot care, is
entitled to certain podiatrists' ser-
vices under Medicare. Further-
more, the trend toward providing
preventive foot care for children is
increasing More podiatrists also
will be needed to furnish services in
hospitals, extended care facilities,
and public health programs.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Experience and the income level
and location of the community
served have a great effect on
earnings of individual podiatrists.
Those in practice ,between 1 p.nd 3
years earned an average net income
of about $20,000 in 1974, accord-
ing to the limited available informa-
tion. Net- incomes of podiatrists
with from 3 to 6 years of practice
averaged about $35,000.

The workweek is generally 40
hours, and they may set their hours
to suit their practice.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on license require-
ments rn a particular State is availa-
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ble from the State board of ex-
aminers in the State capital.

Information on colleges of
podiatnc medicine, entrance
requirements, curriculums, and
scholarships is available from.
Amencan Association of Colleges of

Podutric Medicine. 20 Chevy Chase
Circle. NW Washington. D C 20015

For additional information on
podiatry as a career, contact:
American Podiatry Associauon. 20 Chevy

Chase Circle. NW Washington. D C
20015

' VETERINARIANS
(D O.T. 073.081 through .281)

Nature of the Work

Veterinarians (doctors of veteri-
nary medicineLkgnose, treat, and
control diseases and injuries among
animals. Their work is important
for the Nation's food production. It
is also important for public health,
becau it helps to prevent the out-
bre and spread of animal dis-
c s, many of which can be trans-
mitted to human beings.

Veterinarians treat animals in
hospitals and clinics or on the farm
and ranch. They perform surgery
on sick and injured animals and
prescribe and administer drugs,
medicines, and vaccines.

About one-third of all veterinari-
ans treat rall animals or pets ex-
clusiv,e)y. About the same number
treat a mix of both large and small
animals. A large number specialize
in the health and breeding of cattle,
poultry, sheep, swine, or horses.
Many veterinarians inspect meat,
poultry, and other foodeas part of
Federal and State public health pro-
grams Others, teach in veterinary
colleges Some do research related
to animal diseases, foods and drugs,
or work as part of a medical
research team to seek knowledge
about prevention and treatment of
human disease.

I
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Places of Employment

There were about 29,000
veterinarians active in 1974-3 per-
cent of them women. About 7 out
of 10 veterinarians were in private
practice. The Federal Government
employed about 2,500 veterinari-
ans, chiefly in the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the U.S: Public
Health Service. About 800 more
were commissioned officers in the
veterinary syices of the Army and
Air Force. Other employers of
veterinarians are State and local
government agencies, international
health agencies, colleges of veteri-
nary medicine, mettical schools,
research 'and development labora-
toriti, large livestock farms, animal
food companies, and pbarmaceuti-
cal, companies that manufacture
drugs for animals.

4

Although veterinarians are
located in all parts of the country,
the type of practice generally varies
according to geographic setting.
Veterinarians rural areas. chiefly
treat farm animals; those in small
towns usually engage in general
practice; those in cities and subur-
ban areas often limit their practice
to pets.

Training, Other OuallfIcations,
and Advancement

Veterinarians must be licensed tq
practice in all States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. To obtain a
license, -applicants must have a
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
(D.V.M. or V.M.D.) degree and
pass a State board examination. A
few States also require that appli-
cants have some practical eat

1
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perience under the,supervision of a
licensed veterinarian Some States
issue licenses without further ex-
amination to veterinarians already
licensed by another Sthte

For positions in research and
teaching. an additional master's or
Ph D degree usually is required in
a field such as pathology, physiolo-
gy, or bacteriology.

Minimum requirements for the
D V M or V M D degree are 2,
years of preveterinary college work
that emphasize the physical and
biological sciences, followed by 4
years of study in a college of veteri-
nary medicine However, two
professional schools require 3 years
of preveterinary study Most veteri-
nary school applicants have
completed 3 to 4 years of college,
before entering the professional
program. Veterinary college train7,
ing includes considerable practical
experience in diagnosing and treat-
ing animal diseases and performing
surgery.t and laboratory work in
anaton19, biochemistry, and other
scientific and medical subjects

There were 19 colleges of veteri-
nary, medicine in the United States
in 1974. When selecting students
for admission, these colleges con-
sidered primarily the applicanti'
scholastic records and:the amount
and character of their preveterinary
training Residents of the State in
which each college is located

',usually are given preference by that
college since these schools are lar-
gely State supported. In the South
and West, regional educational
plans permit cooperating States
without veterinary schools to send
students to designated regional
schools. In other areas, colleges
which accept- a certain number of
students from other States usually

.give priority to applidants frOm
nearby States that do not have
veterinary schools..

Federal funds provide a limited
number of loans for needy students

pursuing full-time study leading to
the degree of Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine.

Most veterinarians begin as em-
ployees or partners in established
practices. A few start their own
practices with a modest financial in-
vestment in drugs, instruments, and
an automobile. With a more sub-
stantial investment, one may open
an animal hospital or purchase an
established practice.' Newly
qualified veterinariani'may enter
the Army and Air Force as commis-
sioned officers, or qualify for
Federal positions as meat and
poultry inspectors, disease-control
workers, epidemiologists, research
assistants, or commissioned officers
in the U S. Public Health Service.

Employment Outfo

Employment opportu ties for
veterinarians are expec d to be
favorable through the mid-1980's.
Veterinary employment, is expected
to grow faster-than the average for
all occupations through the mid-
1980's, primarily because of growth
in the pet population, an increase in
the numbers of livestock and
poultry needed to feed an expand-
ing population, and an, increase in
veterinary research. Emphasis on
Kientifc methods- of raising and
breeding livestock and poultry, and
growth in public health disease
control 'programs also will con-
tribute to the demand for
veterinarians.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Newly graduated veterinapthns
employed by the Federal Govern-
ment started at S13,697 a year in
late 1974. Salaries of experienced
veterinarians employed by the De-
partment of Agriculture ranged'
between .$17,500 and $35,000 a
year The incomes of veterinarians
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In private practice vary con-
siderably, depending on such fac-
tors as location, type of practice,.
and years of experience, but usually
are .higher than those of other
veterinarians, according to the
limited data available.

Veterinarians sometimes may be
exposed to danger of Injury, dis-
ease, and infection. Those in
private practice often have long and
Irregular working hours. Veterinari-
ans in rural areas may have to spend
Much time traveling to and from ik 1

farms and, may have to work out- i
doors Alf all kinds of weather.
Because., the3 are' self-employed.,
vetenflanans in private practice
usually can continue working well
beyond noitnal retirement age.

Sources of Additional
Information

A pamphlet entitled Toda)is
Vetennartan presents additional -

formation on veiennary medicine
as a career, as well as a list of col-
leges of veterinary medicine A free
copy may be obtained by sub-
mitting a request, together with a
self-addressed stamped business
size envelope, to:
American Veterinary Medical Association.

930 N. Meacham Rd.. Schaumburg. Ill.
60172.

Information on opportunities for
veterinarians in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture is available
from:

Agricultural Research Service. U.S. Depart-
, ment of Agriculture. Hyattsville. Md.

20782.

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service,
Personnel Division. 12th and Indepen-
dence Ave. SW:, Washington. D.C.
20250.

Agricultural Marketing Service. Personnel
&sion, 12th and Independence Ave.

SW., Washington. D.C. 20250.

Students seeking loan or scholar-
/ ship assistance should send inqui-

ries to the schools in which they are
interested.,
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST, TECHNICIAN,

AND ASSISTANT OCCUPATIONS

This section deals in detail With
nine health occupations that are
technical or clerical in nature.
Many of these occupations were
developed to relieve highly trained
professionals of their less com-
plicated and routine duties. Medtcal
assistants in doctors' offices, for ex-
ample, assist with patient care as
well as do clerical work. Optometric
assistants give preliminary eye ex-
aminations *el help patients do
prescribed eye exercises.

The development, of so-
^ ;phisticated diagnostic tools and

techniques for treatment, brought
about by advances in medical
science and technology, also has
created the need for workers such
as electrocaidiograph technician;
whe operate equipment that moni-
tors a patient's heart action, and
electroerkephalographic technicians
who operate equipment that moni-
tors the electrical activity Of a pa-
tient's brain. ;

Medical record technidthns and
clerks process the-large numbers of
medical records generated daily in
hospitals and nursing homes

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
TECHNICIANS
(D.O.T. 078.368)

Nature of the Work

Electrocardiograms (EKG's) are
graphic heartbeat tracings
produced by an instrument called
an electrocardiograph. These
tracings record the electrical
changes that occur during a heart-
beat Physicians- use electrocardio-
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grams to diagnose irregularities in
heart action and to analyze changes
in the condition of a patient's heart
over a period of time. Some physi-
cians order electrocardiograms as a
routine diagnostic procedure for
persons who have reached a
specified age. Electrocardiograms
are required as part of preemploy-
merlt physical examinations for

people in many fields. In
some cases, the tests also are used if
surgery is to be performed.

At the request of a physician,
electrocardigrams can be recorded
in a doctor's office, in the-EKG de-
partment of a hospital, or at the pa-
tient's bedside, since the equipment
is mobile. The technician straps
electrodes to specified parts of the
patient's body,' manipulates
switches of the electrocardiograph,
and moves electrodes across the

mustchest. The tech ician
know the anatomy of t chest and
heart to properly sele t the
locations for the chest lect
since the wrong selectio
inaccurate diagnosis. The test may
be given while the patient is
or before and after mild exe ise.

The electrocardio ra records
the "picture" o e, patient's heart
action on a continuous roll of
paper. The technician then clips
and mounts this electrocardiogram
for analysis by a physician, usually a
heart specialist. Technicians must
recognize and correct any technical
errors in the machine. They also
must call the doctor's attention to
any significant deviations from the
norm.

EKG technicians sometimes con-
duct other tests such as vectorcar-

.diograms which are three-d,imen-

sionAl traces, and phonocardio-
grams, which record the sounds of
the heart valves and blood passing
through them. In addition, techni-
cians usually .schedule appoint-
ments, type d&tors' diagnoses,
maintain patients' EKG files, and
care for equipment.

Places of Employment

About 11,000 peoplemostly
womenworked as electrocardio-
graph technicians in 1974. Most
EKG technicians worked in car-

-dioloky departments of large
hospitals Others worked part time
in small general hospitals where
workloads are usually not great
enough to demand full-time techni-
cians Some worked full or part
time in clinics and doctors' offices.

Training, Other Qualifications,
` and Advancement,

Generally, EKG technicians are
trained on the job. Training
usually conducted by an EKG su-
pervisor or a cardiologistlasts
from 3 to 6 months for the basic
EKG tests and up,to I year for the
more complex Ones. Vocational
schools in s9veral states and junior
colleges gi college credit for car-

D
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTts TECH;;ZICIA

Biology technology courses, and
.some colleges are planning to add
,tardiology technology to their cur-
ricula. Generally, the minimum
educational requirement for the job
is high school graduation Among
high school courses that are recom-
mended for students interested in
this field are health, biology, and
typing. Familiarity with medical ter-
minology is also helpful

The military services. and some
manufacturers of electrocardio-
graphs give training in operating
these machines.

Persons who want to becomle
EKG technicians should have
mechanical aptitude, th, ability to
follow detailed instructions.
presence of mind in emergencies,
reliability, and patience

Though opportunities. 'br ad-
vancement generally are limited,
large hospitals sometimes promote
EKG technicians to supervisors
Advancement to junior car-

. diovascular technician also is possi-
ble.

Employment Outlook

The employment of EKG techni-
cians is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
because of increasing reliance pn
electrocardiograms to diagnoe
heart diseases and for physical ex-
aminations of older patients. Also
contributing to the expected growth
of this occupation ig' the increased
demnd for health service in
general, as a result of greater hea
consciousness, new medical
techniques and drugs, and exten-
sion of prepayment programs that
Make it easier for people to pay for
health andoiedical care.

In addition to openings from
grbwth, workers will be needed to-
repl4ce technicians who die, retire,
or leave the field for other reasons

Earnings ang Working
Conditions

EKG technicians in hospitals and
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medical centers earned starting
salaries of about $6,200 a year in
1974, according to 'a survey con-
ducted by the Univetsity of Texas
Medical Branch Experienced EKG
technicians, in some cases, earned
as much as S 11.500 a year

Inexperienced EKG technicians
with the Federal Government
earned 55,996 a year in late 1974, a
few experienced technicians earned
as much as SI 1,047 a year

EKG technicians in hospitals
receive the same fringe benefits as
other hospital personnel, including
hospitalization, vacation, and sick
leave benefits Some institutions
provide tuition assistance or free
education courses, pension pro-
grams, and uniforms Technicians
generally work a 40-hour week,
vvhich may include Saturdays.

Sources of Additional
Information

Local hospitals can supply infor-
mation about employment opportu-
nities. For additional information
about the work of EKG technicians,
contact:
American Hospital Association. 840 North

Lake Shore Dr Chicago. 111. 60611

Miss Ruth Jackson, President, American
Cardiology Technologists Association.
Scott and White Clinic, Temple, Tex.
76501

ELECTRO-
ENCEPHALOGRAPPIIC

TECHNICIANS
(D,O.T. 07-8.368)

Nature of the Work

Electroencephalographic (EEG)
technicians fulfill an important
function in the diagnosis of brain
disease and infections through elec-
troencephalographyan electronic
system which records in graphic
form the electrical activity of the
brain.'

Neurologists and other profes-
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sionals use EEG's to help diagnose
such disorders as epilepsy and tu-
mors, anci assess damage and
recovery after head injuries and
cerebral vascular strokes. Use of
EEG's in pinpointing the time brain
functions stop has also-made them,
very important in vital organ trans-
plant operations.

To carry out the procedure, the-
EEG technician attaches electrodes
leading from the patientliniead to
the electroencephalograph.. The
complex machine detects and
graphs ( EEG's )the electrical activi-
ty of the patient's brain. Interpreta-
tion of the electroencep.halograpis
is dope by professional EEG per-
sonnel, electroencephalographers.
neurologists, and neurosurgeons.
However, the EEG technician must
have some knowledge of medicine,
anatomy, and physiology to select
correct machine settings, ensure a
certain level of consciousness, and
apply additional electrodes and
techniques to elicit abnormalities
that are specific to certain disor-
ders.

EEG technicians schedule ap-
pointments, record services per-
formed, and make routine repairs
to equipment.

Places of Employment

About 3,800 personsmostly
womenkorked as electroen-
cephalographic technicians in
1974. Although EEG technicians
work primarily in the neurology de-
partments of hospitals, many work
in private offices of neurologists
and neurosurgeons.

Training, onto Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most EEG technicians working in
1914 were trained.on the job by exZ---
ptrienced EEG personnel. How-
ever, with advances in medical
technology, electroencephalograph
equipment becomes increasingly

'sophisticated and .requires techni-
cians with more training. .
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recognition of the need for
educational programs for EEG
technicians, the Council on Medi,
ca) Education of the American
Medical Association. m collabora-
tion with the American electroen-
cephalographic Society, the Amer-
idan Medical Electroencephalo-
graphic Assotiancin, and the Amer-'
ican -Society of Electroencephalcr,
graphw. Technologists. developed a
set of standards for -use in the
establishment of educational pro--

, gra for EEG technicians and
techlologists T standards
recommend that p ms Vast from
1 to :pars and in de laboratory,
experience as v,ell as classroom in-
struction in neurology. anatomy.
neuroanatemy.. physiology, neu-
rophysiology, clinical and internal,.
medicyie, pschiatry. and elec-
tronia and instrumentation Pro-
grarhs may be carried on in col-

leges, junior colleges, medical
schools, hospit,ils, vocational or
Lechni schools Iii 1973; these
standards were adopted' by the
American Medical Association's
house of delegates '

EEG technicians who have 1 year
of training and a year of laboratory
experience, and successfully
complete a written and oral ex--
amination administered by th
American Board of Registration of
Electroencephalograph Technolo-
gist.% (AI3RET)., are designated
-Registered' Ett Technologist-
(R EEG T ), Although not a
general requirement for emp14-

r_ment,' rfgistration by ABRET is
acknowledgment a _technician's

. qualifications, and makes better-
*paying jbbs easier to obtain. -
lt,4°,2eople who want to enter this

d should have manual dexterity,
-good vision, an aptitude- for work-
ing with electronic equipment, 'and%

e ability to work with patients as
ell as with other. memberrof, the

h petal team High school students
co siderinia career in this occupa-

are advised to take courses in
health, biology, pfid electronics..

Some' EEQ technicians in large
,
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hospitals- advance to' chief EEG
technician or technologist and have
increased responsibilities in labora-

'tor.) management and in teaching
basic techniques to new personnel ,

Chief' EEG tectnicians are super-
vised by an electroencephaIog-
rapher, or a neurologist or neuro-
surgeon

Employment Outlook

The employment of EEG techni-
cians is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
due to the increased use of EEG's in
surgery and in the diagnosing and
monitoring of patients with brain
disease Contributing to the overall
irrorease in health services and the
need for ,EG technicians and
technologists are. greater health
consciousness and more prepaid
health programs Registered EEG

I.

Technologists will have the best
employment opportunities ,

In addition to openings from
growth. many. openings will arise

-when workers retire or leave the
field fof other reasons

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salanes of EEG techni-
cians employe:1 by hospitals and
medical centers averaged 56.700 a
year in 1974. according toa survey
by the University of Texas Medical
Branch Starting salaries for Re-
gistered EEG Technologits were

-S1.000 to 52.000 higher Top sala-
ries of experienced EEG techni-
cians ranged as high as S12,700 a
year. Highly qualified technicians
may earn more as teachers in spe-
cial training situations.
_ Inexperienced EEG trainees em- .
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ployed by the Federal Government
received S5,996 a yearn late 1914,
but they co}ildadvance to as much
as S I I .047 r

EEG technicians in hospitals
receive the same benefits as other
hospital personnel, including
hospitalization. vacation, and sick
leave benefits Some institutions
may provide tuition assistance or
free courses, pension program
uniforms. and parking

EEG technicians generally work '
a 40-hour week with little overtime.
although some hospitals require a
standby emergency service after
hours, weekends, and holiday s

Sourcei_o. f Additional
Information

Local hospitals can supply infort
moon about employment opportu-
nities Additional information is
available from -

American Hospital Association. 840 North
LakeShore Dr . Chicago, III 6061

For information on. registration.
contact:
Ms Lee Berger. R EEG. I Registrarl

ABRET. EEG Laboratory. Lnive
ty Hospitals. 225 Dickenson St . San
Diego. Calif 92103

-
MEDICAL ASSISTANTS

I
(D.O.T. 079.368)

Nature of ' Work ,

Medical- assistants Tetp physi-
clans ex e and treat patients
and 'Ile the administiative

7 tasks req to kee'r an office
running's y.

In help' .icians eiamine pa-
tients, me assistants may
weight, hei: mperatae, and
blood pressur d . - Orm simple
raboratory tes elping with
treatment, they' struct patients .
about medication nd self-treat-
ment at`home. Some =y give in-
jections, apply bandages, take elec-
trocardiograms, and'assist with X-

rays They also sterilize and clean
ingruments and perform routine
tasks such as preparation of pa-
tients for examination, medical
treatment, and minor office sur-
gery.

`Medical
variety of
trative jobs. They keep patients'
medical recordi, fill out medical
and insurance forms, handle cor-
respondence, schedule appoint-
ments, answgr the telephone, and
greet patients Along with other of-,
Tice dupe... they transcribe dictation
,ins handle the bookkeeping and
billing and collection

M'edical assistants also may ar-
range instrum nts and equipment in
the examining, m, check office
and laboratory supplies, and main-
tain the waiting: consulting. and ex-
amination-rooms in a net and or-
derly condemn

- ...

Places of Employment

More than 220,000 people, most
of them women, worked as medical
assistants in 1974 Most worked in
the offices of physicians in private
practice Others worked in
hospitals and medical thniss.

4.

..TrelnIng, Other Qualifications,
and Advancerhnt

sistants also perform a
cretanal and adminis-

Most medical assistants 'receive
their training on the job. However,

...1111111111116
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a growing number are trained in
programs offered in vocational in-
stitutes and junior colleges. Other
medical assistants learn their skills
in adult education courses provided
by.postsec ondary sc

Applicants for on- the -lob o
secondary school training usually

neesi a high-school education or the'
equivalent. High school courses in
mathematics, health, biology, typ-
ing, bookkeeping, and office prac-
tices-are helpful..

Most junior college programs last
2 years and lead to an associate
degree, the others are I -year pro.
grams or the equivalent, and gradu-
ates recei,,ve.....a diploma Currently
there are 88 programs approved by
the Council on Medical Education
of the American Medical A ia-
lion (AMA). The
these .1.: .4

iculum in
s consists of courses

ology, anatomy add physiology,,
typing, transcription, accounting,
and medical terminology. Students
also receive supervised clinical wt.-- .

npeence and learn laboratory
techniques, .us. of medical ma-
chines, administrative and clinical
procedures, and d'ffice practices.

The American Associatiot .of
Medical Assistants (AAMA) spon-
sors a certification plogram.and,its. -
certifying board awar4.certificates
to medical assistants who pass a
comprehensive \written
Lion, have at least a high schobl
education or it4equivalenj, and '2
years of experience in the field.
Certification is.not a license and is

'"not required for AAA member...
ship: hov:eVer, physicians usually
capsider C ified Medical .
Assistants (C to;bp
qualified assistants..

The American 1.- Medial
Technologists register medical
assistants who piss a Itritteno.ex-

;,imination and have cqmpleted a 9-
to 2-month course' from. an ac-
creditedhschool. Currently ovek, 60
schools are accredited by the At-.
crediting Bureau of Medical
Laboratory Schools. The, Re-
gistered Medical Assistant (12/0(A)
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is recognizes` as competent in the
field

Persons who want to become
medical assistants should get-along
well witkpeople They also should
be thorough. accUrate, dependable.
and conscientious

Not every 4-year college will ac-
cept all junior college credits
Thgefore, students who plan to
continue their..educition should at-
tend a junior college whose cre4rts
are accepted by the 4-year college
they hope to attend.

iv.
Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
medical assistants, particularly-for
graduates of accredited junior col-
lege programs. are expected to be
excellent through the mid- 1 980 "s

Employment of medical assis-
tants is expected.to grow faster.
than the average for all occupations
because of the projected rapid in-
crease in the number of physicians
in patient care The growing com-
plexity of medical services. com-
bined with the increasing volume of
paper work, also will contribute to
the demand for medical assistants

The need for more medical
assistants also is related. to the de-
mand r medical care services.
geher- Generating this demand is
a gr. ng iSopulation with an in-
crea prdportign of oiner-peopie-:-
wbo tequire More metrical 'atten-
tion, and. expansion in coverage
under prepaid jnwance programs.
Including Medicare and Medicaid.
that enable4ore people to afford
Itispital'andinedical care.

addition to openings resulting
from growih , of the occupation.

......zarjjobs become available
year because of the need to

replace 'workers who die, retire, or
leave the oFcuration for other
reasons.
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penenced medical assistants, and
from S140 to S180f.gr experienced
assistants, according tO .0,e limited
information available The anes
of beginners depend on their tic -
ing and other qualifications. Work-
ers with post-high scholll training
generally receive higher starting
salanes than those without any
training

Medical assistants usually work a
40-hour week Their hours, how-
e.ser. may be irregular They may
work evenings and on Saturdays for
equivalent time off d riscij&week-
days

Sources of Additional
Information

"General information on a career
as a, medial assistant and on the
certification program is available
from.
American Assoctauona Medical Assistants.

Ore East Wacker Dr. Sane 1510.
Chicap.111 .60601

A list of accredited 'private
,schools and inforination on the re-
gistration program are available
from

Smenc.rri Medical Technologists. 710 Hig.
gins Rd . Park Ridge. iii 60068

For ir)tarmation on training pro-
- grams for medical assistants, con-
, _tact:

'Amencan Medical Association Council on
Medical. Education. 535 North Dear-

. born St Shicago.111 60610

Earnings nd Working
Corfaitions

In 1974,weekly salaries generally
. ranged-awn $100 to S140 for Inez-

,

MEDICAL LABORAIORY
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 078.128,.168, 281, and
.381)

Nature of the Work

Laboratory.tests play an impor-
tant-part in the detection, diagnosis'.
and treatment of many diseases
Medical laboratory workers, often

*called clinical laboratory workers,
include three levels. medical
technologists. technicians, and

u4"r

assistants. They perform tests under
the direction of pathologists
(physicians who diagnose the
causes and nature of disease) and
other physicians. or scientists who
sp&c...salize in clinical chemistry.
microbiology. or the other biolggi-
cal, sciences. Medical laboratory

-workers analyze the blood, tissues,
and fluids in the human body by
using 'recision instruments such as
microscopes and , automatic
analyzers

Medical technologists, who
require 4 years of postsecondary
training, perform complictated
chemical, microscopic. and bac-
teriolggical tests These tests may
include chemical tests .to deter-
mine. fOr example. the blood
cholesterol level, or microscopic
examination pf the blood to detect
the presence of diseases such as leu-
kemia. Technologists microscopi-
cally examine 'other boil' fluids,
make cultures of body fluid.or tis-

A-F-- samples to determine the
presence of bacteria, parasites. or
other micro-organisms, and analyze
the samples for chemical content or
reaction They also May type and
cross-match blood samples

Technologists in small laborato-
ries often perform many-types of
tests Those in largeQ.aporatories
usually specialize in areas such as
microbiology. parasitology,
biochemistry, blood banking. he-
matology (the study of blood cells),
artd nuclear medical technology
(die use di radioactive isotopes to
help detect diseases).

Most medical technologists con-
duct t ts related to the examina-
tion an treatment of patients and
may be called on to display inde-
pendent judgment: Some do
research, develop laboratory
techniques, teach,, gst perform ad-
ministrative duties$44

Medical laborator technicians,
who generally require 2 years of
postsecondary training, perform a
wide range of tests and laboratory
procedures that require a high level
of skill - but not the technical
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knowledge of the highly trained
technologists Like technologists.
they may work in several areas or
specialize in one field. ---

Medical laboratory assistants.
who generally have a year or less of

' formal training, assist medical
technologists and technicians in
routine tests and related work that
can be learned in a relatively short
time In large laboratories, they
may concentrate in one area of
work For example.. they may
identify slides with abnormal blood
cells In addition to performing rou-
tine tests. assistants may store and
fabel. plasma. clean and stenlize
laboratory equipment, glassware.
and instruments, prepare solutions
following standard laboratory for-
mulas and procedures. keep
records of tests, and identify
specimens.

Places of Employment

`About 175.000 people worked as
medical laboratory workers in
1,974 About 80 percent of all medi-
cal laboratory workers were
women, however, the number of
men in the field has been increasing
in recent/years

Most medical laboratory person-
nel work in hospitals Others work
in independent laboratoriet. physi-
cians' offices, clinics, public health
agencies. pharmaceutical firms, and
research institutions. These places
are concentrated in larger ctties and
populous States.

In 1974. Veterans Administra-
tion.hospitals and Iaboratonesem-
ployed about 1.900 medical
technologists and about 1,900
medical laboratory technicians and
assistants Others worked for the
Armed Forces and the U S Public
Health Service

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

rem

leges and unwersities for 1 year,or
more...Others were trained in the
Arined Forces. Some technicians
received training in private and
nonprofit vocational and technical
schools.

Most medical laboratory..
assistants employed in 1974 were

'trained on the job. IR recent years.'
however. an increasing number
have studied in I-year training pro-

. grams conducted by hospitals. ju-
nior colleges in cooperation with
hospitals, or vocational schools.
Hospitals offer e greatest number
o training pro m Applicants to
these pro ould be high
school graduates with courses in
science and mathematics. The pro-
grams include classroom -instruc-
tion and practaeal training in the

years of college training including
completion of a specialized training
program in medical technology.

Undergraduate work incluas
courses in chemistry, biological
science, and mathematics. These
studies give the technologist- a
broad understanding of the scien-
tific principles underlying laborato-
ry work. Specialized training
usually requires 12 months of study
and includes extensive laboratory
work. In 1974, about 730 hospitals
and schools offered programs ap-
proved by the American Medical
Association. These programs were
affiliated with colleges and universi7
ties, a bachelor's degree is usually
awarded upon Completion. A few
schools require a bachelor's degree
for entry into the program.

Many universities also offer ad-
vanced degrees in medical
technology and related subjects for
technologists who plan to specialize
in laboratory work or in teaching,
administration, or research.

Medical laboratory technicians

laboratory. They often begin with a .
general orientation to the clinical
laboratory followed,..hy-Mrses in
bacteriology, serology, parasitolo-
gy, hematology, clinical chemistry, -
blood banking, and urinalysis.

Certification or registration. is
considered important in' this field
because it indicates that the persons
certified have met educitional stan-
dards recognized by the certifying
body. After the successful comple-
tion of the appropriate examina-
tions, medical technologists may be
certified as Medical Technologists,
MT (ASCP), by the Board of Regis-
try of the American Society -of
Clinical Pathologists; Medical
Technologists, MT, bY the, Artier-
ican Medical Technologists; or Re-
gistered Medical Technologists ,
RMT, by the International Society
of Clinical Laboratory Te hnology.
These organizations al certify
technician-level workefs. borato-
ry assistant are ce lied by the
American Society of Clinical
Pathologists.

Medical tech ologists and
technicians rents be licensed in
Alabama, Car nia, Florida, Geor-
gia, Ha Illinois, Nevada,

The minimum educational
requirement fOr a beginning job as a

employed in 1974 got their training
in a variety of educational settings.

Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
York City, ' and Puerto

New
Rico.

medical* technologist usually is 4 Many attended junior or 4-year col- Requirements for licensure include

44
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a wntten examination in some
States

Accuracy. dependability, and the,
ability to work under pressure are
important personal characteristics
for a medical laboratory worker
Manual dexterity and normal color
vision are highly desirable

Persons interested in medical
laboratory careers should use con-
siderable care' in selecting a training
program They should get informa-
tion about the kinds of jobs ob-
tamed by graduates,. educational
costs the accreditation of the
school, the length of time the train-
ing program has bed! in operation.
Instructional facilities,gand faculty
qualifications.

Technologists may advance to su-
pervisory positions in certain areas
of laboratory work.. or, after several
years' experience, to chief medical
technologist in a large hospital_
Graduate education in one of the
biological sciences or -chernist4
usually speeds advancement
Technicians can advance to
technologists by getting additional
education and experience-

-
Employment Outlook

Employment of medical labora-
tory workers is expected to expand
faster than the average for all occu-
pations, through the mid-1980s. as
physicians make wider use of
laboratory tests in routine physical
checkups and in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease Indirectly in-
fluending growth in the field are
population' growth. greater health
consciousness. and expansion of
prepayment programs for medical
care that snake it easier for people
to pay for services.

The use of automated laboratory
test equipment is expected to lead
to an increase in the- number of
medical laboratory technicians and
assistants relative-to technologists
Through technological advances.
technicians and assistants can
operate equipment to perform tests
which previously required the salt
of a technologist

cp`

/AA
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Tec hnologtstsvw Ill be needed to
fill supervisory positions in all
laboratories. Also, same will- be
needed in laboratones where they
are required by State licensing
authonties or third party health In-
surance regulations, and in labora-
tones not using the new'automated

Iequipment.
Despite an anticipated strung de-

mand for medical laboratory tivor-
kers through the mid-1980's, the
number seeking to enter the field is
expected to exceed the number of
openings from growth and replace-
ment needs Consequently, job-
seekers in this field may face com-
pention,for polltions of their cho-
ice 't/4

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of medical laboratory
workers vary -by prapioyer and geo-
graphic location I general, merit:
cal laboratory workers. employed
on the west coast and in large cities
received the highest salaries.

Starting salaries for medical
technologists in hospitals and media
cal centers averaged about 59,200
in 1974, according to a.survey con-
ducted by the University of Texas
Medical Branch. Beginning salaries
for laboratory assistants averaged
about 56,200. Technicians- earn
sala.ries that range between those
paid technologists and assistants.

The Federal -Governmeat- paid
newly graduated medical technolo-
gists with bachelor's degrees start,

. ing salaries of 58,500 a year in late
1974. Those having experience, su-
perior academic achievement, or a
:Yea of graduate study entered at
510.520' The, Federal Government
paid medical laboratory assist
hnd. technicians starting salan
ranging from 55,294 to 38,500
yegr in late i974. dependmg on the
amount And type of education and
experierrce. MGedical technOlogists
in the Federal - Government
averaged 513.300 A' year ajilaneili-
cal technicians, 511.400.
fate 1974

47 i

Medical laboratory personnel
generally work a 40:hour week. In
hospitals.- they can expect some
night and .weekend duty. Hospitals
normally. provide vacation and sick
leave benefits, some have retire-
ment plans.

Laboratories generally are well-
lighted' and clean. Although un-
pleasant. odors and specimens of
many kinds of diseased tissue often
are present, few. hazards exist if
proper methods of sterilization and
handling of specimens, materials,
and equipment are used.

. Sources of Additional- .

information *-

Information about education and
traming,,for medical techhologrsts,

,technicians 9.4 laboratory.. laborato
assistants meeting standards-recok*
lazed by the American Medical As-
sociation, the U.S' Office of Educa-
tion, or both, as well as career infor-
mation on these fields of work, is
available from:
American Society of Clinical Pathologists.

Board of Registry. ,2100 W Harnson
St , Chicago.111. 60612

Amencan Society forlviedical Technology.
5555 W Loop South. Bellaire, Tex

e...;77401

American Medical Technologists. 7101-hg-
gins Rd , Park Ridge, Ill 60068

Accrediting Bureau of Medical Laboratory
Schools. Oak Manot Office. 3038 W
Lexington Ave . Elkhart. Indiana
46514

For information about other
technician training programs, con-'
tact:

International Society for Clinical Laboratory \c.
Technology. 805 Ambassador Building.
411 IC Seventh St . St. Louis, ,Mo
6301,

.- Information aboot employment
opportunities in Veterans Adminis-
tration, hospitals is available from
the Office of Personnel (054E),
Veterans dministration, Washing-

-ton, D,C. 2 120.
Inform on about clinical and

researc employment opportunities
with t e4-"Iviational Institutes of
Health s available frorti t-fre CJiniral
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Center National Institutes of
Health Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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- MEDICAL RECORD
TECHNICIANS AND

CLERKS

(D.OT. 249 388)

Nature of the Work

A medical record is a permanent
report on a patient s conditibn and
course of treatment in a hospital.
clinic, or othere health care, institu-
igen Doctors. hospital"administra-
tors public health authorities, and
insurance companies rely on these
records which are kept by impor-
tant members of the health care
staff known as medical. record
technicians and clerks.

Medical record,,technicians- and
, clerks, perform AEA, essential func-

tions IQ maintain the medical infor-
. moan system including transcrip-

tion' of medical data, analysis and
coding of information. filing, _com-
piling of statistics and abstracting

`record's. :
The systerr7;, d in hospitals to

gather, preserve, and maintain the
infortne'tionfor the medical records
requires the teamwork of. many

.,medical record technicians and
`7.. clerks. in large hospitals, record:

keeping activities are supervise4
and coordinated b , medical
record administfetifirr, but inssmaller
hospitals, experienced,' medical
record teChrikians,often administer' the department. in` mast nursing
honres,_ a medical record clerk,
working" wider the supetvision of a
.MO:fical record consuitant who is a
Registered Record Administrator
*(-1RAY cri-, era ef4 icredited Recoid
'TechniCian.,(ART),_ is responsible
for the-medical records

Medical record 'clerks perform
routine clerical,tasks that require a
minirkturn of specialized kriowledge,
They assemble the inforinetion for

,_

1

.

the records in sequence, eheck to
see that all necessary forms, signa-
tures, and dates are present; and
locate any previous medical records
that may be on file for the patient.
They translate selected information
such as sex, age, and referral source
into a.s.stide and enter it on the
records Medical .. record clerks
answer routine ;staff requests for in-
formation about patients and gather
statistics for reports to various
groups such as State health depart-
ments Some medical record oierks
transcribe reports of operations, X-
ray and laboratory examinations,
and special treatments given to-pt....,
tierits.

Medical record clerks follow the
explicit instructions and guidelines
of their supervisors. Person-to-per-
son contacts in hospitals are limited
to providing readily available, non-
technical information to the
hospital staff However, in small
nursing homes where the medical
record clerk works as the only
medical fecord personnel, there is
much persohal contact with the pa-
tients as well as with fellow staff
members.

Beginning medical record techni-
cians perform duties that may be
similar to those of clerks but which
require snore technical knowledge.
The teciinician codes the -cliseasts,
operations, and sPecial theppies
according to r e cogn i ze d classific a-

VP":
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ton systems and enters the codes
on the medical record. This coding
makes , it easier tp refer to the
record ;;;Iien there is a need to
review the patient's case or to col-
lect data for other purposes.
Analyzing records and cross-index-
ing medical iniormationthake up a
large part of the technician's work.
Technicians do the important job 9f
reviewing records for complete-
ness. accuracy, and compliance
with requirements, referring in-
complete records to the person who
compiled them. They review
records for internal consistency and
point out to their supervisors..any
apparent err..-- 11. .

"Tet:.h.
n

n icians obtain Linformaxion
from lecords in avierto legal- and
ineurancecomp-any inquiries when .

authorized to do so by hospital ad-
ministrators, and gather 'Statistics
and prepare periodic reports for
hospitals --bp types of diseases
treated, types of surgery performed,
and utilization nc hospital' beds.
They also /prepare records for
microfilming, supervise medical
record clerks, ist the medical
staff by preps rig special studies
and tabulating a:a from records
for'research, d cake records to
court.

4

...
Places of Employment

In 1974, there were about 10,500,
medical' record technicians and
43,000.clerks. Although-rtiost work

'm hospitals, a growing number are
finding jobs in clinics, nursing
homes, community health centers,
and Aalth maintenance organiza-
tions. Some medical record techni-
cians are consultants to several. ,
small health facilities, Some
ilitance companies employ ex-
perienced medical record person-
nel to collect information fromvpa-

n ts' records to determine _liability
for-payment. Public health depart-
Clients hire mediae' record techni-
cians to supervise data coflection
from health care institutions, and to..
Assist iii research to improve health
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care Manufacturers of medical
record systerng, serfices, and equip-
ment also employ medical record
personnel to help develop and mar
ket their products

Most medical record technicians
and clerks are women ,However, a
growing number of men are enter-
ing the field

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most employers prefer to fill
technician positions with graduates

-frog) orm;of-the-coltege-of .`r

p rog h. ]rare
creddedby the Amencan Medical'
AsSociation(AMA) anti the Amer-
ican Medical Record Association
AMRA ) These range in length

from 10-month certificate pro-
grams to 2-year associate degree
programs. In 1974. there were ap-
pfpximately 60 such programs
available. Required courses in-
cluded biological sciences, medical
terminology, medical record
science, business management. and
secretarial skills Persoris with this
training who also have passed the
Accredited Record Technician
( ART) examination can enter the
medical record field as technicians,
and can often look forward to
promotion to supervisory positions

High school graduates who have
basic secretarial skill's can enter the
medical record field as beginning
tlerks About I month' of on-the-
job training will prepare them for
routine tasks that do not require
much specialized skill More train-
ing may be necessary for special-
ized clerical positions such as medi-
cal-aanscriptionists Although they
are not required, high school' cour-

ses in science, health, typing,
mathematici,' and offiCe: practice
are helpful Medical record person-
nel mill accurate and pay atten-
tion to detail

The 'American Medical Record
Association offers a correspon-
dence course in medical transc\ricif-er,...4
tion that oin: be taken either
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home study program or as in-ser
vice training. The certificate given
upon the successful completion of
the course ishelpful in applying for
a job as a medical ,record clerk.
Medical terms and references
learned provide a 'good foundation
for advancement.

Medical record .cle rks who have
had several years of experience may
advance lo the. techiiician level
through an approved education
4:iregtarn,_especially in areas_ w_tr4t
there is a shortage of trained medi-,
cal record technicians Inadditt:an,
hother -AmizA carresponcie

'1.-:;;irrii is a'4,ajlihie.:
record clerks to 'prehafe-
amination 'for accr
medical record tee

. .

e

ical
'the ex-

itatiqn as
icians Passing

this examination and earning the
title of ART often leads to promo-
tion to 'higher paying and more
responsible positions in medical
records -In 1974. there were 7,250
ART's.

Employment Outlbok

Employment, of medical record
technicians and clerks is expected
to gm* much fasAz.,than the
verage for all occupations thrpugh
he mid-1980s. This employment

,growth will stem from,4 continued
Increase in the u of health in-
sugince. a)lidly"Meilicare and
Medicaid, w ch will result in a
need for-molt. complete medical
recorde' New jobs also will be

.,created as .nursing homes, clinics,
and new types of medical facilities
such as health maintenance or-
ganizations increasingly employ
medical record personnel.

The duties pr-rformecl by medical
record clerks make up most of the
work in a medical record depart-
ment. Thus, the anticipated expan-
sion in medical facilities and
recordkeeping offers a very good
employment outlook for clerks.
However., opportunities for kd-
vancemera to the technician

n without, formal courses will
greatly decrease.

4Th

"Nt

The outlook for technicians with
a 2-year coursc, will be favorable
through the mid-1980's.11 is ex-
pected that medical record techni-
cians will be required to ,) have this
specialized training in th-e- future as
more attentio is given to mnova-
lave ideas in Medical records as a
means of improvingr medical effi-
ciency and service. As a result,

techTlicians who have not received
.. &anal training may experience
\stront competition for __positions

from medical record technicians
who have an associate degree. .

Earning nd Working
Conditions

Earnings of m Ical record clerks
and techizic I vary greatly, ac-
cording to localley. Beginning medi-

, cal record clerks earned an average
of 56,500 effually in nongovern-

,inent hospitals in -1974. Earnings
ranged from S5,000 in. small
hospitals in the South to 510,000 in
New York City, according to
limited data. In general, salaries are
highest in the big cities and lowest
in rural areas. Salaries usually are
higMin larger hospitals.

Wearies of medical record techni;
cians follow a similar geographic
pattern. Limited data indicate that
in 1974, tote median annual salary
for ART'S was $1.0,000. Ex-
perienced technicians who were
directors of hospital medical record
departments averaged S10,500.
Som& earned ove012:000 a year, .

In Federal hospitals, medical
record clerks earned a beginning
annual_ salary of $6,764 in late.
1974. Annual salaries of medical
record technicians ranged from
S6,764 to Sl3,679 Outstanding.
medical record technicians may
work up to higher supervisory posi-,
dons with corresponding pay in-
creases, although most of theca
positions "are *PO by Registered
Record Administraitirs.

Like most. hospitial employees,
medical record personnel, work ,a
36-to-40-hour week, receive paid
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help prepare, tare for, and dispose
df specimens taken for testing dur-
ing the operation and help apply
dressings. They may operate genii
izers, lights. suction machines, and
diagnostic equipment

After the operation, operating
room technicians help transfer pa-
tienti to the recovery room and
assist nurses in cleaning and
stocking the operating room for the
next operation.

holidays and vacationfirth and
insurance benefits, and caA par-
ticipate in retirement plans
Although most of the positions are
full time. some part:time _lobs re
available.

Sources of Additional
InformatiOn

A list of approved schools for
medical record technicians, facts
about the correspondence courses
for medical transcription and medi-
cal record personnel. and adch-
tiOlial details on the work per-
formed by medical record techni-
cians are available from

American Medical Reourd Association. John
Hanoolck Center Suite 1850, 8'S North
Michigan Ave Chicago. 111 60611

OPERATING ROOM
TECHNICIANS
(D-0 T 079 37g1

Nature of the Work

Operating room technicians, oc-
casionally called surgical, techni-
cians. assist surgeons and anesthes-
iologists before, during, and after

14 surgery,
They help set up the operating

room with thefnstpments, equip-
ment, sterile linens, and fluids such
as glucose that may be needed dui-
irfg, an operation- Operating room
technicians also prepare patientS
for -surgery by washing, shaving.
-and disinfecting d parts of the

e..
bddy where t surgeon will
operate. They m transport pa-
tients to the operating room and
help 'drape and position them on the
operatigg table.

During surgery, they pass instru-
ments pnct other sterile supplies to

'the suigidal team. They hold retrac-
' tors, cut sutures, and help nurses

coo t the sponges, needles, arid in-
s ments used &Irina the opera-

on Operating room technicians

is
t

Places of Employment

haW(About 28,000 people, over one-

of them women, worked as
operating room technicians in
19'4 They worked in hospitals or
other institutions that have operat-
ing room. delivery room, and emer-
gency room facilities. Many are
members of the Armed Forces.

e 0
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Training and Other
Qualifications

Some operating room technicians
are trained on the job. A high
school education or the equivalent
is generally required for entry into
training and employment. On-the-
job training programs in many
hospitals include classroom instruc-
tion The length of these programs.
vanes from-6 weeks to t year, de-
pending on the trainee's qualifica-
tions and the objectives of the train-
ing given. Some hospitals prefer ap-
plicants who have worked as
nursing aides or practical nurses

Some operating room technicians
are trained in vocational and
technical schools and community
and junior colleges. Others obtain
their training in the Armed Forces.
Most of these training programs last

4 7
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from 9 months to I year, some ju-
nior college programs last 2 years
and lead to an associate degree.

Students in junior colleges and
vocatiOnal schools get classroom
training as well asSupervised chni-

-cal expeneme Required courses
include anatomy, physiology. and
microbiology Courses teaching
practical applications include the
care and safety of patients during
surgery. use of anesthesia and its
hazards, and nursing procedures
They also learn how to sterilize in-
struments, prevent and control in-
fection, and handle special drugs.
solutions, supplies, and equipment
The same types of courges kro
taught in hospital-based progran4

The Association of Operating
Room Technicians awards a cer-
tificate to operating room techni-
cians who pass their comprehensive
examination A Certified Operating
Room Technician (CORT) is
recognized as .competent in the
field and is generally paid a- higher
salary.

Manual dexterity is a necessity
for operating room technicians
*Ice they must handle various in-
struments quickly They must be or-
derly and emotionally stable High
school students interested -

careers in this 'occupation are ad-.
vised to take courses in helth and
biology

fmployment Outlook

Employment" opportupities for
operating room technicians are ex-

.0ected to Oe good through the mid-
1980's. Graduates of 2 -year am-
rnuripilikcollegesrngrams
should be especially in demand.

Employment ;Ins this field is ex--
pected to grow *faster than the
average for all occupations as

operating room technicians increas-
ingly assume more of the routine
nursing tasks jn the operating room.
The same factors that contribute to
the demand for health workers in
general apply to operating roorg
technicianspoN tion growth
and the increavd bility of people

to pay for medical care due to ex
pansion in coverage underprepay-
ment insurance-programs.

In addition to job openings result-
ing from growth of the occupation:
many new operating room techni-
cians will be needed to replace
workers who die, retire, or leave
the field for other reasons.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

The average starting salary for
. operating room technicians was

,about 56.500,,a- year in
corcyg to a natiOnat-Siirvey con-
ducted by the University of Texas
Medical Branch. Experienced
tec [clans earned average salaries
of pproximately 58,100 annually.
In ate 1%74, the Federal Govern-

: m t paid operating .'room techni-
c' ns starting salaries of S7,596 a
y Most experienced opelating
room technicians employed by the,
Federal Government received an-
nual salaries of 59,473.

Graduates of community and ju-
nior colleges often earn higher sala.

` rtes thap .wiorkers without formal
tranuag.'Salanes. reflecting varia-
tidns in thee cost of living, also vary
wiaelyik geographic location, with
those on the East and West Coasts
'generally higher. Usually, operating
room technicians earn .about as
much as the average for all nonsu-
pervisa,ry workers in private indui-
try, except farming. .

Operating. room - technicians'
usually work a 5-day, 40-hour
week. However, they may be
required to work "on t.all" shifts
(staying available to work on short
notice).

SourCes of Additional
Information

5.

Actchtional information on a
cuQer as an operating room technif
clan And on training programs for
the occupation is available from:

Association of Operating Room Technicians,
Inc 1100 wail! Littleton Blvt1 Wit
201. Littleton:Colo.. 80120 4

Ai
4
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OPTOM RIC
ASSISTANTS

Nature of the Work

Optometric assistants perforM a
wide variety of tasks, allowing op-
tometrists to devote inore time lid
their professional duties. They keep
patients' records, schedule appait-
ments, lentrNhandle bookkeeping,
correspondence, and filing. They
prepare pane' for eye examinas
tions elp optometrists test for
ear- and` distant eyesight, e.oror

blindness, and tension dr or Rees-
s re on the eyebal.1.--Optometric
assistants ineasure patients for c.or-
rect and Comfortable fit of glasses.
they suggest' size Sand shape of
eyeglass frames to cornplatent the
patient's facial_feafares, and adjust
finished eyeglaises by heating,
s trig, and bending the plastic or
metal frames. T also assist the
optometrist in fitting .cOnp.ct eyr
and in giving instweion§ on the u
and clare of the lenses. :\---*

Optometric assistants he,le
tients with exercises for ey copr-r
dinaticin to overcome fatasing de-
fects in the laboratory. T ey modify
tonvenlional gl coripc't
ses to assure -proper , insert iepset
in frames,"repairfr mes, keep an In-
ventory ofsoptometric materials anc4
clean and care for the instruments.,..

In, a' large optometric complex,
assistants may specialize in visual -

training, chairside assistance, or of-
fice administration In a smaller
practice, they nay perform all these
duties.

F
. .

Places of Employmint

About 11,500 persons, most of
them women, %%forked a, optometric .

assistants in 1974. Most worked foR
optometrists in private practice, vik
Others worked for health clinics,
optical instrument manufacturers,
or government agencies. Some
served as assistants to optometrists
in the Armed - Forces.
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Training, Other Qualifications,
, and Advancement

Most optometric. assistants are
trained on the job in their em-
ployers' offices raining also -can

'lie acquired in ear ,ademjc
courses, nine schoo offered thiS
type of training in 1974 More
detailed training ---the technical
aspects of optometry was available
in 17 schools that offered 2-year
,purses leading" to an associate
degre

igh school graduation, or its
equivalent, including courses in
mathematics and office procedures,
is preferred for'on-the-job training
or admission to a formal training

1.bf the formal pro -

offer spetiali7ed courses
such as the anatomy and Physiology

of the human eye, orthoptics
(correction cif defective vision),
and,contact lens theory .and prat;
tice Programs also include courses
in secretarial and office procedures'
Lectures and laboratory work are
supplemented by actual experience
in optometric clinics and practices..

Although there are,relatively few
programs for training .optometric
assistants, a recent 'stud indicated
tillat over 4 optometrists out of
feel that a 1- or-2-year cours , fol-
lowed by some on-the-job 'instruc-
tion, is the best prepara ion. This
training will become more impor-
tant, in gaining ktitial employment
and advancement as more pro-
grams become available.

Manual dexterity, accuracy, and
the ability to distinguish shades of
color are reciirements for petsons

4 u
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Warn Irg to become optometnc
assistants Because of the person-
to- pe rsori work reldlionship
between optometnc assistants and
patients a neat appearance. cour-
tesy and tact ate important qualifi-
cations_

Employment Outlook

The employment of 'optometric
assistants is expected to grow much
faster than the average for all occu-
pations through the mid-190 s
Employment opportunities for op-
tometric assistants who have
completed one of the formal train-
ing programs should be excellent.
On-the-job training, however,
probably will continue to be the
means by Whichimost persons enter
the occupation of
many positions whi
than 8 hours of wor

require fewer
a day offers

opportunities for continued em-
ployment while caring for a family.

Faciors underlying the expected
growth of the occupation are the in-
crease in population and greater de-
mand for eye care services. As the
number or s*patient served by op-
tometrists increase, more trained
assistants will be needed.

Gisarnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of optometric assistants
vary by geographical region,
academic and technical qualificac

. tions, and the site and type of,prac- .

tice of the optometrists employing
thejn. in 1974, beginning salaries
ranged from S100 a, week for op-
tometric assistants having no train-
ing or exp nencelo $1,60 a week
for experien ed and highly trained
assistants, ording to limited in-
formation available.

Most optometric assistants work
between 30 and 40 hours a wee-k.,
but about r out of 10 works shiftier
hours. Occasionally they may work .

a few hours on Saturday. The work
ivnot strenuous and physical sur-
roundings are usually pltasant.,
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Sources,of Additional
Information

Further information on a career
as an optometric assistant and a hst
of training programs are available
from.

Optkmtr,s -00U
Chippess`r St St Louts Mo 63119

RADIOLOGIC (X-RAY)
TECHNOLOGISTS

(DOT 078 168 and 368 )

Nature of the Work

Medical X-rays play a major role
in the diagnostic and therapeutic
fields of medicine Radiologic
technologists, also called medical
X-ray technologists'," operate X-ray
equipment They are usually super-
vised by radiologists 1 physicians
who specialize in the use of X-rays).

Most radiologic technologists use
X-ray equipment to take pictures of
internal parts of the patient's body.
They may prepare chemical mix-
tures, such as barium salts, which
the patients swallow to make
specific organs appear clearly in X-
ray 'examinations (recorded in
radiographs) Technologists use
radiation prdtection de'iqces and

-.techniques to safeguard themselves,
as well as patients, Against possible
radiation hazards. After determin-
ing tht correct voltage, current, and
exposure time, technologists posi-
tion the . patient and make the
required number of radiographs to t
be, developed for interpretatbn by
the physician Technologists., may
use mobile X-ray Nut
patient's bedsid d in surgery.
They also nay keep treatment
re'cor .

orne radiologie technologists do
radiation therapy work. They help

/ ph 'sieins treat patients/With 'ais-
ea s, such as certain types of
ca cer, by administerinutescribed
do es of X-ray or other f oof
ra iatian to the affected areas of

r

. '

V
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the body. They also may assist
radiologists in measuring and han-
dling radium and other radioactive
materials.

Other technologists work in the
field of nuclear medicine in which
radioactive Isotopes are used to
diagnose and treat diseases They
help the physician prepare and ad-
minister the prescribed
radioisotope and operate special
equipment for tracing and measur-
ing radioactivity

Places of Employment

About 82.000 personsabout
two-thirds of them women
worked as radiologic technologists
in 1914.

Hospitals employ about three-
fourths of all radiologic technolo-

gists, most of the remainder work in
medical laboratone, physicians'
and dentists' offices or clinics,
Federal and State health agencies,
and public school systems.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

The requirement for entry into
this field is the completion of a for-
mal training program in X-ray
technology. In 1974, about 1,200
programs in X-ray technology of.-
fered in hospitals, medical schools
affiliated With hospitals, colleges,
and community colleges were ap-
proved by the American Medical
Association (AMA).

Training alsk may be olitained.in
the military service, or through

.%
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'courses in X-ray tec ology offered
by Vocational or chnical schools

. Programs in length from 24
s to,3 or 4 years. In addition,

about 42 schools award a

bachelor's degree in radiologic
technology White 'employers
generally pay graduates of
bachelor's degree programs the
same starting.salaries as those of l-
and 3-year progiams, there is more
potential for promotion for those
Ifolding the baccalaureate degree It
is advantageousfor those planning
to be teaNsts or administrators in
this field to pursue the bachelor s
and master's degreesi as prepara-

._, non
An. schools accept only high

school graduates. Courses in
mathematics. 'physics. chemistry,
biology, and typing are helpful.

X-ray technology programs In-
clude courses in anatomy, physiolo-
gy, nursing procedures, .ptiysics,
radiation protection, darkroom
chemistry, principles of radio-
graphic exposure, X-ray therapy,
cachographic positioning, medical
ethics, department administration',
and the operation and maintenance
of equipment.

Registration with the American
Registry of Radiologic Technolo-
gists is an asset in obtaining highly
skilled and specialized positions
Registration requirements include
graduation from an approved
school of medical X-ray technology
and the satisfactory completion of a
written examination After registra-
tion,' the title "Registered
Technologist (Aida)" may be
used. Once registered, technolo-
gists may be certified in radiation
therapy or nuclear medicine by
completing an additional year of
combined classroom study and
work experience.

Good health and staihina are im-
portant qualifications for this field.

As openings occur, some
technologists in large X -ray depart-
ments may qualify as inStructors-in
X-ray techniquts or advance Iit)
chief X-ray technologiits;
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Employment 'Outlook and other benefits are comparable
to those covering other workers inEmploymein IC the field of the same organization.

radiologic technology is expected There are potential radiationto expand faster than the average
hazards in this field; however; these

for alroccupations through the mid- hazards have been greatly reduced1980's as X-ray equipmentvis in-
by the use of safety devices such ascreasingly used to diagnose and
instruments thatemeasure radiationtreat diseases The demand 'foraftexposure,

lead aprons, gloves, andradiologic technologists also will in- other shieldings.
...crease as, prepaid medical programs

extend medical care to Twider seg-
ments of the population Part-time
workers will find the 'best opportu-
nities in physicians' offices and ,

'clinics where full-time radiologic
services usually are not required.

Although the demind for
radiologic technologists should
continue to be strong, the number
of graduates of AMA-approved
programs in this field alii-r--.jx-
pected to grow rapidly duringMa.
period If present enrollment pat-
terns coninue. the number seeking
to enter fhe occuPation is likely' to
exceed the number of openings
from growth and replacement
needs. As a result, graduates may
face competition for positions of
their choice.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries of radiologic
technologists employed in hospitals
and medicatcenters averaged about
$7,800 a year in -1974, according to
a national survey conducted by the
University of Texas Medical
Branch. Experienced radiologic
technologists averaged 49,600 a
year, or slightly more than the,
average for all nonsupervisory wor-
kers' in private industry, except
farming.

The Federal Government paid
new graduates of AMA-approved
schools of X-ray technology start-
ing salaries of $7.596 a year in late
1974.

Full-time techrWpgists generally
work & hours a cli'f and 40 hours a
week but may be "on call" for some
weekend or night emergency duty.
Sick leave, vacations, insurance.
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Sources of Additiorfal
Information

For additional information about
programs and careers in radiologic
technology, write.
The Amencan Society of Radiologic

Technologists. 500 North Michigan
Ave . Suite 836. Chicagb. III 60611

The Amencan RegisIty of Radiologic
'Technologists. 2600 Wayzata Blvd,,
Minneapolis. Mann 55405

RESPIRATORY THERAPY-
WORKERS

(D.O.T. 079.368)
rrl

Nature 6f the Work

Ropiratory therapy workers,
sometimes called inhalation
therapy workers, treat patients with
cardiorespiratory problems. This
treatment may range from giving
temporary relief to patients with
chronic asthma or, emphysema to
giving emergency care in cases of
heart failure, stroke, drowning, and
shock. Respiratory therapy workers
also are among the first medical
specialists called for emergency
treatment of acute respiratory con-
ditions arising from head injury or
drug poisoning. Since a patient can
safely cease to breathe for only a
short spay of time, the therapy
worker has a highly respo'nsible
role. If breathing has stopped for
longer than 3 to 5 minutes, there is
little chance that the patient can
recover without brain damage, and,
if oxygen is unavailable for more
than 9 minutes, death results.
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Respiratory therapy vIorkers fol-
low doctors' orders and use special
equipment such as respirators and
positive-pressure breathing
machines to administer gas therapy,
aerosol therapy, and other treat-
ments involving respiration They
also show patients and their families
how to use the equipment at home.
Other duties include keeping
records of the cost of materials and
charges tonpatients, and maintain-
ing and making minor repairs to
equipment

There are three levels of workers
within the field of respiratory
therapy therapists, technicians,
and assistants. Therapists and
technicians perform essentially the
same duties However. the therapist
is expected to have a higher level of
expertise and may be expected to
assume some teaching and super-
visory duties. Respiratory therapy
assistants have little contact with
patients and spend most of Iheir

, time taking care of the equipalent
Many are new to the job and are

- training to advance to the techni-
cian or therapist level

Places of Employment

About 38,000 persons worked as
respiratory therapists, technicians,
or assistants in 1974 about one-
half were women.

Mtst -work' in hospitals, in
respiratory therapy, anesthesiology,
or pulmonary medidine depart-
merits. Others work for oxygen
equipment rental companies, am-
bulance services, nursing homes,
and universities.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Respiratory apparatu,.s has
become increasingly complex in
recent years and, although a few
respiratory therapy workers are
trained on the job, formal training is
now stressed as the requisite for
entry to the field.

In 1974, about 125 inastitutions
offered educational protrams

iz
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respiratory therapy approved by the
Council on Medical Education of
the American Medical Association.
High school graduation is required
for entry. Courses vary in length
between 18 months and 4 years and.
include both theory and clinical
work: A bachelor's degree is
awarded for completionpf a 4-year
program and lesser degrees are
awarded for,shorter courses Areas
'of study include human anatomy
and physiology, chemipry, physics,
microbiology, and mathematics.
Technical courses offered deal with
procedures, equipment, and clinical
tests.

Respiratory, therapists w ho have
a certificate" of graduation from an
AMA-approved, therapist training
program, 62 semester hours of col-
lege credit, and 1 year of ex-
perience following completion of
the program are eligible to apply for

4.7 fc

registration by the National Board
for Respiratory Therapy (NBRT).
The registry examination consists of
two tests, a written and an oral. Ap-
plicants st pass both to be
awarded the rnerican Registered
Respiratory T erapist (ARRT) cre.

int

dehtial. In 1974, about 2,500
therapists had been registered. A
registered respiratory therapist
often can advance faster and obtain
a more responsible position than
ong' who is not registered. An in-
creasing number of employers
recognize ?registration as an
acknowledgment of a therapist's ,
professional competence.

Individuals who complete, an
AMA-approved technician training
program and have 1 year of ex-
perience in respiratory therapy may
apply to the NBRT for examination
for the Certified kopiratory
Therapy Technician (CfeTT) cre-
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-.dental. The CRTT examination is
less comprehensive than the regis-
try examination and consists of a
single written test. Approximately
8,000 respiratory therapy techni-
cians had been certified in 1974.

In contrast to therapists and
technicians, there are no general
requiremehts for the position of
respiratory therapy assistant. The
only requirements are those set 6y
the head of the hospital department
that is hiring workers For example,
some *require a high- school
diploma .

Respiratory therapists can ad-
vance to positions as assistant chief,
chief therapist, or, with graduate
education, instructor of respiratory
therapy at the college levill
Respiratory thera'py' technicians
and assistants can advance to the
therapist level by taking the lap-
plopriate training courses -

People who want to enter the
respiratory t erapy field should

worksenjoy worki th patients and
should un rstand their physical
and psychological needs. Respirato-
ry therapy workers must be able to
pay attention to detail, follow in-

. structions,..and work as part,,of a
team, Operating the complicated
respiratory therapy equipment also
requires mechanical ability and

l manual dexterity. High school stu-
, dents interested in a career in this

' field are encouraged to take cour-
ses.in health, biology, mathematics,
physics, atict bookkeeping.

EmplOymen, Outlook
f

,,E.roplbyment opportunities for

. .

respiratory therapy, workers are ex-
pected to be good through the mid-
1980's. Those with advanced train-
ing in respiratory therapy will be in
demand to fill teaching and super-
visory positions

The employment of respiratory
therapy workers is expected .to
grow much faster than the average
for all occupations, owing to new
uses for respiratory'. thcrrapy, in-
creased acceptance of its use, and
the growth in health services in
general Many specialists in respira-
tory therapy will be hired to release
nurses and other personne,1 from
respiratory therapy work to return
to their primary duties Many other

.
openings will arise from the need to
replace those who retire, die, or
leave the occupation for other
reasons.

.4
Earnings and Worising

Conditions

The starting salary of re,spiratory
therapists employed in hospitals
and medical centersa-veraged about
$8,064 a year in,1174, according to
a survey conducted by the Universi-
ty of Texas Medical Btanch. Top
salaries of experienen respiratory
therapists in hospitals ranged as
high as $13,980 a year S9laries of
respiratory therapy technicians and
assistants are' lower 'than those of
respirato6therapists.

The Federal Govern ent paid
respiratory therapists start g sala-
ries of $6,764 a year in late 1974 if
they had 1- year of s condar
training, and $7,59. for 'thole wi
2 years of training. Some therapists

qt.
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employed by the Federal Govern\
ment in late 1974 earned as much
as $13,679 a year.

Respiratory therapy workers in
hospitals receive the same benefits
as other hospital personnel, includ-
ing hospitalization, paid vacations,
and sick leave. Some institutions
provide tuition assistance or free
courses, pension programs,
uniforms, and parking.

Respiratory therapy workers
generally have a 40 -hour v$ek.
After-hours and weekend duty is
generally required since most
hospitals have 24-hour coverage
throughout the week. Adherence to
safety precautions and regular test-
ing of equipment minimize the
potential hazard of fire. to workers
and patients.

Sources of Additional
information

Information concerning educa-
tion programs is available from:
American Associatur for Respiratory

Therapy. 741* Atnes Place, Dallas. Tex.
75'233

Information on-the accrediting of
respiratory therapists and respirato-
ry therapy., technicians can be ob-
tained from:

The National - Board for Respiratory.
Therapy, Inc 1900 West 47th SL. Suite
124, Westwood, Kansas 66205.

Orf-the-job training information-.
can bd obtained at local hospitals,

4 "
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NURSING OCCUPATIONS

The nursing field consisting of
registered nurses, licensed practical
nurses, and nursing aides, orderlies.
and attendants. accounts for about
one -half of total employment
among health service workers
Nursing personnel perforoi .a
vanety of t uties to care for and
comfort the sick, the injured, and
others requiring medical se ry ices_

This section deals in detail with
the three basic nursing occupations

Registered nurses (RV's) follow
doctors' orders. dispense medica-
tions and treatments. anti observed,
and monitor patients' progress
Some become head nurses and'are
in charge of all pursing services of a
specified area of ail' institution; for
-example, a pediatrics ward .

bcensed practical nurses provide
skilled nursing care to'sick, injured.
and convalescent npatients Pity
work under the general supervision
of physicians and registered nurses,
and may sometimes supervise.
nursing aides, orderlies, and atten-
dants.

Nursing aides, orderlies, and at-
tendants make up the largest group
of nursing personnel. They serve
meals, feed patientsi and do other
tasks that free professional and
practicil nurses for work requiring
professional and technical training.

Those seeking to be registered
,,purses, licensed practical . nurses,
and nursing aides, orderlies, and at-
Afndants should like-working with
people, since they must work close-

Ty with other members of the health
team and care for patients'who are
uncomfortable and sometimes

Nursingtvorkers must re-
liable and possess a level he in
emergencies.
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REGIATEVD NURSES
.(D T 075 118 through 378)

Niture of the Work

Nursing plays a major role in
health care As impokant members
of the medical care team, registered
nurses perform a wide variety of
functions They observe, evaluate,
and record symptoms, reactions,
and.progress of patients, administer
medications, assist in the rehabilita-
tion of patients, and help maintain av
physical and emotional environ-
ment that promotes recovery. -

Some -registered nurses provide:

hospital dare. Others perform
research activities or instruct stu-
dents., The, setting usually deter-
mines the scope of the nurse's
responsibilities.

Hospital nursesi;:onstitute the lar-
gest group of nurses. Most are staff
nurses who provide skilled bedside
nursing care and carry 'out the
medical trealihent plans prescribed
by physicians. They may also super-
vise practical nurses, aides, and or-
derlies. Hospital nurses usually
work with groups .of patients that
require similar nursing care. For in-
stance, some nurses work with pa-
tients.i.vho have had surged, others
care for children, the elderly, or the
mentally ill. Some are ,administra-
tors of nursing services.

Private ditty nurses give rn-
dividual care to patients who need
constant attention. The private duty
nurse may sometimes care for
several hospital patients who
require special care, but not full-
time attention. s

.
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NURSING OCCUPATIONS

Office nurses assist physi
dental surgeons. and occ- o ally
dentists in private p or
clinics sometimes they pe rm
'routine laboratory and office w rk
in addition to their nursing dune

Public health nurses care for
tients in clinics, homes, sch
and other community settings
instruct 'patients and families.
proper care and give periodic core

'as prescribed by a physician ey
' may also Instruct groups of patients

in proper diet and arrange for 4m-
munizations These nurses pork
with community leaders, teat ers.
parents, and physicians in coMmu-
nitytalth education Some, public
heals nurses works schools

Vurse educators teach Students
the principles and skills ornursing,
bothin the classroom and in direct
patient care They also conduct.
continuing education courses for
registered nurses, practical nurses,
and nursing assistants ,

Occupational health or Industrial
nurses provide.nursinp care tb em-
ployees in mdustrya government
and, along with pitx clans promote

a doctor, they tre4 minor injuries
employee health. ek prescribed by

and Illnesses occuffing at the place
of employment, provide for the
needed nursing care, arrange for
further medical re if nee ssar.
and Offer health counseli They
also may assist with heals xamina-
tions and inocula ons

(Licensed pr tical d arses who
also perform n rsing services are
discussed elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Place; of Employment

Nearly 860.000 personsall but
I percent of them womenworked
as registered nurses in 19'4 About
one-third worked on a part-time
basis

About three quarters of all re-
gistered nurses worked in hospitals.
nursing homes, and related institu
tions About 50,000 were office
nurses and about 40.000 were

private du nurses who cared for
patients hospitals and - private
homes ublic health nurses in
govern nt agencies, schools, visit-
ing nu associations, and clinics
numbe about 55,000, nurse edu-
cato in nursing schools accounted
for a ut 30,000. and occupational
heal nurses in industry, about
go. Most of the others were
staff members of professional 'nurse
and other organizations. State
lioards of nursing, or working for
research organizations

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A license is required to practice
professional nursing in all States
and in the District of Columbia. To
obtain a license, a nurse must be a
graduate of a school approved by
the State board of nursing and pass
the State board examination. Nur-
ses may be licensed in more than
one State, either by examination or
endorsement of a license issued by
another State.

Three types of educational pro-
gramsdiploma, baccalaureate,
and associate degreeoffer the
education required for basic
careers in registered nursing All
three programs piZepare candidates
for licensure, however, the bac-
calaureate program is prefetred for
those who aspire to administrative
or management positions, and those
planning to work in research, con-
sultation, teaching, or clinical spe-
cialization, which require education
at the master's' level. Graduation
from high school is required for ad-
mission to all schools of nursing.

Diploma programs are conducted
by hospital and independent
schools and usually require 3 years
of training Bachelor's degree pro-
grams usually require 4 years of
study in a college or university,
allhOugh a few require 5 years. As-
sociate degree programs in junior
and community colleges re4uire ap-
proximately 2 years of nursing edu-
cation In additin, several pro-
grams prOvide licensed practical
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with the training necessary
rade themselves to registered

nurses while they coritinue to work
part time These programs
generally offer- an associate of arts
degree In early 1974, about 1,430
programs k tate, diploma, and
baccalaureate were offered in the
United States In addition, there
were 44 master's and doctoral
degreT programs in nursing

Programs of nursing include
classroom instruction and super-
vised nursing practicein hospitals
and health facilities. Students take
coursed in anatomy, physiology,
microbiology, nutrition, psycholo-
gy, and nursing They also get su-
pervised clinical experience in the

'care of patients who have different
types of health problems. Students
in bachelor's degree programs as,
well as in some of the other pro-
grams are assigned to community
agencies to learn how to care for
patients in clinics and in the pa-
timer homes. General education is
combined with nursing educatipn in
baccalaureate and associate degree
programs and in some diploma pro-
grams.

Qualified students who need
financial aid may be able to get a
federally, sponsored nursing
scrtolarship or a low-interest loan.

Young persons who want to pur-
sue a nursing career should haye a
sincere 'desire to serve humanity
and be sympathetic to the needs of
others. Nurses must be able to fol-
low orders precisely and to use
good judgment in emergencies;
they also should be a& to accept
responsibility and direct or super-
vise the activity of others. Good
mental health is needed in order to
cope with human suffering and
frequent emergency situations.
Staff nurses need physical stamina
because of the amount of time
spent.walking.and standing..

From staff.positions ih hospitals,
experienced nurses may advance to

-head nurse,'assistant director, and
director of nursing services. A
master's 'degree, however, often is
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required for supervisory and ad-
ministratirc positions, as well as for
positions in nursing education.
clinical specializaudn, u and
research. In public health agencies,
advancement is usually difficult for
nurses who do not have degrees in
public health nursing

A growing movement in nursing,
generally referred to as the "n
practitioner program" is o mg
new career possibilities Nurses
who wish to take the extra training
are preparing. for highly indepen-
dent roles in the clinical care and
teaching of patients They are prac-
ticing in primary roles which in-
clude pediatrics, gehatncs commu-
nity health, mental , and
medial-surgical nursing.

Ern pioym nt 0 udook

Employment opportunities for
registered nurses are expected to be
favorable through the mid-19430's
However,if trends in the number of
persons enrolling in schools of
nursing continue, some competition
for more desirable, higher paying
jobs may develop during the latter
part of this period. OpPortunities
for full- or part-time work in
present shortage areas such as some
southern States and many inner-city
locations are expected to be very
favorable through 1985. For nurses
who have had 'graduate education,
the outlook is excellent for obtain-
ing -positions as administrators,
teachers, chnicll -specialists, and
public hellth nurses.

-Growth in employment of re-
gistered nurses is expected to bF
much faster than the average for all
occupations because of extension
of prepayment proirarns for
hospitalization and medical care,
expansion of medical services as, as
result of new medical techniques
And dnigs, and increased Interestin
preventive medicine and rehabilita
tion of the handicapped. addition
to -the need to fill new 'positions,
large numbers of nurses will be
required to'replice those who leaye
the field each year.

r

WrEarnings end eking
Conditions
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LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSES

Register nurses who worked in
hospitals in 1974 received average
starting salaries of $9,100 a year,
according to a national survey con-
ducted by the University of Texas
Medical Branch This was above
the average for nonsupervisory
workers in pnvate industry. except
farming. Registered nurses in
nursing homes can expect to eatn
slightly less than those in hospitals
Salaries of industrial nurses

'averaged S1.92 a week in early
1974, according to a survey con-
ducted by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

In early 1975, the Vete
ministration paid' ine
nurses who had a-diploma or an as-
socia degree. startiog salaries of
$9,475 a _year; those with baccalau-
reate degeees, $11,070. Nurses em-
ployed in all Federal Government
agencies earned an average of
S14,700 in 1974.

Most hospital and nursing home
nurses receive extra pay fon,work
on evening or night shifts. Nearly all
receive from 5 to 13 paid holidays a
year, at least 2 weeks of paid vaca-
tion after I year of serviceand also
some type of hellth and retirement
benefits.

Ad-
nenced

Sources of Additional
Information

, For triformation_ on approved
schools of nursing, nursing careers,
loans, scholarships, salaries, work-
ing conditions, and employment op-
portunities,,contaci.
ANA Committee on Nursing Careen, Amer.

ican Nurses AssOctatson, 2420 Pershing
Rd Kansas City, Mo 64108

Information about employment
opportunities in the Veterans Ad
ministration is available from..
Department of Medscute and . Surgery,

eterans Admuustration. W aslungton,
. D C 20420

(D.O.T. 079.378)

Nitta' of the Work

Licensed practical nurses help
card for the physically or m ntaliy
ill and infirnt. Under the di =bon
of physicians and registered nurses,
they provide nursing care that
requires technical knowledge but
not the professional training of a re- '
gistered nurse. (..S.ee statement onl
Registered Nurses.) In California
and Texas, licensed practical-nurses
are called licensed vocational nur-
SeS.

In h pjtals, licensed practical
nurses provide much of the bedside
care needed by patients.,They take
and record temperatures and blood
pressures, change dteeings, ad-
minister certain prescribed
medicines, and help' bed patients
with bathing and other personal hy-
giene They askist physicians and re-
gistered nurses in examining pa-
tients and in carryingout nursing
procedures They also 4.ist, in the
delivery, care, .and feeding, of in-
fants, and 'help 'registered nurses in
recovery rdoms by reporting any
adverse changes In patients. Some
licensed practical nurses help sus
pervise ho al attendants (See
statement on

spit
NUrsing'Ailes, Order-

lies, and Attendants.)
Licensed practical nurses 'whc

work in private homes provide
mainly day -today patient care that
seldom ingolves highly technical
procedures or complicated equip-
ment: In addition to' providing
nursing care, they may prepare
meals and care for the, patient's
comfort and morale.' They also
teach family Members how to per-
form simple nursing tasks.

In -doctors' offices and in clinks,
licensed practical nurses prepare
natients.for examination and treat-
ment. They also may make appoint-
menu' and record Information

I about patients.

48`0



NURSING OCCUPATIONS

Places of Employment

A out 495.000 'personsthe
grea majority of them women
w d as licensed practical nurses
in 4.. Hospitals employed about'
three-fifths of all licensed practical
nurses Most of the others .worked
in nursing homes, clinics, doctors'
offices. sanitariums and other long-
term care- (acilities Many worked
for public,health agencies and wel-
fare and religious organizations
Some self-employed nurses worked

, in hospitals or the homes of their
patients

Training, Other Oualtflcations,
and Advancement

- '

All States, and the' District?, of
Columbia regulate the preparation
and lit.ensing of practical nurses. To
be: licensed, students must Orriplete
a course of instruction in practical
nursing that has been approved by

the State board of nursing and pass
an examination. Educational
requirements /for enrollment in
State-approved trairAng programs
range from completion of eighth or
ninth grade to high school gradua-
tion. Many schools do pot require.
completion of high school but they
give preference to graduates ysi-
cal examinations and aptitude to
are usually required.

In 19;74, over 1,300 State -ap-
proved programsiprovided practical
nursing training. Public schools of-
-fered More than half of these pro-
grams as part of their vocational
and adtilt education programs.
Other programs were available ar
junior colleges, local hospitals,
health agencies, and private educa-
tional institutions.

Practical nurse training programs
are 'generally I year -long and, in,
dude both classroom study and
clinical practice. Classroom in-
struction covers nursing concepts

.

4 81A
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and principles and related subjects
including anatomy, physiology.
medical-surgical nursing, adminis-
tration of drugs, utntron, first aid,

health Students
eir skill to an actual

through super-

and commu
learn to apply
nursing sr

vised hospital
Aspiring licensed practical nurses

should have a deep concern for
human welfare They must be emo-
tionally stable because working
with sick and injured people some-
times can be upsetting

As part of a health care team,
they must be able to follow. orders
and work under close supervision
Good health is very important, as is
the physital stamina needed to
work while standing a great deal.

Advancement opportunities are
limited without additional training.
In-service educational programs
prepare some licensed practical
nurses for work kri specialized areas,
such as host- surgery recovery
rooms, or intensi e care' units.
Under career ladder prograMs, nur-
ses' aides attend training to become
licensed practical nurs-v. (LPN's)
while continuing to work part time
Similarly, in some case, LPN's may
prepate to become registered nur-
ses while they continue to work part
time.

Employment Outlook

The employment outlook for,
licensed practical nurses is ex-
pected to be very good through the
mid- I 980's.. 'Employment is ex-
pected to continue to rise much
faster than the average for all occfi-

`pawns through the mid-1980's in.
response to the needs of a growing
popuralion and expanded public

'and private health insuranceplans.
Jobs.will Ke created also as licensed
practical nursed take over duties
previously performed by registered
nurses., Also, thousands of newly
licensed practical nurses will be
needed each year to replace those
who die, retire or leave the occupa-
tion for other reasons.
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Eamings.and Working
Conditi Ons

The average starting salary of
licensed practical nurses in hos-
pitals wa. about $6,700 a year in
1974. according to a national sur-
vey conducted by the University of
Texas Medical BrAch.

Faieral hospitals, offered be-'
ginning licensed practical nurses
an annual salary of 56,764 in 1974

Many hospitals give pay Increases
aftei Specific periods of satisfactory
service Some provide free lodging
and laundering of uniforms. Practi-
cal nurses generally work 40 hours
a week, but often this workweek in-
cludes some work at night and on
weekends and holidays Many
.hospitals provide paid holigays.and
vacations, health insur6ce, and

lion plan5,
In private /homes, licensed practi-

cal nurses usually work 8 to 12
hours a day and go home at night

Sources of Additional
Information .

A list of State-approved training
programs sand information about
practical nursing is available from.
ANA Committee on Nursing Careers. Amer-

ican Nurses' Association. 2420 Pershirtg
Rd . Kansas City. MO. 641P8

National Assoaauon for Practical Ndrse
Education and Service. Inc . 1;22 East
42d St . Suite 800, New York. N
10017

National Federation of Licensed Practical
Nurses. hic. 250 West 57th Si. New
York. N.Y. 10019.

Information aboin employment,
opportunities in U.S. Veterans Aa-
ministration 11ospl Is available
from your locaTA-z erans Adminis-
tration hospital, Rs well as:
Department of Medicine and Surgery,

Veterans Administration. Wastungtont,
D.C..20420.

1
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NURSING AIDES,
ORDERLIES, AND

ATTENDANTS
(D 0.T. 355.61 through

. 355.887)

. Nature of the Work .

Nursing aides, ottlerlies,land at-.
tendants perform a variety of
to care for sick and injured people
Other job titles Include hospital at-
tendant, nursing assistant, au,zihary
nursing wprker, home health aide.
geriatric aide, and (in mentaltin-
sututions ) psychiatric aide.' 1

Nursing aides and orderlies
answer patients' bell calls and
deliver messages, serve meals, feed
patients who are unable to feed
themselves, make beds, and bathe
and dress patients. They also may
give massages, take temperatures,
and assist patients in getting out of
bed and walking. Orderlies provide
many of the same services. Order-
lies also escort patients to operating
and examining rooms and transport
and set up heavy equipment. Some

'attendants may work- in hospital
pharmacies or supply rooms
- The duties of lasing' aides de-
pend on the policies of the institu-
tions where they work, the type of
patient being cared for, and
equally importantthe capacities
and resourcefulness of the nursing

4J3

aide or orderly. In some hospitals,
they may clean patients' rooms and
do other householdlasies. In others,
under the supervision of registered
nurses and licensed practical nur-
ses, thay may assist in the care of
patients. The tasks performed for
patients differ considerably, and de-
pend on whether the patient is con-
fined to"bed following major sur-
gery, is recovering after a disabling
aceident or illness, or needs
assistance with daily ' activities
because of infirmity caused bSrad-
vanced age.

Places of Empyyment

About.970,000 persons worked
as nursing aides, orderlies, and at-
tendants in 1974, more than four:
fifths were women. Most of them
work in hospitals. Others work
primarily in nursing homes. and
'other institutions that provide
facilities for care and recuperation.
A small number give supportive ser-
vices to patients in their homes.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancomonf

Although some employers prefer
high school graduates, many, such

Veterans Administration
h pitals, do not require a. high
school diploma. Many employers
accept applicants 17 or 18 years of
age.*Othersparticularly nursing
homes and mental hospitals
prefer to hire more mature persons
whb are at leatt in their mid -twen-
ties. e

Nursing aides gene)sally are
trained after they are hired. Some
institutions combine on-the-job
training, under the close supervi-
sion of registered or licensed practi-
cal nurses, with classroom instruc-
tion. Students leant to take and .
record temperatures, bathe pa-
tients, change linens on beds that
are occupied by patients, and move
and lift patients. Training may last
several days or a few months, de-
pending on ,%the policies of the
hospital, the complexity of the dui

\,



NCRS1N( OCCUPATIONS

ties, and th! aide's aptitude for the
wort

Courses in home nursing and first
aid, offered by many public school
systems and other community agen-
cies, provide a usefu'l background
of knowledge for the work. Volun
teer work and temporiry summer
jobs in hospitals and similar institu
tions alsq,, are helpful Applicants
should be healthy. tactful, patient,
understanding, emotionally stable,
and dependable Nursing 3ide.s. as
other health workers. s Id have a
genuine desire to halp people, be
able to work as part of a team and
be willing to perform repetitive.
routine tasks

OppUrtuniiies for prorricrtions are
limited without further training
Some acquire specialized training
to prepare for better paying, posi-
tions such as hospital operating '
rocrm technician.

To become licensed practical
nurses, nursing aides must complete
the year of sppcialized training
required for licensing Some in,-ser-
vice programs allow nursing aides
to get this training white they con-
tinue to work part time.

Employment Outlook

Employment of nursing aides is
expected to increase much faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-I980's. In addition
to those needed because of occupa-

1.

uonal growth, many thousands of
nursing aides will be needed each
year to replace workers who die,
retire, or leave the occupation for
other masons.

Mest jobs for nursing aides .andi
orderlies are in hospitals, but many
new, openings will be in nursing
homes, convalnt homes, and
other long-ter care facilities.
Major reasons for expected occupa-
tional growth are the increasing
need for medical are of a growing

(population, including a larger pro-
portion of elderly people, the in-
creasing ability of people to pay for
health care, and, the growth of
public and private health insurance.,
Employment opportunities also will
arise as hospitals continue to
delegate to nursing aides tasks
which, although associated with pa-
tient care, do not require the train-
ing ofJegistered and licensed prac-
tical nurses.
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knence of the applicaiu, Wait's
of nursing aides in Veterans Ad-
ministration hospitals ranged from

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Nurging aides, orderlies, and at-
tendants earned salaries that were
below the average nonsuper-
visory workers on private payrolls,
except farming. Nursing aides em-
ployfd full ume by nursing homes
and related facilities earned con-
siderably less than those in '-
hospital" Depending on the ex:'

4B(

S 115 to SI30 a week in late 1974.
With few exceptions. the

scheduled workweek of attendants
in hospitals j,s 40 hours or less.
Because nursing care must be
available to pauents on a 24-hour-
a-day basis', scheduled hours In-
clude rughtwork and work on
weekends and holidays.

Attendants in hospitals and
similar institutions generally
receive paid 'vacations which, after
1 year of service, may be a week or
more in length Paid holidays and
sick leave, hospitalization and
medical benefits, and pension plans
also are available to many hospital
employees.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about e;nploy,ment
may be obtained from local
hospitals. Additional information
about the work of nursing aides, or-
derlies, and attendants is available
from:
ANA Committee on Nursing Careers, Amer.

tam Nurses Association, 2420 Pershing
Rd, Ka tsar City, Mo. 64108

Division of Careers and Recruitment, Amer-
ican Hospital Association, 840 N. Lake
Shore Dr , Chicago. ill 60611

'I



THERAPY AND REHABILITATION
OCCUPATIONS

"fhip ugh various types of
therapy. handicapped people in-
cluding the physically disabled, can
learn to build satisfying aAd produc-
tive lives Helping in this therapy
are rehabilitation workers who use
exercise. massage, heat. light, and
water as well as mechanical nd
scientific dee. ices to treat a va6ety
of disorders They work on a..health
care team. led by a physician. with
nurses. social workers. psycholo-
gists, and vocational counselors

This Chapter presents statement
on three areas of therapy And reh
bilitation speech pathdlogy and
diology. physical therapy. and
cupational therapy. Therapeutic
recreation workers are discussed in
the statement on Recreation Wor-
ers.
Speech pathologists and audiolo-

gists are the largest rehabilitation
and therapy group. They help peo-
ple with speech and hearing impair-
ments to overcome their handicap.

P.hysical therapists.. and physical
therapist assistants and aides use ex-
ercise, massage; -and heat to help
disabled people regain the use of
their muscles

Occupational therapists and occu-
pational therapy assistants plan and
lead acuities which help disabled
people regain coordination E.en-
tualry, they help the patient learn a
Ail! which can be used to find-em-
ployment They also help elderly
people irt nursing homes become in-
volved in Intetesting and absorbing
hobbies

People who woric;" in the therapy
,and rehabilitation occupatiorts
should have concern for the physi-
cal and emotional well -being of
others They must have patience
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and be able to establish and main-
ty.in effective personal relation
hrps. Therapists should be stable

persons, since patients who receive
therapy often also need help to
cope emotionally with their disabili-
ty

Other occupations also provide
opportunity for work with the disa--
bled and handicapped. Rehabilita-
tion counselors give, personal and
vocational guidance to the physi-
cally, mentally, or socially han-
dicapped. Employment counselors
work with the disabled as well as
the able-bodied in career planning
and job adjustment. Both occupa-
tions are described elsewhere lit the'
Handbook, '

OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS
(D.O.T. 079.128)

Nature of the Work

Occupational therapists plan and
direct educational, vocational, and
recreational activities designed to
help mentally and physically disa-
bled patients become self-suffi-
cient They evaluate the capacities
and skills ,of clients, set goals, and
plan a therapy program together
witht the client and members of a
medical team, which may include
physicians, physical therapists, vo-
cational counselors, nurses, social
workers, and other specialists.

Aboutd2 therapists out of 5 works
with emotionally handicapped pa-
tients, and the rest work with physi-
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tally disabled persons. These
clients represent all age groups'and

degrees of illness. Patients par-
ticipate 1n occupational therapy to
determine-the extent of abilities and
limitations; to regain physical, men-
takor emotional stability, to relearn

. daily routines such as sating,
dressing, writing, and, using a
telephone; and . eventually, to
prepare for employment.

OCcupational therapists teach
manual and creative skills such as
weaving and leather working, and
business and industaial skills such as
typing and the use of power tools
They also plan and direct activities,
especially for children Therapists
may design and make special equip:
ment or splints to help disabled pa-
tients.

Besides working with patients,
occupational therapists supervise
student therapists, occupational
therapy assistants, volunteers, and
auxiliary nursing workers The chief
occupational Oerapist in hospitals
may teach nifdical and nursing stu-
dents the principles of occupational
,tbetapy. Many therapists ad-
minister occupational therapy pro-
grams, coordinate patient activities,
or areonsultants to local and State
health departments and mental
health agencies. Sorge teach in col- ,
leges and universities.

Places of Employment

About 9,400 people, more than 9
oyt of 10 of them women, worked
as occupational therapists in 1974.
Almost half of all occupational
therapistutfark, in hospitals. Reha-
bilitation tenors, 'nursing homes,
schools, outpatient clinics, commu-
nity mental health centers, and
research centers employ most of
the others. Some work in special
sanitariums or camps for harlot
dicapped children, others in State
health departments. Still others
work in home -care program's for
patients unable to attend clinics or
workshops. Some are memlArs of
the Armed Forces.
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Training, Otter Qualifications,
and Advancement

A degree or certification in occu-
pational therapy is required to enter
the profession. In 1974, 40 colleges
and universities offered programs in

'occupational therapy which were
accredited by the American Medi-
cal Association \and the American
Occupational Therapy AssociatIon..
All of these schools offer bachelor's
degree programs Some schools
have 2-year programs and accept
students -who have completed 2

-years of college Some 'also offer
shorter programs, leading to a cer:
tificate or a master's degree in oc-
cupational therapy for students who
have a bachelor's degree in another
field. A gradu4teilegree often is
required for tMching, research, or
administrative work.

Course work in occupational
therapy programs includes physical,
biological, and behavioral sciences
and the aPplication, of,occupational
therapy theory and skills. S jjAclents
also work in hospitals or health
agencies to gain clinical experience..

_After students complete the 6- to 9-
month clinical practice period and
gra4uate from their programs, they
are eligible for the American Occu-

pational Therapy Association ex-
ammatibn to become registered oc-
cupational therapists (O.T.R.) Oc-
cupational therapy assistants who
are certified by the association and
Have 4 years of approved work ex-

.
penence also are eligible to take the
examination 14) become registered
occupational therapists.

Personal,qualifications needed in
this profession Include a sym-
pathetic but objective approach to
Illness and disability. Occupational
therapists also need maturity, pa-
zience, imagination, manual skills,
and the ability to teach High school
students interested in careers as oc-
cupational therapists are advised to
take courses in health, biology,
crafts, and the social sciences.

Newly graduatecb occupational
therapists generally ,begin as staff
therapists. After several years on
the job, they may. qualify as senior
therapists or specialized practi-
tioners. Some advance to superviso-
ry or administrative jobs in occupa-
tional therapy -programs, others
teach or doresearcb.

Employment Outlook

Employment for
occupational therapists are ex-
pected to be favorable through the
mid-1980's. The increasing number
of graduates is expected to be
roughly in balance, with new
openings that are expected to restrft
from grdwth of the occupation and
replacement for-those who will die,
retire, or leave the field for other
reasons.

Employment in this occupation is
expected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations due to
public interest in the rehabilitation
of disabled, persons and the success
of establiihed occupational therapy
programs. Many therapists avill be
needed to staff hospital rehabilita-
tion departments, community
health centers, extended care facili-
ties, psychiatric centers, schools fdr
children with developmental and
learning disabilities, and communi
ty home health programs.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Beginning salaries for new gradu-
ates of occupational therapy pro-
grams averaged about 59,500 a
year in 1974, 'according to a na-
tional survey conducted by the
University of Texas Medical
School Experienced occupational
therapists earned an average salary
of about 512,500 a year, some
earned as. much as 514,800, and
some administrators as high as

525,000 to 530,000 In 1974, the
average salary of experienced occu-
pational therapists was one and a
half times the average earnings for
all nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except farming.

In late 1974, beginning therapists
employed by the Veterans Adminis-
tration earned starting salaries of
59,473 a year. Most experienced,
nonsupervisory occupational
therapists earned about 512,850
annually.

Many part-time positions are

available A for occupational
therapists. Some organizations
require evening work.

Sources of Additional
Information

For more infdrmation on occupa-
tional therapy as a career, write to.

American Occepational-Therapy.'Assoctfi-
uon. 6000 Executive Blvd '/Rockville,
Md 20852

OCCUPATIONAL
1-THERAPY ASSISTANTS

(D.O.T. 079.368)

Nature of the Work

uccupational therapy assistants
iwork* under the supervision of
professional, occupational ther
Ipists to help rehabilitate patients
who are physicafly and mentally
disabled. They help plan and
Implement programs of , educa-
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tional, i.ocational, and rei:peational
activities that strengthen patients'
muscle power, increase motion and
coordination, and develop self suf
ficienc) in overcoming disabilities

Occupational therapy assistants
teach clients self-care skills such es
dressing, eating. and shaving. work
related skills, and recreational and
social activities such as games. dra-
matics, and gardening They may
also teach creative skills such as
woodworking. ceramics, and
graphic arts. -

Assistants must be able to teach a
broad range of skills because of the
widevariety of patients They may
work either with groups Ur with in-
dividual patients When treating pa-
tients with diso,ises, assistants
usually work under the supervision
of professional occupational
therapists. In other situations, such
as organizing crafts projects for
handicapped persons living in in-
stitutions, they may function inde-
pendently, with only periodic con-
sultation with professionals
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Besides working directly with pa-
tients. occupaiispal therapy
assistants may older sUpplies
prepare work materials, and help
maintain tools and equipment.
They also may keep records on pa-
tients. prepare clinical notes, and
Perform other clerical duties

Places of Employment

About 7.900 people worked as
occupational therapy assistants and
aides in 1974; most were women.
Almost half of all occupational
therapy assistants work in hospitals.
Others work in nursing homes for
the aged. schools for handicapped
children and the mentally retarded,
rehabilitation and day care centers,
special workshops, and outpatient
clinics. A small number are diem-
bers of the Armed Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancenkent

Occupational therapy assistants,
learn their skills in vocational and

technical . programs. Other
assistants graduate from I- or '2-
year junior or community college
programs or complete an approved
military occupational therapy
assistant training program.

In 1974, there were 35- programs
approved by the American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association. Most of
these are 2-year college programs
leading to an associate degree.
Others are I-year vocational and
technical school programs. Gradu-
ates of these programs may be cer-
tified by the American Occupa-
tio-nal Therapy Association and
receive the title Certified Occupa-
tional Therapy Assistant (COTA).
In 1974, about 1,800 employed oc-
cupational therapy assistants were
COTA 's.

Approved programs combine
classroom instruction with at least 2
months of supervised practical ex-
perience. Courses include the histo-
ry and philosophy of occupational
therapy, occupational therapy
theory and skills, anatomy and
physiology of the human body,' the
effect of illness and injury on pa-
tients, and human development,
Students also learn skills and crafts
and their application to physical
and mental disabilities.

Applicants for training programs
must be high schoOl graduates or
the equivalent. Among the subjects
recommended for high school Stu-
dents interested in the occupational
ttkrapy field are health, biology,.
typing, and the social sciences.
Preference sometimes is given, to
applicants who have taken courses
in science and crafts and have
previous work experience in a
health care setting.

Occupational therapy assistants
should like people, have good
physical and mental health, and be
able to establish and maintain effec-
tive personal relationships. They
also should have manual skills since
they must teach clients how to use
tools anti materials.

Occupational Iherapy assistants
who work in laret health facilities

.4
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begin with routine tasks and may
advance to more resporfsible levels
as they gain experience. 'Ex-
perienced COTA's may take theex-
amination to bec9me a registered
occupational theraPist after
fulfilling certain quirements
without completing the remaining 2
years of study for a bachelor's
degree in occupational therapy.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
occupational therapy assistants are
expected,to be very good through
the mid-1980's, particularly for
graduates of approved programs.
Many openings will be created each
year by growth. in the occupation
'and the need to replace those who
die, retire, or - leave the field for
other reasons. Although the
number of occupational therapy
assistant programs is expected to in-
crease-, the supply of new graduates
is likely to fall short of demand.
Thus, the outlook should be favora-
ble for people who want to enter
the field through on-the-job train-
ing.

The employment of occupational
therapy assistants is expected to
grow much taster than the average
for' all occupations, due to public
interest in the rehabilitation of Asa-
bled people. All types of healthcare
institutions, especially nursin
homes and community healt4 cen-
ters, will need more -occupational
therapy assistants through the .Tid-
19809s.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, annual §alaries generally
ranged ffom $6,500 to $8,000 for
inexperienced assistants. Ex-
perienced occupational therapy
assistants earned between $7,500
and $10,500 a year, accordin to
the limited information avail ble.
Those/1410 completed an app oved
program generally. earned high
starting salaries than beginners
without any training.

Occupational therapy assistants
occasionally may work evenings,
weekends, and part time.

Sources of 'Additional
Information

For information about (work op-
portunities and programs offering
training for occupational therapy
assistants, contact:
Amencan Occupational Therapy Associa-

tion,- 6000 Executive Blvd., Rockville,
Md. 20852.

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
(D.O.T. 079178)

Nature of the Work

Physic.al therapists help persons
with muscle, nerve, joint, and bone
diseases or injuries to overcome
their disabilities. Their patients in-
clude accident victims, crippled
children, 4nd disabled older per-
sons. Physical therapists perform
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and interpret tests and measure-
ments for muscle strength, motor
development, functional capacity,
and respiratory and circulatory effi-
ciency to develop programs for
treatment. They evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the, treatment and

= discuss the patients' progress with
physicians, Psychologists, occupa-
tional therapists, and other spe-
.cialists. When advisable, physical
.therapists revise the therapeutic
procedures and treatments. They
help disabled persons to aocept
their physical handicaps and adjust
to them. They show members of the

patients' families how to continue
treatments at home.

Therapeutic procedures include
exercises for increasing strength,
endurance, coordination, and range
of motion; stimuli to make motor
activity and learning easier; instruc-
tion in carrying out everyday activi-
ties and in the use of helping
devices; and the application of
massage, heat and cold, light,
water, or electricity to relieve Pain
or improve the condition of
muscles.

I
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Most physical therapists prchide
direct care to patients as staff mem-
bers, supervisors, or self-employed
practitioners These therapists may
treat many categories of patients or
may specialize in pediatrics,
geriatrics, amputations, arthritis, or
paralysis Others administer physi-
cal therapy programs, teach, or are

\consultants.

Places of Empleyment

about 20,000 persons-3 out of
4 o them. womenworked . as
licensed physical therapists in 1974.
About three-fourths of all physical
therapists work in hospitals or
nursing homes; others, in rehabilita-
tion centers or schools for crippled
children. Some who work for public
health agencies treat chronically
sick patients in their own homes.
Still others work in physicians' of-
fices or clinics, teach in schools of
physical therapy, -or, work for
research organizations. A few serve
as consultants in government and
voluntary ageficies or are members
of the Armed Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All States and the District of
Columbia require a license to pra-
tice physical therapy. Applicants
for a license must have a degree or
certificate from a school of physical
therapy and jo qualify must pass a
State board examination. In 1974,
there were 66 schools of physical
therapy which had been approved
by the AmeriCan Medie1 Associa-

, don and the American Physical
Therapy Association.

Most of the approved schools of
physical therapy offer bachelor's
degree programs. A number of
schools accept those who already
have a bachelor's degre and give a
12- to 16-month \cours leading to a
certificate in phy ical therapy.
Some schools ,6ffer both a
bachelor's degree and a certificate
program.

The physical therapy curriculum
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includes science courses such as
anatomy, physiology, neuroanato.."
my, and .neurophysiology; also
specialized courses ...such as
biomechanics of motion, human
growth and development, and'
manifestAtions of diseate and trau-
ma. Besides receiving classroom in-
struction, students get supervised
practical expErience administering
physical therapy to patients in a
hospital or treatment center...

Several universities offer the
master's degree in physical therapy.
A graduate degree,9onibined with
clinical experience, increases the
opportunities for advancement,
especially to teaching, research,
and administrative positions.

Therapists must have patience,
tact, resourcefulness, and emo-
tional stability in order to help pe-
tients and their families understand
the. treatments and adjust to their
handicap's. Physical therapists also
should have manual dexterity and
physical stamina. Many persons
who want to -determine whether'
they have the personal qualities
needed for this occupation volun-
teer for summer or part-time work
in the physical therapy department
of a hospital or clinic. High school
courses that are useful include.
health, biology, social science,
mather atics, and physical educa-
tion. .

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
physical therapists are expected to
be favorable through the mid-
1980's. The rapidly growing num-
ber of new graduates is expected
to be in, rough balance with the
average number of openings that
will result each year from growth
in the occupation and ,from re-
placement 11 those who will die
or retire. E ployment opportuni-
ties will be best in suburban and
rural areas.

Employment of physical thera-
pists is 'expected to grow much
fiSter than the average (or all occu'
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pations throtigh the mid-1980's
because of increased publis;_recog-
nition of the imporjance , reha-

. bilitation. As programs to aid crip:
pled children and other rehabilita-
tion activities expand, as-
growth takes place--in nursing
homes and other-facilities for the el-
derly, many-new positions for physi-
cal therapists are likely to. be
created. Many part-time positions .

should continue to be available.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for new physical
therapy graduates averaged about
$9,600 a year in 1974, according to
a national survey conducted by the
University of Texas Medical School
at Galveston. Earnings of ex-
perienced physical therapists
averaged $11,500; some earned as
much as $16,000.

Beginning therapists employed
by the Veterans' Administration
(VA) earned starting salaries of
$9,473 a year in late 1974. Most ex-
perienced nonsupervisory physical
therapists in -the VA ,earned
$12,841 annually; those who were
supervisors, about $18,463,

Sources of Additional
Informatioh

Additional information and lo
tions of institutions offering ap-
proved programs. in physical
therapy are available from:
American Physical Therapy Association. -

1156 15th St. NW., Washington. D.C.
20036.

VO

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
ASSISTANTS AND SIDES

(D.9.1` 355.878)

Nature of the Work

Physical therapist-assistants and
aides work under the supervision of
professional /Physical therapistsAo
rehabilitate disabled persons so that
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they may again lead useful' and
productive lives, They work, to
restore physical functions and
prevent disability fiorn injury or ill-
ness. -.

Assistants help physical thera-
pists perform tests on patients to
determine the best treatment for
them. They use special therapy
equipment to apply heat, cold,
light, ultra sound, and'massage, and
report to their supervisors the pa-

*tienes resp se to treatment.
Assistants a help patients per-
form therapeutic exercises as well
as everyday activities such, as walk-,
mg and climbing stairs. Thy
struct patients in the use of artificial
limbs, braceerand splints.

Physical therapist aides help pa-
tients prepare fo treatment, and
may remove- and eplace devices
such as braces, splints, and slings
and transport patients to ,and from
treatment areas. They may help
assistants or therapists in ad-
ministering treatment to patients.
Aides care for and assemble physi-
cal therapy treatment equipment.
They alio make appointments, act
as receptionists, and perform other
clerical duties.

Some small-health care institu-
tions employ only one person
besides the therapist in the physical
therapy department. In this case,,
the assistant-di. aide assumes most
of the duties of the therapist, within
the limits of his or her training

Places of 'Employment

About 10,500 persons worked a$
physical therapist assistants and
aides in 1974, most of them were
wOmen. Most Work in physical
\..rtherapy departments of general and
specialized hospitals. Others work
in physicians' or physical therapists'
offices and clinics, rehabilitation
centers, or njirsing homes for the
chronically ¶1 and elderly. Some
community and government health
agencleychools for crippled chil- .
dren, facilities for the mentally
retarded also employ physical

,a

therapist assistants and aides. A
small number are members of the
Armed Forces..

Training, Othei Qualifications,
and Advancement

In 1974, l'7 States licensed physi-
cal therapist assistants who had
completed an approved 2-year as-
sociate degree, program. Two of
these States alNO licensed as physi-
cal therapist assistants experienced
aides who passed a proficiency test
and who had learned their skills be-
fore associate degree programs
were avajlable.

There were 42 programs for
physical therapist assistants in
1974; most were in junior or com-
munity colleges. Courses include
history and philosophy of reha-
bilitation, human growth and
development, anatgmy , and
physiology, and psychology. A

course in physical therapist
assistant procedures covers
massage, therapeutic , exercises,
heat and cold therpy-c-and func-
tional activities. u'pervised clinical
experience also is a requirement of
physical therapist assistant pro-
grams.

Physical therapist aides qualify
for their occupation through train-
ing received on the job in hospitals
and other health care facilities. The
length and, content of on-the-job
programs vary widely, depending
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on the level of duties that aides ire
permitted to perfo'rm, the partic
services required by different p
tients when the program is in
progress, and the amount of time
prOfessional physical therapists can
spend teaching trainees. Applicants
admitted to on-the-job training pro-
gr s for physical therapist aides
gene Ily must be high school grad-
uates e equivalent. High school
courses that are useful include
health, biology, social science,
physical education, typing, and
mathematics. Employers usually
prefer that aides have previous
hospital experience as nursing
aides.

Physical therapist assistants and
aides need good physical and men-
tal health; manual dexterity to ad-
just equipment, body coordinatioh
to assist in positioning patients, and
an interest in helping the physically
handicapped.

As physical therapist as.,,s18nts
and aides gain experience, thefmay
advance to more responsiblp duties
with corresponding pay increases.
Advancement opportunities for
aides are best in areas where as-
sociale degree progragiis, for physi-
cal therapist assistants are not
available..

Emplpymeht Outlook

:Job opportunities for, physical
therapist assistants and aides are ex-
pected to b_e, excellent through the
mid-1980's!In communities where
there are large classes in,a physical
therapist assistant program, some
graduates may find it necessary to
move to other locations where no
associate degree programs are
available. On the national level,
however, openings for physical
therapist assistants caused by
growth and riplacement needs7will
far exceed graduates from these
prograths.

The number of physical therapist
assistants and aides is exptcted to
increase much faster than the
average for all occupations as the

4.
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.demand for profenional physical
therapists grows Overall demand ir

s the physical**therapy field stems
from increased public awareness of
the .importance of rehabilitation
and the grdWing number of nursing
homes, which 'provide ,therapeutic
services to the elderly Expanded
physical therapy services planned
by, hospitals, nursing homes,
schools for crippled children, facili
ties fOr mentally retarded, and
other health and rehabilitation cen-
ters are expected to further in
crease the need for physical
therapist assistafeand aides

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, weekly salaries averaged
about. S104 for beginning physical
therapist aides and about S150 fqqrr
those with experience, according fo
the limited information avaijable..

'Physical therapist assistants
received higher salaries than aides,
beginning at about S 1:45 a week.
Experienced physical therapists
assistants earned as much as 5220
weekly.
*

Souips of Additional
-gMformation

, Information orr a career as a.
physical therapist assistant or, aide
and, on programs offering training
for physical therapist assistant is
available from: . .

The Arriencan Physical Therapy Associa.
don:1156 15th St. NW Washington.

0,.;,,,DC 20005

SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS
AND AUDIOLOGISTS

(D.O.T. 079.10.0

Nature of the Work .

About I out of 10 Americans is,
unable to speak ord,liear -clearly
Children who have trosble speak-
ing or hearing ,cannot participate
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fully with other children in play or
in normal classroom activities.
Adults hayingspeech or hearing irfi-
pairments .often have problems in
jlb adjustmeni Speech pathologists
and audiologists provide direct ser-
vices 'to these people by evaluating
their speech or ,hearing disorders
and then providing treatment.

The speech pathologist works
with children and adults who have
speech, language, anr1 voice disor-
ders resulting from caws such as
total or partial hearing loss, brain
injury, cleft palate, mental retarda-
tion, emotional 'problems, or
foreign dialect. The .audiologist
primarily assesses and treats hear-
ing problems: Speech and hearing,
however, are so interrelated that to
be competent in one of-these fields,
one mu'st be familiar with both

The dUties of speech pathologists
and Audiologists vary with educa-
ion. experience,' and place of em-
ployment In. clinics, either in
schools or other locations, they use
diagnostic, procedures -to identify
and evaluate speech and hearing
disorders. Then, in cooperation
with physicians, psychologists,
physical- therapists, ankl counselors,
they develop and implement an or-
ganized program of therapy. Some
screech pathologists and audlo-

gisti.conduct research such as in-
vestigating the causes of commu-
nicative disorders and improving
methods for clinical services.
Others suPervise clinical activities
or do other administrative work.

Speech pathologists and audiolo,
gists in colleges and universities in-
struct in the principles of communi-
cation, communication disofders,
and clinical techniques, participate
in educational programs with physi-
cians, nurses, and teachers; and
work in university clinics and
research centers. Most speech
pathologists and audiologists have
some administrative
ties. However, directors of speech
and bearing clinics, and coordina-
tots of speech .and heating, in
schools, health' departments, or

. a
gq.vernment agencies, may be

'totally mvolved in administration.

Places of Employment
, 4

e.
Over 31,000 'persons, three-

fourths of them wpmen, worked as .

speech pathologists and audiolo-
gists in I,974.. Over one-half worked
in public schools. Colleges and ,

universities employed many in
classrrE, clinics, and research
cent- ea.' The rest worked in
hospitals, speech and hearing cen-
ters. goVerftment agencies, indus-
try, and private practice.

Training,. Other Qualifications,
and AdVencernent

An increasing dumber of States
requkre a master's degree .or its
equivalent for speech pathologis/s
and audiologists. Inaddition, mar
Federal programs, such as
Medicare and Medicaid, require
participating_,speech pathologists
and audio crigists to have a hiaster's
degree:* Some States require a

teaching certificate to %ifork in the
public chools.

Undergraduate courses in speech
'pathology and audiology/ include
anatomy, biologic, pifysiology,
physics, linguistics, semantics, and..
phonetics. Courses in speech and
'hearing.as well as in child psyChOly-
gy and psychology of the excep-
tional child are also helpful. This
training is usually available at col-
leges that offer a'broad,liberal arts
program.

In early 1975, aboin 225 colleges
and universities offered graduate
education in speech pathology and
audiology. Courses at the graduati
level include advanced anatomy
and physiology of the areas 'in-
volved in l'earIng and speech,
acoustics, and . psychologidal
aspects of communication..Training
also is given in the analysis of
speech production, language abili-,
ties, and auditory processes. Gradu-
ate students gain a familiarity with
research methods used to study

'speech and heanng.
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Scholarships. fellowships.
tantships. and trameeships ar
available in this field Teaching and
training grants to colleges and
universities *that have programs in
speech and hearing are given b) the
U.S. Rehabilitation Services Ad
ministration. the Maternal and
Child' Health Service. the U S Of-
fice of Education. arid the National
Institutes of Health. In addition, progress often is slow A person
some FeAlyral agencies distribute who desires a career in speech

money to colleges to aid graduate pathology and audiology should be
students in speech and hearing pro 8. able to accept responsibility. work

independently, and direct others
The ability to work with detail is im-
portant Speech pathologists and
audiologists receive sate faction
from seeing the result's of their
work

equivalent and complete a I -year
internship approved by the Associa

Passing a national written ex-
n also is required

Sp ologists and audiolo
gist should be able to approach
problems objectively and have a
concern for the needs of others
They sould also have considerable
patience. because a client's

grams A large number of private
organizations and foundations also
provide financial assistance for edu-
cation in thisfield.

Meeting th'e American Speech
and Hearing Association's (AtSHA)
requirements for a Certificdte of
Clinical Competence usually is

necessary in order to advance
professionally and to earn a higher The employment 'of speech
salary. To earn the CCC. a' person pathologists and audiologists is ex-
must have a master's degrbe or its petted to increase much faster than

Employment Outlook

2
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the average for all other occupa-
uops through the mic11980's How-
ever, temporary reductions in
government spending on speech
and hearing programs may decrease
the number of new positioris availa-
ble at any one time Althoughame
jobs will be available for those hav-
ing only a bpchelor's degree. the in-
creasing emphasis placed on the
master's degree by State govern..
ments, school systems, and Federal
agencies will limit opportunities at
the bachelor's degree level

AlthOugh employment opportu-
nities for those with a master's
degree should generally be favora-
ble, the large number of graduates
entering this field may cause some
competition Many openings will
occur outside of the large
metropolitan areas and some grade-
ates will have to relocate in order to
find employment. Competition for
teaching positions in colleges and
universities will be very strong
throughout the petiod.

Population growth. which will in-
crease the number of persons hay.
ing speech and hearing problems. is
one of the factors underlying the
expected expansion in employment
of speech pathologists and audiolo-
gists thrbughp the ma-1980's. In ad-
dition. there is a trend toward earli-
er recognition and treatment of
hearing 'and language problems in

children. Many school-age chil-
ellen', thought to have learning disa-
bilities, detually have language or
hearing disorders which speech
pathologists and audiologists can
treat.

Other factors expected to in-
crease demand for speech patholo-
gists and audiologists are expansion
in expenditures for medical
research and the growing public in-
terest in speech and hearing disor-
ders. These are illustrated by State
and Federal laws, which provide for
the education of handicapped chil-
dren, and expanded speech and
hearing services available under
Federal programs such as Medicare
and Medicaid.
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Earnings and Working
'Conditions

Starting salaries for speech
pathologists and audiologists with a
master's degree averaged over
S 10.200 &year in early 1975. Sala-
ries (Fir persons with considerable
experience (6-10 years) averaged
about S13.300 Those with a doc-
toral degree earned average salaries
of between S 17,000 and 525.000.
depending on the job setting and
geographic region Salaries tend to
be higher in areas having large
urban populations. Many speech
pathologists and audiologists, par-
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ticutarly" those In colleges and
universities, supplement their in-
comes acting as consultants, engag-
ing in research projects, and writing
books and articles.

In early 1975, the annual starting
salary in the Federal Government
for speech pathologists and au-
diologists with .a master's degree.
was S 1 2,841. -Those having a doc-
toral degree were eligible to start at
S15,481.

Many speech pathologists and
audiologists work over 40 hours a
week. Almost all receive fringe
benefits such as paid vacations, sick
leave, and retirement programs

c

4.3"0

aso

Sources of Addidonar
informidon

State departments of education
can supply information on certifica-
tion requirements for those who
wish to work in public schools.

A list of college and university
prograMs and a booklet on student

`financial aid as well as general
career information. are available
from:
Arnencan Speech and Hearing ssccranon.

9030 Old Georgetoun Rd . astngton.
D C 20014
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DIETITIANS
(DOT 077 081 through 160

'Nature of the Work

Dietitians plan nutnnous and ap-
',penzing meals to kelp people main-

tain or edover/good health They
also supervise the food service work-
ers who prepare and serve the
meals. manage purchases and keep
the accounts, and give advice on

i good eating habits. Administrative
dietitians form the largest group in
this occupation, the others are clini-
cal, teaching, and research dieti-
tians. Nutritionists also are included
in this field.

Administrative dietitians apply
the pnnciples of nutrition and
sound management to large-scale
meal planning and preparation,
such as that done in hospitals,
universities, schools, and other in -'
stitutions. They supervi the
planning, preparatiOn, and. mice*ice
of meals; select, train, and irect
food-service supervisors and wcirl. (-
ersi budget for and purchase food,
eqipment, and siipplies; enforce
sanitary and safety reaulations; and
prepare records andMports: Dieti--
uans who are directors of adietetic
department also decide on depart-
mental policy, coordinate dietetic
service with the activities of other
departments, and are responsible
for the d;velopment and manage-

, ment of the dietetic department
,,,, budget, which in large organiza-

tions may amount to millions of dol-
lars annually. .

Clinical dietitians, sometimes
called therapeutic dietitians, plan
diets and supervise the service of
meets to meet the nutritional needs
of patients in hospitals, nursing

homes, or clinics. Anionetheir
ties, clinical dietitians confer with
doctors and other members of the
health care team about patients'
nutritional care, instruct patients
and their families on ;le require-
ments arid importance of Ahem
diets, and suggest ways to help them
stay op these diets after leaving the
hospital or clinic. In a small institu-
tion, oho person may be both the
administrative and clinical dietitian.

Research dielitians conduct; eval-
uate,and interpret research to im-
prove the nutrition of both* healthy
and sick people This research may
the in .nutrition science and educa-
tion, food management, or fo-od
Service systems and equipment.
They conduct studies and make
surveys of food intake, food
acceptance, and food utilization.
Research projects may relate to
subjects such as nutritional needs
of the aging, persons with a chronic
disease, or space travelers. Re-

,

search letmans usually are em-
ployed nsmedical centers or educa-
tion f Ries, but also may work.
in comm pity health pfogram-s.
(See statement on Food Scientists
elsewhere in the Hqndbook)

Dietetic educators teach nutritiop
to dietetic, medical, dental, and
nursing students and to interns, re-
sidents, and other members of the
health care team This may be in
medical and educational institu-
tions.

Nutntionists counsel people of all
ages, as individuals or in groups, on
sopnenutrition practices to main-
tain and improve health. This in-
cludes special diets, meal planning
and preparation, and food budget-
ing and purchasing. Nutritionists in
the public health field are responsi-

4 9G

ble for planning, developing, id-
ministering, and coordinating nutri-
tion programs Nuid services as part
of public health Programs. Niltri-
tionists'work in such ,diverse areas
as food industries, educationa) and
health facilities, and agricultural
and welfare agencies, both public
and private.

An Increasing number of dieti-
tians work as consultants' to
hospitals and to health-related
facilities. Others act as consultants
to commercial enterpnses,* includ-
ing food processors and equipment
manufacturers.

Places of -Employment

About 33,000 persons, most of
'them women, worked as dietitians
in 1974. More than two-fifths work
in hospitals, nursing .hotnes, and
Clinics, including about 1,000 in the
Veterans Administration and the
U.S. Public Health- Service. Col-
leges, universities, and ,school
systems employ a large numberiof
dietitians as teachers or in food ser-
vice systems. Most of the rest work
for health-relaticl agencies, restau-
rants or cafeterias, and large com-
panies that provide food service for
their employees. Some dietitiahs
are commissioned officers -in the
Armed Forces.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree, preferably
with a major in foods and nutrition
or institution management, is the

b basic educational requirement for
dietitians., This degree can he,
earned in more than 250 Colleges
and universities, usually in depart-
ments of home economics. College
courses usually required are in food
and nutrition, institution ,manage-
ment, chemistry, bacteriology,
physiology, and related courses
such as mathematics, data
processing, psychology, sociology,
and,economics.

For a dietitian to qualify for
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professional recognition. the
American Dietetic Association
(A DA) recommends the completion
after graduation of an approved
dietetic internship or an approved
individual traineeship program.

;pie internship lasts 6 to 12 months
and the traineeship program 1 to 2
years B?th programs Combine clin-
ical experience under a qualified
dietitian with some classroom work
In 1914 71, internship programs
were approved by the American
Dietetic Associaiion. A growing
number of coordinated under,
graduate programs. located in
schools of medicine and in allied
health and home economics de-
partments of both colleges and uni-
versities, enable students to com-
plete both thp requirements for a
bachelor's degree and the clihical
experience requirement in 4 years."

Experienced dietitians may ad
vance to assistant or associate
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director or director of a dietetic de-
partment Advancement to higher
level positions in teaching and
research usually requires graduate
education, public health nutri-
tionists must earn a graduate degree
in this field. Graduate study in in-
stitutional or business administra-
tion is valuable to those interested
in administrative dietetics

Persons",who plan to become
dietitian should have' organiza-
tional and administrative ability, as
welas high scientific aptitude, and
should be able to work well with a
variety of people. Among the cod-
ses recommended for high school
studerks interested in careers as
dietitians are home..economics,
business administratiOn, biology,
health, mathematics, and chemis-
try.

Employment Outlook
. 0

Employment opportunities for
qualified dietitians on both a' full-

49

time and pan-time basis are ex-
petted to be good through the mid-)
1,80's In recent years, employers
iicreasingly have utilized diejetic
assistants trained in vocational And
technical schools and dietetic
technicians educated in junior col-
leges tb .hetp meet demands fot
dizetic services. .Since this situa-
tion is likely' to perist. employment
Opportunities also should continue
to be favorable for graduates of
these ptograms.

Employment of chetitian is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
avetage fopr all occupations through
the mid- 1980's to meet the nutri-
tion and food management needs of
hospitals and extended care facili-
ties industnal plants, and restau
rant4 Dietitians also w al be needed
to staff community health programs
and to conduct research.m food and
nutrition In addition to new dieti-
tians needed because of occupa-
tional growth, many others will be
required each year to replace thOse
who die, retire, or leave the profes-
sloe forother reasons.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries of hospital diet'.
tians averaged 59,900 a year in
1974, according to a national sur-
vey conducted by the bniversity of
Texas Medical Branch. Ex-
perienced dietitians received an-
nual salaries ranging from 512,100
to 522.000, according to the Amer-
ican D4tetic Association. Colleges
and universities paid dietitians with N.,

bachelor's degrees median salaries
of 512,100 ,a year in 1974. Those
with bachelor's degrees, working in

Commercial or industtial establish-
ments received median salaries of
512,500 a year; those in public and
vdruntary health agencies, 510;890
Self-employed die'ians with a
bachelor's degree earned .median
salaries over 514,000 a year, in
1974

The entrance salary jn the
Federal Government for those
completing an approved internship
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was SIO.*() in late 1974.
Beginning dietitians with &master-6
degree who had completed an in-
ternship earned S12.84,1 In late
'1974. the Federal Government paid
experienced dietitians average sala-
ries of S17,414 a ye-ar

Most dietitians work 40 hours a
week, h-owever. dietitians in
hospitals may sometimes work on

. weekends, and those in.Lommercial

. food service havesomew hat irrhu-
tar hours Some hospitals provide
laundry service and meal's in addi-
tion to salary Dietitians usually
receive paid vacations. holidays.
and health insurance and retire-
ment benefits

Sotuces of Additional
Information

.

For informatiOn on approved
dietetic Internship prograins
scholarships, and employment op-
portunities. and a list of collegeS
providing training for a profession-al
career in dietetics, contact:

The Amencan Dietetic Assoctattort. 430
North Michigan Ave , 10th (lour.
Chicago. III 60611

The U S Service Commis-
sion, Washington, DC 20415. will
send informationori the require-
ments for dietetic interns and dieti-
tians in Federal Goyernment
hospitals and for public health
nutritionists in the Indian Health
Service of the public Health Service
and in the District of Columbia
government.

DISPENSING OPTICIANS
(D.O.T. 713.251, 381_884. and

299.884)

Nsture of the Work

About 90 million people in the
United States use some form of cor-
reive eye device. Dispensing opti-
cians (also called ophthalmic
dispensers) adjust finished glasses to
fit, the customer in many States
they also fit contact lenses.

Dispensing opticians determine
where lenses should be placed in
relation to the customer's eyes by
measuring the distance between the
centers of the pupils They also
assist the customer in seiecti
proper eyeglass frame by-measuring
he customer's facial features and

showing the various styles and
colors of fames.

Disptnsing .opticians prepare
work orders that give' ophthalmic
laboratory technicians the informa
non they need to interpret prescrip-
tions properly. grind the lenses, and

;insert them in ci frame The work
orders include lens prescriptions.
information on lens size, color, and
style. After glasses are made.
dispensing .opticians adjust the
frame to the coritours of the
customer's face and bead so, that it
fits properly and comfortably Ad-
justments are made with handtools.
such as optical pliers, files, and
screwdrivers A special instrument
is used to check the power and sur-
fIce quality of the lenses

In fitting contact lenses,
dispensing opticians follow ophthal-
mologists' or optometrists'

=prescriptions, measure the corneas
,

4 9
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of customers' eyes and then prepare
specifications to be followed by the
le manufacturer = Contact lens
fit ng requires considerably thore

II, care. all patience.than con-
entional eyeglass fitting

Dispensing opticians tell customers
how to insertremove., and care for
contact lepses during the initial ad-
justment period. Which .may last
several weeks. The dispensing opti-
cian. examines the patient's eyes,
cornea. lids, and contact lens with
speeiat mstrumenks,,,,, and
microscopes at each visit..Ophdial-
mologists or optometrists recheck
their .fit, as needed Opticians may
make minor adjustments, lenses are
returned to the manufacturer for
major changes.

Tht majority of dispensing opti-
cians are in the general practice of
deiigning and fitting eyeglasses.
Some specialize in the fitting of
cosmetic shells to cover blemished
eyes Still others specialize in the
fitting of prosthesis (artificial eyes).

Places of Employment

About 17,000 persons worked as"
dispensing opticians in 1974. Most
dispensmg opticians work for retail
optical shops or department stores
and other retail stores that sell
prescription lenses. Many also work
for ophthalmologists or optome-
trists who sell glasses directly to
patients. A few work in hospitals
and eye clinics and teach in schools
of ophthalmic dispensing. Many
dispensing opticians own retail opti-
cal shops.

Dispensing opti cians can be
found in every State. However, em-
ployment is concentrated in large
cities and in populous States.

Traininst, Othar.OiralificatIOns,
and Advancement

Most dispensing opticians learn
their skills on the job ,On-the-job
training in dispensing work may last
several. ears usually includes
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instruction in optical mathematics,
optical physics, and the use of
precision measuring instruments

Formal institutional training for
the dispengin.g optician is available
for high school graduates. In 1974,
13 schools offered Z-year
courses in optical fabricating and

.-dispensing work leading id an as-
sociate degree.' In addition, large
manufacturers. of contact .lenses.
offer nondegree courses in lens-
fitting that usually last a feu ,weeks.
A small number of opticians learn
their trade in the Armed Forces.

, High school graduates also can
prepare for optical dispensing work
through 3- to 4...1year formal ap-
prenticeshipprOgrams Apprentices
with e,xceptional ability may
complete their training in a shorter
period.

Employeri prefer applicants for
entry jobs as dispensing opticians to
be high school graduates who have*
had courses in theesic sciences A
knowledge of physics, algebra,
geometry, and mechanical utfarpng
is particularly valuable. The intetest
and ability to do precision work are.
essential. Because dispensing opti-
cians deal directly with the public,
ihey should be tactful and have
pleasant personalities.

In 1974. 19 States had licensing
requirements governing dispensing
opticians. Alaska, Knzona, Califor-
nia, Connecticut; Florida. Georgia,
Hawaii, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
Nevala, New Jersey. New York,
North Carolina, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, .Tennessee, Ver-

A mont, Virginia, and Washington.
Some of these States also require
licenses for optical mechanics. in
retail optical shops. To obtain a
license, the applicant generally
must meet certain minimum stand-
ands of education and training,
and also must pass either a written
or practical examination, or both
For specific requirements, the.
licensing boards of individual States

"should be consulted
Many dispensing opticians, go

into business for themselves Others
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may advance by becoming
managers of retail optical?stores or
becoming sales representatives (dr
wholesalers or manufacturers of
eyeglasses or lenses.

Employment Outlook

Employment 'of dispensing opti-
cians is expected to increase much
faster than the average.for all occu-
pations through the mid-1980's in
addition to the job openings from
employment growth. some
openings Will arise from the need to
replace expeiienced workers who
retire, die, or transfer to other oc-
cupations.

Demand for prescription lens is
expected to increase as a result of
groWth in the population, rising
literacy and 'educational levels, and
a large increase in the number of
older persons (a group most likely
to need glastes). State programs to
provide eye care for low-income.
families, union health 4risurance
plans, and Medicar so will stimu-
late demand. oreovier, the grow-
ing va of, frame styles and
co may encourage individuals to

uy more than one paV. of glasses.
oyment opportunities will

particularly favorable for
dispensing opticians who have as-
sociate degrees in opticianry. Op-
portunities will be best in
metropolitan areas becatice many
of th,e retail optical shops in small
communities are operated solely by
owners and do not need dispensing
opticians. ;

Earnings(and Working
Conditions'

Hourly wage rates ..for dispensing
opt fans ranged froni S4 to $6.70
in 1974, based on information from
a small number of union contracts.
pispensing opticians who own their
own shops can tarn co,nsiderably
more.

are
.

Working conditions are generally
pleasant, quiet, and clean.
Dispensing opticians in retail shops
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generally work a 5-1/2- or 6-day
week.

Some dispensing opticians are
members of unions. The principal
union in this field is the Interna-
tional Union of Electrical, Radio
and Machine Workers (AFL-CIO).

Sources of Additional
Information'

.

A list of schools offering courses
for people who wish to, become
dispensing opticians is available
from:

Coalition of independent Optithalmn
Professionals, 75 E 55th St.. New York.

Y 10022

National Academy of Opumanry. 514 Chesty
nut St.. Big Rapids. Mich. 49307

For general information about,
the occupation, contact.
Coalition of independent Ophthalmic

Professionals, 75 E 55th St, New York,
NY 10022

international Lnion of Elettncal. cho and
Machine Workers. 1176 St NW .
Washington. D.0 20036

_Opticians Assoc auon of Amenca. 1250
Connecticut Ave NW Washington,
D C 20036

HEALTH SERVICES
ADMINISTRATORS

(D.0 T. 169.168, 187.118. and
187.468)

Nature of the Work

Medical and health care is pro-
vid;c1 by organizations that vary
from large teaching hospitals -to
small walk-in clinics. Each of these
requires effective management to
function prperly. Health adminis-
trators, under- the general supervi-
sion of boaids of directors or other
governing bodies, provide ,this
management,

Administrators coordinate the
various functions and activities that
combine to make an organization
work. They may do this personally,
where the organization is small, or
through a staff of assistant adminis-
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trators an larger organizations They
make management decisions on
matters such as the need for adds=
tional personnel,. and equipment,
current and future space require-,
ments, and the budget

Some health services administra-
tors, including those who manage
hospitals or nursing homes. oversee
nursing and food services, and in-
service training, programs
Although assistant administrators
usually direct the daily operations
of these departments, the chief ex-
ecutive remains informed through
formal and informal meeting'sUith
assistants, the medical staff, and
others In addition to these manage-'
ment activities. many health ad
ministrators help to carry out fun
draising dries and _promote the
public s participation in health pro-
grams This phase of the adminis-
trator s job often includes speaking
before civic groups. arranging
publicity, and coordinating the c1C-

tivhies of the organization with
those of government or community
agencies

Places of Employment

About 150,000 persons worked
as health services administrators in
1974nearly half of them were
women Most administrators work
for health facilities, including
hospitals (which employed 4 out of
every 10 administrators), nursing
and personal care homes, and
health management firms that pro
vide administrative services to
health facilities at a_ specified con-
tract price

Some health administrators work
for government agencies, including
State and local health departments
and the S Public Health Service
In addition, the Federal Govern:
ment hires administrators in
Veterans Administration and
Aimed Forces hospitals and clinics

Others work for volcintary health,
_agencies that conduct research and
provide care and treatment for vic-
tims of parttsular diseases or.p115,si-
cal impairments.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Educational requirements for
health services administrators vary
according to the position's level of
responsibility and the size of the or-
ganization Generally, larger or-
ganizatms with more domplicattd
administrative structures require
higher credentials than smaller
ones

Applicants with a master's degree
in health or hospital administration
may be hired as associate or
assistant adrpinistrators in hospitals,
while those with master's degrees in
public health often' find work as

Adgram analysts, or program
representatives in, public health de-
partments Very few master's
degree recipients find entry posi-
tions in nursing or personal care
homes, although many nursing
home administrators pursue gradu-'
ate education while employed

Bachelor's degree recipient's
usually begin their careers as add,
ministraiive assistants or depari:
ment heads in hospitals, or as
assistant administrators in nursing
homes Graduates of 2-year, as-
sociate degree programs generally
are. hired as unit directors or
assistant department heads in
hospitals, or as assistants to pro-
gram representatives in pii0lic
health departments. Some associate
degree holders find assistant ad-
ministrator jobs in small nursing
homes

The Ph. D degree usually is
required for positions in teaching or
research, and the doctorate is an
asset for those seeking administra-
tive jobs in the larger, more presti-
gious health organizations.
Although some public health de-
partments still require chief ad-
ministrators to be physicians, the
trend away from this.
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Administraton in Armed Forces
hospitals are career military person-
nel

In 1914. about 40 bachelor and
associate degree programs in health
services administration were of
fered the majority were 4-year
curriculums In addition, about 40
programs in hospital or health ser-
vices administration led to the
master's degree, and 17 schools of
public health offered programs
toward a master's degree in public
health.

To enter graduate programs, ap-
plicants must have a bachelor's
degree, with courses in natural
sciences, psychology, sociology,
statistics, accounting, and
economics The programs generally
last about 2 years and include some
supervised administrative ex-
perience in hospitals, clinics, or
health agencies Programs may in
clude courses such as hospital or-
ganization and management, ac-
counting and budget control, per-
sonnel adminstration, public health
administration, and the economics
of health care

In all 5t States and the District of
C9,1umbii, the administrator of a
nursing or personal care home must
be licensed Requirements are not
uniform, but they generally specify
a level of education, such 'as a
bachelor's degree, plus some
amount of experience in the field

Personal qualifications needed
for success as a health administra-

. ,

.
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larger hospitals. More commonly,
they start in a large institution in a
position that is somewhat narrow in
scope, for example, as department
head in charge of puichasing. Re-
gardless of thepath of Advancement
chosen, the ultimate occupational
goal in hospitals and nursing homes
is the job of chief executive or chief
administrative officer.

Employment Outlook

The number of graduate pro-
grams in health administration has
Increased rapidly in recent years
and administative specialists with
graduate degrees in other fields also
have entered the profession. Con-
sequently, It may become increas-
ingly difficult for those with less
than graduate education to enter
health _administratiop In top
management positions. In addition,
some administrative jobs will con-
tinue to be filled by, physicians,
registered nurses, and members of
religious communities.

Employment of health services
administrators is expected 'to grow
much faster.than the average for all
occupations to 1985 as the quality
and quantity . of patient services
increase and hospital management
becomes more complex. The
nand for administrators *ill be
sti ulated by the formation oc

re group medical practices tind
ealth maintenance organiza-

hospital, and the size of its admuns-
trauve staff and btidget' The
averagi starting salary of adminis-
trative assistants in hospitals was
about 510,500 in 1974, according
to the limited information available.

Chief administrators in hospitals
with 100 or fewer beds earned from
about $16,500 to 520,000 a year in
1974. Sorrie., in larger hospitals, '
earned over 540,000. Recent
recipients of master's degrees in
health administration starting work
in Veterans Administration (VA)
hospitals earned 512,167 a year in
1974 The average salary paid ad 7

ministrators of Federal hospital
was 523.000.

Commissioned officers in the
Armed Forces who work as hospital
administrators hold ranks ranging
from second, lieutenant to,colonel
or from ensign to captain. Com-
manding. officers of large Armed.
Forces hospitals ere physicians,
who may hold higher ranks.'
Hospital administrators in the U.S.
Public Fjpalth Service are commis-
sioned o'aicers holding ranks rang-
ing from' lieutenant (junior grade)
to captain in the Navy.

Administrators of nursing and
personal care .homes uguaily earn
lower salaries thap those paid
hospital administrators in facilities
having' similar numbers of beds.
Most administratdrs employed by
voluntary health agencies earned
between S15,000 and S30,000 a

[ions' in'1974.ons' (facilities that offer yea
ealth administrators often workscribers_a_broad range 11)f medical H

lservie(S rt long hours. Because health facilitie:for a monthly fee paid i
'N,uch as nursing homes and hospitals'advance). Administrators also will

be needed in nursing and convales- operate around the clock, adminis-

cent homes to handle the increas- trators in these institutions may be
called at all hours to settle emer-ing amount of administrative work

tor include initiativeand an interest--
in helping the sick Administrators
should be able to work with and
motivate people, and organize and.
direct large-scale activities. They
also s ould enjoy public speaking.

He 1th administrators advance in
the profession by taking increas-
ingly more responsible positions.
For example, some hospital ad-
ministrators begin their careers in
small hospitals in positions with
broad responsibilities, such as
assistant administrator. They ad-
vance by moving to jobs as as-
sociate or chief administrator in

. .'

expected as these faeilities expand gency problems. Also, some travel

in size.
4

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of hospital adm' a-
tors depend on facto ch as the
level of job resp9nsibility and the
size, type, and location of the
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may be required to attend meetings
-or, in the case,pf State public health
departme i and voluntary health
age i administrators, to inspect
acilities in the field.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information" about health ad-
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ministration and the academic pro-
gr in this field offered by

t unto ties, colleges, and ...-OMMU-
nit) colleges is available from.
Amencan College of Hospital Admuustra-

don, 840 North Lake Shore Dnve,
Chicago, Illinois 60604.

Association of University Programs in
Health Administration. ne Dupon
Circle. NW Wallington. C\ C 20036

.
American Public Health Assts Ion r 1

soon of ProgYam Services, 101\5 18 St
NW , Washington. D C 20036

National Health Council. Health Careers
Program, 1740 Broadway. New, York.

Y 10019

MEDICAL RECORD
ADMINISTRATORS

(D 0.T. 100 388)

Nature of the Work

'All health care institutions keep
records that contain medical infor-
mation on each patient, incling
case histories of illnesses or injuries,,
reports on physical examinations,
X-rays and laboratory tests,
tors' orders and notes, and nuts
notes. These records are necessary
for correct and prompt diagnosis'';
and treatment of illnesses and inju-
ries. , They also are used for
esearch, insurance claims, legal ac-

uo evaluation of treatment and
medic ons prescribed, and in the
training medical personnel.
Medical info tion in hospitals is
also used to eva to patient care
provided in the hos 't41 and as a
basis for health care planning for
the community.

Medical record administrators,
formerly known as medical record
librarians, direct the activities of
the medical record department and
develop systems for dpcumeriting,
storing, and retrieving medical in-
formation. They supervise the
Medical record staff -which
processes and analyzes records and
reports on patients' illnesses and
treatment. They train mernbers of

the medical ord staff for special-
ized jobs, ompile medical statistics
requir y State or National health
agen es, and assist the medical
stay in evaluations of patient care
o research studies. Medical record
dministrators serving as depart-

ment heads are a -part of the
hospital management staff and par-
ticipate fully in management activi-
ties. As the administrators responsi-
ble for the medical information
system, they may be required to tes-
tify in court about records and
record procedures.

The size and type -of institution
affect the duties and amount 'of
relponsibility assign'ed to medical
record admini$trators. In large
hospitals, chief mediCal record ad-
ministrators supervise other medi-
Cal record administrators, techni-
cians, and clerks. Smaller hospitals
may employ only two or three per:
sons in the medical record depart-
ment and in nursing homes usually
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one person keeps the medical
records. In These cases a consulting
medical* record administrator
usually advises technical and cleri-
cal personnel performing medical
record functions.

Places of EmOsloyment

Most of the nearly 12,000 medi:
cal record administrators employed
in 1974 worked in hospitals. Te
remainder worked in clinics,
nursing homes, State and local
public health departments, sand
medical research centers. Some
health insurance companies also
employ medical record administra-
tors to- help determine liability for
payment of their clients' medical
fees. Some medical record adminis-
trators work for firms that manufac-
ture equipment for recording and
processing medical data and
develop and print health insurance
and medical forms. Many small
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health care facilities hire medical
record administrators as con.
sultants Although most medical
record administrators are women,
the number of men in the occupa-
tion is growing.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Preparation for a career as a
medical record administrator is of-
fered in specialized programs in
colleges and universities. Most pro-
grams last 4 years and lead to a
bachelor's degree in medical record
administration. However, concen-
tration in medical record adminis-
tration begins in the third or fourth
year of study, making transfer from
a junior college possible. .One -year
certificate programs also are availa-
ble for those who already have a
bachelor's degree and required
courses in the liberal arts and
biological sciences. In 1974. there
were 40 programs' in medical
record administratir approved by
the Council on Medical Education
of the American Medical Associa-
tion and' the -American Medical
Record Association (AMRA). High
school courses that are useful in-
clude health, business administra-
tion, mathematics, and biology,

Training for medical record ad-
ministrators includes both class-
room instruction and practical ex-
perience. Anatomy, physiology,
fundamentals of medical science,
medical terminology, and medical
record science are among the
required scientific courses. In addi-
tion, management courses such as
hospital qrganization and adminis-
tration, health law, statistics, anir.k
data processing are part of the cur-
riculum. Experience in the medical
record departments of hospitals
provides students with a practical
background in applying stan-
dardized medical record practices,
compiling statistical reports,
analyzing data, and organizing
medical record systems.

Graduates of approved schools in
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medical record administration are
eligible for the national registration
examination given by. AMRA.
Passing this examination gives
professional recognition as a Re-
gistered Record Administrator
(RRA). There were about 5,000
employed RRA's in 1974, accord-
ing to AMRA.

Medical record administrators
must be accurate and interested in
detail They also must be able to
communicate clearly in speech and
writing. Because medial records
are confidential, medical record ad-
ministrators must be discreet in
processing and releasing infornia.:.-
tiori. Supervisors must be able to or-
ganize and analyze work
procedures and to work effectively
with other hospital personnel.

Medical- record administrators
with some experience in smaller
health facilities may advance to
positions as department heads in
large hospitals or to higher level
positions in hospital administration.
Some coordinate the medical
record departments of several small
hospitals. Others move on to medi-
cal record positions in health agen-
cies. Many teach in the expanding
programs for medical record per-
sonnel in 2- and-4 -year colleges and
universities.

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
graduates of approved medical
record administrator programs are
expected to be very good through
the mid-1980's. Employment is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
average for all occupations, with
the increasing use of hospitals and
other health facilities as more and
more people are covered by health
insurance. The detailed information
required by third-party payers such
as insurance companies and
Medicare also will cause some
growth in the occupation. More
consultants will be needed to stand-
aiidize health records in outpatient
clinics, community health centers,
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nursing homes, and home care pro-
grams. The importance of medical
records in research and the growing
use of computers to store and
retrieve medical information also
should increase the demand for
qualified medical record adminis-
trators to develop new medical in-
formation systems. Part-time em-
ployment opportunities also should
be available -in teaching, in
research, and in consulting work for
health care facilities.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

I
The salaries of medical record

administrators are influenced by
the location, size, and type of em-
ploying institution, as well as by the
duties and responsibilities of the
position. The average starting sal-
ary for medical record administra-
tors in 1974 wbs $10,368 a year, ac-
cording td a national survey con-
ducted by the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston. Top
salaries averaged $12,840 a year,
with some earning as much as
$18,792.

Newly graduated medical record
administrators employed by the
Federal Government' generally
started at $8;500 -a year in late
1974; . those having bachelor's'
degrees and good academic records
were eligible to begin at $10,520.
Some experienced medical record
adt4lnistrators employed by the
Federal Government earned as
much as $23,998 annually.

Medi& record administrators
usually. work a regular 36-. to 40-
hour week and receive paid
holidays and vacations.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about approved
schools and employment opportu-
nities is available from:

The Amejican Medical Record Assoc-mum,
875 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1850. John
Hancok Center. Chicago, III 60611
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PHARMACISTS
(DOT. ,074.181)

Nature. of the Work

Pharmacists dispense drugs and
medicines prescribed by medical
practitioners and supply and advise
people on the use of many
medicines that can be obtained with
and without prescriptions Phar-
macists must understand the use.
composition. and effect of drugs
and be able to test them for purity
and strength They also advise
physicians on the proper selection
and use of medicines Compound-
ingthe actual mixing of in-
gredients to form powders. tablets,
capsules. ointments, and solu-
tionis now only a small part of
pharmacists' practice, since most
medicines are produced by manu-
facturers in the form used by the
patient.

Many pharmacists` employed in
corknunity pharmacies also have
other duties. Besides dispensing
medicines, some pharmacists buy
and sell nonpharrnaceutical mer-
chandise, hire and supervise per-
sonnel, and oversee the general
operation of the pharmacy Other
pharmacists, however, operate pre-
scription pharmacies that dispense
only medicines, medical supplies,
and health accessories,

Pharmacists in hospitals and
clinics dispense prescriptions and
advise the medical staff on the
selection and effects of drugs; they
also make sterile solutions, buy
medical supplies, teach in schools
of nursing and allied health profes-
sions, and perform administrative
duties. An increasing number of
hospital pharmacists work as con-
sultants to the medical team in mat-
ters related to daily patient care.

Some pharmacists, employed as
medical sales representatives by
drug manufacturers and
wholesalers, sell medicines to retails
pharmacies and to hospitals, and in-,
form health personnel about new
drugs. Others teach in , pharmacy
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colleges, supervise the manufacture
of pharmaceuticals, or develop flew
medicines. Some pharmacists also
edit or write articles for phar-
maceutical journals, or do adminis-
trative work.

Places of Employment/
About 117,000 persons worked

as licensed pharmacists in 1974;
more than 10 percent were women.
About 96,000 pharmacists worked
in community pharmacies. Of these
community pharmacists, more than
two-fifths owned their own pharma-
cies, the others were salaried em
ployees.' Most of the remaining
salaried pharmacists worked for
hospitals, pharmaceutical manufac-/
turers, and wholesalers. 50me weye
civilian employees' of the Fe iral
Government, working ch. y in
hospitals a.ndrclinics of the eferans
Adrpwis6ation arid the'l;.S. Public
Health Service. Others served as
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pharmacists in the Mined ?dices,
taught in colleges of pharmacy, or
worked for State and local govern-
ment agencies.

Most towns have at least one
pharmacy with one -pharmacist or
more in attendarice. Most p r-
macists, however, practice or
near cities, and in th States
which have the largest,p ulations.

Training, Otherf:tualifications,
and Ayitancement

A license to practice pharmacy is
required,ifi all States and the Dis-
triczif Columbia. To obtain a
lice , one must bbd a graduate of
an accredited pharmacy cdllege,
pass a State boa examination
andin nearly all tateslive a
specified amount practical ex-
periente or internshi nder the su-
pervision of a regis ered phar-
macist. -All States excepiCilifornia,
Florida, and Hawaii grant a license
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without examination to qualified
pharmacists already licensed by
another State

At least 5 years of study beyond,
high school are required to gradu
ate from one of the '3 accredited'
colleges of pharmacy andsCeive a
Bachelor of Science S ) or a
Bachelor of Pharmacy (B Pharm. )
degree A few colleges that require
6 years award a Doctor of Pharma
cy ( Pharm D ) degree at the
completion of the program A few
colleges admit students directly
from high school and offer all the
education necessary for graduation.
Most colleges provide 3 or 4 years
of professional instruction and
require all entrants to have
completed their prepharmac;) edu-
cation in an accredited junior col
lege, college, or university

A prepharmacy ,curriculum
usually emphasizes, mathematics
and basic sciences, such as chemis-
try and biology, but also includes
courses in the humanities and social
sciences Because entry require-
ments vary among colleges of phar-
macy, prepharmacy stildents should
inquire about and follow the cur-
riculum required by colleges they
plan to attend.

The bachelor's degree in pharma-
cy is the minimum educational
qualification for most positions in
the profession However, a master's
Or doctor\ degge in pharmacy or a
related field usUAlly is required for
research work or college teaching.
Areas of special ttpcly include phar-
maceutics, pharmaceutical chemis-
try, pharmacology (study of the ef-
cects of drugs on the body), phar-
macognosy (study of the drugs
derived from plant , or animal
Sources), clinical pharmacy,. and
pharmacy administration

A limited number of Federal
loans are available far students
studying full-time toward .a degree in
pharmacy. Several scholarships also
are awarded annually by drug man-
ufacturers, chain drugstores, corpo-
rations, State and national phar-
macy associations, and the colleges
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of p cy.
S)zree many pharmacists are self-

employed, prospective 'pharmacists
should have some business ability,
as well as an interest in medical
science and the ability to gain the
confidence of customers. konesty,
integrity, and orderliness are impor-
tant attributes for the profession. In
addition, accuracy is needed to
compound and dispense medicines
as well as keep records required by
law

Pharmacists often begin as em-
ployees in community pharmacies.
After they gain experience and ob-
tain the 'necessary funds they may
become owners or part-owners of
pharmacies. A pharmacist wno
gains experience in a chain drug-
store may ad(ance to a managerial
position, and later to a higher ex-
ecutive position, within the com-
pany. Hospital' pharniacists who
have the necessary training and ex
perience may advance to director
of pharmacy ser4tice or to other ad-
ministrative potions.

Employment Outlook

The employment outloo' k for
pharmacists is expected to be v.ery
good through the mid-1980's.
Growth of the occupation is' ex-
pected to be about as fast as the
average for all occupations. Most
openings, however, will result from
the death and retirement of persons
already in the profession. Overall,
job openings are expected to ex-
ceed the number pf iraduateso of
pharmacy schools.

Employment in the occupation
will grow as new pharmacies are
established, particularly in re-
sidential' a'eas or suburban
shopping centers. Many community
pharmacies, also, are expected to
hire additional pharmacists,
because of a trend towards shorter
working hours. Population growth,
the rising standard of medical care,
and the growth Medi and
other insurance ygr ms that pro-
vide payment for prescription drugs
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also will generate demand for phar-
macists.

Employment in .hospitals
probably will rise with the more ex
tensive use of pharmacists for
hospital and clinic work. Continued
expansion in the __manufacture of
pharmaceutical products and in
research are expected to provide
more opportunities for pharmacists
in production, research, distnbu-

, non, and sales. Pharmacists with
advanced training will be needed
for college teaching and laboratory
research.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of pharmacists em-.
ployed in chain drugstores averaged
about S17,000 in- (974, according
to a survey conducted by the Na-
tional Association of Chain Drug
Stores.,Pharmacists who are owners
or .managers of pharmacies often
earn more. The minimum entrance
salary in the Federal Government
for new graduates was about
S 12,800 a year, in late 1974. With a
master's degree or 2 years of gradu-
ate studies, the beginning salary was
about S15,500. The average salary,
for all federally employed phar-
macists was S18,061.

Annual starting salaries for
Hospital pharmacists were about
S13,150 in 1974, according to a
survey conducted by the University
of Texas Medical School. Top sala-
ries for experienced hospital phar-
macists averaged S15,700, and
some were as high as $22,900.

Community pharmacists gener-
ally work more than tl)e standard
40-hour workweek. Pharmacies
often are open in the evenings sand
on weekends, and all States requite
a registered pharmacist to be in at-
tendance during store hours. De-
pite-the general trend toward shor-

ter hours, 44 houits-is salt the is
eek for many salaned phar-

maciits, and some work 50 hours or
more. Self-employed_pharmhcists
often work more hours than those in
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ialaried`positions. Those who teach
or work for industry, government
'agencies, of hospitals have shorter
workweeks.

Souicas of Additional
. Information

A free packet giving inforrhation
on pharmacy as a career, preprofes-
sional requiremehts, and student

/financial aid is available from
-.-Amencan Association of Colleges of Phar-

mac,, Office of Student Affairs. 4630
Montgomery Ave., Suite 201, Bethesda,
Md. 20014.

General information on pharma-
cy is available from: '
American Pharmaceutical Association. 2215

Constitution Ave. N)V.. Washirigtoh,
D.C. 20037.

Information about chain drug-
stores is available from:
National Assoccauon of Chain Drug Stores,

1911 Jefferson Highway, Arlington, Va.
4- 22202

For information about retail
pharmacies, contact:

, 50G
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,Amencan Cowan! on Pharmaceutical Edu-
cation, 77 W Washington St, Chicago.
111. 60602.

Information on requirements for
licensure in a particular State is
available from the Board of Phar-
macy of that State or from:.

Association of Boards of Pharmacy.
77 W. Washington St., Chicago. ,111.
.60602.

Information on college entrance
requirements, curriculums, and

,..-frrignaial aid is available from the
dean of any college of pharmacy;

-4



SOCIAL. SCIENTISTS

Social scientists study all aspects
of humanTsociety frpm the origins
of man to the latest election.
returns_ However: they generally
sliecialiie in one major field of
human relationships Anthropolo-
gists study primitive tribes-, recon
struct civilizations of the past, and
analyze the physical characteristics,
cultur'es and languages of all'peo
pies, past and present, Ecodomists

_ study the allocation of land, labor,
and capital Geographers study the
distribution of people throughout

'the world, types of land and water
masses, and natural resources

- Historians describe and interpret
the people and events of the past
Ind. present Political scientists
study the theories, objectives, and
organizations of all types of govern-
ment. Psychologists study the
normal and-abnormal behavior of
individuals and groups in order to
unde 0.0nd and explain their ac-
tions. co-Fogists analyze the bet
havior and relationships of
groupssuch as the amity , the
community, and minoritiesto the
individual or to society as a whole.
lilesides these basic social science
occupations, a number of closely re-
lated fields are covered in separate
statements elsewhere in this Hand-

. book. (See statements on Statisti-
cians, and Soelal Workers.)

The basic social science occupa-
tions provided employment for
about 135,000 persons in 1974;
over 10 percent of them were

. women. Overlapping among the
%Arc social science fields and the
spmetimes hazy distinCtion between
these and aerated fields such as

_business administration, "foreign
service work, and high school
teaching, make it difficult to deter-

4%
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fiefs.. customs, languages, .material
possessions;* social ' relationships. #
and 'valub systems. Althauglr j

,

Nits thropologists generally specialize--
One, of these foul areascultural

anthropology, archeology, lin-
guistics, and physical anthropolo-
gythey are, expected to have a
general knowledge of all of them.

Most anthropologis,ts specialize
in cultural anthropology, some-
times called ethnology. Ethnologists'
may spend long periods liVing with
tribal groups or in other.communK.
ties to,Jearn about their wayof life.
The ethnologist takes detailed and
comprehensive notes ihatddescnbe
the social customs,- beliefs, and
matenal possessions of ti)e people.
Kiley usuall5 learn the ntitive lan-
guage in the process. /hey also
make comparative studies of the
cultures and societies of various
groups. In recent years, investiga-
tions have included complex urban
societies.

Archeologists excavate places
where people of past civilizations
lived. They study the remains of
homes, tools, clothing, ornaments,
and other evidences of human Up.
and activity to reconstruct the
habitants' history and customs. For
example, rn i desert in New Mex-
ico:archeologists uncovered an an-
cient kiva, an Indian religious
chimber. In .a cave by the Dead
Sea, some have found pieces of

mine the exact 'Size of each profes-
sion Economists, however, are the
largest social science group, and
anthropologists the smallest_

About one-half of all social
scientists work in colleges and
universities A large numbei work,
for the Federal Government\ and
private industry. The tend in some
industries is to hire increasing num-
bers of axial science majors as
,trainees for administrative and ex-.
ecutive positions. _Research coun-
cils and other 'nonprofit organiza-
tions provide an important source
of employment for economists,
political scientists, and sociologists.

Overall employment in the socialial
sciences is expected to grow faster
than the average for all occupations
trough the mid-1980's. Economics
expected to be the fastest growing

social science field. Teaching in
colleges and universities will remain
the major area or employment. Em-
ployment 'of social scientists in
government, private industry, and
nonprofleorga'nizationsis exActed
to rise alsd Despite this anticipated
growth, the rwmber of persons
seeking to enter the social science
field is likely to exceed available job
openings The following statements
present more detailed information
about the prospective outlook in
the individual occupations.

ANTHROPOLOGISTS
(D.O.T. 055.088 and

Nati' of the Work

Anthropcilogists study-manhis
origins, physical characteristics;
and culture. These areas include a
study of the people's traditions, be-

5D.7
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cient scfoirs 2.000 years old In the
moors of England. other archeolo-
gists have -continued to study the
ancient monument called
Stonehenge. a mysterious circle of
huge stones During the past few
years. student archeological teams
have excavated three Yarge
prehistoric communities along, the
lihnoi9 River

Some anthropologists specialize
.in liiguistlis. the scientific study of
tire sounds and structures of Ian-
gUagecand of the histoncalrela-
ticmships among languages. They
study the relationship between the
language and the behavior of peo-
ple and assist in reconstructing the
prehistory of mankind

Physical anthropologists studying
human evolution compare the
physical,charactensucs of different
races or groups of people A in-
fluenced by heredity and environ-
ment. Thts work requires extensive
training in human anatomy and
biology A. knowledge Of pod)
structure enables p?fysicaf
anthropologists to work occa-
sionally as consultants On projects
such as the desigo of cockpits for
airplanes and spaceships. and the
sizing of clothing. They are con-

. suited on criminal cases and on pro-
jects to improve the environment
Increasingly. thwre employed in
medical sch'oortio-k

Closely relited to the four basic
suhfields is applied anthropology. an
emerging specialty which uses the

other anthropologists in
a -practical rffanner Applied cul-
tural anthropologists may, for ex-
ample, provide nical guidelines
to ease the, transition nonindus-

. trial societies to a more complex
level of socioeconomic organiza-
tion

Applied linguistic anthropolo-
gists may produce, technical aud-
practical language information to
encourage ,the adyance of literacy,
in sucieties with Unwri n lan-
guages. Another reltited -specialty.
area is urban a ropology, which is
tide study of urb life. iirbaniza

tion. rural-urban migratiLM. and the
influence of it life
"Most anthropologists teach in

colleges.- and universities. They
often combine teaching with
research Some anthropologists
specialize in museum work, which
tenerally combines managerial and
administrative duties with fieldwork
and research on anthropological
collections A few work as con
sultants or engage in nontechnical
writing

Places of Employment.

About 3,800. personsabout
one-fifth of them womenworked
as anthropologists in 1974 About
three-fourths of all anthropologists
work in colleges and universities .4
Several hundred work in private in-
dustry and nonprofit organizations
The Federal Government employs a
small number chiefly in museums. -
national parks. in the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs, and in technital aid
programs State and local govern-
ment agencies also employ
anthrodologists usually for muse-
um work or health research

Training,' Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Students who want to' become
-anthropologists should obtain the
Ph. D. degree. College graduates
with bachelors degrees often get
temporary positions and assistant-

. ships in graduate departments
where they are working for ad-
vanced degrees. A master's degree,

, plus field experience, is sufficient
for many beginning professional
positions, but promotion to top
positions generally is reserved for
individuals who have a Ph. D.
degree_Marvy-eolleges,and universi-

___Jaes require a Ph. D. degree for per-
manent teaching appointments. '

Mathematics is helpful, since
statistical and compilti4 methods
are becomin re widely used for
'research in :rfield. Undergradu-
ates may begin their field training in
archeology by _arranging. through
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their university departments, to ac-
company editions as laborers or
to attend field schools established
for training The).mayllter become
suPer. isorsdn charge of the digging
or collection of material and finally
may direct a portion of the work of
the expedition. Ethnologists and
linguists usually do their fieldwork
independently. Most anthropolo-
gistslbase their cicktorat clisserte-
tioq on data collected through
field research, they are. therefore'.
experienced fieldorkers by the
time the) earn the Ph D degree

Nearly 3D0 colleges and uniyersi-.
ties have bachelpr's degree pro-
grams in anthropology, sonje 130
offer master's degree programs and
aboui 80. doctoral programs The
choice of a graduate school ts--very
important. Students interested 111

museum work should select a

.school which is associated with a
museum that.has anthropological
collections. Similarly, those in-
terested in archeology should
choose either a university that of-
fers opportunities for summer ex-
perience in archeological field-
work, or attend an archeological
field school elsewhere during-
summer vacations.

Anthropologists sh9ii/d have spe-
cial .Interest in natural history Ad
social studies and enjoy reading,
research, and writing. Traveling to
remote. areas and working under
difficulties are sometimes necessary
for success.

Anthropologists work with-ideas
and have the opportunity for self-
expression They should be able to
work independently and with detail

Employment Outlook

The majority of new jobs are ex-
pected to be in private industry and
in Mental and public health and
urban planning. College and univer-
sity teaching, which will remain the
largot aitea of employment for
antyropologists, is hkely to have lit-,
tie growth.

The number of qualified
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anthropologists seeking to enter the
field will likely exceed available
positions. As a result, doctorate
holders may face keen competition
through the mid-1980's, particu-
larly for jobs in colleges and univer-
sities. Graduates with only
bachelor's' and Master's degrees are
expected to face very keen com-
petition. Some teaching positions
may be available in junior colleges
or some high schools for those who
meet state certification require
ments In addition, the government
and other organizations may hire
personnel with social science train-
ing as a general background

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for anthropolo-
gists with a Ph. D. degree were
generally about S13,000 a year in
1974. Experienced anthropologists
earned median salaries of S17,500 a
year, 'according to limited data
available. They may, however, earn
well over $20,000 a year. In
general, salaries of experienced
anthropologists are higher than the
average for all nonsupervisory wor-
kers in -private industry, except
farming.

In the Federal Government,
anthropologists having a bachelor's
degree could begin as trainees at
S8,500 or $10,520 a year in 1974,
depending upon the applicant's
academic record Starting salaries
for those having a master's degree
were S 12,841 a year, and for those
having a Ph D S 15,48 1

Anthropologists' in the Federal
Government averaged around
S25,400 in late 1974.

Many anthropologists in colleges
and universities supplement their'
regular salaries with earnings from
other sources such as summer
teaching and research grants

Anthropologists sometimes are
required to do fieldwork under ad-
verse weather conditions They also
must themselves to cultural
environments which are Materially
and socially different.
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/7\Sources of Additionig
Infotma on

For information t employ.
ment opportunities and hoots that
offer graduate training in
anthropology, contact
The American Anthropological Assoc...it:ion.

1703 New Hampshire Ave NW
Washington. D C 20009

The Archeological lristiliite of Amenca. 260
W Broadway. Nev. York. N Y 10013

ECONOMISTS
(DOT 050 088 and 118)

Nature of the Work

Economists are concerned, with
how to utilize scarce resources such
as land, raw materials, and human
resources to provide goods and ser-
vices for society. Economists
analyze the relationship between
the supply of goods and services on
the one hand, and demand for them
on the other, and how goods and
services are produced, distributed,
and .coosumed. Some economists
are concerned with specific fields
such as farm,.tvage, tax, and tariff
problems and policies. Others
develop theories to explain the
causes of employmen arrd unem-
pleiyment or Irina on. Most
economists analyze an `intFrpret a

. wide variety of econo lc data in
the course of their work.
, Economists who work in colleges

and universities teach the theories,
principles, and methods of
economics and conduct or direct
research. They frequently _ write,
and act as consultints.

Economists in government col-
lect and analyze data and prepare
studies used to assess Zeonomic
conditions And the need for changes
in government policy. Most govern-
ment economists are in the fields of
agriculture, business, finance,
labor, or international trade and
developmeht.

Economists who work for busi-
ness firms provide management
with information to make decisiods

marketingarketing and pricing of cam-.
pany products, the effect of govern-
ment policies on business-1)r inter-

.
national trade, or the.advisability of
adding new lines of merchandise,
opening new branch operations, or
otherwise expanding the company's
business

k
Places of Employment

Ecorsomics is the largest social
science field. More than 71,000
persons, about 10 percent of them
women, worked -as economists in
1974. Private industry and buiriness
employ nearly three-fourths, col-
leges and universities about one.
Ofth. Others work for government
agenciesmainly Federal or for
private research organizations.
Some are self-employed.

Economists work 3n all large ci-
ties and university towns. The lar-
gest number are in the New York
City and the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan areas. Some work
overseas, mainly for the L.S. De-
partment of State including the
Agency for International Develop-
ment.
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advanctrnsnt,

Economists must have a

thorough understanding of
economic theory ana of mathemati
cal methods of economic analysis
Since many beginning jobs - for
economists in government and busi:
ness involve. the collection and
compilation of. data, a thorough
knowledge of basic statistical
procedpres is requited. In addition
to courses in macroeconomic.
microeconomics. econometrics,
and statistics. training in-computer
science also is highly recom-
mended.

Although a bachelor s degree
with a major in economics is suffi-
cient for many beginning research
jobs. graduate training often is

required for advancement to more
responsible positions. In 1974,
about one-half of those working as
economists held either a master's or
a Ph. D. degree. Students interested
in graduate training in economics
should select schools th:at, provide
good research facilities.

In the Federal Government, can-
didates for entrance positions must
have a minimum of 21 semester
hours of economics and 3 hours of
statistics, accounting, or calculus.

A master's degree generally is

required to get a job as a college in-
structor in many junior colleges and
small 4-year schools. In many large
colleges and universities, comple-
tion of all the requirements for a
Ph. D. degree, except, the disserta-
tion, is necessary for appointment
as a teaching assistant. In govern-
ment" or private industry,
economistt who 'have a master's
degree usually can qualify for more
responsible research positions.

The Ph. D. degree is required for
a professorship in a highranking
college or university and is an asset
when competing for other responsi-,
ble positions in government, busi-
ness, or private research .organiza-
tions.

About 750 colleges and universi-

V

ties offer bachelor's degree pro-
grams in economics, 200, Master's,
and over 100, doctoral programs.

Persons who consider careers as
economist should be able to *ork
accurately and in detail since much
time is spent on research.
Frequently, the ability to work as
part of a team is required.
Economists must be objective in
their, work and be able to express
themselves effectively orally and in
writing \L.)

Employment Outlook

The number of !r-fsons who will
graduate with ba6elor's degrees in
economics through the mid-1980's
is likely to exceed available _posi-
tions. Although many of ' these
degree 'holders may find employ-
ment in government, induvry, and

"" business as trainees or management
interns, competition may be keen
Candidates who bold graduate
degrees also may face strong com-
petition for positions in collegis
and universities, althoqgh they
'should find good-opportunities in
private' industry and government.
Economists with training in com-
puter applications should be in par-
ticular demand as well as Ph.,,1).-s
working on tax, polliniqn; and
government policy problems of
business and industry.

Private industry9nd business will
continue to provide the largest
number of e ployment opportuni-
ties for onomists because of in
creased r ce on. quantitative
methods of a zing business
trends, forecasting les, and
planning purchases and p uction
operations. The next largest ar of
employment opportunities fo
economists will be in colleges and

, .
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such as housing, mass t.ranspecta-

f non, and manpower devielopment
and training. Employment of
economists in the Federal Govern-
ment is expected to rise slowlyin
line with the rate of growth pro -
jected for the Federal work force, as
a whole.

Earnings

Starting 'salaries for economists
with a Ph. D. were about S13,000 a
Year in 1974, according to limited
information Salaries of economists
employed by colleges and universi-
ties in 1974, averaged about
522.000.-and for those in business,
industry, and nonprofit organiza-
tions, about 524,000 Economists
Who have a Ph Cl are paid higher
salaries than those who have lesser
degrees and similar experience A
siabstantial number of economists
supplement their basic salaries by
consulting, teaching, and other
research activities In general, sala-
ries of experienced economists.are
much higher than tl...avefage for
all , nonsupErviso, ry workers in
private industry, except farming

In the Federal Government,
entrance' salary . for begin g

economists having a bach is
degree was $8,500 a year in 974;
however, those with superior
academic records cots begin at
SI0,520. Those having a master's
degree could qualify for positions at
an annual salary of S12,841, while
those with a Ph D could begin at
S15,481. Economist in the Federal
Government averaged around
S24,700 in late 1974.

......7-

Sources of Additional
Information

universities, although a projected A 'bonal information on a
decrease in enrollments is likelatitre-sonomist is available
affect growth in faculty size. Ern._ rrom. --,,,- .7.......--

ployment of economists in State American Economic Associaticfp, 131 3 2Ist
and local government 'agencies is Avenue South. Nashville. Tenn 33212.
expected to increase rapidly .- -..

because of the growing responsibili-
ties of local governments in areas

5i
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EOGE7iAPHERS

(D-O.T 017281,02908L and
059 088)

Nature of the Work

Geographers study the spatial
characteristics of the earth and all
that is found on it Such studies help
to explain changing patterns of
human settlementwhere people
live why they are located there
and how they earn a living

Most geographers are college or
university teachers, some combine
teaching and research Their
research Includes the study and
analysis of the distnbution of land
forms, climate, soils, ,,egetation.
mineral, water, and human
resources They also analyze the
distribution and structure of politi-
cal organizations, transportation
systems, marketing systems, urban

systems, agriculture, and industry.
Many .geographers spend con-
siderable time its field study, and in
analyzing maps, aerial photographs,
and observational data collected.
Sometimes they use surveying and
meteorological instruments. Phota-
graphs and other data from remote'
sensors on satellites are used in-
creasingly as are modern statistical
techniques. Other geographers con-
struct maps. graphs, and diagrams.

Most geographers specialize in
one branch or more of geography.
Economic geographers deal with the
geographic distribution of
economic activitiesIncluding
manufacturing, mining, farming.,
trade, and communications. Politi-
cal geographers study the relation-
ship of geographic conditions to
political processes. Lrban geog-
raphers study cities and their
problems and make decisions about

riP
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city development and oonununity
planning. ISee statainent on Urban---....,
Planners asewheredia the Hand-
book.) Physical geraphers stutt-
the physical Characteristics and
processes affecting the earth. They
typically specialize in a particular
branch of physical geography such
as hydrology or geomorphology.
Regional geographers study the
physical, economic, political, and
cultural charactenstics of a particu-
lar region or area, which may range
in size from a nver basin or an
island, to a State, a country, or even
a comment Cartographers compile
data and design and construct
maps.

Many geographers have job titles
such as cartographer, m2p analyst,
or regional planner, that describe
their specialization. Others have u-
ties that relate to the subject niattet
of their study such as photo-Intel-
ligence specialist or climatological
analyst Still others, have titles such
as community or environmental
planner, or market or business
analyst.: t

Places of Employment

About 9,000 persons worked as
geographers In 1974, about 15 per-
cent were women.

Colleges and universities employ
more than two-thirds of all geog-
raphers The Federal Government
employs a large number, mostly in
the Washington, D.0 area. Among
Federal agencies, the Department
of Defense emploYs the largest
number in such agencies as the
Defense Mapping Agency, Navat
Intelligence, and the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency. .The Commerce
Department employs geographers
in such agencies as the Bureau of
the Census, Office of Regional
Commissions, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
and National ,Weather Service.
Geographers employed by the In-
tetioi Department work in such
agencies as the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Bureau of Outdoor Recrea-
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tion, and Bureau of Land Manage-
ment and Geological Survey Other
Government agencies that employ
geographers uk4gde the Central In-

, telligence Agency (CIA', Office of
Emergency Preparedness, National
Aeronautical and Space Adminis-
uation N A SA ). and the Library of
Congress

State and local governments also
employ small numbers of geog-
raphers. mostly on city and State
planning and de.elopment commis-
sions

A small but growing number of
geographers work in pn.ate indus-
try Most work in research di. isions
of textbook and map pUblishers,
travel agencies, manufacturing
firms: or chain stores Others work .

for scientific found tions and
research institutes

Training, QthJ' Qualifications,
and Advancement.

The educational requirement for
beginning positions in geography is
usually a bachelor's degree with a
major in the field Rachelor's
degree holders would find it helpful
to.ifave training in a specialty such
as cartograOhy or economic geog-
raphy.

A master's degree is usually
required-for the position of college
Instructor In many colleges and

hoWever, a Ph- D
degree is essential for high level
teaching, research. and ad'mirostra-
nve positions

About 400 colleges and universe-
ties offered degree training in geog-
raphy in 1974 Undergraduate
study provides a general introduc-
tion to geographic knowledge and
research methods and often in-
cludes some field studies Typical

t courses offered are physical and
cultural gdography, weather and
climate, economic geography,
political geography, urban geog-
raphy and quantitative methods in
geography Courses in cartography
and in the interpretation of maps
and aerial and satellite photographs
also are offered.

In 974, ; ; 5, i nstitutionsode red
master's degree programs; 54 of-
fered Ph. D. programs. Applicants
are required to have a bachelor s
degree in any of the social or physi-
cal sciences with some background
in geography. Requirements for ad-
vanced degrees include field and
laboratory work as well as ad-
vanced classroom studies in geog-
raphy and thesis preparation, Mans
graduate schools also require
course work in advanced mathe-
matics and Computer science
because of the increasing emphasis
on these area in the field. A lan-
guage is required for those students
who plan to enter the field of
foreign.regional geography

Persons who wain to become
geographers should enjoy reading,
studying, and research because they
must keep abreast of developments
in the field Geographers must work
with abstract ideas and theories as
well as do practical studies. They
also must be able to work indepen-
dently and communicate their ideas
orally and in writing.

Employment OUtiook

Employment df geographers is
expected` to grow faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. However rowth in
college and university teaching,
which will remain the largest area
of employment .for geographers, is
likely ,to.be slow. Many opportuni-
ties are becoming available in the
field of env ironniAntal Management
and planning. The Federal Govern-
ment will neitd additional personnel
to work in programs such as re-
gional development, environmental
quality. and intelligence. Employ.'
ment of,geographers in State and
local government is expected to ex-
pand. particularly .in areas such as
conservation, enwonmenta: quali-
ty, highway planning, and
community, and regional'plangg
and development. Private ind y

also is expected to eit ploy increas-
ing numbers or-geographers for

512.
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market research and location anal,

The employment outlook for
geographers with the Ph D is ex
petted to be favorable through the
mid 1980's for positions in research
and teaching in colleges and univer
sines and for research jobs in indus-
try and government. Those with the
master's degree are likely to face

,competition for choice academic
positions, however, expanding
geography programs in junior col-
leges should provide some jobs.

, Graduates who have only the
bachelor's degree in geograp.xmay
find positions connected with Avak-
ing, interpreting, or analyzing maps,
or in research either working fdr
government or industry. Others
may olztain employment as research
pr teaching assistants in educational
institutions while studying for ad-
vanced degrees. Some, bachelor's
degree holders do teach at the high
school level, although in some
States, the master's degree is
becoming essential for high school
teaching positions. Others earn.
library science degrees and become
map librarians.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of geographers in col-
leges and universities depend on
their teaching rank and experience.
Assistant professors entering the
field with ,a Ph. D. and no ex-
pehence started at between
$ 11,000 and 512,000 in 1974, ac-
cording to Igited, information.
Nearly three-fourths of all .geog-
rapheus earned between 512,000
and 524,000 a year, according to a
recent survey conducted by the As-
sociation of American Geog-'
raphersir AlLout one-fourth earned
between 522,000 and 527,000, and
a few, more than 527,00. Geog-
raphers in educational institutions
usually have an opportunity to earn .

Income from other sources, such-as
consulting work, special .-researCh,
and pub}ication of books and arti-
cles.
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Geographers in the Federal
government with the bachelor's
degree and nc experience started at
'58.500 or.510.520 a year in 1974,
depending on their college records,
Those v. ith a master's degree
started at S12,8,41 a year. and those
with the Ph D at.515,481 Geog-
raphers in the Federal Government
averaged around, ,S22.200 in late
1974

In general, salaries of ex-
perienced geographers are higher
than the average for all runsuper-

. visor) workers in private industry,
except farming

Sources of Additional
Information

Additional .information on a
career as a geographer is available
from

Association of Amencan Geographers. 1710
16th St NV. , <L ashington. D C 20009

,
HISTORIANS '

(D.O.T. 052.038 and .088) .

Nature of the Work

History is the record of past
events, institutions, ideas, and peo-
ple Historians describe and 4nalyze
the past through writing, teachirti,
and research They relate their
knowledge of the past to current
events in an effort to explain the
present.

Historians may specialize in the
history of a specific-elinntrror area,
or in a pdrticular period of time
ancient, medieval, or modern They
also may specialize in the history of
a tield, such as economics, culture,
military affairs, the labor move-
ment, art, or architecture

The number of specialties in his-
tory is constantly growing Newer
specialties are concerned with busi-
ness arcjiii,es, quantitative.arialysis,
and the relationship between
technological and other aspects of
historical -development In this

A%
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In the Departments of Defense, In-
terior, and State. A small but grow-
ing numbgr work for State and local
governments. .

Since history is taught in all U.S.
institutions of higher education,
many historians are found in col-
lege communities. Many histonans
in the Federal Government are em-
ployed in Washington, D. C.
Historians in other types of employ-
ment usually work in localities hav-
ing museums or libraries with col-
lections adequate for historical
research

country, most histonans specialize
in the social or political histOry of
either the United States or modern
Europe, however, a growing
number. now specialize in African,
Latin American, Asian, or Near
Eastern history. Some historians

-'651Secialize in phases of a larger
historical field, such as the Amer-
ican Civil War.

Most historians are college
teachers who, outside the class-
room, lecture, virite, and do
research. Some are ,specialists
called archivists, who are associated
with museums, speCial libraries, and
historical societies. A few serve as
consultants to editOrs, publishers,
and producers of materials for
radio, television, and motion pic-
tures. Some historians are adminis-
tiators in government or
researchers who prepare studies,
articles, and books on their
findings. '

Places of Employment

About 26,600 people worked as
professional histonans in 1974;
'more than 13 percent were women.
Colleges and universities employ
about two - thirds of all historians.
Historians also work in archives,
libraries, museums, junior colleges.._
secondary schools, researc and
editing organi4tions, a overn-
ment Historians,zyp eyed in the
Federal Goyornment -work prim-
cipall The National Archives, or

51:0

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Gr'aduate education usually is
necessary for employment as a
historian. A master's degree in his-
tory is the minimum requirement
for the position of college instruc-
tor. In many colleges and universi-
ties, however, a Ph. D. degree is es-
sential for high-level teaching,
research, and administrative posi-
tions. Most historians in the Federal
Government and -in nonprofit Or-
ganizations have,,Ph. D. degrees, or
their equivalent in training and ex-
perience.

Although The combination of the
bachelor's degree, and a major in"
history is sufficjent training 'for
some beginning jobs in govern-
ment either Federal, State, or"
localpeople in such jobs may face
limited advancement opportunities:
A knowledge of archival work is

-helpful, since beginning jobs are
likely to be concerne collec-
tion and' prese ton of historical
data. For som jobs in international
rejations and journalism an
dergraduate major in histo on-
sidered helpful.

Training for Hans is availa-
ble in man colleges and universi-.
ties. Over 14 00 schools offer pro-
grams for t bachelor's degree,
about 380, the master's, and about
130, doctorates.

History cumculums in the Na-
tion's colleges and universities are
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vaned, however, each basically pro-
vides. in addition to history topics,
training in research methods, writ-
ing, and speaking. These 'are the
basic skills essential for historian4in
all positions Quantitative meth
of analysis, including computer
techniques. are increasingly impor-
tant for historians; many college
programs include them

Historians spend a great deal of
time studying; doing research, writ-
ing papers and reports. and giving
lectures and presentations, In order
to do these things well, they must be
capable of communicating their
ideas effectively, orally and in writ-
ing The ability to work both inde-
pendently and as part of a group is
essential

Employment Outlook

Employment of historians is ex-
pected to grow about as fast as the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's Historians will be
needed to fill positions in colleges
and universities, junior colleges,
libraries, archives, museums, secon-
dary schools, research and editorial
organizations, and government. De-
mand also will be strong for people
with training it-tiistorical specialties
such as business history, as well as
those who use quantitative methods
in their research. In addition to jobs
created by growth of the field, an
even larger number of openings for
historians each year over the prt-
jected period is expected to result
from ,the need to replace those who
retire, die, or leave the profession.

Although information is limited
on patterns of entry to the field, the
number of persons seeking to enter
the occupation will probably ex-
ceed available positions. As a

result, historians who have a Ph. D.
are expected to face keen competi-
tion, for the more desirable posi-
tions through the mic11980's, espe,-
cially for jobs in the academic com-
munity. Historians having only the
master's degree will encounter very
keen competition for jobs,but some

teaching positions may be availab(p
in junior colleges or some 'IMO
schools for those who meet State
certification requirements. People
having only a bachelor's degree in
history may find limited opportuni-
ties as professional historians.

Earnings

Starting salaries for historians
having a doctorate averaged around
513.000 a year in 1974, according
tb limited information, master's
degree holders had average starting
salaries of around 511,009,a year.

Salaries of historiand--ineduca-
tional institutions averaged over
518,000 in .1974; in State and roc
governments, over $14,000; in non-
profit - organizations, nearly
S18,000; and, in private industry,
nearly120,
median sal
around Sr5,5
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POLITICAL S "MIS
(DOT 051 088)

Nature of the Work

Political scientists study the func-
tions and workings of governments.
Many of them specialize in a

general area ofspirVali science in-
cluding political ry, U.S. politi-
cal institutions and processes, com-
parative political institutions and
processes, or international relations
and organizations. Some specialize
in a particular type of political in-
stitution or in the politics of a
specific era.

avMost poll scientists teach in
d universities where they

e research, consultation, or
imitative duties with teaching.

Some are primarily researchers who
survey public opinion on political
questions for private research or-
ganizations, or study proposed.
legislation for Federal, State, and
municipal governments, legislative
reference bureaus or congressional
committees. Others analyze the
operations of government agencies,
specialize foreign affairs,. or do
research for either gov,
nongovernment
Some administer
grams:

Races of Employment

a year. The annual
for historians was
in 1974 Irigeneral,

salaries of xperienc historians
are higher than aver-age for all
nonsuperviso workers in private
industry, except farming.,

In the Federal Government,
historiani haying a bachelor's
degree could Start at $8,500 or
$10,520 a year in 1974, depending
upon the applicant's academic
record. Starting salaries for those
having a master's degree were,
$12,841- a year, and for those hav-
ing a Ph. D., $15,481. Historians in
the Federal Government averaged
around $22,200 a year in lite 1974

Many historians, particularly
those in college teaching, sup e-

mer,...it. their income by summer
teaching or writing books or arti-
cles. A few earn additional income
from lectures.

Sources of Additional
Information

Additional information on em-
ployment opportunities for histori-
ans is available from:

American Historical Association, 400 pt
SE:Washington. D C 2

51,1

colleges
corn
ad

ment or
anizations.

en(pro-

About 11;500 persons worked as
political scientists in 1974, 10 per-
cent were women. About four-fifths
work in colleges._ and ,universities.
Most of, the remainder work in
government, research bureaus,
civic artd taxpayers associations,
and large business firms.

Political scientists can be'found
in nearly every college or university
town since cou9esi,,government
and polifizal saW3ne -art-taughLin__
almost all institutions of higher edu-,
cation. Some work overseas
primarily for agencies of the U,S.
Department of State, such as the
Foreign Service, and the U . Agen-
cy for International D elopment.
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A-pe4tttcal scientist explains tb results of a public opinion survey.

They also work for the L' S Infor-
mation Agency

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancemer,

Gradusue iraming/generally is
required for employment as cl

scientist. Completion of the
requirements for the Ph. D deeigree,
except the doctoral dissettatiun, is
the usual prerequisite for app=
menu as a college 111struc. A
-Ft. D. degree is required fur, ad-
vancement to the posittop otassist
ant professor.
helpful for a vanetment in. non-
academic a eas.
/College graduates haul ay-

/ master' degree can quali r Vyt-
ous 3infinis4ative a research

rtions in govern t and in non-
pirofit researc r civic organiza-
tions. A master s degree in interna-
tional relatons, foreign service, or
area study (for example, Sov ie
Government) is helpful in ob ng

positions in Federal Government
agencies concerned with foreign af-
fairs.

People with onij,, a bachelor's
degree_yri political science ,ma
qualify_-as trainees in utilk a1
tions, research, biidket analysis

nnel, Or :investigation fie
Many students wiih bac or's

degrees in Trolitical scienc go on to
study lay, or some spe lized or re-
lated branch of tical science,
such as -Publ ministration and
inter atiori Onions

197 , about 760 colleges and
nive itiesi offered a bachelor's

ee irr'politicalscience, 270 had
aster's programs, and 113

doctoral programs Many eges
and universities offer training
and internships to g experiente
in government work.

Undei'graduate programs in
political science vary throughout
the Nation. A typical undergradu
ate curriculum in political science

includes introductory politics, State
and urban politics, comparative stu-
dies, political theory, foreign poi -'
icy, and public administration An
increasing number have courses in
quantitative and statistical methods
including the use of computers
because of increased 'research
emphasis in the field.

Persons planning careers as
political scientists should like to
work with details They must be ob-
jective and able to work independ-
ently ,or As part of a team Ability
to express themselves clearly, orally
and in writing; is important to
political scientists

Ernpktiffnent Outlook

The number of persons w
graduate with advanced degr in
political science is likely t -exceed
available job openings. Those hav-
ing a Ph. D....niay face stiff competi-
tion finclifig choice academic posi-
tions. Master's degree holders may
face very keen competition finding
positions as college: and university
instmet9rs, bust those having spe-

fized training in areas sucti as
y analysis or public administra

ion should have some opportuni-
ties in Federal, State and iocal
government, research bureaus,
political organizations and welKre

Agencies. New graduates having
only the bachelor's degree are e
petted to find very limited op. u

es. However, for those .- nninwg,
to continue their stu
foreign affairs, realism, and
other relat gelds, a political
science ground is very .helpful.
So who meet State certification

quirements Will be able to enter
high school teaching.

Employment of political
scientists is expected to increase
about as fascas the average for all
occupations through the mid -
1980's The largest area of employ-
ment will continue to be in college
and university teaching. In addition
to those required to-staff new posi-

Oa
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tions, political sci tists will_be,
needed to fill post vacated due
to retirements, ath or transfe;:s.

7 Earnings :%

The median annual salaries of
political scientists employed in ed
Cational institutions in 19
were. S19,500 for full pr
$15,000 for associate
S12,500 for assista
and $10,500 for
general, salarie
poitncal scien is
the average
workers
farmin

-74
ssors;

ofessors-
profe Ts;

nstructors. In
of experienced
are higher than

:

In the course of their work, they
may I* ,concerned with the
problems of emotional stress and
abnormal FeFaviot, the causes of
104.. morale, or effect

ance of an
teach in college
others-pro

astro
r-

.Some
universities-,

. I

counseling services,
conduct training programs

workers, conduct research, ad-
vise on psychological methods and
theories, or administer psychology
programs in hospital's, clinics, or
research laboratories Many
psychologists combine several ofor all nonsupervisory, the activities.

private industry, except
Psychologists gather informatio

about the ,capacities, interests,In the Federal Gov ment, the
behavior of people in variousentrance salary for -- ose having a They interview individualsbachelor's degree was S8,500 or and administer testsS10,520 a year m late 1974, <le-

''scales, study personalpending upon the applicant's
academic record. Starting salaries
for those having a master's degree
were S12,841 a year, and for those
having a Ph. D., 515,4g-1. Political
scientists in the Federal Govern-
ment averaged around $26,200 in
late 1974..

Some politicaL scientists; particu-
\ lady those in college teaching, sup:

plement their income by teachidg
summer courses or consulting.

Sources of Additional .

Information/Additional information on em-
ployment opportunities in political
science and public administration is
avilable from.
Amencan Political Science Association.

1521 New Hampshire Ave NW .

Washinitpa.13-C 20036

plan

PSYCHOLOGISTS
-(D.O.T. 045.088 and--.108)

Nature of the Work

Psychologists study the norcnal
and abnormal behavior of in-
dividuals and groups in order to pn-
derstand and explain their actions.

ays
eVelop

d rating
stories, and

5P5

conduct controlled experiments.
Also, psychologists often design
and conduct surveys..

Areas of specialization in
psychology include experiment
psychologyin which behavior

al\
processes are studied in the labora-
tory; developmental psychology
the study. of the causes of
behavioral changes as people
progress through kfe, personality
the study of the processes by which
a person biomes a unique. hi-
dividual; sOcial psychologyin
which people's interactions with
others and with the social environ-
ment are examined; educational and
school psychologywhich are con-
cerned with the psychological fac-
tors related to the process of educa-
tion; comparative psychologyin
which the behavior of different

A psychologist (right) observes an Infaht with its mother as pad of a psychological
study,

516.
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animals, including man, is cum
pared, physiological psychology
the study of the relationship of
behavior to the biological functions

'of the body, and psychometrics
the development and application of
procedures for measuring
psychological sanables

Psychologists often combpe
several areas of psychology In/their
specialty Clinical psycholo 4u are
the largest group of ecialists
They generally work in mental
hospitals or clinics, and are in-
volved mainly with problems of
mentally or emotionally disturbed
people Clinical psychologists may
also deal with the emotional Impact
of injury, or disease, helping the
client tcyreadjust to life with altered
physical capabilities They interge
view patients, give diagnostic tests,
provide individual, family, and
group psychotherapy, and design
and carry through behavior modifi-
cation programs. Counseling
psychologists help people with im-
portant problems of everyday liv-
ing. In their work, they may use any
of a number of counselufg
techniques. Other combined fields
are industrial and organizational

ipsychulugy where problems of
motivation and morale in work
situations are studied, engineering
psychology, the development and
improvement of man - machine
systems, consumer psychology, the
study of the psychological factors
that determine In individual's
behavior, as a consumer of goods
and services and environmental
psychology,- the relationships
between indivaluals and their .en-
vifonment,

Places of Employment

About 75,000 peiTle, two-fifths
of them women, Worked as
psychologists in 1974. More than
40 percent of the total work in col-
leges and universities, either as

teachers, researchers, or coun-
selors. The second largest group of
psychologists work for Federal,
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State, and local government agen
cies. Federal agencies that employ
the most psychologists are the

eterans Administration, the De
partment of Defense, and the
Public Health Serb ice

Many psychologists work in
public schools, clinics, hospitals,
medical schools, and for business or
industry Some are in Independent
rfractice. and others serve as com
missioned officers in the Armed
Forces and the Public Health,
Service.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancemer7

Generally, a master's 'degree in
psychology is the min um educa-
tional requirement f professional
employment in t field People
who have this de ee can qualify .for
positions wher they administer and
interpret psy hological tests, col-
lect and /analyze statistical data,
conduct research experiments. and/
'perform administrative duties. They
also may teach in colleges, counsel
students or handicapped persons,
orif they have had previous
teaching experiencework as

school psychologists or counselors.
(See statements on School Coun-
selors and Rehabilitation Coun-
selors.) .,

A Ph. D. degree is needed for
many entrance positions and is

becoming increasingly important.
for advancement. People who have
doctorates in psychology qualify for
the more responsible research,
clinical, and counseling positions,
as well as for the higher level posi-
tions in colleges and universities
and in Federal and State Programs.

Al least 1 year of full-time gradu-
ate study, is needed to earn a
master's degree in psychology. An
additional 3 to 5 years of graduate
work usually are required for a
Ph. D. In clinical or counseling
psychology, the requirements for
the Ph. D. degree generally include
an additional year of internship or
supervised experience.
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Some universities require appli-.
cants for. graduate work in
psychology to have had an un-
dergraduate, major in that field.

' Others prefer broader educational
backgrounds that include not only
some basic psychology but also
courses in the biological, physical,
and social sciences, statistics, and
mathematics. Competition for ac-
ceptance into graduate psychology
programs is expected to be strong.
Only the most highly qualified apt
plicants can expect to be admitted
to graduate study.

Many graduate students receive
financial help in the form of fellow-
ships, scholarships, or part-time
employment from universities and.
other sources. Several Federal
agencies provide funds to graduate
st,udents, generally through the col-
lege or university that provides the
training. The Veterans Administra-
tion offers a number cif predoctoral
traineeships which provide pay=
ments to students while they gain
supervised experience in VA
hospitfilsrand clinics, The National
Science FoundStion, the U.S. Of-
fice of Education, the Public Health
Service, the Rehabilitation Seryioes'
Administration, and the National
Institute of Mental Health also pro-
vide fellowships, grants, and loans
for advanced training in psycholo-
gy. However, the present trend at
the Federal level is toward provid-
ing low-interest loans rather than
fellowships and grants.

The American Board of Profes-
sional Psychology awards diplomas
in clinical, counseling, industrial,
and school psychology to those who
have outstanding education
records and experience an ho
pastthe required examina oats,

Psychologists who-Giant to enter
independent practice must meet
certification or licensing require-
ments in an increasing numbet
States. In 1974, 47 States and the
District of Columbia, had these
requirements-,

-

People p mg a career in
psycho! must be emotionally

,

e 70,
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stablelmatute, and able to deal ef-
fectively With people Sensitivity,
patience, an a genuine Interest in
others are 'particularly important
for work inxImical and counseling
psychology.12eNarch psychologists
should be able to do detailed and
independent work., verbal and writ
mg skills are necessary to commu
-nicate' research findings,.

Employment Outlook -

Employment Sopportunities for
psychologists are expected to be
generally favorable through the
mid-1980 s Opportunities should
be very good for Ph D 's and for
some master's'degree holders, espe-
many those specializing in clinical

- .or counseling, psyphology. How-
ever, as more and more people
become trained in psychology,
competition for jobs, will grow A
doctorate degree will becomein-
creasingly Important for those/wish-
ing to enter ihe field.

EmploYmentf clinical, counsel-
ing, and social psychologists in
mental hospitals, correctional in-
stitutions, mental hygiene clinics,
and community, health centers is ex-
pected to expand rapidly. Many
openings for psyciplogists also are
anticipated in the /Federal Govern-
ment, primarily in the Veterans Ad-
ministration and the Depaitment of

'Defense. ,
Psychologists may find strong

competition for job openings in
-ge colleges And - universities,,),ar

- which are preferred locations for
many specialties' in psychology
However, those willing to work in
the relatively smaller and newer
publicly supported institutions
should have better employMent
prospects The growth in enroll-.
ment in 2-year colleges also will
create new teaching positions for
psychologists

Several other factors should help
maintain a strong demand for,
psyphologists Growing awayeness
of the need for testing and counsel-
ing children is expected to increase

the need for psychologists in
schools Increased public concern
for the dclelopment of human
resources Will' furthel increase the
demand The inclusion of
psycliq/Ogical services in vany na-.
ttona} health insurance legislation
also ,should improve employ ment
prospects. Other openings may
occur as psychologists, move into
new fields of employment where
their services are beginning to be
recognized as useful. Government
agencie4 are also making increased
use of the services which psycholo-
gists can provide
vacancies will occur each" ear as a
result of retirements and deaths.

Earnings and Working
Conditions .

In 1974, starting salaries for
psychologists holding a master's
degree averaged about $11,000 a
year, -according to the American
Psychological Association. Begin-
ning salaries for those holding
a doctorate averaged $13.000.

Mechansalaries of psychologists
teaching in graduate departments,
ranged from about $13,000 for
assistant professors t6 521,600 for
full professors during the academic
year 1974-75 (9-10 months), ac-
cording to a survey conducted by
the American Psychological As-
sociation.

In the Fedgral Gov nment,
psychologists havin a Ph. D.
degree and 1 r of internship
started at S I ,481 a year in late
1974. With 1 year of experience,
Ph. D.'s earned $18,463, and with 2
years, 521,816. The average salary
for Ph. D., psychdlogists in the
Veterans Administration was about, /
$24,700 a year. The median salary
for a Ph. D. psychologist working in
a clinic or, hospital was about
$19,000. Ph, D. psychologists in
private practice generally have con-
siderably higher earnings than those
in other settings. Median annual in-
dome for those psychologists
(working full time) is over $32,000.
In general, psychologists earn over
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twice as much as the average don-,
supervisory worker in private indus-
try, except farming.

Vvprking Conditions for psycholo-
gists 'who teach in colleges and
universities are the same as ,.for
other faculty members. Most col-,
leges provide for sabbatical leaves
of absence, life and health in-
surance, and retirement plan's.
Working hours are generally flexi-
ble, but 'often entail some evening
work with individual 'students or
groups Clinical and counseling
psychologists often work in the
evenings since their patiellts some-
times are unable to leave their jobs
or school dunng the day.

Sources of Additional
Infoirmatlon

For general information on
career opportunities, certification
or licensure requirements, and edu-
cational facilities and financial
assistance for graduate students in
psychology, contact:

Arnenca9. Psychological Association, 1200
1716 $t NW , Washington. D C 20036

Information on traineeships and
fellowships is available from col-
leges and universities that have
graduate psychology departments.

SOCIOLOGISTS
(D.O.T. 054.088)

Nature of the Wo

Sociologists study the groups that
man forms- in his association with
others. These groups include fami-
lies, tribes, communities, and `r
governments, along with a variety 1

of social,, religious,, political,' busi-
ness, and other organizations. They
study their behavior and interac-
tion, trace their origin and growth;
and analyze the influence of group
activities on individual members.

Some sociologists concern them-
selves primarily with the charac-
teristics of social groups and institu-
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Sociologists frequently collaborate on research.

tons Others -.ire more interested in
the was indkkoh-JAls are Affected by
groups to wbich they belong.

Many sociologists specialize in
social organization, social
psychplogy, or rural sociology
Others specialize in intergroup rela-

(tions, family problems, social ef-
fects of urban living, population
studies, or analyses of publit,
opinion. Some conduct surveys or
concentrate on research methods
Growing numbers apply sociologi-
cal knowledge and methods in
penology and correction, educa-

mon, public relations in industry,
and regional. and - community
planning. A few specialize inmedi-
cal sociologythe. study of social
factors that affect, mental and
public health.

Most sociologists are college and
university teachers whose duties in-
clude both teaching and research
Sociological researCil involves the
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local, or international government
agencies, in private industry, or in
welfare or other nonprofit organiza-
tions. or else are self-employed
Others work in positions that
require training in this field but are
not classified As professional
sociologists These fields include
social, recreattpn, and public health
work

Since,sociology is taught in mdst
institutions of higher learning,
sociologists may be found in nearly
all college. communities They are
most heavily concentrated, how
e.er, in large colleges urthersi
ties which offer graduate training in
sociology and opportunities for
research.

collection of information, plepara-
tion of case studies, testing, and the
conduct of statistical surveys and
laboratory experiments.

Sociologists also supervise
research projects or the operation
of social agencies such as family
and marriage clinics. Others, acting
as consultants, advise on diverse
problems such as the management
of hospitals for the mentally ill, the
rehabilitation of juvenile delin-
quents,' or the development of ef-
fective advertising prograths to
promote public interest in particu-
lar products such as television sets
Or cars.

Places of Employment

About 14,000 persons worked as
sociologists in 1974 ogefifth of
them women:, %.

Colleges and universities employ
over four fifths of all tociologists. A
number work. for Federal, State,
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Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A master's degree and a major in
sociology usually is the minimum'
requirement for employment as
sociologist. The Ph? D. degree is es-
sential for attaining a professorship
in most colleges or universities. It
also is commonly required for
directors of major research proj-
ects, important administrative
positions, or consultants

Sociologists having master's
degrees, who area trained in
research and statistical and com-
puter methods, can qualify for
many administrative and research
positions. Advancement to Super-
visory positions in both public 4.nd
private agencies is gained through'
experience...Sociologists having a
master's -degree qualify for
some college instructorships Most
colleges, hoWev,e,f,.appoint as in-
structors only people who have
training beyond the Master's level
frequently the completion of all
requirements for the Ph. D degree
except the doctoral dissertation.

_Outstanding graduate students
often get teaching or research
assistantthips which provide both
financial aid and valuable ex-
perience

Bachelor's degree holders in

IX ,
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sociology may get jobs as nter-
' viewers of as research assistants

Many work as caseworkers, coun=
selors, recreationworkers, or ad-
ministrative assistants in public and
private welfare agencies Sociology
majors who have sufficient training
in statistics may get positions as
beginning statisticians. Those who
meet State certification require-
ments can teach at a high school
About 900 colleges and universities
offer ba,chelor.degree programs in
sociology, More than 200 offer
master's- 'degrees, and about 110
have doctoral programs

The choice of a graduate school
is important for people who want to
become sociogists Students in-
terested in research should select
schools that emphasize training in
research. statistical,' and computer
methods OppOrtunIties to gain
practical experience in research
work also may be available. Profes-

' 'sors and heads of sociology depart-
ments frequently aid in the place-
ment Of graduates.

Sociologists spend a great deal of
their time in study and research.
They must be able to communicate
effectively, both orally and in writ-
ing. The abijity to work art of a
group as .well as .ndelendendy is

--qmportan .

Employment Outlook

The number of persons who will
graduate with advanced degree; in
sociology i4 likely to exceed availa-
ble job openings. Those having' a
Ph. D. may face competition find-

.

ing choice academic positions.
Those having only a master's
degree will probably continue to
face considerable competition for
academic positions, but some jobs
will be available in government and
private' industry. Sociologists well
trained in research methods, ad-
vanced statistio. and the use of
computers wilt have the widest
choicegjobs. Demand is expected
to be strong for research personnel
to, work in the areas of rural soci-
ology, community development,
population analysis, public opinion

'research. medical sociology, and ju-
venile delinquency and elucation.

-Employment of sociologists is ex-
pected to Increase about as fast, as
the average for all occupatOns
through the mid-1980's. SOme
openings will result from the grow-
ing trend to include sociology
courses in the curriculums of other
professions. such as medicine, law,
and education. Demand in the non-
teaching area will center around
public and private programs dealing
with the development of human
resources, particularly those
designed to cope with social and
welfare problems. I1 addition to
growth needs, _seve.rat hundr
openings will occur each 4 gaf to
replace sociologiks who , retire,
or lea:te the field f er reasons.

Earning rid
Conditions.

In L974, sociologists working in-
educational institutions on a calen-
dar yea basis avered about
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S18,000, Those working in non-
profit organizations and private in-
dustry averaged around $17,500
and 5,20,000 a year, respectively. In
general, salanes of expenenced
sociologists. are higher than the
average for all nonsupervisory

-workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming.

In the Federal Government, the
entrance salary for those having a
bachelor's degree was $8,500 or
S10,520. a year in 1974, 'depending
upon the applicant's academic
record. Starting salaries for those
having a master's degr e were
512,841 a year, and fo ose hav-
ing a Ph. D., 515,48, . Sociologists
in the Federal Governmeht
averaged around $23,300 in late
1974. -

In general, sociologists having the
-Ph. D. degree earn substantially
higher salaries than those having
master's degrees. Many sociolo-
gists, particularly those employed
by colleges and universities for.the
academic year (September to
June), are likely to supplement
their regular salaries with earnings
from:other sources, such-as summer
teaching and consulting work.

Sourcu of Additional
Information

Additional information on
sociologissts is available,from:
The American ociological Association.

1722 N St.. NW Washington. D.C.
20036
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SOCIAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Workers in the social service oc
cupationt help to improvrrie
or the population they serve by
providing # wide range bf inrorrria-
tion And services. Depending on
their specific occupation, they may
advise consumers on how to get the
most for their money, help han-
dicapped people to achieve
satisfactory-lifestyles; provide reli-
gious services; counsel pcbple hay.

ing:problems in their job, home,
school, or social relationships; or
treat people having emotional
problems.

Although social services are pro-
vided in many different settings,
people in these oc.cupaticfris require
many of the same skills.lo general,
a knowledge of the field is gained
through formal education, and the
ability to apply this\ knowledge is

improved and refined through work
experience.'
' A genuine concern for _people
and a desire to help them to im-
prove their lives are impoitant for
anyone considering a career in the
social service field. Patience, tact,
sensitivity, and compassion are
necessary personal qualities

4
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COUNSELING OCCUPATIONS

Counselors help people to un
derstand themselves and their op-
portunities so th they can make
and terry out ectsions and plans
for a satiety' g a,nd productp.e life.
Vvhate*er the area of counseling
personal, educational, or voca
tional--counselors must combineli.
objectivn) .with genude concern'.
for each client. They must believe

uniqueness and worth of each _

in his right to make and
.in

ccept res
Sons, and in his potential for

ept '-
This cha ter covers four counsel-

ing school, rehabilita-a
ion; employment; and college

ca eer planning and placement.
School counselors are the largest

counseling gfoup. Their main con-
cern is the personal and social
development of students and help-
ing 'them plan and achieve their
educational and vocational goals.

Rehabilitation counselort work
with pe?sons who are physically,
mentally, or socially handicapped.
Their counseling is generally job-
oriented, but also involves personal
problems.

Employment counselors are
mainly concerned with career
planning and adjustment of young,
old, disabled, and other persons.

College career planning and place-.
ment counselors help college stu
dents examine their own interests,,
abilities, and goals; explore career
alternatives, and make and 'follow
through with a career choice

Persons who want to enter the
counseling field tritest be intere'stes1,
in helping people and have an abili-
ty to unders their behavior_ A
pleasant but eng personality th

and employment: outlook often is
included with these job descrip-

---- tion..c. Computers that students-can
use- to look up this information .
themselves are being triecH,Fr sonic
instarfces.

's Counselofs sometimes arrange
trips to factories and business firms,
and show vocational films to pro.- .

vide a view of real work Setting:To
bring the workplace, into the school,
the counselor may conduct "career
day" programs.

School counselors must keep up-
to-date on opportunities for educa
tional and vocational training
beyond high school to counsel stu-
dents who want this information.
They must keep informed about
training programs in 2-and 4-year
colleges, in trade, technical.,, and
business schools, apprenticeship
programs, and available federally
supported programs. Counselors
also advise students about educa-
tional requirements for entry level
jobs, job changes caused by
technological advances, college en-

ce requirements, and places of
em ent.

irrtfiW schools often
help studen find part-time jobs,
either to enable them to stay in
school or to help them prepare for
their vocation. They may help both
graduates and dropouts to find jobl
or may direct them to community
employment services. They also
may conduct surveys to lean
about hiring expert ences raent
grad uatesand-d ropo,i. local job
opportaities: to effectivEness
of the e ational and guidlnce
pro s. Many help st eifts in-

'dually with pe and social
problems or le up counseling
sessions 3Ad discussion groups on
top felated to student interests

problems.
Elementary school counsel-Ors

help Childyen to m_aketlirbest use
of their abilities by identifying these
and o basic aspects of the
ch s makeup at an early age, and

y evaluating any learning
problems. Methods used in counsel-

instills confidence . in clients is
desirable. Counselors also must be

finpati t, sensitive to the needs of
ours, and able to communicate

rally as well as in writing.
Many psychologists, social work

ers, and college student personnel
workers also do counselinglitrise
and other fields which entail e
counseling such asleaching, health,
law, religion, ant} pertyonnel, are
described elsewhere in the ejand

sibility for his own book.

SCHOOL CO LORS
(D.O.T. 045.108)

Naturs of the woCk

School counselors are concerned
about the educational, career, and
social development of students.
They work with students, both in-'
dividually and in groups, as-well as
with teachers, other school person-
nel, parents, and community agen-
cies.

Counselors use the resul4 of in-
terest, achievement, and intel-
ligence tests as well as school and
other records to help students eval-
uate themselves. Then, with each
sent and sometimes with the
parents ey help develop an
ca al plan that fits the student's
abilities, interests, and career
aspirations. ----

School counselors often m in
a small library contain occupa-
tional literature}o that students
may find creptions of work that
they haves ,heard about or in which
the have an interest. Information.
-on training requirements, earnings,

' 511
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plan to become counselors should
learn the requireinents of the State'
in which they plan to work since
requirements vary among States
and change rapidly.

College students interested in
becoming school counselors usually
take the regular program of teacher
education, with additional courses
in .psychology and sociology. In

States where teaching experience is
not 'a requirement, it is possible zo
major in a liberal arts program. A
few States substitute counseling in-
ternship for teaching experience In
some States teachers who have
completed part of the courses
required for the master's degree are
eligible for provisional certification
and may worg as counselors under
supervision while they take addi-
tional courses.--:*

Counselor education programs at
raduate level are available in
than 444) colleges andInsive.r.__L_H

sines, m tly in the depart-
ments of educe__, or psychology
One to two years of gr study
are necessary for a master's de ee
Most programs provide supervised
field experience.

Subject areas of required gradu-
ate level courses usually include ap-
praisel of the individual student, In-
dividual counseling procedures,
group guidance, information serv-
ice for career development, pro-
fessional relations and e
statistics and research.

The ability to help others accept
responsibility for their own lives is
important for school counselors
because their work concerns .the
development of young people. They
must be able to coordinate the ac-
tivity of others and work as part of
the team which forms the educa-
tional system.

School counselors 'may advance
by moving, to a larger school;
becoming director,or supervisor of b-

counseling or 'guidance, or, with
further graduate education, becom-
ing a college 50-miselor, educational
psychologist, or school psycholo-
gist.

. c.

mg grade school children differ in
y ways from those used with

older students. Observations of
claskroom and 'play activity furnish
clues about children in the_lasker
grades. To better understvti --chil-
dren, elementary school counselors
spend much time consulting with
teachers and parents. They also
work closely with other staff mem-
bers of the school, including,
psychologists and social workers

Some school counselorslieweicu-
lady in secondary schools, teach
classes in occupational information,
social sfildies-, or other subjects
They also may supervise school
clubs or other extracurricular ac-
tivities, often after regular school
hours

Place; of Employment

About 44,000 people sworked'full

-v

time as public school counselors
during 1974-Most counselors work
in large schools An Increasing
number of school distracts, how-
ever, provide guidance services to
their -small schools by assigning
more than one school to a coun-
selor.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most States require school coun-
selors to have counseling and
teaching certificates. However, a
growing number of States n9 longer
require teacher certification, (See
statements on Elementary and
Secondary School Teaohers for cerN
tificate ,requirements.) Depending
on the State, graduate,., ;fork and
from I to 5/years of tea4iiing ex-
penence usually are required. for a
counseling certificate People who
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Empl ent of school coun-
selors is 11 elY to grow more slowly
than the av ge for all occupations
through th mid-4980's as the
decline in 1 enrollments con-
tinues during e remainder of this
de,cade Howe r, some positions
will continue to be available in ele-
inentary schools. An expected ups
swing in enrollments beginning
the early 1980's should stimulate
some expansion in employment,
and additional counselors will be
required each yearilo replace those'
who leave the profession.

In 1974, the average ratio of
counselors to students as a whole
was still well below generally ac'
cepted standards,, despite Federal
aid 1..9 the States for support and ex-
iiansion of counseling programs.
Sorne-sclol_systernt were forced to
eliminate torte-counselor positions
due financial .problems.
Over the -ion
school counselors will de in
large part on the Federal Goveni-
ment 's Career Education Program.

is designed to inform
childeen about the world of work
early in their education, so that by
the time they leave the fprinal edu-
cational system they are prepared
fora suitable and available career.
The extent of future growth in
counselor employment will depend
largely on the-amount of funds
which the Federal Government pro-
yides to the States. -

Eatnings and WOrking
Conditions

mand -for

School counselors holding bach-
elor's degrees earned average
annual salaries ranging from $9,000
to $13,000 during 1974, according
to the limited data available For
those having master's degrees,
average yearly salaries Were from
$10,400 to $15,500 School cowl
selors with doctorates had an
pferage *maximum salary of almost
$18,200 per year School coun-
selors generally earn more than

I
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teachers at the same school.-----iment, while those who have little
statements on Kindergarten and .education 4 lack marketable
Elementary School Teachers and skilk---nsed tensive training to
Secondary Schbol Teachers.) prepare-air sbs. in State employ-

In most school systerits, coun- ment se es; the counselor is also
selors receive regular salary mire- concern with helping those who
ments as they obtain additional -are 1 t employable, such as wel- e-
education and experience. 'Some fare recipients, prison release;
counselors supplement their in- the educatibnally and c
come by part-time consulting deprived.
other work with private pi c
counseling comers, govefiiment
age ncies,sir prlivaie industry

-Souressol Additional
Information

State departments of education
can supply information on colleges
and universities that offer training
in guidance and counseling as well--
as on the State certification require-
ments. .

Additional information on this
field of work is available from.
Amencan School Counselor Assoctation,

1607 New Hampshire Ave NW
Washington. D.0 20009

EMPLOYMENT
--- COUNSELORS

D.O.T. 045.1084

Nature of ih Work

Employment counselors
(sometimes balled vocational coun-
selors) help jobseekers evaluate

,thei abilities and interests so that
they can choose, prepare for, and
adjust to a satisfactory field of
work. The extent of counseling
services given by employment
counselors varies, depending on the
job-seeker and the fype of agency.
Job-seekers may include veterans,
youth with little or no work ex-
perience, the handicapped, older
workers, and individuals displaced
by automation and industry shifts or
unhappy with their present occupa-
tional fields: Sometimes jobseekers

, are skilled in specific occupations
and ready for immediate job Place-
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Counselors inter;414 jobseekers
to learn employment-related facts
about their interests, training, work
lexperience, work attitudes, physical
capacities, and personal traits. If
necessary, they may get additional
data by arranging for aptitude and
achievement tests and interest in-
ventones, so that- more objective
help may be given. They may get
additional information from
sources such as former employers
and schools. _

When a lobseeker's
backgroundthe person* limita-
tions abilitieshas been
thorouey reviewed, the Employ-.
ment counselor discusses occupa-
tional requirements and job o
tunities in different fields the
potential of the jobseeker. Then,
the counselor and the client
develop a vocational plan. This plan
may specify a series of steps involv-
ing remedial educaticin,job train-
ing, work experience, or other serv-
ices needed to enhance the per-
son's ,employability. Often, in
developing this plan, the etnploy..

'ment counselor works with' a team
of specialists.

In many cases, employment
counselors refer jobseekers to other
agencies for physical rehabilitation
or psychological or other services
before or during counseling. Coun-
selors must be familiar with the
available community services so.
that they cantselect those most like-
ly to benefit a particular jobseeker.

Counselors may help jobseek4rs
by suggesting employment sources
and appropriate ways of applying
for work. In many cases when
further support and assistance are
needed, counselors may contact
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employers to develop jobs for coun-
seled applicants. although job-
seekers usually are sent to Placc-

,ent interviewers after counseling:
After job plaCement or entrance
into training, counselors may follow
Lip to detetmine if additional
assistance needed

.The expanding responsibility of
public . employment service coun-
selors for improing the employa-
bility of disadvantaged persods has-
tily-eased their contacts with these
persons during training and on ttif
Job Also. it has led to group coun-
seling and the stationing of coun-
selcirs in neighborhood and commu-
nity centers

Places of Employment

In i974, about 3.500 persons,
half of them women, worked as em-
ployment counselors in State em-
ployment service offices,Ioated in
every large city and many smaller
towns In addition, about 3,500 em-
ployment, counselors worked for
various private or community agen-
cies, primarily in the larger cities

/(Somd worked in institutions such as
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prisons. training schools for
delinquent youths. and mental
hospitals Also. the Federal
Government employed a limited
nImber of employ ment counselors..
chiefly in.the Veterans Administra-
tion And in the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs Some counselors teach in
gradqate training programs or con-
duct research '

Trainingl Other Qualifications,
and Advanpein'ent

The national qUaligration stand-.
and for, first level erhployment
counselors in State employment
service offices calls for 30 graduate
semester hours of counseling
courses beyond a bachelors degree.
However, I year of counseling-re-
lated experience may be substituted
for 15 graduate semester hours.

An States require counselors in
their public employment offices to
meet State civil service or merit
system requirements that include
minimum educational and ex-
perience standards.

Applicants with advanced
degrees and additional qualifying
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expenence may entert higher
levels on the -counsellor career
/adder Many Slates also make
provision for individuals with exten-
sive expenence in the employment
service, whether or not they have
college degrees. to enter the coun-
selor career ladder and mo"...-ur
ward by acquiring the prescribed
win mit) coursework and qualify-
ing experience for each level

.7

Although minimum entrance
requirements are not standardized

among private and community
agencies, most prefer, and some
require, a master's degree in. voca-
tional counseling or in a related
field sucli as psychology, personnel
administration,
guidance education. orVertPliad-
ministration. Many private agencies
prefer to have at least one jjaff
member who has a doctoraU in
counseling psychology or a related
field For those lacking _an' ad:
vanced degree, employers Usually. ,
eMphasize experience in closely re-
lated work such as rehabilitation
counseling, employment interview-
ing. school or college counseling,
teaching, social work, or psycholo-
gY

In each State, the public employ-
ment service offices provide, some
in-service training programs. for
their new counselors-or trainees. In
addition, both their new and ex-
penenced counselort are often
given part-time training at colleges
and universities during the regular
academic year or at institutes or
'summer sessions. Private and com-
munity agencies also often provide
in-service training opportunities.

College students who wish to
become employment counselors,
should enroll in courses in
psychology and basic sociology At
the graduate, level, requirements for
this field usually include courses in
techniques of counseling.
psychological principles and
psychology of careers. assessment
and appraisal, cultures and environ-
ment, and occupational informa
tion. Counselor education pro-
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grams at the graduate level are
available in about 370 colleges and
universities, mainly in departments
of education or psychology To ob-
tain a master's 'degree, students
must complete I to 2 years of grad-
uate study.

Young peopls aspiring tbe em-
ployment counseinrs should have a
strong interest in helping others
make vocational plans an carry
them out They should be able
work independently and to eep
detailed records

Well-qualified counselors with
experience may advance to super-
visory or administrative positions in
their own or other organizations
Some -may become directors of
agencies or of other counseling.'
services, or area supervisors of
guidance programs, some may'
become consultants, and others
may become professors in the coun-
seling field.

Ming' and Working
Conditions

Salaries of employment coun-
selors in State employment services
vary considerably by State. In '1974,
minimum salaries ranged from
about -5'7.200 to 514,700 a year.
with an average of 59,100. Max-
imum salaries ranged from 59,700
't-1 519.100, with an average of
S 1.900. More than three-quarters
of the States listed maximum sala-
nes of $11,900 or more. Trainees
for counseling positions in some
voluntary agencies in large cities
were being hired at alkut 58,500 a
year Salaries of some employment
counselors in private and communi-

-
ty agencies were as high as S20,000
although te,, average was about
512,000 annually. In general, sala-
ries of employment counselors are
about 11/2 times as high as average
earnings )for all nonsupervisory
workers in private industry, except
farming. -

Most counselors work about 40
Empldyment Outlook hours a week and have various

ent counselors withE rn
benefits, including vacations, sicktlpym
leave, pension plans, and-insurancemaster degrees or expe/rietwe iri
Foverage. Counselors employed inrelated fields are expected to ommunity agencies may worksome competition in, both publi

and community emOloyment 'agen- .
cies through the mid-1980's. Some
growth. in he numb:rof employ- Sources of Additional
ment counselors is'expected as their
role becomes more important in
programs dealing witthe training
and retraining of unemployed work,
ers: particularly those. who are un-,-
skilled'or whose jobs have been dis-
plaCed by technological or industri-
al Shifts. Expansion of these pro.

and consequerftly the extent
th in employment 1Sf coun-
'II depend in large part

th a el of funding by the F ral
Gov nment, as well as on the dis-
trib on of revenue sharing money
all ted to these programs by the
in dual States Some openings
for employment counselor will
res It from the need to 'replace

who die, retire, or transfer to
other occupations

overtime.

Epr general inforination 'on
ploymetr or vocational counseling,
contact:

Natictnal Employment Counselors Associa-
tion, 1607 New Hampshire Ave NW
Washingtonb C. 20009.

National Vocational Guidance Associatiwt,'
Inc,. 1607 New Hampshire Ave. NW,,
Washington D.0 20009.

U S Department of Labor, Manpower Ad-
minsstrauon, ppnsion of Coun-

. seling and Testing, Washington, D.C.
20210

The administiative office for
each State's employment security
agency, bureau, division, or com-
mission can suppjy.--sW.ific infor-
mation about local job opportuni-
ties, salaries, and entrance require-
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meets for positions in public em-
ployment service offices.

REHABILITATION
COUNSELOR%
(D.O.T. 045.108)

-Nature of the Work

Rehabilitation counselors -help
people with physical, mental, or so-
cial disabilities to adbist their voca-

, tional plans and personal lives.
.Counselors learn about clients' in-
terests, abilities, and. limitations.
They then use this information,
along with available' medical* and
psychological data, to help disabled
persons evaluate themselves for the
purpose of pairing' their physieal
and mental capacity and interests
with suitable work.

Together, the counselor grid
.client develop a plan of rehabilita-
ticnrwith the.aid of other specialists
responsible for the medical care
and occupational training of the
handicapped person. As the plan is
put into effect, the counselor meets
regtilarly with the disabled person
to discuss his progress in the rehai
bilitation program and help resolve
any prsiblems ,that have been en-
countered. When the client is ready
to begin work, the counselor helps
him find a suitable job, and usually
makes followup checks to insure
that the placement has been suc-
cessful. .

Rehabilitation counselors must
maintain close contact with the
families of their handicapped
clients, °tar professionals who
work with handicapped people, '
agencies and civic groups, and
private employers who hire the`dis-
abled. Counselors in this field often
perform related activities, such as
informing employers of the abilities
of the handicapped and arranging
for publicizing the rehabilitation
program in the community.

An increasing number of coun-
selors specialize in a particular area
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of rehabilitation may work
almost exdusively with blind peo-
ple:. alcoholics or drug addicts, the
mentally qr retarded persons'
Others may work almost entirely
with persons living in poverty areas

Tree `amount of time spent in
counseling each client vanes with
the severity of tile disabled person's
problems as well as with the size of
the counselor's caseload Some
rehabilitation counselors are
responsible, for man4 persons in
various stages of rehabilitation. on
the other hand. ,less experienced
counselors or those working 'with
the severely disabled ma) work
with relatively few cases at a urns,

Places of. Employment

About 19.000 persons. one-third
of them women. wqrked as reha-
bilitation counselors in 1974
About 70-percent worked in State
and local rehabilitalion agencies
financed cooperatively with
Federal and State funds Some
rehabilitation counselors and coun-
seling psychologisis worked for the
Veterans Administration. Reha-
bilitation centers, sheltered
workshops, hospitals, labor unions,
Insurance companies, special
schools,' and other public and
private agenices with rehabilitation
progfarns and job placement serv-
ices for, the disabled employ the
rest.

Training, Other Quail cations,
and Advencentint

A bachelor's degree with courses
in counseling, psychology, and re.
lated fields is the minimum educa
tional requijement for rehabilita-
tion counselors. However, em-

ployers are . placing increasing
emphasis on the master's degree in
vocational counseling or rehabilita-
tion counseling, or in related sub-
jects such as psychology, education.
and social work. Work experience
in fields such as vo ational counsel
mg and place ent, psychology,
education, and cial work is an
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brlitalion counselors be hired in ac-
cordance with State civil service
and ment system rules. In most

the* regulations require ap-
plicant,s to pass a competitive w nt-
ten test, somelsines supplemented
by an individual interview and
evaluation by a board of examiners.

Since rehabilitation counselors
deal with the welfare of individuals,
the ability to accept responsibility ls
Important It also is essential that
they be able to.work independently
and be able to motivate and guide
the activity of others

Counselors who have limited ex-
perience usually are assigned the
less difficult cases As they gain ex-
perience. their caseloads are in-
creased and they are assigned
sRents with more complex reha-
bilitation problems After obtaining
considerable experience and more
graduate .education, rehabilitation

may ay advance to super-
visory positions or top administra-
tive yobs;

RehabitttatIon counselor assisting ind
person lir use of cassette tape re-
corder.

asset or securing emplOyment as a
rehabili tion -counseyr Most
agencies h e work - study programs
-whereby em oyed counselors can
earn graduate egregs a,the field

Usually. 2 'years or study are
required for the master's degree in
the fields preferred for,' rehabilita-
tion counseling. Included is a
semester of actual work exranence
as a rehabilitation counselor under
the close supervision of an instruc-
tor. Besides a basic foundation in, -
psychology, courses generally In-
cluded in master's degree programs
are counseling .theory and
techniques, occupatiOn'al 'and edu-
cational information: and commu-
nity resources Other requirements
may include courses in placement
and followup, tests and ''measure-
ments, cultural and psychological
effects of disability, and medical
and legislative aspects: of therapy
and rehabilitation , About 85
-schools offered graduate fit ining in
rehabilitation.counselh in 1-974.

To earn the doctorate in reha-
bilitation counseling or in ,counsel-
ing psychology may require a total
of 4 to 6 years of graduate etady. In-
tensive training in psychology and
other social sciences, as well as in
research methods, is required

Many States require that reha-
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EMploiment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
rehabilitation counselors are ex-
pected to be favorable:through they
mid- 1980's,. Persons who have
graduate work in t rehabilitation :
counseling or in related fields jse

= expected to have the best etiqloy-
ment prospects.

. Contributing to the long-run 'de.
mand for rehabilitation counselors
will be population growth and the
extension of service to a greater
number of the severely disabled,
together with incteased public
awareness that the vocational reha-
bilitation approach helps the disa-
bled to become self-supporting.
The extent of growth in employ-
ment of counselOrs, hqwever, will
depend largely on levels of govern-
pent funding for vocational reha-
bilitation. In addition to growth
nceds, many counselors will be
required annually to replace those
who die, retire, or leave the field for
other reasons.
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Earning* and Working National Rehabilitabon
Conditions, tioa. 1522 K Sc

20005
Salaries of beginning rehabilita-

tion counselors in Stat'e agencies'
averaged $9..300 a year in 1974. Ex-
perienced 'counselors earned'
average salaries of 512,200.3 year.
the range was $9,800 to S16,400
among te States.

The Vet
paid counseling psycho] with
a 2-year master's de r and 1 year
of subsequent- experienceand
those with a Ph. D.starting sala-
ries of S15,481 in late 1974 Those
with a Ph. D. and a-year of ex-
perience, and those with a 2-year
master's degree and much ex-
cellence. started,at S18,463 Some
rehabilitation, counselors with a
bachelorx" degree were hired at
start salanes of S10,520 and

,841. In general, salaries of
rehabilitation counselors are above
the average earnings for all nont-
pervisory workers in private indus-
try, except farming.

Counselors may spend only part
of their time in their offices coun-
seling and performing necessary
paperwork. The remainder of their
time is spent in the field, working
with prospective employers, train-
ing agencies, and the disabled per-
son-s family. The ability to drive a
car often is necessary for fieldwork.

Rehabilitation counselors
generally work a 40-hour week or
less, with some overtime work
required to attend con3munity and
Civic meetings in, the evening. They
usually ere covered by sick and an-
nual leave benefits, and pension
and health plans.

rsehig A.isocsa-
. Washington. D.

PLA
EGECAREER

NI NG AND.
CEMENT

UNSELORS

Soutces of Additional ,

information

For information about rehabilita-
tion counseling as.a career, contact.
American Psychological Association. Inc .

4200 17th St. ttW . Washington. D C
20036

American Rehabilitation Counseling As-
sociation. 1607 Nov Hampshire Ave
'4W Washington. D C 20009

/(D.O.T. J66.2681
-

Nature of the Work

Choosing a career and deciding
whether or not to go to grachiate
tChoial are among the difficult deci-
sions faced by many college stu-
dents. Career planning and place-
ment counselors are employed by
colleges to offer encouragement
and assistance in these decisions.

Career planning and placement
counselors, sometimes called col-
lege- placement officers, provide a
variety of services to college stu-
dents and alumni. They assist stu-
dentg in making career selections
45-rencouraging them to examine
their interests, abilities, and goals,
and then helping them to explore,
possible career alternatives and to
choose an occupational area that is
best suited to their individual needs.
They advise students considering
dropping out of college of the op.
portunities open to them. They also
help students to get part-time and
summer jobs.

Career .planning and placement
counselors arrange / for job
recruiters to visit the campus to
discuss their firm's personnel needs
and to interview applicants. They
provide employers with information
About students and help in apprais-
ing students' qualifications They
must keep abreast of information
concerning job market develop-
ments in order to contact prospec-
tive employers, help students
prepare for promising fields, and
encourage the faculty and college
administration to provide pertinent
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urses.. Most career counselors
also assemble and -maintain a Libra-
ry of career guidance information
and recruitment literature.

Placement counselors may spe-
cialize in areas such -aslaw, educa-

- cg- part-time and summer
work. However, the extent of spe-

' clalization usually depends upon
the size and. type of college as well
as the size of the placement staff.

Places of Employment

Nearly all 4-year colleges and
universities: and, many of the in-
creasing number of junior colleges
provide career planning and place-
ment services to their students and
alumni Large colleges may employ
several counselors working under a
director of career cl ning and
placement ac , in, many t in-
stitutions, however, a cambination
of placement functicins is per-
formed by one director aided by a
cterical staff. In some colleges, .

especially the smaller ones, the
functions of career counselors may
be performed on a part -tile bdsis
by members of the faculty or ad-
ministrative staff.' Universities
frequently have placement officers
for each majcrr branch or campus.

About 4,100 persons, one-half of
them women, worked as career
planning, and placement counselors
in colleges and universities in 1974.
Most were employed on a full-time
basis. An additional 1,200 worked
in junior colleges; about two-thirds
worked part time.

Training, Other alialifications,
and Advancement'

Although no specific educational
program exists to prepare persons
for career planning and placement
work, a bachelor's degree,
preferably in a behavibril science
such as psychology or biology, is
customary for entry into the field,
and a master's degree is increas-
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ingly being stressed, - .

In 19744 frerr4 than 100 colleges.,
and univertibes. offered graduate
programs in college student person-
nel work. Graduate courses that are
helpful for career planning and
placement counseling 'Include
counseling theory and techniques,
vocational testing. theory of group
dynamics, and occupational
research and employment trends.

Some people- enter the career
planning and placement field after
gaining a broad background of ex-
perience in business, industry.
government. or educational or-
ganizations An internship in a

career planning and placement of-
fice also is helpful

College career planning and
placement counselors must he an
interest In people They must be

\
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able to communicate with and gain
the confidence of students, faculty.
and employers in order to develop
insight into the employment needs
of :both employers and students.
People in this field should be ener-
getic and able to work under pres-
sure, since they must organize and
administer a wide variety of activi-
ties.

Advancement for career
-planning and plicement profes-
sionals usually is. through promo=
tion to an assistant or associate
position. director of career
planning and placement. director of,
student personnel services, or some
other higher level administrative
position. However. the extent of
such opportunity usually depends
upon the type of college or universi-
ty and the size of the staff.

Counselor discusses career 'Remedy's with college student

5:2"

employment.Outiook

The overall employment outlook
for well-qualified college career
planning and placement counselors
is expected to be favorable through
the mid-1980's. Employment
growth in the field is expected to be
about as fast as the average for all
occupationsas college enrollments
continue to increase through the
early 1980's. Demand will be
greatest for persons with special-
ized training in career counselingin
junior and community colleges,
where, in many cases, there are no
career planning and placement pro-
grams at present Also contributing
to the demand - will be expected
continued expansion in services to
students from minority and low-in-
come groups, who require special
counseling in choosing careers and
assistance in finding part-timd jobs
to help pay for their edudation
Growth is also expected in services
to the handicapped and to adults
participating in continuing educa-
tion.

However, many institutions of
higher education faced financial
problems in 19714 If this situation
persists, colleges and universities
may be forced to limit expansion of
counseling and placement services,
resulting in competition for availa-
ble positions during this period

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The average salary of college
career planning and placement
directors was more than 517,000 a
year in 1974, according to limited
information. Average salaries for
directors in large public universities
were 519,300; in small private col-
leges, about $10,700. Salaries for
college career planning and place-
ment counselors ranged from
57,000 to $15,000 a year.

Career planning and placement
counselors frequently work more
than a 40-hour week; irregular
hours,and overtime often are neces-
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sary, particularly during ' the
*recruiting season." Most cdun-
selors are employed on a 12 -month
basis. They are paid for holidays
and vacations and usually receive
the same benefits as other profes-
sional personnel employed by col-
leges and universities

Sources of\Addltional
Information

A list of schools that offer courses
in career counseling and place-
ment and a booklet on the college
student seLonnel professions, as
we 1-gpther iii-fcirmation on career

f
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counseling and placement, are
available front:

_Thc College Ptacement Council. Inc . P 0
Box 2263. Bethlehem. Pa. 18001

5 "u
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-- Deciding on a career in the clergy
Involves considerations different
from those involved in other career
choices.. When young persons
choose to enter the ministry,
pnesthood, or rabbinate, they do so
pnmanly because they possess a
strong religious faith and a desire to
help others. Nevertheless, it is im-
portant for young people to know
as much las possible about the
profession and how to prepare for
it, the kind of life it offers, and its
needs for peroontici. -

The number of clergy needed de-
pends largely on the number of peo-
ple who participate in organized
religious groups. This affects the
number of churches and
synagogues established- and pulpits
to be filled. In addition to the clergy
who serve congregations, many
others teach Or act as administea-
tors in seminaries and in other edu-
cational institutions; still others
serve as chaplains in the Armed
Forces, industry, correctional in-
stitutions, hospitals or on college
campuses; or render service a,s mis-
sionaries or in social welfare agen-
cies.

Persons considering a career in
the clergy should seek the counsel
of a religious leader of their faith to

mid in evaluating their qualifica-
tions...Ile most important of these
are a deep religious belief and a
desire to serve thespintual needs of
others. The priest, miuter, or
rabbi also is expected to be a ittodeL
of moral and ethical conduct. A
person considering one of these
fields must realize that the civic, so-
cial, and recreational activities of a
member of the clergy often are in-
fluenced and restncted by the
Customs and attitudes of the com-
munity.

The clergy should be sensitive to
the needs of others and able to help
them deal with these needs. The job
demands an ability to speak and
wnte effectively, to ol-ganize, and to
supervise others. The person enter-

.- mg this field also must enjoy study-
ing because the ministry is an occu-
pation which requires continuous
learning. In addition, the ministry
demands considerable Initiative and
self-discipline.

More detailed information on the
clergy in the three largest faiths in
the United StatesProtestant
Roman Catholic, and Jewishis
given in the following statements,
prepared in cooperation with
leaders of these faiths. Information
on the clergy in other raiths rday be
obtained directly from leaders of
the respective groups.
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PROTESTANT MINISTERS
(D.O.T. 120.108)

Nature of the Work

Protestant ministers lead their
congregations in worship services
and administer the rites of baptism,
confirmation, and Holy Commu-
nion. They prepare and deliver ser-
mons and give religious instruction
to persons who are to become new
members of the church. They also
perform marriages; conduct fu-
nerals, counsel individuals who
seek guidance; visit the sick, aged,
and landicasped at home and in
the hospital, comfort the bereaved;
and serve church meni&-rs in o er
ways. Many Protestant ministers
write articles for publication, give
speeches, and engage in interfaith, United States have at least one
community, civic, educational, and ; Protestant church with a full-time

recreational activities sponsored by
or related to the interests of the
church. Some ministers teach in
seminaries, colleges, and universi-
ties.

The services that ministers con-
duct differ among Protestant
denominations and also among con-
gregations within a denomination.
In many denominations, ministers
follow a traditional order of wor-
ship; in others they adapt the serv-
ices ,to the needs- of youth and
other groups within the congrega-
tion Most services include Bible
reading, hymn singing, prayers, and
a sermon In some denominations,
Bible reading by a member of the*
congregation and individual
testi ials may constitute a jarge
part of the ice.

Ministers sery mall congrega-
tions generally work personal
basis with their parishioners. U ose
serving large congregations ha
greater administrative responsibili-
ties, and spend considerable time
working with committees, church
officers, and staff, besides perform-
ing their other duties. They may
have ,one or more associates or
assistants who share specific
aspects of the mihistry, such as a
minister of education:4Mo assists in
educational programs for different
age groups, or a minister of music.

Places of Employment

In 1-974, about 185,000
ministersabout 3 percent of them
womenserved 72 million
Protestants. Most ministers serve
individual congregations. In addi-
tion, however, thousands of
ministers were , in closely related
fields such as chaplains in hospitals
and the Armed Forces. The greatest
number of clergy are affiliated with
the five, largest , groups of
churches Baptist, United Metho-
dist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, and

scowl.
Alt cities and most towns in the
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minister. Although the majority of
ministers are located in urban
areas, many live in less densely
populated areas where they may
serve two or more congregations.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Educational requirements for
entry Into the Protestant ministry
vary greatly. Some denominations
have no forr241 educational requite-
ments, afid others ordain persons
having varying amounts and types
of training in Bible colleges, Bible
institutes, or liberal arts colleges. A.
large' number of denominations
require a 3-year course of profes-
sional study in a theological school
or seminary following college
graduation. A degree of bachelor or
master of divinity is awarded upon
completion.

In 1974, there were 132 theology
cal institutes accredited by the
American Association of theologi-
cal Schools. These admit only stu-
dents who have received a

bachelor's degree or its equivalent
from an accredited college.

Recommended preseminary
courses include English, history,
philosophy, the natural sciences,

I

social sciences, the fine arts, music,
religion, and foreign languages.
However, students cdrisidering
theological study should contact, at
the earliest possible date, the school
or schools to which they intend to
apply, in order to learn what will
best prepare them for the program
they expect to enter.-

The standard curriculum recom
mended for accredited theological
schools consists of fOur major types
of courses. biblical, historical,
theological, and practical In recent
years, greater emphasis has been
placed on courses of a practical na-
ture such as psychology, religious
education, and administration.
Many accredited schools ,require
that students gain experidnce in
-church work under the supervision
of a faculty member or experienced
minister. Some institutions offer
master of theology and doctor of
theology degrees to students
completing 1 year or more of addi-
tional study Scholarships and loans
are available for students of
theological institutions.

In general, each large denogiina-
tion has its own school or schdols of
theology that reflect its particular
doctrine, interests, and needs. How-
ever, many of*e. schools are
open to stud from other
denominations Several inter-
denominational schools associated
with universities give both un-
dergladuate and graduate _training
covering a wide range of theologi:
cal points of view.

Persons who have denomina-
tional qualifications for the ministry
usually are ordained following
graduation from a seminary In
denominations that do not require
seminary training, clergy are or-
dained at various appointed times
Men and women entering the clergy
often begin their careers as pastors
of small congregations or as
assistant pastors in large churches.

Employment Outlook

The trend toward merger and'
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unity among denominations, com-
bined with the closing of smaller
parishes and the downturn in finan-
cial support, has reduced demand
for Protestant ministers in recent
years. As a result, new graduates of
theological schools will race in-
creasing competition in finding
positions. The supply-demand situ-..
ation will vary among denomina-
tions and the chance of obtaining
employment will depend, in part,
on the length of the candidate's
formal preparation. Most of the
openings for clergy that are
expected through the mid-1980's
will therefore result from the need
to replace those in existing posi-
tions who retire, die, or leave the
ministry.

Although fewer opportunities
may arise for Protestant ministers
to serve individual congregations,
newly ordained ministers may find
work in youth, family relatiOns, and
welfare organizations, religious
education, on the campus, and, as
chaplains in the Armed Forces,
hoSpitals, universities, and cor-
rectional institutions.

.

1 Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salarie (Protestant clergy vary
su tially, depending on age, ex-
perience, education, denomination,
size and wealth of congregation,
type of community, and geographic,
location. According to a study by
the National CoUncil of Churches
of Christ, median salaries for
Prolestant ministers in 1973 were
about $10,500 plus $1,200 in fringe
benefits: However, on the average,
ministers had to pay over $1,100
out of their own monies for profes-
sionally related expenses, particu-
larly travel. Annual vacations
average 3 weeks and there is often
opportunity for timeoff.

because of the wide range of
service that the minister provides.
he ',or she may work long or ir-
regular hours, often ; involving
considerable travel.
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2 Sturm** of Additional.
,information

Persons Who are interested in the
Protestant ministry should seek the
counsel of a minister or church
guidance worker. Additional infor-
mation is available from many
denominational offices. Each
theological school can-supply infor-
mation on admission requirements.

RABBIS
(D.O.T. 120.108)

Naha!s of lb* Work

Rabbis are the spiritual leaderstf"
their congregations and teachers
and interpreters of Jewish law and
tradition. They con-duct religious
services and deliver sermons at
services on the Sabbath and on
Jewish holidays. Rabbis custom-
arily are available at all times to
counsel inembers of their congrega-
tion,other followers ofJudaism, and
the community at large. Like other
clergy, rabbis conduct weddings
and funeral services, visit the sick,
help the poor, comfort the be
reaved, supervise religious educa-
tion programs, engage in interfaith
activities; and involve themselves in
community affairs.

Rabbis serving large congrega-
tions may spend considerable time
in administrative duties, working
with their staffs and committees.
Large congregations frequently
have an associate or assistant rabbi.
Many assistant rabbis serve as edu-
cational directors.'

Rabbis iServe either Orthodox,
''Conservative, or Reform congrega-
tions. Regardless of their particular
point of view, all Jew,ish congrega-
tions preserve the substance of
Jewish religious worship. The con-
gregations differ in the extent to
which they follow the traditional
form of worshipfor example, in
the wearing of head coverings, the
use of Hebrew as the language of

prayer, or the use of music or a
choir. The format of the worship
service and, therefore, the ritual
that the rabbis use may vary even
among congregations belonging to
the same branch of Judaism.

Rabbis also may write for reli-
gious and lay .publications, and
teach in theological seminaries, cQl-
leges, andeniversities.

Mac** of Employment

About 4,000 rabbis served over 6
million followers of the Jewish faith
in this country i in 1974; approxi-
mately 1,550 were Orthodox rab-
bis, 1,350 were Conservative, and
(1,100, Reform. Others work as
chaplains in the military services, in
hospitals and other institutions, or
in one of the many Jewish commu-
nity service agencies. A growing
number are employed in colleges
and universities as teachers in
Jewish Studies programs.

Although rabbis serve Jewish
communities ,throughout the Na-
tion, they are concentrated in those
States that have large Jewish popu-
lations, particularly New York,
California, Pennsylvania, New Jer-
sey, Illinois, Massachusetts, Florida,
Maryland, and the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area. 1

Training and °that.

To,becoine eligible for ordination
as a rabbi, a student must complete
a prescribed course of study in a
seminary, Entrance requirements
and the curriculum depend upon
the branch of Judaism with which
the seminary is associated.

Nearly 30 seminaries thin
Orthodox rabbis in programs of
varying lengths. The required
course of study to prepare for or-
dination is usually 3 or 4 years.
However, students who are not col-
lege graduates may spend a longer
period at these seminaries and
complete the requirements for the
bachelor's degree while pursuing
the rabbinic course. Some
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Orthodox seminaries do not require
a college degree to qualify for or-'
dination, although students who
qualify usually have completed 4
years of college.

The Hebrew Union College
Jewish Institute of Religion is the
official seminary that trains rabbis
for the Reform branch of Judaism.
It is the only branCh that has ap-
proved the ining and ordination
of women 0 rabbis. The Jewish
Theologital Seminary of America is
the official seminary that trains rab-
bis for the Conservative branch or
Judaism. Both seminaries require
the completion of a 4-year college
course, as well as earlier prepara-
tion in Jewish studies, for admission
to the rabbinic' program leading to
ordination. Normally 5 years of
study are required 'to complete the
rabbinic course at the Reform semi-.
nary, including 1 year of preparato-
.y study in Jerusalem. Excep-
tionally well-prepared students can
shorten this 5-year period to a
mininfum of 3 years. A student hav-
ing a strong background in Jewish
studies can complete the course at
the Conservative seminary in 4
yetars, for other enrollees, the
course may. take as long as 6.

In general, the curriculums Of
Jewish theological seminaries pro-
vide students with a comprehensive
knowledge of the Bible, Talmud,
Rabbinic literature, Jewish history,
theology, and courses in education
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pastoral psychology, and public
speaking. The Reform seminary
places less emphasis on the study pf
Talmud and Rabbinic literature, it
offers, instead, a broad course of
study that includes subjects such as
human-relations and community or-
ganization.

Some seminaries grant advanced
academic degrees in fields such as
Biblical and Talmudic research. All
Jewish theological seminaries ma,ke
scholarships and loans available.

Newly ordained rabbis usually
begin as leaders of small congrega;
tions, assistants to expenenced rab-
bis, directors of Hillel Foundations
on college campuses, teachers in
seminaries and other educational
institutions, or chaplains in the
Arta,Forces. Asa rule, the pul-

.ints of large and well established
Jewish congregations are filled, by
experieneed rabbis.

Employment Outlook

The demand for Rabbis has
declined in recent years 'because
some established congregations
have closed and fewer new ones are
being, formed. As a result, many
.newly ordained Rabbis will take
positions in smaller Jewish commu-
nities and as assistant Rabbis iii
larger Jewish congregations. Op-
portunities still exist for Rabbis to
teach in colleges and universities, to
serve as chaplains in the Armed
Forces, and to work in hospitals and
other institutions or in one of the
many Jewish social service agen-
cies: Openings in established con-
gregations will .come largely from a
need to replace those Rabbis who,
retire or die.

-Earnings and Working
Conditions'

In 1974, newly ordained Rabbis
averaged about S17,000418,000 a
year in salary and other benefits, in-"
cluding housing, pension, etc. Most
established Rabbis earned between
$20,000 and $35,000 a year, with
some earning as much as sso,opo-

,--.
S60,000. Incomes vary depending
on the size and financial status of
the congregation, as well as its
denominational branch and geo-
graphic location. Rabbis usually
earn additional income from gifts or
fees for officiating at ceremonies
such as weddings.,

Rabbis' working hours are deter-
mined by their role in the congrega.
tion. Besides conducting regular
religious services, they may also
spend considerable time in adminis-
trative, educational, and communi-
ty service functions, as well as
presiding over various ceremonial
services. Rabbis must also be
available to serve the emergency
needs of their congregation mem-
bers.

Sources of Additional
information

Young people who are interested
in entering the rabbinate should
seek the guidance of a rabbi. infor-
mation on the work of a rabbi and
occupations allied to it is also
available from many of the local
Boards of Rabbis in large communi-
ties. Each Jewish theological semi-
nary can supply information on its
admission requirements.

ROMAN CATHOLIC
PRIESTS. .

(D.O.T. 120.108)

Nature of the Work

Roman Catholic priests attend to
the spiritual, pastoral, moral, and
educational needs of the members
of their church. Their duties in-
clude presiding at liturgical func-
tions; offering religious enlighten-
ment in the form of a sermon, hear-
ing confessions, administering the
Sacraments, (including the sacra-
ments of Marriage and Penance.);
and conduciing funeral services
They also comfort the sick, console
relatives and friends of the dead,
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counsel those in need of guidance,
and assist the poor.

-Pnests spend long hours working
for the church and the community.

it day usually begini with morn-
ing meditation and Mass, and may
end with the hearing of confessions.
or an evening visit to a hospital or a
home. , Many" priests direct and
serve on church committees, work
in civic and charitable organiza-
tions, and assist in community
projects.

There are two main classifica-
tions of priestsdiocesan (secular)

d religious. Both types have the
'Same powers acquired through or-
dination by a bishop. The dif-
ferences lie in their way of life, the-,
type,of work to which they are as-'
Aned, and the Church authority to

,hom they are immediately sub-
ject. Diocesan priests generally
work as individuals in parishes as-,
signed to them by the bishop of
their diocese. Religious priests
generally work as part of areligious
order, such as the Jesuits,
Dorhinicans, or Franciscans. They
engage in specialized activities such
as teaching or missionary work as-
signed to them by superiors of their.
order.

Both religious and diocesan
priests hold teaching and adminis-
trative posts in Catholic seminaries,
colleges and universities, andaligh

53.4
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schools Priests attached to reli
, gious orders staff a large proportion
of the institutions_of higher educa
(ion and many high schools.
whereas diocesan priests are usually
concerned with the parochial
schools attached to parish fhurches
and with diocesan high schools The

, members of religious orders do
Thost of the missionary work con
ducted by the Catholic-Church in
this country And abroad

Places of employment

Approximately 57.000 priests
served nearly '49 Million 'Catholics
in the United States in 1974 There
are priests in nearly ,every city and
town and in many rural comm'uni-
ties. The . majority are' in
metropolitan areas, where most
Catholics reside Catholics are con-
centrated in the Northeast and
Cheat Lakes regions, C.vith smaller
concentrations in California, Texds,
and Louisiana.- Large numbers of
priests are located in communities
near Catholia,,,,educational and
other institutions.

Training and Qther,
Qualftivitions

Preparation for the priesthood
generally require's 8 years of study

.." beyond high. school. There are al-
mos 400 seminaries offering post:

. high hoot education. Preparatory
sip i may begitr'in the first year of
high/school, at the college level, or
i heological seminaries after col-
lege graduation.

High school seminaries provide a
college preparatory program that
emphasizes English ,ammar,
spetear-literaDge,. antWcial stu-

ies. Two year-SW-Min are
required and tliik y of 'modern
language is encouraged, The semi-
nary, college offers a liberal . arts
program, stressing phillYsophy and
religio . he study of man thrbugh
the behavio ences and history,
and the nAtural sciences and mathe-
riiatics.ln many college seminaries,

°
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a student may concentrate in any of
these fields.

The remaining 4 years of
preparation include sa..red scrip-
ture, apologetics (the branch of
theology concerning the defense
arick. proofs of Christiamy ), dog-
matic, moral, and paste ral theolo-
gy, homeletics (art of..preaching):
church history, liturgy (Mass), and
canon law. Pied work experience is
usually -,requkedi in addition to

as stuZy Diocesan and reli-
gious priests attend different major

semrnanes wh e slight variations
in the framin reflect the dif-
ferences in th pe of work ex-
pected of the priests Priests
are not permitted to marry

Postgraduate work in theology is
offered at a 'number of American
Catholic universities or at eccle-
siastical universities around the
world, mostly in Rdine. Also, many
priests do graduate Work at other
universities in fields unrelated to
theology. Priests are commanded
by the law of the Catholic Church

go continue their studies, at least in-
. itrnally, aftei ordination.

Young men are never denied
entry into seminaries because of
lack of funds. In seminaries for'
Secular priests, the church authori-
ties' may make, arrangements for
student scholarships or loans
Those in religious seminaries are
financed- by contr butions
benefactors.

The first assignment of a newly
ordaine8 secular' priest is usually
that of assistant pastor br curate.
Newly ordained priests of religious,
orders are assigned. to the spelial-
lzed duties for which they are
trained Many opportunities for
greater responsibility exist within
the church, depending on the
talents, interests, and experiende of
the individual,

employment Outlook

A growing number of priests will
be needed in the years ahead to
provide for the spi -itual, educa-

,
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tional, and social needs of the in-
creasing number of Catholics in the
Nation. The number of ordained
priests has been insufficient to fill
the needs of newly established
parishes and other Catholic institu-
tions, and to replace pnests whq...
retire or die. This situation is AO),
to persist. However:some of the du-
ties of priests are being assigned to
lay deacons. Although .priests
usually Continue to work longer
than persons in other professions,
the vaned demands and long hours
create a need for young priests to
assist the older orb. Also, an in-
creasing number of priests -have
beer acting in many diverse areas-
of service,in social work; religious'
radio, and television
work, arid labor-management
mediation. They also have been
serving in foreign posts as missiona-
ries, particularly in countries that
have a shortage of priests.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Diocesan priests usually receive a
stipend of between 52,000 and
S6,000 a year as well as main-
tenance provisions (room and
board, housekeeping, etc.). Reli-
gious priests are generally sup-
ported by their religious order.

Priests who do special work re-
lated to the church', such as
teaching, usually receive a partial
slim which is less than a lay per-
soh in ,the same position would
receive. The difference between the
usual salary for, these 'obs and the___
salary, That the priest receives is
called "contributed service." In
some of these situations, housing
and related expenses ray be pro-
vided, in other cases, the priest
must make his own arrangements.
Some priests doing special work
may receive tie sprne compensa-
tion that a, lay person, 'Would
'receive. These may include prtests
working as lawyf,rs, counselors,
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consultants. etc.
Due to the wide rare of duties

which most clergy have, the priest
often must work long an irregular
hours. His working conditions Vary
widely with the type and area of a.s-

, signment_

Ike

t

S

.44

Sourest of Additional
Informitlon

Young men interested in entering
the pnesthood should seek the
guidance and counsel of their
pariSh priest. For information re-
garding the different religions or-

4

,
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ders and the secular priesthoOd, as
well as a list of the seminaries which
prepare students for the pnesthood,
contact the diocesan Directors of

OCationS thrOugh the office of the
local pastor or bishop.

a
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COOPERATIVE
EXTENSION SERVICE

,WORKERS
(DOT 096128)

Nature of the Work

Extension service workers are en-
gaged with the rural area popula-
tion in educational work in fields
such as agriculture, home
economics, youth activities, and
community resource development.
They are employed jointly by State
land-grant universities and the U.S.
Department of Agnculture. Exten-
sion workers must be proficient in
both subject matter and teaching
methods

Extension workers help rural
families analyze and solve their
farm and home problems and aid in
community improvement. Much of
this educational work is carried on
in groups, through meetings, tours,
demonstrations, and use of locat
volunteer leaders. On problems that
cannot be solved satisfactorily by-
such grobp methods, extension
workers give individual assistance
In their work, they make much use
of mass communication media such
as newspapers, radio, and televi-
sion.

County extension workers help
farmers produce higher quality
crops ,and livestock more effi-
ciently. They also help them
develop new Markets and plan
production to meet market de-
mands, including those for product
quality and variety. They also help
community leaders to improve the
community. , by planning and
providing for economic develop-
Ment, recreation, and more
adequate public facilities such as
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schools, water supply and sewer
systems, and libraries They help
homemakers to provi4e more fami-
ly enjoyment from existing
resources, a higher level of nutri-
tion, and a more pleasant home en-
vironment Some extension workers
help youths to become more useful
citizens and to gain more personal
satisfaction through programs in
career selection, recreation, health,
and leadership. The essence of ex-
tension work is to help people help
themselves to achieve- the goals
they think are important.

County extension workers are

aided by State Extension Service
specialists. The job of these spe-
cialists is to keep abreast of the
latest research .in their particular
fields of interest, interpret this for
use in extension work, and help
county extension workers develop
educational programs, activities,
and events to use this new
knowledge.

Cooperative Extension Services
employ persons with a wide range
of skills and with specialized train-
ing in all, phases of crop and
livestock production, conservation,
environmental improvement, farm
management and marketing, family
living, human development, nutri-
tion, home managemeni, child
development, sociology, psycholo- .

gy, veterinary -medicine, engineer-
ing, textiles and clothing, resource

,economics, and business and public
administration.

The usual career ladder for ex-

Extonsion workers fialp fainters produce higher quality crops.

537
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tension workers is from assistant
county agent to a more responsible
job within that county. or in
another county in the State. to an
assignment on the State Extension
Service staff

Places of Employment

Extension workers are located in
county offices, area offices serving
mulucounty units, and State offices.
the last usually on the campus of
the land -grant college or university

Agents are located in nearly
every county in the 50 Statei: in
Puerto Rico. and in the Distnct of
Columbia County staffs range in
size from one agent (serving a wide
vanety of clientele interests) to a
dozen or more specialized agents in
counties with high pop anon den-
sity and great diversity interests,
Staffs are I e unties rang-
mg from e most rural to the most
urban.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Cooperative Extension Service
agents are required to be proficient
in disciplines related to the needs
and programs of the clientele with
whom they work They must have a
bachelor's degree in their, subject-
matter field, some training in edu-
cational techriiques is desirable, as
well.

Often, they receive training in ex-
tension techniques in a pre-induc-
tion training program. and are up-
graded through regular in-service
training progranis in both educa-
tional techniques and the subject
matter for which they are responsi-
ble In addition to subject matter
profiCiency, extension workers
must like to work with people and
to help them

In must States. specialists and
agents assigned to multicounty and
State staff jobs are required to have
at least one advanced degree and in
many they must have a Ph D.

Employment Outlook

Extension serice's employ more
than 15.600 professional people
The demand for these workers is
expected to increase. especially in
depressed rural areas As agncul-
tural technology becomes more
complicated, and as farm people
becogie more aware of the need for
organized activity,-,more help will
be sought from trained Extension
Service personnel The Extension
Service also will reach new seg-
ments of the population as residents
recognize the value of its assistance.
particularly in helping the disad-
vantaged

Earnings

The salanes of extension workers
vary by locality, but, for the most
part, they are competitive, with
similar jobs in industry and govern-
ment.

Sources, of Additional
information

Additional information is availa-
ble from County Extension offices,
the State Director of the Coopera
tjve Extension Service located at'
each land-grant university, or the
Extension Service. S Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Washington,
D C 20250

HOME ECONOMISTS
(DOT 096128)

Nature of the Work

Home economists work to im-
prove products, services, and prac-
tices that affect the comfort and
well-being of the family. Some spe-
cialize in specific areas, such as
consumer economics, housing,
home management, home furnish
ings and equipment, food and
nutrition, clothing and textiles,
and child development .and family
relations Others have a broad
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knowledge of the whale profes-
sional field.

Most home economists teach.
Those in high schools teach stu-
dents about foods and nutrition,
clothing selection, construction and
care; child development; consumer
education; housing and home
furnishings, family relations, and
other subjects related to family liv-
ing and homemaking. They also
perform the regular, duties of other
high school teachers that are
descnbed in the statement on
Secondary School Teachers else-
where in the Handbook.

Teachers in adult education pro-
grams help men and women to in-
crease their understanding of family
relauons and to improve their
homemaking skills. They also con-
duct training programs on second-
ary, postsecondary, and adult levels
for jobs related to home economics.
Special emphasis is given to
teaching those who are disad-
vantaged and hangcapped. College
teachers may combine teaching and
.research and often specialize.in a
particular area of home economics.

Home economists employed by
pnvate business firms and trade as-
sociations promote the develop-
ment, use, and care of specific
home products. They may do
research, test products, and prepare
advertisements and instructional
materials 'They also may prepaf-e
and present programs for radio and
television; serve as tonsultants; give
lectures and demonstrations before
the public; and conduct classes for
sales persor3s.and appliance service
workers. Some home economists
study consumer needs and help
manufacturers translate these needs
into useful products:

Some home economists conduct
research for the Federal Govern-
ment, State agricultural experiment
stations, colleges, universities. and
private organizations The j: S De-
partment of Agriculture employs
theliargest group of researchers to
do work such as study the buying
and spending habits of families in
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Somo harm economists work with young children.

all socurconomic groups and
develop budget guides

Home economists who work for
the Cooperative Extension Service
conduct adult education programs
for men and women and 4 H Club
and other youth programs for girls
and boys. in areas such as home
management, consumer edacatuane
family relations, and nutrition. Ex-
tension Service home economists
also train and supervise volunteer
leaders. and paid aides who teach
adults and youth (See statement on
Cooperative Extension Service
Workers elsewhere in the Hand-
book )

Federal, State. and local goern-
ments anclrivate agencies employ
1thine economists in social welfare
programs to advise and coins,
clients on the practical knowledge
and skills needed for effective
everyday family living. They also
may help handicapped home-
makers and their *families ad-
just to physical as well as social and
emotional limitations by changing
the arrangements in the home, find-
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ing efficient ways to, manage
household chores, aiding in the
design, selection, and arraygement
of equipment, and creating other
methods and devices to enable dis-
abled people to function at their
highest possible level. Other home
economists in welfare agencies su-
petvise or train workers who pro-
vide temporary or part-time help to
households disrupted by illness,

Home economists in health serv-
ices provide special help . and
guidance in home management,
consumer eduCation and family
economics as these relate to family
health and well-being. Activities of
home economists working in health
programs include the following.
making home visits, conducting
clinic demonstrations andclasses in
homemaking skills, counseling in
the management of time and
resources, 'including anancial .
aspects, assisting mentally retarde
parents developing their poten-
tial skills for child care and home
management, working with agen-
cies-and community resources, and

supervising nutrition and home
management aides.

Plader.of Employmont

About 128.000 people worked in
home economics professions in
1974 This figure includes 33,000
dietitians and 5,800 Cooperative
Extension Service workers who are
discussed in separate statements
elsewhere in the Handbook

About 75,000 home economists
are ..teachers, about 50,000 in
secondary schools and 30:000 in col-
leges _and. universities More than
15,000 are adult education instruc-
tors, some of whom teach part time

-in secondary schools. Others teach
in community colleges, elementary
schools, kindergartens, nursery
schools, and recreation centers.

More than 5.000 home econo
mists work ivnpriv ate business firms
and associations. Several thousand
are in research and social welfare
programs. A few are self-employed.

Although most home economists
are women, men are entering the
profession in increasing numbers.
Most men specialize in foods and
institutional management, although
kome are in the family relations and
child development field, applied
arts, 'consumer education, and
other areas.

Training, Othsr Qualigcations,
and Advancornont

About 360 colleges-a7 trerriversi-
ties offef a bachelor's degree in
home economics. which qualifies
graduates for most entry positions
in the field. A master's or doctor's
degree is required for college
teaching, for certain research and
supervisory positions, for work as
an extension specialist, and for
some jobs in nutrition.

Home economics majors study
d--r.aences and liberal artsparticu-

larly social scienaksas well as spe-
cialized horns, ecinomics courses.
They may concentrate in a particu-
lar area of home economics or in

b
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what is called general home
economics. Advanced courses in
chemistry and nutrition are impor-
tant for work in foods and nutrition,
science and statistics for research
work, and journalism for advertis-
ing, public relations work, and all
othel work in the communications
field. To teach home 'economics in
high school, students must

-complete the courses required for a
teacher's certificate.

Scholarships, fellowships, and
assistantships are available for un
dergraduate and graduate study
Although colleges and unvities
offer most of these financial gr.hts,
government agencies, research
foundations, businesses, and the
American Home Economic-5 As-
sociation Foundation Provide addi-
tional funds.

Home economists must be able to
work with people of various in-
comes and cultural backgrounds
and should have a capacity for
leadership. Poise and an Interest in
people also are essential for those
who deal with the public. The abili-
ty to write and speak well is impor:
cant. Among the subjects recom-
mended for high school students In-
terested in careers m this field are
home economics, speech, English,
health, mathematics, chemistry,
and the social sciences

Home economists frequently gain
experience as teachers and advance
to positions in businest, extension
service work, and teacher educa-
tion.

Employment Outlook

Home economists, especially
those wishrng to teach in high
schools, will race keen competition
for jabs through the mid-1980's.
Other areas of home economics
also will experience competitive job
market conditions as those unable
to find teaching jobs look for other
positions. However, for those
willing to continue their education
toward an adyanced degree, em-
ployment prospects in college and

gat

university teaching are expected to
be good.

Although. employment of home
economists is expected to grow

O

more slowly than the average fo
occupations, many jobs will
become available each ye to
replace those who die. reti , or
leave the field for other reason
Growth will result from increase
awareness of contributions
can be made by professionally
trained home economists in quality
child care, nutrition, housing and
furnishings design, consumer edu
cation, and ecology They also will
be needed to promote home

-products, to act as consultants to
consumers, and to d r2 for
impro:ement of horAe products abed
services. The oc.atiunal Education
Amendments of 1968, which pro-
vide funds- for consumer and
homemakang educatt4n at thg
secondary. postsecondary, and
adult levejs, and focus on the needs
of low-income families, should
further stimulate the need for home

. economists.
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ftt5m $12,800 to 521,800 or more,
depending on the type of position
4nd level of responsibility In late
1974, the Federal Government paid
experienced home economists
average salaies of S19,100 a year.

Cooperative Extension Service
workers on the county level
averaged S11,800 vdtile those on
the State level averaged S16,400 in

In general, home economists
earn about one and one-half times
as much as the average for all non-
supenjsory workers in private in
dustry, except farming.

Home economists usually work a
40-hour week. Those in teaching
and extension service positions,
however, frequently work longer
hours because they are expected to
be available for evening lectures,
demonstrations, land other work..
Most home economists receive
fringe benefits, such as paid vaca-
tion, sick leave, retirement pay, and
insurance benefits.

Surces of Additional
Information

A list of schools granting degrees
in home economics and additional
information about home economics
Careers, the types` of home
economics majors offered in each
school granting degrees in home
economics and graduate scholar-
ships are available from:
Amencan Home Economics Association,

2010 Macc%rhusetu Ave NW ,
Washingtor, D C 20036

Earnings and Worling
Conditions

Home econorni teachers in
public schods g rally receive the
same salaries as other teachers. In
1974, the average starting salary of
public school teachers with a

bachelor's degree was S7,700, ac-
cording to a National Education
Association survey. Public school
teachers with a master's degree
received average starting salaries of
S8,600. Experienced teachers
averaged S I 1.800 Median salaries
of women teaching in colleges and
universities in 1974 ranged from
S9,700 for instructors to .S18,200
for professors.

The Federal Government paid
home economists with bachelor's
degrees starting salaries of S8,500
and S10,500 -in late 1974, depend-
ing on Their scholastic record
Those -With additional education
and experience generally ed
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-RECREATION WORKERS
(D.O.T. 079.128, 159.228. 187.118,

195.168, 195.22.8)

Nature. of,the Work

Participation in Organized recrea-
tion activities has become an in-
tegral part of the increasing leisure
time enjoyed by many Americans.
Recreation workers plan, organize,
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and direct individual And group
recreation activities to help people
better enjoy their nonworking
hours

Recreation workers organize and
lead social, ltur-A. and physical
education p tams at community
centers h itak workplaces.'
camps, and playgrounds for pliople
of venous, ages and interests They
also manage recreation facilities
and study the recreation needs of
grou and communities There are
several -pes of recreation
workers recreation directors, su-
pervisors. leaders, and activity spe-
cialists

Recreation directors are responsi-
ble for the management and ad-
ministration of recreation pro-
grams They may evaluate the
recreation needs of the population
they serve, and plan activities 4c-
cording to these needs The) 'also

al
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hire personnel and prepare an
operating budget_ _Falii...-ularly in
smaller recreatio Ograrns, the
director also ma dirvOtly supervise
various activities '

Recreation super-v.1,0PS -may plan
recreation activities at assist the
director in doing this. They then aril-
plernent thelse activitie oversee
their operation. and evaluate their
success They supervise the recrea-
tion leaders, activity specialists, and
maintenance workers, anetnstrtict
them in many of the skills required
to efficient!) run a recreauort:pro-
gram

Recr'eatiort leaders work directly
with the participants in recreation
programs .and are responsible for
the program's day- to-day opera-
tion They may give instruction in
crafts. games. sports. and other ac-
tivities and keep reports and
records relating to these activities.

5. 11

Recreation leaders who give in-
struction in specialties such as art,
music, drama, swimming, or tennis
are called activity speciahsts. They
often conduct classes and coach
teams in the activity in which they
specialize. A camp counselor is
generally a recreation leader and
may also be an activity specialist.
Recreation leaders usually work
under the direction of a supervisor.

The services of recreation work-
ers are used in many different
settings. Recreation personnel em-
ployed by lo61 government and
voluntary agencies provide leisure-
time activities at neighborhood
playgrounds and indoor recreation
cerlterkThey furnish instruction in
the arts, crafts, and.in sports. They
may supervise recreational activi-
ties at correctional institutions and
work closely with social workers to
organize programs for the young
and the aged. School recreation
staff organize the leisure-time ac-
tivities of school-age children dur
ing schooldays, weekends, and va-
cations.

Under the supervision of a camp
director, recreation leaders and ac-
tivity specialists lead and instruct
campers in nature-oriented forms
of recreation such as swimming,
hiking, and horseback riding, as
well as arts, crafts, and other sports.
Some camps provide campers with
specialized instruction in a particu-
lar area such as music, drama, gym-
nastics, or tennis. In resident
camps, the staff also must insure
that the campers have adequate liv-
ing conditions.

Recreation personnel in industry
and in the Armed Forces organize
and direct recreation rooms,
athletic programs such as bowling
and softball leagues, social ,func-
tions, and other leisure activities for
company employees and service
men and women.

Therapeutic recreation is a spe-
cialized field within the recreation
profession It provides recreational
services to aid in recovery or adjust-
ment to illness, disability, or a
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specifi social problem ReLreancin
specialists may work with the physi
cagy handicapped in a school of
rehabilitation center, with mentany
ill or retarded persons .n apubl,u or
private institution, or with Juvenile
delinquents, older Litizens, or dtsa
bled veterans. The lobs in this spe
cialty are gel) ..omparable to
those fo recreation workers in
other settings.

Places of Employment

More than 65,00G recreation
workers were employed year-round
in 1974, nearly one-half of them
were women Government recrea-
tion, departments employed about
one-half, primarily in local recrea-
tion departments. Many others
worked for schools, commercial
recreation establishments like
camps or resort hotels. and non
profit voluntary organizations such'
as athletic or sctuting organiza-
tions, churches, and community or-
ganizations,

Overetwo-fifths of all year round
recreation workers are employed
part toe Many of these are stu-
dents who work for local golern-
ment recreation programs An addi-
tional 100,000 recreation workers
were employed for the summer
months only, during 1974. Seasonal
workers are mostly college students
and teachers who work pnmanly as
recreation leaders and Piamp coo-

& selors.
Recreati9n workers are em-

ployed Jnostly in urban areas where
many people must use the same
playgrounds and recreation centers.
Camp recreation workers, however,
often work in rural, less populated
area.", of the country. Camp recrea-
tion workers are employed at m-
at:lent, day, family, and travel
camps. Except for the directors of
very large camps and workers at the
few camps which remain open year-
round, Lamp recreation workers
generally are employed for 2 or 3
months only dunng the summer.

Tralnlnq, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Formal training in a college
recreation curriculum is becoming
increasingly important for those
seeking a career in recreation.

Recreation directors generally
should have a bachelor's degree,
preferably m recreation, as well as
considerable expenence. Advanced
courses leading to a master's degree
often are desirable for persons in-
terested in higher level administra-
tive positions and are usually neces-
sary for teaching at a college or
university. Those with a bachelor's
degree usually begin as supervisors
or recreation leaders, and may ad-
vance to a director position.

A high school education is
generally the minimum require-
ment for recreation leaders. How-
ever, an associate degree in recrea-
tion or a related subject from a
commdnity or junior college usually
is preferred for both year-round
and seasonal employmentNn addi-
tion, those with college training
generally start at a higher salary and
have better advancement opportu-
nities Activity specialists must have
specialized training in a particular
field, such as art, music, drama, or
athle s In most cases, an as-
soc to degree in recreatidn with a
c centration in one of these areas
r a bachelor's degree:061 recreation

or one of the arts is necessary for
y ear-round ploy ment In general,
camps pr r those with some
college ba kground to work as

'counselors or activity specialists.
In March 1974; 200 community

colleges and 186 4-year colleges
and universities had iedreation.and
parks Lurnculums. in addition, 92
graduate programs were offered.
The typical program of recreation
study includes courses in communi-
cations, natural sciences, the hu-
manities, philosophy, sociology,
psychology, drama, and music
Specific courses in recreation in-
clude group leadership, prOgram
planning and organization, health
and safety procedures, outdoor and
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indoor sports, dance, arts and
crafts, and field Work in which the
student obtains actual recreation
leadership expenence. Students in:
terested in industrial or other types
of commercial recreation may find
it desirable to take courses in busi-
ness administration, those in-
terested in therapeutic recreation
should take courses in psychology,
health education, and sociology'

Young people planning careers
as recreation workers must have the
ability to motivate people and be,
sensitive to their needs. Good
health and physical stamina, often
are required. Activity planning
frequently calls for creativity and
resourcefulness. Recreation work-
ers should be able to accept re-
spon011ity and exercise judgment
since they usually work alone. To
increase their leadership skills
and understanding of people, stu-
dents should obtain related work
expenence in high school and col-
lege. They may do volunteer, part-
time, or summer work in recreation
departments, camps, youth-serving
oFsanizations, institutions, and
c n onnity centers.

After a few years experience,
eereation leaders or activity spe-
ialists may become recreation su-

pervisors. Although promotions to
administrative position may be
easier for persons with graduate
training, . advancement is usually
possible through a combination of
education and experience.

Employment Outlook ,

The employment of recreation
workers is expected to rise faster
than the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's as public
pressure for recreation areas results
in the creation of many new parks,
playgrounds, and national forests.
Increased attention to physical fit-
ness by government, educators, and
others may produce a rise in public
and industrial recreation programs.
Longet life and earlier retirements_
also will increase the demand for
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recreation programs for retired per-
sons All of these factors will in-
crease the need for recreation wort, -
et's and stimulate growth in the oc-
cupation.

The level of formal education
and amount of related work ex-
perience will become increasingly
important as more recreation grad-
totes compete for positions Those
with a 2-y;ar degree or less will
generally be limited in advance-
ment opportunities Those with a
bachelor's degree should have a
favorable employment outlook,
with increasing competition during
economic slowdowns when recrea-
tion employment in both the public
and private sectors may be adverse-
ly affetted Opportunities for those
with a master's or Ph D degree
should be good in teaching, super-
visory, and administrative positions.

Job experience prior to gradua-
tion will greatly help a graduate find
a position Applicants with the most
related job experience will receiver
the more responsible and higher
paying positions

Many opportunities will be
available for part-time and summer
employment as rec/eation leaders
and assistants in loeal government
recreation programs Many of the
summer jobs will be for counselors
and activity specialists in camps.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Starting salaries for recreation
leaders with a bachelor's degree in
State and local governments
averaged abciut $8,000 in 1974, ac-
cording to survey by the Public
Personnel Association There was a
wide &liar* range among em-
ployersin. ktneral, salaries were
highest in the west 'and lowest in the
south Average earnings for recrea-
tion workeis'are higher than those
for nonsupervisory workers in
private industry, except in farming.
Aceording to the National Recrea-
tion and Park Association, redea-
tiori workers with a 2-year degree
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usually started at about $6,500 in
1974, those with a bachelor's
degree, about $8,000; with a
master's degree, 59,-10,000; with a
Ph. D., S 11-12,000. A person with
at least a bachelor's degree and
considerable (5-6 years) ex-
perience averaged about S I 4-
15,000. Recreation directors' sala-
ries ranged from S11,000 to more
than $20,000 depending on their
responsibilities.

Starting salaries for recreation
workers j.0 the Federal Government
in late 1974 were $8,500 for appli-
cants having-a bachelor's degree,
S10,500 with a bachelor's degree
plus I year experience, S12,841
with a bachelor's plus 2 years ex-
perience or a master's degree, and
S15,481 'with a harhelor's plus 3
years experience or a Ph. D.

The average week for recreation
personnel is 35-4Q hours. Many
camp recreation workers live at the
camps where they work, and their
room and board is included in their
salaries. Most public and private
recreation agencies provide from 2
to 4 weeks vacation and other
fringe benefits such as sick leave
and hospital insurance.

A person entering the recreation
field should expect some night work
and irregular hours since they often
work while others are enjoying lei-
sure time. Recreation workers often
spend much of their time outdoors
when the weather permits.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about recreation as a
career, employment opportunities
in the field, and colleges and
universities offering recreation cur-
riculums is available from.
Naliorial Industrial Recreation Association,

20 North Wacker' Dr., Chicago. 111.
60606.

National Recreation and Parks Aisociation.
1601 North Kent St.. Arlington. Va.
22204.

For information on careers in
camping and job referrals, contact.
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American Camping Association. Bradford
Woods. Martinsville. Ind. 46151.

SOCIAL SERVILE AIDES

Nature of the Work

Social service or human service
_aides enable 'social service agencies
to help greater numbers of people
by providing services which supple-
ment the work of professional so-
cial workers and rehabilitation
counselors. Most social service
aides work under the close
guidance and supervision of other
professional staff.

Social service aides serve as a
link between professional social
workers or rehabilitation Coun-
selors and people who seek help
from social agencies. Aides explain
the services and facilities of the
agency and help new applicants fill
out any required forms. In some
agencies, aides visit the client's
home, interview friends and rela-
tives, and check documents such as
marriage licenses or birth cer-
tificates to determine an in-
dividual's or family's eligibility for
financial assistance or other
services.

Much of the routine paperwork
required in welfare programs may
be done by social service aides.
They may keep records on clients
up to date, maintain a filing system
of reports or a control system for
periodic case reviews, and fill out
school enrollment, employment,
medical, and compensation forms,

Due to the wide variety of social
services, social service aides work
in many different job settings and
perform a range of different job
functions. Aides usually referred to
as casework aides or assistants, often
work directly with clients. They
may help clients locate and Obtain
adequate housing, find jobs, or
counsel parents about their chil- '
dren's dress and appearance.
Casework aides serve as advocates
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fur Tents by going with them to
clinics to insure that they receive
needed medical care or by helping
them effectively communicate their
needs to institutions that provide
educational or welfare services.

Homemaker aides hero clients im-
prove their 4.1115 in shopping, clean-,
ing, sewing, budgeting, family
health and hygiene, child care, and
meal planning and preparaticyl.
They are assigned to a home for 1

day or more a week, ur instruct
groups of adults at a community or
neighborhood center.

An important facet of the
homemaker aide's work is the ac-
tual demonstration of homemaker
skills. Stressing the importance of
regularity and routine in the home,
they set up a schedule of weekly ac-
tivities. They get down to particu-
lars of housekeeping by teaching
homemakers how to clean stoves
and refngerators, prepare meals
from leftovers, or recognize a bar-
gain in inexpensive material for
clothing. They encourage home-
makers to take advantage of cost-
say mg oppgrtunities such as
the barber school for haircuts, the
thrift shop, surplus foods and free
recreation. In addition to teaching
domestic skills, some homemaker
aides also help clients obtain
needed social seivices and may do
housekeeping chores during . a
parent's illness

Some workers called neighbor-
hood workers personally contact the
residents of an area to explain and
discuss agency services. They learn
the needs of individuals and fami-
lies and. refer routine cases to a
counselor or to the akropnate
community service gency. They
report more difficult problems to a
supervisor. Neighborhood workers
may Inform residents about job
openings, available housing, job
training opportunities, and put
services. On a broader scale, they
assist in the organization of block
and other neighborhood groups to
conduct programs that benefit the

7-neighborhood. foster a sense of

community responsibility among
residents, and encourage participa-
tion in the anti-poverty programs of
social service agencies. They also
may assist in routine neighborhood
surveys and counts, keep records,
and prepare reports of their activi-
ties for the supervisor.

Employment melds actively seek
out the disadvantaged and help
prepare them for employ ment by
giving them , assistance in getting
speciaripining and counseling.
Working in neighborhood centers
or mobile units, they locate can-
didates for available jobs and train-
ing programs by contacting unem-
ployed residents in pool roonts,
laundromats, and street corners or
through employment or welfare
agency referrals. They give the
unemployed information about the
services of the local State employ-
ment office, available job
and training opportunities, and help
them fill out the necessary applica-
tion forms. After clients are em-
ployed, aides maintain contact to
help workers adjust to the new
work environment and to iron out
minor difficulties.

Another occupation that has
much in common with social serv-
ice aides is child cure aide. They
help care for children of working
mothers at child development
facilities and day care centers.
Child care aides feed, entertain,
and otherwise care for children who

U
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are usually too young to attend
school- Under the direction of so-
cuil workers, teachers, and other
professionals, they help children
develop socially and prepare for
elementary school.. Aides also may
teach children counting, arithmetic,
art, music, and other subjects that
stimulate their curiosity and ability
to think. In addition, they may work
along with the child's family to ,help
insure that the child is adequately
fed and clothed and receives regu-
lar medical and dental care.

Apart' from these specific duties,
the most useful functions of social
service aides are to be available
when needed to offer encourage.
ment and counsel, and to act as ad-
v ocates for the needs of those in the
community which they serve.

Places of Employment

About 70,000 people worked as
social service aides in 1974, ap-
proximately 4 out of 5 were women.
Most work in the inner cities of
large metropolitan areas.

More than half of all social serv-
ice aides work for government de-
partments and agencies primarily
on the State and local levels. They
work for community and neighbor-
hood organizations and centers,
welfare and social service agencies,
residential welfare facilities for chil-
dren or adults, and rehabilitation
agencies serving the jihnd, disabled,
and otherwise disadvantaged.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Graduation from high school
generally is not required for social
service aide jobs. Employers do not
always look for the most highly
skilled applicants. An individual's
need for work, as well as potential
for upgrading his or her skills and

' making a useful contribution to the
agency, often is considered. For
employment in some 'agencies, an
examination or registration on a
civil service list may be required.

p_
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Poisons seeking jobs as social
service aides should get along well
with people and be able to work as
part of a team They should be tact-
ful, courteous, and want to help
others.

Homemaker aides should be per-
sons who have demonstrated com-
petence in. managing a home and
rearing children. Workers assigned
to Puerto Rican or Mexican-Amer-
ican communities should speak and
understand Spanish. Some social
service jobs require typing

Most gtoyers emphasize the
development of career ladders with
opportunities for advancement
through a combination of on-the-

b training work experience, and
'further education. ides usually are
trained on the from I to several
months. Tho without high school
diplomas . ten receive classroom
instruc n to help them pass a high
sch.. equivalency examination.

try level positionS as employ-
ment aides can lead to a job as an
employment interviewer, and, after
special training, to employment
counselor. Employing agencies
freptly pay part of the cost of
further education for social services
aides.

Employment Outlook

Employment of social service
aides is expected to grow much
faster than the average for all occu
pations through the mid-1980's.
Many opportunities are expected
for part-time work. A large number
of openings will arise from the need
to replace aides who die, retire, or
transfer to other jobs.

Employrrient in this field will
stem from population growth, cou-
pled with this country's continuing
commitment to aid those who are
disadvantaged, disabled; or unable
to care for themselves. In addition,
as social welfare services and pro-
grams expand, social service aides
increasingly will be used for much
of the routine and less responsible
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work now done by professional per-
,sonnel.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Full-time social service aides with
no prior experience or minimuni
education earned salaries ranging
from $5000 to S6,500Y a year in
1974. Those with experienceor ad-
ditional education usually earned
more. The Federal ,Government
paid beginning social service aides
salaries of from $5,294 to Sg,500 in
late 1974 depending upon their
education and prior work .ex-

. perience; experienced aides earned
as mush as S10,520. Many aides in.
both public and private agencies
work part time and earn less.

Although they work-much of the
time in offices of social service de-
partments and agencies, they may
frequenily visit the homes of clients
or offices of other social service
agencies, hospitals, and business
establishments. Aides often must
work evenings or weekends when
clients can be reached.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on requirements. for
social service aide jobs is available
from city, county, or State depart-
ments of welfare or social services,
community or neighborhood
development agencies, and local of-
fices of the State employment ser-
vice.

SOCIAL WORKERS*
.T. 195.108, .118, .168, and

.208, .228)

Nature of the

The ability of people to live effec-
tively in society is often hampered
by problems that range from per-
sonal ones to those arising from so-
cial unrest within a group or corn-
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munity. These problems, ag-
gravated by the growing complexity
of society, have greatly

the need for' social services. Social
workers assist individuals;, families,
groups and communities in using
these services >to solve their
problems,.

The three basic approaches to so-
cial work are casework,. group
work, and community organization.
The approach chosen is usually
determined by the nature of the
problem and the timeand resources
available for solving it. Social work-
ers often combine these :ap-
proaches in dealing with a speCifie
problem.

In casework, social workers use
interviews to identify the problems
of individuals and .families. They
then help people to understand and
solve their problems and to secure
needed services, education, or job
training. In group work, social
workers help people to understand
both themselves and others better,
to overcome racial and cultural
prejudices, and to work together.
with others in achieving a common
goal. Theg plan and conduct group
activities for children, adolescents,
older persons and other adults in a
variety of settings such as settle-
ment houses, hospitals, homes for
the aged, and correctional institu-
tions. in community organization,
social workers coodinate the efforts
of Areoups, such as political, civic,
religious, business, and union or
ganizations, to combat social
problems through community pro-

am For a neighborhood or
Cr area, they may help Wan and

velop health, housing, welfare,
and recreation services. They often
coordinate existing social services
and organize fund raising for com-
munity social welfare activities.

The majority of social workers
provide social services directly to
individuals, families, or groups.
However, a substantial number are
executives, administrators, or. su-
pervisors. Others are college
teachers, research workers, con-

6'
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sultants, or private practitioners.
Social workers can apply their

,training and experience in a vanety
of social service settings.

Social workers in ,family service
positions in State and local govern-
ment offices and voluntary agencies
provide-counseling and social serv-
ices that strengthen personal rela-
tionships and help clients to im
prove their social functioningThey
also advise their clients on the con
structive use of financial.assistance
and other social services.

Social workers in child welfare
positions work to improve the
physical and emotional well-being
of depnved and troubled children
and youth. They may advise parents
on child care and child rearing.
counsel children and youth with so-
cial adjustment difficulties, arrange
homemaker services during a

parent's illness: institute legal ac-
tion for the protection of neglected
or mistreated children, provide
services to unmamed parents, 'and
counsel couples who wish to adopt
children. After making appropnate
case evalyations and home studies,
they may place children in suitable
adoption or foster homes or in spe-
cialized institutions_

School social workers aid chil-
dren whose unsatisfactory school
progress is related to their social
problems These-workers consult
and work with parents, teachers,
counselors, and other school per-
sonnel to identify and solve prob-
lems that hinder satisfactory
adjustment.

Social workers in medical and
psychiatric settings such as
hospitals, clinics, mental health
agencies, rehabilitation centers,
and public welfare agencies aid pa-
tients and their families with social
problems iecompanying illness,
recovery, and rehabilitation. As
members: df medical teams, they
help patients respond to treatment
and guide them in their readjust-
ment to their homes, jobs, and com-
munities (The related occupation
of rehabilitation counselor a is

discussed in a separate statement.)
Probation and parole officers and

other social workers engaged in
correctional programs help offend-
ers and persons on probation and
parole readjust to society.. They
counsel on social problems encoun-
tered in relation to their return to
family and community life. Proba-
tic-iii?and parole officers also may
help secure necessary education,
training, employment, or communi-
ty services.

In addition, the services of social
workers are being sought in many
fields where they have not been
used significantly in the past. These
include private practice (as.coun-
selors), industrial social work, drug
and alcohol abuse coupseling, and
city and social policy planning.

Places of Employment

About 300,000 social workers
were .employed in l974; nearly two-
thirds of them were women. State,
county, and city government agen-
cies employ about two-thirds of all
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social workers, about 3,000 work
for the Federal Govenrnent. Most
of the remainder work for voluntary
or private agencies, schools,
hospitals, and other Medical
establishments. Although employ-
ment is concentrated in urban
areas, many work with rural farni-
hes. A small number of so work-
ers,employed by th federal
Government and the United Na-
tions or one of its affiliated agen-
ciesserve in other parts of the
world as consultants, teachers, or
.technicians and establish agencies,
schools, or assistance programs

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Inrecent years, there has been a
growing acceptance of the
bachelor's, degree in social work
(BSW), rather than the master's
degree (MSW), as the minimum
education of the professional social
worker. The BSW programs
generally offer an introduction to
the social welfare system, the skills
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and values of social work, and su-
pervised field experience Although
the BSW is preferred, many em-
ploYers will accept a, bachelor's
degree in another field as an Ac-
ceptable level of education

For many positions, a muster's
degree in social work is preferred or
required Two yeais of specialized
study and supervised field instruc-
tion are generally required to earn
an MSW. Previous training in social
work is not required for entry into a
graduate program, but courses in
related fields such as psychology,
sociology, economics: political
science, history, and social
anthropology, as well as social
work, are recommended Some,
graduate schools recently have
established I -year MSW programs
for well-qualified BSW recipients
In 1974, 86 colleges and universi-
ties offered accredited graduate
programs in social work

Scholarships and fellowships are
available for graduate education.
Some social welfare agencies, both
voluntary and public, offer -plarfs
whereby workers are granted
'educational leave' to obtain gradu-
ate education The agency may phy
the expenses or a salary, or both

A graduate degree and ex-
perience are generally required for
supervisory, administrative, or
research work, the last also requir-
ing training in social science
research methods For teaching
positions, an MSW irequired and a
doctorate usually is preferred In
most State and many local govern-
ment agencies, applicants for em-
ployment must pass a written exam,
particularly at the bachelor's level

At the end of 1974, 14 States had
licensing or registration laws
providing for the use of professional
social work titles by those who
qualify Usually work experience,
an examination, or both, are neces-
sary for licensing or registration,
with periodic renewal required The
Nationa Association of Social

----Worlfers allows the_use of the title
ACSW (Academy of Certified So-
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ciar Vorkers) for those members
having at least 2 years of post-
Master's job experience who have,
passed the ACSW examination.

Social workers should be emo-
tionally mature, objective., and sen-
sitive and should poSsess a basic
concern for people and "their
problems. They must bfLable., to
handle responsibility, work inde-
pendently, and form and sustain
good working relationships with
clients and cO-workers.

Students should obtain as much
related work experience as possible
during high, school and college to
determine whether they have the
interest and capacity for profes-
sional social work They may do
volunteer. part-time, or summer
work in places such, as camps, set-
tlement houses, hospitals, comm. u-
nify centers, or social welfare agen-
cies. Some 'voluntary and public spy-
cial welfare agencies hire students
for jobs in which they assist social
workers.

. .

Employment Outlook

Employment opportunities for
persons having. bachelor's degrees
in social welfare or., related' fields
should be favorable through the
remainder of the 1970's and into
the 1980's. The outlook for gradu-
ates of master's degree programs in
social work is expected to continue
to be good through the mid-1980's.
However, if the number of students
graduating from social work pro-

continue to increase at the
sa e rate as in the 1960's and early
1970's, competition for some posi-
tions will become stronger. At both
the bachelor's and master's levels, it
is possible that in certain geo-
graphic areas there will be greater
job competition.

Employment of social workers is
expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through
the mid-1980's. Many new posi
tions will come from the expansion
of community mental health cen-
ters, and growth of the newer social
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work services such as drug and al-
cohol abuse counseling and city and
policy planning. Also, as the occu-
pational structure of the economy
continues to'change, problems may
be created for unskilled. and dis-
placed workers. This, coupled with
the problems caused by social
change, is expected' to maintain a
strong demand for persons in the
social servicll field

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries for social workers at ,all
levels vary greatly by type of 'agency
(private or public, Federal, State,
or local) and geographic region.
Salaries are generally highest in
large cities and in States with siza-
ble urban populations. In 1974, so-
cull workers with a bachelor's
degree usually started at about
S8,00048,500, with a master's
degree, betweeo $9,500 and
S11,000. Salaries for experienced
MSW social workers averaged
S12,000-.15;000 a . year. Private
practitioners and thoSe in adminis-
tration, teaching, and research
often earn considerably more.

In the Federal Government, so.
cial workers with an MSW and no
experience usually started at about
$10,500 in late 1974. Graduates.e%---
with an MSW and no work ex-
perience may start at SI 2,800 if
they are well qualified for the posi-
tion, with an MSW and I year of ex-
perience,. usually at S12,800, with
an MSW and 2 years of experience.
at almost S15,500.

Men and women without gradu-
ate training in social work 'are
generally limited in the advance-
ment opportunities availlble to
them, since most supernscify and
administrative positions are staffed,
by master's degree recipients..

Most social workers have a 5-
day, 35-40-hour week. However,
many, particularly in *private awn-
cies, work part time. In some agen-
cies, -the nature cg. the duties
requires some evening and

1
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weekend work, for which com-
pensatory time off is given. Most so-
cial work agencies provides fringe
benefits such as paid vacation, sick
leave, and retirement plans. ,

Sources of Additional
Information

For infoation about career op-
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portunities in the vinous fields of
social work, contact:
Wational Association of Social Workers,

15th add H St. NW.. 600 Southern
Building. Washington. O.C. 20005.

Information on accredited gradu-
ate and undergraduate college p

in. social work is available
from: `'

et ,

al*
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Council on Social Work Education..345 East
46th St. New York. N.Y. 10017,

.1



,ART,'DESIGN, AND COMMUNICATIONS,
RELATED OCCUPATIONS .

-
Creativity and the ability to com

municate,i4fas are prerequisites for
work in occupations related to art.

*design, apd communications For
example, an if chitect's bluepnnt is
the ernbryd,if a building, floral
designers express a mood of love,

.sympathy, or otherernotion in a
flower 'arrangerneot, and actors
project a character on the stage or
screen for tke enjoyAent of their

I
audiences_ Newspaper reporters
communicate newsworthy events to
their reading audiences, dancers ex-
press emotion. mood, or thought

, through physical movemenU, and
photographers capture an emotion
or idea through camera- angle.
lighting. and the flick of a shutter

This section Qf the Handbook
describes in detail occupations that
require creative and communica-

.
1A. 0.

:
O.

tive talents. the performing _arts
actors, dancers. singers, and musi-
cians, the design occupations
architects, urban planners. and
seven other related occupation,.
and communications related Occu-
pationsinterpreters, newspaper
reporters, technical writers, and
radio and TV announcer'.

air
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PERFORMING ARTISTS

r-4 The performing arts include
music. acting, singing,, and the
dance In these fields, the number
of talented persons seeking employ.
ment generally greatly exceeds the
number of full-time positions
vailable. As a result. man), per

formers supplement their incomes
by teaching. and others work much
of the time in different types of
occupations.

The difficulty of earning a living
as a performer is one fact young
persons should remember when
they conSider such a career. They
should consider, therefore, the
possible advantages of making their
art a hobby rather than a profes-
mon. Aspiring young artists usually
must spend many years in intensive
training and practice before they
are ready for public performances.
They not only need great natural
talent but also 'determination. a
willingness, to work long and hard.
and an overwhelming interest in
their chosen field, and some luck.

The statements which follow this
introduction give detailed informa-
tion on. musicians, singers, actors,
and dancers.

ACTORS AND
ACTRESSES

(D.o.T. 150.028 and 150.048)

. Nature of the Walk

Making a character come to life
before an audience is a job that has

great glamour and fascination This
demanairrir-work requires special
talent and involves many difficulties
and uncertanties.

Only a few actors and actresses
achieve recognition as stars on the
stage, in motion pictures, or on
teletision or radio. A somewhat
larger number are v.ell-known, ex-
perienced performers. who
frequently are cast in supporting
roles However, most actors and ac-
tresses struggle for a toehold in the
profession, and are glid to pick up
parts wherever they can.

* New actors generally start ,in ,
"bit parts where they speak only a
few lines If successful, they may
progress to larger, supporting roles,
of which there are several in most
stage, television, and screen
productions They also may serve as
understudies for the principals

. Actors who prepare for stage,
screen, and television roles
rehearse many hours. They must
memorize their lines and.know their
cues.

In addition to the actors and ac-
tresses with speaking parts,
"extras," who have no lines to.
deliver. are used in various ways in
almost all motion pictures and
many television shows and theatre
productions. In "spectacular"
productions, a large number of ex-
tras take part.in crowd scenes.

Some actors find alternative jobs
as coaches of drama or directors of
stage, television, radio, or motion
pictures productions. A few teach
in drama departments of colleges
and universities.

.

Places of tmployment- '
About ,10,000 actors and ac-

tresses work in stage plays, motion
pictures (including films made
especially for television), industnal
shows and commercials.
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In the winter, most employment
opportunities on 'le stage are ill
New York and other large cities
About 400 actors and actresses
worked on Broadway in 1974 In the
summer, stock companies in subur-,
ban and resort areas provide em-
ployment In addi many_cities
now have "little theatres, r-
tory companies and dinner theatres,
which provide opportunities for
local talent as well as for profes-
sional actors -and actresses. Nor-
mally plays are produced and casts
selected in , New York City for
shows that go "on the road." -

Employment in motion. pictures
and film television is otially
centered in New

try, although a few studios
are located in Miami and other
parts of the country. In addition,
many films are shot on location,
and employ local nonprofessionals
as 'extus," A number of Amer-
icanproduced films are being shot
in foreign countries. In television,

539
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most opportunities for actors areal
the headquarters of the major net
worksin Nev York, Los Angeles,
and, to a lesser extent. Chicago. A
feu, local television stations occa
iionally employ actors.

Training, and Other
Qualifications

Young persons who aspire to act
ing careers should take part in high
school and college plays, or work
with little theatre% and other acting
groups for expenence.

Formal training in acting which is
increasingly nececuary can be ob
tamed at dramatic art schools.
located chiefly in New York, and in
more than I ,600 colleges and
universities throughout the country.
College drama curriculums usually
include courses in liberal arts.
speech. , pantoinime, directiqg,
playwnting, play production:and
history of the drama, as well

Fromctical lourses in acting From
these; the student develops ap ap-
preciation of the great plays and a
greater understanding of the roles
he may be called on to play Gradu-
ate degrees in fine arts or drama are
needed for collie teaching posi-
tions.

Acting demands patience and
total commitment, since aspiring
actors and actresses must wait for
parts or filming schedules, work
longibours, and often do much
traveling. Flawless performances
require long rehearsal schedules
and the tedious memorizing of
lines. The actor needs stamina to

tand the heat of stage or studio
lig , or the adverse weather con-
ditions which may exist-on loca-
tion.- Above all, youni persons
who plan to pursue an acting career
rhust have talent and the creative
ability to portray differeht charac-
ters. They must have pois&p. stage
presence, and aggessiveress to
project themselves to the audience.
At the same time, the ability to fol-

directions is important.
In II media, the best way to start

-2
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is to use local opportunities and to
build on the basis of such ex-
penence. Many actors successful in
local productions eventually try to
appear on the New York stage. In-
experienced actors find it extremely
difficult to obtain employment in
New York or Hollywood particu-
larly in the motjon picture field
where employment often results
from previous expenence on
Broadway.

To become a movie extra, one
must usually be listed by Central
Casting, a no-fee agency which
works with the Screen Extras Guild
and supplies all extras to the major
movie studios in Hollywood. Appli-
cants are accepted °illy when the
number of persons of a particular
type on the listfor example,
athletic young men, old ladies, or
small childrenis below the
foreseeable need. In recent years,
only a very small proportion of the
total number of applicants have
succeeded in being listed. Extras

.hAve very -little opportunity to ad-
vance to speaking roles.

The length of an actor's or ac-
tresses- working life depends largely
on skill and versatility. Great actors
and actresses can work almost in-
definitely. On the other hand, em-
ployment Becomes increasingly
limited by middle age, especially for
those who become typed in roman-
tic, youthful roles. Due to the fac-
tors disccussed, persons who intend
to pursue an acting career may find
unstable employment conditions
and financial pressures.

Employment, Outlook _

Overcrowding has existed in the
acting field for many years and this
condition is expected to persist. In
the legitimate theater, motion pic-
tures, radio, and television, job ap-
plicants greatly exceed the jobs
available. Moreover, many actors
are employed in their profession for
only a part of the year. '

Motion pictures and TV have
greatly reduced employment oppor-

. turuties for actor;* in the theater.
Although a motion picture produc,
lion may use a very large number of
actors, dunng filming. films arc
widely distributed and may be used
for years. Also, some American-
produced films are shot in foreign
countries resulting in reduced em-
ployment opportunites for Amer-
ican actors and actresses. Televi-
sion employs a large number of ac
tors on TV programs and commer-
cials. However, employment on this
media has been reduced by the
FCC ruling that decreased major
TN, network prime time pro-
grammrng. Local stations often sub-
stitute with low cost game shows
that employ few actors or reruns.
Also, the trend toward I to 2-hour
programs, and more reruns shop
tens the period of employment and
-reduces the number of persons
needed.

One possibility for,future growth
in the legitimate theater ties in the
establishment of year-round profes-
sional acting companies in cities.
The number of such acting groups
is growing. The recent growth of
summer and winter stock compa-
nies, outdoor and regional theatre',
repertory companies, and dinner
theaters also has increased employ-
ment opportunities. DinneL theatres
represent the fastest growing area
of employment in the country for
actors. Also, a possible growth in
"Off.Broadway" theatre could
result from the recent seating
capacity expansion. In addition,
some increases may be likely in the
employment of actors on television
in response to expansion . of the
Public Broadcasting System, UHF
stations, and cable TV. The
development and wider use of video
cassettes also may result in some
employment opportunities. These
media will have a positive influence
on employment if original matenal
and programs result, not reruns or
old movies.

Though the. field of acting
whole is expected to grow
than the average for all o

ter
upa
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PERFORMING ARTISTS

trots, through the mid-1980's, the
number of persons who want to
enter the profession is erected to
be greater than employment oppor-
tunities. Even highly talented young
people are likely to face stiff corn-

-Teton and economic difficulties.

Earningi and Working SL

Conditions

Actors and actresses in the legiti-
mate theater belong to the Actors'
Equity Association, in motionpic-
tures, including television films, to
the Screen Actors Guild; Inc, or to
the Screen Extras Guild, Inc , in
television or radio., to the Amencan
Federation of Television and Radio
Artists (AFTRA) These unions
and the show producers sign basic
collective bargaining agreements
which set minimum salanes, hours
of work. and other conditions of
employment. Each actor also signs
a separate contract which may pro-
vide for higher salanes then those
sRecified in-the basic agreement.

The minimum weekly salary for
actors in Broadway productions
was about 5245 in 1974. Those in
small- -off-Broadway" theaters
received a minimum of 5137.50 to
5210 a week depending on the
theater's gross receipts. For shows
on the road, the minimum rate was
about 5347.50 a week. (All
minimum salaries are adjusted up-
ward automatically, by union con-
tract, commensurate with increases
in the cost -of living as reflected in
the Bureau of Labor Statistics Con-
sumer Price Index.)

In 1974, motion picture and
television actors and actresses
earned a minimum daily rate of
5172.50, or 5604 for a 5-day week.
For extras, the minimum rate was
$46 a4day. Actors and actresses
who did not work on prime time
network television received a

minimum program fee of about
5203.50 for a single half-hour pro-
gram and 8 hours of rehearsal time.
Because of the frequent periods of
unemployment, characteristic of

this profess-u3n,- annual, earnings
may be low for many lesser-known
performers. According to a recent
survey by the Screen Actors Guild,
three-quarters of their members
earned less than S3,500 a year, only
3 percent earned more than
S25,000 a year. In all fields, many
well-known, actors and actresses
have salary rates above the
minimums. Salaries of the few top
stars are many times the figures
cited.

Eight performances amount to a
.week's work on the legitimate
stage, and any additidnal per-
formances are paid for as overtime.
After the show opens, the basic
workweek is 36 hours, including 12
hours for rehearsals. Before it
opens, however, the workweek
usually is longer to allow time for
rehearsals. Evening work is, of
course, a regular .part of a stage
actor's life. Rehearsals may beheld

, late at night and on weekends and
holidays. When, plays are on the

. road, weekend. traveling often is
necessary.

Most .actors are covered by a,
pensidn fund and a growing number
have hospitalization insurance to
which employers contribute. All
Equity and 'AFTRA members have
paid vacations and sick leave. Most
stage actors get little if any unem-
ployment compensation solely from
acting since they seldom have
enough employment in any State to
meet the eligibility requirements.
Consequently, when a show closes,
and while waiting for another role
they often have to take any Casual
work obtainable.

Source; of Additional
Information

Information on 'colleges and
universities and conservatories
which offer a major M drama is
available from:
Amencan Educational Theater Association.

1317 F St NW Washington. DC
20004
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DANCERS
(D O T,§151 028 and 151 048)

Nature of the Work
Dancing is an ancient and world.

wide art that has many different
forms. Professional dancers may
perform in classical ballet or
modern dance, in dance adapta- -
tions for musical shows, in folk
dances, and in other-pepular kinds
of 'dancing. In classical pallet,
movements are based on certain
conventional or styled "positions,"
and women dance "en point" (on-
the ups of their toes) In modern
dance, movements are more vaned
but are nonetheless ,ully
planned and executed to f !low a
pattern.

In dance productions, performers
m&st often work as a corps de ballet
(chorus/ However, a group of
selected darters may do special
numbers, and a very few top artists
do solo work.

Many dancers combine stage
work with full-time teaching. The
few dancers who become choreog- ,

raphers create ne'lketallet or dance
routines. Others are dance directors
who train dancers in new produc-
tions.

(This statement does not include
instructors of ballroom. American
or international folk 'dance- and
other social dancing.)
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Places of Emp loyment

. About 7,000 dancers worked on
the stage, screen, and television in
1974. Many more teach at schools
of the dance and in other schools
and colleges and universities. Afew
teachers, trained in dance therapy.
work in mental hospitals. About85
percent of all dancers are women,
butt some types of dance, particu-
larly ballet and modem, women
constitute only about one-half of
the performers

Dance teachers are located
chiefly in large cities, but many
smaller cities and towns have
schools of the dance New York,
City is the hub for performing dan-
cers

Training and Other
Qualifications

Serious training for a career in
dancing traditionally begins by age
12 or earlier. For example', efersons
who wish to become ballet dancers
should begin taking lesons at the
age of 7 or 8. Two to 3 years of
prior preparation-is-rreeded before
the young ,girfshould start dancing
"enpointe"" Ballet training requires
from 10 to 12 lessons a week for 11
or 12 months in the year and many
additional hours of practice. The
length of the training period de-
pends on the student's ability and
physical development, but most
dancers have their professional au-
dition by age 17 or 18 Early and in-
tense training is also important for
the modern dancer.

The selection of a professional
dancing school is important for (I)
setting the pace of training, since'
too early and too severe exercise .

can permanently damage the legs
and feet; and (2) for connections
with producers may help the stu-
dents obtain employment.

Because of the strenuous training
a student's general education may
not exceed the minimum However,
a dancer should study of music,
literature, and history along with
the arts to help in the interpretation

4,
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women past 30 are rarely hired by
ballet companies, and women past
25 are linty hired -for Broadway
shows unless they have had ex-
perience in such productions. Men
in ballet and men and women in
modern dance can usually work
longer than other dancers. After the
emplOyable age for performers has
passed, some dancers teach in col-
leges or conservatories or establish
their own schools. The few who
become choreographers or dance
directors can continua- to work as
long as persons in other occupa
tions.

of dramatic episodes and" music.
Also, more dancers are being
trained in all forms of dancebal-
let, ethnic: modern, and tapfor
work on the professional stage Or
education.

About 200 colleges and universi-
ties confer bachelor's- degrees on
students who majored in
physical educagon anti concen-
trated on the dance, Majored in a
dance; or majored in a dance pro-
gram to prepare students as profes-
sional dance artists. Some schools
also give graduate degrees.

A college educatipn is an adN
vantage in obtaining employment as
a teacher of professional dancing or
choreography 'However, ballet
dancers who postpone their first.au-
dition for openings in classical bal-
let until graduation may compete at
a disadvantage with younger dan-
cers.

Professional schools usually
require teachers to have experience
as a performer; colleges and conser-
vatgorle: generally require graduate
de , but experience as a per-
former often may be substituted.
Maturity and a broad educational
background also are important.

The dancer's life is one of
rigorous psRctice and , self-
discipline. Good health and physi-
cal stamina are necessary, both to
keep in good condition and to fol-
low the' rugged travel schedule
often required.

Body height and build should not
much` from the average. Good

feet anci 'normal arches also are
required. Above all, one Must have
a Laturah aptitude for dancing, and
a creative abilityto express oneself
through dance.

Seldom does a dancer .perform
unaccompanied. Therefore, young
persons who consider dancing as a
career should be able to function as
part of a team. They also should be
prepared to face the anxiety of un-
stable working conditions brought
on by show closings and audition
failures:

Except .r1 outstand'ufg stars,
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Employment Outlook

mber seeking prOiessional
c.23e7i(ni dance will continue to-ex-
ceed available positions, despite an
expected faster than the average
rate of growth-in the employment of
dancers. .

Most openings in this relatively
small occupation will result from
replacement needs, and competi-
tion is expected to be keen. The
best employment opportunities will
be in teaching dance. Opportunities
in stage production will be limited.

The number of stage productions
is expected to decline due to in-
creased competition from television
and motion pictures, however,
some jobs will be available inthese
media. Financial difficulties of
domestic companies and competi-
tion from foreign dancers will
reduce ballet employment. How-
ever, some performing danders will

\ find jobs in industrial exhipitions,
art shows and state fairs. Others will
work with new professianall dance
cottipanies formed from the in-
creasing number of chic and com-
munity danceK6ups.

Earnings and ViorkIttg
Conditions

Professional dancers who per-
form are members of one of the
unions affiliated with the As-
sociated Actors and Artists of
America (AFL-C10). Dancers in
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opera ballet, classical ballet, and
the modern dance belong to the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
Inc., those on live or videotaped
leleviiion belong to the American
Federation of Television and Radio
Artists; those perform in films, TV,
and other forms of motion pawl
belong to the Screen Actors Guild
or the Screen Extras Guild, and
those in musical comedies join Ac-
tors' Equity Association. Other
dancers may be members of other
unions, depending upon the fields
in which they perform. The unions
and producers sign basic agree-
ments specifying minimum salary
rates, hours of work, ang other con-
ditions of employment. The
separ contract signed by each

r with the producer of the
show may be more favorable than
the basic agreement regarding
salary, hours of work. and working
conditions.

In 1974, the ,minimum salary for
dancers in ballet and other stage
productions was about $240 a
week. The single perforthance rate
is about $75 for a solo dance and
about S40 per dancer for a grOup.
Dancers on tour received an al-
lowance of S30 a day in 1974, to
defray the cost of room and board.
The employer pays the 'cost of
transportation. For a brief ap-
pearance fn a performance on
television or a few days' work in a
movie, the minimum rate is higher,
relative to time worked. However,
this diffelence is o . the brevi-
ty of the engagement ano e long
period likely waiting for th next
one. A few performers, of co
have much higher salaries. _

Some dancers qualified to tea
combine this work with en e-

ments as performers. more
dancers supplemen ea incomes
by other types of work.

Salaries of ballet teachers vary
with the location and prestige of the
school. Dance teachers in .college
and universities are paid on the
same basis {as other faculty mem-
bers. (See statement on "College

and University Teachers.")
The normal *workweek is 30

hours (5 hours per day maximum)
spent in rehearsals and matinee and
evening performances. Extra com-
pensation is paid for _ additional
hours worked. Most stage per-
formances take place, of course, in
the evening, and rehearsals require
very long hours, often on weekends
and holidays. For shows on the
road, weekend travel often is
required.

Dancers are entitled to some paid
sick leave and venous health and
welfare benefits provided by their
unions, to which the emploNers
contribute.

Of Additional
Information

In rmation on colleges and
urn rslues and conservatories of
mus which give a major in the
dan or some courses ih the dance,
as II as details on, the types of
cost and other pertinent .infor-
ma ion it available from the Na-.
hone! Dance Association, a division
of the American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, 1201 16th St. NW.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

MUSICIANS
(D.O.T. 152.028 and 152.048)

Nature o e Work

Profess musicianswhether
they in a symphony orchestra,
dance band, rock group, or jazz
combogenerally have behind
them many years of formal or infor-
mal study and practice. As a rule,
musicians specialize in either popu-
lar or classical music, onlY a few
play both types professionally.

Musicians who specialize in
popular music usually play the,
trumpet, trombone, clarinet, sax-
ophone, organ, or one of the
"rhythm" instrumentsthe piano,
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suing bass, drums, or guitar Dance
bands play in nightclubs, restau-
rants, and at special parties The
best known bands, jazz groups, rock
groups, and solo performers some

.times give concerts arid perforin on
television.

Classical musicians play in
symphonies, opera and theater
orchestras, and for other groups
that require orchestral accompany.
ments Most of these musicians pray
strings, brass, or woodwinds instru-
ments Some form small groups
usually a string quartet or a trioto
give concerts of chamber music
Many pianists accompany, vocal or
instrumental soloists, chorTal groups
or provide background' music in
restaurants or other places. Most
organists play in churches; often
they direct the choir.

A few exceptionally brilliant.
musicians give their own concerts
and appear as soloists with
symphony orchestras Both classi-
cal and popular musicians make in-
dividual and group recordings

A very high proportion of all
musicians teach instrumental and
vocal music in schools and:colleges
Some direct vocal and instrumental
music, teach music appreciation,

'and give group instructionnn an in-
strument in elementary and secon-
dary school. Many public school
teachers and performing musicians,
give private lessons in their own stu-
dios or in pupil's homes.

A few musicians-work in the field
of music therapy in hospitals, and in
music libraries.

Places of Employment

About 85,000 persons worked a$
performing musicians' in 1974
Many thousands mote taught in ele-
mentary and secondary schools and
in colleges and universities. Almost
every town and city has at least one
private inusic teacher.

Most professional musicians who
perform work in cities where enter-
tainript and recording activities
are concentrated, such as New
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York, Chicago. Los Angeles. Nash-
ville, Miami Beach, and New Orle-
ans Many perform with one of the
28 majOr symphonies, 88
metropolitan, or 1,100 community
orchestras Many communities
have orchestras and dance bands,
but in the small towns such work Is
usually part time. -

In addition, thousands of
qualified instrumentalists have
other full-time jobs and only occa-
sionally work as musicians in dance
bands, that are hired to play at
private parties or for special occa-
sions Classical musicians occa-
sionally play in an orchestra,
become conductorS or composers,
or do some part-time teaching.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Most people wlio become profes-
sional musicians begin studying an

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Instrument at an ears age To
acquire -great technical skill, a
thorough knowledge of music, and
the ability to interpret music. young
people need intensive training
through pnvate study with an ac-
complished musician, in a college
or university which has a strong

usic program, or in a conservato-
ry sic. For advanced study in
one of these institutions an audition
frequently is necessary Many
teachers in these schools are ac-
complished artists, who will train
only promising young musicians

More than 700 conservatories
and colleges and universities offer a
bachelor's degree program in music
education to qualify graduates for
the State certificate for elementary
and secondary school teaching
positions Over 400 conservatones
and collegiate music schools have
been accredited by the National As-
sociation of Schools of Music to
award the degree of bachelor of
music to students who major in in-
strumental or vocal music. These
programs provide training in musi-
cal performance, history and
theory, and some liberal arts
courses. College teaching positions,
usually require advanced degrees
but exceptions may be made for
well-qualified artists.

Musicians who play jazz and
other popular music must have an
understanding of and feeling for
that style of music, but classical
training may expand their employ-
ment opportunities. As a rule, they
take lessons with pnvate teachers
when young, and seize every oppor-
tunity to play in amattur or profes-
sional performances. Some young
people form small dance bands or..
rock grows As they gain ex-
perience and become known, they
may audition for other local bands,
and still the better known
bands and c estras.

Young pertons who consider
careers in music 'could have musi-
cal talen
and stage
diences.;#.
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qtiality of er-

tli't f'
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formance requires constant study
and practice, self-discipline is vital.
Moreover, musicians who do con-
cert and -nightclub engagements
must have physical stamina because
of constant travel and rugged time
schedules that often include long
night hours.

Employment Outlook

The music performance field is
expected to remain keenly competi-
tive through the mid-1980's. Op-

.portunities for concerts and recitals
are not numerous enough to pro -
side adequate employment for all
the pianists. violinists, and other in-
strumentalists qualified as concert
artists Competition usually is keen
for positions which offer stable em-
ployment, such as jobs with major
orchestras and teaching posinorir,,
Because of the ease with which a

`musician can enter pnvate music
teaching, the number of music
teachers has been more than suffi-
cient and probably will continue to
be Although many opprotunities
are expected for single and short-
term emgagements, playing popular
music in night clubs, theaters, and
other places, the supply of qualified
musicians who seek such jobs is
likely to exceed demand. On the
other hand, first-class, experienced
accompanists and outstanding
players of stringed instruments are
likely to remain relatively scarce.

Employment of musicians who
perform is expected to grow about
as fast as the average for all occupa- .

tions, through the mid-1980's.
Although the number of civic
orchestras in smaller communities
has been growing steadily, many
provide only part-time employ-
ment. The decline in opportunities
for musicians in theater, taelio, and
motion pictures has more than off-

set these openings. The increased
use of recorded music has lead to
the decline of opportunities in these
areas. Additional employment is ex-
pected from the expanded use of
TV satellites, cable TV, and wider
use of video cassettes.
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PERFORMING ARTISTS

The employntot , outlook in
music education for people who are
qualified as teachers as *Jell as
musicians is better than for those
qualified as performers only. How-
ever, the supply of music teachers
in the Nation's schools is
adequatea situation which is like-
ly to continue through the mid'
1980's.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The amounereceired for a r-
formance by either classical or
popular musicians depends to a
large extent on their professional
reputation. Musicians in 1 of the 28
major symphony orchestras lithe
United States in 1974 rec 'red
minimum salaries that ranged from
about 3190 to 3350 a week accord-
ing to the American Sy mpkony
Orchestras League, Inc: Eight
orchestrasNew York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Houston, Chicago the Na-
tionalhave year-round seasons
(50 weeks or more) and minimum
salaries ranging from 310,000 e6"-
318,000. Other major symphony
orchestras have seasons ranging
from.34 to 52 weeks.

Musicians who played at dances,
club dates, water shows, ballets,
musical comedies, concerts, and in-
dustrial shows earned a minimum of
S33 to S40 for 3 hours of work. The
minimum scale for recording is

3100 for a 15 minute tape (3 hours
actual taping time).

Full-time church musicians
earned from $7,500 to 316,000 a
yearaccording t6 hours worked a
week and level of training.

The salary schedule for all
teachers deterinmes earnings of
music teachers in public, schools.
(See statements on Elementary and
Secondary School Teachers else-.

where in the Handbook) Many
teachers give private music lessons
to supplement their earnings How-
ever, earnings are uncertain and
Vary according to the musician's

reputation, the number of teachers
and students in the locality, and the
economic status of the community.

Musicians customarily work at
night and on weekends. They also
must spend considerable time in
practice and in tehearsal.

Many musicians, primarily those
employed by symphony 'orchestras,
work under master wage agree-
ments, which guarantee a season's

rk up to 52 weeks. Musicians irt
other areas, however, may face
1-elatively long periods of unem-
ployment between jobs Thus, their
earnings generally are lower than
those of many other occupations
Moreover, they may not work
steadily for one employer Con-
sequently, some pstformers cannot
qualify for unemployment compen-
sation, and few have either sick
leave or vacations with pay

Most professional musicians be-
long to the American Federation of
Musicians (A 10) Concert
soloists also belon o the American
Guild of Music rtists, Inc (AFL-
,C10).

Sources of Additional
information

For information ut wages,
hours of work, and working condi-
tions for professional musicians,-
contact:
American Federation of Musicians (AFI.-

C10), 641 Lexington Ave. New York,
N.Y 10022.

Informanoil about the require-
ments for certification of organists
and choir masters is available from:
Amencan Guild of Organisu, 630 Fifth Av&,

New York, N Y 10020

A list of accredited schools of
musit is available from:
'National Association of Schools of Music,

11250 Roger Bacon Dr., Reston, Va.
22090

Further information about music
teaching in elementary and secon-
dary schools is available from:

Music Educators National Conference, Suite
601, 8150 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, Va.
22180.
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SINGERS

(DOT 152.028 and .048)

Nature of the Work

Professional singing is an art that
usually requires not only a fine-
voice but also a highly developed
technique and -a broad knowledge
of music. A small number of singing
stars make recordings or go on con-
cert tours in the United States and
abroad. Somewhat larger numbers
of singers obtain leading or support-
ing roles in operas and popular
music shows, or secure engage-
ments as concert sologists in ora-
torios and other types of per-
formances. Some singers also
become members of opera and
musical comedy choruses or othe
professional choral groups. ar
music singers perf in musical
shows of all ki in the movies,
on the s on radio and tele
si n concerts and in n u bs

and other enteral= places. The
st known ax music singers

ake many recordings.
ce most singers of both classi-

cal and music have only
part-time,or irregular employment
they often have other jobs and sing
only .in the evenings or on
weekends. Some give private voice
lessons. A number of singers teach

__courses in general music and direct
-elementary and secondary school
choruses. Others give voice training
or direct chOral groups in churches,
in music conservatories or in col-
leges apd universities.

5-5()

Places of Employment

About 36,000 persons worked as
professional, singers in 1974. Op-
portunities for signing engagements
are mainly in New York City,'Los
Angeles, Lai Vegas, San Francisco,
Dallas iand Chicagothe Nation's
chief entertainment centers. Nash-
ville, Tennessee, a major center for
country and western music, is one
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of the most important places for
employment of singers for -live"
performances and recordings Sing-
ers who teach music in elementary
and secondary schools, colleges.
universities. Itnd conservation are

employed throughout the country
Many work part-time. chiefly as
church singers and choir masters

Training and Other
Qualifications

Young persons who want to sing
professionally should acquire a
broad background in music, includ-
ing its theory and history. The abili-
ty to dance may be helpful, since
singers are sometimes required to
dance. In addition, those interested
in a singing career should start
piano lessons at an early age to

'become familiar with the musical
scale and music composition. As a
rule, voice training should not begin
until after the individual has ma-
tured physically, although young
boys who sing in church choirs
receive some training before their
voices change Moreover, because
voice training often continues for
,yearg after the singer's professional
career .has started, a prospective
singer must have great determina-
tion An 'audition before a com-
petent voice teacher to decide

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

whether Professional training is
warranted isalso important

To prepare for careers as singers
of classical music young people can
enroll in a music conservatory. a
school or department of music con-
nected with a college or university.
or take private voice lessons. These
schools provide voice training, and
training in understanding and in-
terpreting music, including music-
related training in foreign languages
and sometimes dramatic training
After completing 4-years of study.
the graduate may receive either the
degree of bachelor of music.
bachelor of science or arts (in
music). or bachelor of fine arts .

Young singers who plan to teach
in public schools need at least a
bLchelor's degree with a major in
music education. and must meet the
State certification requirements for
teachers Over 700 colleges and
universities offer such training.
Most college teachers must have a
master's degree or doctors degree.
but exceptions may be made for
well-qualified artists.

Although voice training is an
asset for singers of popular music,
many with untrained voices have
had successful careers. The typical
popular song does not demand that
the voice be developed to cover as
wide a range on the musical scale as
does classical music, and the lack of
voice pirojection may be overcome
by use,6f a microphone.

Young singers of popular songs
may become known'by participat-
ing in local amateur and paid
shows. These engagements may
lead to employment with local
dance bands or rock groups and
possibly later with better known
ones. .

In addition to musical ability, -

pers verance and an outstanding

Employment Outlook

The employment outlook for sin-
gers is expected to remain keenly
competitive through the mid-1980's
despite an expected faster than the
average rate of employment
growth Many short -term jobs are
expected in the opera and concert
stage, movies, theater, nightclubs,
radio and television, dance bands,
and other areasbut not enough to
provide steady employment for all
qualified singers Singers who can

...meet State certification fequire-
ments may find positions as music
teacher

Recorded music<has replaced-the
"live" singer on radio,. television
perfoMances by singers are
limited. However, the demand is
growing for singers who record
popular music to do radio and
television commercials. Additional
employment is expected from the
expanded use-of TV satellites, cable
TV, and wider use of video cas-
se es.

singing career is sometimes
r atively short, since it depends on
a good voice and public acceptance
of the artists, both of which may be
affected by age. Due to these cir-
cumstances and factors discussed
elsewhere in the text, singers may
be subject to unstable employment
conditions and the pressure of unre-
liable financial circumstances.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Except for a few well-known con-
cert' soloists, opera stars, top
recording artists of popular music,
and some dance band singers. Most
professional singers experience cif-

per nality, a singing- careerlt ficulty in obtaining regular employ-
req res an attractive appearance, ment and have to supplement their
good cts: and good luck. Sin- incomes.
gers also must have physical Singers generally work at night
stamina to adapt to rigorous time and on weekends. Work in the en-
and travel schedules which often in- , tertainment field is seasonal and
elude working night hours. few performers have steadyjobs.

55 Yi



PERFORMING ARTISTS

Singers who appeared in theatri-
cal and TV motion picture produc-
tions received a minimum of
5187.50 a day or 5604 a week in
1974. Singers in qpera choruses
received $40 per *formance. A
few opera soloists and popular sing-
ers earned thousands of dollars a
performance.

Professional singers usually be-
long to a branch of the AFL-CIO
union, the AS,sociated Actors and
Artists of Am ica Singers on the
concert stage o Tin opera belong to

is

r

the American Guild of Musical
Artists. Inc.. those who sing on
radio or live television or make
phonograph recordings are mem-
bers of the American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists; sin-
gers in the variety and nightclub
field belong to the American Guild
of Variety Artists, those who sing in
musical comedy and operettas be-
long to the Actors' Equity Associa-
tion: and those who sing in the
movies belong to the Screen Actors
Guild. Inc. .

414
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Sources of Additional
Information

Information about accredited
schools and departments of music is
available from:
National Association of Schools of Music.

11250 Roger Bacon Dr.. Reston. Va
. 22090

Fore information about music
teaching in elementary and secon-
dary schools contact:
Music Educators National Conference. Suite

601. 8150 Lccsburg Pike. Vienna. V.i
22180

4.



DESIGN OCCUPATIONS

Good design can improve the ap-
pearance and usefulness of the
products that we use and the places
where we live and work, as well as
increase` sales 'by improving their
"eye 'appeal." Making products or
places more appealing and func-
tional and bringing them to the at-
tention of the public is the job of
people in design occupations

Different design careers require-
varying. levels of training and,ctu-
ca. tion. For example, whil floral
designers often learn their-duties on
the -job and do not need a high
school diploma,- architects must
have at least 5 years of college and

-professional education. Regardless
of the amount of formal training
required, people in design occupa-
tions should bitreative and be able
to commdrucate ideas through their.
designs and displays.

Job opportunities in design occu-
pations are expected to Increase
throw the mid-1980's, primarily

ause a growing and more af-
fluent population is becoming more
design conscious.

This chapter describes 10 design
occupations: architects, commer-
cial artists, display workers, floral
designers, industrial designers, in-
terior designers, landscape
architects, models, photographers,
and urban planners (Other iilas
that oftenfequire design skillsfor
examine, engineersare described
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

ARCHITECTS
(D.O.T. 001.081)

Nature of Work,

Attractive buildings improve the
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physical environment of a commu-
nity. But buildings also must be safe
and allow people, both inside and
around them to properly perform
their duties. Architects design
buildings that successfully combine
these elements of attractiveness.
safety, and usefulness.

Most architects provide profes-
yonal services to clients planning a
building project. These services
begin in the early stages of the proj-
ect's development and continue
until all work is completed.

The architect and client first
discuss the purposes, requirements,
and cost of a project, as well as any
preference on design that the client
may have. The architect then
prepares a rough drawing to show
the, scale and structural relation-
ships of the building.

After discussing preliminary
drawings with the client, the
architect develops a final design
showing the floor plans and the
structural details of the project. For
example, in designing a school, the
architect determines the width of
corridors and stairways so that stu-
dents may move easily froM one
class to another; the type and ar-
rangement of storage space, and the
location and size of classrooms,
laboratories, lunchroom or
cafeteria, gymnasium, and adminis-
trative offices.

Next the architect prepares
working drawings showing the
exact dimensions of every part of
the structure and the location of
plumbing, heating units, electrical
outlets, and air conditioning.

Architects also specify the proj-
ect's building materials, construc-
tion equipment, and in, some cases,
interior furnishings. In all cases, the
architect must insure that the struc-
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tures' design and specifications
conform to local and State building
codes, zoning laws, fire regulations,
and other ordinances.

After all drawings are completed,
the architect assists the client in
selecting a contractor and in
negotiating the contract, As con-
struction proceeds, there are
periodic visits to the building site to
insure that the contractor is follow-
ing the design and using the
specified materials. The job is not
completed until construction is
finished, all required tests are
made, and guarantees are received
from the contractor.

Architects design a wide variety
of structures such as houses,
churches, hospitals, office
buildings, and airports They also
design multibuilding complexes for
urban renewal projects, college
campuses, industrial parks, and new
towns Besides designing structures,
architects also may help in selecting
building sites, in preparing cost and
land use studies, and in long range
planning for site development

When working on large projects
or for large architectural firms, /
architects often specialize in one
phase of the worksuch as desi
ning, or administering construc 'on
contracts This often requires ork-
ing with engineers, urban pl ners,
landscape architects, an other
design personnel

Places of Employment

About 40,000 registered
(licensed) architects were em-
ployed in 1974. Many unlicensed
architectural school graduates also
work as archite,cts.

About twj- fifths of all architects
are self-employed, either pradticing
indiiidually or as pattners. Most of
the others work in architectural
firms, for builders, for real estate
firms, or far .other businesses that
have large construction programs.
Some work -for government agen-
cies, ,often in city and community
planning or urban redevelopment.

.
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Architects design floor plans for now building.

About 1,300 architects\aork for the
Federal Government, mainly for
the Departments of Defense, Hous-
ing and Lrban Development; and
the General Services 'Administra-
tion. .

Although found in many areas, a
large propo-rtiOn of architects were
aimployed in seen cities Boston.
Chicago, Los Angeles. New York.
Philadelphil San Francisco. and
Washington.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

All States and the District of
Columbia require architects to be
licensed. To qualify for the 2-day
licensing exam, a person must have
either a bachelor of architecture
degree followed by 3 years of ex
perience in an architect's office or a

master of architecture degree fol-
lowed by 2 years of experience. As
a substitute for formal training,
most States accept additional ex-
perience (usually 12 years) and

-successful, completion of an
equivalency test for admission to
the licensing examination. Many
architectural school graduates work
in the field even though they are not
licensed. How'ever, a registered
architect is required to take legal
responsibility for all work.

In 1974, the. National Architec-
tural Accrediting Board had ac-
credited 76 of the 100' Schools of-

professional degrees in,
architecture. Most of these schools
offer a 5-year curriculum leading to
a bachelor of Architecture degree
or a 6-year curriculum leading to a
Master of Architecture degree. Stu-
dents May also transfer to profes-
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sional degree programs after
completing a 2-yetrjunior or com-
munity college program in architec-
ture. Many architectural schools
also offer graduate education for
those who already have their first
professional degree. Although such
training is not essential for practic-
ing architects, it is often desirable
for those in research and teaching.
A typical college architectural pro-
gram includes courses in architec-,
tural theory, design, graphics, en-
gineering, and urban planning, as
well as courses in English, mathe-
matics, chemistry, sociology,
economics, and a foreign language

Persons planning careers in
architecture should be able to work
independently, have a capacity for
solving technical problems, and be
artistically inclined. They also must
be prepared to work in the competi- 1411

tive-Invironment of business where
leadership and ability to work with
others are important. Working fort
architects or building contractors)
during summer vacations is useful,
for gaining practical knowledge.. 1

New - graduates usually begin as
junior drafters in architectural
firms, where they make drawings
and models of structures under the
direction of a registered architect
After several years of experience,
they may advance to chief or senior
drafters responsible for all major

.1 details of a set of working drawings'
and for supervising other drafters.
Others may work as designers, con-
struction contract administrators,
or specification writers who
prepare directions explaining the
architect's plan to the builder Em-
ployees who become associates in
their firrits receive, in addition to a
salary, a share of .the profits.
Usually, however, the architect's
goal is to establish a private prac-
tice.

Employment Outlook

Job prospects for argliitects are
'expected to be favorable through
the mid-1980's. EraploymOt of
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'architects is expected to rise at a
much faster rate than the average
for all workers during this period. In
recent years, the number of degrees
granted in architecture also has
been it reasing rapidly. If this trend
continbes, the number of people
seeking- employment in the field
should be roughly in balance with
the number of openings from
growths deaths, and retirements
The outlook for these workers may
change, however, during shortrun
periods. Since the demand for
arctlitects is highly dependent upon
the level of new construction, any
significant upsurge or downturn in
building could temporarily alter de-
mand

Most Job openings are expected
to be in architectural firms but
some openings are also expected to
occur in colleges and universities,
construction firms and the Govern-
ment as agencies become more in-
volved in environmental design and
planning (See statement on Urban
Planners elsewhefe in the Hand-

. book.)
The major factor contributing to

the increase, in employment of
architects is the expected' rapid
growth of nonresidential construc-
tion In addition, the projected in-
crease in enrollments in architec-
tbral programs should result in ad-
ditional requirements for architects
to teach in colleges and universities.

Growing public concern about
the quality' of the physical environ-
ment is expected to increre the de-
mand for urban redevelopment and
city and community environmental
planning projects. This should
'create further opportunities for em-
ployment.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

The average salary for architects
in 1973 was $23,000 according to
the limited information available.
Architects with well-established
private practices generally earn
much more than high-paid salaried
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COMMERCIAL ARTISTS
(DOT 141.031 and .081,

.970 281 and 381, and 979.381')

employees of architectural firms.
Although the range in their incomes
is very ,wide, some architects with
many years of experience and good
reputations earned well over
535,000 a year. Architects starting
their own practices may go througli
a period when their expenses are'
greater tharrtfieir incomes. Annual
incomes may fluctuate :due to
changing business conditions.

Depending on their college
records, architects having a
bachelor's degree an$ no ex-
perience could start in the Federal
Government at either 516 or 52021;
a week in 1974. Archie is who
have completed all requirements
for the master's degree can start at
5247 and those with a Ph. D. at
5334 a week-

Most architects spend long hours
at the drawing board in well

.......ezigtped offices. An architect
imes has to work overtime to

meet 4 deadline. The routine often
is varied by interviewing clients or
contractors, and discussing the

-designs, construction procedures,
or building materials of li project
with' other architects or engineers.
Contract administrators frequently
work outdoors during inspections at
construction sites.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information abMit
careers in architecture including a
catalog of publications can be ob-
tained-from:
The American Institute of Architecture.

1735 New York Ave., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Information about schools Of
architecture and a list of junior col-
leges offering courses in architec-
ture are available from:
The Association of Collegiate Schools of

Architecture. Inc . 1735 New York
Ave Washington, D C 20036
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Nature of the Work

A team of commercial. artists
With varying skills and, specializa-
tions often crelks the artwork in
newspapers and magazines
billboards, brochures, catal
television commercials. Th s team
is supervised by an art director, who
develops the artistic aspe s". of an
advertising plan, and rtr6n turns it
over to .a layout artist for further
refinement. The layout,, artist whet
constructs or erranges elements of
the advertisement, also selects and
lays out illustrations and photo-
graphs, plans use of typography,
and determines color and otheT ele-
ments of design. Preparation of a
"rough visual." or sketch is the next
step. The layout artist may change
the fisual after consulting With the
director and complete a more, com-
prehensive layout fore, he cgstomer.

A variety of specialists work with
the layout artist to turn out the
finished product. These include
rendererswho use magic markers
to make rough drafts; letterers, who
execute appropriate lettering either
freehand or with mechanical aids;
illustrators, who sketch and draw in
mole fmi ed form; and pasteup
and mec anical worker's, who cut
and paste basic parts of-the adver-
tisement or other artwork by using
a ruling pen and other drafting
tools. Some workers,,,called general
board workers, spend nearly all their,
time at the drawing board perform--
ing Many of these specializations.
Apprentices help general board.
workers or other specialists by
doing routine jobs such as separat-
ing colors and cutting mats.

In a small office, the art director
may performi(the layout and board
work with the aid of apprentices, In
a large office, the art direct& '
develops concepts with the copy-
writer; sets standards; deals with
clients, and purchases needed

'4
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photographs illustrations lettenng,
And other'. artwork frod freelancers

AdveitIsing artists create the
concept and, artwork for a vstide
variety, of Items These Include
direct mail advertising. catalogs,
counter displays, Slides, and film-
strips They also design or lay out
the editorial pages and features and
produce or purchase the necessary
illustrations or artwork Some com-
merciaPartists specialize in produc-
ing fashion illustrations, greeting
cards. or book, illustrations, or in
making te..hnical dra'w 'rigs for in-
dustry

Places of Employment

About 64.000 persons, one-third
of them women. worked as corn-
meroal artists in 1974 Although
some commercial artists can be

,,..-found in nearly every city, the
majority work in large cities, such
as New York. Los Angeles. Boston,

n ton. D C C. .and Chicago,
w her e largest users of commer-
cial art are located.

Most commercial artists work as
staff arm's for advertising depart:
ments of large companies, printing
anti publishing firms, textile compa-
nies. photographic studios, televi-
sion and motion picture studios. de-
partment stores, and a variety of
other business organizations. Many
art self-employed or freelance
artists Some -salaried commercial
artists also do freelance work
their spare time. About 2,400 m-
mercial artists work fo ederal
Gov erdment Agencle !principally
in the Defense De ment. A few
teach kiln sch s

Training tter..Qualiflcations.
an -4-kailIncement

Artistic ability 4' judgment,
linagination and capacity
isualize ideas on paper are impor-

tint qualifications for success s in
coMmeroal "art However, these,
yealities must be developed by spe-
cialized training in the te...hniques
of commen.ial and 'applied art
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Education in the e artspaint-
ing, sculpture architectureand
in acade studies generally pro-
vides ood_folindation for obtain-
in mployment in commercial art,
nd may be essential for promotion.

Special courses in visualization.
typography and production, and

commercialf.,creation and
production also are desirable

The most widely accepted train-
ng for commercial art is t in-
rruction given ih art schools in-

stitutes that specialize in commeri,
cial and applied art To enter art
school, an applicant must usually
hate a high school education. Some
schools admit only applicants who
submit acceptable work samples.
Tbe course of study. which may in-
clude some academic work,
generally takes 2 or.3 years, and a
certificate a awarded on gradua-
non A grin number of art

schools, particularly' those in or-
connected with universities, require
4 years or more of study and confer
a bachelor's degree commonly
the bachelor of fine arts (B.FIA.).
About 300 colleges and universities
confer such degrees. In these
schools, commercial art instruction
is supplemented by liberal art
counts, such as English and his-
tory, Limited training in commer-
cial art also may be obtained though
public vocational high schools and
practical experience on the job.
However, supplemental training
usually is needed for advancement.
Beginners also should supplement
their formal education and training
by experience in doing pesters,
layouts, illustrations and similar
projects for schools and other or
ganizations.

The first year in art school may
be devoted primarily to the study of
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fundamentals perspective, design,
color harmony, compositionand
to. the use of pencil, crayon, pen
and ink, and other art media. Sub-
sequent study. generally more spe-
cialized, includes drawing from life,
advertising design, graphic design,
lettering, typography, illuitrations,
and other courses in the student's
pai-tieular field of interest.

The, variotis specialties, however,
differin some of the specific
ties required Fdr example, letterers
andAetouchers must doprecise and
detilled work th equirgjexcel-
lent dicordinatio ,ereas ilfustra-
Ors id designer eed imagina-
tion, a distinctive art style,. and. in
moseca'ses, the ability to draw well.
Some experience with photog-
raphy, typography. and printing
protion is useful in art direction

design Freelance commercial
artists must sell both ideas and
finish-ea -work to clients. A
knowledge of type specifications
ind pr IngProduction methods is
ve elpful. A business sense and
responsibility ID meeting deadlines
are assets, also. NI directors nee a
strong educational background
art and 15usiness practices and the
liberal arts. Advertising art
directors require a special kind.
creativitythe ability t6 conceive
ideas that will,stimulate the sale o
the client's prodq,cts or services.

13egin'hing commerciAl artist's
usullly need.sonle.on-the-job train-
ing to qualify for other than strictly
routine work. Advancement is

r...based Largely on the individual's
artistic talent, creative ability, and
education. After considerable `ex-
perience, many salaried commer-

foil 'artists leave to do freeiance
Ittrk. Most illustrators are free-

_ lancers: many 'of them have an
agent.

Commerpal artists'' usuajly as-
mble their best artwork...into a

rtfolio," to diip13y their work.
.1 A ood portfolio is essential in ob-

ta ing initial employment and
f eelance assignments as well,as for
job changes
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earned from S85 to S90 .a week,
graduates of 2, year professional
schools, 590 to 5106 a peek, and
graduates of 4-year post-high
school programs, S100 to S120 a
week, according to the limited data
available Talerjtest artists who hed
strong educational backgrounds
and good portfolios, , however,
started at higher salaries. After a
few years of experience, qualified
artists may expect to earn 5140 to
5160 a week or more Art directors,
designers, executives, well-known
freelance illustrators, and others in
to positions generally have much

,higher earnings, from $3O0 to 5500
a week or more

Earnings of freelance 'artists vary
widely, since they are affected by
factors such as skill level, -v-anety,
and d'opulifitxof work. Freelancers
recemefrern 525 for a single black-
and-white fashion sketch to 52,000
for a color'cover for a national
magazine. Freelance artists may be
paid by the hour or by the assign-
ment. Commercial artists who
'workegi for the Federal Govern-
ment in 1974 had an- average an-
nual -Salary of 513,196 or 5256 a.
week.

Salaned commercial artists
generally work 35 to 40 hours a
week, but sometimes they must
work additional hours and under a
considerable arnoent of pressure In
order to,w_eet deAltnes Freelance
artiste-Usually have irregular work-
ing hburs.

Employment Outlook

Talented and well-tra' in'ed,com-mercial artists may face competi-
tion for employment and advance
merit in most kifids of Work through
the mid-1980's Those witli\only;
average ability and little specialized
training probably will encounter
keen competition for beginning
jobs and have limited opportunities
for advancement

Employment of Commercial
artists is expected to increase about.'
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the inid1980's One
anticipated area of growth is in
visual adverusingsuch as television
graphics packaging displays, and
poster \and window displays The
expanding fjeld of industrial design ,

also is exerted to require more
qualified artists to do three-dimen-
sional work with engineering con-
cepts _(..Se statement on Industrial
Designers ) In addition, several
thousand jobs for commercial
artists are expected to open each
year throughout the period to
replace workers who will die, retire,
or leave the field for other reasons

The demand for commercial
artists is wet ted to vary by spe-
cialization or type' For: example,

mand for freelance artists is ex-
to increase; experienced..

past- pia and echanical aqistsare
always }'fended; for_designers;
art dir- tors, layo tierlavill be-

ought after and open

.

fewer,
only to experienced, high talented,
and creative Artists

Comfneecial art occupations are
particularly sensitive td chariges in
business conditions. Therefore, job-

leekers may find opportunities in
'any one year more or less-'plentiful
in accordance to economic condi-

Earnings and Working
p Conditions

In 1974, begittniug commercial
artists' having no training beyond
vocational high school typically

50

-
Sources of Additional

Information-

InfOrmation on institutions offer -
in, programs in commercial art is
available from.
Nanonal Art' Edycition Assucianoni Na-

tional Education.Apocianon. 1916 As-
sctianon Dy,, Reston. Va. 22091

I
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DISPLAY WORKERS
(RETAIL TRADE)

(D.O.T. 298.081).

Nittire of the Work

It happens every shopping day: A'
person browsing through A clothing.
store notices a mannequin wearing
an attractive suit and, without hav;..
ing planned to. purchases a similar
outfit A fishing enthusiast sees a
display of angling equipment in a
store window, goes in. and buys a
new reel

Incidents like these shOw hoW
displays in stores and store windowS
can attract customers 'and en-
cottrage theni-re buy. Knowing the
effectiveness of this foim of adver
tiiing. some stores 'allot a large
share of their publicity budget to
displays.

Display workers specialize in
designing and installing'suCh ex-

. hibits. Their aim is to, devel.p.,at-
tractive, eye-catching ways of
showing store Merchandise to best
advaptage. To create .a setting th
enhances the merchandise, displ
workers need imagination as well

,knowledge of color harmony, com-
position, and other fundamentals of
art. They_may.ifor example,,choose
a themea beach setting to adver-

.tise bathing suits or surfing' equip-
mentand design a colorful display
''round this theme. After the design"
habeen approved by the store's1
management, dap! workers ob-

- tain the props and ther necessary
- accessdries. This s e their

cra it .me into-play.
rkers often construct
ops themselves using

, spray .guns, and
may be assisted in,
elper or b"5.-14111re

orkers.
props out of
previous dis-e

ops from firms
tfiem. -The dis7

'the props,
badkground settings, and lighting
,equipment. They also dress man-

pispla
many of t
hammers sa
other-4... Th -
these ' ir':
mainienanc- .

workers alsO'ik;
storage, desig 'ti. es'

plays, or ordel,
which specialize"'
play workers ins

nequins and add finishing touches.
Penddically, they dismantle oid.dis-
pliks and 'replace them with new
ones.

In large stores that employ
severa1 display workers, each may
speotalize i a articular activity
such as ca painting, making
signs, pr setting displays. Overall
planning and administration in.
large stores is usually the responsi-
bility of a display direc r wh3 su-
pervises and coordina the activi-
ties of the department. e director
confers w architects and execu-
ticles, Such advertising and sales
managers, to select merchandise to
be promoted and to design displays.

Places of tnOloyment

About 34,000 persons worked as
display workers in' retail stores in
1974. Mot worked in department,
clothing, and homefurnishing
stores; others in`variety, drug, and
shoe stores and in book and gift
shops. Several thousand additional
freelance or self-employed display
workers serviced ,§mall stores that
needed professional window
dressing but could not afford full-
time display workers. Reelancers
are among the most highly skilled
workers in this field. I

While major depariment stores
may have as many as 30 or 40-dis-
play workers, most stores have only
one or two.

'5644
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Geographic , employment is
distributed mu6:11 like the Nation%
population, with.most jobsin larger
towns and cities.

Training, Other
and Advancers

Most display workers learn 'their
hale through informal on-the-job

hg. Beginners are hired as
helpers to dismantle displays, carry
props, anti do other routine tasks.
Gradually, they are . given ,the op-
portunity to do more difficult work
such as building props and, if they
show artistic talent, planning simple
designs. A beginner usually can

. become skilled in 2 to 3 years.
Training time varies, however, de-
pending on the beginner's ability
and-the variety and complexity of
displays that the employer requires.

When hiring inexperienced
workers, most employers will con-
sider only applicants who have fin- *
ished high school. Courses that

-provide helpful training for display
work include art, woodworking,
mechanicaldrerortng, and merchan-
dising. Some employers seek appli-
cants who have completed crlege
courses in\art, interior decorating, '
fashion design, advertising, or re-
lated subjects. eollegs trading im-
proves opportunities Tor advance-
ment to managerial jobs. r...

Creative ability, manual dexteri-
iy, and mechanical aptitude are
among the mos* poAantPpersonal
qualif d in this field,

:Good conditirrand agility
are nee
climb la dens, and work inwelote
qiiarters withoduisetting pr.cipi

Advancement maytfoite several
forms A display lorkeNit super-
visory ability might be9eme display
director in a large store Adis p lay
director might in turn phigrO to
"sales promotion dOebton or' be
placed In charge of snore planning

Freerance work is another'"
avenue of advancement. Sane
workers moonlight until they leave
enough clients for fun-time work-on,
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their own -4 eldtv.cly little money is'
needed to Strtel free nee business.
but sime this is a highly .. petal. e
field, self-employment is 11 ly ;o
be a struggle. particularly at the
outset

The display worker's skills ould
lead to jobs in other 4rt related uL
cupations such as interior deora
non or photography These 0...-.upa

however. retiuire additional
training

Employment Outlook

11Employment of display workers
is ex red to grow about as fast as
the avehge for all occupations
through the mid-1980's The rilef
spur to employment gains will be
the construction of additional
stores as population grow. Also,
many .stores areplacing .greater
emphasis on win low and interior
displays as a means to stimulate
sales In addition to the jo r It-

`mg from employment growth,
openings will-arise ea year to
replace experience orkers who
retire, die, or tr sfer to other o
cupations.

Employ
be co
m

nt .opportunit
entrated it>11ar

of which] ar
nretropolitan are
joba111 be

e
e3

will
stores,

, located in
Althoughanany.

liable:for -applicants ;
no more 'than a hig

1 education, opportunities
be '''beit for 'those- w

-_,---cdinpleted colic
intenor d ring, fashion design,. retailert such as department stores,. .

'sing, orelated,subjects. . and from local offices of the State
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earn betW een $10,000 and $15.000
a year Expenenced directors in
large metropolitan department
*stores may earn considerably more,
part lc tri arty those who occupy ex-
ecutive positions.

'the earnings of freelancers -de-
pend on their talent and, prestige,
on the number and kinds of stores
they sera ice, and on the amount of
time they devote to the work. Many
freelancers earn more than 515.000
a year, and some earn more than
530;000.

Display personnel enjoy the
satisfaction of doing creative work
Developing aa onginal design and
transforming it into reality can be a
highly rewarding experjence.

Display workers usually work 35
to 40 hours a week Dunng busy
seasons; such as Christmas and
Easter,
nigh
spe

(o tructing and instaltipg props
frequentipirequire prolonged stand-
ing..1riding, stopping, and wor

awkward positions.
workers risk injury fro
ladders, ftom contact
`rough-materials,
of power tool
are uncom on.

ey_may work' overtime,
and weekends. to prepare

al displays.'

ut

g
.splay

falls off
ith sharp or

d from the use
senous injuries

Sources of Additional
Information

av6 . Details on career opportunities
urses in art, can be obtained from local

4114.
dO

(shapes), Plant matenals, and floral
design enables designers to create
floral and plant gifts, decorations,
and tributes.

In any given day, designers may
receive a variety of orders including.
decorative potted plants, bouquet,s,

. corsages°, funeral work, and dhed
flower arrangements. Special or-
ders, such as weddings and parties,
also *corporate the creative design
and decorating talents of the floral,
ocsi&ner.

Designers work from a written ,
order indicating customer
preference for color and type of
flower, as well Is the cost:date,
=eland place the arrangethent or
planNs to be delivered. Customers
may leave the choice of flowers,
color, and..design to the discretion
of the designer.

Designeri must know the names
and keeping (lasting) qualities of
flowers as well as growing informa-
tion Qf Potted,' plants. They also

now he seasonal 'ailability of
flower and plant ,inatenal..Flowers
are obtained from local wholesalers
or shippeddirec6 from growers.

A funeral order may 'read "easel
spray of red and white flowers." For
the foundation, the designer at
taches a base (styrOfoarir, needle
pack, etc.) near the top of a three-
legged wire stand. '- Appropriate
flowers are selected from the floral
refrigerator. White gladiolas
red carnations are a po e corn-
bmation The price of the order and
the cost of the flowers determine

employment service. the nUmber of flowers used. The
Earnings and Working flowers are cut to the needed length

Cond and wired for security. Stems areOions
strengthened with wood sticks for

Among large employers, weekly
salanes for beginners ranged from
580 to 4125 in 1974. Beginners
who have completed college
courses, in Art, interior decorating,
or related subjects generally receive
the higher starting salaries. Ex-
perienced dispAiay workers* salaries
range from' $120 to $225 a week,
depending largely on expenence.
and ability Most display directors

,4

FLORAL DESIGNERS
(D.O.T..(42.081)

ature.of the Work

Floral designers assemble
selected flowers and foliages for a
specific design to express the
thoughts and sentiments of .the
sender. Knowledge of flower forms

560

easy insertion into the base.
To background the flowers,

' designers insert leafy branches such
as ,chamadorea or fern into the
base. Gladiolas are evenly spaced
so that the tips of the flowers- ap-
proximate a spear or diamond
shape. Carnations are placed
between the gladioli to provide con-
trasting forms, color harmony, and
depth. A bow placed at the focal
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Floral arrangements express the designer s artistic Ind creath4 talent

point of the spray may vary accord-
ing to converging lines Foliage ,is
added to hide construction On the
back of the handwritten sympathy
card are the description of the spray
and the donor's name and address
for easy 'acknowledgement The
spray is ready for delivery This
type order is usually completed in
15 minutes

Floral designers hae other du-
ties .They help customers select
flowers, plants. gifts and floral ac-
cessories available in the shop Dur
ing slack periods, designers
decorate potted plants, arrange
planters, and terrariums and
prepare accessories for a coming
seasonfor example. bows and
streamers for football corsages or
dressings for potted plants

Plates of Employment

About 33.000 floral designers
were employed in 1974 Nearly all
designers work in'the retail flower'
shops common to large cities, sub-
urban shopping centers. and small
towns Most shops are small and
employ only one or two floral

mdesigners, Many designers manage
their own stores Geographically,
employment is distributed much the
same as population.

Training, Other OpallficatIons,
and Advancement

Many floral designers are trained
on the job Beginners usually
prepare flowers for storage, deliver
orders, and do general cleanup
work Shop managers look for
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bright, eager helpers. who dress
neatly, have pleasant personalities,
and can deal effectively Aortji
customers. After -a few weeks,
helpers learn enough about flowers,
potted planis, and gift .items to
assist- customers m making selec-
tions.

Young people who want to
become designers usually are
trained on the job by the manager
or' an expenenced floral designer.
Initially they cop), simple arrange-
ments that use one type of flower. If
they work quickly with their hands
and recognize the shape. color and
position of flowers which make at-
tractive arrangements, instruction
in more complex arrangements is
given As experience is gained,
original designs required for special
orders Can be attempted. Usually a
person-can become a fully qualified
floral designe after 2 years of on-
the-job trainin

Good color vision, manual
dexterity, end the ability to arrange
various shapes and colors in attrac-
tive patterns are the primary
qualifications for this occupation A
high school diploma general!) is not
required. but applicants must be
able to write legibly and tlo simple ,
arithmetic ip order to write up bills
for customers. High school courses
in business arithmetic. selling -

techniques2and other business sub-
jects are helpful: While still in
school, a student may work pprt
time in a flower shop, especially be-
fore holiday seasons such as Christ-
mas and Easter.

An increasing number of floral
designers take courses in floral ar-
rangernent in public and private
schools and junior college4 How-
ever, whether they lastirrom
weeks to 2 years, courses are not a,;
substitute fat* on-the- b training
and experience. Lo er coqrses, '
provide training in wer mdket-
mg and shop mana rnent for floral ;3,
designers who pla to operate their
own shops.

Floral des ers have lined ad-
vancement possibilities. Those with

56 Ito
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supervisory ability may advance to
manager in large flower shops
Managers who have the necessary
capital may open their on shops

Employment Outlook

The outlook/or-employment as a
floral designer is expected to be
good thflough the mid-I 980's. Em-
ployment is expected to increase
faster than the average for all occte`
patrons In addition to yob openings
created by employment growth.
many openings will arise each year

retire, die, or change oc-
cupations. However, designer em-
ployment depends on the income -of
customers, and the numbetof Job
openings may vary with ups
doyens in the economy.

Studies of sales in retail florist
stores indicate that customers with
higher incomes spend a greater pro-
portion of their income to buy
flower Since the income of each

as well as the number of
people is expected to increase,
flower sales should increase signifi-
cantly. AS -a_ result, more floral,
designers will be needed to prepare
arrangements. .
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shops are small, other fringe
benefits are limited. Some em-
ployers pay part of the ..ost of group
life and health Astirance but .few
contribute to retirement plans other
than social security. Floral'
designers in a,few cities are.mem-
bers of the Retail Clerks Interna-
tional Association

Floral designers must be able to
stand for long periods Work areas
are kept cool and humid tb preserve
the flowers and designer's are ex-
posed to sudden temperature
changes when entering or leaving
storage refrigerators Aside from
the possibility of small cuts from
nives or scratchei from flower
horns, this occupation has few
azards

I

Earnings and Working
Corrditions

Limited information indicates
that in 1974 qualified designers
earned between $2.50 and 56 an
hour. *Rates for trainees ranged

-from 5.1.60 -to S2 an hour, but sel-
dom.,exceeded :the legal minimum
wage. Because most (lower shops,
are small, designers may be exempt
froth minimum wage laws. Besides

.,earning money, designers achieve
the satisfaction of doing creative
work and seeing their Ideas _tr ans-

'formed into teality.
In small shops, floral designers

usually work 8 hours a day, Monday
through ,Saturda,.. In many large
shops, designers who work Satur-
day get a day off during the week.

Most designers receive holiday
and vacati n pat. Because nest

S as of Additional
Information

z
For additional information about

careers in floral design and ad-.
dresses of schools offering courses
in this field, write,to: .

Society of American florists and Ofnamen-
tal Horucultunsts. -901 N Washingtob
St Alexand na, Va 22314.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS
(D.O.T. 142.081)

Naturtr of the Work

When people buy a product,
whether it's a home appria-nce, a
new car, or a ball 'point pen, they
want it to. be attractivde as well as
useful. Industrial designers combine
artistic talent with knowledge of
marketing, materials, machines,
and methods of production to im-
prove the appearance and fu, c
tional, design of products-so
they compete favorably with similar
goods on the market.

As the first step in their work, in
dustriar designers studythe product
and, competing products to "deter-
mine possible uses. Allot/ley
sketch different detigns nsult

with engineers, producuon .i;uper-
visors, and sales and market
research personnel about the prac-
ticability and sales-appiai of each
idea.

After company officials select, the
most suitable design, the industrial
designer or a professional modeler,,,
make a model, often of clay so that
it can be easily changed. After any
necessary revisions, a final or work-
ing model is made, usually of the
material to be used in the finished
product. The approved model is
then put into production.

Some industrial designers seek to
create favorable public images for

.companies and for government
services such as transportation by
developing trademarks or symbols
that appear on the firm's pduct,
advertising, brOchures, ant sta-
tionery. Some design containers
and packages which both protect
and promote their contents. Others
prepare small display extribits or the
entire layout .for industrial fairs.
Some design the interior layout of
special purpose commercial
buildings such as restaurants and
supermarkets. '

Industrial designers employed, by
a manufacturing4company usually
work only on the products made by,
their, employer. This may inyolve
filling day-to-day design needs of
the company or long-range
planning of new prOduct..1 Cod-
sultants for more than one intlustri-
al firm may plan and design a great.
variety of produCts..

Placas.of Employment

About 10,000 personsabout 10
percent womenwere employed as
industrial designers in 1974. Most
worked for large, manufacturing
tornpanies designingc either con-
sumer or industrial Koducts or for
design consulting fir- Otbeis did
freelance work, or were on the
staffs of 'architectural and interior
design firms.

Industrial design consultants
work. masi,1y. in large cities, for ex-

Pe':;.:

. ,
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ample New York Chicago Los
Angeles. an.d San Francisco Those
with industrial firms usually work in
or near the manufacturing plants If
their companies which often are
located in small and meditren size
cities

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Completing-a course of semi) in
industrial design in an art school. in
the design orxart department of a
university or in a technical college
is theusual requiremoent for enter-
ing this field of v. ask P-ersbns
majoring in engineering, architec-
ture and fine arts may qualify as in-
dustrial designer's if they have ap-
propriate experience and artistic
talent. Mast large manufacturing
firms hire' only industrial designers

wet - 55T
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v. hu have a baLhelp,c;s4egrz in the stress the engineering and technical
aspects of the field, art schools
generally stress a strong
background in -art. In most pro-
grams, students spend much time in
the Lb designing objects in three
dimensions. In studio courses, stu-
dents make drawings and models
with clay. wood, plaster. and other
easily worked mcftenals. in schools
that have the necessary machinery,
students make models of their '
designs while learning to use metal-
wprking and woodworking machin-
ery Students also basic and
abstract art and scu ure courses.
Some schools reAture courses m
basic engspeepng and in composi-
trori of materials.. qouraes in busi-
ness adminisrralion and marketing
can bebelpful in getting a job.
,, Industrial designers must 'have.
creative talent, drawing skills, and
the abiloy to see familiar ,gbjects in
new ways. They must understand
and meet the needs and tastes of the
public, rather than design only to

,".'
suit their own artistic senitivity.
Designers should not be
discouraged w their ideas are
rejectedof designs must be
resubmitteem y times before one
is accepted Since industrial
designers must cooperate with en-

, gineers and other staff members,
the ability to work and commu-
nicate with others is ,important.
Design consultants should also un-
derstand business practices and
have sales ability.

Applkants for jobs should assem-
ble a "portfolio- of drawings. and

..
sketches to demonstrate their
creativity and ability to commu-
nicate ideas. .

New graduates of industrial
design programs frequently assist
expenenced designers and do sim-
ple assignments. As they gain ex-
perience, they may become super-
visors with major responsibility fo"
the design of a product or acsip
of products. Those, who have an
established reputation and the
necessary funds way start their own'- ,

consulting firms.

field
In 1974, 41 colleges alvd art

schools offered programs or courses
in industrial design. The Indus-
trial Designers Society of America,
recognizes 25 of these programs as
effective in prepanng studepts for
employ ment as industrial designers

Industrial design progrars
usually take 4 years. although a few
colleges and universities require y
years, These schools award a
bavbelor's . degree an industrial
design or fine arts. some also award
4 misters degree. Admittan,..e to
most of these schools requires
high school diploma In some t..tse-s
students must present sketches and
other examples of their, artistic
ability

Industrial design programs differ
cotiderably arnoPg schools Most
col ege and university programs

4-0

,, Induitrial designers confer oyypianf for nWpuiduct do;tgrr. -
.

..., .
. t. . ' ..
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Empibiment Outlook

Employment in this 'relatively
small occupation is expected to
grovi-ato as' fast as t i crage
for inA growg
popula and sing incOhles will
create markets for newly designed
products. for improved, designs of
existing prOckicts and packaging
and, in turn, for industrial designers
who create them Some employ-
ment opportunities also arise
each year as desigliers che, ret re or
leave the field

Employment opportunities are
expected to be best for college

.graduates with ,d_egrge5.1f3
QPporNtl!lies.11alt Ar*'

for rentineenng, and architectural
school graduates

Demand, for industrial designers
maw fluctuate over short-run
periods During( times of economic
downturns whet consumer and in.t
dustrial demand for new products is
dampened, requirements for these
workers may decline,

Frequent redesign of household
products, automobiles, and in
trtar equipment has always treated
a need for designerS Although
recently the trend has been avyay
from-annual style changes, further
emphasis 9n safer products should
increase demand for industrial
designers since a safer product is
usually a better designed product.

Small companies probably will
make fttcreasing use. of services of-
fered by industrial 'design consult-
ing firms to compete more effec-
tively with larger firms. I-16wever,
some of these services, such as
trademark, and package design,
could be offered by ,advertising
agencies. o

Earnings and Worki9g
Conditions

Salaries for inexperienced Indus
trial designers with a bachelor's
degree generally _ ranged froth
59,000 to SI2,000 a year in 1974,
according to limited data After
.several years experieAce, it is possi-
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ble to earn S14,000 to 518,000 a
year. Salaries of those with many
years oT experience averaged more

an S20,000 a year, but varied ac-
cording to Individual talent and the
size and type Of firm.

Though earnings -61 industrial
designers who own their consulting
firms fluctuate markedly, in recent
tars most consultants earned
between 424,000 and S32,000,
heads of large well-known firms
earned considerably more.

e Sources of Addition:I--
Information .

brochure about- careers and 'a
list -ofschoofs::offeririe tou -kis and
degrees in indiistrial design are
available for 50 cents from: ,

Industnal ()Cygnet-% Society of Amenca.
1750 Old Meadow Rd . McLean. Va

.32101
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t. OR DESIGNERS
te0 T 142051)

Nature of the Work

The creative work of interior
designers, sometimes called Interior
decorators, helps mike our living,

orking, and playing areas m6re at-
tractive and useful. Interior
designers plan and supervise the
ddign and.arrangement of building
nieriors and furnishings. They help
clients select 'arid estimate the cost
of furnituie, draperies,- other
fabrics, floor covefings, and acces-
sm.ies. Interior designers may do

13.1dAvork," particularly on large
assignments. Boardwork includes
work on 'floor plans and elevations
and preparing sketches or other
perspective drawings so clients can
visualize their plans. After the
client approves both the plans and
the cost, the. designer may make ar-
rangements for Buyirtg the
furnishings, for supervising the.
work of .painters, floor
cabinetmakers. carnet I yers, and
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other craft workers, and for in-
stalling and arranging the
furnishings

Many large department and fur-
niture stores have-separate design
departments to advise their
customers on decoratingind design
plans. The designer's principal
function in these departments is to
'help sell th5.dsrore's merchandise,
although materials from outside
sources may be used occasionally

:when they are essential to the
-:cU.Stgrner.s.plans. Department store

designers frequently advise the
store's buyers and executives about
style and color trends in interior
furnishings.

Interior designers may work on
private homes- or commercial
buildings Those Who specialize in
commercial structures often work
for chents.on large design projects
such as the interiors of entire office
buildings, hospitals, and. libraries.
Generally din plan the complete

',layout of rooms without changes to
the structure of the building. Some-
times they redesign or renovate the
Interiors of old buildings. In thek
cases, an architect must check tile

_plans to assure compliance with
building requirements and to solve
structural problems. Some interior
designers also design the furniture
and accessories to be used in vari-
ous structtfles, and then arrange for
their mariufadture. A few have'
unusual jobs such as designing in-
teriors of ships and aircraft, while
others design stage sets used for
motion pictures or television;

Places of 6iployrnent

About 34,000 personshalf of
them men worked as _intArior.
designers in 1974. Most workers in
this occupation are employed in
large cities.

Some interior designers own their
on establishment, either atone or
as members of a firm with'. other
designers. Large design firms em
ploy .tiwJp work independ-
ently or as assistants to more..
senior designers.. . -t.;
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Other interior designers work in
large department or furniture
stores and d few have permanent
jobs with hotel and restaurant
chains Some work for architects.
'furnituresuPpliers. antique dealers,
furniture and textile manufacturers.
or other manufacturers in the in-
tenor furnishing field

Interior designers, work for
magazines that feature articles on
home furnishings Some large in-
dustrial corporations employ interi-
or designers'on a permanent basis

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Formal training in interior design
is becoming increasingly important
for entrdnce into this field Most de-
partment 'stores. well established
design firmg. and other major em-
ployers v.111 accept ,.only profes-
sionally trained people for
beginning jobs The types of train-
ing available include 3-year pro-
grams in a professibnal school of in-
terior desig,ric 4-year college or
university programs which issue a
bachelor's degree. or post-graduate
programs leading to a master s
degree or the Ph D The basic
course of study usually includeYothe
principles of design. history of art.
freehand and mechanii.41 drawing.
parRtihg, study of the essentials of
architecture as ifiefrelate to interi-
ors, design of furniture and exhibi-
tions. and study oj. various materi-
als, such as woods. plastics, metals.
and fabrics A knowledge of
furnishings. art pieces. and antique4,
is important In addition. cuurseS in
sales: business procedures. and
other business s bjects are valua-
ble

Membership i the .American
Society of- Interior .Design is a

re-cognized mark of achieventent in
this profession Membership usually
requires the completion of 3 ur 4
years. of post high school education
in design. and several years of prac-
tical experience in the field. includ
mg supervisory work
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Interior demos and client

Persons starting in interior design
usually serve a trailing period,
either with design firms, in depart-,
ment stores, ur rn furniture stores,,
They may act as receptionists, as
shoppers wit h, the task of matching
materials osfrading accessories,or
as stockroom assistants, salesper-
ons. assistant decorators, or junior

designers In most instances. from I
to 5 years of on-the-job training is
required before a trainee becotnes
eligible for advancement to
designer. Beginners who do not get
trainee jobs often work selling
fabric, tamps, of other inarior
furnishings to gain experience in
dealing with customers and to
become familiar with the merchan-
dise. This: experience may help in .
obtaining a job in design or may
lead to scarcer in merchandising.

After considerable experience,
designers may advance to design
department head, interior

s discuss fumiturs selection.

furnishings coordinator, or to other
supervisory positions in depirtment
stores or in large design firms. If''
they have the necessary funds, they
may open their own-businesses. Ex-
ceptionally talented people can ad-
vance raffidly

Artistic talentcolor sense7good
taste. imaginationgood business
judgment, and ability. to work with
detail and to deal with people are
important assets for success in this
field An advantage' to interior
design as a career is the satisfaction
of seeing the results of one's work:

TIoyment Outlook

Persons stlekingtegin19 g jubs,in
interior designing are expected to
fla:ei co etition through the mid-
#180's I tenor designing is a com-
petitive r ki that requires talertt,
troining, a d business ability, and
many apple nts vie for.the better

5.
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jobs Talented college graduates
who major in interior design and
graduates of professional schools of
interior design wilt find the best op-
portunities for employment Those
with less talent or without formal
training will find it ini_reasingb dif-
ficult to enter this field

ent intenor designers
ina-ease about as fast

er for all occupations
through the 1980's Growth in
population. per al incomes. ex-
penditures fur h. e and office
furnishings. and the increasing use
of design ser,,,es in both homes
and commercial establishments
should contribute to a greater de-
mand for these workers In addition
to new jobs, some openings
created by the need
designers who die, retire. or leave
the field

Department. and furniture stores
are expected employ an increas-

-, ing numbx,r, of designers as their
share in the growing volume of
design yvurk for Commercial

nd public buildingsN,
increases. Interior design firms also
are elxpectecl to continue to expand.

Employment terior de-
Aners. 'however, is ens to
changes in general econom on
Lions because People often for g
design services yhe
slows do

tote

Earnings and orking
tions

inners are .u.syally paid A
straight salary plus a small commis
skin Starling salarie4.ican range
from 585-to $125 a week, firms in
large metrallan areal usually
pay the higher salaries.-

Some experienced interior
designers are paid straight salaries,
some receive salaries-plus i.ummis-
siuns based on the value of their
sales, while others work entirely on
commissions

Incomes of experienced de-
signers vary greatly. Mani' per
sons earn from 56,Q00 to412,0004

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

year. while highly successful
designers earn around S25,000 an-
nually. A small number of na-
tionally- recognize professionals
earn well over $50,600.

The earnings of self-employed
designers vary widely depending on
the volume of business, their
professional prestige, the economic
level of their clients, and their own
business competence.

Designers' work hours are some-
times long and irregular. Designers
usually adjust their work day to suit
the needs, of their clients, meeting
with them 'during the evenings or on
weekends, when necessary.

Sources of Additional
.Information

"F r information about careers in
int or design and a list of schools
off ring programs in thislield, con-
ta t
Am man Soeisty of Jntenor Desigh.

Fifth Ave ;Nye, Yodt. N Y 10019

Fuundatiun for Intenur Design Education
Research 1'50 Old Meadow Rd
,McLean. Ya 22101 A

- LAPOSCAPE
riARCHITECTS

(D.O.T. 019.081 )

Nature of the Work

Everyone enjoys , attractively
dtsigned private yards, public
parks, and commercial areas. Land-
scape. architects design these. areas
to fif in with people's needs and
aesthetic sense: -

Landscape architects assist many
'types of organizations in planning
and designing a project from a real
estate firni Starting a new suburban
development to .,a citycconstructing
an airport or park. ,They may plan
and,airange frees, shrebbery, walk
wags, open spaces, and other feai

, tures4as well as su ryjse the neces-
sary gradin construction, an
planting.

Landscape architects first con-'
sider the naturey*purpose of the
project? the funds avlulable, and the
proposed buildings in planning a
site. Next, they study the site itself,
mapping features such as the slope
of the land and the position of exist-
ing buildings and trees. They also
observe the sunny parts of the site
at different times -of the day, sod,
texture, existing utilities many
other landscape featu s. Then,
after consulting with ject

_architect or engineer they aw up
plans to develop the site. If the plan
is approvsd, landscape arehlteas
prepare working drawings sNwing
all existing and proposed ftures
such as buildings, roadF, walkways,
terraces, grading, and drainage
structures in planted -areas. Land-
scape architects outline in detail the
methods. bf constructing f,atures
and draw up lists of budding materi-
als. They then may invite landscape
$ontractors to bid for the work.

Although landscape architects-
help design ipd supervise a wide
vanety of projects, same specialize
in certain types of projects such as
parks and playgrounds, hotels and
resorts, shopping centers, or public
housing. Still otherg specialize in
services such as regtonal.planningi
and resource managethent,flea&i
bility and,cdst studies, or site con-
struction.

-Places of Employment

More than '- 12,000, ,per ns
worked as landscape acchne in
1974, less than 5 pefcent were
w men. Most landscea, architects,
are f-employej--or wockfdr,
architec al, landscape arhite.c.:_.

Jura!, r engineenngfirms; Govern -
meet agencies concerned , with
forest management, w ter in)--
poundment, public ho , city
planning, urban renewal, hvoys, .

pbrks, and recreation employed Q!
about 40 percent or all landscape
architects. The recleral Govern-
merit employed about 500 land-

..

scape architects, mainly in the De-

11.
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partments of Agriculture. Defense,
and Interior. Some landscape
architects were employed by land
scapeontractors. and a few taught
in colleg and universities.

ning, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A bachelor's degree in landscape
ture which takes 4 or -5

rs is usually the 'minimum edu-
cational requirement for entering
the profession In 19/4 the .Amer-
man Society of Landscape
Architects accredited 38 of the 66
colleges land universities offering
this training

Entrance requirements for land-
*cape architecture programs vary
by. college Some "bolleges recom-
mend completion.of aThigh school
course in mechanical or geometri-
cal drawing, and most schools ad-,
vitse high school students to take

rses in art. botany. and more
malttejnatics than the minimum
required for college entfance..

College courses include technical
supjects such as strrseying, land-
scape conAstructioNsketching. _and
city pia: fining Otlic courses in-
clude herticulture and _botany a

_.:.:-.?-

..-; iri rr

._ c.:, for all occupations through the mid-.

. ` " 80 s. resulting in ..,hundreds, of
. .

well as English. science. and
matics. Most college civic ms also
include field tnps to view and study
examples of landscape-architecture.

Twenty-eight States require a
icense for indem.ident practice of

landscape architecture. Admission
to the licensing examination usually
requires a degree from an ac-
credited school ,of landscape
architecture plus 2 to 4 years o&x-
penence. Lengthy apprenticesh
training (6:8 years) under a ex-
perienced landscape arch' t may
sometimes be substit for col-
lege training.

Persons plan g- careers in land -
- cape, arc cture should be in-
tereste n art and nature.. Sflf-em-
plo d. landscape architects also

ust understand business preactices.
orking for landscape architects or

landscape 'contractors 'during
summer vacations helps a person
understand the practical problem*
of the profession, and may be help-

nt after.ful in obtaining emplo
graduation.

New gr es usually begin as
junto ydrafters. tratmg drawings
ap doing other simple drafting
work. After gasping exper'e' e,
they help 4prepare spe
and construction d
o er aspe
A
ca
de

tons
and_handle

project design.
r 3 years they can usuglly,

design t :h all stages of
ighly qualified Ian

tests may beco as-
in private firms, dscape

who pro s this far,
often en their o of:

EmOloyme

Employment of
architects is pected to grow at a
much fas r rate than the average ,

s

new position era'-c-il year. Addi-
ew entrants will be,

ceded as replacements for/land-
scape architects who retire or(die.

A major factor underlying the in-

. 561
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creased demand for landscape
architects is the growing interest in
city and regional environmental
planning. Metropolitan areas will
require landscape architects to
develop land for the Ofaciehrand-
safe use of gro_witig popul ions.
Legislation promote nvircr:
menial otection could spur de-

pe architects to
icipate in planning and deign-

mg a growing number of projects,
such as transporttation systems, out-
door recreation areas. and land
reclamation.

nticipatld new construction
may also in ease demand for land-
scape architects. However; during
slow periods the demand could be
limited.

Earniogsiancl.Workingi
Conditions

Though eaninigs fluctuate widely
according to the educational
backgroundre rience, and size of
the firm, Ian err pe architects who
own thei wn practice often-earn
more an-salaried employees with
co iderable experience.

e Federal Gpvernment, in late...,
2/974, paid new graduates yy.j.tic`a

bachelor's degreiannuals.ligriisjo
58,500 (Sr 510,520. depending- o
their "qualifizatioWThose wi
a ced degre6.had a starti
ary of SI 441 a. yearTa
archiiecfs in the Fede
inentravera-,ged 521

Safaret- em
go ernme a
rchite ural firnis _due.

regurafr hours, although employees
in private" firms may also work over-
time during seasonal rush -periods
or to meet -adeadline. Self-em-
ployed persons often work long,.
hours. . f"

Sources of Additional
information

.Additional information including
a list of colleges and universities of-
fering accredited c es.qf study
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in landscape architecture is 4.114
ble from
Amencan Society of Landsc.apc Araute,-

tuie. fix. 1'50 2.14 Meadow R.1

McLean Va R2 101

For information on a err as a
landscape architect in e Forest,
Service, write to
L.S Department 91-kgrw.uitore. forest Se

vice. lLasty piton. D C 20250

PHO G HERS

(D.0 T 143 062, 282. and 382)

Nature of the Work

Photographers use their ca eras
d film to portray people, placell-

and events much as a wnt r uses
words. Those who are Ilful can
capture the personality of in-
dividuals or the 11109$1 of scenes
they Photograph.,. Some specialize'
in scientific, medical, or engineer-

phqtography and their pictures
enable _thousands of persons to see
avforla normally hidden from vfew

Although their work vanes wide--- /)y, all photographers use ttie same
13Astc-tquipment The most Impor-
tant piece, of course, is the catin.era,
and most photographer% owfi
several. Because the procedurisim
volved in still photography are:quite
different from those in motion pe-
ttily photography, most ..photog!
rapheesPecialize., ore or the
other- ;Unlike *Snapshot cameras_
which have a lens permanently".at-
tghed to the caner body, grate's.-
sionai cameras are constructed to
use a variety- of lenses designed for
close-up, medium-range, . or
distance photography. 7

Besides clinerai and lenses,
- photographers use a variety Of film
and colored ?lifters ,to obtain the
desired effect under 'Cliffeie
lighting condition's.r When taki
picture indoors or

At.

ter dark, th
use 'electronic flash units
floodlights, reflectors, and other.
special lighting equipment. 7

/=.

-
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some phqtagraphers develop and
print their own photo
darkroo i and

Other
work

,fo

In the
ay enlarge or

r the basic image.
otographers send their

photographic laboratones
rocessing:.

In addition to knowing hbw to
use their equipment and materials,
photographers must know how to
compose the subjects of their
photographs and be able to recog-
nize a potentially good photograph.

Many photographers specialize in
a particular type of photography
such &trait, commercial, or in-
d trial work. Portrait photog-
raphers take pictures of individuals
or groups of persons and usually
work in their on studios. For spe-
cial events, such, as weddings or
christenings, however, they take
photographs in churches and
homes Commereiallohoiographers

erally take pictures to advertise
clothing, kitomobileS, furniture,
food, and other items. The work of
industrial photographers is used m
company publications to report to
stockholders or to advertise 'com-
pany products or services. These
photographers also may take mo,
tion pictures, of workers operating
equipment and 'machinery for
management's use in analyzing
production or.work methods.

Other photographic specialties
"include photojournalism or, press
photography that combinesa "nose
for news" with photographic abili-
ty; aerial photography; education'al
photography (preparing slides,
filmstrips, and movies for use in. the
classroom), and-science and en-
gineering photography (the
development 'of photographjc
techniques for-use in space; medi-,
cal, or biological research).
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Place f of Employment

About 80,000 photographers
were employed in 1974 About half
worked in commercial studios, but
newspaper and magazine publishers
also employed many photog-
raphers. Government .agencies,
photographic equiment suppliers
and dealers, and many industrial
firms employed large numbers of
these workers. In addition, some
`photographers taught in- colleges
and universities, or made films. Still
others v.urked freelance, taking
prctures to sell to advertisers,
magazines. and other customers.
Ab one-fourth of all photog-
,taphee-self-employed.

Jobs fur photographers are found
in all parts of country, in small
towns and are cities, but employ-

( merit is concentrated--ip the most
\ populated areas.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and AdvanCement_

People may prepare for work
professional photographers in a
commercial studio, through 2 or 3'
years of on-the-job training._
Trainees generally start in the dark---
room where they learn to develop
film and do photo-printing and, en-
larging Later they may set up lights
and cameras,' or help an ex-
perienced photographer take pic-
tures.

Photographic training also is
available in tcollegel, universities,
junior colleges, and art schools
About 25 colleges and universities
offer 4-year curriculums, to
a bachelor's degree in photography
that include courses in the liberal
arts. Some colleges and unversities
grant master's degrees in special-
ized areas, such as color phtog-
raphy. In addition, a few colleges
have 2-year curriculums leading to
a certificate or an associate's
degree in photography. Art schools
offer useful training in. design and
composition; but not the technical
'training needed for professional
photographic work (See the state-

. .

ment on Commei-cial Artists eke-
where in the Handboo4.) The
Armed Forces also trains many
young people in photographic skills
during service!

.
The type of turtling determines

the type of work for which prospec-
tive photographers qualify.
Amateur experience is helpful in
getting an entry fob in a commercial
studio, but pbst-high schqol training
and experience usUally are needed4,
for industrial, news, or scientific =
photography_ Work in scientific,
medical, and engineering research,
such as photographing microsc pic
organisms requires a backgr pd
in the particular science or en-
gineering specialty, as well kill
in photography

. Photographers must have good
eyesight and color vision, artistic

and manual dexterity. Some
knowledge of mathematics, physics,
and chemistry is helpful for un-
der5tanding the use of various
lenses, films, light sources, and de-
elopmena processes. They also

should enitiy working with detail.
Some photographic specialties

require additional qualities. Com.
mercial or freelance photographers.
must be imaginative and original in
their thinking. Those who-specialize
in photographing news stories must
be able to recognize a potentially

,good photograph and act quickly or
an opportunity to capture an impor-
tant event on film may be lost.
Photographers who specialize in
portrait photography need the abili-
ty to help. people relax in ,front of
the camera.

Newly hired photographers are ,
given relatively routine assignments
that do not require stint-second
camera adj(stments or decisIons on
what, subject matter to photograph.
News photographers, for example,
may be' assigned to cover civic
meetings or photograph snow
storms After, gaining experience
they advance to mote dema ng
assignments and som '.ve to
staff positi on national news
ma es. ,Photvphers with ex-

ceptional ability may gain national
reputations for their work and often
exhibit their photographs in art and

photographic, galleries, or publish
'them in boas. A few industrial or

fence photographers may be
pi.omoted to supervisory positions.
Magazine photographers may
become heads of graphic arts de-
19artments or photography editors.

57

Employment Outlook

Employment of photographers is
expected to grow about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid- 1980's. In addition
to openings resulting from growth,
many others will occur each year as
workers die, retire, or .transfer to
other occupations.

Job opportunities in newspapers
and magazines should continue to
be good for persoits, with ,college
training in photography. Business
and industry also will offer good op-
portunities for photographers as
greater importance is placed on
visual aids for use in meetings,
stockholders' reports, and sales
campaigns. Photography is becom-
ing an increasingly Important part
of scientific and medical research,

.and opportunities are expected to
be good for persons with the highly
specialized background this type/6f
Work requires.

Competition for jobs as portrait
and commercial photographers,
however, is expected to be keen.
These fields are relatively crowded
since photographers can go into
business for themselves with a
modest financial investment, or
work part time while holding---
anot eh

EarhIngs a caking
dItIons

nning photographers gener-
ally earned from $100 to $125 a
week in 1974, according tp the
limited information available.

oThose
newspa s that have contracts

a
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with the Newspaper Guild had
weekly Carnings between1.5105 and
5359 in 1974, with the majority
falling in the 5150 to 5200 range.

Newspaper 'photographers with
some experience (usually 4 to 6
years) averaged about 52.65 a week
in 1974. Contract minimums for ex-
perienced photographers were sel-
dom less than $200 a week. A
'lumber of newspapers paid their
photographers 5300 a week or
more., with the top salary over
5420.

Photographers in the Federal
Government earned an average of
513,970 a year in 1974. Depending
on their level Of experience; newly
hired photographers earned from
57,600 to 510,520 a year and most

te

K
9

t!,
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experienced photographers earned
between 512,840 and $18,460.

Many experienced photog-
raphers , with established reputa-
tions earn salanes that are above
the average for nonsupervisory
workers in pnvate industry, except
farming. Although self-employed
and freelance photographers often
earn more than salaried. workers,
their earnings are affected greatly
1* general business conditons and
the type-end size of their communi-
ty and clientele.

Photographers who have salaried
jobs usually work the standard 5-
day, 40-,hour week and receive
benefits such as paid holidays, vaca-
tions, and sick leave. Those in busi-
ness, for themselves usually work

longer hours. Freelance, press, and
commercial Photographers travel
frequently and may have to work
in uncomfortable surroundings
Sometimes the work can be dan-
gerous, especially fo<fiews photog-
raphers assigned to cover stories on
natural dgasters or military can;

Sources of Additional
Information

Career information on 'photog-
raphy is available from
Photograph*. Art & Science Foundation

1100 Executive Way, Des Plaines III

60018

7
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COMMUNICATIONS-RELATED OCCUPATIONS
Communication is important to

people. either individually as
citizens, workers. or employers. or
collectively in groups. organiza-
tion or government This section
of the Handbook describes four oc-
cupations that specialize an comrrfu-
nicatronsinterpreters technical
writers: newspaper reportdrs. and
radio and television announcers

Interpreters and technicalp.riters
work as intermediaries translating
messages for people to understand
interpreters help people understand
languages foreign to Chem, techni-
cal writers help people understillid
technical information. Newspaper
reporters and radio and television
announcers inform people about
current events and happenings that
might interest or affect them.
Newspaper r orters gathen.infor-
mation on vents
describe. a lyze, and interpret in

which they

newspapersjor rapid dissemination
to large numbers of people Radio-
and television announcers use elec-

," tronic communications equippent
to tel people of products and serv-
ices they might obtain, current ,
hark= , and other item of in-

f .
teres

INTERPRETERS

(D.O.T. 137.268) -

Nature. of the Work

Interpreters help people of dif-
ferent 'nations and different cultures
overcome 116iguage, hatriers by
translating what liaS been said by
one person into a language fiat can
be understood by others. c

There Are two basic types of in-

simultaneous anti con-
secuti% e in ,simultaneous in-
terpretation, the interpreter trans-
lates what is being said as the

'speaker continues to talk This
technique requires speed and fluen-

: c). and it is made posvhle by the
use of electronic equipment. Con-
ference interpreters often work in a
glass-enclosed booth from which
they can see the speaker. While
listening through earphonesito what
is being said, they simultaneously
give the translation by speaking into
-microphone. People attending the

conference' who do not understan'd
the language being spoken may
listen to an interpreter's translation.
by simply pushing a byton or turn-.
ing a dial to get the translation in
the language they know Siniultane-
ous interpretatipn, is generally
preferred for conferences, and the
development of portable equipment
has extended its use to other larle-
scale situations!

Consecutive interpretation also
involves oral translation. However
the speaker and the interpreter take
turns speaking. A consecutive in-

,

3

'

3

terpreter must have a good memory
and generally ndedg to take notes of
what is said to be certain to give a
complete translation. The chief
drawback of consecutive in-
terpretation is that the process is
time consuming, because the
speaker must viait for the transla-
tion before proceeding.

Since interpreters are needed
whenever people find language a
barrier, their work involves a

variety of topics and situations.
They may be used, 'for examply to
explain to a gioup of foreign visitors
various aspects of American life,
,such as points-of political or t cial

. interest, or they may be required to
interpret highly technical speeches
ana discussions for medical or
scientific gatherings- They may
work at the United Nations, or find
themselves in a courtroom or
escorting-toreign leaders or busi-
ness people visiting the United
States.

4
Places of ,grnployment

An estimated 150 persons
worked full time as finterpreter;An
the United States in 1974. Theiarg-

.
est single, ctIncentration of inter-
prelers was at the United Nations
in New York where over 60 people
held full -tine posts. Various other
internatioqal organizations, )orated'
primarily in Washingtoe4D.G., also
employed regular staff interpreters.
Within the Federal Government,
the Departments of State and...

Justice were the,.major employers-
of full-time interpreters.

An estimated 450 pergons
worked as freelance interpreters.
Freelance interpreters may work
for various employers under .short-

'term" contracts. About four-fifths
were under contract on a tempo-
rary basis to the -Department' of
State and !De Agency for Inter-
national DAel ment to serve as
escort interpret rs for: foreign vis-
itors ,to the Li lied States. Some. -
of these in rpreters worked a
?feat portion o(the year. others

4
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woFked for only a few days. The
remainder of the freelance inter-
preters constituted the freelance
conference field_ These interpreters
provided for both the supplemen-
tary needs of the international and
Federal agencies and for the pe-
riodic, short-term needs of various
international conferences that are
held in this country Besides per-
sons who work strictly as intee-
preters, many others do some
interpretation work in the course
of their jobs

About one-half of the Nation's
conference interpreters are women,
most escort freelanie workers.
however, are men

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

A complete command of two lan-
guages or more is the usual require-
ment for becoming an Interpreter
Interpreters must instantaneously
call to mind words or idioms cor-
responding to the foreigeones An
extensive working vocabulary and
ease in making the transition from
one language strucfdre to another
are necessary
, Students who want to become in-

terpreters should become fluent in
several languages Interpreters who
work at the United Nations, for
example, must know at least three
Of the five official U N languages
English, French, Spanish, Russian,
and Chipese. Portuguese and, t
some extent.Japanese and German
are also valuable to interpreters'in
the United States.

Two schools in the United States
offer special programs for in

' terpreter training. Both requir
foreign language proficiency u n
entry The Georgetown Unive ty
School of Languages and Lin-
guistics in Wilhington, D C has a
1: or 2-year course of study leading
to a-Certificate of Proficiency. Ap-
plicants to Georgetown Uniyersity
must qualify on the basis of an oral
aptitude test and satisfactory per-
formance in ,a basic first-year col-

.

4.
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, Advancement in the interpreting
field is generally based on satisfac-
torytory service. There is some ad -4
vancement from -escort level in- .

terpreting to conference level work.

lege program The Monterey In-
stitute of Foreign Studies in Mon
terey. Calif offers' a,2-year pro-
gram leading to,a master's degree to
Languan and International Studies
aria a certificate from the Depart-
ment of lir'slation and Interpreta-
non Applants to the Monterey
Inst24tute must have a bachelor's
degree with a language major, or its
equivalent Students also must pass
a qualifying examination for the In-
terpreters Certificate Program

Many individuals may qualify as
interpreters principally on the basis
of their 'foreign backgrounds' for
positions in which extensive-. ex-
perience and a broad education are
not as crucial as for other types of.
interpretation For example, con-
secutive interpreters employed by
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service of the U S. Department of
Justice serve erimarily, in interpret-
ing, legal proceedings, such as
hearings for aliens

Bssides being proficient in lan-
guages, interpreteri are expected to
be generally well , informed on a

. broad range of subjects, often in-
cluding technical subjects such as
medicine or scientifkc or indottrial
technology Work a a translator
may serve as a useful background in'
maintaining an up-to-date vocabu-
lary in various sipecialized or techni-
cal areas The. experience of living
abroad also is very important for an
interpreter *

Although there is, no standard
requirement for entry into the
profession, a university education'
usually is considered essential.

People interested in becoming In-.,
terpreters should be articulate
speakers and have good nearing.
The exacting nature of this profes-
sion requires quickness, alertness,
and S constant attention to accura-
cy Working with"all types of people
'requires good sense, tact, and the
emotional stamina to deal with the
tensions of the job. It is- essential

'that ,interpreters maintain con-
fidentiality in their work and that
they give honest interpretations.

5

Employment Outlook

'Interpreters may face competi-
tion for the limited number of
openings Little change is expected
in the number of full-tune in-
terpreters through the mid-1980's.
Most opportunities. there.fore,
should result from the need to
replace works who die. retire, or
leave their jobs for other reasons,
Experience. has shown that arfy
slight or sporadic increase in the
demand for interpreters can be' met
by the existing pool of freelance
workers. Only highly qualified ap-
plicants will find favorable employ-
ment opportunities.

Qualified -interpreters also may
find work abroad. For t ',ample, the
demand for interpreters in Europe,
where so many different languages
are spoken. is greater than in the
United States. '

People who have linguistic abili-
ties also may find some employ-
ment opportunities aS translators.
In fact, many interpreters find the
ability o do translation work, if not
requisit,e, an occupational asset.
Foreign language corolpetence also
is important for careers in the fields
of foreign service, international
business, and language education.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Salaries of interpreters depend
upon the type of interpreting done
as well as the ajility and per-
formance of the individual. The tax-
free annual starting salary for con-
ference interpreters at the United
Nations was S10,000 in 1974. Out-
standing

.*

U.N. interpreters could ex-
pect to earn more. than $20,000.
Beginning salaries 'for interpreters
in various other international or-
ganizations were about $9,000 a
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year accordingito the limited infor-
mation as ailabl'6,in addition Inter
national organizations often pat
supplementary hvingand family
lov.ances

Junior interpreters who won ed
for the t: S Department of to
received 512.8,41 a ye'sar In to
1974 'Starting .salarip. w e
somewhat lower for Gosernm t

interpreters with limited education.
experience. or skills

In the freelance field, interpretersa.are paid on a daily basis Con-
ferenct interpreler salaries ranged
from about 5110 to 5135 a day in
late 1974, depending on ex-
periense The U S Department of
State Paid a daily salary of 5110

Freelance escort Interpreters
received salaries ranging from
about 536 to over 556 a day. based
on the Individual's skill and prior
performance Interpreters on as-
signment usually could expect to be
paid for a 7-day seek Interpreters
ate pInd transportatiorrexpenses by
the employing agency and also
recesit an allowance to cover the
cost pf accommodations, meals,
and other expenses incidental to
their assignments

The conditions under which In-
terpreters work \ vary widely In
freelancing. there is little job securi-
ty because of d mand fluctuations,
and the anon of various
freelance a gnments ranges from
a few days r a typical conference
to several weeks for some escort as-
signments Although the hours In-
terpreters work are not necessarily
long, they are often ,irregular Irf
some instances, especially for
escort freelance Workers, a great
deal of tratel to a wide variety of lb-
cations is requrred:

Sources of §,dditional
. Information

Information on the interpreting
profession iSavailable from
The American Assoc:awn of Language Spc.

,s.sissta. r000 Connecticut Ave fvK .

*. Suite 9 Washington D C 20036
.1

IONS
a

For information on entry recluire
ments and courses of study at the
two schools offering specialized
programs for Interpreters. contact
Diviblon of Interpret-anon and Translation

School of Languages and Languisbc-s.
Georgetown L rmerstt; . 0. astungt,an.
D C ;0007

,
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Reporters on small newspapers
'nay cover not only all aspects of
local news, but also may, take
photographs. write headlines, lay
out pages, and wnte editonals, On

me small weeklies. they also inay-.el

iplicit advertisements. sell subscrip-
tions, and perform general office
workDepartment TirapQation and Interprita

ton. Monterey Institute of Foreign Stu.
"dies P 0 Box 1978 Monterey.
93940

Information about employment
opportunities is available from
Language kr% ices Division 1. S Depart

men! of State V. al.htngfon D C 20520

Steretanat Recruitment Service nited %a-
s

tons Nev. York Y 10017

NEWSPAPER
.REPORTERS
(DOT 132 268)

Nature of the IWoricdm/

Newspaper reporters gather bin-
formation oh curregt events and
use It to write stories for publication
in'daily or weekly new pers In
covering evenjs, they m y interview
people. reviev:, public ecords, at-
tend Mews events, and d research.
As a ride, reporters' take notes or
use 'electronic recording devices
while collecting facts, and write
their stories upon return to the of-
fice Sometimes, to meet deadlrhes,
they telephone their information or
stories to other staff members
known as "rewrite men," who write
or transcribe the stories for them,

Large dailies frequently assign
some reporters to "beats." such as
pace stations' or the courts.. to
gather news originating in these
places. General assignment report-
ers handle various types of local
news, such as a story about a lost
child or an obituary of a community
leader Specialized reporters with a
background in. a particular subject
interpret vend analyze the news in
fields such as medicine, politics.
science: education, business, labor.,
and religion

578

Places of Employment

About 40,000 persons, two-fifths
of them women. Worktd as
newspaper reportervn 1974. The
majonty of reporters work for daily
newspapers, others work for weekly
papers and.press services

Reporters work in cities d
towns of all sizes Of the 1,775 day
and 7.650 weekly newspapers/ he
great majority are in medium/sized
towns However, most rftporters
work in cities, since big clq dailies
employ many reporters, sikerects a
smalltown paper generally employs.
only a few,

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most newspapers will consist
only applicants who have a college
educatiori. Graduate work is in-
creasingly important. Many editors
prefer graduates who have a degree
In jourhalism, which usually pro-
vides a liberal arts education along
with professional journalism train.
ing: Some echtoes consider'a liberal
arts degree sufficient. Others prefer
applicantseh& have a liberal arts

~bachelor's' degree and' a master's
degree in jourgalism. Although
talented writers flaying lithe or no
academic training beybnd high
school somehines become reporters
on city newspapers, most reporters
without collegetraining begin on
rural, spay-town, or suburban .
Papers. High school. courses that
are useful include English, journal-
asm, social science, and typing.

Bachelor's degree programs in
journalism are available in more
than 200:colleges. About three-
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students by unisersitie's. news
papers. and professional org....w.tza
tions in 19-4

News reporting insoIses a great
deal of responsibility_ since what a
reporter writes frequently in-
fluences the opinion of the reading
public Reportetc should be

`dedicated to serving the publi
need for a- urate and im mai

news Alth ugh reporters ork as
part of a t),arn. they hase xi oppor-
tunity for self-expression Impbr-
tan t pei-sonal chacacterisncs iri-

..tv-
dude a nose for news curiosity

.4.4t4 persistence, initIatise,. resourceful.
4 ',rte.s, an accurate memory and the

physical stamina necessary for an.,

pois e and often fast-paced life .

Some who compete fur furl-time
'..porter Bobs find it is helpful to

se had experience as a

wsraper stringer a part-time -

porter who coters the news in a
Or-molar area of the community _

1.1 O.,
a

, . and is paid onfathe basis of the-sto-----14 --.:----- - -...,
.., ries printed Experience on a high

Ilk school or college newspaper also Is
helpful in getting a job

Many beginners start on weekly
tuurt'n of the courses in a typical arts curn,culum should take English or on -.n41 daily new spapets where
undergraduate journalism curricu- courses that include writing. as v.-ell they acquire a brOad range of re-
lum are in liheral arts Journalism an--ubj...cts 'Such as sociology, puha porting experience Sorrie College
courses include reporting. copy- cal science. economics. history. graduates are hired by Ire city pa-
reading editing. feature writing. psychOldgy. and speech Ability to, pers as gerlpral assignment report-
history of journalism. law and the read and speak a foreign language isl ers while a lew others start. as Copy
relation of the pre,.. to society dcsirablt. Those who look for.vard v'editpr;' Beginning reportecursually

More than 500 junior colleges to bt....omin technical writers or m- are assiglfed duties such as report-
offer Journalism programs Twelve porters m a sp...ciallied field such as ' ing on cisic and dub meetings.
to fifteen. hoary of credit earned is' /science. should concentrate on ,isummarihing speeches. writing
transferable to most 4-year college %...urse work in their subject rpanctilobituanes. inlet-stewing important
programs in journalism A few ju- arca, (See statement on Technicaf Isisrtois to the community. and -

nior colleges als%) offer programs Nkutt..rs i Skill in typing is essential .3.cosering police court proceedings
especial] designed to prepare the hecause reporters type tileir on !,'As they gain experience. they may
student aire,t1. for employment as news sfories On small papers. 'r,eport" more important events.
a general assignment reporter on a knowledge of news photography ,t,pser an. assigned 'beat,- or spe-
weekly or small Willy newspaper also is valuable 'aalize in'a pa.rticular field *

The Armed furies also pros idc The tiewspaper Fund and in- Newspape4 reporters may ad-

some trainingin journalism dividuld new spaPers offer summer $iance to reporting for larger papers
A graduate dcgrcc ir- journalism internships that.proside college stu- or press sersices Some experienced

was off...sed by more than 7C dents with an opportunity to prat- ;reporters become columnists, cor-
schools in. 194 About on...fitth of tic.: the rudiments of reporting or respondents. editorial wntejs. ech-
thosu offer a doctoral Jt..grct.. in ...thong In addition. r'nore than ts rs. or top executises. these posi-
fnas-commdnications 2.S00 journalism sehtlarships. fel- dons represent the top orThe field

Persons who wish to prepare tor lowships assistantships, and loans skid competition for them is keen
new.papt.. r work throueh a lih.rfril were aksard...d to coll...g... journalism Ofher reporters trahsfet torelated

5 i
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fields such as publiu relations. wr.t
mg for magazines. or preparing
copy for radit and tele bisiun news
prograins

Employment Outlook

Beginners with exceptiVial writ-
ing talent are expected to find
avbrabls employment opportuni-
ies through the mid- 1980's

ers. however, will face strong
competition for jobs. especially.on
large city dailies Employment op-
portunities far reporters able to
handle news about highly special-
ized scientific wechnical subjects
are expected to bt favorable

Weekly or daily newspapers
located in small towns and subur
ban areas are expected to continue
to offer the most opportunities for

,.16egiruiers entering newspaper re-
porting Openings arise on, these,

_papers as reporters gain experience
and move up to editing positions or,

newspapers or to other t

transfer to reporting jobs oryvp12er
.Of

work Beginning reporters "able to
help with photography and other
specialized' Aspects of 'newspaper
work and who are acquainted with
the community are likely to be
given preference in employment on
small papers:

In addition to jobs in newspaper
reporting, recent college graduates
who have journalism training may
enter related fields such as advertis-
ing: public relations, trade and
technical publishing, and radio and
television. Good job opportunities
Also will be fourld in teaching jour-
rialism for those -who have profes-
sional experience and at leasja'
mater's degree.

Although the broad field of mass
communication should continue,to
expa0d,due to rising levels of edu
cation, insreasinE expenditures for
newspaper. radio. and television ad-
vertising:and a growing number of
trade and technical journals,
newspapers are not_expected to
,share equally in this growth. As a
result. employment or reporters

co

shu.Id inresise more slowly than
tie average for all occupations:
Most job upsnings wilt.continue
arise from the need to replace re-
porters who 4e prdmoted to edi-
tOrial or adrinnistrative positions.
transfer to other fields of .work,

. retire. or leave the profession for
other reasons

Earnings and Working
Co Mona

Reporters ng for daily
newspapers having Contracts
negotiated by The Newspaper
Guild had average starting salanes
of 58.750 in late 1974 fn general.
earnings a newspaper reporters in
1974 were above average earnings
received by nonsupervisory work-
ers in pnvate "fficlustry.' except
farming.

Minimum salaries of reporters
having 4 or 5 'years of experience
who worked for daily newspapers
with Guild contracts aver4ed
514,265 in 1974 The minimums
ranged from 59,100. paid by the
smallest dailies, to more than
522,000 paid by the largest. Many
reporters, however, were paid sala-
ries higher than these. minimums.,
Reporters working for' national wire
services received annual salanbs of
at least S14,000,

Most newspaper reporters
generally work a 5-day, 35: or 40-
hour week. Reporters' working fqr
morning papers usually start work
,in the late afternoon and finish at
about midnight Most reporters also
receive benefits such as paid 'vaca-
tions. group insurance` and pension
plans.

Sources Of Additions(
information ,

Information ;bout opportunities
for reporters with daily newspapers
is available from.
Amencan Newspaper Publishers Association

Foundation. P O Box 17407. Dulles In
ternational Airpon. Washington. DC
20041, '

For information on opportunities

5:0 I
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in the newspaper field and starting
of lournalesm graduates, as

ell as a list of journalism scholar-
ships, fellowships. nccictantships,
and loans available at colleges end
universities, write to:
The Newspaper 'Fund. Inc . Box 300.

Phrxion. NJ. 08540
Information on union wage rates

is available from:
The Newspaper Guild. Research and Infos-

ft.-anon Department. 1125 15th St NW .

Waikungton, D C 20005

For general information about
careers in journalism contact
Amr ncan Council on Education for Journal-

min, School of Jourrialtsa Lrusersity of
Columbta, Mo 65201

Association For Education in Jouthaltsrn.
Murphy Hall. Lniversity of ).1ennesota.
Minneapolis. Minn 55455

The Society of Professional 1Journahsti.
Sigma Delta Chi. 35 Cast Wacker Dr.
Chicago III 60601

Info non on the opportunities
for en in newspaper reporting
and other communications fields is
'available from.
Women In Communications. Inc 8305 A

Shoal Creek Blvd Ausun, Tex 78758

Names and locations of daily
newspapers and a list of schools and
departments of journalism rare
published jn the Editor and
Publisher International Year Book.
available in public libraries and in
most large newspaper offices.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
ANNOUNCERS

(D,o.T. 159.148)

Nature of ttilWork

Most radio announcers act as
disc jockeys. introducing recorded
musio, presenting news and com-
mercials. and commenting on other
matters of interest to the audience,
'Mei( may "ad-lib" much of the
commentary, Working without a
detailed script. They also may
operate the control board, sell time
for 'commercials, and write com-
mercial and, news copy. In idtge sta-

.
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Lions, however, other workers han-
dle these Jobs (See statement on
radio and tele'vision broadcasting

# occupations elsewhere in the Hand
book ) '

Anpouncers employed by televi
sion Stations and large radio sta
mins usually specialize in partictlar
kinds of announcing 'such as sports.
news, or weather They must be
thoroughly familiar with their areas
of specialization If a written script
is needed for parts of the program.,
the announcer may do the research
and v.t:it

rticip
g Announcers frequently
can community activities

A rtscaster, for example. might
be the master of ceremonies at a
touchdown7_hanquet or greet
customers the opening of a new

/sporting goods. store_ Some an-
nouneers become well -known and
highly paid personalities

Places of Employment

About 19.000 staff announcers
were employed full time by com-
mercial radio and television broad-
casting stations iq 1974. More than
80 percent of them worked in radio

OCCUPATION OLITOOK HANDBOOK

annountera. A college liberal arts
education provides an excellent
background for an announcer, and-
many .universities offer courses of
study in the broadcasting fibld.Stu-
dents at these institutions also may
gain valuable experience by supple-
menting their courses with part-
time work at the campus radio sta-
tion MI6 summer work at local sta-
tions. filling in for vacationing staff
members A. nuntrier of private vo-
cational schools also offer training
in announcing However, those
considering training at such a
school should contact.the personnel
manageryof stations and broadcast-
ing tradeorganizauons in their area
to determine the school's per.:
formancei in producing suitably
trained candidates.

Most announcers get their first
broadcasting jobs in small stations.
Because announcers in small radio
stations sometimes operate trans-
mitters, prospective announcers
often obtain an 'FCC

"Iladiotelephong Third Class Opera-
tor License which enables them to
operate a radio transmitter and.
therefore, makes them much more
useful to these stations. (For infor-
mation on how to obtain a license,
see the statement on broadcast
technicians elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Announcers usually work in
several different stations in the
course of their careers. After
asiluiring experience at a station in
a small community. an ambitious
and talented announcer may move
to a better paying job in a large city
An announcer also may advance by
getting a regular program as a disc
jockey, sportscastei, or other spe-
cialist in the national networks,
competition for jobs.is intense, and
announcers usually must be college
graduates and have several years of
successful announcing experience
before they are given an audition

-
Employment Outlook

The employment of announcers

broadcasting The overage com-
mercial radio ur television station
employed three announcers.
althougnarger stations sometimes
employed six or more in addition
to staff announcers, several
thousand freelance announcers sell
their services tor individual assign-
ments to networks and stations, or
to advertising agencies and other
Independent producers

Training, Other ClUalifications,
and Advancement

Announcers mu
and Evell-controlled voice, a good

it have a pleasant

'sense, of uming2 and excellent
pronunciation Correct English
usage and a knowledge of dra-
matics, sports, music, and current
events imp5ovechances for success
The most successful announcers
have a combination of personality
and a knack for dramatization that
'makes them attractive to audiences.

High school courses in English.
.public speaking. dramatics, foreign
languages, and electronics. plus
sports and music hobbies, are valu-
able background for prospective

-
Sueccisitu announeirs have a personality which 'makes them attractive to

audiences.
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is expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's as pi-iv
radio and television stations are
licensed Employment growth,
however, will be limited,by the in-
creased use of automatic pro-
gramming Most yob openings in
this relatively small occupation will
result from the need to replace ex-
'penenced announcers who transfer
to other ocC ations. retire, or die

It will be asier to get an entry job
in radio,than in television because
of the greater il-riber of radio sta-
tions that hire ideginners, These jobs
generally sbe located in small
stations, and the pay will be rela-
tive* low, A few jobs- also will

.
become available as more cable
television stations begin their own
programming. However, the great
attraction of the broadcasting field
for young persons, and its relatively
small size, will result 4n keen ebm-
petition for entry jobs.

Earnings pnd Working
. Conditions

Salaries of beginning announcers
in commercial television ranged
from about 5160 to 5200 a week in
1974, and those of experienced an-
nouncers ranged from about 5225
to $350, according to information
from union contracts. Many well-
known announcers earn much
more. As a rule, salaries increase
with the size of the community and
the station, and salaries in television
are higher than those in radio. An-.
nouncers bmployed by educational
broadcasting stations generally earn
less than those who work for com-
mercial stations.
` Most announcers in large stations
work a, 40-hour week and receive
overtime pay for work beyond 40
hours In small stations, many an-
nouncers ,work 44 to 12 hours of
overtime each +week Working
hours cdniist of both time on the air
and time spent in preparing for
broadcasts Evening, night,
weekend, and holiday duty occurs

frextuently, since many stations
broadcast 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week

orking c.onditions are usually
pleasant beacause of the variety of
work Ad the many ,personal con-
tac).s that are part of the job. An-
nouncers also receive some
satisfaction from becoming well
known in the area their station
serves

Sources of Additional
Information

Fdi general career information,
write to.

National Association of Broadcasters: 1771
N St NW Washington. D C 20036

Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 888
16th St NW . Washington, D C 20006

. .

TECHNICAL WRITERS
139.288)

Nature of the-Work

Technical writers organize, write,
and edit materials about science
and technology in order to establish
clearer communication between
those whoa develcip information
scientists, engineers, and design
techniciansand the users of their
informationoperators, repairers,
scientists, engineers,,executives, or
consumers. Their ,writing must al-
ways be clear and easy to follow,
and when it is to be used by spe-
cialists it often must include techni-
cal detail and a highly specialized
vocabulary. Technical writers
usually arrange for the, preparation
of tables, charts, illustrations, and
other artwork, and may work with
technical illustrators, drafters, or
photographers

Before starting a writing assign-
ment, technical writers usually
learn as much as they can about
their subject. This nrocess involves
studying reports, reading technical
journals, and consulting with the
engineers, scientists, and other.

58-x.,
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technical personnel who have
worked on the project_ Then they
prepare a rough draft that may be
revised several times before it is ac-
cemed in final form.

'The technical writer's product
takes many formspublicity
releases on a company's scientific
or technical achievements, Manu-
facturers' contract proposals to
government agencies, manuals that
explain how to operate, assemble,
disassemble., maintain, or overhaul
components of a missile system or a
home appliance, or articles for
scientific and engineering periodi-
cals or popular magazines.

Places of Ethployment

An. estimated 20,000 technical
writers and editorsabout one-fifth
womenwere employ'ed in 1974.
Many- technical- writers are em-
ployed , in the electronic and
aerospace industries. "Some. work
for research aitd development firms
or for the Federal Government-r
mainly in the Departments of
Defense and Agricultilre, the Ener-
gy Research and,,Development Ad-
ministration, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion Others work in firms that /spe-'
cialize in technical writing. A few
are in business for themselves as

-Treelance technical writers,
Technical writers are employed

all over the country btit the largest
concentrations are in the
Northeastern States, Texas, and
California.

Training,.0ther Qualifications,
and Advancement

Although there are no presc'hbed
requirements for entry into the
technicalvriting field, a combina-
tion of technical experience and
writing ability will generally qualify
a person to -work as a technical
writer..

While a college background is
helpful ancl sometimes necessary,
most technical writers do not enter
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Technical writers discuss specifications of fithter plane component to be included
in technical manual.

the occupation as recent college.
graduates The majority' whate.er
their level, of. educational attain-
ment. work initially as technicians.
scientists. ur engineers_- In time.
usually as a part of their technical
assignment. they assume some writ
ing duties, and de .clop technical

' communication Skills E.entually
they decide to pork entirely in

I technical writing
Some employers. however. de

mand a 4 year college education
'Many prefer the applicant to ha.e a

degree in science or engirfeering.
with ,a strong ha..tegruund in Eng

While others emphasize writing
ability

- A
In'19'4.12 colleges and universi-

ties offered 4 year programs lead
ing It a bachelor's degree in learn
car writing. technical communica-
tion, or technical journalism, three
schools offered graduate work and

°CO_ PATIO'S AL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

perienced technical vnters by
doing_ library iesearch, and by
preparing drafts of reports Ex-
perienced writers in organizations .

that have large technical writing
staffs may advance to technical edi-
tor ,or other supervisory and- ad-
ministrative positions After gaining
experience and contacts, a few go
into business for themselves It also
is possible to advance by becoming
a specialist in a particular scientific
orleclinical subject These writers
sometimes prepare syndicated
newspaper columns or articles for
popularmagazmes.

degrees in the field More than 400-
yerir colleges offered at least one

course in technical' writing as part
of the regular curriculum. Almost
all colleges, and some engineering
schools, offer English courses to
sharpen writing skills, and some
conduct summer workshops and
,short-term seminars for technical
writers

Besides having writing skills,
technical writers should be able to
think logically, understand scien-
tific and technical concepts, and do
detailed and accurate work. They
Should be able to work and talk
easily with others since they often
work as part of a team. At other
times, however, technical Writers
must work alone with little or no su-
pervision, so they must be able to
accept responsibility and exercise
initiative

Beginners often assist ex-

- 5

Employment Outlook,

Employment of technical writers
is expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all'occupations
through the mid-1980'.i. In addition
to openings due to growth, opportu-
nities will result from the need to
replace those 'who die, retire, or
transfer to other occupations. Em-
ployment opportunities will be best
for experiences technical writers
and for beginners who have good
writing ability and the appropriate?'
technical education.. Those with
only minimum qualifications; how-
ever, may face stiff competition for
beginningjobs.

Requirements for technical
writers are expected to increase
because of 'the need to put -the
growing amount of scientific -and
technical information into language
that can be understood by
managers for decisionmaking and
by technicians for operating and
maintaining complex industrial
equipment, Since many products
will continue to be assembled from
components manufaatured by dif-
ferent companies, technical writers
also will be needed to describe, in,
simple terms, how the components
fit together. Others will be needed
to improve and simplify operating,

. and maintenance instructions for .
consumer products.

However, sirice many technical
writers work in defense- and space-
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related activities, including
research and development, future
job opportunities are related to
government expenditures' in these

. areas. Through the mid- 1980's, R &
I) expenditures of Government and
industzy are expected to increase.
although at a slower than dur

' ing the 1960's.
Technical writers, as discussed in

this statement, include only those
persons whose .prirriary job is to
write about, interpret .and edit
technical subject mater. Those
primarily employed as scientists.
engineers or other technical spe-
cialists who may do a considerable
amount of writing arc not tov ered
here. As technology becomes in-
creasingly complex, more writing
assignments may require technical
and scientific knowledge equivalent
to that of an engineer or scientist.

Technical writers who
ing in journalism may fi

ave tram-
.cpporfu,

nities in other fields that employ..
writers such as advertising, public

relations, trade publish, cg, and
television anti radio bre casting.

Earnings and Working
'Conditions

cs
Technical writers have high

earnings compared with average
earnings for nonsupervisory work-
ers in private industry, except
farming Salaries of technical
writers depend not only on ability.
encation, and experience, but also
on the type, size, and location of
their employing firm.

Starting salaries in 1974 ranged
from about S7,000 a year for those
with minimal qualifications to over
S15,0o0 a year for those with
technical experience and college
education. Expenenced technical
writers average around 517,500 a
year, while those in sbpervisory
positions earned S20,000 or more.

Earnings of freelance writers vary
greatly and depend on the writer's
abilityand reputation.

V
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In the Federal Government in
late 1974, inexperienced technical
writers with a bachelor's degree and
about five science courses could
start at either $8,500 or S10,520 a
year, depending on their 'college
grades. Those with 2 years. of ex-
penence could start at $12,841 and
with '3 years of experience,
$15,481.

Technical wnters generally work
4n clean well-lighted places, though
they may work under considerable
pressure, frequently working over-
time when al publication deadline
has to be met.

Sources of Additional
information .

For-information ibout careers in
technical writing, contact.
Society for Technical Communication, Inc ,

Suite 421. 1010 Vermont Ave NW
WIshington D.0 20005.

.4
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. AGRICULTURE

Agriculture broadly defined is
a genuine growth -industry It has
become a vast and vital industry
that reaches into all levels of society
and into dozens of other industries
and professions It employs millions
of personsboth professional and
nonprofessional Far several
decades, 12 S agriculture has been
immersed -in a technological rev olu-
tiOn which has had a. tremendous
impact on the industry's labor
force both in numbers and com-
position Agriculture, or agribusi-
ness as it is more commonly
referred to today, is a multifaceted
complex that produces food and
fiber and then assembles, processes,
stores, tratisports, and markets it to
meet ever-growing demands. Con-,
sumers now insist upon more at-
tractively patcaged and ready-to-
cook foods. They also demand that
it be available all year. Thus,
science and sipess are as much a
part of agri Iture today as is farm-
ing As a r suit, employment needs

agribusiness have changed sig-
nificantly and will continue to
change. , .

Torilorrow's agriculture and re-
lated natural resource management
areas are expected, to be more
dynamic. They offer m'any
more and diverse kinds of employ-
ment opportunities. In addition, the
U.S. Department of AgriCulture has
many diverse services organized to
help increase the productivity of
agriculture, to regulate practices, to
protect the environment and the
consumer, and to expand research

- and educational programs.
The ever-increasing technology

has decreased the need for non-
professional \workers (farm Or
agribusiness laBorers) while simin-
taneously increasing the need for
professional workers (college-,
trained personnel). Present trends

are expected to be amplified in the
decades ahead. Enrollment, in the
7QLand -Grani Collqges of Agricul-
ture and Natural Resources in-
creased from 35,000 in 1963 to
82,000 in 1974. A recent report
showed an additional 33,000
agricultural students currently en-
rolled in the many non-land-grant
2- and 4-year colleges. Increased
demand for food and fiber and con-
tinued public concern about the
quality of the environment, proper
management of our renewable
natural resources, and 'consumer
protection issues will cause these
upward trends in college enroll-
ment in agriculture and related
fields to continue.

Opportunities on Farms

In brief,.fewer farmers and farm
workers will be needed to produce
America's food and fiber products.
For instance, in 1550 the average
farmer could produce enough food'
and fiber for about 16 other per-
son's. Today, each farmer feeds and
clothes 53 other persons. By 1980,
it is expected that each farmer will
be able to produce enough for 65

'persons.
Employment on U.S. farms and

ranches,has declined from 7.2 mil-
lion in 1950 to nearly 3.5 million in
1974. By 1985, with acontinued in-
crease in size of farms and greater
use of power and machinery, there
are expected to be 2 million farm
workers. Farm output has increased
by 52 percent since 1950. This was
accomplished with 17 percent
fewer crop acres.

This phenomenal increase in
farm productivity was accom-
plilhed by significantly increased
use of farm power, machinery and
equipment, higher application of

'fertilizers and other agrichemicals,
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improved crop varieties and strains
of livestock, and proved farming
practices in - general. Farms in-
creased in size and considerably
more total capital is required of
each farm operatoi. (See accom-
panying table.)

Management is the key to success
in modern farming. Today's farmers
need a much higher level of
knowledge and skills than did their
predecessors. For example, the
dairy farmer used to feed each cow
an amount of grain based on the
amount of milk she had produced
the previous day or week. Modern
dairy farmers feed their cows on the
basis of their potential"pushing"
potential high-performance coos to
their limits, cutting back on expen-
sive feed for cows that already have
peaked out. Figuring the potential
is a much more difficult technique
than weighing milk.

The need for bettpr trained farm
operators and fa,.'worlsers will in-
crease as faulting becOmes more
scientific. The knowledge and
capital required to start farming a
geqeration ago is no longer
adequate. College iraining is
becoming the 'rule rather than the
exceptiOn for young "commercial"
farmers. It gives them,the technical -
basis that they. need to keep up
with new developments in research
and-.technology and to apply them
intelligently on their own farms.
Biology, engineering, chemistry,
and agronomynot to mention
ecpnomics, marketing, and ac-
countingare par,t of the necessary
kit of tools for a successful farmer
today.

Capital requirements are another
obstacle the beginning farmer must
overcome. It was estimated that the
average commercial farm in 1974
had 47,0 acres, with a value of more
than, $190,000 in real estate,
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li'.cstock, crops. and equipment
Regionally. the estimated value of
commercial farms '..cried from an
.1% erage of $70,000 in Appalachia
to $475,000 in the Pacifiwe&ion

For the person who has the train-
ing, the capital, and the manage-
ment ability, the modern farm can
offer mdlkli higher incomes than the
old-style farm Nevertheless, while
agriculture production will still
offer challenging and rewarding
careers with larger incomes and
better living conditions than it used
to, it will offer them to fewer' and
fewer people,'

Opportunities of Specific Types
of Farms

Although the number of farms
end farm jobs is decreasing, some
desirable and rewarding opportuni-

ties remalb irt agriculture. The deci-
sion to enter farming may be made'
simply because an opening exists on
the faidily farm or on a farm near-
by. To--"be successful, however,
young people should know the
requirements of the type of
farm operation they wish to enter.
They should take into consideration
their aptitudes, interests, prefer-
ences, experience, knowledge, and
skills in directing labor and handling
livestock and machinery. Young
people also must consider family
labor supply and fidancial re-
sources, as the labor and capital
requirements for an operation of
adequate size vary widely frorn,ernr,
type of farm to another.

A realistic decision to go into
farming can be made only in terms..
of a particular area or community.

OCCUPATIONAL ylJTLOOK HANDBOOK

This sectiop evaluates, from an oc-
cupational} standpoint, some of the
more ccjitmon types of farms. The
accompanying table gives illustra-
tive data on size of farm, capital
requirements, and net farm in-
comes received by operators of typ-
ical or representative farms in vari-
ous parts of the country. Many
Farms are larger, than these and
offer more return than is shown
here. Some are smaller and offer
the operators little income or op-
portunity to improve their status
without major changes. On most of
the farms, the major part of the
work is done by the farm operators
and their families. Whereas some of
the smaller farms hire workers only
during the peak labor season, large
ones often use hired labor the
whole year,

Table 1. Average size of farm by product and location, capital Invested, and net farm income on commercial farms, 1974
,

.

Type of farm's and location

....

.

Size of farm as
measured by

.

-

Land
and

buildings

Capital invested in-
,

Net farm
income

Machinery
and

equipment
Livestock Crops

,

Total

Dairy farms:
.

Central New York . ..40 milk cows. .,...' $61,200 $25,347 $23,547. 31.6,764 S 126,855 - S 15,364
Southeastern Wiscsnsin ... . 4..milk cows ... ... .... ., 120.212 26.593 25,436. t8,352 , 190,593 19.857

Egg-producing farMs, New Jersey .. 5,550 layer chickens 66,280 3,655 9,596 , . 0 ' 79,531 6,043
Broiler farms. -Georgia . . .. . . 44.600 produced annually.- 33,109 6,615 991 330 41,045
Corn Belt farms:

(2,6631

Hog-beef feeding .. 280 acrebkof cropland, 226,440 28.119 49,536 43,302 .347,397 14,749
Cash grain crop . ..,... 375 acres of cropland..... 428'.400 45,526 0 6,186 480,112 ' 30,423

Cotton farms -

Mississippi Delta. 900 acres of cropland 694,237 102,367 0 . 0 7914,604 000,017
Southern.High Plains. Texas: .o .

lipigated . 870 acres of cropland 632,961 54,899 0 0 687,860 73,412
NTonirrigated.., 860 acres of cropland 296,437 21.558 -- 0 0 317,995 66,810

Tobacco farms, Coastal Kam, /

North Carolina 50 acres of cropland 67,106 7,391 783 1,423 76,7(11i, 7,837
Tobacco-livestock farms, Bluegrass

area, Kentucky . . .. . ..; .. .. 64 acres of cropland... )88.190 9,400 12,119 4,722 214,431 14,950'
Wheat-fallow farms:

Northern Plains 1,800 acres of cropland 303,705 53,560 0 0 357.265 30,694
Central Plains . . . .. 1,800 acres of cropland...:- 379,440 53,560 0 0 433 X: 63,334
Pacific Northwest . .. . . 1 00 acres of cropland 548,505 66,950 0 0 615,455 69,484

Cattle ranches -
Northern Plains .... .. . ... .. . .. .... 07 beef cows 513,254 27,677 107 896 10,661 659,488 34,714
Northern Rocky Mountain ...... . . .. 314 beef cows 342,491 26.271 100, 16 20,702 490,080 34,272
Southwest... .. ... .. ., 278 beef cows 678,356 16,416 91, 0 786,206 11,319

Migratory-Sheep Ranches, .
Utah-Nevada. .. ....... .. . . ... .... .. 2,025 breeding ewes 205,571 20,286 '91,757 2,846 320,460 27,163

' The information presented here is on an owner-ope'raied basis,
primarily for comparability between types of farm. Net farm
income is the combined return to total capital phis return to opera-
tor and other unpaid members of the family for their labor and

management. No allowance has b7n made for payment of rent,
interest, or mortgage.

SOURCE.. Preparedin the Com oda)/ Economics Division,
Economic Research Division, U.S. partment of Agnculture.
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The figures in the table on capital
imesTed mean that. the operator
controls or uses resources valued at
that amount. Many farmers supple-
ment their own capital with bor-
rowed fu ds, others rent part or all
of the Ian they use, thus reserving
more of the' fu ds for the purchase
of livestock, feed, machinery, and
equipment. Still others have part-__
ners who provide most of the work-
ing capital. For example, many
farmers who raise broilers are in
partnership with a reed dealer.

No brief general statement can
4010be made about specialization versus

diversification in farming opera-
tione. that would apply,in all parts of
the Icountry. The general trend

-c. favors more specialized farming.
Farms that produce many
products a generation ago now may
produce only two or three. Efficient
production of most fRrm, products
requires a substantial investment in

' specialized equipment. To receive
the full . benefit from this invest-
ment, the farmer must produce on a
large scale. Two other factor con-
tributing to specialization are the
increased emphasis on quality of
farm products, and the t greater
knowledge and skill required for ef-
fective production. Few farmers,
however, find it advantageous to
produce only one product. The

' main reasons for producing more
than one product are the desirabili-
ty of spreading risk, the more effec-
tive use of labor (particularly family
labor), and the fuller utilization of
most other resources than can be
realized in a one-product system.

Dairy Farms

While dairy farms are located
throughout the country, their
greatest concentration is near large
population .centers. There is work
to be done every day thoughout the
year on dairy farms, and they tend
to he family operations. However,
some farms are large enough so that
more than one worker is required to
handle the chores and equipment.
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In This way, the work can be divided usually not much physical strength.
up to allow some Ix orkers.to take a -Poultry farms often make con !
day off.

Dairy farmers who produce their
own feed have a variety of jobssto
accomplish. Dairy her are
decreasing in number, bu
becoming larger and more produc-
tive each year. Income from dairy-
ing is distributed somewhat evenly
throughout the year.

.siderable'use of family help.
Poultry farmers often exOrience

sharp year-to-year fluctuations in
income These operations have high
cash costs and thin profit margins.
Many &roller producers have, con-
tracts with 4 financing agency such
as a feed dealer, so that the profit
margin can be somewhat dependa-
ble.

Livestock Farms (Other Than
Dairy end Poultry)

A livestock farm may handle only
beef, swine, sheep, or horses. But it
also may combine all of these enter-
prises. Persons who like livestock
and who have developed some skills
and knowledge about them and the
mechanical equipment necessary
for handling These. farms can find
livestock production rewarding and
profitable. Farm chores tend to be
more flexible than on dairy farms...
Mosrlabor tendsto be family labor.

Various systems of livestock
production allow for some spe-
cialization so that the system clan fit
the size of farm, the types of feed
production available locally, and
the needs of consumerr Incomes
on livestock farms ten& fo be varia--
ble, and risks are quite high. Capital
investments in housing and
livestock can be considerable.
Ability to understand the markets
and to adjust management practices
to changing costs and prices is the
keyNto in livestock produc-
tion.

Poultry Farms;

Poultry flirms concentrate on egg
production or on the production of
broilers. Poultry farmers do not
raise their own feed. They purchase
feeds which are suited to their
specific purpoAes. As in many farm-
ing enterprises: poultry, farming
requires specialized skill. The han-
dling of the birds and off' they
mechanical feeding , equipmem
requires specialized knowledgA
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Cash Grain Farnfs

The production of corn. wheat,
grain sorghums, and other grains
requires the use of tractors, farm
machinery, and; equipment. For
many of these farms the - work
requirements are seasonal. That is,
during the soil preparation, plant--
ing, and harvesting times the farm
operators are very busy. During
other seasons and in stack periods
the farmer often will seek employ-
ment off the farm.

Knowledge of farm machinery,
seed bed preparation, varieties,
planting times, depths, as well as
methods of weed, insect. and dis-
ease control are reqUired if produc-
ers are to be successful. Cash grain
farmers are subject to major risks
due both to weather and prices for
their grains.'This is particularly true
for specialized crop farmers. Invest-
ments in land, power, and equip-
ment on the usually large acreage
can be very high. Thus, total risk is
very high and management is criti-
cal.

Cotton, Tobacco, and Peanut
Farms

Cotton, tobacco, and peanuts are
grown ontfarms of varying size, de-
pending' upon the region. As in
many other products, growerslyvg
been forced to enlarge_iheit acre-
age and often ty,-diversify. Still
many farms Small and are part-
time far 'In operations.

S e of the cotton farms, paj,-
}i ularly in the West and Southwest ,

have gone under irrigation. Other
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such farms in -the Southeast have
adde beef cattle or poultry to their

farming-operations. Prices of these
crops aro usually government sup-
ported, so price risks tend,jo be less

fathan for other cash-grain rms.

Spitialty Crop Farms

Specialty crop farms may
pioduce potatoes, grapes. oranges,
sugar cane, melons, broomcorn,,
popcorn, or a combination of these
and other specialty crops. These
farms exist because of the demand
fohe product and because of the
unique background, skills, and
resources which a fernier has for
this kind of production. These en-
terprises often require seasbnaq,
'workers, and relatively expensive'
specialized equipment. These
producers need specific skill .),hich

y be obtained through ex-
pe ence .or through special, train -
Mg. -

Profits from specialty farms
usually vary greatly from year:to-
year.Spetialt/ crop fagneis usually
study the deinand picture well and
make adjustments 'so that the par-
ticular operation will produce ac-
cording to the effective demand.

Private Outdoor Recreation
Farms .

Since the demand pr outdoor
recreation facilities exceeds the
supply, many farm operators.in the
vicinity of national. State and local

..,..parks; or near wildlife 'preserves,
?have taken advantage of their loca-
tion 'to establish recreation busi-
nesses.\Thesefarmers sell hunting
or fishidg rights to individuals, form
hunting clubs, or establish private
campgrounds. Some will enlarge or
improve their farm ponds or irriga-
tion reservoirs which they then
stock with fish or make at'aitable
for swimming' and boating. Old
farm buildings, sheds. and barns
rnay 'be converted into riding sta-
bles orhorie boarding 'stables. In
making tfiese facilities available,

.
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produlcuon, new techripiogy and equip:
ment. and financial 'Management.

many farmers have converted a lia-
bility into an asset. Such .farmers
only represent I ,percent or all
farms in the Cnited States, but their,- --
numbers are -increasing. The

. ,

average amount reported earned
from such recreation activity was
about 51.630 per farm. Fol. persons
with recreational interests in
favored locations, this type of girp-
Plemental recreational entecese
can add substantia'llyeto farm
come. Jj

Other Specialty Farms

Agriculture also includes such
specialized areas as nurseries,
greenhouses, honey bees, furfarms,

'and riding stables For manyb of
these, special knowledge and
skilled rtrznagement are re9uired.
Risks are highbut, for persons
who have the abilities and, the
resourcesi these ventures are often

prOfitable and rewarding.

Training Opportunities,
Available for Farm Production

'Jobs .

A good initial background in
farming can be obtained by growing
up on a 'successful farm. Neceisary
experience also .may be gained by
working as a closely supervisid ten--
ant or hired worker, on a success-
ful farm In addition, college train-
ing in agriculture and agricultural \
business 'management 'is of sustan-
tial value to the Modern farmer

several types of vocational train-
ing are available, under federally
assisted programs.rjraining is of-
fered in the following ways:
I High school courses in agriculture

2 Short courses for young farm,ers at col-
leges of agticulture including intensive
training in farm planning.. farm struc-

-lures. construction, welding and related
, shop and repair work. as well as instruc-

tion in crop production. livestock feed-
mg and management recordkeeping. '
and other aspects of farming.

3 Adult evening classes (or day classes, in
off -seasons) that provide intensive in-
struction in subjects sirch.-as land and
soil management: crop and livestock

Opportunities in Off,Farm
t' Agribusiness**

Ttie same technological 'revolu-
tiorwthat hit the farm -sector simul-
taneously extended itself into the

,.off-farm agribusiness sector, alter;
ing farm produCt ' assembling,
processing and handling practices.
It changed the organizational struc-
ture of both the farm and off -farm
sectors of today's modern agricul-
ture. These technologies signifi-
cantly increased the capital require-
ments of the off-farm.sector. It also
called for. much greater managerial
and technical knowledge and skills
on the part of bo-Th prOfessional and
nonprofessional workers in the total
agricultural comply. As a result,
the number and kinis of personnel
needed in the off-farm agribusiness
labor force have changed sj nifi:

ntly over thb past three decades
and they are'likely to continue to
change.

ror ex'rriplt, as farms increase iris,
size, more and more custom serv-
ices will be used by farm opera-

.

tors. Operating this custom equip-
men-will require special training
and skills. Thtls, there will continue
to be a wide range of pccupations
which require techpical kr)owledge
below that required at 'the 4-year
college level. Many 2year commu-
nity-junior colleges and vocational
and technical schools- now provide
excellent training to ,,meet these
needs. Examples of such jobs in-
clude assistant feedlot managers,
feed mill supervisors, ge eral, farmta'.
And rand' managers. irri Iron sys-
tem servicers, farm service center
assistant manager's. fertilizer and

. -
pesticide applicators, farm weld-
ers. petroleum digtributors, diesel
mechanics, agriculjurtl account-
ants. ,elevator operators, fertilizer
bulk blending plant assistant
managers, and artificial insemina-
tors.

Persons with 4-year bachelor's '0--
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degrees in agnculture will be in-
creasiligly needed in the off -farm
agnbitsiness professional occupa-
tions. Nearly one-half of 4-year
agnculture college graduates are
nolv employed in off -farm po;itiuns
in agnbusiness They have taken
jobs such as sales and technical
service center /managers v-ith agn
cultural supply firms selling feed.
seed, fertilizer. agrichemicals.
power,.machinery. equipment and

'farm building supplies
Others have taken jobs as buyers

for meatpackers and other food
processors, in aciAertising and
public relations Work, in manage-
ment positions with agncultural
product assembly. .storage.
processing and .marketins firms
operating in both the Limed States
apd abroad Some take Jobs with
farm cooperatives. food chains,
daffy product distriWors. and farm
credit agencies .0?ffers work as
agncultural consultants. economic
analysts, field contractors, agncul- .
tural attaches, insurance specialists.
farm Appraisers, agrichemical ap-
plicators, inspectors of food
processing landscape
architects, farm magazine writers.
farm radio and TV broadcasters
and meat and grain Inspectors and
graders

Occupations in the Public
Sector of Agriculture

The, public service sector of
agriculture provides employment

i opportunities for ., College of
-,Agriculture bachelor's degree grad-

uates in positions 45 soil conserva-
tionists, vocational agriculture
teachers, county extension
directors, 4-H agents, rural and

\ community planners/ Farm and
146me Administration supervisors,
Department of Agnculture insped-
tors, Crop and Livptock Reporting
Servile employees, Peace COrps

workers, ` vocational technical
school teachers, agricultural mar-9,
ket reporters, and agricultural at-,
taches

Those having advanced degrees
in agnculture (master's and Ph. D
degrees) qualify for positions as
educators. industry research and
development scientists, agnbusi-
ness Managers and upper level ad-
ministrators, veterinarians, and
researchers 4or administrators with
governmental agencies such as the
U.S. Department of Agnculture. In
addtion_10 the governmental agen-
cies, numerous pnvate foundations
also employ agncultural scientists,
technicians,' and administrators
For more detail, see section' on

agriculture-related professional oc-
cupations )

,Occupatlons In Renewable
Natural Res e Management

Proper manag ment of our
renewable natural resources is a na-
tional obligation. It involves the
wise use of land and forests. water
and minerals: and fish and wildlife,.
-II involves preserving parks and
other natural recreation areas
(including unspoiled wilderness,
virgin prairies, and scenic riv er-
ways ) .

Soil must be managed, timber
must be used wisely, wildlife must
be protected, water most be con-

,served and protected from pollu-
tion. Land-use planting is becom-
ing more important as public prts-
sures build both to protect our farm
land to produce more food and
fiber and to devote more land to
highways, urban development, min-
ing and quarrying, lumbering, and
recreation, People with ei-
sure time are -voting for more p rk
facilities and lakes, planned rec a

non programs, camping sites, hunt-
ing preserves, fishing facilities, and
areas for y!auir sports and nature
studies. , '

Therefore, many opporiumrieg
are available for persons holding
degrees from colleges of agriculture
and natural resources (Forestry )-in
strc.h cdrri-culums as. Natural
resource management, wildlife cbn-
servation; forestry", wood science// , ' r5Ju
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and technology. environmental
biology, fisheries biology, land-
scape architecture, horticulture,
urban and regional Planning, urban
forestry, soil and water conserva-
tion, crop'1>rotectiOn, pest manage-
ment, park and recreational area
management.. land-use planning,
and range management Many, of
these are relatively new college
degree cumculums, brought on by
greater public concern for proper
management of the Nation's
renewable natural resources and
pressures to provide facilities for
use of leisure time

People trained in the above cur-
nculums take jobs as park and
recreation area managers. park
rangers, regional park supervisors,
outdoor recreation specialists, pri-
vate recreation firm managers. soil
and water conservationists. wildlife
managers, foresters. forestry. tech-y
niciarts, environmental biologi
range managers, fishery biolo fists.
and land -use planners.' (See the
statement on Conservation Occu-
pations elsewhere in the Hand
book. ) Some work in urban agricul-
tureparks, zoos, . botanical
gardens, golf courses, open areas,
and landscaping, and in city and
county planning.

Sources of Additional
'Information

The most significant sources of
information and guidance available
to farmers are the services provided
by the larrd-grant toll ges and
universities and the U Depart-
ment of Agriculture, shington,
D C 20250. These services i ude
esearch, publication, teachin

e tension wo e county
ag cultural age is often the st

, con the young person see
ing advice an istance farm-
ing. The Farm Homedminis--
tration system of supervisedcredit
is one example of credit' facilities
combined With a form of exteAsion
teaching Organized groups, such as'
the Future Farmers of America and
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the 4-H Clubs, also furnish valuable
training to young farm people

For/information about opportuni-
ties in off-farm activities, contact
individual collegEs of agriculture or
the U S Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D C 20250

AGRICULTURE-RELATED
PROFESSIONAL
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

The discussion that follows deals
primarily with job categories that
are generally termed professional
fields These occupations uspally
require at least a bathelor's decree,
and master's and Ph D degrees are
becoming increasingly necessary
Some of these jobs are discussed
more fully elsewhere in the Hand-
book (See index )

Agricultural economists ,(D (r
050 088) deal with problems- re-
lated to productioit. financing, pric-
ing, and marketing of farm products
both in -the United States and in
foreign countries. These
economists are factfinders, evalua-
tors, analysts, and interpreters who
provide' economic information to
farmers, agri-iusiness \ firms, pol-
icymakers. consumers, and other
interested persons They provide
cost-benefit analyses for evaluating
fa prograins. at the National,
Sta and farm level They study
the ectS of 'mechanization,
tech ogical advances, and other
developments that influence the
supply of and demand for farm
products and the accompanying ef-
fects on costs and prices of farm
prodticts

Agricultural engineers ( D 0 T
013.081) dev lopi new and im-
proved farm machines and equip-
ment, deal with the physical aspects
f soil and water problems in farm-

' g; design and supervise Installa-
t n of systems for irrigatiop,1
v)atershed protection and flood \

OP
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prevention. devise new techniques
for harvesting and processing farm
products, and design more efficient
farm buildings.

Agronomists (D.O.T. 040.081)
are concerned with growing, breed:
ing, and improving field crops such
as cereals and grains. legumes arid
gragtes, tobacco, cotton. and
others They do research also in the
fundamental ,principles of plant
sciences

Animal physiotopsts (D.0 T
0$1.081) study the flinctions of the
animal body and any o ts parts

Arumal scientists (D.O.T.
040 081) deal with production and
management of farm anima They
are concerned with genetics, utn-
tion,loreeding, physiology, envi n-
ment, and animal health.

Veterinarians (D.O.T. 073.081
inspect livestock at public
stockyards and points of entry into
the United States, inspect, establish-
ments that produce veterinary
biological supplies, administer tests
for animal diseases, conduct pro-
grams for the -control and eradica-
tion of animal disease, conduct
research on livestock diseases and
vaccines for disease control, work
directly with farmers in protection
or restoration of livestock health,
and provide services for the, health
and care of small animals and pets.

Geneticists (D.O.T. 041.0'$ 1 ) try
to develop strains, varieties, breeds,
and hybrids of plants and animals
that are better suited than those
presently available for the produc-
tion of food and fiber.

Microbiologists ( D.O.T. 041.081 )
study bacteria and the relation of
other microorganisms to human,
plant.i and animal health and the
function of these microorganisms in
the making of products such as
vitamins, antibiotics, amino acid,
grain alcohol, sugars, and polymers.

Plant scientists (D.O.T. 041.081)
study plant diseases and their na-
ture; causes, and methods of, con-
trol They also study the structure
of plants and ,the growth-related
factors in plants: Methods of im-
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proving, fruits, vegetables, flowers,
and ornamental plants are also oci
major concern.

Plant quarantine and plant pest
control inspectors
041.081), who are trained in the
biological sciences, supervise and
perform professional and scientific
work in enforcing plant quarantine
and pest,control laws. Plant quaran-
tine inspectors - inspect ships,
planes, trucks acid autos coming
into the co to keep out dan-
gerous insect pests. Plant pest con-
trol inspectors conduct programs to
protect the crops of the country by
prompt detection, control, and
eradication of plant pests.

Entomologists (D.O.T. 041.081)
Study insects both beneficial' and
harmful. They identify the popula-
tions and chstnbutiogsa of insects
that injure growing crops and
'animals, that harm huinan bdings,
and that damage agricultural com =-
modities during shipping, storage,.
processing, and distribution. Their
research is directed toward finding
means by which these harmful..In-
sects may be controlled, and desira-
ble insects managed tot increase
their impact on pests.

Foresters (D.O.T. 040.081) are
concerned with the protegiony

. production, processing, and dis-
tribution of our timber resources.
They -also study means by which
wood may be seasoned, preserved,
and given new properties,

Human nutritionists (D.O.T.
077.128) are concerned with the
science of food; nutrients, and
other substances, their action, in-
teyaction, and balance in relation to
health and disease, and the means
by which the body utilizes these,
substances. They also study certain
socials economic, cultural, and
physiological implications of food
and eating.

Bural sociologists (D.O.T.
054.088) -study the structure and
functions of the social institutions
(customs, practices, and laws) that
are a part of rural society or affect
it.
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School teachers (D 0 T 091 228i
in vocational agnculture and re-
lated fields supervise and gibe in-
struction in far-rn management.
agricultural production. agricul-
tural supplies and services, opera-
tion and repair of farm equipment
and structures, inspection and
processing of farm products. orna
mental horuculturs. conservation
of natoral resources, and uses of
forests,

Farm managers. including
agncuIt management specialists.,
surkpose 'and coordinate, the"

aproffuction, marketing. and
purchasing and credit acti.itiesv of
one farm or a group of farms

Places of Employment,
Government agencies, colleges.

and ,agricultural expenment sta-
tions hire. many agncultural
'research workers They also, hire
people to- take technical and ad-
ministrative responsibilities in pro-
grams involving or affecting farm-
ers such as the production. proc-

'essing. marketing. inspection. and
grading of farm products; preven-
tion and spread of plant pests.
animal parasites. and diseases. and
manage Ment and control of wildlife.

States. cotipties. and
murucipalities hire many who se e

as vocational agriculture teache s.
Through a nationwide. federal
aided program. teachers of voca-
tional agriculture not.only teach
high sc1011 students interested in
farming. but also provide organized
instruction for adult farmers. giving
individual consultation at their
'farms to keep them abreast Of mod-
ern' farm technology.

Agribusinesses. farmer coopera-
tives. and commercial and financial
companies that buy from, sell to. or
serve farmers also employ many
professionals with agriculture-re-
lated training, as do farmers' orga-
nizations or trade association
whose members deal with farmers
Such companies arui organizations
tend to be located either in indus
trial centers or in areas of high

Gt

agricultural activity, and include
producers of feed. seed. fertilizer,
and farni 'equipment, and of irLsecti-
t ides. herbitades. and other chemi-

1 dusts and sprays. Employment
in these organizations may be ex-
pected to expand. as farmers rely
increasingly on then) to provide
farm _supplies. machinery. equip-
ment. and services. and to market
farm products The size of .the
organization and the types of serv-
ices it offers determine the number
of its empliipy ees and' the nature of
their jobs I -Arge farm supply coop-
eratives and businesses. for exam-
ple. may hake separate _divisions for
feed. seed. fertilizer. petroleum.
chemicals.. farm machinery, public.
relations. and credit,. `Alach super-
vied by a depirtmeIR head In
smaller businesses and coopera-
tives. such as local grain marketing
elevators. the business is run al-
Most entirely by the general man-
ager who has -triiy two or three
helpers.

Research activities relat to
agriculture have grown v

rapidly The largest agencies in this
field are the State agricultural ex-
periment stations connected with
the bind grant colleges and the van
ous research branches of the U S
Department of Agriculture ' The

S _Department of Agriculture
emplos workers in research posi-
tions in various parts of the country
in Washington. D C , at the
Agricultural Research , Center at
Beltsville. Md . aid it land-grant
colleges, Other Government de-
partments also have many agricul-
tural research jobs

Publjc and private lending insti-
tutions which make loans to farmers
employ people with broad training
in agriculture and business. These
Workers ordinarily are required to
have had practical farm expenence.
as well as academic training in
agriculture. economics. and other
subjects. Making financially sound
loans involve k careful analysis of
the farm businss and proper eval-
uation of farm real estate and
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other farm property. These workers
calk employed by the _Cooperative
_Farm trsdit Administration in its
banks and in associations oper
'dung under its supervision through-
out the country. by the Farmers
Home Administration. In its Wash-
ington. D.C. office, and in State
and county officel throughout The
country. by, rural banks. and by
insurance companies that have sub-
stantial investments in farm
mortgages

Agncultural compunications is
another expanding( area of spe-
cialization Crop reporters and mar-
ket news reporters are employed by
the C. S Department of Agnculture
in field offices -throughout the
United ;States s Crop reporters
gather information on crop produc-
;ion dunnfrall stake of the growing
season. Market pev.14reporters col-
lect information on the Movement
of agricultural produce from the
farm to the market Radio and TV
farm directors are employed by
man) radio and TV stations to re-

-port prices. sales, grades, and other
cultural inforniation to farm re-

siden Agricultural reporters and
editors compile farm news and data
for farm journals, bulletins, and
broadcats.

The qualifications of workers in
all.of these fields ordinanly include
a college education and special
training in a particular line of work.
In most of these fields, the demand
for workers" exceeds the supply. In
recent years, the demand has in-
creased because of the need to
recruit professional...personnel to
staff agricultural missions to Other
countries and to give technical aid
to agricultural institutions and farm-
ers there. 3

Sourcets of Additional
Information

Oppurtunettes in Research. Addi-
bona! informatitin on research op-
portunities at land-grant colleges
may be obtained from the dean of
agnculture at the State land-grant
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collsge Information on, employ.
meat in ,the U.S. Department of
Agridulture is available from the
USDA recruitment representatives
at land-grdnt colleges and from the
Office of Personnel, U.S. Depart-.
meet of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C. 20250.

The glowing pUblieation will be
valuable:

Careers to Ainca hum ,.and Natured
ResourresAgncsdrure Amencan
somation of Land-Grint Colleges and
State Universities. Washington. D C
Copies can bb obtained free from State
agricultural colleges

Opportunities in Agricultural
Finance for information about em-
ployment opportunities in agricul;
tural finance, contact
Farm Credit Admanstratiop. w astungtor).

D.0 20578
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Farmers Home Administration. CS. Depart-
ment of Apiculture, Washington. D C
20250.

Agnailtural Director. AZIKIXIZTI Bankers
Association, 90 Park Ave_ New Y aft.
N Y 10016.

Opportunities with Coaperatives.
Cooperative; in the individual corn-,

munities are a good SQL! rCe of infor-
mation on jobs either in their own
organizations or in other coopera-
tives. Most States have a State
Council or association of coopera-
tives that can provide informauon
on cooperative locations and some
job information.

The Cooperative Foundation, 59
E ' Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.
60605, offers a publication, Careers
in Cooperativis, which describes
about 100 Idifferent kinds of jobs
available in these businesses. ,

OA

,Opportunuies for Agricultural
Econonusti. For additional informa-
tion about opportunities in agricul-
tural economics write the Depart-
ment Of Agricultural Economics at
State land-grant colleges. For infor-
mation oh Federal eniployment
portunities, applicants may get in
touch with USDA recTultment
representatives at the State land-
grant college or write directly t&the
Office of Personnel, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture,* Washington,
D.C. 20250.

Opportunities as Vocational Agricul-
ture Teachers; Prospective teachers
should contact the Head Teacher
Trainer in Agriculture Education 'at
the land-grant college or the State
Supervisor of Agricultural Educa-
tion at the State Department of
Public, Instruction in their respec
tive States.
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MINING AND PETROLEUM

The mining and petroleum indus
, try provides most of the basic raw

materials and energy sources for in-
dustry and consumer use. Metal
mines provide iron, copper, gold,
and other ores. Quarrying and other
nonmetallic mining yield many of
the basic materials such as
limestone and gravel for building
schoolcs,, offices, homes, and
highways Nearly all of the Nation's
energy for industrial and personal
use cornes from oil, gas, and coal
Few products from mines reach the
consumer in their, natural state;
nearly all require further
processirig

The mining and petroleum indus-
try employed about 672,000-wage
and salary workers in 1974 Over
four-tenths of these worked in the
Exploration and removal of crude
petroleum and natural gas. Coal
mining accounted for about one-
fourth of the industry's workers,
and quarrying and nonmetallic
mineral mining nsarly one-fifth.
The remaining workers were in
metal mining.

As shown in the accompanying
tabulation, blue-collar workers
(craft workers and operatives) ,Ac -
count for nearly seven-tenths Of the
industry's employment Operatives
are. the largest occupational group
in the industry. Included in the
operative group are oil well drillers,
mining, machinery operators, and
truck and tractor drivers. Skilled
craft workers constitute the second

largest iziccupational group.
Mechanics and' repairers. maintain
the complex equipmeht and
machinery used in mining and in oil
well killing. Many, operators of
heavy equipment, such as power
shovels and graders, work in open
pit mining. Large 'number's of
pumpeis, gaugers, and engine wor-
ker& hold jobs in the removal and
Transportation of petroleum and

% natural gas_Supervisors of blue-col.
lar workers also constitute an im-
portant part of the craft worker
group.

The industry's white-collar em-
Thloyees are di:ided among three

occupational groups professional`
and techffical, clerical, and
manneriai workers. Taken
together, these groups compose the
remaining three-tenths of the indus-
try's employment.

Estimated
employment.

1974
(percent

Major octupational group distnbution)
All occupational groups... 100

Professional. technical. and kin-
dred workers

Managers and administrators
Clencal and kindred workers. .
Salesworker,
Craft and kindrecrworkers. .
Operatives 2

Sersiceworkers

Less -than 0.5 percent.
'Includes mine laborers.
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6
10

26
41

2
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4

Professional, technical, and kin-
dred workers are concentrated tar-
gely in petroleum and gas extrac-
tion. Most are engineers, geologists,
or technicians engaged in explora-
tion and.(esearch. Two out of three
clerical employees work in petrole-
um and gas extraction. Most are
secretaries, office machine opera-
tors, and typists.

Employment in lthe mining and
petroleum industry -is expected to
increase aboiikas fastS4 the average
for all induaft... through' the mid-
1980's, but different growth pat-
terns are likely within the industry.
employment in Coal mining and in
petroleum and natural gas extrac-
tion shoed increase as the-Nation
strives to become self-sufficient in
energy sources. Employment in
metal mining also is expected to
grow.' Employment in quarrying
and nonmetallic -Mining, on the
other hand is expected to decline
as laborsaving equipment leads to
higher outpuwith fewer workers.

The statements that follow pro-'
Vide information on employment
opportunities in the petroleum and
naturar gas extraction industry and
the coal mining- industry. More
detailed information about many of
the majOi oc.dpations in the mining
and petroleum inchistries also ap-
pears elsewhere Jn the Handbook.
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COAL

Nature of the Ihdustry

Coal has played a vital role in the
development of \ this Nation.
Originally used only. as a source of
heat, the demand for coal gre've
rapidly with the coming Of the
steam-engine. By the beginning of
the 20th century,coal emerged as a
Major ingredieni in the production
ofsteel and electric power.

Coal is usually divided into two
Classes, bituminous and anthracite.
Bituminous, or "soft" val..is the
most /idely used and the most
plentiful, and accounts for most
coal production. Production of
anthracite, or "hard" coal, on the
other hand, is steadily declining due
to dwindling reserves and difficulty
of recovery. Other forNs of coal,
such as lignite and pea/. are clas-
sified in the subbituminous catego-
ry, and are used-in ited amounts.

Most of the Nati 's coal is
mined in ,the Appalachi area
which extends from Pennsylvania
through Eastern Ohio, West _Vir-
ginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennes-:
see, and Alabama. A laige amount
of coal also is mined in Indiana, Il-
linois, And in the Rocky Mountain

' States

Types of Mines

Coal is either mined underground
or extracted from the earth's'sur-
face Underground mines produce
slightly less than half of the bitu-
minous coatand employ mOst of the
miners. Surface mines tcount for
the remaining coal, but employ only
a small proportion Of the industry's
workers.

The type of mine a company de-
cides to open depends on the
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geological formation and the depth
and lOcation of the coal seam Un-
derground mines are used to reach
coal that lies deep below the sur-
fate A series of entries must be
constructed so that air, and miners
and equipment can reach the seam
and 'coal can be carried out De-
pending on. the depth of the coal
seam, the ern?), may be vertical
('shaft mine), horizontal (drift
mine), or at an angle (slope mine)
(See chart ) Shaft,mines are used to
reach coal lying far below the stir-
face. drift and slope mines are
usually not as far underground as
shaft

After the coal seam has tteen
reached. '.nearly all underground
mines are constructed the same
way Miners make a network of in-
terconnecting 'tunnels so that the
mine resembles a maze with
passageways going Off in predeter-
mined dirpiions. sometimes ex-

,

tending over many Iles. As coal is
removed, the tunnels become
longer and longer. Throughout this
process, a significant amount of
coal (pillars) is left between the
tunnels to support the roof. Whitt
miners. reach the end of the com-
pany's property'they start working
back toward the entrance, mining
most of the.remaining coal as -they
retreat. This LI called retreat min-
ing.

If the coal team is not too far
below ground, surface mining is
practiced. Two types of surface
minces are strip and auger. At strip
mines, huge machines tear the earth
away and dig out the coal. Auger
mining is used to remove coal frOm
extremely steep hillsides. A large
auger (drill) bores into the hill and
pulls the coal out.

Occupation -in the Industry

In 1974 abciut 169,000 people
worked he coal mining industry.
Abou 85 percent were production
work who mined and prixessed
coal. Mining jobs range from ap-
pren ce miners who usually act as
helpers in several occupations, to
highly skilled and experienced
miners who operate equipment
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Miner runs a continuous mining machine which tears coal from the seam.

hundred thousand
dollars Jihs a.ailahlt. In a mine.

.ar. h. t.p(. and 'method
of mining

%lining Occupations Tv.t) basic
methods of riming underground

,In.k.riti,m2T and ,,,ntinuous
Lunt for 96 per,,t..nt of total un

dt.rgrobrid produ,t1on A third
method, longv,all. makes up the
remaining

Conventional mining is the oldest
method and requires the most work-
ers and procedures In conven-
tional mining, the cute: N machine
operator (DD T 930 883) uses 4
huge electric, ehainsay.. with a
Butter ragging in length from 6 to
15 feet. to cut a strip. or kerf, un-
derneath the coal seam to control
the direction of the Loal as it falls
after it has been blasted' Next the
drilling machine operator (D 0 T
930 782) drills holes into the coal
where the shot firer (D 0 T
93,1 281) places explosives. After
the blast, the loading machine
operator (DOT 932 883) scoops
up and dumps the coal into small
rubber tired pars. which are run by
the shuttle car operator ( D 0 Ti
932 8888) 'Depending on the typ,

haulage syste.m used. these cars
take the coal to a conveyor belt for
shipment to the main entry or to the
surface or onto mine cars which
are transported on tracks to the sur:
face

The continuous mining method
eliminates the drilling and blasting
operations of conventional mining.
The continuous-mining machine
operator ( D O.T. 930.883) runs a
machine that cuts or rips out the
coal and loads It directly onto a
conveyor or shuttle cars.

(

.
A miner moves s cutting machine Into

position at the coal face.

59)
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Longv.all mininis basically an
. extension of continuous mining. In

this method. the longwall machine
operator runs a set 'of machines
which cut and automatically loid
coal onto a conveyor At the sam
time hydraulic jacks reinforce t e
roof As the coal is cut and the ce
progresses. the jacks are hyd dull-
call) wrenched forward a the
roof is allowed to cave ben

Many other workers are required
to run a safe anb efficient. un-
derground mine Befote miners are
allowed underground. the fir ass

or preshift examiner ( 0 T
939 '387) inspects the wor rea for
(pose roof. dangeious gases and
adequate ventilation The rock-dust
machine operator (D 0 T 9.39 887)
spray' limestone on the mane walls
and gVound to hold down dust since
coal, dust is extremely explosive,
and interferes with breathing

The roof bolter i D 0 T 930 883)
operates a machine to install roof
support bolts This operation is ex-
tremely important because of the
ever-present threat.,of roof cave-ins.
The stopping Jx#flder (D O.T. ,
869 884) constructs,cloors, walls or
partitions in the Passageways to
force air through the tunnels to
working areas, and the supervisor,
called a face boss (.0:T. 939.138),
is in charge of all operations at the

)liork site where coal is actually
mined.

Most, surface miners operate the
large machines that either remove
the earth above the coal, or dig and ,
load the coal. The number of work%
ers required to operate a surface
mine depends on the types of
machines used and the amount of
overburden above, the coal- seam.
The more overburden present, the
greater the number of workers
usually required.

In many strap mines, the overbur-
den is first drilled and blasted. Then
the overburden stripping operator or
dragline operator (Ei.O.T. 859.883)
scoops the earth away to expose the,
coal. Next the coal loading machine
operator ( D.O.T. 932.883) rips coal
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from the seam, and, loads the coal
into, trucks to be driven to the
preparation plant In auger mines.
the rotary auger,'operator ( D.O.T.
930/82) runs the machine that
pulls' the coal from sides of hills
Tractor operators (D d T 929 883 )
drive bulldozers to move matenals
or pull out imbedded boulders or
other objects Helpers assist in
operating these machines

Other workers, not directly in -'
. volved in the mining processes.

work in and around coal mines For
example, skilled 'repairers. called
fitters 4D 0 T 801 281). fix all
types of mining machinery, and
electricians check and install elec-
trical winng Carpenters construct
and Maintain benches, bins, and the
wooden bodies of mine cars Many
mechanics and electricians assem-
ble, maintain, and repair the
machines 'used in mines
Truckdrivers haul coal to prepara-
tion plants and supplies to the mine

,
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Preparation Plant Occupations.
'Rocks and-other impurities must be
removed before coal is crushed,
sized of blended. to meet the
buyer's wishes. These Processes
take place at the preparation plant.

Many preparation plants are
located ,next to the mine. The
plant's size and number of em-
ployees vary by the amount of-coal,
processed and -degree of
mechanization. Some plants have
all controls centrally located and
require only one worker to oversee
all washing, separating, and, crush-
ing operations. This worker is
known as a preparation plant central
control operator (D.O.T. 549.138):
Plants that are not as mechanized,
however, need workers at each
step. suchias the wash box attendant
(D.O.T. 54 1.712 ), and separation'
tender (D.O.T. 934.885). Wash box
attendants operate equipment
which size and separate impurities
from coal. The separation tender

t,

Miner operates loading machine.
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operates a device that further
cleans coal with currents of water.

Administrative Professional, Cleri .

cal, and Technical Occupations. A
wide range of administrative,
professional, technical and'clerical
personnel work in the coal industry.
At the top of' the administrative
group are executives who make all
policy decisions. A staff of spe-
cialists, such as accotAtants, attor-
neys. and market researchers
supply legal, technical, and market
information for decisibnmaging.
C16cal and secretarial worked
assist the administrative staff.

A variety of engineering and
scientific 'personnel work Hi the
coal industry. Mining engineents
(15.0.T: 010.081 and. .187) ex-
amine coal seams for depth and pu-
rity, determine the type of mine to
be built, and supervise the Con-
struction and maintenance of
mines. Meckinical engineers
(D.O.T. 007.081: .151. .168. and AV:*
and 019 187) oversee the installation of
equipment. such as centralized heat and
water Systems. while safety enAtirs
(D.0 T 010.181') are in charge 'of all
htealth and safety programs.

The scientific staff conducts
research on means to make coal a
cleaner, more efficient, and; more
easily' transportable energy. source.
-Presently, many sicists,
chemists, and, geologi are study-
ing feasible alternativ s for convert-
ing coal into a gas or quid.

Other technical personnel are
required to assist scientists and en-
gineers. For example, surveyors
(D.O.T. 018.188) help.map out the
mining areas.. Engineering and
science technicians may assist in
researcheftnits.

Train g, Other Qualifications,
and AdVancement

lost miners start out as helpers
to experienced workers and learn
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skills on the job. Formal trainin
however, is becoming more im r-
tans due to 'the growing use of
technologically advanced mac In-
dy and mining methods. s a

result, most companies supple ent
on-the-job training with form pro-
giams and actively seek r cent
graduates of a program in mine
technology

Mine technology programs are
available in a few colleges
throughout the country. mostly an
coal- mining areas The programs
lead.either to a certificate: after 1

year. or an associate degree. after 2
years. In mine technology, Courses
cover areas such as mine ventsla-
non, roof bolting, and machinery
repairs. Prospective students do not
need a high school education but
must pass an entrance examination
in basic math and English '

The type of formal training ad-
- ministered' by coal companies var-

ies. For example, some companies
have training mines where skirls are
taught, others give classroom in-
struction for a few weeks before al
lowing workers into a mine.

Many courses also are available
on health and safety procedures,
mining techniques and mining
machinery. The y.s. Mining En-
forcement and/S'afety Administra-
tiorf, coal /companies, and .the
United Kele Workers of Amenca
conduct classes on health, safety,
and mining methods. Mine machinT

,rery manufacturers offer courses in
machine operation and main-

As miners gain more exiienence.
they can move Ito higher paying
jobs. When a vacancy occurs, an
announcement is posted and all
workers qualified may trcl for the
job. A mihing machine erator's
helper, for example, ay become
an °Orator. The salon is filled
orithe basis of ionty and ability.
A small nu er of miners advance
to supe isory positions ALId, In

sores
office.
cases, td admthistrative

the
Miners must be at least 18 years

, r

old and in good physical condition.
A high school diploma is, not
required. All rhiners.should be able
to work in close areas and have
quick reflexes in emergencies.

Requirements for scientific and
engineering, administrative, and
clencal jobs are similar to those in
other Industries. College graduates
are preferred for jobs in advertising,
personnel, accounting, and sales.
For clerical and secretarial jobs,
employers usually hire high school
graduates who have training in
areas siich as stenography and typ-
ing

Employment Outlook

Coal is expected to play an in-
creasingly important role as a basic
energy source Rising demand for

,electric power coupled with greater
emphasis on developing domestic
energy supplies should result in ac-
celerated coal production. The ex-
tent of growth in production, how-
ever, is uncertain. Oil, natural gas,
and nuclear energy also are used to
generate electricity, and the de-
mand for coal will be determined,
to some extent, by titer rice and
availability of these fuers.trowth in
production also depends on how
quickly ecotior'nical methods of coal
gasification and liquificatiOn are
developed. ,Env ironmental stand-
ards relating to strip mining and
the use of high sulfur content coal,
which causes air pollution, may also'
affect coal output. More coal how-
ever, will be needed to make steel,
chdnicals, and other products. .

Employment is expected to in-
crease but the amount of growth
will depend on the* level of produc-.
tion, on the types of mines opened,
and the mining methods and
machinery used. In addition to
openings due to growth, several
thousand openings will occur each
year as experienced2niners retire,
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die, oe transfer to other fields of
work.

, Earnings, and Working
Conditions

in 1974, union wage rates for
miners ranged from S5 34 to S7.59
an hour, with workers in 'un-
derground mines generally earning/
slightly more than those in seirface
mines or preparcation plants In
comparison, production workers in
manufactunng 'averaged 54 40 an
hour

Because underground miners
spend time traveling from the mine
entrance to their working areas,
they have a slightly longer day tha,n
surface miners. Those in surface oc-
cupations work a 7 1/4- hour shift
(.36 1/2- hour week), -while un-
derground miners work an 8-hour
day (40-hour week ).

Union miners receive 10 holidays
and 14 days of paid vacation each
year. As their length of service in-
creases, they gain extra vacation
days up to a total of 29. Union
workers .,also receive benefits from
a welfare and retirement fund, and
workers,_,9uffering from p,neu-

moconidsis (black lung.) receive
Federal aid

Miners have unusual and harsh
working conditions. Underground
mines are...darrip,idark, noisy, and
.coia. At times, several inches of
water may be on tunnel floors
Although mines have electric lights,
many areas ars illuminated only by,
the lights on the miners' caps. Wor-
kers in mines with very low roofs
have to work. on their hands and
knees, backs, or stomachs in
cramped areas.

Though safety conditions have
improved considerably, miners
must constantly be on guard for
hazards. There ,is also the risk of
developing pneumoconiosis from
coal dust and silicosis from the rock
dust generated by die drilling in the
mines. Surface mine's and prepara-
tion plants are usually less
hazardous than underground mines
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Solutes of Additional
Information

For details about job opporttf
ties in mining, contact individu
coal companies. G6neral irtforma-
tionon mining s occupations is

0-..
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available from.

United Mine Workers of Amenca. 900 15th
St NW . Washington. D C. 2000S.

Bituminous Coal Operators' Assoctauon,
918 16th St NW, Washington,. D.C.
20006

f

5 9
f

to

NDBOOK

Mining Enforcement anctSafety Administra-
tion. Department of interior. Washing-
ton. D.C. 20240.
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OCCUPATIONS IN
PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS

PRODUCTION AND GAS ,PROCESSING

Nature and Location of the
industry,

Petroleum is .i natural fuel
formed ftom the decay of plahts
and animals Buried beneath the
ground for millions of years under
trernendous pressure, this organic
matter became petroleum. or v.hat
is usually called oil

Oil and natural gas have assumed
a position of such importance that
they nativ furnigi more than three-
fourths of our energy needs Oil and
natural gas run our factories and
transportation systems. heat our
homes and places of work, and are
basic raw materials for 'many
products such as plastics, cherni-
cals.' medicines, fertilizers, and
synthetic fibers.

In 1974, the Nation consumed 17
million barrels of oil a day enough
to fill a railroa4 train of tank cars
that would stretch from Pittsburgh
to St Louis.

People with mail) different skills
are needed to explore for oil and
gas fields, drill new wells, improve
existing wells, and process natural
gas.

In 1974, about 290,000 workers
were einployed in these activities.
Firms that work on contract for oil
companies employed a large pro-
portion of these workers, and the
major oil companies employed the
rest. Occupations in oil refining are
discussed in a separate chapter else;
where in the thindbubk.

Since oil and gas are difficult to
find, exploration and drilling are
key activities in the petroleum in-
dustry After scientific studies in-
dicate e possible presence of oil,

the company selects a well site and
Installs a towerlike steel rig to sup-
port the drilling equipment A hole.
Is bored deeper and 'deeper into the
earth until oil or gas is found or the
company decides to write the effort
off as a loss. Although a few large
oil companies do their on drilling,
most is dorre by contractors. More
than '7,000 firms are engaged in the
search for and production of oil and
natural gas.

When oil or gas is discovered,
pipes, valves, tanks, and other
equipment are installed to control
the flow of these raw materials from
the well. There, were more than
600,000 wells in this coeuntry in
1974, and about half of all the
petroleum industry's 200,000
production workers were needed to
operate and maintain them.

Oil and gas are transported to
refinenes by pipeline, ship, rail-
road, barge, or truck. Many refine-
ries are thousands of miles from oil
fields, but gas processing plants.
usually are near the fields so that
water, sulfur compounds, and other
impurities can be removed before
the liquid gases are piped to
customers. These gases chiefly
ethane, propane, butane, and natu-
ral gasolineare important raw
materials for refineries and chemi-
cal plants. Some are widely used as
heating fuels.

Although drilling for oil and gas
is done in 32 States, about nine-
tenths of the induStry's workers are
employed in 10 States. Texas leads
in 'the number of oilfield jobs,.fol-z
lowed by Louisiana, Oklahoma,
California, New Mexico, .Wyoming,
Kansas, Colorado, Ohio, and Ms-

,

sissippi. Thousands of additional
.Americans are employed by oil
companies overseas, mostly in the
Middle East, Africa, Western Eu-
rope, South America, and Indone-
sia.

Occupations in the Industry

Workers with a wide range of
education and skills are needed to
find oil and gas and to drill, operate,
and maintain wells and process
natural gas.

Exploration Exploring for oil is the
first step in petroleum production
Small crews of specialized workers
travel to remote areas to search for
geological formations likely to con-
tain oil. Exploration parties, led by
a peui1eum geologist (D.O.T.
024.081), study the surface and
subsurface of the earth. Geologists
seek clues to the possibility of oil
traps by examining types of rock
formations on and under the earth's
surfaCe. Besides making detailed
ground surreys, petroleum geolo-
gists depend oir aerial explorattqn
and magnetic surreys for a broad
picture of the area. Subsurface
evidence is collected by boring and
bringing up core samples of the
rocks, clay, and sands that form the
layers of the earth. From these ex-
aminations geologists, draw cross-
section maps of the undergrOund
formations to pinpoint areas where
oil or gas may be ,located. In
offshore exploration, they also may
obtain rod samples from the bot
torn of the sea in their search for
clues to oil-bearing formations.
Many geolOgists work in districtiof-
ficeS of oil companies or explora-
tion firms where they erepare and
study geological maps. They also
study amples from test drilling to
find a yzcities to oil.

In/ ddition Ito the petzoleum
georog exploration parties may

)riclude they geology itiecialists.4
Paleontologists (D.O.T. 024.081)
study fossil remains in the earth to
locate oil-bearing layers of rock,
mineralogists (D.O.T. 024.081)

- I
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Seismic survey crew explores for oil and gas.

study physical and chemical pro-
perties of mineral and rock sam-
ples. stratigraphers (DOT
024 081 ) determine the rock layers
most likely to contain oil and natu-
ral gas, phoogeologists ( D 0 T

,024 NI) examine and interpret
aerial photographs of land surfaces,
and petrologists (D 0 1 024 081)
investigate the history of the forma-
tion of the earthisegrust Explora-
tion parties may also include draf-
ters(D 0 1 010 281) and cur-
vevors( D O T 018 188). who assist
in surveying and mapping opera-
tions

Most geophysical exploration is
done by seismic prospecting The
seismograph is a s(risitive instru-
ment that records natujal and man-
made earthquakes Artificial
earthquakes in petroleum explora-

tion are made by detonating explo-
sives in the ground The time it
takes for sound waves to reach an
underground rock layer and return
indicates the depthoof the layer By
setting off explosions at a number
lof locations, scientists can map un-
derground formations with con-
siderable accuracy, thus providing a
due to the whereabouts of traps
that may contain oil

A geophysicist (D 0 T 024 081 ).
usually leads a seismograph crew
that may include, prospecting com-
puters (DOT 010.288 ), who per-
form the calculations and prepare
maps from the information
recorded by the seismograph, obser-
vers (DOT 010 168) who operate
and maintain electronic seismic
equipment, shothole drillers
(DOT 930 782) and their helpers

63

(D 0 T 930.886), who operate
portable drilling rigs to make holes
into which explosives are placed,
and shooters (D 0 T. 931.381) who
place and detonate explosives

Before exploration, the oil elm-,
pany must obtain permission to use
the land The lease buyer(D,O.T
191 118) makes the necessary busi-
ness arrangements with landowners
or:with oWners of mineral rights.

Drilling Exploration methods are
used to find likely oil fields but only
dnlling can prove the presence of
oil Overall planning and supervi-
sion of drilling usually are the
responsibilities of the petroleum en-
gineer

Wells are almost always started in
the same Nix Rig builders (D.O T.
869 884) and a crew of rig-builder
helpers (D.0 T 869.887) install a
portable drilling rig to -4 port the
machinery and equipment that
raises and lowers the drilling tools.
Rotary drilling is the, normal. way
petroleum is brought to the surface.
A revolving steel bit bores a hole in
the ground by chipping and cutting
rock The bit is attached to a length
of pipe which is turned by a diesel
engine.. As the bit cuts deeper into
the earth, more .pipe is added:
Drilling pipe is hollow and runs the
entire depth Of the well. A stream of
mud is continuously pumped into
the hollow opipe and comes out
through holes in the drill bit. "Its
mud, a mixture of clay, chemicals,
and water, cools the dnll . bit,
plasters the waifs of the hole to
prevent cave-ins, and carries
crushed rock to alb surface so that
drilling/ is continuous until the bit
wears out When a new bit is
needed, all Of the pipe must be
pulled up out of the hole, a section
at,a,time, a new bit placed on the
end of the Pipe, and the pipe
returned to the hole.

The tool pushe'r or drilling super-
visor (D.O T 930 130) supervises
one or more drilling rigs and sup-
plies materials and equipment to rig
crews
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A typical rotary.. drilling crew
consists of five workers driller, der-
rick operator, engine operator. and
two helpers Because drilling rigs
are operated 24 hoiirs a day, 7 days
a week, two

each
four crews are

needed for each rig
The rotary driller (D 0 T

930.7821 superviies the crew and
operates machinery That contfols
drilling speed and pressure, and
records operations The rotary rig
engine operator (p 0 T 950 782)
is in charge of engines that provide
the power for drilling and hois 'ng
The dery z operator -( 0 T
930 782), v. Os second charge,
works on a small plat high on
the rig to help run p d outvf

, are well hole, a.. operates the
pumps that circ ate mud through
the pipe. Rotary drill helpers
(D.O.T. 930.844) also known as
roughnecks, guide the lower end of
the pipe to and from the well open-
ing and connect, and disconnect
pipe joints and drill bits.

Roustabbuts (D.O.T. 869.884) or
general laborers, though not con-

. sidered pail of a dnlling crew, do
general oilfield maintenance and
construction pork, such as cleaning
tanks and building roads.

s -

Well Operation and Maintenance.
When oil is found, the drill Pipe and
bit are pulled from the well, and
metal pipe known as casmg metal is
lowered,into the hole and cemented
in place. The upper ends of the cas-
ing are fastened to a system of
'valves called a "Christmas tree."
Pressure in the well forces crude oil
and gas to the surface, through the
ChnstmaS tree, and into gas maps
and storage tanks. If natural pres-
sure is not great enough to foice the
oil to the surface, pumps are used.

Petroleum production engineers
generair plan and supervise well
operation and maintenance. To
prevent waste, they decide the rate ,
of oil flow and anticipate per-
formance of oil reservoirs by
analyzing information such as pres-
sure readings from the well. En- .

gineers are increasingly using com-
puters for analytical work. Some
engineers specialize ni overcoming
effects of corrosion on well casings,
in the selection and design Of
produCtion equipment and
processes, or in the prevention of

pollution. Some companieshire en-
gineer aides to make tests, keep
records, post maps, and otherwise
assist engineers.

Pumpers (D.O.T. 914.782) and
their helpers operate and maintain
rriotors, pumps, and other 4quip-
ment to force oil from wells. Their
chief duty is to regulate the flow of
oil according to a schedule set up
by the petroleum engineer and-
production supervisor. Generally, a
pumper operates a group of wells.
Switchers work in fields where oil
flows uncle; natural pressure and
does not require pumping. pumpers

, open ,and close valves to regulate'
the oil flow from wells to tanks or
into pipelines Gaugers (D.O.T.
914.381) measure and record the
flow and take samples' to &ea
quality. Treaters (D.O.T. 541.782)
test the oil for water and sediment
and remove these impurities by
opening a drain at the tank's base or
by using special chemical or electri-

" cal equipment. In some fields,
pumping, switching, gauging*, and
treating operations are automatic.

Many skilled workers are em-
ployed id maintenance operations.
Welders, pipefitters, electricians,
and machinists repair and install
pumps, gatlges, pipes, and other
equipment.

Natural Gas Processing. Most gas
processing workers are operators.
The dehydration-plant operator
(D.O.T. 541.782) tends an auto-
inatically controlled treating unit
which removes water and other im-
purities from natural gas. The
gasolene -plant operator tends com-
pressors that raise the pressure of
the gas for transmission in the
pipelines. The gas-compressor
operator Kral-, 950.782) assists
either of these two employees.
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Many workers in the larger natu-
ral gas process6ig plants are em-
ployed in maintenance activities.
These include instrument repairers,
electricians, welders*, and laborers.

In numerous smaller natural gas
plants, workers combine skills,
usually of operator and main-
tenance worker. Many small plants
are so highly automated they are
virtually unattended. They are
checked at periodic intervals by
maintenance workers or operitors,
or they are checked continuously
by instruments which automaticallj,
report.problems and Out down the
plant if an emergency develops.

Other. Oilfield Services Companies
that offer services on a, contract
basis provide another important
source of employment. Awing.
'these employe'eg are skilled workers
such as cementers (D
930,281),. who tlix and pump ce-
ment into the space between steel
casings and well walls to prevent lb'
cave-ins; acidizers (D.O.T.
930 782), who force ac id into the
bottom of the well to increase the
flow of oil; perforator operators
(D aT 931 782), who use subsur-
face "guns"to.pierce holes in drill
pipes 4r casings tli makp openings
for oil to flow through; sample-taker
operators (D.O.T 931 781), who
take samples of soil and rock for-,

'matiOns from wells to help geolo-
gists,determine the presence of oil;
and will pullers (D.O.T. 930.S83),
who ,"remove pipes; pimps, and
other subsurface devices from wells
for cleaning, repairing, or salvaging.

Offshore Operations. Most explora-
tion, drilling, and producing activi-
ties are on land but an increasing
amo4nt of this work is done
offshore, particularly in the Gulf of
Mexico off the coasts of Louisiana
and Texas. Some additional
offshore work is being done in the
Pacific Ocean off California,
Oregon, Washington, and Alaska
and in many foreign locations such
as the Persian Gulf, Bass Strait, and
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prill crow lowers soclion of drill pipe on
offshore ifs -

North Sea. Some _wells hive been
drilled over 100 miles from shore
and in water more than 1,000 feet
deep. These offshore operations
require the same type of 4r-idling
crews as are employed on1 land
operations. In addition, offshore
operations require racho.operators,
cooks, ship's officers and sailors,
and pilots for work on drilling plat-
forms, t rewboats, barges, and
helicopters.

(Detaijed discussions of profes-
signal, technical, mechanical, and
other occupations found not'only in
the petroleum 'and natural gas
production industry, but in other In-
dustries as well, are given elsewhere
in the Handbook in the sections

, covenng individual occupations.)

\ Training, Other
Oualifications,and .

Advancament

Most workers in nonprofessional
jobs w an exploration crew begin
as .helpe and advance into one of
the speci ized job. Their training
may vary froM several months to
several years, New workers usually

4
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are hired in the field by the crew
chief or by local company tepresen-
tatives College students mayinng
in. physical or earth scie5ceyer fn
ensineering may work part-'time or
stfmmers with exploration crews,.
and' get full-time, jobs after gradua-
tion. .

Members of drilling crews usually
begin as roughnecks.. As they
acquire experience, they may ad-
vance to more skilled jobs. For ex-
ample, a _worker hired as a
roughneck may advance to derrick
operator and, after several years%
become a driller .A driller can ad-
vance to thet job of -tool pusher in
charge of one or/ more dnlling
crew's.

Companies generally hire people
who live near wells for well opera-.
tion and 'maintenance jobs. They
piefer applicants who have
mechanical ability and a knowledge
of oilfield processes. Because this
type of work is,less strenuous than
drilling and offers the advantage of
a fixed locale, -members of drilling
crews or exploration parties who
prefer not to travel often transfer to
well operation and maintenance
jobs. New workers. may start as
roustabouts and advance to jobs as
switchers, gaugers, or pumpogig.
Training usually is acquired on the

,job, at least- 2 yearstof expenepce
are needed to Become an all-round
pumper:

Post-high school vocational train-
ing in oilfield occupations is availa-
ble from Eastern New Mexico
University, Roswell, N.M., Exten-
sion Services of the University of
Texas, and the Petroleum Industry
Training Service, Edmonton, ,A1=
berta, Canada. Most graduates of
these programs find jobs readily
available.

For scientists, such as geolOgists
and geophysicisls, college training
with at least a bachelor's degrees is
required. The preferred educa-
tional qualification for a petroleum'
engineer is a degree in engineering
with specialization in courses on the
petroleum industry. However, col-.

6 0

lege graduates having degrees in
'ch-emical, mining, civil cir mtchani,
Cal engineering, or ili geology,
geophysici, or ether refaced
sciencek6ften are'hired, for petrolo-
um engineering jobs. Petroleum en-
gineering aides include people with
2-year technical degrees as well as
Pinner roustabouts or pumpers who
have been promoted.

Scientists and engineers ustelly
start at junior levels, after several
years of experience they can ad-
vance to managerial or administra-
tive jobs. SciebUsts and engineers
who have rerarch hbility, particu-
larly those with advanced degrees,
may transfer to research or consult-
ing work. . .

Information on training, qualifi-
cations, and advancement in rtatu-
ral gas processing plants is similar
to that for petroleum refining. A
statement on petroleum refining
can be found elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Ernploymant Outlook

Employment in petroleum and
natural gas Production i expected
to increase faster than tAe average
for all industries through the mid-
1980's Besides the job openings
created by employment growth,
many openings will occur as work-
ers retire, die, or lave the industry
for other reasons. . z

Increased demand for rude oil
and patural gas, higher prices for
these productI and a national pol-
icy to move toward energy self -suf-
ficiency are expected to provide the
incentive for the industry to expand
rapidly Growth will be concen-
trated in n exploration and drilling,
and more workers will be needed in
m2i§t occupations associated with
these activities. Opportunities
should be particularly good in
offshore drilling.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 19744' nonsupervisory em-
ployee's in oil and gas extraction
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averaged S4.82 an hour. In coin-
panson, the average for all donut-
peryisory workers in private indus-
try, except fanning, was 54.22 arr
hour. Earnings usually are higher in
offshore operations tha,n ik land
operations.

Most oilfield jobs involve- rugged
outdoor work in all kinds of
weather They often are in remote
areas in settings as vaned as a
Western desert, the Arctic Circle,
or the .Gulf of Mexico. Physical
strength and stamina are important
because the work involves standing
most of the time, lifting moderately
heavy objects, and climbing and
stooping to, work with power tools
and handtools that often are oily
and dirty.

Drilling employees may expect

4
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move from ai.cie to place since
their work m a particular field may
be completed in less than a year.
Exploration field personnel may be
required to move even more
frequently. They may be away from
home for weeks or Months at a
time. Well operation and main-
tenance workers and natural gas
processing workers usually remain
m the same location for .long
periods.

On land, drilling crews !mini!),
work 7 days, 8 hours a day, and
then have a few days off. In offshore
operations, they may work. 7 days,
12 hours a day, and then have 7
days off. If the well is far fr6m the
coast, they live on the drilling.ng or
pn ships anchored nearby. Most
workers in well operations and
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PROCESSING

Further information about jobs in
the petroleum industry may be
available from the personnel offices
of indiAdual oil companies. For in-
formation on scientific and techni-
cal jobs, write to:
American Associanon of Petroleum Geolo-

gists. P 0 Box 979. Tulsa,Okla. 74101

Society of Petroleum Entuseers of AIME
6200 N Central Expressway Dallas.
Ter.. 75206

American Geological institute. 2201 M St
NW.. Washington. D.0 20037
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maintenance and natural gas
processing work 8 hours a .day, 5
days a week

Sources of Additional
Information

11.
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COPSTRUCTION.

The activities of the construction
industry touch nearly every aspect
of our daily lives. The houses and
apartments in which the live; the
factories, offices, and 'schools in
which we work; and the roads on
which we travel are examples of

'-some of the products of this indus-
try The industry includes not only
new construction, but also addi-
tions. alterations, and'repairs to ex-
isting structures.

In 1974. about 4 million people
worked in the contract construction
industry An additional 1.4 million
worke are estimated to be either
self-emp edmostly owners of
small bu ing firmsor are
Federal, Sta or local government
employees wh4 build and maintain
our Nation' ast highway systems.

The c tract construction indus-
try is vided into three major seg-
me About half of the jobholders
w rk for electrical, air-condition-
ng, plumbing, and 'other special

trade contractors. Almost one-third
.work for the general building con-
tractors that do most residential,
commercial, and .industriaj con-
struction. The remaining One-fifth
build dams, bridges, roads, and
similar heavy construction projects.

As illustrated in the accompany-
ing tabulation, craft and 'kindred
workers accoont for 55 percent of
the total employment in this indus-,
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trya much higher proportion than
in any other major industry. Some
examples of craft workers are car-
penters, painters, plumbers, and
bricklayers. Laborers are the next
largest occupational group and ac-
count fol. 15 percent of employ-
ment. They provide materials, sdaf-
folding, and general assistance
to skilled workers. Semiskilled
workers (operatives), such as -
truckdrivers and welders, represent,
about 8 percent of the industry's
work force Managers and adminis-
tratorsmostly self-employedac-
count for about 12 percent of em-
ployment. Clerical workers, largely'
typists, secretaries, and office

Este/noted
employment.

/974-

Major occupational group distribution)

All occupational groups 100

Profesiion;1, technical. and km-
droll workers .

Managers and adnurusuaiors
Clencal and kindred workers
Salesworkers . . . .

Craft and kindred workers
Operatives
Service workers ... . . . (')
Laborers . .

'Less than 0.5 percent.

3

11

7

55
8

15

NOTE: Due to rounding. suns of indi-
vidual items may not add to total
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t
machine operators, constitute
another 7 percent of the industry's
employmem. Professional and
technical workers, mostly engineers
and engineering technicians, draf-
ters, and surveyors, make up the
remaining 3 percent of the work
force. -

Construction Industry employ-
ment is expected to rise faster than
the ayel--age for all industries
through the mid- 1980's, as popula-
tion and income growth crease a de-
mand for more houses, schools, fac-
tories and other buildings. Because
of laborsaving improvementi in
tools, materials, and work methods,
however, employment will not grow
as rapidly as construction activity.
Employment also may fluctuate
from year to year because cOnstruc-
tion activity is sensitive to ,changes
in economic conditions.

Coyract construction is the
major source, of employment for
skilled craq workers such as
bricklayers, "ainters,- and carpen-
ters. For information on these and
other construction crafts, see the'
chapter on Construction Occupa-
tions elsewhere in the Handbook.
For information 'on occupations
that are found in Twiny other indus-
tries, see the index in the back of
the book.
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MANUFACTURING

Manufactunng is a key activrty of
our Nation's eamomy The
products of the manufacturing in
dustries range in complexity from
simple plastic toys to intricate elec-
tronic computers, and in site from
miniature electroniecomponentsK
gigantic aircraft Garners Manu ac-
turing invol> es many diverse
processes Workers process foods
and chemicals, print t.ZZIT.,,and
newspapers spin textiles a 'wease
them, ma e clothing shoes. anti
produce he thrafisands of other
products needed for our personal
and nation welfare.

About 20 million; people worked
in manufacturingthe largest of
the industry divisionsin. 1974.
'About three-fifths of all manufac-
tunng employees worked in plants
that produced durable goods, such
as steel, machinery, automobiles,
and household appliances. The rest
worked in plants that produced
nondurable goods, such as
processed food, clothing, and
chemicals.

As illustrated in the accompany-
, ing table, blue-collar workerss(craft
workers, operatives, and laborers)
make up about two-thirds of manu-
facturing employment, tives
alone account for over ur-tenths

-of the work force; any are spi
ners and weave sewing machine
operators, chine tool operators
and -wel rs, or operators of the
special' processing equipment
used in the food, chemical, paper,

, an troleurn industries.
Craft and kindred workers make

up the next largest group and ac-
count for nearly one -fifth of em-
ployment in manufacturing. Many
of these skilled workers install and
maintain. the wide assortment of
machinery and equipment required
in all factories. Others are em-

ployed in skilled production ocu-
pawns. Machinists, for example.
are especially important in the
metalworking industries, as are
skilled, inspectors and assemblers.
In th&4arinting and publishing in-
dustnes..compositors, typesetters,
photoengravers, lithographers, and
pressworkers make up a, large share
o f t l\iwctIrk force. The craft group
also des supervisors of blue-
collar workers

White-collar workers (profes-
sional. managerial. clerical, and

esworkers) account for nearly
one- d-0.12111employment in man-
ufacturing estabIshmentl,. Clerical
workers, such as secretaries and of-
fice machine operators. are the
largest wtute:collar group. Clerical
workers hold about 1 out of every 8
jobs in the manufacturing sector.

Professional, technical, and kin-
dred workers account for about 1
out of every 10 jobs in manufactnr-
-ing establishments. Engineers,
scientratsra-nd technicians represent
a, arge share of the professional
workers. These highly trained
workers included not only those
who oversee and guide the produc-
tion processes, but also those who
carry out the extensive research

-' Estimated
' employment.

/st74 -
(percent

Major occupational group distnbutioni
All occupational groups 100

Professional,Technical. and kin-
dred workers .... .

Managers and administrators. ..
Clerical and kindred workers -

Salesworkers .....
Craft and kindred
Operatives....
Service workers

workers ..

. . . ,

Laborers
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and development activisiek needed
jheaerospace. electronics. chem-.

ical, petroleum, and other indus
tries.

Population growth, rising per-
sonal income, and expanding busi-
ness activity will create a substan

increase in the demand for
manufactured products through the
mid-1980's Employment in manu-

lacturing.' however, is expected to
increase at a slower pace than
production The application of,
modern technology to manufactur-
ing processes will make possible
substantial increases in production
of goods without corresponding in-
creases in theworkdforce Although
the average rate of employment
growth wilt be slow, empl4ment
trends of-individual industries will

-vary widely In the industries manu-
facturing rubber and miscellaneous
plastics products and medical and
dental instrumen employment
should increase a t oneghird, far
above the aver e increase. Em-
ployment in several other indus--
triesincluding metalworking
machinery, and computers and
peripheral equipmentshould in-
crease faster than the average for
all_ manufacturing. On tly other
hand, employment in some manu-
facturing industries -- including
tobacco, food, and radio and televi-
sion setsis expected decline
through:the mid-1980's7'

The statements that follow pro-
vide information on employment
opportunities in several of the
manufacturing industries. More
detailed information about occupa-
tions that are found in manufactur-
ing as well as in any other indus-
tries appears e here in the
Handbook. de-x in the back of
the
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OCCUPATIONS IN AIRCRAFT, MISSILE,
AND SPACECRAFT MANUFACTURING

Firms that manufacture and as-
semble aircraft, missiles. and
spa.ceaaft make up what is known
as the "aerospace" industry. In
l9/4; more than three quarters of a
million people worked in the indus-
try- more' than 5,06,000 in the
manufacture and assembly of
complete aircraft, aircraft engines,
propellers, and auxiliary paPts and

Nequipment 90,000, in the manu
ture of missiles and ,spacec
more than 160,000 i

. that make elec'tr
and instruments
riles, and sp

, and
mpanies

equipment
r aircraft, mis-

craft Thousands 'of
workers in other ,indust
pr uced parts, machine and
e uipmerit used in the m acture
f aerospace vehicles Also,

thousands brFederai workers were
engaged in aerospace-related work,
since the Government Is a major
purdbaser of the industry's,
products These workers were
primarilX employed in the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) and the 'Department
of Defense.

Aerospace jobs exist in almost
every State The largest concentra-
tion is in California Other States

- with large numbers of aerospace
jobs include New York, Washing.
ton, Connecticut, Texas, Florida,
Ohio, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Mas-'
sachusetts, Kansas, Alabama,
Maryland. New Jersey, and Geor-
gia
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Nature of the Industry
All aircraft, missiles, and

spacecraft have the same basic
components, a frame, an engine,
and a guidance and control system.
Missiles and spacecraft travel into
spa. - speeds many times faster
than so, -d, while aircraft fly in the
earth' = osphere at much slower

Missiles are .powered by
either jet or rocket engines,
spacecraft are rocket-powered
only' Aircraft are powered by
piston, jet, or rocket engines.

Aircraft vary from small personal
or business planes th4t do not cost
much.more than an automobile to
multi-million dollar jurribc) trans-
ports and supersonic fighters. In
dollar value most aircraft produc-
tion is for military use although the
value of planes made for commer-
cial and private use has tbeen in-
creasing.

Missiles are for military use and
generally carry destructive war-
heads. While some are capable of
traveling only a few miles, such as
those that support ground troops
and defend against low-flying air-
craft, others have intercontinen
ranges' of 7,000 miles or more.
Some missiles 'are launched from
Iind, others from aircraft, sub-
marines, or ships.

Most of the Nation's- spacecraft
are builtfor NASA and the Depart-
ment of,Defense to explore outer
space or to monitor conditions

4

within the earth's, atmosphere. On
ed flights, a Cabin capsule car-

the astronauts. Sornespacecraft
p be the space environment and
the fall back to earth, while others

into earth orbit and become
satellites. Still others orbit

on the moon or go to other
1 spacecraft carry instru-

at record and transmit
scientific data to earth stations.

Major aircraft, missile, and
spacecraft firms' contract with
government or private busineLs to
produce an aerospace yehicle. As a
contractor, the-firm is responsible
for managing and coordinating the
entire. project This involves design,
prOduction, assembly, and inspec-
tion of the vehicle. .

Although aircraft, missile, hand
spacecraft manufacturers generally
make many components of a craft
and do final assembly work them-
selves thousands of subcontractors
are involved in the -production of
parts or supplies the original firm
cannot prbducet such as bearings,
rocket ,fuels, or special lubricants.
Other subcontractors produce sub-
assemblies such as,communicauon
or guidance- equipment, or jet en-
gines. Some of-these firms depend
on stilt other subcontractors to
supply parts for their subassem-
blies. ,

In producing-an aerospace -vehi-
cle,' the contractor's engmeenng
department first prepares design
drawings and specifications. Then,
the production department woiks
on details for machinet; materials,
and operations needed to manufac-
ture the vehicle. Production in-
cludes designing and prOclueing
tools and fixtures to produce
thousands of parts and accessories
that make up an aerospace vehicle.
Pirts and components are in-
spected and tested many times be-
fore being assembled, and
completed systems are examined
for conformance to specifications.
Before a finished' vehicle is
delivered, it is chepked out by a
team of mechanics, or flight-tested
if it is an-alfcraft
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Occupations In the Industry

changing tore of aerospace
Because the complex andf

technology. firms need w.orkers
with many different types of skylls
The types of workers required will
also depend on the specific function
of an aerospace plant For example.
a plant pnmanly engaged in
research and de+elopment or in
producing experimental prototypes
requires many more spentists and
engineers than a firm producing
large quantities of parts for airciaft

Major jobs in aerospace manu-
facturing are descnbed under three
main categories professional and
technical, administrative. clencal.
and related occupations. and plant
occupations Many of these jobs are

fin other industnes as well and are
discussed in ,greater detail els? e-

.where in the Handbook.

rofessionaimand Technical Occupa--
:tans Resch and development
(R&D) are vital to the aerospace
Industry The pace of discovery in
aerospace technology is so rapid, in
fact, that much equipment becomes
obsolete while still in an experimen-
tal stage or soon after being put trrko
production Today, research r§ con-

, ducted in many areas- such as
developing vehicles with greater
speeds, ranges, and reliability. en-
gines with more power, and more
advanced sources of rocket propul-
sion',such as nuclear ahsi electric
energy Metals and plastics also
are - continually being developed
for wider capabilities, as are elec-
tronic guidanQe and confmuniciation
systems. '

Emphasis on R&D makes tht
aerospace industry an important
source of jobs for technical person-
nel In 1974, about one-fourth of all
employees were.: engineers,
scientists, and te-chnicri wn
siderably higher proportion...than in
most ,other manufacturing iridtcs-
tries

Engineers, scientists. arid techni
, ci.;ns work togethet)

- . .

r?

Engineer and technician run test oh an
aircraft design.

designs for arrcraft. missiles. and
spacecraft Before an engineering
department approves a design for
production. it conducts tests to
determine which designs can best
withstand expected operating con-

- bons A scale model is made from
a preliminary drawing and is tested
in wind, temperature, and shock
tunnels and other testing areas that
simulate actual flight conditions
Next, a full-sized experimental
model, or prototype. is thoroughly
rested in the air and on the ground

pie design is modified many times
during this -proc'ess until the test
results are satisfactory Then, ac-'
tual production may begin Even
after production has started, how-
ever, further chailiges are often

.made.
Due to thews range of research

and development projects, many
types of engineers and scientists
work in the aerospace industry.
Aerospace, chemical, eledrital,
electronic, industnal, and mechani-
cal, engineers are among the-larger
engineering branches needed in this
industry. Scientists in the Industry
include physicists, mathematicians,
chemists, metallurgists, and as-

tronomers,. These engineers acid
scientists work in a wide and +dried
range of applied fields such as
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matenals and structures, energy
and power systems, and space'
sciences

Among the many types of wo
trs assisting scientists and engi-
neers are drafters and engineering
and science-technicians- .-
elude produc :ton -planners (D 0 T
012 188). who plan the layout of
machinery. movement of materials.

,and sequence of operations for en
ctent manufacturing processes. and
technical tllustrotprs (D 0 T
017.2811. who help prepare man-
uals and other technical literature
des'cnbing the operation and main-
tenance of derospaCe products

Admrntsirauve, Clerical. grid Related
Occupalions Managenal and ad-
ramistratne jobs generally are com-
parable to similar jobs in other in-
dustries. -except that in the
aerospiEe industry these positions
are often filled by people with
technical backgrounds in engineer-
ing or science These positions in-
clude executiLes responsible for the
direcuon and supervision of

search and production, and offi-
ials in departments such as sales,

purchasing, accounting. and indus-
tnal relations Many thousands of
clerks. secretaries, computerfper-
;onnel, and other office personnel
work in aerospace firms

Plant Occupatiohs
--of all workers in the aerospace in-

dustry have plant- or production-re-
lated jobs Plant jobs can be clas-
sified in the following groups:
Sheet-metal work, machining and
tool :fabrication', other metal
processing, assembly and installa-
tion, inspecting and testing; flight
,checkout, and

and

handling,
maintenance, and custodial

'About one-half
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Sheei-Meial Occupation. Following
blueprints and other ongineenrig in-
formation; iheet-metal workers
(D.0 T. 804.2814 share com-
plicated parts from sheets of thin
metal .by -hand or machine Hand
meth.. include the shaping of
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parts by pounding them with mal-
lets and by bending. elating, and
punching them with handtools
Machine methods use power ham-
mers and presses, saws. tube
benders. and drill presses

Less kkilled workers Usually spe-
cialize in th,e Ilse of a single
machine to fabricate parts required
in large numbers. Some of ,these
workers are punch-press operators
(D.O.T 615 782). power hammer
operators (D.O.T 617.782) and
power shear operators (D.O.T
615 782 and 885) .

Machining and Tool Fabncalion Oc-
cupations Machining and tool
fabrication workers use a wide
vanety of machines and handtools
to make metal parts of machines
or other products. Many of these
workers are in engine and propeller
plants, which are basically metal-
working establishments; fewer are
'required in 1904nts that assemble
complete aerospace vehicles.

The most skilled machinists are
the all-round rnachintsts (D.O.T.
600.280 and .281) who plan the
work and set up and operate several
types of machine tools. They. per;
form highly vaned. nonrepetitive
machining operations, frequently
producing parts for experimental
and prototype vehicles.

Machine tool operators (D.O.T.
609 855) produce metal parts in
large volume They generally
operate a single type of machine
tool such Fig 2 lithe, drill press. or
milling machine -Skilled operators
set up work on a machine and han-
dle more difficult and varied jobs
Less skilled operators do more
repetitive work

Other machining and tool fabri-
cation workers produce parts
needed for the manufacture of
aerospace vehicles On the basis of
information received from an en-
gineering department, jig and fg-
ture builders (DOT 693 280)
build jigsmetal devices used as
guides for tools. To6l and die makers
(D 0 T 601 280) 'm e the cutting

,tools and foes used in machine
tool operations. and the dies used in
forging and punch press work.

)ther Metal Prochsing Occupa-
tions Some of tilts many other

o- metalworking occupations are tube
*benders (D O.T. 709 884). who
form tubings used for oil, fuel.
hydraulic, and electrical conduit
lines; and riveters (D 0 T. 800.884)
and welders (D O.T. 810.782 and
884; 811 782 and 1884. 812.884

and 813 380 and 885). who use
mechanical and electrical devices
to join fabricated parts. Metalwork-
ing jobs also are in foundry plants
where workers produce castings, by
pouring molten metal into molds.

Many workers chemically tteat
and heat-treat aircraft, missile, and
spacecraft parts during their manu-
factule to clean. change. or protect
their surfaces or structural condi-
tion. For example, heat treaters
(DV T 504.782) heat sheet-metal
parts to keep the metal soft and
malleable air metal-shaping work.
Painters (D.O.T. 845.781) and
platers (D.O.T. 500.380) either
paint or hate surf(aces.

lb

Assembly. and Installation Occupa.
tions Practically all plants in the
aerospace industry 'employ as-
sembly and installation workers.
Some assemble engines, electronic
equipment, and auxiliary com-
ponents, but most assemble major
subassemblies or install major com-
Potle.nts in aircraft or spacecraft. In
an aircraft, for example, this work
involves joining wings and tails to
the fuselage and installing the en-
gine and auxiliary equipment such
as the fuel system and flight con-
titils. Assemblers rivet, drill, bolt,
and solder parts together.

Many assemblers are skilled
mechanics',.Thd installers who read
blueliriiiti and interpret other en-
gineering spe9fications as they take
apart, inspect, and install complex
mechanical and electronic assem-
blies. Final Ossemblers (D.O.T.
806.781) of complete aircraft and
missile or rocket assembly mechanics

OGCUPATIONAL,OUTLOQK HANDBOOK
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Sklllad assemblers work on Intricate oti-
_gin* components.

(DOT 625 281) do general as-
sembly work, and often work on ex-
perimental. prototype, or special
craft. Other skilled assemblers work
in plants that produce relatively
large numbers of aircraft and mis-
siles rather than a few experimental
types. They often specialize in the
assembly of one specific part of a
space vehicle. Agemblers also spe-
cialize in sy ms such as electrical
wiring. h Ling, and plumbing.

---
Inspectirig and Testing Occupations.
Because ,aircraft. .missiles, and
spacecraft are extremely complex
and affect the life and safety of peo-
ple, firms employ workers to con-
duct ,thousands of, painstaking in-
spections and tests. Inspectors
thoroughly test eacb component ,./
and part as it moves through the
production and assembly process,
as well as just before delivery. In-
spections are made not only by ern.,..,...,
ployees of the manufacturers but
also by commercial firms that have
contracted for the equipment., Em-
plOyees of the Federal Government
also inspect vehicles under govern-
ment contract.

Most inspectors specialize in a
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Production Inspector checks out spacecraft.

-certain area of aerospace manufac-
turing Using complex machinery,
they check to assure that all parts
and assemblies were made accord-
ing to engineering specifications
Among the most skilled inspectors.
especi.ally in final assembly plants,
are outside production inspecjors
(DOT 806 381) who exrainine
mkhined parts, subassemblies, and
tools and dies ordered from other
firms They also serve as a 'link-
between their own engmeering'de-
partment and supplying con3pa,pies
'Machined parts Aspeciurs,"fD 0 T
6eIck3R1 I examine mac ed parts
and fabricated sheet etat and as
semhly inspectors ( 0 T 806 31)
inspect complete major assemblies
and installations such as fuselage,
wing and nose sections to insuie
their proper fitting They Aso check
the' functioning of hydraulic.

1

plumbing, and other systems Less
skilled inspectors check subassem-
blies
Hight Checkout Occupations
Checking out every part of an air;
craft or spacecraft before its fir it
flight requires a team ortriedranics
The rev chief, the msf' skilled
mechanic of the Team, directs other

checking out
mechanics spe-

ing out the power-
raft, mcludin

workers in the enti
operation Engi
cialize in ch
plant of a,
gine. psOpellers, and oil
systems', and .electwrud c
workers do the final operation
ammation of radio, radar,
matic pilot, fire control, and el
tronic guidance systems Th
checking out process may require
making minor repatillind, in some
cases. even returning the craft to
the Math for extensive ,Jjustments
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Materials Handling, Maintenance,
and Custodial Occupations
Aerospace plants 'employ many
matenals handlers such as
truckdrivers, shipping clerks, and
toolroom attendants Maintenince
workliZsuch as electricians, main-
tenance mechatcs, carpenters, and
plumbers, keep equipment and
buildings in good operating condi-
tion and make changes in the layout
of the plant Guards. firefighters,
and 3..initurs provide protective and
custodial services

Training, Other Qualifications, -

and Advancement

A college degree in .engineenng
or in/one of the sciences usually is
the/minimum requirement for an
entry level position as, an engineer
or scientist irf the aeroSpace indus-
try Technicians can sometimes ad-
vance to these positions without a
college degree, but only after years
of work experience and Some col-
lege-level training.

New entrants may qualify 'for
technician positions by attending a
technical institute or junior college,
or by obtaining related work ex-
perience. Entyllevel plant occupa-
tions generally do not require ahigh
school diploma although graduates
are often preferred. Inexperienced
plant workers generally start out in
semiskilled positions and learn
skills on the job and in classroom
courses. As they gain experience, .

they can move on to more highly
skilled positions For example, it
usually takes 2 to 4 years of plant
experience to become a skilled as-
sembler. -

the en- Skilled inspectors often have
d fuel several years of machine shop ex-
ckout penence and must be able to install
I ex-

a to-

NA1

and use vanous -kinds of testing
equipment and instruments, read
blueprints and other specifications,
and use shop mathematics.

Mechanics who do final checkout
f aircraft and spacecraft may

qualify kir their jobs by working in
e lier stages of the,production line,
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by receiving training in checkout
work, or by working as 'line main-
tenance" mechanics with commer
cial airlines

Chief mechanics usually need
to 5 years of experience in the
manufacture of aircraft, missiles,
and spacecraft, including at least I

'year as a checkout mechanic. Spe--
cialized mechanics, working under
the supervision of a chief mechanic,
usually need at least 2 'ears' ex
perjence Less experienced helpers
or assistants learn on the job, with
plant training courses

Apprenticeship programs are
`sometimes available for craft occu-

pations such as machinists, tool and
die makers, sheet metal workers,
aircraft mechanics, and electri-
cians The programs vary in length
from 3 to 5 years depending on the
trade During this time, the ap-
prentice handles work of progres-
sively increasing difficulty as well as
classroom instruction. Such instruc-
tion for a machinist apprentice, for
example, includes courses in
bleeprint reading, mechanical
drawing, shop mathematics, and
physics.

Because complex and rapidly
changing products require highly
trained workers, aerospace plants
sometimes support formal training
to supplement day-to-day ex-
perience and help workers advance
more rapidly Although most are
short -term programs* to meet im-
mediate needs, some major produ-
cers conduct training classes or pay
tuition and related costs for outside
courses. Some classes are held dur-
ing working hours; otherS are after
working hours.
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year because of the growth ex-
pected in the industry; and to
replace workers who retire, die, and
transfer to Solis in other indugries.
Job opportunities are expected to
increase for high* trained workers,
such as scientists, engineers,, and
skilled plant personnel in all areas
of the industry, especially with
firms engaged in research and
development and the manufacture
of prototype and other technologi-
cally advanced aircraft. Less skilled
and unskilled workers will alsogP
needed to fill entry level plant posi-
tions.

Since ,many aerospace products
are either military hardware or
space 'ehicles, the industry's future
depends. to a great extent, on the
level of Federal expenditures.
Changes in these expenditures
usually have been accompanied by
sharp fluctuations in aerospace em-
ployment. Fdr exampler-aerospace
epployment declined sha ly from
The high levels of the I 1960's
partly because of decreased 'rcraft

,' requirements for Vietnam and
reduced expenditures for space ex-
ploration. The outlook for this in-
dustry is based on the assumpf
that defense spending will in ease
moderately from the 197 vel, but
will be slightly bet the peak
leVeIS of the I `1960's. R&D
spending is expected, to be
above curre t le Is. If actual ex-
penditures shoul, differ substan-
tially from these assumed levels, the
outlook wil be affected ac-
cordingly

Ci an aircraft production also
an important determinant of

aerospace employment. Overall
employmelitio,thjs area is expected
to remain fairly sfable,through the
mid- 1980's. Nevertheless, thou-
sands of new workersfwill be re-
quired in this sector of the indust
to replace those Who die, reti or
transfer to othei fields.

Employmnt 0 ook
Empl ent'- he aerospace in-

crust ected to rise above.
recent els by the mid-- I-980's.
The mber of people -working in
t industry, however, probably
will remain below thepeak levels of
the late 1960's.

Thousands of jobs will open each

Earnings a orking
'trona

PIpt workers' earnings in the
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aerospace andutry are higher than
those in most other manufactunng
mdustnes. In 1974, for example,
production workers in plants mak-
ing aircraft and parts averaged
$5.40 an hour, production workers
in all manufactunng industries as a
whole averaged about $4.22 an
hour.

The following tabulation In-
dicates an approximate range of
hourly wages for selected occupa-
tions in 1974 obtained from the col-
4ective bargaining agreements of a
number of major aerospace compa-
nies; these rates do not include in-
centive earnings. The ranges in
vanous jobs are wide, partly
because wages within an occupa-
tion vary according to workers'
skills and expenence, and partly,
because wages differ from plant to
plant, depending upon type of
plant, locality, and other factors.

Aircraft mechanics
Assemblers -

Electronics. technicians.
Heat kreaters. . .

Inspectors and testers .... .

Jig and fixture builders
. .

Maintenance crafts ..

Riveters..
Tool and die makers.
Weldees . .....

54 00-6 88
4.28-5.51
4.50-6.00
5.53-6.33
4.38 -6.63

5.06-5.98
4.32-6.97
4.32,-6.97
3.50-4.63
5.78-6.88
3.50-647

Fringe benefits -in the industry'
usually include 2 weeks of paid va-
cation after 1 or 2years of serv*
and 3 weeks,after 10 to 1 ears.
Employees generally 8 to 12
paid holidays a yea nd 1 week oT
paid sick le Other major
benefits in hide life insurance;
medical surgical, dental, arid
hos insurance; accident and
si ness insurance; and retirement

ensions.
Most employees work in modern

factory buildings that are clean,
well-lit, and well-ventilated. Some
work outdoors. Operations such
sheet-metal processing, rivetin
and 'welding may be noisy, and
some assemblers may work in
cramped !quarters. Aerospace
plants, however, are relatively safe.
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Most plant workers in the
aerospace field-are union members.
They are represented by several
unions including the International
Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers; the Interna-
tional Union. United Automobile,
Aerospace, and Agricultural Imple-
ment Workers of America, and the
International Union' of Electrical,
Radio, and Machine Workers.
Some craft workers. guards. and

V.

truckdr,vers are rritItnbers of unions
,that r resent their specific occu-
pational groups.

Sourcos'of Additional
Information

Additional information about
careers in the aerospace field is
available from:
National Xeronauucs and Space Administra-

tion. Washington. D C 20546.

1
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Electronics industries Association, 2001 Eye
St. NW Washuigton, D C 20006.

For specific information about an
occupation, t:

International United Automobile,
Aerospace.and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America, 8000 East Jeffer-
son Ave Detroit. Mich 48214

International Croon of Electncal. Radio and
Machine Workers, AFL -CIO. 1126 16th
St. NW., Washington. D.C. 20036.

$



OCCUPATIONS. IN THE ALUMINUM INDUSTRY

N. Aluminum was once considered a
malty metal having limited ap-

plica tolls Today it is produced in
quantities"-se_cond only to iron and
steel. It is use in products that
range from household appliances
and cooking ute ils to automo-
biles, aircraft, nd missiles. In
recent years, any new uses for
aluminum have been developed, in-
cluding house siding, containers,
and electrical cables. In 1974, the
industry produced about 12.0 bil-
lion pounds of primary aluminum,
or about-twice the output of only 10
years earlier.

This statement describes occupa-
tions in,,plants that produce ingots
(bars) of primary aluminum. It also
describes occupations in-plants that

. shape the ingots into sheets, wire,
and other forms by rolling,
stretching, or forcing the aluminum
through an opening. Occupations
concerned. with casting, forging,
stamping, machining, and, fabricat-

altiminum are discussed
separately in the Handbook state-
ments dealing with forge shop,
foundry, and metalworking occupa-
tions.

About 105,000 persons worked
in the aluminum industry in 1974.
Approximately one-third helped
make aluminum, the remainder
helped amen large pieces into
sheets, cable, and other industrial
products.

Since the huge machinery neces:
sary for making aluminum is very
expensive, the production of prima-
ry aluminum is concentrated in a
relatively small number of plants.
These plants generally are located .
near abundant sources of alurinna
and electricity. Many are in Arkan-
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sas, Louisiana, Texas, Alabama,
and Tennessee, where alumina is
made from bauxite ore' imported
from the Caribbean area or mined
locally and electricity is obtained
from the Tennessee Valley Authori-
ty or generated from local deposits
of natural gas or oil. ,About two-
fifths of the employees who make
aluminum work in these States.
Another one-fifth work in the State
of Washington where plants are
located to serve customers on the
West Coast. A significant number
of employees also work in plants.
located in Ohio, Indiana, and New-
York.

Plants that shape aluminum into
sheets, wire, and other products are
more dispersed geographically.
Over one-half of the employment in
these plants is in California,
PennsOvania, Tennessee, Illinois,
Alabama, New York, and Ohio.
The remainder is widely scattered
throughout ,a large number of
States.

Occupations In the Industry

Employment in the aluminum in-
dustry falls into several categories.
The biggest groupabout three-
fOurthsJ-- are the production work-
ers directly involved in operating
or maintaining the industry's pro-__
ductign equipment. The remaiiing
one-fourth are in professional,tech-
nical, administrative, clerical, and
supervisory positions.

Production Occupations To illus-
trate the production occupations
found in the industry, a description
of the major steps in making and
shaping aluminum follows.

fit;

iMaking,Alundnum. Aluminum is
obtained. from alumina by using
electricity. ,to create chemical
changes that separate pure alu-
minum from other materials. Mu-
minaa fine, white powder
processed from bauxite oreis
placed in large containers called
"pots" that are filled with a special
liquid. Suspended in the liquid are
poles (anodes); electric cables are
attached to the pots and to poles.
When the process is in operation,
electricity flows from the poles,
through the liquid containing the
alumina, and to the walls and floors
of the pots. AsThe electricity passes
through the liquid, it heats and
chemically changes the alumina t
pure,- liquid aluminum. Because
aluminum is heavier, it settles to tie
bottom.of.the pot; waste materials'
go to the top of the liquid. Periodi-
cally, pure aluminum is removed
from the bottom of the pot.

Pot tenders (D.O.T. 512.885) see
that the pots operate continuously.
Each is responsible for a number of
pots. As a result of the chemical
changes, the alumina in each pot is
slowly used up. By watching the
surface of the liquid, or instru-
ments, tenders determine when to
add alumina from the overhead
storage compartment.

Processing loads shredder with
old' aluminum cans that ars to be

rscYcled!
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unit by keeping the' moldi NU of
metal and spraying water against
the molds to produce ingots of
Uniform size and quality.

Shaping aluminum. The large in-
gots must be reduced in size before
the aluminum is .useful to
customers. Depending on the final
product desired, several methods
may be used to shape the ingot.
Aluminum products such as plate,
sheet, and strip, are produced by
rolling.

The, first step in rolling is to
remove surface impurities from the

got. The scalper operator (D.O.T.
6 5.782) mapipulates levers of a
sc 1per machine and cuts thin
lay rs of rough metal from the in-
gots so that the surfaces are
smooth. Their, the ingots are heated
to pkoper working temperatures for
rolling. Workers ,operating over-
head cranes lower the ingots into
furnaces, or "soaking pits," where
they are kept sealed for 12 top

kihours. Soaking pit operators (D. .t.
613.782) manage the furnace and
control the temperature and heat-
ing time.

After being h eated, the hupin
gots are positioned the
"breakdown" or hot r ing mill
where they are conve d into elon-
gated slabs. Rolling ill operators
(D.O.T. 613.782) manipulate. the
ingots back and forth between
powerful rollers until they are
reduced in thickness to about 3

Every 24 to 72 hours, molten alu-
rnigtum is siphoned'from the bottom
of ale pots into huge brick-lined,
steel containers or "crucibles " The
tapper (DOT 514 884) and tapper
helper (DOT 514 887) signal the
hot-metal crane operator (D 0 T
921883) to place the overhead
crane near the pot Using automatic
equipment, they break a hole in the
crust. of waste materials that 'forms
on the top of the liquid One end of
a curved, cast iron tube is inserted
into the pot, the other end is placed
into a crucible and the molten
metal is drawn from thepot into the
crucible

After aluminum has been taken
from several pats and the crucible is
full, charge gang weighers (D 0
502 887) weigh and sample the
molten metal for laboratory analy-
sis Then, worker opeiating over-
head cranes pour the molten metal
from the crucible into a remelting
fuinace A remelt operator (D 0 T
512 885) adds portions of alu-
minum scrap, other molten Metal,
or ,chemicals that will produce
metal with the desired properties.
Finally hand skimmers remove.
waste /products, which have been
forced to the surface of the molten
metal

After operating for a number of
months, the heat and chemical
reactions make holes in the pot's
lining so that the liquid metal con
tacts the steel container. When this
fiapperiS;sthe pot is shut down and
the liquidrained so that pot liners
(D.O.T. 59.884) can make
repairs Depending on the condi
tion of the pots, liners may patch ,
holes in the lining or may comple
ly remove and replace the linin

The metal is then t red to
the second or holding partmene
of the furnace until a sufficient
supply is obtained for pouring The
d c. casting operator *? 0.T.
514:782) has charge of the ing
station where the molten me is
cast. into ingots---,-large blocks
Metal The operator controls th
cooling ,conditions of the casting \

ricer polishes aluminum ling *action
for airliner:0,
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inches. The slabs then move down
the line on the rollers to additional
hot mills that work them down to a
thickness of about one-eighth of an
inch. At the end of the hotline, a
coder operatoi (D.O.T. 613.885)
tends a coder that automatically
winds the metal onto reels.

The coi,led aluminum cools at
room temperature before being
cold-rolled still thinner..Cold-rolling
produces a better surface finish and
increases the metal's strength and
hardness. Since continuous cold-
rolling could make the metal too,
brittle, an annealer (D.O.T.
504.782) occasionally heats (anne-
als) the metal.

As an alternative to being roiled,
the metal now may be stretched.
Stretcher-level-operators (D.O.T.
619.782) and stretcher-level4opera-
tor helpers (D.O.T. 619.886) posi-
tion the finished plate or sheet in
clarnps, determine the stretch
required to remove surface con-
tout's, an perate the machine that
pulls e metal from end to end td

tch it.
in the sod and bar factory, square
dstings called "billets" are heated

to make them sRfter and then are
rolled through progressively smaller
openings, until the desired ze is
obtained. To produce wick hot-
rolling continues until the rod is
about three-eighths of an inch in
diameter. Then, wire draw operators
(D.O.T. 614.782) operate
machines that pull the cold wire
through a series of holes (dies) that
gradually reduce its size, The

_machines also automatically coil
the wire on revolving reels.

Structural, products such as I-
. beams and angles may be hot-rolled
or extruded. Hot-rolled dprOducts
are made by passing a square billet
with rounded corners between
grooved rolls that gradually reduce

e thickness and change the,shape
e metal.

ding of metal often is com-
ith squeezing toothpaste

Extruded aluminum
uced by placing hot

0
E

pared
fiorn a t
shapes are p
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billets (bars) inside a cylinder in a
powerful press. A hydraulic ram
that usually has a force of several
million pounds pushes the metal
through a hole (die) at the other
end of the cylinder. The metal takes
the shape of the die and then may
be cutOnto desired lengths. By
designing different dies, almost any
shape of aluminum product may be
formed. Extrusion press operators
(D.O.T. 614.782) regulate the rate,
at which the metal is forced through
the press

During both the production and
shaping processes, workers and
machines inspect the metal to as-
sure ,quality Radiographers (D.O.T.
199.381) operate various types of
X-ray equipment to inspect the
Metal Computers monitor opera-
tions and automatically adjust
metal temperature and mill speed.

Other production workers in the
aluminum industry keep machines
and equipment operating properly
Some move materials, supplies, and
finished .products throughout the
plants; still others are in service oc-
cupations such as guard and
custodian Many of these occupa-
tions are common to other indus-
tries (See index to the Handbook )

Since electricity is vital to making
aluminum, the industry needs many
electricians to install and repair
electrical fixtures, apparatus, and
control equipment Other em-
ploves, such as millwrights and
maintenance machinists, make and
repaii mechanical parts for plant
machinery, while stationary en-
gineers operate and maintain the
powerplants, turbines, steam en-
gines, and motors used in al minum
plants:

Other important groups are the
diemakers who assemble and repair
dies used in aluminum metalwork-
ing operations, the bricklayers who
build and reline furnaces, soaking
pits, and similar installations, and
the welders o join metal parts
together with g or electric weld-
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ing equipment. Ih addition, plum-
bers and pipefitters lay out, install,
and maintain piping and piping'
systems for steam, water, and other
materials used in aluminum manu
facturing.

Professional, Technical, Adminis-
. trative, Clerical, Aind Sales Occupa-
tions. About oneImployee IR ten is
a professional or technical worker,
about the same proportion are
clerks. The few remaining workers
are in administrative and sales posi-
tions.

Comparne; employ a vanety of
professional specialists in produc-
ing aluminum. Quality control
chemists analyze the aluminuinand
the raw materials used in its
production while process metallur-
gists determine the most efficient
methods of producing alummum
from raw matenalsf. Physical metal-
lurgists test aluminum and alu-
minum alloys to determine their
physical charactenstics and also
develop new alloys and new uses for
aluminum.

Chemical engineers and mechan-
ical engineers design and supervise
the construction and operation of
production facilities.
engineers may design n
mills or improve exis

echanical
w rolling
ing mills

and related equipment. Electrical
engineers plan and oversee. the
installation, operation, and main.:
tenance of the electric generators .
and distribution systems used id,
the manufacture ,pf aluminum. In-
dustrial engineers conduct work
measurement studies and develop
management control systems to aid
in financial planning and cost a aly-
sis:

ngineeiipg technicians, labora-
tory technicians, and chemical
analysts aisist engineers . and
chemists in research and develops
ment Oork. Drafters prepare the
wprking drawings that are required
to mak or repair production
mach i
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A Wide range of otherprofesional
and administrative workers is
needed in the manufacture of alu-
minum Top executives manage the
companies and determine policy.
Middle managers and superinten-.
dents direct individual depart-
ments, offices, and production

ioperations The industry also em-
ploys other adminstrative person.
nel, as well as accountants, lawyers,
statisticians, economists, and
mathematicians Clerical workers,
including bookkeepers, secretaries,
stenographers, clerk typists and
keypunch and computer operators
keep company records and do other
routine office work.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advincement

Aluminum companies generally
hire and train inexperienced work-
ers for processing and maintenance
jobs. A bachelor's .degree,....i

jobs,
re-

quired for most professional obs,
and gradate degrees in science or
engineering are preferred for re-
search and development work. Ad-

4 ministrative and managerial posi-
tions usually are filled by workers
who have engineering or ience
backgrounds and ,have n pro- -+
moted to these jobs. 5tme,.new
graduates who five de: ees in busi-
ness administration- libe arts
may fill entry I adm 'strati v e

jobs. Sales posi ri are filled
by perso , technical
backgrou

A current em-
pl ho demonstrate an ap-

e for technical work have op-
portunities to qualify as techni-
cia , boratory, assistants, and
other semip sins I workers.
Howe versome 5rollege background
in engineering and science, or
graduation from a technical `in-
stitute or community college, is
required for many technical jobs. .-

Unsyfled workers begin their
careers:_in a labor pool and sub-

A
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st&te for absent worker's until they

tecome eligible for permanent
positions ip a shop or department
As these workers.acquire additional
skills and seniority with the com-
pany, they usually- move to more
responsible and better paying-posi-
tions. Some eventually becoiife su-
pervisors.

Craft workers usually are trained
on the job A number of companies,
particularly the larger ones, have
craft apprenticeship programs that
include classroom or home studs
courses, as well as on-the-job train-
ing Generally. candidate's for these
programs are chosen from promis-
ing young' workers already em-
ployed by the company The length
of the apprenticeship varies accord-
ing to the craft, although most
require 3 to 4 years. Examples of
crafts that can be learned through
apprenticeship are. electriciar
welder, brickmason, carpenter',
machinist, maintenance mechanic,
pipefitter, and general maintenance
mechanic.

Employment Outlook

'Employment in the aluminumIn-
dustry is expected to grow about as
faSt as the average for all industries
through the mid-I980's. Inaddition
to growth, many job opportunities
will arise from the need to replace
workers who retire, die, or leave the

, industry for other reasons. The
number of job opportunities may
vary from year to year, however,
because the. demand for aluminum
fluctuates with ups and downs in
the economy.

Over the long run, depaiid for
aluminum is -tec ed to grow as
Population increases and 'con-
sumers have more money tospend
on products made from aluminum
Industries that represent major
markets for aluminum are growing
industries with .,psztitial fdr new
product development. For example,
aluminum is being used widely in

the construction of large buildings
and for residential construction and
remodeling. Furthermore, the alu-
minum industry supports a strong
research and development program
End an aggressive marketing pro-
gram which should continue to
develop new alloys, processes, and
products. As a result, the number of
engineers, scientists, and technical
personnel is expected to increase as
a proportion of total employment
On the other hand. technolOgical
developintnts, such as cornikuter-
controlled- rolling operations, will
Innit employment .growth among
some production occupations

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly earnings of plantworkers
- in the aluminum industry are higher

than the average for-manufacturing
industries. In 1974, production
worker iii plants which male alu-
minum. eraged $6.06 an hour,
and thos in aluminUm rolling and
drawin plants averaged $5 28. In
comp icon, production workers in
man facturing industries as a whole
averaged $4.40 an hour.

Skilled operators and skilled
maintenance arfd craft workers

'hold the highest paying plant jobs.
Hourly rates in 1974 for selected
occupatios in a number of plants
covered by one major union-
management contract are shown
below.

Occupation
Making Aluminum:

Anode rebuilder
Pot liner .

- Pot tende1 .

Tapper: . . .....
'Charge gang weigher

Shaping Aluminum:
Scalper operator.. ^ . .

Soak g pit operator .

Hot ill operator. junior .

Co nuous mill operator.

4

Hourly
wage
rate'

Annealer . .

Sheet stretcher-leveler
operator

Inspector . .

.Extrusion press Operator
Maintenance

Boiler firer
Bricklayer
Welder
Pipefitter
Millwright
Electncian
Machicust
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5.20

5.12
5.28
5 68

5.28
6.08

5.52
6.00
6.00
6.24
6.24

Aluminum workers receive many
fringe benefits, such as paid vaca-
tions and holidays, retirement
benefits, life and health insurance,
shift differentials, supplemental
jury-duty pay, and supplemental
unemployment benefits. Most wor-
kers receive paid vacations ranging
from I to 4 weeks, depending on
length of service. In addition,, there
are extended vacation plans that
provide a 10-week vacation every 5
years,

Making aluminum requires high
temperatures; the potroom isioften
hot, dusty, and smoky. However,
working conditions in plants have
been improved as a result of smoke
control programs and other pro-
jects. Because making aluminum is
a continuous process, so product
tion employees have to ork nights
and weekends.

The shaping sector of the indus-
try offers more favorable work con-
ditions though workers in certain
jobs are subject to heat, noise, and
other discomforts.

The indufrery, stresses safe work-
ing' conditions and conducts safety
education programs.' Plants where
aluminum is made have had atower
rate of injuries than the.average for

S1512/ all metal industries, while the rate
-5:44 ronaluminum rolling and drawing
5.36

mills has been about the same as the
average. Howeyer, the average
mihiber of workdays lost for each

`, 5.60 injury'in the aluminum industry has s-
5.20 been greater than the average for

metal industries.
6 16 Most process and maintenance

616
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workers ih the aluminum industry
belong to labor unions. In addition,

r organizations represent some
office and technical personnel. The
unions having the greatest number
of members in the industry are
United Steelworkers of America;
Aluminum Workers Interns ional

occupATIONA OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Union, and International
United Automobile, Aerospace and
Agricultural Implement Workers of"
America.

Sours of Additional
information

4wo

Information aluminum

61 7
If

krod uction
careers, m.

The Aluminum
New York.

and uses, as well as
be obtained from. .

Assn nonn,13ii Ave.
10017.

or I a
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Thee apparel industry is an impor-
stant source of jobs for workers whp
have widely different skills and in-
terests Many of these jobs can be

0'1/earned in a few weeks. others take
several years

Nature arid Location f the
Industry

Over 1:3 million people were em-
ployed in the apparel industry
1974. Approximately 585,000
produced women's and children's
apparel and about 495,00Q, men'
The rest made such items as fur
goods, gloveS, hats, curtains, and
draperies. .7 -

Although apparel factories are
located invirarly all States, about
80' perceif of the workers: are em-
ployed in 15 States. New York,

-.Pennsylvania, California. North
Carolina. New Jersey, Georgia,
Texas, Teiinessee, ,Massachusetts,
South Carolina, Alabama, Missis-
sippi, Virginia, Missouri, and" Il-
linois New York and Pennsylvania
alone employ approximately

-percent of the industry work
Some of nportant

Northeastern appar manufactur-
ing centers are in New York City,
suburban New Jersey, Boston,
Philadelphia, and in smaller cities in
Pennsylvania such as Wilkes-Barre,
Hazeltott, and Allentown. Leading
Midwestern and Western centers observing life styles, and seeing the
include Chicago, St Louis; I?allas, work of other designers. to name

. El Paso, San Antonio. and Los An- but a few. In addition to creativity,
pies Apparel manUfacturing in the designers must have practical

''Southeast tends to be widely knowledge of the apparel-business
dispersed North Carolina, for ex- .so that they can translate their ideas
ample, has plants in about 80.of its into styles that can be produced at
101 un ties. competitive prices. They must, for

ifs, apparel plants are small. example, be familiar with labor

ce.

ut I out of every 7 em-
ploys more than 100 workers.
Plants that manufacture standard
garments such as work pants
usually are larger than those mak:
ing expensive dresses and other
Items that are subtlift to rapid style
change. .

0 tiorminee Industry

e major operations in making
pparel are designing and pattern

making, cutting. and marking, sew-
ing, and pressing. Generally, high
grade and style-oriented apparel is
more carefully desigaettland in-
volves more handwork than
cheaper, more
For example,
goes into a
dress.oe a
wh
()viral
ma

n-dardized items.
uch hand detailing

fashionable cocktail
gh-priced_suil or .coat,

s such s-iindershirts and
usually are sewn entirely by

ne..To make the many .c1
ent kinds of garments, w

with various skills and
backgrounds are ne

Designing

ers
caponal

m Occupations. Typi-
cally, the manufacturing process
begins with the,.designer (D.O.T.
142 081), who creates new type
and styles of apparel. Inspiration for
a new design may come from ally of
a variety of experiences: traveling,

- 616
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costs for various factory operations
,such as cutting, sewing, and

pressing.
A arge manufacturer generally

has a head designer and several
assistants Many small firms, how-
ever. ap -not employ designers but
purchase ready.zmade designs or
patterns or copy higher priced
designs.

A designer .works with
one type of apparel, such as suits or
dresses, although some work with
several For a high-quality dress.
designers usually start by drawl
sketches and choosing fabrics. im,
and colon Using these' ske es as
guides. .designers their
assistants make an xperimental
dress. They cut teriars and pin.
sew. and adjusvfhe dress on a form
or a live model until It matches the
sketch

Sample makers (D.0 T
use this experimental dress as a
guide in cutting and sowing fics
to make a finished sample o the
dress. After management has ap-

'proved the sample.: Item maker
.(D.O.T. 781. constructs a
master patte Working closely

the eesigner, the paftein
maker anslates the sketch 0144M-
ple ress into paper or fiberboard

eces, each one representing.a part
of the garment. A 'pattern grader
(D.O.T. 781.381) measures the ;
pieces that makeup this master pat-
tern, and modifies them to fit vari-
ous sizes. Some large plants use
computers to reduce the time
needed tb draw up the patterns for
each size.

Styles for many items, such as
men's suits and-- jackets, do not
change significantly from year to
year; thus, some of the steps .

described above are not required. A
designer may alter the style of a
suit, for example, by simply making
minor changes on the master pat-
tern. Before making such changes,
however, the designer must be able
to sketch or mentally picture how
the total appearance of the suit will
be affected.

607
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Cutter guldfs mark knits thr-ough lay-
ers of cloth.

Cutting Room Occupations. Work-
ers in the cutting room prepare

. cloth for sewing There are five
basic operatjans in the cutting de-
partment. spreading. Marking.
cutting, assembling, and ticketing
Small shops may combine two or
more of these operations into a sin-
gle job

Hand spreaders (D 0.7 781 887)
lay out bolts of cloth into exact
lengths on the cutting table.
Machine spreaders ( D 0 T
781 884) are aided by machine's-1n
laying the cloth evenly across the
table

Markers (D.0 T 781 484) trace
the fiberboard pattern...pieces on
large sheets of paper. and may
make several carbons of these
tracings: In some cases they trace
the pattern pieces with chalk
directly on the cloth ,itself, rather
than on paper. To get the greatest
number of garments from a
minimum quantity of cloth, mark-
ers arrange pattern pieces so that
there is just enough distance
between them for the cutter to
work.

A cutter (DOT 781 884) cuts
out the various girrnent pieces from
Ilyers of Moth 1-Sometimes ther

layers are as high as. 9 inches. The
cutter follows the outline of the pat-
tern on the cloth with an electri-
cally pott;ered knife which slices
through all the layers at once. The
work-of a cutter and a marker
frequently is combined into a single
job.

The pieces of cloth that have
b;en curare prepared for the sew
mg room by another group of spe
ctalrzed workers. Assemblers, some-
times called bundkrs or fitters
(DOT 781,687), bring together
and bundle the pieces and accesso-
nes (linings. tapes, and tnmmingst
needed to make a Complete gar-

TIONAL 01.711.00K HANDBOOK

blind-klub machine operator, and
by the type of Work performed,
such as collar stitcher or sleeve
finisher

Most hand sewing is done one'.
better quality or highly styled
dresses, . suits, and coats Hand
sewers (D.O.T. 782.884 )-use needle
and thread to perform sanoas
operations ranging from simple
sewing to complex stachinio Many,
hand sewers specialize in a single
operation, sp.ch as lapel basting or
lining stitching.

Instead of befog sewn. pail-5-41dr
as collars and lapels may be -fused"
together by heat and pressure A

ment. They match color, size. and _fusing machine operator places the
fabric design and use chalk or
thread to mark .locations for
pockets, buttonholes, buttons, and
other trimmings. They identify each
bundle with a ticket, which is also
used to figure the earnings of work-
ers who are paid according to the
number of pieces they produce
The bundles are then routed to the
various secuons of the sewing
MOM.

Sewing Room Occupations About
one-half of all apparel workers are
handsewers and sewing machine
operators. Expensive garments and
finishing touches on moderate-
priced clothing may need much
hand sewing. Most sewing, how-
ever, is done with machines

Sewing machine operators
(D.O.T 787.782) use industrial
machines that are heavier and run
faster than' the ones found in the
home These workers generally spe-
craliie in a single operation such as
sewing shoulder seams, attaching
cuffs to sleeves, or hemming
blouses, Some make sections such
as pockets, collars, or, sleeves,
others assemble and join these
completed sections ,to the main
parts ofthe garpont

Sewing machine - operators
generally are classified by the type
of machine they use. such as single.
needle sewing machine operator or

.4 4*
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garment part on a loading platform
of a fusing press which is adjusted
to apply the precise amount of pres-

lure and temperature needed for a
permanent bond.

In a typical apparel plant, bun-
dles of cut garment pieces move

. through the sewing department,
where the, garments take forti as
they pass through a series of sewing
operations. Each operator performs
orie,o.r. two assigned tasi:s on each
piece in the bundle and then passes
the bundle to the ntxt operator.
Many plants employ material han-
dlers (Ei.O.T. 929.887) who move
garment bundles from one sewing
operation to another.

At various stages of the sewing
operations, inspectors, and checkers
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(D 0.T 789 6871 examine gar-
ments! They mark defects, such as
skrpped stitches Or bad seams.
which are repaired behre the gar-
ments are passed on to the next

swing operation Inspectors some
Nimes make minor repairs Trim -
me . hand (DOT 781887), often

ailed thread trimmers and
cleaners. remove loose threads.
basting stitches. and lint from gar-
ments This is called in process in-
spection

Tailoring (ccupation) Tailors
( D O T 785 261 and 381 i and
dress'makers iDOT 78.5 361) are
skilled workers who do difficult
kinds of hand and machine sewing
Most of them are employed in mak-
ing expensive clothing that needs
precise shaping and finishing
Although some tailors and dress-
makers make complete garments.
most specialize in a few operations
.such as collar setting, and lapel
padding

Bushelers ID 0 T '85 281) are
tailors who repair defects in
finished garments rejected by the
inspector They alter parts that
have not been sewn correctly, rear-
range padding in coats and suits.
and do other sewing necessar!, to ,

correct defects

Pressing Occupations The shape
and appearance of the finished gar-
ments depend. to a large extent. on
the prei-sing that is done during and
after sewing operations

Pressers (DOT 363 782.. 884.
and 885) use various types of
steam pressing machines. and may
work with manikins and body
forms, or use hand irons to flatten
seams and ti). shape parts and
finished garments There are p.to
basic types of pressersunderpres-
-sers and finish pressers Underpres-
sers specialize on particular gpr-
ment parts. such as collars. shoUl-
ders, seams, or pockets Their
ties vary from simple smoothing of
cloth and flattening of seams to
skillful shaping of garment parts

Appearance of the finished garniont d

Ffrhsh pressers generally -clo final
pressing and ironing at the end of
the sewing operations

-Fur Shop Occupations Because fur's
are expensive and difficult to work
with. making a fur gapn-ent requires
workers who hase-special skills not
found in plants that make other
types of apparel

The most skilled worker in a fur
garment plant is the fur hater
(DOT '783 781). who arso may be
the supervisor The cutter selects
and matches enough fur skins to
make a single garment. such as a'
coat or jacket, and arranges and
cuts the skins on pattern pieces so
that the choice sections of fur are
placed where they will show Fol-
lowing the sewing instructions given .

by the cutter, fur machine operators
(D O.T. 787 782) sew these pelts
together to make garment sections.
A fur nailer (D p T 783 884) wets
the sewn garment sections,
Stretches them by hand. and either
staples or nails them on a board so
that they will cover the pattern'
When the sections are dry. this

it
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*ponds largely on the pressor's skills.

worker removes the.staples ornails
and trims the fur exactly along the
outline of the 'pattern. The fur
machine operator then finishes 'sew-
mg the various sections to complete
the garment. Fur finishers (D.O.T.

'783 381) sew in the, lining, tape
edges. make pockets, and sew on
buttons and loops

. ,

Administrative, .Sales, and Main-
tenance Occupations. Most adminis-
trative positions in an apparel plant
are in the production department.
Production managers are responsi-
ble for estimating production costs,
scheduling the flow of work, hiring
and training workers, controlling
quality, and supervising the overall
production activities of the plant. In
some small apparel firms, the
production manager also is a

designer
Industrial engineers advise

management about the efficient use
of machines. materials, and work-
ers. (Further discussion of Indus-
trial engineers is included el-
sewhere in the Handbook I

Clerks. bookkeepers. stenog-
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A large proportion of apparel otdustry employees are sewing machine operators.

raphers. and tithr :iffiee workers
make up pa)roll,, prepare
kcel recurds. 44 attend Li -other
ptiperwurk In 4,07rit..largt...
many clerical fun. thin, :ire handled
with computers This require.%
keypunch operators. cvmputer pro-
grammer, and, opereturc. and
systems enal±ots Se les... orkers*._
fahrie buyers. Models. JecouRtants.
and sewing machine, meehanies and
technicians die; among other types
of workers in the apparel industry
b'iscussions of many of these jobs
can be found elsewhere in jhe
Handbook

Tcaining, Other Otrati4ations,
and - Advancement

prkxtuLtion (plant) worker,
in the apparel industry pick up their
skills un the job by helping and oh
serving experienced workers.

oa,t_ Otfr-LOOK HANDBOOK

eyesight and manual dexterity.

I

Training tune ranges from a..fev.
weeks to severe) years. dependin
un the type of occupation. th
worker's eptitude.. end the em
pluyer s training prugrems.. A refe
tiely number of employee
ere Muni in formal appienticeship
progrems tor. highly skilled occupd
nuns. such pattern meKet. cutter
end Jailor' Apprenticeships fRclude
btith elessroom and on-the-j
trafrung. Some private end public
schools in apparel manufacturing
centers offer courses in pattern

'rneking, cutting. end tailoring, as
well as machine and hand sewing
Students who complete these cour-

,,ses, however, usually need eddi-
tionel on-the-job trading

Many production, occupations
are well suited for the hendicepped
beeeuse the work is dune while the
worker' seated In many cases, lit-
tle physical effort is required Good

g
e.

6

however, are vital
Entry into beginning hand or

machine-sewing jobs is relatively
easy, since there are few restric-
tions reggrding education and
physical condition Nev. worker's
start by sewing -straight seams,
undei$ the supervision of a skilled
worker or supervisor. 'ancPprovess
to more complicated sewingas they
gain experience. Many large com-
panies ave special on-the-jo1:s
train; programs for sewing

me operators The operator.ts
taught how to perform each opera-
tion with minimal finger. arm. and
bOy movement The ability to do
ro'titine work rapidly is essential,
since nearly all sewers are paid by

the number of pteces,they produce.
Some sewers advance to other jobs
in the plant, stich as tailor or dress-
maker, others become supervisors.
Most sewers, however, stay on the
same general operation throughout
their working lives and can look
forward only to moving from simple
sewing tasks to moreComplicated
ones that pay higher piece rates

New workers usually enter the
cutting room by taking jobs as as-
semb.lets (bundlers or fitters). "Pa-
tience and the ability to match
colors are necessary for these jobs.

'An assembler may betpr5moted to
spreader; and after a few year -td
marker or cutter.

Pattern graders usually are
selected from employees working in
the cutting room or in 'other plant
jobs Training in drafting isshelpful
since much of the work-requires the
use of 'drafting tools and
techniques

Most pattern makers ick up the
skills of tie, trade by working for
several years as helpers to ex-
perienced pattern makers Cutters
and pattern graders are occa-
sionally promoted to pattern mak-
ing Pattern makers must be able to
visualize from a sketch or model the
size, shape, and number of pattern
pieces required for d particular gar-
ment They elso must have a
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. e..knowledge Of fabrics, body propor- parel, are required to qualify-as
- dons, and garment construction. production manager.

For beginning tailor and dress-
making jobs. many employers
prefer to hire vocational school Employment Outlook
graduates who have had courses in
these subjects. With a few years of
additional apprenticeship or info!:
mal on-the-job training, graduates
can qualify as skilled workers.
Some of these worXers eventually
become designers for supervisors
They can also transfer to jobs out-
side the -apparel manufacturing in-
dustry as. fitters and alteration
tailors in clothing stores and
drycleaning shops,

Pressers usually begin as une
der-pressers. working on simple
seams and garment parts. Un-
derpressing 'can be learned in a
short time, and the worker can
progress tb theiroi re difficult job of
finish; presser. These workers also
can transfer to pressing jobs iii
drycleaning shops.,

Many apparel firms; prefer to
recruit designers from colleges that
offer specialized training in -this
field. Graduates usually start as
assistant designers or ..sample

_makers' Some designers, however,
. have come up through the ranks by

advancing from, cutting, pattern
making, or tailoring jobs.

Designers need a thorough
knowledge of fabncs, a keen sense
of color, anti the ability to translate
design ideas into a finished gar-

. ment. They should also acquaint
themselves with garment ma)cmg
-techniques by working bnefly in
various lint jobs, such as sample
niakin tting, and machine sew-
ing. Designers should know how to
sketch. ,

A production manager usually
begins as a management trainee,
ar}d an industrial engineer as a jun-
ior .engineer. A college education
increasingly is being 'required for
these jot& For those without a col-
lege background, many years of on-
the-job traiining in all production
proce.sses. anging from selection of
fabrics to shipment of finished ap-

Apparel industry employment is
expected to grow more slowly than
the average for all industries
through the mid-1980's. Most job
openings will arise from the need to
replace experienced workers who
retire, die, or transfer to other fields
of work. The number of openings
may fluctuate greatly froth year to
year, as the demand for apparel is
highly sensitive to' changes in the
economy.

Demand for apparel is expected
to increase over the long run as
poptlfation and-Incomes continue to

grow. The industry's greater
emphasis onstyling also may stimu-
late demand. Employment in the in-
dustry, however, is not expected to
keep pace with the prochaction of
apparel, .because new mechanized
equipment and improved methods
of production and distribution are
expected .to result in greater output-
per worker. Examples of laborlay-
ing equipment include sewing
machines that can position needles-
and trim threads automatically;
devices that automatically position
fabric pieces under the needle and
remove and stack completed
pieces; and computer - controlled
pattern making, grading, and
cutting Computers alsb are im-
proving managerial control over
sales, inventories, shipping, and

production. ,*
Despite technological *advances

in equipment, apparel .manufactur-
ipg operations wit continue to
require much manual labor. Most
employment opportunities. will be
for sewing machine operators, as
this occupational group coyistittites
approxithately 50 percentof total
industry employment.: Job openings
also will ariseifor pressers and de-
signing and cutting room workers.

Opportunities are expected to be
ParticIdarly favorable for prodiict-
tibn managers and engineers with
college degtees in apparel manage-
ment, engineering 'technology for
apparel, and industrial engineering,
as well as for salevorkers, fabric
buyers:" and sewing machine
mechanics. People who plan to
become designers, on :the other
hand, will face keen competition,
because the number of pepple try-
ing to get into this field exceeds the
member of available.jobs.
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Earnings and Working
Conditions

Ear-dugs in the apparel industry
are relatively low. In 1974, produc-
tion workers in apparel averaged
52.99 an hour, compared with
S4.40 an hour for those in all manu-.
facturing industries. Production
workers in the apparel industry also
worked fewer-hours pe'r week than

'those in manufacturing as a whole.
Average hourly earnings of

production workers varied among
Table 1. Average ileum/ eirnings of production workers In thejrnen's and boys'
suits and coats industry, selected occupations and areas,1973

Men's and boys' suits and coats
Estimated average hourly earnings

New York &
Nassau-Silffolk Baltimore Chicago

All production workers. 53.79 S3.32 S3.88

Cutters and markers.'. . . . ,,,,,, 5.02 4.42 4.92
Finishers. hand. coat fabrication. . 3.21 3.20 3.64
Sewing machine-operators. coat fabrication. 3.84 3.21 3.87
Sewers. hand. trouser fabncauon , . 3.75 3.05 3.65
Sewing machine operators, trouser

fabrication 4.10 3.09 .1.50

62
.
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different kinds of apparel plants,
ranging from S2 58 in plants that

r.1 made men's and boys' *oik
c.lothing to S3 66 in those that made
mien's and boys' suits and coats.
Earnings of apparel workers also
v ailed by occupation and geo-
graphical .area' Table I gives esti-
mated. average hourly earnings in
1973, for selected occupations and
areas In one segment of the indus
try

Because most production work-
ers in the apparekindustry are paid
by the number of pieces they
produce, their total yearnings de-
pend upon speed as well as skill.

Many apparel workers are union
members, particularly those who
work in metropolitan areas. The
-major unions in this industry are thl
International Ladies' Garmint
Workers' Union,' the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America. and
the United Garment Workers of 0
America. Some of these unions.
sponsor health care and child day
care centers, cooperative housing,
and vacation resorts for the, benefit
of their members.

Workers may be laid off for
several weeks during slack seasons,
particularly., in plants that make
seasonal garments, such as women's
coats and suits. Employment is
usually more stable in plants that
produce standardized garments,
such as pajamas and men's shirts,
which are w9lon all year In many

V
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prenticeshrp Cottncil of the State
Labor Department or the local of-
fices of State employment- service.
Some local employment service of-
fice!: administer tests to determine
aptitudes that are important for
many apparel industry jobs.

For general inforniation on jobs
in the industry and information on
schools which offer degrees in ap-
parel management, engineering
technology for apparel, design, and
related professibnal and vocational
fields, write to:

plants, the available work during
slack period is divided so that all
workers can die assured of at least
some earriinv..

While cniuly plants are housed in
old buildings:others are located in

rnmode buildings that have ample
work space, good lighting, and au
conditioning..

Because most employees sit when
they sew, the,work ts not physically
strenuous, but the pace is rapid 'and
many r;Kks- are monotonous. A
sewer may occasionally pierce a
finger with a needle, but serious ac-
cidents are rare

Working conditions in cutting
and designing rooms are pleasant.
These looms often are in a separate
area of the plant, away from the
hustle and buitle of the sewing and
pressing pperations. Designing, pat-
tern making,:;and cutting jobs are
more interesting and less
monotonous than most othet ap-
parel jobs.

Sources orAdditIonal
information

Information
that

vocational and
high schools ,that offer training in
designing, tailoring, and sewing
may be obtained from the Division
of Vocational Education of the De-
partment of .Education in each
State capital..

Information on apprenticeships
may be obtained from the Ap-
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Amencan Apparel Manufacturers Assocta-
non. 1611 N Kent St.. Arlington. Va.
22209

Amalgamated Clothing workers of America.
15 Union Square. New York, N Y
10003

Clothing Manufacturers Association Of
U S.A., .135. W. 50th St., New York.
N J0020

Fur irdorination and Fashion Council. 101
%0311th St., New Ydric, N.Y. t0001.

International Ladies' Garment Workers'
' Union, 1710 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. 10019.

National Dress Manufacturers' Association,
Inc., 570 Seventh Ave., New York. N.Y.
10018.

19tional Outerwear and Sportswear As-
sociatZnI 1 Pennsylvania Plaza.
New VOA:, N Y 10001

New York Coat and Sun Association, 225
W 34th St New York.-N--Y 10001

United Garment Workers of America. 31
Union Square, New York, N Y 10013



OCCUPATIONS IN THE ATOMIC ENERGY FIELD'

, Atomic energy is a source of heat
and radiation that can be used for
peaceful as well as military pur-
poses Although peaceful applica-
tions have been expanding rapidly

: in recent years. they are still m the
early stages of development, and
continuing research and develop-
ment programs will be needed dur-
ing the next several decades to find
new and more efficient ways' O1
utilizing this energy .

In 1974. nearly 250,000 people
worked in atomic energy activities.
Large riusibers did research and
development .work Others worked
in industries that manufacture
nuclear weapons and other "defense

imaterials. nuclear- reactors: and
nuclear fuels. Most atomic energy
workers are scientists, engineers,
technicians, and craft workers.

Applications of Atomic Energy

One significant use of atomic
energy is ,the production of com-
mercial electricity by nuclear reac-
tors Steam produced by reactors
now generates electricity for many
communities. These reactors have
become competitive with systems
that use fossil fuels (such as coal
and oil). At the end of 1994, there
were 55 nuclear reactors in com-
mercial operation. About 175

_plants are now either in tile
plannin stage or being con-
str ed. Dual-purpose nuclear
power desalting plants, which
would at the same time provide
both a new source of fresh water

electric power, are being stud-
ied.--

Nuclear reactors also power sub-
marines and surface vessels. By

eliminating refueling, nuclear
propulsion extends the range and
mobility of our nasal forces.

Although existing reactors al-
ready generate huge quantities of
power from a small amount of
uranium, more efficient reactors
may be operational by the mid-
1980's. The Liquid Metal Fast
Breeder Reactor, which may be
commercially operable by the
1990's, actually produces more
potential fuel than it consumes.

Further in the 'future, control fu-
sion reactors irfay provide an e\ven
more efficient method of produci
elect, 6ity.

TA U.S. Energy Research and`
development Administration has
continued the research begun by \
the Atomic Energy Commission's
"Project Plowshare," a program to
develop peaceful uses'for nuclear
explosives. The program has pot
teal applications in areas su as
gas, oil, p.nd mineral recov , and
the excavation of harbo , canals,
and mountain passes.

Another t application
of atomic energy /is in the use of
radioisotopes. The radioisotopes
emit radiation that special instru-
ments, such "as thickness gauges,
tan detect, and are valuable
research tools in environmental stu-
dies. agricul!yre, ndicine, and in-
dustry.

Technicians complete assembly of experimental unit used In atomic energy
research. ,

624
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How Atomic Energy Is
Produced .

Although there are several
processes for producing atomic or
nuclear energy, the most common
method used today is the fission
process. It involves splitting urani-
um or plutonium nuclei by neutron
bombardment. When neutrons
emitted from this fission process
bombard other nuclei, further fis-
sion takes place and, tinder proper
conditions, results in a "chain"
reaction. This reaction releases
energy which is converted into
power. The detonatio /of an atomic
bomb is an applicati of the explo-
sive release of go_ c energy How-
ever, for commercial uses, this

,energy is controlled.
Controlled fissiciii is the essential

feature of a nuclear reactor. The
reactor is like a furnace, and needs
fuel to operate.. The principal
source material for reactor fuel is
uranium 235. Uranium in its natural
state contains less than I pexcent of
readily fissionable material, U-235.
Although natural uranium is some-
times used as reactor fuel, a more
concentrated and enriched fuel is.
produced and used by increasing
the 'proportion of U -235 isotopes
through . a process called gaseous

..-

e
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diffusion. The rate of fission and
energy produced in a nuclear reac-
tor usually is controlled by inserting
special neutron-absorbing rods into
the fuel chain or "core."

When atom' energy is used com-
mercially f power, the heat
generated ust be converted to
electricity y conventional equip-
ment. The, major difference
between nuclear and conventional
thermal electric power stations is
that the steam to drive turbines
comes from a nuclear reactor
rather than from conventional
power sources (See accompanying
chart.)

Because ofthe potential hazards
off nuclear radiation; special radia-
tion-resistant materials are used in
reactors and precautions are taken
to protect personnel.

Nature of the Atomic Energy
Field

Many kinds-of 'research and in-
dustrial activities are required for
the production and use of nuclear
energy. These piocesses include the
mining, milling, and refining of
uranium -bearing ores, the produc-
tion of nuclear fuels; the manufac-
ture of nuclear reactors, reactor
,components, and nuclear instru-
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meats, The production of special
materials for use in ,reactors; the
design, engineering, and construc-
tion of nuclear facilities; the.opera-
tion and maintenance of nuclear
reactors; the 'disposal of
radioisotopes; the production of
nuclear weapons; and research .and
development .Work.

These a&ivitiei take place in
plants, laboratories, and other
facilities. Some work, such as min-
ing and milling, manufacturing beat
transfer equipment, and cbmtrutt-
ing facilities, differs little from
similar work in other fields. Other
activities, however, such as produc-
ing fuels needed to run reactors, are
unique to the atomic energy field.

The Federal Government sup-
ports over half of the, basic atomic
energy activities, though ,private
support has been increasing he
U.S. Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration , (ERDA)
directs the Federal Government's
atomic energy research program,
and the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) controls the use of
nuclear mate=rials by private or-
ganizations. The operation of
ERDA-owned facilities, including
laboratpries, uraniurm proceising
plants, nuclear reactors, and
weapons manufacturing plants, is
contracted to private brganizations.
Abbut half of all workers in the
atomic energy field are employed in
government-owned facilities
Privately owned facilities do all
types of atomic energy work except
for the development and produc-
tion of military weapons and certain
nuclear fuel-processing operations
A large amount of research and
development work is carried out in
ERDA-owned laboratones, univer-
sity and college laboratories, non-
profit institutions, and industnal or-
ganizations under ERDA contracts

Occupations in the Atomic
Energy Field

Engineers, scientists, technicians,
anr craft workers account for a
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higher proportion of total employ-
ment in this field than in most
others. mainly because much of the
work is still in the research and
development phase Office person-
nel in 4dmintstrati%e and clerical

, jobs represent another large group
Most of the remainder are
semiskilled and unskilled workers
involved in production operations.
plant protection. and services

Although many engineers work-
mg in the atomic. energy field are
trained in nuclear technology. en-
gine-ers trained in other fields also
are employed Mechanical e

gineers are the largest single up.
but many electrical and e eLtronic.
chemical. Lis il. and metallurgical

- engineers also are needed Many of
these enttreers do research and
development work. others design
nuclear reactors. nuclear instru-
ments. and other equipment

Research laboratories and other
organizations that do atomic energy
work employ scierlfists in basic and
applied nuclear reseal-di Most are
physicists and chemists. but mathe-
maticians. biological scientists. and
metallurgists also do atomic energy
research

Large numbers of engineering
and science technicians, drafters.
and radiation monitors assist' en-
gineers and scientists in research
and development and in designing
and testing equipment and materi-
als

,. Many highly skilled workers
build equipment for experimental
and pilot work and maintain the
complex equipment and machinery.
Maintenance mechanics and all -
round machinists work in most
atomic energy activities, as do elec-
tricians, plumbers, pipefihers, and
other craft workers and chemical
process operators.

Activities in the Atomic Energy
Field

The following briefly describes
some major atomic energy activities
and their workers

ir

.1-

'-I
Chemists operate' "light splitting" dock*

particles.

Uranium Exploration and Mining
The 6,500 people employed in
uranium exploration and mining in
1974 had jobs similar to 'those in
mining of other metallic res. They
mainly work RI t Colorado
Plateau area of theFar West, in the
States of New Mexico, Wyoming,
Utah, Colorado, and Arizona A
relatively small number of mines
account for the bulk of production
and employment. Most workers jn
uranium mines are in production
jobs such as miners and drillers in
underground mines, and truckdriv-
ers. bulldozer ,operators, and
machine loaders at open pit mines.,
About I out of 8, employ ees in
uranium exploration and mining is
in a professional job. such as mining
engineer or. geologist.

Uranium Ore Milling In uranium
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mills. metallurgical and chemical
processes are used to extract urani-
um from mined ore. Uranium mills,
located primarily in the Colorado
Plateau, employed about 1 :400

workers in 1974."
These mills employ skilled

machinery repairers, millwrights,
pipefitters, carpenters, electricians,
and chemical process, opergtors,.A
Small proportion of those working
in milling operations are scientists
and engineers.

Uranium Refining and Enriching.
Milled uranium is chemically
processed to remove impurities and
converted to metal or intermediate
chemical products foe reactor fuel
preparation. Conventional chemi-
cal and metallurgical processes are
used, but they must meet more ex-
acting standards than in most other
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Industries The output ,of refining
plants may be further processed to
obtain enriched uranium

Activity in this scgment of the
atomic energy field Is (entered in
9hio, Tennessee. Kentucky. and II

Jynois In 19'4 uranium refining and
nriching plants employed' about

7,900 workers
Maintenance craft workers, par-

titularly in the highly automated
uranium enriching. plasm, con-
stitute a large propOrtion of skilled
workers 'Large numbers of chemi
cal process operators also are em
ployed More than a third of the en-
gineers and scientists are chemical
engineers alid chemists.

Reactor , Manufacturing. About
2",100 people were employed in
the design and manufacturing of
nuclear reactors and reactor parts
in 19"4 Reictor manufacturers.du
extensive development work on
reactors and auxiliary equipment,
design reactors, and generally build
most of the intricate 'components,
such as fuel elements, control rods,
and reactor cdies

'About one-third of the em-
ployees in firms that -design and
manufacture reactors are scientists.
engineers, and technicians En-
gineers alone represent more than
one-quarter of the employment
Most are mechanical engineers and
reactor engineers who specialize in
reactor technology Assisting these
engineers and scientists are many
drafters and engineering techni-
cians

Skilled workers, Mostly all-round
machinists, are employed by reac-
tor manufacturers, in experimental,
production, and maintenance work.
Other craft workers such as sheet-
metal workers, instrument makers,
machinery repairers. instrument
repairers, and electricians also are
employed Reactor manufacturers
employ nuclear reactor operators
to operate experimental and test
reactors.

Reactor Operation and Main-
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'tenance About 7,706 worketrs
operated atid maintained nuclear
reactors in 1974 Nuclear power
stations employ reactor sip(rators,
mechanical, electrical and elec-
tronic engineers, instrument . and
electronic technicians, radiation
monitors, and other plant operators
and attendants. Machinery and in-
strulnent repairers. electricians,
and pipefitters maintain and repair
the reactor.

Research and Deelopment. Facili-
ties A number of.research and
development laboratories are
operated for ERDA by universities
and industrial concerns: .These
facilities are major centers for basic
and applied nuclear research in en-
gineering, physical and life
sciences, and in the development of
nuclear reactors and other nuclear
equipment. More than half of the
33,000 employed 4in ERDA
research and development facilities
are engineers, scientists, and sup-
porting technicians, including
radiation monitors.

,Administrative and clerical work-
ers account for a large proportion
of employment. Skilled workers in-
clude large numbers of machinists,
electricians, machinery repairers,
and millwrights, and many, tool and

"diemakers, instrument makers, and
pipefitters Nuclear reactor opera-
tors operate research and test reac-
tors and many service worker's are
employed in plant protection and
security operations.

Althougb\most ,nuclear energy
research is in ERDA research and
development facilities, additional
research is done in privately owned
laboratories of educational institu-
tiontother nonprofit institutions,
and industrial 'concerns. In 1974,
about 4,000 persons worked in such
facilities, nearly 3 out of 4 in scien-
tific, engineering, and technical
jobs.

Production of Nuclear Wedpons and
Other Defehse Materials. Establish-
ments that produce nuclear
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Wtapons and- weapon components,
plutonium, and other defense
materials employed about 31,000
people~ in 197,4. Most skilled work-
ers are machinery repairers and
milF.vrights, chemical process
operators, machinists, electricians,
instrument, repairers, pipefitters,
tool and, diemakers, and instrument
makers.

Among the large number of
scientists and engineers employed
at these facilities Ire physicists,
chemists. and .mechanical, electri-
cal, and electronic enguieers. Many
engineenng and physical science
technicians, drafters, and rachapon
monitors assist scientists and en-
gineers:.

MM.

/
Construction of Nuclear Facilities.
In. 1974, about 43,000 persons
worked on the construction of
nuclear facilitiesalmost all were
craft workers. Over 11,000 of these ,
were Ripe- and steamfitters, 5,300
were ele9ricians, and 7,300 were

rers. Several thousand carpen-
ters, ironworkers, operating en-
glheers. and boilermakers also'were
required in nuclear construction.

Other Atomic Energy Activates.
Over 2,400 workers prodUce -Spe-
cial materials such as beryllium, zir-
conium, and hafnium for use in
reactors. About 8,000 workers are
in companies that make reactor
control. instrum,ents,, radiation de-
tection and monitoring devices, and
other instruments. Production of
these instruments is similar to other
mgtrument manufacturing. Large
numbers of engineers and techni-
cians are employed .in these indus-
tries. .

Roughly 800 people were em-
ployed by manufacturers of particle
accelerators and their specialized
components., Particle accelerators
enable scientists to study the struc-
ture -and properties of elementary
particles in the nucleus of an atom.

Other workers process and
package radioisotopes, produce
radiography units and radiation
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gauges and package and dispose, of
radioactive wilte

Government Employment In 1974,
the Atomic Energy Commission
employed nearly 8.000 workers
(about 2,000 were scientists or en-
gineers) In January'1975. however.
the AEC was disbanded About
6.000 workers began working in the
net Energ,y Research and De% clop-
ment Administration. while about
2-000 joined the newh formed
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Since ERDA and \RC are primal-

- ly administratise . and regulatory
agencies. nearly 9 out of 10 em-

. ploy ees are _in administrative,
professional. or clerical jobs
Several thousand employ ec_s are en-
gaged in atomic energy work in
other Federal agencies and in regu-
latory activities and radiological
health programs of State and local
governments

Pique Atomic Etter),,v Occ :gums
Most of the occupations dii%cti,,sed
in,the preceding sections are similar
to those found in other industrial
acthities, even though they may
have job title, unique to the atonuc

reragy field ( such as nuclear,in-
ewer, radiation chemist, and

4%-
11014.,*tVa ..5caa.
6,0 1alsep-
IF.

nuclear reactor operator) and
require sotne specialized know ledge
of atomic energy. (A detailed dis-
cussion of the duties_ training. and
employment outlook for most of
these occupations appear,
elsewhere to the Handbook.)

The health physics .occupations.
which are unique to the atomic
energy field, and some other occu-
pations.that require training in-the
field or in the handling and.use of

*.radioactive materials or radiation
producing equipment. ai-e discussed
briefly in the following sections

Health pltsu.Las ( sometimes
called radiation or radiological
phy sicists or chemists ) detect la
tion and apply safety- standards to
Control expsure to it In 1974
nearly 800 health physicists were
employed in radiatioif protection
.work. research. or teaching

Health physicists are responsible
for planning and organizing
radiological health programs at
atomic' energy fifilities. They

7

establish inspection standards and;
determine procedures for protect-

! hazards. Some super-
vise

trig ployees and eliminating
`radiot
vise the 'inspection of work areas
with potentra) radiation hazards and
prepare instructions covering safe

A-944/040,.

C

Health physics technician counting routine smear surveykobtalned frog plantsite.
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work procedures

= Health physicists also. plan and
superVise training programs dealing
with radiation hazards and advise
others 9n methods of dealing with
them. In some cases. they Work on

.research projects dealing with the
effects of human exposure to radia-

tion and may develop procedures
for using radioactive materials..

Rachanon montturs (alsb called
health-phyisics technicians) gener-
ally work under the supervision of
health physicists. Almost 2.000
radiation monitors were employed
in t omic energy field in 1974.

he use special instruments to
monitor work areas and equipment
to detect radioactive contamination.
Soil. water. and air samples are
taken frequently to determine radia-
tion levels Monitors also may col-
lect and analyze radiation detectors.
such as film badges and pocket de-
tection chambers. worn by workers.
They calculate the amount of time
that persbnnel may work in con-
taminated areas. considering
maximtirr radiation exposure limits
and the radiation level. Monitors
also give instructions in 'radiation
safety procedures a'nd prescribe
special clothing 'requirements and
other safety precautions for workers
entering radiation Zones.

Nuclear reactor operator's perform
'work in nuclear power stations
similar to that of boiler operators in
conventional ones, however, the
controls they, operate are different
They also help to load and unload
reactor cores. Those who work with
research and test reactors check
reactor control panels and adjust
controls to maintain specified
operating conditions within' the
reactor. About 1,700 :people
worked as nuclear reactor opera-
tors in 1974.

Accelerator operators set up,
maintain, and coordinate the opei'a-
tion of particle accelerators. Th.eY
adjust machine, controls t-a- c-

4,'Icelerate e14trically charged purti-
des, based on Instructions fror the

ri
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scientist in charge of the experi-
ment, and set up target materials
that are to be bombarded by the
particles.

, Radiographers take radiographs
to check the quality of metal

= castings, welds, and other object.
by adjusting the controls of 'an X-
ray machine, or by exposing the ob-
ject to be radiographed to a source'
of radioactivity They select the
proper type of radiation source and
film and use standard mathematical
fdrmulas to determine exposure

/ distance and time
Hot-cell technicians operate

remote-controlled equipment to
test radioactive materials that are
placed in hot cells rooms enclosed
with radiation shielding materials
such as lead and concrete By con-
milling "slave manipulators"
(mechanical devices that act as a
pair of arms and hands) from out-
side the cell and observing their ac-
tions through the cell window. they
perfEirm standard chemical and
metallurgical operations with
radioactive materials Hot-cell
teAnicians also enterthe cell weat-
mg protective clothing to set up ex-
periments or to decontaminate the
cell and equipment Decontarnina-
tioeworkers use rachation-detec-

Hot cell,technIcian handles highly radio-
Active rrtaterlai with a remote control
manipulator.

s' .
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non_ instruments to locate equip-
' ment, plant areas, and materials

that have been exposed to radia-
tion. They decontaminate these
with special equipment, detergents,
and chemicals and verify the .effec-
tiveness of the process. iaste-tceat-
ment ,operators operate heat
exchange units, pumps, compres-
sors, .and, other equipment to
decontaminate and dispose of
radioactive waste liquids. Waste-
disposal xorlers seal contaminated
wastes in concrete containers and
transport the containers to a burial
ground

Radunsutope-production operators
use remote control manipulators
and other equipment' to prepare
radioisotopes for shipping and per-
form chemical analyses to ensure
that radioisotopes conform(' to
specifications.

Training and Other
Qualifications.

The specialized knowledge of
nuclear energy essential for most
scientific and engineering positions
can be obtained at a college or
university or.throughon-the-job ex-
ppence.

Colleges and universities have ex-
panded their facilities and curricu-
lums to provide, training in nuclear
energy. Most people planning to
work in the atomic energy field-as
scientists and engineers choose to
major in a specific nuclear
discipline, although a degree in a
trachtidnal e,ngineering or science
curriculum is generally sufficient to
begin wog in the field. Some col-
leges and qmversities award gradu-
ate degreeg in nuclear engineering
or nuclear science. Others offer
graduate training in these fields, but
award degrees only in the `tradi-
tional engineering or scientific
fields.

flit Health physicists should have at
least a bachelor's degree in physics,
chemistry, or engineering, and a
year or more of graduate work in
health physics. A Ph. D: degree
often, is required for teaching and
research.

Skill requirements for craft work-
ers_ in the atomic energy field are
higher than in most industries
because of the precisi6n required to
insure efficient operation and main-
tenance of complex equipment and
machinery. For example, pipefitters
may -have to fit pipe to tolerances of
less than one, ten-thousandth of an
inch and work with pipe made from
rare and costly metals. Welding also
must meet higher reliability stand-
ards. than in most fields. These
craft workers generally obtain the
required additional specialized
skills through apprenticeship train-
ing programs of employers and
unions.

High school graduates who hay
taken science courses can qua!' y
for on-the-job trainin s radiation
workers, accelera operators,
radiographers, htt-cell technicians,
decontamination, workers. radioiso-
tor:4-Production operators, and ra-

Training and education require-
ments and advancement opportuni-

lies,for most workers in the atomic
energy field are generally similar to
those doing" comparable jobs in
/-
other% industries These are
Idi
h

cussed elsewhere in the Hand-
ok under the specific occupa-

(ions. However, .additional special-
ized training is required for many
workers because the field requires
exacting work standards in both its.
research and pioduction activities,
and because it has unique health
and safety problems -

Many engineers and scientists in
the atorpic endp field have ad-
vanced training, particular!) those

Virg research, development, and
design work About one-fourth of
the `scientists anti engineers em-
ployed in research and develop-
ment by major ERDA contractors
have a Ph. D. degree. While the
proportion of,engineecs witb Ph D.
degrees is smaller than that of
scientists, graduate training is
preferred for an increasing number
of both scientific and engineering
jobs.

#
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dioactive waste disposal drorkers.
Nuclear power reactor operators

need a basic understanding of reac-
tor theory and a working
knowledge of reactor controls
Mo,st operator trainees are high
school graduates Trainees are
often selected from conventional
power' plant personnel with ex-
perience operating boilers, tur-
bines, or electrical machinery.
Workers operating nuclear reactor
controls must be licensed, by the
NRC To qualify for a license, the
trainee must pass an operating and
written test given by the NRC.
along with a medical examination
The preparation for NRC licensing
generally lasts at least 1 yeir
Licenses must be renewed every 2
years however, due to rapid
technological change_ Con-
sequently, continual retraining is
necessary Additional preparation
beyond the operator's license is
needed for a senior operator's
license, which authorizes the holder
to supervise a nuclear control
MOM.

All employees who work, in the
vicinity: or radiation hazards are
given on-the-job training in the na-
ture of radiation and the
procedures to follow in ,ease of its
accidental release.

Individuals who handle classified
data (restricted for. reasons of na-
tional security) or who work on
classified 'projects in the atomic
energy field must pass a security
clearance.

The Energy Research, and
Development Administration, at its
contractor-operated facilities, sup-
pocti on-the-job and specialized
training programs to help prepare
scientists, engine r-s, technicians,
and other w ers.for the atomic
energy fie

dd. 'onal educational and trai -

opportunities are offered, in
ooperative programs arranged by

ERDA laboratories tvith colleges
and universities. Temporary em-
ployment at these lab6ratories is
available to faculty 'Members and

students. Many undergraduate and
graduate engineering students work
at laboratories and other ERDA
facilitieS on a rotation IS, and
many graduate studen do their
thesis work at ERDA laboratories.

Govemmerit contractors often
provide employees with training at
their own plants or at near.by col-
leges and universities.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the atomic ener-
gy field is expected to grow much
faster than the verage foball inbus-
tnes through the mid-1980's. Ex-
pansion of nuclear generating
capacity and continued increases in
research and d'ev elopment expendi-,
tures will account for most of the

'growth in the field. Besides the job
openings created by employment
growth, many openings will occur
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as workers refire, die, or transfer to
other occupations or industnes.

The number of nuclear power
plants is expected to be several
Mmes greater in 1985 than it was in
1974. This anticipated growth will
require large increases in the
number of workers in the design,
construction, operation, and main-
tenance of these plants. In design,
many more engineers and drafters
will be, required. Construction
needs will call for large numbers of
pipe- and steamfitters, electricians,
carpenters, ironworkers, boiler-
makers, other craft workers and
laborers. Many more reactor opera-
tors ,and maintenance personnel
will be needed to bring theseplants
into operation and keep Ahem
running efficiently.

Expansion also will require sub-
stantial increases in the sectors in-
volved in mining and milling warn-

Workers load cyllndors,of smithy! Oranlurtfor shipment,

s?"

-.6 3'0
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urn ore. processing reactor fuel, and
producing special materials for
reactors As planning of nuclear
plants accelerates and more rear
tors become operable. more regula-
tory workers will be needed to en-

. sure the quality rand safety of these
plants However. public Concern
about environmental effects of.
nuclear power plants may cause
delays in construction projects.,,
resulting in a Ilower rate growth'
than initially aniicipareaVer

Employment associated with
research and development also is
expected to increase, though nut
nearly. as fast as in the areas directly
affected by nuclear construction
kn increasing number of scientists,
engineers. and technicia will
study methods to improve he effi.
ciency of the nuclear ge ration of.
electricity, peaceful uses for
nuclear explosives. an the possible
bio-medical applications of nuclear
science. ,

Earnings and AVorittg. Conditions Ni

Hourly earnings of blue-collar
workers employed by contractors at
ERDA laboratories and other in-
stallations averaged 55 04 in 1-974,

N.
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compared with 54 40 for those in
all manufacturing industnes.

Professional workers, mostly'
scientists and engineers, employed
at ERDA. installations averaged
518.700 a year in 1974, and other
white collar -workers (largely clen-
cal and other office personnel)
averaged about 59,100 a year.
(Earnings 'data for many of the oca
cupations found in the atomic ener-
gy field are included in the state-
ments on these occupations else
where in the 'Handbook

W ing conditions in ura4m
mini nd milling. instrument and
auxil equipment manufacturing.
and construction of facilities are
generally similar to those in other
inclustnes, except for radiation
safety precautions All uranium
mines are equipped with mechani-
cal ventilation systems that reduce
the concentration of radioactive
radon gas a substance that can
cause lung injury if inhaled over a
number of year. Efforti to
eliminate. this hazard are continu-
ing. Manufacturing facilities, power
plants. bnd research laboratories
are generally well-lighted and well-
ventilated. Only a small proportion
of employees in the atomic energy
field actually work in areas where

2

direct radiation dangers exist. Even
in these areas, shielding, automatic
alarm systems, and other devices
and clothing-give ample protecuon
to the workers.

Extensive safeguards and operat-
ing practices protect_the health and
safety of. workers, and ERDA and
its contractors have maini.ained an
excellent safety record. The NRC
regulates the possession and use of
radioactive matenats. and inspects
nuclear facilities to insure com-
pliance with health and safety
requirements.zConstant efforts -are
being made qprovisie better safety
standards and regulations,

Most hourly. paid plantworkers
belong to unions that represent,
theirparticular craft or industry.

Sources of Additional
Information

Iriformition about research pro-
grams in the.atomic energy field is
available from;

S Energy Research and Development Ad
mintstration. Washington. D C 205.45.

For information about licensing
and safety requirements, contact.
L S Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Washington. D.0 20555

of/
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE BAKING INDUSTRY

The baking industryone of the
Nation's largest food-processing
employersprovides steady. year-
round employment for thousands of
workers throughout the country
Jobs exist to suit a wide variety of
Interests. skills. and talents Bakery
workers make;Wrap. pack. sell and
deliver products ,Mtchanics main-
tain and repair plaN machinery and
service 'delivery trucks Managers
and Sales specialists direct opera-

,..tions and clencal workers perform
regular office duties.

Nature and Location of the
Industry

About 250,000 persons worked
in the Nation's 3,600 industrial
bakeriesin 1974. More than 4 out
of 5 worked in bakeries that
produced perishable goods such as
bread, rolls, pies, cakes, and
doughnuts: The-remainder worked
in thOse that niade "dry" goods
such as cookies, crackers, and
pretzels.

Although there are many small
bakeries, the larger plant' account
for most of the employment. About
three-fourths of the industry's 4,171-
loyees are in plants with more than

/1 IM._workers.
irBesides the industrial bakeries,

3'4
over 12,000 dingle -shop retail bake -

-` Ines employed more t* 100,00b
people in 1974: including

t shopuwners. Because many opera-
tiorts in small bakenes are per-
formed by hand rather than by
machine, these shops offer skilled
bakers mapy job opportunities that
are not available in large industrial
bakeries.

Almost every community has at
. , .

least one bakery, but jobs are con-
centrated in metropolitan areas.
Most of the industry's employees
are production workers. They .do
the actual baking, handle raw
materials. maupin equipment,
wrap and pack products, and keep
the bakenes clean Nearly 1 out of
4 drives a truck to deliver the indus-
try 's products, most of these wor-
kers sell to retail stores Other
dnvers with no sales duties deliver
bakery products to dtstnbution cen-
ters, hotels, restaurants, and stores.
The remaining 20 percent of the
work force are in administrative,
professional, technical, and clencal
jobs.

Production Occupations. Ak(though
not all baked goods are mAde in ex-
actly the same way, most bakery
production - -lobs are similar.
Production workers blend, sift, and
mix ingredients to form a dough,

F

nakor prepares dough 'for baking.

shape and bake the dough; and
wrap and pack the final product.,

Since bread is the 'primary
product of the industry, occupa-
tiort.s described here are those
found in a bread bakery. Jobs may
be omewhat different in a bakery
whieh makes other products or is
more automated.

The first step in baking is to com-
bine the ingredients needed to
make dough Mixers (0.0.T
520 885) load blending machines
with the exact amounts of flour,
water and yeast needed for the
bread Using instruments, they,
carefully control the temperature,
timing, and rdixiiig speed of the
machines to insure a uniform, well-
blended dough After the dough is
mixed, it is dropped into a trough
and pushed to a warm proofing
room where the yeast ferments and
the dough rises. The risen dough is
poured back into the blender and
sugar, salt, shortening, and more
flour and water are added. The
dough is allowed to rise again be-
fore it is shaped into loaves.

Divider machine operators
(D.O.T. 520.885) run machin
which divide, round, proof,
shape dough into loaf-sizf b
conveyor carries these
dough to dough molders
machine operators
520.885) who press out
bles, form the balls'into loaves, an
drop the loaves into pans. If bread
or rolls are to be made in fancy
shapes, bench hands (D.O.T.
520.8$4) knead and form th
dough by hand.

The pans of dough go bac o the
proofing room for abo an hour
before being placed n the oven.
Oven tender .0.T. 526.885)
load and un the ovens and ad-,
just th mperature and timing of

ovens to make sure that the
dread is properly baked.

Some bakenes use an automatic
process called "continuous mix"
that eliminatesOany of the steps
described above. With this process
all ingredients are mixed at once

621
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and the dough is disided, shaped.
put into pans and then proofed
only once before baking

in small baken
balers (b

es. all-round
0 T 526 781) assisted by

helpers usually handle all the steps
needed to turn out finished baked
products In large bakenes. all-
round bakers are employed as
working supervisors They direct
their employees and coordinate

'their actisity with that in other de-
partments in order to meet produc-
tion schedules

A considerable number of helpers
(DOT 52-6 886) are employed in
baking operations to grease pans.

°se bread from pans. push
troughs and racks and wash pans
They may assist all-round bakers
and other workers They have job
titles such as doughmixer helper.
and oven tender helper

After baked goods lease the oven
and are cooled. several types of
workers prepare them for deliver)
to customers Slicing-and wrapping
ma( lune- operators ( D 0 T 521 885)
feed loaves of bread onto conveyors
leading to the machines. watch the
slicing and wrapping operations,
adjust the machines. and keep them
supplied with bags and labels A
conveyor then takes the wrapped

\loaves-to the shipping plaiform
Bakery employees in icing de-

partments give finishing touches to
cakes, pastnes, and other sweet
goods following special forinulas of
the bakery lcirig mixers (D 0.T

`520 885) prepare cake icings and
fillings They weigh and measure in:
gredients and mix them by
machine They also prepare cooked
fillings for pies tarts, and other pas-
tries' Hand icers (D 0 T 524 884)
are skilled workers who decorate
special: products such as wedding

&cakes. birthday cakes, and fancy
ipastnes When the product is
uniform or requires no special
decoration, the frosting may be ap-
plied by machine leers (rya T
524 885 y

Bakeries also employ many wor-
kers in storage, warehousing, and
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or display riacksmgrocery stores
although stores have begun to
use it own employees to stock
shelves Drivers also list the items
they think the grocers wdl buy the
next day. and these lists are used to
help make up the bakery produc-
tion schedule for the next morning

Route supervisors assign deliven.
routes and check delivery
schedules They train new route
dnvers and may temporanly
replace those who are absent A
large bakery may employ several
supervisors, each in charge of 6 to
10 route dnvers

Chain grocery store bakenes and
muluoutlet retort bakenes employ
trucicdnsers rather than route
dnvers to deliver baked foods to
each of their company's stores.
Truckdnvers do not have sales du-
ties, nor do the) stock shelves Each
store's stock clerks or sales clerks
arrange the displays of baked foods

Administrative. Clirical, and Profes-
sional and Technical Occupations.
Administrators in large bakeries
and owners of small bakenes coor-
dinate all baking activities, from the
purchase of raw materials to the
.production and delivery of finished
goods Irt large firms, activities are
divided into separate departments
or functions and are supervised by
plant managers, corittrollers, sales
managers, and other executives.
Some administrative employees
specialize in fields such as account;
ing, purchasing, advertising, per-
sonnel, and industrial relations.
Bakeries employ many types of
clerical workers, including book-
keepers, cashiers, clerks, business
machine operators, typists} and
switchboard operators. Some large ,
baking companies have laboratories
and test kitchens 'where chemists,
home economists, and their
assistants test' ingredients and
prepare formulas and recipes.
(Detailed discussion of the duties,
training, and employment outlook
for maintenance, sales, driving, ad-
ministrative, Clerical, and technical

Cake decorating requires $017111 artistic

shippIng departments Receis ing
and stock clerks check, record, and
deliver incoming supplies and in-
gredients to various departments
Packers and checkers make up or-
ders of baker) products for delivery
by route drivers

Maintenance Occupations Bakeries
employ skilled maintenance work-
ers ,such as machinists, electn-
cians, and stationary engineers to
keep machinery and equipment rfi
good contlition Large plants need
many of these workers because
their baking operations are highly
mechanized. Many bakeries also
employ truck mechanics to service
their delivery trucks.

S

iles and Driving Occupations
fling awl delivering finished

baked foods requires many
thousands of workers. Some sell
baked goods, some drive trucks,
and many do both.

Route drivers. (D 0 T 292.358).
. work for -wholesale bakeries. They
deliver baked foods to groced
stores along their route and collect
payment. Attracting new customers
and urging old customers to buy
more prodits are a major pan of
their job Route cltivers usually ar-
range their baked goods on shelsec

3
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personnel appear elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advanceirent

Training requirements for occu-
pations in the baking industry range
from a few days on the )06 to
several years of experience or ad
vanced education Slicing and
wrapping machine operators can
learn their job in a few days, but
skilled workers. such as all round
bakers, mixers, oven tenders. and
other baking specialists. need 3 or 4
years of training Professional per-
sonnel and some administrative
tworkers musk, have a college degree
yr v.onsiderabIe experience in their
specialty

Most inexpenenced production
workers in tItNbaking.industry are
hired as he! They are usually

igne ch tasks as carrying in
gredients to mixing machines, or
pushing troughs of dough to the
proofing room Helpers are often
able to learn more advanced baking
skills while working alongside ex
penenced bakers, and may be
selected to enter an apprenticeship
program Employers usually require
an apprentice to be at least 18 years
old and have a high school or voca
bond school diploma_ Apprentice
ship programs last 3 or 4 years. and
include on the job training in, all
baking operations and classroom
instruction in related subjects

Some workers take courses in vo-
cational school or learn baking in
the Armed Forces Such training
may not qualify a person as a skilled
bakers but, it may help in getting a
job as an apprentice and perhaps
shorten ail apprenticeshirtraining
period.:

Bakers may be promoted to jobs
such as working or department su-
pervisors. Some bakers who have
developed special skill in fancy
cakemaking or piemaking may find
jobs in hotel or restaurant bakeries
All-round bakers with some busi-
ness ability rmetimes open their
QW11 bakeshops.

Production employees must be in
good health because most States
require a health certificate indicat-
ing that the worker is free from con-
tagious diseases Good health also is
important because of the irregular
working hours and high tempera-
ture in bakeries.

. Some bakeries have apprentice-
ship programs for maintenance
workers such as machinists, electri-
cians, and mechanics Others train
maintenance workers informally on
the job Some bakenes hire only
maintenance workers
ready skilled

For jobs as route drivers or
truckdnvers..bakmg firms generally
hire inexperienced people with a
high school education. These work-
ers often begin as stock clerks,
packers, or checkers, and are
promoted to dnving jobs. Appli-
cants must be able to get a chauf-
feur's license and are some=
tested by the baking companies t
determine whether they are
dnvers. Classroom instruction
sales, display, a ery
procedures is sometimes given to
new route dnvers, but most training
is given on the job by supervisors.
Route dnvers may be promoted to
route supervisors or sales managers.

Administrative jobs are usually
filled by upgrading personnel ,al-
ready employed in the firm. Some
owners and production managers of
bakeries have come from the ranks
of plant workers and some others
began their careers in sales occupa-
tions In recent years, large baking
firms have required their 'new ad-
ministrative workers to have a col-
lege degree in an administrative
field, such as marketing, account-
ing, labor relations, personnel, or
advertising. Kansas State University
at Manhattan offers a bachelor of
science degree in baking science
and managemens. The American
Institute of Baking conducts a
school of baking for persons sk4112 a
bachelor's degree who wish to
qualify for managerial positions.

Persons who have completed a

ho are al-
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commercial course m high school.
junior college, or a business school
are usually preferred for secretarial,
stenographic, and other clerical
jobs

Employment 0 utiook

Employment in the baking indus-
try is expected to change little
through the mid-I980-s. Neverthe-
less, several thousand job openings
are anticipated each yea; because
of the need to replace workers who
retire, die, or transfer to other fields'.
of work

Population growth will increase
the demand for bakery products.
However, laborsaving technological
innovations will enable many bake.-
nes, particularly the large industrial
ones, to meet the demand without

,increasing employment, Pneumatic
/ handling systems and pumps

quickly and easily transfer in-.
gredienti from trucks or railroad
cars to storage containers. The
continuous mix" process

eliminates deiughmixing and proof-
ing operations, and conveyor
systems move panned dough from
ovens to labeling machines in one
continuous piocess. In addition,
some bakeries can prepare a week's
baked goods at one time And store
them in the freezer until needed.

Although the baking4ndustry as a
whole is not expected to grow,
small retail bakene's may ex-
penence employment gains.
Because many of the .e shops
produce a wide vanely of baked
goods in small quantities, laborsav-
ing machinery often is too expen-
sive to be practical.

. .

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, earnings of production
workers in the baking industry
averaged S I 70.3ra week, or 54.29
an hour, which is slightly higher
than the average for all manufactur-
ing, industries. Bakeries producing
perishable products generally offer
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higher wages than those producin
"dry" products

According to union contracts
covering employees in 24 wholesa
bakeries producing bread and re-
lated: products. minimum hourly
rates in mayor occupations in 1974
were as follows

0e;CUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

wholesale bakeries had minimum
eekly salaries of from S119 to
21 in 1974. By selling more

products to more customers,
to drivers can increase their

earnings Companies generally pay
for uniforms and their main-
tenance.

Workin nditions in bakeries
.are gtne Ily good However, many
yobs ins:9 se some strenuous physi-
cal work, despite the considerable
mechanization of baking processes
Work near ovens can be hot. espe-
cially in the- summer

Nearly all employees of fridusinal
baking firms get paid vacations.
which usually range from low 5
weeks 'according to length of ser-
vice Employees also get from 5 to
11 paid holidays-, depending on the
locality Mosl baking companies
hasp life and health insurance pro-
grams and retirement pension
plans. Many employees are covered
by joint union-industry plans viltich
are paid for entirely by the com-
pany.

Many bakery workers belong to
labor unions.-"Bakers and other
plant workers are organized by the
Bakery and Confectionary Work-
ers' International Union Of Amer-
ica. and route drivers and truck

Baking supervisors and all
round ttztiers

Molders and dividers and
molding and dividing

S4 59-6 64

, machine operatorst 4 49-6 34
Mixers (dough or icing i 4 39-6 24
0.cn tenders 4,19-6 24
Bench hind. 4 26-6 0!
W rapping rria. ne opc rat ors 1 4' -( it()
crrs and decorator. 4 16 -' 24

Spme plant employees work
night shifts and weekends because'
many bakeries operate around the
clock Some $akeries are eliminat
ing the night shift since baked-
goods can be frozen and stored
until needed; Most plant workers
are on to 40-hour workweek, but
some work 35 or 37 1/2 hours, and
others 44 to 48 hours

Route drivers usually receive a
guaranteed minimum salary plus a
percentage of their sales Accord-
ing to limited information from
union contracts, route drivers for
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drivers usually are members of
the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, Ch;uffeurs. Ware-
housemen and Helpers of Amenca

are members of craft u such
(Ind.). Some -miiintenanzlei:rkers

as the International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers
and the International Union of
Operating Engineers.

Sources of Additional-
Information

Information on baking jobs and
training opportunities may be ob-
tained fzom bakeries in the commu-
nity, local offices of the State em-
ployment service, or locals of the
labor unions noted previously.

For general information on yob
opportunities in the industry and on
schools which offer courses or

degrees in bakmg science and
technology, write to:
Amencart Bakers Association. 1700

Pennsylvania Ave NW Washington.
D.0 20006

For information on opportunities
in retail bakeries, write to:

Associated Retail Bakers of Amenca. 731-
735 W. Shendan Rd.. Chicago. 111,-
60613

a-
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OCCUPATIONS- IN THE DRUG INDUSTRY

References to potions and spells
for the cure and prevention of pain
anti disease are numerous in medi-
cal folklore But 20th century
science has created a supply of drug
products undreamed of by even the
most imaginative apothecaries of
the past

More than 10.000 prescription
drugs are.av,n1a6Ts physi-
cian These drugs have resulted in
the control of cardiovascular dis-
ease. malaria. pneumonia, and even
some forms of cancer Fiones
have relieved the pain and cnp
effects of arthntts and other dis-
eases. Tranquilizers and other drugs
have done ri.....210c to reduce the
seventy of mental illness. accines
have reduced dramatically the toll
of polio, whooping cough, and
measles Discovenes in veterinary
medicine have increased animal
productivity and controlled various
diseases, some of ikhich a.re trans-
missible to humans.

The Amenc%An drug industry\ has
nsen to a position of worldwide
prominence by its activities in
research and development of new
drugs, spending a higher proportion
of its funds for research than any
other American industry. The larg-
est share of research and develop-
ment expenditures is devoted to the
advancement of scientific
knowledge and the development of
no., products. The remainder is al-
located to the improvement of ex-
isting products. A large pharmaceu-
tical firm may test 4,000 or more
substances a year and spend mil-
lions of dollars to develop one new
drug.

Because the drug industry looks
to:its many scientific and technical
personnew to carry out its vast

research program out of every 5
jobs in the, In try r me more
thati a high ool ed

Nature and Location of the
Indtistry

1974. over 160.000 persons
worked in the drug industry About
130,000 corked to plants that made
pharmaceutical preparations
( finished drugs). such as tranquil-
izers. antibiotics, and analgesics,
Another 18,000 worked in plants
that made biological products, such
as serums and vaccines. about.

) 9 Pia14.000 worked, plants that
produced mina! chemiczqs
and bo sed in making
finislied.drugs.

Drug manufacturing companies
typically employ large numbers of
workers About two-thirds of the in-
dustry's employees are in plants
having m re than 500 workers, and
sojne of the largest plants employ
Mb!' an 5,000.

Nearly foUr-fifths of the, indus-
try's workers were employed in
seven States. New Jersey, Nev,
York, .Indiana, Pennsylvania: Il-
linois, Michigan, and California.
Large drug manufacturing plants
are Jocated jn Indianapolis, Ind.,
Chicago, Ill., Nutley and Rahway,
N.J., Philadelphia, pa.", Detroit and
Kalamazoo, Mich.., Pearl River and
Brooklyn.N.Y., arid in the Los An-
geles and San Francisco, Calif.
areas. .

For jesting new drugs, a primary
research method is ui.ed, called
screening. In screening an an-
tibiotic, fOr example, a sample is
placed in a bacterial culture. If pdsi- .
tiv results folloV, the antibiotic is
next tested on infected laboratory

000

animals'- Promising co ,ipoupds are
studied further for evidence of use-
fuland harmful.effects. A new
drug, will be selected for testi ig in

,nmans only if it promises to have
therapeutic advalatages over 'coin-
parable,drugs already.iii use, or if it
offers the possibility of being safer.

,After laboratory screening, a.

clinical investigation, or trial of the
drug on human patients, is niade
Supplies bf the drug are given to a
small circle of doctors who ad-
minister it to carefully selected con-
senting patients The patienti are
then observed closely and special
studies, made to determine the
drug's, effect 1 a drug proves use-
ful. arrangem nts are made fdr
more tests wi a larger group of
physicians. Including some in
private practice

Once a drug has successfully
passed animal and clinical tests and
has been approved by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA),
problems of production methods
and costs must be worked out be-
fore manufacturing begins If the
original laboratory process of
preparing and compounding,the in-
gredients is complex and expensive,
pharmacisis, chemists, chemical en
gineers, packaging engineers, and
production specialists are assigned
to develop processes economitelly
adaptable to mass production

Drug manufacturers have
developed a high degree of automa-
tion in many production operations.
Milling and micronizing machines
(which pulverize substances into
extremely fine particles) are used to
reduce bulk chemicals to the
required size. These finished ehemi.'
calk are combined and processed
further in mixing machines. The
mixed ingredients may, then be
mechanically capsulized, pressed
into tablets, or made into solutions.
One type of machine, for example,
automatically stamps; fills, and
seals c lo . Other machines fill
bottle wit capsules, tablets, or
liquids, and seal, label, and package
the bottles. ....
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-Drug products are inspected at

various stages during the manufac-
turing process to insure that they
conform. to specifications
Although some inspection opera-
bons ar "rnechanized, many arc
performed manually

Occupations in tie industry-

EmploccA with many differimt
le%els ofskill and education work in-
the drug Industry More than half
are in white-collar jobs (scientific.
technical. administrati%e, clerical.
and sales). most of the -remainder
are in plant jobs ( processing or
production, maintenance. transpor-
tation. and custodial )

Some of the important occupa-
tions are described briefly below
Detailed discussions of profes-
sional. technical. clerical, and other
occupations found in 'drug manu-

-
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factunng.,.a,s well as in other indus-
tries. arc gi;en elsewhere in the
Handbpok7:,:

Scientific 4l- 'Technical Occupa-
tions About 1 ',out of every 5 em-
ployees in theindustry is a scientist,
engineer, or techniciana far
greater propoftion than in most
other Indus . The majority do
research ,develop new drug
produc Others' Wo'rk to stream-
line- oductierk methods and im-
prove quality contra

Chemists (D 0 T.t22,081) make
up the largest group of scientific
and technical personnel -m the in-
dustry Organic chemists combine
new compounds for biological test
in Pi,yilcal chemists separate and
identify substances, determine
Molecular structure, help to create
new compounds, and improve

Nearly one-fourth of the drug industry's employees are In *dentine and technical
occupations.

manufacturing processes.
chemists study the action of d gs
on bodyprocesses. Etadioc mists
trace the course of drug hrotrgh
body organs and tis s. Phar-
maceutical chemists t standards
and specifications for the form of
products and for' storage condi-
tions Viand seE that labeling and
literature meet the requirements ell
State and Federal- laws. Analytical
chemists test raw and intermediate
materials and finished products for
quality.

Several thousand biological
scientists ( D O.T. 041.081, .181)
work in the drug intfrusti-y. Biolo-
gists and bacteriologists study the
effect of chemical agents on in-
fected animals. Microbiologists
&row strains of microorganisms
which produce antibiotics.
Physiologists investigate the effect
of drugs on body functions and vital
processes Pharmacologists and
zoologists study the effect of drugs
on animals Virologists grow
viruses, develop vaccines, and test
them ih animals Botanists, with
their special knowledge of plant
life, contribute to the discovery of
botanical'. ingredients for drugs.
Other biological scientists include
pathologists, who study normal and
bnormal cells or tissues, and tox-

icologists,' who are concerned with
the safety, dosage leveli, and the
compatibility of different drugs.
Pharmacists perform research in
product development, studying
many forms of medicines at various
stages of production' Some set

%specifications for the purchase and
manufacture of materials, and han-
dle correspondence relating to
products Drug manufacturers also
employ, physicians and veterinari-
ans.

Engineers make up a small frac-
tion of scientific and technical wor-
kers. Chemical engineers (D.O.T.
008.081) design equipment and,
devise manufacturing proceises. Inr
dastrial engineers (D.O.T. 012.08 I ,

.168, .187, .188, and .281) plan
equipment layout and workflow to
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maiNain efficient use of plant
'facilities Mechanical engineers
(DOT 007081. 151. 181. and
187) coordinate the installation

and maintenance of stenlizing.
heating. cooling. humidifying. and
ventilating equipment

Technicians (DOT 0'3 381.
078 128. 168. 281. 381. and
68') represent about one-fourth of
the drug industry 's scientific and
technical workers Laboratory tests
play an important part in the detec-
tion and diagnosis of disease and in
the discosery of medicine? Labora-
tory technicians perform these tests
under the direction of sLictinsN in
such areas as bacteriology.

biochemistry. microbiology. wrolo-
gy ( the study of %raises). and
cytology (analysis of cells)

Administratie. at- ru tl nd ReLted
41crupotions Ahout I out of esery 3
workers in drug manufacturing's in
an administrasc. clef/tics!. ol'ther
office job At the top of the ad-
ministratise group are the execu-
uses wittPmake policy decisions
concerwng matters of finance. mar-
keting: and research Other ad
ministratise and- executise workers
are accountants. lawyers. purchas
mg agents. personnel and mdustnal
relations workers, and adsertising
and 'marketing research workers
Clerical employees keep records on
personnel. payroll. ,raw materials.
sales. shipments. and plant main-
tenance

Pharmaceutical detailers ( D 0 T.
266 158). often called pharmaceu-
tical representatises. describe their
companies' products to practicing
and teaching physicians. phar
macists. dentists. and hospital ad-
ministrators

Plant Occupations 'Nearly half of
the industry's employees work in
plant jobs The majority of these
workers can be disided into three
major occupational groups produc
Lion or processing workers., who
Iperatc the drug producing equip
mcnt. maintenance workers, who

1111111112.
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Pharmaceutical detaller checks, hos-
pital drug supplies.

install. m intain. and repair this
equipmen and shipping clerks.
truck isers. and material han-
dlers:who help transport the drugs

Pharmaceutical operators (D O.T
559 782) control machines that
produce tablets. capsules. cunt-

;

Pharmaceutical operator tills capsules
with powdered medication.
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ments. and medicinal solutions.
Granulator machine operators
(D.O.T. 559.782) tend milling and
grinding machines that reduce mix-
tures to particles of designated

Compounderssizes. ( D O.T
550.885) tend tanks and kettles in
%stitch solutions are mixed,and com-
pounded to make up creams. oint-
ments. -liquid medications. and
powders. Compressors ( D.O.T
556.782) operate machines that
compress ingredients into tablets.
Pill and tablet coaters (D.0 T.
554 782). often called capsule
coaters. control a battery of
machines that apply coatings to
tablets which. flavor. color.
preserse. add medication. or con-
trol disintegration time Tablet
testers (D O.T. 559.687) inspect
tablets for hardness. chippage. and
weight to assure conformity --with
specifications.

Ampoule fillers (D.O.T. 559.t85
operate machines that fill small
glass containers with measured
doses of liquid drug products Am-
poule examiners (D.0 T. '559.687
examine the ompoules for
discoloration. foreign particles. and
flaws in the glass. 1

After the drug product is
prepared and inspected. it is bottled
or packaged Most of the packaging
and bottle filling jobs are done by
-semiskilled workers who operate
machines that measure exact
amounts of the product and seal
containers.

The drug industry employs many
skilled maintenance workers to as-
sure that production equipment Is
operating properly and to present
costly breakdowns. Included among
maintenance workers are power
plant operators who are responsible
for 'high pressure boilers, tur-
bogenerators. compressors.
refrigeration equipment., and plant
water systems. electricians whoitt---,
stall, maintain, and repair the vari-
ous types of elecirical equipment,
plumbers who install and maintain
heating. pluMbing, and pumping
systems. machinists who make and
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Compounder tends tank In which solu-
tions are mixed

repair metal parts for machines and
equipment, and instrument
repairers who periodically inspect
Instruments and controls and repair
or replace malfunctioning parts.

Plant workers who do not
operatepr maintain equipment per-
form a vgriety of other tasks. Some
drive trucks to make deliveries to
other parts of the plant; some load
And unload trucks and railioad cars,
others keep inventory records. The
industry also employs custodial
workers, such as guards and jani-
tors, whose duties are similar to
those of such workers in other in-
dustries.

Training, Other Qualifications,
,and Advancement

The training requirements for
jobs,in the drug industry range from
a few hours of on-the-job training to
years of preparation.

For production and maintenance
occupations, drug manufacturers
generally hire inexperienced work-
ers and train them on the job: high
school graduates are preferred by
most firms Beginners in production
jobs assist experienced workers and
learn ,the operation of ther
processing equipment With ex-
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perience. employees may advance
to more skilled jobs in their depart-
ments Most maintenance jobs are
filled by people who start as helpers
to electricians,ylumbers, machin-
ists, and other craft workers.

Many compani s encourage
production and mai tenance work-
ers to take courses related to their
jobs in local schoo s and technical
institutes, or to enr 11 in correspon-
dence courses S me companies
reimburse the wor ers for part, or
all. of the tuition Skilled produc-
tion and maintenance workers with
leadership ability 'may advance to
supervisory positicins.

For technicians in the drug indus-
try, methods of qualifying for jobs
vary in many Ways .Most team-
cians enter the field with a high
school education and advance to
jobs of greater responsibility' with
experience and additional formal
education However, companies
prefer to'hire graduates of technical
institutes or junior colleges, or
those who have_completed college
courses in chemistry, biology,
mathematics, or engineering. In
many firms, inexperienced Workers
begin as laboratory helpers or aides,
performing routine jobs such as
cleaning, and arranging bottles, test
tubes, and other equipment.

The experience required for
higher levels of technician jobs var-
ies friim company to company.
Generally, a minimum of I year of
experience is required for assistant
technician jobi, 3 years for techni-
cian, 6 years for senior technician,
and 10 years for technical as-
sociate. Some companies require
senior technicians and technical as-
sociates to complete job-related
college courses.

For mbst scientific and errgineer-
ing jobs, a bachelor of science
degree is the minimum require-
ment. Some companies have formal
training programs for college grad-
uates with engineering and scien-
tific backgrounds. These trainees
work for brief periods in the various
divisions of the plant to gain a

broad knowledge of drug manufac-
turing (*rations befor being as,
signed to particular department.
In other'. firms, newiy s employed
scientists and engineers \are im-
mediately assigned to a specific ac-
tivity such as research, p\ocess
development, production, or shies.
Drug manufactunng comparnes
prefer to hire college graduates,
particularly those with strong scien-
tific backgrounds as pharmaceuti-
cal detailers. Newly employed phar-
maceutical representatives com-
plete rigorous formal training pro-
grams revolving around their com-
panies' product lines.

Job prospects and- advancement
are usually best .for professionals
with advanced degrees. Some com-
panies offer training programs to
help scientists and engineers keep
abreast of new developments in
their fields and to develop adminis-
trative skills. Tbese programs may
include meetings and 'seminars with
consultants from various' fields.
Many companies encourage

_scientists and engineers to further
their education, wine provide .

financial assistance ..or this pur-
pose Publication of scientific
papers is also encouraged.

Employment Outlook

Drug manufacturing employment'
is expected to grow about as fast as
the average for all industries
through the mid-1980:S. Most job
openings, however, will result from
the need to replace experienced
workers who retir.e, die, or transfer
to other fields of work.

The demand for drug products-Is
expected to grow very rapidly. De-
mand will be stimulated primarily
by population growth, particularly
the growing number of older peoples
who require more health care
services, and the growth of cov-
erage under comprehensive health
insurance programs including
Medicare and Medicaid. Other fac-
tors which are expected to increase
the demand for drugs include
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greater personal Inctime, the rising
health consciousness of the general
public, and the discovery of new
drugs to treat illnesses not yet
responding to therapy A continued
rise in drug sales to other countries.
particularly developing countries
with mounting health care require-
ments, also is anticipated.

The industry's employment will
' not increase as rapidly as the de

mand for drug products, Because
technological improvements in
production methods will increase
output per worker The more
widespread use of automatic
processing and -control equipment
in operations formerly done by
hand will tend to reduce labor
requirements, particularly in plants
where common drugs are mass
produced. For example, mixing and
granulating processes, which
precede tableting, have become
completely mechanized in some
plants Computers in quality con
trot systems are used to eliminate
computational errors in analysis
and testing and to speed up produc-
tion and shipment

Rates of employment growth will
vary among occupations. The num-
bers of scientists, engineers, techni-
cians, and Maintenance workers are
expected to increase faster than
those of other occupitional groups
in the industry. Demand for
scientists, -engineers, and techni-
cians will be spurred by continued
expansion of research and develop-,
ment activities More skilled main-
tenance workers '(such as electri-
cians, machinists, plumbers, and in-
strument repairers) will be needed
to service the growing amount of

o

automatic processing and control
equipment. Employment of ad-
ministrative and clerical workers is
expected to increase moderately,
however, most semiskilled plant oc-
cupations are expected to increase
slowly, as more processes are
adapted to automatic equipment.

Unlike many other manufactur-
ing industries, drug industry em-
ployment is not highly sensitive to
changes in economic conditions.
Thus, even/ during penods of high
unemploymnt, work is likely to be
relatively *able in the drug indus-
try.

Earninge and Working
Conditions

Earnings of plant workers in the
drug industry are higher than the
average for all manufacturing in-
dustries. For example, in 1974,
production workers in the drug In-
dustry averaged 54.62 an hour,
while those in manufacturing as a
whole averaged $4.40 an hour.

National wage.. data are not
available for individual occupations
in the drug industry. However,
statements on specific occupations,
such as chemist, pharmacist, and
technician, in other parts of the
Handbook, will give general
earnings information.

Some employees work in plants
that pperate around the clock-3
shifts a day, 7 days a week. In most
plants, workers receive extra pay
when assigned to second or third
shifts. Since drug plroduction is sub-
ject to little seasonal variation,
work is steady.

Working conditions in drug

siti
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plants are better than in most other
manufacturing plants. Much
emphasis is placed on keeping
equipment and work areas clean
because of the danger of con-
tamination to drugs. Plants are
usually air-conditioned, well -
lighted, and quiet. Ventilation
systems protect workers from dust,
furnes, end disagreeable odors. Spe-
cial precautions are taken to pro-
tect the relatively small number of
employees who work with infec-
tious cultures and poisonous chemi-
cals. With the exception of ;work
performed by material handlers and
maintenance workers, most jobs
require little physical effort. The
frequency of injuries in /drug manu-
facturing has been about half the
average for all manufacturing in-
dustries.

Some of the industry 's produc-
tion and maintenance employees
are members pf labor unions. The
principal unions in the industry are
The Oil Chetnical and Atomic
Workers International Union, the
International Chemical Workers
Union. and District 50, United
Steel Workers of America (Ind.).

Sources of Additional
Information

For information abdut careers in
drug manufacturing, write to the
personr0 departments of in-
dividual drug manufy.cturing com-
panies and to

Pharniaccuna Ma
1155 Fifteenth
D C 20005

ufacturcrc Association.
St NW Washington.



OCCUPATIONS IN THE ,

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

An astronaut, a doctor, a
mechanic, and a business executive
all have something in Common;
without electronic 'devices, they
would be unable too much of
their work. We would never have
reached the moon without the
thousands of people working in
electronics research and produc-
tion. Nor' would doctors be able to

`diagnose and treat many diseases
without modern electronic
machines Mechanics use elec-
tronic testing equipment to locate
malfunctioning parts in numerous
types' of machines and engines.
Business executives also owe 'a lot
to electronics Electronic compu-
ters, for example, have helped them,,
in such areas as inventory control. ;
market research, and production
scheduling.

Nature and Location of the .

44 Industry.

The electronics industry dates
back to the early 1920's when the
first radios were produced By the
end of World War II. the industry
had diversified its production to in-
clude defense equipment. With the
development of television and the
computer, the electronics industry
expanded even further to manufac-
ture a wide range of products.

Today, the industry is div. ed
into four main market reas
government products, industrial
products, consumer products, and
components Products sold to the
government make up a large por-
tion of electronic sales. Included in
government purchases are widely
different products such as missile
and space guidance systems, com-
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munications systems, and other
electronic goOds used,-in medicine,
education, crime dote_ ctitin, and
traffic control.

Electronic products Have become
an important pah of daily business
Operations. Industrial purchases in-
clude computers, radio and televi-
sion broadcasting equipment, and
production control equipment.

Consumer products are prdbably
the most familiar types of electronic
products. 'Every day thousands of
people buy television sets, radios,
microwave ovens, stereos, and cal-
culators.

Components are needed to
manufacture and repair electronic
products. Some of the most well-
known components Ore capacitors,
switches, transistors, relays, televi-
sion picture tubes, and amplifiers.,

Nearly 1.5 Million workers were
employed in the electronics indus-
try in 1974. About 1,025.000
worked in plants that produce end
products for government, industri-
al, and consumer use. The rest
worked in plants that made elec-
tronic components.

Electronics manufacturing Work-
ers are located in all parts Of the
cowry, but the majority of thejobs

1974 were in _eight States:
California, New York, Illinois, Mas-
sachusetts, .Pennsylvania, Indiana,
New Jersey, band Texas.
Metropolitan areas with large num-
bers of electronics manufacturing
workers include Los Angeles,
Chicago, l*w York, Philadelphia,
Newark, Boston, Baltimore, Indi-
anapolis, and Dallas.

In addition to electronics manu-
facturing plants, electronics work-
ers were employed by the Federal
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Government, in activities such as
research, development, and con-
tract negotiations. Universities and
nonprofit research centers em-
ployed a relatively small number of
electronics workers.

Occupations In the industry

A wide variety of jobs exists in
the electronics manufacturing in-
dustry. More than half of all work-
ers are in plant jobs that include
production, maintenance. transpor=
tation, and serlice occupations.
The rest are scientists, engineers,
and other technical workers, and
administrati clerical, and
salesworkers.

Professional and Technical Occupa-
tions. The electronics industry is
very dependent on researchand
development. As a result, a law"
proportion of its workers are n-
gineering, scientific, and other .cj
technical jobs. Engineers and
scientists alone make up about 1 /
out of every 9 electronics workers. /

Electrical and electronics en-
gineers, the largest group of mit
gineers in the industry, work on
research and development, produc-
tion, and quality control problems.
Most, of these engineers are highly
specialized and may, work in a
specific area such as the design and
implementation of solid-state cir-
cuitry in radar, computers, and cal-
culators.

Mechanical engineers help
develop new products, tools,, and
equipment by setting requirements
for the strength of materials and
designs. Industnal engineers work
on production problems such as
devising more .efficient methods in
manufacturing processes or plant
layout. Chemical, metallurgical,
and ceramic engineeryalso work
for electronics companies.

Physicists work on research and
development projects such as
developing uses for solid-state cir-
cuitry or designing integrated cir-
cuits for satellites.
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Chemists and metallurgists work
7y inainlyin research and in materials

preparation and testing Mathe-
maticians and statisticians help en-
gineers and scientists on complex
mathematical and statistical
problems, especially in the design
of military and space equipment
and computers Statisticians also
are employed in quality control,
production scheduling, and sales
analysis and planning Industrial
designers are .concerned with. the
design of electronic products and
the equipment used to manufacture
them.

Technicians such as electronics
technicians, drafters, engineering
aides laboratory technicians, and
mathematical assistantsmake up
about I out ()revery 20 electronics
manufacturing workers Many elec-
tronics technicians help engineers
design 0 and build experimental
medels They also set up and repair
electronic equipment for
customers Other electronics
technicians do complex inspection
and assembly work Drafters,
prepare drawings from sketches or
specifications furnished by en-
ineers

' Engineering aides assist en-
ineers by making calculations,
ketches, and drawings, and testing

electronic components and
systems Laboratory technicians

' help physicists, chemists, and en-
gineers in laboratory analyses and
experiments Mathematical!,
assistants follow procedures ou,I=
lined by mathematicians to solve
problems They also operate test
equipment to develop computers
and other electronic pro dcts.

Technical writers epare train-
ing' and technic manuals that
describe the op ration and main-
tenance of el tronic e triPment
They also pre.: catal , product
literature, and cont pct proposals.
Technical illustrate s draw pictures
of electronic eq pment for techni-
cal publication nd sales literature.
Admi ative, Clerical, and tita=
loadoccupations About I out of 4

- workers in electronics manufactur-
ing has an administrative or other
office jo4 Administrative workers
include purchasing agents, sales ex-
ecutives, personnel specialists, ad-
vertising workers, and market
researchers. Secretaries, typts,
and business machine operators are
among the thousands of other office
workers employed by electronics
firms A growing proportion of
these office workers operaite com-
puters.

Plant Occupations About half- of
electronics manufacturing em-
ployees work in plant °mations.
assembly, capacitor and coil wind-
ing, inspecting, machining. fabricat:
mg, processing, and maintenance.

Assembly Occupations (D.O.T.
729.884, 720.884, 726.781 and
884). Assemblers, most of whom

are semiskilled workers, make up
the largest group of employees.
Most end products are assembled
by hand with small tools, soldering
irons, and light welding machines.
Assemblers use diagrams to guide
their work. Some assembly is done
by following instructions presented
on color slides and tape recordings.
Color slide projectors flash a pic-
ture of an assembly sequence on a
screen, while the assembler listens
to recorded directions. .

Precision assemblers and elec-
tronics technicians install com-
ponents and subassemblies in com-
plex products such as missiles. They,
also help make experimental
models. Most of these workers are
employed in the manufacture of
military and industrial electronic
equipment.

Machines are used in some as-
sembly work. For example, in
putting together circuit boards, au-
tomatic piachines often are used to
position' components on boards and
to sold 'r connections. Here the as-
sembler work as machine opera-
tors or oaders. Most components
are put together by machines, since
their assembly involves simple and

6/ 31./
repetitive operations. Even, some
types of miniaturized semiconduc-
tors and other components, made
with parts small enough to pass
through a needle's eye, are assem-
bled by machines.

Hand assen.:1.1h))y needed for
some items, suc 9,3 receiving tubes
and some typ's of resistors and
diodes. Han ):1 assemblers may per-
form only a single operation as
components move down the
production line, but some put
together complete .comPonents.
Tiny parts often are assembled
under magnifying lenges or
microscopes. Precision welding
equipment may be used to weld
connections in microminiature
components and circuit assemblies.

Machining Occupations. M'achining
workers are needed in most elec-
tronics manufacturing plants, par-
ticularly for military, space. and in-
dustrial products. Machine -tool-
operators and machinists make
precise metal parts. Toolmakers
construct- and repair jigs and fix-
tures that hold metal while it is
being stamped, shaped, or drilled.
Diemakers build metal forms (dies)
used in stamping and forging metal.

Fabricating Occupations. Fabricat-
ing workers are employed in many
electronics manufacturing plants,

Assemblers make up the lapgest group
of electronics Industry employees.
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but most are in plants that make i
dustria/ products Sheet:pieta]itworkers make frames, ch is. and
cabinets. Glass- blowers nd glass
lathe operdtbrs (D.O.TI 674.782)
make tubes for exPbimentation
and development work

lq electron tube manufacturing,
speeial fabricating workers are em-
ployed For example, grid lathe
operators (DOT 725 884) wind
fine wire around two hew.) parallel
wires to make grids (devices in
tubes that control the flow-of etec
trons) Other fabricating worke
include coil winders (D 0 T
724 781 and 884), crystal grinders
and finishers (D 0 T 726 884), and
punch press operators (D 0 T
617 885).

Processing Occupations. Many elec-
tronics workers process or prepare
parts for assembly. Electroplaters
and tinners (D.O.T. 501.885) coat
parts with metal, ariodizers (D.O.T.
501 782) ,treat these parts in elec-
trolytic and chemical baths to
prevent corrosion. Other

\processing workers also coat elec-
tronic components with waxes, oils,
plastics, or other materials. Some
operate machines which encase
microminiature components in
pliitic Silk screen printers (D.O.T
726 887) print patterns on circuit
boards affd on parts of electronic
components Etching equipment

operators (D 0 T. 590.88
chemical etching of copper o cir-
cuit boards.

Operators of infrared ovens and
hydrogen furnaces (D.O.T.
590385) remove. moisture and
foreign deposits
metal, and glass parts. n tube
manufacturing, exit operators
(D O.T. '725.884) and sealers

-,(DOT 692.885) operate gas
. flame machines that clear tubes of

impurities, exhaust the gas, and seal
the tubes.

Inspection Occupations. Inspe ion
begins when raw materials e er the
plant and continues throw manu-

,
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facturing Some inspeCtion jobs
require electronics technicians who
have years of experience. These
jobs are commonly found in com-
plex production work such as the
manufacture of computers and
spacecraft. Most inspectors, ho_w-
e,.er, do not need extensive techni-
cal training.

Some inspectors check incoming
parts and components supplied by
other firms. They may have job ti-
tles that indicate the work they do,
such as incoming materials inspec-
tor or plating inspector.

During manufacturing, com-
nents are either checked

ma ally by workers using test me-
ters or routed mechanically through
automatic test equipment.
Although many of these workers
simply are called testers, others
have job titles that reflect the type
of components they inspect, such as
transformer-tester or coil-tester.
Some automatic equipment can
check components, produce a
punched tape of the results, and
sort the components into batches
for shipping. Workers who feed or
monitor automatic equipment often
are called test-set operators or test-
ing-machineoperators.

Electronic assembly inspectors
(D 0 T. 722.281) examine assem-
bled 'products to make certain that
they conform to blueprints and
specifications. They inspect wiring;
electrical connections, and other
critical items to make sure
everything will work properly.

Maintenance Occupations. Many
workers repair and maintain
machinery and equipment. Skilled
electricians are responsible for the
Proper operation of electrical
equipment; machine and equip-
ment repairers make mechanical
repairs; maintenance machinists
and welders build and repair equip-
ment and fixtures. Air-conditioning
and refrigeration mechanics work
in air-conditioned plants that have
special refrigerated and dust free
rooms to protect sensitive parts.

6 (,)

Painters, plumbers, pipefitters, car-
penters, and sheet-metal workers
also are employed in electronics
plants.

Other Plant Occupations., Many
Workers move and handle materi-
als. Forklift operators stack crates
in warehouses, and load and unload
'trucks and boxcars. Trudkdnvers
move freight outside the plant. The
industry als'o employs guards and
janitors.

(Detailed. discussions of profes-,
sional, technical, mechanical, and
other occupations, found not only
in electronics manufacturing plants,
but also in other industries, are
presented elsewhere in the Hand-
book in sections covering the in-
dividual occupations.)

Training, Other OualificatiOns,
and Advancement

Tiaining requirements for jobs in
electronics manufacturing plants
range from a few hours of on -the-

,job, training to years of specialized
preparation. Beginning engineering,
jobs usually are filled by recent col-
lege graduates, but some positions
call for advanced, degrees. A small
number of workers without college
degrees, however, are upgraded to
professional engineering classifica:
tions from occupations such as en-
gineering assistant and electronics
technician. Workers who become
engineers in this way usually take
advanced electronics courses in
night school or in other training
programs. To keep up with new
developments ant" to qualify for
promotion, professional and techni-
cal personnel' obtain additional
training, read technical publica-
tions, and attend lectures and
technical demonstrations.

Almost all mathematicians,
physicists, and other scientists em-
ployed in electronics manufactur-
ing have college degrees; most have
advanced degrees.

Technicians generally need spe-
cialized traihing to qualify for their
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jobs Most electronics technicians
attend either a public, private, or
Armed Forces technical school
Some complete I or 2 years of col
lege in a scientific or engineering
field; and some receive training
through a 3 or 4-year apprentice-
ship program High school gradu
ates who have had courses in
mathematics and science, are
preferred for .apprenticeship pro-
grams

Some workers advance td elec-
tronics technician positions from
jobs such as tester or laboratory
assistant A relatively small number
of plantv.orkers become techni-
cians Opportunities for advance-
ment are improved by taking ;ours
es either in company -operated
classes, night school, junior college,
or technical school, 'dr by core
respondence.

Electronics technician's 'need
good color vision. manual dexterity,

'c' and good eye-hand coordination
Some technicians who test radio
transmitting equipment must hold
licenses from the Federal Commu-
nications ,Commission as first- or
second - class commercial radio-
telephone operatort

Drafters usually take courses in

drafting at a trade or technical/
school, a few have completed a 3/
or 4-year apprenticeship.
informal arrangement with enr

employers, some qualify for/ both
on-the.jotr training and pixrt-time
schooling. Because many chaffers in
this industry must und7tstand the
basic principles of electronic cir-
cuits, they should study basic elec-
tronic theory.

Technical writers must have a
. flair for .tvriting and are usually
required to have some technical
training. Employers prefer to hire

ose who have had some technical
itute or college training in

fence or engineering. Many, how-
ever, have college degrees in Eng--v
lish or journalism and receive their
technical training on the job and by
attending company- operated even-
ing classes. Technical illustrators,
usually have attended art or design
schools. -',*

t, Many tool and diemakers,
machinists, electricians, and other
craft workers learn their trades by
completing a 4- or 5-year ap-
prenticeship, others are upgraded
from helpers' jobs.

.Formal training is not necessary
for workers entering plant jobs, but

Patience and manual dexteritg are neidid In soma electron

a high school diploma or its
equivalent is sometimes required.
Job applicants may have to pass ap-
titude tests and demonstrate skill
for particular types of work. A short
period of on-the-job training
generally is provided for inex-
perienced workers. Assemblers,
testers, and inspectors need good
vision, good color perception,
manual dexterity, and patience.

Requirements for administrative
and otber office jobs are similar to
those in other industries.' Some
beginning administrative jobs are
open only to college graduates with
degrees in busine,9s administration,
law, accounting, or engineering.
For clerical jobs, employers usually
prefer high school graduates with
training in stenography, typing,
bookkeeping, and office machines.

.4Employment Outlook

Employment in. 'electronics -

manufacturing is expected to in-
crease faster than the average for
all industries through the mid-
1980's. In addition to the lobs
resulting from employment growth,
large.numbers of openings will arise,
as experienced workers retire, die,
or take jobs in other industries.

Production of electronic
products will increase as business
executives ide to buy more com-
puters and other electronic equip-
ment to automate paper work and
production processes. Business
spending for electronic communi-
cation and testing equipme4 also
will grow. The demand for televi-
sion receivers, video tape record-
ers, stereo systems, calculators,
and two-way car radios will rise as
population and personal incomes
grow. Government purchases for
defense will continue to account for
a large proportion of electronics
mandfacturing output. An increas-
ing are of government purchases,

ver, is like o be for elec-
c equi used in medicine,

ion, pollution abatem nt,
other fields.

ITV

eau
assembly

!.
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Although employment in the

electronics industry is expected to
grow over the loAEn.iri. it rhay fluc-

.tuate from year t o y ear. because of
changes in economic activity and
defense .spendirig.. As a result, job
openings may be plentiful in some
years, scarce in others.

The rates of emplOyAent growth
will vary among occupational

.group's and individual occupations
For example, employment of skilled
tnamttnance.Workers is expected to
rise at a more rapid rate than total
employment, because of the need

:to air the increasiii- unts-of
co lex: machinery -On t
hand. employment pf assemblers
probalUtwill rise at a slower rate-.
.because a the growing mechaniza-
tion and au)omation of assembly
Lind operati6ns.

Employment of -engineers.
scientists, a?pd technicians is ex-
pected to increase faster than total
employment, becaifse of-continued
high expenditures for research and
development and the manufacture
of more. complex products. Among
professional and technical workers,
the greatesttleinand will be for en-
gineers, particularly those who have
abackgrOund i#t certain specialized
fields, Such as quantum mechanics,
solid-vate circuitry; ,,prockuct
design; and industrial engineering..
Many- opportunities talso will be
available for engineers in sale's de-

. pAl-tments because the industi-y:s
products will require sales person-

4.
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nel* with highly technical
backgrounds. The demand for
mathematicians and physicisti will
be particulirly good because of ex-'
panding research in computer and
la'ser technology.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

As shown in the accompanying
table. in 1974 electronics produc-
tion workers who made, products
for government and Tridustrral rise
had Wier average hourly earnin
than-production workers in manu-

making
other electronic products, however.
made leyss than the average for all
manufacturing industries.

Working conditions in elec-
tronics manufacturing compare
favorably with those in other Indus- .

tries. Plants are usually well-lighted,
clean, and quiet. Many. plants are
relatively new, and are located in
suburban and semirural areas. The
work in most occupations is not
strenuous but assembly-line jobs

,..may be moroonous, ,!

The injurj rate in electronics
manufitcturing has teen far bel
the average in manufact
whole, and ihjun titan ay.e
been less severe.

an workers in -"electronics
manu acturing are union members.
The Principal unions are the Inter-
national Union of Electrical. Radio
and Machine Workers, Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers; International Association
of Maciiihists and Aerospace Wor-
kers; and the United Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers of
America (Ind.).T pe, pncher

All manufactunng
mdustnes

Major electronics manufac-
tunng industnes

Govtrnment and Indus
al ;-re----ctrorucs end

products
'Radio and television

receiving sets. and
phonographs

e Electron tubel
Semiconductors,and

other components.
except tubes

Production
v. ockers
at erave
hourlt

ealninx$
1974

54 40.
Sources of. Additional

Information

Inforihation about careers in this
fieldtan be obtained from the

4.66 public relations departments of
electronics manufacturing compa-
nies, the unions previously 1j;ted,

3.88 and froni:

Electronic Industries Association. 2001 Eye
St NW , Washington. D.C. 20006.4

4 33
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OCCUPATIONS, IN FOUNDRIES
Metal castings produced by

foundry workers are essen* for
thousands of products ranging from
missiles to cooking utensils. In
1974; about 340.000 people
worked in the foundry industry
Thousands of others worked in the
foundry departments of plants
which make and use castings in
their final p ct, such as plants
operated man cturers of au-
torn es or machine .

Casting' is a meth() of forming
metal into intricate s pes. TI9 cast
metal, a mold is pre ared with a
cavity shaped like the obs...t to be
cast Metal is then melted and
poured, into the mold to cool and

-^"

solidify. The strength of metal-
which has been cast makes it suita-
ble for many household and Indus-
rnal items

Nature and Location of the
Foundry Industry

Nearly three-fourths of the
foundry inclustry,S employees work
in iron and steel foundries The
reniamder work in plants that cast
nonferrous metals, such as alu-
minum, bronze, and zinc.,Foyindnes
usually specialize in a limited
number of metals, because different
methods and equipment are needed
to melt and cast giffe rent alloys.

Foundry wodcsrs axamino pattern for ship propalier cap.
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There are si,x principal methods

of casting, each named for the type
of mold used In the most common
method, green-sand molding, a spe-
cial sand is packed around a pattern
in a boxlike cotitainer called a flask.
After the patternisl.yithdrawn, mol-
ten metal is poured into the mold
cavity and forrrts 'ate desired metal
shipe Sand molds can be used only

once. A second method, called per-
manent molding, empthys a metal
mold that can be used many times.
Perminent molding is used chiefly
for casting. nonferrous metals.
Precision investment casting, a
third method (often called the lost
wax process), uses ceramic molds.
A wax or plastic pa tern is coated

coat-
ing hardens, the p rl is melted
with refractory cla , after the coat-

and drained so that a mold cavity is
left Castings produced froin these
molds are precise and require little
machining. Shell molding, a fourth
process, is becoming increasingly
important. In this method, a heated
metal pattern is covered with sand
coated with resin. The sand forms a
thin shell sold that, after curing, is
stripped from the,. pattern. Castings
produced from these molds are
precise and have a smooth surface.
Diecasting, a fifth process, is done
mostly by machines Molten metal
under high pressure is forced into
dies from which the castings, are
later automatically ejected or
removed by hand. A sixth method,
centrifugal casting, is used to make
pipe and other products that have
cylindrical cavities. Molten metal is
poured into a spinning mold where

_centrifugal force distributes the
metal against the walls of.the mold.

Most foundries are small. More
than 90 percent employ fewer than
2$0 workers, although several of

argest employ more than 5,000
workers.

Small foundries generally
produce a variety of castings in
small quantities. They employ hand
and machine molders and
coremakers (the key foundry occu-
pations) and a substantial number

635
-
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of 1isiraled laborers eLarge foun-
dries are often highly mechanized
and product great quantities of
idenucal castings These shops em-
ploy relatively few unskilled
laborers, because cranes, con-
veyors. and other types of equip
ment replace manual labor in the
moving of materials, molds, and
castings Since much of the casting
in large shops is mechanized, they
also employ proportionately fewer
skilled molders and coremakers
than sniall shops However, many
skilled maintenance workers, such
as millwrights and electricians, are
employed to service and repair the
large amount of machinery

Thoug}i foundries are located
many areas. jobs are concentrated
in States which have considerable
metalworking activity,-for example,
in Michigan Ohio Pennsylvania, Il-
linois, Indiana, and Wisconsin

Foundry Occupations

Most bf the industry's 340,000
work-

ers o illustrate more clearly the
emplo ees in 1974 were plant work-

duties of these workers, a brief
description of tile jobs inVolved in
the most commoritasting process
sand moldingfoilowi.

_After the casting is designed, the
patteinmaker (D 0 T 600 280 and
661 281) makes a 'wood or metal
pattern in the sh'ape of the casting
Next, a hand molder (D 0 T
518 381) makes sand molds by
packing and ramming sand, spe-
cially prepared by a sand mixer
(D.O.T. 579.782), around the pat-
tern. A molder's helper (D.O.T.
'519 887) may assist in these opera-
tions If, large numbers of identical,
castings are to be made, machines
maybe used to make the molds at a
taster speed' than is possible by

`----ntnt is -called- a machine molder
nd The operator of this equip-

(D.O.T. 5I 5.7821
A Coremaker (D.O.T. 518.381

and 885) shapes sand into cores
(bodies of sand that make hollow
spaces in castings) Most cores are
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baked in an oven by a core-oven
tender (D 0.T 518 887) After the
cores are assembled. they are
placed in the molds by core setters
(DOT 518.884) or molders Now,
the molds are ready for,the molten
metal.

A furnace operator (D.O.T
512 782) controls the furnace that
welts the metal which a pourer
(DOT 514.884)o letg flow into
molds Whin the castings have
solidified, 'a shakeout xorker
(DOT 519 887)Aumps theM, and
sends them to the cleaning and
finishing department

Dirty and rough surfaces of
castings are cleaned and smoothed
A shotblaster (D.0 T 503 887)
operates a machine that cleans
large castings by blasting them with
air mixed with metal shot or grit.
Smaller castings may be smoothed
by tumbling. In this process, the
castings, together with an abrasive
materials are placed in a barrel
which-is rotated at a very fast speed.
The person who controls the barrel
is called a tumbler operator (D.O.T.
599 885) Sandblasters and tumbler
operators may also operate a
machine that both tumbles and,
blasts the castings. A. chipper
(D.O.T. 809.884) and a grinder
(D.O.T. 809.884) use pneumatic
chisels, powered abrasive wheels,
powersaws, and handtools, such as
chisels and files, to remove excess
metal and tofinisli the castings;

Castings are frequently heat-
treated 'in furnaces to strengthen
the metal; a heat treater, or annealer
(D.O.T. 504.782), operates these
furnaces. Bdf e the castings are
packed for shi ent, a casting in-
specthr (D.O.T. 14.687) checks
them to mak re thex are struc-
turally soup and meet specifica-
tions.

Many four dry workers are em-
ployed in occupations that are com-
mon to,other indystries. For exam-
ple, maintenance pechanics,
machinists, carpenters, and mill-
wrights maintain and repair foundry
equipment Crane '4and derrick
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operators and truckdnvers move
materials from place to place.
Machine tool operatorsz, finish
castings. Foundnes also employ
thousands of workers in unskilled
jobs, such as guard, janitor, and
laborer

About one-sixth of all foundry
workers are employed to profes-
sional, technical, administrative,
clerical, and sales occupations. Of
these personnel, the largest number
are clerical workers, such as
secretaries, typists, and accounting
clerks.

Foundries employ engineers and
metallurgists to do research, design
machinery and plant layodt, control
the quality of castings, and super-
vise plant operations apd main-
te nce. In recent years-, many of
these workers have been hired to
sell cas ngs and to assist customers
in deSigning cast parts. Most
foundry technicians are concerned
with quality control. For example,
they may test molding and
coremaking sand, make chemical
analyses of metal, and operate
machines that test the strength and
hardness of castings. Administra-
tive workers employed in foundries-
include office managers, personnel
workers. purchasing agents, and
plant managers.

Detailed discussions of three
principal foundry occupations
patternmakers, coremakers, and
moldersappear elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Most workers start in unskilled
jobs, such as laborer or helper, and,
after receiving on-the-job training
from a supervisor or experienced
'worker, gradually learn more
skilled jobs. This is the usual prac-
tice in training workers for casting
process jobs such as melter,
chipper, and grinder.

Sothe skilled foundry workers
,particularly hand molders, hand
coremakers, and patternmakers-
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learn their jobs through formal ap
prenticeship Apprenuces receive
supervised on-the joot,..mming for 2
to 4 years. usually supplemented by
classroom instruction. High school
graduates are preferred for ap-
prenticeship programs. but appli
cants with less education sometimes
are hired Marugement prefers
workers who havecoinpleted an ap
prenticeship, because they have a
greater knowledge of all foundry
operations and are therefore better
qualified to fill supervisory., jobs

Skilled foundry workers also can
learn their trades informally on the
job ..or through a combination of
trade school and on the-job train-
ing In some cases, trade school
courses may be credited toward
completion of formal apprentice
ships Some foundries and the
Amencan Foundry Society Cast
Metals Institute conduct training
programs to update and upgrade
the skills of expeticed workers.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the foundry In-
dustry is expected to show little or
no change through the mid-I 980's
Nevertheless, many job openings
will become available because of
the need to replace experienced
workers who retiie. die, or transfer
to fields of work The number of
openings may fluctuate from year
to year since the demand for
foundry castings 'is sensitive to ups
and downs in the economy

Over the long run, population
growth and higher incomes will
create a demand for more automo-
biles. household appliances, and
other consumer products that have
cast parts. More castings also will

'be needed for industrial machinery

as fattones expand and mocleynize.
However. technological develop
ments will enable foundnes to meet
the increased demand for castings
without increasing employment sig-
nificantly Continued improve-
ments in production methods will
result in greater outptit per worker

Although coundry employment as
a whole 15 not expected to change
significantly through the mid-
1980's. employment will rise in
some occupations For example,
employment of scientists and en-
gineers is expected to increase
because of expanding research and
development activities Technicians
also 'A ill be needed in greater num-
be to help improve quality control
and production techniques More
maintenance workers will be hired
to keep the industry growing
amount of machinery in working
order. In contrast. machine molding
and coremaking will be substituted
for hand processes. and will limit
the need for additional hand mol-
ders and hand corernakers. Im
proved molding techniques. such as
quick set molding in which the
mold hardens quickly and without
baking in an oven, also will limit
,employment of molders. As more
machinery for materials handling is
introduced, employment of
Jaborers 3,nd other unskilled work-_
trs may decline.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Production workers in foundries
have higher average earnings than

_ those in manufacturing as a whole.
In 1974, production workers in iron
and steel foundries averaged 55.05
an hour, and those in nonferrous
foundries averaged 54.48. By corn-

_
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panson, production workers m all
manufactunng ipdustries averaged
54 40 an hour.

Vorking conditions in foundnes
have improved in recent years
Many foundries have changed plant
layouts and installed modern ven-
tilating systems to reduce heat,
fumes, and smoke Although the in-
jury rate-in foundnes ss higher than
the average for manufactunng.
ploy ers, and unions are attempting
to reduce injuries by promoting
safety training

Foundry workers belong to many
unions, including the International
Molders and Allied Vi,orkers.
Lnron. the United Steelworkers of
America, and the International
Union of Electrical. Radio and
Machine Vi,orkers Many pattern-
makers are members of the Pattern
Makers' League of North Ame

Sources of tional
in ation

Further information about work
opportunities in foundry occupa-
tions may be obtained from local
foundries, the local office of the
State employment service, t
nearest office of the Stat ap-
prenticeship agency or the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training,
U.S\ Department of Labor Infor-
mation also is available ri-om the
following organizations.
Amencan Foundrymen's Society. Golf and

Wolf Rds Des Plainac, III 60016

Cast Metals Federation. Cast Metals Federa-
tion Building. 20611 Center Ridge Rd .
Rocky River. Ohio 44116

Foundry Educational Foundation. 1138 Ter-
minal Tower.CfS. eland. Ohio 44113

1Trnational Molders and Allied Workers
Union. 1225 E McMillan St .

Ohio 45206

a
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OCCUPATIONSI
CHEMICAL

Industrial chemical products are
the raw materials for all kinds of
everyday items from nylon
stockings to automobile tires
Chemicals also are used to treat
drinking water to propel rockets.
and to make steel glass explosiv
apd thousands of other items Th
discover) of plastics, an
other new products has helped the
Industrial chemical industry
become one of the 'ration's most
important

Making these many, very dif-
ferent kinds orproducts requires a
large number of workers with many
different skills About 550,000 peo-
ple in many different occupations
worked in the Industrial chemical
industry in 074 Training .Varies
from a few days on the job for some
plantworkers to co lege degrees for
engineers and c"fiemists

Nature of the Industry '

The industry produces organic
and inorganic chemicals, plastics,
and marl -made rubber and fibe
Unlike drugs, paints, and 4ter
chemical products sold directly to
consumers, industrial chemicals are
used by other industries, to make
their own products.

Chemical products are 'made
from coal, petroleum. limestone,
mineral ores, and many other raw
materials Since these material's,
usually go through several chemical,
changes, the finished products are
vastly different from the original in-
gredients Some plastics, for exam-
ple, are made from natural gas

In a modern cheinical plant, au-
tdmatic equipment controls the dis-
solving, heating, cooling, mixing,
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filtering, and drying processes that
convert raw materials to finished
products nt regulates
the combination o ngrechents,
flow of materials, an the tempera-
ture, pressure, and process time.
?Adrenals ago are ved automati-
cally from t of the plant to
another by conveyors or through
pipes Because of this automatic
equipment. relatively few workers
can produce tons of chemicals in
one continuous operation

Abotit two-thirds of the 3,000 in-
dustrial chemical plants in the
United States have fewer than 50
workers Over half of the industry s
employees, however, are concen-
trated in large plants with m
than 500 workers.

Chemical plants are usually close
to manufacturing centers or near
the sources of raw material. Many
plants that produce chemicalsfrom
petroleum, for example, are near
the oil fields of :Texas and Loui-
siana Although industrial chemical
workers are employed in almost
every state, about half of them work
in Tennessee. New Jersey, Texas,
Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio. and
South Carolina.

Occupations fA the Industry

Workers .with many different
skills and levels of education work
in the industrial Chemical industry.
Research scientists, engineers, and
technicians develop products and
design- equipment and production
processes Administrators, profes-
sionals,and clerical workers handle
financial and business matters, keep
records, and advertise and sell.
die...mica! products. Other em-

.
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ployees are in procetsing, main-
tenance, and other plant jobs.

u
Scientific and Technical Occupa-
tions. The industrial chemical in-
dustry is one of the Nation's major
employers of scientific and techni-
cal workers; I out of 5 of its em-
ployees is a scientist, engineer, or
technician, Many work in research
and testing laboratories. An even
larger number are administrators or
production supervisors. Because
the sale of chemical products
frequently requires a technical
backgound. scientists and en-
gineers sometimes work as sales
representatives

Chemists are the largest and one
of the most important group of
scientists in the industry. Through
basic 'and applied research,
chemists learn about the properties
of chemicals in order to find new
and improved products and produc-
tion methods. Their efforts,have led

the discovery of plastics, nylon,
and many other items.

Chemists also work in activities
other than research and develop-
ment. A large number supervise
plantworkers or analyze and test
chemical samples to insure the
quality of the final product. Others
are administrators, marketing ex-
perts, chemical salesworkers, and
technical writers.

Engineers are another Important
group of industrial chemical profes-
sionals.,Using their knowledge of ,

Cloth chemistry and engineering,
it mica' engineers convert labota-
to processes into large-scale

,pr uction methods. They design
chemical plants and processing
equipment and sometimes super-
vise construction and operation.
ChsOcal,engirtlers also fill sales,
custorlr sery ce market research,
plant manag t, and technical
'writing jobs.

Mechanical meets design
power and heats 'g equipment. &
They also work wit .chemical en-
gineers to design pro eing equip-
ment and supervise i istallation,
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One out of five chemical workers is a scientist, engineer, Or technician.

operation, and maintenance Elec-
trical engineers design electric and
electronic instruments and control
devices, and facilities for generating
and distributing electric power
. Many technical workers assist
scAentists an eng ers Laborato-
ry technicians con t tests and
record the results in ch- graphs,
and reports which are used &
chemists and chemical e ine9rs.
Their work may range fro siniple
routine tests to plicated
analyses P aft provide en-
gineers with specifications and
detailed drawings of chemical
equipment

Plant Occupations About 3 out of
every 5 industrial chemical workers
operate or maintain equipment or
do other plant jobs

Skilled chemical. operators.

D.0 T 558 885 and 559.782) and
their helpers are the largest group
of plantworkers. They set dials,
valves. and other controls on auto-
matic equipment to insure that the
right temperature, pressure, and
amounts of materials are used. As
chemicals are processed, operators
read instruments that measure pres-
sure. flow o&naterials, and other
conditions. They also use instru-
ments o test chemicals or send
chemi al samples to the testing
labor tory. Operators keep records
of instrument readings and test
results and report equipment break-
downs Chemical operators are
sometimes called filterers, mixers,
or some other title, depending o
the kinds of' equipment
operate.

To eep production p ocesses
ru mg smoothly, instruments must
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give accurate measurements and
equipment must withstand corro-
sion. damaging chemicals, high
temperatures, and pressure. kfAn-c

_skilled maintenance wo_cketi are
needed to keep tilts equipment in
good condition. Pipefitters and
boilermakers lay out., iristall, and
repair pipes, vats, and pressure
tanks, maintenance machinists
make and repair metal parts for
machinery, electricians maintain
and repair wiring, motors, and
other electrical equipment, and in-
strument repairers - install and serv-
ice instruments and control
devices In some chemical plants
one worker may do several of these
jobs Plantworkers also are needed
to drive trucks, keep inventory of
stock and tools, load and unload
trucks, ships, and railroad cars,
keep the plant and office clean, and
do many other kinds of work

4drrunistratit.e,Clerical, and Related
Occupations. About I out of 5 in-
dustrial chemical workers holds an
administrative, clerical, or other
nonscientific white- collar
High-level managers generally are

Chemical °pastor checks production
process, '>
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tr ed in chemistry or chemical
en ineering These executives de-
cide what products tomanufacture,
where to build plants, and how to
handle the company's finances Ex-
ecutives depend on specialized
workers including accountants.
sale§ representatives,' lawyers.
industrial and public relations
workers, market researchers, com-
puter programmers. and personnel
and advertising vliorkers. Many
secretaries, typists, payroll and
shipping clerks, and other clerical
employees work in offices and
plants.

(individual statements elsewhere
in the Handbook give detailed
discussions, of many scientific,
technical, maintenance, and dflier
occupations found in the industrial
chemical industry, as well a% in
other industries.)

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Jobs in the industrial chemical in-
dustry require from a few days of
on-the-job training to many years of
preparation, Some plant workers
can learn their jobs in a day or two
Scientists, engineers, technicians,
and chemical operators, on the
other hand, spena- several years
learning their skills

Engineers and scientists must
have at least a bachelor's degree in
engineering, chemistry, or a related

fence. ost research jobs, hoW-
ever, require advanced degrees or
specialized experience. Many
scientists and engineers attend
graduate courses at company ex-
pense.

Some firms have formal training
programs for newly hired scientists,
and\engineers. Before they are as-
signed to a particular job, these em-
ployees work briefly in various de-
partments to learn about the m-
pany's overall operation. In o
firms, 'junior scientists and en-
gineers are assigned immediately to'
a specific job.

Technicians qualify for their Jobs
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in many ways Graduates of techni-
cal institutes, junior colleges, or vo-
cational technical schools have the
best opportunities_ Companies also
hire students who have cortipleted
part of the requirements for a col-
lege degree, especially if they have
studied 'mathematics, science, or
engineering High school graduates
with courses in chemistry can quali-
fy through on-the-job training and
experience. Many technicians
receive additional technical school
or undergraduate training through
company tuition-refund programs

Laboratory technicians usually
start as trainees or assistants, and
drafters begin as copyists or tracers
As they gain experience and show
ability to work without.close super-
vision, these technicians advance
from routine work to more difficult
and responsible jobs.

Industrial chemical firms
generally hire and train inex-
penenced nigh school graduates for
processing and maintenance jobs
Equipment ,operators and other
processing workers usually start out
in a labor' pool where they are as-
signed jobs such as filling barrels or
moving materials. Workers may be
transferred from the labor pool to
fill cancies in one of the
processing departments. As they
gain experience they move to more
skilled processing jobs. Thus, a
worker may advance from -laborer
to chemical operator helper, and
then to chemical-operator.. Skilled
processing workers are rarely
recruited from other plants.

Most maintenance workers are
trained on the joB. Chemical com-
panies often hive formal main-
tenance includ-
ing

trains g programs, nclud-
ing some c sroom instruction,
which may t from a few months
to sever years. Instrument
repairers metimes attend training
progra offered by ,instrument

uf' cturers. Maintenance work-
trainees are encouraged to

b-related courses at local vo-
I or technical schools. Their
rs may pay part or all of the

tuition.
Administrative jobs are usually

filled by people with college
degrees in business administration,
accounting, economics, statistics,
marketing, industrial relations, and
other fields. Chemists and en-
gineers also hold administrative
jobs. Some ,companies have ad-
vanced training programs for new
administrative employees.

Secretaries, bookkeepers, and
other clerical workers generally
have had commercial courses in
high school of business school.

Employment Outlook

The outlook for the industrial
chemical industry through_the mid-
1980's is uncertain Large increases
in the price of petroleum, which is
the raw material for many industrial
chemicals, have brought about
rapid increases in the prices of
these products Higher prices even-
tually may curtail the demand for
chemicals, subsequently moderat-
ing the industry's production
growth This development could
sharply reduce the employment
growth that oche ise would occur.
However, even i employment #es
not grow, the in will still need
many new workers to replace em-
ployees who retire, die, or transfer
to other industries. Job openings
from deaths and retirements alone
will average several thousand a
year.

Although the composition of em-
ployment in the industry is ex-
pected to change, with more ad-
ministrative and technical workers
needed '1,o h'andle the increasingly
complex production processes,
most job openings will continue to
be for production workers since
they are the largest group of em-
ployees

.
Earnings and Working

Conditions

Production workers in the Indus- '
trial' chemical industry have rela-
tively-high earnings because-a large
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proportion of them are in skilled
jobs In 1974 they averaged 55.05
an hour compared to S4 40 an
hour for production workers in all
manufacturing

National wage data are not
available for indit 'dual occupations
in the industrial chemicals industry
However, in 19'4 hourly, wages in a
few union-management contracts
were as follows.

Instrument repairer.
ebor,Ivr. te.hm.tans

( herrit.a, vperator.
Pipefitters. botermaker%. ami

sheet metal workers

Hourfs rates
S4 13-600

; 93-5 89
4 86

4 11-A 86

Beca4ise chemical plants usually
operate Around the Jockthree
shifts a day, 7 days a week
processing ,..:orkers often ..ork the
second or third shift, usually for
extra pay Shift assignments are

9?

usually rotated, so an iridividual
may work days 1 week and nights
the next. Maintenanc workers
ustially work only y shift.

Most industrial chemical jobs, ex-
cept those for laborers or material
handler, are not strenuoua. Equip-
ment operators are on their feet.
most of the time. Some workers
must climb stairs or ladders to con-
siderable heights, or work outdoors
in all kinds of 'weather. Workers
may be exposed to dust, disagreea-
ble odors, or high temperatures,
although mosl, plants have ventilat-
ing or air-conditioning systems.

Many chemicals are dangerous
touch or breathe. However. /in-
dustrial chemical industry has one
of the better safety/ records in
manufacturing. Protective clothing,
eyeglasses, showers, and eye baths
ncctr hazardous work stations and

6,5
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other safety measures help prevent
serious injuries.

Many production workers in the
industrial chemical pzdustry belong
to labor unions, ingRiding the Inter-
national Chemical Workers Union,
Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Work-
ers. International Union, and the
United Steelworkers of America.

Sources of Additional
Information

Further information on careers in
the industry may be obtained from

ployment offices of industrial
chemical companies, locals of the
unions mentioned above, and from

Amencan Chermcal,Socsety, 1155 16th SL
NW , Washington. D C 20036

Man4.cfactunng Chetausts Assoctauon, Inc..
1825 Copecticut Ave NW , Washing-
ton. D Ci 20099



OCCUPATIONS IN THE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Steel is the bilibone of any in-
dustrialized economy. Few
products in daily-use have not been
made from steel or processed by
machinery made of steel In 1974,
the United States produced about
one-fifth of the world's steel output

About 610,000 wage and salary
workers were on the payrolls of the
iron and steel industry's more than
940 plants in 1974 Employees

'.work in a broad range of jobs that
require a wide variety of skills.
Many of these jobs are found only
in iron and steelmaking.

The iron and steel industry, as
discussed in this chipter, consists of
blast furnaces, steelmaking fur-
naces, and finishing mills. The min-,
ing and processing of raw material
used to make steel and the fabric
tion of steel are not described
(Employment opportunities in
foundry, forging, and machining loc-

cupations are discussed elsewhere
in the Handbook.)

Blast furnaces make iron from
iron ore, coke, and limestone.
Steelmaking furnaces refine the
iron had steel. Primary rolling mills
and continous casting operations
shape the steel into basic products
called billets, blooms, and slabs,
which other rolling mills refine into
sheets, plates, bars, strips, and van-
ous other semifinished products.
Many mills also produce finished

ihitems, s as pipe and wire. Most
semifin steel products, how-
ever, are shipped to plants of other
industries.

The leading steel-consuming in-
dustries manufacture automobiles,
construction materials, machinery
and machine tools, containers, and
household appliances. Steel sheets
are made into automobile bodies,
appliances, and furnitUre. Steel bars

A
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are used to make parts for machin-
ery and to reinforce concrete in
building and highway construction.
Steelplates become parts of ships,
bridges, railroad cars, and storage
tanks. Strip steel is used to make
pots and pans, razor blades, toys,
and many other items.

Individual plants in the iron and
steel ,industry typically employ a
large number of workers. About 80
percent of the industry's employees
work in plants which have more
than 2,500 employees. A few plants
have more than 20,000. Many
plants, however, have fewer than
100 employees.

Iron and steel plants are located
mainly in the northern and eastern
parts of the United States. About 7
out of 10 of the industry's workers
are employed in five . States
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Il-
linois, and New York. Nearly 3 out
of 10 are employed in Pennsylvania
alone.

The heart of U.S. steel manufac-
turing is a triangular area, about
250 miles on a side, marked, off by
Johnstown, Pa., Buffalo, N.Y., and
Detroit, Mich. Included in this area
are major steel producing centers
such as Pittsburgh, Pa., and Cleve-
land and Youngstown, Ohio. Large
plants alo are located on the south
shore of Lake Michigan near
Chicago.,The Nation's three largest
steel plants are located at Indiana
Harbor and Gary, Incl.,. and Spar-
rows Point, Md. (near Baltimore).
Much of the steelmaking in the
South is in the vicinity of Bir-
mingham, Ala, and Houston, Tex.
In California there are plants at
Fontana and near San Francisco.
Other .steelmaking facilities are
located at Pueblo,Colo and Provo;

Utah.

Occupations In th. Industry

Workers in the iron and steel in-
dustry hold more than 2,000 dif-
ferent types of jobs. Many are
directly engaged in making iron and
steel and converting it into
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semifinished and finished products.
Others maintain the vast amount of
machinery used in the industry,
operate crane$ and other equip-
ment that move raw materials and'
steel Products about the plants, or ,
perform other kinds -of production
jobs In addition, many workers are
needed to do clerical. sales, profes-
sional, technical, administrative,
and supervisory work

Proseising Occupations The
majority of the workers' in the in-
dustry are employed in the many
processing operations involved in
converting iron ore into steel and
then Into semihrohed and finished
steel products Following,are brief
descriptions of the major steelmak-
ing and finishing operations and
some of the occupations connected
with ttiern.
Blast furnaces The blast furnace, a
large tel cylinder lined, with heat-
resistanfbnck. is used to make mol-
ten iron, from iron ore. A mixture of
ore, coke, and limestone (called a
"charge") is fed into the top of the
furnace Hot air blown in the bot-
tom from giant stoves causes the
coke to burn, producing intense
heat At these high temperatures
gas from the burning coke, reacts
with the Oxygen in the ore, freeing

`the iron.
The iron, now molten, 'trickles

down through' the burning coke and
collects in a pool at the bottom of
the furnace At the same time, the
intense heat causes the limestone to
combine with other impurities in
the ore and with coke ash to form
"slag," a byproduct that is often
used for making cement and insu-
lating materials The slag also
trickles down through the coke and
floats on top of the heavier molten
iron. Molten iron is removed from
the furnace every 3 or 4 hours, slag
may be removed more frequently.

A blast furnace operates cantinti-
, ously, 24 hours a day, 7'' days a

week, unless it is shut down fog,
repairs or for other reasons. A sin-
gle furnace may produce up to

7,500 tons of Iron la -a 24-hour

The raw matenals used in blast
furnaces are trailVerred from
stockyards by tarry operators
(D O.T. 919,8183). These workers
position their Jury cars under
storage bins where they are filled
with coke, limestone. or .iron ore.
After dnving on tracks to the fur-
nace, the operators position their
cars over an open grate. Pulling a
lever, they dump the materials
through the grate and Into a
hopper Scale car operators (D.O.T.
921 883) drive other larry cars on
tracks in tunnels underneath the
hoppers Positioning their car under
one of these bins, they fill it with
raw material, weigh the loaded car,
and then unload the material into
skip cars where the ore, limestone,
or coke is automatically carried to
the top of the blast furnace and
dumped In stockhouses without
autotnatic controls a skip car opera-
tor (D 0 T, 921.883) uses electric
and pneumatic controls to operate'
these-cars Scale car operators must
keep records of what they put in the
furnace, and must know what is in
the furnace at any time. Stove ten-
ders (D 0 T. 512.782) operate the
stoves which heat air for the blast
furnace They regulate valves to
control the heat of the stoves and
the flow of air to the furnace.

Blowers (D.O.T. 5 I 9.134, over-
see the operation of one of more
blasy'furnaces and are responsible
for the quantity and quality of the
iron produced. They coordinate the
addition of raw materials by
stockhouse workers with the fur-
nace operaticcn and supervise
keepers (D.O.T. 502.884) and their
helpers (D.O.T. 502.887) in remov-
ing (tapping) the iron and slag from
the furnace. If the iron is not form-
ing correctly in the furnace, they
may have the stove tenders change
the temperature and flow of air into
the furnace.

When the blower has determined
that the iron is ready to be
removed, the keeper and a helper
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drill through the clay that ts
plugging a taphole above the mol-
ten iron, allowing the slag to flow
down a sand-lined channel Into
waiting ladles.'Helpers open gates
to divert the slag Into other ladles
when the fist one is filled. After
removing the slag the keeper dnlls
through a lower taphole which al-
lows the iron to flow down another
channel Into hot metal cats. In
some furnaces only the lower
taphole is used. The slag flows out
after the Iron and is di'verted by the
keeper to the slag channel. To close
the furnace the keeper uses a mud
gun" to shoot clay Into the
tapholes. The keeper and helpers
use sledges and tongs to remove
solidified iron and slag from the
channels tand shovels to line the
channels with special heat resistant
sand.

Some Iron is made into finished
products such as automobile engine
blocks and plumbing pipes. Mos(of
it, however, is used to make steel.
Because steel is stronger than iron
and can be hammered and bent
without breaking, It can be used for
many more products.
Steel furnaces. Steel is made by
refining Iron to remove some of the
carbon and impurities and adding
alloying agents such as silicon and
manganese, This is done in several
types of furnaces. basic oxygen,
open hearth, and electric.

More than half of all domestic
steel is made in basic omen fur-
naces (BOF's) and About a quarter
in open hearth furnaces. Both
produce similar kinds of steel, but
BOF's do the job faster and are ex-
pected to replace many of the open
hearths now in operation. Although
electne furnaces also produce regu-
lar steel like that made by -BOF's
and open hearths,. they can also
produce high quality steel such as
tool and stainless steel.

A melter (D.O.T. 512.1-312) su-
pervises w,grkers at a steel filrnace.
Melters receive information on tie
charactenstics of the raw materials
they will be using 40.1c1 the type and
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quality of steel they are expected to
produce The melter makes the
steel to the desired specifications by,
varying the proportions of iron,
scrap steel, and limestone in the
furnace, and by adding small,
amounts of other materials such as
manganese, silicon, copper, or
other alloy additives. The
procedure followed depends on the
furnace used.

A basic oxygen furnace,( BOF) is
a giant, pear-shaped steel container
lined with refractory matenal The
furnace operator (D.O.T 512 782 ),
undef the direction of the melter,
controls this steelmaking process
To begin the operation, the furnace
operator's first assistant uses con-
trols to tJt the furnace to receive
the charge of steel scrap and molten
iron A scrap crane operator (.D.0 T.
921 883) adds scrap steel and is fol-
lowed by a charging crane operator
(DOT 921 883) who adds the
molten iron made by the 'blast fur.

ha
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helpers, working from behind a
heat ishield, use a long-handled
spoon to take a sample. The sample
is sent,up to the lab where me
gists determine how c e steel
is to the product sired. Based on
this informal , the furnace opera-
tor .dete es hove much longer
and at what temperature the-fur-
nace should operate. When the fur-
nace operator has determined that
the steel is of the correct composi-
tion, the first assistant tilts the fur-
nace towards a waiting ladle. The
steel flows through a taphole half-
way p the furnace and into the
la . The second assistant and

nace After the assistant rights the
furnace, the furnace operator, who
works in a pulpit, uses levers and
buttons to lower the oxygen lance, a
pipe which blows oxygen into the
furnace at supersonic speeds
Operators also control the addition
of lime, which reacts with impun-
ties in the iron to form slag, and the
addition of any alloys which are
required to give the steel the
desired properties If the "chemical
reactions become too violent, the
furnace may overheat, causing slag
and iron to splash out the top Thus,
furnace operators must pay close
attention to conditions in the fur-
nace, regulate the oxygen flow and, pers may add alloys to the ladle
if the furnace does overheat, direct/ while the steel is poured. By con-
the rocking of the furnace to cool it. .tinually tilting the furnace at a

By observing the vanous instiru- steeper angle the first assistant can
ments in the control room, the fur- keep the slag above the taphole,
nace operator knows w en the steel
has almost the correct co salon,
The first assistant then tilts t
nace while the sec

A'scrap cranif operator loads a B.O.F. with scrap metal.

ur-

preventing it from flowing into the
ladle. Eventually, the slag is poured
into the slag pot. The assistants and

'butthen
use handtools to clean

'but the tap hole and furnace lip.
An open hearth furnace resem-

r -1-;1--esza large, rectangular, shallow
pan. The melter at this furnace su-
pervises a first helper (D.O.T.'
512.782) who in turn directs the ac-
tivities of a second helper (D.O.T.
502.884) and a third helper (1),O,T.
519.887). To begin the operation, a
charging-machine operator (D.O.T.
512.883), working in a. pulpit, uses
a longarmed charging machine to
dump !loxes of limestone andscrafi
steel inside the furnace door. The
first he r operates controls to
open a d clo the door, and regu-
lates y e fl of hot air from brick
stoves tote furnace. After d
mining .aterial has
reaehenhe correct temperature,
the first helper signals a crane
operator who pours molten iron
from a ladle into a movable spout
located at a door of .the furnace.
The first helper continues to
operate,controls to bring the fur-
nace up, to the best temper.ature for
the steelmaking reactions.

After ,taking a sample of the mol-
ten metal and determining that it
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has the correct composition. the
first helper directs-the other helpers
in tapping the furnace. Using an ex-
plosive charge. the second helper

wopens the taphole, which is located
at the lowest part of the furnace.
While the metal flows Into the ladle,
the second and third helpers shovel
alloying materials, which they had
pieviously weighed and wheeled to
the furnace. into the ladle The
lighter slag flows out after the steel
and overflows into a slag pot After
the furnace has been emptied, the
first helper examines the interior
and supervises the other helpers in
repairing any damage to the floor or
walls

The electric arc furnace is the
most common electric furnace. To
load it. the roof is usually swung
aside by the furnace -operator
1D 0 T 512 782), A crane/ opera-
tor adds lime. scrap steel, and in
some cases enriched iron pellets to
the furnace Molten Iron is seldom
u4ed in these furnaces. After clos-
ing the roof, the furs ce operator
uses controls to lower dlectrodes to
within a few inches of the metal
Other controls are used to regulate
the current flowing through the
electrodes The current arcs from
an electrode to the ,metal and then
back to a neighboring electrode,
melting the steel By regulating the,
current, the operator can control
the temperature tnuch more accu-
rately than operators of BOF's and
open hearths, to prOduce very high
quality steels.

To remove the slag, the furnace
operator uses levers to tilt the fur-
nace slightly while an assistant uses
a long pole to stir the slag'. This
helps the slag flow out of a spout
located above the molten steel.
When the furnace has been righted:
Iloys can be padded through the

roof, after which the operator tilts
the furnace in the opposite
direction to pour the steel into a
ladle.

Molten steel usually is solidified
' into large blocks called "ingots " A

Ladm crane operator (D 0,T

Furnace' workers take sample of molten steeLtor laboratory analysis.

921 883) controls an overhead
crane which picks up the ladle of
molten steel and moves dove/ a
long row of ingot molds testing on
flatbottom cars; The steel pourer
(D.O.T. 514.884) operates a
$.topper at the bottom of the ladle to
let the steel flow into these molds.
As soon as the steel has solidified
sufficiently, an ingot stripper

_(p.o.T. 921.883) operates an over-
head crane, which removes the
molds from the ingbts. ,

Rolling and' finishing. The three
principal methods of shaping steel
are Oling, casting, and forging.
Abdo three-fourths of all steel
products are shaped by the rolling
process. In this method, heated
steel ingots are squeezed into
longer and flatter shapes between
two massive cylinders or "rolls."
Before ingots of steel are rolled,
they are heated to the temperaturc
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specified by plant metallurgists.
The heating is done in large fur-
naces called "soaking pits," located
in the plant floor. A soaking pit
crane operator (D.O.T. 921.883)
maneuvers an overhead crane tolift
the ingots fiorn small railcars and
place them in the soaking pit. A
heater (D.O.T. 613.782) and helper
(D.O.T. 613.885) control the soak-
ing pit operation. They adjust, con-
trols to maintain the correct tem-
perature iii each pit, and by
watching dials and observing the
color of the metal, they determine
when the Ingot is ready for rolling.
When the ingots are hot enough the
crane operator places them on an
ingdt buggy, It hicli carries them to
the first rolling mill, sometilnes
called a "primary" mill. Here, the
ingots are rbiled into smaller, more
easily handled shapes called blooms
and slabs. Blooms are generally
between 6 and 12 inches wide and 6
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and 12 inches thick Slabs are much
wider and thinner than blooms.

The rolling of ingots into blooms
and slabs is a similar operation, in
fact some rolling mills can do both
The ingot moves along on a roller
conveyer to a machine which
resembles a giant clOthes wringer
A "two - high' rolling mill has two
grooved rolls which revolve in op-
posite directions The rolls grip the
approaching ingot and pull it
between them, squeezing it thinner
and longer When the ingot has
made one such pass the rolls are
reversed, and the ingot is fed back
through them Throughout the
rolling operation.," the ingot is
periodically turned 90 degrees by,
mechanical devices called
"manipulators," and
between the rolls again so that all
sides are rolled This operation is
repeated until the ingot is reduced
to a slab or bloom of the desired
size It is then ready to be cut t
specified lengths.

A roller (D.O.T. 613.782),
worker in charge of the mill, w ks
in a glass-enclosed control booth,

' located above or beside the con-
veyer line. This employee's duties,
\vhich appear to consist principally
of 'moving lever? and pushing but-
tons, look relatively simple. How-
ever, the quality of the product and
the speed with (hich the ingot is
rolled depend upon the roller's
skill. The roller regulates the open-
ing between the rolls after each
pass. If the opening is set too wide.-
more passes will be needed to get
the required shape, and production
will be slowed. If the opening is too
narrow, the rolls or gears may be
damaged. Long experience and a
knowledge of steel 'characteristics
are required fof a worker to
become a roller. A manipulator
operator (D.O.T. 613.782) sits in
the booth beside the roller and
operates controls which position
the ingot correctly before each
pass.

Upon leaving the rolling mill, the
red-hot' slab -or bloom moves along
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a conveyer to a place wher4 a shear
operator (D.O.T. 615.782) controls
a heavy hydraulic shear which cuts
fhe steel into desired lengths.

In a rolling mill that has auto-
matic controls, a rolling mill atten-
dant is .given a card that has been
punched with a series of holes. The
holes represent coded directions as pupport
to how ,the ingot is to be rolled. T sl
attendant inserts the card
card "reader" and presses a b
to start the automate
sequence. When th
used, the roller's
operating the
and coor
process.

Of i
is th
wh'

having the profile of the desired
product shape, such as slab or
bloom. The steel -cools and solidi-
fies along the bottom and lower
sides o the mold. Passing dow
through a chambeir, the
further cooled by a er spray.
Pinch rolls con its descent and

eight, and the molded
r bloo)n of steel is cut into

emerges frorn the rolls.
After e steel is/rolled or cast

Into primary shapes, most of it is
put. through ,rnifinishing and
finishing. operations. Slabs, for ex-
ample, can be reduced and shaped
into plates,and sheets. Blooms can
be made.into rods which in turn can
be reduced to wire.

To make sheets, a slab is first
heat a furnace similar to the

mg pits, described earlier, and
then run through a hot stnp mill.
The hot strip mill is a continuous se-

is

On
rolling

process is-
is shifted from

ntrols to directing
ating the rolling

reasing use in steel shaping
continuous casting process,

h eliminates the necessity of
p educing large ingots that in twin

ust be reheated and then p
through huge blooming and
slabbing mills. In the cOntinuous% ries of pairs of rots, similar to the
casting process, m 4n steel is two at the primary mill. As the slab
poured into a wa r-cooled mold moves through each pair of rolls it

emote control enables rollers to work outside the vicinity of the rolling process.
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becomes thinner and longer Edge
guides control its width After
passingthroug the last pair of
rolls, the sheet is wound into a coil
If the customer prefers a thinner
sheet or an improved surface. the
product may be cold rolled in
another mill

Having obtained information on
the characteristics of the sheet
desired, the roller at the hot strip
mill refers to a printed guide to
determine the necessary gauge
between each pair of rolls, and the
speed at which the slab should
travel V orking in a pulpit, the
roller uses controls to set the gauge
on the last series of rolls, while the
speed operator (D 0 T 613 782 )
Controls the speed of the sheet
being rolled Unless problems
develop, the job of these two wor-
kers is repetitive However. if the
sheet should begin to buckle
between rolls, due to the'(Tteel's
composition or temperature, these
two employees' must readjust the
gauge and speed in an attempt to
avoid damage to the sheet.

Under the direction of the roller,
a rougher (DOT 613 782) and
assistant use handtools to adjust the
gauge and edge' guides for the first
series of rolls (called the roughing
mill) A rougher pulpit operator
(DOT 613 782). *flowing the
rougher's instructions, signals the
furnace crew for additional slabs
and uses hand eontrols to operate
guides to position the slab at the
start of the run

Wire and pipe are mac e from.
blooms First the bloom is rolled
into a billet (a bloom with a smaller
cross section) To make wire, the
billet is foiled into an even thinner
product palled a rod

A wire draxer (D 0 T 614.782)
operAtes equipment that pulls 113g
steel rod through a die The die has
a tapered hole, one end of v. Inch is
smaller than the rod the rod
passes through the hole. it is made'
thinner and' longer and becomes
wire

A piercer-inachtne operator

(DOT. 613 885) controls machin,
ery that makes seamless pipe from
solid billets of steel The operator
passes a heated billet between two
barrel-shaped rolls which spin the
billet and force an end of It against
a sharp plug .or "Mandrel." The
mandrel smooths the inside wall of
the billet and makes the diameter of
the hole uniform

Maintenance, Transportation; and
Plant Service Occupations. Large
numbers of workers are required in
steel plants to support processing
activities Some maintain and repair
machinery and equipment, while
others operate the equipment
which provides power; steam, and
water.

Machinists and machine tool
operators make and repair metal
parts for production equipment.
Diemakers use Machine tools to
form dies, such as those used to
make wire Roll turners (D.O.T.,
613 780) use lathes, grinders, and
other machine tools to refinish the
steel rolls used in the rolling mills.

Millwrights overhaul machinery
and repair and replace defective
parts. Electricians install wiring and
fixtures and hook up electrically
operated equipment. Electrical
repairers. (motor inspectors) keep

. wiring, motors, switches, and other
electrical equipment in good
operating condition:

Electronic repairers install and
maintain thd increasing number of
electronic devices airi systems used
in steel manufacturhig plants. Typi-
41y, this equipment includes com-
munication systems such as,closed-
circuit television, electronic com-
puting and data recording systems,
and measuring, processing, and
control devices such as X-ray mea-
suring or inspection equipment.

Bricklayers repair and rebuild the
brickwork in furnaces, soaking pits,
'idles, and coke ovens, as well as
mill buildings and' offices. Pipefit-
ters lay, out, install, and repair pip-
mg that. is sed to carry the large
amounts of liquids and gases used in
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steelma15.ing. Boilermakers test,
repair, and rebuild heating units,
storage tanks, stationary boilers,
and condensers. L6comotive en-
gineers and other train crew mem-
bers operate trains that transport
materials and products in the vast
yards of Iron and steel plants. Other
skilled workers operate the various
boilers, turbines, apd switchboards
in factory. powerplants.

Other types of maintenance and
service workers include carpenters,
oilers, painters, instrument
repairers, scale mechanics, welders,
loaders, riggers, janitors, and
guards. Many laborers are em-
ployed to load and unload materials
and-do a variety of cleanup jobs.

Administrative, Clerical, and
Technical Occupations. Profes-
sional, administrative, clerical, and
salesworkers consitute about one--

fifth of the industry's total employ-
ment. Of thde; the majority are
clerical workers, such as secreta-
ries, stenographers, typists, ac-
counting -clerks, and general office
clerks.

Engineers, scientists, and techni-
cians make up a substantial propor-
tion of the Industry's white-collar
employment. Several thousand of
these workers perform research and
develop ent work to improve ex-
isting kfon an feel products and
processes, and to ve lop new ones.

Among the tech cal specialists
employed in steelmaking , are
mechanical engineers, whose prin-
cipal work is the design, construc-
tion, and operation of mill machin-
ery and material handling equip-
ment. Metallurgists and metallurgi-
cal engineers work in laboratories
and production departments where
they have the important task of
specifying, controlling, and testing
the quality of the steel during its
manufacture. Civil engineers are
engaged in the layout, construction,
and' maintenance of steel plants,
and the equipment used for .heat,
light, and transportation. Electrical
engineers design, lay out, and su-

4
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pervise the operation of electrical
. facilities that pro.ide power for
steel mill operauon

Chemists analyze the chemical
properties-of steel and raw materi-,
als in laboratories Laboratory
technicians cro routine testing and
assist chemists and engineers.

:Drafter's prepare working plari and
detailed drawings required in plant

a construction and maintenance
Among the einployets in ad-

ministrative, managerial, and super
4 visory occupations are office

managers to relations and per
sonnet a ers. purchasing
agents. plant managers. and indus-
trial engineers Working with these
persdnnel Are several thousand
professional workers, including Ac-
countants, nurses, lawyers,
econorrnsjs, statisticians, and
mathematicians The industry also
employs several thousand sales
*Oilers.

( betailed discussions of profes-
sional, technical. mechanical. and
other occupation's found in the iron
and steel industry. as well as ip
many otter industries. are gi;,en
elsewhere in the Handbook.) A

Training, Other Oualifications
and Advancement .

Nev." workers it process;
operaticms usually are hired as un-
skilled bores Openings in higher
rated jobs usually are filled by
promoting workers fiipm lower
grade jobs Cength of service, with

corn?any is the major factor
considered'wben selectuig workers
for promotion Promotipns to first
level supervisory pbsttions. sock As
blower and melter, differ among
companies Some firms determine
these promotions.solely un seniority
while others base theM on ability to
do the job.

Training for proZessing occupa-
tions is done almost entirely onohe
job Workers move to operations
requiring progressively greater skill
as they, acquire experience A crane
operator, for example, first is taught

V

how to operate relatively simpl
cranes, and thew advances through
several steps ro cranes much mor
difficult to run, such as the hot
metal crane.

Workers in the vartNis operatui
units usually advance along fairly
well-defined lines of promotion
within their departments. For ex
ample, to become a blast furnace
blower, a worker generally starts as
a laborer, advancing second
helper, first helper, keeper and
finally blower At a basic oxygen
furnace a worker may begin by
doing general cleanup work and
then advance to furnace hand.
second assistant. first assista4, fur-
na...e operator and eventually to
melt 'r A possible line of job ad-
v anCement fora roller in a finishing,
mill might be assistant rougher.
rougher pulpit operator. rougher,
speed operator and finish roller.
WOrkers can be trained for skilled
jobs. such as blower, melter, and
roller, whict are among the highest
rated steelmaking jobs, in a
minimum of 4 or 5 years, but they
may have to wait 25 or 30 years be-
fore openings occur.

To helP them advance in their
work, many employees take. part-
time Course§ in subjects such as
chemistry,. physics, and metallurgy
Steel l-UMPdnieS so etimes provide

/this trainingof n within the
plant. ter workers take evening

s in high schools. trade
schools, or universities or enroll in
correspondence courses.

Although, many maintenance
workers start as helpers and pick up
their skills'from experienced work-
ers, apprentice-ship is the best way
to learn a maintenance trade. Ap-
prenticeship programs usually last 3
ur 4 years and consist. mainly of
shop training in various aspectstof
the particular jobs. In addition.
classroom instruction in related
technical subjects usuallyis,..gi'ven,
either in,the plant or in local fOca-
tional schods.

Steelmaking companies
ferent qualifications fur a

e applicants.' Generally, employers
require applicants to have the

e equivalet of a high school or voca-
- tional- school education. In most

cases, the minimum age for appli-
_

g cants is 18 years. Some companies
giveaptreide and other types of
tests to .applicants to determine

- their suitability for the trades. Ap-
prenuces generally are chosen from.
among, qualified 'workers already
employed in the plant.

The rrnmmum requirement for
engineering and scientifiF jobs
usually is a bachelor's degree with
an appropriate major. Practically
all the larger complames have for-
mal training prygrams for college-
trained technical workers. In these
programs, trainees work for brief
periods in ,!anous operatmg and
maintenance divisions to get a
broad picture of steelmaking opera-
tions before they are assigned to a
particular department. In other
companies. the newly hired
scientist or engineer is assigned
directly to a specific research,
operating, maintenance adminis-
trative, or sales unit. Engineering
graduates frequently are hired for
saleswork and many of the execu-
tives in the industry have engineer-
ink backgrounds. Engineering grad-
uates, as well as graduates of busi-
ness administration and liberal arts
colleges, wif employed ay sales, ac-
counting, and labor-management
relations:as well as in managerial
positidns. ,

Completion of a busin course,.
in high school, junior col , or
business school is preferre or
entry into most of the office occu-
pations. Office jobs requiring spe-
cial kn'ow ledge of the steel industry
generally are filled by promoting
peisonnei already employed in the
industry.

have d
Nice

t.r\Empioyme utlook

Einpl ent in the-iron and steel
in. ry is not expected to change
significantly in theiong run (1974 -
85). NeveMteless, many workers.



OCCUPATIONS IN THE IRON AND

will be hired is replace "those who
retire. die, or transfer to other
fields. The total number hired may
fluctuate from year to year because
the inAustry is sensitive to changes
in business conditions and defense
needs.

Production of iron and steel is ex-
pected to increase Moderately as
population and business'growth

..create a demand for more automo-
biles, household appliance, indus-
trial machinery, and other products
that require large amounts of these
metals. Because- of laborsavIng
technology. however. .employment
is not expected to keep pace with
increases in production. Giant blast
furnaces are being built that make
more iron per worker than the
smaller furnaces they are replacing.
Open hearth furnaces will continue
to be replaced with more efficient
basic oxygen furnaces, increasing
the amount of steel produced per

'worker. Older primary rolling mills
will be replc&I by continuous
casters, which-use fewer e ployees
to produce slabs. bill ts. and
blooms. Greater use of computers
to control plant equipment,- as in
hot finishing mills, and to process
business records also will increase
efficiency. ,

Employment trerfds will differ
among °cep i_ptions. The number of
engirt emirs, metallurgists, labbratory
technicians, yid other te?chnical
.workersIvill Increase as the
try's rest ch and 'develop ent

9grams ex mployment of
uter programmers and opera-

< t so will increase. More main-
te e workers will be needed tp

'tn the increasingly complex
ry used by steel mills. Em-

in .proceSttrith 0ccupa-
-. tions the other hand, is ex-

pette 'ne slightly' as more
efficie machinery and
equipmen re introduced. T.

S'T'EEL INDUSTRY

Earnings nd Working
Conditions

Earnings of p7duction workers

64,

Bala straight-time h.:writ turnings ' of wvriers in selected olcupationsm basic
Iron and steel estubliihments. mud -1974

Hourly
earnings

__-
Blast furnaces

Larry operators
'-

'11
.

S 5.10
eepers

5.50
Bay. oxygen furnaces'

Second assistants
"Furnace operators. .

Open hearth furnaces
Chariang time operators 5.70
Furnace ope ors 6 50

Bloom slab. and b kt mills
fehTe . .

Sciaking pit crane operators..
5 60

Rollers
6.80

( ontinuous hotsnip mills
Roughen 5 70
Rollers

7 30
Maintenance
. Bt.-Mayers

5.80
Milt is . 5.70

'Exclude, premium pay for overtime and for work on weekends. holidays. and late shifts.

iii iron and steelmaking are among having 2 years of more of service
tilt highest in manufacturing. In are eligible to receive supplerental
1974, they averaged S6.25 an hour, unemployment benefits for by to 52
while production Workers in manu- weeks. Other benefits include
.factoring as a whole averaged health and life insurance, an4 edu-
S4.40. To show how earnings vary cation and scholarship assistance.
by occupation and department, Wosiloiag conditions vary by, de-
wage rates for employees in some of partmpnt. aintenance shops
the principal occupations are generally are clean and cool:
presentecl in table 1. However, most Rolling mills d furitaces are hot
steelworkers Are paid on an incen- and noisy. May plants, however,
'five basisthat is, the more they have deftloRe methods to reduce .
produce the more they earnand job discomfal The use of remote
often earn more than the table -contr61, for example, enables some
would indicate. employees, such as furnace opera-

Most plantworkers in the- iron tors,to work outside the Immediate,
and steel industriihre mem of vicinity4f proat'ssilig opefatiOns.In
the United Steelworkers of A r- other instances, the cabs in which-
ica. Agreements between.,, stee the workers lit while operating
companies .and the. union include mechanical EqUipMent, gich as
some of the most liberal benefits itt cranes, may be air-conditioned.
industry. Most workers receive la- Betauslivain,procesges ate con-
cation y ranging from b..to ,4 tinuous, are on
weeks, de ding on length of seiv- night shifts or rk on 'weekends.,ice. A worke in the top 50 per- Sources Addillonal

Infocent of a seni sty list receives a 13- oftenseek vacs n every 5 years; the -
. r

remaini workers receive 3 extra . For additional !flfortraition about
Iron and steel Indus-

,.
weeks of vacation oncenn a 5-year
period. Professional and executive
personnel in some companies
receive similar benefits.

'Workers may retire on company-.
paid pensions after 30 yeafs of serv-
ice, regardless of age. Employees

careers in /
iry, contact:
American Iron and S I Instifutt, 1000 I

St. NW., Washing D.C. 20036.
eUntied Steelworkers of Arnca. 1500 ortp.

monwealth lWtsburJ. Pa.
15222



OCCUPATIONS IN LOGdING
A-ND LUMBER MILLS

Young people whxhave a high
school education and :O love for the
outdoors and wildlife may find re-
warding careers in the logging and
lumber rndugt6 Logging camps
and sawmills provide many job op-
portunities an the South and Pacific

-Northwest. the Nation's major
timber-producing regions Because
the building and furnishing of
homes, hospitals, schools, stores,
and most other structures depend
upon lugiber and wood products,
thousands of job openings will ,be
available each year through the
mid-1980's.

Nature and Locationof thq
Industry -

In 1974, nearly 85,000 wage and
salary workers were employed in
logging to help harvest trees and
remove thernsfrom forests A much,
law number -about 220.000
worked in saw mills,Ynd. planing
Mills where togs are convIrted into
!umbel In addition. aboTt 50.009
workers v,efe self-ernplbytd,, most
of thern in Itigging

Tfiis statement deals with aclivi-
ties and jobkinvolved in cutting and

Anoving timber from forests.and in
qie processing of logs into" rough
and finished lumber" It excludes the
manufacture of paper, plywood.
erieer, and other wood products

such as furniture and boxes_ Oceu
. pations in paper manufacturing are

:discussed in a separate statement
elsewhere in the Handbook

Lumber production has.fOrcirved..
the same basic process for many
year A stand of timber Is har-
vested in the forest, movelth a cen-.

'trot location or "landing accessi
ble to transportation, and then cat-

.
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ned by truck or rail to a mill for
processing Logging crews typically
consist of from 5 to 15 workers.
Several crews, each working at a
different location, may be needed
to supply logs for a single mill. The
crew moves through the forest as
one area after another is harvestekl.
Years ago these workers lived in
camps close to the cutting site.
With better ,roads, almost all can
now live at home and commute to
work. .

In the sawmill, logs are debarked,
rough-sawn into various widths and
lengths. and then seasoned (dried)
so the wood wilI'not warp.-A small
amount of rough lumber is sold
without further processing. but the

.rest'must be sent to a planing mill
befofe it mes to market. In this
mill, rough boards are finished to_
give them a smooth surface. Boards
also are made into flooring, siding.
moulding, and other fornis of build-

, mg tnm. Since logs cosi more to
ship than lumber, sawmills usually

. are located near tree harvesting
areas Some of these mills are small,
portable operations that can be
moved about from week to.,week as
the harvest progresses, but the large
ones are permanent. Waning' mills
may be near sawmills or hundreds

.of miles away. About three-fourths
of all mills employ feweL than 20
workers, but some have more than
100.

Although some logging and
lumber mill workers are employed
in nearly every, State, seven States
account for .about half of the indus-
try's employment. Oregon,
Washington, California, Alabama.
North . Carolina, Arkansas, and
Georgip.

6 6

?,

Logging. Befoa a stand of timber is
. harvested, a forester (D.O.T.
040.081) decides which trees to
cut. Foresters also map the cutting
areas, plan and supervise the
cutting; and plant seedlings to
replace the trees, that were
remove b r cruisers (D.O.T.
449.8.7) esti _ ate the amount and
grade of standing timber and help
foresters make maps. Heavy equip-
ment operators build access roads
and trails to the cutting and loading
areas so that they can be reached by
logging crews

The initial haqesting task-
"falling and bucking"-is the
process of cutting the tree down
and further cutting (bucking) it into
logs for easier handling_ Falters
(D 0 T 940 884), working singly
or in pairs, use powersaws to cut
down trees marked by the forester.
Expert falters can usually drop a
tree in the exact spot where they
want it, making sure other trees are
not injured in the process As soon
as the tree is down, buskers (D.O.T.
940.884) saw the limbs off and saw
the trunk into logs.

.The next cask-"skidding -is a
method of reinov'ting logs from the
cutting area. A choker (steel cable)
is noosed around the log by choker
setters (D.kLT, 942.887) and then
attached to a tractor which drags or
-skids- the log to the landing. A
rigging stinger (D.O.T. 942.884) su-
pervises and assists choker setters

'and tractor drivers. In rough terrain
in the Wegt, where logs must be
moved up or down steep slopes or
across ravines. the highlead-
method is used instead of tractor
skidding. This method is somewhat
like a fishing rod and reel. Steel ca-
bles run from a diesel-powered
winch (reel) through pulleys at the
top of a large steel tower (rod) and
down to the cutting area which may
be hundreds of feet away from the
tower. Choker setters noose the end
of the _cable around a log and a
yarder engineer (D.O.T. 942.782)
operates the winch to pull the log
into the landing. Experiments, are
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Logging worker vies chain saw to di-
vide tree trunk into logs.

now being made with heavy duty
helicopters Hovering above a
jogging site. the helicopters can lift
and move lop weighing several
tons Balloons also are being tried

After logs teach the landing. they
are loaded or a truck trailer and
hauled to a mill A loader engineer
(DOT 921 883) Operates a
machine that picks up logs and
places them on the trailer A second
loader ip 0 T 949 884) directs the

. positioning of logs on the trailer.
Although trucks usually are used.
logs are sometimes carried by rail-
road cars .

ca :rnills art,' P1,4ri.ox'Afills At the
sawmill incoming logs are stacked

*on the ground (cold decking) or
dumped. mto a pond to await
cutting Water storage protects the
logs frorn.spliteing. insect damage.
and fire Cold decking. on the other
hand, permits greater storage
volume per acre. and some haq-
v.nivels such as oak must be stored
this way because they will sink in
water Scalers ( D 0 T 941 488)
measure logs and look for defects.
such as knots and splits. to estimAte
the amount and quality of lumber
av ailahle Pond Korkers (D 0 ?-
92'1 R86) wearing spiked boots
walk about on the logs in the pond'
and use long poles to sort them so
that all of one kind or size go into

the mill together
A bull-chain' operator (DID T

921 885) controls a conveyor that
pulls logs up a chute into the saw-
mill A barker operator (D.0 T
533 782) operates machinery to
remove bark and foreign matter
that could damage saws One kind
of machine has rough metal bars or
knives that rub or chip the bark
away Another kind tears it off with
the high pressure force of water
The removed bark sn' be
processed into garden mulch or
burned to produce heat and steam,
for the sawmill

As a log enters the sawing area, a
deck worker (DOT 667 887) rolls
it' onto a platform called a
"carnage," and a block setter
ID 0 T 667 885) aligns the log and
locks it into position The carriage.
which moves back and forth on
rails carries the lotinto the teeth of
a large bandsaw, and each time it
passes thsaw a board is sliced off
This operation is controlled by a
head sawyer (D 0 T 782). who

'is one of the most exprienced wor-
,kers in the Mill The quantity of
'lumber obtained.from logs depends
largely. on the heiid sawyer's skill
and knowledge

After leaving the carriage, the
lumber moves to an edger saw, con-.
sisting of twb or more circular
'lades Operatecl by a puny edger
(DOT 667 782). the edging
machinery eats the lumber to the
desired width For example, the
production run may be ,cutting
boards to a 4-inch width Net. a
trimmer sax opeytor ( D O.T.
667 782). using a series of circular,
cross -cut saws, cuts the lumber to
various lengths, such as 8, 10, or 12
feet.

When all sawing is completed, a
conveyor system moves the rough
lumber into a sorting shed, where-
graders (DOT 469 587) examine
each board and determine its grade.
After gradirjg. sorters (D.O.T
922 887) pull and stack. the lumber
according to type, grade, and
dimension

6
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Al this stage, the- .lumber is still
green and must be seasoned so that
it will not shrink or Warp. It may be'
stacked outdoors where the sun and
wind will remove moisture. More
frequently, however, it is plaqefitins
a specially heated building (dry;
kiln). Dry -kiln operators (D.0,
563.381) control tempirature,
midity, and ventilation in kilns.

Some seasoned lumbbr is
for'use without further proc
primarily in the construction inZti
try Most of the lumber must pass
through a mill before being shipped
to market. In this mill, the rough
dried lumber is rpn through aVserof
rotating knives controlled by it
planer operator (D.O.T 665.782 ).1
Some knife htNids produce smooth
surfaces. while. others tongue-and-

'groove the boargcs- for flooring or
paneling Simildily, a wide variety
of moulding or other building trim
may be cut. The dressed or finished
lumber is usually graded again be-
fore storage or shipment by a planer
mill grader (D 07. 669.50).

In addition to oecupatio,n9
describptl in the logging and main
processes, ),Many other occupations
require a broad range of _training
and skills Maintenance mechanics
install and repair Saws and related
machine* Saw filers sharpen and
repap, saws, and electricians main-
tain and repair wiring, motors, and
othei electrical - equipment.
Truckdrivers transport Icg,s to the
mills and "ZieJivei the finished
lumber products to Wholesaters.

Many workers are erriployAd in
clerical,- sales, apd administrative
occi_mations. For example. many
firms empli4----office managers,
purchasing. 'agents, personnel

4aPage salesworkers', office
clerks, nographers and typists,
bookke:4 rs, and business machine
operlit. s. Also, the industry em-
ploys professional and technical

-ers, such as civil ,.and industrial
neers, drafters and surveyor

and accountants Detailed di
stuns of professional. technical, and
mechanical occupations, found not
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meettianizeil equipment in modelm sawmills

only in logging and. milling but in
other induJxjp as well, are given
elsewhere in the Handbook sn set.-
nops covering

irons.)

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

and millhands 'get
their first jobs wit rev IOUS

;raining, .Employers prefer
school graduates, but 'applicants
with less education frequently are
hired. Erich} level jobs usually can
be learned in a few. weeks-by ob-
seniing and helping expzneneed
.workers..A beginner on a logging
crew may start by helping .ch
setters or ,backers:_liL-thrliu.11a
begintitt...mayfse assignedto a labor
pool _to do udd lobs.- such as
stacking and sorting lumber. As
workers :lain experience, and as
vac.ancies occur, they ean advance
to higher paying jobs. A choker/
,setter who has an aptitudes
-operating4machinery, fa ex le,
may become a truck or tractor

0-CCUPATION AL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

reduces need for hand labor.

dnver, or a yarder engineer: Mill-
hands also can learn various kinds
of machine operating Jobs. such as
bull-chain operator and pony edger

Mechanics. electricians, and
others who repair and maintain the
industry's equipmerit are trained on
the job under the guidance ofsu-
pervisors and exgenenced workers.
In some firms. this trigning,,is sup-
plemented'by chissioorh instruc-
tion. M.fintenancel trainees
frequently are selectesl.from work-
ers already employed in mills or
logging crews. Many firms, how,
ever, will hire inexperienced peupfe
Who have mei..hanIcal aptitude.

enerally, it takes a trainee 3. to 4
teats lo become skilled in One .of
the tnaintenante jobs. )-2"A

, ho have leadership
ability astrd years of ppenert
advance to supervisor ons In- .onto use,
mills and logging ws". A8 in other be reqi*'
industhes, however,, opportunities mills 'm
for promdtion are litnited be iequirem
'rerauveliw of se
exist.

good physidal condition Althotlgh
modern equipment has reduced
some of the heavy labor, stamina
and agility are still impoetsant
qualifications, arucularly for log-
gers. Be,cause of the danger in-
volved ih raung -and working
around heavy machinery, wiirked
should be alert and well coor-
dinated.

A bachelor's degree usually is the
minimum educational reqiiirement
for forester, engineer, accountant,
and other professional occupations
Completion of commercial courses
in high school or business school
usually is adequate for entry into
ciencal occupations, such as secre-
tary, typist, and bookkeeper

Employment Outioolc

Employment in logging and
lumber mills is expecteg to decline
through the mid-1980's despite in-
creases in wood production to mee,V
the Nation's popul &tion and indo/s-
trial growth. Laborsaving machin-
ery will make it possible to harvest
and process more lumber with
fewer , employ
several thousan
be 'needed each-
those who reti

es, Nevertheless,
ew workers will /
year to replace
die, r leave the

industry for other .ns. Th
number of Job openings may 11

:ate from year to year, Ii ever, 1:4
because ,the demand fo umber is
sensitt2.g to ctiangZ-s construction
activity. 1,

Emplomept 'in logging tamps
and mills 4111 decline over The lo
run mdre modern ettuipmnt
techniqu s, are adopted' A

fs ear, fr example, Whic
e pair of blad
e four time,s. as f

more of these sheer
ewer logging wo
d.. Sawmills an

y reduce e

nts by iris
'and, imp
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OCCUPATIONS IN LOGGING AND LUMBER MILLS

it; II

I-oxxutx South
Deck workers. SZ:30
Pond workers 2.55
Sorters. 2.25
Trunmers 2.35

. Checker setters 2.45
Block setters 2.50
Pony edgers 2 45

'Lambe stackers . 2.25
Truckdrivers 2.50
Planer operators . 3 30
Graders. planed lumber 270
Tractor dnvers. skidding. 270
Headsa%-operators. a rcu lar4saw
Headsaw operators, band saw

3 40
4.45

Fallen and backers. power, 2.85

two OiNnree people can replace six
who stack by hand:

Although employment in.ttie in-
dustry as a whole is.declining, cer-
tainvccupatioqs will grow. Addi,
tional mechanics, for example, will
be needed to maintain the growing
stock of,log,ging equipment, trucks,
and mill machinery. More f2r'esters
will find jobs in this industry as
forest replanting and conservation
programs receive greater attention.
MehaniCal and electrical en-
gineep will be in greater demand as
the industrY's production methods
becomespcW:e complex. As in the
past, however, most ot;the indus-
try's job openig,gs will be for logging
and 'millworke because the
make up a ve large roportion of

-the indust s total employment,
replace nt needs are high.

Su er jobs sometimes are
av ble for high schooldens

-

/

rate!
West Coast

.S4.40
4.40
4.46
4.60
4 75
4.85
-4.95.
495
5.00
5.20

.24,,. 535
555
6.00
6.40
7 95

17 years of age iSr.older. These jobs
are unskilled and include such tasks
as working on a survey crew, help-
ing haul logs to landings, clearing
brush, and fighting forest fire's.

Earnings and Working
Con ns y

In 1974, production workers in
sawmills and planning mills
averaged S3.79. In comparison,.
production workers in manufactur-
ing industries as a whole averaged

-$4.40 an hour.
Wage rates in logging vary con-

siderably by occupation, size of
firm, machines and equipment used
and, above all, by jeographic area.
Estimated average hourly rates for
selected occupations in West Coast
and Southern logging: operations
and mills in $74 are shown in the
accompanying tabulation.

,r
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Most togging jobs art outdoors.
The forest may be wet, muddy, and
hot, with annoying insects during
the summer, conversely, working
conditions may be difficult and time
lost because of snow, sleet, and low
temperature during the winter.
Sawmills and planing Mills may be.
noisy and dusty, and uncomfortably
warm during the . summer,
Moreover, vrol)tlijogging sites and
in mills is more hazard6us than in
most manutfactdring plants. For
many person4 however; the oppor-
tunity to work and live in forest re-
gions away fpm crowded cities
more than offsets these disad,
vantages.

The major unions in.this industry
are the International Woodworkers
of Americaand the United Bro er-
hood of Carpente and Joi
America, bO AFL-7 af-,-
filiates. A I e pro.. on of the
industry's prpdu workers on
the 'Wet' Coos /e covered by
union-manage ent contracts. On
the other d. relatively few of
those in e South were covered.

Sources of Additional' .
Information

For further information abouvjob
opportunities an, working condi-
tions, contact
international oodworkers of America,

1622 Lombard St.; Portland, Orrg.e
972

W IndusrIndustry -jCareers, National Forest
ucts Association, 1619 Mane. Ave.

NW.. Washington, D.d.20036.
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MOTOR VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT ,

MANUFACTURING OCCUPATIONS

The automobile indttstry
employs more workers. than any
other single manufacturing indus-
try Moreover. a ,s a major ,on-
sumer of steel. rubber. plate
glas-s. and other bast,: materials

fgP,AT
14-ervi"ay colt

.tru-ction. and -Erna and bits
transportation facilities. have
been created because of motor
vehicles. -

To build the more than 10 million
=-_------=-%-chitles produced in 1974, Tie au-

tomobile industry employed
860000 workers In addition to
workers discussed in this chapter,
thou\sands of persons work in other
induslr.jes that produce automobile
glass. automotive stampings,
1 g systems, storage batteries.
tires, and mar 'other components.

Like other large industries, the
automobile industry employs peo-
ple with widely different levels and
types of education.and training. Job
reg.uireTh-ents vary froth a college

. degree -.-(or engineers's.' and other
Workers

to a feu hours Of on-the-job training
for some assemblers, materials han-
dlers, and custodians.

Nature and Location qollot,,
industry

The automobile industry is abfe
to produce millions Of vehicles
because of mass production of
sta,ndardized parts and assembly

manufactpring. Parts plants
make thousands of interchangeable
parts At the assembly plants work-
ers put these parts together to build
a complete vehicle New cars are
driven off the assembly line at the
rate csf about one a minute

IP%

Tlie industry has about 3,000
plants, ranging from- small parts
plants with only a few workers to
huge assembly. plums...that employ
several thousand. About 85 percent
of the industry 's employees work in

500 workers or more
0-yer two-thirds of the automo-

bile industry's employees,woik in
the Great Lakes region, includirig
Michigan. Ohio, Indiana. Illinois,
Wisconsin, and western New York
Michigan alone has almost 40 per-
cent of the total, with half of these
workers in the Detroit metropolitan
area. Other important automobile
industry centers in the Great Lakes
area are Flint and L
Michigan, Cleveland nad arren,
Ohio, Indianapolis-and Ft. Vv ayne,
Indiana, Buffalo, Nevi Yprk, and
Chic'ago.111thois.

Major automobile manufacturing
centers are also found in other parts
of the country, including Los An-
geles, -San Francisco. Kansas City,
St. LOWS, -Atlanta, and Philadel-
phia. .

Hbw Automobiles are Made

There. are three stages in making
an automobile. designing, engineer-
ing, and testing, production of parts
and subassemblies; and final as-
sembly. (Although the rest of this
statement discusses only automo-
biles, the infciimation also applies
to tracks, buses, and other motor
vehicles,)

Designing, Engeneenng. and Test-
ing, About 2 to 3 years of designing,
engineering and testing- precede
theaCtual production of a new car.

First, executives decide what
kind of car to producea sports

car, compact, or luxury carand
approve basic Specifications for the
car's size and%cost. Stylists design
the car's body and interior. From
the stylists' sketches and drawings,
skilled model makers make scale
and 4111-size clay and fiberglass
triodels of the car. The, models are
used to refine the styling, to evalu-
ate safety features, and finally to
make master dies for producing the
carar Engineers design the car's en-
gine. transmission, suspension, and
other parts. Their designs must
meet safety and pollution control
standards, as well as pass cost, Orel
economy, and performance tests.
They work with physicists,
chemists, metallurgists, and other
scientists on research to ievelop
new parts, stronger and lighter
metal alloys; new ways to use-
plastic and fiberglass, and
thousands of other improvements.
Engineers also work with drafters

draw up blueprints and specifi-
cations.

Each new design anti improve-
ment is 'thoroughly tested in the
laboratory and on the road. Engines
are run thousands of miles under
nearly all driving conditions. Safety
features are tested in the laboraj,c6
and in actual crashes. Components
that fail must be redesigned tiefore
the car'can be produced.

Production of Paris. Once the car
finally designed and tested, ylfe
thousands of parts that aare needed
to assemble complete vehicles must
be produced. Parts are made from a
variety of matenals, including steel,
copper, aluminum, glass, rubber,
plastic, and fabric.

Several different methods are
used to make metal parts. The cast ,c..
ing process is used for bulky pt.S ,

such as engine blks. Axleyak
Other parts that must ,wifhstiatis
great stress are forged.8934 pail is ;
are clapped out of shei.t- '
huge pfesses. SOme parts are
machined to exact dimeniioh
Some parts are made entirety. by
machine., These metirsvimking

654
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MOTOR VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURiNG OCCUPATIONS

workers in hundreds of occup
tions Semiskilled plant workers, n-
clh.ding assemblers and inspec ors,
make up about one-half of I em-
ployees. An additional on uarter
are supervisors, niacin sts, tool
and die makers, mechanics, and
other skilled crafty. orkers Clerical
workers make up another one-tenth
of the total The rest arepi-dfes-
stonals, technicians, salesworkers,
managers, guards'. and unskilled
workers

Some of the important occupa-
tions are described briefly below
Detailed discussions of many of the
professional, technical, daft, and
plant jobs may be found elsewhere
in the Handbook.

Professional cod Technical Occupa-
tions The modern automobile is the
product of the research, design, and
development work of'thousands of
engineers, chemists, drafters, and
other professional and technical
workers.

Over 30.000 engineers worked in
the automobile tridttstry in '1974.
Most of th'em were mechanical,
electrical, or industrial engineers.
Mechanical en-Often design im-
proveMents for engines, transmis-
sions, and other working parts.
Electrical engineers design the car's
electridal system, especially the ig-
nition system and accessories In-
dustrial engineers concentrate on
plant layout, work ,standards,
scheduling, and other production
problems The industry also em-
ploys metallurgical, civil, chemical,
and ceramic engineers.

The tindustry employed over
3,060 mathematicians, physicists,
chemists, and other physical
scientists iii 1974. Most of them'

,Work on research and development
projects such as finding ways to
reduce fuel consumption aad air
pollution and studying Ole ,beravior
of metals under certain conditions.
Mathematicians and statisticians
design quality control systems and
work with research scientists and
engineers. Sortie scientists supervise

prdcesses are explained' more fully
under plant occupations

Other parts are produced by a
variety of manufacturing processes
Plastic and glass parts are molded
and cut, seat cushions are sewn, and
many parts are painted Parts are
also assembled into units or
"subassemblies." such as complete
transmissions

Throughout' production many in-
spections and tests are made to en-
sure that the assembled car will
meet quality and safety standards
Final 4ssernbl% After many months
of designing testing, and producing
parts the car" is finally assembled
Workers attach the, parts and subas-
semblies in the right order as a eon-
Neyor carries the chassis along the
assembly line Axles are attached,
the engine and transmission are
mounted, body panels are welded
together, painted, and joined to th
chassis, instrument panels and seat
are, Installed Near the end of the

hubcaps, mirrors, and other
finishing touches are added
Gasoline is pumped into the fuel
tank, headlights and wheels are
aligned, and the car is inspected
and driven off the line The whole
final assembly process may take as
little as 90 minutes.

Assembling hundreds of cars a
day requires expert timing and

,ordination Parts and subassem-
blies are delivered according to
production schedules arranged
months in advance. They are fed
amtinually to workers from storage
areas along the assembly line. In-
structi ns for the color and special
equip nt for each car are, trans,
milted long the line. This system
allows ars of different colors and
types to follow each other on the as-
sembly linea blue sedan may fol-
low a red' station wagon. Inspecr....
tions are made it many assembly
stations to make sure the car is put
together correctly.

Occupatiorib !Vito industry
TIN

The automobileindustry employs
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technical phases of production.
Metallurgists, for example. super-
vise melting and heating operations
in the casting and forging depart-
ments.
, Drafters are the largest group of

technical workers. They work
closely with engineers and stylists-its
draft blueprints, and specifications
for each part of the car. Epgineer-
inz aides, laboratory assistants, and
thousands of other technicians also
assist engineers and scientists

Admirustrauve. Clerical, and Related
Occupations Executives decide
what .kind of vehicles to produce,`
what prices to charge, where. tyk-
b,Lild plants, and whether topahu-
facture or buy certain pa They
are assisted by lawyers, market
analysts, economists, statistician?,
industrial relations experts and
other, Professionals, .who may also
supervise plant or office staff's.
Purchasing agents, personnel
managers, and other administrative
workers du ct special phases of the
company's ness.

Secretaries, . itiokkeepers.
shipping clerks, k uneff-gnd busi-
ness machine oper typists, and
other clerical emp es*Aork in
the indu ri's plants an ..f es.

Plant Occupattons. Aboti ree-
fourths of the automobile indli ry's
employees work in the plant: Most
of them make parts or work*on the
assembly line. Others service and
repair machinery and equipment.

Foundry Occupations. Engine
blocks and many other parts are
"cast" or Molded from rntlted
metal. Patternmakers, coremakers,
and marhine molders make sand.
molds -which have a hollow space
inside in the shape of the part.
Workers called melters and pourers
melt the metal in electric furnaces,
or cupylas, and pour it into the
mold After it cools and hardens
into e shape of the part, shakeo
work remove the casting M m
the mold.
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Forging ihtupations Axles.
dnyeshafts. and other forged parts

mare made by pounding meth into
dies \ orkers called heaters heat
the metal in a furnace and place it
in a forging die Hammerers then
use a drophammer to pound, the
metal into the shape of the die
Other forge shop workers clean,
finish. heattrcat.iand inspect forged
parts

"i.fu,inning and other WetalKurking
Occupations Most rough cast.
forged. and some stamped parts
must be machined to exact.dimen-.
sions before they cai tibe used
Machine tool operators. represe
mg one of the industry's larg t
metal v.o'rking occupation.
machine tools that cut or g
away excess metal from rough
parts McA't operators use only one
kind of trtac.hine tool and are called
lathe operators. milling machine

,operators. or some, other special
title Operator> on some machines
make' simple tool changes and
gauge machined areas of the parts

Some machine tools are auto-
matic and canbe linked together to
do a series of machining operations
A roughs engine blockor example,
can be moved through Ifundreds of
autom'atic drilling, clittifi, and

n

grinding operations,
manual labor. So
non is also auto

ith little or no
f the inspec-
ic. Workers

must monitor 11 control panel to
spot, interruptions and breakdowns

AsAIIPIROccupations The largest,
grouP.of workers in the automobile
industry acre the assemblers (D.O.T
806'887) They put together smail
parts to make subassemblies, and
pnt subassemblies togetherto build
a complete vehicle.ach assembler
has a, specific job to do as the veni:
cle passes a wyirk station For exan1:
pie,' one w r mounts a tire and -
the next worker tightens. the nuts
wit a piiwer wrench. Most as

jobs are repetitive and..
require limited skills Howeyeyr

s. -

S.*

p

i<
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Assemblers install crank shaft Into cylInclar block.

they do require goocrcoordintition,
and may be strenuous.

Finishing Occupations "Finishing"
includes painting, polishing, uphoL--
wring, and other operations that
protect the car's surface and add to
the car's comfort and appearance.
Electropldiers (D.O.T. 500:(85)
coat bumpers, grills":htibcaps: and
trim with chrarhca.:geled finishers'
(-13s0.T: 705.884) file and polish
rough metal surfaces in preparation
for painting. Sprayers .(D.O.T.
741.887) apply primers and paint
with power spray guns. Polishers

705.884r polish finished
surfaces by hand or with a powe;
buffing wheel.

. Several different kinds of work-
ers combine their skills to make
the c,ar'snitpholstery. Working from
a patten, cutters (D.O.T. 781.884)
out fabric orleaiher with hand or
electric stiears: Sewing machine

.- 4IA
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operators (13.0.t.787.182) sew /the
pieces together into seat Covers or
headliners. Cushion builders
(D.O.T. 780.884) fasten springs,
padding, and foam rubber to the
seats and other upholstered areas
and install the covers!

Inspection Occupations. (D.O.T.
8Q6.281, .283, .381, .382, .387,
.684, and .687). Throughout the
manufacture and assembly of a new
car, inspectors inspect certain parts
for defects. They inspect raw
materials, -.examine parts during
manufacturing, check the quality
and uniformity of subasseofblies,
and test-drive the new car 4tspec-
tors need various skills, depending
on the part df process they inspect

any of them use micrometers,
gauges, and testing instruments and
read blueprints and specifications/.

Other Pldnt Occupations Many ,

a
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other workers help keep the plank for'advancesilstudy.-Engincers end
operating by delivering materials. scientists may become supervi
and parts. repairing equipment. and of research moroduction units,
cleaning and guarding the plant sometimes enter administrate

Assembly line production executive positions.
requires arrelaborate materials han- Most automotive estv sts are
dling and delivery system Materials graduates of art instit or have
handlers, load and- unload raw .bachelor's- degr s industri
-materials and parts from trucks, design. They ould have 1a
ships. and railroad cad Overhead background In practical' a-pplica-
crane operatdrs, move heavy dons, su 'model building., as

1-machinery and raw steel Poiver well design theory and
track operators move parts, and tec iqu

',materials about the plant /Mos engineering aides, laborato-
Checkers: stock chasers. ane stock I-) istants, drafters, and other
clerks make sure parts and/toots art technicians .,in thq automobile in-
delivered to the assembly fine at the,. dustry are graduates of technical in-right time They receive and des- stitutes or junior colleges. Others
tribute materials and keep records ''are trained on the job. at- company
of shipments schbols, or A company expense at

..

A large staff of workers set up the local technicab salads- or juniorplant's equipment and keep it in 5olleges Technicins sometimesgood condition Skilled main- advance to engineering jobstenance rnechanics and-electricians through experience and studyservice ' and repair complex toward an engineering degree.
mechanical hydra lc. electrical, Although a college education is,.and electrrintc qinpment. Mill: not always required, administrative
wrights mov and install heaVy jobs are usually filled by people
machine Plumbers and pipefit with degrees in business administra:
ters la ut, install, and repair pip- lion, engineering, marketing; ac-in valves, pumps, and compres- counting, industrial relations, and.
ors Carpenters, stationary' en- similar fields. Some companies

gineers, and sheet-metal workers offer advanced training' in thealso work in automobile plants. - specialties.
The industry also employs many

For semiskilled jobs, the in istryprole tive and cux.odial workers, seeks people wit° can do/routine
including guards, janitors, and por- work at a .steady pace. Most as-ters.
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A pp-heants fpr apprenticeship
usually t be high school, trade,
or voc tonal school graduates, or
hay- equivalent training. Training
sh Id include mathematics,

fence, mechanical drawing, and
shop courses. Apprentices must
pass physical examinations,
mechanical aptitude tests, and.
other qualifying tests.

Apprenticeship. jncludes both
classsoorb and on-the-job instruc,
tion7Shop math, blueprint.Yeading,
shop theory, and such special sub-
jects as electtoniCs and hydraulics
are studied in the classroom. In the
shop, apprentices learn
techniques of their trade a = ow
to use 'tools and machine

Supervisors usuall re selected
from wprkers alre y employed
the firlh, especi ly if they, hate
completed an pprentictshiii and
Ifave---rc-dyide le experience.
Newly . promote supervisors
usually go through 'a sp *al training
program. .

/

Training, Other Qualifications, .
and Advancement

4ngineers and scientists must
have at least a bachelor's degree
with an appropriate major' Ad-
vanced degiees or specialized ex-
perience are sometimes required
for research and developmentjo
Abdut a dozen colleges offer
dergraduate or graduate cou .es in
automotive engineering, a d many
cerripdnies have- training programs
in automotive speci [ties for 'en-
gineers and scientist Most compa-
nies also Offer gr ts. limns, or tui-
tion refund plans-4to theicemployees

sembly jobs can be learned in a few
hours, and the less skilled machine
operating jobs can be leaded in A
few weeks Plant workers shojild be
in good health and have good Coor-
dination 'and ability-to dp mechani-
cal work.

Tool and die makers, patte -
maars,t electricians, and s me
other craftworkers in the a mo-
bile industry need at least 4 ars of
training. Although ma persons.
learn ?heir skills b ing with
e craft orkers, ap-'
preptisceshipiraini g is the, best way
to learn a,skille rade..Autornobile
Manufacture working with Iabpr
unions,- of r apprenticeships in
Many cra
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Employment Outlook

Employment in the utomolvle
industry is'not expected t increase
significantly through 1985.
Nevertheless, thousands of workers
will be, hired in this large industry
each year to replace thOse who
retire, die, or transfer to other in-,
dUstries. The total 'nuniber hired
will fluctuate from yeaf to. year

-beCause the industry is sensitive Co ..,

changes in general business condi-
tions, consumer, preferences,,
availability of credit, and defense

,-activity. . .
The production of motor.vehicles

is xiected to increase during the
ne'x decade as populAioiand in
cti et-nere-SeCirse of labor-
saving technology, however, eni-,
ployment in the ifastry will not.
keep 'pace with production. Au-
tomobile companies -will use more
automated and computerized
equipment for machining, assem-
bling, and inspecting. -A recent ex-
ample is the versatile,"industrial

..,
,
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roboCwhich can be programmed
to weld body panels, feed parts into
machine tooltand do a variety of
otlier tasks. Also, or
modernized plants will ave the
latest conveyor equipment r mov-
ing parts and materials.

Some of the industry's Increased
efficiency, however, will be offset
by other' qevelopments. More w or
kers)), ill e needed to design, test,
and build tars with improved
safety. exhaust control, and fuel
consumption features
/' Changes in the kinds of vehicles

/built and how they are produced
' will affect the type as well as the

number of workers employed in the
automobile industry More en
gineers, scientists. technicians. and
other profession will be em-
ployedployed to me the industry's

search and evelopment needs,
es ally t4 design, new engines,

terns: and -safe6, equip-
of computers rill i

r systems analys
s, but will limit e -

ployment gro.vyth.m many cleriOal
occupations.. r ''. . . -

The emplgymen! of skilled wor-
rs, is a group, may decline,

ainly be
and 'tool
needed ....
are int
patio,
cia

exhaust
mat. T
creqe he nee
and programme

use fewer machinists
nd diemakers will be

,more efficient processes
uced. Sbme skilled occu-

s will grow, including electrinii,
millwrights, pipefitters, and

chine repairers; 40verill, the
number ofIsemiskilled.workers will
decline slightly.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Production workers in 4he au-
tomobile industry are among lthe
highest paidin manufacturing. In
1974 they averaged $5.90 an hour,
compared 3to 54.40 an hour for k
production workers in all manufat-v:
turin$ industries.`

(:)CUPATIONAL OL:TLOCHLWDBOOK

Besides wages and salaries, au-
tomobile workers receive a wide
range of fringe benefits. They are
paid one and one-half times their
normal wage for working more than
8 hours a day or 40 hours a week, or
for workiqg on Saturday. They
receive premiums for working late
shifts, and double the normal -wage
fore Sundays and holidays. Most
workers get paid vacations (or pay-
ment instead of vacations) and 12

, paid holidays a year. Most compa-
nies provide annual wage increases,
plus, automatic increases when the
cost 6? living rises. Life, accident,
and health insurance are provided.
also. **--

&great majority of the industry's
workers are' covered by c any-
paid reurenient plans. ,Ret rement
pay varies with length f serv-
ice. Many plans provide f r retire-
ment at ale 55, or after 30 years of
service regardless of age.

Most wage workers and some
salaried employees receive supple-
mental unemploNent benefit
plans, paid for entirely by their em-
ployers. These plans .provide pay
during layoffs and also Provide
short-workweek benefits when
workers are required to work less
than a full week. During layoff,
provisions are Included for life,
accident, and health insurance.
survivor income benefits, reloca-
tion allowances: and separation
payments for those laid off 12

continuous months or more.-
. 7 Most production P maintenance
Norkers in assembly plants, and a
majority in parts plants, belong to
the International Union, -United
Automobile, Aerospace - and
Agricultural Implement Workers of
America In'strneyarts giants, the
International rilion, Allied Indus-
trial-Workers of America is the -bar-

;gaining agent. Other workers be-
long- to the International, Associa-

0
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non of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers, the Pattern Maker's
League of North America, the In-
ternational Molders' and Allied
Workers' Union of North ArrieriA
the :Metal Polishers Buffers, Platers,
and Helpers International. Union,
the International Union, United
Plant Guard Workers of America
(Ind.), the International Brother-
hood 6f Electrical Workers, the In-
ternational Union of Electrical,
Radio, and Machine 'Workers, and
die International Die Sinkers' Cons
ference (Ind.).

Most automobile industry em
ploy ees work in ,plants' that are rela--
tively clean and free of dust, smoke,
and fumes. Some work areas, how-
ever,are hot; noisy, and filled with
dust and fumes. These conditions
ha've been greatly improved by the
introduction of better ventilation
and noise control systems.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on employmenvand
training opportunities in the au-
tomohile industry can be obtained
from local offices of the State em-
ployment service; employment of-
feces of automobile firms; locals of
the unions listed above, and from:
International Union United Automobile,

Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America 8000 East Jeffer-
son Ave Detroit. Mich 48214

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of
the U S Inc 320 New Center Building.
Detroit. Mich. 48202

. Information on careers in au-
tomotive engineering and a list of
schools offering automotive en-
gineering courses are available
from.

Society of Automotive Engineers. 2 Pennsyl-
ania Plaza, New rk. N Y 10001
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During the last decade, employ-
ment in the office machine and

1,
computer industry grew much
fas er than employment in manu-
fac uring as a whole. Growth was
spearheaded by a rapid expansionion
isi.te production of computers. Furth
many years, the industry's chief
products were typewriters, adding
machines, calculators, and other
con entional office machines.
T y, plants that make co tern
acc unt for more than h the
ind stry's prOduCtion,

/
Nature and Location of the

Industry

In 1974, the office machine and
computer manufacturing industry ",
employed 294,000 workers irk ap-
prbximately 1.000 plants_ About 7
out of every 10 of them worked in
plants that produced computer
equipment. the remainder in plants
that produCed conventional office
machines and scales and other
weighing devices.

Computer equipment manufac-
turing plants empli3yed about;
210,000 workers in. 1.974 These
plants manufacture general purpose
computert as wellas those used for/
special applications, such as space
exploratiopiand missiles. They also
manufacture related equipment
such as machines that read mag-
netic numbers on bank checks. In
addition to computers anti related
equipment, plants may' furnish
,"software" (computer programs
and operating system') Thousands
of people whose employment is not
included in this 'Chapter are em-
ployed outside manbfacturingl.
plants by firms ihat specialize in

softwareor that rent or lease com-
puters and provide related services.

In 1974, more than 80,0004teo-
ple were employed in factories that
produced conventional office
machines and scales. Of this total,
nearly half produced desk _calcula-
tors, cash registers, coin and ticket
counters, and adding, accounting,
and voting machines, the rest
produced typewriters, industrial
and household scales and miscel-
laneous office machines, including
items as diverse as postage meters
and dictating machines.

Large plants account for most of
the employment in office'rnachlte
and computer manufaCturing:
majority of the industry's em-
ployees are in plants that have
1,000 or more employees, several
computer plants have more than
5,000 employees.

California, New York, and Min-
nesota have about two-thirds of
computer manufacturing empliy-
ment, and the followilig States em-
ploy most of-the remainder: !;.4as-
sachusetts, Pennsylvania, Arizona,
-Flairida, Texas, North Carolina and
Colorado. In New _York, the lower
Hudson River Valley area has many
important computer manufacturing-
centers: Poughlwepsie, East Fish
Kilt, and Kingston._ Large- Tanufac-
tuiing plants also are ocated in
Rochester Ind Utica, N.Y,, and in
the Boston, Mass., and Philadel-
phia, Pa. areas, The leading can ter
ink...the Midwest is Minneapcilis-St
Paul"..The Los, Angeles Ind San
Diego industrial areas are the mo
important computer manylactu
centers in the West, follow by

Sdn
v
Jose alit.

Most, f6 Lhe entio al busi-

ness machine manufacturing em-
ployment is located in nine States:
Ohio, Kentucky, New York,
Michigan, California, Illinois,
Delaware, Ne,w Jersey, and *.Con-
necticut. Sof* of the important
manufacturiKcenters are: Dayton,
Toledo, and Euclid, Ohio; the New
York-Northeastern New Jersey in-
dustrial area; Hartford and Stam-
ford, Conn., Chicago, Ill., Detroit, -

Mich., and Lexington, Ky.

Occupations tn the Industry

A variety Of occupations, requir-
ing a broad range of training and
skills, are found in plants that make
office machines and compute
More than half of tthe indust 's
workers are in white-collar bs
(engineering, scientific, techn. cal,
administrattye, sales, and cle
the others are in plant 01, (as-
sembly, inspection, nte ance,
transportation se ice).

White-co r workers re resent a,
signific ly larger pro rtion of
to employment, in th9 computer
i du$try than in most pther manu-
facturing industries rbecause of the
highly complex natur of computer
manufacturing.

Some of the key'- occupations
the offide machine ancr co *ter
industry are described bri- y n the
following section. (De Ile disci.is-
sions of profess'. al, echniCal,

,i.ry, as we /
ui tions

found in this ust
skilled: and . er

many ogler re given else
as in

here in /
the Ha , in sections covering
individual tccupations.)
Engineeri g and ScienrificOccu
tions. early 1 but, of every 10
worker, in the office machine and
comp ter industry is an engineer or
scienti t. Most of then work at ,

*ciirnpu
The largest group of ,engineers,

work wi electricity or electronics.
MostDare gaged, in fesearch ad'd',

t although many work
in prod ction. The industry. also-',
employ large numbers of mechani-
cal a industrial engineers. Scirfiey

6 i
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mechanical engineers are engaged
in product development anti, tool
and equipment design. Others are

-Concerned with the maintenance,
layout, and operation of plant
equipment. Industrial engineers'
determine the most effective means
of using the basic factors of p uc-
tion-laboymachines, and atenals.
'Chemists make up t e largest

grou of scientists in off e machine
atpomputer manufac nng. Their

ork is primarily chemical
/ processing of printed circuits used

in computers. athematicians
make up another arge group of
scientists. Their w rk on complex
mathematical problems is impor-
tant in desi mg computers.
Physicists are e ployed in research
and develop nt to work on items
such as mi aturized . components
and 'circui Statisticj1ans work in
fields suc as quality control an;-;
producti scheduling

The industry also employs
system analysts and computer pro-..
grafi many of whom have
scientific or engineering
backgrounds. Systems analysts
primarily devise new information
processing technique's and improve
existing techniques. Programmers
design and test computer programs.
Some analysts and programmers

,specialize in scientific and en-
: gineering problems, while others
"-process- accounting, inventory,

sales, and other business data.
`,Systems analysts and programmers

may assist sales per el in deter-
Mining data prOCess needs of
custeimeq.

, t OC

etching of circuit boards. Photo-
graphic technicians set up cameras
and other equipment used in the
tracing process to citate \copper
etchings on circuit boards. Drafters
prepare drawings, from sketches or
specifications furnished by en-
gineers. Engineenng aids assist en-
gineers by making calculations,

'sketches, and drawings, and by con-
ducting performance tests on com-
ponents.

Administrative andt Sales.,Occupa-
flans. About I out of every 13 work-
ers is an administrator. Included
are top executives Who manage
companiet and determine policy
decisions and middle managers who
direct departments such as advertis-
ing and industrial relations. Other
administrative employees in staff
positions include accountants,
lawyers, and market researchers. -

Sales'Rersonnel hold about.] out
Pf,,every '25 jobs in theinduitry.
Thcige,,who 11 conventional office/
machines

-
uku Ily work on their

own. Computer les person*, on
the other hand, are assisted by a
host of technical experts such as
engineers and system analysts.
Because computers e complex
and expensive, c puter sales
representatives ma have '63 spend
several months to omplete a sale.

.

Clerical Occu :tons. Nearly, 1 out
every 6 work rs inthe industry is in
a clerical jqh. Included in this group
are secretaries, clerk typists, file
clerks, bookke ers, and business
machin o ors, as,well as com-
puter sy nel such as keypunch

ter operators. - /
1 Occuphtions. Nearly half of

is industry's e?nployeere plant,
(blue-collar) workers. Lost plant
workers are engaged erectly M
making, computers office
machines They inclu e assemblers,
inspe90 s or teste , machine ,

machine tool °per their
supervisors. Truc, vers, material
haDdlerS, power truck Operators, .
guards, and Jam ors move matenals

'...
i "....

Technichl Occu an I
out of every, 0 ers in the in-
dustry is fechnician. Most special-
ize in, electronics and assist. e
gmp6s and scientists in rese ch

pfd development,, testing rid in-
specting electronic co ponents,
and doing\ complex assembly work.
Some electronics teAnicians spe-
cialize in repairrng computers.
Chemical control technicians

pare sdlutio1' ns used in the
7 "

7
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and perform CAtodial duties, and
plumbers and pipefitters, electri-
c)", carpenters, and other work-
ers maintain production machin
ery and building facilities.

Assembly Oicupations
590 885, 692 782, 706 $84%.7

..726 781 and 884) Workers who as-`
semble computers and office
machines have many different
skills, and make up the latest
group of plant workers.

Assemblers may put together
small parts to make components or
components to make, sub-assem-
blies or thefinished product. Much
of their work is done by hand. Some
assemblers do ,a single operation as
components move down the as-
sembly ne. The assembly of
typewr ers, for example, is divided

any simple operations. Each
mbler does one job as the typ-

mei passes the work station.
Some assembly jobs are difficult. ,/
and require great skill, while others
are relatively simple. Skilled elec-
tronics assemblers, for example, use
diagrams as guides to wire complex
memory and logic panels for com-
puters.

Machines are used for many as- I
sembly operations. Autortiltic wire-
wrapping machines, for example, -
wire paneKand plugboards. Opera-
tors feed these machines and
remove and inspect finished items.

Electronic technicians usuafiNo
the most difficult hand assembly
work. In researc aboratories: they
put together rimental equip-
ment. Id pl ts, they put together
complex ems , that ,require .a
knowiedge oreleptronics ,theory.

Assemblers commonly use
sctewdrivers,, pliers, snippers,' and,
soldering inons and they use special
devices to position and hold parts
dung assembly Some assemblers
use. recision equipthent to weld
conne ions in circuit assemblies.

Machining\OCcupations. Most office
machine a d computer manufac-
tunng plan employ Machining

0,

`
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wortsrs who operate power -driven
machine tools to produce plastic
and met" parts for computers,
typewriters, accounting machines,
calculators, and miler products.
Numeiical control machine opera-
tors tend machines that have been
progiammed to perform machining
operations automatically Tool-
makers construct and repair equip-
ment used to make and assemble
parts Diemakers specialize in metal
forms (dies) used in punch' and
power presses that shape metal
parts.

.

Inspection and Testing Operdtions
These operations begin when raw
materials enter the plant and con-
tinue throughout the" assembly
process. . Finished parts and
products are tested and inspected
Thoroughly '

Some inspectors examt,ne in-
dividual parts, others inspect com-
ponents during subassembly, still
othegi- inspect completed office
majOines and computers. Many in-
speeting jobs require 'highly skilled
workers. On the other hand, rela-
tively unskilled people can run
Some automatic test equipment
Workers who feed or' monitor this'
equipment are called test-set opera::
tors or testing machine operators.

Jobjitles indicate the vork many
inspectors do. Machined parts in-
spectors .( D O.T. 609.38 1 ) use
precision testing instruments to
determine whether parts have been
machined properly. Type inspectors
(0.0.T. 706.687) lite -a magnifying
,glass,to examine typewriter thae for
defects. Electronic subassembly in-
spictois (D.O.T 776.3&4) use
microscopes, - meters, and various
measuring devices to examine, cir-

.

&its and other electronic subas-
semblies Electronic 'assembly in-"
spectors (D. 0 T - 722'28 1 ) use spe-
cial instruments to test electronic
systems such as computer Memory*
units' ;

In plants that manufacture con-
ventional office 'machines, final in-
spection is relatively simple Inspec-

tors operate the machines, look for
defects, and refer malfunctioning
machines to repairers. The final in:,
spection or "debugging" of compu-
ters, on the other hand, is very com-
plex Electronic technicians inspect
new computers under the supervi-
sion of electronic engineers. They
use, complex equipment to run tests,
and detailed dray.ings and instruc-
tions to find causes of malfunclions.--

Maintenance Occupatio'n.s. Many
maintenance workers withclifrent
types Of training take car 'e of the in
dustry's production machinery and
equipment Skilled' electricians,are
responsible for the maintenance of
electrical equipment. Machine and
equipment repairers maki
mechanical repairs. Maintenante
machinists and welders build and
repair equipment. Air-conditioning
and efngerition mechanics are
employed in plains which are air-
conditioned and have special
refrigerated and dust-fret rooms in
order' to maintain the equipment.
Painters, plumbers, pipefitters, car-
penters, and sheevnetal workers,
and other building maintenance
craftWorkers also are employed.
3 so,
Other Plant ,Occupations. Many
truckdrivers are, employdd to make-
deliveries to various parts of plants.
Laboreri load . and unIciad trucks
4d boxcars and do general clean-
up work. Some other plant occuNt-
tions are boiler operator, stationary
engineer, guard, and janitor.
. ' A

raining, Other 'Uallkations,
and Advanderne

rl
;

A bachelor's degree in engm, eet-
ing or,one of the sciences is,usuall5±
required for engineering and Scien-
tific jobs. For research and develop-
ment work, applicants with ad-,
Pvanced degree' generally are
preferred. Some companies have
training proiramS rksigned,to give
young college gradUates a broad
picture of manufacturing ,oper'-a
tions before they .are assigned to a

r.irc
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particular department- Because of
the highly technical nature of com-
puters, many pf the induskry's ex-
ecuuves have background's in- en-
gineering or science.

Engineers and scientists, as,well
as graduates of business adminiiftra-
!Ion and liberal arts colleges, are
employed as sales workers, pro-
grammers, and 'systems analysts.
Most business and liberal arts grad-
uates, however, are employed in ac-
counting, labor-man rela-
,ions, and other administrative ac-
tivities. ,, .,

Technicians qualify for their jobs
in a number of ways. Some obtain
training in either a public, private;

.or Armed Porces technical schools.
Others have one or more year of
scientific or engineering training,
but have not completed all of the
requireme,nts, for a degree.- Still
Other technicians are pronfcited
from lower grade jobs irr'the plant
ancr Son,fe well-qualified technicians
may advance to engineering jobs

*after completing courses in mathe-
matigs; ,engineering, and related

-subjects.
,Peopie who complete comme

cial courses in high school or busi- .

ness school are preferred in. cl4rical
- jobs such as stenographer or. office
machine operator. For cOmpufer ,

operators, most thins prefei-appli-',0
cant$ who have `some college or
technical training, in data
processing. With addir4onal train-- 'f
ins, some' computeoperatOrs and
clerical workers advance to 'pro-
gra er Abs. ,s" . - ,- .

selecting ,workers -:for, plant - -
jobs, . firms generally, prefer- high
schoOl -or vocational school gradu-
ates, who are then trameti through.
on-the-job- instruction and a-
perierice thatNlaries from a. few days
to years. Some plants, alto conduct
.clasSrOom trainink of short dura-
tibo. Skilled craft workersoucli as
,macIfirfis and tool and die makers,
mayissp d 3 to 4 years in leaching
their jo and some firms have for-
mal apprenticeship programs,

:which Include both on-the-job
s
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training and classroom instruction
related to the particular craft
Frequently. openings for skilled
jobs are filled by qualified young
varrkers already in the plant

Woricers who have little or no
previous experience or training are
hired for less skilled inspection, as-
sembly, and machining jobs Appli-
cants may have to pass aptitude
tests and demonstrate ability fOr
particular types of work Most as-
sembly and inspection jobs require
good eyesight and color perception.
manual dexterity, and patience

Experienced plant workers have
opportunities to advance to jobs
with higher pay Asserciblers, foi ex-
ample, can become semiskilled in-
spectors, and eventually skilled in-
spectors. Machine tool operators

. can move to skilled machinist jobs.
'Craft workers and skilled inspectors
can becorh' technidians, after
completing courses iff company-
operated schools: junior colleges,
of technical schools Supervisory
jobs are open to well-qualified plant
workers who have leadership abili-
ty. t

Employment Outlook

Employment in this industry is
expected to increase much faster
than the average for all industries
through the mid-1-980's In addition
to the job openingsthat result from
employment growth, many
openings will arise as experienced
workert retire, die, or transfer to
jobs in other industries.

Employment growth is expected
to be Concentrated in plants that
produce electronic computer
equipment as the demand for corn -

'puters and related equipment con-
tinuitirito increase As the economy
expands and becomes more com-
plex, computers will become in-
creasingly ,useful to. business,
goyernment agencies, and other or-
ganizations. 'Demand also -will ,be
stimulated as new uses for comfit', ,

Mrs are -developed Grdwth in thd
number of computets will be ac-

.

.
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companied by a heed for additional
computer-related equipment
input and output, storage, and eom- '
municatiop devices. .

Employment. in plants that
produces conventional office
machines...is expected' to grow
slowly Most job openings' will
'result from the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who -retire, die,

'or transfer to other industries. The
demand for most types of office
machines is expected to rise rapidly
as business and government or-.
ganizations grOw and the volume of
paperwqrk increases. However,
technological improvements'. in
production methods are expected
to increase output per worker. For
example, increasing mechanization
of operations -formerly done by
hand will tend to reduce labor,
requirements, particularly in plants
whereproducts are manroduced,
such as typewriters a.a.d hiculators.

Some occupational groups in the
office ntachine and computer
manufacturing industry are ex-
pected to grow faster than others.
For example, the number of profes-
;lonal and administrative workers,
particularly engineers, scisntists,
and technicians, isNexpectee to in-
:rease more rapidly than the
number of plant workers. Demand
for these workers will a spurred by
continued high levels of research
and development expenditures to
imprpve production processes,
vance machine capabilities' an
)roadt-n the use of'computers for
iumerical controlled manufactur-
ng.

Semiskilled production workers,
:doh as assemblers and inspectors,
will continue to account for most of
the work force in plant occupa=
tion's, despite the growing use of au-'
tomated and mechanized assembly
line equipment.*

Earnings and We:Irking
Conditions

Elarnings of plant workers in the
office machine and computer in-

6K;
j

dustry are higher than the average
for other manufacturing industries.
In 1974, they averaged 54.64 an
hour, compared with 54.40 an hour
for plant worked in manufacturing .
industries as a whole.

National wage data are not
available Tor individual occupations
in the office machine and computer
industry. However, the following
tabulation, based on data obtained
from a small number of union con -
tracth, provides an example of the
range- in hourly wage rates for
3eIcted occupations in 1974:-.

kssemblers
Machimsts
Inspectors
Tool and die makers
Electricians

Hourly rater
ranves

;3.03-446
3.49-4.93
2.93-4.93
3 53 -4.90
3 34-4 Al3

Soine employees work night
shifts and weekends because many
plants operate around the clock.
Employees working s& and othird
shifts, pr more than 8 hours a day or
40 hours,a week generally receive
extra pay.

Paid vacations and holidays are
almost universal in this 'industry.
Most employees receive I to 4
weeks of vacation, depending on
length of service. They also receive
insurance and pension benefits at
least partially financ,Lby the em-
ployer. Employee stock purchase
plans are available in many firms.

In general, the work surroundings
in office machine and computer
plants are more favorable than
those in most other types of facto-
ries. Wprk stations usually are well-
lighted and clean, and free from
dust, fumes, and loud noises. Many
computer factories are relatively
new and are located in suburban
areas.

me plant jobs are repetitious,
but cry few require great physical
effo Fewer and less severe inju-
ries e place in office machine
and mputer manufacturing than
the verage for all manufacturing.

plant .workers are covered

0
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by union co tracts, The princi
unions in thislindustry are the In
national Association of Machi

, and Aerospace Workers; the ter-
national Anion. United Au *mo-
bile, Aerospace and Ag tural
Implement Workers of rica;
the Integrational il,nian of
cal, j4dio and )4achikre Wo ers;

7
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and the International Brothterhood
of Electrical Workers.

*. 4

ti s
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Computer and Busmen Eqummern Manta-
facturees Assomaton. 1828 L Si NW..

- Washington. D.C. 20036.

for general information on jobs
.

s in the industry, write to:Sources of Additional .

Information Amencan nFederatio. ' of InfOrmation
Processun Somenes, Inc., 219 Summit;
Ave, Montvale. N.) 07645,For -general information.on the

industry, writes i

674
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.00CUPATIONS IN THE PAPER
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES

In 1974. the paper and allied
products industry e ployed about

_700,000 people to p uce many
different kin& of,pape d paper-
board prodilfis. in ustry em-
ploys workers in occ ons rang-
ing from unskilled to highly special-
ized technical and -professional
jobs, many found only in the paper
Mdustry

Nature and Locaticin of the,
Industry

The paper industry is highly
mechanized. Pulp, paper, and many
finished paper products are manu-
factured by ,machines some as
long'as a football field in a series
of nearly automatii operations that
require very -little handling of
materials by workers, Manufactur-
ing plants in the.faper industry are
engaged in one or more of three dif-
ferent operations. The production
of pulp (the basic ingredient of
paper) from wood, reused fibers, or
other raw materials, the manufac-
ture Of paper Or paperboard (thick
paper) from pulp, or the conversion
of rolls or sheets orpaper or paper-
board into finished products, such
as tissue v paper, ehvelopes, and
boxes.

The largest group 9if employees
in the industry woiksln mills that
produce pulp, paper, or paper-
board. The next largest group
works in plants that make boxes
and containers, and the remainder
work in plants that make 'a variety
of °ther paper products.

About four-fifths of the industry's
employees work in factories which
employ 100 workers& more. .

664

4 .*

, elsewhere in the .Handbook in
sections covering', individual oc-
cupations.)

Workers in this industry are
located 'throughout the country,
although about half are employed
in eight States. New York, Pennsyl-

. yam, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin.
&California, Massachusetts, an ew

Jersey. Other States having 1 e

numbers of paper.yorkers are
Michigan, Georgia, Washington,
North Carolina, Alabama, Maine,
Texas, and Florida.

. .

Production Jobs. In _ 1974, more
than three-fourths of all employees
in the industry .worked in product
non jobs. The simplified description
of papermakin occupations and
processes that ollows applies to a
plant which mbines the produc-
tion of pul paper; and finished
paper products into one continuous
operation (See accompanying
chart_)

After logs are received at the
pulprnill, the bark is removed One
machine useeor this operation is a
large revolving cylinder known as a
"drum Marker "rLogs are fed
mechanically into this machine by a
semiskilled,worker called a barker
operatoet*D.O.T. 534782). The

,machine cleans bark from the logs
by tumbling them ,against each
other and also againg the rough
loner surface ct the drum. Next,
pulp fibers in the logs are separated'
from other substances by a chemi-

, cal or mecliianical process, or both,
depending on th6typeof wood used
and the grade of paper desired.

. lit the mechanical process, pulp-
wood is held against a fast- revolving
grindstone the separates die fibers.
le the more commonly used cherni;
cal psocessa pulpwood is care` Ed on
conveyor belts to a chipper
machine operated by a chipper
(D.O.T. 6b8.885)." The machine
cuts the, pulpwood into chips about
the size of a quarter. These wood
chips are "cooked" with. chemicOs
under high temperature and pres-
sure in a "digester," a kettlelike vat
several stories high. Digesters are
operated by skilled workers Called
digester operators (D.O.T.
532.782), who determine the
amount of chemicals to be used and
the cooking temperature and pres-
sure. They also direct the.loading of
the digester with wood chips and
chemicals. By checking an instru-
ment panel, digester ,operators

cmake certain that proper conditions

Occupations In the Industry

Employees in the paper industry
work in a variety of occupations,
requiring a broad range of traini,ng
and skills Many workers operate
and control specialized papermak-

,.ing, finishing, and converting
machines Softie workers install and
repair papermaking machinery
Truck driJers make deliveries, and
other workers load and unload
trucks, railroad cars, and ships

The industry employs many-
workers in clerical, sales, and ad-
Tinistrative occupations. For ix-
ample, it employs purchasing
agents, personnel managers, sales -
representatives, office clerks,
stenographers, book-keepers; and
business Machine Operators. Also,
because of the cothplex processes
and equipment used, the .industry
employs prOfessional and technical
workers, including chemical and
mechanidal engineers,; chemists,
laboratory technicians, and pulp
and paper testers. (Detailed dis-
tusgions of profeslionak technical,
,and mechanical
.found not only in thelpaper indus-
try but in other industries, are given
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are being maintained When the
pulp fibers ate removed' from the
chgeter they are washed ro remove
chemicals partially cooked chips
and other impunties These fibers.
called pulp resemble wet brown
cotton

Many modern plants are today
making greater use of continuous -
digesters /equipment that produces
pulp continuously rather than in
separate batches) Continuous
digesters make it practical to use
sawdust making 'and
eliminate the manual starting and
Nrripping of each hatch of pulp

To turn pulp into paper. the pulp
is mixed thoroughly with water ansi
further refined In' machines
operatod by skilled workers called
beater engineers (D O T 530 782)
The kind and amount of che,rnicals
and dyes they use and the length'of
time they "beat",the solution deter
mines the color and strength of the
paper

The pulp solution. now more

than 9g percent water. is turned
Into papbr or paperboard by
machines which are among the lar-
gest in Ainencan intiustry. The
machines are of two general types.
One is the Fouldruner machine. by
far the most corVimohly used, the
other is the cylinder machine used
to make particular types of paper
such as building and contain
b,u4rd In the Fourdrinier, the pu
sohltion pours into a contirwou y
muting and vibrating belt of 'fi
wire screen As the viteydrai
millions of pulp fibers adhere to
another, forming a thin wet shee
paper After passing thrd
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jrachine to forr d paper of specified
hlickness. width. and . physical

strength They check control-panel
instruments to make sure the flow
of pulp and the speed of the
machine. are coordinated Paper
machine operators also determine
whether the paper meets reqthred
specifications by . interpreting
laboratory tests or. in some in-
stances,' by visually checking or
feeling the paper They svervise
the less skilled workers of the
machine crew and, with their help.
keep the paper moving smoothly
through the machine.

Many modern papermills have
papermaking machines which use
computers and advanced. instru-
mentation to help theicoperator c9n-
trol the quality of the aper, For ex-
ample. beta-ray sensors measure
the wei
tromag

of the piper and elec-
etic sensors measure, the

thic ess.
4r-Backteridersr(D.OiT. 5327885),
who are supervisefl by paper
machine operators, control the
pressure and ternpecature of
machinery that dne and finishes
the paper and gives it the correct
thickness. Backtenders inspect the
paper for imperfectiOns, and make
sure that it is being iound tightly
nd uniformly into rolls. They also

adjust the machinery, that cja the
rolls into smaller rolls and,'with the
help of assistants, may weigh and
wrap the rolls for shipment.

Papermills that produce a fine
...grade .of paper for books,

.,tnagazines, or stationary usually
s,, have finishing departments. Most

ne workkis in these departments are
of. either semiskilled or unskilled. One
gh semiskilled worker, the supercalen-

presses that squeeze oot rnpre- dar operator (D.O.T. 534.7824,
water, the newly formed per aided by several helpers and by
passes through the dryer section of mechanical handling equipment,
the, papermaking machine ), "to places, huge rolls of paper onto a
evaporate remaining water. 4 ; machine that gives the paper a

The quality. 'of the R Th-r smooth and glossy finish. The su-
produced largely depends on he percalendar operator also inspects
skills of paper machine opera firs t e finished paper to make sure,that
(DOT 539 782). who control he specifications have' been met.
wet-end- of the .paperrrrak ng- Another semiskilled worker, the

i, :
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paper surfer and counter ( D 0 T
'644 (O' inspects.,sheets of paper
for tear, diri spots and' wrinkles.
counts them and in.4 fill customer
orders -

In consertin? plants. machines
operated' by bemiskilled or skilled
workers concert paper and paper-
board into enselopes napkins. cor-
rugated 'shipping containers, and
other paper products Occupations
in consoling plants differ widely.
deptnding largely on the product
being manufactured An example of
a semi lulled worker is the envelope

ac ine operator (I) GT 641 885)
who feeds and tends an automatic
machine that makes envelopes from
either rolls of paperor prepared en-
velope blanks . One of the few
skilled uorkert in e converting
plant is the hrin4r-slorter operator
(DOT 6,51 782) who controls a
machine tha't cuts and creases
paperhrtard sheets and prints
designs'or lettering on them

Consenting plants employ.

O(t PA flO's AL 01 f 11X)K HAN0DBOOK.
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and inpefitters. who lay out. install.
and repair pipes

Stationary engineers are em-
ployed to operate and maintain
powerplants, steam engines.
boilers. air compressors, and tur-
bines

Professional and Technical Occupa
dons:Ione complexity of pulp and
paper manufkturing requires
thousands of worker who base en-
gineering. chemical. or other
technical training Approximately
15.000 scienusts and engineers and
5,000 Jechnicians were employed
by the paper industry in 1974

Many chemists are employed to
control tne quality of the product
by supersising the testing of pulp
and paper In research laboratories.
chemists study the influence of vari-
ous chemicals on pulp and paper In
addition., some chemists and en-
gin,eers are employed, as sales

of representatives, supervisors 'of
plantworkers. or as administrators
in positions which require technical
knowledge.

Chemical anti mechanical en-
gineers transform- new pulp and
papermaking techniques into prac-
tic'al production. methods. Some
chemical engineers supervise the
production process. Electrical en-
gineers supervise the operation of
power-generating and distributing
equipment and instruments. .

Packaging engineers design con-
tainers and packages and supervise
their production. A few box manu-
facturers also employ artists who
develop lettenngs. designs, and
colors for containers.

Foresters manage large areas of
timberland and assist in the wood-
buying ipperations of pulp and
paper companies. -They map 'ft est
areas. plan and supervise the har-
vesting, and seed or plant new trees
to assure continuous production of

Systems analysts and computer
programmers are beoominiincreas-
ingly important to this industry due
to the greater use of computerized

thousands
and

workers to print
designs and lettering on bags.
labels. wallpaper. 4nd other paper
products Among thesp,..ere com-
positors who set type. and press
operators who prepare and operate
printing presses

Maintenance Jobs. The pap tir indus-
try employs many skilled main-
tenance workers to care for its com-
plex, machinery and electrical
equipment Millwrights install and
repair madhinery. They also take
apart and reassemble machines
whom limy are moved. about the
plant 'Instrument repairerf install
and service instruments that meas-
ure and control the flow df pulp,
paper. water. steam, and-chemical
additives

Other important maintenance
employees include electricians, who
repair wiring. motors. control
panels. and switches, maintenance
machinists. who make replacement
parts for.cmechanical equipinent,
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE PAPER AND AWED PRODUCTS INDUSTRILS

controls in-the production process
.They analyze business and produc

4 uon problems and convert them to
a form suitable for solution by etsfn-
put&

Frequent tests are performed
during the manufacture of pulp or
paper to determine whether size,

.._ weight, strength, color, and other
properties meet standards Some

is letesting is d by machine opera-
tors. bu in many mills testing
technu_ru are employed These
technkians, who have Job titles
Such as laboratory technician. pulp
tester, and chemical' analyst, also
assist engineers and chemists in
r.erarcfi and development activi-
.ties

l
Administrative. Clerical and Re-
fated Occupations The paper indus-
try erhploys many administrative,
clerical, and other office personnel
Executives plan and administer
cortipany policy To work effective-
ly executives 'require information
frpm a wide variety of personnel,
including accountants, gales
representatives. lawyers, and per-
sonnel in industrial relations, trans-
portation, market research, and
other ' activities. Bookkeepers.
/secretaries. shipping clerks, and

. other clerical workers keep records
of personnel, payroll inventories,
sales. shipments and plant main-
tenance A

,

Training, °filar Qualification's,
and Advancement

Paper and pulp companies
generally hire and train inex-
perienced workers for production
and maintenance odupations.
Manrcompagies prefer to hire high
school. graduates. Inexperienced
'workers usually start as laborers or'
helpers' and advance along fairly
well-defined paths to more skilled
jobs

Some large plpts have formal
apprenticeship programs for main
tenance workers Under these pro-
grams, which usually last 3 to 4
years, people are trained for jobs,

such as machinist, electrician, mill-
wnght, and pipefitter. Generally, an
applicant is given a physical ex-
amination, mechanical aptitude
tests, and similar qualifying tests.
Apprenticeship includes both on-
tfie-job training and classroom in-
struction related to the occupation.'
The machinist apprentice, for ex-
ample. receives classroom instruc-
:ions in Mathematics, blueprint
eading, and shop theory

A bachelor's degree is usually the
minimum educational requirement
for scientists. engineers, foresters,
and other professional occupations.
For -research work, persons having
advanced degrees are , preferred.

any engineers and chemists
(called process engineers and paper
chemists) have specialized training.
in papei technology. A list of
schools offering such training is
available from the American Paper
Institute, 260 Madison Ave., New
York. N.Y. 1001'6. Many compa-
.nies*ave summer Jobs for college
students specializing in papermak-
ing, and upon graduation frequently
hire them on a 'permanent basis
Soine associationsz Colleges and in-
dividuarcomcrarnes offer scholar.-
ships in pulp and papermaking
technology,

Some companies have farina!
training programs for college grad-
uates with ngineenhg Or scientific
backgroun These employees be-
fore being igned to 'a particular
department may work for brief
periods in various'parts of the plant
to gain a broad knowledge of pulp
and paper .manufacturing. Other
firms immedlitely assign Junior
chemists or eineers to a specific
research, operation, . or main-
tenance unit.

Generally, no specialized educa-
tion' is required for laboratory
assistants, testing .technicians, pr
other kinds of technicians. Some
employers, however, prefer to hire
technical institute of junior college
graduates. Beginning, technicians
start in routine jobs and advance to
positions of greater responsibility,.
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after they acquire experience and
can work "with mininaum supervi-
sion.

Administrative portions usually
are filled by people who have col-
lege degrees in business administrav
non, marketing, accounting, Indus-
tnal relations, or other specialized
business fields. A knowledge of
paper technology is helpful for ad-
ministrators and sales occupations.
This is true especially for sales
representatives who give customers
technical dssistance. Most pulp`and_
paper companies employ clerks,
bookkeepers, stenographers. and
typists who have had commercial
courses in high schil91 or business
school 4 r t

For production workers, promo-
tion generally is limited to more
skilled. jobs within a work area."
which may be a department, sec-
tion. or an *ration on one type of
machine. These promotions may
take years, depending-on the.availa-
bility of 4pbt., Epenence gained
within a work area usually IS not
transferrable, unskilled or
semiskilled workers who transfer to
Jobs outside their seniority area of
to other plants usually must start in
entry jobs.

Many plant supervisors are
former production workers. In
'some plants, qualified workers may
be promoted chrectl,k to supervisory
positions. In others, workers are
given additional training before
they are eligible for promotion.

,This training pften is continued
after .the worker is promoted
through conferences, special plant
training sessions, and courses at
universities or trade schools Most
lirMs provide some financial
assistance for employees wiip take
courses outside the plant.

em)7loyment Outlook

Employment in the paper and al-
lied products. industry is expected
to increase more Slowly than the
average for all industries through
the mid- I980's. Althovgh a signifi-
cant number of job openings is ex-

'
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petted due to growth, most
openings will stem from the need to
replace workers w ho retire, die, or
leave their jobs for other reasons
The number of job openings may
fluctuate fron? year to year. how-
ever because the demand for paper
is somewhat sensitive to changes in
economic conditions

Paper prodiKtion .is expected to
increase over fife long yCin as plop4
lation and business activity grow
and new uses for paper are
developed Employment v.111 grow
at a slower rate than production.
however. because of the greater use
of laborsaving Machinery. Most of
the employmint- growth will occur
in plants that make finished
products such as napkins. 'en-

. velopes. boxes. and wrapping.
. paper. These plants are not as

suitediOr laborsaving machinery as
--pfants that produc pulp and un-

finished paper pr ucts.
Odcupational roups within the

industry are expected to grow at
different rates. The number of en-
gineers. scientists, technicianxs, and

maintenance wofkers is expected to
increase faster than other occupa-
tional groups in the industry. More
scientific and technical personnel
will be needed as research and
development activities eipand and
more maintenance workers will be
required to service the more cotn-
plex machinery. Employment of ad-
ministrative and clerical workers

'aTso is expected to rise at a faster
pace than total emPloyment.On the
other hand, the number of produc-
tion workers may decline slightly as

1 more laborsaving machinery is in-
troduced. Nevertheless, replace-.
ment needs will create many job
penings for prodtion workers.

,Earnings and Working
Conditions

uction workers in the paper

t
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areas. They also may be exposed to
disagreeable odors from chemicals
in the papermaking process. The
rate of ink in this industry has
been about same as the rate for
all manufacturing.

A majpnty of the production
workers are members of trade
unions. The largest unions in the in-
dustry are the United Papermakers
and Paperworkers and the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of .Pulp, Sul-
pbete-..and Paper Mill Workers.
Many other workers in the Western
States. are represented by the As-
sociation of Western Pulp and
Paper Workers. Many printing wc:4-
kers belong to the International
Printing and Graphic Communica-
tions Union. Some maintenance.
and ctaft workers belong to various

'craft unions.

industry had average earnings of
54 50 an hour in 1974. In the same
year, production workers in all
manufactunng industnes averaged
54.40 an hour. .

The following tabulation, based
on inforinatiiin from a score of
union-management contracts in the
paper industry. illustrates .the ap-
proximate range of. hourly wage
rates for selected production and
maintenance occupations in 1974.
Local rates within these ranges de-
pend on geographic location, type
and size of mill, kinds of machines
used. and other factors.

Production occupations
Paper machine operator
Backlender .

Head stock preparer
(beater engineer)

Digester operator
(cook)

Supercalendar operator
Barker operator, drum ..
Chipper

Maintenance occupations
Pipefiner .

Electrician.
Machinist

Hourl% rate
mimes

54 85-7 99
4.43-7.54

4.48-6.13

4.61-6 09
5.07-5.69
4.13-4.87
4.12 -4.61

4.46-5.88
4.26-5 88
4.26-5 88

M6st pulp and papei plants
operate around the clock thrt e
shifts a day. 7'days a week Produc-
tion workers can expea to work on
evening or night shifts from time to
time. Maintenance workers usually
are employed on the regular day
Shiff

In mostsplants the standard work-
week is 40 hours; in a few it is 36
hours or less. Workers normally
hatre year-round employment
because. ppper production is not
subject to seasonal variations.

MOst pulp and papermaking jobs
do not require strenuous physical
effort. However, some employees.
work in hot, humid, and 'noisy

Sburces of Additional
Information

Further information about job
opportunities in this industry is
available from local offices of the
State employment service and
from:
American Paper Institute. 260 Madisorr

Ave., New York, N Y.,10016.

Fibre Box Association. 224 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago. 111. 60604

National Paper Box Manufacturers Associa-
tionnc. 121 N. Broad St., Philadel-
phia Pa. 19107

Piper Industry Management Assocubon
2570 Devon Ave Des Plaines, III

60018

For information On job opportu-
nities for paper and paper products
sales representatives, write to:
National Paper Trade Association Inc.. 420

Lexington Ave Naw N.Y
10017

4
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. OCCUPATIONS IN THE
PETROLEUM REFINING INDUSTRY

The petroleum and. natural gas
industries' provide about three-
fourths of the Nation's energy
needs Crude oil products supply
the fuels and lubricants used for

vehicles. locomotives, air-
craft, and ships. Oil and gas provide
much of the heat for homes, facto-
ries, and stores, as well as the fuel
for the generation of over one
quarter of our electric power. In ad-
dition, basic petroleum compounds
are used to manufacture hundreds
of everyday products such as
synthetic rubber, fertilizers, and
plastics.

In 1974 about 155,000 workers;
who had a wide range of educa-
tional backgrounds and skills, were
7tnployed in the petroleum refining
Industry. This industry covers occu-
pations and activities involved in
refining oil. Occupations in petrole-
um and natural gas production and
processing , are discussed in a,
separate chapter elsewhere in the
Handbook.

Nature and Location of
Industry ,0.0

A modern refinery is a com-
plicated plant made up of tanks and
towers connected by a maze of
pipes and valves. Froin the time
crude oil enters the refin.elistoglie
shipment of finished prod
production flow is almost continu-
ous. Operators use instruments in-,
cluding computers to measure and
regulate the flow, volume, tempera-
ture, and pressure of liquids and
gases going through the equipment.
'Manual handling of materials is vir-
tually eliminated.

.

The first step in petroleum refin-
ing consists of heating crude oil as it
flows through a series of pipes in a
furnace. The vapors from the
heated oil pass into a tower where
the various fractions," or parts, of
the oil are condensed. The heaviest
parts (for example, heavy fuel oils
and sphalt) are drawn off along
'the bottom of the tower where tem
peratures are highest, lighter parts
(jet fuel and diesel fuel) are drawn
off along the middle of the towers,

and the lightest (gasoline and
gases) are taken off at the top
where temperatures are Lowest.
Further processing by more com-
plicated methods combines or
modifies compounds obtained
through fractionating. Treating
units are used to remove water, sul-
fuecompounds, and other irnpuri:
ties.

About 600 refineries were in
operatioh in 1974. They ranged in
size from plants with fewer than
three employees to those with
several thiNsand. Although many
States have refineries, about 85 per-
cent of the workers were employed
in 10 States. Texas, California, Il-
linois, Pennsylvania, Louisiana,
New York, New Jersey', Ohio,
Oklahoma, and Indiana. Refineries
usually are located near oilfiel4
industrial centers, oi. deepwatet
ports where tankers can dock.

Oporator obstrvis control controis for ti refinery.
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Retinerry workers are among the highest
paid employees to manufacturing.

Occupations In the induitry.

About I out of every 2 workers in
a refinery is an operator. A key
worker in converting crude oil into
usable products is the refinery
operator (D.O.T. 542.280): or chief
operator. who is responsible fur une
or .r.i?ore processing units. The
refinery operator, with help from
assistant operators, makes adjust-
ments- for changes in temperature,
pressure, and oil flow. In modern
refineries, operators can monitor
instruments o'n panels that show the
entire 'operation of all processing
units in the refinery They also
patrol units to check their operating
condition. ,

Other plantworkers may include
still__ pump operators (D.O.T.
549 782), also known as pumpers,
and their helpers (D O.T. 549.884),
who maintain and °mate pumps
that control all production
throughout the refinery, and
treaters (D 0 T. 549.7821, who
operate equipment to rpttgve un-
puritis from gasoline, oil, and
Other products In automated

plants, computers may do the work
of pumpers and treaters. Operators
monitor the computers to spot
potential problem areas, and may
make routine checks of the refinery
to make sure that valves are operat-
ing properly.

Manyi refineries employ large
numbers of maintenance workers to
repair, rebuild, replace, and clean
equipment In other plants, main-
tenance work is contracted to com-
panies outside the petroleum indus-
try Maintenance workers are
needed because high heat, pressure,
and corrosion quickly wear out the
complex refining equipment. In-
cluded are skilled boilermakers,
electricians, instrument repairers,
machinists, pipefitters, sheetmetal
workers, and welders. Helpers and
apprentices also are in these trades.
Some skilled workers have a prima-
ry skill in one craft as well as the
ability to handle closely related'
crafts. For example, a pipefitter
also may be a boilermaker and a
welder. Maintenance workers'who
have such combined jobs are some-
times called refinery mechanics.

Plantworkers who do not
operate, monitor, of maintain
equipment, do many Other tasks.
Some workers drive delivery trucks,
some load and unload materials on
trucks, trains, or ships,- and-,others
keep stock and tool inventory
records The industry .also) employs
service workers such as guards and
janitors.

About .12 percent of the workers
in petroleum refining are scientists,
engineers, and technicians. Among
these are chemists, chemical en-
gineers, mechanical engineers,
ivaste treatment engineers, labora-
tory technicians,, and drafters.
Chemists and laboratory techni-
cians control the quality of petrole-
um products by making tests and
analyses to determine chemical #nd
physical properties. Some chemists
and >chemical engineers develop
and improve products and
processes Laboratory technicians,

assist chemists in researc'h projects

or do routine testing and sample
taking. Some engineers design
cheMical processing equipment arid
plant layout, and others supervise
refining procesSes. Waste treatment
engineers and tecInicians supervise
and improve treatment and disposal
of refinery waste waters and gases.
Drafters' prepare plans and
draivings needed in refinery con-
struction and maintenance.

Refining companies employ
many administrative, clerical, and
other white-collar personnel. Ad-
ministrative workers include
manageO, accountants, purchasing
agents, lawyers, computer program-
mers, computer analysts, and per-
sonnel and training specialists.
Typists,, secretaries, bookkeepers,
keypunch operators, and business,
machine operators assist adminis-
trative workers. (Detailed discus-
sions . of professional, technical,
mechanical, and other occupations
found not only in petroleufn refin-
ing but also in other industries are
presented elsewhere in the Hand-
book.)

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

New plantworkers usually begin
as aides in a labor pool where they
move materials, pack cartons, fill
barrels, and do maintenance work.
They may be transferred to the
processing department or main-
tenance shod-when a vacancy oc-
curs. Aptitude testing and inter-
viewing frequently are used in
selecting applicants for plant jobs.'

Workers newly assigned to a
processing department learn to
operate equipmetiriinder ex-
perienced operators. Formal train-
ing courses frequently are given in
plant operation.

A supervisor trains inexperienced
workers in the maintenance shop.
Some refineries have classroom in-
struction related to particular work.
After 3 or 4 years, aperson may ad-
vance from helper to skilled craft
worker in one of the maintenance
crafts. Some large refineries train

./
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workers in several crafts. For exam -

pie; ,a q i instrument repairer
may be iven electrician or machin-
ist training.

For scientists and engineers, a
bachelor's degree in an appropriate
field usually is the minimum educk
tiofial requiremnt Advanced
degree§ are preferred for research
work.

For most laboratory assistant
jobs, 2-year technical school train-
ing , is required. Laboratory
assistants begin in routine jobs and
advance to positions of greater
responsibility as they acquire ex-
perience and learn to work without

-close- supervision. Inexperienced
drafters begin as copyists or tracers
and can advance to more skilled
drafting jobs.

Administrative positions
generally are filled by people who
have college degrees in science and
engineering, accounting, business,
industrial relations, or other spe-
cialized fields. For positions as
clerks, bookkeepers, secretaries,
and typists, most refineries employ
persons who have had commercial
courses in high-school or bUsinesi
school. For Occupations associated
with computers, educational
requirements range from a high
school level for keypunCh operators
to a college degree in the physical
science field for analysts.

Employment butiodk

Employment in petroleum refin-
ing is expected tshow tittle change
through the mid-1980'v Refinery
output is expected to increase to

REFINING INDUSTRY

4peet the Nation's-,growing demAd
for petroleum products, but auto-

-mated, computerized plants, in-
creased refining capacity, and im-
proved refining techniques should
make it Possible for the industry to
increase production without in-
creasing employment 'significantly.
Nevertheless, thousands Of job
openings will result from the need
to replace workers who retire, die,
or transfer to other occupations.

Most jobs will be for operators,
maintenance workers, administra-
tors, and technicians. More main-
tenance workers, such as electri-
cians, pipefitters, and instrument
repairers, will be needed to take
care of the increasing amount of au-
tomated equipment and complex
control instruments.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Refinery workers are among the
highest paid employees in manufac-
turing. In 1974 production workers'
in petroleum refining averaged
$5.96 an hour, compared with an
average of "$4.40 an hour for
production workers in'manufactur-

` ing industries.as..a whole. Refinery
workers have better-than-average"
earnings because a large proportion
rare skilled.

Entry salaries for chemical en-
gineers in the petroleum refining in-
dustry were among the highest in
American industry, according to a
survey conducted by the College
Placement Council in 1974. The
average monthly salary for chemists
who had a bachelor's degree and no
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experience was $966, and for
chemical engineers $1,177.

Because petroledm is refined
around the clock, operators may be
assigned to any one of the three
shifts, or they may be rotated on
various shifts. Some operators work

. weekend§, and get days off during
the week. Employees, usually
receive additional pay for shift
work. Most maintenance workers
are on duty during the day.

Most refinery jobs require only
moderate physical effort. A few
workers, however, have to open
and close heavy valves and climb
stairs and ladders to considerable
heights. Others may work in hot
places or nay be exposed to un-
pleasant edors. Refineries are rela-
tively safe.' The injury frequency
rate has been lesi than half the rate
for manufacturing as a whole.

Many refinery workers are union
members and belong. to the Oil,
Chemical and Atomic Workers In-
ternational Union. Some refinery
workers are members of AFL-CIO
craft unions or of various indepen-
dent unions.

Sources o dditi9nal
In rmation

More information. on job oppor-
tunities in the petroleum refining
industry may be obtained from the
personnel offices of individual oil
companies. General information on
jobs in the industry is available
from:
National Petroleum Refiners Association,

1725 DeSales St NW Washington,
D.0 20036.
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE PRINTING
AND PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

Printing is both an art and one of
our chief means of communication.
In 1974, the printing and publishing
industry emplOyed about 1.1
lion workers. Governinent ,agencies
and private firms that do, their own
printing, such as banks and in-
surance companies, also employed
thousands of printing workers.

Nature and Location of the
Industry

Included in the industry are the
printing and publishing of
newspapers, magazines, books, and
advertising matter; the production
of business forms, greeting cards,
and'gift wrappings; commercial or
job printing; bookbinding; and
typesetting, photoengraving,
platemaking, and other printing
services, primarily for printing

estalilishments.
In 1974, the largett division in

terms of employment was
newspaper printing and publishing,
with over/380,000 employees. Most
daily and many weekly newspapers
throughout the Nation do their own
printing. Although, some major
newspapers have more than 2,000
employees, many have fewer than
20.

commercial printing shops, the
second largest division of the indus-
try, employed about 362,000 work-
ers. These shops produce a variety
of materials, including advertising
matter, business cards, calendars,
catalogs, labels, maps, and
pamphlets. They also print limited-
run newspapers, books, and
magazines. Many commercial shops
have several hundred worker*. but
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employment , is concentrated in
smaller shops.

Printing jobs are found
throughout the country. Almost
every town has at least one printing
shop, frequently, a small newspaper
plant that also may do other print-
ing. However, about one-half of the
Nation's printing employeas° are in
five States -!New York, Illinois,
California, Pennsylvania, and Ohio.
Within these States, most printing
activities are in or near manufactur-,
ing, commercial, or anancial areas
such as New York; Chicago, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, San Fran-
cisco-Oakland, Cincinnati, and
Cleveland. Other leading centers of
printing are Boston, 'Detroit, Min-
neapolis-St. Paul, Washington,
D.C., St. -Louis, and Baltimore. Em-
ployment in book and magazine
priAng is highly concentrated in
these areas, A much larger propor-
tion of newspaper employment,
however, J.§ foUnd outside these
centers because of the great
number of-Small local newspapers.

Printing Methods

Printing is a means of transferring
ink impressions of words and pic-
tures to paper, metal, or other
materials. A plate of metal, rubber,
or plastic is prepared so that part of
it can-be covered with ink. The ink
is then transferred to a sheet of
paper or other material that is
pressed against the plate.

In relief printing, the letters and
images are raised from the rest of
the printing plate. Ink is rolled over
the raised surface and then paper is
pressed against it. In gravure print-
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ing, the image is etched into the sur-
face of a cylinder. The whole sur-

. face is covered with ink and then
wiped off; ink is left only in the
sunken or etched areas. When paper
is pressed against the surface, the -
ink is lifted out and appears on the
paper. In lithography (offset print-
ing), the printing plate surface is
smooth, with both image and
nonimage areas on the same' level.
Lithography is based on the princi-
ple that grease and water do
mix. The plate's image areas are
coated with a substance to make
the greasy printing ink stick to the
plate and then moistened with
water so that only the image areas
take -up the ink. The inad image is
transferred from the plate to a
rubber blanket ,and then to the
paper.

SCreen printing is a method in
which. inks or other materials such
as paint and varnish are forced
through a stencil mounted on. a
finely woven screen. The shape of,
the stencil openings determinesJhe
design to be printed. This process
may be applied to a variety of sur-
faces suOt as paper, eats, metal,
plastid, and textile's,.

Printing Occupations

Production of printed materials
requires workers in a,,.wide variety
of occupations. Printing craft work-
ers represent a large segment of
these employees. They usually Spe-
cialize in one area of. printing
operations: Type composition,
photography, platemaking, press-
work, or binding. Their training
generally is Anfined to only one of
the basic printing methods letter'
press, lithography, or gravure.
Some of the principal. printing
crafts re briefly described below.
Detailed information on these
crafts is presented in the section on3
printing occupations, elsewhere in
the Handbook.

The printing process begins in a
composing room wherelmanuscript
copy is set in type, proofed, 'and

ti;
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checked for errors. Machine and
handset type and other materials
such as photoengravings are assem-
bled there and prepared for the
pressroom.

In 1974, about 40 percent of all
printing craft workers-1 5,00
were employed in compos g room

coccupations This group ncludes
ompositors (D.O.T. 973.3 1) who
et type by hand or machine,

typesetter perforator operators
(D 0 T, 208 588) who punch tapes
used to operate some typesetting

.machines, makeup arrangers
(DOT 973 381) who assemble
type / in. shallow trays called
,"ga114s" and make trial copy of
this type, and proofreaders (D.O.T.
209.688) who.check the trial copy
with the originalcopy for errors.

Electrotypers and stereotypers
(D.Q.T. 974.381 and 975.782)
make duplicate pressplates of
metal, rubber, and plastic for letter-
press printing. These plates are
made from the metal type forms
prepared in the composing room.
Electrotypes are used mainly in
book- and magazine work. Stereo-
types, which are less durable, are
used chiefly in newspaper work.

Photoengravers (D.O.T.
971.381) make metal printing
plates of illustrations and other
copy 'that cannot be set up in type.
The printing surfaces on these
plates stand out in relief above the
nonprinting spaces, as do the letters
and the accompanying type.
Similarly, gravure photoengravers
(D.O.T. 971.381), a specialized
type of , photoengravers, make
gravure cylinders in which the
image is etched below the surface
for use in reproducing pictures and
type.

The actual printing operation is
'performed in the pressroom. Print-
ing press operators ,"`(D.O.T. ,

651.782, .885 and .886) prepare
type forms and pressplates for final
printing and tend the presses while
they are in operation. Small com-
mercial shops generally have small
and relatively simple presses that

a.
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often are fed paper by hand. At the
other extreme are the enormous
presses used by the larger
newspaper, magazine, and book
printing plants. They auto tically
print the paper and cut, asse nb e,
and fold the pages. These machines
are operated by crews of press
operators assisted by less skilled
workers.

Lithography (offset printing) is
growing in importance. Practically
all items printed by other processes
also can be produced by lithog-
raphy. It is a process of photogra-
phing the matter to be printed,
making a prinfing plate from the
photograph and pressing the inked
plate against a rubber blanket
which in turn presses it onto the

- paper. Several operations are in-
volved in lithography, and each is
performed by a'specialized group of
workers. The main group of 'litho-
graphic workers are camera opera- ,
lairs (D.O.T. 972.382), artists and
letterers (D.O.T.'971.281), strippers'
(D.O.T. 971.381), --platempker.r.
(D.O.T. 972.381), and press opera-
tors (D.Q.T. 651.885).

Because of the increasingly com-
plex and highly mechaRied print-
ing equipment in use today, techni-
cally trained people are needed in
all areas of printing management
and production. For example, an in-
creasing /number of prothiction
technicians (D.O.T. 019.281,) are,
employed to see that the standards
for elth printing job are met..

Manyr printed items, sych as
"books, ,magazines, pamphlets, and
calendars, must be folded, sewed,
stapled, or bound after they leave
the,. printing shops. Much of this
yi6rk is done, by skilled bookbin-
ders. In many binderies, however,
the work is done mostly by
semiskilled assemblers.

Besides printing craft workers,
the industry employs, people in a
variety of other occupations. Many
mailroom workers are employed in
newspapers and magazine plants to
address, bundle, and tie the printed
matter for distribution. Modern
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mailroom , processes-T-- are.
.mechanized to a considerable ex-
tent. Mailers opirate add?essing,
stamping, stacking, bundling, .and
tying machines. Many large printing
firms' employ mechanics and
machinists to repair and adjust
typesetting machines, printing
presses, and other equipment. ---

Printing firms employ ' a great
many people as executives, sales
representatives, accountants, en-

-gineers,, computer prdgramers,
stenographers, clerks, and laborers.
Newspapers and other publishers
employ a considerable number of
reporters, editors, and 'Photog-
raphers. These occupations are
discussed elsewhere in theviland
book.

Training and Other
Qualifications

Many training authorities recom-
mend apprenticeship as the best
way to learn printing trades. A sub-
stantial number of people, however,
learn these trades by working as
helpers or through, a combination 9f
work experience and schooling'.
Apprentices pften are chosen from
among people already employed in
various unskilled jobs in printing
plants.

Printing apprenticeships usually
last from 4 to 6 years, depending on

-the occupation and shop or area
practices. The apprenticeship pro-
grams cover all phases of a particu-
lar trade .and generally include
classroom pr correspondence study
in related tech9ical subjects, as well
as on-theitiotr training. Apprentice-7\
ship Applicants generally must be at
least 18 years of age and pass an ap-
titude test and a physical examina-
tion. Applicants who qualify may be
put on a waiting list if there are no
immediate apprenticeship job
openings.

Most employers prefer applicang
to have a high school education or
its equivalent. A thorough

"11
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Lnowledge of spelling. punctuation,
g .the fundamentals of grammar, and

basic mattematics is essential in
many;- of tke printing . rades. A
knowledge ol the basic principles of
chemistry, electronics, and physics
is becoming increasingly important
because of ,the -growing use of
photomechanical and electrontt
processes in printing.

'Most priming crafts require, peo-
ple with :good eyesight, about
average physical strength, and a'
high degree of manual dexterity.
Mertness. patience. and the ability
to work with others also are neces-
sary. The ability to distinguish
colors is important in areas of print-
ing where color is used. An artisti
sense also is an asset since tb

. finished product should be pleasing
e in balance and design.

About 4.000 schdolshigh
schools, vocational schools, techni-
cal institutes, and collegesoffer
courses: in priniing -technology.
These courses may helpaperson to

e selected.fiar appreaticeshtfs 6r
other job openings in the printing
and publishing industry.

Administrative jobs are -usually'
filled by, upgrading<sxperienced
people. Many owners and produc-
tion managers of' printmg firms
have come from the ranks of print-
ing craft workers. In recent years.

41 'however, more firms are-filling ad-
ministrative positions with jeople
who have'dollege degrees in
ness administration, marketing, acs

-,;counting, industrial relations, or
',fouler specialized business fields.

Most firms, hire clerks, book-'
perrk stenographers, and typists

whp have completed commercial
oburrtes in high sZhool or business
schoo

/ Some omputer programmers in
the printi industry have technical
school tr g; others learn their
s on the job. Also, many com-
positors and typesetters -are. being
Wight., computer programming
skills, anti the International Typo-
graphic Union has established a
tfaining center for this purpose

ff
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Employment Outlook ,

Employment in the printing and
publishing industry is expected to
grow-more slowly than the average
for all industries through the mid-
1980's. Most job openings will
occur from the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire, 'die?
or transfer to other industriess..

The volume of printed mate s
is' expected to inctease ra dly
because 61 population ,grow the
increasingly high literacy level. of
tie population, i;nd the trend to
greater use of printed materials for
information,-- packaging, and van-
Otis industrial and-commercial pur-
poses. Employment will Scow ,at a
slower rate than the volume of
printing,' howeyer, because of
laborSaving technological changes
iii printing methods. .

Occupational groups in the in-
dustry are expected to in.orease at
diffezent rates. Employment o.

technical, maintenance; and cleri-
cal workers will increase at a faster
pace, than total employment? Em-
ploy?rient, growth will vary among
the printing crafts. The numbgr of
lithographic 'craft workers, for ex-
ample, is expected to increase
bicause of the growing use of
lithography. On the ether hand',
since lithography does not require
photoengraving, employment of
photoengravers is expeCted tb
decline. The trend to computeriza-
tion of typesetting operations will
reduce the. need for some machine
operators. in coniposMg rooms
while creating a demand for more
Computer programmers. Afore
mechanics will be hired to maintain
the industry's increasingly complex
machinery. ".

facturing industries as a whole
averaged S4.40.

The accompaying tat;ulation
shows the average estimated union
minimum. hourly rates for selected
priqing occupations in 1974 based
on a survey of 69large cities.Miese
are the minimum basic rates for
daYwork, and do not .include ove?-
time, other special payments, or.
bonuses:

Most printing craft workers who
. are' covered by union contracts

work fewer than 40 hours a week.
Some contracts specify a standard
workweek Of less than 35 hours, but
most fall within a 35io 37-1/2 hour
range. T-iMe and a half 'generally is
paid for overtime. Work on Sun:
days.d holidays is paid for at time
and on&half or double-time rates in
most commercial-tinting firms. In
newspaper 'plants, however, the
workweek often includes Sundays.
Time and dne.half or double time is

ri-'faid for these days only when they
are not part ofrthe employee's regu-
lar shift. ,Night-shift- workers
generally receive pay differential
abOve the standard day rates.

The starting wage rates of ap-
prentices gt(nerally are from 40 to
50 Percent of the basic rats -for
skilled workers in the shbp, Wages
are increased periodically, 'Aisnally
every -6 months,' until the ap-
prentice reaches the skilled rate.
' The injury-frequency rate hi- the
grinting industry is somewhatlower
than the average for all manufactur-
ing industries.

.A.large proportidn of the printing
trades. workers are members of
unions. Among 'these are the
Graphic Arts Union, International
the International Printing and
Graphic Communication's 'Union
Anierica; the International Typo-
graphical Union, and the Interna-
tional Mailers Unidn.

Sources of Additional
Information

Earnings and Working
Conditions'

-Earnings of production workers
in the printing and publishing indus
try are among the highest in manu-
facturing. In l9'74, they averaged
$4.96 an hour,-while those in manu-

6 3 ,)

Details about employment op-
portunities and .apprenticeships
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE PRINTING INDUSTRY

Bookbinders.
Composijors

Machine operators
Electrotypers
Photoengsa,vers....
Press operators. . .

Press (cylinder) operators.
Press (platen) operators.

Stereotypes

may be; obtained' from local em
ployers. such as newspapers and
printing shops. local offices of the
unions mentioned aboCe, or the
local office of State employment

f

.1.

I

-s-

Average nfinimant hourly
rate. 1974

Nt paper
Book and
job shops

36:0

56.86 7.11
6.97 6.97

6.22
7.27
6.74

6.73
5.86

6.69 6.78

services. Some State employment
service offices green applicants
and give aptitude tests.
:For gener formation on the

industry, write

4s,

."
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American Newspaper Publishers Associa-
tion. 11600 Sunrise Valley Dr.,Reston,
Va. 2004 1 :

American Pbotoplaternakers Association.
166 W. Van Rama St.. Chimtgo. 131.

Graphic Arts Techaicial Foundation. 4615
Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh. Pa. 15213,

Gravure Technical Institute, 60 E. 42 'St,
New York. N.Y. 10020.

International Typographical .Union. P.O.
Box 157. Colorado sSpringi, Cob.
80901 t

Printing Industries of America. Inc.. 1730 N.
Lynn St.. Arlington, Va. 2/2a I

(See the section on Printing Oc-
cupations elsewhere in the Hand-
book for names of labor organiza-
tions and trade associations that
can provide more information on
specific printing trades.)

N3s---

f
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TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS, AND
PUBLIC UTILITIES

The transportation. communica-
tions and public utility industries
produce most of the energy that
powers. heats, and lights our facto-
ries and homes. The transportation
Industry moves goods and people
by air. rail. water. find highway; the
communicationl industry provides
communications systems such as
telephones and radio and TV
broadcasting_ Other public utilities
supply the Nation with electricity.
gas: and sanitation services

Transportation. communicatioifs,
and public utility 'firms are
semipublic in character. Some State
and local governments operate
their own transit lines or electric.
companies as well as other types of
utilities Privately owned transpor-
tation and public utility firms are
regulated closely by commissions or
by other public authorities to make
sure they operate iA the public in
terest

In 1974. almost 4 7 million peo-*
ple worked in the transportation,
communications, and public, utility
industry ,division, In addition, more
than one-half million persons held
jobs with State and local govern
ments in publicly owned transit and
utility systems Almost half of the
workers in this industry division
worked in two major industry
groups communications employing
I 2 million workers , and motor
freight transportation and
warehousing (including local and
long-distance trucking) employing
over I million workers.

Electric. gas, and sanitary serv-
ices companies employed nearly
750,000 workers and railroads over
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580.000 Other industries employ-
ing a significant number of workers
were air transportation and local
and interurban passenger transit,.
The remaining workers were em-
ployed by firms that provide water
and pipeline transportation and
transportation services.

As shown in the accompanying
tabulation, blue-collar workers
Waft workers, operatives. and
laborers) made up three-fifths of
total employment in the transporta-
tion. communications, and publffil
utility .industries in 1974. Opera
tives alone accounted for about
one-fourth of the total. Most of
these semiskilled workers are truck,
bus, and taxi drivers, and railroad
brake operators. Craft workers
made up nearly oneqourth' of the
lout Among the occupations in
this group are airplane mechanic,
motor vehicle mechanic,,telephone
line, installer, locomotive engineer,
and the supervisors of blue-collar
workers. A relatively small fraction
of the industry's employees were
laborers, such as.material handlers
and truckdrivers' helpers.

Nearly two-fifths of the industry s
employees were white-collar work-
ers . (professional, managerial.
clerical, and sales). Most of the
white-collar workers were in ,clen-
cal occupations such as telephone
operator, ticket agent, secretary,
and bookkeeper. These industnes
employed about an equal number
of managerial workers and profes-
sional and technical woiers. Many
of the professional andd\ technical
workers are in the communications

t\
industry, where, in addition to large
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numbers 'n(f engineers and techni-
cians. many actors. entertainers,
and writers are employed

'Najaf oeCupattonal group

All workers

Percent of
workers

100

Professional. technical, and kindred
workers

%tanagers and administrators
Clencal and kindred workers
Salesworkers
Craft and kindred workers.
Operatives
Service workers
Laborers.

7

23
I

.23
.26

3
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Employment in The transporta-
tion, communications' and pubjit
utility industries is expected to in-,
crease more slowly than the
average for all industnes Ithromen
the mid-1980's. In addition to
openings resulting from, growth of
the industries, many thousands of
jObs will be available .each year
because ,of the need to replace
workers who die, retire, or transfer
toi other industries.

Employment growth in individual
industries ill vary.IRising vopula-
tion and iness exparision will
stimulate e royment grovith in air
transportatio and in trucking. On
the other ha , little employment
change is expe ted in local and in-
terurban passers er transportation
(buses, taxis, an subways). The
longrun decline in ilroad employ-
ment is expected to ntmue, but at
a decreasing rate.

Employment in co unreitions
is expected to grow at about the
same rate as the 'average for all in-



TRANSPORTATION. COMMeNICATIONS. AND PUBLIC 9LITIES

dustries` through the mid 1980's
Although demand for the industry's
services will increase rapidly, ad
vances in technology are expected
to limit employment growth, par-
ticularly in telephone communica-
tion's. Computers and other elec-
tronie equipment are expected to

.7 e

be applied increasingly to work
previously done by wage earners.
EmplOyment in electric and gas
utilities also will be affected
strongly by advancing technology
and will grow more slowly than in-
creases in output.

The statements that follow cover

685
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major :industries. in the transporta-
?lion, communications. and public
utility .fields' More detailed infor-
mation, about particular ,occupa:
Lions ii these fields appears else-
where in the Handbook.

r.
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CIVIL AVIATION

The rapid development of air
transportation has intgased the
mobility of the population and hA
created many thousands of job op
portunities in the civil aviation in-
dustry In 1974 over 450,000 peo-
ple were employed in a suariety of
interesting and responsible ecc..Zipa
tion,s in this industry

Characteristics. of the Industry

4 Many different orgaliiiations and
activities are involyed in civil avia-
tion. The most familiar are airlines
that provide transportation for pas-
sengersiand cargo Airlines account
for more than three times- as much
intercity passenger travel/as bUses
and railroads combined

The civil aviation industry in-
cludecother kinds of flying ,activi-
ties For example, many businesses
transport axecutiyes in company
planes and some firms use their own
planes for crop dusting, inspecting
pipelines, and other activities. The

6

ployees work at airports near New
Yo'rk, Miami, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Chicago, Atlanta, and
Dallas, the cities where major air-
lines are based. Others work at air-
ports scattered throughout the
country. Most other civil aviation
employees work at airports near

' large cities.

government-licensed shops which
repair and inspect smaller airplanes
also are included in the industry.

The Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) and the Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB).both
part of the Federal Government
regulate the civil aviation industy.
The FAA deveaps air safety regu-
lations, coordinates flightk,
operates ground navigation equip-
ment, and licenses personnel such
as pilots and, aircraft mechanics.'
The CAB makes, policy on airline
rates and routes, .

, In 1.974, koUt 325,000 em-
ployees worked for airlines.aMost of
th,eg remaining civil aviation em-
ployees worked for firms that
operpte airplanes to transport ex-
ecutives and for firms that rent, ser-
vice, or repair-. aircraft. The rest
worked for the Federal Govern-
ment, ih 1974, the FAA employed
about, 6,000 people, the CAB less
than 1,000. -

About half of all airline em-

Civil Aviation Occupations

About four-fifths of all civil avia-
tion employees work in ground oc-
cupations. Many of these are
mechanics and aircraft main-
tenance personnel who refuel,
clean, inspect, and repair the plartes
between flights. Other large groups
make reservations and sell tickets
for the airline companies. Some are
air . Wiffiic controllers and flight
service specialists fof the FAA.
Other groundworkers include cargo
and freight handlers, dispatchers,
and clerical, administrative, and
professional personnel.

Flight crewmembers make up the
remaining one-fifth of civil aviation
employment. They include the
pilots who fly the planes and the
flight attendants who assist passen-
gers. Detailed discussions of most
of the prifiCipal occupations in civil
aviation'aie presented elsewhere-in
the Handbook in the section on Air
Transportation Occupations.



CIVIC. AVIATION

Training, Other dualificationst
and Acivancamant

. .

lobs are available to persons with
--a--wide variety of trainin and

backgrounds. Although some jobs
require previous training and may
require certificates from the FAA
Others can be learned on the jok

Pilots usually have an air trans-
port or commerical pilot's license
from the FAA when they begin
work They also must have an in-
strument license to fly when the
weather is bad- As a rule new airline
pilots twin as flight engineers

Interest persons may obtain
-' pilot traitng from military qr
' civilian flying schools Physical

requirements are high With or
without glasses, they must have
20/20 vision, good heanng. and AO
physical handicaps that prevent
quick reactions. In addition, airlines
generally require 2 years of college
and pfefer college graduate<
fere qualified pilots car, fly as a
flight engineer they mu/obtain a
flight engineer's license from the
FAA.

Although most flight attendants
are women. airline permit men and
women to compete equally for
available jobs Applicants-most be

,

At airport, au traffic controllers keep sir-
planes that are flying nearby wifely

separated.

440

In excellent health. and Those who
have some college and have ex-
perience in dealing. with the public
are preferred. Applicants are
trained for their' jobs at company
schools.
. When hiring airplane mechanic

trainees' or apprentices.. employers
prefer high school or trade school
graduate9 who are in good physical
condition. Expenence in automo-
tive repairs or other mechanical
work also is helpful. Most
mechanics remain in the main-
tenance field, but they may advance
to head mechanics, inspectors, and
in a few cages. to supervisory and
executive positions. Some jobs
require aircraft- mechanics to be

-certified by the FAA as an airframe
mechapic,.a powerplant mechanic,
or both..

New reservation, ticket, and pas-
senger nts are trained by the

parry. A good speaking voice
and a. pleasant personality are

.'necessary, because such personnel
deal directly wrth the public. A high
school education-Is required.

Air ,eu-affic controllers are
selected through the competitive
Federal Civ.11,,Service System. Ap-.
plwants must pass a rigid physicaJ
examination and a written test. The
FAA trains new workers on the job
and it the FAA Academy. All
workers must be certified by FAA

.examiners before they canswork as
controllers. Controllers can ad-
vance to chief controller and to

. higher, management jobs in air traf-
fic control."

COmpletion. of commercial
courses in.high school or business
school is Usually adequate for entry
into general clirical occupations
such as secretary orlypist. How
ever, additional on-the-job training
is needed for specializced clerical
occupations such as bookkeeper

Administrative and sales posi-
tions are usually' filled by college
graduates who. have majored in

'5usiness 'administration, marketipg.
accounting, industrial relations. r
transportation. Some companie

6
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have .management training pro-
grams, 'for colleige graduates' in
Lhich trainees work for' brief
penods in vanous departments to
get a broad picture of 4tr transpor-
tatioperations before they are
assign to a particular department.

Emploirhint Outlook

The total number of workers tn
civil aviation occupations is ex-
pected to increase about as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's. Besides the
job openings from employment
growth, many openings will arise as
expenenced workers retire. die. OF-
transfer to other fields of work.
However, job opportunities may
vary from year to year because the
demand for' air travel fluctuates
with ups and downs in the- econo-
my.

Airline employment is expected
to increase as passenger and cargo
traffic grow m response to increases
in population, inc*g. and busineSs
activity. Employment' in other civil
aviation activities is expetted to rise
as more aircraft are purchased for
business, agncultural, fire tilting,
and recreational purposes.

Employment trends will differ
among Occupations. The number of
reservation ticket, and passenger

Reservation agents glve Information
about flights and make reservations

over the telephone.
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agents, for example, i expectid to
grow rapidly as more people travel
by air. On the other hand, the
numbej of air traffic controllers is
expected to grow.oply moderately
b2ecause new equipment will permit
each controller to direct more
planes.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Airline employees earned an
average of S16.20(5 a year in 1974,
about twice the average for all non
supervisory workers in pnvate in-
dustry, except farthing Among the
major occupations. salaries ranged
from 5700 a month for net resArl.-
tion agents to 55,800 a mono for
experienced airline captains As an
additio/ nal benefit, airline ern-

a
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plbyees and their immediate fami-
lies are entitled to a limited amount

liof reduced-fare transportation with
Atheir own and most other airlines.

Airlines operate flights at all'
hours of the day and night. Person-
nel in some occupations, therefore,
often have irregular hours or work
schedules. For example, flight per-
sonnel may be away from home
bases about one-third of the time or
more. When they are away from
home, the airlines provide hotel ac-
commodations.

Ground personnel% such as ticket
agents' and mechanics, usually work
a 5-day 40- flour week. Their work-
ing hours, however. often include
nights, weekends, or holidays.
Ground personnel generally receive
extra pay for oveime work or an
equal amount cAlime off

4

Sources of Additional
Information

For information about' ob oppor.
tunities in a parti lar aiqine, write
to the personne manager of the
company Addresses of companies
are available from lie Trans-
port Association of America, 09
New York Ave NW., Washington,
D.C. 20006.,

For information about FAA-ap-
proved schools that offer training
for airplane mechanics, pilots, or
other technical occupations in avia-
tion, write to the Research and
Inquiry Division, Office of Informa-
tion Service AIS-230, Federal Avia-
tion Administration, Washington,
D.C. 20591.

a
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE
ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY

Electricity has become so mach a
part of our daily lives that most peo-
ple take it for granted. But jug
imagine not being able to -ride the
elevator to your apartment and in-
stead having to walk up all those
flights of stairs' Or think about hav-
ing no lights, television set, or radio
in your home' Today, it would be
difficult to get used to living

.without electricity.
Bringing electricity into our

homes and places of work and-
recreation ,is not as simple as just
turning on a switch. There -Fe
thousands of employees working in
the electric power industry to make
allthis possible.

Nature and Location of the
Industry

The delivery of electricity to
users at the instant' they need it is
the unicpie feature of the electric
power systems. Electricity cannot
be stored efficiently but must be
used as it is produced. Because a
customer can begin or inereasestlie
use of electric, power at any time by
merely flicking a switch, an ilectric
utility system must have sufficient
capacity to meet peak .consumer
needs at any time.

An electric utility system in:
cludes powerplants that generate
electric power, substations that in-
crease or decrease the voltage, and
vast networks of transmission and

. ,
distribution lines. Electric utilities
range from large ,systems serving
broad regional areas to small power
companies serving individual com-
munities. Most electric utilities are
investor-owned (private) or,owned

by cooperatives, others are owned
by cities, counties, and public utility
districts, as weH as by the Federal
Government. While some utilities
generate, transmit, and distribute
only electricity, others distribute
both e1ectncity and gas. This
chapter is concerned with employ-
ment relating only to the. produc-
tion and distribution of electric
power.

Producing and distributing large
quantities of 'electrical energy in-
volves many processes and activi-
ties. The accompanying 'chart
shows how electric energy is
generated, and how it travels from
the generating station to the users.

The first step in providinrelettri-
cal energy occurs in a generating
station or plant, where huge gener4-
tors convert mechanical energy int'b
electricity. Electricity is ptocJuced

primarily in steam-powered
generating 'plants which use coal,

:gas, oil, or nuclear energy for fuel.
In addition, a considerable amount
of electricity is produced in
hydroelectric generating* stations
which use water power to operate
the turbines. Still other generators,
primarily for use in standby servjge
or to provideelectricity for special
purposes, are powered by diesel en-
gines or gas turbines.

After electricity is _generated, it
passes through a / "switchyard,"
where the voltage is increased so
that the electricity may travel long
distances without excestive *1 of
power. The electricity. onto
transmission lines that it from
the generating plant to substations,
where the voltage is decreased and
gassed on to the distribution pet-
works,serving individual customers.
Transmission lines tie togither the
generating stations of a' single
system and also the power facilities
of several systeins. In this way,
power can be interchanged among
several utility systems to meet vary-
ing demandi. '

In 1974, 550,000-leo* worked
in the electric powerirtclustrY. Mgst
of them, '465,000, Worked in in-
vestor-owned utilities and coopera-
tives and 80,000 worked in Federal

89
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and niunicipalgovernment utilities
A few large manufacturing
est,ablishmenti which produce
electric power Tor their own use,
also employ electric power
workers_

Since electricity reaches almost
every locality, jobs in this industry
are found througljout the country
Although hydroelectric power Pro-
jects have created jobs in relatively
isolated areas, most utility' jobs are
still found in heavily populated
urban areas

Electric Utility Occupations Many
different types ot workers are
required in the electric power in-
dustry. About 40 percent of the in-
dustry's employees work in occupa-
tions related to the generation,
transmission, and distribution of
electricity; and in customer service
occupations. (These occupations
are discrtssed .in detail later in this
chapter.) The industry also employs
large numbers of workers in en-
gineering, scientific, administrative,
sales,clerical, and maintenance oc-
cupations A brief discussion on
these occupations is given below
Further info'rmation4cvikbe found
in statements covering individual
occupations elsewher:einAtre Hand,,
book. --1

Engineering ,and Scientik Occupa-
, ,Engineers plan geneiating

plant construction and- additions,
interconnections of complex 'power
systems, and installations of new,
transmission and distribution
systems and equipment. They su-
pervise construction, develop im-
proved operating methods, and test
the efficiency of the many types of
electrical equipment. In planning
mo5lern, power systems,. engineers
help select plantsitet,types of fuel,
and types of plants. Engineers also
help industrial and commercial
customers make the best use of

tions
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amount of ecordkeeping required,
electric Uti ies employ many ad-
ministrathe d clerical personnel.
Large numbe of stenographers,
typists, ,book eepers, office
6achine operato file clerks, ac-
counting and audit g clerks, and
cashiers are empl ed. These
workers keep recordds of the
services rendered by the company,
make up bills for cuslomers,
and prepare a vanety of statements
and statistical reports. An increas-
ing amount of this work in the larger
offices now is being pertormed tiy
computers. This generally results
in mere clerical work being done
either by fewer or by the same
number of employees. The use of
this equipment also creates a need
for programmers and computer
operators. Administrative employ-
ees include accountants, personnel
officers, purchasing agents, and
lawyers.

Maintenance Occupations. A con-
siderable number' of workers test,
maintain, and repair equipment.
The aduties of these skilled craft
workers are similar to 'those cif
maintenance work in other in-
dustries. Among the \more jm'por-
tant skilled Millers are electri-
cians, instrument %rerlairers, main-
tenance mecWanics, machinists,
pipefitters? `welds, dispatchers,
andboilerrnakers.

,

Employment Outlook ,

Employment in the electric
power industry is expected to in-
crease about as fast as the average
for all industries through the mid-
1980's. The greater use_of electric
power in industrial processes,

'growth of commercial centers, and
population growth will all con-
tribute to an increased demand for
electricity. However, due to the
growing.use of automatic controls,

tric power. employment will not increase as
fast as electric power production.

nistrative and Clerical Occupa- Trends in growth will differ from
cause of the enormous one occupation to another in the in-

4

dustry. The need for scientific, en-
gineering, and technical employees
is expected to increase sharply as
construction of power generating
plants increases and as research .

into developing more efficient ener-
gy usage to combat shortages and
higher prices of fossil fuels becomes
necessary. Much of this increase in
employment will be in the develop-
ment and construction or new
nuclear power facilities.

In many other occupations in this
industry, only slight increases in
employment are expected. Larger,
more efficient powerplant% will
limit growth of employment of

werplant employees. The Vi-
c aced use', of electronic data
pr lag equipment for. billing;.
and recordkeeping will restrict
grow in some clerical jobs. In oc-
cupatio which will experience lit-
tle or no owth, most job openings
will result om the need to replace
workers who le, retire, or leave the
electric poweryndustry for other
reasons

People hired bye izlectnc power
companies should 'have relatively
secure jobs. Esn during downturns
in the econoft these ;companies
seldom lay off employees.

Earnings and Worklpg
Conditions

Earnings in the electric utility in-
dustry are relatively high. In 1974,
nonsupervisory employees in
private electric power companies
averaged $5.55 an hour. By .com-
parison, the average for all nonsu-
pervisory workers in private indus-
try, except farming was $4.22 an
hour.

Because supplying electricity is a
24-hour, 7-day-a-week activity,
some employees work evenings,
nights, and weekends, usually on
rotating shifts. Most union con-
tracts with electric utilities provide
a hillier rate of pay for evening and
nightwork than the basic day rate.

Overtime work is often required,
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especially dung emergencies such
' as floods, humcanes, or storms.

'During an "emergency callout,"
which is a short-notice request to
report for work during
nonscheduled hours, the worker
generally is guaranteeda minimum
of 3 or 4 hours'-pay at 1 -1/2 times
the basic hourly rate. Travel time to
and from the job is cointed as
worktime.

In addition' to these provisions
which affect pay, electric utilities
provide other employee benefits.
Generally,. annual vacations are
granted to workers according. to
length of service. A typical 'contract
or employee benefit program pr)O-
vides for a 1-week vacation for 6
months to i year of service, 2 weeks
for 1 to 10 years, anti 3 Weeks for
10 to 20 years. Some contracts and
programs provide for 4 weeks after
18 years, for 5 weeks after 25 years,

and 6 weeks after 30 years. The
number of paid holidays ranges
front 6 to 12 a year. Nearly all corn-
pames.have benefit plans for their
employees. A typical program pro-
vides life, hospitalization, and surgi-
cal insurance and paid sick leave.
Retirement pension plans supple-
ment Federal social security pay-
ments and generally are paid for in

. full or in part by the employer.
Because of the dangers of elec-

trocution and other hazards, elec-
tnc utilities and unions have made
intensive efforts to enforce safe,
working practices. This has resulted
in an injury rate lower than in most
manufacturing industries. However,
some occupations, especially those
on linecrews, are more subject to
accidents than others:

Many nonsupervisory electric
utility workers in production, trans-
mission, and distribution depart-
ments are union members. The bar-
gaining representative- for most of
these workers is either the Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers or the Utility Yorkers
Union of America. *Independent
limns represent some utility wor-
kers.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information about jobs in the
electric power industry is available
from local electri'c utility compa-
nie's, from industry trade associa-
tions, or from the local offices of
unions that represent electric utility
workers Additional information
also may be obtained from:
Edison Electric Institute. ?40 Park Ave Nev.

Yoit, N Y 10016 .4."

InternatiOnal Etrotherhood of Electrical
Worktrs. 1125 15th St. NW Washing-
ton. D.0 20005

Quin,/ Workers' Union of Amenca 1875
.Connecticut Ave. NW Washington.
D.0 26006.

POWERPLANT
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

Operators are keyworkers in a
powerplant. They include four
basic classesboiler, turbine, aux-
iliary equipment, and switchboard
These operators observe, control,
and keep records of the operation
of various kinds of powerplant
equipment They make sure that
the equipment functions efficiently
and detect any trouble that arises
In many new steamplants, including
nuclear, these jobs are combined,
'operators' and their assistants are
known as steam operators, power-
plant operators, or central control'
room operators.

Of increasing importance are the
maintenance personnel, including
electrical, instrument, and
mechanical repairers. Other power-
plant' workers include helpers and
clianers, and the custodial staff, in-
cluding janitors and guards. In
steam generating plants using coal
for fuel, coal handlers are em-
ployed. In hydroelectric plants, gate
tenders open and close the
headgates that control the flow of
water to turbines. Sttpervision of
powerprint operations is handled
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by chief engineers called operations
supervisors, and by their assistants,
watch engineers (called shift super-
visors).

Boller operators (D.O.T/
950.782 )employed only where
steam generates electricityregu-
late the supplies of .fuel, air, and
water in the boilers and maintain
proper steam pressure to turn the
turbines. Pressure- is measured by
gauges, meters, and other' instru
ments mounted on panel boards.
One employee may operate one or
more boilers.

Turbine operators (D.O.T.
952.138) control the operation of
steam or water-powered turbines
that drive the generators. In small
plants, they also may operate aux-
iliary equipment or a switchbo
Since modern steam turbines and
generators operate at extremely
high speeds, pressures, and tem-
peratures, the operator must give
close attention to the pressure
gauges, thermometers, and other
instruments showing the operations'
of the turbo-generator unit. Tur-
bine operators record, the informa-
tion shown. by these instruments
and check the oil pressure at
beanngs, the speed of the turbines,
and the circulation and amount of
cooling water in the condensers
that change the steam back inw
water. They also are responsible for
starting and shutting down the tur-
bines and generators, as directed by
the switchboard operator in the
control room. Other workers, such
as helpers and junior operators,
assist the turbine operators.

Au.ziltary equipment operators
(D.O.T. 952.782) check and record
the readings of instruments that in-
dicate the operating condition of

_pumps, fans, blowers, condensers,
evaporators, water conditioners,
compressors, and coal pulverizers
Since auxiliary equipment may oc-
casionally break down, these opera-
tors mujt be able to detect trouble
quickly, and sometimes make
minor repairs. In small plants which
do not employ auxiliary equipment
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operators. these duties are per-
formed by turbine operators

Switchboard operators (D 0.T
952 782) control the amount of
electric power flowing from genera-
tors to outgoing ypowerlines by
watching Instrument panels and by
operating switchboards. Switches
control the movement of electricity
through the generating station cir-
cuits and onto, the transmission
lies Instruments mounted on
panelboards show the power de-
mands on the station at any instant,
the powerload on' each line leaving
the station, the amount of cur
being produce each generator,
and Cage.

The operators use switches to dis-
tribute the power demands among
the generators, to combine the cur-
rent from two or more generators,
and to regulate the flow of the elec-
tricity onto various powerlines.
When power requirements change,
they order generators started or
stopped and, at the proper time.
connect them to the power circuits
in the station or disconnect them. In
doing this, they follow telephone
orders from the load dispatcher
who directs the flow of current
throughout the syttem.

Switchboard . operatbrs and their
assistants also check their instru-
ments frequently to see that elec-
tricity is moving through and out of
the powerplant properly, and that
correct voltage is being maintained.
Aniong their other duties, they
keep records of all switchiqg opera-
tions and of load conditions on
generators, lines, and transformers;
They obtain this information by
making regtilar meter readings.

'control room operator (D.O.T.
950.7S2). In most powerplants con-
structed- in recent years, the opera-
tion of boilers, turbines, auxiliary
equipment, and the switching
required for balancing generator
output has been centralized in a sin-
gle control room Here, central
control room operators or power-
*plant operators regulate all the
generating equipment, whir in
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of a powerplant. They advance to
the more responsible job of helper,
as openings occur. Formal ap-
prenticeships in these jobs are rare.
Applicants generally are required
to have a high school or vocational
school eduction.

It takes 'from 1 to 3 years to
become -qualified as an auxiliary
equipment operator and from 4 to 8
years to become a boiler operator,
turbine operator, or switchboard
operaitor. A person learning to be
an auxiliary equipment operator
progresses from helper to junior
operator to operator. A boiler
operator generally spends from 2 to
6 months as a laborer before being
promoted to the job of helper. De-
pending on openings and the
worker's aptitude, the helper may
advance to junior boiler operator
and eventually to boiler operator,
or transfer to the maintenance de-
partment and work up to boiler
repairer. Turbine operators ad-
vance from ,the ranks .of auxiliary'
equipment operators and are often
selected from other plants.

In many States and large cities,
employees who operate equipment
in powerplantsmust be licensed by
local or State agencies. While
licensing requirements often vary
from place to place, the National"
Institute for the Uniform Licensing
of Power Engineers (NIULPE) is
attempting, to standardize these
requirements.

Some powerplant workers em-
ployed in atomic - powered electric
plants must have special training to
work with nuclear fuel, in addition
to the knowledge aid skills
required for conventional steam-
genefated electric power: All con-
trol room operators, assistant con-
trol room operators, and some
operators of high pressure auxiliary
equipment in nuclear powerplants
must be licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission:

Where a system has a number of
generating plants of different size,
operators usually first get ex-
perience inthe smaller stations and

Control room corker chocks and records
Instrument readings.

older plants requires specialists,
such as boiler and turbine opera-
tors. Control room operators have
several assistants who patrol the
plant and check th6 equipment.
Operators report to the plant su-
perintendent or a watch engineer
when equipment is not operating
properly.

Watch engineers or shift super-
,)isors (D.O.T. 950.131) oversee
the employees who, operate and
maintain boilers, turbines, genera-
tors, transformers, and other
machinery and equipment. Watch
engineers are supervised by a chief
engineer or a plant superintendent
who is in charge of the entire plank

Generally, a nuclear-powered
plant requires about the same kind
and number of employees as a
steam-generating plant powered by
coal. However, nuclear plant.cam-
ploy a few additional employees
such as health and safety specialists.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

New powerplant workers
generally begin at the bottom of the
ladderusually on' cleanup jobs.
Such work gives beginners an op-
portunity to become familiar with
the equipment and the operations

6 9
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then are promoted to jobs in the
larger stations as vacancies occur.

New workers in the switchboard
operators section begin as helpers,
advance to junior operators, and
then to switchboard operators.
Some utility companies promote
substation operators to switchboard
operating jobs. The duties of both
classes of operators have much in
common. Switchboard operators
can advadce ,lo work in the load
dispatcher's office,

Watch engineers are selected
from among experienced power-
plant operators. At least 5 to 10
years of experience as a first-class
ope,rator are, usually required to
qualify for a watch engineer's job.

Employment Outlook

Employment of polyerplant
operators is expected to .inCrease
more slowly than the averakeioi all
occupations through the mid-
1980:s, even though the production
of electrical energy will increase at
a rapid rate. Although some new
jobs will become available, most job
openings will occur because of the
need to replace workers who retire,
die, or leave the industry for other
work. People hired by electric
power companies are likely to have
relati.vely secure jobs. Even during
downturns in the economy these
companies seldom lay off em-
ployees.

Becauie of the increased demand
leg* electric power, it will be neces-

sary ,4t*Asuild and operate many new
generality; stations. The use ,of-
larger and more efficient eqUip-
ment, however, will result in a great
increase in capacity and production
without a corresponding increase in
the number of powerplant opera-
tors. For example, it takes only one
turbine operator to control a tur-
bogenerator regardless of the
generator1s size. Also, automatic
equipment makes it possible for one
boiler operator to control several
boilers from a central control room.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

tioND
The earnings of powerplant wor-

kers vary by occupation and locali-
ty. The following tabulation shows
estimated average hourly earnings
for selected powerplant occupa-
tions in privately owned utilities in

_1974.

Auxiliary equipment operator
Boiler operator
Control room operator
Switchboard operator

Swiichboard operator. Class

Switchboard operator. Class
B

Turbine operatoK
Watch engineer ...........

Average
hourly

earnings

S4 80
6 30
700

640

5.95
6.15
7.35

A powerplant is typically well-
lighted and ventilated, clean. and
orderly, but there is some noise
from the equipment.

Switchboard operators in the
control room often sit at the panel
boards, but boiler and turbine
operators are almost constantly on
their feet. The work of powerplant
operators generally is not physically
strenuous, particularly in the new
powerplants. Since generating sta-
tions operate 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.. some powerplant , em-
ployees must work nights and
weekends, usually on rotating
shifts.

Sources of Additional
information

For information concerning
licensing of powerplant employees,
contact State and local occupa-
tional licensing, agencies, in your
area or write to:
National Institute for, Uniform Licensing of

Power Enwneers, 176 W. Adam St.,
' Suite 1914, Chicago, III 60603
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TRANSMISSION AND
DISTRIBUTION
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Work

One-fourth of the workers in the
electric power industry are in trans-
mission and distribution jobs. The
principal workers in these jobs are
those who control the flow of elec-
tricityload dispatchers and sub-
station operators and employees
who construct and maintain power-
linesline installers and repairers,
cable splicers, troubleshooters,
ground helpers, and laborers. Line
installers and repairers make up the
largest.single occupation in the in-
dustry.

Load dispatchers (D.O.T.
950.168), also called systein opera-
tors or power dispatchers, control
the flow of electricity throughout
tht area served by the utility The
load dispatcher's room is the nerve
center of the r ntire utility system.
From this location, the load
dispatcher controls the plant equip-
ment used to generate electricity
and direct; its flow, Dispatchers
telephone instructions to the
switchboard operators at the
generating plants and the substa-
tions, telling them when additicfnal
boilers and generators are to be
started 'or stopped so that power
productiop will be in balance with
power needs.

The load dispatcher must an-
ticipate demands for electric power
so that the system will be prepared
to 'meet. them. Power demands on
utilit' systems may change from
hour to hour. rA sudden afternoon
rain orm may cause a million lights
to switcheg on in a matter of
min' es.

Dis tchers also dir ct the han-
dling of any emergency situation,
such as transformer or transmission
line failure, and route current
around the affected,area. They also
may be in charge of interconnec-
tions with other systems and direct-

J
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ing transfers of current between
systems as the need arises

The load dispatcher's source of
information for the entire transmis-
sion system is the pilot board This
board, which dominates the/load
dispatcher's room, is a bomplete
map of the utility's transmission
system. It enables the dispatchei to
determine, at ,a glance, the condi-
tions that exist at any point in the
system. Lights niay, show the posi-
tions of switches which control
generating equipment and transmis-
sion circuits, as well as high ,voltage
connections with substations and
large industrial customers. The
board also may have several record-

, ing instruments which make a
graphic record of operations for fu-
ture ailalysil andstudy.

Substation operators (D.O.T.
952.782) generally aye responsible
for the 'operation of the substation.
Under orders from the load
dispatcher, they direct the flow of
current iiut of the station by means
of a switchboard. Ammeters, volt-
meters, and other types of instru-
ments on the switchboard register
the amount of electric power flow-
ing through each line. The flow of
electricity from the incoming to the
outgoing lines is controlled by
cult breakers. The substation
operators connect or break the flow
of current by manipulating
switchboard levers that control the
circuit breakers. In some ,substa-
tions, where 'alternating current is
changed to direct current to meet
the needs, of special users, the
operator controls converters which
perform'the charlw

In addition to switching duties,
substation operators check the
operating 'condition of all equip-
ment to make sure that it is %I/arking
properly. They supervise the activi
ties of the other substation em-
ployees on the same shift. In smaller
substations, the operator may be
the only employee.

Some utilities employ a 'mobile
operator who drives from one auto-
matic station to*anOther, inspecting

4,
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powerlines", operating controls:and
assisting customers' electricians in
large commercial or government in-
stallations. Since this job requires-a
considerable degree of independent
judgment, the mobile operator is.
usually more experienced than the
substation operator.

Line installers and repairers
(D.O.T. 821.381) construct and
Maintain the network of powerlines
that carries electricity from
generating plants to consumers.
Their work consists of installations,
equipment replacements, repairs,
and routine maintenance. When
wires, cables, or poles break, it
means an emergency call for a
linecrew. Line repairers splice. or
replace broken wires and cables
and replace broken insulatois or
other damagedequipment. Most in-
stallers and repairers now work

6 j

from "bucket" trucks with pneu2e-
matic lifts that take Them to the top
of the pole at the touch of a lever.
In some power companies, linecrew
employees specialize in particular
types of work. Those in one crew
may work on new construction
only, and others may .do only:repair
work;

Trouble shooters (D.O.T.
821.281) are experienced line
stallers and repairers. who are as-
signed to special crews that handle
emergency calls. They move from
one job to another, as ordered by a
central service office which
receives reports of .line trouble.
Often troubleshooters receive their
orders by direct radio communica-
tions with the service office.

These rkers must have a
jhopugh knowledge of the cam-
per) y's transmission an distribution

Lk* Installers'andlepalrers construct eloctrle powerilnos.

s
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network They first locate and re-
port the source of trouble and then
attempt to restore service by mak-
ing the necessary repairs Depend-
ing on the nature and extent of the
problem, troubleshooters may
restore service, or simply discon-
nect and remove the damaged
equipment. They must be familiar
with all the 'circuits and switching
points so that they can safely
disconnect live circuits

Ground helpers (,D.0 T. 821 887)'

poleholes and help line instal-
lers and repairers erect the poles or
towers which carry the distribution
lines; Line installers bolt crossarms
to the poles and bolt or clamp insu-
lators in place on" the crossarms.
Ground helpers then help the instal-
lers raise the wires and cables and
install them on the pales by at-'
tacking them tei the insulators' In
addition, with assistance from
ground helpers, line installers at-
tach a wide variety of equipment to
the poles, such as lightning. ar-
restors, transformers, and switches

Cable splicers '(D 0 T 829 381)
.install and repair insulated cables
on utility poles and towers, as well
as those buried underground or
those installed in underground con-
duits When cables ale installed, the
cable splicers pull the cable through
the conduit and then joLn the cables
at connecting points in the trans-
mission anddistribution systems At
each connection in the cable, they
wrap insulation around the wiring_

do not become mixed up between
the substation and the customer's
premises. Cable ,splicers also
penodically check insulation on 9-
bles to make sure it ts.in good con-

sdition.

Trainipg, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Load dispatchers are selected
'from experienced ssiiichboard
operators and from operators of
large substations. Usually, 7 to, IQ
years of experience as a senior
switchboard or substation operator
are required for promotion to load
dispatcher. To qualify for this doh:**
an applicant mast have knowledge
of the entire utility system.

Substation operator's generally
begin as assistant or junior opera-
tors. Advancement to the fob of
pperaior in a large substation
require's from 3 to 7 yeirs of on-the-
job training. About 4 years of on-.
diejob training are needed fo quali-
fy as a skilled line installer and
repairer. Some companies have for-
mal apprenticeship programs for
line employees. Apprenticeship
programs combine on-the-job train-
ing with classroom instruction in

, blueprint reading, elementary elec-
trical theory, electrical codes, and
methods of transmitting electrical
energy.

Apprentices usually begin. train-
ing by helping ground helpers set
poles in place and by passing tools

They splice the conductors leading and equipment Up to line installers,
away from each junction of the and repairers. After about 6
main cable, insulate the splices , and months, apprentices begin to do
connect the cable. sheathing Most simple linework under close super -
of the physical work irtplacing new vision, and progrefAto. more dif-
cables or re&cing old ones is done ficult worleas they gain experience.
by laboreE The training of line installers and

Cable splicers spend most of their' repairers who learn their skills on
the job generally is similar to the
apprenticeship program, it usually

rakes about the same length of time,
but does not involve _classroom in-
struction. A line installer and
repairer may advance . to.
troubleshooter after several years
of experience.

time repairing and maintaining ca-
bles and changing the layout of the
cable systems They must know the
arrangement of the wiring systems,
where the circuits are connected,
and where they lead to and come
from When making repairs, they
must make sure that the 'cOnductors
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Candidates for linework should
be strong and in good physical con
damn since work involiing climb-
ing poles and lifting lines and equip-
ment is strenuous. They also must
have steady nerves and good
balance- to .work at the top of the
Poles and to'avo,id .the hazards of
live wires and falls.

Most cable splicers get their
training on the job, usually taking
about 4 years to become fully
qualified. Workers begin as helpers
and then are promoted to assistant
or junior splicers. In these jobs, they '

are assigned more difficult tasks as,
their knowledge of the work in-
creases. '

" er.
Employment Outlook,

Several, thousand job opportuni-
ties are expected to be available in ,
trans fission and distribution occu-
pations'Athrough the mid- 1980's.
Most of these opportunities will
occur because of.the need to
replace experienced workers whir)
retire, die, or transfer to.other fields
of work. Workers hired by electric
power companies are likely to have
relatively secure jobs. Even dunng
downturns in the economy, these
companies seldom lay off em-
ployees.

,Some increase in the employ-
ment of,transmission and distribu-
tion .workers is expected, although
employmeht trends will differ
among .the various occupations in
this category. In spite of the need to
construct and maintain a rapidly
growing number of transmission
and distribution lines, ,the number
of line Installers and repairers and
troubleihooters is expected to In-
crease only slightly because of the
use of more mechanized equip-
ment. A limited increase in the
number .of sable splicers is ex-
pected because of the growing use
of underground lines in suburban
areas. The need for regular substa-
tion operators, however, will be
reduced substantially since the in-
troduction of improved and more
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automatic, equipmeot makes it
possible to operate more substa-
tions by remote control At the repairers can handle all typos of

meters, including thersx.rre
plicated ones used in Industrial
plants and other places where large
quantities of electric power are
used. Others specialize in repairing
the simpter kinds, like .those in
homes Often, some of the large

'systems require specialists. such as
meter . installers . (D.O.T. 8S1 --3.81 )
and meter testers (D.O.T. 729.281).
Installers put'in and take out me-
ters. Testers specialize in testing the
small miters, used in homes and
some of the more,complicated ones
used by comniecial and industrial
customers. ,

Meter readers (D.O.T. 239.588),
go to Customers' premises to ch-eck-
meters which register the_amount of
electric energy used. They record
the amount of electricity used in a
specific period, so that each
customer can be charged for the
correct amount. They also watch
for, and report, any tampering. with
meters. .

District representatives usually
serve as company agents in outlying

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOkHAN BOOK.

Imaintain. and repair motets on d s tncts which are too small to Justi-
customers' piemises. Som'e,441f more specializedivotters. They

same time, nigre-trrobile, substation .
operators will probablibe required

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Wages-for-transmission and dis-
tribution workers vary by occupa-
tion and geographic loCation. The
following tabulation shows esti-
mated average hourly earnings for
major transmission and distribittion
occupations privately owned
utilities in 1974.

Ground helper
- Line installer and repairer
Load dispatcher

.Substation operator
Trouble shooter

rratfe
hourh

eartunrs

54 55
6 75
7.10
6.05
7 75

Load dispatchers and substation
operators generally work indsors in
pleasant surroundings. Line instal-
lers and repairers, troubl$shooters.
and ground helpers workloutdoors.
in' emergencies, they may work in
all kinds Of weather. Cable splicers
do most of their work in manholes,
beneath , city streetsoften in
cramped quarteis Safety standards
developed over the years by utility
companies, with the cooperatio of
libor unions, have greatly redu ed
the hazards of these jobs'.

<

CUSTOMER SERVICE
OCCUPATIONS

Nature of the Wort,

Workers in customer service oc-
cupations include people who in-
stall, test, and repair meters: Meter
readers; company agents in rural

'areas; and appliance repairers.
Electric meter repairers (D.O.T.

729.281) are the most skilled work- "Motor readers go to
ers in this group. They install. test, to record el

4

. collect overdue bA, make minor,
Jtpams. and .read, connect, ansi
. disconnect meters. They receive

d send service complaints'and re-
rts of line trouble to a central of-

fi et,
ppliance repaire rs are discussed

in separate chapter elsewhere in.
the Handbook.

.

TceiningOther Qualifications,
and Advanceitar$

Meter repairers begtn thelejob;
as helpers 'in the meter testy ig and
repair depaftments. Persons enter-
ing this field should have, a basic,

\knowledge of electricity. About 4
years of on-the-job training are
required to become a fully 9ualified
meter repairer. Some companies
have formal apprenticeship pro-
grams in which the , trainee
progresses according to a specific
plan.

Inexperienced workers can qualk
fy, as meter readers after -a few
weeks of training. (Beginners ac-
company the expetienced metet
reader on the rounds until they

, have teamed the job.
The duties of distAst representa-,

lives are learned on the job. An im-
portant qualification for 'this occu-
pation is the ability tcideal tactfully
with the- public in.handling seri/ice
ComPlaintCand 'collecting overdue,
bills.

.Entployment Outlook

Employment in customer service
\ occupations is expected tp, show lit-
. de change 'though the mid-1980's.

The need for meter readers will be
limited because of the treniftowaid
less frequent re dings. Moreoyer,
automatic /me --(eading may
become more ammori,- ancf new
meters will quirt less s airi-

sr's homes 4epance, However; some b,
used.. openings for meter r airers ari-,,,

i
\ .
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. .

meter readers will occur each year Earnings and Working
to replace workers who retire. Vgi e, Condition
or transfer to'other fields of

'11.eople hired by electric poiver
companies are likely to have reiti-
five!), secure jobs. even,. during
downturns in tke economy, these
ciitlianies seldom lay off ear-
ployees.

The earnings of customer service
workers vary according to the type
of job they have and the section of
the country in which they, work
The following tabulation shows esti-
mated average hourly earnings for
major customer service jobs in

4

71,

70 G

/

5
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privately owned utilities in 1974.

Average
ho?IrlYes

District representative . -56.90
Meter reparer A .. ...... 6.15
Meter repairer B 5.45
Meter reader ... 4.90



OCCUPATIONS IN THE
MERCHANT MARINE INDUSTRY

In 1974, the merchant marine in-
dustry employed about 50,13(f) peo-
ple in a variety of occupations that
require different leVels of skill and
education. Many of these jobs are
found only in the merchant marine
industry.

Nature and Location.of the
Industry

The merchant niarine consists
mainly of private firms that carry
foreign and domestic commerce
aboard oceangoing vessels. In late
1974, nearly all of the 578 ships in
the active fleet were pnvatety
owned. The small number hf
government-owned ships ine
merchant marine are opera by
the Navy's Military Sealift Com-
mand (MSC) and have civilian
seafaring personnel.

Nearly three-fifths of the ships in
our merchant fleet are freighters.
These include general cargo ships
and special vessels, such as.roll-on-
roll-off container ships. About two-
fifths of the ships are tankers that
carry liquid products, such as oil,
mostly between the Nation's Gulf
ancl Atlantic Coast ports'. Several
ships are cOmbination passenger- ,

cargo'carriers.
Many ships operate on a regular

schedule to specific ports. Others
sail for any port promising cargo,
The size of a crew depends on the
type of vessel. Cargo ships and
tankers have crews varying from
26 to 65 persons, passenger ships

'''.0wmay have crews of 300 or more.
Most shoieside .employees in the

industry work in the country's
major port cities, and most officers%
and sailors have home bases in

4.
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these cities. The Nation's largest
port is.:New York. Other major At-
lantic ports are Boston, Philadel-
phia: Baltimore, Norfolk, Char:
leston, Savannah, Tampa, and
Jacksonville. Gulf sports that handle
large volumes of cargo include New
Orleans, Houston, and Galveston.'
Shipping on the West Coast is con-
centrated in the areas of San-Fran-
cisco, Loi Angeles, Seattle, and
Portland.

Occupations in the Industry

More than hair of the merchant
marine industry's 'employees are of-

ficers and sailors who make up ship
crews, Most of the industry's
shoreside employees are dockwork-
ers .who load and unload ships. A
small number of workers have ad-.
ministrative and clerical jobs.

Ship Crews. The captain (D.O:T.
197.108) or master, has complete
authority and responsibility for the
ship's operation, including
discipline, order, and the safety of
the crew, passengers, and cargo.
Under the supervision of the cap-
taro, the work aboard ship is di-
vided among the deck, engine, and
steward departments.

Deck officers (D.O.T. 197.1.33),
under orders from the captain,
direct the navigation a the ship and
the maintenance of the deck and
hull. Boatswains (DeO.T. 9 1 1.1 1 )

supervise deck crews and see that
deck officers' orders are carried
out: Able seamen (D.O.T. 9.11.887)
steer the, ship and report sightings
to the deck officer. Ordinary,

Deck officer uses sextant to determine ship',s. position.
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OCCCPATION4 IN THE MERCHANT MARINE INDUSTRY

seamen (D:0 T 91-1.887). the entry
rating in the deck 'department, do
general maintenance\vork such as
chipping rid, painting. attd splicing
and coiling ropes. Deck utility hand.,
(DOT 911 884) 'and ship's car-
pent= .LD 0 T 860 281) also are
employ eeto maintain the ship's
deck and hull

Marine engineers (D O.T.
197 136) are responsible for start-
ing. stopping, and controlling the
speed of the main engines and the
operation of all other machinery
aboard ship They also direct
sailors. such as oilers and wipers. in
the lubrication and Maintenance of
engines. pumps. and other equiQ-
ment Oilers (DOT 9111384)
lubricate moving parts $f mechani-
cal equipment Wipers (D O.T.
699 887) keep the engiheroom and
machinery clean Firers-Katerien-
tkrs (DOT 951.885) regUlate fuel
gauges and the amount of water in
the boilers. The ship's electrician
(DOT 825281) repairs and main-
tains electri,cAl equipment. such as
generators and motors.

The chief steward (D.O.T.
350 138) supervises the prepara-
tion of meals and the upkeep of liv-
-mg quarters aboard ship The chief
cook (DOT 315 131) and assistant
cooks prepare meals, Utility hands
(DOT 318 887) carry food sup-
plies from the storeroom, prepare
vegetables, and wash cooking uten-
sils Mess attendants (D.O.T
350 878) set tables; serve meals,
wash dishes, and care for living
quarters

Most ships employ radio officers
(D 00-T 193 282), who keep con-
tact with the shore and other ships
ari, maintain the radio equipment.
Somme cargo ships And all passenger
vessels carry pursers ( I2.o T.
197 168). who prepare the necessa-
ry papers to allow ships to enter or
leave port

Occupations aboard ship are
discussed in detail elsewhere in the
Hqndbook In the statements on
merchant marine officers and
merchant marine sailors.
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Engineering officer records piessure gage readings

Dock Workers Many workers are
needed to load and unload ships.
Terminal managers are responsible
for hiring dockworkers called
stevedores (D.O.T 911.883 ) Gang
bosses superiese crews of
stevedores who load and unload
ships and move cargo in and out of
warehouses Some operate materi-
als handling equipment, such as lift
trucks and cranes. Stevedores also
position and fasten hose lines to the
ship's tanks when loading or un-
loading liquid cargo. such as chemi-
cals and oil.

Clerical Occupations. The merchant
marine industry employs work-r-s in
general clerical jobs, such as payroll
clerk, secretary. and typist Other
clerical workers have specialized
jobs Billing,. *clerks (D O T
219.388) type invoices that list

7

nglne room.

items shipped and dates of ship-
ment. Clerks and dispatchers. pilot
station. (D.O.T. 219.368) keep
records of ships entering ports.
iiamJesi ( D. O. T /911.368)
compile and type the ship's

.manifest (a list of pasSengers and
cargo) for use at customhouses or
terminals. Receipt and:y(3a clerks
(D.O.T. 911.388) prepare reports
on labor and equipment costs for
loading and unloading cargoes.

Administrative and Professional Oc-
cupations. The merchant marine in-
dustry employs a small number of
administrative and other office per-
sonnel. Executives plan and ad-
minister company policy. The in-
dustry also employs accountants.
lawyers, and labor relations and
personnel workers. Some marine
architects TD Q.T. 001.081) are
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employed to oversee the construe
Lion and repair of ships.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

4
Inexpenenced workers may be

hired as stevedores to load and un-
load cargo. Applicants must be in
good physical condition. A high
school education is preferred but
not required. Under the guidance of
experienced workers. stevedores
can learn their jobs in a few weeks
As vacancies occur, they can ;4-
vance to jobs such as lift truck
operator and crane operator. Work-
ers who have supervisory ability
may become gang dosses.

No educational requirements are
established for jobs aboard ship. but
a good education is an advantage
Formal training for officers is con
ducted at the C S Merchant
Marine Academy, at five State
merchant marine academies, and
through programs operated by
trade unions. Unions also conduct
training programs to upgrade the
ratings of sailors

To obtain an officer's license. a
candidate must be a U S citizen,
physically fit, and pass a written ex-
amination administered by the C S
Coast Guard Sailors also must oh-
tain licenses (Merchant mariner's
document) from the Coast Guard

---Ap caiits are required to pass a
physical examination and present
proof that they have a job offer
aboarli a U S merchant ve

Persons who are Considering a
career at sea must be able to live
and work with others as a team.
Although peace-time service is
relaxed, they must adjust to some
military-like discipline that is essen-
tial because of the nature of ship-
board life.

Most general clerical occupa-
tions, such as ,secretary or book-
keeper, usually require the comple-
tion of basic commercial courses in
high school or balls *bast Ad
ditional on-the-job 'wanting is
necessary for specialized -cleriiiir
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occ,upations, si.o..h as manifest clerk
and receipt and report clerk.

Administrative positions usually
are filled by College graduates who
have degrees in business adminis-
tration, marketing. accounting, in-
dustrial relations; or other special-
ized fields. A kdowledge of the
merchant marine industry is help-
ful Marine architects must be
licensed professionals. Require-
ments for licensing are set by the in-
dividual States and genei-ally in-
clude graduation from an ac-
credited professional school fol-
lowed by 3 years of practical ex-
perience in an architect's office

Employment Outlook

Employment in the merchant
marine industry is expected to
decline through the mid-1980's.
Nev.ertheless, some openings will
arise each year from tile need to
replace experienced workers who
retire, die, or transfer to other
fields.

Because of substantially higher
shipbuilding and tabor costs, our
merchant fleet finds it difficult 'to
compete in the world shipping mar.
ket. To insure that our country has
a merchant fleet operating in regu-
lar or essential trade routes, the
Government subsidizes many ships.
In 4970, the Goverpment also
passed a lav:, which would subsidize
the construction of 30 new ships an-
nually over a 10-year period and to

rove tax incentives for firms to
buy ne ips. Despite this support,
the size ur merchant fleet
probably will not w significantly,
since the nu r of ships to be built

'is expected to only slightly exceed.
the number of older vessels.,taken
out of service. .

Little or no change in the em-
ployment of ship's officers is ex-
pected over the long run. Employ.
ment of sailors on the other hands

if expected to decline because new
ships are equipped with laborsaving
innovations, such as automated en-'

ginerooms, which reduce the need
for these workers.

Employment trends also will vary
among shoreside occupations: The
greater use of containerized cargo
ships and improvements in materi-
als liandling equipment will reduce
the need for stevedores. Employ-
ment in administrative and clerical
occupations, on the oche hand, is
not expected to change signifi-
cantly

Earnings and Woridng,>
Conditions

Stevedores working along the At-
lantic and Gtlf Coasts earned S6.80
an hour in 1974. and those on the
Pacific Coast earned S¢.50 an hour.
Stevedores also earn,extra pay for
handling hazardous cargo.

Earnings aboard ships are rela-
tively high, most officers earned a
base pay of about $1,350 a month
in 1974. Sailors who have advanced
a rung on two in rating could
receive g base pay of nearly $700 a
month. In addition, both officers'
and sailors' earnings are supple-
mented by premium pay for over-
time or for assuming extra responsi-
bilities. On the average, additional
payments for assuming extra work

. or responsibility add about 50 per-
cent to base pay. Shipboard work-
ers also receive free meals and
lodging while at sea.

Since ship's crewmembers and
stevedores are subject to occasiorial
layoff, however, their annual
earnings usually are not as high as
the hourly rates and monthly sala-
ries vioulditnply. -

Most shoreside workers in the in-
dustry work a 5-day, 40 -hour week.
The workweek for people aboard
shill is considerably different. Most
officers and sailors are required to
stand watch, working split shifts
around the clock. Generally, they
work two 4-hour shifts during every
24-hour period aiiclhave 8 hours off
between each shift. Other officers
and sailors are on duty 8 hours a
day, Monday through Friday.
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The merchant marine industry
proftides excellent fringe benefits.
Most employers provide paid vaca-
tions and holidays" Vacations for
sailors and officers range from 90 to
ISO days a year Many firms also
provide other benefits such as life,
health, and accident insurance Of-
ficers and sailors may retire on full
pension after 20 years of service,
regardless of age. Stevedores are
eligible for pension at-age 65

Working and living conditions'
aboard ship have improved over the
years. Mechanization h21uced
the physical demands, newer
vessels'have private rooms, air-con-
ditioning, television, and better
recreational facilities However, life
aboard ship is confining, and since
voyages last several weeks or
months, officers and sailors are
away from theirlornes and families
much of the time. Some tire of the
lengthy separations and' choose
shoreside employment. However,
for many people, the spirit and ad-
venture of the sea, good wages, and
fringe benefits more than compen-
sate for the disadvantages.

The duties aboard ship are
hazardous compared with other in-
dustries. At sea, there is alwaysethe
possibility of injury from falls or the
danger of fire, collision, or sinking.
Most shoreside jobs are not
hazardous, but stevedores may ado
heavy lifting and risk injury from
falling boxes and other rrAht when
loading and unloading ships.

Most employees are union mem-
bers. All stevedores are represented
by .either the International,
Longshoremen's Association or the
International' Longshoremen's acid
Warehousemen's Union. Most of-
ficers aboard ships are represented
by the International Organization of
Masters, Mates and Pilots, and the
National Marine-Engineers Benefi-
cial Association. Sailors are Mem-
bers of the National Maritime

,Upton . of America and the
Seafarers' Union.

4Sourest of Additional
Information

For general information about

.704,
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jobs in the merchant marine, write
to:
Office of Manage Manpower, Maritime Ad-

mmrstrauon, US. Department of Com-
merce, IIasicangton, D.C. 20235.

Information about job openings
and wages aboard ships clin be ob-
tained from local maritime unions.
If such a union is not hiked in the
local telephone directory, contact
ilational Maritime Union of America. 36

Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011..

Seafarers'i InternatyjnalUniorr,oir North
America, 675 Fourth Ave., Brooklyn.
N.Y. 11232.

National Marine Eaten Beneficial
sociation, .17 Battery 1., New .York,
N,Y. 10004.

*-Further information about
stevedore jobs is available from.
International Lonpboremen's Association

(AFL -CIO), 17 Battery Pl., New York,
N.Y. 10004.

International Lonplioremen's and
Warehouspnen's Union (AFLCIO),
ISO Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco,
Clair. 94101
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OCCUPATIONS IN RADIO
AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING

The glamor and ..excitement of
radio and television make broad-
casting careers attractive to many
people In 1974 about 120,000-full-
time and 30,000 part-time workers
were employed in broadcasting.
slightly more than half were in radio
and the rest were in television In
addition, several thousandN.--
freelance performers, such as
writers:performers, and musicians.
work on a contract basis for sta-
tions, networks, and other produ-
cers. Several thousand &her em-
ployees work for independent
prodixers in activities closely re-
lated to broadcasting, such as the
preparation of filmed and taped
programs and commercials.

Broadcasting stations offer a
variety of interesting jobs- in all'
parts of the country. Opportunities
for entry jl.Ets are best at stations in
small communities, .although the

est paying jobs are lir large ci-
s, especially those with national

network stations. .

Nature: a Location otthr uatry

In 1974 about 7,000 commercial
radio stations and 70Q, commercial
television stations were in operation
in the Unifird-States.

Most commercial racliii broa4-
casting stations are small, indepen-
dent businesses The average sta-
tion employs about 11 full-time and
4 part-time workers. Television sta-
tions are generally larger, and
average about 75 full-time and 10
part-time employees.

Cpmmercial ,radio stations are
served nine nationwide networks

694

and a large number of regional net-
works. Stations can affiliate with
networks by agreeing to broadcast
their programs on a regular basis.
The seven national radio networks

Nemployed approximately 2,500
workers in 1974.

Most television stations depend
on 1 of 3 national television net-
works for pfograms thai would be
too expensive for individual stations
to 'originatefor example, sports
events, such as basebalLgames, or

newscasts of nation and interna-
tional significance. These networks,
in turn, can offer national coverage
to sponsors. As many as 200 sta-
tions across the country may carry a
netweFktelevision show. In 1974
the three national networks em-
ployed abbut 18 000 workers, or al-
most 3 every 0 staff employees
in comm rcial television. Most net-
work p s originate in NeW
York CI or Los Angeles.

In addition to commercial broad-
casting stations, there were about
700 --educational radio stations
(mainly FM) and 220 educational
television stations in 1974. These
stations are operated principally by
educational agencies such as State
commissions, local boards of edu-
catibn, colleges and universities,
and special community public
television organizations. Educa-
tional stations employed more than

Announcers road proparod ntws moons on tho air.
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OCCUPATIONS IN RADIO AND TELE%

8,000 full-time and over 3,000 part-
time ke,ts in 974

There were also about 1,150
cable TV systems (CATV) employ-,
ing about 9.500 workers in 11)74

Broadcasting Occupations
About half of all employees in the

broadcasting industry hold profes-
sional and technical jobs, such as
staff announcers, news rsons,
writers;, or broadcast chnicians
Clerical and sales rkers rrilke up
an additional' one-fourth, and
managerial personnel make up
about one-seventh. - Many of the
remaining employees are craft
workers. such as electricians and
caTenters.

gobs vary greatly between small
and large stations. In small stations,
the station manager, who
frequently is the owner, may act as
sales manager, or perhaps as pro-
gram director, announcer, and
copywriter. Announcers in small
stations may do their own writing,
operate the studio control board,
andtdo pales work. The engineering.
staff may consist of only bre-f.up-
time broadcast technician assisted----
by workers from the other depart-
ments. In large radio and television
stations, jobs are more specialized'
and usuallx confined to I of 4 de-
partments: programming, technical,
sales, or administrative., The kinds
of jobs .found in ,each of these de-
partments are described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Programming Department Staff
employees produce daily and
weekly shows, assign personnel to
cover special events, and provide
general Program services such as
sound effects an lighting. In addi-
tion to these' ff employees,
freelance performers. shifters. sing-
ers. and other entertainers are
hired for s scific broadcasts, a se-
ries of casts, or for special as-.
sign ts.

e size of a station's pro-
gramming department depends on
the extent to which its broadcasts
are five, recorded, or received from

BROADpASTING

a network. In a small station, a few
people niakett commercial an-
nouncements, read news and sports
summaries, select -and play
recordings, and introduce network
programs In a large station, on the
other hand, the, program staff may
consist of a large number of people
In a wide variety of specialized jobs.

Program directors are responsible
for the overall program schedules
of large stations. They arrange for a
combination of programs that
effectively meet the needs of adver-
tisers and at the same time be at-
tractive and interesting to the au- .

dience.
Traffic managers prepare daily

schedules of programs and keep
records of broadcasting time availa-
ble for advertising. Continuity
directors are 'responsible for the
writing and editing of all scripts.
They may be assisted by continuity
writers, who prepare announcers'
books (copy") which contain die.
script and-commercials for each
program along with their sequence
and length .-

Directifirs plan and supervise in-,,
dividual programs or series of prO-
grams. They coordinate the shows,
select artists and studio personnel,
schedule and conduct rehearsals,
and direct on-the-air shows. They
may be assisted by assocaste
directprs, who work out detailed
schedules and plans, arrange for
distribution of scripts and changes
in scripts to the cast, and help direct
onthe-air shows. Some stations em-
ploy program assistants to aid
directors and associate directors.
Assistants help assemble anti coor-
dinate the various parts of the show.
They arrange for props, makeup
service, artwork, and film slides and
assist in timing. They cue the per-
formers, using cue cards prepared
from scripts.

Community Ad public affairs
directors are a link between the sta-
tion and schools, churches, citizen
groups, and civic organizations.
They supervise, write, and bost
public affairs programs.

In large stations, directors may
wdrk under the supervision of a
producer, who selects scripts, con-
trols finances, and handles other
production problems. Many times
these functions are combined in the
job of producer-director.

Announcers are the largest and
best known group of program work-
ers. Announcers introduce pro-
grams, guests, and musical selec-
tions and deliver most of the live
commercial messages. In small .sta-
tions, they also may operate the
control board, sell time, and write
commercial and news copy. Broad-
cast announcers are discussed in
detail elsewhere in the Handbook.

Music is an important part of
radio programming. Both small and
large stations use recordings and
transcriptions to provide musical
programs and background music
for other shows. Large stations,
which have extensive music libra-
ries, sometimes etnploy music
librarians to maintain music files
and answer requests for any par-
ticular selection of music. The net -

* works have specialized personnel
who plan and arrange for musical .
services. Musical directors select,
arrange, and direct music fOr pro-
gran, ifollowig-- general instruc-
tions',Com,picigram directors. They
sefec idtisicrians for live broadcasts
an direct them during rehearsals

d broadcasts. Musicians are
generally hired on a freelance basis.

, News gathering and reporting is a
key aspect of radio-and television
programming. News, directors plan
and super.ise all news hnd. special
events coverage. Newscasters
broadcast daily news programs and
report special news events on the ,

scene. Newswriters select and write
copy for newscasters to read on the
air. In small stations, the jobs of
newscaster and newswriter often
are combined.

Stations that originate live televi
sion shows must save staff members
who take care of staging the pro-
grams. Studio supervisors' plan -and
supervise the setting up of scenery
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and props Floor r? plan and
direct the perfor positions and
movements t e set atcording to
directo instructions The jobs of
stu supervisor and floor manager

ten are combined Property han-
dlers set up props, hold cue cards,
and do other unskilled chores.
Makeup artists prepare personnel
for broadcasts by applying
cosmetics Scenic designers plan and
design settings and backgrounds for
programs They select furniture,
draperies, pictures. and other props
to help convey the desired visual
impressions. Sound effects. techni-
cians operate special equipment to
simulate sounds. such as gunfire or
rain.

Almost all commercial television
programming is recorded either on
film or video tape Broadcast
technicians make videq tape
recordiris on electronic equipment
that permits instantaneous

--playback of a performance Video
tape is used to record live shows
and to prerecord programs for fu-*

oture broadcasts Many stations em-
ploy specialized staff members to

'take care of filmed program materi-
al. Film editors edit and prepare all
film for on-the-air presentation.
They screen all films received, cut
and splice films to insert commer-
cials, and edit locally produced
film Film librarians catalogue and
maintain files motion picture.
film.

Technical Departmeitt. Technicians
position microphornes, adjust levels
of sound, keep transrgitters opera-
ting properly,_aud-move and adjust
lights 'and television cameras to
produce clear, well-composed pic-
tures.:.Thisy ,also install, maintain,
and repair the many types of elec-
trical and electronic equipment
required for these operations.

Most stations employ chief en-
gineers, who are responsible for all
engineering matters, including su-
pervision of technicians. In small
stations, they also may work at the
control board and repair and Main-

,
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fain equipment Large stations have
engineers who specializelii .fields
such as sound recording, main-
tenance, And lighting. Networks
employ a few development engineers
to design and develop new elec-
tronic apparatus to meet special
probletns.

Broatast technicians have many
jobs For example, they control the
Operation of the transmitter to keep
the level and frequency of broad-
cast within__ legal .....g.duirements
They also set up, operate, and
maintain equipment in the studio
and in locations where remote
broadcasts are,to be made. t Further
information bn broadcast techni-
cians is given elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Sales Department. Sales repre4enta-
tiles, the largest group of workers
in this department, sell advertising
time to sponsors, advertising agen-
cies, and other buyers. They must
have a thorough knowledge of the
station's operations, programming,
and the characteristics of the peo-
ple in the area it serves. The lane;
includes population, number of
radio .and television sets in use, in-
come levels, and consumption pat.
terns: Sales representatives in large
stations often work closely with

.44

Broadcast tqchnleTan ragylatts quality
ofpleturs.'
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sponsors and adverusin_g_agenctes.
Many stations sell a substantial part
of their time, particularly to na-
tional advertisers, through indepen-
dent advertising agencies.

Large stations generally have
several workers who do only sales
Work. The sales manager supervises
them, and also may handle a few of
the largest accounts personally.
Some large stations employ statisti-
cal clerks and research personnel to
help analyze and report market in-
formation on the community
served.

Business Management. In a very
small station, the owner and a
secretary may handle all the record-
keeping, accounting, , purchasing,
hiring, and other routine office
work. If the size of the station war-
rants fulkirne_s.peci all sts, the. busi
ness staff may include accountants,
publiCity specialists, personnel"-,
workers, and other professional
workers. They are assisted by
office, workers, such as stenograph-
ers, typists, bookkeepers, clerks,
apd messengers.

Training, Ottier Qualifications,
and Advancergant

A high school diploma is the
minimum educational reqUirement
for most, entry jobs in broadcasting,
although for some jobs college
training is preferred. A liberal arts
education is a good qualification for, .

the beginner because broadcasters
need people with knowledge and in-
terests, in many areas. Television
programing for - networks , and
large indent stations
generally requires a college degree
and some experience in broadcast-
ing.

Some young people without spe-
cialized training or experience get
-their start in ,broadcasting in jobs,
such as clerk, typist, property hang
dlpr, or assistant to an experienced
worker. As these neW Workers gain
knowledge and experience, they
have the chance tbadvance to more
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responsible jobs A few people get
started in broadcasting with tempo-
rary jobs in the summer v.lien regu
lar workers go on vacation and
broadcast schedules of daylight-
hours stations are increased

'Technical training to electronics
is required-Tor entry jobs in en-

-gineering departments The chief
engineer of a television or radio sta-
tion and any employee who adjusts
a broadcast transmitter must have a
Federal Communications Commis-

'. sion (FCC) Radiotelephone First-
Class Operator License In addi-
tion, anyone who operates a radio
broadcast transmitter must have at
least an FCC Radiotelephone Third
Cl_s Operator License To obtain
these licenses, an applicant must
pass a series ofirchnical examina-
tio given by the FCC Small radio
tations. with only a few employees

sometimesir'efer to have as many
s 6ribers asyossible who are
I Bally qualified to operate their

.,,,,-- transmitters_ Because of this, non-
technicians, especially announcers,
have a better chance of getting a
job in radio if they have a first- or
third class license. A course in elec-
tronics at a recognized technical in-
stitute is probably the, best way to
prepare forthe FCC test. In addi-
tion, high schoOl courses' in elec-
tronics, math matics, and physics
are ofte pful to persons who
plan t ursue careers as broadcast
_technicians. .

....-Entobjoks_as announcers'in small
stations u
spec
a

ly do not require
raining or experience, but

applicant must have a good
voice, a broad cultural background,
and other characteristics that Mike
a dramatic or attractive persOriillty
COurses in speech, English, social
science, dramaand electronics are
helpful to personeking carers
as announcers. In addition, cpifege
campus radio.exPerience, -summer
and parcti e employment at local
-stations, an good knowledge-of
th ercial industry are *all.-

ighly regarded as backgrouhds.
Qualifications for administrative

and sal s jobs in broadcasting are
similar thosl- required by other
emplo ers, a bus.-...s course pro-
gram of study in high school or a
college degreea ,.usinesit or
management if gooe9reparttion
for such jobs.

Most beginners start out in small
stations. Although these stations
cannot pay high salaries, they offer
opportunities to learn the different

'phases . of broadcasting work
because they generally use person-
nel in combination jobs. For exam-
ple, gn announcer may perform
some of the duties of a broadcast
technician.

People in the technical depart-
ment tend to remain in this area of
work, where thorough training in
electronics is essential, Program
employees usually remain in pro-
gramming work, although _some-
times transfers to and from the sales
and business departments are-
made. Trangfers are easier between
sales and business departments
because of their close working rela-
tionship; in fact, in the small sta-
tions, they are often merged into
one department. Although transfers
of experienced workers between
departments are limited to the ex-
tent noted, these distinctions are
less important in beginning and top-
level jobs. At the higher 'levels, a
station executive may be drawn
from top-level personnel of any de-
partment:

Many radio and television station
managert consider in a
private vocational' school to be
help or people interested in

_.carers in e broadcasting indus-
y,er, before enrolling in

ational broadcasting school,,
izertive students should contact

employers and broadcasting trade-
Organizations in their area to deter-
Mine the-school's performance in
producing suitably trained can-
didates.

Y
any

Employment Outlook

Employment/in the_broadcasting
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industry is expected to grow faster
than the average for all industries'
through the mid-1980's./Besides the
job trowth, many
openings wil I tfrom the need
to replace extrenced workers
who retire, di"( or leave the. indus-
try for oth7 reasons. Competition
will keen for entry jobs,
especi y in the large clues,
because of the attraction this field
has for young people.

, New radio stations are expected
to open, particularly in small com-
munities, and will offer opportuni-
ties for some additional workers. In
existing radio stations, however,
technological developments will
hinit employment growth. For ex-
ample, automatic programming
equipment...permits radio stations to
provide virtually unattended pro-
gramming.
I The number of educational--
television stations is expected to in-
crease as private aruLevernment
groups continue to expand in this
area. The growth of ,educational
stations will increase job opportuni-
ties, especialfkimprogramming, en-
gineering, and station management

Cable television (CATV) has
emerged as a powerful new force in
communications; and some addi-
tional job opportunities for profes-
sional, technical, and maintenance
workers will be created as CATV
systems increasingly originate and
transmit programs. Many of these
new jobs will, be in small cities

'where most CATV systems are
located to improve television recep-
tio9 in rural areas. By using cables
instead of airwaves, CATV can
offer customers a larger selection of
stations plus many additional pro-
grams produced specifically for
cable television.

,

Earnings-ind Working
Conditions

.
In 197 'earnings of nonsuper-

visory 'broadcasting workers
averaged $5.02 An hour, nearly
one-fifth more than the average for

".
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dtajonty 9f,entertamers who appear
on films made for television.

nonsapervisory workers in private :k Several unions operate in the
broadcasting field. They are most
active in the network centers and
large stationsem metropolitan areas.
The National Association oit Broad-
cast Employees and Technicians
and the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers both organize
all kinds of broadcasting workers,
although most of their members are
technicians. The, International Al-
liance of TheatriCal Stage , Em-
ployees and Moving Picture.
Machine Operators organizes vari-
ous crafts, such as stagehands,
sound and lighting technicians.
wardrobe attendants, makeup
artists, and camera operators. Many
announcers and entertainers are
members of the Aritican Fedeia:
uon of Television' .and Radio
Artists. The Directors' Guild of
America, Inc. (Ind.) organizes pro -
gran directors, associate directors, -
and stage 'managers. The Screen,
Actors Guild; Inc., represents t

industry, except . farming Salaries
range widely among occupations
and locations in. -the broadcasting
industry Employees" in large cities
generally earn much more than
those in the same kinds of jobs in
small towns. Wages also tend to be
higher in large stations than in small
ones, and higher in television than
in radio.

Mint full -time broadcasting em-
ployees have'a scheduled 40-hour
workweek; employees in many
small 'stations work longer hours.
Sales and business employees
generally work in the daytime hours
common to most office jobs. How-
ever. program and engineering em-

4ployees must work shifts which may
include evenings, nights, weekends,
and holidays To meet a broadcait
deadline, program and technical
employees in the networks may
have to work continuously for many
hours under great pressure

.sr
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Sources of Additional
Information

For general information about
careers in 'radio and television
broadcasting, write to-
National Association of Broadcasters, 1771

N St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036.

For information about college
courses in television broadcasting,
contact:

ExeCuuve Secretary, Broadcasting- Educa-
- uon Association, National Asspnauon

of Broadcasting. 1771 N St. NW.,
Washington. D.C. ;0036.

For genefal information about
careers in public radio and televi-
iion broadcasting; Write to.
Corporation' for Public Broadcasting, 888

16th St. NW , Washingtou, D.C. 20006.
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"railroad station. Telegraphers and4.
telephoners pass on instructions to
traincrews and help agents with
clerical work. ,

More than one-fifth of all rail-
road *bmOloyees' are, equipment
Mdintenance workers, who 'service
and, repair locomotives and cars.
This group includes car repairers,
machinists; electrical workers,
sheet-metal workers, boilermakers,
and blackimiths. .

Property' maintenance workers,
who make up about one-sixth of all
railroad employees, build and
repair tracks, tunnels, signals, and'
other railroad property. Track
workers repair tracks and road-
beds.' Bridge and building workers
construct and . repair bridges,
tunnels, and other structures along
the right-of-way. Signal workers in-
stall and service the railroads' vast
network of signals, including high -
way' crossing protection devices.

The accompanying chart shows 1
the number of workers in major
railroad occupations in 1974:
Detailed information about some of
these occupattons is given else-.
where,in the Handbook.

Training, Othar Qualifications,'
and Advancomant---

Most beginning railroad wo
are trained on the job ex:
perienced employees. Training for
some office and maintenance jobs is
available in high schools and voca,
tional schools. Universities and
teclinical schools offer ,courses in

-accounting, engineering,: Artaftic
managemen anspOrtation, and
other sub cts whictiare-valuable to
professional and technical workers.

Ni.t..ernployees in some occupa-
tions, especially those in opelating

eervicejobs such as locomotive en-
gineer, start as "extra board" work-
ers. They substitute for regular
workers Who are on vacation, ill, or
absent for other reasons. They also
may be called when railroad traffic
increases temporarily,or seasonally'.

Extra board workers with enough
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The railroads, with their network
Of sore than 200,000 miles of line
reach into all parts of the country.
hi 1974, they carried over one and
a half billion tons of freight and 274
million passengers.

Train's are one of the most effi-
cient methods of transporting large
amounts of freight over distances
exceeding several hundred miles.
Locomotives can p411 thousands of
tons of cargo using fewer 'em -;
ployees and far less fuel than trucks
and airplanes.

With 560,000 workers, in 1974,
the railroads were one of the Na-
tidies largest employers Railroad
workers operate 'trains, build and
repair equipment and facilities, pro.
vide services to customers, and col-
lect and account for ..revenue: In
most of these jobs, seniority systems
prevail with workers starting at the
bottom and working their way up.

Rahn* and Location of tha
. Industry

The railroad industry is made up
of "line-haul" railroad companies-
that transport freight and passen-
gers, and switching and terminal
companies that provide linelaul
railroads tis.services at some large
stations and yards.

About 95 percent of all railroad
employees work fOr line-haul com-
panies that handle about 99 percent
of the i*lustry's business. The-
remainder work for switching and
terminal companies. Most railroad
revenue and employment comes
from freight, Passenger service has
declined slibstantially in the past 30
years.

Railroad 'workers are employed
in every State except Hawaii Large

numbers work at terminal points
where'the railroads have central of-
fices, yards, and maintenance and

"pair shops. Chicago, the hub of
the Nation's railroad network, has
inbre railroad employees than any
other area. Many employees also
work at the major railroad opera-
tions centerdi near New York, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Min-
neapolis, Pittsburgh, and Detroit.

Railroad Occupations

Railroid workeis.can be divi d
into four main groups. Opera g
employees; station and office w -
ers; equipment maintenance w -
ers, and property maintenanCe
workers..

Operating employees make up al-
most one-third of all railroad work-
ers. This group,. includes loPorlio-
five engineers, conductors, and
brake operators: Whether dm e
road or at terminals and rai ad
yards, they work together train-
trews. Also included are switchten-
ders who help conductors and
brake operators by throwing track
switches in railroad yards and host-
lers who fuel, check, and deliver
locomotives from the engine hone
to the crew. ' ,

One-fourth of all railroad work'
ers are station "and office Arn-,
ployees who direct tralrr move -
rpents an handle the railroads'
business iffairs. Professionals such
as managers, accountants, statisti-,
cr-6s, and systems analysts do ad-
ministrative and planning work,
while clerks keep records, prepare
star- ics, and handle business

nsactions such as co lecting bills
and adjusting ms. , Agents
manage the b ess affairs of the

71:0
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seniority move to regular assign-
rbents as they Become available.
The length of time on the extra
board varies according to the
nuritb4r of available openings.
Some workers do not receive segu-,
lar assignments for many years. ,

Beginners in shop trades usually
are high school...graduates with no
previous expenence, although some
shop laborers and 11*rs are
promoted to the trades. Shdpwork-
ers serve apprenticeships that laSt
3 to 4 years, depending, on how
much previous work experience the
apprentice has.

Most applicants for railroad jobs
must, pass physical examinations.
Those interested in traincrew jobs
need excellent hearing and
eYesight. Color-blind persons are
not hired as locomotive engineers
or brake operttors or for any other
jobs that involve interpreting rail-
road signals.

Railroad workers are proMoted
on the basis of seniority and ability.
Job openings are posted on bulletin
boards and workers may bid for
them. The worker highest on the
seniority list usually gets the joTo.
be prompted, however, workers
may have to qualify by passing writ-
ten, oral, and practical tests. Ad-
vancemyjn train and engine jobs

Is along established lines. All con-
ductors, for example, are chosen
from qhalifisd brakt operators.

Besides determining advance-
ment procedures, seniority also
gives workers some choice of work-
ing conddions. A telegrapher, for
Instance, may Nave to work several
years on the night shift at out-of-
the-way locations before finally
getting a day' shift assignment near
home.

Employment Outlook

The longrun decline in rairroad
employment is expected to con,
tinue th"Rugh the mid- 1980's, but
at,adecreasing rate. Nevertheless;,
thousands of job opportunities will...
develop each year as the industry
replaces some experienced -workers

h di f to hw o retire

writ reduce the need for 'den,
cal workers

Most people working in pas-

sengeeservice may eventually work
for AMTRAK, the National Rail--
road' Passenger Corporation,
created in 1971 to revive passedger
service trains However, it will take
years to carry out the AMTRAK
program, and it is t'oo early to deter-
mine its effect on these jobs

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Nonsupervison, railroad em-
ployees a,.eraged 55 68 an hour in
19-4 abuut one-third higher than
the w,erage for all nonuperNowr,
workers in pr ate industr ewept
farming Earnings of railroad wor-
kers vary widely, however, depend-
ing on the occupation For exam-
ple, in 1974 ayerage hourly
earnings for locomotive engineers
in passenger service were 510 55;
for freight service brake operators
$6 73; for railway clerks, -.1-5 61;
and for track gang members, $495.
Regional wage differences are
much less in railroading than in
other industries because of na-

`tionally negotiated labor contracts
Most railroad employees work a

5-day,' 40-hour week, and receive
premium pay for overtime. How-
ever, operating employed, station
agents, and tele,graphers and
telephOners often work nights,
weekends, and holidays Extra
board workers may be called at any
time Bridge and building, workers,
sign installers, and track workers
may away from home for days
at a timre, e, or trans er o other r

fields of work.
Despite an expected increase in

'freight traffi$, railroad employment
will decline, mainly as a result of in-
creased worker productivity due to
technological innovations. For ex-
ample, Its automatic', classification
systems are,installed in More yards,
Tewer yard workers Will be needed
ta'asse ' hd diiassemble trains
The ins of wayside scan-
ners, which identify cars electro 1-

Yn
I

Sources of Additional
Information

Additional information about oc-
cupations in the railroad industry
may be obtained from local railroad
offices. For general information
about the industry, write to.
Association, of Amencan Railroads, Amer -

tcan Building, 1920 L St.
NW , Washington, D C 20036
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TELEPHONE INDUSTRY
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About 600 million local and long
distance telephone calls are made
daily in the United States and over-
seas In 1974, approximately
975.000 employees provided this
daily service.

The telephone industry offers
steady. year-round employment in
many different jobs. Some jobs,
such as telephone operator and-fife
clerk, cap be learned in a few
weeks; °tilers, such as installer and,
repairer, require many months.,

Nature and Location of the
Industry

Providing telephone service for
the many millions 'of residential,
commercial, and industrial,
customers is the main work of the
Nation's telephone.'" companies
More than 144 million telephones,
were in use in the United States in
1974.

Telephone jobs are found in al-
moit every community 'Most
telephone workers, however, work
in cities having large concentrations
of industrial and business establish-
ments The nerve center of the local
telephone-system is-the-tempt of-
fice that has the switchineequip-
ment throtigh which aztelephone
may be connected, nth any other
telephone. Ever-Rail travels from
the caller thrOugh wires and cables
to the cable vault inthe central of-

' flee. Thousands of pairs of wires fan
out from the cable vault-to a dis-
tributing frame where each set of
Ares is attached to, switching
equipment Ele&romechanical end
electronio "switchiug,,equipment
make connections automatically.. In
a f remaining switchboards and

in unusual situations an operatdr
makes the connection.

Some customers make and
receive more calls than a single
telephone life can handle. For this
larger volume of calls. a system
somewhat similar ro a miniature
central office, may be" Installed on
the customer's premises. This
system is the private branch
exchange (PBX), .usually' found in
office buildings, hotels, department
stores, and other business firms.

'A newer type of service is called
CENTREX, in which . incoming
calls can be djaled to any extension
without an /operator's ,assistance,
and outgoing and intercom calls
can be Mated by the extension
users. This equipment can be
located either on-telephone com-
pany premises or on thexustomer's -

premises. CENTREX is currently
replacing PBX in ribpularity among
business and industrial-asers which
handle^a very large,volume of calls.
However, PBX is still more popular
with smaller users.

Other communications services
provided bg telephone companies
include conference equipment in-
stalled at a gsvio permit conversa-
tions among several telephone users
simultaneously; mobile ,Adio-
telephones in automobile boats,
airplanes and trains; and telephones
equipped to answer calls automati-
cally and to give and take messages
by recordings..'

Telephone companies also build
and maintain most of the vast net-
work of cables and radio-relay
systems for' communications serv-
ices, ". inclu ing those joining thet
thousands f biOadcasting -stations
all over t Nation. These services,

I-
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. .
are leased to networks.and theft af-
filiated stations. Telephone compa-
nies also lease data and private-wire
services to business and govern-
ment offices. .

The Bell SysteM owns about, ,4
out of 5 of. the Nation's domestic
telephones. Independent telephone
companies own the remainder.
There are approximately 1,655 in-
dependent tekeptione companies in
the United States. - General
Telephone and Electrbnics Corp. in
Stamford, Conn., United Utilities,
Ind. in Kansas City, and Continental
Telephone Corp. in Chantilly, Va.
service about 2 out of every '3
telephones owned by independent
companies.

Telephone Occupations

Although the telephone industry
requires workers in many different
.occupations, telephone craft wor-
kers and operators make. up inote
than one-half of all workers. -(See
accompanying chart.)

Telephone craft workers install,
repair, and maintain telephones, ca-
bles, switching equipment, and
message accounting systems. These
workers can be grouped by the type '-
of work they perform: construction
workers place, splice, and maintain
telephone viires and cables; instal-
lers and repairers place, maintain,
and, repair telephones and private
branch exchanges (PBX) in homes
and offices and other places of busi-

.ness; and central office craft work-
ers test, maintain, and repair
equipment in central offices.

Operators make telephone con-
nections; assist customers in,,..spe-
cialized services, such as reverse-
.charge calls; and give .telphone in-
formation. Detailed discussions of.
telephone. craft, occupations and
telephoir and PBX operators are
presented elsewhere in the Hand-
-book.

More than one-fifth . of all .r-
telephone industry employees are
clerical , workers. They, include
stenographers, typists, book- ,

N
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keepers, office machine and vom-
puter, operators, keypunch opera-
tors, cashiers, receptionists, t7e
clerks, accounting and auditing
clerks, and payroll clerks. Clencal
workers keep records of services,
make up- and send bills to
customers, and prepare statistical
and other reports. .

About one-tenth of the industry's
employees are professional work-
ers. Many of these are scientific
and-technical personnel such as en-
gineers and drafters. Engineers plan.
cable and microwave routes, cen-
tral office and PBX equipment in-
stallations, new buildings, the dr.
ansion of existing structures, and
solve other engineering problems.

Some engineers also, engage in
research and develorrent of new
equipment. Many top managers and
administrators have engineering
backgrounds. Other professional
and technical workers are accoun-
tants, personnel and fabbrrelations
workers, public relations specialists
and publicity writers, . computer
systems analysts, computei- prb-
,grammers, and lawyers.

Nearly one-tenth of the industry's
employees are business and sales
representatives whp sell new com-
munications services, directory ad--
vent:mg, and handle requests, for

installing or discontinuing
telephone service.

About 3 percent of the industry's
workers maintain buildings, offices,
and warehousei, operate and serv-
ice motor vehicles; and do other
maintenance jobs in offices and
plants. Skilled maintenance work -
ers include stationary engineers.
carpenters, painters, electricians
and plumbers. Other workers em-
ployed by the telphone industry are
janitors, porters, and guards.

Employment Outlook

Telephone industry employment
is expected to increase about as fast
as the average for all industries
through the mid- 1980's. In addition
to the jobs from employment
growth, tens of 'thousands of
openings will arise each year
because of the need to replace ex-
perienced workers who retire, die,'
or leave their jobs for other reasons.

Employment will groiv primarily
because rising . population and
higher incomes Will increase the
steed for telephone service. Greater
demand for transmissjort of °Om-,
puter-prodessed data and other in-
formation via telephoni company
lines also wik stimulate emplciYE,
ment growth. Laborsaving ianova-,

(ft,
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eons, however. will keep employ
.ment from gro;o, mg as rapidly as
telephone service -

Employtitrn4 of .telephone
tors is expected to decline slightly
If the trend in the number of
telephone companies charging
customers for directory assistance
calls continues, more people will
dial numbers direct and use
telephone directories to locate
needed numbers, thus reducing the
need for operators Technologica.
innovations will restrict employ
men; growth in some skilled crafts
For example, mechan. mai improve
ments, such as pole lifting equip-
ment and earth-bonng tools, will
limit employmant of line installers
by increasing their efficiency. On
the other hand, new technology is
expected to in-Crease the demand
for engineering and technical per-
sonnel, especially electrical and
electronic engineers and techni-
cians, computer programmers, and s.
systelns analysts.-- Employment in ti

'administrative and sales occupa-'
lions will rise as telephone business
increases.

Earrilngs and Working
Conditions

In 1974 earnings for 'nonsuper-
visory telephone employees
averaged 55.08 an hour. In corn- ,
patison, norisupervisory workers in
all private industries, except farm-
ing, averaged S422an hour

In early 1974, basic rates ranged
from an average of $3.40 an hour
for telephone operator trainees to
$9.56 for Piofessional and
semiprofessional workers.

A telephone ,employee usually
starts at the minimum wage fOr the
particular job Advancement from
the starting rate to the maximurp
rate generally takes 5 years, but
operators and clerical employees of
some companies !flay reach the
maximir rate in 4 years.

More than two - thirds -of the
workers in the industry, maitily
telephone. operators and craft-
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workirs, are- members of labor.
unions. The two principal unions
rvpresenting workers iii the tele-
phone industsy are the Corn-
miutications of America
Mid the International Brotherhood
'of Electrical Workers. but many
other employees are members of
the vi.1 -frinependent unions whit:

storm the Alliance of Independent
Telephone Unions.

Uhion contracts govern wage
rates, wage increases, and the
amount of time required to advance

44..from.one step to the next for most
telephone workers The contracts
'also call foF extra pay for work
beyond the normal 6 to 8 hours a
day, or 5 diys a week, and for all
Sunday and holiday work Most
contracts provide a pay differential
for night work.

Overtime work sometimes is
required, especially during emer-
gencies, such as floods, hurricanes,

.1

dr bad storms. During an
"emergency 6211-out," which is a
short-notice request to report for'
work during nonscheduled hours,
workers are guaranteed a minimum
period of pay at the basic hourly

el time between jobs is
cou as worktime* for araff=

ndei some contracts.
Paid vacations are granted ac-

cording to length of service.
Usually, contracts provide for a 1-
week vacation beginning with 6
months of serape, 2 weeks for 1 to
7 years, 3 weeks for 8 to 15 years; 4
weeks for 16 to 24 years, and S
weeks for 25 yw and over. De-
pending on locaM, holidays range
from 9 to I l' days year. Most
telephone workers ate covered by
paid sick plans and roup insurance
which usually koRie sickness, ac-
cident, and death benefits, .and
retirement and disability pensions.

The telephone industry has one

a
4

Sie
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of the 'best safety records in Amer-
ican industry. The number of dis-,
abling injuries has been well below
the average.

Sources 01 Additional
Informslion4-- -

More derails about employment
ogiortunities are available from the
telephone company in your com-
munity or local offices bf the unions
that represent telephone workers. If
no local union is listed in the
telephone directory write to.
Alliance of independent Telephone

PA Box 5462. Hamden. Coan. r65 t 8

Communication Workers of America, 1923
K St NW ;Washington. D.C. 20006.

Intasnafional Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, 1200 15p St NW_. Washing-
ton, R.C. 20005. .

United States Independent Telephone As-
sociation. Ii30I K St NW , Suite 1201,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

as



. OCC RATIONS- IN THE
TRUCKING INDUSTRY

' In 1974, the trucking industry
employed approximately 1 2 mil-
lion workersmore thian the rival
rail, air, and pipeline transportation
industries combined II is a mjjor
employer of persons not planning to
attend college, since nearly 90'per-
cent of its employees are delight
handlers, drivers, truck main-
tenance personnel, or clerical wor-
kers, who only require a high school
education. -\

Nature and Location of the
. Industry

The trucking industry is made up
of companies that sell transporta-
tion and storage services. Although
many trucking con serve
only a single city and113 suburbt,
and -others carry goods only
between distant cities, most large
trucking firms provide both types of
service. Moreover, some firms
operate one type of truck and
cialize in one type of product For
example, they may carry steel rods
on flat trailers.or grain in open top
vans. In addition, trucking compac

trivan load v34 tml
trucks; usually, bowever,4,
ployees do this work.-
tri4c7cdrivess: (D.O.T. 906.8
operate tmeks over short
usually within. one city. sub-
urbs..They pick from, and
deriver 'goods to, trucking ter-
minals, businesses,. and homes
the area. .riles may 'operate as either'contract

or common carriers. Contract car-
riers haul commodities of one or a
few shippers exclusively, common
carskers serve the general public.

The industry;s employment is
concentrated in a _relatively small
number of large companies. Almost
half of the industry's. workers-are
employed by less.than 10 percent of
the companies. On the other hand,
a large proportion of companies are
small, particularly those which
serve a single city. Many companies
arc owner-operated, and the owner
does-the driving.

Trucking industry employees
work irccities and towns of all sizes

,andare distributed much the same
as the Nation's population.

11.10
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aencal Occiipatzoru. Abokt 1 out
of every 8 of the industry's em-
ployees is a clerical worker: Mary
have general clerical jobs, such as
secretary or(cleric-typist, which ale
common to all industries. Others
have specialized jobs. For example,
dispatchers (D.O.T. 919.168) coor-
dinateohe movement of trucks and
freightinto and out of terminals;
make up Ibacis fdr Specific destina-
tions; assign drivers and develop
delivery schedules;- handle_
customers' requests for pickup of
freight, and provide information on
deliveries. Claims adjusters (D:02T.
241.368) handle...claims for freight
lost or damaged during transit.

clerks (D.O.T. 222.488)
epare 'forms that list details...of

freight thipments:Pases-order clerks
(D.O.T. 223.387) supply
mechanics with replacement parts
for trucks, they also take care of
most of the clerical duties needed
to maintain a truck repair shop.

Administrative and Related Occupa-
tions. More than I out of 15 em-
ployees is an administrator. Top ex-
ecutives manage companies and
make policy decisions. Middle
managers supervise the operation
of individual departments, ter-
minals, or warehouses. A small
number of accountants and lawyer;
are employed by these companies.
The industry also employs sales .

representatives to solicit fright
business.

Material Handling Occupations.-
About 1 out of 12 employees moves .

freight into and out of trucks and
warehouses. Mitch of this work is

Occupations In the Indust
-. .

bout three-fourths of allst.Atrucking industry empi8yees have
blue-collar jobs, including about
600000 truckdnvers. Other impor-
tant blue-collar occupations are
material handler's; mechanic
washers and lubricators, and super-
visors. Most white-collar employees
are clerical workers, such as
secretaries and rate clerks, and ad-
ministrative personnel, such as ter-
minal managers and accountants.

'Ilse duties and training require-
ments of some of the important oc-
cupations are described briefly in
the following sections. .

Truckdriving *Occupations. More
than half of the industry's em-
ployees are diivers: Long-distance
truckdrivers'qb.O.T. 904.883)
spend nearly all their working hours

Drivers "keep on trucldn9" In ail kinds of driving large trucks or tractor
weather. trailers betwpen terminals. Some

704;
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*.

Assembling loads In advance permits trucks to be loaded quickly.

done by material handlers (D 0 T
929 88'7) who work in groups of
three or four under the direction of
a dock, superrsor or gang leader
Material handlers load and u?iload
freight with the aid of handtrucks.
conveyors. and other devices.
Heavy items are moved by powefi
truck operators (DOT 922.883
and crane operators (D 0 T
921 2801 Gang leaders determine
the order in which items will be
loaded, so that, the cargo is
balanced and items to be unloaded
first are near he truck's door
Truckdrivers helpers (DA T

0 905.887) travel with drivers tZ' un-
load and pick up freight Occa-
sionally, helpers may do relief driv-
ing.

Truck Maintenance Occupations
About I out of every 20 employees
takes care of the trucks Truck
mechanics (D.O.T. 620 281) keep
trucks and trailers in good running
condition.' Much time, is spent in
preventive maintenance to assure
safe operation, to check wear and
damage to parts, and to reduce

breakdowns. When breakdowns do
occur, these workers determine the
cause and make the necessary
repairs. Truck mechanic .helpers
(D 0 T. 620.884i and apprentices
assist experienced mechanics in in-
spection and repair work. Truck
lubricators and washers (D.O.T.
915.887 . and 919.887) clean,
lubricate, and refuel trucks, change
tires, and do other routine, main-
tenance.

Traialng, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Workers in blue-collar occupa-
tions .usually are hired at the un-
skilled level, as material handlers,
truckdrivers' helpers. lubricators,
and washers. No formal training is
required for these jobs, but many
employers prefer high school
school graduates. Applicants must
be in good physical condition. New
employees work under the
guidance of experienced workers
and supervisors while learning their
jobs; .this usually takes no more
than a few weeks. As vacancies
occur, workers advance to more

716.
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skilled blue-collar jobs, such as
ipower trick operator and
truckdnvet. The ability to do the
job. and length "of sepia with the
firm are the primary qualifitsons-

-for promotion Materialohandlers
who demonstrate supervisory abth
ty can become gangteaders or dock
supervisors.

Qualifications for truckdrwmg
jobs vary and depend on individual
employers, the type of,trurk, and
other factori In most States,
drivers must have a chauff'eur's
license, a cornmercial driving per-*
mit obtained from State motor vehi-
cle departments The Depart-
ment of Transportation establishes
minimum qualifications for long-
distance drivers. They must be at
least 21 years old, be able-bodied,
havegood hearing, and have at
least 20,140«vision with or without
glasses. Howwr, many firms will
not hire driv under 25 years of
age. Drivers also must 'be able to
read, speak, and write Englith well
enough to complete required re-
ports. Driv/rs must have good driv-
ing records.'

People interested in professional
drixing should take the driver-train-
ing courses offered by many high
schools. A course in automotive
mechanics also is helpful. Private
truckdriving training schools offer
another opportunity to prepare for
a driving job. However, completion
of such a cour=se does not assure
employment as a driver. .

Most truck mechanics learn their
skills informally on the, job as
helpers to experienced. mochanic.
Others complete formal apprentice-
ship programs which generally list

'4 years and jnclude on-the-job
training and related clasiroom
struction. Unskilled workers, such
as lubricators_ and . Washers,

frequently are promoted to jobs as
helpers and apprentices. However,
many firms will hire inexperienced
people, especially those who have
completed courses in automotive
mechanics, for helper Or apprentice
jobs.
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Luoneators help keep the trucks in good operating condition.

C umpletion of ommerial wurs-
es in high saw] or in d pnv ate
business SalX.)1 IS usually adequate
fur entry into general 4.1encal occu-
pations such as sectetafy or typist
Additional on- the -job training is
needed for specialized clerical oc-
cupations such as claims adjuster

Generally, no specialized educa-
tion is needed for dispatcher jobs
Openings are filled by trukdrivers,
claims adjusters. or other workers
who know their company's opera-
tions and are famillarwith State and
Federal driving regulations. Can-
didates may! improve their qualifi
cations by taking college or techni-
cal school courses in transpoka
non,

Administrative and sales, posi-
tions frequently Are filled by college
graduates who have majored in
business, administration, marketing.

4..
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transfer to mite.: field's. The number
of jobs may 'vary from year to year.
Aoweler, because the amount of
freight fluctuates with ups and
dt/vins in the economy.

Trucks carry virtually all freight
for local distnbution and a great
deal of freight between distant cit-
ies. As the v-olurne of freight in-
creases with the Nation*Peconomic
growth. employ menein the trucking
irrdustry will rise- More employees
also will be needed to serve the
many factories, warehouses, stores
and homes being bush whore rail-
road transportation is not available

Employment will not increase as
fast as the demand for trucking
services because technological
developments and a continued
trend toward-larger, more efficient
firms will increase output per
worker As a result of these
developments,. rates of growth will-
vary among occupations. Employ-
ment of material handlers, for ex-
ample,, is expected to increase
slowly because pf more efficient

freight-handling methodssuch as
conveyors and draglines to move
freight in and out of terminals and
warehouses. On the other hand,
employment of accouRtants, per-
Sonnet workers, clerks, and
mechanics is expected to increase
rapidly as firms increase in size and
are able to employ more of these
specialists.

a

accounting, industnal relations, or
transportation. Some 'companies
have management training pro-
grams for college gradUates in
which trainees work for brief
periods in various 'departments to
get a broad understanding of

'trucking operations before they are
assigned to a particulardepartment.
High school graduates may be
promoted to administrative and
sales positions.

Employment Outlook

Employment in the trucking in-
dustry is expected to grove about as
fast as the average for all industries
through the mic1-19S0's. In addition
to the large number of job openings
csr-eated by employment growth,
thousands' more will arise as ex-
perienced workers retire, die, or

71

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In 1974, nonsupervisory workers
in the trucking industry averaged
55.79 an hour, compared with
54.22 an hour for their counter-
parts irKall private industry, except
farming. Earnings are relatively

'high in the trucking industry,
because highly paid drivers
represent a large proportion of em-
ployment, many long-distance
drivers earn more than 5300 a
week. .

Most employees are paid an
hourly rate or a weekly or monthly
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salary However, truckdrivers on
the longer runs geg,a,rally are paid
on a mileage basis while driving.
For all other worktime, they are
ir4id an hourly rate.

Working cOndlticcKs vary greatly
among occupations 'n the industry.
While drivers may experience nerv-
ous-strain from maneuvering large
trucks in fast-rpoving traffic, more
comfortable seating, power steer-
ing, and air-conditioned cabs have
reduced physical strain Long-
distance drivers frequently work at
night and rifay spend time away

"'from home; local drivers usually
work during the d.4y Material hat)-
dlers and truckdrivers' helpers have-
strendous 'jobs, although conveyor
systems and other freight handling

equipment have reduced some of
the heavier lifting and. made the
work easier and safer. Truck
mechanics and other maintenance
personnel may have to work in awk-
ward or cramped positions while
servicing vehicles, and frequently

..gtt dirty because of the gitiaie and
oil on the trucks. In additiOn, most
maintenance shops are hot in
summer and drafty in the winter.
Mechanics occasionally make
repairs outdoors when a truck
breaks down -on the road.

Many tar& organizationi operate
around The clock and require some
material handling and maintenance,
personnel to work evenings, nights,
and weekends.

A large number of,/trucking in-

,
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dustry employees are members cif
the, International Brotherhoo of
Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Ware-

.hlusemen and 4-lelpers of America
(Ind).

Sources of Additional
17formation.

For .general mformation about
career opportupities in the trucking
industry, write to:
knencan TruclIng Assoaanons, Inc., 16.16°

PSt NW , Waslungton. I1C 20036.

Information about specific jobs
may be available from the person-
nel departments of local trucking
companies' or the local office of
your State .employment service.

-4
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WHOLESALEAND RETAIL TRADE

iiiholeialing and retailing are the
final stages in the transfer of goods
from producers to consumers.
Wholeialers., asemble goods in
large Pots for distriliution to retail
stores, industrial firms, and institu-
tions such u schools and hospitals.
Retailers sellgoods directly to con-
sumers in a variety of waysin
stores, by mail, or through door-to-
door selling. A list f the items sold
by wholesale and-retail businesses
would include almost every iterp
produced by industryautomo-
biles, clothing, fogd, furniture, and
countless others.

In 1974, about 17 million people
(not countihg an estimated 2 mil-
lion who were self-employed per-
sons or unpaid family workers)
worked in wholesale and retail
trade. The largest number of work-
its - 12.7 million or about three-
fourths of them were employed in
retail trade. The majority of these
workers held jobs in department
stores, food stores, and restaurants
and other eating places. About 4.3
million people worked in wholesale
trade.

_Workers with a wide range of
education, training, and; skills bold
jobs in wholesale and retail trade.
As shown in thi accompanying
tabulation, 3 out of 5 workers in
these industry diVisidns were white -'
collar workers (professib
managerial, clerical, and sales).
Sales workers, the largest single

-group, make up more than one-fifth
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of total industry employment.
Managers . and proprietors, the
second largest group of workers,
constitute nearly one-fifth of the in-
dustry's - work force. Many
managers and proprietors own and
operate small wholesale houses or
retail businesses., such as food
stores and ,gas. stations. Clerical
workers make up over
the vatrirffirce; many hold jobs as,
cashiers, especially in supermarkets
and other fOod stores. Other impor-
tant clerical %occupations in retail
trade include secretaries, stenog-
raphers and typists, office machine
operators, and bookkeepers and ac-
counting clerks. Large numbers of
shipping and receiving del* work
in both wholesale and retail trade.

Blue-collar workers (craft work-
ers, operativ#s, and laborers) con-
stitute nearly one-fourth of the in-4
dustry's jobholdert. Many work as
mechanics ,paid repairers, gas sta-
tion attendants, drivers and delivery
workers, meat cutters, and materi-
als handlers. Most mechanics work
for motor Vehicle dealers and
gasoline serviee stations. A large
number of rneatcutters work in
wholesale grocery establishments
and in superinarkets and other food
stores. 17
- Service workers, employed

mostly in retail trade, constitute
about 1 out of 6 workers-in the in-
dustry. Food service workers, such

waitre and cooks; make up
b ar e largest concentration of
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service workers. Other large groups
of service- workers are janitors,
cleaners, and guards.

Estimated
employment.
1974 (percent

Maser 4.7f upational vamp distribution.

All occupational groups... . 100

Professional, technical, and kin-
dred workers .

Managers and administrators 19

Clerical and kindred workers 17
Salesworkers 22
Craft and kindred workers 8
Operatives 10
Service worters 16
Laborers 6

Employment in wholesale and
retail trade is expected to increase
by about .the .same rate as the
average for all industripes through
the mid-1980's as sales rise in .
response- to growth in population
and income. Due to laborsaving in-
novations, however, employment is
not expected to grow as fast as
sales. The use of computers for in-
ventory control and billing, for ex-
ample, may limit the need for addi-
tional clerical workers. Improved
methods of handling and storing
inerchaddise will limit the demand
for laborers.

The statements . that follow
discuss job opportunities in restau-
rants and food stores. More
detailed information about occupa-
tions that cut across many -indus;
tries appears elsewhere in the
Handbook.
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE
RESTAURANT INQ.UST

In 1974, the restaurant induitry
was the fourth 1 industry in
the county. oying 3.1 million
peopleVestablishments ging
from roadside `diners to lux
restaurants The type of food and
service a restaurant 'Offers varies
with its size and location, as well as
with the kind of customer it seeks to
attract Fast-food restaurants and
cafeterias in suburban shopping
centers emphasize rapid service and
inexpensive meals. Steak houses
and pizzerias consider the quality of
their specialty most important.
Some restaurants cater to
customers, lio wish to eat a le.istire-
ly elegant surroundings and
their menus often include unusual
dishes or "specialties of the house."

Most restaurants are small and
have fewer than 10 paid employees,
many of these are operated by their
owners, who have either no paid
help or only one or two part-time
workers An increasing proportion
of restaurants, however, are part of
a chain operation.

Restaurant jobs are found almost
everywhere. Although employment
is concentrated in the States with
the largest populations and particu-
larly in large cities, even very small
communities have luncheonettes
and roadside diners.

Restaurant Workers

About three-fourths of all restau-
rant employees prepare and serve
food, and keep cooking and eating
areas clean Waiters and waitresses,
and cooks and chefs make up the
two largest groups of workers
Others are counr workers, who
serve food in cafeterias and fast-

food taurants, .bartenders, who
, mix an serve drinks, dining room

atten ts, Alto clear tables, carry
dirty dishes lajtck to the kitchen,

d sometines set tables, dish-
washers, who rash dishes and help
keep the 4chen clean, pantry
workers, whd_ prepare salads and
certain other dishes, and janitors
and porters, who dispose of trash,
sweep and mop flOors, and keep the
restaurant clean. Some of these
workers operate mechanical equip-
ment such as dishwashers, floor
polishets, and vegetable slicers and
peeleFs. (Detailed information on
cooks and chefs, waiters and
waitresses, bartenders, food
counter workers, and dining room
attendants and dishwashers is gPen
elsewhere in the HandboOk.) .

Another large group of restau-
rant workersabout one-seventh
of the totalare managers and
proprietors. Many are owners and.
operators Of small restaurants and,
in 'addition to acting as managers,
may cook and do other work. Some
are salaried employees who manage
restaurants 16r others. '\

All other restaurant workers
combined account for less than
one-tenth of total; industry employ.
ment Most are clerical workers=
cashiers 'who receive payments and
make change for customers; food
checkers who total the cost of items
selected by cafeteria customers;
and bookkeepers, typists, and other
office workers. A few restaurants
employ dietitians to plan menus, su-
pervise food preparation, Ind en-
force sanitary regulations. Restau-
rant chains and some large restau-
rants employ mechanics and other
maintenance workers, accountants,
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advertising or public dorm
directors, personnel wo ers, and
musicians and other entertainers.

Training, Other Oualtfkations,
and Advancement

The skills -and experience needed
for restaurant work vary from one
occupation to another. Many jobs
require no special training or ex-
perience, while others require some
college or manageriali.experience.
Requirements also vary from one
restaurant to another, large or ex-
pensive restaurants usually have
higher standards than diners or
luncheonette's.

Young people who have less than
a high school education and no
previous expprienc:b often can get
jobs as kitchen workers, dish-
washers, orilining room attendants.
Alth61.1gh a high school education is
not mandatory, some restaurants
hire only those with a diploma or
experienced waiters and waitresses:
cooks, and bartenders. Special
training or many years of ex-
perience or both usually are
required for ehefs' positions.

Newly hired restaurant workers
are generally trained on the job.
Kitchen workers, for example, may
be taught to operate a lettuce-
shredder and make salads. Waiters
and waitresses are taught to set ta-
bles, take orders from customers,
and serve food in a courteous and
efficient manner. In many restau-
rants, new employees receive their
training under the close supervision
of an exiterienced employee or the
manager! Large, restaurants and
sonic chain restaurant operations
may have more formal programs
which often include several days of
'training sessions for beginners...

Many public and private high
schools offer vocational courses for
persons interested in restaurant
training. Usually included are food
p aration and cooking, catering,
rests t management, and other
related subjects. Similar training
programs are available for a variety

709
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of occupations through restaurant
associations and trade unions,
technical schools, junior and com-
munity colleges, 'and 4-year col-
leges. Programs range in length
from a few months to 2 years or
more.

The Armed Forces are another
good source of training and ex
perience in food service work. A
number of programs also exist to
train handicapped workers for
restaurant jobs. Among these are
projects to train mentally retarded
persons for occupations such as
dishwasher and kitchenbelper.

When hiring, employers look for
applicants who have good health
and physical 'stamina because
restaurant workers have to work
long hours, often under considera-
ble pressure NeatnesS, a pleasant
manner, and an even disposition
also are important, 4specially for
wafters and waitresses and other
emilloyees who meet the public.
Restaurants, particularly large
chain operations, promote -workers
who have initiateand ability Din-
ing !tom attendants or dishwashers
can advarA to better paying jobs
such2.-jaiter or cook's helper and
thep through additidnal training to
cook, chef, baker; or bartender Ex-
perience as maitre d'hotel may lead
to a position as"director of food and
beverlige services in a large chain
organization Assistant managers,
particufirly those with college
training, may be promoted to
manager, and eventually to a top
management position.

Employment Outlook
.Sr

Employment in the restaurant in-
dustry is expected.to increase faster
than the average for all industries
through the mid-1980's. In addi-
tion to the openings arising from
employment growth, thousands of
openings are expected each year
due to turnoverthe need to
replace experienced employees
who find other jobs or who retire,
die, or stop working for other
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reasons. Turnover is particularly individual occupations.
high among part-time workers,
many of whom are students.

Most openings- will be
waitresses and kitchen he rs
both because of their high replace-
ment needs and because 'these
workers make up a very large pro-
pprticm ofall restaurant employees.
Employment opportunities also are
expected to be favorable for skilled
cooks and salaried restaurant
managers. The number of openings
in clerical jobs, such as cashier, will
be relatively small. A few openings

F counter workerswill -occur in specialized positions,
such akfood manager and dietitian. Tips not included.

Population. growth, rising per-/
sonal incomes, and more lei.sre
time will contribute to a groying
demand for restaurant services.
Also, as an increasuig number of
wives work, more and more families
may find dining out a. welcome coh-
venience. Increasing worker
productivity, however, will prevent
employment from growing as
rapidly as demand for restaurant
services. Restaurants have become
more efficient as fast food service
counters have become more popu-
lar, and as managers have central-
ized the purchase of food supplies,
Introduced self-service, and used
precut meats and modern equip-
ment. Many restaurants now use
frozen entrees in_individual por-
tions which require less time and
skill to prepare than fresh foods.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Hourly rate
range I

Chefs .... ........ 53:00-5.90
BartendeA 2.90-5 40..
Cools ) 2.60-4,90
'Pantry workers 2.16-3.82
Checkers
Porters

2.10-3.71
1.96-3

Cashiers 2. .38
Dtshwas .31-3.04
Dtrn attendants. 1.30-3.04
Kit n helpers.. 2.19-3.02

Assis 2.30-2.90
1.20-3.00asters and waitr

190 -2'60

Earnings of restaurant workers
depend on the location, size, type,
and degree of unionization of the
restaurant in which they work.
Also, workers in some occupations
receive tips in addition to their,
wages.

In 1974, nonsupervisory workers
in the restaurant industry averaged
$2.33 an hour (excluding tips).
Data from union contracts covering
eating and drinking places in
several large Cities indicate the fol-
lowing range of hourly earnings for
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Salaries of managerial workers
differ widely because of differences
in duties and responsibilities. Mapy
college graduates Who had special-
ized training in restaurant manage-,
ment received starting salaries
ranging from S10,000 to $12,000
annually in 1974. Managerial
trainees without this background
often started at lower salaries.
Many experienced managers
earned between S15,000 and
$30,000a year.

In addition to wages, restaurant
emplOees usually get at least one
free meal a day, and often are pro-
vided.. with uniforms. Waiters,
waitresses, and bartei1rs also may
receive tips.

Most full-time restaurant em-
ployees. work 30 to 48 houts a
week; scheduled hours may include
evenings, holidays, and weekends.
Many work on split shifts, which
means they are on duty for several
hours during one meal, take some
time off, and then return to work
for the next busy period.

Many restaurants have con-
venient work areas, and are
furnished with the latest equipment
and laborsaving devices. Others,
particularly small restaurants, offer
less desirable working conditions.
In all restaurants, workers may
stand much of the time, have to lift
heavy trays and pots, or work near
It ovens pr tables.' Work

C
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hazards include the possibility of _

burns; cuts from knives and broken
lass china; and slips and falls on

floors.
The principal union in the restau-

rant industry is the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Barten-
ders International Union (AFL-
CIO). The proportion of workers
covered by union contracts varies,
greatly from city to city.

V

Sources of Additional
Information

'For additional information about
careers in the restaurant industry,
write to:
National Institute for the'Foodservice Indus-

try. 120 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago.
Ill. 60606.

Council on Hotel, Restaurant, and Institu-
tional Education. 1522. k Si, NW..

D.C. 20005.
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Information on vocational educa-
tion courses for restaurant work
may be obtained from the local

director of vocational education,
the superintendent of schools in the
local community, or the State
director of vocational education In
the department of education in the
State capital. .
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OCCIIPAIONS IN RETAIL FOODSTORES

In the United States, grocery
Stores and supermarkets are as
common as baseballs in summer,
and almost always near at hand But
like the tip of an icebeitt, the local
fOodstore 4 merely a small part of a
large body known as the retail food-
store industry. The industry sells
Most of the food eaten by Amer-
icans and employs mote than 2.1
million workers.

Jobs in the foodstores vary, and
workers range in education and
training from high school dropouts
to college educated marketing
professionals. Jobs in foodstores are
especially attractive because em-
ployers often provide training and
becauie the opportunities for
promotion are good. The large
number of opportunities for part-

. time employment may be of special
interest to homemakers and stu-
dents who 'do not want full-time
jobs.

Nature of the Work

In contrast to restaurants where
food is eaten as it is purchased,
retail foodstores sell food which is
to be eaten away from the store.
The industry pioneered in self-
service marketing techniques that
permit customers to select items
from shelves and bring them to
check-out stands. Self-service
methods reduce the number of em-
ployees needed. Therefore the, cost
of operating a store is lower. As a
result, food sold in large self-service
foodstores, or supermarkets, is
generally less expensive than food
sold in small stores.

There are three basic types of
food stores: Supermarkets which
sell many food items, small grocery
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stores, and specialty food stores
which emphasize a particular ype
of food, or service, not generally
available in a supermarket.

Supermarkets aft simply big,
self-service grocery ,stores which
sell meat, canned, frozen, or fresh
vcgetablei, baked foods, and other
items. Only about 20 percent of all
food stores are supermarkets. How-
ever, they employ about 60 percent
of the industry's workers. Because
prices are generally lower than at
any other type of foodstore, super-
markets attract customers who
make many purchases. When only a
loaf of bread or a quart of milk is,
needed, however, the customer
may prefer a nearby neighborhood
grdcery store or a specialty food-
store.

Small neighborhood grocery
stores are the most numerous of all
foodstores. Besides a small selec-
tion of popular food items, they
may feature Spanish, Chinese, or
other ethnic foods. Usually, owners
personally manage these stores and
only employ additional help as
needed. Few owners operate more
than one store. About 20 percent of
the industry's employees work in
small grocery stores.

Convenience stores are small
grocery stores which specialize in a
small variety of food and other
items which custome might want
yin a hurry. They open ier and
close later than large superm
and customers can make purchases
quickly. Only 5 percent of the in-
dustry's employees work in con-
ilenience stores.

Specialty food stores operate in
much the same manner as small
neighborhood grocery stores. How-
ever, they; feature only one type of
food, such as meat, vegetables, or
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candy. Most 'art small and are
usually operated by the owner and a
few clerks. Approximately 1.5 per-
cent of the industry's employees
work in the-se stores.

Occupations In the Industry

About .60 percent of food)itbre
workers are clerks: ckshie, meat-
cutters, . and , meatwrappers.
Manageis and owner-managers
make up an additional 25 percent
of total employment. The -remain-
ing 15 percent are accountants,
bookkeepers, truckdrivers, clean-
ing and other service workers, and
laborers.

Clerks' in supermarkets are
usually called stock or, produce
clerks. In the grocery department,
stock clerks keep shelves filled with
merchandise. For example, they
may count the cans of soup on the
s Ives and in the stockroom and
deci whether to order more soup
from th warehouse. Since storage
space is li ed, the order should
include only as uch as might be
sold before anothe elivery from
the warehouse will be ma

Stock clerks frequently re ge
food to create an attractive displa
They help customers find what they
want and perform general clean-up
duties. In supermarkets, stock
clerks may occasionally operate
cash registers or bag groceries.

Produce clerks maintain the dis-
plays of fruits and vegetables.
Because fruits and vegetables are
perishable, clerks use special
techniques to keep the stock attrac-
tive, Fruits and vegetables are
rotated so that the most recently
delivered goods are on the bottom

'of the display. Lettuce and other
greensare moistened and chilled to
preserve crispness. In addition to
caring for the displays, produce
clks help unload delivery trucks,
keep the produce department
clean, answer customer's questions,
and weigh and bag produce.

In large stores which have bakery
and delicatessen departments,
other clerks work behind counters
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selling cakes or lunch moats.
Meatcuttert and wrapperS order

and pzepait meats for sale. Since
meat is delivered to The store in
large pieces, meatcutters use saws
and knives to cut the large pieces
into roasts, steaks, stew meats, and
other meal size' portions. After the
fat is cut away and bone chips are
removed, the meat is placed in
plastic trays and is ready to be
wrapped.

Meatwrappers use a machine to
wrap the package V meat in clear
plastic Then, the wrappers weigh
the packages and attach labels
which the Weighing machine has
printed and which identify the type
,of meat. the weight, the price per
pound, and the total price for each
package.

At the check-but counter,
cashiers ring up the price of each
item on the cash register, add sales
tax, receive checks or money, make
change, and bag purchases

Cashiers, who are often the only
employees customers meet, must be
pleasant, courteous, fast, and accu-
rate Experienced cashiers
memorize the prices of hundreds of
items, but must detect price

e.---changes on cans and boxes For
produce and other items that
change price frequently, price lists
are used. When not serving
customers, cashiers clean counters
and restock small convenience
items, such as razor blades and
candy, displayed near the check-
out counter.

Many supermarkets also employ
workers to bag anfl carry groceries
from the check-but countbr to
customers' cars. Cleaning and other
service workers polish floors, clean
windows, and do other housekeep-
ing jobs. The store manager ob-
serves the activities of each depart-
ment, corrects problems as they
arise, and is responsible for ,all ac-
tivities and the store's success.

The central administTiveoffices
of supermarket chains employ ac-
countants, bookkeepers, personnel
specialists, clerks, secretaries, and

other office workers. Chain stores
also employ many truckdrivers,
stock clerks, and laborers in
warehousei.

Training,,Other CluallflcatiOns,
mind -Advancement

In a 'large supermarket, a new
employee usually begins as a
trainee in one-of the following oc-
cupations: cashier, stock clerk,
produce clerk, meatwrapper, or
meatcutter. In smaller stores, how-.
ever, new employees usually are
trained as combination, cashiers-
clerks.

When hiring trainees, employers
look for high school graduates who
are good at arithmetic and who
make a neat appearance. An outgo-
ing personality and the ability to get
along with people also are impor-
tant, particularly for cashiers. Ap-
plicants who have less than a high
school education may be hired if
they qualify in other respects.

New workers 'learn their jobs
mostly by helping and observing ex-
perienced employees. A few years
ma needed to qualify as a
skille meatcutter, but cashiers and
produce clerks generally can learn
their jobs in less than 6 months.
Jobs as stock clerks and rneativrap-
pers can be learned in even less
time.

Before being assigned to a store,
cashier trainees may attend a 5-day
school operated by a supermarket
chain. These courses, which
emphasize rapid and accurate
operation of cash registers, include,
instructions for treating customers
courteously and for hanging com-
plaints. Trainees who paig the ex-
amination are assigned to a store to
finish their training, those who fail
may be hired for other jobs, such as
Stock or produce clerk.

Some stores have meatcutner ap-
prenticeship programs, which
generally last 2 to 3 years, and in-
clude classroom instruetion as well
as on-the-job training..

Foodstores provide ambitious Ede. ,
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employees with excellent opportu-
nities for advancement in super-.
markets, stock clerks frequently

,move up to tetter-paying Ribs as
head clerks or grocery department
managers. Produce clerks may:ad-
vance to jobs produce managers,
produce buyer or produce super-
visors of several stores. Meatwrap-
pers can learn to be cutters,, and
then advance to meat department
manager. Cashiers and 'department

,manager's can be .promoted to
aggistant managers and, eventually,
managers of a supermarket. Ad-
vancement in small foodstores
usually is limited, but employees
may get all-round experience to
start their own small businesses.

Some supermarket employees
and managers advance to adminis-
trative jobs in their company's cen-
tral offices. A large number of these
jobs, however, are in specialized
fields, such as accounting ,or labor
relations, which require college
training.

In cooperation with the Nation,
Association of Food Chains, Cor-
nell University offers home study
courses in management that are
designed specifically for food indus-
try employees who wish to improve
their chances for advancement. All
employees are eligible to take these
courses.

Foodstores also, have' been
growing source of jobs for women.
In 1974, about 40 percent of the in-
dustry's employees. were women,
compared with about 30 percent in
1960.

Employment Outlook

The outlook for jobs in the food-
store industry is good. Employment
through the mid-1980's is expected
to grow about as fast as the average
for all industries. In' addition, each
year thousands of jobs will become
available as employees transfer to
jobs in other industries, retire, or
stop working for other creksons.
Many part-time jobs will beavaila-

.
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As population increases, more

food will have to be distributed, this
will increase foodstore,.sales and
employment. However, employ-
ment is not expected. to increase as

- rapidly as foodstore sales because
new equipment will increase em.4
ployee productivity. For example,
coniputer assisted check-out
systems are now being tested as
replacements for cash registers. An
optical or magnetic scanner trans-
mits the code number of each
purchase to a computer that is pro-
rammed to record the price of the

item, add the tax, and Printout a
receipt. The computer also keeps
track of the store's inventory and
places orders with the warehouse
When stock is needed. This system
would limit growth in the employ-
ment of cashiers and stock clerks.
Nevertheless, more workers would
be hired as additional supermarkets
are built to keep up with the expan-
sion of suburbs.

The outlook for part-time jobs as
cashiers and stock clerks is very
good, Large numbers of the present
emplOyees are, studers who are
supplementing their income while
attending school. After completing
school, many leave for jobs in other
industries. Other part-time .efn--

.
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ployees also may work only for
short periods. As a result, there are
many parttime job opportunities
which frequently can lead to full-
time jobs.

Earnings and Working
A Conditions

Earnings of nonsupervisory
workers in foOdstores are among
the highest in retail trade. In 1974,
they averaged $3.60 an hour, com-
pared with 53.10 an hour for non-
supervisory workers in retail
stores as a whole. Earnings vary
considerably by occupation. Based
on the limited information avail-
able, hourly rates ranged from
about S 1.60 for clerks with little
experience to more than $6.00 fOr
some highly skilled meatcutters.
Earnings tend to be highest in
large stores in metropolitan areas.

Almost all foodstore employees
must be able to stand for several
hours at a time. Stock clerks must
be capable of lifting boxes or
packages which weigh up to 50
popds. , Most foodstore .occupa-
tions are not-hazardous, but Meat-/-
cutters must be careful when han-
.417 knives and using machinery,

such as electric saws. Because they
frequently work in refrigerated
rooms, meatcutters also must be
able to tolerate low temperatures
(35 to 50 degrees fahrenheit).

Many foodstore employees are
union members. Employees in the
meat department are represented
by the Amalgamated Meat Cutters
Union. Other employees in 'the
store belong to the Retail Clerks In-
ternational Association.

Sources of Additional
Information

Details about employment op-
portimities are available from local
fooditores and the local office of
the State employment service.

For specific information on the
duties - and qualificatioris of
cashiers, write tb:
National Association of Retail Grocers, 360

North Michigan Ave Chicago,
41 60601.

For information on
other aspects, of the
trade, contact:

training and
meatcutting

Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butchers
Workmen of North Amenca,' 2800
North Shendan Road, Chicago,
60657.



FINANCE, INSURANCE; AND REAL' ESTATE

Nearly every individual and or-
ganization uses services that the
firiaLice, insurance, and real estate
industry provides Financial institu-
tions- banks, savings and loan
companies, consumer credit or-
ganizations, and others offer serv-
ices ranging from checking and
savings accounts to the handling of
stock 8ttd bond transactions. In-
surance companies provide protec-
tion against losses caused by fire,
accident, sickness, and death. Real
estate firms serve as agents in the
sale or rental of buildhigs and prop-
erty, and often manage large of-
fices and apartments.

In 197_41 over 4.1 million persons
worked in the finance, insurance,
and real estate field. Finance, the
largest sector, employed 1.9 million
persons; the next largest, insurance,
over 1.4 million workers. The
remainderover 890,000worked
in real estate.

Finance, insurance, and real
estate firms are i major source of
jOb Opportunities for women, who
make up over half of the industry's
work force. The proportion of
women ranges from about 35 per-
cent in real estate to over 65 per-

-cent in banking.

As the accompanying tabulation
shows, ove-r90 percent of the work-
ers in the industry hold white-col-
lar jobs. Clerical workers alone
make up 46 percent of the indus-
try's work force. Many clerical
workers have jobs that are unique:
to particular industries, such as
bank tellers in financial,institutions
and claim representatives in in-
surance companies. Other large.

clerical occupations include ste,
nographer, typist, secretary, and
office machine operator jobs also
found in other industries. Sales-
workers constitute 21 percent of the

.

Estimated
employment.

1974
(percent

Major occupational group distribution)
All occupational groups 100

Professional, technical, and kin-
dred workers 5

Managers and administrators 20
Clerical and kindred workers.... .*46
Salesworkers () 21

Craft and kindred workers 2

Operatives
Service workers 5

Laborers 1

Less than 0.5 percent.
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work force. Most of these are insur-
ance and real estate. agents and
brokers. A relatively small numbe
of the salesworkers sell stocks and
bonds.

Managers and officialsban
ficers, office managers, / and
othersmake up 20 percent/of The
industry's work force. Professional
and technical workerssu ac-
countants, computer cialists,
and business research a ystsac-
count for another 5 ilercent.

Employment in the finance, in-
surance, and real estate industry is.
expected to increase faster than the
average .for all -industries through
the mid-1980's. Over the-long.run,
population, business -activity, and
personal incomes should contykue
to rise, creating a need to expand
both the types of services offered
and the number of establishments
'engaged in finance, insurance, and
real estate. Growth, however, may
vary by occupation. For examine,
the increasing use of dlta
processing should continue to les-
sen the demand tor workers in rou-
tine Clerical and recordkeeping
functions while, spurring demand
for 'workers in computer occupa-
tions.

4
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE
BANKING

-Banks have been dAbeci as
"department ;tares attce:
beciause theyoffer a vanetx of serv-
itet ranging from individual
checking accdunts to letters of
credit for financing world trade
Banks safeguard Money and valua
Wes. administer trusts and personal
estates, nd lend money to business,
educational. religious, and other or-
ganizations They lend money to in-
dividuals to purchase homes. au-.
tomobiles, And housihold items,
and to cover unexpected financial
needs Banks continually . adapt
their services to meet- their
customers' needs. In recent years,.
for example, they rhaveifered'
revolving. check credit plans:,
charge cards, accounting ar47.
billing services; and money
management counseling.

2

Banks ,arid Their Workers .

r

INDUSTRY
..,

,. .
,

savings and loan associations, per-
sOnal credit institutions, and related
institutions.
' In 1974, commercial bks
Proc about 25 billion checks
and died an enormous amount
of paperwork. The clerical workers
who do this job account_ fpr nearly
twp-thirds of all bank employees_
Many are tellers or clerks who
process the thousands, of deposit
slips, checks, and other documents
which banks handle daily. flanks
also employ many secretaiies,
stenographers, typists, telephone
operators, and receptionists. .

e nd largest occupation in the
officers' comprise. the

banking, industry. Approximately 1
out of 5 employees is an officera
president, vice president, treasurer,
comptroller or other official. Other
occupations in the industry account
for fewer positions. These include
accountants,. economists, lawyers,'banks employed morelhan a mil-

lion workers in 1 971r- about two-
thirds were women. Most bank em-
ploye&wart in commercial banks,&
where a wi'de variety of services are
offered. Others work in mutual
savings binks, which offer 'a more
limited range of servicesmainly
savings deposit accounts, mortjage
oans,, safe-deposit ,rentals, trust

Management, money -orders,
travelers' checks, and passbook
Joans. Still others, work in the 12
Federal Reserve Banks (or
"bankers' banks") and their 24
branches and in foreign' exchange
firms, clearing house associations,
check cashing agepcies and bother
organizations doing work closely
related to' banking. In addition,
many people are employed by
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personnel directors, marketing arid
public relations workers, as well as
guards, elevator operators,
cleaners, and other service workers:

Three large ocdupations unique'
to bapkingclerks, tellers, and of- -

ficersare. described in separate
statements elsewhere in the HaitcP. -
book. " (

Places of Emplortient-

In 1474, there were more than --
40,000 commercril banks and their
branches and almost 2,000 mutual
savings bankiand branches. Bank
employment is ccmcentrated a
relatively small number of very
large banks. In 1974, for example,
almost,two-thirds of all commercial
bank-employees worked in the Na-
tion's 800 largest- commercial
banks, less than 6 percint were em-
ployed by the 6,000 smallest com-
mercial bariks.°.

Most bank. employees work in
heavily populated States, such is
New York, California,
Pennsylvania, and Texas. Rev,
York City, the financial capitaf:of
the ]Nation, has far more bank work-
ers than any other city.

Training

Professional and manageiial
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bank workers .usualli have
completed college, most clerks
have finished high school, guards
and building service personnel may
have less than a high.school
tion.

Most new employees receive
some form of in- service bank train
ing. Banks also provide other op-
portunities for workers to broaden
their knowledge and skills. Many
banks encourage employees to take
courses at local colleges and univer-
sities In addition, banking associa
tions sponsor a number of pro-
grams. sometimes in cooperation
with colleges' and universities.
Many banks pay all or part of the
costs for those who successfully
complete courses.

Bank workers also can pTepar
for better jobs by, taking courses
that the American Institute of
Banking offers in many cities

. throughout .the country. The In-
stitute, which has 387 chapters and
over 200 study groups, also offers
correspondence study and assists
local banks in conducting coopera-
tive training programs for various
bank positions.

Bank employees shoild enjoy
working with numbers and tr...able
to accept the-responsibility of han-
dling large amounts of money. They
should present a good image to
customers. Often bank officials are

4 'encouraged to participate in cpm-
munity activities.

Employment Outlook

Banks should continue to be a
1, :Major source of job opportunities in

roffice occupations. Banking ern-
\ -1;'' -ployMenr,is expected to rise faster

1' than the average for all industries
through the mid- I980'S. New jobs
resulting from employment growth,
as Well as those that arise as em-

.proyees retire, die, or stop working
''for other reasons, are expected to

account for tens of thousands of;
openings each year.

6

. Most openings will be for clerks,
In addition, an increasing number
of trainee jobs, which may lead to
officer positions,, will probably
become available for college gradu-
ates. Many openings for profes-
sional and specialized ,personnel
such as accountants and auditors,
statisticians, and computer opera-
tors also will occur.

Bank facilities and employment
will grow as population, sales, and
incomes rise, resulting in greater
numbers of financial transactions
among businesses and individuals.
Jobs also willitte created as banks
continue to improve and expand
services such as bank charge cards
and the harlairrig of accounts for
retail stores. As banks strive to
bring these and other services

suburban areas, branch
banks will grow in number and pro-
vide additional employment oppor-
tunities.

The continued conversion to
electronic data processing may les-
sen demand for some bank workers,
despite the expected increase in
bank services. The effect of this
development will vary by occupa- .

tion, as indicated in the statements
on -Qpecific banking occupations
elsewhere in. the Handbook.

Balk employees can anticipate
steadier employment. than wackers
in many bther fields, because they
are less likely to be laid off during
periods of low business activity.
Even when a bank is sold or
merged, workers seldom lose their
jobs. Bank officials usually reduce
enipldyment, when necessary, by
not replacing, employees who leaye
their jobs. ,

Earnings and Working
Conditions

In addition to salaries, bank .
workers generally receive liberal
fringe benifits. For example, most
banks have some type of 'profit-
sharing ,or bonus plan. In addition,

(60
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group plans that provide life in
surance, hospitalisation. surgical
benefits, and retirement income are
dbmmon. Sometimes free checking
accounts or safe-deposit boxes also
*provided.

'The workweek in banks is
generally 40 hours or less, in a fey,
localities, a workweek of 35 hours
is common. Tellers and some other
employees work at least ohe even-
ing a week when banks remain open
for business. Certain check proces-
sors and operators of computing
equipment may work on evening
shifts.

, .
Sources of Additional

information

Local banks and State bankers'
associations can furnish specific in-
formation about job opportunities
in 'local banking institutions
General information about banking
occupations, training opportunities,
and the banking industry itself is
available from-

Amencan Bankers Association, Bank Per
sonnel Divisioh. 1120 Connecticut Ave
NW., Washington, D.C. 20036

Nauonai Association of Bank Women, Inc
Nauonal Office, 111 E Wacker Dr
Chicago, III. 60601

National Bankers Association, 4310 Georgia
Ave NW., Washington, D.C. 2001 1.

For informatio about *career op-
portunities as a bank examiner,
contact:
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,'

Director of Personnel, 550 17th St
'NW., Washington, D.C. 20429. -

Information on careers with the
Federal Reserve System is available
from:
Bo.ard of Governors, The Federal Re-

serve System, Personnel Department,
Washington, D.C. 20551 or from the
personnel department of the Federal
Reserve bank serving each geographic
area.

f
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OCCUPATIONS IN THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY

The insurance industry offers
many employment opportunities
both for recent high school and col-
lege gradUates and for experienced
workers.

The 1,800 life and 2,800 proper-
ty-liability (also called casualty) in-
surance companies do business in
home and regional offices and also
in -thousands of sales offices
throughoyt the country.

Nature of the Business

There are three major types of in-
surance: life, property-liability, and
health Some companies specialize
in only one type: a growing number
of large insurers now offer several
lines of insurance For example,
several life carriers can now offer
their policyholders protection for
their homes and cars; at the same
time major property - liability com-
panies sell life insurance policies.
Many ..insurance companies also

'offer mutual fund shares and varia-
ble annuities as additional invest-
ment choicei for their customers.

Life insurance companies sell
policies that provide benefits to sur-
vivors upon the death of the in-
sur , Some life insurance policies
also p e li holders v7ith a
steady income when . they reach
retirement age or if they become
disabled; policies may be designed
to help provide funds to educate
children when they reach college
age, or give extra financial protec-
tion while the children are young.
Life insurance policies also may be
used to protect business interests
and tb guarantee employee
benefits. Property-liability in-
surance provides policyholders with
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protection against toss or damage to
their property, and protects them
from financial responsibility for in-
juries to others or damage to other.
people's property. It covers hazards
'such as fire, theft, and windstorm,
as well as workers' compensation
and other claims. Most 'life and
property liability companies sell
accident and health insurance.
which helps policyholders pay
medical expenses, and may furnish
other benefits for an injury or
illness.

An increasing number of in-
surance policies rang-
ing from a few indivi
thousands. These policies usually
are issued to employers for the
benefit of their employees. Most
common are group life and health
plans, although the number of
group automobile and homeowner
policies is growing rapidly. In 1974,

group life( insurance protected
about 65 million persons; _the
number of policies was almost dou-

rble the nurribtr 10 years earlier.

, Insurance

About 1.6 million peopleworked
in the insurance business in 1974.
The majority were in clerical and
sales jobs. (See accompanying
chart.)

Just over half of all insurance
company employees work in ckn-
cal and related jobs; this is a much
larger proportion than in most
other mdustnes. These workers
keep records of premium payments,
services, and benefits paid to pol-
icyholders. Most are secretaries,
stenographers, typists, office
machine operators, or general of-
fice clerics. do work similar to
that Tir counterparts in other
businesses,

Other clerical workers have posi-
ons of eater responsibility that

require, e ve knowledge of
some ph of insurance. They in-
clude claim adjusters (D.O.T.
2111:168) and claim examiners
(O.O.T. 249.268) who decide
whether claims are covered by the
policy, see that payment is- made,

72
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and, when necessary, investigate
the circumstances surrounding the
claim (See the statement on Claim
Representatives elsewhere in the
Handbook.)

Nearly one-third cif all insurance
employees are salesworkers
chiefly agents and brokers who sell
policies to individuals and business
firms. Agents and brokers (D.O.T..
250.258) usually find their own
customers or "prospects," and see
that each policy they sell is tailored
to meet the individual needs of the
policyholder. (See the statement on
Insurance Agents and Brokers
elsewhere in the Hundbook.)

, About 1 out of 9 insurance work-
ers has a managerial job. Managers
bf local sales offices often spend
part of their time selling. Others,
who work Ir . home offices, are in. ooKepartmerits such as
actuan calculations, policy issu-
ance, accounting, and investments.

Professionals, employed mainly
at home offices, represent about 1
out 9f 15 insurance workers. These
specialists, who work closely with
insurance company managers,
study insurance risks and coverage
problems, analyze investment possi-
bilities, prepare financial reports,
and do other professional work.
Among them is the actuary (D.O.T.
020.188) whose job is unique to the
insurance field. Actuanes make stu-
dies of the ppRbability of an insured
loss and determine premium rates.
(See the statement on Actuaries
elsewhere in the Handbook.)
Another specialist is the under-
writer (D.O.T. 169.188), who
eYahlates insurance applications
to determine the risk involved in
issuing a policy. Underwriters
decide whether to accept or
reject the application: they also
determine which premium rate
should apply for each policy issued
(See the statement on Underwriters
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

Other professional employees do
essentially the same work in in-
surance companies as in other busi-

nesses_ Accountants, for example,
analyze insurance company records
and financial problems relating to
premiums, investments, payments
to policyholders, and other aspeas
of the . business. Safety engineers,
fire protection engineers, and in-
dustrial hygienists in casualty com-
panies work as consultants to indus-
trial and commercial policyholders
on matters concerning the health
and safety of their employees. (See
the statement on Occupational
Safety and Health Workers else-
where in the Handbook.) Lawyers
interpret the regulations that apply
to insurance company operations
and handle. the settlement of some
insurance claims. Investment
analysts evaluate real estate
mortgages and new ,..sues of bonds
and other securities, analyze invest-
ments held by their companies, and
recommend when to hold, buy, or
sell As more co nputers are in-
stalled to handle office records, an
increasing number f programmers,
systems analysts, a d other data
processing specialis are being em-
ployed. Many comp ies also em-
ploy editorial, public r lations, sales
promotion, and advertising spe-
cialists.

Insurance companies require the
same kinds of custodial and main-
tenance work as other large or-
ganizations. About 1 out of 45
workers in the insurance business
performs these duties.

About half of all insurance em-
ployees work in life companies and
agencies, included in this group are
some very large companies with
thousands of employees. Property-
liability companies, although more
numerous than life insurance com-
panies, generally have fewer work-
ers. Many local agencies and sales
offices also are small, regardless of
the, types of insurance handled.

Training, Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

Insurance offers job opportuni-
t_4er people with different educa-

al backgrounds and talents.
Some positions require specific col-
lege training, others can be filled by
workers with limited academic
training and few skills,

Graduation from high school or
business school is enough training
for most beginning clerical jobs
Coursv in typing and business
math are assets; the ability to
operate office machines also is
helpful These and other special
skills help beginners advance to
more responsible jobs

Jobs in engineering, accounting,
and other professional fields.
generally require the same kinds of
college training here as in other
businesses College-trained people
also are preferred for managerial
positions, many of which are filled
by promotion from within.

In all work requiring contact with
the public, employees-should have a
pleasant disposition acid an gagg-
ing personality. Those in frequent
contact with policyholders should
be able to inspire confidence in
their ability to protect the
customer's interests. Because in-
surance companies often encourage
their managers and administrative
employees to participate in commu-
nity organizations, they should be
people who enjoy working with
others in a social situation.

Insurance workers have ample
opportunity to continue their edu-
cation. The. Insurance Institute of

Places of Employment

Many insurance employees work
in California, Connecticut, Illinois,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New
York, and Texas, where some of the
largest insurance companies have
home offices. In addition, large
numbers are employed in company
sales offices, independent agencies,
and brokerage firms throughout the
country. Almost all sales personnel
work out of local officest,- most
professional and clerical waZers,
however, are employed in company
regional and home offices.

7"ti
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America, for example, has home
study courses for claim adjusters,
-claim examiners, underwriters, and
salesworkers The American Co
lege of Life Ltndetwriters, the Na-
tional Association of Life Un-
derwriters, and the Life Un-
derwriter Training Council offer
courses that stress the services
agents ptovide to policyholders
Other courses, especially designed
to help clerical employees better
understand life insurance, relate to
the organization and operation of
both home and field offices These
are given by the Life Office
Management Association, which
also provides programs for the
development of supervisors and
managers

Employment Outlook

Employment of insurance work
ers is expected to increase about
as fast as the average for all occupa-
tions through the mid-1980's as the
insurance industry continues to ex-
pand. In addition to new jobs that
will become available, thousands of
openings will occur, as employees
die, retire, or leave their jobs to
seek other work.

The expected increase in employ-
thent will result mainly from a
growing volume of insurance busi-
ness. As a larger proportion of the
population enters the age group
normally associated with family for-
mation, higher incomes, and
greater consumer spending, in-
'surance sales should expand. Sales
.of life insurance will rise as the
growing number of young adults at-,.
tempt to provide a secure future for
their families. Property-liability in-
surance sales should *and as they
buy homes, cars, and other items
that require insurance protection.
MoFe business insurance will be
needed as new plants are built, new

'equipment is installed, and more
'goods are shipped throughout/dr&
country and the World. FurTher-
more, as the coverage of State
workers' Compensation laws is

b
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Nbroadened, more employers may
\eed this type of insurance protec

of insurance employ-
ent, however, is not expected to

keep pace With the expanding
volume of business for several
'reasons., Salesworkers are expected
to become more productive as
more` insurance is sold through
group contracts and multiple-line
policies (those which cover many
different risks formerly coveted m
separate policies). Although the
total number of clerical jobs
probably will continue kd rise, the
increasing use of computers to do
routine jobs will lessen the demand
for many low-skilled clerical work-
ers. Because the computer can
writ simple -policies, the wi-
de riter occupation may not grow
at pidly as in the past. In addition,
State "no-fault" insurance plans
should reduce the number and
complexity of automobile claims to
be adjusted,,thus lessening the de.
mand for automobile claim ad-
justers.

The insurance industry has al-
ways been a stable employer and
most insurance workers have better
prospects of regular eeriployment
than workers in many other indus-
tries Business people usually re-
gard property-liability insurance as
a necessity, both during economic
recession and in boom periods. In- ,
dividuals who buy insurance try to
provide as much basic financial
protection as pTissible, even when
their incomes decline,

'Earnings and Working
Conditions

A 1974 survey of insurance com-
panies, banks, and related busi-
nesses revealed a -wide range of
clencal salaries. Some, clerks in
beginning routine jobs earned less:,
than $90 a week, experienced cleri-
cal employees in more responsible
positions earned up to twice that
amount."

Differences in. clerical salaries
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reflect variations m specific job du-
ties and differences among in-..
,surance companies. Salary levels in
different parts of the country also
vary, earnmps are generally lowest
in southern cities and highest in
northeastern Ind western
metropolitan areas. (See the
chapter on Offia\ Occupations for
additional inf. non about
earnings of clencal ers.)

Starting salaries for p fessional
workers are generally - te .

to those for secular positions m
other businesses. According to in-
formation available from pnvate
surveys of life and property - liability
insurance companies, 1974 college
graduates started at saltjs ranging
from S7,500 to $11, a year.
Specialiits with graduate degrees or
several years'\experience may
teceive conside4lly higher starting
salaries. Unlike salaned profes-
sional workers, agents and brokers
earn commissions on the policies,
they sell. (See the statement on In-
surance Agents and Brokers else- ,

. where in j.he Handbook.) Annual
salaries for supervisors in life and
property-liability companies ranged
from $12,000 to $20,000, depend-
ing upon the type of company
operation involved.

Except for agents and brokers
who sometimes must extend their
working hours to meet with
prospective clients, insurance com-
pany employees worked an average
of 37 hours a week in 1974. The
number of paid holidays is
somewhat. greater than in many
other industries. Two-week paid va-
cations generally are granted em-
ployees after 1 year of service; in
most companies, paid vacations are
extended to 3 weeks after 5 years
and, in some, to 4 weeks after 10
years. Practically all insurance
company workers share in group
life and health plant, as well as in
retirement pensions.

Sources of Additional
Information

General information on employ-
r
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merit opportunities in the insurance
business may be obtained from the
personnel departments of major in-
surance companies or from in-
surance agencies in local communi-
tiet.

1

INDUSTRY

. Other information on careers in
the insurance field- is available
from:
institute of Ltfc Insurance. 277 Park. Ave-.

New York, N.Y. 10017.

Ensurarke Information Institute, 110 William

73 2
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St.. New Yiirt...N.Y. 1033E.

Amen= Mutual Insurance Affiance, 20 N.
!Wacker Dr.. Chicago.111. 60606.

Assocation Of insurance Women.
11147 E. 156 St., Tuba, Okla. 74104.



SERVICE AND MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES
s.

An increasing share of our na-
tional weialtfi is being devoted to
services as a result of greater
emphasis oh amenities such as
medical care, education, and
recreation, In many ways, this trend
reflects the country's goals of a
better and fuller life for all its
citizens.

In today's job marlmt, the service
industries are therefore. an impor-
tam, tounce of employment, for new
workers as well as,- experienced
ones, and they offer job opportuni-
ties to people with various levels of
skills, training, and education.

In 1974, nearly. 30 million people
worked in service industries. About
one-half were wage and salary
workers in private firms, 123
million more were government em-
ployees (mainly in educational and
medical services), and 2.2 million
were self-employed. The 'remain-
der, about 1.4 million, worked in
private households.

Educational services, including
eleinentary and secondary schools
aced institutions of higher educa-
tion; make up the largest sector of
the service industry, and account
for over one-fourth of its work
force. Hospitals and other establish-
ments that provide health services
constitute the next largest sector,
and account for nearly one-eighth
of the workers. In both these serv-
ice industries, governtnent work-
ers (mainly Jocal -and State) make
up a large share of the work torte.
Other service industries employing
many workers are hotels, laundries,
private households, business, and
repair services, and entertainment.

As shown in the accompanying
tabulation, white-collar wo.liters
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(professio managerial, clerical,
and workers) account for over
three-fifths-of the service industry's
employment.:The,industri employs
the highest proportion of profes-
sional, technical, arid kindred work-
ers of any major., industry and
these workers account for: one-ihird
of the industry's employment. p.y.
far the largest concentration/of
professional personnel is
represented by teachers in educa-
tional services. Other major em-
ployers of professional workers are
medical and health services where
doctors, dentists, and n con-
stitute a large share of th ork
force. Many professionals ar self-

; employed: Clerical workers ac-
count for I out of 5 service industry
employees. Most are stenographers,
typists, secretarksAmd office
machine operators Managers, offi-

,cials, and proprietors, including
health services administrators,
mike\ up a relatively small fraction
of the'industry's employment.

Service workers represent nearly
one-third of the industry's employ.
ment Some: large service occupa-
tions are private household worker,
practical nurse, hospital attendant,
janitor, waiter or waitress, cook&
and protective service worker.

Blue-collar workers, mainly
skilled craft worker and
semiskilled operatives, constitute
only one-ninth of the industry's em-

41c7Iment. Many of the craft work-
ers are mechanics in automobile
and other repair service industries,
or maintenance workers in hotels,
schools, and other establishments.
Operatives work mainly in laun-
dries, auto repair shops, and other
types of repair businesses. Most of
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the relatively few laborers in this m-
dustry work in auto repair shops, on
golf courses, and in bowung alleys.

I .
opor occupational group

Estimated
employment.

1974
(percent

distribution!
All occupational groups

Professional. tech and kin-

100

dred workers 33
Managers and administrators.... 8
Cleneal and kindred workers... 20
$alesworkers ..... ...... 1

Craft and kindred workers 5

Operatives 4
Service workers 28
Laboreri 2

NOTE. Because of rounding. sum of in-
dividual items does not equal total

Employment in the service indus-
try is expectedaito increase much
faster than the erage for all indus-
tries through the mid-1980's. The
sharp growth in the demand for ser-
vices is expected to stem from
population growth, expan,ding busi-
ness activity, and rising personal in-
comes. The fastest growing parts of
the service industry will be
hospitals, medical services, and cer-
tain firms that provide computer
services and laboratory research
facilities. .

The need for extensive personal
contagLin the many service func-
tions. to limit the effect of
techno innovations °kern-

.ployment requirements. Although
computers may slow the employ-
ment growth in some areasfor ex-
ample, in bookkeeping
'technological change is not ex-
,
pected to limit the,Aotal demand for
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Workers in the service industry hotel and laundry and drycleaning
The statements that follow industries. More detailed informa-

discuss job opportunities in the don about services relited to occu-
/

Y.
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patio= that cut across.many indus-
tries appears elsewhere in the
Handbook



HOTEL OCCUPATIONS

Hotels: motels, and resorts pro-
vide lodging to suit the needs of
every traveler. Some motels offer.
inexpensive basic services for those
who simply want a comfortable"
place to sleep. Other motels and
most hotels cater to persons who
desire more luxurious surroundings
and offer swimming ,pools, fine
restaurants, and more personalized
service More than 835,000 people,
about half of them women, were
employed in the industry in 1974.

Some hotel occupations require)
little or no specialized training.
Bellhops, waiters and waitresses,
and cleaning workers, for example,
usually learn `their skills on the job.
For many kinds of hotel work, how-
ever, demand for persons with spe-
cial skill or college training is in-
creasing as hotels and motels grow
in size, and as chain operations
become an ever-larger part of the
industry.

This statement describes the jobs
usually found in hotels, motels,
resorts, and tourist courts. More
detailed deicriptions of the work of
hotel housekeepers, managers,
front office clerks, and bellhops are
found elsewhere in the Handbook.

',The Hotel Business ,

liotels range in size from those
with) only a few rooms and em-
ployees to huge establishments with
more than 1,000 rooms and iiany
hundreds of workers. Many of the
motels built in recent years are
fairly large and employ many work-
ers, but the economy motels and
most older motels have relatively
small staffs. Some motels are run
entirely by individual' owners and
their families.
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Nearly all hotels and many
motels offer a variety of con-
veniences for their guests, including
restaurants, banquet rooms, meet-
ing rooms, swimming pools, and gift
shops. Motels usually have simple
coffee shops, while hotels often
have several restaurants and may
offer live entertainment in one of
them at night. Hotels and motels in
resort areas often have recreational
facilities, such as golf courses and
tennis courts, in addition to
swimming pools. Large hotels also
may have newsstands, barber and
beauty shops, laundry and valet
services, and -theater and airline
ticket counters.

Hotel Workers

To provide the many services
they offer, hotels and motels em-
ploy workers in a wide variety of
occupations. Housekeeping is a
very important part. of the business
and more than a fourth of all work-

' ers are concerned with keeping
hotels and motels clean and attrac-
tive The cleaning staff make beds,
provide guests with fresh linens and
towels, vacuum rooms and halls,
and move furniture. Linen room at-
tendants and laundry room workers
mark and inspect towels, sheets,
and blankets and operate the wash-
ing and pressing machines in the
hotel laundry. Large hotels and,
motels usually employ executive
housekeepers to supervise these
workers and purchase housekeep-
ing supplies. Some hotels also em-
ploy managers to supervise laundry
operations.

The next largest group, of hotel
workers are food service personnel.
These worker's include cooks and

4'.

chefs, waiters and waitresses, and
bartendei who work in the coffee
shops and restaurants found in most
motels and hotels. Detailed descrip-
tions of their duties are found else-
where in the Handbook.

Hotel managers and assistants are
responsible for' the profitable
operation of their establishments.,
They determine room rates, over-
see restaurant operations, and su-
pervise the hotel or motel staff. In
smaller hotels and motels a general
manager performs all these tasks,
but in large hotels a general
ponager usually has several
assistants, each one responsible for
a separate department, sui..14-as food
service, sales, or personnel.

Nearly all hotels and motels em-
ploy clerical workers to take room
reservations, bill guests, and furnish.
information Most of these workers
are front office clerks who greet
guests, assign moms; handle mail,
and collect payments. The
remainder are bookkeepers,
telephone operators, secretaries,
and other, clerical workers, whose'
jobs in hotels are much like clerical
jobs elsewhere.

Most hotels and some motels em-
ploy a uniformed staff to perform
services for guests. This staff in-
cludes bellhops, who carry baggage
and escort guests to their rooms,
doorkeepers, who help guests Out of
their cars or taxis and carry baggage
into the hotel lobby; and elevatdr
operators.

In addition, hotels employ many
other workers who are also found in
other industries: Among these are
accountants, personnel workers,
entertainers, and recreation work-
ers. Maintenance workers, such as
carpenters, eleairicians, stationary
engineers, plumbers, and, painters,
also work for hotels. Still other
workers employed in hotels in-
clude detectives, barbers, cos-
metologists, valets, and gardeners.
Most of these occupations are dis-
cussed elsewhere in the Handbook.



HOTEL OCCUPATIONS

Employment Outlook

Employment in this industry will
expand about as fast as the average
for all industries through the mid-
i 980's as new hotels and motels are
built to take advantage of interstate
ighwaY or resort locations. In addi-

tion to openings resulting from
growth, thousands of workers will
be needed each year to replace
those who retire, die, or transfer to
other industries.

Most of the anticipated employ-
ment growth will stem from the
need to staff new hotels and motels
Employment is expected to in-
crease in both luxury and economy
motels as Federal expenditures for
highways and other transportation
systems stimulate travel.Empldy-
ment may decline, however, in
older hotels, and those unable to
modernize are likely to experience
low occupancy rates that may force
diem to reduce costs by eliminating
some services and workers.
Thousands, of temporary job§ will
continue to be available each year
in resort hotels and motels that are
open only part of the year.

Most of the job openings in hotels
and motels will be for workers who
need little specialized training, such
as cleaners, porters: and some din-
ing room employees. Large num-
bers also will be needed in front of-
fice jobs, but opportunities may be
limited, by the increasing use of
computer reservation systems in
hotel and motel chains.

Opportunities will be favorable
for persons with training or ex-
perience as cooks and chefs or as
food managers.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of hotel workers depend

on the location, size, and type of the
hotel in which they work. Workers
in some occupations receive tips in
addition to wages that add substan-
tially to their income. Nonsnper-
visory workers in the hotel industry
averaged S2.62 an hour in 1974, ex-
cluding tips abbut 141f the
average for all noaupervisory
workers in private industry, ex-
cept farming. Abbut one -half of all
hotel workers are covered by
Federal' and State minimum wage
laws:- in 1974. workers covered
by these laws earned at least
S2 an hour.

A 1973 survey of earnings in
selected hotel occupations in
metropolitan areas indicates that
earnings of front office clerks
ranged from S2.09 to S3.88 an
hour, with an average of S2.56.
Bellhops' earnings ranged from
S1.99 to S5.71, including tips, with
an average of S3 an hour. Tips
represent a significant source of in-
come for bellhops, ranging from 23
to 74 percent of their total income.

Salaries of hotel managers and
assistants vary greatly, mainly
because of differences in duties and
responsibilities. Hotel manager
trainees who are ,graduates of spe-
cialized college programs start at
yearly salaries ranging from S8,000
to S12,000, and are usually given
periodic increases for the first year
or two. Experienced managers may
earn several times as much as
beginners; a few, in top jobs, earn
$50,000 a year or more. In addition
to salary, hotels Customarily furnish
managers and their families with
lodging in the hotel, meals, parking
facilities, laundry, and other serv-
ices.

Since hotels areppen round the
clock, employees must work on
shifts. Fewer employees work at
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night than during the day and they
usually receive additional compen-
sation. Managers andhousekeepers
who live in the hotel usually, have
regular work schedules, but they
may be called on at any time.

Waiters and waitresses, cooks,
pantry workers, dishwashers, and
other kitchen workers commonly
receive meals; in, a few hotels,
cleaners, elevator operators, and
room clerks also receive meals.
Most employees receive 5 to 8 paid
holidays a year, paid vacations, and
medical benefits.

The Hotel and Restaurant Em-
ployees and Bartenders Interna-
tional Union is the major union in
the hotel business. Uniformed per-
i&nel, such as bellhops and eleva-
tor operators, may be members of
the Building Service Employees' In-
ternational Union.

Sources of Additional
Information

Information on careers in hotel
work may be obtained from:

The Educational Institute of the Amencan
Hotel and-Motel Association, 1407 S.
Harrison Rd., East Lansing, Mich.
48823.

For additional information on
hotel training opportunities and a
directory of schools and colleges of-
fering courses and scholarships in
the hotel field, write t9:
Council on Hotel. Restaurant. and Institu-

tional Education, Suite 219. 11 Koger
Executive Center, Norfolk, Va. 23502.

Information on housekeeping in
hotels is available from:
Natipnal Executive Housekeepers Associa-

tion. Inc., Business and Profeuional
Building, Gallipolis, Ohio 45631.
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'OCCUPATIONS IN LAUNDRY AND
DRYCLEANING PLANTS

In 1974, approximately 430,000
persons were employed by
establishments ihat launder and
dryclean garments, household
furnishings, and institutional linens
and uniforms. These workers were
employed throughOut the country,.
but were concentrated in
metropolitan areas.

Drycleaning firms and laundries
accounted for about three-fourths
of the industry)s workers. Most of
the remainde worked for Mins that
specialized in renting,and cleaning
uniforms, towels, diapers, and other

'linens. A small proportion were em-
ployed in valet shops.

More than half of the industry's
employment is found in firms that
have 20 employees or more. Most
firms, however, are owner - operated
and have fewer than 10 employees.
In 1974, about one - tenth of the in-
dustry's workers were self -em-
ployed.:,

Nature of the Work

One way to describe the work
done in this industry is to follow an
imaginary bundle of clothes from
the time it leaves the customer until
it is cleaned and returned (See ac-
companying chart) The bundle

%consists of some men's shirts, a
business suit, and bed linens. A
route driver (DOT 292 358) picks
up the bundle and, after leaving a
receipt,-44.kes the bundle to the
plant.

The owner of the bundle may in-
stead leave it at the plant or drive-
up store. In this case, ecounter,clerk
(D.O.T. 309.8e) makes out a
receipt- Either the route drive5 or
the counter clerk sorts the iter in
the bundle into laundry and
drycleaning.--

The bundle it turned over, to a
marker (D.O.T. 369.887), who pits
an identifying symbol on each item
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so it may be matched with the
customer's receipt at some later
time. The marker then sends the
shirts and sheets to the washroom
and the suit to the drycleaning
room.

A machine washer (D.O.T.
361.885) puts several hundred
pounds of sheets into a huge wash-
ing machine. Shirts are loaded into
another washer. These machines
are controlled automatically, but
the machine washer must tin-
-derstand how to operate the con-
trolswater temperature, suds
level, time cycles, and the amount
of agitation for different fabrics.
When the washing cycle is
completed, the laundry is trans-
ferred to an extractor that removes
about half of the water. This stage is=
similar to the "spin" cycle on a
home washer. Conveyors move the
laundry to conditioners, dryers, or
tumblers where dry, heated air
removes some of the remaining
moisture.

The sheets go from the drying
area to flatwork finishers (D.O.T.
363.886), who shake out folds and
creases, spread the sheets on mov-
ing belts, and feed them into large
flatwork ironing machines for jron-
ing and partial folding. When the
sheets come out of the machine,
other finishers complete the folding
and stacking.

Shirts go directly from the extrac-
tor to shin finishers (D.O.T.
363.782), who'. Usually work in
teams of two or three. One finisher
puts the sleeves of the shirt on a
"sleever," which has two armlike
forms. A second finisher then puts
the shirt on a "triple-head" press
that irons the.front and back simul-
taneously. In some -plants, the first
finisher either folds the shirt or
places it on a hanger, whichever the
customer has indicated. A third
finisher may do the folding. In some
laundries, one, shirt finisher per-
forms all theseoperations.

The jobs of the dryckaner
(D.O.T. 362.782) and machine

4* washer (D.O.T. 364.885) are
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similar, but the cleaning solution
for drycleaning is a chemical sol
vent instead of water, and dryclean
ing machines generally are smaller
than the laundry washers The
drycleaner sorts clothes according
to color, fiber content, and fabric
construction and selects the proper
time cycle for each load The
drycleaner may apply special
prespoting solutions to spots and
stains before placing the garments
in the drycleaning machine After
cleaning, a special machine
removes the solvent and then the
clothes are dried in a tumbler or
hot-air cabinet The spotter
(DOT 362 381) will use chemical
reagents and steam to remove stub
born stains

IS the 'dlothes are made of .a
material that sheds wrinkles readily,
the finisher places them on hangers
and puts them in a steam tunnel or
steam cabinet The steam will
remove the wrinkles and help the
garment regain its shape

Some clothes, such as men's
suits, are made out of fabrics dial
require more attention; they are
finished differently. A men's suit
finisher (D.O.T. 363.782) -puts the
pants on special "topper" and
"legger" presses. The jacket is
placed on a body, form that may
have a second part that comes
down to press and shape the shoul-
ders and collar of the jacket while
the steam is forced from the inside.
Final finishing touches are done on
a steam-heated pressing head and
"buck," a flat surface covered in
fabric.

An inspector (D.O.T. 369.687)
checks finished items to see that the

_quality standards of the plant have
.geen maintained. Any item in need
of recleaning or refinishing may be
returned to the appropriate depart-
ment, occasionally, the inspector
works on them instead. Repair
work may be forwarded to a mender
(D.O.T. 782.884),,who sews on
buttons, mends tears, and resews
seams. Finally, assemblers (D.O.T.
369.687) collect the linens and

shirts by matching the sales invol
with the identification marks.
semblert or baggers .0.T.
920.887) may remove before
putting, the items in ,bugs
for storage until craned for by the
customer or delivered by the route,
driver.

In addition to workers who are
unique to laundry and drycleaning
plants, many other workers are
found in this industry. Ths manager
or proprietor is responsible for see-
ing that the work of the plant is per-
formed efficiently. Office workers
keep records, handle correspon-
dence, and prepare bills. Sales per-
sonnel develop new customer's for
the plant's services. Mechanics
keep equipment and machinery
operating properly. Some service
workers clean, guard, and other-
wise maintain the plant, others plan
and serve food to plant% orkers.
Laborers lift and carry heavy loads
to machines. (Discussion of many
of these occupations can be found
elsewhere in the Handbook.)

g, Other Qualifications, .

nd Advancement

Man workers in this industry get
their 1.t jobs .without previous
training. ersons who have little
formal education scan get produc-
tion line jobs,in drycleaning plants.
Many employers , will hire appli-
cants who do not speak English.
Basic laundry and drycleaning skills
may be learned on the job in a short
time. Some jobs, such as folding
towels and feeding pillowcases and
sheets into a flatwork ironer, may
require 1 or 2 days to learn. Some
finishing jobspants presser, or
shirt finisher, for examplemay
require less than a week's training.
Other jobs, such as counter clerk,
marker, inspector, and assembler,
may require several weeks to learn.
Several months or more are needed
to train a drycleaner or 'women's
apparel finisher. It may take 6 to I 2
months to become a spotter
because of the variety off' fibers and

,......
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fabrics, spots and stains, and chemi-
cals used in treating the stains.

Some preemployment training in
finishing, d % 113eaning, and spotting
a ill le in vocational high
schools and tkade schools. Home
study coursesde available from the
International Fabric Care Institute.

Employers look for workers who
are dependable and who have
physical stamina, manual dexterity,
and keen eyesight. Workers must
be able to adjust to the repetitive
nature of many laundry and
drycleaning jabs.

Advancement for most workers
in this industry is limited. Many
remain permanently in the same
job. Nevertheless, employers occa-
sionally send promising employees
to technical or managerial training
programs or seminars on topics of
general interest given by the Inter-
national Fabnccare Institute at its
facility in Joliet, Ill. Some men's suit
finishers become skilled enough to
do women's apparel finishing.
Markers and assemblers interested
in finishing work usually are given
an opportunity to move up to this
job. Finishers also may ,become
inspectors. Supervisors and
managers frequently are chosen
from experienced employees al-
ready in the industry. Some dry-
cleaners and spotters establish
their own drycleaning plants.

Employment Outlook

Employment in this industry is
expected fo decline through the
mid,f980's. Laborsaving machinery
and more efficient methods of
cleaning and finishing laundry will
enable the industry to do more
work with fewer employees.
Nevertheless, thousands of workers
will be hired to replace those who
retire, die, or transfer to other
fields.

Although the industry,'s total ern-
proyment,is, expected to decline,
employment trends will differ
among,, occupations. Employment
of spotters is expected to decline
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because new fibe and finishes
make fabrics less st le. The
number of finishers should de-
crease as machinery does more
of the finishing work On the other
hand, more people will be needed
in some maintenance occupations
to repair the increasing amount of
machinery and equipment used by
laundry and drycleaning firms.
More counter clerks will be
required due to growth in the
number of retail outlets operated by
these firms.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Wage levels in the laundry and
drycleaning industry are not high.

II.

,.

,
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In 1914, the hourly average wage
for nonsupervisory workers in this
industry. was S2.80 compared to
S4.22 .for.all nonsupervisory work-
ers in private -industry, except
farming. Earnings are higher for,
workers in the more highly skilled
occupations such as drycleaner,
spotter', and machine washer.

Modern laundry and drycleaning
plants are clean and well lighted.
Because of the heat, hot air, and
steam of the cleaning processes, the
plant may be hot during the
summer months. Howeker, large
modern laundries usually hve high
ceilingsoften three stories high
and numerous windows that may be
opened for ventilation. Many new,
small drycleaning plants are air-

,r

, .

conditioned, in the office' and
customer aims and well ventilated
in the machinery areas. In addition,
new machinery operates. with a
minimum of noise. Work in laun-
dries and drycleaning plants is less
hazardous than in most manufac-
turing plants,

Sources of Additional .

information ,

The local office of the State em-
ployment service may have addi,
tional information on training aid
employment opportunities in this
field.

I

.,

.
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Government 'service, one of the
Nation's largest fields of employ=
ment, provided- jobs for over 14.5
million civilian workers in 1974,
about 1 out of 6 employed persons
in the United States.'State or local
governments (county, city, town,
village, or other local government
division) employed nearly four-
fifths of these workers. Nearly all of

..the others worked for the Federal
Government M the continental
United States. k small number,
worked for the Federal Govern-

_

ment overseas.
covernmeni employees

represent a significant portion of
each State's workforce. They work

- in large cities, small towns,, and
even in remote and isolated places
'such as lighthouses and forest
ranger stations.

Continuing the trend begun in
the late 1940's, employment in
State and local government is ex-
pected to grow faster than the
average for all industries through
the mid-1980's. Federal employ-
ment, on the other hand, is ex-
pected to grow much more slowly

, than the average .for-all industries.
Many job opportunities also will
arise at all levels of government as
workers retire, die, or leave the
government service.

Government Activities and
Occupations

Two-fifths of all government
workers in 1973, or 5.9 millibn, pro-
vided educational services, mostly
at the State and local levels in ele-
mentary and secondary schools.
Besides teachers, others who
worked jri educational services in- /
eluded Administrative and clericasl

4
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workers, maintenance workers,
librarians, dietitians, nurses, and
counselors.

About 1.1 million civilian em-
ployees in 1973 worked for Federal
agencies which are concerned with
national defense and international
relations. Occupations in this group
include administrative and clerical
workers, physicians, nurses,
teachers, engineers, scientists,
technicians, and craft and other
manual workers. 'They work in of-
fices, research laboratories, navy
yards, .arsenals, and missile
launChing sites and in hOspitals and
schools run lipteitemilitary services.
. Another 1.4siillion workers pro-

vided *health Kervices and staffed
hospitals, primarily for State and
local gOvenunents. Many workers
also were employed in housing and
,community development, police
and fire protection, social security
and public welfare services,-trans-
portation and publfc utilities, finan- rePairers,

cial :administration, ,general 'ad-
ministrative functions, and judicial
and legislative activities. The
majority of these workers also were
State and local government em-
ployees. All of e 700,000 govern-
ment workers n postal services and
a majority of e 400,000 workers
in natural resource fields, such as
the National Park and Forest Serv-
ice, were employed by the Federal

..Government.
Although the many government

activities require a divetsified work
force having various feilels of edu-
cation, training, and skill, 2 out of 3
government employees are white-
collar workers. Among the Largest
white/collar occupational groups
are teachers, .administrators, postal
clerks, and ?ffice workers such as
stenographers, typists, and clerks:

Sortie important Service, ctaft,
and manual occupations are air-
craft and automotive mechanics,

police, firefighters,

729
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Total. ,

Wtute-col workers:.' ..

Prof
Managers' nrstrarbrs
Clerical...

Occupation,

.

Blue-collar workers

Craft and related ;Kirke
Trinsport equipment.
Other equipment operatives.

..Nalpfarm laborers .

Service workers.. ..
Farm wor rs..... ....... :

Oovernment
Fiivate

industry

log: oci

...
67 45

36 10
. .1 8 11

23 16......
7

14 39
4

6 15

3 4
1 15

I/ 4 5

19 10
47

........ .....

Excludfs Federal emplOyment overseas.
2 Less than 0.5 percent.

se of rounckng. sums of individual items may not equal totals.

Cabor Statistics

--

V

a

r-i .
1 ...

.. 74 LA

-

truckdnvers, skilled maintentnee
workers (for example, carpenters,
painters, plumbers, and electri;
cians) custodial workers, and
laborers. -.

Because of the special charak-ter
of many government activities, the
occupational diksibution of em-
ployment is very different from that
in private. industry, is shown in
table 1.. .

The following chapters discuss
opporttrnities for civilian employ-
ment in the major divisions' of
government and in Abe. various
branches of the Armed Forcel. A
separate chapter gives inforniation
on,post office occupations.

t
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)
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FEDERAL CIVILIAN' GOVERNMENT

1
Nature and Location of.

Enttgoyrwit
4) C5

The Federal Government is the
Nation's largest employer, it em-
ployed about 2,725,000 civilian

-workers in all parts of the United
States in 1974. In addition, it em-
ploytd abobt 60,000 U.S. citizens
abroad. Although the headctuarters
of most Government departinents
and agencieS are inethe Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area; only 1 out
of 9 (abodt 340,000) Federal em-
ployees worked in that area in
1974. Nearly 300,000 worked in
California, -and more than 100,000
each in New York, Pennsylvania,
Texas, and Illinois.

Federal employees work.in occu-
pations that represent nearly every
kind of job in private employment,

, as well as some others unique to the
Federal Government, such as postal,
clerk, regulatory inspector, foreign
service officer, and Internal
Revenue agent. Most Federal em-
ployees work fo'r the departments
and agencies that make up the ex-
ecutive branch of the government.
Some..are employed in the legisla-
tive and judicial branches.

The executive branch includes
the Executive Office of the Pre-
sident, the 11 cabinet departments,
and about 80 independent agencies,
commissions, and boards. This
branch is responsible for activities
such as administenng Federal laws.
handling international relations,
conserving natural resources, treat-
ing and rehabilitating disabled
veterans, delivenng the mail, con-
ducting scientific research, main
ta ing the flovl, of supplies to the
Armed Forces, and administenng.
Other programs to promote the

health and welfare 'of the people of
the United States..

The Department of.. Defense,
which includes the Departments of
the Army, Navy; and Air-Force, is
the largest agency. It employed
over 1 million civilian workers in
the United States in 1974. The de-
partments of Agriculture; Health,
Education, and Welfare; and Trea-
sury each employed more than
100,000 workers. The tvio largest
independent agencies were the U.S.
Postal Service, which employed al-
most 700,000 workers, and the
Veterans Atfministrtionwhich
employed over 200,0al.

About 38,000 people worked for
the legislative branch of govern-
ment, which includes the Congress,

= the Government Printing Office,
the General ACcounting Officeand
the Library Of Congress. Althost
10,000 people worked for the judi-
cial branch,' which, includes the
Supreme Court and the other U.S.
courts.

White-Collar Occupations. Because
of its Wide range of responsibilities,
the Federal Government employs
white-collar workers in a great
many occupational fields. Nearly 2
million white-collar workers, in-
cluding postal workers, worked for
the Federal Government in 1974.
About 150,000 of these work in en-
gineering and related fields. In-

Of the 215,000 workers - em-
ployed in accounting and budgetifig
Work, 34,000 are professional ac-
countants and Internal Revenue
agents. Among administrative and
managerial occupations in this field
are tax technician' and budget ad-
ministrator. There also are large
numbers of clerkt in specialized 'ac-
counting "work. Accounting work-
ers are employed throughout the
Government, pal-ticttlattrly in the De-
partment of Defense, the Treasqry
Department, and the General Ac-
counting Office.

More than 100,000 Federal em-
ployees work in Hospitals or in
medical, dental, and public health
activities. Professi nal occupations
in this held i clude physician,
nurse, dietitian, edic'al technolo-
gist, and physical therapist. Among
technician and aide joiseare medi-
a technician, medical laboratory
aide, and .nursing assistant. Em-
ployees in this field work primarily
in the Veterans Administration;
others are in the Defense Depart-
ment and the Department of
Health,Education, and Welfare.

Almoss 45,Q00 biological and
_agricultural science workers are
employed by -the Federal Govern-
ment. Many of these - work in
forestry and soil conservation ,,ac-
tivities. Others administer farrir-
assistance ograms. The largest
number were mployed as biology,
forest and ranke fire control , soil
conservation ,Sand forestry techni-
cians. Most of these workers are
employed by the Departments of ,
,Agriculture and Interior.

\In the physical sciences, the
Federal Government employs
professional workers such as
physicists, chemists, meteorolo-

cluded. in this total are abc gists, cartographers, and geologists.
85,000 engineers, representing:Fr- Aides and technicians in this field
tually eve* branch andspecialty, of include physical science technician,
the profession. There also are large meteorological technician, and car-

,numbers of technicians in areas tographer's technician. Four-fifths
such as engineering, electronics, of the 42,000 workers in the physi-.
surveying, and drafting. Nearly two-_cal sciences are employed by the
thirds of all engineers are in the De- Department of Defense, the Na-
partment of Defense. tional Aeronautics and Space Ad-

7 lv
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ministration; and theDepartments
of Agriculture, Commerce, and
Health, Education, and Welfare

Within the mathematics field' are
professional mathematicians and
statisticians, and mathematics
technicians and statistical clerks
There also are a number of adminis-
trative positions in the related field
of computer programming Mathe-
matics workers are employed
primarily by the Defense Depart-
ment, the National Aeronautics and
Space' Administration, and the De-
partments of Agriculture, Com-
merce. and Health, Education, and
Welfare Computer related occupa-
tions are found in most Federal
agencies

In the field of law there are nitre
than 11.000 employees -in peofes-
sional positions, such as attorney,
and others in administrative posi-
tions such as claims examiner.
There also are many clerical posi-
tions that involve claims examining
'work Workers in the legal field are
employed ,throughout the Federal
Government_

In the social science field there
are professional positions for
economists throughout the govern-
ment; psycho gists and social
worierswqnc-primarily for the
Veterans Administration; and
foreign affairs and international
relations specialists for the`Depart-
ment of Stite Among social

science administrative workers are
social insurance administrators in

..the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and -Welfare and intelligence
specialists for the Department of
Deferke.

The Federal Government em-
ploys about 45,000 persons in in-
vestigative and inspection work.
Large numbers of these workers are
engaged in administrative activities,
such as criminal investigation and
health -and regulatory inspection..
MoAt of thesgajobs are in the De;
pain sits Of-, Defense, Treasury,

4,k -
Justice, and Agriculture. .

About 64,090 persons worked in
jobs concerned with the purchase,
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cataloging, storage, and distribution
of supplies for the Federal Govern:.
ment. 'This field includes many
managerial and administrative

n such as supply management
officer, purchasing officer, and in-
ventory Management specialist, as
well as large numbers of specialized
clerical positions. Most of these
jobs are in the Department of
Defense. .

Nearly 460,000 general clerical
workers are employed in all depart-
ments and agencies of the Federal
Government. Included in this group
are office machine operators,
secretaries, stenographers, clerk-
typists, mail and file clerks
telephone operators, and other re-
lated workers. In addition, there are
several hundred thousand postal
clerks employed by the Federal
Government.

Entrance requirements for white-
collar jobs vary widely, Entrants
into professional occupations must
have highly specialized knowledge
in a specified field. Occupations
typical of this group are attorney,
physicist, and engineer.

Entrants into administrative and.
managerial occupations usually are
not required to have knowledge of a
specialized field, but rather must in-
dicate that they have potential for
future development by having a
degree from a 4-year college or by
responsible job experience. En-
trants usually ,,begin at a trainee
leVel and learn the duties of the job
after they are hired. Typical jobs in
this group are budget analyst,
claims examiner, purchasing of-
ficer, administrative assistant, and
Personnel officr.

Technician, clerical, and aide-
assistant jobs have entry level posi-
tions that usually are filled by peo-
ple who have a high school educa-
tion or the For many of
theie positions, 416 previous ex-
perience or training is required.
-The entry level ,position is usually
that of trainee. Persons who have
junior college or technical school
training, or those vitro have special-,

ized skills, may enter these occupa-
tions at higher levels. Jobs typical of
this group are engineenni techni-
cian, supply clerk, clerk-typist, and
nursing assistant.

Blue-Coilar Occupations. Blue -col-
larlar jobsservice, craft; and manuak
laborprovided employment for
more than 544,000 workers in
1974. Most of these workers are In
establishments such as naval
shipyards, arsenals, air or army
depots. Blue-collar workers also
work on construction, harbor,
flood-control, irrigation, or recla-
mation projects. The Department

,ttipf Defense employs about three-
fourths of these workers. Others
work for the Veterans Administra-
tion, U.S. Postal Service, General
Services Administration, Depart-
ment of the Interior, Tennessee
Valley Authority, and Department
of Agriculture.

The largest single group of blue-
collar workers consists of mobile
equipment operators anc
mechanics. These jobs include
those of forklift operator, chauf-
feur, truckdriver, and automobile
mechanic. The next largest group of
workers are general laborers, who
perform a wide variety of manual
inbs-

The Federal Government em-
ploys many workers in machinery
operation and repair occupations,
such as boiler and steam plant r
operator, 44nachinist,- machinery
repairer, maintenance electrician,
electronics equipment repairer, and
aircraft mechanic. .

Skilled construction workers also
are utilized widely throughout the
Federal Government in such jobs of
carpenter, painter, ptumber, steam-
fitter and pipefitter, and sheetmetal
worker. Other important blue-col-
lar occupations include warehouse
worker, food service worker, and
Printer.

- Entrance requirements. Persons .
with preAous training in a skilled
trade may apply for a position with
the Federal Government at the

7 1 11
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journeyman level Those, with no
previous trairiing may apply for ap-
pointment to one of several ap-
prenticeship programs Applicants
are given a written examination and
are rated on their potential to learn
a skilled trade The apprenticeship
program generally lasts for 4 years
with the trainee receiving both
classroom and on-the jdb training
After 'completing this training, a
person is eligible for a position at
the journeyman levef. There also
are a number of positions which
requite little or no prior training or
experience. These include custodi-
ans, maintenance workers. messen-
gers, and plan) others. (Detailed
descriptions of the work duties,
qualifications, and training of most
white - collar, service, craft, and
manual labor jobs mentioned above
are provided in other sections of the
Handbook.) '

)The Merit System

9 out of 10 jobs in the
-

overnment in the United
States are under the merit system'

(ye Cjyjl Service Act, administered
y the U S Civil Service Commis-

sion, ,,,covers 61 percent of all
JIVerafjobs This act was passed by
Congress to insure that Federal

employees are hired on the basis of
individual merit and fitness It pro-
v ides for competitive examinations
and the selection of new employees

. from among those who make the
highest scores. The commission,
through its network of 65 Civil
Service Commission Area Offices,
examines and rates applicants and
supplies Federal departments and
agencies with names of perscins
eligible for the jobs to be filled.

Some Federal jobs are exempt
from Civil Service requirements,
either by law or by action of the
Civil Service Commission. How-
ever, most of these positions are
covered by separate merit systems
of other agencies such as the
Foreign Service of the Department
of State, the Department of

Medicine and Surgery of the
Veterans Adiumstration, they
Federal Bureau of Investigadir, the
Energy lt:search and Development
Administration, the Nuclear Rego-
-115!ory Commission, and the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority.

Civil service cdmpetitive ex-
-aminations may be taken by any
U.S. citizen. To be eligible for ap-
pointment, an applicant must meet
minimum age, training, and ex-
perience requirements for the par-
ticular job A physical handicap will
not in itself bar a person from a
position if it does not interfere with
his or her performance of the
required duties fizatrunations vary
according to the types of positions
foc which they are held. Some ex-
aminations test the applicant's abili-
ty to do the jab applied for or his or
her ability to learn how to do it. Ap-
plicants for jobs that do not require
a written test are rated on the basis
of the experience and training

'deschbed in their applications and
any supporting evidence required.

Applicants are notified as to
whether they have achieved eligible
or ineligible ratings, and the names
of eligible applicants are entered on
a list in the order of their test
scores. When a Federal agency
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requests,names of eligible appli-
cants for a job v#cancy, the area of- .

fice sends the agency the names at
the top of the appropriate list, the
agency can select any one of the top
three. Names of those not selected
are restored to the list for con-
sideration for other job openings.

Appointments to civil service
jobs are made without regard to an
applicant's race, color,zeligion, na-
tional origin, politics, or sex.

Employment Trends and
Outlook

Federal employment is expected
to grow more slowly than the
average for all industries through
the mid- 1980's, continuing a trend
begun in the late 1960's. Although
'total Federal Government emp o
ment is expected to rise somewhat.
sdme Federal agencies will reduce
their staffs as some administrative
responsibilities will continue to be

___Lransferred to Staff and local
governments. In addition, the De-
partment of Defense is expected, to
reduce the number of its civilian
employees. --

In addition to some new
there will be openings due the
need to replace employees who

4
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transfer eut of the Federal serviee,
retire, orNie. Thus, many job op-
portunities will occur in occupa-
tions where total employment is
relatively stable, as well as in those
in winch it isrising. .

The proportion of Federal work-
ers employed in . prof on .-

- technical,- and administrative bs
has gradually increased in nt
years'. On the other hand, the, pro-
Rprtion employed in clerical_ and
blue-collar jobs has fallen. These
trends are expected to continue.
reflecting the increasing demand
for services of a growing population
and the requirements.. of the'
country's internatiOnal programs.
These demands are expected to
result in rising' requirements for
professional, administrative, and
technical workers. Employment in
many clerical and blue-collar occu-
pations, however, will be limited by
the Federal Government's increas.
ing use of labor saving electronic
data processing and materials han-
dling equipment and the introduc-
tion of improved data transmission
and communications systems.

4

Earnings, Advancamant, and
Working Conditions

Nearly all Federal civilian em-
ployees are paid according to °lie
of three major pay systems; the
General Psy Schedule, the wage
system, and the Postal Field
System. (The Postal Field System is
discussed with Post Office Occupa-
tions elsewheie in the Handboa ) .

Nearly half of all Federal Work-
ers are paid under the General
Schedule The General Schedule is

pay scale for workers in profes-
sional, administrative, techniCal,
and clerical jobs, and for wotkers
Such as guards and messengers.
General Schedule jobs afe classified
by The U.S. Civil Service Commis-
sion in one of 18 grades, according
to the difficulty of duties and
responsibilities, and the knowledge,
experience, and skills required of
The wqrker General Schedule (GS)

P
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Table 1. Distribution of fuli-tiew Federal employees under the General Schedule
by grads level, March 31, 1174, and salary scale, effective Ociolmor 13, 1174-

metal Schedule
(GS)Grade

Employees

Number

3
4

5.
6.
7

8

9

10

II
12

13

14

15

16.

22313

4317
36.240

109.584
167377
176.960
81%401

121.387
262

129
21.837

141.718
128.602
101.496
46.744
23-801
3.428
1.003

366

Saisrie

Percent Entrance Periodic
tflataSt Maximum

100.0

0.3 55.294 5176 56878
2.7 5.996 200 7.796
8.3 6,764 225 8.789

12.7 7.596 253 9.873
13.4 8.500 283 11.047
6.2 9.473 316 12317
9.2 - 10.520 351 13.679!
2.0 11.640 388 15.132
9.8. 12.841 '428 16.693
1.7 14.117 k 471 18356

10.7 15.481 516 20.125
9.7 18.463 615 23.998
7.7 21.816 727 28359,
3.5 25-581 853 33258
1.8 29.818 994 238.764
.3 34.607 1.154 :43.839
".1 140.062 1335 454'32

# (') :46336

' Less than 0.05 percent.
Basic pay limited by section 5308 of title 5 of the United States Code to 536.000 as of

the above date.

SOURCE. US. Civil Service Commission, preliminary data.

pay rates are set by Congress and
apply "nationwide. They are
reviewed annually to insure that
they remain comparable with sala-
ries in private industry.

The distribution of Federal
white-collar employees by General
Schedule grade, the entrance and
maximum salaries for each grade,
and the amount of each grade's
periodic increases are listed. in table
1. Appointments usually are made
at the minimum rate of the salary
range far the appropriate grade.
However, appointments in hard-to-
fill positions may be at ,a higher
rate.

Employees, in all grades except
the highest, GS-18, receive within-
grade pay increases after they have
worked the required time period, if
their work is at an accelitabte level
of competence. Within-grade in-
creases may be given also in recog-
nidon of high-quality service.

High school graduates who have
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no relaied Work ex rience usually
start in GS-2 jobs, but some who

-have special skills begin at grade
GS-3. Graduates of 2-year junior
colleges and technical schools often
can begin at the.GS-4 level. Most
people appointed to firofessional
and administrative jobs such as
psychologift, statistician,
economist, writer and editor,
budget a,nalyst, accountant, and

, physicist, can enter at grades GS-5
or GS-7, depending en Their
academic record. Those who have a
master's degree, or the equivalent
education or experience, usually
enter at the GS-9 or GS-Iplevel.
Advancement to higher grades
generally depends upon abitity,
work perform/ice, and openings in
jobs with higher grades.

About one-quarter of the Fedel
civilian workers are paid according
to the coordinated Federal Wage
System. ender this system, craft,
servict, and manual workers are
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Table 2. Coordinated Falderal Wag. System hourly rants' for occupations.,
and location, January 1, MS

Location

3

Labor
(bury)

TooL fie.
and gaup

maker

Atlanta
.i . .

Boston ...... . . . . ... .

Chicago ......... ... .. ... ...

Norfolk- Portsmouth.- Newport News- Hampton
Houston. Galveston-Texas City... .... . . ..
Los Angeles... . .

New Orleans
New York
Pensacola. . . .

Philadelphia. ,-...
Seattle - Everett --Tacoma s.., . .

San Francisco . . .
St. Louis . -
Washington. D C _ .

53.96
4.4

3.80
4.09
4.73
3.68
4.56
3.98
4.99
5.18

5 15
4.38
4.39

4.

56.21
5.98
6.f5
5.83
5.37
5.87
6.50
5.44
6.03
6.21
6.05
6

.

6.X

57.17
6.55
7.43
6.40
6.04
6.64
7.25
.6.19
6.67
7.17
6.51
7.06
7.75
6.49
7.03

Rates are for nonsupersisor) workers fof he 3rd step of a 5 step pay range.
SOURCE; Bureau of Labor Statistics .

-
paid hourly rates which are
established on the basis Rf
"prevailing" rates paid by private-
employers for similar work in the
same locations. As a result, the
Federal Government wage rate paid
for an occupation varies by locality,
as illustrated in table 2.

Federal Government employees
mark a standard 40-hour week. Em-
pldyees who are required to work
overtime receive premium rates for
the additional time or compensato-
ry time off at a later date. Most em-.
ployees work 8 hours a day and 5
days a week, Monday through

me cases, the.na-
ture of the work tires a different
workweek. Ann earnings fdr
most full-time Feder workers are
not affected by seaso factors.

Federal employees e 13 days
of annual (vacation leave each
year during th irst 3 years of
service: ys each year until the
end of 15 years; after 15 -years, 26
days each year Nine paid holitrays
are observed annually. Workers
who are members of military
reserve organizations also are
granted up to 15 days of paid milita-
ry leave a rear for training pur-
poses A Federal worker who is laid,
off is entitled to unemployment

compensation similar to that pro-
vided for employees in privIte in-
dustry.

Other benefits available to most
Federal employees include: a' con-
trib4triry retirement systent op-
tional participation in low-cost
group life and health insuranr4 pro-
grams which are partly supported
by the Government, and training
prograrris to develop maximum job
proficiency and helpq workers
achieve their highest potential.

'These tea mg programs may be or less. The work is steady, and theconduatenh Government facilities pay can .range beyond $12,000 aor in private educational facilities at year Some of the jobk, such as mailGovernment expense. carrier, offer a good deal of per-
sonal freedom. Other- jobs, how-
ever,. are more closely supervised

wand More routine.

Ofittura and Location Um
Industry

Most people are familiar with the
duties of the mail carrier and the
,post office window clerk. Yet few
are aware of the many different
tasks, required in processing mail
and of the variety of occupations in
the Nista] Service.

At all hours of the day and night,
a steady stream of lepers, packiges,
magazines, and papers moves
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by the U.S. Civil Service Commis-
sion are, located in various large ci-

"ties throughout the country. These
offices announce and conduct ex-
Aminations required for various
Federal Government jobs. They
evaluate- qualifications and refer
eligible applicants to employing
agencies for their geographic areas.
They also provide a complete one-
stop informati n service on local
and nationwid job opportunities in

rnment service.
The area offices also operate a toll-
free telephone information service
in nearly all Stateslbr those unable
to visit them. Their telephone num-
bers are listed in most telephone
books under "U.S. Government."

For information about jobs in a
specific agency., contact the agency
directly.

OCCUPATIONS IN THE
POSTAL SERVICE

The U.S. Postal Seivice handfed
abqut 60 billion pieces of mail in --
1974, includiof letters,. magazines,
and parcels. About 700,000 work-
ers were required to process and
de'iver this mait The vast majority
of Postal Service-lobs are ,open to
workefs"-cith 4 years of high school

Sources of Additional
,Information

Information on employment op-
portunities ,hif..fhe-Federal Govern-
ment is available frorh a number of
sources. High school students are
often able to get information from
their high school guidance coun-
selors. A college placelnent office is
often a good source of such infor-
mation for college students. Infor-
mation also may be available from
State employment service offices
and many U.S. post offices.

Sixty-five area offices operated

4
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'through tlktypical large post of-
fice . Mail carriers have collected
some of this mail fr6m neighbor.
hood mailboxes; some has been
trucked irr from surrounding towns
or from the airport When a truck
arrives at the post office, mail han-
dlers unload the mail Postal clerks
then sort it according to deitina

- lion After being rted, outgoing
mail is loaded i to 'tracks for
delivery to The airport or nearby

--towns Local mail is left for carriers
to deliver the next morning

To keep buildings and equipment
clean, and in good working order
the Postal Service employs a variety
of service and maintenance work-
ers Included are janitors.,laborers..
truck mechanics, electricians.
carpenters. 'Bind painter's. Some
workers specialize in repairing
rnac ines that process mail.

Postal inspectors audit post of-
fices operations to see that they are
run efficiently. that funds are spent
properly and that postal laws and
regulations are observed They also
prevent and "detect crimes.such as
theft, forgery, and fraud, involving
use of the rfiail:

.
Postmasters and supervisors are

responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the post office, for hir,
ing and promoting employees, and
for setting up work schedules

The Postal Service also contracts
with private businesses to transport
mail In 1974, there were about
12,500 of these "Star" route con-

' tracts Most " Star" route carriers
use trucks to haul mail, but in some
remote areas horses or boats are
used instead.

Almost 85 pe.Int of all postal
workers are in jobs directly related
to processing and delivering mail.

, (See table-40 This group'includes
postal clerks,`"rnail carriers, mail
handlers, and truckdrivers.
(Detailed information on Mail Car-

", riers and Postal Clerks is given else-
where in the flandbook ) POst
masters and supervisors make up
nearly 10 percent of total employ-
ment, and maintenance workers

6
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about 4 percent The remainder i
cludes such workers as postal in-
spectors, guards, personnel work-
ers. and secretaries.

The Postal Service o
than 41,000,installa

'fates more,
ns. Most are

post offices, but some serve spescial
purposes, such as handling payroll

.records or supplying equipment.
Although every community

receives mail service, employment
is concentrated in large
metropolitan areas. Post offices in
cities such as New York, Chicago.,
and Los Angeles employ a great

.,,number of workers because they
not only pioce huge amounts of
mail for their o populations but
also serve mar 'processing points
for the smaller ommunities that
surround them.

Training,.:Other Qualifications,
and Advancement

An applicant for a Postal Service
job must _pass an examination and
meet minimum- age requirements.
Generally, the minimum age 18,
but a high school graduate may
begin work at 16 if 'the job is not
hazardous and does not require use
of a motor vehicle. Many Postal
Service jobs to not require formal
education oI special training. Ap-
plicants for these jobs are hired on
the basis of their examination
scores.

Applicants should apply at the
post office where they wish to work
and take the entrance examination
for the job they want. Eiaminations
for most fobs include a written test.
A physical examination is required,.
as well. Applicants for jobs that
require strength and stamina are
sometimes given a special test. For
example, mail handlers muse be
able to lift mail sacks weighing up
to 70 pounds. The names .of appli-
,cants who pass the examinations'
lire placed on a. list in the order of
their scores. Separate eligibility lists
are maintained for each post office.
Five extra points are added to the
score of an honorably discharged
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veteran, and 10 extra points toithe
score of a veteral wounded in com- --

disabled. Disabled veterans
who have a compensable, service-
connected disability of 10 percent
or more are placed at the top of the
eligibility list. When a job opens,
the appointing officer chooses one
of the top three applicants. Others-
are left on the list so that they can
be considered for future openings.

New employees are trained either
on the job by supervisors and other
experienced employees or in local
training centers. Training ranges
from a few days to several months,
depending on the job. For example;
mail tiAndlers and mechanics' help-
ers can learn their jobs41 a rela-
tively short time. Postal inspectors,
on the other hand, need months of
training.

Postal workers are classified as
casual, part-time flexible, part-,time
regular; or full-time. Casual work-
ers are hired to help handle the
large amounts of Mail during the
Christmas season and for other
short-term assignments. Part -time
flexible employees do not have a
regular work schedule but replace
absent workers or help with extra
work load.; as the need arises. Part-
time regulars have a set work
schedulefor example, 4 hours a
day. Carriers, clerks, and mail han-
dlers may start as part-time flexible
workers and move into full-time
jobs according to their seniority as
vacancies occur.

Advancement opportunities are 4%.
available foremost postal workers
because there is a management
commitment to provide career .

development Also, employees can
get preferred assignments, such as
the day shift or a more desirable
delivery route, as their seniority in-
creases. When an opening occurs,
employees may submit written
requests, called "bids," for assign-
ment to the vacancy. The bidder
who meets the qualifications and ,

has the most seniority gets the job.
Ins addition, Rostal workers can

advance to better payinA positions
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by learning new skills. fling pro-
grams are available for low-skilled
workers who wish to become
technicians or mechanics.

Applicants for supervisory jobs
must pass an examination. Addi-
tional requirements for promotion
may include training or education,
a satisfactory work record, and ap-
propriate personal characteristics
such as leadership ability. If the
leading candidates are equally
qualified, 'length of service also is
considered.

Although opportunities for
promotion to supervisory, positions
in smaller post offices are limited,
workers mPy apply for vacancies in
a larger post office and thus in-
crease their chances

Employment Outlook

Employment in the Postal Serv-
ice is expected to grow more'
slowly than the average for all in-
dustries through the mid-1980's.
Mechanization of mail processing
and more efficjent delivery should
allow the Postal Service to handle
increasing aniounts of mail without
corresponding increases in employ-
ment. Nevertheless, thousands of
job openings will result as workers
retire, die, or transfer to other
fields.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Postal Service employees are
paid under several separate pay
scpedules depending upon the du-
tiesi-of the job and the knowledge,
experience, or skill required. For
example, there are separate
schedules for production workers,

Table 1. Employment and sated,* In the Postal Sondes

Grade level
Salary schedules'

Employment'
MaximumEntrance

Total

2
3

4
5

6
7
8. .

449.679
555

2.946
8157

39.920
352.613
42.880
2J 32

376

58.692
9.111
9.564

10.054
10.586
11.157
11.776
12.445

510;595
11:168
11.786
12.452
13.171
13.962
14201
15.425

' On June ?A) 19'4. includes nonsupervIsory employees in pos offices who are paid
annual salaries Does not include rural carriers or part time and casual employees.

2 In effect in mid-1974: does not include rural carriers.

such as clerks and mail handlers,
for rural carriers; for postal
managers; and for postal execu-
tives. In all pay schedules, except

. that of executives, employees
re periodic "step" increases
up to specified maximum if their
job ormance is satisfactory. A
di ribution of employees in levels 1
through 8, with entrance and max-
imum salaries, is shown in table 1:

Most mail handlers are at leve104
and most postal clerks and mail car-
riers are at level 5.

Full-time employees work an 8-
hour day 5 Opys a week. Both full:
time and part-time employees who
work more than 8 hours-1'day or 40
hours a week receive overtime. pay'
of one and one-half times their
hourly rates.

In 1974, postal employees earned
13 days of annual leave "(vacation)
during each of their first 3 years of
service, including prior Federal
civilian and military service, 20
days each year for 3 to 15 years of
service, and 26 days after 15 years.
In addition, they earned 13 days of
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paid, sick leave a year regardless o
length of service.

Other benefits include retirement
add survivorship annuities, free
group life insurance, and optipnal
participation in ;health insurance
programs supported in part by the
Postal Service.

Most post office buildings ire
clean and well lighted, but some of
the older ones are not. The Postal
Service is in the processapf replac-
ing and remodeling its outmoded
buildings, and conditions' are ex-
pected toiiiipicive.

Most postal workers are niem-
bers of unions and are covered by a
national agreement between the
Postal Service and the unions.

Sotircs of Additional
Information

Local post offices and State em-
ployment service offices can supply
details about entrance examina-
tions and employment opportuni-
ties in the Postal Service.

O



STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

State and local governments pro-
vide a very large and ixpanding
source of job opportunities in a
wide variety of occupational fields
In 1974, over 11 8 Million people
worked for State and local govern-
ment agencies; nearly three-fourths
bf these worked in units of local
government, such as counties$ mu-
nicipalities, towns, and school dis-
tried.

Sate and local governments pro-
vide a very large and expanding
source of job opportunities -in a
wide variety of occupational fields.
In 1974, over 11 8 million people
worked for State and local govern-
ment ageAcies; nearly three-fourths
of these worked in units of local
government, such as counties, mu-
nicipalities, towns, and school dis-
tricts.

Educational services account for
the majority of jobs in Stat& and
local government. About 5.9 mil-
lion employees worked in public
schools, colleges, or other educa-
tional services.

In addition to the nearly 3 million
classroom and college teachers,
school systems, colleges, and
universities also employed adminis-
trative personnel, librarians,

' guidance counselors, nuLses, dieti-
tians, clerks, and maintenance
workers. Three-fourths of these
worked elementary and secondary
schools, which are administered lar-
gely by local governments. State
employment in education is con-
centrated chiefly at the college,
/university, and technical school
levels.

The next two largest fields of
}State and local government ern-

/ ployment were health services and
highway work The almost' I 4 mil
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lion workers employed in health
and hospital work included physi-
cians, nurses, medical, laboratory
technicians, and hospital atten-
dants. More than 600,000 people
worked in highway activities such
as construction ancLmaintenance.
Highway workers include civil en-
gineers, surveyors, operators of
construction machinEry and equip-
ment,- truckdrivers, concrete
finishers, carpenters, and construc-
tion laborers.

General governmental control
and financial activities accounted
for about 840,Q00 workers. These
included chief executives and 'their
staffs, legislative repre,sentatives,
and persons employed in the ad-
ministration of justice, tax enforce-
ment and other financial work, and
general administration. These func-
tions require the services of in-
dividuals such as lawyers, judges,
and other court . officials, cityv
managers, property assessors,

'budget analysts, stenography-% and
clerks.

Police and fire protection is
another large field of employment.
Over 600,000 persons were, en-
gaged in police work, including ad-
ministrative, 'clerical, and custodial
personnel, as well as uniformed and
plainclothes police. Local govern-
ments employed all of the 300,000
firefighters, manyof whom work
only part time.

Other State and locale govern-
ment employees work in a wide
variety of activities, local utilities
(such as water 9r electricity), trans-
portation, natural resources, public
welfare, - parks and recreation,
sanitation, correction, local libra-
ries, sewage disposal, and housing
and urban renewal. These activities

require workers in diverse occupa-
tions stich as economist, electrical
engineer,' eleCtrician, pipefitter,
clerk, forester, and busdriver.

Clerical, administrative, main-
tenance, and custodial work make
up a large portion of employment in
most government agencies., Among
the workers involved in these activi-
ties are clerk-typists, stenographers,
secretaries, office managers, fiscal
and budget administrators, book:,
keepers, accountants, carpenters,*
painters, plumbers, guards, and
janitors. (Detailed discussiOns of
most occupations, in State and local
governments are given elsewhere in
the Handbook, in the sections
covering the individual occupa-
tions.)

Employment Trards and
Outlook

The long -range trend in State and
local government employment has
been steadily upward. (See accom-
panying chart.) Much of this
growth results from the need to pro-
vide additional services as popula-
tion increases and as people -move
from rural to urban areas- City
development has required addi-
tional street and highway facilities;
police and fire protection; and
public health, sanitation, welfare,
and - other services. Population
growth and increasing personal in-
come have generated demand for
additional and improved education,
housing, health facilities, and other
services. Except for elementary and
secondary school teachers, -State
and local government employment
is expected to grow faster than the
average for all industries through
the mid-,1980's.

large State kid local w rk
force dso will be needed to Novi e
improved public ,transportati n
systems, more urban planning anil
renewal programs, increased police
protection, better measures\ to
guard against air and water pollu-
tion, and expanded natural
resource development programs.-In
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addition, large numbers of workers
will be needed to replace end-'

A ployees who transfer to other fields
of work, retire, or die.

Federal-State programs.in educa-
tion, vocational training, medicine,
and other fields will increase the
needs of local and State govern-
ments for professional, administra-
tive, and technical personnel ,These
will include engineers, scientists,
social workers, counselors,
teachers, physicians and librarians.

Most positions in State and local
governments are filled by residents
of the State or locality' Often, hoiv-

e'v'er. it is necessary to recruit from
outside if shortages of particular
skills exist.

Earnings and Working
Conditions

Earnings of State and local
govern/pent employees vary widely,
depending upon occupation and lo-,
cality.. Salaries from State to State
tend to, reflect differences in the
general wage level in various locali-
ties.

The Handbo k statem t f
dividual occupations often gives sa- tion.

lary information for State and local

0 en or in-

gosernment empiosrnertl. Salary tn-
formation al su Lan be obtained
from the appropriate State and
local gesernment agencies

A moonts of State and local
government positions are filled
through some type of formal civil
scn.ice test. that Ls, personnel are
hired and promoted on the bans of
ment In some areas groups of em-
ployees, such as teachers and po-
lice, have separate civil service
coverage for their specific groups..

Most State apd local government
employees are covered retire-
ment systems or by the Feferal So-
cial Secunty program They tisually
work a standaid week of 40 hours
ur less with °set-time pas or com-
pensatory time benefits for It di-
tional hours of work.

Sources of Additional
information

Persons interested in working fot
State or local govenment agencies
should contact the appropriate
State, county, or city agencies. Of-
fices of local school boards, city
clerks, school and college, coun-
selors or placement personnel, and
local offices of State employment
services have additiona-1 infonna-

7 v
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THE ARMED FORCES

The Armed Forces offer young
men and women career opportuni-
ties in a range of occupations al-
most as wide as that found in
civilian life. Jobs include clerical
and administrative work, skilled
construction trades, electrical and
electronic occupations, auto repair,
and hundreds of other specialties
requiring varied amounts of educa-
tion and training Each) year the
Armed Forces give hundreds of
thousands of men and women basic
and advanced training which can be
useful in both military and civilian
Careen.

Since the Selective Service draft
authority was allowed to lapse in
1973, the various branches of the
Armed ForcesArmy, Air Force,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guardare being staffed entirely

--through voluntary enlistments. The
' military services must compete with
civilian employers and offer occu-
pational benefits and training pro-
grams which make military service
an attractive career alternative.
These benefits are explained in
more detail later in this statement

A young person may enlist in any
one of a variety of programs that in
volve different combinations of ad-

*. live and .reserve 'duty. Active duty
.ranges from 2 to 6 years, with 3-
and- 4:year enlistments the post
common In general, enlistments
for over 4 years are for Joh-special;
ties which require a considerable
amount of wadvanced technical
training.

---.1%.At the ehd of 1974, over 2.2 mil-
lion nielyand women were on active
duty in the Armed Forces. abate
780,000 in the Army, 645,000 in
the Air Force; 545,000 in the Navy.
190,000 in the Marine Corps; and
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36,000 in the Coast Guard. Of these
about 50,000 were women. In addi-
tion to those on active duty, over
175,000 persons were in active
reserve units.

Military personnel are stationed
throughout the United States and in
many countries around the world.
In the United States, the largest
numbers are in California, followed
by Texas, North Carolina, Florida,
Giorgia and the Washington, D.C.
metropolitan area. Over 500,000
are outside the United States. The
majority of theseover 300,000
are stationed in Europe
(particularly Germany), large num-
bers also are in the Western Pacific.
In addition, over 200,000 Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
personnel are assigned to ships, in-
stallations, and ports in the United
States and its outlying areas, and
around the world.

Job Training and Education for
Enlisted Personnel

The Armed Forces train person-
nel in hundreds of different types of
jobs. Job training available to en-
listees depends on the length of
their service commitment, their,
general and technical aptitude, the
needs of the service, and personal
preferences. Following a basic
training period of between- 6 and II
weeks, depending on service
branch, a majority of recruits go
directly to formal classroom train-
ing in a specialty while the
remainder receive on-the-job train-
ing at their first duty assignment.
For those not assigned directly to
schools, there is opportunity for
formal classroom training following
on-the-job training.

Following initial or advanced
training, an individual is sent to his
or her service assignment. The type
and location of duty depend on serv-
ice -vacancies, personal qualifica-
tions, and personal preferences.

Persons planning to apply the
skills gained through military train-
ing to a civilian career should ob-
tain certain information before
choosing a military occupation.
First, they should determine how
good the prospects are for civilian
employment in. jobs related to a
particular military specialty.
Second, they should know what the
prerequisites are for the related
civilian job. Many occupations
require licensing, certification, or a
minimum level of education. Those
interested should find out whether
military training is sufficient to
enter the field or, if not, what addi-
tional training will be required.

Much irifdrinadA on the em-
ployment outlook foA civilian jobs
for which military training helps
prepare an individual is given in
other Handbook statements. Addi-
tional information often can be ob-
tained from schools, unions, trade
associations and other orginiza-
lions in the field ofinterest, or.from
a school counselor. By looking into/
this kind of information befo-
choosing a specific military pa-
tion, young people enteri g the
Armed Forces will help insure that
the type of training they obtain will
fit their career plans.

A list of maidr job categories for
enlisted personntl is presented
below.

Administrative Specialists and Clerks
Personnel
Administration
Clerical personnel
Accounting, finance, and

disbursing
Supply and logistics
Religious, morale, and welfare
Information and education
Communications center okra-

"lions
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Electrical and Mechanical Equip-
ment Repairers

Aircraft
Automotive
Wire communications
Missiles, mechanical and electri-

cal
Armament and munitions .

Shipboard propulsion
Powere,generatiiig equipment
Precision equipment
Aircraft launch equipment
Other mechanical and electrical

equipment

Crafts
Metalworking"
Constructiorr
Utilities
Construction equipment opera-

tiorr
Lithography
Industrial gas and fuel production
Fabric, leather and rubber
Firefighting acrd damage control
Other crafts

Service and Supply Handlers
Food service
Motor transport
Material receipt, storage,

issue
Military Police
Personal service
Auxiliary labor
Forward area equipment support

and

Infantry, Gun Crews, and Seantan-
ship Specialists

Infantry
Armor and amphibious

- Combat engineering
Artillery/gunnery, rgckets, and

missiles
Combat aircrew
Seamanship

. L

Electronic Equipment Repairers
Radio/radar
Fire control systems
Missile guidance and control
Sonar equipment
Nuclear weapons equipment

re
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ADP computers
Teletype and cryptographic

equipment
Other electronic equipment

Communications and Intelligence
Specialiits

Radio and radio tode
Sonar -

Radar and air traffic control
Signal intelligence/electronic

warfare
Military intelligence
Combat operations control.

Medical and Dental Specialists
Medical care
Technical medical services
.Related medical services
Dental Care tdr

Othei Technical and Allied Spe-
cialists

Photography
Drafting, surveying, and Mapping
Weather
Ordnittice disposal and diving
Scientific and engineering aides
Musicians
A brief description o each

category as it relates to'civilin jobs
follows:

Administrative specialist and dirk-
jobs are found inmost private busi-
nesses and government agencies
and require the same basic skills as
those learned 'in the military serv-
ices.

Electrical sand mechanical equip-
ment repairers generally are in-
structed in the' basic theories and
advanced troubleshooting
techniques involved in the opera-
tion and ,repair of equipment. This
instruction and training make
transfer to a similar. civilian job
fairly easy in many career fields. In
others, some additional civilian
training may be deeded.

In general, the various ,skilled
crafts or "trades require Some kind of
apprenticeship prOgram. In some
cases'credit is given towards the ap-
prenticeship requirement for skills
acquired thrgugb military training
ancl experience.
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Many of the service and supply oc-
cupations are identical to those in
civilian life Such military' ex-
perience is helpful in obtaining
similar civilian employment

On the other hand, many of the
jobs in the infantry gun crews and
seamanship specialist group are
unique to the Armed Forces, having
few or no parallels in civilian jobs.
However, this work experience may
E helpful in developing leadershiP
and supervisor) skills which pro-
vide a good base for future civilian
employment

Those working as electronic
equipment repairers generally main-
tain and repair specialized military
equzmenL IJowever, most of the
training and experience gained can
be directly related to civ iliauku-
pations such as electronics techni-
cian, aircraft instrument mechanic,
or radar and radio repairer. The
service-trained specialist in this
area may need additional training
on specialized equipment before
gaining journeyman status in
civilian employment. Credit is
sometimes given in an apprentice
ship program for_s1;ills acquired tilt
the service Also, in certain occupa-
tions, such as electrician, for exam-
ple. applicants may be required to
show an adequate level of
knowledge bk passing an examina-
tion before a license to practice is
Issued

Some of the communications and
intelligence specialist occupations
have 'counterparts, such as
sonar, radar, and radio operators
In general, however, these have a
limited civilian demand Other jobs,'
such as military intelligence or
combat operations control have
very few or no parallel civilian oc-
cupations.

In recent years, changes in milita-
ry training and civilian require-
ments in the medical and dental
fields have greatly increased
civilian employment opportunities
for service-trained personrtef An
examination is required in most
field4 to show proficiency Some of
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the-civilian occupations in which
service-trained men and women
can become certified include.
physician's assistant, laboratory
technician; emergency> -" medical
care technician; medical technolo-
gist; dental assistant; nurse (most
States allow service trained person-
nel to take the Licensed Practical
Nurse Examination, a few, theg-
istered Nurse ExamirtatiyriC and
physical therapists.

Other technical .44 allied spe-
cialists include a wide range of jobs,.
many having direct civilian parallels
such as photographer, meteorolo-
gist, musician, and others providing
skills with limited- demand in the
civilian sector,pch as ordnance
disposal and diving.

Traditionally, women in the
armed services have been limited to
jobs in the administrative, clerical,
or medical fields. Today) women
are eligible and encouraged to enter
all military occupational fields ex-
cept those involving actual combat.

Other Educational Progrints

, fn addition to on-duty training, a
variety of programs are available to
help military personnel continue
their education. A Tuition
Assistance program is available at
most military installations for active
duty personnel who wish to take

off-duty courses leading to a
bachelor's or advanced degrees.
Assistance also is available for
schooling ranging from basic sub-
jects tkough college and technical
ocdripational course.

Each service branch offers pro-
grams for full-time education,
providing full pay, allowances, tui-
tion, and related fees. Other pro-
grams enable the enlisted man or
woman to take college courses and
additional military training leading,
to commissioning as an officer.,__..-
Courses also are available to help
service personnel earn their high
school equivalency diploma. In ad-
dition, programs are being in-
stituted to permit the application of
credit for military training courses
towards associate or baccalaureate
college degrees from participating
institutions.

a
Officer Training

0 -candidates in the Armed
For es receive training through_a
wid variety of programs. The
Federairce Academies (Naval,
Aii For , Military, and Coast
Guard), Reserve -Officer Training
Corps (ROTC), Officer:Candidate

. School, National Guard (State Of-
.ficer Candidate School programs),
and:direct appointment.

The Federal Service Academies
piovide a 4-year college program
leading to a bachelor of science
degree. The midshipman or cadet is
provided free room and board, tui- .

Lion, medical care, and a monthly
allowance. Graduates may receive
regular commissions in all branches
of the service and have a 5-year ac-
tive duty obligation.
)To become ,a candidate for ap-

pointment as a midshipman or
'cadet .in the Naval, Air Force, or
Military Academy, most applicants
obtain a nomination from an
authorized nominating source
(usually i,inember of Congresst It
is not necessary to know a member'
of Congress personally to request a
nomination. The nominee must
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meet certain requirements, which
include- an academic record, of a
specified quality college aptitude
test scores above an established
minimum, recommendations from
teachers or school officials, and
passing a medical examination Ap-
pointments are made .from eligible
nominees according to perSonal
preference of the nominating
authority and by a competitive
system based on the nominees'
qualifications The dependents of
certain veterans may gain adrnis-
sion, Active and reserve service
members also may gain admission
through applications.

Appointments to the Coast
Guard Academy are made on a
competitive basis, A nomination is
not required.

The Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) Program involves
the training Hof students in over 500
Army, Navy, Marine Corps4nd Air
Force units at participating colleges
and universities throughout the
United States. As a part of the
school curriculum, ROTC training
includes 2 to 5 hours of military in-
struction. a week in addition_ to
'regular college courses. Some
summer, training also is required.
Advanced ROTC training, occur-
ring during the junior and senior
years, is optional (except under the
Navy programs) and students must
q daffy fOr admission.

Advanced ROTC students are
paid a monthly allowance while at-
tending school and receive' addi-
tional pay for summer training.
Scholarships also are, available on a
competitive basis. Following
graduation, ROTC students fulfill
their military obligations by serving
as regular or reserve officers for a
stipulated period of time.

A commission , in- the Armed
.Forces can be earned without
ROTC training by those who enlist
from civilians life into one of the
several Officer Candidate School
Programs. 'The Army, Navy, Ail'
Force, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard train selected pollege gradu-

743,

ates to ,become commissioned of- tary personnel receive free rooie
ficers Tne,National Guard also has. andboard, medical and dental care,
several Officer Candidate Pro-grams
for qualified high school graduates.

Many men and women who are
'trained in medicine or one of the re-
lated health sciences maS qualify
for direct appointment as officers.
Financial assistance is available to
students enrolled in training in,one
of these fields. Direct appointments
also are available for those qualified
to serve in other occupations, such
as judge advoc. ate general or
chaplain.

The Armed Forces offer a wide
variety of flight training programs,
many of which lead to a commis-
sion. In addition, all servicejoieve
programs for qualified enlisted per-
sonnel to obtain commissions.

Salary, Allowances, Promotion,
and Working Conditions/

In additiO to regular salary, mill-,

a Military clothing allowance, mili-
tary supermarket and department
store shopping privileges, recrea-,
tional facilities, 30 days of paid va-
cation a year, and travel opportum-
ty..When room and board are not
provided, a living allowance is
given. Table 1 gives examples of
military pay and allowances.

Active career officers and en-
listed personnel also are eligible
for retirement benefits after 20
years of service.

Tfie pay grades for enlisted per-
sonnel begin at E-1, the lowest, and
go to E-9, the highest. The lowest,
pay grade for commissioned of
ficers is 0-1; the highest, 0-10.

Enlisted personnel will normally
be promoted to pay grade E-3
within their first 12 months 1' ser-
vic_e. Further promotions depend

'n individual merit, but in-grade
pay increases are possible on the

ar gamy .11-=-..
4-71
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Table 1 Active duty military compensation In 1974 for members of the Armed month 'in January 1975, with one )
Fpeces *le ere single and have toss than 2 years of service dependent, S321; with two depen-

Pay ;rode
Regular
qnlitary L Basic

sompensa pay
lion, total

Quarters
albv.t\ce

Enlisted 'Members
0-1-
E-2

. E-i

. Commtsuo ed officers
0-
0-2 s .

0-3

S5356 54.12.9
6.278 4.600
6.562 4,'780

S759
810
914.

6 872 4.971 1 Is33

9.594
'11.128 8,766

12,669 10.058

1.378
r.756
2.005

dents, $366; and $22 for each addi-

Subsistrna tional dependent. A veteran with no
anowarkt - dependents receiving apprentice-

ship or on-the7.ibb training was paid
$196 for each of the first .6 months;
S147 -fOr each of the second 6

S868 months; $98 forea.ch of the thiid 6
468 months; and $49 for each addi-
868 tional month; with one dependent,
868 $220, $171, $122, S73: with -two

dependents, $240, $191, $142,,
606 S93;-and SIO a month for each ad-
606 ditional dependent. Another attrac-
606 tive veterans' beiiefit available is a

guaranteed home, farm, or business
SOURCE Department"of 'Defense

'basis of length of service,
The normal workweek in the

j Armed Forces is 8 hours a day, 5 or
, 5 1/2 -days a week. Due_ to the na-

ture of milittry work, an individual
OT group may be called upon to
work longer hours without addi-
tio .-Of II
range of jobs round in the se ice,
woricing conditions vary substan-
tially. lome jobs which are exiraor-

, dinarily dangerous, or in an me
desirable locition, provide addi-,
&nal income in the form of ,a
bonus or specikl payments,.

Athletic and other onal
facilities, such as libraries, gym

- urns, -tennis courts, golf course
agd neovies, al-e. available on mo
military. installations.' Service per-
sonnel also may get help with per-
sonal or financial problems,,from
personl affairs _Officers, legal

r assistance officers, ,and chaplains,
and frOm other supporting agen-
cies.

Veteran's' Benefit's
sr

The Veterans Admifirstratio,i.
'provides numerous benefits to
those who haver kerved in the
Armed Forces. The educallional
assistance program is usually the
most important to those consider;
ing enlisting.

Veterans w eve at matt 181
days bf dontiiitious ac ve MIty `are

. ,

VI-

eligible for educational benefits.
Each eligible* person is entitled to.,I
1/2 months of educational
assistance for each month of service
on active duty, up to a maximum of
3'6 months. These benefits may be
received for education at any ap-
proved institution, including public
or private elementary, secondary,
vocational, correspondence, busi-
ness,

or
flight training schools,

junior or teachers' colleges. normal
schools, colleges or universities,
Professional, scientific, or technical
institutions; and various other in-
stitutions that furnish, education at
the elementary 1 vel. or above. A
member of the ice who has not
rece- -secondary school

oma ,(or -an -equivalency cer-
tificate), and needs to take a
i-emedial or refresher course to
prepare for enrplIment in an educa-
tion Or trainihg program, may
receive shch training without hav-
ing it charged against the benefits
earned through Military service.
.In addifion ,to training in an edu-

cational institution, G1.13il1'henefits
are available for apprenticeship or
on-the-job training 'and flight train-
ing. The amount of the. training
assistance allowanee depends, on
the type of program and the
number bf dependents c

veteran. For full-time educati in-
an' approved institution, v eran
with no dependents rece

.755.

s

Each 9f the Armed. Forces
Reserve Programs offers -pay,
promotion, training, education and
retirement benefits similar to those
of the active duty programs.

More detailed or current infor
mation on edu 'onal benefits, as
well' as other veto benefits, is
available front the Ve rans Ad-
ministration Office !soca \in each
State, the District of Cottimbia,
Puerto Rica

/
'and the Philippines.

.
Other Soincee of information

. Each o the military services
publishes handbooks and
pamphlets' that describe entrance
requirements, training and
van cem WI. opportunities, other
aspect's og military caree . These
publicati s are a e at all
recruitin stations, most State em-

.ploymfixt service offices, high
schqpIst, colleges and public,Abra-
ries., Indiiiiduals may obtain addi-
tional information by writing to the
addresses below:
U S. Army Recrtliting Command. Fort

sSheridan,111. 60037.
Navy Recruiting- Command (Code '40),

401,5 Wilson Blvd.: Arlington. Va.

*22203,E . .
USAF Recruiting Service. Directorate of

' /Recruiting Operations, Jtandolph Air
Force Base.Tex. 78149.

Commandant of the Marine Corps, Code
MMRE-7. Headquarters Marine Corps.
Washinen. p.00.100'o.

Commandarit1G-MR), US. Coast Guaid.
Washington. D.C. 20590.s

. .
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548
691
371

373
329
371

373
333
333
333
108
37t
371
3.7,1

373
332
371

001 081 Architect
Architect. marine s.

001;281 Drafter. architectural
002 Aeronautical engineenng occupations
002 08i Aeronautical engineer
002 281 Drafter. aeronautical,
003 Electrical engineenng occupations
003 08t Electrr_al engineer
003 151 Industnalpower engineer
003',.......1R7 Electrical engineer. power

Syste TTIS" engineer
003 281 Drafter, electrical

Drafter, electronic
Distribution estimator

005 Civil engineenng occupations
005 081 Civil engineer .

005 281 Drafter, aid
Drafter. structured

006 Ceramic engineering occupations
006 081 Ceramic engineer
007 Mechanical engineenng occuntions
007 081 Air-e4Admoning

Mechanical engineer
Refngeration engin

007 151 'Heating engineer
007 168 Chief engineer
007 181 Mechanical-engmeenng technician . 4. 627'

. Engmeenng aisistant n'Nhanical equipment ' 627
1)07.187 Plant engineer

. 335. (427
007 281 Drafter, mechanical t 371

Lay-out checker 371
:.008 Chemical engineenng occupations . . . 373

008 081 Chemical engineer. . ..... 331.626
010 Miningind petroleum` engineenng occupations 37
010 081 Afininfengineer

. 337. 586
Pet eum engineer 338
Sa engineer, mining .... 197, 586

,*'-4.0 168 Observer .. .. . 4-590
187 Mining investigator 337. 586
81 Drafter, geological , .. 371. 590

Drafter, 371
Prospecting computer ,.. 590
Metallurgy and mitallutgial engineering

occupations . .

Metallurgist. elxitlit Ecte
undry metal

Ilurgist, ptysical ....t . ..... . 336
1 engineering occupations . . 373

197, 626
tor. quality contro 626

334. 626oils engineer, chief
s analyst. business-elettronic data

engineer ... 626
108

er - . 626
neer 6

371
373
331
373
627

335. 627
. 627

335, 627

Me
Sys

Manufactu
Efficiency en
FacVry-lay-out e

D 7
ho

Pro
Fifeprotection engineer . .- 198. 626
Industrial engineer 334. 626
lndustria,Oisalth engineer 0 . 626
Production engineer 626
Production planner . ... 597, 626
PualityZontrol engineer 626

013
012 281 Air yst

engineer 626
, 626

A turd engineenng occupations 330. 373
013 08 L 'AgnOiltural engineer 330. 580
014 Marine engineering occupations. 373
014 281 Drafter. marine. . 371
015 Nuclear engineenng occupations . .. . 373
017,, Drafters. n.e c . .. . 1 37.1. 373
017 281 Technical illustrator . 597

Cartographer :" ...\ 500
018 Surveyors. n.e.c , _ . , . ..). 373
018 188
018.587 Surveyor's helper-rod ... . - 379
018.687 Surveyor's helper-chain .. . ... ,. , .- 379
019 Architecture and engineenng, n.e C .. . 373
019.081 .Landscape architect. . 560
019.281 Quality-control technician . 673
020 Occupations in mathematics _ .. . 373
020.081 Applications engineer .. . .... . i108
020.088 Mathematician ... . _.. . _ ...... ... 356

Statistician, mathematical. . .. .. . . 108
020 188 Actuary . .. . .. . ..... .. 115, 719

Programmer. business , .....Q, . 106
Programmer. engineering and scientific . , 166
Statistician, applied 4. . -4 . 4 5 8021' Occupations in astronotny

1 373.
...021.088 Astronomer.. ... .. 34

022 Occupations in chemimy . ,isc.' . .... f.2 373
022 08Ir Chemist, analytical ..77.. . . ..... ....... .... 363;626

Chemist, food 36,3. 365. .626
Cdemist, inorganic . .. .....p............. ......... 363, 6e6 i
Chemist, organic .. -. ...... .... ...:4............. ..,". 363.626

022,168
022181
022 281
023
023 081

023 088
024.
024 08!

Chemical-laboratOry chief..... 363
.- 363

363

Perfumer..... ,
Chenlist, water punt f ollit
Occupations in physics ` 373
I4iysicsst
Physicist. light , . : . ..... 367
Physicist, theoretical
Occupations in geology :CV
Geologist i

367

7'.. 36

Geophysicist
t Mmerologist.

Oceanographer
c?' Pidteontplogist

Pe rologist
Photogeologist

Stratigrapher
25, Occupations in meteorolbgy

025 088 Meteorologist

, 373
339, 589
341, 590
339. 589
" 346

k. 339, 589
. 339, 30.

..,...... ....... 339;90,-

;14 373
343

---"'"ti
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029 Occupations m mathematics and physical
sciences. n.e c

029 088 Geographer .

040 08! Agronomist
Animal scientist
Food technologist

Range manager
_Sod conservationist
Soil scientist

041 081, Anatomist
Biochemist
Biologist
Botanist
Entomologist
Geneticist
Microbiologist
Oceanographer
Pharmacologist
Physiologist
Plant quarantine' and plant pest control

inspector
Plant scientist .

041 168 Fish culturist _.- _
041 181 Histopathologist
041 281' Pubbe.health bacteriologist
045_088 Psychologist. developmental.'

Psychologist, educational
Psychologist. engineering
Psychologist, experimental
Psychologist. sqcial :

045 108 Counselor . . . _. .. 132. 505. 511. 513, 515
Director of guidance .132. 505. 511. 513. 515
Psychologist, clinical ,. .. ... ' . 506
Psychologist. courFlini . . 506
Psychologist, school . , 505,
Residence counselor . .. 132

050 088 Ecoribmist ... .. ._ .'.. -... .. 141 498. 580
ib Market research An.ilyst. _ .... . . 126. 141

050 118 Aanpower research'and planning director . 498
'051,088 Political scientist k, . . . . 503
i 05/038 DireCOar.State-hissoficat society 502
052-.018 Historian . _.. 502
054.088 go'inoloOst. , .

. 507. 580
055_088 Anthropologist . Ai 6' . .. . . 496

, 052 opt, Economic gebgraphat , ., . . . 500
.. .... 496

448
448'

Pas,

373
500

351'. 580
351.'580

365
320. 580. 650

323
325. 580
354. 580
352. 626

349. 365, 626
351. 626
351. 580
351. 580

351. 580. 626
352, 580. 626

346
352. 626
351. 626

580
351.580

351
351, 626

351

5Q5
505

505
505

Linguist. scientific .

0.101 Surgeon`... _ . . .

70 108 General practitioner
007-1.108 Osteopathic physician . a.

446
072.108 Dehtist 435
op 081 Veterinarian. laboratory animal care. ....... . 452, 580
073 108 Vetennanan
073 181 Veterinary livestock:inspector v
073 281 Veterinary virus-serum inspector

'073 381 Laboratory technician, veterinary _

474.181 Pharmacist . .

075. Registered nurses .. ,
077.08' 1 Research nutritionist . . - 485

452
'452
452
627
493'
470

077 128 Dietitian. teaching. .. 485
therapeutic

, 4
Dietitian. h ... .. ..., ........ 485

'Nutritionist_ . . ....... . ....... ." . .. 485, 580
. 077 168 Dietitian 485

Dietitian, adminisfratille. -' 485.
0/..8.128 Medical techhoiorc. teaching.superviscir.. 458. 627.
078: Medical technologist. chief.- ...... 458, 627

.- . Radiologic technplXst. chief ... - ... . ..... 466, 627

.
757
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078.281 Bigchemistry technologist
Medical technologist . _ ..

Microbiology technologist
078 381 Medical-laboratory assistant . ..

Tissue technologist
078 368 Dental hygienist

-

Electrocardiograph technician. - .......... .......
Electroencephalographtechnician_ :______

454.

458.
,

Pear

627
627
627
627
627
439
454
455

Radiologic technologist - - .- - - - -- --.-- '466
078 687 Laboratory assistant, plasma drawing-off: . .. . 627
079 108 Audiologist ... . ....... , ..

Chiropractor
..

443
Optometrist 444
Podiatrist . 451

Speech pathologist 482
079 128 Occupational therapist 476

Recreational therapist t 529
079 188 Industrial hygienist 198
079 368 Inhalation t,herapist 467

Medical assistant. 457
Occupational therapist aid 477

079 378 Dental assistant 437
Nurse, licensed practical . 472
Physical therapist ...t ... 479
Surgical technician 463

090 118 Dean of students.. 132 ,'
Financial aids officer ... . . ..... ... .. . . 132

090.168 Department head. college or university . .. .... . 210
Director of admissions .132

-Director of student affairs . 132
Director of summer sessions 132
Discipline counselor 132
Registrar, college or university 132

090.228 Faculty member, college or university. ........ .... 210
090 999 Graduate assistant.- ....... . ..... ..,. ........ 210
091.22.8 Teacher, agriculture V' 581

Teacher. secondary school ' lei- 208
092.228 Teacher, elementary school ' 206 is

Teacher. kindergarten.... ...k....- ................ ......... 206
096.128 Extension service specialist. . 526

Home economist = 527
Home economist, consumer service 127

099.228 Child mentor a 119
1'00. Librarians 213
100388 Medicalrecord librarian 213
110.108 Lawyer 139
110.118 Lawyer, achairalty . 139

Lawyer, corporation 139
Lawyer, criminal 139
Lawyer. patent 139
Lawyer. probate4 139
Lawyer. real estate 139

119.168 Title supervisor 139
120.1 Clergy. 520, 522. 523
129.108 Director of religious activities 132
132:088 Copywriter 126
132.268 Reporter. 567
l'32.388 Editor, index 87
131.268- Interpreter 565
139.288 Technical writer. 571
141.031 Director. art 550
141.081 Advertising lay-out plume; , , 126

Art lay-out planner . 550
Cartoonist, motion pictutes 550

advisor 550.'Color
Cover .designer P 550
Illustrator , 550
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Lay-out planner
Medical illustrator
Miniature-set constructor
Supple artist

141 168 Production manager. adverusuig
142 051 Interior designer and decorator
142 081 Designer .

Floral designer
Industrial designer

143 062 Photographer apprentice: commercial
Photographer apprentice. portrait
Photographer. commercial
Photographer. news
Photi,brapher. portrait

143 282 Photographer. scientific
143 382 Biological photographer

Photographer, aerial
150 028 Dramatic coach

Teacher. drama
150 048 Actor
151 028 Instructor. dancing
151 048 Dancer
152 028 Teacher, music

Concert singer
152 048 Musical entertainer

Musician, instrumental
Orchestra leader
Popular singer

159 148 Announcer
Announcer. international broadcast
Disc jockey
Sports announcer

159 228 Counselor, camp
160 188 Accountant
161 118 Treasurer
162 158 Purchasing agcnt _
163 118 Hotel manager
164 Advertising management occupations
165 068 Public-relations practitioner
166 Personnel and training administration

occupations
166,168 Director of placement

126.

Year

550
"550

550
550
126
558

.364

556
562
562
562
562
562
562
562
562
539
539
539
541
541

543. 545
546
543
543
543
545
569
569
569
569
529
123
111

128. 149
136
126
147

143
132. 143

166 268 Placerrient offiter
168 168 Building inspector

Customs inspector
Health officer, field .

Immigration inspector
Manager. credit and collection .

Safety engineer, insurance .

168 268 Operations inspector
Safety-and-sanitary inspector

168.284 Safety inspector. insurance
168.287 Check viewer, mining .

Food and drug inspector
Inspector, weights and measures
Plant-quarantine inspector .
Poultry grader
Sanitary inspector .

168 287 Food and drug inspector
168.288 Claim examiner .

169 118 Conciliator
Labor relations specialist
Salary and wage administrator

169 188 Underwriter
180 118 Field contractor
182 168 Track worker
184 168 Manager. traffic

143.517
192
194
194
194
134
198
197
197
197
194
194
194
194
194
194
194

'117
. 143..144

143.144
143

120, 719
. 149

304.
131 .
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185 168 Manager. merchandise
186 118 Manager. financial institution . ___
186 138 Manager. safe deposits.
186 168 Operations officer

.. __-__;_.
..,....

747

128
' Ill

I I I
11 1

186.288 Loan officer. - 111
187.118 Managii. hotel. ,t2r-- ;

°
Superintendent. institution. ...... .......-.-.-..-- 488
Superintendent. recreation ....... ............ ----....., 529

187 168 177 4
Director. volunteer services 488.
Manager. front office 136
Superintendent, building . . ____ ..... 136.156

188 118 Manager. city . . 130
189 118 President. _ 1 1 I
189.168 Executive t r a i n e e 1 1 1

191 118 Lease buyer
Right-of-way agent .

191 268 Claim adjuster . ,
193 168 Air- traffic controller
193 282 Radio officer__ .

194 168 Sound-effects supervisor.,
194.281 Sound-effects technic-mil,
194 282 Sound controller -

Sound mixer --

590
149'

17 4

279
290. 691 .

370. 4Ib
370'
170

'r 370'; t
194 782 Recording-machine operator .. 370
195 108 Caseworker , ..- . 534 .`

Community-relations and services advisor, . -
public housing

,
534

Group worker . , 534
Social group worker ., ........... .......... .. ............ -334
Social worker, delinquency prevention -534

195 111 Administrator, social welfare. - 534
I Director, welfare 534

195 168 Casework supervisor.
Director. camp ,,. .-- 534

529
Director, recreation centeri.. -/ 529

195.208 Case aid 534
195.228 Program aid. group work 529..534

Program leader .... 529
196 168 Chief pilot. 283
196 228 Instructor. o 283
196.268 Check pi , 283,
196.283 Airplane ot 283
197 130 Chief engineer.

First assistant engineer
289
289

Second assistant engineer ' :t.,. 290
Third assistant engineer 290

197 133. -Chief mats ,
Deck oIrer 4. O. '289, 6 .
Second mate . 289

, Third mate 289
197.136 "Marine engineer. 69,1
I97 168 Captain.. ........ ,. ...... - ...... .._284. 690

Master , 1-7 C- 289, 60
Purser r,. ... 290. 691'

4198 168 Conductor ....... IN. 298
199.168 Urban planner ... ,. 151..
199.381 Radiographer 604;
201.268 Social secretary .2 94
201.368. Secretary

I.
,, 94*

202.388 Court reporter 4, 94
Stenographer.... '94

/03. Typists 101
203 582 Varitypists, .. 101,
203 588' Mortgage clerk... t. 101'

Policy writer I- 101

75 Crz
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205.3 Personnel clerk",
206.388 File clerk I -

r File clerk II (classification clerk)
206.588 ft ecordkeeper_
207 782 Duplicating-machine operator II and III.
207.884 Duplicating-cnactune operator I
207.885 Duplicating - machine operator IV
208.588 Transcribing-machine operator _

Typesetter-perforator operator
208.782 EmbosSing-machine operator .

209,138 Stenographic-pool supervisor
209 382 Justownter operator
209 388 Clerk-typist

Mortgage clerk
209 488 Circulation clerk
209 584 Morucer
209 587 Sample clert. paper
209 588 Car checker

Wabill clerk
209.688 Checker 11
'210 368 Account-information clerk
210 388 Bookkeeper (clerical) I

Bookkeeper (clerical) it
210.488 Dtvidend-deposn-voucher quoter
210.588 Insurance clerk

.211 Cashiers.
211 468 Station agent II -
212 368 Teller
213 138 Supervisor. c.,:rartiputer operations

Supervisor. machine-records unit
213 3,81. Card-to-tape converter operator

Console operator
High-speed printer operAtor t
Tape-toeard converter operator' - 4

213.582 Key-punch operator
213.588 Data typist . .

213 782 Tabdlaungmachine operator .

"'in 885 Sorting-machine operator . .

214.488 Billing-machine operator
215.388 Bookkeeping-rnaOine operator I
216.388 Bc;okkeeptng-machine opeartor 11. .

216.488 Adding-machine operator>.
Calculating-machine operitor ...........
Proof-machine operator .

Transit clerk.
Actuarial clerk
Billing clerk ... : ... -

Coding 441-k
Country-collection clerk
Crew scheduler.... .

Demurrage clerk
exchange clerk
Interest clerk- ...
Manifest clerk,
Sorter .....
Statisucakclerk .0. .

219.488 Accounting clerk ,
Polley checker ..-. ..

219.588,Kardex clerk ..
frosting clerk .

222 138 Shipping clerk
222.368 Expediter_
222.38`!-Freight-receiving clerk
222.388 Container coordip#tor
222.478 `Retail-receiving clerk. ..-:, . ...._..
72,2.488' Manifest clerk.,. .

217 388;

219188

e' ,

,

.

.
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Pair

87, 98 Recei dart.... ` 96
87 222.587 Sh" . 'ng clerk . -96. 98
87 222.588 raffle clerk 96
98 222.. Shipping.checker . 96. 98
90 223 38 Supervisor, stock .
90 2/3.368 Procurement clerk ..-
90 223.387 Checker. ,

101 Linen -room attendant. . . ..
-673 Magazine' keeper ...".... ..,.

90 ' . Material clerk ..
94 Parts clerk - . -.

101 Stock clerk
101 Storekeeper &

110 Tape librarian
101 Tool clerk -
101 223 388 Inventory clerk
101 223.588 Swatch clerk
98 Counter!

101 223 687 Check el . - .

96, 673 231_688 Distribittisixt clerk. ... . - -
a 82 232 138 Supervisor. mails . ._ ...... ...

82.'110 232 -368 Post-office clerk .
82. 110 233 138 Supervisor. carriers ;

82 233 388 Mail earner . .. .. ..., . . ..
82 234 Mailprepanng and Awl- handliniernachine

, operators
302 235 862 Information operator
113 Telephone operator

, 1
,

. - 93..
.. . . . . ... . , 202 .

100
100
100

,__...... 100
, 100

100
100, 704

96
100
104
100
100
100

'98. 100
100
91.
91 ; :
91

201
. 201

90-4.

104 236.588 Telegrapher and telephoner . .7.... .. ,..... . 3Q3

104 237 368 Receptionist . f .,.... . ... :..' .. .. t ' 93
104 239.588 Meter reader 688

.104 Router . ..

104 240,368 Collector .. . 1" "
104 /VI- 168 Claim adjuster...,.. .

104 241.368 Claims clerk ..',,.... ......
104 242 368 Front office clerk . :
90 249 268 Claim examiper.

104 249.368 Library assistant.
90 .249.388 Medical record clerk

96- " 85
'. . : ... .... 117. 718

.._.... 704
. I* 89

., 117. 718
42161'

90.1,10 250.258 Life underwriter ..........,.....
Sales agent, insurance,

90 250.338 Saleragent, real estate . ..
90 251.258 Sales agent, securities'

is 110
191.08

. 96, 82. 691
82
98

110
98
98

110
.110

691
110-
98

.482.. 110
98
87

98

252,35& Lease buyer ,....
26 . '
22 *1 Salesworkers, dompRiiod, es.
2 .

66.158 Pita utical dAiler.' 4'..

280 358 Safes ate, automobile.;,
289.358 Salesperso parts.
290 -Sales check sl.
292.3.0
292.887 Driver helper, sales route

Driver. Sales route ,..

297 868 M I --.. --..... ..... .....--"-. '
2928-.081 Merchandise displayer ,

993-81 Carpet instal ens
299.468 Cashier - checker
.2404.884
01.887
393.138

.303-.878

Optician, dispensing.
Dayworker
Houseketper. home
Farm housekeeper ,

Houseworker. farni ...............

, .
... ..... ....... 226. 226,4719

232
A .. 238

, 149

.
"" . 228. 234. e21-0

., 627-
221
220

-r 234

.................. ......- 230

''4.- .5539

236. 62.2. 726
237s"

,.
84.. . .............

487

& 179'
;179

, 179
...... . 179

96 '104.881 6!retaker. -..

96
-,..

Yard 'worker ' ***'` ,
1:1177:

'96 05.281 Cdok, .4.
96 306.87g Houseworker.`generk. ...,..9' 3,72- '''' r. ..'*" " r.177; _

l-: 179704 '

7 u-

Mother's helper. A

fe

'4° .- e..
so.

t ,..":it..'
.
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307.878 Child monitor
309 Domestic service occupations. n.e.c
309.1'38 Butler
309.878 Comparixxt. _

Lady's attendant
Gentlerrusn's attendant. ....

Peaf

179
. 179

179
179

. 179
... 179

309.999 Domestic couple . . 179
311 Waiters, waitresses, and related food service wapiti= 170
311.878 Dining room 167
312.878 Bar attendant

Bartender _
-

162
312.887.Bartender helper 16
313 .Chefs and cooks.-large hotels and restaurants
314. Chefs and cooks.-smaAl-botels and restaurants /' 164
315 Miscellaneous cooks, except domestic _ I64.194. 691
315 131 Chief cook . / 294
31g Meatcutters. except in slaughtering and packing

houses, _ _ 168.
318 887 Utility hand .#

Dishwasher.. - 166
319.87g Fountain server_
321 132.- House r

In
324 Betth and related pations
330.371 Ba , .

Barbe apprent
331.878 Man'
332.271 Cosm
332.381 Wig.
338.381 Embal r .

339 371 Electi ogist..
Scalp- tment operator._ .

350 138 Steward ewardess, chief ...
150.878 Mess ante ant . .....
352.878 Airplane fl
355 687 Clothes-too
355.878 Attendant. p

Emergency
Hospital guid

1,tlurse aid.. ..\ Orderly ....
Psychiatric
Tray-line worker .

355.887 -Morgue attendant
.356.381 Horseshoer .

361.885 'Washer... . .

362-381 Spotter
362.782 Drycleaner'..
363 782 Presser,. xnachr-..

. Shirt finisk.z.
363.884 Pressef:hand..
363.885, Presser. form
363 886 Flat work finisher.

81 Shoe repairej....1 '
.369.687 Assembler

. Inspector
369.887 Counter clerk . .. .. ; .. .. 726

726

6.

." 157, CV
157

74
-172

172
172
174
174
174
177
174
174

293. 691
294. 691

285
505
480
505
565

505
505
505
()5

505
51

726
727

,/726

- 716:1127
t09
'609-
726
424
727
727

Marker .
372.868 Guard. - 186
373. .;Firefighter, fire dep4rtment ....',,- _, -.......:1;.... ,

5.118 Police chief... ......, ......: s;.,,... - .. .. ' -' ...... 1-87. 00,' 3 138: Desk- °Older ; fri, . -' - 187
Desg officer, ihief II

.

. l 190
Secretary pf-p9lice.. 190

375.168 Conimandiriger, harbor...police _,.. ..... .. .. _ 187
,Cominanding officer. homicide ?quad,..'.7: 187
Commanding officer. investigation division

...--. 1^ .
'..'. - ' .. ,..

- r

44

DoT

Cann:tending officer. motorcycle squad..........
Coximanding officer. motor equipment ....._. .

tective chief' ,
arbor master,

/Pilot,
sergeant

ilot, highway patrol

Pear

187
187
187
187
187
190

Police captain. precinct 187
Police lieutenant, precut -a' ill87
Police sergeant, precinct .. ..... ....____-___..... 187
Special agent. FBI : 182
Traffic lieutenant .. 187
'Traffic sergeant t 87

375 228 Bohce-acaderny instructor . . .7f. _...-........1: 187. 190
375.268 Detective . . - . . .- - . 187. 190-
375.388 Fingerprints-las:sifter .. .. .. . .. .... ., 187. 190
373.588 Parking enforcement officer ..: ...... .. . 187
375 868 Border guard- 4. J 187

Polite ofricer 1II..... .. ..... ....... . 187
377.868

Sheriff. deputy . . .... ..:- 187-......_.4.
379.387 Fire inspector
381.437

Porter, head
381 887 Charworker .

Cleaner. laboratory equipment.
Porter 1 .. _.. _ ...
Porter II

382.884 Janitor ,

389 781 Termite treater 'V
389.884 Extermmator,_ .,.. ..... . . .. ...... - ... ..
441 13'7 Suppression-crew leader .
441 168 Fire lookout_ ...

Fire warden
441 384
441 687 Fire ranger.
441.887 Forest-51re fighter

. .....
Tree-13411er .. . . . .. . .... ........ ,.....

7j-fee-planter
449.287 Cruiser
500.380 Plater

Plater..apprentice
500 781 Cylinder grinder
500.782 Plater, barrel . ,
500.884 Matrix-plater ... ..... ... .

500.885 Plater, production.
500.886 Laborer, electroplating
501.782 Anodizer -

501.885 Plater, hot dip . :

502.884 Blast furnace keeper.\ Second helper......
'502.887 Charge gang weigher

_A '

$-

197 -'
156
156
156 4

156
156
156
156
158
158

. 322
322
312
322
322 N
322
12.7

322
322
650

57. 598
57
57
57
57

57, 656
57

632
632
643
644
603
643

59
i503.885Picker

Helper, Mist furnace keeper

503.88-7:Sandblaster and shotblaster..
-504.7. -t treater (annealer)
5 t2.13 -r supervisor
512. irst helper .......'

.
Furnace operator
Oxygen furnace operator
Stove tender

512,883 -Charging machine operafor'.
512.885 Pot tender

Remelt operator .
514.687 'gifting inspector ...... _ ........
514782. 'Cassing,operato;,..

1817 514.884 Pourer. Metal

7 6

598,
59.

603.
636
636
643
644

636, 645
1%. . 644

.' 643

...,..,... ,, 602
603

...,..."............,, .636

64.6, 645-

. -
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*Si '1" Tapper 4- 4

514 887 tapper. helper
518.381 Corensaker

Bench coremaker

Floor mfr.:maker
Flo or molder

Bench molder

Hand molder
518 782 Machine molder -
518.884 Core-setter

Pourer ....
518.885 Corernaker. machine

Core-oen tender
519 132 Supervisor. blast furnace (blower)
519 884 ',Pot liner
519 887 Foundry worker. general

.Molder. helper

helper

-:-
.

-.

DOT

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

PearPay S.
603 601:280 Diesinker , 35..59
603 Tool-and-die maker 35. 598
636 601.281 Diernaker. beisch....s.. 35

27 Toolmaker, bench 35
26 601.381 Plastic toolmaker. ., , 35
27 602. Gear machining occupations 33
26 603. Abrading occupations 33

636 604. turning occupations. 8-- V" 33
26. 636 605. Milling and planing occupations- 33

636 1985 782 Scalper operator .. ....... .. 33, 603
636 606 Boring occupations. . 33

26. 636 609.381...kispector, machifie4 parts 399. 661
636 609.885, Machine tool operator ..... .... 598
643 .610.381 Blacksmith 51.301
603" "614782 Drop-hammer operator. . . . ... ...... . 59
636 5961.L782 Forging-press operator.. .. .

63.6 59Upsetter .. _ ..
636 -611.885 Press operator -8 59
644 59/.612 281 Inspector . . .. .

6.2t. m 59612.381 Hamersmith
613 780 Roll-tube setter ..... 647

Roll turners
)

647
613.782 Heater 645

Manipulator operator 64-6

Roller 646
Rolling mill operator

.... : .. .... .

603
Rougher . . 647
Rougher pulpit operator 647

king pit operator 603
Speed operator, 647

61.3. Coiler operator . 603
Heater helper -r 645

, Piercer-machine operator . 647
614.782 Extrusion press operator.... .. 603

Wire drawer 603. 647
615.782 Power shear operator 598

Punch press operator _,... 5'98. 646
Shear operator 646

i615.885 Power shear operator 598-
617.782 Power hammtr operator 598
617.885' Trimmer 59

Punch-press Operator ;..655392

619,782 Heater -s ..
Stretcher-leveler operatof.-,

619.886 Stretcher-leveler-openitor htlper 3 I
620.131 Automobile mechanic, chief A .., 394
620.281 Automobile mechanic / 194

Automobile-repair-service estimator ...... 223
Motorcycle repairer , 1- 419
Truck mechanic 427, 705

620.381 Automobile-service mechanic 39.4

620.384 Motorcycle-tester .......i- 419
620.782 Brake-drum-lathe-operator 394 ...',..
620.884 Truck mechanic helper 7-9:?:411`
620.885 tiOnder. automobile brakes.
621.281 Aircraft mechanic
622.381 Car repairer

.623,281 Motorboat:mechanic...-. ....... .... ..,
624.281, Farm-equipment mechanic ........ ... .. : , 400 e ! ;

. 624.381 Field equipment maintenance mechanic .40.2.:-:*
625.281 Diesel mechanic,. -----..,,,4-..f '405. :`. 4.,".

. Missile+assembly,..mecthartic.. , .4 ; ''-''-58'1.:.
OutbOard motor tester -71 ../- . .:39.1
Rocket ,assembly.rnecharlic

E.: 520 885 Batter mixer 621
Dividing-machine operator 621
Icing mixer . 622
Mixer 621
Molding machine operator 621

521 885 Shcing-and-wrapping machine operator 622
524.884 Hand icer. 622
525.885 Machine leer .. 622
526.781 All-round baker 622
526.885 Oven tender 621
526.886 Abound baker helper 622
530.782 Beater engineer 665
532.782 Digester operator ... 664
532.885 Backiender . 665
533.782 Barker operator .. 651; 664

Power-barker operator . .. 651. 664
534 782 Supercalendar operator . 665
539.782 Paper machine operator .... 665
541.782 Coal washer .. 586

Dehydrationplant operate 591
Treater 591

54/.280 Refinery operatOr ..... . , _ .
549.138 Preparation plant supervisor. '... . .... .............. 586
549.782 67CR

670
549.884 670

Still.pump operator....
Treater.. .

Pumper
550.885 Compounder , ..... . 627
554.782 Pill atdtablet coater 627
556.782 Compressor 627
558.885 Chemical operator 639
559.687 'Ampoule examiner 01 627

Tablet tester 627. -7
559.782 Chemical operator ........... ....... . 627. 639

Granulator machine operator 627
Pharmaceutical operator 627 .

559.885 Ampoule filler '627 -
563.181 Kiln operator 651
579.782 Saud- mixer... .... ,. .8, 636
-540.885 Etcher, printed circuits. -- 632;660

.- . -Firer' . .8..... 632;660
599.885 Tumbler operator. 636
600.280 Instrument maker... 31

'Machinist 29, 300, 598
Metal patternmaker 424, 636

600.281 Machine builder ' 29, 598
80 Job setter 34

.66143.1 worker 29

34? ;
,;,0

626. Meta ''mactimeryrrlehnics, -:" :4.;410
`,1

627. ting.and publistring mechanics and repasr47;
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628. Textile machinery and equipment mechanics
and repairers \.. 410

629. I Special industry machinery mechanics 410
630. General industry mechanics and repairers 410
630.884 Anode rebuilder 410

. 631. Powerplint mechanics and repairers 410
633.281 Assembly technician 400

Cash register servicer 400
Dictating-transcribing-machine servicer 400
.Machine analylt... ............ _____ 400
Mail-processing-equipment mechanic . 400
Office-machine servicer 400
Office-machine-servicer. apprentice 400
Siatistical-machine servicer 400
Air-conditioning and refngeration mechanic ... 389. 391
Gas burner mechanic. . . ..-... 7 ... .. . 389. 391
Air-conditioning and refngetation mechanic . -389
Millvmght . ...... . ..., 64
I3insetter adjuster, automatic ... ... .. : .... . 399
Ve'bdingrnachine repairer... ......... ..... ..... , 429
Envelope machine operator. .. _ .. . ..... .. 666
Paper sorter and counter.... ..... .... ... ..... . . 666
Linotype (or mtertype) machine operator . 34
Monotype keyboard operator 39
Phototypesetting machine operator. 39, 40
Lithographic press operator 4* 45
Pnnting-press operator 45; 673
Printer-slotter operator........... ..... .. . , 1t5. 666
Offset press operator II . 45, 673
Cylinder-press feeder , 45. 673
Monotype caster operator . 39
Wood patternmaker 24, 636
Timber-size operator , 65 I
Cut-off-saw operator .... 6t I
Pony edger 651
Head=saw operator . ,. 651
Block setter. 651
tog' roller .... 651

ear

637 281

637 381
638.281
639.381

641.885
649.687
650.582

651 782

651.885
651.886
654.782
61 .281
665 782
667 782

667885
667 887
668 885
669.587
674 782
69:2182
692_885
693.280
699 887
7'00 281

t64
Grader , , 651
Glass lathe operator ,. 632

Nedingpachineoperator.-. .-.... - . ...,._.. .660
Sealing machine operator ,.. ..., 632
Jig and fixture builder . ... . ... ... . .._ 598
Wiper ... ... , . . ,. .. .. . .. . . 293, 691

700 381 Chain maker .

Fancy-wire draws-'_
Goldbeater
Lay-out worker . .....

old maker .. .......

Stone setter _ .

705.884 Grinder . . . 59, 656
656

414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414
414

Polisher... *, .... ':*
4.

706.687 Type inspector, . ,
706,884 Assembler ,
790.281 Lsniith

'-... ,
' LintItti apprentice

709.§84 Tagi bendir . ,,..i.
710.131 Instniment-repairtapervisor
710.281 Instruipent Mechanic *.

-,711.38} Lens maker,beitcb
712.381 Dental-laboratory technician

. .

656
661
-660
416
416

, 598
412
412

'467
441

, 4

751
,1-on t

No.

7 I 3251 Optician. dispensing 487:.

713.381 Optician 487
Optician apprentice ........._ .............. ........... ____ 487,

713.884 Assembler, gold frame. 67
Assembler, molded frathe' s. .... : ........ ............-......, 67

Contact-lens-curve grinder 67
Contact-lens-edge buffer 67
Contact-lens-polisher 67
Countersink grinder 67
Embrosser and trimmer .,,..... 67
Eyeglass-lens cutter 67
'Frame carber. spindle 67
Groover 67
Heating-fissure tender- 67
Lens assembler. 67
Lens blank marker 67
Lens generator 67
Mounter and repairer 67
Plastic-frame lens mounter

"
67 4

...----.Polisher 67
Spect,acles truer 67
Trim mounter ' 67

715.281 Repairer, watch 432
720.281 Radio repairer ... 425

Television and radio repairer 425'
720.884 Aliner 631

Cabinet mounter 631
721.281 Electric-motor analyst 394

Electric-motor assembler and tester 344
Electric-motor, repairer 394
Protulsion-motor-and-,generator-repairer 394

721.381 Electric-motor fitter 301
722.281 Inspector. systems

. 632.661
723 381 Electrical applicance repairer, 7 39,1
723 884 Appliance repairer .. $' 391
724.781 Coil winder 632
724.884 Coil winder, hand .. 632
725.884 Exhaust lathe operator "! ..

632rGrid lathe operator ,,,, 632
'726.384 Inspector, subassemblies is 661'
726.781 Electronics assembler

....1631. 66°726.884 Cable maker 631.
660
660.
660
660-
660
632
412
681
688
631

730.281 .Piano-technician 421
730.381 Pipe-Organ Jechnician ' 4.21

Piano tuner 421%
741.887 Sprayer an 65'6
780.381 Furniture. upholsterer Cr

Capacitor assembler 1 .............. -...-.... 431.
Capacitor winder 681,
Condenser Auer 631,
Crystal finisher. '32,
Crystalslapper 631.

726.887 Silk-screen printer
729.281 Electrical-instrument repairer ,, .....-

Meter tester ,

Electric meter repairer
412,
417,

729.884 Chassis assembler

-780.884 Cushion-builder 656
Stuffing machine operator 656

781.381 PaKern grader - !. '607Pffeamaker r / 607
781.484 Marker,. 6084781.687 Assembler 608

' Oundler or fitter ' 608
781.884,Cutter 608.656

. M'athine-spreader 608
'781.887 Hand trader 60

:

7 6

(
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Trimmer, hand .. ,. 609
?82.884 Hand sewer 608

Mender . 727
783.381 Fur finisher. 609
783.781 Fur cutter 609
783.884 Fur nailer 609
785.261 Tailor

.
609

785.281 Busheler , r
, 609

785.361 Dressmaker. 609
.

785.381 Sample stitche . - ..... .. 607
Tailor ... . 607, 609

787.782 Fur mach= operator. 609
Sewing machine operator . _.. ..... .... ..... 608. 656

789487 Inspector or ctiecker 609
800.884 Riveter
801 281 Fitter I. .
801.381 Fitter.. -S

801 781 Structural-steel worker ....................
Structural-steel-w7ker apprentice

801.884 Reinforcing ironArker . . ...........
801.887 Laborer, corrugated-iron-culv
804.281 Sheet-metal worker.................
804.884 Assembler, unit ............ .._.._.
805.281 Boilermaker
806.281 Dynamometer tester, motor
806.283 Test drixer
806.381 Final inspector, truck trailer

Inspector, assemblies and installations
Outside-production inspector

806.382 Hypoid-gear tester
806.387 Inspector, returned materials:
806.684 Transmission tester
806.687 Final inspector
806.781 Final assembler
806.80 'Assembler
807.381 Automobile body repairer
809.381 Lay-out worker 1...

/Ornamentallronworker
` Structural-ironworker

809.781 Lay-out worker II. ,
809.884 _Assembler, production line

Grinder-chipper
809.887 Laborer, steel handling

Ornamental-iron-worker helper
810. Arc welders'
810.782 Welder
8f0.884 Welder

598

275
275
275
275

rt placing 253
_. 272, 273 301, 597

273
54, 301

656
656
656
656
599
656
656
656
656
598
65

11. Gas welders
811.782 . Welder '

54, , 276
275
2,75

54, 275
275
636
253
253

77
77, ps
71, 598

77
.. 77,598

8 Welder, gas 77, 598
S omkination arc welders and gas welafs. 77
812.884 Welder, production line 77, 598
813. Itetistance welders 77, 598
Eli, Brazing, braze-welding, and soldering.

occupations - . 77
Leaa-buming occupations . . t-,. 77815.

816.
819.

Flame cutters and arc cutters
Welders, flame cutters, and relited occupations

...3

n.e.c. r- 77
819181 Welder assembler (fitter) ,. 54, 77
819.887 Welder helper. r 77
821.281 Trouble shooter 686
821.381 Cable installer repaiser 256.

Lihe erector (line installer) 686
Meterinstaller I 41, le 688

-821.3P Safety inspector ' .. ,, 197

821.887 Ground helper.. r-r.., T M 687

' 1

'44' t

4
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822281 Central office repairer 383
PBX repairer... 387
,Signal department worker 301
Telephone repairir .....-...- ............... .... ...... -... 387

822.38 t Line installer . t 385
PBX installer ,,.. .!- 387
Telephone installer 387

s....__
Trouble locator 383

822.884 Franc-wirer 383
Signal department worker _. 301

823.281, Meteorological-equipment repairer 412
824.281 Electrician 256, 407

Neon-sign servicer. 407

825.28! Electrician_ _. ..,293,417, 69l-
Electnman. automotive 394

825.381 Elevator constructor J . 257
827.281 Electrical-appliance servicer 391

28.281 Data-processing
maintenance

-4 4128essing equipment servicer 0t

technician 402, 412
829.281 Electrical repairer 256, 417

Elevator repairer and apprentice. 257
Pinsetter mechanic, automatic 399.

829.381 Cable splicer - 256 385, 687
Electronic organ technician 422

840.381 Painter, stage settings 267

840.884 Painter, rough
226677840.781 Painter ,

840.887 Dry wall sander. 4 254
841.78.1 Paperhanger 267

't'-'842.3,81 Stucco mason 2.69

842.781 Lather ^ 262
\., NPlasterer 269

842.884 Dry wall applicator 254
Taper' .- 254
Wallboard taper 254

842.887 Plasterer helper 253
843.884 Waterproofer.., 272,
844.884 Cement-sprayer, nozzle 251

Cement mason and apprentice 251
/

hoer 251

Concrcte-wiliidcir$ot 251

844.887 Cement-sprayer helper, nozzle... 253
Cement mason helper -r...: 253
Conerete-vibrator-operator helper ,,. 253' Grouter helper --

845.781 Paintraft 49, 59- ' PaInteeiutornobile 49
850.782 Horizontal-earth-boring- machine operator 265

Shield runner .,.,., 265--

850.833 Bulldozer operator. 265' -4
Dredge operator 265

Lock tender ,ei ' 265
Mucking machine operatb; 265,

,- - Power-shovel operator - . 265
- Rock-drill operator ,-- o 265

ScraPerPPeratQf '' 265
Tower-excavator operator Alp 265
Trench-digging machine operator r 265

850.884 Bell-hole digger 265

Dredge-dipper tender 26!
Trench trinurferdine . 265

-- Stripping-shovel oiler,. 265
850.887 Laborer, pile-ariving, ground work 253, 265

Laborer, road' 253
Laborer, shore dredging 253

- , Miner helper 11 '253

hIS
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Mucker. cofferdam ,253
Sheeting pulkr . 253
Sheet-pile-harnmer-operator hefper.. .... ..... -. 253

851.883 Bladezrader operator . . , . 265
Elevating-grader operator , 265
Motor-grader operator... ...... _..._ ............ _.." 265
Subpader operator 265
Utility-tractor operator-. ..... . . 265

851.887 Ditch digger
Dump grader.

A.. . Z3
2'53

.

Fortlstnpper helper. .
..... 53
.

F-bnit tarnpeil.
2-0' Grader I ..... .. .. . . .. ... .. . 2

Grade tamper. ..... 253
Pipe-layer helper. . .. . . . 253

851.883 Concrete-paver ope r .. .. ... ,, .. ..._... 265
Concrete-paving-machine operator 265
Form-grader operator . , .. . . .. ..... ..,.. 265

852.884 Cement mason. highways and streets .. ... 251
Form setter, metal/road forms . . .. ... .. .. 251

852.887 Joint filler 253
Laborer, concrete paving 251
Mud-jack nozzle worker. 253

853.782 Asphalt-planer operator. 265
Asphalt-plant operator 265

853.883' Asphalt-paving-machine operator 265
Stone-spreader operator 265

853.881 Cold-patcher , 253
Laborer.bituminous paving. 253

- ' Squetgee finisher 253
859.782 Driller, water well 265

Earth-boring-machine operator 265
Foudation drill operator 265
Pile-driver operator

1 265
Well-driller operator, cable tool , 265.
Well-drill operator. rotary drill 265

. Well-reactivator operator 265
859.883 Ballast-cleaning-machine operatok.., JP 304

Dragline operator . 265. 585(-.._..._:_, Operating engineers 265
Operating engineer apprentice 265
Road-mixer operator 265.
Road-roller operator 265
Sweeper' operator 265
Tamping-machine operator. 304

859.884 Laborer, paving brick 253
859.887 Air-hammer operator ,253

Curb-setter helper . 4253
Laborer, stone-block ramming 253
Mucker . 25)t
Paving ranimer ' 253
Puddler.pile driving 253
Well-diuer helper 253

860.281 Al'Orperrter inspector t ' 249, It arpenter, maintenancd 249
Ship's carpenter 293, 691

860.381 CarpenterFld carpenter appreptice 249
Form builder i 249
Shipwright . , 249
Tank builder and erector 249

Ap0.781 Billboard trector,and- repairer - 249
- ,,Carpenter. rough 249.

860.887 Carpenter helper. maintenan 25,1
Laborer-carpentry .. - 253
Laborer. carpentry doi4,:lj.c:.
Laboreroiltift sinkin J

, 253..
"253

Shipw helper , 3, \ 253
.....;

T
N.

861.381 Bricklayer *lid apprentice
Bricklayer, firebrick
Marble setter

861.781 Stonemason and apprentice
Terrazzo worker and apprentice
Tilesetter and tilesetter apprentice...... ....... .....

861.884 Tuck pointer

,
86 .887 Brick cleaner

Briefer helper
Bricklayer helper, refractory brick

(f_tonemason helper 4ng !Oil burner mechanic
862.381 Furnace installer

Gas-main fitter
Pipe fitter 1
Pipe-fitter apprentice
Pipe-fitter apprentice, sprinkler systetn.. ,
Pipe-fitter. welding
Plumber
Plumber apprintkx

862.884 Laborer, constructio# or leak gang
862.887 Backer-up

Clamper
Connection hand
Crank hand
Laborer, pipe line
Laborer, plumbing

863.381 Pipe coverer and insulator
863.781 Cork insulator, interior surface
863.884 ComPosition-weatherboard applier

Blower insulator
Insulation installer
Insulation wgrker
Insulation worker apprentice

864.781 Floor layer
865.781, Glazier
865.887 Glazier helper
866.381 Roofer
866.887 Roofer
869.281 Furnace
869.883 Rigger and machine
869.884 Stopping builder

Rig builder
Roustabout

869.887 Concrete-pump-operator.helper
construction worker II
Form-setter Helper,
Form stripper
Hod carrier
Laborer, cement-gun placing
Laborer, wrecking and salvaging
Loft worker,
Mixer, hand, cement gun..
Reinforcing-iro wprkeritelper
Rig-builder hel . ft

/1

0
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Paw

247
247
263
247
263
263

253
2.53
253
2534_

389
270, 389

270
270
270
270
270
270
270
253
253
253

'20
253
253
253.
246 ,
246
246
246
246
246
246
259

* 261
253
272

. ' 253.
389

mover - 275
585
590
591
253
253
253
253
253
253
253,
253
253
253
590

.,... 304Trackjvorker
, Track layer

891.118 Maintenance sup'ervisor
892.883 Laborer, hosting Or /looker.; "
900.883 Concrete-mixing-truckdriver.
901,883 Dump-truckdriver
903.883 Tank-truckdriver
904.883 Tractor-trailer-truckdriver
905.8831Tnicicdnver, heavy
905.887 Truckdriver helper
906.883 Tnicledtiyer -
909.128 5arYty engineer .,

-3.. . .

.

I

.0 4:

t

153
156
253
310
310

.310,311
31!..7

311 .

70$.
310, 7p4
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969.883 Garbagkollector 1
Hostler . v
Van driver -. .... .. . .. .....

910.138 Station agent. .

910.164 Braker
91Q.368 Railway express clerk

. Reservation clerk ... --
910.383 Locomotive engineer _ ..

910.388 Yard derk. .. ..

910.782 Tower operator . .

/ Track repairer .

910.844 Coupler.. . . . . 296
911 131 Boatswain . .,293. 69I
911 368 Clerk and dispatcher. pilot station . 691
911 388 Receipt-aod.report clerk . .691
911.883 Stevedore . - .. _ ., 69I
911 884 Able seaman . . , 292. 690

Deck utility hand . .. . .. :.! 293, 691
Mayne oiler . - -- 493. 691

911 87 Ordinary seaman,.,..... _ . .... ' 292. 690
912.368 AiPplane-dispatch clerk 287

Transportation agent. . . .. 287
913 363 Bus driver... - . 306. 308

Taxi driver ,, 315
913368 Assignment clerk . .3 98
913 463 Bus driver... .. '306. 308
914.381 Gager ..: , . 591
914.782 Pumper . 591

, 915.867 Automobile-service-station atte t. ' 225
, 915.878 Parking-lot anent:font 313

915.887 Lubrication servicer...
-

705
919.168 Dispatcher I, r 704
919.368 Ticket agile 2'8

, .,r ElectriCtruck-cian operator /I.
. I ustiial-truck rotor .. . 111-1

,- ower truck° ritor 7 I , TO
i traddle. operator 71

754

i

Pao

31 0
310
311
302
296

.4 96
96

299
100
303

919 883 Stock house lorry operator..
919.887 Cleaner .-

Trac worker k ,.. 304
P

920.887 Bigger , N., 727r*
.87, 96Blueprint trimmer

5`

Mo,gker II 96
Packager, hand 4 96

921.280 Crane operator 705
921.883 Charging-crane .operator AO. . 64,4

. ,HoOnetal crane operator 663-
!net stripper 645

. Ladle crane operator .......... ...... 64,5

Log.-yard derrick operaio7 (loader engineer . ,651,
c . Sciap Crane operator A.' 7', 644

,)Skip operator . , 643'
. , Soaking pit eranenperatnr. , L. 645

- , 921.45 Bull-Chain operator _:. 651
.. ". 921.886 Pond wprker * ,

P
.

651
922.782 5tacicer anrsorter operator 71

922.883: Electriareight-car perltor .. , 71

22.887 Sorter-- .. 651. ......... . . ,..
929.883 Tractor oerator ' ,86
929:887- Mate handler , 608,'7S,
930.130 Tool /pusher .... ,

1:
590

930.281 Cementer 591

930.782 Aci4izer 591
..Rotary auger ofterator

1014

586
'Rotary rlerrick operator '44. ' 591

n Drilling-machine operator . 58.5

Rotary driller 591

S

)
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DOT

Shot-hole driller
930.883 Continuous-mining-machine operator

Cutting machine operator
Roof bolter ...................... ...-.-....- ......
Well puller '

930.884 Rotafy-driller helper
930.886 Shot-hOle driller
931.281 Blaster (shot firer)
931.381 Shooter
931.781 Sample-taker operator.
931.182 Perforator operator.
932.883 Loading rnschIne operator

Shuttle car operator . '
934.885 Separation tender..."
939 138 Face. boss .
-939 387 Fire boss... .

939.887 Rock:dust sprayer
940.884 Bucker. 4.

Faller
941.488 Log scaler
942.782 Donkey engineer .\
942.884 Rigging stinger
942.887 Choker setter
949.884 Second loader.
950.131 Watch engineer
950.168 Load dispatcher
950.782 Boiler operator

Psis

590

5
58
585
591

-590
585
590
591
591,
585
585
586
585
585
585
650
650
651 ',
6501 s.

650
650
651
'684
684

Control-room operator/ Rotary-rig engine operator
Gas-compressor operator
Gasoline-plant operator
Refrigeration' engineer.,
Stationary engineer

951185 Firer, high pt re (boiler tender)..' 55

Firer, low p ssure (boiler tender) 55
Firer/watertender (bciiler tender) ................., 55, 293:691

952.138 Turbine operator , 6133

591
591
591
293,

73.*

952.782 Auxiliary equipment operator ' 638
Substation operator 686
Switchboard operator 684

953.168 Gas dispatcher ,' 98

955.782 Sewage-plant operator' 75
457.282 Audio.operator

.

370
C. 1-room-technician, , 370

.-. aste ;control engineer- 370
Transm ter.operator .1, 370
Video o. r Iv

960.382 Motion-pic re projectionist 65
961.868 Model. arti ' t 230

Model, photo hers'. 230
963. Occupations in r 'd and television prOdiction

o.e.c. 370

969.387 Custodian, athletic "uipment '100'
970 68, 550Airbrush artist ,''/ Delineator 68 .

Form designer
k._

68
Painter, plate 68
Photograph retoucher 69

,--.2970.381 Ben-day artist 550'
Colorist, photography 5.50

Engrosser 550
Lay-out former 55Q
Letterer .,. 550
MusicAraphet A: 550

4Paint4r, sign t 550
Repeat Chief .-7 i 55ilel
Retoucher, photoengraving 550

4 >4°7
>
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Sketch makei.photoengraving .

971.281 Etcher. hand (artists and letterers)
971 381 Gravure photoengraver. .

Photoengraver .

Stripper

971.382. Photographer. photoengraver .

971281 Cithographid artist . ' .

972.381 Platemaker
972.382 Lithographer camera operator
972 781 Platernaker..
973 381 Hand compositor (typesetter) . ,

Make-up arranger ,. -974.381 Electrotyper
Electrotyper. apprentice

975 782 Stereotyper
Stereotyper. apprentice

976' Allround darkroom technician
Color technician

t

42,

PAW

510
44. 673

673
673
673

44
42

6736
42, 673

42
39. 673

673
41, 673r

\ 41
41. 673

673
68

p

DOT

Developer.... ...... ..
Pnnter 4

976:687 Photo checker and assejnbler
976 782 printer operator.

755

Par

69
69
69
69.

976.884 Chemical mixer 69
97885 Prinkdeveloper. machine 691' Slide mounter 69
976.886 Photograph finisher......' .. 68
976.887 Fijm numberer 69

Stripper 69
977.781 Bookbinder

38979.381 Letterer
,.... 550

Line-up examiner 550
Paste-up copy-camera operator. 550
Paste-up, copy-camera operator, apprentice. 550
Silk-screen cutter. 550:

, Silk-screen maker 550
Stencil maker 550

7 6
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.,
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Index tO Occupations and Industries

i\
Able seamen, see:

Merchant marine industry . 690
Merchant marine sailors 292

AcceleratoY operators, atomic energy. 617

lay

t.

Agriculture teachers, vocational 581'
Agronomists 351

See also: Agriculture 580
Air-conditioning and refrigeiation mechanics 389

See also:.
Electronics manufacturing 632

Account executives, advertising . ... 126 Officemachine and computer manufacturing 661
Account executives, see Securities salesworkers 238
ACcountants ,.. 123

Air-conditioning, heating, and refrigeration
technicians 374

See also: Insurance industry 719
Accounting clerks, see: ,

Bank clerks * 'I 110

Air-conditioning, refrigeration, and beating
mechanics 389

Air route. controllers 279
Bookkeeping workers 82rt Air trafficontrollers 279

Acidiiers, petroleum and natural gas.. 590 Air transportation occupations 279
A(quisition librix*ns 213
Actors and actresses e 539

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing,
occupations in .596

Actuaries 115 Airplane mechanics 280
See ati o: Insurance iodustry ../ ,. .... 719 A irplIne' pilots 283

Actuary clerks, see Statistical clerks 98- Airport traffic controllers -279
Adding machine operators , 90 Alcohol, tobacco, and firearms inspectors 19'5

. Adjusters, claim, insurance // 117 Aluminum industry . 602
Administrative and related occupations 123 Ampoule examiners, drug industr{ (1'27
Administrative dietitians ' 485 AmpouleAllers, drug industry 027
Administrative secretarios. 94 Anatomists ; 352
Administrators, health services, 488 Animal husbandry specialists, life scientists 352
Administrators, medical record 401,/ Admissions counselors*, see: College student

Animal htisbandry technicians, engineering and
- ' science technicians

2Y- . -personnel workers 132' Animal physiologists
Adult services librarians 213 Animal scientists 58
Advertising copywriters 126 Annealers, si:e:"Aluminurhinciustry 603
Advertising managers .., 126 Announcers, radio and television 057
Advertising production managers 126 Anodizers, electronics manufactaing" 632
Advertising workers 126 Anthropologists' 496.
Aeronautical technicians 373 Apparel industry, occupations in the 607 a
Aerbspace engineers 329 Appliance repairers . 391
Agency cashiers 84 Ara welders 27
Agents, .tee. Real estate ialesworkers and brokers"232
Agents and brokers, insurance industry 719

Archeologists, see. Anthropologists 496
'Architects s 113

..,
. Agricultural commodity graders '195

Agricultural econdmists 580
Agricultural engineers 330

Architects, landscape A 61:1
gArchivists, see: HiStorians 102,

Armed Forces r 1 740,'"
See also: Agriculture , 580 Art directors, see: Commercial artists 550

Agricultural quarantine inspectors , 194 Art, design, and communications ?elated
Agricultural technicians 376 occupations.?....., , '518
Agriculture 575
Agricqlturespccupations relaked'to 580

Artists, see: ., /..
,

Advertising workers , 126.

756
,
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Cominercial artists: 550
Asbestos aria4 insulating workers 246
Assemblers 48

See also:
Apparel industry 608
Electronics manufacturing 631
Laundry and dry cleaning plants 727
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 656

Asiembly. inspectors, aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft . 598

Assignment clerks, See. Statistical clerks. 98
'.Associate directors, radio and television 695
Astrogeologists 339

weAstronomers . . k. 361
Astrophysicist's, see: Astronomers 361
Atomic energy field, occupations in the 613
Attendants, gasoline service station 225
Attendants, parking 313
Attorneys I39 ,
Audio control technicians, broadcast technicians. 370
Audiologists 482
Auger operators, coal mining 585
Automatic pinsetting machine mechanics 399'
Automatic transmission specialists, see:

Automobile 'mechanics 395
Autom He_ air-conditioning specialists, see: /

omobile mechanics 395
Automobile body rep
Automobile-glass mech

mechanics
Automobile manufacturing occupationS, see:

Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing
Automobile mechaniel
Automobile painters
Automobile parts counter workers
Automobile-radiator mechani s, 'see. Auto obile

mechanics

ics. see: Automobile
395

611
394

49
220

395
Automobile salesw-akers-.' 221
Automobile service advisors 223.
Auxiliary equipment operators, see:

COmputer op'erating' personnel., 104
- Electric power industry . 683
Auxiliary nursing workers, see: Nursing aides 474
Aviation "safety officers , s*

41
195

Backtenders, paper and allied products
Baggers,,laundry and drycleaning
Baggers, retail'fdb j stOtes
Bakers, all-round
Bakery route driers
'Baking industry Ihl
Ballet dancets . ,

Bank.clerks
7,-.

c

* .5.

665
7

7'3
622
236

'621
541'
110

757

leaf
Bank officers 111
Bank tellers 1.13
Banking industry ... 71.6
Banking occupations 110
Baibers 172.
Barker operators, see: .

Lumber mills 651
Pap'eF and allied products 664

Bartender helpers 162
Bartenders 162
Beater engineers, paper and allied products 605
Beauticians r 174
Beauty, operttors 174
Bell captains 174
Bellhops and bell captains 174
Bdnch corernakers, foundry occupations 27
Bench hands, baking 621
bench molders, foundy occupations 26
Bench technicians, Ophthalmic laboratory

technicians' 1-67
Bill clerks, see: Merchant marine industry 691
Billing machine, operators 90 .
Biochemical technicians 376
Biochemists 349
Biological aides, see: Engineering and science

technicians 373
Biological oceanographers 346
Biological scientists 66
Biological technicians

3726

Biologists, see: Life scic;:ntists 351 %/

Biomedical engineers 330
Blacksmiths , 51

See also: Railroad shop trades 30.1
Blocksetters, lumber mills
Blowers, iron and steel 6564221-.

Blue-collar worker supervisors
Boat-motor mechanics

, 39°7,
Boatswains, see: ,

Merchant marine industry -690
Merchant marine sailors! , - 29

Body automobile 392
5

Boiler o rators. electric powe,r c, 683
Boiler tender's . 55 /
Boilermiliters `,. --V.,

See also:

industrigcheinical in ustry
Iron and steel Indus .
Railroad shop trade

oheimaking oc ations ti
ookbinders a related 'workers
ookkeeper

.
See also ank clerks

Boopte ing machine op rat see:
Ba clerks ..... :.,...,
0 ice machine operators.t. $

e

5,4 -7

639
647
301
54

82. -
110

110
90"
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Bookkeeping workers. - -,

Bookmobile librarians
Bosuns, see: Merchant marine sailors f

Botanists
. Baxlinvin-machine medianics._...-k--....-..-..._.

Box office cashiers. 1.

Brake mechar4s, see. Automobile mechanics 395'
Brake operators, railroad ' 296
Bricklayers . -r 247

.
See also:' = .

Aluminum industry .:. . .... . ..... 604
Iron and steel industry .' - ! ..... . 647

Bncklaiers' tenders . , . 253
Bnckmasorts .... 247
Brbad t.ast technicians .

f 370
Brokers, real estate 232'
Bucker* logging . . ).* 656
Building custodians. ......... .. . . , 156
Building inspectors , 192
Bull-chain bperators, lumber mills 651
Bundlers, apparel 608
.Blis mechanics .. ................ ....v.. 427
Busdrivess, intercity ,

v\ 306
. ,, Busdrivers, local transit , ,,, .. 308

Busbelers, apparel. ' 609
Business machine repairers 00
Butlers, see Private hbusefiold workers........... .;....1 9..
Buyers 128

.
If

214-
292
35'1
399

84.

Cabdrivers. N, 345
Cable splicers, see: .,

gldcttic power industry 687
Telephone industry i 385

, Calculating machine operators 90
Camera operators, printing, see- Lithographers 42
Capsule coaters 627
Captain, see:

Airplane pilots ' 283
' Merchant marine industry 690

Merchant marine officers 49
Car checkers, statistical clerks 98

.Card-to-tape converteroperators, see.. Computer
operating personnel 104

Career planning counseldrs, college, see:
College.career planning and placement

counselors ., 517
. ..

College student personnel workers... 132
Caretakers, see. Private household workers 179

, Car repairers, shop trades, railrdad 300
Carpenters * ,..., 249

See also. Coal mining 585
Caipenters' helpers' '253
Carpet installers, see. Floor covering installers 259

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK 1144DB00K

pas;

cartographers, see: Geographers 5Q0
Catework aides, see. Social service aides. 532
Caseworkers, social 534

Cashiers, retail 'food stores
Cashiers ../. - ,

4
. :a . *

e
Cashier checkers - 84
Casting inspectors, foundries 636
Casting operators, see. Aluminum industry 603
Catalogers, see: Librarians 213
Catholic priests \ . 523
Cement finishers . ,. 251
Cement -Masons , 251
Cqmenters., petroleum and natural gas 590
Central office crafts, telephone 383..--
Ceptral office equipment installers. - 384
Central coffee repairers, telephone r ., 383
Ceramic engineers 331
Certified public accountants 124
Chain workers see: Surveyors 379
Charge gang weighers, aluminum' 603
Charging crane operators, iron and steel 644
Charging-machine operators, iron and steel 644
Check encoders, see: Bank clerks t 1 I
Check inscribers, see: Bank clerks ,.... 111
Check-out clerks, see: Cashiers 84
Checkers, apparel industry ;..' 608
Checkers, see: Cashiers 84
Checkers, see:. Drafters 372
Checkers, motor vehicle and equipment

manufacturing 657
Chefs, see: Cooks and chefs 164
Chemical analysts, see: Aluminum industry 604
Chemical control technicians 660
Chemical engineers 331

See also:

Drug industry r, ,. --'-66.-i-604'-

AluMinum industry

116,
Industrial chemical industry ........ -... 638
Paper and allied products industry 666
Petroleum refining 670

Chemical mixers, see. Pho graphic labpratory
occupations 69

Chemical oceanographers 346
Chemical operators 639
Chemical technicians . 375
Chemists 363

' See also: ..,
Atomic energy field, 617
Drug industiy 626
.Electronics manufacturing. 631
Industrial chemical industry 638
Iron and steel industry 647
Office machine znd computer manufacturing 660
Paper and 'allied proclucts , 666
Petroleurh refining 670

4
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Chikcooks, see:
Merchant marine irustry ' 691
Merchant marine 4ilors

Chief engineers, see, erchant Marine officers ** 228994:

Chief engineers, ra o and television .. .......... .. 695
Chief mates, see...14.4 rchant marine officers ..... 289,
Chief officers, men nt marine officers 289
Chief stewarciF, see:

Merchant marine i*dustry 691
Merchant manne sailors _IL._ . . 293

Child mentors, private household workers . . 179
Child monitor. private household workers. . . 179
Child welfare workers. see Social workers , 535
Chilch'en's librarians .. . , 213
Chippers. foundries .. . . 636
Chipper operators, paper and allied roducts .-. 664
Chiropractors .

Chocker setters, logging . . . . 650
Choreographers, see. Dancers , 541
Christmas Club tellers, see? Bank tellers 113
City managers .. ......... . 130
Civil aviation occupations .

Civil engineering technicians
Civil engineeK

See also: Iron and:iteel industry
Civil kervice workets; Federal Government.{ -
Civilian govenimerit-pf`grteral
Claim adjusters, see:'

Insurance induitri.
Insurance occiipationi -
Trucking, industry

Claim examiners, insurance Z.

See) alsO: Insurance industry
Clain insurance

'C ification cle,rks, statistical clerks
eaners, building custodians

leaners, retail food stores
leaning and related occupations

Clergy
Clerical occupations.
Clerk-typists
Clerks, see':

Accounting clerks, bookkeeping workers
_Acntary-clerks, statistical clerks
Assignment clerks, statistical clerks
Bank clerks ,
Check-out clerks, cashiers
Classification clerks, statistical clerks
elerk-typisti
Coding clerks, statistical clerks
Control clerks, bank clerks .
COunter clerks, laundry and drycleaning
Country collection clerks, bank clerks
Demurrage clerks, statistical clerks
Distribution clerks, postal clerks

INDUSTRIES .4
Ito
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hier

Exchange clerks, see: Bank clerks 110
.File clerks. , 83
Interest aerics, bank clerk.s. ' ,- 110
Inventory clerks, stock clerks ........ ..,

.. .
. Manifest clerks, trucking industry 704
,.. Medical record clerics 4617'
\.. Mortgage clerks, bank clerks , 110

iParts-order clerks, trucking industry 704
Personnel-clerks, statistical clerks 98-
Postal clerk :s , ' 91
Posting clerks, staustical clerks .... ... ----91?-

Procurement clerks, stock clerks. 100
Receiving clerks. shipping and receitlng clerks 96
Reservation clerks. hotel. 89
Room and desk clerks, hotel 89
Shipping and receiving clerks 96
Statistical clerks 98
Stock clerks . 100
.Tabulating clerks 98
Transit clerks, bank clerks 110
Window clerks, postal clerks t 91

-678 Climatologists, see. Meteorologists 344
4374 Clinical dietitians 485

332JiniqaI1aboratory workers ; 458
647 Coal loading machine operators... 585
731 Goal rining . C 584
71 Coding clerks, statisticalrclerks 98 .

. Coiler operators, aluminum industry '603
918 Collection workers 85'
117 College and university.teachers 210

.704 College career planning and placement
117 counselors ' 517
7..f8P College librarians.... 214
117 College placement officers, see:
98 College career planning and placement .

156 .counselors 117
713 College student personnel workers 132
156. College student personnel workers t' 132
520 College union staff members

. t: 132
81 Color technicians, see: Photographic laboratory

101 cscupationsr 69
Commercial account underwriters 121

82 Cominercial artists , 550k
9g Commercial photographers . 562. !98 Commercial tellers: banking 113

Ilq Communications related Occupations..- 565
84 Community 1.)lanners ... , 151

98 'Companions, see. Private household workers 179
101 Composing room occupations, printing 39 .
98 Composition roofers 272

111 Compositors, printing, see:
W26 PriMing occupations . 39
110 Printing and publishing . 673
98 Compounders, set. Drug industry 627
91 Computer and related occupations t 104

ot
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Computer manufacturing.... 659
Computer o ng rsonn- . 104
Computer operators, sf mputer operating

personnel ..... . ......
Computer Programmer's, see Paper and allig

products industry_... 666
Computer salesworkers, office machine and

computer, manufacturing. 660
Computer service technicians .4. 40?.
Computers, prospecting. petroleum an.d natural

gas. 590
Concrete finishers . 251
Conductort, railroad . 298
Conservation occupations 4 320
Conseryationists, 4+011 - - ... 325
ronscrle operators, see Computer operating

personnel
t

, . . 104
Construction A 594
Construction electricians ., - 256
Construction inspectors (government) 192
Construction laborers :'. _., : ., 253
Construction machinery operators, see;

Operating engineers 265
' Construction occupations . 1 243

Continuity directors, radio and television 695
Continuity writers, radio and television 695
Continuous mining machine operators : - 584.
Control clerks, see. Bank clerks III
Control room operatori, electric power 684
Console operators, computer operating personnel 104
Converter operators, computer operating

104pepersonnel ,-
, .

Cooks; see: Private household workers 179
Cooks and chefs 164
Cooks' helpers, see. Pnvate household workers 179
Cooperative extension service workers 526
"See also. Home economists , 528

Copilots 283.
Core -oven tenders, foundries 636
Coremakers, see:

Foundries 636
Foundry occupations . I ; 27,

V, Motor vehicle and equipment inanufacturi g 655 ,
Coresetters, foundries 636
Corn and. wheat farmers 577
Correspondent bank officers . ... 112
Cosmetologists` , 174
Cotton farmers 577
Counseling Occupations
Counselors, see: - ,

College career planning and placement .

counselors' i. 517
'College student personnel workers

1 513133Employment counselors .
Rehabilitation counselors s 515

.

,r1c,
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School counselors 5.11

Countei clerks, laundry and cirycleaning 726
Counter workers, food 167
Counters, paper and allied-products 666
Counters, statistical clerks 98
Country collection clerks, see: Bank clerks 110
County extension workers.... ........... ..................... 526
Court reporters 95
Crahe operators, see:

Motor vehicle and equipment manufactunng.... 6571.
Operating engineers ., 2
Trucking industry 705,

Credit managers L 134
Crew chiefs, aircraft, missile, and. spacecraft... 598
Crew schedulers, statistical clerks 8

Crop specialty farmers 578
ushion builders, motor vehicle and equipjnent

*manufacturing 656
CtiStomer engineers, computer service

technicians.!, 403
Customer service °col:Twits, electnc power 688.
Customers' brokers, eer Secunties salesworkers 238.

inspectors . 195.
Cutters, 4pparel c. 608
Cutters, Motor vehicle and

mhntffacturing
Cutting Machine operators 584

656

D .

Dairy fthiners ' 577
Dampproof workers, see: "Roofers S 272
Dance* T 541
Darkroom technicians, see: Photographic

latoratory. occupations 68
Data typists, seeiComputer operating personnel! '104
Day workers, see. Private' household workers 179
Dean ofAstudents, see: College student personnel

workers 132
' Deck officers, see:

Merchant marine industry 690
-Merchant marine officers. '289

Deck utility hands, see.
Merchant marine industry 691
Merchant marine sailors 2.92

Deck workers, lumber mills 65 I
Decorators, interior 558,
Dehydration-plant operators, petroleum and

natural gas 590
Demurrage clerks, statistical clerks 98
bental assistants 437
Dental hygienists s 439
Dental laboratory technicians.., 441
Dental occupations 435
Dentists 435.

771
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Derrick operalors, petroleum and natural gas 590
Design occupations 548
Designers, apparel' 607
Designers, floral 554
Designers, induStrial 556
Designers, interior 558
Detailers. see. Drafters 372
Detectives 7-''' ' - 187
Deielopers, see: Photographic laboratory

occupations ,. '69
DevelopMent engineers, radio and television 695
Diemakers, see. a.

Aluminum industry 604
Electronics manufacturing 631
Machining occupations 35
Office machine and computer manufactunng 661

Die makers, tool-and- .. 35
See also listing under Tool-and-die makers.

Diesinkers, forge shop- 59"
.Dieselmechanics 405
Dietetic educators

.
485

Dietitians .. 485
.,, Digester operators, paper and allied products 664

Dining room attendants, waiters and,waitresses 170
Dining room attendants, and dishwashers 166

- Directdrs, prograrn,pdio and television.., .695
Director Asistance.oPerators 202
Dishwaale4 j.11 166
15ispatchers,;"sk.,f. ,.-:-,,./vIerchan't thi`rpt induct 69',''''`.%',..,k. 1 "

'Tick-king tnilu.Guiy. '.. .. r' ;..,,n 704
.:Dispensing opticians -1 : 487

See also: Optometrists 444
bisplay workers (retail trade) 553
Qistribution clerks, postal clerks L ..-. 91
District representatii,es, electnc power , - 688
Divider machine operators, baking industry 621
Doctors, medical...., 444.
Dough molders, .puking 621
Drafters . 311.

See also:
Aluminum industry 1 604
ElectronicstnaruifaCruring ., 631

- Industrial cheMical industry 63
iron and steel industry ,. ., 64
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 655
Office machine and computer manufactunng 660
Petroleum and natural gas productiop and

, Arprocessing 590
Petroleum refining . 670

Dragline operators,laoal mining , 584
Dressmakers, apparel '609.,
Drilling machine operators A 4
Drilling supervisors, petroleum andnaturalfidsd..,, S90
Driver-salesworkers, sere Route drivers. ..,,..,?."2, e.". 236'

761

wo,
Drivers, intercity buses..., i 306
Drivers, local transit buses 108
Drivers, local trucks -.. - , 310
Drivers, ta.licab , 315
Driving occupations 306
Drug industry, occupations in the 625
Druggists 493
Drycleaners,-laundry and drycleaning 726
Drycleaning plants 726
Dry-kiln operatgrs, lumber mills 651
Drywall installers and finishers 254
Duplicating machine operators 90

E

Earth-bonng machine operators, see. Operating
engineers 265

Ecologists, see: Life scientists , .,. 3
Economic geographers
Economic geo gists , ,. 339
Economists , 498
Education and related-occupations 205
Education directors, radio and television.... 695
EEG technicians ' 459
EKG technicians

1
454

Electrit meter repairers 688
Electric power industry, occupptions the 681
Electric Sign repairers .. 407
Electrical engineers 333

See also: '
-Aluminum industry I 604
Electionics manufacturin 630
Industrial chemical ind 639--
Iron and steel industry .A;647
Motor vehicle aid ipment irranufactplihg 655

Electrical inspectors
l.;'

192
Ati

. .

Elektrical repairers, see Iron and 01-industry 647
Electrical workers, se Shop tradK, railroads 301

-'Electricians, constrtf Lion 74,-. 4" , 2
, Electricians, rriainte an ../ 417

See also listing u def Maintenance electricians.
,Electricianssee:y .,,,-;:.'

Merchari7 tfvfndustry
7 - Merchant ire sailors

Electrocarrlifai-apti technicians
,
-. : 454

9

Electrohalographic technicians. .
ElectrO 'c assembly inspectors, see.

.

,Efe ronips manufacturing.' .. 632
1,

ice machine and computer manufacturing ... 661
Ri/tctronic computer programmers"' 106

"'Electronic organ technicians 422
-Electronic leader-sorter operatorst see:.Bank

clerks III
Electronic specialists, see. Oceanographers 346
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Electronics checkout workers, aircraft, missile,
and spacecraft 598

Electronics engineers, see: ElectrKics
manufacturitu *630

Electronics manufacturing 630
Electronics repairers, iron and steel . 647
Electronics subassembly inspectors, see: Office

machine and computer manufacturing 661
Electronics technicians, see:,

- Electrolics manufacturing , 631. Engineering and science technicians , 374
. EleCtroplaters

,- 57
See also:

..Electronics, manufacturing . ,......: 632
:-.. Motor vehicle and equipment manufaciring 656
Electrotypers and stereotyperssee:

Printing occupations 41
Printing and publishing,

A 673
Elementary school teachers 206
Elevator constructors. , 257
Elevhtor mechanics ) 2,57
Embalmers 177
Emboising machine operators...~ 90
Embryologists, life scientists ; 352
Employment aides, see: Social service aides 533
Employment counselors - 513
Employment interviewers, personnel 143
Encoders, batik clerks 111
Engine mechanics, aircraft, missile! and

spacecraft Y 598
Engineering aides, see:

Electronics manufacturing- 631
Office, machine and computer manufacturing 640

.

Engineering and science technicians 373
Engineering geologists t 339
Engineering technicians 604
Engineers 327

See also:
Aerospace engineers 329. Agricultural engineers , . ... 330
Biomedical engineers : 330
Ceramic engineers 1 331
Chemical engineers Am. 331
Civil engineers .z... 332
Electrical engineers 333
Electronics engineers 0,* a 630
Indultrial engineers 334
Mechanical engineers 335.
lttalfurpcal engineers 336
Mining engineers 337

. Petroleum engineers 338
Engineers, locomotive 299

'Engineers, motor vehicle and equipment
manufacturing . 654

Engineers, stationary .4 73

t
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Entomologists, agricultUre 580
Envelope- machine operators, paper and allied

products, J. 666
Environmental scientists...._ 339
Etching equipment operators, electronics

manufacturing. 632
Ethhologists, see: Anthropologists..... 496
Exchange clerks. see: Bank clerks ' 110
Exhaust-opersiors, electronics manufacturing 632
Experimental snaohinisd, see: Instrument

markets (mechanical) 31
Exploration geophysicists 342
Extensiqn service workers 526
Extras, see: Actors and actresses 539.
Extrusion press operators, aluminum industry 604

.F

Fate bosss, see:ICoal mining 584
Faders., logging 650
Family service workers, see: Social workers 534
Farm equipment mechanics. ,409
Farm managers 581
Farmers, see: Agriculture , 575
Fashion models 230
FBI special agents ,... 182
Federal civilian government 731
Federal Government occupations ' .731
Field engineers, see: Computer service

technicians , pr. V
403

Field technicians, radio and television 370
File clerks A...., 87
Film editors, television ...... 695
Film librarians, television 695
Film numberers, see: Photographic laboratory
) technicians 69
ilm strippers, see: Photographic laboratory

technicians 69
assemblerk, aircraft, missile, and spacecraft 597

mance. insurance, and real estate 715
Finishers, flatwork, laundry and drycleaning 726
Finishers, men's suit, laundry and drycleaning , 727
Finishers, ophthalmic laboratory technicians 67
Finishers, shirt, laundry and drycleaning 726
Fire bosses, see: Coal mining 584
Fire protection t ngineers , 0, . 198
Firefighters 184
Firers/watertenders, see:

Merchant marine industry 691
Merchant marine sailors, 4 . 293

First assistant enfneers, merchant marine
officers , 289

First helpers, iron an51 steel., .. 644
First mates, merchant marine-officers 289
Fitters, apparel 608

.775 'e
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Fitters, boilermaking occupations
Fitters, see: Coal mining
Flatwork finishers, letIndry and drycleaning
Flight attendants.
Flight engineers
Floor coremakers, foundry
Floor covering installers
Floor covering mechanics
Floor installers, see Floor covering installers
Floor manageri, television

'Floor molders, foundry occupations
Flood and drug inspectors...
Food counter workers .

Floral designers ...... .

Food processing technicians. .

- Food scientists
Food service occupations.
Food technologists .,..

5
726
285,
283

27
259
259
259
695

26
194
167
554

.... 376
365
162

, ......... 365
Foreign buyers 128
Foremen and forewomen.: 52
Foresters 320

See also:
Agriculture 580
Logging and lumber mills 659
Paper and allied products 666

Forestry aides , 322
Forestry technicians 322
Forge shop occupationsons 58
Forklift truck operators. see. Electronics

manufacturing '" 632
Foundries, 635
Foundry occupations, 24
Frame wirers, telephone central office craft - 4

occupations 383
Free-lance reporters 95
Frontend mechanics, see. Automobile

''mechanics , 395
Front-office cashiers 84
Front-office clerks, hotel 89
Funeral directors and embalmers 177
Fur cutters, apparel 609
Fur finishers, apparel 609
Fur machine operators, apparel 609
Fur nailers, apparel ',609
Furnace installers, heating mechanics 389
Furnace operators, foundries 656
Furniture upholsterers 61
Fusing machine operators

a

608

rGas appliance servicers 389
Gas burner mechanics ' 389
Gas dispatchers 98
Gas fitters, see: Plumbers and pipefitters 270

0
76.3

Paw

as welders x 77
mpiessqr operators, petroleum and
tural gas 590

ne-plant operators, petroleum and nutwal
gas 590

Gasoline service station attendants 225
Gaugers, petroleum and natural gas 590
Geomprphologists, see: Geologists 339
General board workers, see: Commercial artists 559,
General bookkeepers 82
General houseworkers , 179
Geneticists, agriculture 580
Geochemists, see: Geologists 339
Geochrbnologists, see: Geologists 339
Geodesists. see: Geophysicists 342
Geographers 500
-Geological oceanographers 339

See also: Oceanographeis 346
Geologicaljechnicians 376
Geologists 339

See also: Petroleum and natural gas production
and processing 589

Geomagneticians, see: Geophysicists 342
Geophysicists 341

See also: Petroleuirk and natural gas production 3'
and processing 590

Glass blowers, electronics manufacturing 632
Glass lathe operators, electronics manufacturing 632
Oink rs 261
Government 729
Government occupations, Federal . 731

'Government occupations, State and local 738
Graders, lumber mills 651
Grain farmers 577
Granulator-machine operators, see. Drug

industry 1tr, 627
Gravure photoengravers, printing and publishing 673
drid'lathe operators, electronics manufacturing 632
Grinders, see:

Forge shop occupations 59
Foundties 636

Grocery clerks, set: Cashiers 84
Ground helpers, electric power 687
Guards ' 186
Guidance counselors ,... ' 511

. N H

Haitdressers 174
Hairstylists, see: Barbers 172
Hammer operators, forge shop

. 59
Hanimerers, see: Motor vehicle and equipment

manufacturing e4 4 4 655°
HammeriMiths, forge shop 59r

774,
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Hand assemblers, office machine and computer .

manufacturing .. 660
. Hand compositors, printing . 39

Hand icers, baking ". 622
Hatid molders, foundries ,. 636
Hand sewers, apparel 608

- Hand spreaders, apparel. 608
Head sawyers, lumber mills 651
Health and regulatory inspectors (government)._ 194"
He phys)dists. atomic energy 617

, Health physics technicians, atomic energy 617
1 Health occupations 434

Health services.administratofs 488
Health services, home economists 528
Heat treaters, see!

Aticraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing 597
Forge shop occupations 60

-*Foundries, 636
Heaters, see:

Forge shop occupations '59
Iron and steel industry . 645
Motor vehicle and equipment manufactunng 655

Heating mechanics I 389
,

Hel , baking ,. -622
Helpeks,, iron...and steel 643
High school teachers 208
High speed printer operators, see. Computer

operating personnel
High*ay patrol officers, see. State police officers
Historians 502
Hod carriers 253
Home economists 527
Home health aides, see! Nursing aides 474
Home housekeepers, see: Private household

workers
.Homemaker aides, see. Social service aides
Horticulturisti.
Hospital attendants
Hospital nurses
Hot-cell technicians, atomic energy
Hot metal crane operators, see: Aluminum

inddstry
Hotel front-office clerks..
Hotel housekeepers and assistants
Hotel managetand assistants

104
190

179
,533

352
474
470
618

603
89

157
136

Hotels - v ,724
Housekeepers, see. Private househbld workers 1/9
H'ousekeepers and assistants, hotel
Human nutritionists, see: 580
Human service aides 532
Hydrogen furnace operators, electronics'

manufacturing 632
ffydrologit technicians 1 , 376
Hydrologists, see: Geophysicists 342
Hygienists, dental 439

A

t 4
4.

.
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Icing mixers; bakin 622
Illustrators, see:CoInmercial artists 550
Immigration inspectors 195
Inthistrialbuyers, see. Purchasing agents 149
Industrial chemical industry, occupations in the 638
Industrial designers 556

See also. Electronics manufacturing . 631
Industrial engineers.. 334

See also: //
Apparel industry 609
Dru reliaastry ,. 626
Electronics manufacturing 630
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 655' Office machine and coMputer manufacturing 659

Industrial hygienists, occupatifInal safety and
health workers' i 198

Industrial machinery repairers i 410 .
Industrial nurses 471
Industrial phbtographers 562
Industrial production and related occupations 23
Industrial technicians

. ,
I 375

Industrial traffic managers 137
Informal models 230
Informationscience specialists, librarians 214
Infrared oven operators, electronics

manufacturing 632
Ingot strippers, iron arid steel 645 '
Inhalation therapy workers 467
Inspectors, construction ri 192
Inspectors, laundry and drycleariing 727
Inspectors, (manufacturing) 62

See also:
Apparel industry , 608
Electronics manufacturing 632
Forge shop occupations 59
Motor vehicle'and equipment manufacturing 656'

Instrument makers (mechanical) ' 31

instrument repairers 412
See also:

'Drug industry s 628 .

Industrial chemical industry 639
Paper and allied products industry 666

Instrument technicians, see:
Engineering and science technicians 375
Mechanical technicians.4 375

Instrument workers, see: Surveyors 379
Insulating workers 246
Insutance agents, sec' Underwriters 120
Insurance agents and Orokers 4.. 226
Insurance industry .. 4718
Insuranod occupations 115
Intercity busdrivers

.4 / 306
'Interest clerks, see: Bank clerks 110
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Interior decorators.... ,: -1 . 558
Interior designers... .... .......... ... 558
International-officers. banking . 112
Interpreters.
Intertype machine operators. printing._ . .. 39
Inventory clerks, see: Stoat clerks . 100
Investmpnt analysts. see Insurance industry . . '719
Iron and steel industry, occupations in the . . 642
Iron workers, building trades ..... .275

Janitors. seer Building4custodians .. 156
Jewelers 414
Jig and fixture builders, aircraft. missile, and

spacecraft 597
Job analysts. peisonnel 143
Junior typists 101

K t
Keepers. iron and steel ...... 643
Keypunch operators . 104
Kindergarten teachers. . 206

L ,

Laboratory technician's. see
Aluminum industry . 604
Drug industry 627
Electronics manufacturing 631
Industrial chemical industry. .... ....... ....... 639
Petroleum refining 670

Laboratory technicians, dental 441
Labor relations workers 143
;Laborers, construction, building trades 253
Ladle crane operators, iron and steel , 645
Lady's and gentleman's attendants, private

household workers 179
Landsc4e architects. ' 560
Lathers 262
Launderers, see: Private household workers 179
Laundry and drycleaning plants 7/6
Laundry and drycleaning route drivers 236
Lawyers 139

See also: Insurance industry 719
'Layout artists, see: CommerciaLartisti. 4 550
Layout workers, advertising 126.

Layout workers, boilermaking occupatiops 54
Lease biers, petroleum and natural gas 590
Legal secretaries ,. 94
Lens grinders, see- Ophthalmic laboratory

technicians 67
Letterers, see: Commercial artists 550
Librarians , , ,213
Library occupations L 213

'1

1
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Pat
Library technicians and assistants . 216
Licensed practical nurses 472
Licensed vocational nurses 472
Life insurance agents 226
Life science occupations 349
Life scientists 351
Life underwriters 226
Lighting technicians, television 370
Line installers and cable splicers, telephone 385
Line installers and repairers. electric power 686
Linotype operators,. printing 39
Lithographic occupations. printing '42
Lithographic press operators. printing 42
Livestock farmers N , 577
Load dispatchers. electric power 685
Loader engineers. logging 651
Loading machine operators, see: Coal mining '585
Loan officers. see- Bank officers I II
Local governinent occupations 738
Local transit busdrivers 308
Local truckdrivers: see:

Driving occupations X10
Trilcking industry

Locksmiths 4116
Locomotive engineers. railroad 2

See also: Iron and steel industry 7
Loggers .650
Logging and lumber mills 650
Long distance truckdrivers 311

See also: Trucking industry 704
,Longwall machine operators: see: Coal 584
Loss control,consultants, occupational safety and

health workers 198

Machine coremakeys, foundry occupations 27
Machine designers, see: Mechanical technicians 375
Machine icers, baking" 622
Machine molders, see:

Foundries. 636
Foundry bicupations. K. :26
Motor vehicle and equipment manufactuung 655

Machine movers, see: Riggers and movers 275
Machine spreaders, apparel 608
Machine tool operators 33

See also:
Aircraft, missile, an d spacecraft

Manufacturing 597
Electronics manufacturing 631'

.Motor Lehicle and equipment manufacturing 656
Machine washers, laundry and drycleaning plants 726
Machined parts inspectors, see:

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing 598
Office machine and computer manufacturing 661

77G
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Machinery repairers, industrial 410
Machining occupations 29
Machinists, all-round 29

See also
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

manufacturing 597
Drug industry ... ..... ..... 627
Railroad shop' ..... . 300

Mail carriers 201
Mail preparing ad maiLhandling machine

operators, office machine operators 90
Maintenance electricians. 417

See also: .
Aluminum industry . 604
Coal mining . 585
Drug industry 627
Elettrimics manufacturing... 0.4 632
Industrial chemical industry. 639
Iron and steel industry 647
Office machine and computer manufacturing 661
Paper and allied products induspy 666

Maintenance machinists, see:
Aluminum industry 604
Electronics manufacturing 632
Industrial chemical industry 639
Raper and allied products industry 666

Maintenance mechanics, see. Industrial
machine.), repairer.s: 410

Maintenance technicians, radio and television 370
Makeup arrangers, printing and publishing 673
Makeup artists, television 695
Managers, city 130
Managers, industrial traffic 137
Managers, retail food stores 7
Managers and assistants, hotel 36
Manifest clerks, see:
' Merchant marine industry , 691

Trucking industry 704
Manipulator operators, iron and steel 146

'Manufacturers' salesworkers 228
'Manufacturing , 595

Marble semis, tilesetters, and terrazzo workers 263
Manite arshitects, see. Mercharil marine industry 691
Marble biologists, see: Oceanographers 346
Marine engineers 690
Marine geolggists, see. Oceanographers 346

.Markers, apparel 608
Markers, laundry and drypleaning 726
Marketing research workers 141
Masters, see:

Merchant marine industry J 690
Merchant marine officers 289

Material handlers, apparel , 608
Material handlers, see:

Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 656

777
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tingindustry 705
Mates, see: Merchant marine officers 289
Mathematical assistants, electronics,

manufacturing 631'
Mathematicians 356

See also:
Electronics manufactu ng 63 I
Motor vehicle and e uipment manufacturing 655
Office machine a computer manufacturing 660

Mathematics occup ions p.... 356
Meat and poultry spectors 194
Meat cutters 168

See also: R food-stores 713
Meat wrapWsrsee: Retail fool -scores 713
Mechanical engineers 5

See also:
Aluminum inddstry 604
Coal mining ' 586
Drug industry 627
Efectronics manufacturing 630
Industrial £hemical industry 638
Iron and steel industry 647

. Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 6
Office machine and computer manufacturing 6
Paper and allied products industry 6

Mechanical inspectors
Mechanical workers, commercial artists 5
Mechanical technicians
Mechanic-attendants, see. Gasoline service

station attendants
Mechanics, see:

55
59
66
92
50

, 225

Air-conditioning mechanics 389
Airplane mechanics 280
Automobile mechanics 394
Boat motor mechanics 397
Bowling pin-machine mechanics 399
Bus mechanics 427
Diesel mechanics 405 '
Farm equipment mechanics.. 409
Gas burner mechanics 389
Heating mechanics r, 389
Motorcycle mechanics..., 419
Oil burner mechanics ,. 389
Refrigeration mechahics 38,9
Truck mechanics 42.

'Vending machine mechanics 429
Mechanicsd repairers 381
MediTdirectors, advertising 126
Me cal assistants 457

dical laboratory assistants 459
edical laboratory technicians 458

Medical laboraNry workers 458
Medical microbiOlogists 352
Medical practitioners 443
Medical record administratdrs 491
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Medical record librarians 491
Medical record technicians and clerks 461
Medical sales representatives, see Phartnkcists 493
Medical secretaries 94
Medical social workers 535
Medical technologist, technician, and assistant

occupations... 454
Medical technologists ,, 458
Medical X-ray technologists 466
Melters, see:

Iron and steel industry 643
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing.... 655

Men's suit finishers, laundry and drycleaning. 727
Menders, laundry and drycleaMng plants.. 727
Merchandise managers, buyers . ...... 128
Merchant marine industry 690
Merchant marine occupations 289
Merchant marine officers 289
Merchant- marine sailors 292
Mess attendants, see:

Merchant marine industry 691
Merchant marine sailors 294

Metal finishers, motor vehicle and equipment
manufacturing 656

Metal patternmakers, foundry occupations 24
Metal roofers 272
Metallurgical engineers 336

See also. Iron and steel industry 647
Metallurgists, see:

Electronics manufacturirig 63.1
Iron and steel industry 647
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing.... 655

Meteorological technicians 376
Meteorologists r 343

*Meter installers, electric power 688
Meter readers, electric power 688
Meter testers, electric power 688
Microbiological technicians 376
Microbiologists, see:

'Agriculture 580
Life sciences 352

Millwrights 1
64,

See also:
Aluminum industry 604
Iron and steel industry 647
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 657
Paper and allied products industry 666

`Mine inspectors 195
Mineralogists, see:

Geologists 339
Petroleum and haturalgas, 589

Mining and petroleum indhstry 583
Mining engineers 337

See also Coal mining 586
Ministers, Protestant 520

0

'
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Missile assembly mechanics, aircraft, missile, and-
spacecraft 597

Missile manufacturing occupations 596
Mixers, baking 621
Models 230
Modelmakers, see:

Instrument makers (mechanical) 31
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 654

Molders, ye: Foundry occupations 26
Molders' helpers, foundries 636
Molding machine operators, baking industry 621
Monotype caster operators, printing 39
Monotype keyboard operators, printing 39
Mortgage clerks, see: Bank clerks 110
Mothers' helpers, see; Private household workers 179
Motion picture projectionists 65
Motorcycle mechanics 419
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing

occupations 654
Motor vehicle body repairers 392
Music directors, radio and television 695
Music librarians, radio and television 695
Musicians 543

N

Natural gas production and processing 589
Neighborhood workers, see: Social service aides 533
Neon sign repairers 407
News directors, radio and television 695 /
Newscasters, radio and television, 695
Newspaper reporters '5
Newswriters, radio and television
Note tellers, banking /113
Nuclear reactor operators, atomic energy 617,
Nurse educators, Jee.. Registered nurses 47,1
Nurses, sees

Licensed practical nurses 472
Registered nurses 470

Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants- 474
Nursing assistants see: Nursing aides..., 474
Nursing occupatias 470
Nutritionists 352

See also:
Dietitians 485
Home economists 1 527

CI

'Observers, petroleum and natural gas 590
Occupational health consultants 198
Occupational health nurses 471
Occupational,safety,and health workers. 197
Occupational therapists 476
Occhpational therapy assistants 477
Oceanographers 346

776
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Oceanographic engineerS, see: Oceanographers.... 346
Office machine arid computer manufacturing , 659
Office machine operators 90
Office machine repairers , 400
Office durses ,

A , 471
Office occupations 80
Oil burner mechanics 389
Oilers, see:

, .
Merchant marine industry.... 691
Merchant marine sailors . 293

Operating engineers, construction machinery 265
Operating room technicians- 463
Operations managers. radio and television 695

4, Operations officers, banking , .

'Operators. telephone 1 202
Ophthalmic, dispensers 487,
Ophthalmic laboratory technicians 67
Ophthalmologisti , f 444
Optioil laboratory ieihnicians 67
Optical mechanics "67
Opticians, dispensing. 487
Optometric assistants 464
Optometrists 444
Orderlies, see: Nursing aides , 474
Ordinary seamen, see:

Merchant marine industry 690
Merchant marine sailors 292

Organ tuners ,421
Ornamental ironworprs, building trades ' 275
Osteopathic physicians 446

..

Outdc4or recreation farmers 578
QutsOle production inspectors, aircraft, missile,

L ' f,,, and spacecraft ;-.., 598
Oven tenders, baking

,
9 621,

--' Overburden stripping operators, see: Coal mining 584
Oxygen furnace operators, iron and steel 644

P

Packaging engineers, paper and allied products 666
Painters, automobile 49
Painters, production 72, ,See also: Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

manufacturing 597
Painters and paperhangers 267,

Palepmagneticians see Geophysicists 342
Paleoniologiits, see: 1

Geqlogists ., 339
Petroleum and natural gas 589

Paper and allied products industries 644
Paper chemists, paper and allied products .667
Paper machine operators, paper and allied

products
,. 665

Paper sorters and counters, paper and allied
products ' ,..666

OCCUP NAL OUTLOOK-HANDBOOK

, Paperhangers 267
Parking attendants 313
Parts counter workers, autom le 220
Parts order clerks, see: Trucking "ndustry 704

,Party chiefs, surveyors 4
, 378

Passenger agents, see: Reservation, idlseLand-______
. passenger agents 287

Paste-up workers; see.-Cominercial artists 550
PathologistS, See:

Life scientists 352
Medical laboratory workers. , 458

Pathologists, speech ' \ 482
Patrol officers, sec...--- \\

Police officeri 187
State police officers \ 190

,Pastern graders, apparel , \ 607
Patternmakers, apparel -- ,, 607
Patternmakert, see: :,
.-Foundries' '.- 24-..Foundry occupations , 636

Motor vehicle and equipment manufactring 655
PBX installers and repairers, telephone 387 .
PBX operators, see: Telephone operators 202
PBX repairers 387
Peanut farmers 577
Perforator operators, petroleUm and natural gas - ,590
Performing artists 39
Personnel and labor relations workers 43,
Personnel recruiters 43
Personal service'occupations 1472
Personnehclerld ,.- Nif

- 98.
Pest controllers 1'58
Petroleum engineers a

338
Petroleum and natural'gas production and , P

,processing . 56
Petroleum geologists 339

See also: Petroleum and natural gas production ;
and piocessing 589'

Petroleum refining . 669
Petrologists, petroleum and natural gas

. production and processing 590
Pharmacists ' , 493 ,

Pharmaceutical ietailers, see: Drug. industry 627
Pharmaceutical operators, see: Drug industry 627 '.:'

'Pharmaceutical representatives, see: Diug
, industry 627 .

Pharmacologists, see: Life scientists , , 352
Photojournalists, photographers 562
Photocheckers and assemblers, see: Photographic *-

laboratory occupations , . 69
Photoengravers, printing, see:

Printing occupations f 44
Printing and publishing 673

,Photogeologists, see: Petroleum and natural gas
production and processing 590

, .
(
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Photographers 562
Photographic laboratory occupations 68
Photographic models, see: Models 230
Photographic technicians 660
Phototypesetting machine operators, printing 39
Physical distribution managers, see: Industrial

traffic managers 137
Physical geographers . 500
Physical meteorologists 343

-Physicalmetallurgists, aluminum -.. 604
Physical oceanographers 346
Physical scientists 361
Physical therapists 479
Physical therapist assistants and aides 480
Physicians 448
Physicists 367

. See also:
Electronics manufacturing 630
Office machine and computer manufacturing 660

PhiSicists; health, atomic energy 617
Piano and organ tuners and repairers- 421
Piano technicians 421'
Piano tuners 421
Picklers, forge shop t'; 59
Piercer machine operators, iron and steel 647
Pill and tablet coaters, drug industry ... 627
Pilots an copilots ' 283
Pinsettin machine mechanics, see: Bowling pin-

mach e mechanics 399
Pipefitters 1 270-

See alio:
,,

Industrial chemiCal industry 639;
Iron and steel industry 647
Motor vehicle.and equipment manufacturing 657
Paper and allied products industry 666

Pipe-organ technicians 421
Placement counselors, college 517
Plainclothes officers, see: Police-officers 187
Planer mill graders, lumber mill 651
Planer operators, luarbe.r mill 651
Planetologists, see: Geophysicists., 342
Planning counselors, college . 517
Plant quarantine' and plant pest control .

inspectors, see: Agriculture . 580
Plant scientists, see: Agriculture ,.. 580
Plant technicians, engineering and science ,

'4, technicians a 376
Plasterers ;...269
plasterers tenders , 253

1

Plateniakers, printing, ire: Printing occupations 42
Platers, electroplaters 57

See also: Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft
manufacturing 597

Plumbers and pipefitters A 270

769
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See also:
Aluminum- industry ' £04
Drug industry 627
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 657

od trists 451
o ice officers I87
See also: State police officers -190

Policy checkers, see: Statistical clerks 98
ishers, motor vehicle and equipment

factoring
Political geo ers X00

Pond workers, lumber mi .4 5 60531,

Po)iticaLscientists

Pony edgers, lumber mills 65 I
Portrait photographers 562
Postal clerks ... 91

Pe also: Postal service 'occupations j736
,..., 736

Postal service occupations
Postal inspectors

Pasting clerks, see: Statistical clerks
Postmasters .730

. Pot liners, see: Alumintop industry_ 603
Pot tenderk, see: Aluminum industry 602

'Poultry, farmers 577
Pourers, see:

Foundries 636
Motor vehicle amend equipment manufacturing 655

Power dispatchers, electric power '685
Power hammer operators, aircraft, missile, and

spacecraft 597
Power shear operators, aircraft, missile, and

spacecraft 597
Power truck operators 71

See also: Trucking jndustry 705.
Powerplant occupations, electric power 683
Powerplant operatofs, drug industry 627
Practical nurses, licensed 472
Preparation plant central control operators, see:

Coal mining 586
Press operators, forge shop 59,
Press photographers 562
Pressers, apparel 609
Press operators, printing, see: Printing

occupations 45
Priests, Roman Catholi 523
Print developers, machine, see: Photographic

laboratory occupations 69
printer operators, see: Photographic laboratory

occupations 69
Printer-slotter operatorl paper and allied

products 666
Printers, see: Photograph' aboratory

occupations 69
Printing and publishing 672
Printing occupations 38

65
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Printing press operators and asiistants, see.
Printing occupation/ 45

Private duty,purses 470
Private household workers , 179
Probation and parole officers, see: Social

workers 535
Proc4s engineers, paper and allied products 667.
Process metallurgists, see: Aluminum industry 604,
Procurement clerks, see: Stock Clerks

3 1

. Produce clerks, see.: Retail food stores 712
Pioduceridirertors, program, radio and televisi6n 695
Production managers, advertising 1 12
Production managers, apparel 609
ProduCtion painters .- , 72

See aAo: Aircraft,--finssile, add. spacecraft
.

..

. inannfacturing A er n 597
Production planners, aircraft, missile, and

spacecraft ., 597
.

Production techniciansee.-Engineering and
'science technicians 375

Program assistants, radio and,,ttlevision 695
Program directors, radio and television -695
lhogranimers, elec,trimic computer, " 106

, See also:,. :
Office machine and computer manufacturing 660

'1. Paper and allied product 666
',Proof machine operators, see: Bank clerks__ 110
-Proofreaders, printing and publishing 673
Protective and related service Occupations 181
Protestant ministers .... 526-
Psychiatric' aides, ,fee: Nursing ,aiOes . . 474

'stPsychiatric social workers 535
Psychologiits 50
Public affair; directors, radio and television 695
Public health nurses : 471
Public librarians

L.... 213.
Public relationsWorkers

, Public works inspectors 'i
Pumpers, petroleum and !feral gas
Pumpers, pew:ileum refining'. 590
Punch press operators, see: Aircraft, missile,'and

spacecraft mantifacturing ' 597
Purchasing agents . 149
Pursers, see:

Merchant marine industry . 691
Merchant officers , .... , 29.0

r
-O.i J.I

.N
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'Radiation physicists, atomic energy. 611.
Radio anct,television announcers 569-
Radio and 4 visiop broadcasting occupations 694 '
Radio officers, see: ,

Merchant marine industry 691
Merchatt marine officers' 290

Radio service technicians 425
Radiographers, .

Altiminum industry 604
tomic energy 6 lib

dioisotope-production operators, atomic,
energy

Radiologic (X-ray) technologists /2 466
Radiological physicists, atomic,energy 7
Railroad conductors
Railroad industry
Railroad occupations...

Range conservationists, see: Range managers
Range ecologists, see'713.ange managers
Range mars
Range scie'ntis'ts, see: Rat managers

'Real estate age
Real estate salesworkers and brokers
Realtors"
Re c clerks, me rchant marine industry

ceiving clerks, see: Shipping and receiving
clerks

Receptionists..
Recordkeepers, see: Statistical clerks
Recording technicians; radio and television
Recreation directyrs
RecreatioirleaderS

cbuality control chemists, aluminum industry. 604

R
A\ Rabbis 522

'Rack clerks, hiitel ,
. 89

Radiation monitors. atomic. energy ' 617
b

618

Recreation surser%kisors
' Recreation workers..,
Referencelibrarians
Refrigeration engineers, see:

' sailors
Ref ri eration mechanics

'Rev nal geograpfiers
Regionalplanners.
Registered 'nurses
Registered representatives, see: Securities

Saleswoi:kers 238
inspectorsRegulatory

Reinforcing-iron.workers, building trades
,

4:- 6521 09'.71 3655

Rehabilitation counselors

Remelt Operators, see: Aluminum' industry

. -,..'

....--550Renderers; see: Comthercial artists
Repairers, see: ' . ----

Airplane-mechanics "" . - 208
Appliance repairers

,,
391
192Automobile body repairers-

Business machine re rers . , 400'
Central office r firers, telephone .. 383
Electric j repairers , 407

8
699
296
323
323
323
323
'232
232
23'Z
69 f

96
93
98

370
530
530

5-19,
213-

Merchant marine
293

, 389
500'
151

, 470

4
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1

,Gas appliance repairers. 389
Industrial machinery repairers 410
instrument repairers 412
Jewelry repairers 414
Locksmiths 416
Neon-sign repairers

'4Piano and organ tuners and repairers
407
421

ShOe repairers 424
Nvfelephone and PBX repairers 387
Television and radio service teanicians 425
Watch repairers

Report clerks,merchant marine indultry
Reporters, newspaper
Research dietitians
Research directors, advertising
Resealth workers, marketing
Reservation, ticket, and passenger, agents, airline. 287

,Resets/ation clerks, hotel 89,
Residential carriers, mail carriers 201
Resilient floor layers, see: Floor coverin

432
691
567
485
126
141

installers 25q
iratory therapy workers - 467

"Resistan* welders s 77
Restaurant industfy

P 709
Retafood stores 712
Retail trade saleiworkers` A 234
Retouchers, photographic laboratory occupations 69

. Rewriters, see: Newspaper reporters 567
. Rig builders, and helpers, petroleum and.natutal

gas ..../ A. 590
Riggers and machine movers, building trades - 275
Rigging "stingers, logging 650
Riveters, aircraft, missile, and spacecraft 597
Rock-dust machine operators, see: Coal mining 584
Rocket assembly 'mechanics, aircraft, missile add

spacecraft , '597
Rod workers, see: Surveyors 379
Roll turners, iron and steel . 647
Rollers, iron and steel 646
Rolling mill operators, see: Aluminum industry__ 603
Roman Catholic priests *

. Roof bolter, gisA: Coal mining
.

.Room

- .

goom and desk clerks, hotel ,..:
Rotary drillers, petroleum and natural
Rotary rig,engine operators, petroleucr .......
Rougher pulpit operators, Iron and steel.,
Roustabouts; petroleum and natural gag
Rout4 drivers
Route drivers, baking
Route drivers, laundry and drycleanirig
Route salesworkers, see: %Flute drives
Route supervisors, baking..
Rul carriers, mail carriers
Rural sociologists, agriculture

''.

....

.... .

:4 -...

523
584
272
89
590
590'

590
236
622
726
236
622
201
580

771 .

Safety, engineers, see:
Coal reining 586
Occupational safety.ancivhealth workers 197

Salary and wage administrators, personnel 143
Sales occupations 219
Salet representatives, radio and televilion 696
Salesworkers, See:

Automobile part, counter workers %,. 220
Automobile salesworkers 4 221..'
Authmobile service -advistirs,,... ... . 223.

, Computer salesworkers 660
Insurance agents and brokers --, 226'
Manufacturets' salesworkeis . 228
Real estate salesworkers and brokers 232
Retail trade salesviorkers 234
Securities salesworkers -238
Wholesale trade salesworkers 240

Sample makers, apparel 607
Sample-taker'operators, troleum and natural

gas 590
Sand milers, foundries 636
Sandblasters, forge shop 59
Sanitarian, health and regulatory inspectors 195
Scale car operators., iron and steel 643
Scalers, lumber mills., 651
Scalper operators, see: Aluminum injiustry 603
Scenic designers;ielwiiirr;, z 695
School counselnyiV.4-..i' " 511
School librarianu;e, ,214
Sc,hool social workers 535.
School teachers, see:

Agriculture , 581
College and university teachers 210
KindergarteiCarfd elementary teachers 206
Secondary school teachers 208

Sciepce and engineering photography 562
Science technicians .. 373
Scientific ancktechnical occupations 317
ScieppistsenArolunenta ,139
SelerMsts, physidal 361
Scientists, soil , 354
Scrap crane operators, iron and steel 644 ot

Sealers, electronics manufacturing 632
Seamen, see: Meichant marine sailors 292
Second assistant engineers, see: Merchant mare

officers .4
IA' 290

Secorid helpers,iron'and steel 644
Second loaders, logging 651
Second mates, see: Merchant marine officers 289
Secondary school teachers h 208
Secretaries and stenographers 94
Securities salesworkers 238
Seismologists, see: Geophysicists 342

782
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Senior typists 101
Separation tenders, sec Coal mining 586.
Service advisors, see Automobile service

advisors 223
Service and miscellaneous 722
Service occupations 154
Service'salesworkers, see: Automobile service

advisors 223
Service station attendants, see: GasoTtne service

station attendants 225
. 225Service station mechanics

Service technicians, computer 402
Service writers, see: Automobile service advisors 223
Service and repair occupations, see: Television

and radio service technicians 425
See also listing under Repairers.

Setup workers (machine tools) 34
Sewage 'plant operators 75
Sewing machine operatcirs, seer

Apparel industry 608
Motor vehicle and-equipment manufacturing..- 656

Shakeout workers, see: Foundries' 636
Shear operators, iron and steel 645
Sheet-metal workers 273

,See also:
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft
*manufacturing

. -
Railroad shop trades

Shipping checkerse.see: Statistical clerks
Shipping and receiving clerks
Ship's carpenters, see:

Merchant marine industry
Merchant marine sailors .., 292

Ship's electricians, see: Merchant marine sailors 293
Shirt finishers, laundry and drycleaning 726
Shoe repairers s, 424
Shooters, petroleum and natural gas 590
Shop trades, railroad 300
Shorthand reporters 95

.Shot'firers, see: Coal mining 584
Shotblasters, see:

Forge Shop occupations 59
Foundries 636

Shothole drillers, helpers, petroleum and natural

.,

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK

Slide mounters, set: Photographic laborattry
occupations. ' 69

Soaking pit crane operators, iron and steel .645
Soaking pit operators, aluminum 603
Social scientists
Social secretaries
Sticial service aides 512
Social service occupations 510
Social workers- 534.
Sociologists ,..507
Soil conservationists A 325
Soil scientists , 354
Sorters, see: Bank clerks. 1.10

Sorters, lumber mills 651
Sorter* see: Papei end allied products industries 666
Sound effects technicians, radio and television 05
Space buyers,. see: Advertising workers , 126
Spacecraft manufacturing occupations. 596

.Special agents, see: FBI Special Agents 182
Special librarians 214.Spee.oh pathologists ... .. 482
Speed operators, iron and steel t 647
Spotters, laundry -and drycleaning 727

Spra4raisi`rtiplor vehicle and equipment
ufacturing " . 656'

597 Sprinkler- fitters, see: Plumbers and pipefitters 271

301
Staff officers, See' Merchant marine officers 290

98 Stage managers, radio and television ' 695'

96 State and local pvegnment occupations. 738

gat 590
Shothole drillers, petroleum and natural gas 590
Shuttle car operators, see: Coal' mining 584
Signal department workers, railroad - A... 301'
Signal maintaipers, railroad 301
Signal installers, railroad 301
Silk screen printers, electronics manufacturing 632
Singers - A .A ., 545.Skip operators, iron and steel 643
Slate roofers, building trades . 272
Slicingaridwrapping machine operators, baking.. 622

State highway patrol officers 190
.State police officers ,190
'State troopers , 190
Station Agents, railroad- A 302
Stationary engineers ..... 73

Set also:
Alumjhumindugtry 604
Boiler tenderf ... 56

. Paper and allied products 666
Statistical Clerks 98'
Statisticians

NN,
308y'

See also: ,..,
Electronics manufacturing 63
Motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing 655

Steamfitters, see: Plumbers and pipefitters 270
Steel industry occupation: 642
Steel.pourers, iron and steel , 645'
Stenographers 94
Stereotyper:, printing, see:

Printing occupations .,.,
t 41,

Printing and publishing ,. ..4 673
Stevedores 6914 q

Stewardesses ' , ' 285
Stewards 285
Still pump operators, petroleum refining 670
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Stock chasers, motor vehicle and.equipment
manufacturing

Page

657.
Stock clerks -.,

See also:Retail food stores.' . 717-
- Stonemasons .., 247,i

.. Stopping builders, coal mining 584:
Stove tenders, iron and steel ,,60'
Stratigraphers, see: Geologists

,

See also- Petroleum and natural gas prodUstidn
, and processing 590

Stretcher-leveler-operators and helpers.
aluminum industry . 603

Strippers, printing 42
Structural-iron workers, building trades 275
Structural, ornamental, and reinforcing iron

workers, riggers, and machine movers 275
Student activities pasonnel, college studers .

personnel Walters
.., .

Student advisors, foreign, college student
132

personnel workers 1... , '133
Student financial aid persondil, college'studentl-

personnel workers 132
Student housing officers, college student

personnel workers.
, 133

Studio supervisors, radio and television-' 95
Stylists, motor vehicle and equipment .

manufacturing . 654
Substation operators, electric power ' 686
Supercalendar operators, paper and allied_ .

produCts, P. 665
-Surfacers, cipthalmic laboratory technicians 67
Surgical te 'Clang. 463

A ,i.Survey, . .., . 378
See also:

Coal mining \ 586
t Petroleum and natural gas production and

processing 590
11/ Switchboard operators, electric ;Sower 684

Switchers, petroleum and natttral.gas ' 590
Synoptic meteorologists 343
Systems analysts. 108

See also: '
Office machine and computer manufacturing 660..
Paper and allia products industry i.. . 666

System i operators, electric power 685

T

Tablet testers, drug industry
Tabulating clerks
Tabulating machine ciperators 7
Tailors,Spparel
Tappers and helpers, see: Aluminum industry
Taxicab, drivers

4.

I

-

Telphek, 'see:-
CO a.ndpiversity teachers 240.

541
---' *sch,00l teachers .... 208, .

economists 527
/dergarten and elemeniary schoorteachers 206

"274usic ., 543
Secondary school teacbers 208
Singing f 545
Vocational,-agriculture 581

Teaching occupations 206
Technical illustrators, see:

Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft manufacturing 597
Electronics manufacturing 631

Technical secretaries 94
Technical-stenographers
Technical writers

See also: Electronicg manufacturing 631
Technicians, btoadcasting 370
Technicians, dental Laboratory 441
Technicians, engineering and science 373
Technicians, medical record. - 461
Technicians, television and radio service- ' 425
Telegiaphers, telephoners, and tower operators, .,

railroad - 303
Telephone and PBX installers and repairers., 386
Telephone craft occupations 383
Telephone -industry 701
Telephone installers , 387
Telephone line and cable splicers ... -385
Telephone operators 202
Telephone repairers 387
Telephoners,. railroad :I 303,
Television and radio service technicians...., 425
Television announcers - . 569
Television broadcafting occupations 694
Tellers, banking .... 113
Terrazzo workers;' building trades...... 263
Testing technicians, paper and allied products 66'7
Therapeutic dietitians 485
Therapists, inhalation 467
Therapists, occupational .. 476
Therapists, physical , " . 479
Therapy and rehabilitation occupations 476
Therapy assistants, occupational 477
Third assistInkengineers, see: Merchant .marine

Officers ' , 290
Third helpers, irontand steel

.
644

. Third mates, see: Merchant marine officers 289
627 Thread trimmers and cleaners, apparel 609
.98 Ticket agents, air transportation , 287
90 Ticket sellers, see: Cashiers 84

609 Tile roofers, building trade i ''. 272
603 Tilesetters, building trades. 263
315 Timber cruisers, logging r 650

''784
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Time buyeys, see. Atheitising workers. .r 7
Tinners, electronics manufacturing
Tobacco farmers
Tool-and-die makers

See also:
Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft

rhartufacturing 597
Office, machine and computer manufacturing ¢61

Tool designers, see: Mechanical techn i c id:as 375
Tool .pushers, see: Petroleum and natural gas

production and pr9ce$sing 590
Toolmake'rs, electronics manufacturing 631
Tower operators, railroad 303

. Tracers, see: Drafters 372
Tractor operators: see: Coal mining 585

railroadTrack workers-. ilroad
Traffic controllers, air route. " 230794

Traffic controllers, airport 239,
Traffic managers, industrial 137
Traffic managers, ra io and televisio 695
.Transcribing.machin operators, see:typists.....: 101
,14ransit clerks, see: Bank clerks' 110
Transinission and diltribution occupations,

electric power... - 685
Traamitter technicians, radio and television. ...., 370'
Transpottatrork activities 27$
Iransfyortation, communication, and public.

676
,Treaters. see:

Petroleum and natural gas 590
Petroleum refining . .e670

Treatnient plant-operators, wastewater 75
Trimmer saw operators, lumber mills 651
Trimmers, forge 'shop 59
Trimmers, hand, apparel .... .... 609
Troopers, see: State police officers , 190
Trouble locators, telephone 383

Trouble shooters, electric power" 686
Truck lubricators, see: Trucking industry 705
Truck mechanic helpers, see: Trucking industry 705
Truck mechanics

See also: Trucking industry
Truck mechanics and bus mechanics
Truckdriveehelpers''
Truckdrivers, see:

Baking industry
Coal mining-industry
Drug industry
Electrbnies manufacturing
Petroleum refining

Truckdrivers, local
Truckdrivers, long-distance
Trucking industry ,

Tube benders, aircraft, missile, and-spacecraft
Tumbler operators, foundries

Pate

126
632
577

35

705
704
427

if 705

622'
586
628
632
670
310
311
704
597
636

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANT:t13005

Par

Tune-up mechanics, see. Automobile mechanics.. 395
Turbine operators, electric power tr.,. 383
Type inspectors, office machine and computer

manufacturing ' 661
Typesetters, hand, printing, see: Printing and

publishing .
, .

39
Typesetter perforator operators ...... 673
Typesetting machine operators, printing 39
Typists / 101

Underwriters, insurance ,,..n. 1p
. See also: Insurance industry 79
University librarians 214
University teachers . 210

.
Upholsterers, see: ,Furniture upholsterers '6 l

Upsetters, forge shop . 59
Ur4an geographers , .., 500
Urban planners 151'
Utility hands, see:

Merchant marine industry
Merchant marine sailors

.
.

Waritypists 19 .
Vending machine mechanics 429
Vending machine route drivers 237

'Veterinarians 452
See also: .

Agriculture 580
Life scientists , 351

Video-control technicians, teldvision ,370
Video recording technicians, television 370.
Vocational agriculture teachers; see: Agriculture 581

V

691
294

Vocational counselors, see: Employment .-

counselors 513
%Vocational nurses, licensed 472
Vocanologists, see: Geologists , 339

Wage-hour cofnpliance officers 195
Waiters and waitresses 170
Wath bos attendants, see: Coal mining 586
Washers, see: Truckimg industry 705..
Waste disposal workers,ato*c energy 618
Waste treatment engineers and technicians, see:

Petroleum refining 670
Waste-treatment Op6rators, atomic energy 618
Wastewater treatment plant operators 75
Watch engineers, electric power '684
Watch repairers -I 432
Watchmakers 432
Waterproof workers, see: Roofers 272

'7 8
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Aircraft, missile, and spacecraft
. manufactirbing' , .

Aluminum Industry .,... ....

Electronics rOnufactiii:ing- .

Welaers,mainten4rice .. ..

.

.....

ft/.
77

,,

597
604
632.
.77
77
78

590
577
708'
240
91
91

691
293

-
7Wire .drw opelators, aluminum

Wire drawers, iron.and steel '
Wood patternmakers, foundry occupations
Writers, technical t

X

X-ray technologists, medical

4Y

Yard brake operatce; railroad
Yard couplers/helpers
Yarder engineers, logging..,
Young adult services librarians

1
'Zoologists, see: Life scientists

775

. Par
.e. 603

647
24

571

"466

296'.
296
650
213

352

Welders, ship ......-

Welding Machine operators ,
Well pullers, petroleum and natural gas
Wheat fawners
Wholdale and retail trade
Wholesale trade saletworkers.,
Window clerks, postal clerks...,
Window service tecbmcians. postal clerks
Wipers, see:

Merchant marine iodustry ....
Merchant marine sailors . !..

... -
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R pents
All sections of the

Handbook are available as
reprints.

If all .you need is
information On a single or a
few occupations you :can choose
one of 155.reprints to get it
inexpensively.

1603 JFK Federal Bldg.
Boston. Mass. 02203

9th floor. Federal
Office Bldg.
230 South Dearborn St.
Chicago. III. 60604

You hay Order your
reprints from the nearest
regional-office of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics liited below.

A completet of
reprints begins onfrie foilpwing

.page.

Suite 3400,1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036,
911 Walnut St.
Kansas City: Mo. 64106
P.O. -B4 13309
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

2nd floor. 555 Griffin Sq. Bldg.
Dallas, Tex. 75202
1371 Peaghtree St. NE
Atlanta,.Ga. 30309
450 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco. Calif. 94102

rOrder Form
-Please send the following reprint(s) from the Occupational Outlook Handbook.

Name

Street Address

City 'State Zip

L

Reprint # Quantity Ptice

Total Amount
Make rherks payable to the Superfatendthi of Documents. .1

(NOTE There is a minimum charge of SI for each mail order. A discount of 25 percent
will be allowedon purchases of 100 or more copies of a single reprint wherunailed to a
single address.)
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..0cdupational Outlook Handbook Reprints, 1976-77

1875.1 Tomorrow's Jobs

PrIC.
I tow /

35

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
1875-2 Foundry Occupations ,. 35

..-Coremakers. Molders. Pattemmakers
1875-3 Machining Occupations . 35

All-round Machinists. Instrument Makers
,(Mechaitical). Ma Chine Tool Operators, Set-up
Workers .( Machine Tools). Tool-and-Die
Makers '

1875-4 Pnnting and Publishing 35
Bookbinders. Composing Room Occupations.

Electrotyped and Stereotypers. Lithographic
Occupations. Photoengravers. Printing Press
Operators Ind Assistants

1875-5 Factory Production Occupations 35
'Assemblers. Electroplaters. Inspectors. Power

Truck Operators. Production Painters
'Automobile Painters (See Mechanics and

Repairers)
1875.6 35
1875-7 Blue-Collar Worker-Supervisors . . 35
1875.8 Boilermaking Occup,iuods. ............... 35
1875.9 Forge Shop Occupations . .......... , 35
1875.10 Furniture Upholsterers........

Killwnghts (See Mechanics and Repairers);
187541 Motion Picture Projectionists.. 35

Ophthalmic Laboratory Technicians (See
Occupations)''

'Photographic Laboratory Workers (See Art,
Design, and Communications-Relatea
Opcupations)

1875-12 Stationary Engineers: Boiler Tendrs 35
1875.13 'Waste Watr Treatment Plant Operators 35
1875-14 Welders..., , 35

9
OFFICE OCCUPA TIONS

1875.15 Bookeeping Workers. Office Machine Operators.. 35'
1875-16 , Cashiers , 35
1875.17 Collection Workers 35
1875-18 File Clerks 35-

'Hotel Front Office Clerks (See Industry Section.,-,-Hotels)
Postal Clerks (See Industry SectIonPostal

Strvice).

"if

1875-1-9 it eceptiOnists 35
J875-20 Shipping and Receiving Clerks, Stock Clerks 35
1875-21 Statistical Clerks 35
1875-22 Secretaries. Stenographers, Typists 35
1875-23 Computer and Related. Occupations 35

Computer Operating Personnel, Programmers,
Systems Analysts

1875.24 Banking Occupations 35
Bank Clerks. Bank Tellers, Barik Officers

1875-25 Insurance Occupations. ..... ............. ........ 35

Bultessx
.

Ina,. ;No ,
, (emu)

Claim Representatives, Underwiited. Actuaries,
Insurance Agents and Brokers

.1875-26' Accountants ...... . ,.. .. ,.1 k ...... ........ . ?.... . 35
1875-27 Advertising. Marketing Research. Public Relations

Workers ... 35 t
1875-28
1875-29 City Managers .. ... . . , ... 35
1875-30 Credit Managers .35

_i, Hotel Managers and Assutan4 (See Industry '
Section ,Hotels) i

1875-31 Industrial Traffic Managers Purchasing Agents 35
1E75-32 Lastryersi. .4- 35,1875-33 Personnll and Labor Relations Workers, College

Student Personnel Workers 35
1875-34 Urban Planners I , 35

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

1875 -35 Building Custodians. 35
'Hotel Housekeepers and Assistants (See Industry

SectionHotels)
1875-36 Pest Controlled 35
1875-37 Bartenders; Cooks and Cliefs. Waiters and

Waitresses . 35
1871-38 Oniing Room Attendants and Dishwashers, Food'

Counter Workers 35
Meatcutters 35

1875-401:' Barbers. Cosmetologists... 35
'Bellhops and Bell Captains (See Industry

SectionHotels)
I8A-41, Funeral Directors and Embalmed 31
I/175-42 Private Household Workers 35
187543 FBI Special Agents 35

91875-44 Firefighters 35
1875-45 Guards r 35
1875-46 Police Officers, State Police Officers. 35
1875-47 Health and Regulatory Inspectors,,Construction

Inspectors, Occupational Safety and Health
Workers 35

f Kistal Mail Carriers (See Industry 'SectionPostal
Service)

'Telephone Operators (Ste Mechanics and
Repairers)

EDUCATIOW AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS

1875-48 Teachers 35
Kindergarten and Elementary School, Secondary

School,, College and University ;
1875-49 Library Occupations 35

Librarians. Library Technicians and Assistants

SALES OCCUPATIONS

'Automobile Parts Counter Workers (See
2- Mechanics and Repairers)

1875-50 Automobile Sale:workers 35

779
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Automobile Service Advisers (See Mechanics and
Repairers)

*Gasoline Service Station Attendants (See
Mechanics and Repairers)

Insurance Agents and Brokers (See Office
-Occupations)

1875-51 Manufacturers' Salesworkers 35

1875-52 Real Estate Salesworkers and Brokers.... ..... 3,5

1875-53 Retail Trade Salesworkers... . . . 35
Route Drivers (See Transportation Occupations)

18.75-54 Securities Salesworkers 35
1875-55 Wholesale Trade Salesworkers:. 35
1875-56 Models. _ 35

' CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS

3875-57 Asbestos and Insulation Workers. . . 35
1875-58 Brycklayers7StonemesonsMarble Setters, Tile .

Setup, Terrazzo Workers ...,.. 35
, 1875-59 , Carpenters. Painters and Paperhangers Glaziers 35

1875-60 Ceient Masons, Lathers. Plasterers.. 35
1875-61 Construction Laborers .... ........ . 35
1875-62 Drywall installers and Finishers . 35
1875-65 Electricians (Construction) ..... . 35

0 1875-64 Elevator Canstru'ctors. Structural, Ornamental, and
Reinforcing Ironworkers, Riggers; Machine
Movers . 35

1875-65 Floor Covering Installers_ 35
1875-66 Operating Engineers.... 35
1875-67 Plumbers and Pipefitters.' 35
1875-68 Roofers, Sheet-metal Workers , 35

TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS

1875 -69 Civil Aviation Occupations 35
Air Traffic Controllers, Airplane Mechanics,

Airplane Pilots, Flight Attendants,
Reservation, Ticket, and Passenger Agents

1875-70 Merchant Marine 35
Merchant+Ianne Officgrs, Merchant Marine

Sailors
I875 -71 Railroad _Occupations 35

Brake Operators, Conductors, Locomotive
Engineers, Shop Trades, Signal Department
Workers, Station Agents, Telegraphers,
Telephoners, Tower Operators, Track Workers

1875-72 Driving Occupations. 35
Intercity Ettisdriiers, Local Transit Busdrivers,

Local Truckdrivers, Long Distance
"..Truckdrivers, Route Drivers, Taxicab Driv,ers

1875 -73 Parking Attendants 35

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS

1875-V4 Conservation Occupations
Foresters, Forestry Technicians, Range
Managers, Soil Conservationists

1875-75 Engineers "4

Aerospace, Agricultural, Biomedical, Ceramic,
Chemical, Civil, Electrical, IndustrIa1,
Mechanical, Metallurgical, Mining, Petroledm

1875-76 Environmental Scientists 35
Geologists, Geophysicists, Meteorologists,

Oceanographers
'1875-77 Life Science Occupations. 35

Biochemists, Life Scientists, Soil Scientists
1875-78 Mathematict Occupations 35

Mathematicians, Statisticians
1875-79 Physical Scientists . 35

35

35
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Astronomers. Chemists. Food Scientists.

PhYliciP
1875 -80 Dfafters, Engineering and Science iecteficisins.

Surveyors. x 35
Broadcast Technicians (See Industry Section- -

Radio and TV broadcasting)

MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS

1875-81 Telephone Occupations
Telephone craft Occupations. Central Office

Craft Occupations, Central Office Equipment
!ateliers. Line Installers and CaMe Splicers,
Telephone and PBx'Installers and Repairers,
Telephone Operators

1875.8,2' Aulomobile Service Occupations 35
Automobile Body Repairers. Automobile

Mechanics, Truck and Bus Mechanics,
Automobile Service Advisers. Automobile
Parts County-Workers. Gasoline Service
Station Attendants, Automobile Painters

I875-83 Air-eondiuoning, Refrigeration:and Heating
Mechanics

1875-84 Appliance Repairers
1.875-85 Boat-Motor Mechanics, Motorcycle Mechanics
1875-86 Bowling-Pin-Machine Mechanics
1875-87 Butihess Machine Repairers, Computer Service

Technicians
1875-88 Diesel Mechanics.
1875-89 Electric Sign Repairers
1875-90 Farm Equipment Mechanics y.-
1875-91 Maintenance Electricians, Industrial'Ma'chinerr

Repairers, Millwrights
1875-92 instrument Repairers
1875.93 Jewelers, Witch Repairers
1875-94 Locksmiths
1875-95 Piano and Organ Tuners and Repairers
1875-96 Shoe Repairers
1875-97 Television and RadiriService Technicians
1875-98 Vending Machine Mechanics

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

1875-99 " Chiropractors
1875-100 Optometrists, Optometric Assistants
1875-101 Dental Occupations

Dentists, Dental Assistants, Dental Hygienists,
Dental LaboratorX Technicians

1875-102 Physicians, Osteopathic Physicians
1875-103 Podiatrists
1875-104 Veterinarians
1875-105 Medical Technologist, Technician, and Assistant

Occupations
Electrocardiograph Technicians,

Electroencephalographic Technicians, Medical
Assistants, Medical Laboratory Workers,
°Orating Room Technicians, Radiologic (X-
ray) Technologists, Respiratory Therapy
Workers e

Nursing Occupations
Registered Nurses, Licensed PracticallNurses,

Nursing Aides, Orderlies, and Attendants
1875-167 Therapy and Rehabilitation Occupations,

Occupational Therapists, Occupational Therapy
Assistants, Physical Therapists, Physical
Therapist Assistants and Aides, Speech
Pathologists and Audiologists

Pace
(crows)

35

35
35
35
35

3.5

35
35
35

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

35
35
35

35
35
35

1875-106

31

35

35

1875-108 Di titians 35-
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ICAO. 11

1875-109 Dispensing Opticians. Ophthalmic Litboratory
Technicians 35

1875-110 Health Services Administrators 35
1875-111 Medical Record Administrators. Medical Record

# Technicians and Clerks 35
1875.112 Pharmacists 35

- SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

1875-113 Anthropologists. Economists. Geographers,
Historians. Political Scientists: Sociologists

-INr1875-114 Psychologists 35
SOCIAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
18'75-115 Counseling Occupations 35

School Counselors. Employment Counselors.
Rehabilitation Counselors, College tirreer.
Planning and Placement Counselors

1875.116 Clergy
35

Protestant Ministers. Rabbis. Roman Catholic
Pnests

*Cooperative Extension Workers (See lndustty
Section Agriculture )

1875-117 Horns Economists 351875-118 Recreation Workers- 351875.119 Socral Workers. Social Service Aides 35

ART. IGN. AND COMMUNICATIONS- RELATED
OCCUTA NS

1875-120 Performing Arts 35
Actors and Actresses. Dancers. Musicians.

Singers
1875-121 Architects . ' 35
1875-122 Commercial Artists

- 35
1875-123 Display Workers . 35
1875.124 Floral Designers

. 35
1875-125 Industrial Designers s .. 35
1875426. Interior Designers 35
1.875-127 Landscape Architects. . . 35
1'875-128 Photographers. Photographic Laboratory

Occupations . 35
1875.129 .NewSpaper Reporters. Technical Writers .... 35A875-130 Interpreters. . 35

Radio and TV Announcers (See Industry
SectionRadio and TV Broadcasting,

SOME MAJOR INDUSTRIES AND THEIR OCCUPATIONS
1'875-131 Agriculture 35

Cooperative Extension Service Workers

11.41rt.

1875-132
1875.133

1875-134
1875-135
1875-186
187.137
11375.138
I8/5- 139
1875.140

1875-
1875.1
1875-14
1875-14
1875-145

1875.146

1875.147

1875-148

1875.149
1875-150
1875.151

1875-152

1875-153

18746154

1875.155

l'

Coal Mining
' 35

Petroleum land Natural Gas Production and G
Processing. Petroleum Refining ............. 35

Aircraft, Missile. and Spacecraft Manufacturing 35
Aluminum Manufacturing. ....... 35
Apparel Mianufacturing 35
Atomic Energy Field
Baking Industry
Drug_tfanufacturing. . 35
Electronics-Manufacturing 35
Foutdries (See Induarial Production and Related

Industrial Chemical Industry - - 35
Iron and Steel industry. ./ . .. 35
Logging and Lumber Mill Industry .. ":. 35
Motor Vehicle and Equipment Manufacturing 35

`Office Machine and Computer Manufacturing..... 39
Paper and Allied Products Iiidustry 35
Pnnting and Publishing (See Industrial Production

and Related Occupations)
Civil Aviation (See Transportation Occupations)

, Electric Power Industry 35'
Powerplant Occupations. Transmission and

Distnbution Occupations, Customer Servite
Occupations

Merchant Marine (See Transportation
Occupations)

Radio and TV Broadcasting Industry 35
Radio andTV Announcers. Broadcast

Technicians
Railroads (See Transportation Occupations)
Telephone (See Mechanics and Repairers)
Trucking Industry 35
Restaurantindustry 35
Retail Food Store Industry 35
'Banking (See Office Occupations)
Insurance (See Office Occupations)
Hotel accupatinns 35

Bellhops and.Bell Captains. Front Office Clerks.
Housekeepers and Assistants. Managers and
Assistants

Laundry and Drycleaning Plants 35

Government Occupations 45
FedEral Civilian Employment. State and Local

Governments, Armed Forces

Postal Service. 35
Postal Clerks. Postal Mail Carriers

Available from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402, or from any of the regionaloffices of theBureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Opportrrwrit of Labor. A discount of 25 percent will be 8114Y/rod to quantity purchasers
(100 or more copies of a sin#a reprint) when mailed to a single address.

1603 JFk Federal Bldg. 1371 Peachtree St., N.E.
Boston, Mass. 02203 Atlanta, Ga. 30309

230 S. Dearborn St. 1515 Broadway
Chicago, 111. 00604 New York, N.Y. 10036

. 911 Walnut St. P.O. Box 13309
Kantas City, Mo:64106 Philadalphia, Pa. 19101

450 Golden Gate Ave., Box 36017 555 Oriff in Square Bldg.
San Francisco, Calif. 94102 Dallas, Tex. 76202
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The Bureau of Labor
Statistics issues a variety of publi
cations that provide information
on employment, unemploy-
ment, occupatiojialtrends,

..,earnings, and other labor force
Idev-eTcipments. Those which

may be useful to Handboolc
. readers are listed below.

All materials except tile]
periddicals may be ordered
through the'Bureau's regional
offices listed below or directly
from the Superintendent of
Documents, U S Government
Printing Office Washington,
D.C. 20402. Make check or
money order payable to the

*SUperintendent of Docurrients.
Periodicals must be ordered
directly from the Supenntendent

' of Documents. Prices are
subject to change

, Addresses of Regional Offices
U S Department of Labor, Bureau of

Labor Statistics
Suite 3400, 1515 Brat:1640y,

New York N Y 10036
1371 Peachtree St .,NE . Atlanta, Go

30309
911Walnut St , Kansas City, Mo.

,W06
1603 JFK Federal Office Bldg.

Boston, Mass. 0203
230 South Dearborn St , Chicago, III

60604
450 Golden Gate Ave , Box 36017,

Son Francisco, Calif e)4102
P 0 Box 13309, Philadelphia, Pa
- 19101

555 Griffin Square Bldg , Dallas, Tex
756202

Periodicals
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK QUAR-
TERLY. '4 00 for four issues dunng the
school year, S5 00,,foreign, single
copy, .S130 (See order form on back
'cover ) The Quarterly is designed to
keep readers up to date on the re-
sults,,ornew research on occpa-
tions and indus4s tt also contains
articles coveringq variety of other
subjects of interest to counselors

'.and students. It complements the
Occupational Outlook Handbook.
Past issues have included articles on
job prospects for college graduf
ates. young workers and the wage-
hour law. and summer jobs for
students.

MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW. 52e.00 a
year $25.00 foreign: single copy,
$240 Articles on employment,
labor forCe, wages, prices, pro-
ductivity, unit labor costs, collective
bargaining, workers satisfaction,
social indicators, and labor devel-
opments abroad Regular features
nclude a review of developments
in industrial relations, significant
court decisions in labor cases,
book reviews, and current labor
statistics.

EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS.
Monthly $24 00 a year; $30,00,
foreign: single copy $2.70. Covent
data for the United States as a
whole, for individual Stales, and
for more than 200 local areas on
employment, hour?, earnings, and
labor turnovel..

Otherselecred publications
SPECIAL LABOR FORCE 'REPORTS.
Irregular Free. Based on special
surveys conducted several times' a,
year, these reports present statistics
and analyses of selected charac-
ipristic,s,of the labor force, such as
educational attainment, employ-
ment of school dropouts and
recentohigh school graduates,
work experience during the year,
an rharital and family status.
AREA WAGE SURVEYS. Prices vary.
These reports include'data on
average earnings apciemploy-,
rnent in selected occupations and
in major induttries andJabor
market areas Weekly working hours
for some groups of workers and .
customary pracfices regarding
pensions, vacations, holidays, and
sick leave also are reported. A list
of surveys is included in the Directory
of Area Wage Surveys, which may
tpe obtained free from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

7955

UNION WAGE RATES, Annual
bulletins and releases. Prices vary.
Statistics on minimum wage sdoies
and maximum hours of work at
straight-time rates for cities of
100,000 Inhabitants or more are
presented for the printing, con-
struction. and local trucking in-
dustries in 70 cities, and for the
local transit industry in 67 cities.
Biennial surveys of grocery store
employees in 70 cities cover wage
rates andstraight-time hours. In
addition, quarterly releases on
surveys in sever) major building
trades in 105 cities cover averages
and increases in wage scales by
trade, and wage trends for the
industry as a whole.
Visual aid
LOOKING AHEAD TO A CAREER.
$10 A set of 35mm, 2x2 inch color
slides that describes the occupa-
tional .composition of today's work
force and the changes expected

'through 1q85. An accompanying
booklet explains each slide. Sold
only by BLS regional offices.

The series graphically shows:
-Current employment by occupa-

tion and iribustry,
-Fields of work which are especially

promising,
-Changing characteristics'Of the

work force,
Marling list

qom time to time, the Bureau
issues bulletins that give detailed
information on manpower require-
ments in a particular field. Persons
who wish to be placed on a
mailinog list to receive announce-
meets of new publications and
releases summorizing the results
of new studies should,send.a
request with their addresseslo
U S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics Washington,
D.C. 20212. , ,

C


